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INTRODUCTION. 

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS AND PLAN OF PRESENT VOLUME. 
Recent Rapid Development of the movement for Industa:ial Training in Schools

Arrangement of Report and contents of present Volume, modified by reason of 
this activity-Summary of Part !-Reception accorded to the first volume of 
this Report-Reviewed in home and foreign press-Interest shown in the 
accow1ts of the new movement in Education-Letters concerning the Report 
received by the Bureau from many home and foreign correspondents-Letters 
inserted from Hon. George Bancroft, John G. ·whittier, Henry Barnard, E x
U.S. Cow missioner of Education, and John Sparkes, Head Master, Kensington 
AI·t Schools, London, England-Intimate relation between the American Pre~s 
and the Common Schools-Resolutions appro'"'ing this Report passed by tht! 
Art Department of the National Educational Association, 1886 and 1887-The 
several editions of Part I of this Report-(In :Memoriam- John Dudley Phil
brick , LL. D.-Charles Callahan Perkins, E~q.-Professor Walter Smith. )
Kindergartens in San Francisco, and other cities-An Ideal Orphan!!' Home in 
Baltimore-Some advantages possessed by privat e schools and institutions in 
testing educational methods-Public school educators may profit by results of such 
experiments-" Home study in Drawing and Insttuction by Correspondence " 
for teachers in public schools-Need of strictly defining the nomenclature of 
the new education-The report made by the Committee on Pedagogy to the 
National Association at the Annual :Meeting held in Nashville, Tennessee, 1870, 
given in Appendix " L" of this volume-Extracts from pamphlet criticising 
this report of the Committee-This introductory chapter is thus used in part as 
a supplementary " Appendix" to this volume-Extracts from Superintendent 
Seaver's report, Boston, 1889-Extracts from Superintendent :MacAlister's 
report, Philadelphia, 1889-Industrial training in the schools of Washington, 
D. C., in 1890-Annual meeting of the American Economic Association, De

cember, 1890-The Relation of Industrial Education to Economics-Value of 
Free Common Schools as set forth by the President of Tulane University, New 
Orleans, Louisiana-Remarks on the necessity of popular education in a Re

public, by Hon. Randall Lee Gibson, U . S. Senator from Louisiana-Tulane 
University tersely described by Rev. A. D. :Mayo-Edward Everett on Common 
Schools-A Technical School of Pottery to be opened in connection with the 
"School of Industrial Art," in charge of l\fr. L. W. Miller, in Philadelphia-

xxm 
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Other Technical Art Trade Schools in th!! United States-Annual meeting of the 
Department of Superintendence held in Philadelphia, February, l891-Paper 
by President MacAlister ~f Drexel ·lnstitut.e---.-The coining World's Fair to be 

held in Chicago-How American Schools impress a visiting educator from 
Australia-" Conference on Manual Training," held in Boston, April, 1891-
Arrangement of contents of the present volume-The chapters analyzed
Plea for the restoration -of the _art idea , fu elementary education-Silliman, 

Agassiz, and Newell, the pioneers in introducing Laboratory methods in t.each
ing the N~tural Sciences-The Appendices described-The first ten chapters of 
this Volume deal with the questio~ referring to the new movement, as dis

cussed-by educators-Th~ final ten chapters are mostly given to the contempor
ary history of the introduction of some forms of industrial training in schools 
in v~ious places-The Appendices are arranged in logical order, so far lUI pos
dlle-Tbis abundant ma~rial, collected from many sources, American and 
European, ·will, it is hoped, be found serviceable to American Educators. 

The most notable characteristic :q1ovement in the development of 
elementary education in the Public Schools of the United States dur
ing the few years that have passed since the first volume of the 
present Report was printed, is that which seeks to introduce in all 
schools some forJ!l of Manual and !hdustrial Training. 
. Qwing to the urg!3ncy and growth of this movement, the beginning 
of which is referred to in the opening · paragraph of Part I, the 
present volume of this Report has been largely rewritten; so that only 
the first chapters of the text of the volume, as originally prepared, 
are retained, with a single Appendix (Appendix "K" ). 

This volume (Part II), with contents as announced in the Intro
duction to Part I, most of which will now appear in ·Part III, was 
ready for the printer when Part I was published. Owing partly to 
an ins~cient force, fully occupied with the routine duties and regu
lar publications of the Bureau of Education, the entire· labor of prep
aration of original matter, compilation ·of material, and revision of 
proofs of this Report, has been undertaken by the author and editor, 
with the aid of a single copyist, whose conscientious, efficient, and · 
valuable services he would here gratefully acknowledge.* . 

Those familiar with the first volume of the present special Report, 
more particularly with the "preliminary papers" prefixed thereto, 
hardly need to be reminded that in the freedom and fullness with 
which the topics under discussion are presented and considered by 

*The typographical excellence is to be credited to Capt. H enry T. Brian, Foreman 
of Public Printing, and to the careful proof-reading and technical skill exhibited by 
-his courteous assistants in the Govem~ent Pri~ting Office. It is, perhaps, due to 
these gentlemen tp state, fur~her, that for peculiarities of punctuation and capital
ization, old fMhioned, or otherwise, the author of this Report is alone 1·esponsible. 
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the author, the present work departs very widely from the pattern 
of the ordinary statistical reports issued under authority of the Gov
f'rnment; which deal only with the history and statistics of estab
lished institutions, and simply seek to set down statements of facts, 
uncolored by the opinions of t heir compilers. These reports of arid 
statistics, usually found very dry reading by the general public, 
serve, however, most important uses; and are invaluable to the spe
cialists with whose subject they are occupied, and the legislators for 
whose information they are compiled. 

Many of the vol n mes technically called·'' reports," which issue from 
certain offices of the Government such, for example, as the Geologica.l 
Survey, the Bureau of Ethnology, the Smithsonian Institution, the 
Life Saving Service, and the B nrean of Education are, however, very 
different in purpose and character, and ;1.re often, though usually 
written for specialists, not without interest and value to the general 
reader. Some of these publications resemble rather the occasional 
reports made by the Royal Commissioners of Great Britain, appointed 
to investigate some subject of immediate interest, than the typical 
r eports of statistics, common to all Governments, such as are those 
referred to above. 

The purposes and province of the present work are such that a 
report of that type would not be possiblE!; since these first two vol
mnes, at all events, are largely given to the consideration of proposed 
changes in the curriculum of the elementary schools, and deal with 
subjects, the methods of teaching which are not settled; nor, are the 
subjects themselves, ·as yet, fully accepted by all educators, as legit~ 
imate objects of study in any or in all grades of the public schools. 

It is, then, concerning certain educational theories· and experiments 
that are just at present occupying the attention of educators all ove.r 
the civilized world, with which these two volumes have to do. 

In regard to these proposed changes in educational methods and 
the collateral questions which have been raised in their discussion 
by educators during the preparation and progress of this Report, in
formation has been widely sought from every quarter. 'fhe control
ling purpose of the author being to call attention to the varying 
phases of the development of this new movement and, especially, to 
direct attention to the purpose which animates many of the ear
nest advocates of one-feature of this general movement, and which 
threatens the destruction of that ideal of Industrial Art Education, 
to promote which was the definite purpose of this Report when its 
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preparat i0n and publication 'vas first ordered hy the Sena.t.e mt<l sub
sequently by the Congress of the United States. 

With the view of recording all the essential phases of the move
ment every effort has been made to secure reports of all important 
discussions, and to collect from every av:1ilable source all possiule 
informat ion likely to he of use to those wishing to kuow \vhat the 
advocates of "The New Education '' undertake, and hope. as well 
as to set down what has been by them already nccomplishecl. 

In the present volume whoso size precludes the insertion of any 
preliminary essays, the author is ~esponsible for the several "Intro
ductions," and for the running comineri.ts, accompanying lihequoted 
extracts in the body of the book, and in the appendices, which, as in 
the previous volume, may be readily recognized by the different type 
used; all original matter by the author of the Report being printed 
in long primer type, while quoted matter is in brevier. 

It may be well further to state that, as the edition for general dis
tribution of the .first volume of this Report was not available for 
the public till early in 1887, although the imprint on it, as on the 
Senate edition, was 1885, it seems desirn.ble to insert in the present 
volume all matters germane to it, down to the latest possible moment 
before it is put in type; and, for this reason, this ~' Introduction" is 
also made use of as, in some sort, an additional" Appendix." 

..... 
A SUMMARY OF THE PLAN ANJ? CONTENTS OF THE FIRST VOLUME 

OF THIS REPORT. 

The pla)l of the several volumes of this Report, with their A ppen
dices, was given in detail in the Introductory chapter of P art I. 

This opening volume comprised four main divisions: First, a 
series of original essays, filling some 220 pages; and entitled "The 
Democracy of Art," "Preliminary papers upon the relations of At·t 
to Educatio_n, Industry, and National Prosperity," in which topics 
germane to the Report as a whole were considered. Second, the 
history of" Drawing in Public Schools," occupying some 384 pages, 
and giving~ in detail, the account of the movement initiated by Dr. 
Philbrick, Mr. C. · C. Perkins, Professor Walter Smith, and their 
coadjutors in Massachusetts. Third, " Statistical Tables" of Art 

• 
Schools arid Art Museums in the United States, showing the num-
ber and condition of those institutions as existing in July, 1882. 
Fourth, a series of Appendices, " A" to " H," filling 405 pages, and 
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comprising a varied store of historical and contemporaneous infor
mation relating to the subject, derived from American and Euro
pean aut horities. The purpose kept in view in th e preparation of 
this work has been t o place in the hands of educators remote from 

· access to large libraries the fullest and freshest information con~ern
ing the topics under consideration, much of which has not yet found 
its way into Libraries, being contained in addresses, discussions, and 
like ephemeral forms. On mooted questions the views of the best 
authorities on both sides are given, in the hope of furnishing for the 
student, and the official, the information requisite to the formation 
of an intelligent judgment. An Index, filling some twenty pages, 
completes the volume. 

FAVORABLE RECEPTION ACCORDED TO THE FIRST VOLUME AT HOME 

AND ABROAD. 

The r eception accorded to this volume by American and European 
Educators, by the Reviewers, and by the American press generally, 
has been most gratifying. ·The fact that the London Times, and the 
London Morning News, both gave in their issues of September 20th, 
1886, a leading article to the consideration of this volume, within a 
week after it reached England, was commented on as remarkable by 
other English journals. The work was, also, about the same time 
quoted before a Committee of Parliament. The distinguishen 
French Educator, M. Buisson, gave a careful review of the book in 
The Revue P~dagogiqne. * Shiro Akabani, the accomplished secre
tary of the J apanese Legation then in Washington, translated a por
tion of it into Japanese for the use of the home government. 

CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THIS REPORT. 

Many let ters in relation to it were received from the home and for
eign correspondents of the Bureau of Education, showing a very 
general interest in the experiments recorded, and in the new de
parture taken by advanced educators in the United States-as shown 
by the endeavor , begun in Massachusetts, and rapidly extending in 
other States,-to introduce and develop Industrial .Art Training as 
a component part of all elementary Education. 

From these valued evidences of their approval by representative 
educators the four letters which , follow are selected. The first is 

*Revue PMagogique, Paris, March 15th, 1887. See pages 268-272. 
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from the veteran educator Hon. Henry Barnard, ex-United States 
Commissioner of Education, whose early efforts to introduce the 
study of drawing into the common schools are recorded in Part I of 
this Report.* 

Dear Mr. C LARKE: 

HARTFORD, CONN., 

Jnne Bth, 1886. 

Your valuable book on Art and Industry came duly to hand. I haYe not been in 
the t·eading mood or opportunity since, to master its contents, but I ha,·e glanced 
through the contents and index (my way of taking a survey of the field covered by 
any great hook), and am amazed at the thoroughness with whicll you have don~ 
your work-all of it iB of historical value. and the whole RRport will constitute the 
book of reference on this important subject. 

Yours truly, 
HENRY B.ut ... 'IJARD. 

This letter from the venerated poet Whittier, contains au affec
tionate tribute to the memory n.ud worth of Dr. Philbrick: 

OAK KNOLL, DANVERS, MAss., 

6th Mo., 18, 1886. 
I. EDWARDS CLARKE, Esq.: 

DEAR FRIEND: I have been reading thy able and exhaustive Report on Art and 
Industry, with great ~terest. Such a work was needlld and it h:l.S ~n nobly done. 
I cannot but admire the evidence which it affords of conscientious thorougnness 
and complete mastery of the subject in all its details. It cannot fail to do much to 
ha.<;ten t.he day when Art shall be the hand-maid of Ameti.can Euucation and In
dustry, and a true civilization shall keep pace with material prosperity. 

I quite agree with thll sentiment quoted in thy title page from my lamented friend 
and neighbor John D.Philbrick.t It should be seen in letters of gold on every school 
house in the land. 

Heartily thanking thee for sending me thy volume, I am truly thy friend, 
JOHN G . . WHITTIER. 

The following lines, written by the aged and honored historiar 
of America, possess exceptional interest by reason of his criticism of 
the pubiic buildings in the city of Washington : 

W-4SHINGTON,D. c., 

Dear Mr. CLARKE: 
June 6th, 1886. 

You could not have given a copy of your volume to any one who would value it 
more than I do. That Art is an affair of a people, of every great people, is tny 
fixed faith; and I am glad that it has in you an able and eloquent expounder. I 
have desponded as I ride, or walk through our public squares ; and I sigh at the 
sight of our public buildings, raised at a greater expense than tl1e best buildings 
elsewhere. The capitol is peculiar and historically interesting; but the 1·est have 
respectively. cost more money than the best buildings in Spain or in Italy, and yet 
with what worth! You propose the right remedy. 

Gratefully and truly yours 
GEO. BANCROFT. 

*See Part I, pages 8-13. 
t '' No system of education is truly solid and sound and democratic which does not 

make it.possible for the child of superior merit, however poor, to mount to the high· 
est round of the educational ladder." 
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The letter from Mr. John Sparkes, the distinguished Heau Master 
of the South Kensington Art Schools, is especially prized both by 
reason of his approval of the statement given in Part I of the aid 
given by the English government to education in the Industrial and 
Fne Arts,* and of his endorsement of the credit given to Haydon, 
as the early advocate for governmental aid to Art Instruction. t 

SOUTH KENSINGTON, SciENCE AND ART DEPART~lENT. 

July 28th, 1887. 

DEAR SIR: Your !iplendid and exlui.ustive book on Art Education has given me 
much pleasure and much cause for thought. The history of the subject is dealt 
with by a master and I congratulate you as well as your readers on the accurate 
and full account that is therein of the progress and origination of our system-but 
especially I wish to thank you for placing Haydon in his proper position as the far 
seeing agitator for government art instruction. I will endeavor to send you a 
recently published syllabus of the present method of grouping the art subjects of 
elementary schools into standards; rather a formal thesis which has had rather a 
deterrent effect on the teachers. 

I also send you a copy of my book on the history of the Schoolli of Alt. of which 
I beg your acceptance. 

I am, dear sit·, with much esteem very sincerely yours, 
JOHN SPAUKE;;. 

To 
CoL I. Eow ARDS CLARKE. 

T~E PRESS AND THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

These various evidences of appreciation were indeed gratifying ; 
but it is in the fact that the religious, educational, and secnlar press 
of the United States, thought proper to publish long, thoughtful , 
carefully written reviews of this volume, followed in many cases, hy 
editorials relating to the main topics treated in the work, which is of 
the greatest significance and value; because it. shows the wide-spread 
interest on the part of the press, not only in the special subject of 
the introduction of a new study in the schools, but also a vital in
terest in whatever relates to the p1·ogress, development and pros
perity of the common elementary schools of the country ; the schools 
of the people. Such an interest is as natural as it is general, for the llll
p<>rallele<.l circulation of the public newspapers in the United States, 
as compared with those in any other country, is undoubtedly due to 
the general dissemination among the people of a knowledge and 
taste for reading which is to be obtained in the free .public schools, 
whetein every child may be taught to read. 

*See Part I, Appendix '' F." 
t See Part I , Appendix "A," Paper VI. 
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By a jealous watchfulness over the welfare of these fretJ elemen. 
· tary schools, the local press will best promote the interests of the 
people at large, and its own prosperity. , 

The interest felt in the subject of the·introduction of the study of 
drawing in the schools, which was the ·topic of this first volume; has 
been followed by a more general interest in the subsequent develop. 
ment of that initial movement, namely : the introduction of indus. 
trial training in all schools, · which forms the subject of the present 
volume ; and which, it is hoped, may secure for it as thoughtful 
consideration as was given to the one which it follows. . 

RESOLUTIONs· IN APPROVAL OF THIS REPORT PASSED BY THE ART 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NATION~ EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 

The fornuil r_esolutions passed by the Art Department of the N a
ti.onal Educational Association, during the annual meetings held at 
Topeka, Kansas, July, 1886, and at Chicago, Illinois, July, 1887, are 
here quoted in evidence of the oJ?.cial.recognition by American edu~ 
cators of the· iinportan.ce and value of the topics which fo;rm the sub
ject matter of this Rep01i. ' 
· During t.he -meeting of the Art Department, at Topeka, on July . 
16th; 1886, Professor Ordway, offered the following resolution: 

·. Resolved, That .the extremely valuable report on Art, by Col. I. Edward , Clarke, 
A. M. , jg worthy itf a wide circulation, and that the Art Department of the National· 
Educational Association respectfully requests the U. S. Senate to authorize the pub-· 
lication of extra copies for distribution by the Bur~u of Education. 

The resolution was carried.* 

The edition of extra copies as asked for in the above resolution 
was subsequ.ently ordered by Congress; and the volumes allotted to 
the Bureau of Education, were duly distributed. under direction of 
Col. N.H. R. Dawson, then Commissioner of Education. 

At the following session of the Art Department, held July 13th, 
1887, during the annual meeting of the National Educational Asso-· 
ciation in Chicago, "Mr. WalterS. Goodnough, of Columbus, Ohio, 
called the attention of the Art Department to the r ecent publication : 
of the Report on Art Education, and to the volumes to follow, and · 
offered the following resolution:" 

* The Journal of Proceedings and Addresses of the National Educational Asso- · 
ciation, session of the year 1886, at Topeka, Kansas. Published by the Association, 
Salem, Mass.; Observer book and job print, No. 1 City Hall Avenue, 1887; Pp. 605. 
(See page 429.) 
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Resolved, 1st. That it i'l the opinion of the Art Department of the National Edu
cational Association, in session at Chicago, that the Report on " Art and Industl·y: 
American Education in Fine and Industrial Art," prepared by Col. I . Edwards 
Clarke, issued by the Bureau of Education, is a document of the greatest value io 
all interested in this subject , and is one of the most important public documents 
ever issued, being an encyclopedia of information on all that had been accomplished 
up to the date of its issue, and containing valuable papers on the economic, resthetic, 
and educational value of the subject. 

2d. That it is the unanimous voice of this Department that Volume I, now out, 
which has already receivell world-wide attention, should receive the widest possible 
circulation, and should be in the ha.nds of every public educator in the land. 

3d. That the volumes to follow should be given to the public at the earliest pos
sible date. 

The resGlutiou was seconded by Mr. W. F . Mason of Philadel
phia, and others, and unanimously adopted."' 

THE SEVERAL 'EDITIONS OF P AR,:.r I. 

The reception accorded to this volume by the press of America 
was, doubtless, the inciting cause which led Congress to order the 
issue of another edition of this report of 5,000 copies for distribution 
by Congress and by the Commissioner of Education. The first edi
tion, as it is a "Senate Document," was of the usual limited number 
of such documents (1,900). The volume reviewed by the press, of 
which only a small number (250) were issued by the Department of 
the Interior, was entitled "Industrial and High Art Education in 
the United States," "Part I, Drawing in the Public Schools," and 
the book is generally reviewed under that title. As this title proved 
confusing, since the work was not intended to treat of " Industrial 
Education," but of "Industrial Art Education," and especially as 
the Bureau of Education had just a little before published a special 
report on "Industrhtl Education in the United St.ates,"t the title of 
this larger and later edition was changed to avoid further ambiguity 
to "Art and Industry"..:_"American Education in Fine and Indus
trial Art." When it is recorded that the Senate document is enti
tled "Art and Industry;" "Instruction in Drawing applied to the 
Industrial and Fine Arts, as given in the Colleges of Agriculture 
and the Mechanic Art.s, and in the P ublic Schools and other Public 

*The journal of proceedings and addresses of the National Educational Associa
tion, session of the year 1887, held at Chicago, Illinois. Published by the associa
tion, Salem, Mass.; Observer book and job print, No.1 City Hall avenue, 1888; Pp. 
829. (See pages 554-5.) 

t Industrial Education in the United States. A special report, prepared by the 
U. S. Bureau of Education. Washington. Government Printing Office. 1883. 
Pp. 319. 
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Ecll,J.cational Institutions in the United States;" "Part I, Drawing 
·.in Public Schools," the bibliography of this one ''olume, already 
issued in three editions, may be considered complete, if the fact of 
an issue of a private edition of some thirty-three extra copies, printed 
on heavy paper, with the "Industrial and High Art " title, is noted. 

THE VOLUMES OF THIS REPOHT OF NECESSITY REFLECT CONTEM

PORARY MOVEi\fENTS. 

A work relating to a contemporary movement, the preparation and 
printing of which covers several years-a part being stereotyped 
each year, so that changes in that portion of the text are impossi
ble-becomes in itself an object lesson, and is a sort of geological 
record, as it were, of the successive impulses and phases of the move
ment whose progress it essays to record. The volumes of this Report 
are, in themselves, striking- illustrations of snch changing pha.~!.'s; 

but perhaps no better evidence of the progress in the general appre
ciation of art by the American public can be found than is indieatcd 
by the difference between the wording of the title of the Senate doc
ument written in 1880 and the title of the same volume as it appears 
in the last edition ordered by Congress. In the former, " Drawing" 
is made the prominent and essential feature of the whole Report, 
as, in fact it is; being the foundation study of all forms of artistic 
tra.iuiug, as well as of technical engineering and the mechanic arts 
in general. The relation of drawing to the Fine Arts seems, how
ever, somewhat subordinated in this first title, for "Art,'' befor e the 
Centennial Exhibition, meant, as commonly understood, only paint
ing, sculpture, and engraving. Architecture was har(lly thought of 
as included; and, probably, to the large majority, art meant simply 
pictures, and was held to be only a superfluity and a luxury, and, 
as such, enervating and, on the whole, not de!:>irable. 

It woulll not be easy to exaggerate the immense revolution in the 
popular comprehension of the meaning and application of art which 
was the re~ult of the comprehensive Jisplay ma.de by the art-produc
ing nations of the world at Philadelphia in 1876. In all tho varied 
applications of art to objects of use or ornament, the Centennial 
Exhibition was the greatest educational influence that has ever ap
pealed to the American people. It is doubtful if without that influ
ence any general popular interest in the introduction of drawing in 
the schools could have been aroused. 
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IN MEMORIAM. 

In the progress of any work which extends over a term of years, 
and in which a number of persons are concerned, the one ;nchange
able fact of mortality is certain to be forced upon the attention of 

. even the .. most careless observer. The history of the present work 
. bas proved no exception to tbis .rule, rather does it furnish a striking 

illustration of the universality of the law from which no mortal 
· finds exemption. During the preparation of tl;te first volume, their 
· friends were called to mourn the untimely death, as it seemed in 
,each case, of Mr. Charles B. Stetson, Mr. George Ward Nichols, 
and Mr. Charles Wyllys Elliott, names well known in the literature 
of art and education; each of whom had taken an active interest in 
the progress of this Report and bad ·contributed, more or less, to its 
contents. 

The volume as completed might be fitly termed. a memorial of the 
public services to education rendered by the three distinguished men, 
the history of whose pioneer efforts for the introduction of Industrial 
Art Drawing in the public schools is therein recorded at such length i. 
and thei1· approval of the work as finally published, was eagerly 
hoped for by the author. 

While the printed sheets were awaiting binding, the autlior-him
self then utterly prostrated by long-continued overwork and hopeless 
of recovery-was shocked and distressed by the news of the decease 
on February 2n~, 1886, of the one man, to whose prescience, ent hus
iasm, and energy, the initiation of the whole movement for indus
trial art education in .America was due ! * 

JOHN DUDLEY PHILBRICK, LL. D. 

Few names connected with the development of free public schools 
in America shine with greater effulgence than that of John Dudley 
Philbrick, LL.D., sometime superintendent of the city schools of Bos
ton, Massachusetts. A man possessed of rare sagacity, join:lng to quick 
perception of coming needs conservative habits; of courteous pol
ished manners and graceful diction, he was a master of debate; using 
a keen rapier rather than a blunt bludgeon of speech, and charming 
his adversaries as well as his audience, he often prevailed; where a 
less accomplished debater would have failed. 

ART-VOL 2--III 
*See Part I , p. 231. 
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Next to the reports by Horace Mann, the forty-five printed reports 
by Dr. Philbrick, while superintendent of .the. schools of Boston, 
stand :pre-~rninent i~ the official educational literature· of Massachu

setts. 
Dr. Philbrick, was appointed a special agent. of ·the State to organ

ize and exhibit the admirable educational and science display made , 
by the State of Massachusetts at the Centennial Exhibition at Philar . 
delphia, in 1876. Representing American education at the Exposi- : 
tions· of Vienna, and ·Paris, having been a Special Commissioner of; 
Massachusetts, United States Honorary Commissioner and member 
_of the International Jury at Vienna, in 1873; Director of the United 
States Exhibition of Education, and a member of the International 
Jury at Paris in 1878, Dr. Philbrick, already well known to them by 

his reports, and by the reputation of the schools of Boston under his · 
superintendence, ·became personally known to the leading educators: 
of Europe; who appreciated and honored him no less than did his 
own countrymen. 

The admirable showing made by the American Educational E x
hibit in P aris, was largely, if not wholly, due to the careful prepara
tion of material made here in au incredibly short t ime under his di-• 
r ection and guidance, reenforced by the hearty co-o.Peration of U nitecf 
States Commissioner of Education John Eaton, who gave to him 
the facilities of this Office, and aided him in all possible ways. Th(t~ 

arrangements in Paris, and the excellent catalogue, which aided su 

greatly to its appreciation by the public, were wholly due to Dr .. 
Philbrick. 

E ver willing to welcome any new thing which offer ed improveme11l 
in the methods of the schools, ready to sacrifice his own time, money . 
.and strength, in the endeavor to promote the introduction of snt.:h 
methods-all of which is illustrated by the history of his early efforts 
to win a place for drawing in the curriculum of the common school:-; --1 
he was always so far from letting enthusiasm overpower discretion, 
he was so capable of patience,. so willing to bide his t ime, that JmHl 

came to have confidence in his judgment; and he was able, in the en1l, 
to draw to his support the strongest and best men in the community. 

When he had thus secured the co-operation of Charles C. Perkins, . 
Esq. , and of the Rev. A. A. Miner, D. D. , his long desired plan for,. 
t4e introduction of the study of Industrial Art Drawing in the public 
!:!chools of Boston, and Massachusetts, bec.;ame, ~~t last, possible of 
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accomplishment. How this w~ effected has been told at length in 
the previous volume of this Report. The personal character of the 
man, his integrity, and conscientious devotion to duty, combined 
with his unaffected kindness of heart, and the interest he took in 
those associated with him, whether as pupils, teachers, or co-work
ers, won the confidence and affection of all. In the defence of the 
rightful claim of every c11ild in America to a free education, he 
stood ever ready, like Great Heart in .Bunyan's Allegory; and proved 
himself a lineal and worthy successor of Hot~ace Mann. 

[n this connection, these words by Mr. Whittier, in a letter re
~eived as these pages are in the printer's hands, are pertinent: "I 

. 1av~ no doubt thou hast done justice to the memory of our n~ble 
:riend, Dr. Philbrick. He deserves the gratitude of all \vho feel 
·.hat education is the vital necessity of our country North and 
)outh." 

HONORS AWARDED TO DR. PHILBRICK IN El:ROPE. 

The esteem in wliich Dr. Philbrick was held in Europe, was par
.ially shown by the honors awarded to him personally at the close of 
.he Paris Exposition, iul878. He received the cross of the Legion of 
tionor, and the gold _palm of the Universite de France. The ancient 
Jniversity of St. Andrews, Scotland, honored itself by conferring 
~pon this leading American educator the Doctorate of Laws. 

1 The success of the exhibition of American education made at P·aris 
.. nder his direction, was shown by the fact that one hundred and 
wenty-one high awards were given to it; a number in excess of the 
~ke awards made to any other country except France. 

THE STORY OF HIS LIFE. 

The story aH told by Mr. Tucker,* of the eady l~fe of thiH New 
:ampshire boy stl'nggling persistently to get a thorough education, 
full of interest; as the story of the typic.al New England boy of a 

~.If century ago. A like insight into the early home life of Horace 
:ann, is to be found in a letter from himself, quoted on page 72 of 
tis volume. The love of learning, that eager desire for knowledge 
hich formerly characterized the New England youth, is emphat
ally s}).own in each of these characteristic instances. 
Really entering upon his life work on graduating from Dartmouth 

- - - - - - - - --- ·-------- --- -
*See Memorial Volume, pages 3-27. 
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College-in 1842, although, for some years, he cherish~d the intention 
of entering the legal profession; Mr. Philbrick, as asuccess~ul teacher 
in Boston schools, as principal of the State Normal School of Con.: 
necticut, and as State Superintendent of that State, had shown his. 
great qualities as an educ~tor. Called again to Boston, in 1857, to 
assu!Jle the .superintendency of the public schools of that city, he, 
for eighteen years, organized, directed, and built up the schools, until 
their superiority was admitted by the whole world. Resigning the. 
superintendency at the end of that time, he was, after a short period 
of needed rest, again chosen to this position March 1st, 1875, holding 
it until March 1st, 187R, when his official career was closed. 

For ten ·years he_ was an active member of the State Board of Edu
cation. He was prominent in the counsels of those who, in 1862, or
ganized the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; and. was till his 

. death a member of .its Corporation and of the Committee on Educa
tton. He was a trustee of Bates College, for ten years. A member 
of the various State Educational Associations of Connecticut, and 
Massachusetts, as well as of the National Educational .Association, 
Dr. Philbrick was, in turn, chosen President of each. He received · 
the degree of LL.D. from Bates College, in 1872, and of D. C. L. 
from St. Andrews -University, Scotland, in 1879. Born at Deerfieid, 
New Hampshire, May 27th, 1818, he di~d at his residence in Danvers, 
Mas~achusetts, on February 2nd, 1886. 

PUBLIC TRIBUTES IN MEMORY OF THIS LOVED AND DISTINGUISHED 

EDUCATOR. 

As a token of respect to his memory the public schools of Boston 
were closed on the day of his funeral, February 4th. His funeral 
was largely attended by educators from Boston, and from all over 
the State. 

On the 18th of February, 1886, the regular issue of "the Journal 
. of Education, Boston and Chicago,"was almost wholly given up, as 
a "Memorial Number," to tri-butes to the life and works of John 
Dudley Philbrick; consisting of letters from some thirty of the lead
ing educators of the United States, giving their estimate of the man 
and his works. Among these witnesses were some who had been 
fellow students at Dartmouth, many who had been associated with 
him as pupils, or teachers, and others who had known him as fellow 
superintendents. While each, it may be, dwelt on &.orne different 
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phase of the work of the educator, all agreed in their estimate of the 
ready sympathy and genuine kindness of the man. General John 
Eaton, LL. D., President of Marietta College, Ohio, and ex-United 
States Commissioner of Education, bore testimony to the apprecia
tion in which he was held by foreign educators; John G. Whittier, 
his friend and neighbor, to his earnestness in the faith that· in the 
education of all citizens lies the only hope qf preserving the iiber
ties of the people; Dr. Dickinson, Secretary of the Massachusetts 
State Board of Education, recited in detail_ his great work in Boston; 
Dr. William T. Harris, dwelt upon the tenderness of his friendship and 
declared that his reports were "luminous ·with insight into the re
lations of practical methods to the history of pedagogy;" Rev. Dr . 

. A. A. Miner, and Mr. John S. Clark, bore testimony to his dis
tinguished se1·vices in the introduction of industrial art drawing ai1d 
in the founding of the State Normal Art School; Mr. William E. 
Sheldon, gave a full page to extracts from his educational writings, 
and to a list. of his published works. He pronounces the. R eport on 
City School Systems in the United States, issued by the United 
States Bureau of Education,* as the work which will probably be 
considered his masterpiece. 

The issue of this number of the "Journal of Education" as the 
memorial of a single individual, was an umisual tribute to the gen
eral interest this man had aroused. This American tribute was 

. followed, a month later; by au appreciative article on Dr. 'Philbrick, 
in The. Rev-ue Pedagogique of Paris, written by M. Buisson, the dis
tinguished French educator. t 

A public memorial service, arranged long in advance, was held, 
under direction of the Boston Masters' Association, on November 
5th, 188G, ill the great hall of the Public Latin School Building, 
Waneu avenue, Boston, Superintenclent E. P. Seaver, presiding. 
Mr. Gilman H. Tucker, of N e'v York, spoke of the "Early life and 
Education" of John Dudley Philbrick; Larkin Dnnton, LL. D., of 
Boston, followed with an address on his "Life and Character · " and · . ' 
Professor Wm. 'I'. Harris, gave a discour se on his " Public Services." 
The Japanese Minister, R.. Kuki, sent a letter regretting his en
force~ absence; and paid a high tribute to the ability and kindness 

*.Circulars of Information of the Bureau of Education, No. 1, 1885, City School Sys
tems in the United States. By J ohn D. Philbrick, LL.D. Washing ton: Govem
ment Pl'inting Office, 1885, Pp. 207. 

t Revue Pedagogique, March 15, 1886. See page 2'1:'.i et 11eq. 
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of Mr. Philbrick, ~ith whom he had been associated on the Inter
national · Jury at the Paris -Exposition. Later, a memorial volume 
·was published* containing these addresses; as well as many of the 
letters given in the Journal, and the important paper, read by Dr. 
Philbrick, before the American Institute of Instr.uction in 1884, enti-

- tied " The Reform of the Tenure 9f Office of Teachers." · 
This brief summary of the _magnitude and variety of the educa

tional wnrk accomplished by Dr: Philbrick, during his active life as 
an· educator, suffices to ~how that, important as his servi'ces were in 
introducing industrial art drawing into the public schools of America, 
and in thus initiating the remarkable movements partially de
scribed in these two volumes, they formed but a small part of the 
contributions made by him to the development and success of free 
public school education. It wa.S h:is broad experience as a practical 
educator, combined with his full knowledge .of the history and 
philosophy of education, which gave such weight to his words in 
favor of this study of industrial art drawing. 

CHARLES CALLAHAN PERKINS. 

Two of the earliest copies of the first volume of this Report were 
forwarded as soon as received from the binder, one to Walter Smith, 
then at the head of the art department of the newly founded Tech
nical College, in Bradford, England, and one to Charles C. Perkins, 
Esq. , of Boston, Massachusetts; the two men who, in conjunction 
with Dr. Philbrick, had .accomplished the great work recorded in 
that volume. From Mr. Perkins, duly came a letter of acknowledg
ment which, in view of the soon coming tragic close of his life, is 
here inserted in the belief that its modest, sincere, and kindly wot·ds 
will give a truer impression of the charming character of this dis
tinguished man, than could any words of eulogy. ·When it is re
membered that this man, who speaks so modestly of his own works, 
was at that very time,_ perhaps the only American writer on art 
topics who was recognized as an art authority in Eut·opean art cir
cles, this quality of his note will be appreciated. He says : 

NEWPORT, July 21Ul , 1880. 
DEAR COLONEL CLARKE: Owing to the irregularity of my movements lately, I did 

not receive your most valuable gift until day before yesterday. A s yet I have only 

had time to dip into the pages of the handsome volume- No. 6 of the limited edi-

. *A Memorial of the Life and Services of John D. Philbrick. Edited by Larkin 
Dunton LL. D., Head Master of the Boston Normal School, Boston; New England . 
Publishing Company, 1888, Pp. 225. 
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tion-a fact which gives additional value to the copy, inasmuch as it implies special 
consideration on the part of the giver. This also you have shown in quoting so 

I 
much from reports and lectures of n1ine-thereby leading me to believe that some 
of my work in the past has not in your opinion been valueless. 

I assure you that I am not a little proud and pleased of such practical proof of 
your good opinion. 

The book seems to be an exhaustive treatise of a subject deeply interestin,g to all 
who wish their country well,-and, indeed, to people in every: part of the world 
who have the cause of education at heart. 

You are indeed to be congratulated on the termin~tion of a task of such magni
tude and importance. 

Most truly and gratefully yours, 
CHARLES C. PERKINS. 

A few short weeks after the above words were penned, the writer, 
while on a visit to Hon. Wm. M. Evarts, in Windsor, Vermont, was 
suddenly killed in a run-away accident while riding in a carriage 
with his host, who was also seriously injured. By this distressing 
event was removeJ from among men one who had proved himself 
an ideal citizen. Possessed of ample fortune, he had not hesitated 
to devote his time and his efforts in every good work, to the service 
of the Community in ;,hich he lived. He gave not only of his 
money, his influence, his example, but that rarer gift, 'without which 
all the others are comparatively wort hless, he gave himself. 

For thirteen years Mr. Perkins, was an active member of the · 
school committee of Boston, annually elected thereto by a large 
majority of his fellow citizens, and was, practically, the permanent 
chairman of the standing committee on drawing and music. It was 
owing to this fact that he was able to accomplish so much towards 
the successful introduction of Jrawing in the schools. He had 
already effected the introduction of the study of music in the Boston 
public schools. It is by reason of his efforts in thns initiating this 
new departure in public school education, that his name is imper
ishably inw1·ought in the history of the movement known as "the 
New Education." 

In the case of Dr. Philbrick, we have seen the typical New England 
country boy intent on gaining an education in spite of every obstacle . 

. In the instance of Mr. Perkins, we have an example of a different 
and more unusual experience. W e have here one who, with every 
advantage of fortune and training, has availed himself of them all; 
and then has freely given to the community the benefit of his cult
ure, and made himself an active civilizing force. 
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LIFE WORK AND PUBLIC SERVICES. 

Charles Callf.).han Perkins, was born in Boston, Massachusetts, on 
March 1st, 1823. He graduated at Harvard College in 1843, and 
went at once to Europe, where he busied himself in the study both of 
music, and painting; studying the latter in the studio of Ary Scheffer 
J.n Paris. At intervals he resided in Europe for some years, once for 
twelve years contim~ously, from 1857 to 1869, passing much time in 
Italy in the serious study of art. In 1864, some of the results of this 
study were given to the world in two handsome volumes on the 
"Tuscan Sculptors,'' a work which at ·once gave him high rank 
among the leading art writers. While in Europe, he learned etching, 
and the . illustrations . in ·" Tuscan Sculptors" as well as in his. later 
important work, published in 1867, on the "Italian Sculptors," were 

· etched by himself; a number of them from his own drawings. In 
1867, he was made a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, and in 1868, 
a corresponding member of the French Institute. He was made a 
member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, in 1874, 
and of the New England Historical Soce-, in 1876. He was an 
enthusiastic Jover and student of music; a projector of the Boston 
Music. Hall, to which he gave the colossal statue in bronze of Beetho
ven. He was president of the Handel and Hayden Society, for 
eleven years; president of the Boston Art Club, for ten years; a 
founder and the "honorary director" of the Musuem of Fine Arts, 
Boston. The office of sole " Honorary Director" of the Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts, was created in recognition of the eminent 
services rendered to the museum by Mr. Perkins, and ceased when 
he no longer held it. He was, also, a life member of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, in New York. His voice, pen, and purse were ever 
at the service of these various interests. Freed from the need of 
earning money for himself, he was industrious in public duties; 
though holding no political or governmental official pogitions, other 
than as a member of the s"chool committee. In the arduous work of 
introducing Drawing in the schools of Boston, he was, as has been 
abundantly shown in the previous volume of this Report, ever 
watchful and earnest. 

In view of the pronounced opposition to the movement, made by 
some artists, the fact that Mr. Perkins, so well known for his art 
abilities and knowledge, was an enthusiastic promoter of the move
ment, was of great weight in influencing public opinion. 
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It was through his acquaintance with the South Kensington au
thorities that Professor Walter Smith, was selected by them as the 
best teacher in England to introduce drawing into a new country. 
It was largely due to his cordial co-operation and hearty support, that 
Dr. Philbrick, and Professor Smith, were able, in spite of serions op
position, to procure the establishment of the State N ormal Art School; 
and to gain a foothold for Drawing in the Boston public schools, and 
in the schools of the State. He was a consistent friend and supporter 
of Professor Walter Smith, through all h!s official life in Am:erica, . 
and throu.gh the complications which eventually r esulted in the r e
turn of that remarkable man to England. 

A PROLIFIC AUTHOR ON ART TOPICS. 

Mr. Perkins, was widely recognized as an able art critic, and author. 
In addition to many papers, addresses, talks, and communications to 
the press on art subjects, he published no less than seven impor 
tant works upon Art. At the time of his death he was the critical 
editor of the '' Cyclopec;l.ia of Painters and Painting," a large !:l.nd 
beautifully printed work in four volumes. 

AN IDEAL CITIZEN. 

With all these interests, and with large social demands, Mr. Per
kins nevertheless found time, for many years, to give to arduous 
service in behalf of the schools of Boston. H ow many citizens 
similarly situated have so high an idea of their civic duties, and 
are equally ready to sacrifice personal comfor t and tastes to their per
formance? The death of such a citizen is a grave .loss to the com
munity in which h e has lived. The news of the death of Mr.' Perkins, 
caused general sorrow; not only to his immediate circle of relations 
ari.d friends, but to all who h ad occasion to know of his great useful
ness and his beneficent life. Happy the City, and the Country, that 
can number such citizens! The accident which terminated the life 
of Mr. Perkins, happened on August 25th, l SSG. 

To the present writer this loss came not only as a personal sorrow, 
but as a calamity to the work on which he was engaged, and in the 
execution of which he had so often occasion to gratefully appreciate 
the cordial interest shown, and help freely afforded, by Mr. Pe~·kins. 
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PROFESSOR WALTER SMITH, ART MASTER. 

The fa~t that no acknowledgment came of the "receipt of the copy 
of the first volume which had beep. sent to Profes~or Smith, at 
Bradford, England, occasioned some surprise; but the sad reason 
for this omission, owing to his long and al~rming sickness, was not 
known for many weeks, until announced in a touching letter by the 

·daughter of Professor Smith; in which the statement was made that 
he had received the volume and lqoked over it with much interest, 
purposing to acknowledge it himself by a letter, which he had sev
eral times begun to dictate, but was never able to complete. The 
writer further stated that it was olliy because it was then evident 
that her father could never complete it, that she had written. This 
letter was followed a few ·days later by another, containing the sad 
mmouncement of the decease of her father. 

So, in a few short month~, as before indicated, the three men, the 
story of whose remarkable and successful undertaking was told at 
length in that volume, had passed from · earth! "They rest from 
thejr labors, and their works do follow them." 

It was with a painful sense of loss, that the work of preparing this 
Report was again taken in hand. 

They, 1ueanwhile, wander together in Elysian lands! 

Those whose wisdom, enthusiasm, and experience had constantly 
aiqed and stimulated the writer, were no more. The very movement 
they had, with marvellous skill and force, inaugurated; was already 
in danger of being misdirected. How often, in thinking of each 
of these men, realizing of what value their warnings would have 
been, how they would have held high the ideals which inspired 
their movemer~t; and have furnished the just standards by which 
the theories of too enthusiastic educators could have been rectified; 
some lines, from that noble tribute which Sir Walter Scott, in the 
introduction to Marmion, pays to the greatness of Pitt, recur to 
·memory: 

Hadst Thou but lived, though stripped of power, 
A watchman on the lonely tower, 
Thy thrilling trump had roused the land 
When fraud or danger were at hand t 
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WALTER SMITH IN AMERICA. 

Of the ability of Walter Smith, and of his record in America, 
there seems little need to enlarge .. 

The story of his selection by Sir H enry Cole, and the South Ken
sington authorities, to undertake the great work of introducing ele
mentary art training in American public· schools; of his welcome in 
Boston; of the opposition overcome, the success secured; has all been 
told in detail by his associates, the educational officials of Boston and 
Massac~usetts; and by himself, in the o:ffi~ial reports quoted in Part I 

. of this Report. Sufficient reference was, also, there made to the 
termination of his twelve years of official life in America.* 

HIS FIN.AL EXPERIENCE TOO COMMON AMONG AMERICAN EDUCATORS. 

In view of several similar experiences, Ly deserving, faithful, and 
distinguished State and city school superintendents, which have since 
occurred in various localities, the unwisdom and injustice of which 
have been widely recognized; the treatment-which, to Professor 
Smith, and his frieuds seemed so cruelly unjust-threatens to assume 
the aspect of a not unusual incident in the experience of American 
educational officials. Whether elected or appointed, the duration of 
the official term of an honest, energetic, capable Superintendent of 
Schools, seems self-limited; owing to causes similar to those stated 
by Dr. A. A. Miner, on the occasion of the first ."Commencement" 
of the Massachusetts "State Normal Art School," when he. said: 
"Every institution vigorously administered-and I believe the vigor 
of the administration of this school has not been questioned- runs 
n.cross somebody's path, and produces more or less of ant:a.gonism 
through interest, en:vy, or personal conflicts and prejudiees. '' t 

RARE GIFTS AS TEACHER. 

W alter Smith, who ·came to America in the prime of early man
hood, was, in himself, a splendid example of manly health and vigor. 
He possessed that "rare gift of magnetism as a teacher," "a gift," 
says President Dwight, of Yale College, referring, in a recent address, 
to its absence in another, "which, so far as my knowledge of teachers 
extends, is far more rn.re than any other. " This gift, Professor Smith, 
possessed in no sca.nt measure. With a powerful physique anu an 
-·- -------·- ·---------- ---· -···--- --··-·· - ..... -- ·- ·----------

... ::lee Part I, page 1!!3, a;ul Appendix D. 
t See Part I , page 159. 
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enthusiasm which was boundless, he . trod the platform as a master 
and held his large audiences as if but a single listener. His ability to 
inspire others with li~e enthusiasm was most remarkable. He won 
the lov~ and devotion of his pupils, and _it is by them, and by them 
alone, that the development of the movement inaugurated in Boston, 
is to be prosperously conducted, if indeed it is to continue. 

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS. 

He embodied all the characteristics of the English type, and in 
this fact•there was abundant opportunity for friction in intercourse 
with Americans. Fully conscious that he was master of his subject 
in all its relations, as he unq~estionably was, and knowing that there 
was no one else in the United States who could justly claim any such 
fullness of knowledge, he was intolerant of its assumption; but to his 
scholars, who approached him in a teachable spirit, he was as gentle 
and lovable as a woman. The opposition to the teaching of drawmg 
in public schools, offered by a few artists in Boston, and, ostenta
tiously, by "'The New York Nation," he met with contemptuous 
scorn. An artist himself, who for his art work had won highest 
praise from critics of unquestioned authority, ~e was also a trained 
and practical teacher, and, naturally, felt his own experience an(l 
judgment to be far more weighty than the vague theoretical asser
tions of a few artists without such experience; while himself a man 
of ~he people, as well as a man of genius, and therefore a believer in 
the rights of all, he realized that the underlying motive which actu-

. · a ted the critics of the '' Nation," was hostility to free public schools; 
and, therefore, to his efforts to make these schools more useful. 

Great gifts seem, by the law of compensation, to be accompanied 
by their own peculiar characteristics and even weaknesses, and we 
do not ask from the high-bred racer, the same kind of labor that is 
exacted f~om the heavy draft-horse, or from the slow-moving 
patient oxen; yet, in dealing with their fellow-men, many seem to 
ignore like differences; with resultant foolish mistakes and needless 
failures. 

A SERIOUS MISCONCEPTION. 

Walter Smith, whether rightly or erroneously, believed when, 
yielding to urgent solicitl\tion, he consented to abandon an as
sured career in England, to undertake a great and uncertain work 
among strangers, that the positions he accepted were permanent, 
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and not to be contingent on any annual elections. With chal·acter
istic enthusiasm he gave his whole heart to the work; he accepted 
America as his home and the home of his children. Realizing the 
magnitude of the task before him and the glory of success in its 
accomplishment, he gave to it all t he wealth of his richly endowed 
nature; and the results effected by this one man's work and influence 
were marvellous. The various official reports of that time, as quoted 
in the preceding volume, give ample evidence of the profound liD

pression made by this man upon educators and legislators. 

THE TRIUMPH OF OPPONENTS. 

The assaults upon the Normal Art School, c:ind upon the Director 
of Drawing, were frequent; and have been sufficiently set forth in 
the previous volume. Owing to these unjustifiable attacks, the last 
years of Professor Smith's official administration were stormy; 
though from many a stubborn :fight he emerged victorious. When, 
however, owing to the accidental absence of some of his fl'ieuds who 
had frequently repulsed similar attempts, a small hostile majority 
of votes, in the school committee, was obtained; and he was sud
denly deprived of the official position he had so honored; this great 
warm-hearted man received a deadly blow. Unfortunate disagree
ments with the firm which published his works, aggravated the situ
ation. It now is clear that the opposition to his further connection 
with the Normal Art School, and with the public schools of Boston, 
had been ?O w.ell organized, that his longer stay was, in auy event, 
practically impossible. 

HIS RETURN TO ENGLAND. 

Struck down when success hatl crowned all his efforts, and wlten 
but a few years of work were needed to confirm and make perma
nent the new methods; not only t~1e personal disaster, but the dan
ger threatened to the eventual success of the movement he had so 
earnestly striven to establish, was present to him; and, with keen 
disappointment, afte1: having given the best years of his life to his 
efforts to advance Industrial Art Education in America, Walter 
Smith,-returned to England, a heart-broken and impoverished man! 
H e. was received there with affectionate enthusiasm and at once 
made Art· Director of the Art Department of the newly founded 
great Technical College at Bradford.* His former position in Eng-

*See Part I, page 62, with note. 
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land, when chosen to go to America·, was so well established,_and his 
work in America had been so distinguished, that he w~s heartily 
welcomed home. 

THE .CLOSING SCENE. 

From the letters. received from his daughter, referred to above, 
are taken the following passages. Und~r date of September 13th, 
1886 Miss. Smith writes from the residence of her father in Brad-

, ' . 
ford, Yorks: * * * 

"Your valued book came safely and afforded my dear father a great deal of sin
cere though sad pleasure. It was just about then he was beginning to get so ill. 
The testimony to his life's work has been brought before the public, and they who 
read the book must realize that it was a life's work, but the reward he got has 
killed him. * * * He has never been really well since he came back to England. 
·The treatment he received at the hands of those he had so much benefited, seemed 
to break down his spirit; being sensitive by natm·e he felt it much more than many 
men would, and warmly as he has been welcomed here, and enthusiastic as old 
friends have been, that bitter end to ·everything in America, was never forgotten 
and never overcome." 

The hopelessness of his recovery was stated and, from the next 
letter, under date of October 3rd, 1886, it appears that his death was 
even more imminent.than then anticipated, as he died on the day 
fqllowing: 

He died on the 14th of September, the fifteenth aniversary of the day we sailed to 
America. It was on Tuesday he died. Since the previous Sunday afternoon he 
wa.s unconscious but he died in peace and happiness. He forgave others; as he him
self hoped to be forgiven, and the last words upon his lips were: For Jesus Clu·ist's 
Sake, Amen. * * * We buried him in the beautiful village of Kemerton, Glou
cestershh·e, by the side of his Mother and Father, and not far from the house in 
which he was born. All the villagers followed the hearse to the Clmrch.Yard and 
heaped up the grave with flowers, paying what respect they could to one whom 
they all knew and dearly loved. 

With this peaceful picture limned· by the hand of filial love, ends 
this story of a life of brilliant promise, of great achievement, of 
almost tragical conclusion. 

There in that quiet English church-yard, where

Each in his narrow cell forever laid 
The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep 

the remains of Walter Smith, were, by the hands of loving friends, 
tenderly laid-

To rest beneath the clover sod, 
That takes the sunshine and the rains, 
Or where the kneeling hamlet drains 

The chalice of the grapes of God. 

Doubtless, in view of those closing days in America, it is a conso
lation to his early friends to feel that his final rest is in English 
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ground; for, on a like occasion, the poet, greeting the returning body · 
of his lost friend, voices a natural sentiment in the following lines: 

Tis well; 'tis something; we may stand 
Where he in English earth is laid, 
And from his ashes may be made 

The violet of his native land. 

Tis little; but it looks in truth 
As if the quiet bones were blest 
Among familiar names to rest, 

And in the places of his youth. 

Here in America, in widely scattered ho~es, the young men ;:tnd 
women who rejoiced to sit at his fee.t, and who cR.ught the inspiration 
of his enthusiasm, will long cherish his memot·y and mourn his loss; 
while those who recognized the uncommon genius of the man, that 
magnetic power which made him pt·e-eminent as a teacher and in
spirer of youth, and who realize that, in the nature of the case, he 
could leave ~10 single ~uecessor whose decision in matters relating to 
art training, would be recognized as of equal authority; can never 
cease to regret tha.t his career in America, the count"y for which he 
had done so much, aud for whieh he had hoped to do so much more, 
should have been, for any reason, prematurely and infelicitously 
ended. 

Grievous as was the loss to him, it was still more unfortunate for 
the Country which so needed him, and never more than now! 

His name no longer appears on the series of drawing-books to 
which his name alone gave prestige;* and to the majority of the ris
ing generation of Americans, his name \Vill , perhaps, be wholly un
known. Already a recent foreign writer credits the publisher of his 
works with having himself done the great work of introducing the 
study of drawing into American public ~chools! This achievement., 
as has been shown, was the work of no one man, but the result of 
a fortunate alliance of several gifted men, and this pn blisher is 
undoubtedly entitled to a just share, and a large share, of credit for 
its promotion, which was always freely accorded; yet, it remains 
true, that, but for the far-seeing wisdom of Dr. Philbrick, the wide 
kno":ledge and influential efforts of Mr. Perkins, and the rare for-

*It is understood that some time towards the latter part of his directorship of 
drawing in the Boston schools certain changes had been made by t he publishers, in 
the books, which Professor Smith disapproved and therefore would not suffer to be 
used in the schools under his direction, and for which he refused to be responsible. 
The publishers, it seems, elected to retain these changes and, by giving the series a 
new name, to relieve him from any responsibility for such changes. 
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t.une which sent from E ngland such a genius as Walter Smith, there 
would have been no occasion for any such publisher; and no opportu
nity for the subsequent employment by him of a corps ·of assistants 
to compile drawing-books. 

Those who were privilege<l to .know Walter Smith, as a friend, 
· must ever cherish the memory of this :warm-hearted, great-natured 

man of genius. 
It is not a pleasant thought that, by hi~ death, his widow was left 

with a large family of young children, and almost penniless! 
One could wish that the Country, which has so benefited by his 

services, could find some way of caring for his devoted widow and 
their orphaned children; yet to the actors in the world at large, busy 
with its every-day work, absorbed in manufacturing and merchan
dise, the quiet lives and uneventful histories of those who are shap
ing the cOJ;ning generation are almost wholly unknown_.. The debts 
owed by the community to the great teachers of mankind are not 
usually ·realized till long after they have passed beyond earthly 
reward. It is for ourselves, and not for them, that the recital of 
their services is 'of value. 

COMMEMORATIVE RESOLUTIONS BY EDUCATORS. 

On the occasion of the annual meeting of the National Educational 
Association in Chicago, Illinois, in July, 1887, at the regular meeting 
of the Art Department, formal notice was taken of the decease of 
Professor Smith, as follows: 

M:t·. Geo. H. Bartlett, of Boston, Mass., offered the following resolutions and 
moved their adoption :-

lVherects, It has pleased Almighty God to remove by de·tth Professor WalLer 
Smith, to whom is due the honor of being the pioneer in American art education, 
and of gh'ing a lasting impetus ill the direction of a rational system of industrial 
art; and, 

Whereas, The present is the first meeting of tlie National Educational Assor.ia
tion since his decease; be it 

Resolved, That the Department of Att Education now assembled, hereby expresses 
its appreciative recognition of the great value of his work in this country, and of 
its moulding influence in the American public schools. 

Resolved, That this Department tender its sincere and heartfelt syu1pathy to his 
family in their gt·eat loss; and 

Resolved, That the secretary of this Department be instructed to forward a: copy 
of these resolutions to the wife and family of the deceased. 

The motion was seconded by Dr A.. A. Miner, of Bo~ton, Prof. L. S. Thompson, 
of Iowa, and Chas. H. Ames, of Boston. 

The resolutions were unanimously adopted.* 

*Journal of Proceedings and Addre.<JSes of the National Educational Association, 
session of the year 1887, held at Chicago, Illinois. See page 554. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF CoNTEMPORARY MovEMENTS SHOWN BY 

THE COMPULSORY CHANGE IN THE TOPICS OF THIS VOLUME. 

Curiously confirming the statement made a few pages back, that 
such a contemporaneous report as is here attempted illustrates in· 
itself, the varying phases of the movement it describes; is the fact 
that in the present volume the author has been forced to record 
mostly the attempts to introduce in the schools "industrial train
ing," instead of "industrial art training;" so that the title of the 
first edition of Part I, as then misunderstood, would be almost 
accurately descriptive if. given to the present volume. 

So many occasions offer in the text which follows, for comments 
in regard to a change of purpose on the part of educators, and in 
protest against the evident neglect or perversion of the art idea 
among the promoters of the new education, that it is unnecessary 
here to dwell upon t hose features of the movement. 

In treating topics of such vitality as is shown by all forms of this 
new movement there is constant liability to omit notice of many 
which ma.y be in themselves of greater importance than some of 
those which are include>d, and there is no doubt if the matter of 
t hese volumes could be had collected at one time to be culled from, 
that some very radical changes would result; but the critic should 
remember that such a comprehensive work can be made in no such 
easy way-each passing month, and year, conspires to make much 

· already collected comparatively· obsolete, and to modify opinions 
whose expression is, it may be unfortunately, already fixed in the 
type. 

PROSPEROUS KINDERGARTENS IN V ARlO US CITIES. 

In t he Appendix devoted to the Kindergarten (Appendix J), for 
instance, if that phase of education were alone in consideration, it i s 
hardly to be thought that the successful experiments in St. Louis, 
in Cincinnati, in Cleveland, in New York, in Philadelphia, and the 
grand work in founding free kindergartens in San Francisco, under
taken by charitable citizens, which has gone on in that city for t he 
past decade under the wise direction of Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper, would, 
by any chance, have been omitted. 

A N IDEAL ORPHANS' H OME IN BALTIMORE , MARYLAND. 

In. like manner the ideal orphans' home in Baltimore, presided 
OY!=l.r l>y Miss Helen J. Rowe, and known as " The Samuel Ready 

.ART-VOL 2--IV 
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Home for Orphan Girls," which doei for girls what Girard College 
'assays to .do for boys, wo~ld merit minute description. In this 
school home, drawing is carefully taught, with the common elemen
tary English stu"dies, to all the children; who· are, also, thoroughly 
trajned in the knowledge and practice of all matters suitable to 
their years relating to the household, and instructed in domestic 
economy. If any child shows marked aptness for any special de
velopment, the special training thus indicated is gi von. 
- The feature which· differences this from many other similar "or
phans' homes," is the care taken to prevent any consciousness by 

·- the children that they are inmates of a chl;l.ritable institution; 
~hila, in many so-called orphans' homes, there seems to be .a con
stant effort to impress this one fact upon the consciousness of the 
unfortunate child-inmates. In this truer" home," on the contrary, 

. the development of the independence, self-reliance, . self-respect, and 
personal character of the. individual child, is a constant purpose kept 

·in view; in connection with the' effort to surround all with the pro
tection and happiness of a _home. The children of this family, 
inmates of a cheerful, well-ordered household, may well be reckoned 
as exceptionally fortunate. Here the spirit of Frobel's ideals of 
child happiness and child development, seems to. be admirably 
embodied; though not· shown by formal kindergarten methods. 

The excellent methods here adopted are, indeed, well worth the 
careful study of all interested in similar est~tblishments; yet, in this 
instance, as in so many others of exceptional ·success, the secret 
must be held to lie ,rather in the personality of the inuividual 
t eacher, than in formal, communicable methods. 

E NDOWED SCHOOLS AVAILABLE FOR TESTING EDUCATIONAL METH

ODS. 

Such schools, as has been elsewhere noted in connection with tllfl 
account of Girard College,* have, as compared with the public, 
schools, a great advantage in carrying out educational experiments, 
owing to the fact that while attendance on the public schools is, 
often, for any given number of child~·en, uncertain and intermittent; 
these schc·C~ls retain their pupils from early childhood to graduation, 
and, so, can pursue with them a definite, pre-arranged course of train
ing 'throughout_ the entire school period. It is, therefore, for the 

*See Chapter XIX, page 448. 
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reason that in these schools the experiments of proposetl changes in 
the methods of the public schools can be tried under the most favor
able conditions that, in one or two instances, au account of the 
results of introducing the new methods in such special schools is 
given in this volume, otherwise wholly concerned with the public 
schools. 

A NOVEL METHOD FOR THE NORMAL ART TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 

A successful plan to supplement the usu_al methods for disseminat
ing a practical knowledge of drawing among teachers unable to at
tend a Normal Art School, or to receive . special instruction from a 
~upervisor· of Drawing, or from a normal art teacher, and yet who 
are required to t each drawing in the public schools, has been put in 
practical operation by the Prang Educational Company, of Boston, 
Massachusetts, who have, it would seem, taken a leaf from the les
sons set by the Chautauqua people, and by the friends of" University 
Extension," and have organized '' Normal Drawing Classes for Teach
ers in Public Schools" to be taught by correspondence. Mr. Louis 
Prang, Mr. John S. Clark, and Mrs. Mary Dana Hicks, with five 
competent assi_stants, constitute the "Faculty" of this School of 
Corresponde~ce. During the three years since this novel_'' school" 
was opened hundreds of teachers, living in all parts of the United 
-States, have availed themselves of the opportunity thus offere~. 

The instruction covers substantially t he methods and featmes of 
"Form Study," "Drawing," and "Color," pursued in the leading 
pnblic schools of the country in which drawing is taught; and is in 
entire harmony with the technical instruction given in the principal 

· Art Schools. This method has the approval of many of the leading· 
educators and specialists in drawing, and offers a ready opportunity 
for the general diffusion of this study; furnishing, as it does, the 
facilities of a Normal Art School for the whole country. 

NEED OF STRWTLY DEFINING THE NOJ\IENCLATUHE OF THE NEW 

EDUCATION. 

In the opening chapters of the present volume* an attempt was 
made to analyze the terms used by the advocates of a change in the 
methods of training in the public schools, in the hope of reaching 
some general consensus as to the meaning and use of the terms which 

*See Chapters VII and VIII, page 55 et seq. 
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were then so variously applied as inevitably to lead to confusion. 
Not only wa~:; there confusion in the terms used in the discussion, but 
a similar vagueness in the claims put forward for the new methods. 
The extravagance of many of the enthusiastic advocates of sweeping 
change,-an extravagance which, in some instances, led to indis
criminate condemnation of all previous systems and methods of edu
cation, -led naturally to oppositi?n; and the critics found themselves 
criticised in turn, by more temperate but not less effective opponents. 
This conflict of opinions has kept pace during the past four years 
with the increasing experiments which are recorded in the ensuing 
pages, and has, fortunatelY:, resulted in the abandonment by the ex
treme advocates of manual training, of several positions which, under 
the fire of their wi_tty antagonists, proved wholly untenable. The 
discussion meanwhile proceeds with unabated vigor, but it is evident 
that the leading advocates of the new movement occupy more tenable 
positions than those first taken by some of their advance guards; 
while, on many points, the leading educators of the country are ap
proaching agreement. There is one phase of the matter in which, 
however, there seems on the part of some of the leading advocates of 
the . manual training movement, no approach to agreement with the 
followers of Dr. Philbrick, and Mr. Perkins, who seek, by definite 
training, to develop the resthetic faculties of American school children. 

The Manual Training School people, as represented by the St. Louis 
and the Baltimore School, for instance, seem to seek nothing in their 
teaching of drawing beyond, or other, than its utility. Herein lies 
an essential divergence. This exclusive attention to mechanical 
drawing may, perhaps, be justified in the Manual Training High 
School, but when similar drawing is taught in thfl elementary schools, 
and the utility of draw~ng is made the chief argument for its adop
tion in schools; the different aims and purposes of the two classes of 
educators become readily apparent. Since both ends of drawing are 
legitimate and desirable, and not. of nece~sity antagonistic,- since both 
may be taught and developed in the same school-and, since the 
necessary preliminary elementary training is the same for both, it is 
a little surprising to see the animus aroused on the part of the manual 
training champions, by the final paragraphs of the report made in 
July, 1889, at Nashville, to the National Council of Educators, by the 
Committee on P edagogics; in which attention is called to the possibil
ities for artistic training which may profitably be availed of in the 
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teaching of industrial drawing. This idea seems to one of the critics 
uf that report only worthy of ridicule; which confirms the fear, fre
quently expressed in the following pages, that the idea of "Art" had 
been suffered to drop out of the minds and purposes of these educators 
in connection with their teaching of drawing, just as the word itself 
had been eliminated-" Industrial Art Drawing" being changed by 
them to "Industrial Drawing." 

" THE NASHVILLE REPORT" AND ITS CRITICS. 

The report on'' The Educatio~1al Value of Manual Training" made 
by the Committee on Pedagogics, at Nashville, just referred to, was 
received only in season for insertion in Appendix " L" of this vol
ume.* 

This report, which was vigorously combatted by Professor Wood
ward and some others at Nashville, has been followed by the issue 
of a pamphlet in which its po~itions are formally criticised and com
batted. t As this pamphlet is received too late for insertion in the 
appendices, where it would otherwise appear in Appendix " L," with 
the report it criticises, it is referred to and quoted from here in 
this introductory chapter, in accordance with the principle adopted 
throughout this Report, namely: that of letting the various author
ities and disputants speak in their own words, as far as possible. 

It will be seen that Dr. Woodward himself, recognizes the extreme 
lengths to which some have gone in their un.due advocacy of manual 
training; and that, on many points, there is little or no difference 
between himself and those educators who, while they oppose th~ 
absurd claims made by some, recognize that the Manual Training 
High School has a legitimate place in any scheme of popular 
education. 

The efforts by which some indiscreet a<lvocates strive to belittle 
language and enhance manuallabor- exnlting "things" and abasing 
"words"-have~ perhaps, led some educators, who believe that words 

*See Appendix "L," Paper XIV, page 9lll. 
tIn view of the fact that Professor Harris, one of the Committee making '' The 

Nashville Report," which is 1·eviewed in thi,; pamphlet, is now the Commissionet· of 
Education, it seems proper to state that for what is here written concerning "The 
Nashville Report," and of the criticisms by its reviewers, the Editor of this Report 
is a.lone responsible; as neithet· Dr. Woodward, or Dr. Harris, will know anything 
of it till this volume is published. 

J. EDWARDS C.J,ARKE, 

January 16th, 1891. 
Ed itm· '·Art awl Indu.~t I'll " Report. 
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and things are only of value as representing thought, and that all 
tr~ining must be training of the intellect, to over enipha_size the n.eed 
for full recognition by all methods of education of the spiritual and 
intellectual nature of man, in so far as Dr. Woodward is himself 
concerned; for he makes no issue on that point, but yet seems to fe·el 
called on to resent the implied censure cast upon his coadjutors in 
the advocacy of manual training. 

If, however, he will revert to some of the arguments that have' 
been urged by such other manual training advocates, he must admit 
that th~s _protest in recognition of the higher nature of man was not 

uncalled for. 
The pamphlet issued "Qy Dr. Woodward* contains 95 pages, of 

which 84 are given to elaborate criticism of the report, which is 
taken up division by· division,_ seriatim. Dr. Woodward's criticism 
.fills 59 pages, and Mr. Morrison takes 24. The report itself is given 
in full-in an appendix. 

It is due to Dr. Woodward to remember that he has never made 
any claim that a manual training school taught resthetics, or was 
in any sense an ·art school. He claims. it as a high school, with a 
specialty of giving instruction iu the use of tools. However much 
he· may t!lolk of manual training schools .in general, it is clear that he 
has ever in mind as representative of the class the particular school 
over .which he presides. That school, so far as it differs from au or
dinary high school, may be fairly characterized as a school in which 
the use of tools is taught. It is, perhaps, possible now to say that ed
ucators generally are agreed that such special schools of the class of 
the · St. Louis- school, and that· of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, are desirable for a limited number of boys. Dr. Wood
wa.rd, possibly fails_to 1~ecognize tendencies in other schools which are 
criticised, because he is confident that such conditions Jo not exist 
in·his own school. 

Those who believe in the possibility of general elementary art 
training, and in the development of the resthetic faculties of children 
by means of industrial art drawing, are not satisfied with the almost 
absolute ignoring of any art training which seems to be a growing 

*"The Educational Value of Manual Training, consisting of an examination of • 
• the arguments presented in the- report of the National Council Committee on P.edn

gogica, at Nashville, July, 1889, by C. M. Woodward , of W ashington University, 
St. Louis, and a critical review of the same report by Gilbert B. Mm'l'ison, of the 
Kansas City High School. With an appendix containing the Council Report in 
full. D. C. Heath & Co., publishers, Boston , New York, and Chicago, 1890, Pp. 95." 
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tendency with many of. those who advocate manual training; who 
seek to have Industrial Training permeate all education, and who 
neglect that of Art. 

There is another aspect of the manual training movement, so called, 
which the authors of the committee's report evidently view with ap
prehension. In the present era of marvelous material development 
the~·e is a constant tendency to lose sight of all other considerations. 
The movement for the introduction of some forms of industrial train
ing in schools has been so persistently urged on utilitarian grounds 
alone~ the educative value of the training having been largely ignored 
until recently-that the child has been apparently considered only 
as a future worker, and the whole subject of education narrowed to 
that single end. The assumption has also been made that the chil
dren of poor parents must themselves always remain in the same 
class, and, therefore, must be trained for that life only. 

This un-American idea, is intolerable to all who believe that a 
capacity for progress is latent in the individual, and in the Race, and 
that the Education which recognizes and develops this, is the only 
edttcat·ion worthy of serious concern. 

This eloquent protest is, therefore, directed against the limitation 
implied by the animus, shown by some_ advocates of industrial train
ing, towards all past forms of education and culture, and the propo
sition to substitute the dicta of their shallow enthusiasm, in place 
of the experience of the race; in short, it is animated by a noble spirit 
of revolt against any such degradation of the ideals of humanity, 
and of education. It is directed not against the special technical 
elementary schools of which Professor Woodward's school is t.lw 

recognized type, but is an examination of the broad claims, latterly 
advancecl for the whole system which includes these schools; and of 
the theories, in accordance with which, the proposed changes in the 
purposes, as well as methods, of the public schools, are advocated. 

In discussing this· question in its entirety much is said which in no 
wise applies directly, or even indirectly, to the manual training 
schools of the St. Louis type; and when Dr. Woodward, repels an 
accusation which he seems to consider is directed fLgainst schools of 
that class, he occupies a strong position; only he fails to recognize 
that it is one that has not been assailed. All are agreed that, for 
certain purposes. these techincal manual training schools are admira
bly adapted. 
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The report to the· Council at Nash ville, is twofold in its character; 
dealing, as it essays to do, with the two classes of claims that have 
be_en urged in favor of manual training. It considers first, the eco
nomic argument which has been; at times, urged so far as to give 
occasion for a general-impression on the part of the public, that if 
this training were adopted, the pupils would, on leaving school, be 
.ready at once to enter as workmen in the productive mechanical in
dustries. Assuming this to be the case, the report protests against 
this early introduction of childhood to the grinding routine of work. 

Secondly, it takes up and ·controverts the extravagant claims which 
are sometimes advanced for the educative value of manual training; 
and, while admitting that it possesses certain educational qualities, 
demonstrates that the claim, made by some advocates, that this 
method of education is superior to all former methods, is not only 
extravagant but illusive. This contention of the committee is pract
ically admitted by these critics of their report; as is manifested by 
the eagerness with which they, on their part, proceed to show that in 
the manual training school proper, the ordinary high school literary 

· studies are carefully taught. 
The report is comprehensive, suggestive, and corrective; the logi

cal conclusion of its arguments would be to place this new phase of 
education in just r(llations to other methods which have stood the 
test of time, and so to adopt it as a valuable addition to the recog
nized means at the disposal of educators. The more thoughtful ad
vocates of the new movement in education, as it is termed, were early 
forced to realize that the claims put forward ·by many enthusiasts 
were wholly untenable; therefore, the positions assumed were grad
ually shifted, as will be seen by a study of the contemporary rec
ords contained in this volume, until the utilitarian arguments 
~hich had before been paramount are now largely ignored; and the 
claim of its superior pedagogical value is boldly advanced. In the 
opinion of some. leading educators this claim, as asserted, is extrava
gant; and this claim it is, which is particularly considered and con
troverted in the " Council Report." 

In most discussions of this comprehensive subject it i~ soon evi
dent that the disputants are talking about different provinces of the . 
subject; one is attacking a general claim, the other is defending a 

.particular class of schools; and, therefore, the attack and defence 
seem often like sword thrusts against imaginary combatants; the 
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blades swish through the air with a great show of skill and strength 
but the result is bloodless. Like Milton's angels the duellists seem 
to bear charme<l lives and "vital in every part, cannot but by anni
hilating die." Something of this character is shown in the discus
sion embodied in this pamphlet review of the Council Report.. 

This pamphlet opens with Professor Woodward's article, which 
begins as follows : 

THE EDUC.i\,TIONAL VALUE OF MANUAL TRAINING. 

There is every indication that the interest in the· aims, methods and results of 
manual training is spreading and deepening. Extravagant notions are being laid 

aside, and correct and reasonable views are taking their place. Persons who had 

supposed that there was nothing in it-that it was only a craze, are finding that 
there is something in it worthy of consideration and respect. Those wild enthu
siasts who claim everything for it are gradually forming a class by themselves quite 

apart from those who are steadily testing every theory by careful practice. 

The1·e is, however, much confusion as to the true scope, meaning and value of 
manual training. It is my sincere wish to do what I can to give trustworthy in
formation on the subject, to the end that manual training may ta.ke its true place 
in American education. Accordingly, I have gathered here certain reviews and 

discussions which I hope will be found usefuL · I do not here present any full dis
cussion of the economic value of manual training·, but it must not be infened that 

that value is not high. On the contrary, I think its great practical utility would 
be a sufficient argument for its introduction into certain grades of all schools, were 

its educational value much less t~1an it is. But its educational value is great as 
well as its economic, and since I am now concerned in setting forth the former, 
utility arguments may be left to present themselves. Many people, teachers and 
others, are prone to consider direct utility as unworthy of any place among educa

tional aims. 
This leads me to call a.tt.ention to the universal tendency of public opinion to 

drive people and institutions in extreme positions. 

He then proceeds to consider the opposing theories of education, 
that which finds the best traini11g in non-useful studies, and th~t 
which looks only to the direct utility of the studies taught, and llis
creetly claims "that both exclusive and extreme positions are had." 

Dr. Woodward seems to think that the Committee have unjusti
fiably broadened their domain, in not confining their attention to 
the " Manual Training School" proper, pure and simple. As the 
Committee, at the outset, seem to grant all t.hat could reasonably be 
claimed for these special schools, this would be open to a charge of 
disingenuousness were it not that the Committee seem, also, to have 
considererl those schools as the complete substitutes for apprent.ieP-
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ship; whereas the present position of their advocates is, not that 
they are ~ubstitutes for apprenticeship to particular trades, but that 
they give the best possible preparation for the pupil who may de
sire, after g_raduating from them, to· learn any one of the mechanic 
trades; and that the special manipulation of a given trade must be . 
·lear:t;~.ed in the sh:op or factory. Much space is given by both authors 
of the pamphlet to elucidating these points. The fact that the Com
mittee had in view the whole subject comprehended in the" indus
trial" or "manual training" phase of the so-called " new education" 
which embraces alike Kindergarten and Technical Manual Training 
Schools, is apparently ignored by their critics. 

The Committee, evidently impressed by the urgency of those who, 
in their zeal for this new thing, denounce all the old methods, have 

· thought it important to go to the foundations and to sift these asser
tions, and then to show why it is important for all to be able readily 
to.read and write; and why it is so desirable that those whose after 
lives may be doomed to severe toil, should in infancy and· childhood, 
have their higher faculties of imagination, and their capacities foi· 
innocent enjoyment, developed and grat ified. 

Throughout their report they use the term "Manual Training" 
with this comprehensive meaning. Their critics would make it 

.appear that all their remarks were meant to aJ?ply only to the tech
nical " Manual Training Schools !" So, in this la test discussion, as 
in the earliest ones noted in this volume, there is seen the confusion 
arising from the lack of a definite nomenclature. 

In the following extract Dr. Woodward,.concisel y shows the gen
eral t raining given in the Manual Training School proper, ancl how 
it differs from apprenticeship to a trade: 

Now what a re the "cold" facts in regard to the curriculum of the manual 
training schools? I think I can answer for nearly every one of them: 
· Fi1·st. The curriculum gives one-half as much time to drawing as to tool-work. 
Second. It gives as much time (study aud recitation) to mathematics a.-; to tool

work. 

· Thi1·d. It gives as much time to science (theoretical aml practical) as to tool
work. 

Fow·th. It gives as much time to language and literature as to tool-work. 
No " trades" teach drawing, or mathematics, or science, or literature. All these 

things must be included to make up the curriculum ent-i1·e of a manual tmining 
school. In confirmation, see the catalogues of the manual traini ng schools of 
Chicago, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Toledo, San Fra ncisco, St. Paul, Cambridge and 
St, Louis. 
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.After protesting that the Committee have misrepresented the cur
ricula of Manual Traini11g Schools, Dr. Woodward, thus closes this 
section of his a rticle: 

I insist that the influence of manual training in school education shall be studied 
under the conditions in which it is given in education. There is absolutely no 
question about its educative value under other conditions. We are discussing 
schools and school-work, and nothing else. If the influence of manual training as 

it is taught in manual tmi n ing schools and in connection with all the dther school 
work, is not yet sufficiently manifest in the lives and characters of t hose who ha.ve 
receive(l it, then let us not attempt to give it by reasoning from effect to cause. 
Leave that phase of the discussion till adequate data are at hand, and confine the 
present disCussion to an analysis of the character and contents of manual training, 
and, reasoning from cause to effect, determine its influence upon the minds and 
characters of school boys. 

It may be answered that the Report gives such an analysis and such a course of 
reaSoning. Such a claim I should flatly deny, for the processes it analyzes are 
those of factories aud not of schools, and then, for the most part, it attempts to 
determine the influence of such factory methods on illiterate, unscientific people. 
But the difference betw.een school work aml factory work neE>ds to be set forth at 
length. 

After several pages devoted to a defence of Manual Training 
School methods, which, in view of the fact that the Committee's 
r emarks were, as we have shown, not limited to these particular 
schools, seems somewhat irrelevant to this diseussion. Dr. vVood
ward, thus closes section V, which is entitled " Manual Training 
compared wit4 the study of Pure Science." In this section he g ives 
the following interesting and valuable statement of t.he purposes 
and limitations of these special schools: · 

Du. WOODWARD STATES THE PURPOSES AND LIMITATIONS OF 1'HE TYPICAL 

1\iANUAL TRAINIXG SCHOOL. 

In my judgment the field of pure science lies, far beyond the range of the manual 
training school, in the higher realms of t he technical school. The pupil must 
creep before he can walk, and he must walk before he can run. In the manual 
tmining school we can hardly claim to do more than to help him to walk. His point 
of view is narrow, his horizon near, but if he sees clearly what he seE's at all. and 
grasps firmly what he puts his hand to, he will with increasing strength and a 
broader vision "ascend from thought to thought," to a just conception of the 
scope and meaning of science. 

My answer is, then, that, on the assumption that t he exercisP.s of the shop of 
the manual tl:aining school consist solely of machine-making, for the purpose uf 
illustrating the principles and applications of pure science, their argument still 
does not touch us, for our plan of combini11g theo1•y and 11mclice is a vast" improvE-
ment over either alone. (2) The chief purpose of our shop-work is 11ot the study of 

science as that phrase is ordinarily understood. The work I referretl to aboYe, that 
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of constmcti.ng and using physical and chemical apparatus, . is quite distinct from 
our regular course of shop-work. ·Of course, there is · more or less science in all 
shop-work, for every mechanical process and the form and theory of every tool are 
bailed on established principles of science; yet the main object of shop exercise is 
not to gain a know ledge of those established principles. 

Just here is the stumbling block of many an inquirer. It is often assumed that 
w~ must have one or more of these three objects in maintaining tool-work in 
school, viz~ 

1. To produce articles for the market or for domestic use· 
2. To teach specific trades to those who wish or expect to follow them. 
S. To teach and illustrate the principles of practical science . 

. Let me give the Committee credit for not holding the first opinion. I am not so 
sure as to their standing on the second point. As to the third point, the argument 
I quoted above appears to show that the Pedagogical Committee regard our tool
work as only a poor, narrow method of studying science. 

None of the th?'ee objects are ours. 
The primary object of tool-work (for there are many secondary objects) is to de-

velop and strengthen productive activity by gaining a 1na.~ter1J ove~· nuzte1'ials and 

certain conventional tools and processes. What we shall do with our materials and 
tools after we have mastered them we do not particularly inquire. They are suited 
to abundant uses, and the active.mind will need them a thousand tunes in embody
ing thought and in effecting other ends. The most efficient method of arousing and 
stimulating the executive faculties is by giving one the sense of mastership over 
materials, forces, and appliances. One quickly desires to do what he first sees he 
has the power to do. The sense of maste'rship, of ability to smash, to break, to 
overthrow, which leads the undisciplined, unskilled youth to commit vandalism, 
may be converted into a sense of ability to build, to inve~t, to construct, to create; 
which leads to such things, as book-cases, dynamos, engines and can1eras. 

This conversion cannot be effected without teaching minutely what book-cases, 
dynamos, engines, and cameras are; and secondly, giving a mastery of the mate
rials and tools to be used, and the principles of constmction. 

But while gaining this mastery, ulterior objects are kept out of sight, just a.'! we 
keep the sonatas of Beethoven, and the nocturnes of Chopin, out of the sight of a 
child absorbed in the intricacies of scales, fingering, and counting exercises on the 
piano. 

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN TOOL WORK. 

For example (and I think it best to be quite minute on this point, for here is 
where many fail to appreciate our methods), we teach the boy how to grind his 
plane and oil-stone it, till it has a razor edge without flaw or feather. Then we 
teach him by precept and by example how to set his plane; to take it to pieces; to 
readjust it to the nature of his material; how to hold and push it so as to avoid 
unequal cutting on a side or at the end of a piece-and all this without any par
ticular thought as to what he will make with his plane when he has mastered it. 

In a similar way he is taught the proper care and use of every tool on his list. 
He learns how to work with, against, act·oss, and on the end of the gt·ain, with all 
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kinds of wood from apple and ash, to walnut and willow. He learns how to treat 

a knot; how to use the brace and bits; how to avoid splitting when nailing, chisel
ing and boring; how to use try-square, gauge, and level, in accurately laying out 
mortices, dove-tails, etc.; how to hold his chisel and how to strike with the mallet; 

how to saw to a fit on the right or left of a line; how to match and glue, and pol

ish, etc. 
The pupil learns all these things abstracted from special applications. No lively 

interest in some proposed construction is allowed to ''obscure his 11i.ew" of the de

tails of the work which must be mastered one by one. While making a joint, for 

instance, nothing is ~llowed to interfere with a full comprehension of its nature, 
its exact form and dimensions, and the order in which the steps of the process may 
best be executed. The question of what is to be done with the joint is not allowed 

· to come in till he has thoroughly learned not only to draw it, but to make it. 
In these several respects we teach tool-work and the properties of materials just 

as we do the details of algebra. Addition, subtraction, factoring, equations, elimi
nation, and so forth, are taught without much reference to the uses of algebra in 

the study of physics, mechanics, astronomy and the higher mathematics. As a 
rule the teachers of algebra have no conception of its use beyond the solution of 

problems "made up " as illustrations. The real problems which gave rise to algebra, 
not one teacher in a thousand knows anything about. 

A KNOWLEDGE OF FACTS IS GIVEN BEFORE THEORIES ARE TAUGHT. 

Moreover, we give our student workmen facts to reason upon before we set them 
to formal reasoning. Scientific theories are the product of mature and well-in
formed minds. There is in recent educational efforts to teach the principles of 
science, far too much of a certain sort of shallow generalizing on one or two facts, 

and these more often borrowed or supposed than observed. 

Hence, while teaching the use of the chisel and plane and knife, we say scarce a 
word about the theory of the wedge, and the inclined plane; while giving instruc
tion in the use of the mallet, hammer, and sledge, we say little about momentum 
and kinetic energy; while teaching the exact and delicate operations of cutting V
threaded and square-threaded bolts and nuts we barely refer to the theory of the 

screw and to co-efficients of friction. By the time our pupils get far enough in our 
analytic methods of shop-work, to be able to make an entire steam-engine, they are 

near the end of the course and are familiar with an elementary theory of such en
gines. Having gained a fair mastery over materials and tools, they are now able 

to use them in the study of general principles and in the expression of thought. 

MANUAL TRAINING IS ED"OCATIVE. 

If this mastery is well gained they have conquered a new world, a world full of 
thought and valuable experience, a department of knowledge fraught with wide 

uses and a generous human interest. With it one can never fail to be stronger, 

dearer, surer in dealing with the problems and duties of real life. In spite of the 
high authority of the Committee, the mastership of materials, tools, and industrial 
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processes is educative in a high degree. The kind. ~f knowledge acquired is far 
reaching in its applications and far more invigorat'ing to the mind than the masses 
of aetails and circumstances that surround certain literary studies* which pain
fully impress many people competent to judge, as unhappily neither edm.:ative nor 
essential to any rational theory. Mr. Harris once said that a child trained for one 
year in a kindergarten would acquire a skillful use of his hands and a habit of 
accurate measurement of the eye which 'voulci be his possession for life. How 
can I adequately express the value of the rich and varied possessions gaineJ. by a 
boy in his teens, ha_ving a daily exercise of from one to two hours for three or four 

school-years in a good series of school-shops! 

MANUAL TRAINING AND SCIENCE "TEACHING SHOULD 00 HAND IN HAND. 

From. this brief and imperfect sketch (for I have touched only upon a vet·y few of 
the details of the map.ual br~nches taught in every good manual training school), it 
must be seen that there is no occasion for making comparisons, disparaging or 
othenvise, between the study of science pure or applied, and manual tl"aining. The 
two must go on side by side, and instead of trying to belittle one at the ~xpense of 
the other we should aim to perfect both. Tllis latter aim we g reatly helv by com
bining the two. No science-teaching without shop-work can possibly be as efficient 
as it easily becomes with it: and again, no shop-work carried on in a school where 
no science is taught can possibly be as luminous with thought, as where the two 
are carefully taught side by s ide. They are stl·ong allies, and incidentally they 
serve each other continually. 

Thus do I an~wer the argument of the report based on a compn.rison of the study 
of science with an assumed unscien~ific construction of individual machines; and 
thus do I show that while the Committee 1·easons badly on its own ground, it:> 
ground i ~ not at all our gt'ound, and that their argutuent is entirely irrelevant. 

Dr. Harris, in his Ohio paper on the relation of high schools to colleges, says that 
while a knowledge of natural science, modern literature, and uni versal history was 
not demanded nor expected from an educated man on~ hundred years ago, things 
are now so changed that no man can paM for educated without more or less miuute 
acquaintance with them. They have become recognized as" conventionalities of 
intelligence." 

To that statement, which I accept, I would add that a more or 1~ complete 
mastery of the materials , tools, and processes which underlie t he vast industrial 
developments of this age of scientific applir:ation is fast becoming one of the "con
ventionalities of intelligence." It will no longer satisfy nor suffice to claim that a 
knowledge of the details of goo~ workmanship, of the practical arts which underlie 
manual skill in whatever field of industt·y, has neither ·dignity nor educational 
worth. No Council Committee can be allowed to dispose of it as a" mass of nou-
esscntial circumstances." · 

There is danger that some unconventional fellow will voice public sentiment hy 

*Such as "memorizing the etymological trash from the lwnber room of anti
quity."-Report of Supt. Wn~. T. H ctrri8. 
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some word meaning "over-conservative" while speaking of the Committee and 

their Report. · 
Mr. Brown in particular is very sensitive to the term "old fogy ," which possibly 

some one has been rude enough to apply to him~ I should be sorry to believe that 

he deserves the title ; but let him not flatter himself that the list of "convention
alities of intelligence'' has been closed. If he is left behind as our civilization 
rushes on at lightning speed, he must not expect that the melancholy fact will 

altogether escape the knowledge of his former associates. 

· If the Committee really wish to inquire into the educative effect of our shop-work 
let tll.em examine it carefully in view o( its primary object as I have related it 
above, and then see whether the mastery sought is generally worth gaining; whether 

there is a more efficient method of gaining it; whether our pupils really achieve it; 

and what its real educational influence is. 

In the following paragraph Dr. W oodward shows that he is by no 
means a wild enthusiast, and in this particulat· statement there is 
little doubt that the authors of the report he criticises would hear
tily agree with him. 

I hope we may not claim too much for manual tmining. I do not wish to say 
that there is in it anything which on fair trail will not be fotUld there. It is not 
a panacea for all evils, social , domestic, or personal. It has no monopoly of edu

cational values. It has not even a corner on good habits. It is a v~luable _educa
tional feature, and should stand -beside other valuable educational features, and be 
judged, as they are, by its fruits. 

Dr. Woodward characterizes the repor t as follows at t he end of 
his eighth division: 
. The position of the RelXll't appeat·s to me to be unsound, whether examined a 

prim·i m· <t p osteriot·i. My conclusion is that knowledge, intelli~;ence, skill, powet· 

and culture are always helpful in the acquisition of more knowledge, more intelli
gence, more skill, more po_wer, and more culture. The more accomplished one i,; 

the easier new t hingll are to him, whether in the 1;ealm of pure intellect or i1t t he 
field where mind amllmnd are cultivated togt>ther. 

In his n inth and final division, quotations ~tre given ·from the 1 SS!.l 

report by Superintendent Seaver, of Boston, and " from the last of 
Superintendent MacAlister, of th e public schools of Philadelphia,"* 
fully indorsing the worth and value of such Mn.mml Training 
Schools. This final section of Dr. W oodward's article closes as fol
lows : 

*For a statement in detail, by Superintendent 1\fn.cAlister, of the results of the 
experiments in introducing Industrial Training in the Philadelphia schools; see his 
Annual Report for 1888, given in Appendix P of this volmnt>, page 1189, et seq. 

SeP-, also, extracts from his annual repot-t for 1889, in this Introduction, pages 
lxxx-xc. 
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·Thus the 'work goes on. The intellectual fruits o~ a rat~onal, well-pl'Oportioned 

system of manual training are so evident to every close observer and student of 

that training that 1 am sorry that the Committee are unable to see them. ManlJal 
training will go on :ill the same, and I hope that every member o~ the Committee 

will live to s.ee that, far from being a power for mischief, it is a. p~:.ent instrumen

tality for good; that·it is a. strong and friendly ally in promoting educational prog

ress, and in ameliorating the condition of all classes of ow- people. I earnestly 
hope that manual training may be able to contribute somethihg to bring about 
that splendid consummation, eloquently pictured by Geo. Wm. Curtis, when "with 

one hand education shall lead the young American to the seerett; of material skHI, 

and equip him to enter into the fullest trade with all the world; but with the other 
it shall lead him to lofty thoughts and to commerce with the skies. 

From Mr. Morrison's "critical review" but a single paragraph is 
taken, and this for the reason that he sets forth in it the value of 
continuity in the training of the child, and recognizes the existing 
want of a connecting link of progressive exercises between the play 
of the kindergarten and the work of the Manual Training School. 
This hiatus has been generally recognized, anq will be found often 
refer:red to in the ~msu,ing pages of the present volume. 

The followers of Walter Smith believe that it is best provided for, 
by a continuous, progressive course of Industrial Art Drawing, 
reaching from the small beginnings in the Kindergarten through the 
entire course of school education. The suggestion modestly made at 
the close of the Committee's report, that th~ Manual Training people 
had not sufficiently considered these claims; excites in Mr. Morrison 
nothing but inextinguishable laughter. He . regards as ridiculous 
beyond expression those methods which such experienced educators 
as Dr .. Philbrick, Charles C. Perkins, and Walter Smith, not to 
mention living educators, believed would solve this problem as to 
what form pf sense training and resthetic culture could be adapted 
to each stage. of the child's education. 

In the paragraph which follows it will be seen that Mr. Morrison 
ignores the fact that in what .the report says of not beginning till 
the twelfth year the Committee plainly refer to the boy's entrance in 
the Manual Training Schools proper, just as, on the other hand, Dr. 
Woodward ignored the fact that the Committee, in any part of their 
report, ever referred to any other phase or institution of education 
except and only, such Manuar Training Schools as that of St. Louis. 
Between these two equally unfair assumptions, the report of the 
Committee is unsparingly held up to ridicule. 
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Mr. Morrison says: 
But it might be well to stop here to reflect on the unsoundness of the statement 

that manual training should not begin before the twelfth year. Manual training 
means using the hands, as intellectual training means using the mind. An<l the· 
former is essential to the normal use of the latter. Children learn n'lore during the 
first five years of their life than during any subsequent five years. This is because 
they have more manual exercise during this period. They use their little hands 
continually, finding out the properties of matter, enjoying that refiex: activity be
tween the brain and sensorium, which is one of the fundamental conditions of 
correct thinking. Froebel recognized this principle when he founded the Kind·er
garten, which is nothing more than juvenile manual training. The fault of educa
tional systems is that this manual training, or wh.at might otherwise be called 
normal intellectual training, does not continue. In the stereotyped American 
school the pupil must stop this "play," form in line outside the school-house, march 
in when the teacher taps the bell, fold his hands that they may do no " mischief, .. 
toe the mark, and learn to read and spell. Read and spell what? Words, words, 
words l which often mean nothing to him. But it is done in good "form," and 
therefore supposed to be "all-sided." Fr.1ebel has done good service for primary 
grade; Professor Woodward and others for high school grades, and he who shall 
devise a system of manual training applicable to the intermediate and grammar 
grades, will do a service equal in value to either of these. 

Those who wish to see these critici~ms in full must, for lack of 
space here, be referred to the pamphlet itself; in which the Com
mittee's report-the sermon-text of the two discourses which precede 
it-is given in full as an Appendix. 

SUGGESTIONS BY SUPERINTENDENT SEAVER OF BOSTON. 

· As this introductory chapter is the latest to be put in type, oppor
tunity is here given to sum up briefly the latest conclusions reached 
by educators. In the body of this volume, and in the Appendices, 
the progress of the movement in the Boston schools under the super
intendence of E. P. Seaver, Esq., has been set forth. The following 
extract from the "Ninth Annual Report of the Superintendent of 
Public Schools of the city of Boston, March, 1'889," * includes all that 
the superintencleut says in th~tt report on the topic of a Manual Train
ingSchool, for which he suggests a new and mor~ distinctive name. 

In his remarks on Kindergarten which precede this, he urges that 
the drawing begun in the Kindergarten should be continued and de
veloped in the primary schools, and that the new fad of "the study 
of form, ought to be intimately united with the drawing" instead of 
separated from it. H e also urges the necessity of the normal train
ing of K!ndergarten teachers, if success is to be hoped from those 
schools. 

*School Document No. 5, 1889. 
ART-VOL 2---v 
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A MECHANIC ARTS HIGH SCHOOL. 

It is now six years since my great desire to.see the educational wants of boys 

.more fully provided for led me, to make the recommendation " that there be added 
to our public-school' system one manual-training school, thoroughly equipped for its 
work, occupying a place in the system side by side with the high schools, and open, 
under s~table conditions, to boys of fourteen years of age, and upwards." (Super· 
~tendent's Report, 1883, p. 47.) This recommendation was made somewhat ten
tatively; and less with an expectation of its immediate adoption than with a pur
pose, then declared, that there might be something definite and tangible to discuss 
and to urge upon public attention. 

The time has now come when the same recommendation can be made with con
fidence, anq urged by arguments drawn from accumulated experience. Six years 

·ago there were only two schools of the kind recomme~ded in the whole country. 
These were the School of Mechanic Arts in the Massachusetts Institute of Techno!· 
0gy in Boston and the St. Louis Manual Training School connected with the Wash· 
ington University in that city. Neither of these schools was a puulic school. The 
tuition in tlie former was $150 a year, and in the latter about half as much. The 
former has ceased to receive pupils from outside the Iustitute of Technology ; that 
is, has ceased to be a school at all, and is now simply a department of the Institute, 
being used now exclusively for shop instruction of students in mechanical en· 
gineering. The latter has been, and still is, the model for similar schools in various 
parts of the country. The suggestion of a public high school devoted to manual 
training, or instruction in the mechanic arts, was novel in 1883 ; but is no longer 
sO, since such schools have been established in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Cleveland, 
Toledo, and other cities ; while the public. high schools of many other places* have 
taken. on manual training as a new branch of study. Meanwhile, endowed or pri· 
vate schools planned on the St. Louis model have been multiplied ; the most con
spicuous example being the Chicago Manual Training School. 

ADVANTAGES OF INSTRUCTION IN "MANUAL TRAINING" RECITED. 

The body of experience, therefore, to which appeal may be made in illustrat ing 
the advantages of manual training as a branch of public instruction, is already 
considerable, and it is ~apidly growing. My study of this experience gives me con

. fidence in the following conclusions: 

1. That a three or four years' course of study, consisting of selected and gradecl 
shopwork two-fifths of t he time daily, clmwing one-fifth, and appropriate book
work two-fifth.:;, results in a high degree of mechanical intelligence, a good degree 
of general mechanical skill, and a well-marked development in the power of inue
pendent thinking. 

2. That such instruction takes a strong hold on the minds of a large class of boys 
who are either not so well reached or not reached at all by the subjects and meth· 
ods of teaching·current in the older high schools. 

*Between forty and fifty in all. 
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S. That such instruction draws some pupils away from the older high schools, 
but more from a class of boys who have not, as matters have stood heretofore, 
become pupils of the older high schools at all. 

4. That such instruction is very keenly relished and appreciated by boys; who 
usually like no studies so well as those which have an obviously direct bearing on their 
future occupations, and delight most of all in exercises that bring. their executive 

powers into productive activity. 
·5. That up to a certain point such instruction is a substitute for apprenticeship, 

now gone out of use, and, so far as it is a substitute,.is vastly better than apprentic&

ship ever was in its best days. 

6. That such instruction forms an excellent-and no doubt ere long to be consid

ered indispensable-part of the preparation of students for schools of science, tech
nology, or industrial art. Indeed, it is to be remembered that the mechanic art 

school, as we now )mow it, originated in a purpose to give such preparation to stu
dents of mechanical engineering. 

7. That such instruction is very popular, apparently because it is meeting a widely 
felt want. 

8. That such instruction-particularly the mechanic arts part of it-can be effect

ively and economically given to classes in a school. 
9. That a school organized for giving such instruction is entirely convenient :md , 

manageable as a part of the public-school system in a large city. 
10. The cost of such a school-building, equipment, and running expenses...;.... is quite 

in keeping with the cost of any other high school. In reneWing my recommenda
tion at this time, I wish to propose for the new school what seems to me the most 

appropriate because the most truly descriptive name, The Mechanic :Arts H igh 

School . . 

WHY CALLED A. " ffillH SCHOOL." 

It should be called a high school to mark its place in the public-school syst~m and 
its relation to the gt·ammar school. Its pupils will usually come from the grammar 
schools, having finished their course in them at the age of about fourteen. years. 

Its course of instruction , partly in boolts and partly in the mechanic arts and in 
drawing, would keep its pupils on a level with boys in other high schools during 

three or four years. Its PUl)ils after graduation would either pass to higher institu
tions, as the boys from classical high schools usually do, or into active life, with 
most of the graduates of other high schools. But in their case the higher institu

tions would be schools of science or technology rather than classical colleges, and 
the active life would be led more in the industrial than in the professional walks. 

The new school should be called a mechanic arts school, in order to mark its spe
cial aim and the characteristic feature of its course of instruction. 

Its aim, like that of any other high school, is both general and special. In gen

eral aim ~11 high schools are much alike. They deal with knowledge as science. 

rather than ' vith knowledge in its elements; they recognize that their pupils are at 
the age when the reasoning powers are developing the most rapidly; they give the 

beginnings of a liberal culture, for their instruction rises to the region of general 
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pnnciples, and furniShes the mind with some effective ·equipment for independent 
thought and action. Limited and incomplete the liberal culture given by the high 
school may indeed be, yet, so far as it goes, it may rightly be described as liberal, if 

only the school be true to itS general aim. 

DIJl'FEREJ.~ KINDS OF " mGH SCHOOLS " DEFINED. 

But high schools have their special aims, which are determined by various con· 
. ~derations of convenience or utility. These special aims are what characterize tlte 
di1Ierent species of high schoolS. They determine in large measure the subjects to 
be tal!ght and-the manner of teaching them. Thus it happens that all high schools 
shape their courses of study largely with reference to the probable future occupa· 
tions of their pupils. The classical high school, while pursuing its general aim of 
liberal culture, yet prescribes studies for its pupils with particular reference to their 
probable future occupa~ions in the so-called learned professions. Likewise, the 
English high sch~l, holding to _the same general aim of liberal culture, chooses the 
partie~ subjects for its course of instruction with an eye to the wants of the 
many of its pupils whose pursuits in af~r life are probably to be commercial. Just 
so will the mechanic arts high school impart a culture as truly liberal as that given 
by either of -the others; but in so doing will select studies and exercises with the 

_,fact in view. that most of its pupils will be looking forward to occupations in which 
im experimental knowledge of the leading mechanic arts will be either highly serv· 
iceable or absolutely indispensable. So much in justification of the name mechanic 

arts high school. 

· One further remark should be made to guard aga~nst the supposition that the 
mechanic &.J"ts high school teaches particular trades. It is not a trade school. And 
yet a good mechanic arts high school helps boys a long way on towards many 
trades. It deals with the leading principles involved in a great variety. of mechanical 
processes< it develops general mechanical skill, by bringing mind and ha!ld into 
ready and ~urate cooperation; but it does not undertake to make its pupils fin

ished artisans in any one trade. Professor Runkle has pointed out that the me
chanic arts are few, but the trades in which these arts are applied are many. Hence 
the mechanic arts,· and not the trades, are proper subjects for school instruction. 
The former involve principles; the latter merely the details of application. Hence 
also the superiority of a mechanic arts school to ordinary apprenticeship as a means 
of preparation for a trade. 

THE PRESENT CITY CLASSES INADEQUATE. 

With regard to the existing schools of carpentry in the basement of the Latin 
school building and in North Bennet street, it should be said that they were organ· 
ized ~mporarily as experimentS on a small scale. From them much has been learned, 

. but they have not solv.ed the whole question. Far from it. Their entire course in 
shopwork covers butasroallfractiori-one-fifteenth-of the shopwork of a mechanic 
arts high school with a three-years course. Even in wood-work alone these schools 
cover about one· fifth of the course offered by the proposed school. Whatever these 
two experiments in manual training may have demonstrated in respect to the per· 
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manent introduction of such training into the grammar schools-a subject which 
I vyish to reserve for discussion at some future time-they are not and could not be 
a satisfactory answer to the demand for a mechanical arlls high school. 

On the 14th of February, 1888, the School Committee received a communication 
from the City Council, oonveying the request. that the School Committee would 
"consider and report on the expediency of establishing a system of manual train
ing in connection with the public schools of the city." I woUld respectfully urge 
that in response to this request the School Committee declare. it expedient, as the 
best beginning in the establishment of a system of manual training, that one 
thoroughly equipped mechanic arts high school be established as soon as the money 

it would cost can be appropriated. 

In the autumn of the same year the Annual ~eport of the Com
mittee on Manual Training Schools with an Appendix giving Super
intendent Seaver's plan in detail of the proposed school, was issued.* . 

The report proper by the Committee, briefly sums up the reasons 
why such a school with a three-years course should be established; 
and recommends the passage of an ·order by the City Government to 
establish it and to erect a suitable building. In this report the re
ceipt of a communication from the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology in June, IRS8, was acknowledged. This announced the clos
ing of the High School of Mechanic Arts in connection with that 
institution, and urged that the Committee introduce in the City High 
Schools such training as had been there given. In Mr. Seaver's pre
liminary report, which fills some 12 pages, he gives a brief sketch of 
such of the Manual Training Schools as he has visited. He says : 

To the Committee on Manual Training: 
In obedience to your instructions I have prepared, and now have the honor to 

submit, a plan, hereto appended, for a mechanic arts high school, otherwise known. 
as a manual training tJChool, to be established by the city of Boston, if the School 
Committee and the City Council should see fit so to uo. In the preparation of this 
plan I have drawn freely upon the experience of other schools, and more especially 
upon the experience of those I was comll)i•sioned to visit and inspect in St. Louis, 
Chicago, Toledo, Cleveland, Baltimore, and Philadelphia. The results of my obser
vation in these schools are, for the most part, embodied in the plan now sub
mitted. Still, a preliminary description of the schools themselves may be not 
without interest, and will be useful as throwing light on the details that are to fol
low. 

*School Document No. 15-1889. ..lnnual Report of the Committee on Manual 
Tl'aining Schools, 1880. Boston: Rockwell an:d Churchill, City Printers, No. 39 
Arch street, 1889; Pp. 46. 
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As all th~se schools are described in detail in the present Report 
only the following passages are taken: 

AEsTHETIC DEVELO~MENT OF THE TRAININq IN THE PHILADELPHIA. SCHOOL. 

The Philadelphi~ school has a course of shop-work that is distinguished from 
others by two promipent features. The first is the distinct emphasis placed on the 
resthe.tic side of the work. Free-hand drawing, clay modeling, and wood-carving 
are all coordinated with, and intimately related to, the successive stages of the shop
work. The ornamental work in wrought iron is worthy of special praise, not so 
much in.point of workmanship, though that is good, but particularly because of the 
systematic art-instruction it illustrates. The second prominent feature _appears in 
the arrangement of shop-work. A part of. theiron·workis placed in the first year, 
parallel to the joinery. The exercises are so arranged in many cases that the same 
idea may 00 WOl'ked OUt first in soft material (cutting wood), and then in hard ma
terial (chipping and filing i.i:on); 'or again by shaping from the outside soft material 
(clay), and then harder material (lead or hot iron). This apparently logical arrange-

. mentis quite attractive. The same idea I found quite well carried out in the School' 
of Manual Training in Girard College, which I visited for the second time while in 
Philadelphia. 

It will be observed that the attention thus called to the fact that 
the ::esthetic trai:D.ing of the pupils is cared for in the Philadelphia 
school alone, corroborates the fear, elsewhere expressed in the pres, 
ent volume of this Report, that such .artistic training was entirely 
neglected in the manual training schools, and, not only in the man
ual training schools proper, where there may be some seeming pro
priety in confining_ the pupils to technical drawing for mechanic 
uses, but that it was similarly ignored by many of the advocates for 
the general introduction of some forms of manual training in all 
schools. It is this neglect of any definite endeavor and training to 
awaken and direct the innate love of beauty, latent in every human 
being, against which the aqvocates of industrial-art drawing earn
estly protest. The importance recently given to the industrial idea 
in elementary education has sedously deteriorated the ::esthetic 
side of that education, and, it is contended on the part of the fol, 
lowers of Walter Smith, entirely needlessly; because both sides of 
this education may and should be developed "pari passu." Tho 
results attained in the Philadelphia school show that such neglect is 
needless, even in the manual training school proper, where, if any
where, it would seem possible to justify it. Superintendent Mac
Alister was too well grounded in the priuciples of industrial-art 
education; too enthusiastic a believer in the educational gospel pro· 
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claimed by W alter Smith, to be unmindful of this essential element 
in education. 

Referring to the name proposed by himself for this class of high 
schools-a name, by the way, which has the obvious advantage of 
unmistakably defining the kind of school designated, which the pres
ent appellation fails to do, Mr. Seaver says: -

In closing this report I wish to make:one reri.tark about the name to be given to 
the proposed school. In the foregoing descriptions, I have used the name by 

which all the schools visited are designated, " the manual training school." The 

name has obtained wide, almost universal currency -during the last eight or nine 
years. I have elsewhere given my reasons for preferring a more truly descriptive 

name, " the mechanic arts high school;" and this name has been used by me in 
· the pr~paration of the following plan. But now the feeling comes upon me that, 

in view of the wide currency the other name has a lready obtained, it might justly 
be deemed pedantic to persist in the use of a name which, up to the present time, 

has not been affixed to any school of the kind denoted. I wished, therefore, to 
leave the question of na me au open one, still believing in the validity ofthe reasons 

I have adduced in favor of the truly descriptive name, the m echanic arts high 
school, but ready to bow to usage, the arbiter in all! questions of language, if it 
should be thought best to adopt the other name. 

Respectfully submitted, 

EDWIN P. SEAVER • 

. The Appendix to this report fills twenty-three pages of the pam
phlet ; of these, the six opening pages, here quoted, comprise a general 
view of the training to be given in the proposed school. The re
maining seventeen pages contain a statement of· courses of study. 
These last are not quoted as they are substantially such as are given in 
similar ~chools as described elsewhere in this Report . . 

A PLAN FOR A MECHANIC, ARTS HIGH SCHOOL IN THE C ITY OF BOSTON. 

The grade of the proposed school and its relations to existing public schools are 
best marked by naming it a high school, while the words mecha.nic m ·ts indicate 
the characteristic feature of its course of study. The curriculum of this school like 
that of the other high schools, should begin when that C?f the grammar school ends. 
It should be three years long. The requirements for admission should be a g ra mmar

school diploma or the equivalent examination, age not less than thirteen, and a 
good character. 

The school time, twenty-five hours a week, should be shared by shop-work , book
work, and drawing in about the proportion of ten hours to each of the two former 

and five hours to the last. But if it should be thought best to introduce military 
drill into the CUlTiculum of this school,-and there are good reasons to be urged for 
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do~g so,-the needed time could be taken from the book-work and the drawing 
equally. Then the distribution of time would be as follows : 

Hours a week. 
Shop-work .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
. Book-work. ~ . _ .. . .... , .. ... .... . ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 

~;~g drill:::::::::::. :::::::::::::::::: ::::: :.:::::: ::; ::: :::::: :::: :::: .~:: : 
Total. .. ... . . . : ............. . ........... . ...... . ... _ . . ..... . .. . . - . . . . . . 25 

Before speaking of the shop-work in detail, it may be well to dispose of the other 

branches of the school-work in a few words. 

WHAT STUDIES SHOULD BE TAUGHT. 

The book-work should be in English language, in mathematics, and in science; 
but a part or the whole of the science could be replaced by a foreign language if 
circumstances made it desirable for any considerable number of boys to make such 
a substitution . This might well be the case with boys preparing to enter some 
higher institution of learning, as, for example, the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology. 

In English language, the -chief effort should be in the direction of training to 
clear and correct use of language in both oral and written expression. Literature 
and history would not be directly the subjects of study in this department , but they 
would supply the material to be worked upon ; and thus incidentally the pupils 
would· become acquainted with a few work~ of the great writers. 

The mathematics should include elementary algebra, plane and solid geometry, 
descriptive geometry, and plane trigonometry. A thorough acquaintance with 
these branches has been found essential to the best success, both in drawing and 
in mechanical construction. 
· The science should be physics and chell).istry. The method of teaching both these 
branches should be that known as the laboratory method. If circtimstances make 
this method impracticable,-as is the case now in some high schools,-the tinte 
would be better spent in the study of a foreign language. The day for mere book- . 
wor-k and lecture-notes in science has gone by. Some of the apparatus used in the 
laboratories may be made in the shops by the boys; but not all. There is an impor
tant limit to be obseryed in this mat ter. Boys should not be set to making their 
own chemical or physical_apparatus unless the knowledge to be gained from such 
making be at least as. valuable as the knowledge to be gained from' any other kind 
of shop-work that could fill the same time. To set boys to making things for no 
other reaSon than to save money in the running _expenses of the school is wrong; 
for it is to sacrifice the boys to the school, whereas the school exists only for the 
benefit of the boys. 

DRAWING TO BE T:tUGHT IN ITS RELATIONS TO THE SHOP~WORK. 

The drawing should be carried on with constant reference to the shop-work, 
which it i.ii designed to assist, and from which in turn it will receive assistance. As 

educational agencies, drawing and construction belong together as two parts of one 
whole. Neither is fully efficacious without the other . Like the two blades of a 
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pair of scissors, each requires the aid of the other to-do its own work. The draw
ing teacher will, therefore, keep the shop-work constantly in view, co-operating 
with it, and using it as the chief source from which to take illustrations. The shop 
teacher, on his side will see that every piece of work, however simple, be execute'd 
from .~rawings made by the pupil. Thus the whole work of the drawing-rooms 
and shops becomes one course of practice in the expression of ideas, through draw
ing and construction. The drawing will be chiefly of the kind known as mechan
ical drawing; but the aesthetic side of the work should be provided for by adding a 
reasonable amount of free-hand drawing. 

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION IN USE OF TOOLS. WOOD-WORK. 

The shop-work will be d~ribed first in outline and then in more detail. 
The first year's shop-work should consist of carpentry and wood-turning chiefly; 

but, for the aesthetic side of the work, there should also be a considerable number 
of lessons in wood-carving. The year's work should oo drawn up in a fully detailed 
series of leilsons or exercises, which should be required of all pupils alike, the whole 
class beginning each new exercise in the series simultaneously. Then there should 
be drawn· up a parallel series of supplementary exercises, to be given, as occasion 
may require, to those quicker pupils who complete the regular exercises in less than 
the allowed time. 

In the shop-work of the second year the wood-work is continued and becomes 
pattern-making. This is accompanied and followed by a brief course in moulding 
and casting. The material used for casting may be either plaster or soft metal. 
The latter is easily managed, and may be melted over and over again, thus avoiding 
waste. The same may be said of brass. Although there appears to have been little 
experience with the casting and finishing of brass thus far in the schools, there is 
good reason for believing that expel'iments in this direction would prove very satis
factory. 

WORK IN METALS. 

Iron cannot advantageously be used, for it would necessitate the expense and the 
trouble of a cupola. Besides, the process of iron-casting, to be of much educational 
value, would involve more knowledge of metallurgy than could well be contem
plated in a school of the character now proposed. 

Whatever iron-castings might be needed for the third year's work could best be 
procured at a commercial foundry in the usual way; that is to say, the boys would 
make the patterns of the castings they needed, seud them to the foundry, and 
receive the castings in due time. It would, doubtless, he found practicable occasion
ally to arrange a visit to the foundry by a class when castings were to be made 
from their patterns, or at other times. 

After the pattern-making, moulding, and casting, which altogether should occupy 
twelve or thirteen weeks in the early part or' t.he second year, should come the 
forging, which will occupy the remaining ~o-th.irds of the year. The forging 
begins with simple exercises in bending, drawing out, and upsetting; then follows 
welding, with exercises of increasing difficulty r equiring more and more knowledge 
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and skill; and the course concludes with each boy's forging and tempering a set of 
tools which he will use next year in the machine-shop. 

Supplementary exercises in forging should be provided for the quicker boys. 
'J.Ihere is an endless variety of ornamental wrought-iron work that may be suggested 
for supplementary exercises, although some ornamental work should have a place 
in the required exercises. Thus the resthetic side of the work would receive due 
attention. Ornamental wrought-iron work is now so much in vogue that the boys 
would find it very interesting, both in designing and in working out their designs. 
Their designs should first be made on paper and submitted to the teacher for 
criticism. 

Not until the designs have been approved does work at the forge begin. By this 
double process of making designs and working the~ out in material, is the great 
lesson le~rned that mere prettiness, or beauty even, in a design is not necessarily 
an element of value. If a design be unworkable in the material intended, it is 
worthless. 

The shop-work of the third year should be almost wholly in the machine-shop, 
consisting of exercises in chipping and filing and of exercises at the machines. 

SOME SPECIAL MECHANICAL PROBLEM UNDERTAKEN AND A COMPLETE WORK EXE· 

CUTED AT END OF TIDRD YEAR. 

After the prescribed exercises of the year have, been done, each pupil should be 

ready to undertake, either alone or in partnership with one or more other pupils, 
some project, or complete piece of mechanical work, which may serve-as the crown
ing exercise of the whole instruction in mechanic arts. These projects correspond 
to the graduation theses of academic courses of study. 

A project is begun in the drawing-room, where the plans and shop-drawings are 
prepared from given specifications. Then the patterns are made in the wood
working shop3. The iron castings are best obtained at a commercial foundry, for 
reasons already explained. The pupils take the castings to the maclrine-shop, where 
they do the fitting and finishing, and where the whole project is put togetlier and 
tested. In this way the boys, in their third year, are taken over the whole ground 
of their previous instruction in mechanic arts, and . their knowledge is unified and 
solidified. The projects usually undertaken by two or more boys in partnership are 
steam-engines, dynamos, speed-lathes, steam-pumps, and other such machines. 
Some of the schools now possess machines thus constructed by pupils which have 
been doing good work for some years. .At Baltimore is a steam-engine, made by 
the pupils of the school, which furnishes all the power used in the shops. .At Chi
cago is a smaller engine, made in the school by pupils, which is used for driving 
some of the machinery of the shops. In the Naval School at Annapolis, where in
struction in the mechanic arts is given to the cadets, there are good steam-engines 
of various patterns, all the work of past graduating classes. At Cleveland is a 
40-ligbt dynamo, made by the boys, which will be used to light the machine-shop. 

Machines like these are undertaken only by several boys working together; for 
single boys the projects must be simpler and less tirue-consuming. As has been 
stated already, the boys' work on these projects begins with the preparation of 
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drawings from given specifications. To originate designs of machinery, or to make 
specifications in accordance with scientific principles, would be too high a task for 
the boys to undertake at this stage of advancement. They must therefore take the 
designs and specifications of their projects from their teacher, or from some other 
competent authority. These having been obtained, all the rest of the work, save 
the casting, is the boys' own work, done under the general advice Wld guidance of 

the teachers. 

. 
SOME CLASSES OF COMPLETED WORK MAY BE UNDERTAKEN EA.CH YEAR. 

Projects are not necessarily confined to the third y~r. They may be advanta
geouslyintl'Oduced near the end of the carpentry course in the first year, or near the 
end of the whole wood-,vorking course in the second year, or near the end Of the 
forging course in the same year. These would be especially desirable for those 

boys who had finished the prescribed exercises in an excellent manner and in less 
than the allowed time. Boys of this sort there will always be ; and the highest 

· success of the school will depend on ~eeping such boys interested and busy. Pieces 
in cabinet-making ornamented with wood-carving, and pieces in ornamental 
wrought-iron work would be quite within the boys' power to execute satisfactorily; 
and such pieces would serve well, not only to display acquired skill in workmanship, 
but also to bring into play the artistic feeling. As to the material used in any of 
the projects, if its cost should be worth considering, the boys should be expected 
to pl'Ovide it or pay for it, in case they desire to possess .the completed .article. All 
projects, however, should be held by the school so· long as they may be needed for 
exhibition. 

PROFESSOR C. M. WOODWARD'S BOOK ON THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL RECOM· 

MENDED. 

Such in outline is the shop-work which experience has shown to be practicable 
and useful, result ing in a good degt·ee of general mechanical skill and a high degree 
of mechanical intelligence. The main feature of this shop-work course may be 

regarded as pel'lnanent, although the details may be expected to change from year 
to year as taste or convenience may suggest. Nevertheless, at the outset the pro
posed school will need a fully detailed cout"se of shop-work. showing all the particu
lar exercises, both required and supplementary, together with suggestions of 
suitable projects for the end of the whole course and of other periods; and such a 
detailed course would be presented here in this report, with wood cu ts to illustrate 
it, were it not, fm'tunately, so easy to refer to a recently published book* containing 
all the needed descriptions and illustrations. The exercises in carpentry, wood
turning, 11attern-making, wood-carving, forging, chipping, filing , shaping, and 
finishing, "fully describeu and pictured in this hook, as executed in the St. Louis 
Manual Training School, leave little to be desired; a nd these may be adopted with 
all the more confidence since the other school<> have adopted substa.ntially.the same. 
For exercises in ·moulding and casting, reference may be made to the coun;eK of 

*"The Manual Training School," by C. 1\L Wootlward. Boston: 1887. 
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some other schools, especially to that of the Massachusetts Inr;titute of Technology. 
Also there are good examples of ornamental wrought-iron work to be taken from 

. the schools at Chicago and Philadelphia. From these sources of information is 
deriv~ the following brief statement ~f the contents of the variolls courses of 
shop-work that should have place in the proposed school. 

It will be seen that Mr. Seaver, mentions the making of steam-en
gines by Manual Training School pupils. As he explains the facts 
there is no occasion for a.ny misapprehension; but, as such engines 
have sometimes been paraded as the sole work of the pupils in the 
Public .Manual Training School, and the impression given, if not 
intentionally-that these young school boys were then,' by reason of 
what they had learned in the school, perfectly competent to go out 
and build steam-engines, the erroneous impression was calculated 
to effect ultimate injury to the reputation of the school and "to 
make the j'1,1diciolli! grieve." What, if such were the fact, becomes · 
of the argument. so often urged that the Manual Training School is 
not a trade school? . Is not the designing and building of steam
engines a trade? 

Such extravagant claims will be sure. to react and the school whose 
training is so unduly • exaggerated to the popular mind, will be, in 

. turn, unduly condemned when the fact becomes patent to ail that 
such works, as Mr. Seaver states, "would be too high a task for the 
poys to undertake at this stage of ·advancement." 

Such a school as, Superintendent Seaver pictures, should have as 
it.s principal, an experienced teacher, as thoroughly equipped for his 
pedagogical work, a,s the principal of any other" High School" is 
expected to be; while the master of the drawing room, and the 
master of the shop-work, need to be equally well fitted for their 
several duties. The plan, however, of ms.king the teacher of Me
chanics the principal of the school, which is approved by some en
thusiastic promoters of these schools, seems one sure to result in tho 
subordination of the educational to the mechanic features of the 
school ; and thus to divert its purpose from that of a High School to 
that of a mere specialty. 

It is the fear of this tendency which has prejudiced many experi
enced educators against such schools. 

ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1889 BY SUPERINTENDENT MACALISTER, OF 
PHILADELPHIA. . 

Unusual interest attaches to the report for the yen.r 1889, of Super
intendent MacAlister; of Philadelphia, just at hand, since it is to be 
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his final report as Superintendent; he having on the eleventh of Nov
ember, 1890, shortly before this report was published, submitted to 
the Board of Education his resignation of the office of Superintend
ent, to take effect January 5t.h, 1891. 

In the report for 1888, Mr. MacAlister, recited at length the history 
of his administration; copious extracts from which report, as well as 
from his first report, that for 1883, are given in Appendix "P" of 
this volume, paper VI. S_o that; with the following extracts from 
this final report, the history of this innovation in the organization of 
the school system of this city is begun and c~mpleted in the present 
volume. The administration of Superintendent MacAlister, has been 
carefully observed by educators; at first, with solicitude, and latterly, 
with great confidence and satisfaction; because it has justified, by 
exceptional success, the bold experiment undertaken; when President 
Steel, and his fellow members of the City Board of Education, ven
tured upon no less a revolutionary movement than the radical change 
of the whole system of Public School organization and methods of 
instruction, involved in the creation of the office of Superintendent; 
with all the subsequent changes that were neces8arily implied, when · 

. that office was created. Ron. James MacAlister> who was called 
{rom a like position in the City of Milwaukee, was so well known as 
one of the advanced leaders in the e.ducational reforms of the day, that 
the fact of his selection ~as, in itself, evidence that the Board ?f 
Education sought to bring Philadelphia, in line with her sister cities; 
so far, at least , as to give to this city a similar organization of its 
school system, and qy the introduction in the schools themselves 
of the new studies and methods of instruction which marked 
the more recent advanced movement in education. This move
ment may be said to date, in the United States, from the year 1870, 
or a few· years before; though its initial impulses, were given long 
years ago by great thinkers, and teachers; such as were Bacon, Co
menius, P estalozzi, Roussea~, and Frobel in Europe; and, in America, 
Horace Mann, Henry·Barnard, Agassiz, John D. Philbrick, and Wal
ter Smith, not to mention the living leaders. To this recent awaken
ing in America, the influence of the Centennial Exposition in 1876, 
had given increasing impetus; an influe·nce naturally felt in Phila
delphia itself, in many· directions educationally and otherwise. 

The organization of the Public School system of Philadelphia, as 
it was before the office of Superintendent of Public Schools was ere-
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a ted, 1s .succinctly told m: the opening pages of Superintendent Mac
Alister's Report, which follows: 

To· the Board. of Public Edti.Cation, I!irst School District of Pennsylvania: 
I have the honor to submit my Annual Report for the year 1889. 

STATEMENT OF PROGRESS MADE. 

In my .Annual Report for 188S; a pretty full presentation was made of some spe
cial features in the work of 'the schools, which had occupied the attention of the 
Bo~rd for several years previous. It is now nearly seven years since I entered upon 
my duties as .·the first Superintendent of the public schools of Philadelphia, and the 
time seems opportune for a general statement of the work that has been done and 
the progress that has been achieved. ~t is not intended in this place to go into an 
~nded discussion of these changes. My only purpose is to set them down in such 
a way as will form a sort of conspectus of the· work that has been undertaken and 

the results that have been obtained. 

I.-THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SUPERINTENDENCY. 

In a review of this kind, the organization of the Superintendency naturally holds 
th!l first place. It was in many ways the most important step taken since the estab
,!ishment of the school system. The city of Philadelphia stood alone in having no 
executive officer in the administration of its school affairs. Not only in the larger 
centers of population, but in the smaller towns everywhere, the responsible manage
ment of the public schools had long been vested in an officer known as the Stiper
intendent. The exceptional position of Philadelphia, in this 1·espect, is explained by 
the somewhat peculiar circumstances under which' the school system has grown 
into its present proportions. It has been very largely a process of aggregation . 

. Originally the free Schools were managed by local boards, each of them an independ-
ent body, with the ward for its jurisdiction. These boards made their own rules, 
appointed the teachers, and directed the instruction within their own limits. In 
course of time·, with the growth of the city, a central board was found to be a neces
sity,· and the Board of Controllers, afterwards transformed into the ]3oard of Public 
Education, was accordingly created; but the local boards were retained, and the 
management of the schools was divided between the two organizations·. It was 
inevitable that difficulties should arise from this double system of administration, 
and the experience of the past amply justifies the statement ~hat the progrt>ss of 
the schools has been greatly retarded by the multiplication of school officers and the . 
conflict of authority growing out of this arrangement. The duties and responsi
bilities which elsewhere were placed in the hands of a superintendent were dis
charged jointly by the central and the local boards. This was true, not only of the 
business affairs which properly belong to a. governing board, but also of the educa
tional work which implies the exercise of professional skill and experience. The 
incongruity of this condition of things gradually forced itself upon the attention of 
those most interested in the welfare of the schools; and a movement was set on foot 
to secure for Philadelphia a system of supervision similar to that which had long 
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been established throughout the Unired States. It waB not till after ten years of 
agitation and effort, however; that an appropriation was secured from Councils 
and a superintendent appointed, who entered upon his duties May 1, 1883. 

It has seemed proper that this meager statement of the conditions out of which 
the superintendency of the public schools of Philadelphia came into existence should 
be made, as the responsibility of establishing the position devolved upon me. I 
think it may fairly be a;;sumed that, taking into consideration all the circum
stances of the case, the task was one surrounded with more difficulties than has 
ever fallen to the lot of any one occupying a like position in this country. It should 
be remembered that the Board of Public Education was by no means of one mind as 
to the desirability of creating such an office; that the local boards generally occupied a 
hostile attitude; that the great body of the teachers were unfavorable to the move
ment; and that public sentiment was indifferent on the whole question. It is no 
exaggeration to say that few persons, even among tboseconnected with the schools, 
had any well-defined notions as to the powers and duties of a superintendent, and 
it was but natural that those who had heretofore exercised various duties and respon
sibilities properly belonging to such an officer, would not quite willingly relinquish 
them to other hands. To these considerations must l>e added the magnitude of the 
field that was waiting to be occupied. There were 465 schools, 105,500 pupils, 2,168 
teachers, and more than 400 school officers, in a population of a million souls, to be 
dealt with in effecting the improvements that were impatiently expected. 

It was muler these circumstances that the \VOrk of supervision was begun. There 
were no precedents or experience on the subject existing here. Even the right of 
the position to exist had to be justified. No rules could properly define the super
intendent's duties; the functions of the office had to be demonstrated by actual 
achievement. The possibilities of the work were without limit and the opportuni
ties were undoubtedly great; but these things · did not make the task less onerous. 
The desirability of reform in almost el'ery direction was conceded on all sides. It 
was not to be expected that a body of teacher.s, no matter how capable aud earnest 
coultl show results that were possible only under more favorable conditions. There 
had been as little unity in the character of the instruction and the fruits which it 
yielded as in the administration of the schools. The courses o.f study had been largely 
shaped by laymen. Examinations, promotions, and nearly all the details of school 
work had been almost wholly in the same hands. The standards applied to the 
teacher's work were not such as to encourage sound methods or to mete out rewards 
to the most worthy. These statements are not made in a critical spirit, but merely 
as historical facts to indicate the point at ·which supervision began. Altogether, 
the undertaking was as difficult as it was novel, and called for an amount of labor 

and courage that made it seem to those most experienced in the profession like 
temerity to assume. 

It is plain that the problems to be solved were neither few nor easy. The work 
of reform had to be thorough, but neither hasty nor revolutionary. A wise con
servatism was the only policy that could be depended upon for permanent results. 
It is with the powers that have been conferred upon him, with the opportunities 
that have been opened to him, that the superinwndent has labored during these 
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years to improve and elevate the public educatipn of Philadelphia. His endeavors 
have been restricted on ·many sides. From ~~essit~ he has abstained from med
dling with the administrative machinery of the schools, notwithstanding the hin
drances it has opposed to the· performance of his executive duties. He has directed 
his efforts chiefly to revising, improving, and ex~nding the courses of instruction, 
to introducing newer and better methods of teaching, to elevating the standard for 
the teacher's work, and to cultivating a wider interest in the public mind on behalf 
of_ the schools~ The work bas gone far enough·~ produce results that are neither 
indefinite nor intangible; and it is by the spirit in which this work has been carried 
on and the character of the results that have been obtained that the necessity and 
value of supervision for the schools of Philadelphia must be estimated. 

ll.-THE REVISION OF TBE COURSES OF INSTRUCTION. 

The work of revising the courses of instruction was begun early in 1884, with the 
adoption of the primary manual. .This was followed in 1885 by the revised coun;e 
for the secondary schools, and in 1886 by that for the grammar schools. It is need
less to speak of the courses of study which were superseded by these revisions. They 
were for the most part programs of a. certain amount of work to be accomplished. 
They were founded on text-!><><Jks, and specified so many pages to be 'done in a cer
tain time; a.nd the one object to which the teachers' labors were directed was the · 
e~mina.tion at the end of the term. It was not possible that it could be otherwise. 
* * . * . The changes in the meth<>Qs of instruction which the school. have un
dergone within the past few years have been so radical that it is rather difficult to 
reca.ll the manner in which the teaching was done in a very considerable number 
of the schools. In the lowest primary grade, a card which had the ~lphabet on one 
side and arithmetical tables on the other was the sole basis of the in.struction in 
reading and number. In all the fundamental ·branches, concert recitation was the 
almost universal practice in the primary and secondary grades, and the same thing 
was more or less.true of the more advanced grades. The memory was the faculty 
that was chiefly exercised in every branch of study; the perceptive powers of the 
mind, the imagination, the judgment, and the reason wei·e neglected because they 
could not be made to teii in the form Qf averages. The effort of the pupils was 
directed to the memorizing of rules or the repetition of formul~S in the most impor
tant studies. The development of power in the children, of the ability to think and 
to do for themselves, would have been considered a waste of time and energy on the 
part of the teacher. These plain statements a1·e made because it is not believed 
that any defense could be offered for practices that had become obsolete in nearly 
every part of this country. Good teachers, of course, did their work in quite a 
different way.. The inatrucj;or who understands his business is always more or less 
i l\dependent of the formal requirements of a course of study ; and it is needless to 
state that even under conditions so unfavorable, there were schools that had fallen 
into line with the general advance of education throughout the country, and were 
doing work that was appreciated by the best intelligence of the community. The 
general level, however, could not fail to be affected by the absence of such stand
ards as are eeaential to guide and direct the teacher's work. 
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The new courses of instruction were a radical departure from the old in almost 
every particular. They \vei·e founded on principles which had found acceptance 
everywhere among the best educators ; they set up higher and bettei: standards of 
scholarship ; they implied at every step knowledge and training on the part of the 
teachers ; in one word they emancipated the schools from traditions that had too 
long held sway in Philadelphia, and opened wide the door for the new education 
which was ready to come in. ·lt * * 

No impartial observer of the public school movement in Philadelphia can havE.: 
failed to notice the vast improvement that has taken place since, the revised courses 
went into operatio~ The larger number of the teachers were foun<J ready for any 
advance that might be made, and eagerly laid hold of· the principles and practice of 
teaching which these new courses presented to them. Wherever the new methods 
have been intelligently applied, the whole character of the school had been trans
formed. The teachers themselves stand in a different attitude to their work, and 
respect the things which count for intellectual development and power. The chil
dren f~l the vitalizing influence of the teaching, and exhibit that pleasure in the 
exercise 0f their minds, which is the best test of the instructor's work. Speaking 
with all moderation, it may be said thilt there is not a single branch of study which 
does not show a marked advance while in some an enti.J:e revolution has been 

·effected. 
Ill.-THE ESTA.BLISH~1ENT OF SUPERVISING PRINCIPALS. 

Next only in importance to the revision of the courses of study stands the intro
duction of supervising principals. To understand what has been accomplished by 
this plan of school management, it is necessary to refer to the arrangements under 
which the schools were formerly conducted. The principal of the school was sim
ply the teacher of the highest grade, chat·ged with such oversight of the instruction 
and discipline of the school as he found time to attend to. In a school hu ilding 
there l!light be a half dozen schools, each with its own principal, and all of them 
entirely disconnected. The unsa.tisfactoriness of such a system had become so ap
parent before the appointment of a superinte11Llent that in two or three schools the 
principals had been reliev~d of teaching duty to permit them t.o devote their whole 
time to the general directi.on of the schools. Very soon after my appointment, I 
directed the attention of the Board to the necessity for a better system of adminis
tration for the internal affairs of the schools, and recommended the establishment 
of supervising principals. * * * There are now sixty supervising principals in 
~harge of. school buildings. A report recently made by Mr. Meehan, a member of 
<£mmon Council, and also a member of the local board of the Twenty-second Sec
tion, after a careful_examination of the working of the system, bears the strongest 
testimony as to its value in improving the whole character of the schools to which 
it haa been extended. * * * , 

IV.-ESTABLISHo1ENT OF UNIFORM AND SYSTEMATIC EXAMIN..lTIONS. 

* * * * * * * 
V .-EXAMINATION OF T EACHERS. 

* * * * * * * 
ART-VOL 2--VI 
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VI.-ESTABLISHMENT OF THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

The rapid strides whiQh have taken place in every department of education, not 

only in thiS country but throughout the civilized world during; the past twenty-five 
years, have raised many· grave questions as to what modifications are needed jn the 

scope and purpose of the iitstruction given in the schools. The traditional ideas of 

education have been shaken to their very foundations, and features which would 

have been, thought revoluponary in the college as well as in the elementary school, 

have found a secure lodgment in the curricula of both. The general tendency has 
·been away from those forms of purely literary training which owe their origin to 

that important movement known as the Renaissance. New arts and sciences have 
arisen, changes in the economic and social relations of nuin have taken place, and 

the type of education which the world needs to-day is very different from that which 

prevailed throughout Europe three centuries ago. The uni versa! demand is that 

·the school shall give a more general training, and put its graduates more directly in 

relation to the actual needs of our civilization. What is known, for want of a better 
term, as manual training is one of the phases which the new edtlcation has assumed. 
It hils given rise to much discussion, but in one form or another it is gradually find

ing its way into the schools of the United States and Europe. The Manual Train

ing School, established in 1885, was the first effort made in Philadelphia in this 

.direction. The purpose of this school was, of course, much misunderstood; but 

the public interest aroused at the time has been so actively maintained that there 
is now a very intelligent comprehension of what ·it. stands for and what it under

takes to do. In connection with a good English and Scientific eel ucation it furnishes 
a thorough co~se in drawing and in the nature and application of the fundamental 

tools. It is in no sense a trade school; but, recognizing the actual needs of society, 
it seeks to develop and train every power and faculty of a human being in l;uch 

harJDonious relations as shall produce ·a broader culture, and, at the same time, a 

more practical ability to meet the demands which the world makes upon the great 
majority of men and women. I think it may be said that the value of manual 

training, as exemplified in this school, is now fully recognized in Philadelphia. In 

every sense the school has been an unqualified success, and it enjoys to-day prol>

ably as large a share of the public confidence as any department of the public 
school eystem. Two classes have been graduated, and last June a considerai>le 

number of boys were turned away from lack of accommodations. The original in

te~tion was to establish four or five schools of this kind in such quarters of the city 
as would best accommodate the public needs. The demand for a second school can 
no longer be resisted, and provision should be made for it at the earliest possib·e 

day.* I believe that Philadelphia has acted wisely in recognizing this new form of 
education. When it shall ·have been fully developed, the benefits derived by t he 

community will, I am sure, amply justify the wisdom and liberality which per
mitted the first step to be taken. 

*Since th,is Report was written a second Manual Training School has been opened 
in the eastern part of the _city. 
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VII.-THE INTRODUCTION OF SEWING AND COOKERY INTO THE GIRLS' SCHOOLS. 

The same motive which prompted the establishment of the Manual Training 

School led to the consideration of what could be done for the girls.. After careful 
tielibera.tion, it was decided to make a beginning with sewin~. The arguments for 
making sewing a regular study in the girl's schools were fully set forth in my last 
report. and need not be repeated here. In the spring of 1884, a half dozen teachers 
were appointed to test the value of this form of instruction and the possibility of 

incorporating it into the regular school course. Within a few months, the results 

obtained were so satisfactorY, that a full staff of teachers was appointed, and work 
was begun in every grade of the secondary and grammn.r schools. The opposition 
to the introduction of sewing was even m9re pronounced than in the case of the 

Manual Training School. Within a year or two, however, the advantages of the 
instruction had become so manifest that a most favorable reaction took place, and 

the public satisfaction may now be said to be almost universal. 
From sewing to cookery was but a single step. The public interest in this form 

·of educational training had become so a~tive that a d~mand for cookery classes soon 
came to the surface. N ot\vith~tanding the experience of other cities, where instruc
tion in cookery had been successfully tried and adopted, there was less willingness 

to meet this demand than had been the case with sewing. A beginning was made 

in the Normal School* in 1887, and the experiment proved so satisfactory that in 
the following year a grammar-school class was started. This also yielded_ results so 
acceptable that in the autumn of 1889 the first permanent center for grammar-school 

classes was opened at the Shippen School-building, in the Tenth Section. At pres
ent there are three School-kitchens, two in the Normal School·and one at the place last 

named. The lack of money has interfered with the further extension of the work; 
but public sentiment in favor of the movement is so rapidly ripening that appli
cation will no doubt be made to extend the instruction throughout the girls' gram
mar schools. Perhaps more might be said of the educational value of cookery than 

of sewing.· It involves scientific training of great value, aside from its practical ap

plications, and it has social and economic bearings that are beginning to receive se
rious attention. The interest manifested by the girls and the larger number of the 

teachers shows how highly it is appreciated. When fully established, the sewing 
and cookery instruction will give to our girls' schools a more cowprehensive course 

of training than is afforded in any other city in the country. 

VIII.-ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PuBLIC KINDERGARTENS. 

In my Report for 1888, a sketch was given of the circumstances under which the 
.. kindergartens had come into existence under the fostering care of the Sub-Primary 

School Society of Philadelphia ; a pretty full statement was also made of the argu
ments in favor of their establishment in the public school system. Councils having 
appropriated a sufficient sum for the purpose, tllis step was taken on the first day of 

Janua ry, 1877. Since then the kindergartens have been an integral part of the 
public education.of the city. It is needless to repeat the claims which . the little 

*The Normal School, as at present constituted, incluues both academic and pro
f~sion~ im;~ruction., 
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children have upon the educational authorities. The kindergarten is now recog
nized, n9t only as the most admirable means of beginning the education of a human 
being, but as· one of the most important auxili!IJ'ies in the social economy of every 
co~unity. I am convinced that Councils and the Board of Education acted ~isely 
in extending the benefits of the public schools below the primary grades. The pul>
lic sehool system, as now constituted, begins with the kindergarten, taking the child 
at four years of age, and, carry~g it through the primary and grammar grades, 
finishes·with a secondary education in the Central High, Normal, or Manual Train
ing School, either of which fits the young men or women who have received its ad

vantages for almost any position in life which they may be called upon to occupy. 
The more fully the methods and ends of education are understood the more apparent 
will become the necessity for making a right beginning. The kindergarten is the 
broad foundation upon which all future growth and attainment should be based. 
It is only a question of time when this fact will be universally recognized, and the 
example of Philadelphia followed by other cities. ~imited appropriations have pre· 
vented as ~apid an increase in the number of kindergartens as is desirable, but they 
are slowly taking root as an ~ntial part of the system of public education, and 
theii- claims will no doubt be fully recognized and provided for. There are now 
forty centers with sixty kindergarteners. 

!X.-REVISION OF THE COQRSES OF INSTRU<:mON IN THE CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL 

.L'ID GmLS' NORMAL SCHOOL. 

Fully recognizing the pressing claims of elementary education, the larger part of 
my time and labor has been given to the lower departments of the school system. 
In addition, however, to the establishment of the Manual Training School, much 
·careful. consideration has been devoted to the Boys' Central High School and the 
Girls' Normal School. It must be admitted that these schools have not kept pace 
with the rapid progress which secondary education has been making the last 
twen~five years. They have clung tenaciously to traditions and long-established 
uSa.ges, and have shown an unwillingness to adapt themselves to tl~e changes that 
have been going on in lower schools with which they are connected, and from 

which their supply of pupils must be drawn. This is greatly to be regretted for 
many reasons, but chiefly because it has tended to keep alive the old conti'Oversy 
as to whether high schools should find a place in the public education of the city. 
It is not worth while to ar~e this question at this late clay. To use the words 
of the distinguished educationist, Professor Laurie, "It seems to me that pu!J. 
lie education may almost be regarded as a failure and a waste of money and power 
if we can not secure for a fait· proportion of the pupils what may be called ad· 
vanced elementary instmction:" But there can be no doubt that these schools 
would stand better with the people if they manifested a more progressive spirit and 
a stronger desire to meet the intelligent demands which the public are from t ime to 
time making upon them. The high school, as the crowning feature of a city Rystelll 
of education, ought to exercise a stimulating influence upon all its.departments. U 
should be a leader in every forward movement, and its influence should be felt in 

elevating and refining the intellectual tone to the community. A larger view of 
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the functions of our high schools is needed quite as much as the modification of 
their courses of instruction and methods of teaching. 

There has been, of course, more or less discussion of these questions while changes 
have been going forward in· the other departments. Two years ago the course of 
study in the Central High School was, after a good deal of delay, taken "\"'igoronsly 
in hand, and almost wholly reconstructed. * * * It was a great gain to get rid 
of the traditions that had· too long fettered the School ; to get out of the ruts in 
which it had been content to move. The new course has given the school 6 fresh 
start and drawn public-attention to the need of a larger and more suitable building, 
without which it can not much longer keep up with the growth and advancement · 
of the other departments of the school system. It should be accepted for the good 
things which it contains and the promise of larger usefulness it holds forth. Only 
let us not regard it as a finality. The right attitude to keep is a readiness to make 
·whatever changes experience, the re-adjustment of the lower schools, and the pub
lic needs may from time to time render necessary. 

The necessity for some radical changes in the Normal School is now realized, I 
believe, by a large proportion of the members of the Board of Education. * * * 

It is proper to state that some important modifications of the course of instruc
tion resultR.d from the deliberations of the sub-committee. Psychology, the His

tory of Education, and the Philosophy and Practice of the Kindergarten were made 
·requh·ed studies in the normal department. Meanwhile several important ft~atures 
had been engrafted upon the school. Sewing was intr"duced a number of years 

ago, and, as has already been said, cooking classes were established in 1887. All 
this may seem to indicate a good deal of reconstruction and amendment ; but the 
general organization and working of the school stands where it did before these 
changes were made. The re-arrangement of the academic branches which appears 
in the accepted curriculum was more nominal than real. No vital changes were 
effected in the internal arrangements of the school, and the multiplicity of studies 
and the objectionable sub-divison of work among the teachers have gone on very 
nearly as they did before. What is needed to bring the school up to that high stand
ard which the public has a right to insist upon is its complete reconstruction upon 
ptinciples quite different from those upon which it was originally founded. The 
ideal of public education in Philadelphia to-day is very different from what it was 
fifty years ago, and the school must be made to serve other purposes besides the 
training of a supply of teachers for the schools. That is one of its most important 
functions, but it is not the only one. Every girl who has the ability and the will 
to add to the elementary education she gets· in the grammat: school has a right to 
the more generous culture which a high school offers. A great city has need of 
cultivated wives and mothers as well as of teachers trahled to render professional 
service. The course of study in a high school for girls should be broad enough to pre
pare women for every relation in life. The Girls'· Normal School, as at present 
constituted, does not serve that end ; and nothing short of the radical changes in 
its organization and the entire revision of its curriculum which have been suggested 
above, will enable the school to take that high place which it ought to hold among 
the educational institutions of the city. 
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X.-Tlm PEDAGOGI CAL LIBRARY IN THE SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE. 

On entering upon the duties of superintendent, it seemed to me desirable to-have 
at command the best authorities on the history, acience and art of education, alike 
for the use of those immediately connected with the superintendent's office, the 
teachers, and other persons inter~ted in the public school system of the city. 
The liberality of the Board enabled me to begtn the realization of this desire at an 
early day. Starting with absolu~ly nothing, a collection of books has been gradu
any got together, unql it may be said that the Board of Education now possesses a 
special library, perhaps unequalled in any other city of this country. The gather
ing of these books has been to me a labor of love, occupying the spare moments of . 
my time, but I feel that it has been an important work, and will be more and I?ore 
appreciated-as higher views and a wider knowledge of education obtains among the 
teachers and the public. * * * 

. XL-GENERAL REMARKS. 

The above outline of the work which has been undertaken, and the results that 
have bi!en obtained in the schools since the establishment of the superintendency 
has been sketched to enable the Board to see what was the point of departure and 
how far the schools have trav~led in the direction of improvement. Unfortunately 
only the external marks of such a movement can be brought into view. It would 
be easy to state In figures the relative value of the old and the new methods of in
struction, and I am sure that those who found their judgment upon " averages " 
would find much satisfaction in applying that mode of testing the work of tea.chers 
and pupils. But no one who knows what education really means will be satisfied 
with such a standard. The objects that are set before the teachers and the spirit in 
which they are called upon to do their work are the only proper criteria of a course 
of instruc.tion. These things must be sought in the school-room; and the extent to 
which they are successful is to be measured by the growth and development of the 
pupil's intelligence-that is, his ability to think and to apply his knowledge to the 
realities of life. The courses and methods that are now authori7.ed in the schools 
demand that teachers shall be satisfied with nothing less than this; and it lies 
within the power of the Board of Education to provide' an adequate supply of 
teachers capable of realizing a standard that is neither too high nor too exacting 
for daily u se. 

It must not be inferred from anything that has been said that any of the courses 
of instruction now in force are to be regarded as a finality. No scheme of instruc
tion is ever finished. It is the ''machine" teacher who clamors for limits fixed for 
all time. No matter with what skill and care a course may be devised the neces-
sity for revision will soon become app!1-rent. Better methods become elaborated; 
unexpected adjustments are called for; and the superintendent who understands 
his duty will be the first to welcome the former and to provide for the latter. 
These, however, are more matters of internal arrangement than of external form, 
and do not necessitate a ny serious ·reconstruction of the established code. Evet· 
since the revised courses went into operation changes of this kind have been going 
on, and many valuable features have been added without disturbing in any way the 



regularity and c<?ntinuity of the work. But some modificatioDB in the_ courses as 
originally adopted are needed to adapt them to the advancement which the schools . 
have since made. The5e changes have occupied my attention during the last year 
and will be presented to the Board at an early day. The fundamental principles on 
which the instruction now given is based remain intact, but the experience gained 
in applying them will prove. invaluable in making corrections tl~at cannot fail to 
prove advantageous to the schools. 

In concluding these remarks I desire to impress upon tM Board that while so 
much progress has been made a great deal still remaiDB to be accomplished. The 
vantage-ground that has' been gained only renders mor_e clearly .visible the fields 
that lie beyond and remain to be cultivated. I feel it to be my duty to remina every 
one connected with the public education of the city that it is by going forward on 
the lines that have been opened that the schools are to be ele>ated and improved, 
and better fitted to perform the function. in the social, political, and economic life 
of the people, for which they were established and aL·e maintained. It haa been my 
privilege, as it has been my duty, to labor for these high and worthy ends, and it 
has been by the extent to which they have been realized that the service which has 
been rendered must be judged. * * * 

The Superintendent then treats at some length of "Examina
tions ; " and follows with several pages concerning " School Accom
modations and Attendance." The last section given to the subject 
of "Attendance" is quoted b~low. 

It will be observed that these statistics of pupils, and of schools, 
~tre very suggestive; since they are so well classified as readily to 
show the proportion between attendance on the different grades and 
kinds of schools. 

The rapid diminution of attendance as the highest grades of 
schools are reached; the ratio of. manual training school pupils to 
the total number of pupils in all the schools; the relatively small 
number attending the cooking classes; all serve to show that, as 
yet, both the higher training in the schools above the grammar 
sc~ools, and the technical training given in the Manual Training 
School, reach but a very small minority of public school children. 
The arguments that have been used against the opening of High 
·Schools, the reasons urged by some of the Industrial Training advo
cates in opposition to the teaching of the classicallanguag~s in them 
so that High School pupils could be fitted for colleges and. universi
ties; would equally apply, it would seem, against the opening of 
special Manual Training Schools as members of a city or town sys
tem of public schools. The conclusion pointed out by these figures 
is that all these forms of advanced education must be defended or 
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condemned on the same_ grounds; neither . class, in fact, reachin~ 
more than a small minority .of the pup1ls. The friends of the Ma.n· 
ual Training Schools, should then be found as the allies, not the 
opponents, of the advocates of the classical training in High Schools. 
If higher training is desirable in any direction, it is in each of these, 
and there should be a firm alliance betw~en all the friends of higher 
training in the public schools in t:lvery practicable line, if the com
munity at large is to reap the benefit from its liberal expenditures 
for fre~ public schools to which it is entitled. It is by the fact Jf 
adding a new province to the educational world, not by deserting 
any lands already occupied and impi·oved, that the advocates Jf 
Industrial Educatiqn in public schools may hope to win the lasting 
-gratitude of the community. 

The following general synopsis presents the statistics of the schools at the close of 
the year in convenient form: 

GENERAL SYNOPSIS. 

Total number of schools .......•.•••••...• : • .......•. •• •••• 
Total number of teachers .. ~ ...•.•........••..........•... . . .. . • ·- .... 
Total number of pupils .. .-•••.....•••..... . ........................ . . 

Kindergartens .... .... ......... .. . . ...... . . . 
Primary Schools ....• . . . . .....•......•..•. . . 
Secondary Schools .................... . .... . 
Grammar Schools ... ....... .. . . ..... . •.... .• 
Combined and Consolidated . ..............•. 
Central High School ....... , ............... . 

No. of No. of 
Schools. Teachers. 

87 49 
172 787 
95 437 
53 

100 
1 

Girls' High and Normal School. . • . . . . . . . . . • • • 1 

410 
852 
19 
37 
14 Manual Training School. . . .. .. .. . .. .. • .. . . .. 1 

School of Practice .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 8 

Totals. .... . . .• . •. . . .. . . •. . . • • . . . . . . • . 461 2,663 

2,::}* 
118,736 

No. of 
Pupils. 

2,330 
35,541 
19,413 
16,995 
39,457 
• 661 

1,622 
327 
655 

116,701 

Total number of Kindergarten pupils. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . 2, 330 
Total number of Primary pupils. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 55, 252 
Total number of Secondary pupils ..................... 0 ................. 0 32,567 
Total number of Grammar pupils ................ 0 • • • • • ••• • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 23, 587 
Total number of pupils in High, Normal, and Manual Training Schools . . . 2,410 
Total number of girls in Sewing Classes .. . .... -.. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 29, 599 
Total number of girls in Cookery Classes (Normal School) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 460 
Total number of girls in Cookery Classes (Grammar) .... . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201 
Total number of boys and girls .in Industrial Art School .. .. · .... . 0 • • • • • • • • 875 
--------------- - -

*Exclusive of Central High, Normal, Manual Training, and Practice Schools. 



LECTURES TO TEACHERS. 

In addition to the, teachers' meetings usually held by the superintendent during 

the year, a course of lectures on "The History of M?dern Education" was delivered 
by me Saturday mornings at the hall of the Normal School. As in former years, 

these lectures were attended by large numbers of teachers, and as the syllabus may 
prove serviceable in their studies anli teaching it has been printed as an Appendix 

to this. Report. 
CONCLUSION. 

In concluding this Report, it is a great satisfaction to be able to bear witness again 

to the progt·ess that has been made in almost every department of the school sys
tem during the past year. A number of commodious school-houses have been 
erected, the teaching force has been considerably increased,. salaries have been ad
vanced, several improvements in school management have been effected, and the 
quality of the work done has been elevated all along the line. Still more important 

is tlte higher standard which teachers continue to set for themselves, and the 
larger measure of intelligence and devotion which they bring to the performance of 
their duties. The one enduring power in a system of schools is the teacher. To 

give the children instructors with the character, the knowledge, the training, the 
skill, and the enthusiasm that their high calling demands is the greatest service 
that the Board of Education can render to the public. 

Respectfully· submitted. 
JAMES MAC.ALlsTER, 

Superintendent Public Schools. 

The syllabus of the six lectures on " Modern Education" given to 
the teachers on Saturdays by the S;uperintendent, with the ap· 
pended lists of reference books to be consulted in connection with 
each lecture, are suggestive and valuable. 

The subject titles of these lectures were: 

First Lecture. THE RISE OF MODERN EDUCATION. 'Second Lectu1•e. COMENIUS, 

THE FOUNDER .OF THE NEW EDUCATION. Third Lectt,re. THE ENGLISH REFORMERS. 

Fourth Lecture. ROUSSEAU, THE PREACHER OF NATURALISM IN EDUCATION. Fifth 
Lectm·e. P ESTALOZZI, THE APOSTLE OF EDUCATIONAL REFORM. Sixth Lecttt1'e. 
FROEBEL, THE PHILOSOPHER OF CHILDHOOD. 

With this summing up of his administrative work, the Superin
tendent lays down his office to enter upon a new and untried field; 
for it is understood that Mr. MacA1ister, resigns the Superintendency 
of tlie City Schools to assume the direction of the future Drexel Insti-

. tute, • Mr. Mac Alister, by reason of his great usefulness in the service 

*"The Drexel Institute of Art, Science and Industry," is founded by Anthony J. 
Drexel. Esq., of Philadelphia, the head of the well known banlting house of Drexel 
& Co., of Philaddphia, New York, London, and Paris. 

The endowment is $2,000,000. It is .. however. expected that this will be aug
mented by other donors. 

The building now bemg erected for the Institute is to be one of the largest and 
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of the public schools of the city, having been chosen by Mr. Drexel, 
and Mr. George W. Childs, who are at present the only Trustees, to, 
undertake the direction and development of the proposed Institution. 

Mr. MacAlister, is to be given freedom in the planning and direct
ing of this new school. The announcement of his plans ls awaited 
with great interest by ed~cators. That the result will fully justify 
his selection for such an en~iable, if· onerous, duty, is confidently 
believed. 

The selection by the Board of Education of a successor to Super
intendent MacAlister; will be watched with intense interest by all 
who desire the prosperous development of the new movement in Edu
cation, and who are s<:>licitous that the advance already secured in 
Philadelphia shall not be lost. The gain already effected inay be 
easily jeopardized; the promise of future development along "the 
lines so wel~ and wisely laid down by the present Superintendent 
wholly thwarted; if the successor, who may be chosen, proves un
equal to the arduous task which awaits whoever may be called on to 
take up the unfinished work now laid down by Superintendent Mac
Alister. 

Great executive ability, wide experience as an educator, open~ 
mindedness, familiar knowledge of, and hearty sympathy with, the 
new movements in education; patience and tact, in dealing with 
all' men; proficiency in the sciences of psychology and pedagogy, 
thorough training and high culture, must he possess, who could 
venture, with any show of success, to assume the duties of the office 
which has been so brilliantly administered by Superintendent James 
Mac Alister. 

· MANUAL TRAINING IN THE SCHOOLS OF WASHINGTON, D. C., IN 1890. 

An account of the early movements looking to the in~roduction of 
Manual Training in these schools, is given in chapter XIII, page 101, 

of this volume. 
The present extent, progress and varied development of the several 

features of this movement in t he public schools of Washington,'un
der the fostering care of Superintendent W. B. Powell, is s1wwn 

finest devoted to educatbnal purposes in this country. In addition to class rooms, 
art rooms, laboratories and workshops, it comprises a Library and Reading Room, 
a MusE:>nm. a Lecture Hall, and an Auditorium that will seat 2,000 persons. It is 
situated at Chestnut and Thirty-second streets, Philadelphia. It is to be r eady for 
occupation m the autumn of 1891. 
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by the following brief extracts from the recentl_y issued "Teachers' 
Manual."* 

This pamphlet contains the progressive exercises designed for the 
two highest grades of Grammar Schools, and for a three years' course 
in the High School. The work given for each lesE!on is shown by 
lithograph illustrations reduced from blue prints of the working 
drawings made to scale; while each step t.o be taken is plainly stated 
in the accompanying text. 

The volume opens with a few pages of" Qeneral Remarks;" also, · 
with the course for each year, suggestions as to the .best methods of 
instruction are given. 

The preface is here quoted for its statistics: 

The course of work of the manual training laboratories of this city is put into 
pamphlet form primarily fs>r the benefit of our own instructors and for those most 
nearly interested in the schools and all·eady havin_g some knowledge of them. 

To others who may desire to know the meaning given to the term" manual train
ing" as here used, the following facts may be of i.nterest : From one laboratory, with 
one instructor, and one hun<ll·ed and fifty boys, in 1886, the system has grown till, 
in 1889-'90, there are thirteen laboratories having as many teachers giving instruc
tion to over sixteen hundred boys. 

The laboratories, each consisting .. of twelve benches, with tool outfits, are so 
located about the city as to be convenient of access from the schools contributing 
class. 

Two hours a week throughout the year ar~ allotted in all grades of the training, 
which is in addition to the 1·egularwork of the ~chools done before its introduction. 

The forms of certain of the practice-work pieces in both wood and iron are 
either suggested or modified by ideas gained from Mr. C. M. Woodward's •· The 
Manual. Training School," as those have been found well adapted to giving the dis
cipline sought. 

W. B. POWELL, 

Supcn'intendent. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., September, 1890. 

J . A. CH.AlffiERLAIN, 

Di1·ecto1· of Wood- TVork. 

J. F. MAC NAB, 
D i1·ecto1· of Iron- Wm·k. 

The opening paragraphs, which here follow, set forth the view 
taken by theW ashington school authorities u.s to the relation held by
the Technical Manual Training School to the entire sr.hool system. 

*Public Schools of the District of Columbia. Manual Training : Mechanical Lab
oratory work, Seventh and Eighth Gratles, and High Schools. Teachers' Manual. 
Washington, D. C. Linotype print. 1890. Pp. 84, with 4!i pages of Illu~tmtions. 
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The introduction of sewing, cookirig, and shop-work into public schools of the 
.city was merely broadenmg out and extending what has. been doing in the major
ity of .schools of this and other countries, for years. Free-hand drawing is as much 
manual training as shop work is. So also is penmanship. 

If the hand and eye training secured by the study of drawing is of benefit to the 
pupil in co-operating with the mental w~rk of the other branches, as is generally be
lieved, it seems wise to extend this kind of training if it can be done without infring
ing ·on the time rightfully belongirJg to any other equally important banch. 
· Manual training, as understood in the public schools of this city, includes every 

. · thing in the course of study in which the hand does a part. It includes clay-model

ling, stick-laying, and paper-cutting and folding in the lower grades; free-hand
drawing in all gradeS ; paper-model making, sewing, cooking, and bench-work in 
the upper grades ; and cooking, free-hand and mechanical drawing, moulding, forg
ing and machine-work in wood and metar, and work in the botanical, physical, and 
chemical laboratories in the High SchooL 

Among all these the position· of -the shop-work or mechanical laboratory work 
may be clearly seen, It is a prut of a system, not a system apart, and must be in 

line wtth and co-ordinated with the other parts of the system, to secure that unity 
which is necessary toany system if it is to accomplish the best results. 

The following is the introduction to the Grammar School course: 
The following course of work embodies nothing purely theoretical, nothing which 

experience hasnotsbown to be necessary. More could be added, but the time allotted 
3I!d the boys' best interests considered in connection with that time make it inadvis
able to. introduce more. 

The forms and dimensions of the various pieces, and the order of succession and 
method of construction are likewise the "results of the experience of different teach
ers, and are believed to be the best for·our shops. If future expe1ience should show 
that the experience which dictated any of these details was exceptional, or if, in 

· future, exceptional cases arise, modifications should be and will be made. It must, 
· however, be followed closely if the different schools of the District are to send boys 
to advanced work at the High School equally prepared. 

The work in clay and paper and in drawing, in the other schools, is similar in all 

schools of like grade all over the District. Our shop-work is a part of the same sys
tem of hand and eye training ; therefore it should also be similar in all shops of like 
grade, in order to preserve its place in the system. 

In all courses the pupils should work from blue-prints. The accompanying cuts 
are reduced lithographs of the blue-prints used. The drawings for the first, second, 
third, fourth, and fifth years of the shop-work are distinguished, respectively, by 
the letters a, b, c, d, and e placed before the numbet· of the drawing. 

From this it appears that, in the judgment of the Washington 
school authorities, the Industrial Training movement is a desirable · 
feature of public school education. 
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ANNU:AL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION, 

DECEMBER, 1890. 

Perhaps no more striking example in illustration of the importance 
which the subject of Industrial Education in all its phases has come 
to assume in the judgment of political economis~s could be instanced 
than the fact 'that a session of the annual meeting of the American 
Economic Association, held in Washington, D. C., December 26-30, 
1890, was largely given to the reading and ~iscussion of the report 
made by the Committee on Technical ·Education which had been ap
pointed two years before. 

Prtlsident Francis A. Walker, of the Massac~usetts Institute of 
Technology;·Professor Simon N. Patten, of the University of Penn
sylvania; President Nicholas Murray Butler, of the College for the 
Training of Teachers, New York City, and Superintendent James 
MacAlister, of Philadelphia, composed the Committee. Different 
topics of the report had been assigned to each. In the absence of 
Dr. Butler, who had the topic of the relation borne by Industrial 
Education to " General Education," and of Superintendsmt Mac
Alister, who was to treat of its "Easy adaptation to school curricu
lum and management," the papers by these gentlemen were only 
read by title.s. President Walker, spoke of "the South Kensington 
view," and defined th13 difference bet:ween Trade Schools, in which the 
technique of a given trade is taught; Technological Institutions, in 
which both engineers and profess~rs of scienceare trained in their 
several fields of investigation, or practice; and the general elementary 
knowledge of tools and industrial processes, which can be given in the 
public schools. He emphasized the especial value of this latter train
ing to city children; since they are deprived of the opportunities for 
o~t-door life and of that training which comes from observation 
of nature, and is open to every country child . 

. THE CONSUMERS, AS WELL AS THE PRODUCERS, NEED TO BE TRAINED 

IN EcoNOMIEs. 

Professor Patten spoke "from the standpoint of Consumption," 
and after calling attention to the wonderful advances in the facili
ties of production effected during the past half century, and pointing 
out the increase in the minute supervision which watches over the raw 
material; from the first process of sowing the wheat, for instance, till 
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the bread reaches t.he hands of the consu~er; so that, not only have 
the methods in use largely increased the am6unt of the materials, 
but, in addition, the economical use o~ them in the pr?cesses which 
·results from this constant minute supervision, has prevented any 
appreciable w~te; so that· the aggregate of the production of useable 
artic~es of food, clothing, and of all thi~gs needed for ID:an's. conven
ience and comfort, has been greatly multiplied. Still, there seems 
t() be among the masses, no proper relative increase in the comfort 

· . and economy of living. · He held that this was only to be accounted 
for by the fact that all attention had been given to educating the 
producer, and guarding the ·processes of production; while no care 
had been taken to educate the people as a whole, in the wise and eco
nomical uses of these products. Again, an element of waste is found 
in the fact that while once many articles for personal or household 

· use, were homemade, and of far better wearing quality than those 
now manufactured, these home products can no longer be procured, 
because the factories have put an end to all domestic production; 
since; at this time, the product of home industry in spinning, weav
ing and 'Similar processes now undertaken in factories, could not be 
made to pay the first cost of the materials used; while, ·in addition, 
the quality of the low-priced grades of these factory-made goods has 
rapidly and steadily deteriorated; and t~ese inferior goods are eagerly 
bought by_ persons who consider only the first cost, without regard to 
the enduring qualities of the articles; in many kinds of goods, in
deed-such as, for instance, shoes and stockings- it almost seeme<,l to 
the speaker as if the desl.re of the buyer was to get goods which would 
need no mending, but would wear out all at once, like the deacon's 
one-horse shay, as recorded by Dr. Holmes. 

The speaker declared that the same ignorance of true economy pre
vailed to even a greater extent in the wasteful use of food by the great 
mass of consumers. It was safe to estimate that at least one-half of 
all food stuffs used in the United States was thrown away as refuse. 
The contrast between the dwellers in European countries and the 
average American, in all matters relating to the cooking and the 
waste or saving of food, was most striking; and showed what a prod
igal wastefulness went on iu America, where as yet, there exists the 
most ahul).dant supply of food products. This waste is owing largely 
to the fact that we draw our cooks from a class of the immigrant 
-population much lower in the scale of intelligence than are those who 
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n.,re intrusted with the cooking of food in Europe, where the cooks 
are trained in their particular calling. On the contrary, it often 
happens that the peasants who come to America,' and who are em
ployed in American kitchens to cook for the family, had, at home, 
been field worker.s; or, in any case, had not been taught to prepare 
food. In view of these f~cts, and of the rapidly increasing immigra
tion of an ignorant population, it has become a matter of serious im
portance in relation to the prosperity of the country, that this ques
tion of "consumption," shall be intelligently considered. Since all 
are agreed that an increase in the comforts of life and the elevation 
of the scale of living possible to the poor, is the pivotal point upon 
which the progress of the community in civilization depends; it is of 
the highest importance that the consumers, as a class, shall be as 
carefully taught how to buy wisely and h(')W to use economically
(what-food to bu~ and how to cook it to the best advantage, and 
what articles of apparel will wear best and are best suited to the 
uses to which they are to be put)-as the producers are now minutely 
trained in all the economies and facilities whi~h relate . to and pro
mote production. 

It is in this aspect of the case that the student of economics should 
take interest in this movement for Industrial Training ; not so much 
on the side which has, up to this time, attracted the most attention, 
namely, in the teaching of the arts of production ; but, on the other 
side, that of imparting a knowledge of the economics of consumption 
and skill in the practical application of such knowledge. It will be 
seen that inferentially and by suggestion, these statements by Profes
sor Patten, are powerful arguments. for increased attention to the 
teaching of cookery and for thorough instruction in girls' schools 
especially, in all knowledge pertaining to the household and the fam
ily; to those domestic economies, which, small in themselves, still bear 
the same relation to the prosperity of thew hole country, that the char
acter of the individual citizen bears to the standing of the commu
nity as a whole. The topics thus indicated seem worthy the careful 
consideration of all who give any thought to human welfare, and to 
the means for promoting the comfort and progress of the race. 

ART HAND WORKERS DESIRABLE. 

In conRection with the disuse of household industries by reason of 
the development of the factory, pointed out both by General Walke1: 
and Profe~so1· Pa,tten, the possibility and desirability of creating 
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new industries by training children in a general knowledge and 
practice of the" Minor Arts," as suggested by Mr.Leland; and, also, of 
educating a superior class of skilled hand art workers, "Artist Art.
sans," who should reproduce in our age t~at art quality in objects 
of use, and of ·adornment; which was so common in the _classic ages, 
and in Europe during what is ki:wwn as the Middle Age, can hardly fail 
to: be suggested to any one familiar with the hopes and plans of those 
·who founded the South Kensington Museums, and schools, in England; 
and of those others, who in America, sought to introduce Industrial 
Art Drawing_ in the public schools. It is only by some such subsequent 
training of-the scholars from the public schools, who have been there 
taught to draw, that the practical value of that elementary training 
can be._effectually demonstrated. T!ie public, unwittingly, perhaps, 
is deeply concerned in the successful proof that this training is of 
value, and in the develop~ent of the artistic capabilities of -many 

. citizen workers; for, the creation of industries which will give prof-
itable employment of the individual art artisan, would aid in giving 
occupation to many who are now thrown out of any opportunity for 
useful occupation by the overwhelming production of the factories. 

As a partial relief from the congestion of labor, caused by the 
crowdil).g together of comparatively unskilled workers, and as a 
s-ource from which thoroughly made articles of use and beauty could 
be supplied to the community; this possibility which inheres in the 
movement for the development· of Art Industries is worthy of con
sideration. 

It. is in this connection that the plea for the inclusion of the art 
idea in the general plan of industrial training in all public schools 
is seen to have a dire<.:t bearing upon the practical interests of the 
9ommunity. 

How STANDING ARMIES SERVE IN SOME MEASURE AS SCHOOLS OF 
THE PEOPLE. 

Incidentally Professor Patten, ·made what was doubtless a novel sug
gestion to most of his hearers, when he spoke of an important influence 
exerted by the standing armies of Europe upon the ·character and 
development of the people of the different countries in which com
pulsory service in the army prevails, namely, that this army life was, 
in fact, a powerful educator of all who served as soldiers; because, 
they were taught while in the army to give the most careful attention 
to all details of personal clea,nliness1 appearance, and demeanor, and 
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comp~lled .to t~:~.ke the most minute care of every object entrusted to 
them, and to exercise the most watchful supervision over all tkings 
pertaining to the uses of the army. This constant training is supple
mented alsQ, by t}le habits of immediate obedience there acquire4 
and shown by all subordinates to superiors, as enforced by army 
discipline . . 

After illustrating· this habitual attention to details to which the 
soldier is trained by reciting his observation of a company of artil
lery w_?.en preparing to go on duty; describing .how each man care
fully supervised everything pertaining to the harness, _the horses, 
the cannon; then, telling how at intervals came the corporal, the 
sergeant, the lieutenant, the captain, who, each hi turn, gave like 
careful attention to_ the soldiers, the horses, the cannon, and to each 
and every little detail of dress_, accoutrement, and bearing ; the 
result of all this compulsory tl'aining; as well as of the unconscious 
influence exerted by this life of routine, being that when the once 
ignorant peasant returned to his home at the expiration of his term 
of enforced servine in the army, he was an altogether different per
son from the unformed conscript who had gone away a few years 
before; from an awkward greenhorn h~ had become a trained man, 
and was eagerly sought for as a desirable workman by ein ployers. He 
had learned the g~eat lesson, to care for smali things. To this kind 
of t.raining given by the arp1y to so many of the people of Italy, the 
army thus serving as a great training scho?l for the people, while 
the returned conscripts become, each, individual centers of a similar 
educational influence upon their associates, the professor attributed 
an important element in the great ad vance in the prosperity of the 
people of that country since Italy became one kingdom. 

This is surely a more optimistic view of the influence of militarism 
upon a people than has been hitherto wont to be expressed by the 
professional philanthropists; in whose judgment the terrible burden 
and evil influence of standing armies had no possible redeeming 
feature. 

When, however, the professor suggested that the teacher in· the 
public schoo1s should do for the American pupil what the army does 
for the Europp,an peasant-in a similar way of attention to ,personal 
habits and to infinite details- one wonders how he could imagine 
that a single teacher, in charge of from fifty to eigi1ty free scholars 
in. unconventional America, col'!!d attempt th~ wor~ wqi~h qe h aq 

ART~VOL 2- VU . 
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shown it took not only the private soldiers themselves, but all the 
non-tlommissioned and commissioned-officers of a company, to effect; 
supplemented by the stern conditions of prompt and unquestioning 
obedience imposed by military discipline. 

Professor Adler, in thediscussion which followed, suggested that 
in the workshops of the manual training sc:Qool proper, with classes 
of a dozen or so, this attention to minute details was practiced; and 
resulted in very marked improvement on the part of the pupils. 
This feature has been often urged as one of the valuable results of 
this training in mechanics. 

PLAY GROUNDS SHOULD BE RESERVED IN PUBLIC PARKS. 

Referring to General Walker's remarks concerning the needs of 
city children deprived of out-of-door opportunities for work or play, 
Professor Adler, urged th!tt in the parks of the larger towns and 
cities large spaces for use as " play grounds " should be reserved, 
which all youth should be encouraged to frequent for voluntary 
sport and exercise; perhaps, he suggested further, this attendance 
might very well be stimulated by the offer of prizes for excellence 
in games. He placed great emphasis upon this voluntary feature, 
and urged that care should be taken that these sports should not 
be regarded by the children as in any way coming under the head of 
"duties" or as forming any part of the I,"egular school "grind," but 

. should be spontaneously resorted to by them for enjoyment·. 

PURPOSE AND PLAN OF THE PRESENT VOLUME. 

The general .plan of this Report was given in the Introduction to 
Part I.* As has been already stated the present volume has been 
mostly written since the issue of Part I, so t hat the accounts of the 
pioneer Ty!)ical Private Manual Training Schools, of Boston, and St. 
Louis; the Mechanic Night Drawing Schools, in the different cities; 
the Institutions for Technical Training; the Agricultural Colleges, and 
the Schools of Science; which were announced to appear inthis vol
ume are now transferred to Part III. Similar delays to t hose accom
panying the issue of Part I, have hindered the publication of the 
present volume; the result in t his instance has been that contrary to 
the original de$ign, this volume is almost wholly concerned with 
the interests of the public schools. Such other institutions as are 

*See Part I, pages XXIV- XXX, 
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included are inserted because of the value of their experiments to 
those engaged in'the management and direction of the public schools. 

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS ANTAGONISED. 

The unusual manifestatioa during the past few years of antagonism 
to the public schools, which has been forced upon the attention of 
all who have had occasion to watch the trend of public opinion in 
connection with free public school education, has led to a still further 
modification of the original plan of this volu~e; inasmuch as the 
preservation of the public schools themselves in their entirety and 
vigor, is of far more consequence to the people of the United States, 
than any question of whether this or that particular study shall be 
added to their course. 

It seems almost incredible that in this era of our history any re
statement of the foundations on which the public school system must 
rest, if it is to endure, can be needed. Yet so open is the opposition 
from various sources, that. it has seemed advisable to give in the 
opening Appendix of this volume, the best available statement of 
the claims of the public free schools upon public support as made 
by the great founder of these schools and by other distinguished 
authorities, down to our own day; and, also, to give in his own words 
the modern arguments against these schools; as stated by a recent 
writer in a volume treating of "Industrial Liberty." 

PRESIDENT JOHNSTON, OF TULANE UNIVERSITY, ON THE NEED OE' 

'FREE COMMON SCHOOLS. 

As these words are penned I am in receipt of an address* written 
by one of the most advanced educators of the present day, Col. Will
iam Preston Johnston, the honored President of Tulane University, 
New Orleans, who early identified himself with the new movement 
in education by opening a successful Manual Training Department 
in the University over which he presides. 

In his address having for its main subject "Agricultural educa
tion," President Johnston first defines education; and secondly, con
siders the present situation jn Louisiana. He calls attention to the 
~~?_!_t~~~t the vast majority of youth in th~t gre~!_~tate can have no 

* " Agricultural Education," an address pt·epared for delivery before the an
nual meeting of the Louisiana Educational Association at Shreveport. The sick
ness of President Johnston preventing this, it was published in the Da ily Picayune, 
New Orleans, August 4, 1890, · . 
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prospect of any school education beyond that of the " common 
school." What he says of his main topic is not here quoted, as it 
relates directly to the Agricultural Colleges, accounts of which are 
in Part III, of this Report. His words, however, on education in 
general, so strikingly in contrast with the utterances of 'some other 
advocates of Manual Training; and his impassioned statements of 
the absolute need, for the safety .of the coD;lmunity, that free public 
common schools be established and maintained; are so applicable to 
the topics considered in this volum~, that, as they are received too 
late for insertion in an Appendix, they are quoted here. 

After a brief introduction, in which the tendency of educators to 
idealize and theorize, is recognized; as well as the willingness of the 
American people to fairly test theories; while, at the same time, they 
demand practical results, failing which, no theory is long tolerated, 
he says:· 

What is a true education? I have been trying now for many years to impress a 
thought, not new with me-only a history of philosophy from the beginning can. 
tell how old it is-and that is, that education must be integral; it must regard, and 
work with, and develop the whole man, not one side of him, not a part of him. 

The-first thing we have to consider in education is 

WHAT WE HAVE TO EDUCATE. 

·we must recollect that it is a hu·man being. Man is man, not a bun~le of qualities 
and attributes. He has those attributes, it is true; but, in our analysis of them, 
we are toO apt to abstract them from the man, without which they are nothing and 
he is nothing. We speak of man's threefold nature-soul, mind and body. Now 
there is not simple interdependence between these. as this formula sometimes seems 

- to imply; not a. mechanical junction, but a more than chemical union-a psychic 
-Or divine unity, so that one cannot exist without the others, in so far as our knowl-
edge of human relations enables us to-comprehend the matter. 

* * * Man being one, education should, as far as possible, respect this 
unity. Indeed, even in its crudest efforts it is hard for it to help one side of our 
nature without in some way helping all sides indirectly. Remotely though it may 
be, yet still whatever strengthens the members will eventually in some sort add to 
the power of the whole man; and those things which most evenly develop all sides 
of his being will at the same time make him the best balanced man. the best 
equipped man, the most perfect man. So, man being one, 

EDUCATION SHOULD BE iNTEGRAL. 

When the gold-beater spreads the precious metal with marvelous tenuity. or 
the silk weaver produces filmy tissues that rival the cobweb, or the chemist, ot· 
physicist, leaving the visible forms of matter, deals with subtle gases or the yet. 

subtler forcel3 of nature, we ~GG<m! qux a.cl~irat~Qn t;Q 4~~ d~ftness, ~~~ill Md imag-
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inative Insight. But the educator has for his w01·k to refine an essence f:o which 

even oxygen and hydrogen and electricity are gross and material. The spirit of 

man, which is the outbreathing of the spirit of the absolute, the infinite God, is th.e 
substance which he is to train and fashion and develop into a nearer likeness to its 

divine ideal, for this is the sum and final aim of education. To develop an intel

lect, growing to a loftier stature, with an eye far-reaching, clear and profound, a 

soul e~er . nobler in its aspirations,. and a body built to be a fit temple for the in
dwelling spirit, this is the ide~l education. }3ut this is work for a philosopher. 

Yet, though we cannot all be philosophers, we :IWLY sit at the feet of philosophy, 
and, in obedience to her voice, .we may lead the young -mind to higher levels and 
fuller views of truth. 

T~ me it seems that the chief difficulty interposed between the teacher an~ suc
cess in his work is the "inability to realize that man is not merely material; that, as 
God is a spirit, so man in his likeness is also a spirit. Bewildered by the plausible 

but delusive analogy of Locke, the teacher eSsa.ys to write on the mind as if it were 
a sheet of white paper. But never was pen, or pencil, or stylus so fii).e that the 
characters traced by it on the tablets of the brain were just what the writer intended 

them to be. Scarcely is the lesson done when the magic chemistry of that wonqer
ful organ has transformed the script, has translated its meaning into an alien 

· language, has blazoned and illuminated the page with a perverted doctrine in new, 
. strange and contradictory formulas. Like paints laid upon the plaque, the ideas 
spread upon its unblemished surface take fresh and different hues under the heat it 

puts forth-heat evolved by the never-ceasing pulsation and play of functional 
activity. 

To be more accurate, what we talk about as the mind is really the man, an 

organism that cannot be dealt with mechanically. It has its laws of growth. 
These we must respect. All men know that when we work in accord with the laws 
of nature we attain maximum results; when we strive against them we invite de
feat. We should ask, then, what are these laws of being, what these laws of 
growth, and should conform to them. 

The first fact in that branch of practical psychology which we term pedagogy, or, 
if you please, education, is the self-consciousness of the mind, involving thought 
and will and moml purpose, which may be summed up in the word, self-activity. 

After showing that the mind of the child is not like the hopper of · 
a mill into which whatever is poured 'vill be ground out, and that · 
the province of the teacher is to awaken the thought of the scholar 
and to direct that thought into logical channels, he asks: 

But how f Yes, how shall we develop that young and tender mind, which, like 
the body which contains it and which it informs, is so. feeble in present power, so 

potent in ultimate possibilities? Philosophy tells us that it is by conforming to the 

laws of nature. Heredity, environment, doctrine, discipline, these are the four cor
ners of the temple of educ,ation. \ Vhat the child has by inheritance is finnly fixed, 
and we must accept it. ·what is good in its birthright we may develop; what is 

evil, modify; but only by respecting the existing fact, by working with, not 
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against, nf.1oture. The environment is, except in the · brief hours of the school
room, almost beyond the control of the teacher, except as he may reach and. 
improve it through the conscience of the pupil. But his doctrine, or teaching, 
and his disc!pline; or training of the youth, are in his own hands. Exactly in so 
far as these are adapted to ·the age, intelligence, character, physical strength, 
condition and needs of the pupil, by just so much will the education imparted prove 

effective and beneficial. This is a true interpretation of the principles of ~tich, 
and of everybody else who has thought on the subject, that "in education every
thing should be according to the course of nature." And this should be our pro
cedure in any system of education we may adopt. 

SOME OBJECTIONS TO EDUCATION CONSIDERED. 

Sometimes I find people, who are very sensible about other matters, opposing 
ed~cation, because, as they say, it unfits the people intended to be benefited for the 
sphere of life in which they must live. My answer to them is that what they object 
to is not education, but a. wrong education. True education must carry along with 
it not only a little book learning, which may merely make a man wise in his own 
conceit, but, by whatever means available, a strengthening of the moral fiber and 
elevation of the moral nature and an added power of doing. something welL We 
speak of intellectual training, moral training and physical training, as if they 
were independent processes, forgetting that, with a~ our analysi11, a man is, as I 
have said, after all, one, and that we separate his mind, body and spirit only 
by a mental act, and not in fact. He is one; and whatever lifts up any 
part of his . nature, though it may not directly improve his other functions 
and faculties, yet it offers to them potentialities of progress, a stepping stone 
on which to rise. The method adopted for the education of idiots and imbeciles 
is to teach them good habits of body, and the use of their hands in simple arts until, 
by repetition, these habits become almost automatic. And this is but an exten
sion of the training every sensible moth.er gives her infant. Then, by some ~trange 
and subtle refiex action of body upon mind, the poor creature advances through 

. doing something to a. species of thought and self-control. Thus we see the mind of 
an idiot or imbecile unfolding its pale petals to the light w1der the infiuence of 
hand-training in the simplest textile arts. Is there then any spiritual philosophy 
so high that it may not borrow an added strength from a wider or profounder 
view of the material world? 

WHAT SHOULD BE THE AIM AND PURPOSE OF EDUCATION. 

On the other hand, are they in the right who point the young, and !!specially 
their own children, to the thing11 of this world, money, power, rank, as the chief 
things to be sought, the be-all and end-all of existence ? More than two thousand 
years ago, as Plato tells us in his Euthydemus, SocrateS took a higher view of this 
matter than most of our wise men of to-day. 

Socrates, after defining happiness as the possession of the goods of this life
namely, wealth, health, beauty, good birth, power, honors, temperance, justice, 
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courage, etc;, asks, " What do possessions profit a man, if he have neither sense 

nor wisdom." He adds: 
'' Oleinias, the sum of the matter appears to be that the goods of which we spoke 

before are not to be regarded as goods in themselves, but the degree of good or evil 
depends on whether they are or are not under the guidance of knowledge. Under 
the guidance of ignorance, they are greater evils than their opposites, inasmuch as 
they are more able to minister to the evil principle which rules them; and when 
under the guidance of wisdom and virtue, they are greater goods, but in themselves 
they are nothing." ''What then is the result of all this? Is not this the r_esult that 
other things are indifferent, and that wisd~m is the only good, and ignorance the 

oni:y evil?" 
And, surely, this seems true enough, if we discriminate between knowledge, as 

the intellectual apprehension of truth, and wisdom, as that spiritual ipsight and 
moral energy, which inclu~es this knowledge and also enables the possessor to use it 
aright; and if we regard ignorance as the want of this wisdom. But, long before 
Socrates~ Solomon told us, " How much better is it to get wisdom than gold." Y ei, 
it is wisdom that we should strive for , wisdom which includes the will and the 
power to do the right thing-not the. wrong thing- in the right way. 

THE HIGHEST WIRDOM 

consists in moral power, guided by trained intelligence, and skillfully carried out in 
conduct-in useful action, in beneficent' deeds. Now, just in so far as a man ad
vances towards this wisdom, if it be but to take a single step, in so far he is on right 
lines-his education does him good. A very little learning-to· count ten, even-is 
a step. It cannot in itself hurt the learner. It has conferred added power upon 
him for good or evil, it is true; but, in quickening thought ever so little , it has set 
the mind at work, tO stop we cannot tell where. It is the flume that may open up 
a crevasse, through which may pou~all the tides of a mighty river . The power to 
gra.'lp intellectual conceptions aids the power to grasp moral conceptions, which, 
though not morality itself, is in the'direction of it. Therefore, do not fear the light. 
Do not fear education, but try to make it of the right sort. 

I trust you will pardon me for treating at such length the general topic of educa
tion when so much is written and said about it. But I find in w hat I read a nd hear 
and see so much that strikes me as narrow, and short-sighted and fallacious, that I 
have been tempted to dwell perhaps unduly upon the excellence. of a well-rounded 
education. 

WHAT IS TRUE . ' 'SUCCESS" IN LIFE? 

We hear much of the superiority of practical men over learned men in suc
cess in life. But the question is , who is the practical man, and on this point there 
is much confusion of thought. One set of people point you to a man who by the 
pursuit of a single object has overtaken it. Is it wealth? He has made an inr 
manse fortune. He always begins by "sweeping out the store," in this narrative 
of victory, an excellent, but not a certain, forerunner of success, for some fellows 
are sweeping out the stor~ still. But only the knower of all hearts can tell by what 
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·sacrifices he has gained his end. Who can· tell how much of domestic bliss, of gen

erous impulse, of irradiating, inspiring thought he has had to forego to win the 

goal of his endeavor. His life may have been a blessing, or a curse, to him and his 

fellow-men; tha.t depends on how he got his money and ho~ he used it. But is his 
success really any greater than that of, let us say a good professor of Greek ; for if 
I am to believe the press, the Greeks have no friends, and we may, therefore, take 

him as an extreme case. The professor may be a little threadbare as to his coat, 
and his home may be as simple and plain as a stoic's, but he, too, has won what he 

set out t? attain; he has invaded and conquered the world of Hellenic art and cult

ure, ·and has imbibed that philosophy 1'9'hich makes what money buys of secondary 
importance to him. Has he attained a less success than his rich neighbor? If he 

has not what money buys, he haS what money cannot buy, what only mind can 

suppiy. fie cannot purchase truffies, but he has plenty of grits an!l figs and shrimp 

or crayfish if hi'! ~ves by the water side. His nabob neighbor can buy truffles, 

.thoug~ possibly he cannot digest them and may .have, after all, to stand by the com

mon diet. No matter how muci~ he has he can only use so much ·of it while he 
lives; he cannot take it with him when he dies, and ~ his grave he cannot even 
perpetuate it in his family. This has been pro.;en to •us all. Now, both of these 

men have bee!lsuccessful, both have got what they wished, and every one is at 
liberty to select the lot he prefers. I do not see that ·one is more practical than the 

other. 

THE KIND OF "SUCCESS" SUGGESTED BY SOCRATES. 

It is hardly fair to call into court on such a quest!on as the choice between wis
dom and wealth so partial a witness as one who laid down his life to attest his faith 
in the former. But ·I shall again summon one Socrates, a shabby old man who 

went around Athens insisting on putting into plain words the fine phrases with 

which its rich men and shallow thinkers clothed ugly thoughts and deeds. He 
offended people, perhaps he even bored them ; but he is still remembered, after two 

.thousand years, as second to no other man in the essentials of living. He says: 
" 0 my friend, why do you, who are a citizen of the great and mighty and wise 

city of Athens, care so· much about laying up the greatest amount of mQJl.ey and 

honor and reputation, and so little about wisdom and truth anrl the greatest im
provement of the soul, which you never regard or heed at all? Are you not ashamed 

of this?" 
Let me quote one more saying of his: 

" If death is the journey to another place, and there, as men say, all the dead 
are, what good, 0 my friends and judges, can be greater than this? If, indeed, 

when the pilgrim arrives in tP,e world below, he is delivered from the professors of 

justice in this world, and finds the true judges who are said to give judgment there, 

Minos and Rhada.manthus and lEacus and Triptolemus and othet· sons of God who 
were righteous in their own life, that pilgrimage will be worth making. What 
would not a man give if he might converse with Orpheus and Musmus and Hesiod 
and Homer? Nay, if this be true, let me die again and again 1" 

Who remembers now the merchant pl'inces, the leading politicians, the generals, 
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the orators who lorded it over Athens in those days? They and the jury who con
demend him are gone-gone to Minos and Rhadamanthus to be judged. But the 
old teacher, heretic, outlaw and bore who loved truth, be is alive in his thought 
now here on earth, helping to hold up and sustain those who love it and follow it, 
and surely, I think, he is alive in the heavens also, "with the other sons of God 
who were righteous in their own lives." 

·Is our aforementioned professor of Greek, then. altogether vain and foolish in 
following in the footSteps of this great thinker, if, indeed, by doing so, he may even 
here in this earthly pilgrimage converse not only with Homer and Hesiod, but with 
Socrates himself also, and his disciples who still sit on. thrones in the great audi· 
ence chamber of philosophy? 

A REALLY PRACTICAL EDUCATION 

is one which is well rounded and adjusted, as far a.s it goes, so as to bring into play 
all the faculties of our being, of mind, body and soul, so as to lead us toward, if 
not to, wisdom. I am not saying that all this is, or can be, or should be, done, or 
attempted, at school. We all know how much of our education is done at home, · 
by playmates, by books, by newspapers, by society, by the church, by the thousand 
agencies of the environment. What these other agencie!' do not effect for good, 
the school must attempt. And, with its brief time, . its slight hold upon the 
J>Upil, and its small resources, it must attempt little more than to remedy the defects 
of the education which takes place outside of its walls. It has its ideal ; it must 
keep it ever in view ; hut it must recollect its own limitations also. It must con
sider especially who are the people it has to deal with, and what special life it is 
training them for. 

In the present discussion, I do not propose to enter on the general question of · 
university education; but to restrict myself to. agricultural education. Now, if I 
have made myself clear at all in the foregoing remarks, it will be apparent that no 
mere cramming process, no mere mass of information, will at all comply with my _ 
ideas of an education. It must involve training, and, through this training, an 
unfolding of the mind and all the powers of the man. The student must be taught 
to know, to do, and to be. He must learn to think, to act, and to aspire. Now, how 
are all these fine things to be brought down to a solid basis here in Louisiana? That 
is the question. 

THE SITUATION OF THE ClliLDREN IN LOUISIANA. 

There are certainly not less than 50,000 white boys of school age in Louisiana 
who are dedicated, I might almost say predestined, by the circumstances of their 
lot, to till the soil. The vast majority of these will never get beyond the elemen
tary education of the public school. It will be well for us, if they receive eve_n so 

. much as this. · It does not seem a very magnificent gift for parents, or society, to 
confer upon a child, in a great American commonwealth, to furnish it with such 
very simple tools for the processes and interchange of thought, as reading, writing 
and arithmetic. In Iowa, only about four persons in a hundred are ignorant of 
these things. The despotisms of Europe teach almost every low-browed peasant as 
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much as that. Yet here in Louisiana, fifty out of every hundred, if we include the 
negroes, are in dense darkness as to their use, n.nd twenty-two out of every hun

dred of white people cannot read and write. What is worse, most of these do not 
wish to possess even the feeble beginnings of knowledge, for themselves, or for their 

children. 

PresidentJ ohnstou thus refers to the prospect of aid from the Gen
eral Government to assist the States in providing common schools 
which was proffered by the "Blair bill ; " this aid, however, strange 
to say, after having been warmly advocated was suddenly bitterly 
opposed by the press of the State. 

After reciting various pending measures obnoxious to the State, 
but not opposed with any such vigor as was shown against the pro
posed aid to education, he says : 

We must submit to all these, but we are startled forth to save the constitution, 

if federal aid is invoked to help to educate the negroes, who[n the United States 

laws made voters, or the white children who at'tl pauperized by iniquitous legisla
tion. Since the dominant feelings in this State, as thus represented by its press, 

has rejected this chance to get out of the woods, we must do as we are able, make 

shift to get along, get schoools somehow, by hook or by crook. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOR THE CHILDREN OF LOUISIANA 

CANNOT BE EXAGERATRD. 

The first thing is to induce }>e<>ple to think that the education of their children is 
the most important thing in the world, ancl that they must have it. It is more im

portant than carpets on the floor, curtains at the windows, delicate food on the 

table, or fine clothes to wear. 

* * * * * * .. 
You can have public schools, if you will, if you determine to, and you can make 

them good schools, too. Thought, purpose, action will do it. Lay awake at night, 
and think about it. Plan, resolve, take your neighbor by his horny hand, end say, 
we must do this thing. Spend your substance for it. This is the great investment. 

It will come back to you in a hundred ways. Build up the public schools, and you 

will have solved a large part of the problem of agricultural education, of education 
for the farmers. 

VALUE OF THE UNCONSCIOUS EDUCATION OF THE HOME AND OF NATURE. 

A good deal more of it you will solve at home. The boy who is brought up to 

plow, to plant, to hoe, to use the ax and farm tools, to ride, to drive, to tend cattle. 

to do all the varied forms of labor about the garden, the field and the herd, that are. 
or ought to be, carried on upon every farm, has had to do "lluch thinking. He 

knows a good many things. His book learning may not be great, and his school 
hours may have been few; but besides his parents, he has had one great teacher, 
worth all the rest. Mother Nature. If only some kindling thought, sop.1e message 
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received from printed page, or human speech, or the voices of the pine woods and 

the rutuung brook have borne into his soul that the world about }_lim is instinct 

with spirit, with the spirit of God, all the rest will come to him gradually, as if by 

a divine revelation. 0 I Mother Nature! it is upon thy lap that the country child 

is nursed 1 Thou bast sung thy songs to him; thou hast built up his pleasure domes 

of form and color ; it is thou who hast woven his dreams in the silent hours of 

the night. Ancient of Days, thou hast pity upon thy latest born, the child of thine 

old age, man; and when he vainly rebels against thy inexorable decrees, it is thy 

kindly hand that leads him into the straight path again and soothes him with an 

unnamed Solace. 
With the teachings of home-the sturdy morality and manhood of our humble 

Louisiana homes-and with small help from the public schools, our present gener

ation of cou~try boys will have, in the main, to be content. 0, my God ! how I 
wish it were in my power to say that more, much more, was plain to my view. 

But is this all? No. What I ' have said applies to the mass of our people, but 

there will be a favored few who may achieve more, who may do better for them

selves, who may grow up to cons~tute that " remnant," which has been the salva

tion of the people from the days of the Hebrew common wealth to our present time. 

With these as leaders, and a good public school system, the great host who con

stitute the body of the people may weather the social and industrial cyclones w.hich 

are now threatening to sweep over the most civilized nations. 

The worth of the free public schools to a community, and their 
necessary limitations, could hardly be stated with more force or 
eloquence. In the remainder of this most admirable ' address the 
subject of the higher education now demanded for practical success 
in farming, owing to the advent of machinery in this as in all other 
fields of industry, is clearly shown ; a fact particularly applicable 
to the sugar industry of Louisiana in the prosecut.ion of which, 
knowledge of complicated machinery is essential to success. 

In view of the frequent denunciation of the study of " words'' 
as contrasted with that of " things," uttered by so many of the 
advocates of Manual Training, I quote a single paragraph from that 
portion of this address in which the studies desirable in an Agri
cultural College are outlined: 

"I have said nothing of language studies. Yet speech is the vehicle of all 

thought, and its competent use is a prime educational duty. Suffice to say that a 

really masterful study of the English language, in all its branches. in its history, 

philology, literature, composition and elocution, is no inconsidemble education in 
itself. And this should constitute a large share of the course." 

It is evident that, in the comprehensive view of education taken 
by President Johnston, all phases of Industrial Education as well as 
that of the Manual Training School in particular, take their places 
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in due relation to all the other methods of education which have been 
. found best adapted to develop all the faculties of the human being. 

This testimony thus given in no uncertain words, by the distin
guished educator at the heacl of the leading University of the great 
State of Louisiana, as to the absolute necessity to-day of free public 
common schools, is here quoted in· addition to ti1e similar tributes 
paid by the elder and later educators of the country, as collated in 

the opening Appendix of this volume. 

HoN. RANDALL LEE GrBSON oN EnucA TION. 

In a speech delivered in the Senate, December 1 nth. 1800. the Hon. 
Randall Lee Gibson, U. S. Senator from Louisiana, in quoting from 
a "circular" issued by the Commissioner of Education, took occa
sion to state so clearly his own belief in the necessity of the educa
tion of the people in a republic, and also his estimate of the value of 
industrial education, and of the great good resulting to the several 
States from the land grants of 1862, and subsequently, made by Con
gress to the mechanical and agricultural colleges; also emphasizing, 
by these extracts, the importanc.:l of industrial training to both white 
and colored children, that brief quotations from his remarks seem 
most fitting in this connection and are here given. 

It seems proper to state further, in view of Dr. Mayo's description 
of Tulane University, that it is to Senator Gibson that t.he present 
form and organization of that institution is largely due. Mr. Tulane 
having sent for Senator Gibson, and first to him confided his purpose 
to make a gift for education in New Orleans, consulted with him in 
reference to the direction and management of the proposed fund. A 
number of leading citizens were then called in to form, with Messrs. 
Tulane and Gibson, a Board of Trnst.ees. By wisely uniting under the 
new charter the several long established professional schools of the 
State University; by the creation of new departments, with facilities 
for giving to pupils early opportunity for availing themselves of the 
advantages offered by the new movement in education; by establish
ing under Professor Ordway a fully equipped Imlust.rial Department.: 
by the provision for the free normal training of teachers, and by the 
opening of free courses of public lectures; the New University, aris
ing on the strong foundations laid by the splendid gifts of Mr. Tulane, 
was Howiselyplanned and liberally administered, as to embrace within 
its broadened scope Elementary, Industrial, Technical and Profes
sional Training; and, thereby, tu open tu the community untram-
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meled access to the opportunities so freely and generously offered to 
all. 

The Free Drawing School attached, with its day classes, and the 
evening classes for men, with courses in mechanical, architectural, 
and free-hand drawing; afford to the artisans of New Orleans sim
ilar facilities to those given by the Maryland Institute classes in 
Baltimore, and by those of Cooper Union, in New York. 

This University, then, under the liberal co-operation of the Board 
of Trustees, and the wise administration of President Johnston and 
the faculties of the several schools, stands as the crown of the whole 
system of public education in the State; and is in touch with all the 
public schools. eDiffering widely in these respects from the antique 
pattern of the classical university where men were simply trained for 
the learned professions. 

As Industrial Drawing and Manual Training are made compulsory 
studies through all the classes of the preparatory high school and in 
the freshman class of the University, it is especially fitting that such · 
notice as Senator Gibson has quoted from Dr. Mayo's statements 
should find place in the pages of the present volume. 

The extracts here given comprise quotations from the pamphlet by 
Dr. Mayo, and a short excerpt from the c'ommunication made by 
Bishop Haygood to the Conference, in 1890, at Lake Mohonk; Bishop 
Haygood being in charge of the Slater Fund for the education of col
ored persons in the South, and therefore intelligent as to the situa
tion. In a single sentence, the last here quoted, the Bishop pre
sents a strong plea for the union of books and tools in the training 
of the colored children. 

In the course of his remarks, having already cited the testimony 
of Dr. Mayo on the general condition of the South, Mr. Gibson fur
ther said: 

I find Dr. Mayo has prepared for the Government a paper upon industrial educa

tion in the South* which will give Senators an insight into what is going on in the 
Southern country respecting the education of the hand as well as of the heart and 
of the mind. Dr. Mayo, at the outset, pays this tribute, and I hope a well-deserved 
tribute, to the people of the Southern part of our country: 

"It is true that no people under similar circumstances have made such progress in 
popular education as these sixteen States during the past twenty years. 

* ' * it <~· • * * * 
------- ------- - - · - - -·--· 

"Bureau of Education, Oircul:w of Information No. 5, 1888. Industrial Educa
tion in the South, by '&lv. A. D. 1\tayo, WashingtOl'l , Qov(lrnment Printingj Office, 
1888, Pp. 86, 
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· {• Whe~ the Southern people are urged to 'put their own shoulders to the wheel' 
and give up expectation of outside help, the fact revealed by the forthcoming re
port of the Bureau-of Education that the Southern Atlantic group of States is tax
ing itself on its own valuation within one-fifth of a mill on the dollar as much as 
the Norther~ Atlantic group, the wealthiest State& iii the Union, while it is able to 

give even to those who attend school leas than half the annual sum g~ven by the 
northern group, rises as a warning to undue expectation." 

Now, I will admit that ·in some of the Southern Sta~s in whi~h there has been a 
large immigration of negroes in the last ten years from the Southeastern States the 
number of people who can not read and write has somewhat increased, but I insist 
that what Dr. ?t!ayo says is true, that the people of the Southern country as a whole 
have exerted themselves personally and taxed their resources in proportion to their 
value more than any other people in the world in the 1118t twenty years to promote 
the. cause of education, black and white. One of the phenom:nal features of this 

development of Southern society is the fact that while the property belonged chiefly, 
nearly all of it, to the white people of the South, they have cheerfully divided the 
amount received' in taxes for education equally between the colored people and 
white people in proportion to numbers. 

IN THE EDUCATION OF THE PEOPLE LIES THE ONLY SAFEGUARD OF A FREE RE· 

PUBLIC. 

Mr. Presi<:lent, I think that education is the only basis upon which a foundation 
may be had for the iruititutions of self-government. If I had my way I would vote 
aid from the Federal Treasury and assist these States to qualify person~:~, the rising 
generation, to become intelligent voters. I do not believe for one that ignora.ncl' 
can be made a safeguard for Republican institutions. It may be tolerated, it may 
be nourished under despotism" or in a monarchy, because a few men conduct such 
government, trained statesmen who from boyhood are reared in their universities 
with a view to public life in Parliament and in cabinet-great military and naval 
institutions, whereby they fit themselves to command armies and navies. 

It is not so with us. We have no privileged class. We ITave the most complex 
and intricate institutions that have ever been devised by philosophical statesmen. 
The institutions of despotism are simple, easy of understanding; it is the will of one 
man or the will of a few; but here these institutions were estabiished to reflect the 
will of vast multitudes, the many voices of the people stretching from ocean to 
ocean, to control and direct the operations of their QQvernment. 

I for one regret that this bill of distrust, * * * finds consideration here, in
stead of the beneficient and wise measure which the Senator from New Hampshire, 
.Mr. Blair, brought into this body and for which he labored ao zealously and for 
which, as one Senator, I honor him. 

Mr. Pre.sident, this paper of Dr. Mayo discusses the development of industrial edu· 
cation throughout the South. i will not detain the Senate to read it all. He 
speaks of these institutions in Virginia, Texas, Mississippi, Kentucky , and Alabama.. 
He applauds the institution, with which the Senators from Mississippi are doubtless 
familiar, the one at Starkville, and the one at Au~urn, in Alabama. He praises, 
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very properly, the work of the administrators of the Peabody. fund, who are estab
lishing normal schools for teachers in the Southern States. He lauds the admin

istration of the Slater fund by Dr. Haygood, a bishop in the Methodist Church, a 
man, I believe, honored by everybody who takes an interest in education or in the 

development of the negro race. 
M~. President, I may be pardoned, perhaps, if I read briefly from what he says 

of the development of this system of education in my own State. 

* * * * * * * 

"TULANE UNIVERSITY :AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, 

"But the most interesting aJ!d significant of all Southern movements for the com
bination of industrial with the secondary and higher education is found in Tulane 
University, in ·the city of New Orleans, La. This institution, already .in the n_um
ber of its students one of the largest in the country, was established four years since, 
through the gift of $1,500,000 by Paul Tulane, a retired merchant of that city, and 
now includes the former Jaw and medical schools of New Orleans. with the Uni
versity of Louisiana. as its academical department. Originally established for white 
boys, it has recently been enabled, by the munificence of two ladies, to include a. 
college for the higher instruction of girls and a valuable free libr.J.ry. President 
William Preston Johnston and the trustees and faculty of Tulane Univ~rsity have 
displayed remarkable wisdom in its organization and management. 

"With full appreciation of the great needs of Louisiana for popular education the 
new university touches every spring of instruction. In its free dispensation of nor
mal instruction for the teachers of New Orleans, itR support of an elaborate system 
of free lectures on a variety of topics, its collection of a good museum and library, 
its accessibility to all classes, it is assuming the natural leadership of popular edu
cation in Louisiana. The writer believes it is the only university of the first class 
that has had the courage to make manual training and industrial dra\ving a com
pulsory exercise through its entire a.cademical a nd freshman college classes. The 
industrial department, under the management of Professor Ordway, formerly of 
the Massachusett." Institute of Technology, and a corps of able ·assistants from the 
Massachusetts State Normal Art School. with possibly one exception, is the most 
extensive and best furnished in the Southern. States. 

"T~rough its college and a variety of evening classes for men, women, and me
chanics and frequent courses of practical lectures to assoctations of workingmen, 
its society for the promotion of industrial and decorative art, and its school of ar
tistic culture in the girls' Sophie Newcomb College, it is becoming the most benefi
cent agency in the Southwest in the development of what may be, in the near fu

ture, one of the most prominent features in the life of New Orleans. This city, so 
wonderfully placed by nature as the metropolis of one of the most richly endowed 
portions of the Union, with a large population of French descent, inheriting all the 
aptitudes of the home stock, and an unusual number of the ablest class of the col
ored folk, can not fail, under its present leadership, to become, at no distant day, a. 
great center of decorative, ornamental, and artistic production, similar to the lead
ing manufacturing cities of France." 
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We have also several flourishing college;; for colored people in the Sta.te of Lou-· 
isiana for higher education, to one of which the Sta.te gives $10,000 a year. That 
institution will share equally with the university for the white youths the benefi
cent legislation initiated and conducted by the venel"l!-ble Senator froni Vermont, 
:ftlr. Morrill. I do not know of any single act in the history of the Government 
that has done mor~ practical good than the legislation of 1862 whereby the public 
·lands or portions of them yvere dedicated to the establishment and maintenance of 
. mechanical and agricultural colleges in all the Sta.tes •. 

* * * * * * * 
Now, I beg leave to refer to the testimony of the Reverend Bishop A. G. Hay

good, on P.age 85 of this pamphlet,* and I ask that that shall be printed without read-
ing to the Senate if there be no objection: · 

"MY DEAR Sm: Circumstances involving duties forbid me to attend your Mohonk 
conference. If it be desirable, let your Secretary read the brief statements that 

follow: 
* '* * * * * * 

EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES IN THE SOUTH • . 

"4. A great work has been attempted and great results have been achieved. In 

carrying on the higher schools, Northern benevolence has expended about $16,000,000, 
and hundreds of good men and women have expended themselves. This benevo
lence has been magnificent; this personal consecration.sublime. In carrying on the 
public schools and in aiding normal schools, the South(\rn Sta.tes have expended 
~onsiderably over forty millions. This is a most creditabie showing. Considering 

· the conditions that followed the war and the poverty of the Southern people for the 
twenty years following the war, it is extraordinary. 

"No poor and illiterate people ever received so much help during twenty-five years, 
as no such people ever made such progress before during the same length of time. 

l.'fot a few worthy people seem so impatient to have done with this work that they 
can not be grateful for the great results that have been achieved. As to the best 
method of helping them. experienced people gravely 'question whether direct aid
.as m<_>ney given witJlout any conditions-is not more hurtful than beneficial. The 
money that most aids them is money earned. The approved method now is to give 
aid for work actually done. This plan secures them the money and develops self
respect and tends toward self-support. 

" !J. The essential goodness of industrial training in connection with the ordinary 
school training is now universally admitted by experienced and practical people. 
In t.he schools aided by the Slater Fw1d during the school year 1889-'90 as many as 
ten thousand young people were taught in books and in some branch of useful in
dustries. This sort of training is vita.! now. Mere book-schooling with poor and 
illiterate people breeds wants fa.'!ter than it d~velops the ability to provide for them, 
The outcome is misery. Tool craft helps to realize the aspirations that book learn
ing inspires." 

*First Mohonk Conference on the Negro Question, held at Lake Mohonk, Ulstet· 
County., New York, June 4, 5, 6, 1890, Reported and edited by Isabel C, ~aFOWB! 

Imwn, Ge9, .Jl, Ellis, printer, l'H F.mn~Hn *t;~t, te~l). Pp. l44, 
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A single additional quotation from· an .address delivered fifty years 
ago by Edward Ev~rett, then governor of Massachusetts, on the oc~ 
casiou of the opening of the first two StateN ormal Schools, in which 
the relation of these common schools to the people are felicitously 
summarized, seems pertinent: 

If there be any persons, to whom the words "common schools" and "common 
school education" convey an idea of disparagement and insigni.ficanca, such persons 
are ignorant, not merely of the true character of our political system, but of the 
nature of man. * * * They (the' common schools) give the. keys of knowledge 

to the mass of the people. * * * Our common schools are important in the 
same way as the common air, the common sunshine, the common rain, invaluable 
for their commonness. They are the comer"stones of that municipal organization 
which is the characteristic feature of our social system, they are the fountain of . 
that wide-spread intelligence which, like a. moral life, pervades the country; they 
are the nur&ery of that inquiring spirit to which we are indebted for the preserva
tion of the blessing of an inquiring Protestant, spiritual faith. 

Such a consensus of testimony in favor of the free common schools 
of the people, by those of different generations best qualified to judge, 
would seem sufficient to end all discussion. 

One of the strongest claims made by the advocates of the Indus
trial Training movement is that its general adoption will lead to 
increased and prolonged attendance on the public schools; that the 
Kindergartens, by taking the children at a younger age than the 
primary schools, and the Manual Training Schools, by retaining them 
for one, two, or three years later than they would otherwise remain 
will secure to the pupil a more thorough education; while it is 
claimed that by these new methods the interest of the children is 
awakened and that the self~interest of the parents is appealed to by 
the fact, as asserted, that the child by this training is the better 
fit.ted to be a more remunerative bread-winner. 

These considerations have led to the giving this volume, beginning 
with Chapter IV, so entirely to a record of the progressive steps of 
this movement. 

SOME WORDS ABOUT THIS BOOK. 

The general arrangement of this volume follows that of Part I. 
It should, perhaps, be stated that the original matter written by the 
author and editor is printed in " Long Primer" type, while quoted 
matter, with a· single accidental exception,* is printed in "Brevier.'' 

---- - -·- ·---·------ ------------------ - ---
*See Appendix L, Paper xv, page 937. 
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Commissioner John Eaton, whose interest in this. Report is shown 
in the letters of transmittal which are given in Part I, having 
resigned, owing to · ill health, was succeeded in August, 1886, by 
Commissioner N.H. R. Dawson, who has bet'm, in turn, succeeded in 
September, 1889, by Commissioner William T. Harris. 

Owing to the fact that Dr. Harris has long been a recognized 
authority on educational topics, several articles by him had been 
included in the Appendices and put in type, long before his appoint
ment as Commissioner was contemplated. The paper on "The 
Inte]J.ectual Value of Tool Work," read at the Nashville meeting of 
the National Education Association, July 15, 1889, has been since 
added. 

As this volume has, of necessity, become a continuous record of 
the contemporary developments and phases of the educational move
ment which it chronicles, it has been t~ought expedient in all quoted 
matter in the text of the book, and especially in ~he Appendices, to 
give the dates with particularity, so that the several steps of prog
ress .could be accurately shown, and the chaD:ging phases of its 
Cl.evelQpment readily traced. 
I~ the first ten chapters, the various topics arising during the early 

stages of the movement are discussed by the author; in the later 
chapters, the accounts of experiments in many cities and towns are 
given; while in thl:l Appendices, in addition to much other material 
of general interest, these histories are brought down to as late a date 
as possible. The fact that the "introduction," or "preface," to a 
book is usually the last to be put in type, permits .some final addenda 
to be here made, and affords an opportunity for the author to sum up 
his latest conclusions. Notwithstanding what may be said in this 
volume in regard to the omission of art training, the author, while 
deeply regretting this omission, as needless as it is unfortunate, still 
believes that the new movem.ent for Industrial Education has 
wrought much good; and earnestly hopes that out of the discussion 
it has incited greater good is to result. From the clash of opinions 
Truth should emerge victorious. · 

It was believed when the first chapters of this volume were writ
ten that the art features of the new movement so successfully inau
gurated in Massachusetts, would inspire and promote that Industrial 
Training movement which began to manifest itself as quickly as the 
success of the Industria.! Art Drawing movement was apparent. It 
will be noted, however, that on the very first page of Chapter I of 
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. this volume a note of warning is sounded as to the danger threat
ening these art features if the new movement should fall under 
the direction of those who were ignorant of, or indifferent to, their 
development. It is with regret that the writer is compelled to admit 
that it is very evident in this year of 1890, when these lines are 
penned, that the people who are so fond of calling themselves 
"practical" have successfully strangled any possible "art" id,ea 
which might, perhaps, if let alone, have still survived under the 
shavi~gs that littered the floors beside their carpenter benches, or 
the smutty particles of iron that flew off in blazing sparks under 
the blows of their blacksmithing hammers. 

The-beautiful work wrought in iron and ascribed to that painter 
who, at the bidding of love, left the forge for the easel,· and who is 
known to fame as " The Blacksmith of Antwerp" and the carven 
work by the ancient and modern woodworkers of France and Italy, 
stand in perpetual witness that an exquisite art is possible to 
workers in wood and iron. 

THE CULTURE OF TH:E AESTHETIC FACULTIES FORMS NO FEATURE 

IN MOST OF THE MANUAL TRAINlNG SCHOOL COURSES. 

This failure of. the art idea in the Manual Training Schools is so 
evident, that some of those who started enthusiastically with the 
Industrial Ar~ Drawing movement, but were led away by the more 
sudden popularity of the Industrial Training movement to the hearty 
indorsement and support of the latter, begin to r ealize the evil they 
have helped to bring upon the most hopeful educational movement 
ever begun in these United States, and feebly point to a single 
manual training school in which,-thanks to the fact that the super
intendent of that city was once thoroughly in touch with W alter 
Smith, and had mastered the underlying principles of art training 
which inspired the teachings of that great master,-some reachings 
out for resthetic culture are indicated, as the ground for their hope 
that in the future, art training in manual training schools "must 
come as a necessity!" So, for ages, men have pointed forward to 
some anticipated Millenium! 

Neither in the theories, wishes, or methods of the people who most 
actively advocate the Manual Training movement., can the present 
writer see promise of any valuable development or training of the 
resthetic nature of the public school children of t he United States. 
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The "Industrial Training," and "Manual Training School: ' advo· 
cates· are entitled to much credit for what they have accomplished, 
and there is much of value in the work they seek to do; but there is 
no eVidence that they comprehend, or desire, any such art training 
as Messrs. Philbrick, Perkins, Smith, and their wise and enthusiastic 
coadjutors, hoped to add to the educational forces of America. 

In the massive stone building* which stands opposite the room in 
which these words are penned, stored in great cases of iron and glass 
stretching in .long vistas through far-reaching-halls and galleries, 
.are thousands upon thousands of "object lessons," which teach, if 
anything can b.e taught, that in mechanical ingenuity the inventors 
among the American people have reached a perfection and a. pro
ductiveness which would seem to indicate that there was no special 
lack among American youth of ability to think and to express their 
thoughts in wood and iron. That it is otherwise in all that relates 
to art, to the making of beautiful forms, to the giving to the prod
ucts of industry the ineffable charm of beauty- a capacity common 
to many peoples in various lands-is too well known to need restate-

. ment. It was this deficiency which the men of 1870 sought to sup
ply. Had those three men been spared to instruct and to inspire, it 
seems possible that the hopes they aroused might have met fruition. 

These words are written in the hope that if there remain among 
the Manual Training School advocates any who really desire to de
velop the artistic capacity of American children, t.hey may be led to 
examine the methods and tendencies of the Manual Training move
ment as at present existing, with a view to finding out how this lack 
may best be supplied. To those who sincerely seek to promote in 
the community a knowledge and love of Art, and to develop in 
American children a capacity for Art creation, and for the applica
tion of Art to Industry, these words are addressed, in the hope that 
they may be led to investigation and to action. 

The prolonged study of these schools, as well as of the arguments 
of Manual Training advocates, incident to the preparation of this 
volume has led to the reluctant conclusion that, however desirable 
the development of Art among the American people may be, no such 
development is directly, or indirectly, to be anticipated from the 
efforts of the advocates of Industrial Education; while the methods 
of the Manual Training Schools are, of necessity, mostly occupied 
with the kind of drawing specially adapted to mechanical processes. 

*The United States Patent Office at Washington. 
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It is to be rememb~red that Professor Woodward, the foremost 
advocate of the Manual Training School, has never made any claim 
for it on the ground that it was an Art Training School. He bases 
the claims of this class of schools on far other grounds. It is rather 
to those who began as advocates of "Industrial Art Training," 
and who, perhaps, finding" Industrial Training" more immediately 
popular, and seeing that it was the outcome of the first movement, 
hoped to blend the two, that any artistic claim for the latter move
ment is to be attributed. 

In the early chapters of the present volume it was argued that the 
two ideals and methods were by no means incompatible, nor is there 
any insurmountable reason why they should be; ·but it remains that, 
a1most without exception, the training in these schools under the in
fluence of the Industrial Education ideals, is away from art, and 
more and more towards mechanics; while the advocates seem long 
since to have forgotten that there was ever any idea of introducing 
any art training in the public schools,-the drawing they would have 
taught is practical, mechanical. All this is good, excellent for the 
purpose sought, but it is not, and has nothing to do with, " Indus
trial" or any other " Art." 

WHEREIN THE TECHNICAL INDUSTRIAL ART SCHOOL DIFFERS 

FROM THE TYPICAL MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

In the "Preliminary Papers" with which the preceding volume of 
this Report opens, the pressing demand in this country for the train
ing of a class of Art Designers, and of Artistic Artisans, jf the manu
factures and arts of the United States are, in artistic excellence, to be 
kept abreast of those of the rest of the world.: has been very fully 
set forth.* 

It is there shown that such elementary art training as must form 
the basis of all artistic development can he given in the public 
schools. 

The subsequent opening of technical Art Trade Schools ;-schools 
in which the practical application of designs to manufactures is 
taught, and skill in the special manipulation requisite for such art 
work is imparted, must follow as a logical necessity. Such schools 
may be simply an additional department of t_he Schools of Design, 

*See Part I, page CLXV, also the paper on "TI1e Technical Education of a 
.People" and those immediate..!Y. follow~~g_: .. S~~_page LXXXIX et s~q. 
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or wholly separate from, and supplementary to, such schools; but, 
however acquire~, a practical. knowledge of the actual relations that 
necessarily exist between ~he Artist Designer and the Art workman 
.must be possessed by each of these producers, before full success in 
artistic production can be· achieved; and by" full success" is im
plied not only artistic excellence but commercially profitable pro
duction. 

Failure to realize this need and adequately to provide such requi
site facilities, sufficiently accounts for the comparatively slow prog
ress made in the development of art industries in the United 
States; and, also, for the frequent criticisms made by the manu
facturers that the designs offered by pupils of the Schools of Design, 
though often very attractive in appearance, are apt to prove im
practicable. 
. In the American factories which do put forth successful · art 
product.s, the designs, and the workmen, will still very commonly 
be found to be of foreign origin! It is not very creditable to the 
art capacity and productive enterprise of Americans that they should 
have been so slow to make practical application of the lessons so 
profusely set before them by the lavish displays of beautiful art 
works which _were shown at the Centennial Exposition by the Art 
Producing Nations of the world! Commercially, that Exposition 
has been most advantageous to those foreign art makers; since it 
trained for them a whole nation of appreciative and liberal buyers l 

It, indeed, opened the eyes of Americans to the beauty of Art 
work, but its influence in developing here a race of native art 
workers, has not been as potent, or as immediate, as was hoped by 
those who then. urged the definite training of the children in the 
public schools, in the elements of Art knowledge. It is becausethis 

· effort for the artistic instruction of the public school children has 
been so effeetually diverted into their mere industrial training, that 
so much is said in this volume in protest against the omission of 
artistic tr:aining in the schools. 

Iutelligeut effort~ in the right direction have not, however, been 
wholly wanting by American Producers; aud, in many directions, 
manufacturers have profited by the lessons so plainly set in Phila
delphia; as is fully shown in the very generally increased artistic 
attractiveness of native furniture, pottery, glassware, carpets, etc., 
subsequent to the Centennial year. 
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The kind of practical art instruction that is needed, after the pupil 
has received elementary art training in the public schools and has 
learned to draw passably well, is well exemplified in a notable school 
in Philadelphia; in which the pupils are, as a basis for any specialty, 
thoroughly grounded in the elements of art and of design. 

The post-graduate instruction that is needed to fit the art student 
to practically apply his art knowledge in a chosen specialty of man
ufacture is here well provided for in a single direction, and the fully 
equipped textile dep.:ntment of the Art School of the "Pennsylvania 
Museum and School of Industrial Art," presided over by Mr. L. W. 
Miller, Art Master and Principal, furnishes an admirable example 
of the class of Art Trade Schools which are needed for the post
graduate instruction of the pupils of the usual Schools of Design. 

It is earnestly to be hoped that the Potters of this country will 
follow the excellent precedent her~ set by the Textile manufacturers, 
and will establish in this School, under the competent supervision 
and directio.n of Principal Miller, a department equally well equipped 
for th€1 training of skilled art designers and artisans in the beautiful 
art of the Potter. 

As if to illustrate the present rapid develop:Qlent of industrial art 
in this country, it happens that, while these pages are not yet out of 
the hands of the printer, I am enabled to record the fruition of the 
wish expressed in tlie preceding paragraph; since I am indebted to 

. Mr. Alfred Day, the secretary of the association, for the announce
ment that the United States Potters' Association; during their 
fifteenth annual meeting held in Washington, D. C., January 20th 
and 21st, 1891, have by a unanimous vote, taken the necessary steps, 
by the appointment of committees for that purpose, to provide for 
the opening o~ a Pottery School, comprising the three important 
branches of Chemistry, Modelling, and Designing of Pottery, to be a 
department of this art school in Philadelphia, similar to the textile 
department; and to be, like that, under the direction of Mr. L. W. 
Miller, principal of the Art School of the "The Pennsylvania 
Museum and School of Industrial Art" in Philadelphia. This is a 
decided step in advance, and one that will be welcomed by all who 
desire the artistic development of American manufactures. 

For this auspicious result credit is largely due to Mr. D. F. Haynes, 
tho well-known potter of Baltimore, whose enthusiasm and persist
ence in the endeavor, by promoting educational training in art, to 
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develop artistic knowledge and skill among the workers in ceramics, 
seems, at last, to have been rewarded. It is due to his fellow mem
bers of the Committee on Design to record that his efforts have been 
by them cordially seconded. 

The admirable exposition made at the meeting of the previous 
year by Mr. Miller, in a careful address in which the direct bearing 
and practical possibilities of such a school were ably presented; and 
which was printed in the report of proceedings of that year, was, 
doubtless, largely instrumental in leading the gentlemen of the 
Potters' Association to a unanimous agreement as to the wisdom of 
establishing tl).e proposed school.* 

Similar scientific Art Trade Schools, adapted to the needs of local 
industries, should be established in every manufacturing centre 
throughout the country. 

Until such schools, or some equivalent methods of giving such in
struction, are prevalent; any very notable increase of activity in the 
production of artistic manufactures in the United States by Ameri
can designers and artisans, hardly need be anticipated. 

Such special instruction has for many years been given to a lim
ited number of designers by the Lowell School of Design, now at
tached to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The pupils 
who go from this school directly to the designing room of the fac
tories, are here taught to work out their own designs in the dyeing 
and weaving of textiles. 

The "New York Institute for Artist Artisans," under charge of 
Professor John Ward Stimson, formerly principal of the Art School 
of the Metropolitan Art Museum, also furnishes an admirable model 
for such a class of art schools as are imperatively needed if the art 
industries of America are to be successfully developed. 

Looms for practice in weaving, and kilns for firing pottery, have 
latterly been placed in several Schools of Design; as will appear in 
the account of these schools to be given in a later volume of this 
Report. These are beginnings in the right direction for the develop
ment of practical Art Producers in American manufactories, but 
the actual manipulation in the practical working 011t of their designs 

*'.'The Lesson of the Hour for Amelican Potters." An add1·ess delivered by 
invitation of the Co~mittee on Design, before the American Potters' Association, 
at its annual meeting held in Washington, D. C., January 22nd, 1890, by L. W. 
Miller, Principal of Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art, Phila
delphia, Pa., Pp. 24. 
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in the material for which they are made, must occupy a far larger 
part of the time required for graduation fr<.im these schools, t:P.an is 
at present given, before the schools can be credited with affording 
such facilities as are requisite for that thorough practical training 
which is needed to mak~ competent ar~ designers and skilled art 
workmen. 

As the typical Manual Training School of St. Louis, offers post
graduate instruction in the Mechanic Arts to the pupil of the public 
grammar schools; so these Schools of Design, and Technical Art 
Trade Schools, would provide the requisite post-graduate tr:aining to 
the High School pupils who had been taught, through all the lower 
grade schools, elementary art drawing. The mere statement of the 
kind of art instruction given in these ~gher art schools must suffice 
to show clearly that the Manual Training Schools, so fully described 
in this volume, do not meet the needs of Industrial Art Training. 

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SUPERINTENDENCE, 
FEBRUARY, 1891. 

The annual meeting of the Department of Superintendence of the 
N atioual Educational Association for 1891 was held in Philadelphia 
during February 24th, 25th, and 26th. A large number of State and 
city superintendents, and other leading educators were in attendance. 
The sessions under the skillful direction of the President, State 
Superintendent Andrew S. Draper, of New York, were unusually 
spirited and interesting. 

SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS. 

Ou Tuesday evening Dr. Harri3, the Commissioner of Education, 
read a thoughtful paper on" The National Educational Association; 
its Organization and Functions," and suggested several new fields 
for its activities. 

Ou Wednesday evening the Chancellor of the University of the 
State of New York, Ron. George William Curtis, gave an address 
on "The Public School and Civil SerYice Reform," in which the 
speaker, with his wonted charm of expression, urged that the 
selection of teachers for the public schools should be freed both 
from political and personal influences. On the evening of the 26th 
a brilliant reception at St. George's Hall was given by the City 
Board of Education to the visiting superintendents. 
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The day sessions of Tuesday, the opening day of the meeting, 
were given to a consideration of "Compulsory School Legislation" 
in the States of Illinois, Wisconsin, and Massachusetts, and Jed to 
animated discussions showing some wide divergence of opinions 
among educators from different parts o~ the country. This was 
followed by a paper on the " Qualification and Supply of Teachei·s 
for City Public Schools." Superintendent N. C. Dougherty, of 
P eoria, Illinois, Mr. George H. Martin, Agent Massachusetts School 
Board, and Superintendent William E. Anderson, of Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, were the authors of the formal papers on the above 
topics in the order of t heir names as here given. 

The day sessions of Thursday, the final day of the meeting, opened 
with the reading of a car efuJly prepared paper entitled ' ' Universities 
and Schoo:s," by Superintendent Oscar H. Cooper, of Galveston, 
'rexas, in which the distinctions between the American Academy or 
High School, College; and University, were sharply rlefined. The 
mere aggregation of two or more professional schools to a small col
lege is not, it was asserted, in itself, sufficient to change its character to 
that of~ r eal UniYersity; and the speaker seriously queried whether 
even Yale, or Harvard, or Columbia, with aU their growing schools 
and departments, had yet reached the full standard implied in 
European countries by the term Univer sity. He in no r espect rlis
paraged or minified the value and usefulness of the small colleges, 
which have a most useful field of their own. 

A spirited discussion followed, participated in by President H. 
E. Webster, of Union University, Schenectady, New York; Pro
fessor S. G. Williams, Professor of Pedagogy. Cornell Univer
sity, Ithaca, New Y ork; President Nicholas Murray Butler, of the 
College for Training of Teachers, New York City, and others. The 
clear cut, concise, philosophical exposition made by President But
ler in his brief remarks commanded unusual attent ion and approval. 

A paper entitled " What present means ar e available for the prep
aration of teachers for their work?" was read by State Superintend
ent Henry Sabin, of Iowa, who was subsequently elected President 
of the Department for the ensuing year. The discussion of this 
paper closed the literarY: proceedings of the meeting. 

This brief summary of the proceedings- of the annual meeting, 
of general interest to educators, is here g iven before the fuller r eport 
of the discussion on Art Training which took place on W ednesday, 
in order to show the relative importance accorded to the topics strictly 
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germane to this Report. It will be observed that, of the three days 
during which t he meeting was held, the sessions of one entire day, 

. Wednesday, were given to these topics, showing a remarkable change 
on the part of educators in their estimation of the relative impor
tance of educational questions. 

THE DISCUSSION OF ART TRAINING IN THE Pt•BLIC SCHOOLS·. 

For the session of Wednesday, the 25th, the topics of "Art Educa- · 
tion" and "Drawing'' were announced. The Hon. James Mac Alis
ter, LL. D., late Superintendent of the city schools of Philadelphia, 
now President of Drexel Institute, opened the discussion with an 
important and suggestive paper on "Art Education in the Public 
Schools." 

In this paper, the comprehensive purposes necessarily included in 
the functions of the public schools of the present time are so clearly 
stated; the relation of Art Education to the other essential studies 
is so well defined; while the inevitable necessity of the new move
ments affecting the public school training of future citizens, if our 
institutions are to be preserved, are so emphatically set forth; that, 
did space permit, I would glauly adopt the paper in its entirety, as 
a most fitting and artistic introduction to the present volume, which . 
is so largely given to an account of these new movements and stud
ies. This paper, also, in its discussion of the art possibilities inci
dent to this proposed training in the public schools, so links itself to 
the purposes and aspirations set forth in the first volume of this Re
port that it suggests and illustrates the underlying unity which, it 
is hoped, will characterize and pe1;vade this Report when its several 
volumes are finally completed. It is significant of the varying phases 
which accompany a rapidly advancing civilization, that the very 
arguments on which in the past the opening and support of com
mon schools were based, while, at the same time, the studies to be 
taught in them 'vere limited to little other than those which should 
enable the future voting citizen to read the laws, and which, in 
later years, have been urged against the introduction in these schools 
of new studies, should be those on which this speaker most relies. 

PRESIDENT MAC ALISTER'S PAPER; 

Dr. Mac Alister's opening words which here follow give the key
note of his paper: 

The social development of the h~t half century shows a stea.dy growth in the 
recognition of the public school as one of the most important institutions of mod-
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ern society. To the thoughtful man the future presents a number of social prob
lems of the gravest import. Individual freedom from class and proscriptive tyr
anny has, in a broad sense, been secured. Public opinion, the aggregate of the 
majority of individual opinion, has become the sole basis of social order, and hence 
the binding force in modern society is what the majority of the people think or 
believe. We need to bring the full significance of this fact before us, and to con
sider that under this social dispensation all the baser elements of human nature 
are given as free play as are the higher elements, and that no man is restricted of 
his personal liberty until he encroaches upon the liberties of others, before we can 
adequately comprehend the SUP.reme importance of public education to the modern 

state. 

Referring to a paper by John Fiske, in which that writer points 
out "how the long period of mental plasticity, that is, the educational 
period of infancy, youth, and adolescence," through which the human 
being passes, secures the possibility of the progress of humanity, 
Dr. Mac Alister, says: 

The social condition of man has now reached a high degree of complexity. This 
social condition can be protected, can be properly developed, only so far as the pro
visions for education provide for the training of youth for their social duties and 
responsibilities. With just as much thoroughness, with just as much care, we need 
at the present time to train our children to all that makes for high and noble living, 
as the Greeks trained for the conditions existing in the Greek state, ·as the Romans 
trained for the conditions existing in the Roman state, etc. So, also, we must 
recognize the supreme importance of training in all that makes for the highest 
intellectual culture and refinement in human life. 

After showing how the State rests on the intelligence and virtue 
of the citizen, Dr. Mac Alister calls attention to the fact that, for 
this very security of the foundations of the State, it is of the highest 
importance for the community to realize that the educational care 
of the State must be especially given to the poorest classes of its 
citizens, those least able or willing, if left to their own resources, 
or impelled only by their own desires, to educate their children. 

To state the problem in a few words, our duty is to so organize the forces that 
make for right living that they shall always be the dominant power in the social 
organism, and it is only when we come to recognize this condition as fundamental 
to all growth in human well-being that we can get a proper comprehension of what 
is involved in public education at the present time. 

When the education of the people is looked at from this point of view, it is seen 
that its greatest power must be exerted where the dangers to the social organism 
are greatest, i. e. , among the very poorest classes. There is more need of the 
refining influences of the best education among the debased and neglected elements 
of population in our large cities than among -the children of the rich and prosper-
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ous ; and hence the movement of the last few years to carry the most improved forms 
of our education among the lowest classes is an indication of the growth of public 
sentiment in the right direction, and is a feeling that will undoubtedly grow in 
strength as social problems are more carefully studied. 

HOW COMMON SCHOOLS MAY BE THE NURSERIES OF TRUE PATRIOTS. 

Referring to the moveme~t for placing the national flag on the 
school house and using it as a means of inculcating patriotism, Dr. 
Mac Alister, after stating that in large cities the policeman was 
almost ·the only embodiment of governmental force of which the 
children of the poor have any personal knowledge, proceeds to show 
how the school itself may be made an efficient means of developing 
a true and intelligent patriotism. 

What better instrumentality is there for inculcating in the minds of the young a 
respect for government and law than the school house? If we can lead the pupils 
to understand that the school house is provided by the State, is provided for all, 

. without distinction of race, condition, or creed; if we can make the school house a 
place of delight, ancl if we can seeure within the school house the right sort of in
struction, the instruction that shall tend to develop all the highest and noblest 
qualtities of mind and heart, we shall then be fostering not simply a love of coun
try for its past history and the heroic deeds of our ancestors, but we shall be foster
ing a love of country for what the country is doing for the children themselves in 
encouraging and in training them for the highest and best purposes in life. Then 
will the flag mean something personal to every child. Then will the Government 
be to him not simply an abstraction, but he will come to regard it as his own great 
helper and sustainer. I welcome, therefore, this nationalization of the school as 
one of the most important of the educational movements of our time. 

If, however, we make the school the symbol of the State to the children, we must 
have taught in the schools all that the child requires to enable him to become a 
virtuous and useful citizen. I do not think there can be any gainsaying of this 
proposition. ln~eed, it follows logically from the very establishment of a public 
school, and in our day when such broad responsibilities are attached to citizenship, 
the public school and its instrumentalities must be measured solely by its capacity 
to produce such citizenship. 

The following statements showing the necessity of broadening the 
scope of public school instruction will be found based on reasons the 
very opposite to those urged, not only against any such enlarging 
of opportunities, but against any form of free public teaching, by 
the opponents of the public schools ; such as, for instance, are repre
sented by Mr. Bonham, in the chapter quoted from his work on 
"Industrial Liberty," iu paper vm of Appendix "I" of the present 
volume. 
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SUMMARY OF THE NEW EDUCATIONAL MOVEMENTS. 

In ~ few sentences Dr. Mac Alister concisely sums up the various 
movements comprised in the new education, and asserts the absolute 
need of this development of the public school, as follows: 

Nearly all the States have limited the instmction that shall be given in public 
schools, and some confine it within very narrow bounds. But 've are gradually 
outgrowing the narrow ideas of education of fifty years ago, and our mo1 e intelli
gent communities are already anticipating legislative action and are putting into 
their schools new subjects for study, new exercises, which have for their object the 
development of the higher powers of the pupils, and for btinging them mto the 
closest possible relations to the social needs of the future. Look for a moment at 
some of the movements that are going forward at the present time for the broaden
ing of public education. First we have the kindergarten movement, the recognition 
of the child in education, one of the most beneficent movements that bas ever come 
into public schools. Then we baye physical training, the recognition of the fact that 
the citizen to have a healthy mind must also have a healthy body. Then we have the 
movement for the study of elementary science, which has for its object the bringing 
of the individual into the closest relations with his physical environment, that he may 
be able to enrich the world by his conquests over nature; that he may, to use the words 
of Bacon, become the minister and interpreter of nature. Then we have the move
ment fo1· industrial or manual training, which recognizes that labor is one of the con
ditions of man's existence in the world ; anditis through understanding labor and 
putting thought into labor, that man is brought more completely into sympathy with 
his fellows. Then we have the study of history, not simply as the record of man's 
military conquests, but rather as showing the steady development of the idea of 
brotherhood among men. And then, in addition to all these, we have art education, 
in some respects the most important of all the new studies, because its influenco 
tends to enrich the mind as a whole through the development and training of its 
highest faculties. 

PUBLIC EDUCATION PREPARES FOR CITIZENSHIP. 

Now, cavil as wp. may against these new studies; argue, as many persons do, upon 
the limitations which are, ot· ought to be, imposed upon the State in education, all 
these feattl.\'es must come into the public schools, and in no niggardly way. There 
is no help for it. They must come in on the broadest possible basis, or there is 
danger that the present tendencies of social progt·ess will miscany. That their in
troduction into the schools will revolutionize much of our existing education can
not be denied, but we may lay it down as a fundamental and incontestable propo
sition that modern social conditions demand the.se two things: First, the highest 
order of citizenship; and second, that public education must prepare for such citi
zenship, no matter at what cost. 

All thus far has been but the preparation for his statement as to 
the relative importance that should be given to art education in nny 
scheme of public instruction. Much that follows will be found in 
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full accord with the suggestions advanced in some of the "Prelimi
nary Papers" of Part I of the present Report; and it is very g1;ati· 
fying to the author to find his judgments confirmed by so experi
enced an educator. 

" ART EDUCATION IN THE PuBLIC ScHooLs." 

Dr. MacAlister introduces the special topic assigned him, thus: 
I have detained you with these remarks beca~e, in opening for discussion the 

subject assigned me, " Art Education in the Public Schools," it has seemed desira
able for its right understanding that we should consider it not simply as a single 
subject or specialty in education, but rather in the larger aspect of one of the 
branches of general education that is now demanded by the social conditions of 
our time. It is only by 1·ega.rding the subject in its broadest relations that we can 
rightly consider how it should be treated in the schools. 

Of the new subjects referred to, art education is the one least understood, and 
yet it is the one that in many respects is the most important. There is no other 
subjt~ct in education that touches the whole of education at more points than this, 
or one that bears more directly upon all that ministers to the best interests of the 
individual and of society. I am aware that many will regard this as far too inclu
sive a statement, and yet the history of civilization shows that the arts which deal 
with form and colot· have been at once of the highest Yalue to man's utilitarian 
necessities, to those desires which nothing but the beautiful in nature and in art 
can satisfy. As a people I think it will be admitted that we are deficient in general 
art culture, and I do not think it will be denied that, in consequence, we are losing 
no small part of our intellectual heritage. This will not always be so. The indica
tions are many that art is to have a new development in .America, and on a. new 
basis-the basis of a broad hum~nity. TJ1e putting of industrial training into the 
schools is a great step in this direction, and will surely give a higher idea and a 
nobler purpose to the labor of common life. The putLing of art education into the 
schools side by side with industrial training will not only give dignity to labor, but 
also permit the human feeling born of labor to find adequate expression. 

* * * * * * * 
In the great hurry-scurry that is going on in the race for wealth, people are los-

ing sight of the fw1damental ethical J>rinciples that hold society together, and are 
making a pretence of living. The pulpit is not t<>-day as strong a bulwat:k against 
this social tendency as tl1e public school. Now, art education, which is the study 
of beauty as the highest truth in nature and in human life, can be directed power
fully against this social demoralization, and ht>nce we should be prepared to advocate 
art education in the schools as one of the most powerful of moral forces. Goethe 
says: 'The beautiful is greater than the good, for it includes the good and adds 
something to it. It is the good made perfect and fitted with all the collateral per
fections which make it a perfect ''thing."' While we are broadening our system of 

education on the utilitarian side, we must not forget that the right enjoyment 
of life-that is, the exercise of the higher faculties-is as much a fwwtion of 
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living as earning one's daily bread; and for our education to be useful, in the true 
sense of the term, we can not ignore the training of the esthetic faculties, as much 

for moral as for practical ends. 

VALUE OF FORM STUDY AND DRAWING. 

I have felt constrained to emphasize this aspect of the subject as of supreme 
importance at the present time, because in the general introduction of form study 
and drawing into the schools there seems to prevail an idea that their chief value 
consists in subserving industrial ends, or as aids to other branches of_ instruction, 
particularly to the study of natural science. The great value of form study 
and drawing in industry, as well as their great use in educational training, is 

admitted, but form study and drawing as the basis of art education need to be 

considered in much broader relations than their app!ication in these directions. 
Now, art in form and color is not an abstraction. It is something very tangible. 

It is man's creative work with material things; work in which he expresses himself, 
· his power, his knowledge, his feelings, his ideas for the use and the enjoyment of 

others. With every child there is born some degree of this power of individual 
creation, and closely allied to it is another and complimentary mental power, that 
of curiosity, or observation, and it should be a principle in all general education to 
lay hold of these two great instinctive or natural powers and give them free play 
in the training of every child. True art education distinctly recognizes these two 
mental powers in the child as the starting point, and seeks to stimulate and direct 
them so that they shall a.Ct and react on each other, to the end that they shall 
ultimate in the creation of beautiful things, not so much for the gratification of 
selfish or individual desires as for giving joy to others, thereby establishing social 
relations between the creator and his fellows. The method of training for this 
end has a dual aspect. On the one side the child is led, through the exercise of his 
observing powers, to discover that beauty is the supreme truth in all material 
things-in fact, that there can be no beauty devoid. of truth-and, on the other side 
he is trained to express his observation of the beautiful in creations that shall 
minister to the use and enjoyment of man. It has been truly said that sharing in 
some common enjoyment begets a more friendly feeling towards others than sharing 
in the same kind of knowledge. 

Not until art education is viewed in the broader aspects can the subject take its 
rightful place in public education at the present time. For not until the psycho
logical conditions for the training of the child are comprehended can a method of 
instruction in art suitable to children be devised, and not until its applications in 
social life are comprehended can the ·object of art in education be understood. 

It is not necessary to dwell upon the fact that this view of art education does 
not present the subject as in any way antagonistic to its applications to industry, or 
in other subjects of education. In fact the more the subject itl studied from this 
broader point of view the more will it be seen that its practical applications both 
in industrial training and in general educational training are greatly increased , in 
that there is brought to its applications in these directions the creative powers of 
the pupils, enriched by the study of the beautiful, which is the life-giving principle 
in all industrial work, and which is alive to the highest creation in all intellectual 
education. 
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A PERTINENT QUESTION. 

With these Points in mind, and in view of the wide introduction of drawing in~ 
the schools, a pertinent question arises here: Is the study coming into pu_blic edu
cation on the basis of art, or is it cOming in on the basis of utility? 

Dr. MacAlister regards the present tendency shown in the teach
ing of drawing as in the right, that is, the artistic, direction. It 
is to be hoped that in this he is correct; for, as we shall have fre
quent occasion to observe, the Manual Training School influence 
seems, in many of these schools, to be, to say the least, indifferent 
to any possible art development. 

He comments at some length on the change for the better in the 
methods and purposes of teaching drawing, which he considers were, . 
at first, limited to purely utilitarian and industrial considerations. 
The prominence at first given to these arguments, it may, perhaps, 
be permitted to the present writer to observe, was not due to any 
failure to appreciate the beautiful, or to any indifference to the 
higher ends and purposes of art, on the part of the three great pio
neers in the movement for putting drawing in the common scho0ls ~ 
but arose fro!p. the fact that, owing to the lack of any knowledge 
about drawing on the part. of the general public, it seemed necessary 
first to press on their attention the utilitarian values of the new 
study, in order to secure for . it any consideration whatever. This 
could be done with the more heartiness because it was clear that 
when once some elementary knowledge of drawing should be gen
erally disseminated throughout the community, its higher purposes 
would gradually but surely make themselves felt, as the result has 
abundantly proved. There is little doubt, however, that it was 
owing to this necessity, on the part of the first advocates of the new 
study, for emphasizing the utilitarian arguments, and thus of appar-

. ently ignoring all its art qualities, which aroused an antagonism to 
the movement among many artists, and art lovers, who, doubtless, 
failed to realize the importance of securing a beginning, however 
small and incomplete, in the work of instructing a community so 
wholly ignorant of art. 

The speaker, after expressing his satisfaction at the change re
ferred to, remarks : 

But it will be a· serious mistake to say that, because the method of teaching 
drawing has been changed, so as to make it the expression of ideas derived from 
the study of objects or things, the problem of art education in the schools has been 

. solved. In fact, it may be said that with this change of IU~tlwc\ the real probl~~ 
ART-VOL 2--IX . 
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in art education confronts us from' a new an.d a broader point of view than 
when we were dealing with the subject simply from the stand"point of drawing. 
Having ~;eached the stage where drawing is regarded as but a means for the ex
pillssion ~f form idess.derived from.tlie study ot objects, the vital ~i.nt in the in
struction new turns upon this, What kind of o~jects shall we give the children to 
study for the development of the ideas to be expressed? It- is not unfrequently 
claimed that the interest of the child should be the guiding consideration here. 
That the interest of the child should be secured is not to be questioned, but it would 
be a ~-eat mistake to assume that this should be the only consideration. 

. This last sentence may be commended to those educators who in 
their zeal for promoting kindergarten, or manual training, seem often 
to have ignored all other considerations in their endeavors to secure 
.the spontaneous interest of the child; forgetting, it would appear, 
that if this curiosity, the common characteristic of infancy and child
hood, were in itself a sufficient guide for the child there- would be uo 
need for teachers. Is it not in the wise direction of this awakening 
and growing curiosity that the whole province.of true education is 
comprised? 

Is not this guidance the very business of the true educator? 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TYPICAL FORMS OF BEAUTY ALIKE IN :WORKS 

OF NATURE AND ' OF MAN. 

After pointing. out that the study of nature for the purposes of 
art is a widely -different thing from the ·study of nature for the 
purposes of science, he shows that the aim of this proposed train
ing is-

To develop the appreciation of the highest beauty in nature which is realized only 
· when it is perceived that the various objects in nature are fashioned upon certain 

type forms which express unity and purpose as the highest truths in nature-truths 
that transcend all material manifestations and witness the supren1e, eternal 
power that lies back of, and gives life to, nature. The natural objects are very 
few that express this truth, this beauty of nature in all their details. They become 
beautiful only as they are seen in their typical relations. It is one of the functions 
of art to present the objects of nature not in their accidental, but in their typical 
relations; in other words, to interpret nature in her highest aspects, not simply to 
imitate her in her details. Hence the art study of nature becomes largely subjec
tive, and is very different from the objective study of nature for the purposes of 
science. 

If this point be conceded, the question arises, What are the typical forms that the 
study of nature fQr art purposes reveals as the supreme content of nature? They 
are very few and they are very simple forms-the sphere, the cube, the cylinder, 
the ellipsoid, the ovoid, the prism, the cone, and the pyramid. The wonderful 

variety of fQrms which a.re observed in the obj<lcts of na.ture &r~ but ~odifications 



of, or are derived from, these typical forms. The.se typical forms, therefore, s. 
be regarded as truths of form in nature; just as distinctly as gravity is regardt 

a truth of power of nature. 
Now if it be one of the functions of art to interpret beauty of form in nature, this 

beauty ~ill be perceived in its highest aspects only as it is seen ~be related to the 
highest form tt:Jiths of nature. Hence we are brought to the conclusion that, as the 
typica-l forms referred to are the embodiment of the bi~hest form truths of nature, 
so these are the forms that should be used in ow· elementary instruction· in order to 
lead the children to see and to realize the highest forms of beauty in nature. 

BEAUTY IN CREATIVE WORKS. 

But the study of beauty in nature is only one phase of art education. The study 
of tho beautiful in th1:1 crea-tive works of man is as much a · feature in art education 
as the study of the beautiful in nature. The study of beauty of form in man's art 
work reveals the fact that it, also, is based upon the same typical forms that are 
found to be the embodiment of the highest beauty of form in nature, and it is the 
manner in which man bas utilized these forms with his cr eati\'e imagination in the 
production of works for the use and enjoyment of mankind, that gives to his art 
works their highest character and significance. Thus we are brought to the final 
conclusion that for art training, which is to include the study of the beautiful in 
nature and the beautiful in art, we must recognize that the type forms of the sphere, 
the cube, t.he cylinder, the ellipsoid, the ovoid, the prism, the cone, the pyramid, are 
the embodiment of all beauty, whether in nature or in art, growing out of the truth 
of form. In nature, the eternal power that lies back of natw·e invests these forms 
with life, thus giving the highest beauty to nature. In art, man, with his creative 
imagination, invest.s these f01ms with humanity, which is the very culmination of 
beauty in art, and thus we see that form beauty in natUre and form beauty in art 
are in their ultimate analysis one, and rest upon the same eternal truths of form. 

If I rightly apprehend the instruction in form study and .drawing that is now 
finding its way into the schools, it is based upon the distinct .recognition of these 
type forms as the fundamental verities for the training of children to perceive 
truth and beauty of form in nature a nd in art; and it is the aim of the instruction 
to so connect the study of these typical forms with choice selections of natural 
forms and fine examples of art forms that the children may be brought, through 
the legitimate and happy exercise of their observing and creative powers, under 
the infi.uence of the beautiful, as the highest truth of nature and of the art work 
of men. 

HOW THE KIND OF ART EDUCATION HERE DESCRIBED MAY BE 

SECURED. 

Dr. MacAlister then proceeds to offer a few general practical sug
gestions for promoting through all grades of the public schools the 
kind of art education h e has set forth: 

This is not the occasion for the presentation of details for carrying out this 
important work. This task may 12e left to the many able directors of drawinga 
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who in several of our l~g cities are endeavoring to give to the form study and 
drawing the broad character h~re indicated, and who are laboring against great 
obstacles, arising from the general misconception: of the subject which exists in the 
public 'mind'and in the minds of some whQare directing the schools. It seems the 
proper place, ho*ever, for the consideration of a few· points whereby the instruc
tion in the schools may be made more efficient. 

THREE IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS. 

To this end one fact must be distinctly recognized 88 fundamental for any sub
stantial ~d permanent success-that the instruction in the grades below the high 

schoot mu8t be given by tho regular class teachers. This is so obvious a fact in 
efficient school management at the present time 88 to need no ari{Wllent. Flowing 
from this fact, however, are three very important considerations: 

First. A course of study should be prepared in which the sequential development 
of the subject through all the grades should be clearly presented. But few of the 
regular teachers have had any training in this subject. They need, therefore, to 
have it so presented that they may be able not only to become acquainted with the 

features to be taught in their respective grades, 'but also to see the unfolding of the 
subject through all the grades. Not until the grade teachen. are able to take this 
comprehensive view of the work, not until they see that the study is recognized 88 

an organic feature in the general course, can they be expected to take other than 
an exceptional interest in it. 

Second. The instruction in this subject in the schools 11hould be under the direc
tion of special instructors or directors in art education. These special instructors 
should be broadly educated persons. . It is not enough that they have received 
training in technical art work. They should also be familiar with eduoo.tional 
methods, with the general school conditions that surround the teaching of art in 
the public schools; and then, above all, they should be able to interpret the work 
in its principles and methods to the grade teachers as well 88 to justly criticise and 
supervise their work. 

Third. The schools need to be supplied with more objects for the children to 
study. The models of the type forms that are now being so generally introduced 
should be supplemented with casts of natural forms artistically treated, in order 
that the children in their individual study of natural forms may see good examples 
of -the art rendering of nature, and also with reproductions of fine examples of 
historical ornament, both in relief and in color, that the _children may have oppor
tunities to study good examples of art work applied to common life. 

In addition to these reproductions there should also be introduced reproductions 
of choice vase forms from Classic, Renaissance, and Oriental art. Man's realiza
tion of pure beauty of form and color has, perhaps, found its most complete exprl:lS
sion in .fictile art, and as these vase forms can be shown to be developments under 
~he influence of the feeling for beauty from the type forms we have been consider
~ng, and as they are full of historic associations, they will greatly interest the 
children, and can, therefore, be studied with much greater_profit for purposes of 

object drawing than the miscellaneous objects posse&Sing no distinct elements of 
beauty that ~re too trequ~ntly pli\Oiil<l ~for~ ~h~~. 
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A REAL ART DEVELOPMENT POSSIBLE IN AMERICA. 

With well considered courses of study in art education, with the schools· supplied 
with suitable materials and objects for study, with proper directors 'of art teaching 
in the schools, we should see, I believe, a real art development in this country un· 
exampled i'n the world's history. 

And all this is possible. Upon you as School Superintendents devolves this im
portant work. You have it in your power to lead this people to a right understand
ing of what art educatioiimeans in the schools, where the people are taught to show 
how intimately, how organically it is connected with all that makes for true man
hood and true womanhood-how it may elevate all manual work and make it an 
expression of right thinking and noble living. 

After an eloquent r eference to the art creations of the 'past in his
toric countries and to the possibilities offered by our system of pub
lic education fo1· an art development in this country, which we have 
thus far neglected, the speaker thus closed this striking paper: 

With the introduction of industrial training we are recognizing manual labor as 
concreting human thought in the broad interests of humanity. In introducing art 
education we are t•ecognizing that the beautiful is not only the supreme truth in 
the material world, but that it is also a part of the supreme truth in the moral 
world, and that so far as it enters into human life it is a Divine influence that makes 
for righteousness among men. 

The love of the beautiful, therefore, should be one of the fin~ flowers of our' public 
educati~n, jpld when art edu~tion shall be so incorporated into the schools that ita 
rich, benign induence shall permeate the life of the whole people we may then 
write over the door of every American schoolhouse these inspiring words of 
Schiller: 

"Create the beautiful, and seeds are sown 
For Godlike dowers to man as yet unknown." 

Superintendent Balliet, of Springfield, Massachusetts, on r1smg 
to open the discussion of this paper voiced the judgment of the 
audience as he said that the subject had been presented to this 
department as never· before-

"Art is rooted in prehistoric man, and the love of the beautiful is the outgrowth 
of the useful." " Art is democratic aud can reach every being, every child." "Sci- ' 
ence must uude'l'lie art." "If you want to cultivate art education you want to put 
it into the souls of teachers." " You cannot have art education as long as you have 
cheap teachers," 

were a few of his telling sentences. MI'. J. H. Hoose, principal 
of the Normal School of Cortland, New York, announced his belief 
in art education and in the cultivation of spontaneity in the 
child. The discussion, o'ving to the lateness of the hour, was unfor
tunately limited. A paper on "The Highest Office of Drawing" 
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was then read by Mr. Frank A born, teacher of drawing in the public 
schools of Cleveland, Ohio. 

The speaker began by stating. in effect, that genius was an educa
tional product; and proceeded to illusti:ate the value of language 
as the means of education. The following sentenee in which his 
special topic is set forth must serYe to exemplify this interesting 
paper: 

Drawing is the language of form, and in its employment as a means of recording 
mental images, describing imaginary ast>ects of imaginary objects, it attains it.<~ 

highest office. 

Mr. Charles E. Gaston, city superintendent of the schools of Yon
kers, New York, held that the ideas pointed out by Dr. Mac Alister 
and Mr. Aboru, could only be realized through thoroughly qualified 
teachers. 

As the admirable paper by Dr. Mac Alister sums up the conelusions 
reached after years of wide experience by one who was early identi
fied with the movement for introducing drawing in the schools, who 
has also been ever L'eady to welcome such new experiments in educa
tion as are herein recorded, it has seemed desirab1e, even at the risk 
of unduly expanding this introduction, to include such portions of 
this paper as are here given in connection with this brief account of 
the proceerlingn at the annual meeting of the "Department of Super
intendence." It is not without significance that one-third of the time 
nllotted to this meeting of leading educators should have been given 
to a consideration of these topics. 

The papers read and discussions held on the other topics considered 
at this meeting, together with the records of the routine business, and 
of the election of officers, will doubtless be duly given in the official 
r eport, issued annually by the Association. 

At the close of Wednesday's session the superintendents in a body 
called formally at the City Hall upon Mayor Fitler, and then upon 
Mr. George W . Childs, at his private office in the Ledger Building. 
A corllial reception was given them in both places. 

Much interest was shown by the visitors in the remarkable col
lections of literary and artistic curios and mementos, which make of 
Mr. Childs's office a veritable museum. The interest in education 
felt by Mr. Childs has long been evident in the columns of the Ledger, 
while in becoming a trustee of the Drexel Institute, and ~ctive in 
:-;ecnring for this new educational force the cooperatjon of Dr. Mac 
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Alister, it was felt that Mr. Childs had more closely allied himself 
to the educators of the 0ountry. The generous hospitality extended 
on every hand to the visiting educators while in Philadelphia, and 
the constant supervision and kindly care for their interests so con
spicuously shown by President Mac Alister were most warmly ap
preciated. 

GEORGE WILLIAM CURTIS ON THE AMERICAN COMMON SCHOOL. 

This account of the meeting of the School Superintendents of the 
country can not be better ended than by quoting the closing words 
of the eloquent address delivered on the evening of Wednesday, by 
Hon. George William Curtis, who from his "Easy Chair" has, un
consciously to himself perhaps, long proved a most winning and 
effective teacher to his countrymen. 

It will be seen that his estimate accords with that expressed by 
Dr. Mac Alister, and adds one more to the notable utterances already 
quoted in this volume, showing how leading Americans esteem the 
common schools and their teachers. 

In conclusion, Mr. Curtis said: 
The American public school is the true temple of the people. In every other 

branch of activity, in religion, in 1)Qlitics, in society, even in charity, weare all divided 
into sects and parties, and clubs and cliques. But in the public schools citizens 
of all sects and all parties, of all social sympathies and associations, meet on a 
common ground, with a common interest and a common purpose. It is the Amer
ican temple dedicated to what we believe the essential condition of popular gov
ernment, an educated people. The State gives its children knowledge as a two
edged sword, indeed, with which they may either slay themselves or carve their 
way to the highest human service. The public school m«.>rely opens to the cl1ild 
that opportunity of training and developing his powers, his character, and his 
aims, which comes from knowledge of human thought and achievement in all times 
and countries-an opportunity which he alone can improve for himself. The dig
nity, the influence, the pD\Ver of the teacher's office, therefore, are incalculable. 
Is any public duty more transcendent than that of enabling the duties of that 
office to be discharged more satisfactorily, of constantly elevating it both in the 
respect of him who fills it and in the confidence and honor of the public for whom 
he holds it? Shall we spare any thought, any effort, any cost, to make the public 
school what we mean it to be, the corner stone of the ever loftier and more splendid 
stmcture of political liberty, and to impress upon the teacher by our sympathy and 
care the central truth of the school system, that thfJthild is educated by the State, 
not that he may read and write only, but that the trained power and noble intelli
gence of the American citizen may tend constantly more and more to purify and 
perpetuate the .American Republic. 
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THE CoMIN"G WoRL:Q'_s FAIR TO · BE HELD IN CHICAGO. 

In view of the amazing influence exerted in so ~any ways qy the 
holding of th-e Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia, in 1876, no 
one. who takes interest in· the educational, iRdustrial, and artistic 
developijlent of the United States, can regard with indifference · the 
opening of the -proposed exhibition to be held in Chicago, in com
memoration of the discovery of the New World, by Columbus, four 
centuri~s ago. It is time for all who care for the interests of educa
tion tp begin actively to prepare for this event, which possesses 3uch 
vast potentialities for the industrial and artistic education of the 
people. Those for whom this Report is made, and to whom it 
~specially appeals, have, in this coming exhibition, if they wisely 
avail themselves of the occasion, a great opportunity to test their 
experimentR by a comparison with the results obtained in other 
countries; and also, to-disseminate among their own countrymen a. 
knowledge of -their special purposes and methods. 

It is to be. hoped that the educators of the country, in every branch, 
will so co-ordinate their efforts and their . exhibitions, as to secure 
the best possible results. In view of the manifest disadvantages of 
the contrary policy at the Centennial, it is earnestly to be hoped 
that the educational showing to be made at Chicago shall be so 
arranged as to admit of study as a whole, shall all be in the same 
building- and conveniently accessible. It is certain that in many 
departments of -Industrial production a great advance in art quali
ties, as compared with the showing- made in 1876, will be evident; 
but it is also true tha.t, while much has been accomplished, "much 
rerftains." 

- How AMERICAN SCHOOLS IMPRESS A VISITING EDUCATOR. 

Many school superintendents and teachers in various parts of the 
United States will doubtless recall the pleasant visit paid them some 
eighteen months since by a very intelligent and courteous young 
gentleman from Australia, then on an educational tour of observa
tion through the United States en route to Europe. Just as these 
pages are ready for the press advance sheets of the volume in which 
the results of the observations made by this pleasant visitor are set 
down, are received from his London publisher. Under . the taking 
title of "Teaching in Three Continents" Mr. W. Catton Gras by, of 
Adelaide, South Australia, the visitor just referred to, gives a most 
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interesting account of his journeyings among American and Euro
pean schools, the v11lue of which is greatly enhanced by the contrasts 
of likeness and unlikeness which, as he is thus able to show, exist 
between the systems, methods, and appliances of education charac
terising his own land of Australia and the several countries visited. 
As this close observer has taken in the whole province of elementary 
education he has, of necessity, given much space to the modern 
phases of school work which are recorded in the first two volumes 
of this present Report: Kindergarten, Drawing, Manual Training, 
Cooking, Sewing, etc., receive a full share of attention, and all who 
take note of the development of these studies will find much of in
terest and profit in the pages of the forthcoming volume, wherein 
this kindly observer from far over sea, has recorded his impressions 
and stated the conclusions reached by; him after such a comprehen
sive study of the world's object lessons in the teaching of elementary 
schools. 

The naive incidental glimpses of Australian school life, of the 
steps in the educational development of this other and later colony 
of Great Britain,· whose progress till very recently was little known 
in this country, have, for thoughtful A~ericans, a freshness and 
interest of a peculiar character, since in these pages as in a magic 
mirror, we behold another America founded by colonists from Grea,t 
Britain, and, "m1tfatis mutandis," can watch as it were glancing 
backward through a. vista of two centuries, some of the steps of 
our own development froin the coudition.of subject colonies to that 
of an Independent Nation. 

There is noticeable throughout this record of travel, a breadth of 
view and a catholicity in the kindly receptiveness of new ideas and 
methods, on the part of the author, which, if it be but a character
istic common to the people of Aus~ralia, presages great things for 
the future of that people; and, certainly, whether it be a national 
trait, ora personal . quality, adds charm and value to this record. 

In so far as this book treats of the topics included in the present 
Report it forms an admirable supplement to the detailed statements 
here given, and I am glad of this opportunity to call attention len 
advance to a work which can hardly fail to greatly interest all those 
American educators who care for the common schools of the people. 
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AN IMPORTANT MEETING OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATORS HELD IN 

BosToN APRIL 8TH TO liTH, 1891. 

The rapid growth, importance, and extent of the present move
ment for Industrial Training in Schools was strikingly shown by 
the success of the first "Conference on Manual Training,. recently 
held at the English High School building in Boston, Massachusetts, 
under the direction of "The New England Conference of Educa
tional Workers." 

This conference was attended by representative Educators from 
all parts of the country. Papers relating· to the Yarious vhases of 
Industrial Training, were read and discussell at each session of the 
Conference, which was opened on We<lnesday evening April 8th, 
1891, and closed on Saturday April 11th. 

The many rooms of the great building were filled withthe Exhi
bitions of pupils' work, sent from both special and public schools of 
the City and from the schools of neighbol'ing towns; while vari
ous institutions and public schools in other States contribut.ed 
largely. Each day, classes of pupils at work under the direction of 
their teacher, wel'e open for the inspection of the public. ~here 

were five such classes, comprising work in "Sloyd" Mr. Gustaf 
Larsson, Teacher, pupils from Brimmer School, Boston. "Light 
Wood Work," Mr. E. Schwartz, Teacher, pupils from Comii1s 
School, Boston. "Joinery," Mr. ~· F . Eddy, Teacher, classes in 
turn on different days composed of Boys from Eliot School, Boston, 
from Somerville, from East Boston. "Cooking," Miss Barrows and 
Alice Little, Teachers. The Girls in these classes came in turn 
from Chelsea, Somerville, H.ancock School, Boston; and from Brook
line. "Sewing," Miss C. M. Coffin, Miss M. L. Boyd, and Miss C. 
F. Johnson, Teachers. Girls in turn from Somerville a1;1d from 
Brookline. 

The Exhibition comprised specimens of pupils'. work in Sewing, 
Drawing, Kindergarten and Manual Training. Manual Training 
wor~ was sent from WPmington, Delaware; Philadelphia; Pratt 
Institute, Brooklyn, New York; Montclair, New Jersey; Schools of 
Washington, D. C.; Chicago Manual Training School and from the 
Ma.ssadhusetts Institute of Technology. 

This conference thus gave to the public the opportunity to listen 
to the theories of the advocates of thfl new methods; to see the 
pupils at work .in the various occupations and to examine in the 
collections on view, the results of their work; and thereby furnished 
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opportunity for a very complete study hy the eommunity of the 
claims, practit:e aud results of the new methods. 

The first session of the conference, on Wednesday evening was 
opened by Superintendent Seaver of Boston, chairman of the execu
tive committee, who introduced as the presiding officer of the even
ing Dr. Eliot, a former Superintendent of the schools of Boston. 
The Governor of the State, and the President of Harvard University, 
gave addresses, followed by Superintendent W. B. Powell, of Wash
ington, D. C., and others. Governor Russell justified his own 
knowledge and interest in the movement by stating that it had 
been his good fort.une to be chosen one of a committee to establish a 
course of instruction for the Manual Training School of Cambridge, 
Massachusetts,-tbe generous gift of Mr. Rindge to the community
and afterwards to manage and control it. This school was founded 
for the benefit of the children of the poor rather than of the well to 
do. The Governor stated that the results of the training given in 
this school bad led him to suggest to the Legislature, in his Inaugu
ral address, that the time had now come when such training should 
be made a part of the public school system, not compulsory but 
optional to the pupil, and he expressed the op4lion that this would 
soon be done. 

General li'rancis A. Walker, President of the Institute of Tech
nology, whose interest in this movement has been long shown was 
the President of the Conference. 

The list of speakers with their topics, and the brief statement 
concerning the Association which planned and held this significant 
meeting, are taken from the official announcement made by the 
Association. Want of space prevents a fuller account of this inter- . 
esting convocation; this reference to which, given here because it is 
the latest public demonstration by the advocates of manual train
ing, and marks decided progress, must also be the final word to be 
added to this volume. 

CONFERENCE ON MANUAL TRAINING, HELD BY THE NEW IWGLAND CONFERENCE OF 

EDUCATIONAL WORKERS, EN:::LISH HIGH SCHOOL, BOSTON; APRIL 8TH, 9TH, 10TH, 

AND 11TH, 1891. 

PROGRAMME: 

Wednesday, Ap1•il 6th, !891-Evening. 

8:00. Addresses by Th:. Samuel Eliot ; His Excellency, Gov. Russell; Chas. W 
Eliot, President Harvarcl University; Mr. 'Vm. H. Lincoln, Hon. C. T. Gallagher, 
Gen. Francis A. Walker, and others interested iu manual training. 
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Thm·sclay, April 9f.h-Jiforning. 

Introductory Address; Gen. Francis Walker, Pre~;ident of the Confei·ence. 
10:00. Manual Training as an Inspiration to· Mental Development, Prof. R. H. 

Richards, Ma.ssachusetts Institute of Technology. Discui!Sion. 
11 :00. The Relation of Bloyd to Gymnastics, Dr. C. J . Enebuske, Director of the 

Boston Normal School of Gymnastics. Discussion. 
11:30. The Educational Value of Manual Training in the Public Schools, Prof. 

Felix Adler, New York. Discu.ssion. 

Afternoon. 

8:00. The Kindergarten and the Public School, Prof. Edmund J . James, Uni
versity of Pennsylvania. Discu.ssion. 

4:00. The Kindergarten in Relation to Manual Training, Miss Laura Fisher, 
teacher of Kindergarten methods, Boston Normal School. DiscuBSion. 

Friday, April 10th-Morning. 

10:00. Art Education in the Public Schools, James McAlister, President Drexel 
Institute, Philadelphia. Discussion. 

11:00. The Language of Form, Prof. Charles W. Lamed, United States Military 
Academy, West Point. Discu.ssion. 

· Afternoon. 

3:00. Seven Years of Manual Training, H . H. Belfield, Director of the Chicago 
Manual Training School. 

The Observed Results of Manual Training, Prof. W. S. Chapin, Harvard Uni
versity~ 

Means and Methods in Manual Training, C. R. Richards, Director of Mechanic 
.AI·ts Department, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn. 

An account of the Manual Training Work in Springfield, George B. Knbon, Di

rector of Manual Training School, Springfield, Massachusetts. 
Manual Exercises, an Important Auxiliary in the Formation of Correct Intel

lectual Habits, Daniel W. Jones, Master of the Lowell School, Boston. DiscuBSion. 

Saturday, April 11th. 

10:00. The Value of Edue&:tion Relatively to the Consumption of Wealth, Prof. 
Simon N. Patten, University of Pennsylvania. 

11:00. Origin of Mechanic Art Teaching, Its Introduction into thisCountry,~Prof. 
J.D. Runkle, Ma.ssachusetts Institute of Technology. 

THE NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE OF EDUCATIONAL WORKERS is an aBBOCiation 
to promote the highest ends of education by securing the complete and harmonious 
development of. all the human faculties through self-activity in observation, thought, 
and expreBBion. 
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To this end the A.saociation proposes to unify the various departments of educa
tional work from tbe.kindergarten upward; to study the fundamental principles of 
education; to organize such a system as sball harmonize methods of instruction and 
training, and make them more e1Iect.ive in public and private schools . 

.Any person of good moral standing, and interested in the objects of the Associ

ation, is ~ligible to membership. 

ORGANIZATION. 

Committee on General.Education.-Gen. Francie A. Walker, Chainnan. 
Committee on Kindergarten.-Mise Leliah B. Pingree, Chairman. 
Committee on Form Study, Drawing, and Color.-Henry T. Ra.iley, Chairman. 
Committee on Elementary Seienee.-Henry L. Clapp, Cha.innan. 
Comntittee on Manual Training.-Edwin P. Seaver, Chairman. 
Ccmi:rrtittee on Membership. -John 0. Norrie, Chairman. 
Edwin P. Seaver, Chairman Executive Committee; John 0. Norrie, Secretary; 

C. E. Meleney, Trea.eurer. 

ORDER OF THE CHAPTERS AND APPENDICES. 

This volume of the present Report, consists of an Introduction, and 
twenty chapters of varying lengths, followed by a series of nine 
Appendices (I to Q inclusive). An exhaustive analytic table of con
tents of the chapters, with a list of the titles of all the papers in 
the Appendices, precede the " Introduction; " and a concise topical 
index closes the volume. These aids, with the numerous cross 
heads, and the running page titles, will, it is hoped, so facilitate the 
use of this large book of reference as to render its varied contents 
readily accessible to the reader. 

The first chapter opens with an argument to show that Industrial 
Art Drawing is the logical basis of both Artistic and Industrial 
Training-that the elementary steps are the same, and that the 
divergence should come when the pupil elects to devote himself to 
either specialty. The main object of the present Report is stated to 
be the development of artistic knowledge and of Art Industries. 
The development in the community of a love for beauty, is urged, 
and examples of how this may be promoted in schools are given. 
The Boston Girl's High School collection of casts, is noted; and the 
fact stated that, in England, tHis preced~nt has been followed and an 
association for placing art objects in schools organized. The noble 
memorial window of stained glass, placed in the State Normal School 
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building at .Albany, is described .. In Chapter ll, the beginnings of 
th~ demand for Industrial Education in schools a~e set·forlh; and it 
is showJJ. ~ow early the Industrial side of the new Industrial Art 
movement began to appear, by the ins~ance of the " Whittling 
School" of the Hollis Street Church, in Boston, which was opened 
in 1871~ 

Incidentally, in a concise history of the development of Boston 
public schools, the existence of a constant purpose to adapt these 
schools to the changjng needs of the people is shown. 

As early as 1883, Superintendent Seaver, of Boston, urges the 
establishing, by the city, of a public Manual Training Schoofafter 
the model of Professor Woodward's school at St. Louis. 

Extracts from an address in 1883, by Hon. William Walter Phelps, 
· illustrate the different ideas as to public schools which then prevailed 
in New Jersey, and in Massachusetts. An English writer gives the 
historical lineage of the Massachusetts public schools, and traces 
the sources of the high ideals of New England educators. 
· In Chapter III, the readiness of American educators to recognize 
defects in school methods and to welcome promising experiments, is 
recorded. To Prof. M.A. Newell, the distinguished State Superin
tendent of Education in Maryland, the credit of making, when presi
dent of the National Education Association, in Louisville, in 1877, 
and again in Philadelphia, in 1879, one of the earliest and ablest argu
ments for the new movement looking to some form of industrial 
training in all public schools, and especially to the opening of public 
Manual Training High Schools, is accorded. A referertce follows to 
the account of. the remarkable experiments of Mr. Charles Godfrey 
Leland, in the 'art training of children in Philadelphia, as given in 
Appendix "K." The chapter closes with an appeal for the artistic 
training of the manufacturing workers of America. 

Chapter IV opens with the statement that it is written three years 
later than the chapters which precede it, and recognizes the rapid 
progress of the new industrial movement, which enforces a change 
in the plan of the preseut vol'?-me. It treats of the new departure in 
education in public schools, dating from 1870, and ends with the 
plan of the chapters to follow on Industrial Education. 

Chapter V remarks upo!l the very general interest taken by the 
community at large in this movement for industrial tr.aining, and 
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traces the cau~es back a half century to the beginning of the wonder
ful revelations of science, and the opening of the earliest schools for 
givi~g education in science; shows the difference between the old
time labor schools which were foredoomed to failure, and the present 
laboratory methods of the ~ew education, in the introduction of 
which, following the lead of the elder Silliman at Yale, Agassiz in 
Cambridge, and Newell in Baltimore, were the precursors. 

Chapter VI treats of Kindergarten and Manual Training Schools, 
both experiments, but both based on scientific methods of teaching. 
A recognition of the right of every child to a free public education is 
seen to be rapidly extending. 

In Chapter VII, a general view of the proposed Industrial Educa
tion is taken, with a considerat~on of the limits to be assigned to free 
public education; need of clear definitions stated; reasons why cer
tain forms of industrial training formerly given at home must now 
be given in school, if at all; arguments for giving such training in 
school. 

Chaptei· VIII is given to au attempt to analyze and define the term 
" Industrial Education." 

Chapter IX sh6ws how the directionand amount of Industrial Train
ing given in different schools must be modified by their conditions and 
surroundings;-thatsome knowledgeof common industries isdesira
ble ·for all; treats of city schools and rural schools; and shows that the 
public free Manual Training School must, in the nature of the case, 
differ from its prototype the private pay Manual Training School. 
The chapter closes with this question: "How can the boy graduate of 
the Manual Training School enter the actual workshop in the face 
of existing obstacles ?" This is a practical question demanding 
solution. 

In Chapter X , the growing necessity for some form of industrial 
training for American youth, unless Americans are willing to abandon 
to foreign immigrants all mechanical and artistic employments, is.set 
forth. The chapter closes with announcing that accounts by educa
tors, of the experiments in intrOclucing the new methods in various 
places, are to be given in the chapters which follow. 

Chapter XI introduces the account of the experiments in various 
States, and cities, and briefly recites the origin of the movement. 

Chapters XII to XV inclusive, contain accounts of experiments ' in 
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introducing various forms of industrial education in public schools, 
beginning with a histocy of the experiment in the city of Washing
ton, D. C., followed by similar accounts of those undertaken in the 
New England States, _the Middle States, and the Western-States, a 
chapter being assigned· to each section. . 

Chapter_ XVI, School Exhibitions. 
Chapter XVII treats of the New Edt;wation :Associations and their 

relations to Public Schools. .. . . 

Chapter XVIII is given to Manual Training Schools as a part of 
the public school system, and contains fl.n account of the schools 
thus far established, beginning with the first free public Man\1al 
Training School established in the country, "the Baltimore Manual 
Training School." Reference is made to -the incorporated private 
Manual Training Schools, the accounts of which will be given in Part 
III of this Report in connection with t~e institutions of Technical 
Training. 

Oha.pter XIX is given to an account of the adoption of technical 
Manual Training in Girard College. 

/ . . 
Chapter XX closes the volume proper with an account of the Free 

' ' 
Kindergarten and Workingman's Schools, under the auspices of the 
Society for Ethical Culture in New York City; and is a description, 
in detail, of the experiments initiated by Professor Adler. 

CONTENTS .AND .ARRANGEMENT OF THE APPENDICES. 

The Appendices, which fill more than half the volume, follow; 
these contain material, derived from American and foreign sources, 
relatin~ to the topics treated in the body of the book; each volume 
of this. Report being bound up With the Appendices which relate to, 
and supplement its contents. 

A general introduction by the editor prefaces these Appendices, 
and each paper has, ~fit is thought desirable, its own special intro
duction, so that little of explanation seems here called for. Each 
Appendix contains a number of papers, the titles of which are given 
in the table of contents which precedes it. These titles number in 
all one hundred and twenty-five; the sum is suggestive of the scope, 
variety, and comprehensive character of the present volume. Cross
heads whenever found convenient are inserted by the editor, if not 
found in the paper, as are also t:he running page titles of subjects 
treated; the prime obje0t being to make each article, aud every page 
of this large volume, as conveniently accessible as pos~:~ll?le. X.Il thf\ 
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arrangement of the Appendices, a logical order of succession is sought; 
the arguments in favor of the free public schools, for example, com
ing first; since the existence of such schools must precede any pro
posed changes in the studies taught in them. 

Appendix "I," the first of this volume, comvrises papers relating 
to the theory and purpose of the American Free Public Schools. 
Copious extracts are given in the opening paper from the remark
able series of reports made by Horace Mann, during the twelve 
years in which he was Secretary of the State Board of Education of 
Massachusetts. As these reports are out of print and, therefore, 
practically inaccessible to the public, it was felt that no better 
service could be rendered to the educators of to-day than to reprint 
the unanswerable arguments of this great pioneer and apostle of the 
common schools of America. The papers which follow all relate 
to the free public schools. 

The principle th~t free public schools are essential in a free 
republic, having been thus formulated; the next Appendix is given 
to a consideration of the most elementary of these schools, so as to 
begin at the beginning, as it were. 

Appendix "J," is accordingly made up of papers relating to ths 
Kindergarten, and its in~uence upon artistic industries; and opens. 
\vith a reprint of Miss Elizabeth Peabody's edition of Cardinal 
Wiseman's famous discourse on ·'The identification of the artisan 
and artist;" or, in the Cardinal's words, " The Relation or Connec
tion Between the Arts of Production and the Arts of Design." 
Papers by Miss Emma Marwedel, a well-known Kindergartner; and 
reports of European and American conferences of educators con-· 
cerning Kindergarten, follow. 

Appendix "K," is made up of miscellaneous papers, mostly refer-. 
ring to artistic training and environment, and relates especially to 
those chapters ~vhich were in type before this volume was given up. 
to Industrial Education as divorced from the art idea. The very 
interesting experiments by Mr. Leland, in the art training of young 
children, are here described. Accounts are given of the artistic 
school surroui}dings of certain schools in France, anc.l in England, 
which will be found of interest to all who believe in the possibility 
of the resthetic culture of school children. 

The succeeding five Appendices, " L " to " P" inclusive, are en
tirely given to matters relating to Industrial Education. 

ART-VOL 2--X 
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.Appendix "L," consists of fifteen separate papers showing vari- · 
o~s phases of Industrial Education in relation ~o Public Schools; as 
set forth by . .A.merican educators, in papers, addresses, discussions, 
and conferences. .A body of most interesting materiaL 

I 

Paper IX, of this. Appendix, contains a very full account of the 
Swedish Slojd movement, compiled by the editor of this Report from 
various authorized publications. 

Appendix" M," is historical, and is made up of papers showing 
the. origin and development of the Industrial movement in this 
cou]ltry, from 187.2 to 1889; with a brief summary of European 
experiments, made by Mrs. Paddock, in her' ' paper entitled "Indus
trial and Technical Trainirig." 

Appendix "N," contains papers by leading English educators, and 
officials, showing what has bet;}n done in England towards Industrial . 
Education, . These will be found of g,reat ihterest. 

Appendix · "0," relates to the Industrial Training of girls and 
women, in some ' European countries; and to Manual Training in 
France. 

Appendix ." P," is made up of extracts from official reports as to 
the status of Industrial Education in several American cities. In 
some instances the histories begun in the body of this volume are 
here brought down to a later date. 

In Appendix "Q," the final Appendix of this volume, the theme 
of the first volume of this Report recurs, iu. the collection here made 
of papers rel~ting to drawing in · public schools. By a perusal of 
these papal's, especially of the reports of the meetings of the In
dustrial Art Teachers of Massachusetts, it will be seen that, however 
much the ideals of Industrial Art drawing may have suffered in the 

..... increased attention absorbed by the Industrial movement, there is 
yet a remnant who believe in the value of beauty, and in the devel
opment of the resthetic faculties; though there is, alas, even in this 
Appendix, abundant proof of the decadence of the Art ideals, on 
the part of the majority of those interested in Industrial Education. 
The final article, by Dr. Harris, strikes a clear note calling the 
lovers of Art back to their original fealty! May it .be heard and 
heeded by all educators ! 

In the first ten chapters of this volume,-which precede the-chap
ters containing the historical accounts of experiments in introducing 
some form of industrial training in various towns and cities, and in 
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the opening of Public Manual Traini_ng High Schools,-an attempt 
h~ been made to consid~r suggestively the questions ~ai$ed . in all 
their relations; to set forth the substantial causes which underlie 
this movement, and to show that education, in all its varying forms 
and phases, is; of necessity, always education of the·intellect,-that 
the governing mind of man must direct even his muscular action; 
to suggest, further, that these new methods cannot supersede, but 
can only re-enforce the proved methods of education, . and must, 
.eventually, take their true relative position among the many ap· 
pr<;>ved· m~ans at the command of educators. 

Through all these considerations the desirability that the art ele
ment shall be d!(veloped as fully as possible, that the advance in this 
l'espect whlch was gained when the Walter Smith system of draw-

. · ing w~n success, not only in Massachusetts, but in so many places. 
besides, shall not be lost through the careless.ness, indifference, or 
ignorance of the Manual Training School advocates, is kept ever . 
in view. While much space is given to the consideration of this 
<},uestion of the general introduction of the Manual ·Training High 
Schools as a recognized class of schools in all public school systems, 
.and to a record of such experiments in introducing these schools as 
have been made in different places; yet it needs to be borne in mind 
that these particular schools are but a single feature of the pro
posed changes in tlie methods to be adopted in the public schools.' 
Intended only for boys of fourteen years of age; and older, they 
can, in any event, reach but a very small minority of public school 

. children. Regarded as special schools giving instruction in the 
mechanical use of tools, the attention given in them to the .practical 
ani!. mechanical features of drawing is perfectly legitimate; though 
it is believed that the artistic features may, also, profitably be taught 
in them. 

The culture of the resthetic faculties of' the child should begin in 
the. Kindergarten, and be conthiued through all the years of school 
life; and it is to be hoped that the advocates of Industrial Art Draw
ing, and all who desire the art culture of the children, will realize 
that if in the Manual Training Schools only a single feature of 
<lrawing is taught, this need not in any way prevent, or lessen, the 
attention to be given to the resthetic training of the pupils in the 
other schools. 
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. THE SCOPE OF THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION MOVEMENT. 

The Jndustrial Education Movement is far more wide embracing 
in its scope, than ~ou.ld be implietl'by the present prominence of the 
Manual Training School feature; it includes the girls, as well as the 
boys; it considers the needs of children in the remote co;_ntry schools,. 
no less than the wants of those in the crowded cities; it is busy with 
the problem of a logical system of training, beginning with the Kin
dergarten and ending only with th~ High Schools. It is a vital move
ment fuTI. 'of interest and of enthusiasm, and has drawn to its support 
wide-awake educators all over the land. It has also aroused great 
interest on the part of th~ public, and some outspoken advocates, 
hiexperienced in-the practical work of education, have in their enthu
siasm, made many statements in regard to existing meth6ds of edu-
cation which ·are fairly open to criticism. ~ 

The questions which have thus arisen during the preparation of 
this volume have been here seriously considered and frankly stated, 
and are submitted 'With all due· deference to the· thoughtful consider
ation of American educators. 

As in the Appendices to the previous volume, so in these to this, 
authorities have been collated from every available source; and the 
anvocates and opponents, in the discussions incident to t his move
ment, have been allowed to present their own statements. 
' It is hoped that in this mass of material, gathe~ed from European 
a.nd American sources, those interested in the topics discussed will 
:find something of value conveniently accessible; and that, from all 
these conf.l.icting views and as a result of the many experiments herein 

. recorded, much of practical value will enstie to the advantage of the 
F ree Public Schools of America, on whose well being depends the 
safety and hope of the Republic. 



CHAPTER I. 

INDUSTRIAL ART DRAWING THE BASIS OF ARTISTIC AND INDUS
TRIAL EDUCATION. 

The movement for Industrial. Education largely due to dissatisfaction with public 
school training-Industrial art drawing characterized-The main object of the 
efforts recorded in this Report are to develop artistic knowledge and art ind~
tries-A tendency noticeable in the various women's industrial art associations to 
develop in the direction of Art-Difficulties of classification-How art may in
fluence and gladden school life illustrated- Growing recognition of the beautiful 
in nature and art-The placing the collection of antique casts in the Girls' High 
School, Boston-The ease with which appreciation of the beautiful and t~1e sim
ple elements of correct taste may be fostered in the school room- The English 
pattern after the Boston precedent, and organize an association for adorning 
school rooms with art objects-The placing by the Alumni of a memorial window 
of stained glass in the State Normal School building at Albany, New York. 

TWO PHASES OF THE EARLY MOVEMENT FOR A REFORM IN PUBLIC 

SCHOOL METHODS. 

The movement which found its most positive expression in the 
calling of Walter Smith to Boston, and which has been recorded ail 
such length in the pages of the preceding volume, was by no means 
limited to the instrumentalities whose history is therein recited any 
more than it was confined within the borders of Massachusetts. 

In many ways, by various methods, and in numerous places a 
general dissatisfaction with the training given in the public schools· 
was shown; while the in·stinct, on the one hand, for a so-cftlled prac
tical training, and, on the other, t he desire that some knowledge of 
art should be imparted, and some gratification of the instinctive lova 
of beauty afforded to the cliild during its most susceptible yea-rs, 
found expression. 

These two desires seem at first, especially if looked at from the 
standpoint of one ignorant of the meaning of the term, or of ti1e 
methods of "industrial art training," as diametrically opposite, if 
not antagonistic; but the patient reader who has followed the account 
of the development of this new study in the public school system of 
Massachusetts will, it is to be hoped, have come to a recognition tha.t 
this apparent antagonism need be but apparent; though it must not 
be forgotten that it could easily degenerate into very active and de
structive antagonism if, in any community, the demand for practical 
industrial education in the elementary public schools should be 
directed and controlled by ignorant zealots. 

A~T,VOL. 2--1 
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DRAWING .A. COMMON BOND OF UNION. 

That a progressive system of drawing, adapted to the various 
grades of the public schools, is competent to include, develop, and 
harmonize both these purposes has been, we may perhaps be per

·mitted to assume, demonstrated by the experience of Massachusetts, 
as hereinbefore recorded. Thorough kp.owledge of drawing, as we 
'have seen, is the basis of all scientific industrial development, and, 
as well, of all the arts of design. This mastery of drawing is essen
.tial, on the one hand, to the engineer, the machinist, the carpenter, 
the blacksmith, the workers in metal, and the weavers of textiles; 
and, on the otb.er, to the masters of those arts of expression wherein 
the poets embody their highest conceptions, their choicest fancies, 
for the ennobling and delectation of mankind; for drawing is t.he 
willing hand-maid of the goldsmith, the sculptor, the painter, the 
architect. 

Nor should it be forgotten that throughout the preceding volume 
'the main argument has been upon the methods to be adopted in the 

. elementary education of a people to best fit them to become intelli
gent lovers of Art, and skilled ptoducers inartistic industries; for it 
is the development of art workers, not mere "hewers of wood and 
drawers of water," that the new education herein urged is designed 
to promote. If this fact is kept steadily in view, and the truth that 
the basis of this artistic training lies in such industrial art drawing 
as it is here shown has been and can be taught in all public schools, 
is not forgotten; it will enable the educators· and the public to pre
serve their equanimity in the midst of whatever excitement may be 
aroused by the urgent and angry demand for the teaching of practi
cal mechanics in the infant schools. What these impatient, so-called 
"practical" people desire, will not in any event be hindered, but 
will rather be helped by all such training in the knowledge and 
practice of drawing as can be taught in all the schools. 

STRICT CLASSIFICATION IMPOSSIBLE. 

But it is not my purpose at this time, to discuss these questions 
further than to show that with advanced scholars, and especially 
after the school age has been passed, the subject of further training 
naturally divides itself into those courses which look to the technical 
training of engineers and workers in the scientific industries; or, 
into those which look either simply to the acquisition of the litera· 
ture of the Fine Arts, or to their practice. In some cases these 
courses of study of necessity overlap, and it becomes a question as 
to whether a certain school OL' institution should be catalogued on 
the industrial or the artistic side. Some professions, notably t hat of 

·Architecture, so blend constructive with artistic requirements t.hat 
they might properly be cited under either head. To the famovs 
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question, "Under which king; Bezonian?" they could truthf~lly re
spond, "Under both!"-for the true architect is builder no less tb,an 
artist. 

The several women's art associations in the various cities and towns, 
known under different titles, in some cases incline more to industrial, 
in others more to artistic development, though happily the tendency 
seems ever towards a truer and higher art; while the attention given 
to art subjects in the various colleges and universities ranges from 
an absolute ignoring of the whole subject by some institutions, through 
a course of training in the mere scholastic history of .Art by others, 
to the furnishing of every fiwility for practical training in all the Fine 
.Arts by a very few. 

For these reasons it has been found quite impossible to arrange 
every institution herein recorued, with absolute precision; though the 

. general plan of devoting the first part of this Report to the subject 
of the public schools and to accounts of the further industrial and 
technical training provided in the United States, and to group the 
institutions specifically devoted to the .Fine .Arts in the latter part, 
is adhered to, so far as it·has proved practicable. 

The delays that have occurred to the publication of this work have 
in themselves necessitated many changes, and it is feared may result 
in some disappointment on the part of those who so kindly furnished 
valuable information in the earlier years of its prep~ration. .All his
torical matter has been retained so far as possible, but local and scat
tered city or town evening drawing-schools, or experiments in the 
new study in different State normal schools, or other educational in
stitutions, very important, at the time, as indices of progress in the 
adoption of the new idea, have lost their relative importance by the 
very general development of similar efforts ; thus material collected 
with much pains, has been forced to give place to that which records 
later developments ; so that in these instances, as has often happened 
in the promulgation of new ideas, the very success of their efforts 
obscures the work of the pioneers and first promoters. 

A NO'l'ABLE ART MOVEMENT. 

As an instance of a successful attempt to add an element of artistic 
beauty to school life, the placing a carefully selected series of casts 
in the hall of the Girls' Normal and High School building in West 

· Newton street, Boston, in 1870, may be cited. 
The suggestion was made some two years before by a member of 

the educational committee of the .American Social Science Associa
tion, and by them approved, "as a simple but efficient means of in
troducing an resthetic element into the educational system of the 
United States." With the concurrence of the school committee and 
the architect, who arra.nged t.he hall of the new building with refer
.ence to this purpose, the plan was successfully carried out. 
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Th·e expense was met by private subscription. The casts, in.addi· 
tion to most of those of the frieze of the Parthenon, t).rranged as a 
frieze of the hall-( at that time there were but one or two complete 
sets of these casts of the frieze in the United States)-comprised ten 
statues. Among these were " The Venus of Milo," "The Demos
thanes," "The Diana of Gabii," and the "Pudicita" of the Vatican, 
and eleven antique busts, which were placed in position around the 
hall. These casts were bought in London, Paris, Rome, and Boston, 
and the total cost of purchase, importation, etc., was a little more 
than $1,500. 

The above facts are given in a little pamphlet of ten pages, pub
lished by Houghton & Co. in 1871, for the American Social Science 
Association, in which is a brief description ·of each of the casts, with 
particulars of their cost and where they were to be had. An additional 
list is given of some thirty-six other casts, "equally suitable for 

. educational purposes." 
When it is remembered that the Boston Museum of Fine Arts was 

only incorporated in 1870, and that its collections were not open to 
the public till some years later, so that, aside from the few casts of 
antique sculpture possessed by the Athenamm, there was then no 
similar collection accessible to the people of Boston ; the significance 
of thus establishing, at this time, a museum of ancient statuary in a 

· public school for girls may, perhaps, be appreciated. 
The casts and paintings in the Art Gallery of Vassar College, 

Poughkeepsie, N.Y., the few modern paintings, and the r ecent acqui~ 
sition of the admirably chosen collection o_f casts of antique and 
medireval sculpture which now crowd the rooms and corridors of 
Hillye:r Hall, the new art building of Smith College, Northampton, 
Mass., show that the value of Art and of art know ledge, as an element 
of culture and a desirable adjunct in the higher education of women, 
is at last, to some extent, appreciated. 

It is an interesting example of the working of the American system 
of free public schools, that such a movement for adding some knowl
edge of art to the curriculum of study, and of further surrounding 
the school life of the pupils with the adornment of the casts of such 
famous examples of the art of the ancients, should thus have been 
inaugurate(! in a girls' public school in Boston. 

That such a project was · initiated by one individual, and catTied 
out by the voluntary co-operation of several like minded public 
spirited citizens, furth~r illustrates how, in the American system, 
spontaneous private liberality and organized public effort, strengthen 
and complement each other. 

J'OSSIBIL.ITIES FOR ART TRAINING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS SUGGESTED. 

Of course, few public school buildings are likely to be provided 
with such extensive or costly art collections, nor, with the present 
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mt'lltiplication of public art museums in the larger cities and towns, 
is it perhaps desirable that they should be; but the placing of one or 
more of such examples of the beauty of. antique art in the general pub
lic room of the school building, or in the several school rooms, where 
all can see them, with the use a wise teacher can make of such ob
jects, if it were only in illustration of references in English litera-
ture, is still for countless reasons desirable, and, as a matter of fact, 
has become not uncommon. 

If the school officials and tax payers realized the worth of such 
attractive additions to the school building and rooms, owing to their 
influence in substituting in the minds of the scholars the impulse to 
preserve in place of the instinct to destroy, they would hardly hesi
tate to incur, when erecting the spacious costly school buildings, 
which are so rapidly coming to be a marked architectural featme in 
all thriving American towns and cities, the small additional cost re
quired to add, at least, a few examples of art works; if only enough 
to suggest to the scholars the idea that they themselves should con
tribute to increase the number of these attractions. The small pay
ment for these articles might well be justified as an insurance against 
injury, just as the fire premium is an insurance against destruction, 
and so be approved; even by those who care nothing for the educa
tional or resthetic influence of art objects. In any complete view of 
education, however, such articles will be seen to be just as essential 
a part of the material to be provided for the school room, as are now the 
blackboards, maps, globes, charts, dictionaries, and drawing models. 
B).lt it is" a far cry to Loch Awe," and there are few places, even of 
those in which there is now no hesitancy fu expending t en,. twenty, or 
fifty thousand dollars upon a school building, where the building 
committee would venture to include, among the iten1s for "furni-

• tm·e and fixtures," a bill of $200 to $300 for art objects; though ten 
times that amount would be unquestioned if paid for so-called orna
mental work on the exterior of the building, which, in many in
stances, would better have been omitted. The procuring such art 
examples must probably, for a long time, be left to the private action 
of teachers and scholars or to some few such enthusiastic ad lovers 
as were those of Boston ; it may be otherwise when one or two gene
rations of children, who have been thoroughly trained at school in 
industrial art drawing, shall have grown up and taken their places 
as active members of the community. 

WHAT CAN BE DONE BY THE SCHOLARS THEMSELVES. 

Meantime, 111uch can be accomplished by the voluntary co-opera
tion of the scholars with very small individual expenditure! If, for 
example, in the higher grade schools successive classes of students 
should each as they graduate leave, as a class memorial, some addi
tion to the art possessions of the school,-a cast of antique bust or 
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statue, or a fine heiiotype, autotype, photogravure, engraving, or 
etching, the school would, in the course of a very few years, have 
acquired an interesting collection of more or less intrinsic value ; 
but if a plan for such a collection were to be carefully and intelli
gently thought out in advance and generally Un.derstood, in accord
ance with which the several classes should select their annual gifts, 
the aggregate collection would be vastly increased in value by being 
harmonious and purposeful. Nor would the preparation of such a 
plan for a desirable art collection for a given school, or class room, 
be very difficult. The studies and the age of the pupils would be 
the modifying circumstances which would indicate the character of 
the collection to be formed. This collection might readily subserve 
several distinct purposes. First, as increasing the attractiveness of 
the room and so unconsciously educating the ::esthetic nature of the 
pupils; second, in illustrating the history of Art, and, lastly,. in 
illuminating the studies of Mythology, History and Literature. In 
elementary and infant schools such utility of graphic and artistic 
illustrations of the subjects to be .taught, is very generally appre
ciated and adopted, beginning with the picture alphabets. · 

While many might readily admit the educational value of such an 
art collection· as was procured for the Boston girls' school, yet the 
extent and cost of so important a collection of statuary might very 
readily tend to discourage any attempt to follow that example ; so 
that it seems advisable to suggest that very much that is desirable 
in the direction there pointed out can be accomplished with small 
expenditure; just as those casts are the cheap substitutes and rep
resentatives of their priceless antique marble originals, so the several 
comparatively inexpensive photographic processes may serve a like 
purpose. Fortunately a knowledge of the cost of a work of art is by 
no means the essential or predominant element requisite for the ap- . 
. preciation of its beauty; in the enjoyment of which the "seeing 
eye" is of far more importance. With very slight expenditure of 
money the school house and the class room can be given the added 
attractiveness of artistic surroundings. In this connection one or 
two charming instances of successful school-room adornment which 
have come under the writer's observation may be mentioned. Doubt
less there are many similar instances throughout the country ; cer
tainly there is no reason why there should not be, for what has been 
done in these instances can as r eadily be done elsewhere ; if not all 
at once, certainly within a few years by annual additions of artistic 
articles as just now suggested. 

EXAMPLES OF ART IN SCHOOL-ROOMS. 

In the ·long halls of the High School building in the city of Wash
ington, D. C., are hung a ·series of views of the famous buildings of 
the world, simply and neatly framed, which were given to the school 
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by the pupils, and which serve a.t 011ce to relieve the bareness bf the 
walls, and to convey a vivid impression of these world-famotis 
triumphs of architecture. They do something more, they give to 
the chance visitor an appreciative sense of the high character <;>f the 
school, and of the value to the community of such an influence upon 
its youth as that which has thus led the scholars to ornament, in· 
stead of to deface, the walls. They are at once the means and evi, 
deuce of increasing refinement. 

In some of the school-rooms in the Franklin building in the same 
city are seen a cast of an antique bust in a niche and choice en~ 
gravings on the walls. 

In the Maryland State Normal School building, in Baltimore, 
beautiful large engravings, handsomely framed, the gifts of a school 
literary society, give an air of culture and refinement to the main 
entrance hall, which is in harmony with the impression.received from 
the large, lofty, well-lighted school-rooms. In each of these, over 
the line of blackboards which extend all around the room just above 
the dado, are hung fine engravings; while in a niche, above the 
teachers' seat, is placed. a good cast of an antique bust. At the close 
of the school term the work of the pupils in dra,ving remains upon 
these blackboards, so that the whole of the progressive course of the 
instruction in drawing is shown at a glance, and the excellence of 
the pupils' work in chalk and colored crayons, the latter used in the 
plant analysis and in map drawing, furnishes ample proof of the . 
thoroughness of the instruction and of the facility acquired by large 
numbers of pupils; thus serving as a striking 9bject lesson of the 
success attending the introduction of this new study. The scholars' 
work on the walls, the choice engravings, the cast of the antique 
bust, the new looking, handsome desks, which one can hardly be· 
lieve to have been in use for a dozen years, all are in harmony and 
all add to the attractiveness of the school-room. 

The pupils, coming from all parts of the State, can hardly fail to 
form here an ideal of the attractive possibilitfes of a school-room, 
which shall lead them, when t hey may retnm as teachers to their 
several rural communities, to make the ::;chool-rooms over which 
they may preside attractive by like means ; and so each school-room 
and each teacher may become a center for the diffusion of a love of 
learning and of beauty. 

In short a better means for the development of the love of the beau
tiful,the cultivation of the artistic instin<:t, an<l the promotion of cul
ture, (which last is the end and aim of all high education), and, at the 
same time, one attainable at so little cost, coul<l hardly be devised 
than this happy Boston idea of thus placing a cast of some antique 
bust, or statue, or bas-relief in a place of honor in every school-room. 

The cast should be so placed, and so surrouJt<led, as to show it to 
the best advantage. This very setting of it may be made an object 
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lesson in the art of home adomment; showing how the beauty of 
things, m.~Y be enhanced or diminished by their surroundings. Such 
a work of art may be made the text for a thousand talks by the 
teacher, ('nlarging the boundary of the pupil's mental horizon; for it 
links back to all the Past of History, and is in living accord with all 
the Present of Beauty. · 

· If, in addition, the bringing of flowers, in their season, for the 
adornment of the school-room is encouraged, the means are afforded 
for very practical lessons in the tasteful arrangement of beautiful 
objects, and the ~urrounding of the school-room, whether in town or 
country, may be made inviting; so that the most neglected child, 
coming from a home bare of all such attractions, may feel something 
of that ineffable charm of beauty which inheres alike in the fleeting 
loveliness of the flower and in the enduring grace of the sculptlire. 

llODERN GROWTH OF THE LOVE OF BEAUTY IN THE UNITED STATES. 

-In this connection it may not be out of place to remark upon the 
growth in appreciation and the more open recognition of the value 

· of beauty as an element of life, which is felt and shown by .Americans 
of the present day, in contradistinction to the habits and customs of 
former generations. · 

P erhaps in nothing is this more noticeable than in the profuse use 
now made of flowers in the decoration of churches and school-rooms, 

·as well as their universal use in private life on all soc,ial occasions; 
· certain it is that .not many years since, in New England, at least, the 
placing of baskets and bouquets of flowers in the churches, and their 
use in adorning the pulpit, now so customary, would have been 
thought unworthy the serious business of the hour, if not unfitting 
the sacred character of the place. · 

The incident, just recorded, of placing the casts of antique sculpture 
in the hall of the girls' school, in the Newton Street School in Bos
ton, was, indeed, a marked instance of the appreciation of the need 
and value of the resthetic element, which had heretofore been wo
fully lacking in the common surroundings of life in .America, as well 
as in the educational systems of bhe country. It was also an indication 
of one phase of dissatisfaction resulting from this lack of beauty; as 
well as a protest against the mere literary training afforded in the 

- public schools. The contemporary movements which led on the one 
hand to the calling of Walter Smith to Boston and on the other to the 
establishment of the Boston Museum of F ine Arts, had like origin. 
But much has been written to little purpose if argument is here 
needed to 'show the comprehensive nature of Art and the common 
bond which should link artisan and artist; nor, how industrial art 
training is vital and valuable only, as it inspires the thought, while 
it trains the hand, of the laborer. 
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ENGLAND AND FRANCE DO LIKEWISE. 

Since writing the preceding account of the placing of the casts of 
antique sculpture in .the Boston Girls' High School in 1870, there
port of the Boston School Committee on Drawing and Music for 1883* 
has been received. This contains a reference to movements in France . 
and England, looking to the forming of voluntary organizations for 
similar action in the schools of those countries. 

As showing the estimate of the val~e of such school surroundings, 
by men whose judgment on matters relating to education and to art 

· is recognized as of the highest authority, this extract from the report 
of the English committee is of interest. 

It is also very interesting to note that the action of our Boston art 
lovers anticipated this movement by more than a decade. 

Before concluding this portion of our report t•elating to drawing, the committee 
wish to call the attention of the board tQ the desirable formation of an art-for
schools assooiation, like that described in a French report presented to the Minister 
of Public Instruction in 1881, by a committee formed for the decoration of school
houses ; and a sinillar report made to an English institution t·ecently formed in 
London, with Mr. John Ruskin as president , and Mr. Matthew Arnold, Sir Fred. 
Leighton, and other eminent men as vice-presidents. The object of this Associa
tion, as stated in the circular, is "to bring within the reach of boys and girls in our 
Board and other schools such a measure of Art Culture as is compatible with their 
age and studies." The English committee are of opinion that the time has atTived 
when an organized and general effort should be made in the same direction as at 
Manchester , where a committee has been appointed to remedy the deficiency of 
English school ari:angements in the means of awakening a sense of beauty and an 
interest in art. t · 

They propose, therefore-
1. To negotiate with Art publishers for the purchase of prints, photographs, etch

ings, chromo-lithographs, etc., on advantageous terms, and to supply them at the 
lowest possible price to schools. 

2. To 1·eproduce, from time to time, by one or more of the processes familiar to 
engravers and printers, carefully selected examples, likely to have a large cir
culation. 

a·. To print a descriptive catalogue and price-list of the examples whieh the com
mittee are prepared to recommend to the notice of schools. 

4. To present to schools in special cases, and as the funds of the association shall 
allow, small collections and books explanator~of them. 

5. To arrange various loan collections to be placed at the disposal of schools on 
such terms as may prove convenient. 

6. To bring together a number of examples to be exhibited in a suitable place as 
a t entative model of a standard collection. The collection to consist of (1) Pictures 
of the simplest natural objects-birds and their nests and eggs, trees, wild flowers, 
and scenes of rural life, such as town children seldom see, and country children 
often fail to enjoy consciously until their attention is specially called to them ; (2) 

*School Document No. 20-1883: Report of the Committee on Drawing and 
Music, 1883. Boston: Rockwell and Churchill, City Printers, No. 39 Arch Street. 
1883. Pp. 18. 

t For an account of what this English society does, see article entltled " Pictures 
for Schools," from the Manchester Guanlian of July 8, 1887. Appendix K. 
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Pictures of animals in friendly relation with human beings, especiaily with children ; 
(3) Pictures of the peasant a.nd artisan life of our own and foreign countries, inci
dents. of heroic adventure, etc. ; (4) Pictures of architectural works of historic or 
artistic interest ; (5) Landscapes and sea-pieces ; (6) Historical portraits ; (7) Scenes 
from history; (8) and last, but by no means least, such reproductions as are availa
ble of suitable subjects among the numerous works of the Italian, Dutch, and 
modern schools. 

The Committee, while admitting that art culture is not,one of the 
purposes of the public schools, ask the sympathy of the Board in 
their efforts to organize a similar association in Boston, on the 
ground that, aside from the incidental culture afforded by the sight 
of. such art works, they will prove of material aid to the teachers 
in many branches "as objects of reference." 

They close this topic with the following statement : 

The decoration of the exhibition ball of the Girls' High School with casts, and 
the prints hung up in certain Grammar and Primary school class-rooms, show that 
the masters and teachers are, in many cases, alive to the importance of the sub
ject, and ready to aid in any well-organized effort to promote its further develop
ment. 

It will be observed that the plan announced by the English com
mittee is very practical and comprehensive; that it includes element
ary as well as superior instruction, and· is by no means limited to 
definite teaching of Art, but proposes to make use of pictorial illus
trations with the purpose of familiarizing city and town bred 
children with country scenes, as well as to attract the attention of all 
children to direct observation .of Nature. The illustrative uses of 
graphic and pictorial representation for educational purposes are, 
indeed, almost unlimited. The Museum of the United States Bureau 
of Education possesses several very interesting series of such illu~
trations, mounted like wall maps for school use, such as are used in 
France, Switzerland, and Germany. 

These are of differing merit artistically, so me being very cheap 
chromo lithographic views, illustrating the scenery of the countries 
and the customs of the people, others being ver y artistic and ad
mi:rably adapted for their purpose; all of them having the common 
end in view of communicatmg knowledge through the eye. A 
series of French chu,rts sh owing various processes of manufactnre 
in different industries, especially those used in the making of iron 
and steel, are particularly noticeable for their artistic excellence. 
There is also a very excellent series of English charts illustrating 
physics. Our American educational publishers, who have shown 
such enterprise in the preparation of cha1·ts and the illustration lJy 
engravings of text-books, are doubtless prepared to meet all demands 
for similar illustrative charts as they may arise, though specimens of 
such American artistic a.ids to teachers are not, as yet, included in 
the collections of the Educational Museum of this Bureau. 
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In the modern system of teaching, in which the pupils are made 
to study the objects themselves rather than to simply memorize 
verbal descriptions of them, as was formerly required, there is a 
rapidly-growing demand for such graphic and pictorial illustrations. 
Many will doubtless readily recognize the value of these methods of 
education in other studies who are not yet awake to their equal effi
ciency in developing taste and artistic capabilities, or of their use in 
imparting direct knowledge of Art and of its possible applications to 
industries. 

A thorough examination of the subject will tend to convince the 
investigator that there is utility in beauty; that Art may as readily be
come the "Handmaid" of Education as of Religion; and that what
ever is added to the beauty and fitness of school surroundings w:!ll 
eventually appear in the added attractiveness of homes, so that the 
community, 'whether consciously or not, is very directly interested in 
promoting the Art attractions of the schools. 

A NOTABLE ART PROJECT. 

As illustrating the rapid development of the artistic adornment of 
school buildings, may be cited the recent instance of the New York 
State Normal School buildingatAlbany. This school was established 
in 1844. In the spring of 1883 the legislature authorized the purchase 
of a site and the erection of a new building. A desirable site was se
cured and a stately building with a frontage of 128 fe Jt, a depth of 160 
feet, and having a central court 50 by 90 feet, erected. The large 
assembly hall has a seating capacii1' of eight hundred. At a meet
ing of the .Alumni in December, 1883, attended by six hundred 
graduates, it was decided to place in the main assembly hall an 
Alumni Memorial windo·.v. 

The following extract from the circular letter of the Alumni com
mittee contained a description of the window : 

THE ALilliNI .MEMORIAL WINDOW. 

The new building for the State Normal School, of which the accompanying picture 
is a representation, is in process of erection. Located on Willett street, and front
ing on the new and lovely Washington Park, its situation is superb as its design is 
beautiful. The building, complete and furnished, will cost about $175,000. The 
large Assembly Room, the position of which is indicated by the Great Window in 
the picture, is 90 feet long, 58 feet wide, and 40 feet high. The window will be 14t 
feet wide and 82+ feet high, and will be the brgest single window in tllis country. 
This description is from Ezra. Prentice Treadwell, of Boston, Mass. , who designs ru1d 
executes it. 

The window is designed to represent the influence of education. 
The central motive, as presented in the five principal panels, is the development 

of mankind and of the arts and sciences as the result of education. 
The five divisions represent " the teacher and the scholar" (in the centra.l panel, 

the tea.cher having the idealized face of D. P. Page},* surrounded by "the painter 

* The I.Jelovetl first principal of the school, deceased in 1848. 
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and the sculptor," ' ' the poet and the musfcian," "the orator and ·the scientist," 
" the narrator and the historian." The figures are life-size ; the dignity and char
acter are given by the classic treatment of the figures and by the suggestion of the 
Academy as a ba.ckground, while the tree of knowledge, the olive, overshadows the 
group, and white doves, emblems of peace, float above them. Filling the arch over 
the group are the " marks," hieroglyphs of the early printers, as Aldus, Caxton, 
Guttenblu-g, etc., thus symbolizing books, the great means for the advance of 
education. 

As a contrast,-and recalling the Dark Ages, are the five groups forming the lower 
section of the window, representing Folly, Ignorance, anu Vice, surrounded by the 
fanatic and the warrior with their victim, the iconoclast, the ignorant and bigoted 
who martyr the saints. 

The window is to be executed in mosaic of American colored glass, all the shad
ings of color in figures, faces, and draperies being carefully painted on and burned 
in the glass, while the outline drawing will be entirely in lead. 

It will be observed that the window is to be in a" mosaic of Ameri
can colored glass," thus incidentally showing the progress in artistic 
industries in the United States; this peculiar work, now coming into 
very general use, could hardly have been obtained ten years previ
ously. 

This assembly room is to be still further adorned with life-size 
portraits of former members of the Faculty and of the executive 
committee of the Alumni. Here native art is called to its legitimate 
work of adorning the structure and also of preserving the memory 
of the dead, as is likewise seen in the grand memorial building of 
Harvard. 

The historical sketch* from which the above is taken is photo
graphically illustrated with a pl~n and elevation of the building, and 
with a view of the window, which last is very beautiful in design. 

' * 1B44-i884. A Historical Sketch of the State Normal School at Albany, N.Y., and 
a History of its Graduates for Forty Years. Albany, N. Y.: Press of Brandon & 
Barton, 1884, pp. 234. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE DEMAND FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN PUBLW SCHOOLS 
BEGINS. 

Preliminary indications-The ' ' Whittling School" in Boston, 1871-The Industrial 
School Association-Their report for 1876-1877-Schedule of progressive lessons 
in wood-working-An interesting hand-book on wood-working-Report of 
Boston school committee for 1882 in reference to the Industrial School-Mr. James 
A. Page, master of the Dwight School, reports the result of wood-working classes
Superintendent Seaver reports in 1883 on the new studies- Concise history of the 
development of Boston schools from 1821 - Constant purpose of the schools to 
meet the growing and changing needs of the people-The superintendent w-ges 
the adoption of a City Manual Training School- Address by Hon. William Walter 
Phelps, M. C. , at Paterson, N. J ., June 6, 1883- Incidental contrast afforded be
tween the Massachusetts and New Jersey ideals of the province of the public 
schools and the extent of public responsibility for the training of the citizen-An 
interesting historical statement by Rev. E. F. M. MacCarthy, M. A., an eloquent 
English educationist, of the English origin of the Massachusetts theory and sys
tem of public education. 

THE INDUSTRIAL SIDE OF THE NEW MOVEMENT EARLY SHOWN. 

This. question of how best to adapt the instruction given in the 
public schools to the needs of the p11pils, was not approached on its 
artistic side alone; the need of giving to the school children some 
training that should at least fit them for the common industries of 
life, was too imperative to be longer neglected; so, about the same 
time that this movement for procuring the casts was begun, an ex
periment, also initiated by private citizens, and which at last found 
its way into one of the public schools of Boston, the Dwight School, 
and is now being introduced in other communities, was set on foot. · 

This was an effort to meet the demand for giving a more practical 
industrial training to boys, than had befQre been attempted in the 
public schools.* 

This experiment was known as "The Whittling School," which in • 
1871 was opened in the chapel of Hollis Street Church, under the 
charge of Mr. Frank Rowell, the purpose of which was to train boys 
in the use of wood cutting tools. These two experiments, well illus
tl·ate the diverse tendencies before referred to, towards the develop-

*For accounts of various efforts to introduce instruction in several feminine indus
tries to girls, in the public schools; see pages 59-62 of a" Special Report on Industrial 
Education in the United States," issued by the United States Bureau of Education 
in 1883, where also will be found fill'ther accounts of "Technical industrial training 
for women," pages 57- 74, inclusive. 

13 
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ment of art on the one hand and towards the acquisition of mechanical 
skill on the other. The following description of the school which 
was the outcome of" The Whittling School," was published by the 
" Industrial School Association" having it in charge. Rev. Ge01·ge L. 
Chaney was the president of the a.Ssociation, which was composed of a 
number of public spirited citizens who were interested in the indus
trial problem awaiting solution in the common sehools. The report* 
was handsomely printed and was illustrated with several pages of 
photographs showing the work done by the boys. The treasurer's 
r eport shows the cost of the school as $754.48, all contributed. The 
text of the report, which follows, is given in full, as shmving the 
purposes and methods of the experiment. · The fact that in 1884 in 
several cities similar schools are being started as part of the public 
school system, lends interest to the account of this early experiment. 
The mechanical schools of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
ofW ashington University, St. Louis, and of Spring Garden Iustitute, 
Philadelphia, are developments of the same idea, standing to element
ary schools of this class as the high schools. and academies do to the 
lower public schools; while th~y are intermediate between these 
primary work schools and the higher technical machinists' and 
engineering schools, of these same institutions and of "The W or
cester County Free Institute of Industrial Science," the engineering 
courses of "Cornell," and of "illinois Industrial University," and 
the " Technical Departments" of the Agricultural Colleges and the 
Schools of Science. 

REPORT OF INDUSTRIAL SCHOOf, FOR THE SEASON 1876.:.'77.t 

In the winter of 1876-'77 the "Whittling School," which had. been carried on for 
five seasons in the chapel of Hollis Street Church, united with the Industrial 
School, conducted for two years in the Lincoln Building, and formed the school de
scribed in the following report. The friends and supporters of both schools, and 
others interested in the cause of industrial training, formed an association called 
the Industrial Education Society, and this association has developed and main
tained the school. 

Mr. Frank Rowell, of the firm of Allen & Rowell, photographers, had been the 
superintendent of the "Whittling School" from its beginning, and he generously 
consented to take charge of this school without other remuneration than the satis
faction he would take in its success: :M:essrs. J. H. Fifield and Charles B. Cox, 
practical wood-carvers, were employed to prepare the lessons and give the insttuc· 
tion. Professor Whitaker, of the Institute of Technology,. gave much valuable 
assistance in the formation of our plan, and to these gentlemen we are chiefly in
debted for its success. 

The city gave us the use of the ward-room on Church street, and there, on the 

*Account of an Industrial School in Boston for the Season 1876-'77. Press of 
George H. Ellis, No. 101 Milk street, Boston, Mass. 1877. pp. 12. 

t This report is printed because we believe that it illustrates the method to be pur
sued in industrial education. This method being understood, it can easily be used 
with other tools and other lessons.-G. L. C. 
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evenings of Tuesday and Friday of each week, from 7 to 9 o'clock, the school 
has been held. 

This room had to be prepared for its new uses. Firm work-benches were set up, 
giving each boy a space for his work 4 feet in length and 2t feet in width. Each 
bench had a vise with common wooden jaws and an iron screw, a drawer with 
lock aml key in which the tools were kept, and a gas-burner with movable arm 
Each boy was provided with a large work-apron of cotton drilling. All the benches, 
tools, and aprons. were numbered, and each boy was made accountable for' their care 
and keeping. 

Print~d rules of the school were pasted on each bench, and every precaution taken 
to secure good discipline. 

BENCH REGULATIONS. 

" 1. Be at bench at 7 o'clock, according to your number. 
"2. Do not leave your bench without permission. 
"S. Give all yom· attention to your own work. Do not notice anything that 

others are doing unless requested to do so. 
"4. Make no unnecessary noise, such as whistling, etc. 
"G. Keep yow· bench neat, and do not deface it in any way. 
"G. After\vork place all yom· tools and other equipments in your drawer, accord

ing to your number, and return the key to teacher. 
"7. Every boy will be held accountable Cor the tools placeu at his bench for his 

use, according to hi:; number." 
Thixty-two boys were admitted to the school. Their ages ranged from twelve to 

sixteen. About half of them were still atteniling the day school; the others \vere 
employed in stores or offices. They came from the Sunday-schools of tl;.e Hollis 
Street Church and the First Church, and from the Lincoln Building. Perhaps 
twelve of them had received some instruction in the use of the jig-saw and knife, 
but none of them had had any previous training in wood-carving or the use 
of the chisel. There were more applicants for admission to the school than we 
could receive. If any boy was absent two successive evenings his place was taken 
by another. A ra.nk-list was kept and }Jasted on the wall, and each boy knew how 
his work was estimated by consulting the list. A course of twenty-four lessons in 
wood-carving was prepared, with special reference to securing the greatest amount of 
inshuction with the least expenditure for toolfl and material. It was not designed 
to make finished workmen in wood-carving, but to take advantage of the natural 
inclination towards hanclicraft-the Yankee taste.for whittling which belongs to 
most boys, and to develop it and· guide it to useful applications. 

The tools used in the following lessons were the flat chisel, the gouge, and the 
veining-tool or small gouge. Smooth blocks of white-wood, 6 inches long by 2 or 3 
inches broad and H inches thick, wet·e the material worked upon. 

1. The first lesson aimed to teach the boys to out a concave chamfer around the 
block, keeping carefully within the lines drawn parallel with the edge of the block, 
and making the mitres perfect. They were also taught to keep the dip of the gouge 
even throughout. 

2. The second block .had eight corners instead of four, as in the first lesson, and 
the same manipulations were continued. 

S. The third block had curvet! corners. 
4. The fourth lesson iutrouuced flat chamfers, with ·vein-lines cutting across the 

block. 
5. In lesson fifth the vein-lines of block No. 4 were st.oppetl before coming to the 

edge. 
6. The sixth lesson introduced a pattern or ornatilent<tl figure for veining. 
7. No. 7 taught the boys to make perfect corners with vein-lines. 
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8. The shape of block was changed and a new pattern for veining given. 
9. This lesson taught how to make round ends to flutings. 
10. Finishing mitre-ends of chamfer. 
11. Fluting, with especial care in keeping dip of gouge even and making the 

mitres perfect. 
12. Carving diamOJid-point<; all around the block, and fluting. 
13. Making perfect projections around the block. 

-~~: } Flutin~, and finishing the end of flute. 

16. Same as No. 15, with change in shape of block. 
17. Making scroll:-corners. 

~~: } ~me as No. 17, with change in pattern. 

20. t Same as No. 19, with new. pattern. 
21. r . 
22. Cut corner-<:hamfer and flute. · 
23. Same as No. 22, with new pattern. 
24. Make perfect mitres, with sharp points at mitres. 
In one of these lessons cherry was substituted for white wood, but it was too hard 

for the younger bOys. It will be noticed that no specific article was 1nade in tho 
school. · The variety of manipulations and change of patterns were enough to main
t.ain_the freshness of the scholars' interest, without introducing the manufacture of 
any article of trade or commerce. 

The object of the school was not to educate cabinet -makers or artisans of any spe
cial name, but to give the boys an acquaintance with certain manipulations which 
would be·equally useful in many different trades. Inst1-uction, not construction, 
was the purpose of this school. After the blocks were finished they were placed in 
a rack on one,side of the room, and each boy's progress could be seen by consulting 
those specimens of his work. 

The blocks were prepared by the teachers before the school opened. If anoth€'r 
term of instruction could have been given the boys would have been taught to pre
pare the blocks themselves. 

Those of them who have been trained in industrial drawing in our common schools 
would be perfectly competent to zrutke their own patterns. .As an illustmtion of 
this, one of the teachers said that he took scme of the patterns from the-drawing
book of his own child, who was a scholar in one of our public schools. 

Does not this incident show the natural seque~ce ~f such a course of hand-<:ulture 
as we have been describing upon the education in drawing now prevalent in our 
common schools? One such work-school as we have descr ibed might furnish fom 
hours' instruction every week for 192 boys; or, if "evenings were added, for 288 boys. 
This is more than the number of pupils between the ages of thirteen and sixteen 
commonly found in any one grammar school. We cannot but believe that it would 
be easy to establish, in connection with all our grammar schools for boys, an annex 
for elementary instruction ia the use of the half dozen .universal tools; i.e., the 
hammer, saw, plane, chisel, file, and square. Three or four hours a week for one 
year only of the grammar-school course would be enougp. to give the boys that inti
macy with tools, and that encouragement to the inborn inclination to handicraft, 
and that guidance in its use, for want of which so many young men now drift 
into overcrowded and uncongenial occupations, or lapse into idleness or vice. 

GEO. L. CHANEY, 
FRANK ROWELL, 
,ABRAHAM FIRTH, 

(Jommittee on ReRort, 
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AN INTERESTING HAND-BOOK. 

The experience of the association in carrying on this school led 
Mr. Whitaker, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who had 
much to do with arranging the course of shop lessons, to suggest to 
the association the preparation of a manual, or hand-book, for such 
instruction. This resulted in the preparation and publication of such 
a work.* The little book itself is an object lesson on one of the many 
uses of drawing, for its admirable illustrations, showing the position 
of the body and of the hands and tools during the different mechan
ical operations, are better than many times the number of pages of 
descriptive text could have been. 

The report made by Professor William R. Ware, .chairman of the 
committee chargeq with the duty of preparing t:4e manual, is of in
terest as showing how much of thought and care may be given, and 
how many minds may unite, in the production of even so small a book 
in bulk. To this little hand-book of 100 pages no less than fourteen 
persons are recorded to have made important contributions, while 
due credit is also given to a treatise prepared by Charles Holtzopffel, 
of London, so long ago as 1835. 

As the introduction by Rev. Mr. Chaney sets forth, in brief, the 
purpose of the manual and the practicability of giving similar in
struction in connection with the public schools, it is given in full : 

INTRODUCTION. 

This book aims to give, in fourteen chapters, directions and exercises for the use 
of the Wood-working Tools. Like other text-books of its kind, it will best accom
plish its purpose in the hands of an intelligent and practical teacher, who may use 
it for his own guidance in conducting a class. At the same time, it is so simply 
written and so amply illustrated that any bright boy will find the book alone a 
great help in his endeavors to learn the right way of using common tools. 

The book has been prepared for the Industrial School Association of Boston. 
That society, having conducted successful industrial schools during the winters of 
1876--'77 and 1877-'78, at 23 Church street, concluded to offer its apparatus and the 
results of its experiments to the city in the hope that such schools would be main
tained at the public expense. Meantime, the society appointed a committee to 
embody the valuable experience gained in its schools in a manual of instruction. 

This manual, with the accompanying account of its prepai·ation, is their report. 
The society hopes that the public will share its satisfaction in the work of its 

committee. The lessons are few in mm1be1· and simple in character. They aim 
only to give an elementary training in the manipulations common to all wood
working trades. But it is not chiefly in the interest of these or of any other 
trades that this course is offered to the public. Lessons like these, given at the 
same time with the studies now pursued in our grammar schools,' would relieve the 
weariness of purely mental exercises, and give a new zest to their pw·suit. A single 
ward-room, like the one used by the school in Church street, in any city for the six 
months from December to May, during·which time it usually lies idle, with very little 
------- - --- ------

*Wood-working Tools; How to Use Them. 4 Manual. Boston: Published by 
Ginn, Heath & Co., for the Industrial School Association. 1882. Pp. 102. 

ART, VOL. 2--2 
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expense beyond the original plant and a moderate salary to the t.cacher, would meet 
all the needs of three or fow- of the largest grammar schools for boys. Three such 
supplementary schools, if used in turn. would amply satisfy all the rightful claims 
of industrial education of this kind upon the school system of such a city as Boston. 
At so s~ an outlay of attention and money might the native aptitude of-Ameri
can youth for manual skill be turned into useful channels. In so simple a way 
might the needed check be given to that exclusive tendency towards clerical rather 
than industrial pursuitS which the present school course undoubtedly promotes. 

GEORGE LEONARD CHANEY, 
President of the Industrial School Associat·ion. 

Applicants for further information may address Miss S. C. Paine, secretary, Brim
mer street, Boston, and Rev. George L. Chaney, 7 Tremont Place, Boston, Mass. 

The following paragraphs from the report of the school committee 
of Boston for 1882 (see pages 26 and 27) continue the history of this 
experiment · 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

'The Industrial School Association having for several seasons successfully con
ducted schools for instruction in the use of wood-working tools, and having pre
pared for the guidance of such schools a manual of proved educational value, offered 
to the toard the use of their apparatus, and petitioned that the masters of the Dwight 
ami Shen~in Schools be permitted to employ them for the benefit of such of their 
pupils as would, in their judgment, be best fitted for such instruction or most 
deserving of it. The association offered to defray all expenses of the cost of tuition 
for the year. This generous offer was accepted by the board, and the principals of 
the above-named schools were authorized to permit such pupils as they should select 
to receive such instruction, at such times as would least interfere with progress in 
their regular studies. Owing to the difficulty in obtaining suitable accommoda
tions, it was decided to occupy one of the vacant school-rooms in the Dwight School
house and to confine the experiment to. that school. The report of the principal of 
the Dwight School~ which is an interesting document, for which ah·eady a great 
demand is made, gives in detail the methOds pursued and the results attained. 
* * * There can be no doubt of . the advantage of such instruction; the difficult 
problem which is.presented is whether such instruction can be practically and prof
!tably given in connection with the regular school work, and under the manage
ment of the board, without intenuption and detriment to the regular work of the 
schools. 

In the report here alluded to* Mr. James A. Page, the master of 
the Dwight Scho?l, says: 

On the first Thursday of January the instructor gave his opening lesson to a class 
of eighteen boys; all who could be accommodated at the three benches at one time. 
These boys had been selected by myself from the graduating class, without refer
ence to their sta,nding, aml no conclitions were made with them except that they 
should not f1\ll behincl in their regular school work. Another class of the same 
number was selected from the second, third, and fourth classes, in orcler that the 
experiment might be tested by a wider application to ordinary grammar-school 
material. Many of these latter had already hamlled tools to a certain extent, either 
at home or in their fathers' workshops. 

----------------------------~--------
*School Document No. 15, 1882. Report on Industrial Instruction in the Dwight 

School. October, 1882. Boston:· Rockwell & Churchill, city printers, No. 39 Arch 
street. 1882. Pp. 11. 
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In arranging the practical details of the school with Mr. Bachelder it had been 
agreed that schooi discipline should be maintained throughout the sessions; that the · 
programme should be carefully written out on the black-board; that each boy should< 
be marked on the work done, and that a record of it should be kept, All this was 
faithfulJ.y carried out, and contributed, as I think, largely to the final success. 

From this beginning to the close the school went on with unbroken and success- · 
ful regularity. The teacher was promptly on hand, the order was good, the pupils 
interested. It was delightful to see the eager. desire manifested everywhere in the 
room to do the day's work well. * * * 

I consider that the results go far to prove that manual training is so great a relief 
to the iteration of school work that it is a positive benefit, rather than a detriment 

. to ,the course in the other studies. 

Mr. Page closes with a statement of his belief that advance in pub-. 
lie school education is to be. made in this direction; his conclusions, 
derived from practical experil')nce, are here given: 

But I have a conviction, and with permission beg-to state it here, that this in
struction is surely in the line of the teaching that is to be. I would be glad, there
'fore, to see the experiment still further tried, and all the experience which has been 
gained, and all the plans which have been essayed, fully formulated, availed of, and 
worked out into practical details, so that, by and by, at the proper time, the best 
kindergarten work, the best object-teaching, and the best methods of manual in
struction- shall be known; and, furthermore, shall be' ' organically combined with 
the whole scheme of education, and be made to support and coalesce with all the 
other studies·of the child." 

It is easy to see that this hand instruction may be made the means of teaching 
whole chapters of arithmetic -more thoroughly. I have seen it made the means of 
teaching geography and natural history effectively in our own school. 

There. are high authorities who believe there can be no thoroughly clear, vigorous, 
and enlightened brain without the cultivated hand. Such are Sir Charles Bell, the 
author of the Bridgewater Treatise on the Hand, and Dr. William B. Carpenter, the 
physiologist, now visiting this country. If these men are right, then manual in
struction introduced into our schools would be a step forward, because it would 
have a special value of its own in developing the mind, which is the avowed pur
pose of all schools. 

The great difficulty will be the lack _of competent teachers. But that difficulty 
may be met as it has been successfully met once before. What has been done in 
the matter of drawing may yet be done in industrial work. A corps of teachers, 
as suggested by General Walker, may be furnished by the Institute of Technology; 
and that institution may eventually do for industrial what the Normal Schools of 
the State have done for general instruction. * * * 

JAMES A. PAGE. 

Details of the lessons and the cost of tuition, etc., are appended. 
The total cost of giving, during nine months, to thirty-six boys, iu 
two classes of eighteen each, one lesson a week, of two hGurs' dura.
tion, was $711.05. 

SUPERINTENDENT SEAVER REPORTS IN 1883· ON INDUSTRIAL 
TRAINING. 

The subject of industrial education is discussed at length by Mr. 
Edwin P. Seaver, superintendent of the public schools of Boston, in 
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his third annu~l rtlport, dated March 31, 1883. (See pages 34 and 35, 
inclusive.) The Dwight School experiment, just recorded, and the 
mechanical schools of W ashington University, St~ Louis, and of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology are treated of at some length. 
This report is of special interest hecause of its recital of the historic 
policy of the City and State towards public school education,-the r ec
ognized duties of the community to the children in the matter of 

· education,-from which it appears that the future probable employ
ments of the pupils have, in Massachusetts, been always recognized 
as the essential need to be provided for in any plan of public edu-
cation.* -

That such comprehensive views of the educational duties of the 
community are not univer&ally held throughout the United States 
incidentally appears in a speech recently delivered in Paterson, N. 
J., by the Hon. William Walter Phelps, M. C., who, while ably urging 
the importance of some industrial training in the public schools, t akes 
·occasion to describe the kind of free public schooling which it is in
cumbent on the community to provide. The extracts from this ad-

. dress, which here follow those from Superintendent Seaver's report, 
are given to show the wide extent of interest felt in this question, and, 
also, how those entertaining .. widely differing views as to the extent of 
the educational obligations of the State, are yet agreed as to the need 

. and-feasibility of introducing some form of industrial training in the 
public schools; fo_r it will clearly appear, when contrasting the re

. marks of the speaker wit h these official statements of the Boston 
Superintendent, that a very different estimate of the obligation of the 
State and the community towards the education of the children, is 
held by the citizens of Massachusetts, from that presumably held in 
New Jersey; still, since, as to the needs and advisability of some ele
mentary training in industries · in the public schools, the Boston 
Superintendent and the New J ersey Congressman are. in accord, the 
considera~ion of the advisability of public provision for subsequent 
training can wisely be deferred till the first has been secured. Both 
are agreed that some industrial training is both desirable and prac
ticable. 

On this topic Superintendent Seaver says: 

I NDUSTRIAL EDUCATION; 

In what ways, if in any, can the public schools be made to meet the popular de
mand for i.Jldustrial education ? 

This question may well occupy the attention of those who care for and control 
public instruction, because such is the growing belief in the importa~ce of indus
trial education that pe~ple are beginning to invoke the aid of compulsory legislation 
in its behalf. * * * 

*For a fuller setting forth of the Massachusetts ideal of a system of free common 
schools, see extracts (Appendix I) from the eloquent reports made by Horace Mann 
when Secretary of the State Board of Education. 
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The importance of tlus subject will be apparent from a glance at statistics. By 
the last census there were, in Massachusetts, about 721,000 persons engaged in all 
the various employments. Of these, almost a half were engaged in manufactures ; 
less than one-sixth in mercantile pursuits ; less than one-tenth in agricultm-e ; and 
less than one-twentieth in · all the literary, professional, and civic employments. 
About one:fifth are classed as domestic servants and unskilled laborers. The5e 
exact proportions, of course, do not hold for Boston taken by itself, for here the 
commercial and professional classes are l'elatively larger, while the agricultural 
class counts for nothing. But it is well known that Boston is the centre of very 

. large as well as very numerous and various manufacturing interests ; and that, 
consequently, about as many of her youth are destined to industrial employments 
as are destined to all other employments taken together. This is enough to show 
the importance of industrial education. · 
No~. if it be admitted as a principle that public education should have some re

gard to the probable future· employments of the young in any community, there 
can be little question about the propriety of including in our scheme of public edu
cation so much of industrial education as can be given better at the public cost 
than in any other way. 

Industrial education is even now not unknown in our schools. We recognize it 
in the dra~g, which is taught, not as picture-making-a pretty accomplishment
but as a language for the expression of the facts of place and form. It is a tt·ain
ing of the eye and hand as skilful servants of the intelligence-a training of the 
highest use to artisans of every name. It is also a means of. developing a sense of 
fitness and proportion in design, a_ way of educating the taste in decoration-all 
which is industrial art education. Then there is sewing, which is taught to girls 
\vith a very direct reference to their future employments. Introduced at first as a 
charity, it is now recognized as a very legitimate charge upon the whole com
munity, because it prepares so many girls to be useful members of society. Many 
a woma,n gratefully remembers that she owes remunerative employment, and con
sequent self-respect and happiness, to the school instruction she received in this 
branch of industrial education. 

These are recent additions to· the school curriculum, but the principle on which 
they are justified has long been recognized as sound and beneficial. 

Having thus recorded the recent steps towards industrial training 
in the schools, the superintendent proceeds to show how, step by step, 
the schools of Boston have advanced to meet the needs of each gen
eration as they occurred, and ~hen, by a natural transition, he pro
ceeds to portray the needs of the present : 

In 1821, while Boston was yet a town, and mainly a commercial town, a school 
of higher grade was established to meet 11. want then felt for a form of public euu
cation better suited to the needs of boys whose destination was not college and a 
profession, but the store and the counting-room. This was the English High School, 
which has, ever since its establishment, aimed to give its pupHs a good commercial 
education. Not that its course of study has been narrowly limited to that, but that 
has always been a strong feature. Book-keeping nnd commercial arithmetic are 
here taught to the future accountant, aud navigation used to be taught to the possi
ble ship-master, for the same reason that drnwing is now taught to the future 
artisan and sewing to the future dressmaker or housekeeper. 

In the Evening High School phonography and in the Evening Drawing Schools 
drnughting are taught to pupils who propose to make ilirect practical use of their 
acquirements in their every-day employments. ' 
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. :But the most conspicuous recognition of the principle that public education should 
be shaped With reference to the probable futtire occupations of the pupils appears in 
the public. Latin BOhools. Here future Ia. wyers, physicians, and clergymen, teachers, 
authors, and journa.lists, are helped far along on the direct road to theh· several 
professions. Thill ptoVision for the liberal education of professional men and women 
resiJlts from those generous and enlightened views of the public good which have 
shaped our educational policy from the earliest times. · 
. A thorough education for professional men wos felt by our forefathers to be a 
prime public necessity, and this was provided for at the public cost, partly by main
taining schools to prepare boys for college, and partly by grants of money to support 
colleges. Later the need of a liberal commercial education was recognized, and 

·that, too, was provided for in the public-school system. To-day the great educational 
·want of our young people is better preparation for the industrial employments which 
:so many of them are to follow. 

The old apprenticeship system is gone. · The great revolution wrought by steam 
:and machinery in all branches of industry, particularly by massing labo1·ers in great 
-establishments and specializing t heir work, has left little rooin for the general train-
-ing an apprentice needs. Such work as an apprentice must do in order to learn 
thoroughly his chosen craft is not conveniently furnished in the large establishments 
<>f the present day; and even if it were otherwise, such work would possess very little 
-value for his employers. The journeyman of limited skill, who is kept continually 
at one process or part of a process, can earn more for his employer than can the 
apprentice, who must pass from one process to another for the sake of learning them 
all. And so it has come to pass that the boy who wishes to become a skilled artisan 
finds his way blocked by the unskilled journeyman. If the necessity of earning 
wages constrain him, he submits to the inevitable, learns a proces8 or two, and endR 
by becoming him.Self also an unskilled journeyman. This partly explains why the 
supply of skilled artisans in many branches of industry has become inadequate, and 
why employers are looking abroad to supply the deficiency. 

Now, there is such a thing as" a liberal education in the mechanic arts," just as 
there is a liberal education in science or in letters. It is called a liberal education 
because it consists in learning, not the specialties of a particular trade, but the funda
mental arts that apply in many trades. As a liberal education in science and letters 
is what the future professional man most needs, so a liberal education in the me
chanic arts is what the young artisan m~st needs as a preparation for his chosen 
trade. But modern shops do not give this. Shall public instruction undertake to 
give it? . 

Assuming the validity of the ·principles which have prompted a generous educa
tional policy hitherto, the question now is whether it is not in the line of that same 
generous policy to embrace in our scheme of public instruction such forms of indus
trial education as have been proved to be practicable and beneficial. In other words, 
considering the number of people deeply interested, would it not be illiberal and 
unwise not to provide for such education? 

If this be granted, the next question is, What forms of industrial education have 
been proved to be both practicable and beneficial? 

The answer to this question is suggested in part by the very interesting and suc
cessful experiment made ill the Dwight School a year ago. The use of the common 
wood-cutting tools of the carpenter was taught to some of the boys two hours a 
week for the greater part of a school year. At the same time, the boys continued 
their regular school lessons. The experiment proved, if any proof were needed, that 
boys take to shop work under good instruction with great interest. The progress 

:made was very gratifying, and in some cases quite surprising. 
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lie then proceeds to consider the work in the comparatively recently 
:i'ounded manual training schools of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, and the Washington University, St. Louis, which have 
been so successful as, in his judgment, "to leave no doubt that they 
are meeting a real want in the community." After giving several 
extracts concerning the St. Louis school, he concludes that that school 
is not wholly adapted to the present grammar schools, and proceeds 
to sketch the kind·of school that, in his judgment, would be appli
cable to Boston; as this w.ould hold good, "Mutatis mutandis," in 
the case of other town and cities, this part of his report is here given : 

SUGGESTIONS FOR A PUBLIC MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

The central idea of the school [referring to the St. Louis school], that of com
bining into one course of instruction shop work and ordinary school work in about 
equal proportions, is not one wl'fich can be well carried out in om· grammar schools. 
Even if the purpose for which these schools exist-elementary general education
admitted the introduction of shop work, which, in my judgment, it does not, yet 
the great expense of providing many separate schools with shops, tools, and ma
chinery would make the thing altogether impracticable. Moreover, it should be 
borne in mind that shop work is not suited to the strength and stature of boys un
der fourteen years of age; and fom·-fifths of the boys now in the grammar schools 
are under that age. 

The best provision, therefore, would be to establish, at some central point of the 
city, one manual training school, to equip this school thoroughly for its work, and 
to admit to it, under suita.ble restrictions, boys from all parts of the city. A single 
school, large enough to accommodate two or three hundred pupils, would be the 
most economical provision that could be made. ;By changing the classes in accord
ance with a properly arranged time-table, the shops and tools would be in use all the 
time, and the instructors, both in shop work and in ordinary school work, would be 
constantly occupied. I n tl!is school the boys should continue their ordinary school 
work about two hom·s a day, attend to drawing one hour, and work in the shops two 
hours more. If the course were made three years long, the intellectual work would 
cover the upper part of the grammar school course (or the most essential studies in 
it), together with some parts of the high-school course. The manual training could 
be brought up to the point of enabling pupils, on leaving school, to enter many 
manual employments with advantage to themselves and, therefore, to the commu
nity. Not that the school would or could teach any single trade, as would be done 
in an apprentice school; but its pupils would be so ·well grounded in the general 
principles of many trades that the specialties of each trade woulc1 be >ery quickly 
learned. The experience of the St. Louis school, as well as that of other similar 
institutions, leaves little doubt on this point. 

On the other hand, a manual training school that should w1dertake much less 
than is here suggested would be likely to fail from the mere inadequacy of the 
means to the end proposed. And this is one reason more for undertaking only one 
school at first. 

There are now about two thousand five hundred boys in the grammar schools who 
are fourteen or more years old. Some of these would be greatly benefited by join
ing the manual training school; and their parents would doubtless be glad to have 
them allowed to do so. Then there are in the high schools some boys who would be 
better placed in a manual training school. Furthermore, there are many boys who 
are now withdrawn from school at or before the age of fow·teen, but whose parents 
doubtless would be very glad to keep. them longer in school if the prospect were 
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"that the school would help them well on towards earning a living by some form of. 
skilled labor. 

Out of the three or four thousand boys of suitable age in the city, it ought not to 
be unreasonable to expect two or three hundred pupils for a good manual training 
school. 

* * * * * * * 
But it is unnecessary now to go into details. The project I have outlined and 

now recommend is that there be added to our public-school system one manual 
training sqhool, thoroughly equipped for its work, occupying-a place in the system 

· side by: side with the high schools, and open,_under suitable conditions, to boys of 
fourteen years of age and upwards. This recommendation has been made that 
there may be something definite and tangible to discuss and to urge upo~ public at
tention. If, as is quite likely, a better project can be proposed, then this one will 
have served a good purpose by calling a better OJ.le forth. 

I ·am aware that such a school would be regarded for a time as an experiment, 
and properly so; but I believe the experiment needs only to be tried, under proper 
conditions and for a moderate length of time, to satisfy the community that money 
spent upon such a school would be most wisely spent. Said one of the benefactors 
of the St. Louis school, "I feel better satisfied with the money I have put into the 
manual training school than with any other money I have invested in St. Louis." 

If Boston does not now feel quite ready to put the tax-payer3' money into such a 
school, she might accept the co-operation of any of her wealthy and public-spirited 
citizens who believe that their money given to such a school would be well be
stowed. 

The address by Hon. William Walter Phelps, late United States 
Minister to Austria and now ·representing the Fifth Congressional 
District of New Jersey in the United States House of Representa
tives, was delivered at the annual dinner of the Board of Trade of 
the city of Paterson, N. J., June 6, 1883. Mr. Phelps, who was 
present as the member of . Congress for that district, after a few 
opening words, drew the following graphic picture of this thriving 
manufacturing city-a city devoted to industry, and where, if any
where, some training in industrial education in the public schools 
would seem most desirable: 

They say that men live in the spray of Niagara and think nothing of its avalanch('. 
So it seems to me that you toil away, contributing your quota to the busiest hive of 
human industi·y on the face of the eatth, and never pause to note the hum or reg
ister the pulses of'its intense activity. Step out of the whirl and look at your city 
as a stranger. Hear the stroke of 5,827 swarthy workers in metal as they hammer 
iron into an annual product·which sells for $9,362,000. Listen to the lighter music 
of 14,665 men, women, and children, as they complete the silk-worm's task and sell 
the product for $16,635,000. Mark the products of flax, hemp, and· jute which 1,Gii0 
men manufacture and sell for $2,450,000. And remember that all this is done in a 
little city that in 1880 had but 51.000 inhabitants. * * * 

That was the population in 1880. But a special census ·shows it already 58,000; 
nor can you take up a paper of the State which do('s not paragraph some new enter· 
prise or Rome new development to an old enterprise. ~• ·K * 

After this striking picture of the busy arid profitable work of the 
city, he suggested some needed changes that would make the city 
more beautiful ann desirable n..c:; a home ; snch n.s t he p:wing of the 
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streets, the opening of a park, and the establishment of a public 
library and reading rooms. He then said : · 

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS. 

But all these are the ordinary wants of growing and enterprising towns. Pardon 
me if I speak somewhat fully of a want not so generally recognized, but which I 
think imperative. The census I referred to shows that there are 16,881 children. I 
want these all educated, and I want these all educated by the city. But what kind 
of education? Only the education that makes them citizens. Other education is 
valuable-! am the last to decry it-but you have no right to tax the public that 
your children may get it. If you want to make them scholars, clergymen, lawyers, 
doctors, you must pay for it yourself. Paterson does not want its citizens all schol
ars or clergymen or lawyers or doctors. It would be a wretched Paterson if they 
were. But Paterson does want all its citizens educated so that they can discharge 
the duties of citizenship. And so does the Republic, which can only exist so long 
as its citizens can vote right and earn their own livelihood. These are the two ne
cessities to republican citizenship-that a man should know enough to vote right 
and to earn his own living. That he may learn enough to vote right he should know 
how to read and write; that the State should teach him, and for that the State 
should tax all of us. So far we a ll agree. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING DESIRABLE IN THE CO?!fMON SCHOOLS. 

But 1t is time now in the history of the country to take another step forward. It 
is the State's. duty to not only give him the literary rudiments which shall enable 
him to know how to vote, but also to give him the rudiments of industrial learn
ing,· so that he may earn his living. There must not only be the public school that 
teaches him to read and write, but there must be the industrial school that teaches 
him how to work; or, what is better and simpler, the one public school should have 
a division of time, so that in certain hours the children should be taught to think, 
in others to work. 

Now do not misunderstand me and think I urge the technical school. I do not. The 
technical school is a good one, just u.s is the law school or the theological seminary. 
But it is a gain to special industries and trades. These must take care of themselves 
and not tax the public to do it. .All the public wants to do is to take the child and 
train him to use hand and eye; to giYe him those aptitudes with fingers and tools 
t hat when he goes out he is all ready to learn his trade. The industrial school is to 
teach him the reading and writing for his trade. Then he can acquh·e the trade 
that taste or fate gives him easily. .And all of us should learn trades. The literary 
tm.ining no longer insures a livelihood. Not a man at this table is free from the 
importunities of men who want a chance to earn thei'r bread by taking office, keep
ing books, or selling wares. But there is no place for them. Is there one of you 
who was ever harassed by the demand of the skilled artis.."l.n for work? The Ger
mans know this. •Just u.s the thought in their thinking bayonets conquered at Sedan, 
so their rule that prince and peasant shall learn a trade will conquer in the battle of 
peace. At Babelsburg, in the Emperor of Germany's private rooms, there are two 
plain oak chairs. They were made by the crown prh10e. His tmde is that of a 
cabinet-maker. 

But I am wearying you, gentlemen. If you will aid us to parks and libraries and 
good siTeets and industrial teaching, instead of Paterson occupying more S})ace in 
New J ersey papers than any other two cities of the State, she will fill more para
graphs in the papers of the United States than any other two cities of the Republic. 
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ORIGIN OF THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL IDEAL. 

In a recent address in Birmingham, England,* this subject of the 
relation of the State to the education of the people, was treated in a 
m·ost interesting and philosophical manner by the Rev. E. F. M. 
MacCarthy, M.A., vice-chairman of the Birmingham school board. 

As extracts have just been quoted from Superintendent Seaver's 
discussion on the same topic, and also from the incidental allusions 
to it by the Ron. Mr. Phelps, it. may not be without interest or profit 
to listen to this dispassionate observer, who, from the vantage ground 
of distance, traces the American system of free popular edlwation 
for all to its true source. 

It was due to no accident that the foundations of education in this 
country were laid brot.d and deep, and the subsequent development 
of a complete system of public education as now possessed by some 
of the W estern States is seen to be but the logical outcome of the 
action of these early settlers of Massachusetts. 

Having discriminated between the two early settlements of Mas
sachusetts, the colonists of the Mayflower and those coming in 1630 
and subsequently, he says (having r ecited the causes of the first and 
second exodus from tbe mother country), that the interests of high 
learning- were naturally fostered by those of the second group of 
colonists: · 

THE ENGLISH ANTECEDENTS OF THE NEW ENGLAND COLONISTS. 

For these latter were prominent men in this country before they brought a nation 
to its birth in another. Many of them had sat in Parliament, and had taken an 
active part in the protests against illegal taxation and arbitrary government. Many 
of them were wealthy. There were country squires, clergymen, lawyers, merchants, 
the relatives of the greatest men of the day, among their number. Winthrop, the 
first Governor of Massachusetts, was a country gentleman of good estate in Suffolk; 
the Vanes and Belling hams had been land -owning families in England for centuries; 
Eaton, another prominent colonist, had been English Minister at the court of Den-
mark. · 

Here, then, we are in the very midst of those classes of English society who (as I 
have pointed out), had been reached by the literary as well as the political wave of 
the sixteenth century, who had come under the training of the Public schools and 
Grammar schools, and largely of the Universities themselves. What a contrast here 
to the class of people who generally compose the settlers in a new country l The num
ber of learned men among these later Presbyterian colonists of America is certainly 
most extraordinary, and it explains much of what has surprised EI!glishmen since. 
It has been said that between 1680 and 1690 there were in New· England as many 
graduates of Oxford and Cambridge as could be found in any population of the 
same size in the mother country. 

* * * * * * * 
* The Growth of the English and American Educational Ideals. An Address by 

Rev. E. F. M. MacCarthy, M. A. , Head Mastel' of King Edward's Grammar School, 
Five Ways, Birmingham, and Vice-Chairman of the Birmingham School Board. 
Birmingham: Printed by Robert Birbeck, Broad Street. 1884. Pp. 24. 
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Much is intelligible now which must appear so unaccountable to those who have 
fancied that the band of small tradesmen, farmers, and artisans, known as the '' Pil
grim Fathers," laid the foundations of American educational life. And yet, the 
more one thinks of it the more remarkable and unexpected does this uprearing of 
a Latin school and an old-world type of University appear, considering when and 
where it took place. 

URGENT AS WERE INDUSTRIAL NEEDS, THEY HELD INTELLECTUAL NEEDS PARAMOUNT. 
"t 

Surrounded, as these exileo were, by the realities of hard and stern material con
ditions requiring all their energies, more than all their knowledge, and an inordinate 
sacrifice of human life to reduce to subjection, yet their first thoughts were directed, 
not to the training of the hand and eye, muscle and sinew, but of brain; and to the 
humanistic, rather than to the realistic, side of accessible knowledge. This fact , 
however, testifies to the tremendous influence of the literary impulse of the sixteenth 
century; and, while doing so, also affords us a measure of the magnitude of that im
pulse. In freshly-cleared backwoods, where counter influences were largely present, 
strong enough, one would think, to destroy its action altogether, the phenomenon is 
almost more strikingly exhibited than in England itself; the wave is, if anything, 
higher. Nay, it is higher. For look what these men did! Not content with pro
viding educational machinery for the well-to-do of their community, they took the 
next step. As has been well said, " Theirs was a social structure with its corner
stone resting on a Book." No single member of that society could. be allowed to 
grow up in ignorance of that book and of the structure of society based upon it. 
Universal education was a universal necessity. The public sentiment, born in the 
old world, but finding free play for development only in the new, was strong enough 
to lead at once to the next step in educational legislation, and as early'as the year 
1649 (i.e., within twenty years of the Massachusetts settlement), every New Eng
land colony except Rhode Island had made public instruction for the whole popu
lation compulsory by law. 

THE AMERICAN IDEAL OF UNIVERSAL EDUCATION AN EVOLUTION, NOT A REVOLUTION. 

We have seen, then, that the English settlers in America evolved an educational 
ideal which embodied a complete system of education covering the whole range of 
existing knowledges, not only Latin and Greek ·for the few, but reading, writing, 
and arithmetic for the many, supported by the taxation of the whole people, man
aged by their representatives, and open to all without distinction of class and with
out school !ee imposed upon the individual scholar. And they did all this, because 
they were what they were, because their past history was what it was, and because 
their educational traditions derived from their former life in England led them 
whither it led them. True, they had no reserve funds with which ·to endow their 
schools, and were not likely to have tl1em, and so they had to cast about them for 
something to supply .the place of those benefactions with which education had been 
supported in England, and they found it in the form of appropriations from the 
common fund of the community, and not in the shape of school fees. This latter 
plan: is the first thing that 'vould occur to nineteenth-century Englishmen with their 
traditions of later growth; it is the last thing which would or did occur to the Eng
lishmen of the sixteenth century. However much we may have become familiar 
with school fees since, so much so as to have lost sight of the natural history of their 
growth, and, in preaching the nineteenth century gospel of elementary education 
for the masses, to have gone counter to the wisdom of our ancestors, it is a fact that 
school fees were as good as unknown to Englishmen of the sixteenth century. And 
so they did not, at first , enter into the school system of the New England settlers. 

Thus we see, as, if there is any philosophy in history. we might have expected to 
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see, that the American common school system, covering free secondary as well as 
primary education, was no abnormal phenomenon, no new creation, but a natural 
growth from antecedent experience and race instincts. This American Ideal, grand 
as it is in the breadth of its conception, noble in the beneficence of its purpose, fruitful, 
as it has proved itself to be, of such splendid political, social, and material1'esults to 
fifty millions of people, was, after all, a development of an English Ideal, only modi
fied and adapted to a new environment. 



CHAPTER III. 

THE EDUCATORS THEMSELVES THE LEADERS IN EDUCATIONAL RE· 
FORMS AND ALWAYS THE SEVEREST CRITICS OF THE SCHOOLS. 

H9w changes in educational methods are effected-Public opi.IDon informed and 
aroused by educators-Deficiences in the public school methods of education 
long recognized by lead~ng educators-President Newell's address at Louisville, 
in 1877, the precursor of the Public Manual Training Schools-His arguments for 
the proposed new methods of training-His address at Philadelphia, in 1879, on 
"The Beginning of Industrial Education "-Mr. Leland's Philadelphia experi
ments in teaching elementary artistic manipulation-Training in artistic knowl
edge and dexterity more urgently needea in the United States than skill in 
mechanics. 

AMERICAN EDUCATORS EVER IN THE VAN OF EDUCATIONAL PRO-
GRE;SS. 

. Whatever of just criticism the managers 6f . the public schools 
throughout the country may have incurred, it cannot be charged that 
the leading educators have been blind to the exigencies of the situa
tion, or have ignored the difficulties which accompany every new 
effort to adapt the puhlic schools to public needs as they arise, or 
that they have avoided their full and free discussion. 

No severer critics of obsolete metho<ls, no acuter observers of new 
needs, no readier inventors of practical solutions of these knotty 
problems, have anywhere been found than among the educators 
themselves. 

STAGES OF EVOLUTION. 

The history of the development of the public school systems,- the 
evolution of the public school, is but a repetition of similar steps. 
U~ually some enthusiastic citizen, or association of citizens, ventures 
upon an educational experiment, either independently or in con
junction with the public educational authorities ; as, for instances, 
when permission was obtained to place the statuary in th~ Boston 
girls' school at the cost of the individuals, or when the Whittling 
School was started as a private school by some benevolent citizens, 
to be subsequently removed to one of the city school buildings, as 

· has just been recited. The educators and the public watch these 
experiments, and if they prove successful they are 11ltimately in
corporated into the public educational system, as were, long ago, 
the" 'l'eachers' Institutes" and the "Normal Schools," which Horace 
Mann introduced to Massachusetts, a generous friend having given 
him the money to defray the first cost of the experiment, of which 
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the State, and ultimately the Nation, has reaped the benefit. Before 
a new departure can be made in any public system, the public must 
be convinced of its utility'; hence the necessity for public discussion. 

The educators, by their publications and meetings for publjc dis
cussion, have always largely contributed the materials for informing 
and convincing the public; as reference to the files of the leading 
educational journals, to the various publications of the United States 
Bureau of Education, to the official educational r eports of the several 
States and cities, and to the published reports of the annual conven
tions of State educational officials and of educators, abundantly 
·demonstrate. 

Before proceeding with the accounts of the various efforts made 
by private citizens to supplement the public school systems, and 
while freely setting forth the deficiencies in the public schools which 
these various night schools, mechanics' institutes, etc., have been de
vised to supply-to poor,Iy supply, because sporadic and individual 

·efforts can never prove adequate to public needs, for which wisely 
directed public effort is alone competent to provide-it is but simple 
justice to call attention to the fact· that these accusations against the 
efficiency of the public schools, which now are uttered so glibly by 
many, originated with the educators, the officers and teachers them
selves, who felt the deficiencies of the schools and the needs of the 
school children, and have not cea.Sed to call public atten_tion to them. 

EDUCATORS THEMSELVES FIRST TO RECOGNIZE NEED OF CHANGES. 

This pressing and ever increasing necessity of devising some prac
tical plan for remedying admitted deficiencies in public school train
ing has long been widely recognized among educators. The history 
of the last twenty years is full of t heir efforts in this direction. 
Superintendents Philbrick, in Massachusetts; Harris, in Mi~souri; 
E. E. White, in Ohio; l\!acAlister, in W isconsin; Newell, in Mary· 
land; M.r. John T. Morris, president of city school board in Balti
more, and Superintendent J . Ormond Wilson, in Washington, D. 
C., with many others, scattered all over the country, have made 
notable efforts to aid in giving to American school children the fittest 
possible preparation for their life work; and their various efforts 
have been rewarded with a good measure of success, as the increase 
in the number of public Kindergartens, in the spread of industrial 
drawing in public schools of all grades, the introduction of indus
tries in girls' schools, the multiplication of technical industrial 
institutions, and the vitality of the general movement now going 
on towards some form of practical elementary instruction in indus· 
tries in public schools, abundantly witness. These efforts have been 
thoroughly studied, reported, and discussed in the annual gather
ings of educatoi·s. 
B~fore giving the account of the first successful attempt to attach 
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schools of manual t raining to the school system of a city, which was 
secured by the action of President Morris a:nd his enterprising school 
board, of Baltimore, in founding such a school, an experiment which 
will be watched with great interest, it is due to history to give, in 
brief, an account of the occasion which gave to this movement for 
some form of manual instruction in schools a wide publicity. 

PRESIDENT NEWELL'S LOUISVILLE ADDRESS, 1877. 

This was the annual meeting of the National Educational Associa
tion at Louisville, Ky., August 14, 1877, when a no!able contribu
tion to this discussion was made by the distinguished educator, the 
Hon. M. A. Newell_, State Superintendent of Education and P rincipal 
of the State Normal School of Maryland, who, as president of" T he 
National Educational Association," took for his inaugural address 
the topic of "Education and Labor." In this discourse he met 
squarely the question of the proper function and province of the 
public schools.* . 

He narrows the question, for the purposes of the discussion, to a 
consideration as to whether the public schools are doing what the 
public h:as a right to demand in the way of fitting young people, 
who must" live by the labor of their hands, to become intelligent, 
moral, and industrious citizens." He affirms that the public school 
does not go low down enough, does not reach the lowest stratum of 
population, " t~e very class~s that need it most," and, also, that its 
plan of gradation does not look to the best preparation possible for 
each child who is forced to leave school at any given stage in the 
course, but is arranged with the single view of best fitting the c4ild 
to take the next step in school progress. On this topic he says: 

... , .. 
Taking the most favorable view of the average programme now in use in our 

common schools, it may be conceded that each step forms the very best preparation 
for the next higher step, and that the course, as a whole, is well fitted to prepare the 
pupil who completes it for the ordinary duties of life. But the true theory of a com
mon-school programme is that every step shall be the best possible preparation for 
stepping out rather than for stepping up. It is conceivable that the two ma.y coin
cide, and I have been told that in St. Louis they are believed to coincide, the fitness 
for promotion in class being regarded as the best attainable preparation for the work 
of life at the given age. But looking at the ordinary and average common-school 
programme in the United States, it will be found that the interests of the few who 
complete it are studied more than the interests of the many who do not complete it. 

Many practical suggestions as to methods of economizing time in 
school t raining are offered. Then he says: 

I remark now, in the third place, that a knowledge of some form of industri(Ll 
labor is at least as necessary as a knowledge of books, and that the State which 

*Education and Labor. Inaugural address delivered before the National Educa
tional Association at Louisville meeting, August 14, 1877, by M. A. Newell, presi· 
dent, Baltimore: Kelly, Piet & Co., printers. 1877. Pp. Hi. · 
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acknowledges its obligation to teach children to read cannot logically deny its obli
gation to teach them to work. I approach this part of my subject with great diffi
dence, for it is beset with practical difficulties ; but the times force it upon our 
notice, and a full and calm discussion may serve to prepare the public mind for 
changes which, either with our aid qr in spite of our opposition, are sure to take 
place. -

He then reviews the changes in the progress of the country that 
have taken place, and shows that definite instruction must needs be 
substituted for the former methods of teaching trades and employ
ments, if the 7outh are to be taught at all. 

Then he shows how, when a boy, untaught to work, commits crime 
and gets into prison, the State, that neglected to teach him any use
ful employment in his innocent youth, now endeavors to train him in 
some form of manual labor! 

But, says an objector, it is the business of the parent and not of the State to give 
his child a trade. 'Herbert Spencer goes further, and says it is the business of the 
parent to educate the child, and the State hns rightly nothing to do with education. 
Where are ycu going to draw the line? Shall the State teach the art of writing, 
but not of printing ; the art of drawing, but not of wood-cutting ; the art of com· 
position, but not of book-binding? 

Put the objection into plain English, and say the State must not teach anything 
by which a young man can make a living. But this would not be true, for you are 
willing to give him, at the expense of the State, enough of writing, arithmetic, and 
book-keeping to enable him to earn a living as a clerk, or so much of general in
struction as will fit him to teach school; you object only to teach·him to work with 
his hands.· You give him free education from his sixth to his twenty-first year, 
provided he will confine himself to books, but' if he wants to learn to work, you 
cast him off unaided, even though he should be an orphan and only twelve years 
of age. 

There is no escaping from the argument that if the State, for her own protection, 
is bound to interfere to prevent children from ·growing up in ignorance, she is 
equally bound to prevent them from growing up in idleness. If parental duties 
and obligations are insufficient to meet the one case, they ~re equally insu~cient to 
meet the other. 

Then comes his suggestion, which in February, 1884, the school 
authorities of the city of Baltimore practically endorsed by founding 
the Manual Training School as a free public school: 

~E PUBLIC MANUAL TRA.INING SQHOOL SUGGESTED, 

Do I think it possible to attach workshops to our public schools? Certainly not; 
but I do think it possible to have public workshops where boys can learn trades as 
well as public schools where they can learn letters. And just as we transfer the 
few from the Sta,te school to the State college, where they learn to be thinkers, I 
would transfer the many from the city school to the city workshop, where they 
would learn to be workers. 

Superintendent Newell returns to this subject again in a paper 
entitled "The Beginning of Industrial Education," read before the 
Industrial · Department of the National Educational Association, at 
the annual meeting in Philadelphia, August 29, 1879. 
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The following extracts from this interesting address; while full of 
valuable practical suggestions, well illustrate the fulness and frank
ness which .characterize the consideration and discussion of these 
problems by the leading educators in their public assemblies: 

HOW PUBLIC OPINION HAS DEVELOPED IN THE PAST. 

Looking at the history of common-school education, we can recognize three dis
tinct steps in the march of public opinion, and we may expect to make the very· 
same steps on our way to a universal system of manual !)ducation : 
· 1. The recognition of the necessity of universal elementary education. Not the 
utility merely, nor the advantage, nor the propriety, but the absolute necessity of 
educating the intellect of those who are to be the rulers of the Republic. 

2. The conviction that private and individual efforts are totally inadequate to the 
work of universal education. 

S. ·The. acknowledgment that the public money may rightfully be used for this 
purpose, and that under certain circumstances it becomeli a duty so to use it. 

THE MOVEMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION MUST ADVANCE BY SIMILAR STEPS. 

Industrial education cannot have a beginning until the same propositions are 
admitted with reference to it. The education of the hand must be recognized to be 
just as necessary as the education of the head. When this is once accepted the other 
.propositions-the inadequacy of individual effor ts and the right a nd duty'of the 
people in their colle~tive capacity to do what the individual has failed to do-will 
soon become apparent. * .,. * The u,rgent necessity of ma.nual education has not 
yet been fully admitted, and yet every valid argument in favor of educating the head 
at the public expense may bs urged with equal force in behalf of the education of 
the hand. Is it necessary for every free citizen to know how to vote? It is equally 
necessary for him to know how to earn his living. Is ignorance dangerous to the 
commonwealth? Equally dangerous is idleness. * * * In like manner every ob
jection which has been made against manual education ·has already been urged 
against intellectual education, and has been weighed in the balances and found want
ing. * * * The people must be made to feel and know that against organized idle
ness and vice there is but one sure protection, the organization of skilled and honor
able labOr. The common school can no longer save us unless it is supplemented by 
the common workshop. The rewards which at the beginning of the century were 
promised to good scholarship must now be paid to good workmanship, founded upon 
sufficient scholarship. The battle of the schools must be fought once more, but this 
time for the training of the hand in addition to the cultivation of the intellect. Of 
old it was claimed that parents had a right to bring up their children in ignorance if 
they chose; but public opinion said, No! for ignorance in the masses means death to 
the commonwealth. To-day you will be told that parents have a right to bring up 
their children in idleness if they choose. But the vox populi will again be heard to 
thunder, No ! for the idleness of the masses would be fatal to the Republic. It was 
said of old in relation to elementary education : " Let it alone ; it will regulate it
self; men are moved by self-interest, and it is the interest of parents to educate their 
children ; the parental relation must not be assumed, parental functions must not 
be discharged by the State ; if the State should teach children to read it would be 
equally bound to supply them with literature on which to exercise their faculty 
after they have learned to read, which would be agrarianism, communism, Fourier
ism, or some worse ism." But all this special pleading was answered by a simple 
statement of fact. The parents did not educate their children. According to all 
the rules of the political and social economists they ought to have done so, but in 
fact they did not. The State, then, was obliged to step in and perform the duties 
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which the parents had neglected. * * * In like manner, though inj;erest and 
duty and parental affection all combine to enforce on. parents the duty of bringing 
up their children to some form of productive labor, yet the obligation is largely dis
regarded, and the neglect is greatest just where it can be most hurtful-in our large 
cities. But the safety of the country demands the suppression of idleness and the 
encouragement of industry by elevating manual labor to its proper rank among 
human employments, and the State must, for her own protection, assume the 
responsibilities which the parent has disregarded. 

* * * * * * * 
. PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS. 

In conclusion, what is the duty of the hour? What can p1'actical teachers and 
directors of educational affairs do to aid in this beginning of industrial education ? 

1. We can aid in the dissemination of sound theoretical views on this subject, 
using the newspaper and the periodical press as our instruments. 

2. We can insist that drawing (which holds the same place in industrial as read
ing does in intellectual education) shall be efficiently taught in every school and in 
every grade. 

S. Those forms of practical work which can be introduced into our present schools 
without Ca.using confusion should be encouraged. It is hard to find work of this 
kind for boys. Probably some kind of wood-work-cutting, fitting, carving-might 
be done as a. home exercise, instead of the burdensome and useless memory tasks. 
But girls can be taught to sew, darn, knit, patch, cut, and fit in a series of practical 
lessons as closely graded as the lessons in a ~eries of reading books. 

· Lastly, we may be able to aid in establishing, in one or more cities where the 
means can be procured by private subscription, a workshop after the Russian 
model , which, for industrial training, shall be to the graduate of the elementary 

·school what the high school or college now is for intellectual training. 
All this being accomplished, we may not even have made a real beginning of 

manual education. for that cannot be achieved without a long and hard-fought 
battle; but we shall have made a reconnoissanc~ in force which will reveal the 
strength of the enemy's position and·show us where to plant our guns and how to 
marshal our forces. 

As already stated, the school authorities of the city of Baltimore, 
a few years after the c:lelivering of these addresses, undertook the 
duty of devising a practical plan for the introduction of manual 
training as a part of the regular course of education in their public 
schools; which resulted in the·adoption of the plan of establishing a 
special school with this feature incorporated, as suggested by Pro-
fessor Newell in the addresses just quoted. ' 

An account of this school, which is possibly to be the precursor 
and type of a distinctive class of future high schools to be estab
lished in the larger towns and cities of this country, is given in de
tail in a subsequent chapter. 

MR. LELAND'S EXPERIMENTS IN PHILADELPHIA. 

In Philadelphia the problem of affording to public school children 
training in industrial arts has been approached from yet another 
quarter. Mr. Charles Godfrey Leland the well known author began 
there, some years since, an experiment in instrtlcting children in 
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minor artistic industries~ which was subsequently adopted by the· 
school authorities. H e has since been supervising the conducting of 
special classes of scholars from the public schools, in the Hollings
worth School Building, •next door to the Academy of Music, Broad 
street, Philadelphia. An interesting account of his methods, taken 
from an illustrated article contributed by himself to the Centtwy 
J.lfagazine, October, 1882, will be found in the appendix to this Report, 
t ogether with extracts from his letters to the present writer further 
elueidating his plan.* As a full account of his theory and met.hods 
was, in 1882, issued as a circular by this Bureau, t which was widely 
distributed, the following brief statement, made in a note received 
from Mr. Leland, under date of October, 1882, must here suffice: . 

1. I would make hand work a part of all education in all schools, from infancy 
~~. . 

2. That, in the main, decorative art, as specially combining ease with utility, 
should be the first industrial work taught in schools. 

S. That simple decorative outline design may be taught in far less time than is 
generally required to learn copying by .the old method, and that when tbis is ac
quired, all kinds of decorative art, except painting, may be learned as almost one 
and the same thing, rudimentary panel carving, embossing, stenciling, etc., being 
merely outline drawing carried out with different implements. 

Even ·painting is simplified by leading the pupil up from outline through mono
chromes to blending. 

That this is all simply practical may be seen by visiting the school, where every
t~ing I have set forth in these propositions may be seen in practice. 

As tlid Frobel in his creation of the kindergarten, Mr. Leland 
avails himself of tho child's eager curiosity and imiate delight in 
construQtion, and also of the natural preference for lines of grace 
and beauty when once those lines are recognized. 

That some remarkable results have been attained t hrough his 
methods seems clear. Whether this plan ca.n wisely be generally 
substituted in the schools for the thorough course of training in 
industrhl art drawing, contemplat.ed in the Walter Smith and other 
similar systems, may well be doubted. On the othe:· hand, for many 
children at least, this trainin~ in the manipulation of the processes of 
the "Minor Arts" seems to promis-e quite as much in the development 
of dexterity and h the intelligent appr<.:.>ciation of artistic qualities, 
as is offered by the t raining :n carpentering and Lbcksmithing, just 
now so popular. 

ARTISTIC TRAINING DESIRABLE. 

It is art-workers-workers capable of making beautiful articles 
like those now so universally imported from other countries because 

*See Mr. Leland'~; experiment-" Hand Work 'in Public Schools," Appendix K. 
t Circular of Information of the Bureau of Eclucation, No. 4, 1882. Industrial 

Art in Schools, by Charles G. Leland, of Philadelphia, pp. 87. 
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they cannot be made here_:_of which the United States is most in 
need. However, there is little danger of too much activity in these 
endeavors to reach a practicable solution, of the problem, if only. 
the various methods and experiments are eritically and wisely ex
amined and coolly test-ed. While there .is, undoubtedly, some best 
way to teach any art or industry, and while a mod~st obedience to 
the leadings ~:~nd suggestions of nature may direct the teacher to 
the discovery and use of simpler methods by which the faculties 
a.nd taste of t he child shall be more readily developed, so that it 
shall seem to acquire insensibly and without effort much that 
would otherwise only be gained by great exertion; still, after admit
ting all this, there should be great hesitancy in abandoning thorough 
training in the elementary knowledge and practice of any art, for 
such methods as seem to reach results with surprising ease~ lest the 
sure knowledge, up:m which future progress can alone Le based, shall 
prove to havo been sacrificed to a superficial facility of execution 
which arises solely from the simplest exercise of the faculty of im
itation. 

If dexterity of copying given forms in clay, of hammering out 
easy patterns in brass, is to be taken as ev~dence of a thorough 
grounding in the essential elementary principles of art, needed alike 
by artist and artisan, then great mischief may result.from a preva
lence of these well-intentioned effor~ts; while, on the other hand, if 
they are rightly estimated, they may be made useful and profitable. 

It will be well for all dilettanti patrons of art and would-be ama
teur artists, of whom there are many, to remember that, in Art as in 
Literature, there is no royal road to knowledge; and that any plan of 
art instruction which recommends itself as wonderfully easy of acqui
sition, inv.ites distrust. To learn to draw correctly is the only sure 
foundation, and this is not acquired "in twelve easy lessons." So far 
as all these experiments in special training in industries or arts, are 
undertaken with a view to ascertaining their fitness for adoption in 
the public schools, they are of value; for, in any event, it will be 
profitable to learn definitely what can and what cannot be accom
plished in the public schools. That elementary· drawing can be suc
cessfully taught in all public schools has been .demonstrated; that 
definite training in the mechanic arts can be taught to older boys in 
special schools has also been shown ; that young children can be 
readily taught to make beautiful and salable objects, Mr. Leland 
affirms. How much of all this training in productive skill can wisely 
be embodied in or annexed to the public school systems, is the prob~ 
lem at present awaiting solution. · 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE NEW DEPARTURE IN EDUCATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

· The recent growth of the movement for industrial training in common schools
This movement a logical outcome of the successful introduction of drawing
As such its discussion is germane to this Report; even though it has' no direct re
lation to the development of artistic industries-The era of Industrial Democracy 
had its birth in the modern investigations of natural phenomena as begun a cen
tury or more ago.-Contests between countries for supremacy in industries char
acterize the new era- The first World's Fair in Hyde Park an era making event -
The new art educational movement in America dates from 1870-This move
ment largely due to the three distinguished men whose efforts are recited in Part 
I of. this Report-The present demand for definite industrial training ill schools, 
a second step in the movement then begun- What was shown by the first step
How the Centennial made the movement general throughout the country-The 
Boston experiment of 1870 marks the dawn of the new era. 

THE INDUSTRIAL PHASE OF THE MOVgMENT. 

During the three years that have elapsed since the chapters imme
diately preceding this were written the subjects of "Manual Train
ing" and kindred topics relating to the possibilities of adapting va
rious methods of industrial education to the exigencies of the public 
schools, have occupied the attention of educators, and the public, to 
an extent hitherto unprecedented. 

This movement is, in the opinion of the writer, as stated in the 
opening sentences of Part I of this Report, simpJy the logical out
come of the experiment of introducing instruction in industrial art 
drawing in the public schools, initiated by the calling of Walter 
Smith to Massachusetts in 1870. It is, therefore, germane to the pur
pose of this Report, although not solely artistic in its present develop-· 
ment. 

This second volume of the Report was prepared for the press and 
designed to be issued simultaneously with Part I, hut it was found 
to be impracticable to so issue it, because, owing to the smallness of 
force in the Bureau of Education, the requisite proof-reading could'. 
not then be done . . 

This volume, had it then appeared, would not have included any 
account of work in the public schools, as that phase of the subject. 
was fully given in Part I. While no attempt will be made to con
tinue the history of the progress in the introduction of drawing in. 
the public schools, begun in the previous volume, it has, nevertheless, 
seemed proper to give in an appendix such materials as show the· 
most recent phases of that movement. The programmes of the: 
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courses of drawing now used in the Massachusetts Normal Ar-t School, 
and other public schools of the State, as arranged by Mr. Charles M. 
Carter, State agent of the Massachusetts Board of Education, are so 

·given. 

THE PLAN OF THE CHAPTERS ON INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

For the reasons suggested, some accounts of the contemporary 
movements for the introduction in public schools of industrial train
ing, not necessarily artistic, will be given in the following chapters. 

As this is a new departure in educational methods, it has seemed 
·desirable to show the growth and changes of opinions; .for the move

,. ment is necessarily based upon the perception, by the educators and 
·.the public, of the desirableness of some changes in methods; while 
·.the nature, extent, and manner of the changes a~·e all in question and 
:Proper subjects of discussion. So that it seems desirable that the 
·various steps by which conclusions have been arrived at in such com
munities as have taken some decided action, should be given at length 
for the information of others contemplating action in similar direc
tions. For this reason public official reports, as well as direct com
munications made to this Bureau, are freely quoted at length in the 
Appendices. It is hoped that su_fficient material for tracing histor
ically the inception and progress of this important educational move
ment in the United States, will there be found; as well as an adequate 

·showing of the arguments used by both parties to the discussion. 
Fulness and accuracy, r ather than brevity, have been sought in the 
compilation from the various authorities there given. 

It has been said, by one experienced in observing the r esults of 
legislation, t hat the unforeseen, indirect, and far-reaching influence 
of any law was much greater, and often far other, than the inten
tional results sought by its enactment. Perhaps the recent" Inter
state Commerce" law may be instanced as in point. However this 
may be as applied to man's enactments, it is unquestionably true in 
relation to the results of his discoveries in the realms of nature when 
he has once set his IlliJW-found servitors to work l Who, for instance, 
could have. foreseen that Galvani, experimenting with the legs of 
frogs in his laboratory in Italy; Watt, dreamily watching the tea
kettle by the cottage hearth in England; Franklin, kite-flying in the 
Philadelphia fields; Fulton, whittling out the model of the strange, 
sailless craft he was to launch on the Hudson; or Morse, stringing 
wires around the walls of his studio in New York, were, each and 
all of them, busy with that which would affect for ages all the after 
development of civilization; and influence the lives of men and the 
destinies of nations, to a far greater extent -than did the decisive 
defeat and victory of Waterloo? Yet the discovery and utilization 
of the powers of steam and of electricity have not only revolut.ionized 
the world of matter, but of ideas ! 
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ADVENT OF THE INDUSTRIAL ERA. 

The era of Industrial Democracy was made possible by these mod
est, patient students of nature. As soon as the advance in material 
development due to t_heir discoveries began to be realized, the male 
inhabitants either of kingdoms or republics, who had hitherto been 
regarded only as possible soldiers, began to be respected as pro· 
ducers-active factors in the production of the resources of wealth 
and power of the country. The new contests between countries 
gradually became contests between the art, skill, and industry of 
their respective peoples. Not that wars have ceased, or that arms 
are laid aside, but that the arts of industry, the avocations of peace) 
begin to be recognized as legitimate fields in which the interests of 
nations are to be contested. The Rulers are alert to impress all ~is~ 
coveries in the arts into the serviceof war, and are prompt in util
izing all inventions in the industries for warlike preparations. Nev
ertheless, it grows more and more apparent that the skilled artisan 
is rising in the scale of importance, while the warrior is valued more 
and more ·because he may be the protector of the workman, and of 
the precious things his art has produced. The World's Fairs are rec
ognized as the arenas in which the most brilliant t riumphs of nations 
are to be won. The moment that it was seen that commercial su
premacy was based upon industrial superiority, the new era was inau
gm·ated. This was first clearly seen at the first great ' ' World's Fair" 
which was held in Hyde Park in 1851. National efforts to promote 
technical industrial education on a large scale date from that event. 
'l'he rise of the Medireval Renaissance does not more clearly date from 
the discovery of the classic manuscripts than does this modern era 
of the European renaissance of artistic industries from this great 
fair. The traditions of Art Industries had, it is true, never been 
wholly lost in France, but the beginning of that general movement, 
which embraces·an the European States, which led Russia to re-cre
ate Byzantine Art, and England to discover new Regions of Art, and 
which has begun to be felt even in these United States, can be defi
nitely traced to that time of the uplifting of the strange, gleaming, 
crystal dome above the elms of the London park. 

THE INTRODUCTION OF DRAWING I N AMERICAN SCHOOLS. 

The beginning of the modern art educational movement in the 
United States can be as definitely assigned to the year 1870. 

By a melancholy coincidence which groups the termination of the 
lives of the three remarkable men by whom this great educational 
reformation was begun, within a few short months of each other, the 
close of the first period of this movement, destined to exert immeas
urable influence over the future of America, can be fixed as in 1886. 

In common with Dr. Philbrick and Mr. P erkins, Professor Smith 
regarded the introduction of industrial art drawing in the schools as 
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but the beginning of the movement for the industrial art education 
of the American people, as his published addresses testify. 

The great movement in the United States which these three men 
definitely organized, and of the development of which they had a far~ 
sighted, comprehensive view, may be said to have already fairly en~ 
tered upon the SP.cond period of its development, no longer by any 
.means confined to the public schools. 

THE RELATION OF DRAWING TO THE PRESENT MOVEMENT. 

It is because all training in industrial education that can be given 
in the public schools as they now exist, or in any new class of 
schools that may be established with that direct purpose, must, of 
necessity, be based on the thorough grounding of the pupils in the 
koowledge and practice of elementary industrial art drawing of like 
character .with that first successfully taught in the public schools of 
Massachusetts under the directorship of Professor Walter Smith, that 
the present widespread movement is termed a second step in the new 
educational Advance. 

The attempts to introduce the new study of drawing met with every 
phase of opposition, and it was not till the experiment had won as-

. sured success in Boston, and in neighboring towns, that the difficul
ties attending · its general introduction in the public schools of the 
State began to diminish. However, at the same time there were, in 
some cities and towns in other States, wide-awake educators whore
alized at once the value of the new method and made haste to adopt 
it; so that the movement ~as soon practically begun in several cen
tres in different parts of the country, notably in Portland, Me., in 
Syracuse, N.Y., in Milwaukee, and in St. Louis. 

Wbat these three men in Massachusetts did, was to demonstrate, 
beyond cavil, that it is as possible in the same-time to teach a subject, 
by means of drawings and objects shown and explained by a teacher 
to a class, to many pupils simultaneously, as it is to teach the same 
thing to a single pupil. The effect of this discovery was at once to 
multiply indefinitely the power and capacity of the public school. 
For not only was this true of instruction in drawing and in writing, 
~he studies which before had been thought to need the particular 
devotion of the teacher to the individual pupil, but it was found 
applicable to many other studies and to afford great facilities to 
teachers in illustrating many topics. 

If industr~al art drawing had no other value than to have furnished 
this proof of the facility of general instruction to classes, instead of 
to individual pupils; it would have fully justified all the cost of its 
introduction in the schools, in money, time, and effort. Much be
sides this was effected by the proof that the study of industrial art · 
drawing demanded no special faculty on the part of either pupil or 
teacher, but could b~ taught to all by the regular teachers of the 
schools, after a little preliminary training of the teachers themselves 
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in classes. It'was long before the popular impression that drawing 
merely meant picture-:making, and that the ability to draw was a 
special gift of genius, could :be corrected; but this was gradually 
effected by repeated public exhibitions of the work done by all the 
pupils of a school, or of all the schools of a town or city, where it 
was shown that every child whose· eyes and fingers were uninjured 
could learn to draw. The object of the study, which was to train 
the eye and the hand-the one to accuracy of seeing, the other to 
facility of execution and exactness of statement-began slowly to be 
understood. 

The value of a thorough training in industrial art drawing has 
at last become so generally recognized as to call for little argument. 
It, is taken for granted in the discussions about the further develop
ment of industrial education that the pupils have been taught the 
elements of drawing; just as, in discussions about new text-books, 
their ability to read is assumed. It was far otherwise in the begin
ning. All through the early years of the decade from 1870 to 1880 
there were very few individuals, and. fewer school officials, in cities 
and towns, who were in the least aware of the usefulness of this 
study. The very places in which the most zealous advocacy for 
manual training in schools and for the adoption of all forms of 
industrial education is now found were only, after long-continued 
efforts, led to allow the experiment of teaching drawing in their 
public schools to be tried. However, the Centennial Exhibition in · 
Philadelphia in 1876 worked wonders in the generaJ_ diffusion of a 
knowledge of the possible value of this industrial art education; for' 
the American people then first saw into how large a share of the 
manufactures and arts of mankind this application of art to mate
rial enters ; first learned how values were enhanced by art, and began 
to realize how art ennobles labor. 

They saw also, at Philadelphia, in the collections shown there of the 
industrial art drawings made by the school children of Massachu
setts, by what methods, and with what results, the teaching of this 
new study could be effected. More than this, the pupils' work in 
applied mechanics, shown by t he Russhn schools. illustrating the r e
sults of giving definite instruction, in a systematic course, to artisans, 
was there !irst seen, and the idea of the "ManuRl Training School," 
since so admirably exemplified in the St. Louis and the Boston schools, 
modelled aft~r the Russian plan, was familiarized to American educa
tors; thus, the sure foundation for n further advance in the develop
ment of industrial education was laid. 

As soon as the success of this attempt to begin the elementary 
training of the eye and hand in t.he public. schools was satisfactorily 
established, it was evident that a new and valuable means of educa
tion had come into use. Edueators eagerly adopted and experi
mented with the new methods, some looking at them only with a 
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view to their application in the art of teachiilg, their pedagogic 
value; others, the majority; seeing in them the means of giving a 
more directly practical turn to ·the training in the public schools. 
The demand for this more practical education has been rapidly 
growing, and in these new studies were found the first practical sug~ 
gestions for so modifying the old· methods of school education as to 
adal't them to the new demands. In common with all germinal ideas 
they were found capable of various applications and of indefinite 
development. It was the recognition of- this potentiality that leu 
Dr. Philbrick and Mr. Perkins to desire and secure their introduction. 

When it is seen how truly the present interest in industrial train~ 
ing is the legitimate result of the introduction of industrial art draw
ing in the public schools of Massachusetts, and that, but for this pio
neer work in thus clearing the way and la.ying the sure beginnings 
of general technical training in this country, the great Philadelphia 
Exhibition must have failed of any direct practical bearing upon 
our education, or our industries, other than to greatly stimulate the 
buying of foreign art manufac~ures; the magnitude of the services 
rendertld to the whole country by the three men who originated the 
plan, and effected the introduction of the practical study of industrial 
art drawing in the common schools of Massachusetts, in 1870, begins 
to assume larger and grander proportions. 

That the practical value to the people of the United States of the 
opportunities affo1·ded by the splendid displays of their art industries 
by the nations . of the world at Philadelphia was greatly enhanced 
·owing to the direct interest in industrial art training, begun in Boston 
six years before and rapidly developing in Cincinnati, St. Louis, and 
elsewhere, may safely be assumed; because the industrial value to a 
people of the sight of such varied museum collections as were shown 
at the Centennial, is not mainly derived from the. pleasure given to 
the mere sightseer; but is owing to the opportunities thus afforded 
to practical designers and artificers for thorough study of the works 
shown; for, as Emerson sagely says, "No matter how much facility 
o_f idle seeing a man has, the step from knowing to doing is rarely 
taken." It was in this Exhibition, that the utility of such training 
in the artistic industries was first made known to·large numbers of 
Americans; it was here, also, that the methods of successful teach
ing in the elements of these arts were first shown to the whole coun
try. It is of interest thus to be able, sometimes, as in this instance, 
to trace great results to their causes. 

This movement was the true dawn of the new era of the industrial 
art development of America, which was apparently ushered in by the 
Centennial Exhibition; nor, if the movement which has gone steadily 
forward from those early days in Boston meets with no unforeseen in
terruption, will the term "era " seem inappropriate. 



CHAPTER V. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEW DEPARTURJiJ. 

The awakening of interest in Technical Education due to the modem development 
of Science-The new era only made possible by the changed relations between 
pupil and teacher-The pupil transformed from a passive recipient to an active 
searcher after knowledge-Agassiz in Cambridge and Newell in Baltimore pion
eers in this revolution-The Japanese method of learning to draw from natural 
objects-The laboratory system essentially the same in the uni-versity and the 
kindergarten-The· identity of action of the laws of nature recognized-" Alter
nation of employment" the key-note of these new educational methods-Presi
dent Walker's talk to the Boston School Committee about Arithmetic-The lesson 
Mr. Leland learned while watching Cairene children making trinkets-Some 
suggestions concerning school exhibitions of articles ma.cie by American school 
children. 

THE NEW EDUCATIONAL MOVEMENT THE CHILD OF SCIENCE. 

The widespread interest in the subject of industrial education, 
which has apparently so suddenly sprung up all over the United 
States, furnishes a striking instance of the manner in which a new 
movement, long in unnoted preparation, sometimes displays surpris
ing extent and power. The increased space and consideration given 
by all public jouri13.ls, during the past three years, to the class of sub
jects bearing upon the relations of education to the industries of the 
country, furnish a sure indication of the extent of popular interest. 
These relations are as varied as are the several institutions of learning 
and the different industries and arts. 

The causes which have led to this interest in technical education 
throughout the world had their inception in the wonderful develop
ment of Science, which first began to be a recognized factor in human 
life some fifty years ago, and which, moving with ever-accelerating 
impulse, has; by means of continuous discoveries and inventions, 
revolutionized the world's industries and ameliorated the condi
tions of living in a thousand ways, often almost unnoted. How 
speedily the new conveniences banish even the memory of the old 
makeshifts, is wittily shown in the story told by Hans Christian An
dersen, called "The Magic Goloshes," by putting on which the 
wearer, who had been prq,ising the former times and railing against 
modern ways, found himself, on stepping out of the warm, well
lighted house of his friend at midnight, in the filthy, dimly-lighted 
streets of Stockholm as they had been a century before, in the good 
old tim·es he was praising, and speedily recanted his heresies. It is a 
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story whose virtue" lies in its application," and should be read to all 
grumblers who persist in disparaging the leaden Present in contrast 
with ~ fancied golden Past. 

SCIENTIFIC METHODS ADOPTED. 

The new era in education was only made possible ~hen educators 
began to set the pupil to investigating and proving a subject for him
self, instead of contenting themselves with lecturing to him about it. 

When Agassiz, in -Cam bridge, first set his young naturalists to find 
out for themselves the peculiarities of the specimens before them, 
and Newell, in Baltimore, some thirty years ago, set his pupils in 
·natural philosophy and in chemistry to ~aking the experiments 
tliemselves instead of listlessly looking on while the teacher experi
mented-when, in other words, the pupils of these two great teachers 
were thus transformed into being themselves active seekers after 
knowledge, instead of remaining simply passive recipients of ex 
cathedra statements, which had before been thought to be the nor
mal attitude of the -pupil mind-the newer~ was, for them, already 
begun. · 

During a conversation recently with a distinguished educator the 
opinion was by him expressed that the new movement in education 
really began with the introduction of Colburn' J Mental Arithmetic, 
by which the pupil was tailed on to reflect upon and then explain 
the processes by which his conclusions were reached. 

The plan of Agassiz in putting a fish, crab, or other natural speci
men before the new pupil, and setting him to study and describe it, 
resulting generally in surprising the student by letting him find out 
how little in amount _and how incorrectly in fact his untrained eye 
could see in the object before him, when compared with what, under 
the master's training, he eventually found was there to be seen, is 
exactly.the Japanese method of art training, as described. There 
the pupil is set, without pencil or paper or any drawing material, to 
study the bird, or object selected, nor is he permitted to attempt to 
draw it till he is certain that he knows it-a process to which some
times days are given. 

This, then, explains the wonderful effects of life and movement 
produced by a few simple strokes of the brush or pen in the hands of 
the artists of Japan. 

THE MODERN LABORATORY PLAN OF STUDY. 

The laboratory system, by which scientific studies are now pursued 
in all the best universities and schools of technology is, in its essen
tial methods, one with the new methods already begun and proposed 
in the public schools. Remote as may at first sight seem any po'S· · 
sible relations between the methods of the Kindergartners and those 
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followed by youthful investigators in the physical laboratories of 
Yale, Harvard, or Johns Hopkins, they are, nevert4eless, based on 
the same principles. A careful analysis of the methods of instruc
tion in industrial drawing, of the modifications and developments of 
this study during the past three years, and of the methods of instruc
tion adopted in the new manual training schools will show that they 
are all, both in theory and practice, based on the same general truth 
which is the basis not only of the investigations of natui;,e undertaken 
by all modern scientists, but as well of all methodical training in the 
technology of the arts and sciences. 

Increased knowledge, to-day, of psychology and of physiology 
ought to render impossible repetitions of some of the mistakes of 
earlier educators, since the laws of the development of mind and 
body are better understood. The identity of action of natural laws, 
under whatever disguises of differing phenomena or seeming antag
onistic conditions they may assume throughout the vast realms of 
nature, begins to be recognized. 

So much food, so much force: is a law which applies equally to the 
steam engine and to the human being. This force can be exerted for 
a shorter time with greater intensity; or with less power for a longer 
time. It is the same force; whether the physical system applies it to 
the movement of the muscles, or, whether the intellect exhausts it by 
mental efforts. The wise man will husband this power; carefully 
adjusting the amount and form of its expenditure to the ends he 
seeks to accomplish. It was ignorance of the truth that brain work 
exhausted the bodily forces just as brawn work did, only with greater 
rapidity, that largely led to the failure of the manual labor schools 
which were in vogue fifty years ago. At these schools, the students, 
by working in the fields, or at mechanic trades, were expected to 
pay the cost of their own living and of their tuition, at the same 
time that they pursued their studies. The strain thus put upon the 
physical system was too great, the drafts drawn against each man's 
store of force too large, to be long sustained. The experiment was 
short lived. It should be remem'Qered, however, that objections 
against the present manual ti·aining schools, based on the conspicu
ous failure of these old-time manual labor schools, are of no validity; 
because the organizers of the new schools fl.ave carefully avoided 
the errors that made the failure of the former inevitable. 

In like manner the· Kindergartners, acting under the guidance of 
Frobel, who studied the nature, habits, and capacities of the child, with 
the same patient observation and intentness which Agassiz taught 
his pupils to apply to the study of natural objects, obey the indica
tions of nature. In developing the child's faculties and powers, 
they rely "on the same principlethat made the strength of Newton, 
alternation of employment." 
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"ALTERNATION OF EMPLOYMENT" THE MOTTO OF THE NEW EDU

CATION. 

The . advocates of the Manual Training Schools rely on the same 
prmciple. Not pushing physical training to any such excess as would 
be inevitable if the support of the pupil by his own labor was in
volved, they believe the transition from moderate brain work to 
moderate physical work, to be restful rather than fatiguing. All 
educators who are intelligent advocates of the new era in education. 
act always in accordance with ~be plan so well illustrated by what 
Emerson characterizes as " one of the high anecdotes of the world. 
the reply of Newton to the inquiry bow be bad been able to achieve 
his discoveries: By always ~nteresting my m,i,nd!" 

There, was spoken the great secret of all progress· in the acquisition 
of knowledge·;-the Mind alert, intent on its ·pursuit. Therein, too, 
lies the peculiar art and power of the Teacher, whether of children 
or men: the power to interest the minds of those to be taught; to in
tensify the force applied. On the due observance of these two laws, 
alternation· of employment and intensity of ·mental application, all 
success in education depends. 

By insisting on a-ccuracy of observation and statement, by pre
senting subjects in simplest forms and methodically arranged, always 
in logical sequence, and by-such repetition of the first steps as may 
be r equisite to secure that no step shall be taken till the previous one 
is mastered, so that whatever the pupil learns shall be thoroughly 
learned, whatever he does shall be thoroughly done, both the men
tal habits and the mechanical facility, which are the objects and 
sure results of good training, will be secured. 

These methods are equally applicable to all forms of education, and 
to all pupils alike, whether in Kindergartens or Universities. 

SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF TEACHING WILL SECURE TIME FOR THE 

NEW STUDIES. 

By obedience to these laws; thereby securing alternation of employ
ment before interest or force is lessened, and intensity of mental ap· 
plication, due to the alel't attention· of the pupil; and by such method
ical presentations of subjects with. needful iteration, as has just been 

· suggested; much time in the elementary schools now wasted, or worse 
than wasted on bad methods or useless studies, can be economized 
and given to the proposed new studies. To add a column of figures 
rapidly and accurately, to make no mistakes in simple sums of ad
dition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, the kind of arith
metical knowledge needed in every-day life, is, as President Walker
has shown in his recent admirable talk to the school committee 
of Boston, of far more value to the ve,st majority of sohool children1 
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than can possibly be a knowledge of the intricacies of fractions or 
facility in the gymnastics of the puzzle problems of the text-books, 
without such ready accuracy in every-day sums. This statement by 
President W alker well illustrates the rational demand for a more 
practical education in the public schools. There is a demand for a so
called "practical" education which is_ decidedly irrational. 

In every new movement in which public interest is largely aroused 
there is apt to be much purposeless activity and misdirected zeal, 
which, in the end, is sure to react most unfavorably against the 
movement, however desirable it.s purpose may have been. The new 
educational movement can hardly hope to wholly escape these dangers. 
The widespread interest in the· training given to the rising gener
ation cannot fail of good results if it only awakens intelligent inves
tigation and reflection on the part of some of those whose attention 
is thereby aroused to a grave danger and a pressing need. 

In Mr. Leland's classes in Philadelphia an interesting experiment 
has been tried. The suggestion came to him on seeing, in Cairo, 
little Arab children making trinkets for sale. Since these little 
Arabs are so skilful, he thought, why cannot all children be readily 
taught to make similar artistic things if good models are given them, 
so that, without further training, they may become profitable workers 
in what he terms the Minor Arts? Opening classes, which, at cer
tain times, public school children were allowed by the authorities 
to attend, he reached some very interesting results showing the readi
ness with which young children could thus acquire a certain amount 
of manipulative skill. Since Mr. Leland's departure for England, 
these classes have been organized into a school, called t!J.e" Industrial 
School," by the Philadelphia School Board as one of the city public 
schools. 

MODERN EXHIBITIONS OF THE INDUSTRIES OF SCHOOL CHILDREN. 

The rise of numerous associations for stimulating the exhibition 
of work by school children is, perhaps, due to the fact that a knowledge 
of Mr. Leland's experiments was widely disseminated through the dis
tribution of his "Circular" by the U. S. Bureau of Education. There 
have been many local exhibitions of scholars' work, which have culmi
nated in the remarkable displaysi.the contributions of various towns 
and cities, made in New York under the auspices of the "Industrial 
Education, Association." This association was organized in 1884 with 
the direct purpose of promoting t.he cause of ''Manual and Industrial" 
training, and, if wisely directed, can exert an immense influence for 
good, both directly in the city of New York and as a great centre of in
formation and influence. So far as it conduces to the adoption of 
thorough methods of practical training in industries, a work upon· 
which it seems to have actively entered, it has a field fot· untold use-
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fulness. So far, however, as the movements throughout the country 
· rest content with merely stimulating the school children to make 
things, in or out of school hop.rs merely for exhibition; so far, educa
tionally, they can lay claim to nothing better than the work in Berlin 
wool, tidies, and patchwork, shown by our grandmothers at "cattle 
shows" and church fairs, evidences often of misdirected energy and 
worse than wasted time. Only as this movement may lead to the in
troduction in the schools of regular methodical instruction in the ele-

. ments of manual and industrial training, can it be expected to be ·of 
any permanent educational value to the country-rather indeed of 
b,arm, if such profitless activity is substituted for true educational 

· methods, as may very possibly happen. If the "Manual Training' 
people are right in emphasizing the fact that their purpose is not the 

·production of things bY., a boy, but the product of a skilled boy, then 
to merely incite the younger school children to make things to be 
shown, is not a very high aim; or one likely to prove of much per
manent value educationally. · If, however, these enthusiastic efforts 
in various communities, instead of being thought to be a satisfactory 
solution oHhe problem, are made use of to stimulate discussion and 
to induce a general study of this novel question of industrial educa
tion in public schools, they may prove to have been of great value. 



CHAPTER VI. 

EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS. 

Kindergarten and. Manual Training Schools-The scientific method of teaching, 
common to the new schools ; though the one is designed as the lowest elementary, 
the other as the highest advanced school in the public school system-Value'of 
the new scientific method-Equally adapted to all grades of schools-Defects ·in 
public school courses as long since pointed out by State Superintendent Newell of 
Maryland-Industrial Art Drawing first introduced in Boston, by Superintendent 
Philbrick and Mr. Charles C. Perkins, in order to remedy these defects-Educa
tional, as well as practical value of this study-Exhibition of pupils' drawings. at 
Madison, Wis., in 1884-Public Kindergarten and Manual Training Schools, a 
logical sequence to the introduction of Drawing-The readjustment of vocations, 
and of e:lucational methods, made imperative by man's increasing mastery over 
the forces of Nature-To make this master of Nature master of himself the true 
mission of education-The rapidly growing recognition of the right of all to pub
lic free education, a marked pharacteristic of the present day. 

THE TWO NEW FORMS OF SCHOOLS PROPOSED. 

Two new features i:ri the public schools which are distinctively 
characteristic of the present era are found at the two extremes of 
school life, the beginning and the end ; both, as has been the case 
with all similar innovations in American schools, originated with 
private citizens. While neither, so far as their general adoption in 
pu .. l:>lic school systems is concerned, can be held as yet to have p~sed 
beyond the experimental stage, they are .both evidently growing in 
favor and begin to be adopted. These are the Kindergarten and the 
Manual Training School-the Kindergarten designed for the very 
youngest children and the Manual Training School for boys of the 
.high school age. 

The kindergarten methods are too familiar to need recital h ere. It 
was long thought their cost and character would render impossible 
their adoption in public school systems; but Professor Harris, when 
superintendent of the city schools, boldly adopted them, in St. Louis, 
some years since, where they still prosper, and Superintendent 
Seaver, of Boston, says, basing his opinion on his observation of the 
private ones supported by Mrs. Shaw, "they ought to be recognized 
and established as part of the system of public instruction in this 
city." President Walker, while recognizing that, for American 
children, the German methods need modification, says : "For the 
younger children the blessed Kindergarten has come ; * * * has 
come t<> stay." He further observes that although these schools 
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have not yet been adopted as a part of the publi~ school system, their 
methods of instruction have already sensibly modified. the modes of 
teaching in the lower grades of the public primary schools. The 
latest. report of the city school superintendent of St. Louis, giving a 
total of G,506 children enrolled in the public Kindergartens, shows 
the continued prosperity of"this Class of schools, and that transition 
from them to the lowest grades. ·of primary schools is to be made 
easier by the introduction of modelling in those grades. Heretofore 
there has been a break between the Kindergarten and the lowest 
"primary," owing to difference in methods of instruction ; just as, 
at the other end of the course, the ooy who went from the grammar 
school to learn a trade as an apprentice, found an absolute break! · 

These two new kinds of schools are, as already stated, each based 
on scientific methods of teaching, the introduction of which began, 
and the rapid disseminat ion of whic~ characterizes, the new era in 
education. When the methods of teaching in the intermediate 
s.chools are, in like manner, brought to harmonize with the orderly 
progression of the child's development, as indicated by nature and 
formulated by.science,. then, not only will the system of public schobl 
training be the -best for the child who pursues it .. through all its 
grades, but also for the child who leave·s school at. any stage in the 
course; because to know a little thoroughly, and to have been 
train~d methodically, is a far better preparation for ·any further ac- . 
quisition of knowledge than to have a smattering of many more 
things. In other words, thoroughness is better than superficiality, 
whether one is to study books, or things, or men. Therefore, to 
teach t he.child in each year of his · growing 1ife the things that be
long to that period is to give him the best possible preparation for 
th~ coming years. 

Long ago, as already stated, Professor Newell, State superintendent 
of . Maryland, publicly called attention to a serious defect in the 
organization and courses of the public schools, by showing conch~ 
sively that the several courses of studies were arranged with a, view 
to giving the pupil the best preparation possible ior advancing in 
regular succession through the higher grades, but with no adequate 
provision for the best preparation of those who were forced to end 
their school days before completing the entire course. 

Certainly, in view of the fact that by far the larger number of 
children in attendance on the public schools remain in school only 
five or six years, while only a very small per cent., put by some au
th~rities as low as 4 per cent., remain to pass through the final 
highest grades, this is a grave fault. 

Some modern school reformers would add that the system was 
consistent throughout, for not only did the lower schools fail to fit 
their scholars for the outside world, but the graduates of the highest 
schools were no better fitted for the most ·of the duties of practical 
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life! This, indeed, is the gravamen of all the serious charges against 
the public schools. 

DRAWING T:IE COMMON BOND BETWEEN ALL THE SCHOOLS. 

It was to begin a remedy for this that Superintendent Philbrick 
and Mr. Perkins .effected the introduction of drawing. This study 
of industrial art drawing, when taught in accordance with true peda
gogic methods, forms the common chain which links all the schools, 
from the Kindergarten to the Manual Training High School, in. orderly 
unison. The teaching value of this study, both in itself and in the 
illustrative facilities it affords to instructors of other subjects, is being 
slowly appreciated and developed ; while the practical value of the 
study when so taught as to develop symmetrically the powers of 
observation a.nd the constructive faculties of the pupil, is very gen
erally acknowledged. 

This was most convincingly set forth at the great annual meeting 
of the National Teachers' Association, held in Madison, Wis., in 1884, 
where specimens of drawings by public school pupils were shown 
from schools representing twenty-four States of this Union. These 
drawings when arranged for exhibition covered a wall space of 1,000 · 
feet in length by 8 feet in height, and while there were still to be 
found a sufficient number of examples of the old-time picture-making 
by tyros, which leads nowhere, to give increased value to the new 
scientific methods of instruction by contrast with those obsolete, 
useless efforts, the great majority of the drawi.ngs showed that the 
subject was logically taught, while .the admirable arrangement of 
many of the exhibitions, showing their courses in free hand; con
struction, and design, facilitated comparison between the several 
schools whose work was shown, and were 'in themselves object lessons 
showing the possibilities of this study for developing orderly, logical 
methods. By contrast, the lack of such orderly arrangement in some 
of the collections gave proof that the teacher in charge of the par
ticular display had missed one of the most valuable educational phases 
of this study. At the meeting of this Association in Chicago, in July, 
1887, a much larger exhibition of scholars' work in drawing, than 
was collected at 'Madison, was shown by "The Art Department;" in 
which a remarkable increase in the number and quality of "work
ing drawings" showed the increased attention now given to "con
struction," and thus offered additional illustration of the practical 
tendencies of all school work at the present time. 

The writer regrets that he was not permitted to attend this meet
ing of the Association; at which so excellent an opportunity was 
offered for the comparative study of the methods of teaching dl:aw
ing now in use by the schools of the whole country.· To have 
studied this exhibition, while engaged in the preparation of the 
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. present volume, ·woul~ have been of the gr~test service. : It is hoped, 
·however, that a detailed account of this exhibition of s~holars' work 
in drawing may be secured for the appendix. There were two feat
ures in this exhibition, of especial interest as exampl~s of the diver
g~nt ends which are equally served by the teaching of elementary 
drawi:ng in the common schools. These were, the eXhibition of the 
work in drawing done in the "Rose Polytech~ic Institute,"' the 
admirable Technological Institution at Terre Haute, Ind., presided 
over by President Mendenhall, and a collection of the drawings by 
the pupils of the Chicago "Art Institute," of which Mr: W . M. R. 
French, the well known Art Lecturer and teacher, is Director. 

·These furnished admirable" Object Lessons" of the double rela
tions borne by elementary drawing in public schools, to our modern 
civilization. 

In the developll!ent of the 'Kindergarten as part of the public sc]10ol 
·systems, and in the like adoption of the new Manual Training Schools, 
is to be found the "·step in advance," in that movement which began 
when "Industrial Art Drawing" was first introduced into the public 
schools of Massachusetts. 

NEED OF READJUSTMENT TO NEW CONDITIONS. 

In the very general interest shown, and in the movements under
taken for promoting various forms of industrial training, in and out 
of the public schools, which have been a marke·d feature all over the 
United States during the three years past, there are sure indications 
that there exists some serious disturbance of the equilibrium of the 
body politic. Some suggestions in this connection are here offered 
simply as contributions towards the consideration and discussion of 
subjects in which the people of America have a very vital interest. 

In the first place, it is wholly unfair to charge the public schools 
wit4 any responsibility for the existence of conditions of society 
which they could have had no part in creating; yet this is. the pre
cise accusation made by most critics. 

The mastery obtained by man over some of the primal forces of 
Nature, begun some fifty years ago, has revolutionized ideas, institu
tions, and methods with a rapidity so startling as to bewilder thought. 
To effect the re-adjustment of the relations of the individual man, of 
classes of men, of society as a whole, and of countries, to these ut
terly unforeseen conditions, is the difficult pro·blem set to this gener· 
ation. To anticipate the changes of .the immediate future, which a 
single discovery, invention, or appliance may at any. moment bring 

. about, is impossible; yet this is the problem set the educator. He 
is to so . plan his scheme of instruction as ·to best fit the pupil for 

- living in . the conditions in which he will be placed ten or twenty 
years later! Does not this suggest a return to elementary principles? 
Is the wise educator not forced to give his attention to such methods 
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as :will most fully develop and train the whole man ? Is it not his 
duty to "p'ij.t the whole boy to school"? to borrow Professor Wood-
ward's happy phrase. · 

When a single discoveJ;y in chemistry, a new applicat~on of pho
tography, a novel use of electricity is liable to change at once the 
methods in vogue in a whole group of industries; to render obsoiete 
costly machinery and painfully acquired skill; ·all who take interest 
in the kind. of education to be given in the common schools of 
America may well demand that such training shall be given the 
youth of the rising generation, as will best enable them to meet the 
ever-shifting conditions which must inevitably result from the new 
discoveries, which now seem always impending. To teach a trade 
which the next invention may destroy, to train a pupil in the tech
nical skill of a particular industry of which the next discovery may 
make an end, seems plainly a · useless waste of time! 

THOUGH INVENTIONS MULTIPLY THE LAW OF MENTAL DEVELOP
MENT CHANGES NOT. 

Arts may fade, industries change, but-the man remains ! The laws 
governing the development of the human intellect do not change. 
The mind still takes cognizance of facts through the. medium of the 
senses. That education, which will give this human being command 
of himself, of al~ his varied powers, is that, which will best enable 
him to cope successfully with whatever difficulties or dangers may 
threaten him. To make the man master of himself, has ever been 
the purpose of true education; but in the past it has always been a 
class or an iri.dividual that was alone considered in any scheme of 
educatio.n. 

The idea that every human being has ~ just claim upon the com
munity to be given an opportunity for getting such an education, is 
essentially modern. ft has been of slow growth and is yet very far 
from meeting with general assent, even in this Repnblic; yet, it is 
the inevitable corollary of the propositions announcing the inalien
able birthrights of man, as set forth in the famous " Preamble," to 
the Declaration of Independence. It is esse1itially an American 
idea, and is very difficult of denial iu a Republic in which universal 
manhood suffrage prevails. It is a significant fact that the commu
nities which have, in their educational provisions, more closely ap
proached this ideal, are known as the most enterprising and the most 
prosperous. The necessity for universal education goes hand in hand · 
with t.he exercise of universal suffrage. Like the Siamese Tv;ins, 
these two, cannot survive separation. 

However the nations of Europe may differ in their ideas of gov
ernment; they all show increasing interest in the education of the 
people. 
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":!\.wide-pervading, ea.ruest' effort to discover how this problem of 
education can best be solved for All; how the best possible training 
can best be secured to All; distinguishes the educational movements of 
the present day all over the .civilized worl<l. It is in recognition of 
this un,iversal awakening to the needs of tlie universal education of 
the people, that I have called our own day a new era in education. 

The introduction in the British Parliament (1887) of "A Bill pro
viding for Elementary Technical Instruction" is a striking indication 
of this trend of public sentiment. That the· English people were 
aroused to · the importance of superior technical instruction was 
shown by the fact of the appointment of the Royal Commissioners, 
whose investigations are recorded in the five volumes of their recent 
admirable and exhaustive report. This bill seems to intend some
thing simil~r to the present American mov·ement for introducing 
industrial training in the public schools of all grades. It is true the 
bill was laid aside, owing to the immediate pressure of political 
measures, but its introduction was significant; much interest was 
shown in the debate, and it will doubtless be reintroduced at a more 
favorable time: Mr. Mundella, in supporting the bill, illustrated the 
efficacy of this instruction as follows: "He was ashamed to confess 
that we were going to attempt nothing like the higher technical 
schools of Germany, or even what the poor Swiss were doing. Tech
nical instruction had made the Swiss, from being a mere peasant 
nation, without harbours, mines, or any industrial resources, into an 
industrial race." 

The recently reported statement by Walter Besant, whose pen 
proves like Aladdin's lamp in palace-building power, "that he hoped 
next year to see thirty thousand youth receiving techuic;al industrial 
training in the halls of the People's Palace,"-:-that wonderful East 
of London building so royally opened by the Queen in state, in this 
her year of jubilee,-is also a sign of the times. . 

In these last decades of the Nineteenth Century palaces begin to 
be built for the people, and "the Education of. the People" has 
become the watchword of the World. 



CHAPTER VII. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION-PRELIMINARY SUGGESTIONS. 

Importance of accuracy, and agreement in the use of terms-President Walker's 
address on . '' Iu'dustrial Education" referred to, as quoted in Part I, for clearness 
of statement-Value of Industrial Art Dr a wing as a public school study generally 
conceded-The new discussion recalls the ever present problems of How far shall 
the Public go in giving free education and what forms of practical training are 
feasible ?-Accounts of actual experiments in public school industrial education; to 
be given in later chapters-So called ''Mechanical" labor and" Mental" labor differ 
only in degree of mental application-All training is, of necessity, training of the 
mind-The new questions then resolve themselves practically into the direction 
to be given to mental training in public schools-The attitude of the ''Labor 
Unions" considered-The free public schools the only means of education accessi
ble to all; to the children of emigrants as well as all others-A fact to be kept in 
mind by foreign-born workmen, who have secured American homes-Succ·essful 
experiments in training the children of wild Indiaus to industrial pursuits-Les
sons to be learned from this success-Importance of industrial training for girls
The public school of to-day the only substitute for the home training of the Past
Industrial training of girls and boys equally necessary. 

NEED OF CLEAR DEFINITIONS. 

It is very evident in reading the early discussions concerning "In
dustrial Education," '' Manual Training;'' "Technical Instruction," 
etc., that often the contestants are unconsciously treating wholly 

·different topics and arguing from widely separated premises. In 
no otlier way can their opposing statements be reconciled; or can 
the apparent opposition of some, to the identical plans which in other 
cases they have ·warmly approved, be explained. 

It was because of this confusion that it was thought expedient to 
insert the admirable address by President Walker on " Industrial 
Education" as Appendix Gin Part I, rather than to retain it for 
later publication in the present volume, with which it is more directly 
allied. 

To all interested in these topics the clear statements of the presi
dent of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology can hardly be 
too urgently commended. The main divisions of the subject are 
clearly outlined, while the necessity of elementary instruction in in
dustrial drawing in all public schools as the essential basis of all in
dustrial training is emphatically stated. 

It is an encouraging feature of this movement for a more practi
cal element in the training given in t he public schools, that its ad
vocates are agreed that a knowledge of industrial art drawing must 
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precede, and accompany, all efforts to impart mechanical skill. So 
- much has been accomplished, and, indeed, it is only because the ex

periment of teaching drawing by the ordinary teachers of the public 
schools to their scholars in classes has been proved an unqtfestion
able success, that the plan of introducing still further industrial 
training h as been seriously consi~ered ; so that, before Part II of 
this Report has issued from the press, the great purpose for which 
the Report was undertaken and to which Part I was given, has been 
fully justified. 

That instruction in the elements of industrial art drawing in all 
public schools can be readily effected, and, further, that it is desirable 

· that it should be so introduced in all the schools of the country, has 
' been demonstrated beyond a reasonable cavil. Discussion on. those 

points is no longer needed; the proofs are abundant. and convincing, 
needing only to be known. . 

The questions now under consideration both by educators and the 
public, and in which many communities are profoundly interested, 
relate to the further applications of the methods with which this in
struction in drawing has familiarized the public, and bear directly 
upon the questions of how far the public should go in giving free 
preparation for the duties of practical life. to any, and what forms of 
such training can be provided for all: It will be seen that two very 
different problems are here involved, which, if blent together in dis-

. cussiori, must inevitably lead to confusion. 
In a later chapter, a:ri account of the Baltimore experiment of pro

viding for such public school pupils as desire them, facilities for fit
ting themselves for the mechanical trades, similar to those which 
have long been provided for such pupils as have wished to prepare 
themselves for college, with a view to subsequent entrance in any of 
the so-called learned professions; is given in detail. References to 
th.is notable movement, and to the early beginnings of the experi
ment in Philadelphia by Mr. Leland, were made in the previous 
chapter, because these steps were taken before this volume was first 
made ready for the press. 

Accounts of the several efforts towards introducing some forms of 
industrial training in the public schools, in different cities and towns, 
are given. in succeeding chapters with the fulness requisite to show 
the progressive growth of opinion in each case so far as the material 
accessible permits. In the instance ofthe city of Philadelphia, the 
preceding and subsequent relations of the city authorities to Mr. 
Leland's school incidentally appear. 

Before entering upon these details it may be well to consider for a 
moment what is meant by the term "industrial" as applied to edu
cation, and, further, whether the distinctions implied by the use of 
qualifying terms descriptive of classes of education are not mislead
ing and. pernicious. 



RELATION OF MIND TO MUSCLE. 

In what consists the difference between the workers of mankind that 
shall justify any su~h divisions as the self-elected champions of the 
so-called "laboring classes" erect into a shibboleth? 

THE MIND THE RULER AND DIRECTOR OF THE MUSCLES. 

So long as the muscles are obedient only to the will power of the 
brain, which organ must direct the simplest action of the eye or 
hand, any designed movement of the muscles implies the previous 
intelligence of the brain; so that, in order to teach the human being . 
to perform the most elementary mechanical action, intelligent ~om
prehension by the mind of the purpose intended by the desired 
action, must first be obtained. 

The existence of so-called automatic action of the muscles~ resulting 
from frequent repetition of certain movements, in no wise invalidates 
this proposition; but, really in itself, furnishes an additional argument 
for making the development of the intellect the basis of industrial 
training; because, since the apparently involuntary action of the 
muscles independently of any conscious direction by the mind, super
venes upon long continuance in a series of similar actions, it is of 
all the more importance that the actions which are to be frequently 
repeated should, in their inception, be intelligently directed. The 
additional ease with which both mind and muscle travel in beaten 
tracks, is at once an encouragement to the beginner in the acquisi-: 
tion of the theory and practice of any new science or art, and also 
a warniug; for, since by repetition any action becomes habitual, and 
habit is second nature, it is of prime importance that thought and 
action be started in the right direction; therefore, to beginners, tlie 
wisest guidance should be given; since the formation of right habits 
of thpught and work is far easier than the correction of wrong methods 
that, by repetition, have become habitual. · 

THE INDUSTRIAL VALUE OF COMMON SCHOOL EDUCATION IN THE 

PAST. 

The necessity and value of a comprehension of this direct relation 
of the mind to action in directing the most rudimentary forms of 
labor, as well as an exposition of the economic value of such methodic 
training in its application to. the simplest industries, such as the use 
of the shovel and the hoe, was long since so well and so exhaustively 
set forth by the late Dr. Edward Jarvis, in one of the earlier publi
cations of this Bureau,* as to render superfluous any further attempt 
at demonstration. In view of that exposition the statement of the 
fact that the elementary education given to the child in the primary 
schools is of positive economic value in increasing the usefulness and 

*See Circular of Information No. 3, 1879, " The Value of Common School Edu
cation to Common Lal;>or," by Dr. Edward Jarvis, of Dorchester, Mass. Pp. 37~ 
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c~nsequently the pay of that child when it becomes a worker, must 
be accepted as : n axiom. A little reflection as to the logical inference 
to be drawn from such an admission 'fill show that it must follow 
that, whatever the form of the child's education by which the intel
lect is developed and trained so that the mind :s better able to think 
and discr:minate between cause and effect, the one great point to be 
secured in the earlie1; steps of the child's training at school is this 
development of the intellect : so that, no matter how plausible or how 
true the assertions of the enthusia~tic advocates of the new forms of 
industrial education may be, the fact remains, that -the thorough 
schobling in the elements of the ~nglish language and of mathematics, 
the drilling in the pdmary studies which has heretofore characterized 
the teaching of the common schools, has been of immense and direct 
value, in fitting the workers of the country for their work. The in
dustrial prosperity of the people of the UniteJ States, gives unan
swerable testimony to the value of the training they have heretofore 
received in their common schools. The.3e facts should uot be ignored 
fu any consideration of the changes proposed in the school curriculum, 
by the advorates of direct industrial training. 

IT IS ART EDUCATION WHICH HAS BEEN URGED IN THIS REPORT. 

To prevent any misunderstanding, attention is recalled to the fact 
that all the arguments in advocacy of the introduction of the study 
of industrial art drawing in all schools, as urged in the previous vol
ume of this Report, were based on the admitted fact that in the com
mpn schools, and other public educational institutions of the United 
States, there had, hitherto, been little or no attention given to any 
fo~m of education in art, while, owing to the ch·mging forms of the 
world's industries, the need of instruction in the elements of art was 
urgent. · 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION TO BE NOW CONSIDERED. 

In the present chapters, which have been, as it were, interpolated 
into this Report on Industrial Art Education, and which are given 
to industrial training regardless of whether it is artistic or not, the 
school studies which it is proposed to change, or supplement, are to 
be regarded from a different point of view. 

The first question must be, how have these schools as previously 
directed prepared the scholars for ordinary indus tries? We have seen 
that they had made no pretense of preparing them for the art indus
tries, and, indeed, it is a vindication of the arguments set forth in 
the previous volume, that the advocates of the movements for direct 
industrial training assume, as a matter of course, that industrial art 
drawing is to be taught in all schools, just as all assume that the 
elements of the child's mother tongue will be taught. 



DIRECTION OF-· MENTAL POWER. 

It is, then, a question of the direction and time that shall be given 
to the training in public schools; and whether there shall be any 
efforts made to fit the pupils for industrial employments other than 
those which have hitherto prevailed. 

If it is once admitted that all labor is under the direction and con
trol of the mind, then it will be readily seen that the only difference 
among themselves between the workers who use the hoe, the shovel, 
and the pick, whether in the field or the street, at the wharf or in· 
the dark recesses of the mine, which classes them as "skilled" or 
"unskilled laborers," is in the deg1·ee in which their 'minds have 
been trained to direct . their movements. It follows that .the only 
difference between these workers in the mechanic industries and their 
fellow workers in other fields of intellectual activity; the writer in · . 
his study, the lawyer at the bar, and the surgeon in the delicate 
manipulation of his instruments, is exactly that which exists be
tween the unskilled laborer, who has no knowledge of mechanics 
beyond the ability to shovel dirt in the rudest manner, and the trained 
engineer, on whose watchful skill, as he directs the movements of the 
splendid marine engines speeding the great ship over the watery 
waste, safety depends; or the ingenious watchmaker, whose deft -· 
fing~rs move in the most· delicate manipulatiotls of his craft, under 
the guidance of his unerring sight and his trained mind. In each 
instance, it is a difference of degree, not of kind. 

This truth once recogniz~d it becomes apparent that those who at
tempt to divide mankind into classes, putting the workers in mechan
ics and the simpler industries in·· one class, and the workers in those 
fields of human inquiry which demand on the part of their investi
gators the most thoroughly trained intellects and the most complete 
abnegation of self into another, and then proceed to stir up strife be
tween them; to wake in the hearts of the workers in mechanic indus- · 
tries envy, jealousy, and hate toward their fellow workers in other 
forms of intellectual labor, are either self-seeking demagogues, or 
conceited sciolists, whose shallow brains cheerfully essay to solve, off
hand, all the problems of life which, since the world began, have 
puzzled the wisest and confounded the most powerful of mankind. 

THE TYRANNY OF LABOR . 'tJNIONS. 

That plan, which seems the 'ultima Th1tle of the present leaders of 
so-called organized labor, by which the most skilful workers, the 
best trained intellects, and the most industrious men in their ranks 
are to be compelled to forego all the advantages to which their indi
vidual integrity, industry, and skill entitle them, in favor of the least 
capable members of their "union," on the pretext of keeping up 
wages,- the union going so far, in some cases, as to inflict a fine on a 
too energetic workman, for working too fast,-must, sooner or later, 
if working men continue to have the capacity for thought, be seen to 
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be a tyranny of the most obnoxious kind. A tyranny which falls 
little short of being inimical to the whole human race, because it re
moves all the personal incitements for that self-culture and self
restraint without which individual excellence is impossible. 

If economy, patience in acquiring superior skill, industry, temper
ance, thrift, are to be of no advantage to the individ~al;-and the in
sistance of equal hours · of labor and equal pay to all members of a 
"union," whatever be their inequalities of skill or character, renders 
this result inevitable;-then, that community, where men in large 

·proportionate numbers submit to such imposed conditions, must in
evitably deteriorate and throned races must degrade. 

In the condition of the'' labor question" among all the so-called civil
ized peoples of the world, Anno Domini 1887, and especially in view of 
th~ importation into this free land, of the worst forms of hostility to all 
.social order bred in other lands in reckless reaction against unjust 
tyrannies, and developed under conditions, of which, happily,America 
has hitherto been ignorant, no apology can be needed for this refer
ence to existing facts in a discussion relating to the schools of the 
people; the schools in which the children of these disorganizing fugi
.tives from despotism are to be transformed into peaceable and useful 
American citizens, if peace, progress, and freedom are to longer here 
abide! While it is not pertinent to our present subject to discuss the 
further difficult problems of the mutual relations between capital and 
labor, the topics, to the consideration of which this chapter and the 
first volume of this Report are given, are of interest to all citizens of 
the Republic who deem the education given in the schools of the 
people a matter of concern to all. 

If those now engaged in agitation for improving the condition of 
the workers of the country once admit the self-evident proposition 
that the training of the mind must precede and undl'lrlie all success
ful training in skilled industries, it must follow, that upon no other 
class of the community have the questions we are about to consider 
greater claims. It is to the common schools of the country, and to 
the supplemental schools of technical training in · industries, which 
are recorded in this volume, that, in the absence of apprenticeship, 
they must look for the opportunity of giving their children facilities 
for acquiring the specialknowledge which alone can enable them to 
become skilled workmen. Since their children are to be Americans, 
it is obviously for their interest that the skilled workmen of the 
fu.ture shall be trained in America, rather than be imported from 
other lands.* 

The solution of the problem of transforming the wild American 
Indian from a state of savagery to one of comparative civilization 
has, within the past few years, been sought by giving to the young 

*See extracts from an article in New York Tribune of AprilS, 1887, on" Tech
nical Education in New York City," Appendix K. 
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Indians, gathered together in schools, similar training in the elements 
of a common English education to that given to the young whites; 
while, at the same time, giving, in addition, special training in various 
industries adapted to the sex, and probable employments and needs 
of the several pupils. Thoughtful observers of the results attained, 
believe, that herein, lies the only feasible s.olution of the hitherto 
vexed question. 

In the methods by which this success has been secured may be 
found pregnant suggestions for the adoption of like methods of in
struction for the children of other races. 

THE WORTH OF A KNOWLEDGE OF COMMON INDUSTRIES. 

Whatever may be the conflicting theories as to the proper province 
of the public schools-into which discussion it is not proposed here to 
enter-there would, I think, be found little difference of opinion· as 
to whether or not it would be well for the whole country, if such in
struction of the colored children throughout the South, and of the 
children of white immigrants and other comparatively uneducated 
classes in the North, could be secured, as should give the girls such 
knowledge of domestic employments as is essential to the decency, 
conifort, and prosperity of the family, and give to the boys such skillas 
would secure to them profitable employment in the various trades 
and industries. 

Throughout the· South the conditions consequent upon the changed 
relation of the races, while they have resulted. in offering to the 
colored children opportunities for ·learning to read and to acquire 
such simpler elements of an education as are given in common 
schools, on the other hand, give to the colored girl children of the 
present day no such opportunities, as their mothers had, of being 
thoroughly trained in the arts of the household,-those domestic 
duties, on the· right performance of which the welfare of the family, 
and therefore of the community, so largely depends; while the boys 
are under no such compulsion to industrious employment, as their 
fathers were subjected to. 

The training in household duties, in the art of cooking, in habits 
of neatness and industry, which characterized the old order of things, 
so far as the households were concerned, is no longer general ; and 
it is by no means certain that the boys will be brought up in habits 
of industry; while such obedience to directions or respect for em
ployers, as is entirely compatible with thorough self-respect, and, 
indeed, conduces to it, while it knitsin kindly unison the relations 
between employers and employed, seems for the most part unknown. 

This condition of affairs, which it is believed is by no means over
stated, tends directly to the deterioration of the community; and is 
alike detrimental to the true interests as well as to the comfort and 
convenience of all classes, white and black, employed and employer. 
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Since this essential feature of the useful education of individuals 
is no longer general in private families, it becomes of importance to 
know whether it can be given to classes of pupils in public ·institu
tions. Hampton, in Virginia, and the cooking schools of Boston, so 
benevolently set on foot and supported by Mrs. Hemenway, give, 
with no uncertain sound, an answer in the affirmative; while the 
success with which sewing has been taught in many public schools 
encourages the idea that such varied industrial training, as shall 
make life happier for all, is possible. 

LOCAL INDUSTRIES MUST SHAPE LOCAL TRAINING. 

If training for special occupations is to be a recognized part of the 
public education provided by the community, whether so provided 
in the free common schools or in other institutions similar to those 
recorded in this volume, it is clear that the kind of training given in 
different places must be largely modified by the peculiar ind:ustries 

·and needs of each community. 
In the comments on the report by Professor Ordway of the Swedish 

system of industrial work in schools, on pages 69-70, Part I, this 
essential condition of success has been noted, and the· fact that edu
cation in art industry is particularly needed in this country empha
sized; while on pages 249-50, in connection with the report of Super
intendent Philbrick on industrial education, there is given a con
cise r~sume of the educational movements in Massachusetts in these 
directions. The heads of a sermon by Rev. Dr. Bartol, as quoted by 
Dr. Philbrick, admirably summarize the favorable arguments then 
advanced by the friends of industrial education. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING FOR GIRLS AS ESSE~TIAL AS FOR BOYS. 

The dangers arising from the existence in a comlllunity of large 
numbers of uneducated idle boys have been fully set forth in Part I, 

. in the chapter entitled "Dangers Disclosed by the Census" (see page 
cix). The dangers arising from the presence in any community of 
large numbers of uneducated idle girls, or of girls ignorant of any 
knowledge either of household work or of other industrial employ
ments, were not portrayed; but, to the thoughtful mind, they are none 
the less menacing. These are the practical questions pressing for 
solution. How can these future men and women be trained to habits 
of useful industry? 

Woman as the Mother, in all her beneficent relations, is the highest 
. Ideal of Humanity. Upon her wisdom, industry, economy, super

vision, and executive direction, the character, the happiness, and the 
prosperity of the family depend ; and this is true in all ranks of life. 
If large classes of girls, white or black, in any section of the country, 
are allowed to grow up to womanhood with no opportunities for 
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acquiring the knowledge and the habits requisite for the successful 
performance of these duties, it is inevitable that society must suffer. 

THE MODERN NEED OF SUCH TRAINING IN SCHOOLS AS WAS ONCE 

GIVEN IN HOMES. 

Since in all parts of the country, from various causes, the opportuni- . 
ties of acquiring the necessary training are not given in their respective 
homes to large numbers of girls, whose only opportunity for receiv
ing any kind of useful education is limited to the means provided by 
the public, the question as to what can be done to remedy these 
admitted deficiencies, demands consideration. · 

The industrial training of girls is, perhaps, of even more impor
tance than that of boys; for the whole economic management of the 
household rests on the woman. The health, morals, habits, and 
happiness of the fa~ily are in her hands, much more than in those 
of the mall. On the woman's knowledge or ignorance of household 
economies, food, cooking, and of the laws of health, largely de
pends the difference between the economy or wastefulness, comfort 
or discomfort, health or disease, cleanliness or squalor, prosperity or 
poverty, of the household. · 

The practical instruction formerly given to the colored girls in all 
Southern homes has ceased, since the children are no longer in the 
houses of the whites; they go to school, but learn there no ho~sehold 
arts. It is equally true that, in the crowded cities and towns of the 
'North, numbers of white school girls have now no home opportuni
ties for acquiring this knowledge, which formerly was learned almost 
unconsciously in the sweet seclusion of homes. Boarding houses and 
tenements give little opportunity for such training. These facts 
need no comment. It must be admitted that industrial training is 
as necessary for girls as for boys, and that the field to be occupied is 
large enough to tax the wisdom and the wealth of the community.* 

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS. 

In an admirable report on country schools made by their commit
tee on education to the Kansas State Grange t in 1881, the subject 
was presented in a very practical way. After reciting the educa
tional clause in the announcement of the principles of the order, 

*For an account of what had been done in the United States to promote the" In 
dustrial and Scientific Education of Women'' down to 1885 the reader is referred 
to the carefully prepared, comprehensive statements to be found on pages 57-74 of 
the" Special Report on Industrial Education," of that date, isslled by the Bureau of 
Education. · 

t Education for Farmers' Children. Report of the Standing Committee on Ed
ucation, read by F. G. Adams, Chairman, at the annual meeting of the Kansas State 
Grange, at Topeka, December 14, 1881, and adopted by that body. Topeka, Kan
sas Daily Capital Puljishing Company, Printers. 1881. Pp. 8. 
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which emphasizes the importance of practical -studies in the agricult
·ural and industrial colleges, the report calls attention to the need of 
similar education in the common schools, since, from the Kansas 
school statistics of 1880, which are given, it appears that "of farm
ers' children not one in five hundred ever attends the Agricultural 
College," the attendance being less than one in twelve hundred of 
th~ whole school pbpulation. 

While in nowise disparaging college education, but rather adV<f
cating and sustaining it for its influence in inciting effort for the 
hig)ler walks of learning, the report says, very truly : "But for 
actual and direct school training and culture, the great mass of our 

.,children must receive their education in our common schools;" and 
they pertinently ask how this can best be done . 

. How. is .the teacher who is herself, in most instances, but a school girl yet in her 
teens, to be expected to be competent to teach '' practical agriculture" to our boys? 
And what is there of "domestic science" and of the " arts which ad,om the home" 

' that she may find time to teach our girls, with all the exactions upon her to give 
instruction and training in reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, geography, Eng
lish grammar, and history? 

They answer the query by recommending a thorough revision of 
.the list of present school studies and of the methods of teaching, and 
suggest that the time thus saved be given to elementary instruction 
in.the natural sciences, the laws of health, the nature of the ·soils, 
etc., and that the attention of the children · be directed to a close 
observation of natural objects about them, in which the teacher .is 
expected to interest them. 

Of all these things our girls, as well as our boys, may be taught something; and 
they, too, may be taught no little of the chemistry of cooking and of household 
economy. 

How otherwise than by such instruction, in the only. schools they are enabled to 
attend, are the boys and girls who are soon to succeed us to keep pace with the rapid 
expansion, acquisition, and diffusion of knowledge which is coming to pervade nlJ 
classes in tllis age of progress? How are they to cope with their competitors, who, 
in the cities and towns, by being brollght every day into contact with intelligence 
and enterprise, e11:periment and invention, are· constantly stimulated to activity and 
incited to worthy achievements? 

It will be seen that in this last paragraph the comparative ad
vantages of city life are suggested, and, by inference, t he wisdom of 
adapting school instruction to local conditions, in recognition of the 
fact that the educational needs of country and city children may be, 
in many details, quite different; while it is everywhere evident that 
the efforts of educators should, on the one hand, be directed to mak
ing the best use of the special advantages, and, on the other, to guard 
by special training against any disadvantages incident to their sur
roundings. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

AN ATTEMPT TO ANALYZE AND DEFINE THE TERM "INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION." 

A suggestion by Professor Adler-Classification suggested in Four Groups, viz: (1) 
Higher Institutions of Technical Training"; (2) Trade Schools; (3) Manual Train
ing Schools; (4) Elementary Instruction in Industries given in common schools
European'' Trade Schools "-Some American schools of simil!ir purpose-The 
Hebrew Education Society, Philadelphia-Opposition by Labor Unions to tlta 
teaching of trades to American youth-" Manual Training as a factor in Educa
tion" and '' Elementary training in Industries in common schools" are the two 
topics treated in the present chapter and those immediately following-The advo
cates of the new educational movement claim that it comprises a logical system 
of pedagogy-This claim questioned by other educators-The excellences of the 
old methods depicted-Defects in the old-time schools of New England strikingly 
stated by Horace Mann-Mr. Mann's criticisms considered-Some excellences of 
the old training appear in his very indictment-The people brought up in those . 
schools exemplify their worth-The pupils of that day had little need for school 
training in industries-The arguments advanced by advocates of the new meth
ods-Reference to a witty address by an opponent-Room for ado1>tion of best 
featuras of both the old and the new methods-The personal inspiration of a true 
Teacher is, after all, the one essential factor in every school-Graded schools in 
Cities necessitate organization and common methods of instruction by the teach
ers-Nature c:itres equally for all-The Republic and the free schools are in accord 
with that equality of riglits which Nature implies. 

A COMPLEX SUBJECT. 

The subject of "Industrial Education," as considered by educators; 
is, as has already been suggested, complex and exceedingly liable to 
misconstruction. So great is this liability that Professor Adler, who 
belioves in the higher education and development of humanity, and 
who values "manual training" in schools, as well as industrial art 
instruction, only as affording new and efficient methods for obtain
ing educational results, wholly without reference to their practical 
bearing on industries, proposes that those who have the higher edu
cational aim in view, shall abandon the use of tho ambiguous phra.so, 
and substitute for it the words "the creative method;" as a term in
dica~ive of all the forms of industrial training which are used solely 
with a view to their pedagogic value in aiding to develop all the 
faculties of the human being. 

As, at present, it is proposed to consider here only those forms of 
industrial training which may be found suitable for the common 
schools; an attempt at a brief analysis and description, of the sev
eral groups, of schools and methods, which may fairly be comprised 
under the general desigmttion of " Industrial Education," follows. 

ART, VOL. 2--5 6fi 
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There are at least four different phases of the subject which may 
be included under the common designation of "Industrial Educa
tion." These are-

First. "Technical Training," used in a sense not synonymous with 
"Industrial Education." · 

Second. ".Trade Schools." 
Third. "Manual Training," regarded simply as a factor in the 

general education of the child's faculties. 
Fourth. ''Elementary Instruction in the Industries," with tho 

direct purpose of practical application. 
Under the first head may be grouped the various Schools of Tech

nology, Schools of Science, Colleges of Agriculture, etc., full accounts 
of which were given in the special report on" Industrial Educa.tion 
j.n the United States," published by the Bureau of Education in 1883. 
Accounts of these Technic.al Institutions will be given in the present 
Report only so far as their courses in drawing, or other branches of 
industrial art, may bring them within the scope of this work. 

An examination of these institutions will show that, while they 
have many characteristics in common, they often differ widely iu 

· their purposes and methods, according as they seek to train original 
investigators in science; to qualify their pupils for the direction of 
great enterprises in mining, civil engineering, or machine making; 
to make architects, to train art designers ; to prepare teachers of 
science and professors in similar institutions; or to fit their students 
to become overseers of manufactories and practical mechanics of tho 
higher class. 

The second division, "The Trade Schools," consists of a limited 
olass of special schools in Switzerland, Holland, and France, whielt 
are as yet comparatively unknown in this country. It is quite possi
ble that in some communities here they may eventually be fouud 
desirable.* 

Just as in this co~ntry, the business colleges are designed to train 
pupils in a knowledge of penmanship and book-keeping, and to famil
iarize them with the routine of the machinery of trade in its financial 
featmes, and with the method of making complete records of mer
cautile transactions aucl of tracing them through all their rami{ic.;a
tious, there are, in some countries of Europe, schools in which the 
pupils are thoroughly initiated in all the details of trade, and fmnil
iarized with everything directly or remotely relating to t he protluc
tion-that is, to the mining and smelting of ores· or to the cnltiYa-. ' twn, manufacture, and transportation of such other articles of com-
merce, as are dealt in by those merchants who carry on the kind of 
business in which the pupils propose to engage. This, it will lJo 

*For an account of these schools in Switzerlanu, see report of Hon. Boyd Win· 
chester, Appendix K. 
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observed, is a practical application on a large scale of the " object 
lesson method" to the training of traders. 

A large class of European "Trade Schools," more strictly allied 
to industrial training, are those in which the pupils a1:e taught the 
mechanical manipulations of some special employment, are trained 
in definite trades, so as to become "skilled artisans" in the special 
industry of the community in which the school is situated. An ap
propriate appellation of these schools would seem to be" Apprentice 
Schools," for they assume to do for their pupils just what the master 
of old time undertook to do for his indentured apprentice-that is, to 
make him, in turn, a master of the c. raft. 

Some classes of t.his kind were established in New York, a few years 
since, through the public spirited liberality of Mr. Auchmuty, which 
were for a time under the auspices of the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art and in the same building with the Art Schools proper of . that 
institution, as were also the schools of "The Carriage Builders' 
Assot:iat ion;" but, as the art classes of theM useum School, under the 
later wise directorship of Mr. Stimson, have happily developed into 
classes in which a knowledge of art is regarded as an essential pre
liminary to the teaching of any special applications of art to industry; 
the other classes have removed elsewhere, and flourish independently. 
These last are purely practical and technical. trade-teaching schools; 
in wh~ch plumbing, masonry, and other lil\:e industries which demand 
special knowledge and skill are taught. 

THE HEBREW INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL IN PHILADELPHIA. 

In Philadelphia, the experiment of the direct teaching of industries 
has also been successfully tried by the" Hebrew Education Society."*. 

This attempt was first made in the hope of reaching the children 
of a colony of Russian Jews, who were never sent to any school, but 
at an early age were sent out as street peddlers. Inducements were 
at first given for their attendance and some simple industries taught 
them; later, in connection with this effort, a class for older boys was 
formed to lea,rn the art of cutting garments, which has been suc
cessfully taught. Against the cutters here traincu, as against the 
artisans graduating from the sdwols founded by :M:r. Auchmuty, in 
Now York, the la.bor uuioumenma.kc war. This illustrates tho ditli
culty of giving a.ny practical training in the industries, in this coun
try, to the children of Americans. t 

*Report of the Hebrew Education Society of Philadelphia for the year ending 
Aprill , 1887. Pp. 19. 

1' In this connection the following editorial from the Washington Post of April 8 
is apropos : "It is rather hard on the average app1·entice in this free country that 
ho cannot even begin to learn a trade without all the employes in the shop striking. 
This is what happened a few tlays ago at the gla~:;works in S<tndwich, Mass. Au 
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The '' Unions" welcome foreign born and bred artisans, but throw 
every obstacle in the way of training American youths to become skilled 
artisans. By this policy they force upon the attention of educators 
and legislators, evidences of the pressing need that exists for clevising 
some practical methods whereby the rising generation may have tl1e 
opportunity, hitherto denied them, of acquiri~g definite technical 
training in skilled industries. The arguments showing the necessity 
of the further development of technical ipdustlial training in this 
country, will be found admirably and tersely set forth on pages 74-
77 of the Special Report by the Bureau of Education in 1883, on In
dustrial Education, before referred to. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

As these chapters are given to an account of the recent movements 
for the introduction of some forms of industrial training in connection 
with the public schools only, and as there seems a pretty general 
consensus of opinion that, at present at all events, attempts to teach 
definite trades cannot possibly. be undertaken in the public schools, 
certainly not in the lower grades, beyond which only a compara
tively small number of school children advance; and, as the supple
mentary schools and classes for technical training in art inclustries 
are treated elsewhere in this volume, the question of how technical 
training shall be undertaken by institutions other than the public 
schools need not be here further considered. The brief r eference to 
the two varieties of European trade schools, and to one or two schools 
in this country in which somewhat similar methods are used, must 
here suffice; since our present purpose is to confine the consideratiou 
strictly to matt~rs relating to the free public schools. 

It is, then, only with the two final topics in this list that we are 
,now concerned, namely: with (3) "Manual Training" consiclere1l 
simply JLS a factor in education, and ( 4) with kindred exercises taugl!t 
with the direct purpose of training practical workers in tho varied 
industries. 

These two topics will be found almost inextricably blendecl in the 
several statements by educators, which follow; varying, as uow ouc 
phase, and now the other, are considered by those reporting the re
sults of the experiments in their several localities. 

The ardent enthusiasm of the believers in what they hail as a 
brand-new invention for the speedy and sensible education of chil
dren, a~d which some would carry through all the years of school 

apprentice was engaged in the cutting department, when the workmen felt ag
grieved and marched out. This is both absurd and cruel. An apprentice shoulcl 
be made welcome, and helped to learn his trade as soon as pORSible. There is no 
other sensible course to pursue. And as many working men persist in denying ap
prentices a chance to learn a trade, public schools must be established where they 
can be taught free and unmolested." 
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training, making of the Kindergarten, the object lessons, the so-called 
Quincy method, manual training, and finally technical instruction 
in special industries, a logical and continuous system of practical 
education, has aroused opposition from those who believe there is 
such a thing as the education and cultivation of the intellect as well 
as the senses; that the modern innovation of teaching down to the 
capacity of the stul'idest child, and of never demanding any abstract 
intellectual effort, is an abnegation of the noblest province of educa
tion, a belittling of the office of the teacher, and a dwarfing of the 
mind of the child . 

. THE WORTH OF THE PEOPLE'S SCHOOLS IN THE PAST. 

The views of those educators who believe that the development of 
the intellect, the strengthening it for high est flights, for closest rea
soning, for long-continued abstract exercise, is the main purpose of 
education; so that the man shall be master of his mind, and capable 
of directing, and using at will, that noblest implement, the Human 
Intellect, are deserving of thoughtful consideration. · 
· The old education, some essential features of which they would 1 

fain preserve, continually sought to raise the mind of the child to a 
higher level ; to awaken aspiration and kindle ideas, rather than to 
bring down knowledge to the lower plane of the child's supposed 
en. paci ties. 

This method of calling out the powers of the intellect, bred a force
ful and thoug'l!tful race of men and women; whose only academies 
were the humble district schools, and to whom the Sabbath sermons, 
and the inevitable drill in the Shorter Catechism, se.rved for the higher 
mental discipline. This people's training in the district schools was, 

· a.lso, of kindred spirit and character, with that education in the Clas
sics in which those masters of the theory and science of Government 
were trained, who gave such lustre to the early years of this R~public; 
by whom, all the experiments 'in government that had been tried, 
an<l all the theories that had been propounded in the past of history, 
were reviewed; and the new Nation establishe<l. The metho<ls of 
education which gave these r esults are equally open to all the shafts 
of wit and ridicule, which the modern ttpostles of scientific material
ism let fly against the study of metaphysics, and the classical training 
of the intellect. 

Tho abstract teaching of later days, also, bred a race of men who 
carried this country safe through stress and storm. 

On the other hand, that, in the olden days thoro were certain grave 
defects and deficiencies in the orclinary methocls of t eaching, which 
the training of the Kindergarten, teaching hy Ohject Lessons, and the 
study of Industrial Art Drawing-, nro desig-ned both to remedy and 
supply, must. in fairness be a.dmittell. 
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A ·clear statement of these shortcomings of the early New Engla.nd 
schoolq is found in an autobiographical letter written, long ago, to 
a friend, by the late Horace Mann, the great educational leader, and 
given in the "Biographical Sketch," publisheq by Henry Barnard, 
himself a leading educator, in 1858. * · 

It is, however, to be said in this instance,- as in r eference to that 
arraignment of the schools of a generation later, l:ecently pronounced 
by 'General Francis A. Walker, and elsewhere r eferred to in this 
volume,-that the early training, out of which came such masterful 
users of vigorous, polished, eloquent English as are these two wri
ters, must have had, spite of all evident faults, positive excellences. 

Mr. Mann has been referring rather sadly to the toil and privations 
of his early childhood, and to his instinctive love for beauty and his 
sensitiveness to it, both in nature and in art. A love which met with 
no sympathy, recognition, or guidance. He says : 

My teachers were vel'!y good people but they were very poor teachers. Looking 
back to the school days of my mates and myself, I cannot adopt the line of Virgil , 

. "0 fortunatos nimium sua si bona norint." I deny the bona. With the infinite 
universe around us, all ready to be daguerreotyped upon om· souls, we were never 
placed at the right foci.ts to receive its glorious images. I had an intense natural 
love of beauty, and of its expression in nature and in the fine arts. As '' a poet was 
in Murray lost," so at least an amateur poet, if not an artist, was lost in me. How 
often, when a boy, did I stop, like Akenside's hind, to gaze on the glorious sunset; 
and lie down upon my back, at night, on the earth, to look at the heavens. Yet 
with all ou1· senses and our faculties glowing and receptive, how little were we 
taught ; or rather, how much obstruction was thrust between us :mel nature's teach
ings. Our eyes were never trained to distinguish forms or colors. Our ears were 
strangers to music. So far from being taught the art of drawing, which is a beau
t iful language by itself, I well remember that when the impulse to express in 
pictures what I could not express in words was so strong that, as Cowper says, it 
tingled down to my fingers, then my knuckles were rapped with t he heavy ruler 
of the teacher, or cut with his rod, so that an artificial tingling soon drove away 
the natural. Such youthful buoyancy as even severity 90uld not repress was om 
only dancing master. Of all our faculties, the memory for words was the only one 
specially'appealed to. The most comprehensive generalizations of men were given 
us, instead of the facts from which those generalizations were formed. All itleas 
outside of the book were contraband articles, which the teacher confiscated, or 
rather fl.ung overboard. Oh, when the intense and burning activity of youthful 
faculties shall find employment in salutary and pleasing studies or occupations. 
then will parents be able to judge better of the alledged proneness of children to 
mischief. Until then, children have not a fair trial before their judges. 

In the very midst of this indictment is to be found, in three short 
sentences, the secret of the saving excellence of these much abusn<l 
schools of the past; the means by which, in spite of all their evident 
deficiencies as measured by modern standards, they trained up tho 
men and women of Massachusetts into a population whose general 
intelligence, love of learning, industry, thrift, ~md integrity mot. 

*Barnard's American J olU'no.l of Education for December, 11:!5tl. 
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with worl<l-wide recognition, and whose zeal for the promotion of 
education ever kept pace with their increasing prosperity. 

It was by that very exclusion of the contemplation of external nature, 
of which Mr. Mann so. bitterly. complains, not without reason, that 
all the powers of attention of teacher and pupil were thus concen
trated on the three essentials of education,-the cultivation of the 
memory, the acquisition of the language, aud that faculty of contin-. 
uons n.ttention which alone gives the power of abstract reasoning, 
by which "the generalizations of men," instead of "the facts" on 
which they were formed, are comprehended. Whatever would <lis
tract the attention from the business in hand was relentlessly "flung 
overboard," as, in his vivi<l word-picture, Mr. Mann dramatically 
::;n.ys. 

Let us examine for a moment this analysis of his teacher's methods: 
First:" Memory for word$" was the faculty" especiallyappealed to";
Well, is not this a clear following of the indication of nature ? Is 
not · the acquisition 'of a vocabulary one of the first things she sets 
her baby man to learn ? I s not this matter of articulate sound the 
earliest discrimination. between man and other animals? Second: 
ThA en.rly cultivation of memory ! Is there not an ancient proverb 
ahout the mmnory of t.he child being "wax to receive and marble to 
retn.iu ?" Memory and la.nguage first, then follows what? Not a 
more accumulation of facts; not a striving after simplicity to bring 
<lown the subjects taught to the supposed low capacity of the infant 
mind, so that the child should never be called on to exert its own 
powers, but always be fed on such sloppy spoon victuals as are ronny 
of the modern books for children. No ! No l Books were not so 
plenty then, nor were the youth so pampered. At home and n.t 
school they were expected to work, just as. men and women worked, 
only the daily task was not quite so large! The child's memory had 
been given a certain store of words,-he had a vocabulary; now, as 
he advanced in years, the next step was the development of tho 
reasoning faculties,-" the most comprehensive generalizations of 
men were given." Any one who was ever made, as all youth were 
then made, to memorize the "Shortei' Catechism," and has lived to 
reflect upon its abstruse metaphysical assertions, will understand 
what Mr. Mann refers to in that statement. So, according to the · 
nvidence of this most competent witness, the old method trained the 
memory, gave careful attention to the correct use of language, and 
then sought to develop the thinking, reflecting powers of the mind. 
Not such a very meagre outfit for the future man in his contact 
with his fellows ! The e<iucation of those days took for its motto, 
and lived up to it, Pope's well known aphorism, "The proper stndy 
of mankind is man"-man, in his threefold nature, and, accepting 
unquestioningly the fact of his immortality, busied itself about his 
futuro destiny. Well, we mn.y perhaps be permitted to ask, what is 
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the significance' of all this modern nature-study, except so far as it 
relates to man ? 

This old-time district school training of New England did one 
thing more, whatever else it may ha:ve failed. to do, or, at any rate, 
if the credit of this be denied to these schools, it cannot be denied 
that the people, who had had only this common school training, 
·were themselves imbued with and inspired their children with a 
reverence and love for learning. This respect for learning was held 
by all, even where books were few and the amount of book-learning 
scant. How prevalent and how forceful were these ideas is seen in 
these further extracts from Mr. Mann's letter: 

Yet with all these obstructions, I had ·a love of knowledge which nothing could 
repress. An inward voice raised its plaint forever in my heart for something nobler 
and better. And if my parents had not the means to give me knowledge they in
tensified the love of it. They always spoke of learning and learned men with en
thusiasm and a kind of reverence. ·I was taught to take care of the few books we had 
as though there was something sacred about them. I never dog's-eared one in my 
life, nor profanely scribbled upon title-pag61l, margin, or fly-leaf, and would as soon 
have stuck a pin through my flesh as through the pages of a book. * ·• * I said 

. we had but few books. The town, however, owned a small library. When incor
porated, it was named after Dr. Franklin, whose reputation was then not only 
at its zenith, but, like the sun over Gibeon, was still standing there. As an ar _ 
knowledgment of the compliment, he offered them a bell for their church, but after
ward, saying that, from what he had learned of the character of the people, he thought 
they would prefer sense to sound, he changed the gift into a library." . . 

It would not be easy to measure the inspiring influence of the few 
early town and school libraries scattered here and there through 
New England. They were like green, spring fed oases in a desert 
land. Mr. Mann's appreciation of them is thus shown in another 
line of his letter, "Had I the power, I would scatter libraries over 
the whole land, as a sower sows his wheat field;" which recalls a 
remark once made to the writer by Charles Sumner in reference to 
national aid for education. Said he, "I would empty the Treasury 
for education." Each realized that an intelligent people constitute 
the greatest riches and safeguard of a country. 

In contrasting the present with the past, as portrayed in Mr. 
Mann's letter, it must be kept in mind that the need for definite manual 
and industrial training which now exists in many of the American 
larger towns, and in the cities, was then unknown. The great titles 
of foreign immigration had not begun to pour in upon the contilHmt, 
the first movement having its origin in the enforced flight of shu·v
ing people from famine smitten Ireland in 1846. 

American youth were, for the most part, in town and country, 
brought up to do something. In the rural districts school terms wore 
short, while the farm work lasted the year round. "Until tho age 
of fifteen," says Mr. Manu, "I had never been to school moro t.hau 
eight or ten weeks iu a year." The children had plenty of must:ular 
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development ~tnd manual training in farm work, dairy and house 
work. They had an intimate acquaintance with domestic animals, 
and such wild "small deer" as were left in the woods and meadows. 
These important differences in the surrounding circum_stances are to 
be kept in mind when comparing the schools of the different eras. 
This same Horace Mann, later to win world-wide fame as one of the 
greatest educators of his time, the greatest America has yet known, 
lived, till he was twenty years of age, on a small farm; all his early 
schooling was in the common district school of a poor town ; but, 
later, he was fortunate in meeting with a man who was remarkable 
as a t eacher of the classics, by whom he was thoroughly drilled in 
the Latin and Greek languages, that is, in the memory and uses of 
''words" again; and so h e went from his narrow life on the country 
farm to the university. 

Now when such critics of the old methods as are Horace Mann and 
Francis A. Walker are pointed out as themselves the proquct s of 
those methods, it is no sufficient answer to say, as iS sometimes done, 
that they are exceptional men, who would have developed spite of 
the faults of any system, and that therefore, the old methods are not 
entitled to any credit for their admitted excellences. It is granted 
that they are of exceptional ability, and in a similar sense Daniel 
W ebster was exceptional, but the import~mt fact remains that they 
have displayed their ability just as Webster did, by the very mani
festations that they might logically have been expected to show as the 
r esult of their education begun in the common schools of New Eng
land; that is, in the skilful use of a copious vocabulary, in lucidity 
of statement, and in power of close reasoning. Now, in proof of this, 
the men and women of their generation, taught as they were in school, 
showed the same qualities; only in differing degrees, as they were 
more or less exceptionally endowed and had enjoyed subsequent 
opportunities. The use and appreciation of good English, the power 
of concentrated attention, the capacity to reason, the fondness for 
argument were the intellectual characteristics of New Englanders as a. 
people, sixty and even thirty years ago;-the contemporaries of Mann 
and of Walker. Their knowledge of mechanics, of the application 
of intellect to industry, witnessed to by the excellence of their manu
factures and by their number-less inventions, is sufficient proof that 
they were not then suffering for lack of manual training schools, or 
generalindustrial training. The one thing that neither the schools or 
the society of New England then furnisheu was a knowledge of Art 
and of its manifold application to industry; and, since that was lacking 
in New England, it has since been wanting in the whole country; for 
it is the·educational ideals of New England which have, in a great 
degree, modelled, inspired, and vitalized the eclucational systems of 
the country. 

Since, as we have seen. all intelligent exertion of the muscles must 
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be the outcome of intelligent direc.tion by the mind, it ~ollows that, 
other things· being equal, the highest, broadest, most complete de
velopment of the intellect is the ideal of true education. 

If, as many believe, the excessive use of Kindergarten methods and 
of object teaching, carried beyond the earliest years of child-life, 

_tends to so weaken the mental powers, because they are neither devol
oped nor .called into exercise, that a pupil taught wholly on this plan 
is incapable of close abstract thought; then it is time to call a ha.lt. 
These new methods, this attention given to direct training of eye ancl 
hand, unquestionably valuable as · means, must be used and not 
abused. Nor, under the pressing incitements of practical needs, 
must the higher ends of education be overlooked. 

The fear of such a result, led many of the wisest educators to hol<l 
aloof from the early propositions to introduce inclustrial training in 
schools. It is yet· uncertain, whether much more than thorough 
training in industrial art-drawing can wisely be given in the ele
mentary public schools. 

ARGUMENTS OF THE ADVOCATES OF THE NE"W METHODS. 

!tis only just to some of the ablest advocates of these unfamiliar 
forms of education, to state, here, that they strenuously deny that there 
is any such necessary result from the use of these new methods ; on 
the contrary, they aver that the training in the close observation of 
the objects presented, which is the direct result of tho object· lesson 
method, gives precision to the thought, a.nd tencls to develop tltt~ 

power of comparing different objects; so that one thus trainecl cn.n 
detect difference and recogll.ize likeness, much more readily. Th(•y 
further claim that, since the acquisition of this' power of accnmto 
discrimination forms the very essence of true scholarship, and is t110 
basis on which abstract speculation must rest, the new methods give 
not less: but more, available intellectual power, than the old ways of 
education which took no cognizance of material objects. 

The experienced educator, who for years has been Sl'lperintendcnt 
of the Worcester, Mass., city schools, in a r ecent thoughtful a11d 
witty address,* set forth the old New England methods and their n~
sults, showing how then, the youthful minds were brought into con
tact with the writings of the great masters of English and mal10 to 
endeavor to comprehend their masterpieces. . 

The contrast between the noble passages from whic]llanguagc was 
then taught and the wishy-washy weakness of much modern reacling 
provided for the study or amusement of children, is striking and sug
gestive. 

A query occurs : It is, whether the children of generations of 

*"Presumption of Brains," by Albert P. Marble, Ph. D., SupcrintcmlPnt of 
Schools, Worcester, Mass. Boston: New Englanu Publishing Company, :J 8!\mer
set street. Pp. 15. 
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Americans so eclucated have much to gain from the methods adapted 
to the mental condition of children of unlettered European parents 
or to children of slower perception than the Americans ? 

However, in crowded cities, and in many country communities in 
America, there are numbers of children of immigrants, as well as 
numbers of colored children in the South, among whom these 
methods may be advantageously employed. 

Another suggestion may perhaps be ventured, and that is that the 
value of methods of patent machinery may be very easily overrated. 
There are two essential factors, and only two, in every school, tho 
teacher and the pupil; all others arc trivial and subordinate. Walter 
Smith's great influence was due to the fact that he was marvellously 
enrlowed as a teacher-an inspirer of others. So the important ques
tion is not whether one set of drawing books or geographies is better 
or worse than another, but whether this g iven teacher is capable of 
developing most fully and wisely the capacities of that given pupil. 
So far as methods, text-books, machinery of discipline, interfere with 
that vital result, so far they ar e all nuisances. 

It is very easy and very common to consider that some particular 
method, discipline, or apparatus of education is indispensable, but 
all experience has proved t he futility of such reliance. 

It must, nevertheless, be recognized that in communities in which 
n large number of graded schools are collected in one building, and 
many teachers are employed under the super vision of one principal, 
there is necessity for organization and for the adoption of some 
common methods of imparting instruction, and of preserving requi
site order, to be followed by the several teachers; and it appears, 
further, that no studies which cannot be thus t aught, and to many pu
pils simultaneously, are practicable in these public schools. Fortu
nately it is found that the essential studies can be so taught. ·Draw
ing and elementa.ry industrial training have proved particularly well 
suited to the conditions found in the public schools of the United 
States. 

The heaven-born teacher will still excel, and cannot be too highly 
valued or extolled; but Nature does not leave her children wholly de
pendent upon exceptional instances. H er universal gifts are, n.fter 
all, her best gifts. The best things are common to all. 

"I care not, Fortune, what you me deny: 
You cannot rob me of free Nature's grace: 
You cannot shut the windows of the sky, 

· Through which Aurora shows her brightening face! " 

The sun rise~ and sets; the blue vault of Heaven o'erarchcs all; the 
stars, in sublime procession, hold ever their nightly mat·ch; the seasons 
recur each in their appointed time; the tide~ of ocen.n ebb n.nd flow in 
ordered sequence; aml, to every free soul, these wondet·s constantly 
appeal. They are the commou lwri tn.gH of tho race. No ma.n·ean ap
propriate them. No pomp n.ud splmulur of Kings or Potentates, can 
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for a moment compare with the magnificence of Nature in her com
mon, everyday aspects as shown for all men to see. The lesson thus 
set for man to learn is that of a common brotherhood and heritage; 
that as man, he is free of the Universe, and that claims to special pre
rogatives by any class of men are, ipso fa.cto, to be questioned. The 
foundations of the Republic and of the free public schools rest alike 
in their accordance with these immutable intimations of Nature. 



CHAPTER IX. 

THE DIRECTION AND AMOUNT OF INDUS TRIAL EDUCATION IN PUB
LIC SCHOOLS LARGELY DEPENDENT ON LOCAL ENVIRONMENT. 

Tho amow1t and kind of industrial training to be given in schools must be adapted 
to character of attendance-The probable length of time the pupil will r emain in 
school a most important factor in the educational problem-" Manual Train
ing Schools," purpose of, as announced by the school authorities of Baltimore
Schools of this class unsuited to boys under fourteen years of age-The plan 
adopted in Omaha-The proposition to establish" Manual Training Schools" a 
question by itself-The introduction of simpler forms of industrial training in the 
schools of lower grades a matter of more general and immediate interest--What 
forms of this training are fitted for these schools?-What for rural schools ?-Some 
knowledge of common industries and common tools, useful to all boys and girls
Actual experiments in putting industrial training in schools in various places re
cited in later chapters-Since drawing is successfully taught to classes simultant.~ 
ously, it is no longer a question of How, but of What to teach in the schools-A 
difficult problem remains-How shall the school-taught boy find entrance into 
active work ?-The institutions recorded later in the volume will show how tllis 
problem \Vas attacked in the past--The Public largely indebted to private benev- , 
olent educational enterprises-Private efforts, however, ever inadequate to cope 
with public needs-The Manual Training School as a part of the system of Pub
lic Schools is under essentially different conditions from its prototype, the incor
porated Manual Training School- The arguments suited to the latter may be 
wholly unsuited to the new conditions-Local industries must shape local train
ing- How can the connection between schools and trades be so established as to 
enable the trained boy to step from work school to workshop ?-The ever-increas
ing need of a feasible solution of this problem suggests possible future important 
cha.nges, and an indefinite enlargement of public industrial training-Sta,rtling 
statements conceming European competition in the technical training of artisans 
for America. 

LOCAL ENVIRONMENT A CONTROLLING I NFLUENCE. 

In questions relating to the studies most useful for the public 
schools there is much to be coi1sidered. The locality, which deter
mines the character of attendance in the given school and on which 
depends the time the majority of the children will probably remain 
in school, is an important factor; because the length of time the 
child will remain should indicate the kind of instruction to be given, 
and decide the question as t o 'vhether the effort shall be to fit the 
pupils for a higher grade of school, or to give the best fit possible for 
life without further schooling . This factor of the educational 
problem has been very generally overlookeu. 
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It will th~n readily appear that the kiliu of industrial education to .. 
be given must be somewhat different when it is to apply to schools 
in which pupils attend only till they are twelve or fourteen years of 
age, than when designed for those primary schools from '\>Vhich the 
pupils e:Kpect to advance in cou'rse through the higher grades till 
they have reached the age of eighteen or nineteen years. 

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS. 

Owing to these essential differences of conditions there will be found 
a marked distinction between the various methods urged for the pro
motion of the new educational ideas. '' Manuai Training Schools" 
proper, apply only to boys of fourteen or over; andarethus sclf-limitetl 
to a minority of the public school boys. 

"lndustriai education," which, used in the broadest sense, would, 
of course, also take in Manual Training Schools, and even here in 
its more limited sense may include Kindergarten, Kitchen Ga.rdens, 
"The Whittling School," modelling in clay, "Minor Arts," sewing 

. schools, cooking classes, etc., is applicable to all classes of schools 
and to pupils ·of all ages. 

For the typical" Manual Training School,'' whether established as 
a part of the public school machinery or by associations of individuals, 
the school attached to the Washington University of St. Louis, and 
the one under the fostering care of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in Boston, are taken as models. 

These two. schools, themselves modelled after the Russian Stroga
noff School, and the Imperial Training School at St. Petersburg, a.re 
described at length in volume III. 

In urging the adoption of a school of this class as one of the public 
schools of their city, the advocates of this new enterprise in Baltimore 
looked, not to giving to the boys fitting for the classical colleges and 
universities an additional advantage; but their main purpose was, 
as clearly stated, to provide for those youth who did not design to 
pursue their studies in institutions of higher learning, but who were 
to graduate directly from the public schools into the duties of practi
cal life, educational advantages similar in purpose, though unlike in 
kind, to those provided for their fellows who were preparing for col
lege ; and, with this end in view, to substitute, in place of lessons in 
the Latin a~d Greek l~nguages, training in drawing and practical 
instruction in the use of wood and iron working tools. 

This seems a justifiable purpose and can be urged on the grounds of 
equal justice to all. It has, however, in other places since been urged 
that similar instruction be attached to the high school proper, so as 
also to give to the boys fitting for college the additional advantage of 
this industrial training; this is urged on the assumption that the 
training in the use of mechani9al tools is desirabl.e for all; for the pro-
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fessi01ml ma,u as well as for the n'1au who proposes to devote himself 
to industrial mechanical pursuits. In the city of Omaha, Nebraska, 
a manual training department has thus been attached to the high 
school, and consequently the claim is made that this is the first city to 
initiate the experiment of incorporating a manual training school into 
t he regular public school system of a city, since, in the city of Balti
more, Ma.ryland, :where a manual tr~tining school was first set up by the 
public school authorities, an entirely novel form of school was estab
lished, while in Omaha, the high school was retained with all its feat
ures, a manual training department being simply added, the exercise.'> 
of which all the high school pupils were permitted to attend. This 
latter plan throws an additional burden of proof upon the advocates 
of the introduction of this feature of manual training in the public 
schools, namely: the necessity of showing, first, that this training is 
equally valuable for all pupils, and, second, that the additional work 
will not overtax the pupils, who are required, at the same time, to keep 
up their preparatory studies for college. 

There are other preliminary considerations of importance; incident, 
however, to the proposal to introduce schools of this class in any 
form. These are: First. Is the given community justified in incur
ring for the support of its public schools the inevitable additional 
expense of establishing and keeping up a first class manual training 
school, with its costly plant of machinery and additional teachers? 
Second. If the first cost of procuring the machinery, etc., can be met, 
the question still remains as to whether this special form of school 
can be sustained without too great a demand on the public funds 
provided for keeping up all the schools; so that provision for the pri
mary and lower grade schools, in which the majority of the children 
are to be taught, shall not in any wise be impaired. These last are 
serious questions, which a re to be met at the very outset of any move
ment for the addition of such sch ools to the public-school system; 
they must be decided by each community for itself, in accordance 
with its aggregate wisdom and wealth. 

It will be seen that this question .of establishing schools of manual 
t miniug is a question by itself, applicable only to the higher grades 
of schools. It is distinct from the questions which arise when the 
iutt;otluctiou of other forms of industrial training in the lower grades 
of the public schools are under consideration. Further than this the 

' manual training schools ar~ a class of institutions adapted only to the 
larger towns and to cities·, their cost effectually prohibiting their mo1·o 
general introduction. Nor, looked at practically, is this limitation 
to bo particularly lleplored. So far as their courses lead directly to 
tho increase of workers in wood and iron, there is in every community 
a limit to the demand for workers in such industries. Neither 
blacksmiths uor carpenterl? are ne~ded in unlimited numbers. 
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KNOWLEDGE ABOUT COMMON INDUSTRIES DESIRABLE FOR ALL BOYS 

AND GIRLS. 

On the other hand, when the question of considering what indus
trial lessons may be profitably given to school children generally, 
in addition to thorough training in industrial drawing which shouhl 
be universally taught, it may safely be said that there is no boy 
who will not be better equipped. for any position in life by a famil
iarity with the names and uses of all the simple tools of the farmer 
and the carpenter. To be able to use skilfully the shovel, spade, 
hoe, and rake; to hammer a nail straight; to use the saw, axe, auger, 
chisel, plane, gouge, and square cannot fail to make him more useful 
to himself and others, and this practical knowledge is very desirable, 
provided it can be acquired without too greatly diminishing the time 
needed by the boy to acquire a sufficient knowledge of his own lan
guage, and of those elementary studies in which he must be thor
oughly grounded, if he is ever to be able to make himself an intelligent 
American citizen, fit to exercise the _franchise with which he is to be 
intrusted; while the use of the needle is equally desirable for every girl. 
It is, besides, desirable for all girls to know how all the work of tho 
house should be done; to become proficient in the knowledge of thuso 
domestic arts on which the neatness, health, and comfort of the home 
depend, such as sweeping, dusting, bed making, arranging of furni
ture and of the table; and, further, to know how to purchase, prepare, 
and serve the food; that is, to have something of the skill of tho 
caterer, the cook, and the waiter. There is no girl in any position 
in life who will not be the better equipped for whatever duties she 
may be called to undertake by possessing as much of this domestic 
knowledge as she can acquire. 
· It will thus be seen that the needs for the industrial training of 
both sexes are many and comprehensive. The. practical questions 
for consideration relate to the advisability and means of speedily 
adapting such training to the capacities of the children in the sev
eral grades of the public schooLs. What can be wisely done in the 
lowest grade of schools? How shall the courses be so graded as to 
give to the pupils in each grade the best preparation for life in cu.t;e 
the child fails to continue longer in school? What class of schools 
needs to be added to those now existing, to supplement the book 
knowledge now given to the girls in the High School, with the specia.l 
training in the arts of domestic economy? This knowledge is surely 
as desirable for them, as practice with wood and iron working tools 
is for the boys in the High School. These are some of the problems 
of present interest to educators and people. 

It will be seen, in the following chapters, that each and all of these 
problems have been considered and their solution essayed somewhere 
in these United States. As yet, it is too soon to affirm positively that 
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all of them a.ro solved satisfactorily, but, on the other hanu, some 
things have heen definitely settled; and had the introduction of in
dustri::>J art drawing in the public schools accomplished nothing else, 
tho proof that it has given of · the possibility of teaching the samo 
thing simultaneously to large numbers of pupils, amply justifies all 
the time, labor, anu money it has cost. 

This possibility multiplies indefinitely the power of the public 
sch ools. That whatever in the way of "doing" it is desirable that 
tho school children should know can be taught in these schools, has 
hoon absolutely demonstrated. The only question now remaining 
in the case of any given school or of any system of schools is, what 
is it that it is desirable for these children to learn? 

Just as a knowledge of the elements of English, of drawing, aml 
of mathematics is recognized as desirable for all children, so there 
may be certain elementary forms of industrial training which can ho 
equally taught to all, and may be as readily agreed upon as uesirablo. 
What-can be done with the primary school children? What can he 
done in the lower grade schools of crowded cities? What in rural 
schools in sparsely settled neighborhoods? These are the immediate 
questions· which affect by far the larger number of public school 
children. When the higher grades of schools are reached, mu.l when 
special training for the scholars in the High School is in question, the 
problems are of another class, into the solution of which the element 
of probable cost largely enters. 

What I would suggest, is, that this question of industrial education 
is not only complex, but multiplex. It is to be resolved into its com
ponent factors or classes; and the problems of each are to be mot and 
solved separately. If this is conceded, and the subject thus ap
proached; I believe most of the difficulties will prove to have been 
apparent, rather than real. Each grade of school will be fonnu to 
have its own special needs and opportunities; each locality, also, to 
possess its own special demands and facilities. In one plnce, the 
public will be found already prepared to take up tho new methods 
and successfully apply them; in another, the initiation will depend 
wholly on private benevolence and enterprise. 

There are some further problems suggested for consideration in the 
following paragraphs, which, it would seem, must sooner or later 
demand solution. 

HOW CAN THE INDUSTRIALLY TRAINED BOYS ENTER TRADES? 

Assuming, for the purpose of stating these suggestions, that the 
introduction of some form of indnstria.l t raining should have been 
successfully accomplished, not only in the schools of cities and towns, 
but also in tho country schools; tba.t ~Lll tho boys have bee.n taught 
tho uses of tho simplur tools of the mechanic, and that in tho larger 
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places the manual training schools, with their courses in w~od and 
iron working, have been established, what then? The complamt uow 
is, that the boys graduating from the public schools, aro fit only for 
clerks and book-keepers. The reply has been, that these were the 
only places open to them; both because their sch ool training ha<l 
fitted them for. no other employments, and, also, because there were 
no opportunities for them to learn to be artisans. Well, if this is so, 
how will the introduction of such other training, as has just heon 
referred to, change these conditions? 

What is it that will effect, first, the chango in their wishes awl 
desires, so that they will wish to become mechanics? Second, if they 
wish to enter trades how are they to do so? Will not tho same diffi
culties that now exist, of finding entrance into the trades, remain? 
In other words, is it not essential that, in some way, a connection 
shall be established between the schools and the t rades? Otherwise, 
where does this industrial training lead? Is it not analogous to au 
elaborate flight of stairs ending in mid air! A ladder, leading no-
where? · · 

If this industrial educational movement in the schools is to do any
thing more practical than to serve simply as an ingenious and val
uable adjunct to the appliances ,of education, a mere phase of tho 
general discipline and culture of the pupil, such as Professor Adler 
and his friends wish it to be regarded, then it seems clear that some
thing further than has yet been proposed must be devised, either hy 
the public school authorites or by private enterprise; some instru
mentality which shall connect the school graduate, familiarized wit,h 
the use of' tools, with the opportunities for entering at once upon 
some opening for the practical application of this knowledge. Tech
nical schools and Trade schools muat become a necessity, in such a 
shape that through them introduction to the practical work of tlte 

. world can be secured by the pupils of the public schools; or else thcso 
pupils will, on leaving school, still be forced to seek the employments 
now open to them; since there is no better opportunity offered them 
now, than heretofore, for introduction into the ranks of skilled labor. 

The several institutions recorded in the succeeding volume of this 
Report are evidences of past efforts made by the public spirited cit
izens to solve this problem, as it wa8 presented by the 8chool s before 
the introduction in them .of any form of industrial training had been 
proposed. They may now serve to point the direction which the 
further movements of public education must follow, and to offer in 
some cases a type of the kind of schools indicated. 

It is everywhere apparent that private benevolence or enterprise, 
muni.ficent and effective as they have proved in many splen<lid 
instances,· are, nevertheless, wholly unequal to the adequate supply of 
the educational needs of a people. It is the province of private gen
erosity to initiate the experiments, to demonstrate the wisuom aud 
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practicability of tho proposed innovations, aml tl~e history of this 
country is illumined by the record of such services under taken lJy 
large-hearted individual:;. It, nevertheless, remains true that in cases 
where the novel methods have proved desirable, the community has 
a<lopted th em in ordor that all might participate in their benefits. 
Among the more recent instances of this public action may be eited 
the :.tdoption by the Boston school authorities of the cooking classes 
first started by Mrs. Hemenway, and the recent large increase in the 
annual appropriation made to the Marylanu Institute by the city 
a.uthorities of Baltimore. 

THE CONDITIONS OF MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS VERY DIFFERENT 

FROM THOSE AFFECTING SIMILAI~ PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 

The first promoters of tho Manual Training Schools were very em
phatic in protesting that no tmtles, or special industries, were taught 
in them, and in urging on this ground the g reater valuo of their 
methods educationally. 

This position need not be controverted; but, when considering tho 
relations of the public schools to industrial education, it is necessary 
to r emember that these first " Mmmal Training Schools" were prac
tically private institutions, with large tuition fees; that their pupils 
were, for the most part, able to devote the t ime and money requisite 
to aequiring a liberal education, professional or mechanical. The 
atl vacates of the addition of this feature· of tire manual t raining 
sehools to the public school system follow the line of the originator:; 
of the private institutions in giving prominence t o the fact tha.t no 
special industries or trades are taught in them, only a general 
foundation for all mechanic employments. The value of this form 
of elementary training as a basis for future special training is con
ceded. It is, however, suggested that, owing to the different condi
tions affecting the pupils of the private schools and those of the pub
lic schools, there exists, in the latter case, the need of practically 
bridging over the gap between the manun.l training school and the 
workshop, or manufactory, which is to give paying employment to 
the graduate of the public manual training school. Consequently 
the protests by the directors of private manua.l training schools 
against trade schools, technical special schools, etc., are not perti
nent when uttered by the promoter:; of public manual tra.ining schools. 

THE PRACTICAL DIFFICULTY NOT YET SOLVED BY THE ADVOCATES 

OF THE NEW I NDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 

What is true in regard to the smaller class of boys who may grad
uate from the public manual tra.ining sehools, is stillmore important 
in its application to the large majority of the boyt~ who go out from 
the lower grade ::;chools. If this much dit~eus::;ed question of Indus-
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trial Education in . tlic public schools, is to be of any permanent 
practical benefit in t~·aining large numbers of sc~wol chil~ren into ~ore 
or less skilful artisans, some feasible way of mtroducmg them mto 
the ranks of skilled laborers must be devised. No such way at pres
ent exists. This is a question of such practical importance that it 
cannot long be ignored. Objections to its discussion that may bo 
urged by timid advocates of the new industrial education, for tho 
reason that there are already difficulties enough to be met at tho 
outset, must not be given too m~ch weight; because, otherwise, the 
expe1:iment mmt needs fail before it is fairly begun. As a chain is 
no stronger than any one of its connecting links, so much the more 
the links, by themselves alone, are but useless fragments. This is 
t.he present condition of the industrial education scheme so far a::; 
any connection between the children in the schools, and. tho worker!:! 
in the various trades,· is concerned. And this ugly factor of tlw 
problem must be fairly met and successfully solved; before auy per-
manent succeess can be achieved. · 

LOCAL INDUSTRIES. 

This consideration also emphasizes the importance of so shaping 
the industrial training of schools in the various localities as to give 
to the pupils the best preparation for 'entering upon the local indus
tries. As a practical question too much weight can hardly bo given 
to this point, since the majority of school children aro :under the 
necessity of finding employment in the immediate vicinity of their 
homes. The chief cmicern of the public must be concentrated ou 
those who form the large majority,-and who are compelled by cir
cumstances to remain attached to the soil, if not in the sense of tho 
like class in medireval times (for in this age the peaceable popula
tions as well as the war reserves have been largely m"obilized), still 
they are so to the extent that the local industries must bo the mn.in 
dependence of the majority of the inhabitants of the locality. How 
the connection between the industrial training in the schools aml tho 
iudustrial.employment of the former pupils of these schools shall he 
effected, is the problem awaiting solution. Whether by private or 
public institutions is immaterial, if only the connection is estahlishetl. 
This problem will vary in its phases with varying localities, am1 i t~ 
solution must be undertaken in ·compliance with such existing con· 
ditions. It is plain that no hard and fast lines can be laid down in 
a.dvance, and equally that no theories or prejudices should be suf
fered to thwart or impede its practical solution. 

THE-PUBLIC MAY NEED NEW DEVICES TO MEET THE NEW EXIGENCIES. 

Public "Trade" schools and "Technical" schools may yet be fonnd 
to be necessities in many localities; while the rapidly varying forms of 
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industry arising from the multifarious discoveries, inventions, and 
novel applications of power may, doubtless must, necessitate novel 
forms of ind.ustrial training to meet the· new contingencies. 

The above paragraph h~d.hardly been ,written before the startling 
statement, then just published in a leading journal,* fell under the 
observation of the writer, to the effect that in the European technical 
schools the development of American inventions was closely ohserved, 
ancl the students were carefully ti·ainecl in the use of the latest Amer
ican tools and machinery adapted to their trades; so that the trained 
European artisan, on landing here, was fully as familiar with Amer
ican tools and methods as the practiced American journeyman: It 
will thus be seen that European competition is as aggressive in edu
cation, as in traffic. It is clear, if this progresses, that something far 
beyond the mere elementary knowledge of thG names and uses of the 
simpler tools of the artisan will be requisite to fit our school boys for 
the higher ranks of skilled labor. This latest phase, it is true, applies 
rather to the "Manual Training Schools" proper, than to the lower 
grades of public. schools; but whatever retards the front of the column 
delays the march, and, if not overcome, will gradnn.lly call a halt all 
along the line; and, in the end, effectually oppose all progress. 

A REMARKABLE MOVEMENT IN ENGLAND. 

In this connection the recent action in England in the formation 
of a "National Association for the Promotion of Technical Educa
tion" is noteworthy. A great meeting was held in London July 1, 
1887, to organize this association .. The Educational News of July n 
says of t his, editorially : · 

In the ~nu of last week an educational gathering, likely to be memorable, took 
place in London, unuer the llresiuency of the Marquis of Hartington. Its obj!;)ct was 
the inaugurntion of 9rganizecl measures for placing technical, commercial, an<l 
agricultural education on a systematic basis throughout the United Kingdom; and 
with such men as Sir Lyon Playfair, Mr. 1\fundella, Sir J ohn Lubbock, mHl many 
more equally well-known leaders in all educational movements ready to give the 
new scheme the benefit, -not merely of their names but oC their means and of their 
active personal services, ·success may be regarded ali n. certainty. * * il· The 

. estahlislunent of a net-work of technical schools, fitted to impart the exact educa
tion requireu by the industries of each locality, will be the beginning of a new era. 
in educational history; and its influence in revolutionizing existing notions of what 
constitutes euucation is likely to be greater tl_1an the most sanguine anticipate. 

'·Lord Hartington, in his inaugural address, calls attention to the 
deficiency of England in l)roviding for technical education in com
parison with other countries. He says : 

We had in this country attained to :t g reat industrial an1l commercial supremacy 
in the worlu. ·~· * ,,. At the same time, coneurrcntly with our attainment of the 
supremacy, womlerCul :;cientific cliscoveric::; I mel hl'l'll made, :uul, nwre . and mon>, 

*Sec extracts from article.in New Yol'lc Tribune of April 3,1887, in Appeudi.xK. 
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science was being applied to the industrial occupations of the world. Other nations 
had been quick to perceive this, and they were striving, as far as they could, to make 
theiJ.· position equal to ours, and to supply the want of material resources which 
we possessed by extending and developing, at an immense cost to the state and 
public funds, that scientific instruction which would enable their manufacturers 
and their workmen to compete successfully with ours. If we were llassive in this 
ma tter-if we were indolent-it was conceivable not only that ·foreign nations woultl 
rival us, but they might also succeed to pass us, with a consequence of which it 
would be difficult for us to contemplate. 

Mr. John Morley, in seconding the motion, spoke in tho same 
strain : 

The only match for the development of industry during the last fifty years was 
that of science. The most important branch of the legislative ncti\·ity of the last 
fifty years had consisted in the great mass of legislation the object of which had 
been to regulate labor. The workshop and the factory of the future must be th(• 
gt·eat educating centres and schools. [Hear! hear!) We had to place our llrtisaus 
in as good a position as tho~e of other countries. [Hear! hear!) The technical cui· 
lege at Zwich far exceeded any similar institution in this countt·y , and this fact, 
compareu with the enormous wealth of England as compared with Switzcrlaml, 
wall not a creditable fact for this country. When the Germans took Strasburg tll!'y 
gave £700,000 to found a college for technical instruction, and many thousauds a 
year for its maintenance. (Hear ! hear!) England was not doing so much fur it~ 
laboring classes a.s were other countries. 

If in Great Britain, with their very efficient provisions for tech
nical training, the leading statesmen, scientist s, :tll<l political econo
mists feel the need of eamest effort in order to keep ahrfln.st of the 
world's progress, the thoughtful minds A.mong the len.det·f~ of public 
opinion in the Uniterl States may well give to this snl1ject of ele
mentary industrial and superior technical e!l\lCation serious consid
eration. 



CHAPTER X. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION .AN IMPENDING NECESSITY. 

Since American Youth are practically prohibited from learning trades, while skilled 
foreign artisans are' suffered to come freely to this country, certain alternatives 
present themselves for consideration-What it may become necessary for the 
peopl~ to do in the way of training skilled American workers, !cannot as yet be 
determined-The Public may possibly be forced much farther in this direction 

· than. the most advanced advocates for public school industrial training now 
im!lgine-The City of Washington, owing to its peculiar relations to the Govern
ment, is a marked exception to the rule that the main industry of a. locality should 
modify ,the form of industrial training in local schools-The forms of industry 
best adapted for the needs of colored children at the South and of the children of 
emigrants at the North-The recent exhibitions of school children's work-'-

·. Dangers to the Republic from the materialistic drift of Manufacturers and 
Theorists _:_ Horace Mann on the power of education to create wealth and to 
equalize its distribution-Co-operation versus competition-The chief purpose of 
the Common Schools is to breed good citizens of a Democratic Republic-This ' 
purpose must never be lost sight of-The changed conditions of manufactures 
make it more and more desirable that Art Knowledge and Skill should be generally 
diffused-The coming American worker should be a craftsman, an artist-Press
ing as is this movement for Industrial Training it will be of little permanent ben
efit unless it leads to thorough artistic skill and develops a race of American Art 
workers. 

WH]THER DRIFTING? 

E~erythirig in the events of the past few years tends to press upon 
the attention of the community, with ever-increasing earnes~ness, the 
practical questions of education. 

If our youth are to be prevented from learning trades after they 
leave school, and if immigrant European artisans are to be so drilled, 
before leaving Europe, as to put them absolutely on a par with our 
native American workmen by doing away with the slight advantage 
the latter have hitherto had in their familiarity with American tools 
and methods, then, if the present forced exclusion of .American 
youth from opportunities to learn the mechanical industries and 
trades in the workshops continues, the. result must be, either, that 
in the near future all the skilled workers of the country will be im
ported foreign artisans, since no American recruits are permitted in 
the ranks of skilled labor, or, some praetical plan must be devised by 
which the public, by some forms of instrumentality, shall secure for 
American youth such training in the mechanic arts, that they cm1 
go out from such schoolsor training shops as well equipped for t heir 
_trades as are these foreign artisans. _ 

The only other alternative would be the absolute exclusion of all 
87 
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foreign immigrants from our shores! The American people will 
soon be brought face to face with this problem-.either the absolute 
exclusion of foreign workmen, or the education by the public, on a 
large scale, of American youth as skilled artisans. 

While it is true that these last paragraphs are a digression from 
the particular topic to which this .portion of the present chapter was 
to be exclusively given, they are, nevertheless, so closely connected 
with the subject of the public systems of education that they can 
only with difficulty be kept out of view in a consideration of the 
common schools of the people; for, if the need of providing some 
forms of additional technical training for the children going out from 
the public schools is becoming a question pressing for immediate 
answer, as the facts just recited seem to indicate, then a considera
tion of the whole subject of industrial education is not only pertinent 
to the question of the forms most suitable to the lower grade schools, 
which are here under consideration, but is an essential factor to be 
computed. in any attempted solution of the problems. 

It will be kept in mind by the reader, that no idea is here enter
tained of announcing any ex cathedra decisions in regard to these 
mooted q1testions; the purpose of this chapter being simply, an en
deavor to so state these problems, as to clearly define and distinguish 
the various factors which compose them, and which need to be sepa
rately considered, and to offer suggestions concerning them. 

The time for the announcement of any authoritative conclusions 
by anybody is of necessity indefinitely deferred, owing to the fact 
that most of the practical efforts made for the solution of those 
difficult problems are still in the experimental stage. Certain ele
mentary facts have been settled, but the practical limits to be placed 
upon the conclusions to be drawn from these ascertained premises 
aro by no means clearly defined. 

The field that may need to be occupied, before these industrial edu
cational problems are satisfactorily solved, broadens indefinitely un
der the light of the statements just recited. Whether it is as yet 
true that such training in American methods and machines is now 
nt all generally given in the European training technical schools or 
not, it is certainly entirely within their power to give such specin.l 
preparation; so that the possible results of such action ought by no 
means to be ignored as chimerical. It is, for this reason, desirable 
that the advocates of industrial training in public schools should not 
set themselves in ad vance in opposition to public ''Technical" schools, 
or to "Trade" schools, since it grows more ·and more probable tltn.t 
some such facilities for bridging the gap between the school houso 
and tho workshop, must in some way be provided. As has hoen 
already stated, this very volume . is largely a record of n.ttompts in 
the past, on the part of individuals and corpomte bodies, to provide 
facilities for such practical training. 
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The tendency is more and more for the public to undertake the 
responsibility of meeting public needs, sit}Ce it has become better un
derstood that only the resources of the public are equal to such un
dertakings; so that now, when a public necessity is recognized, it 
follows, almost as a ru~tter of course, that sooner or later public ac
tion is taken. How far the public shall go in the matter of making 
provision for free public education was never so undetermined as it 
is to-day. Th~ local answers to this question would vary with each 
community, but everywhere the tendency is the same-that is, tq 
enlarge the curriculum and province of the public schools, and to 
broaden the educational domain of the people. 

In view of the impending needs just referred to, and of the present 
tendency to widen tho scope of public education, it is by no means 
certain that eventually ·public "Technical schools" and "Trade 
schools" may not be recognized as a public necessity. 

Meantime, to return to our consideration of the importance of 
adapting the elementary industrial training in public schools to tho 
local industries, in view of what has been said as to the importance 
of the · influence of locality in determining the kind of industrial 
training to be given in the public schools, a description of the situa
tion in the capital city of Washington will perhaps, paradoxical as 
it may at first seem, prove a fitting illustration. 

THE CONDITIONS IN WASHINGTON PECULIAR. 

Washington, as is well known, is in most respects a,n exceptional 
city, unlike any other in the United States, and markedly peculiar 
in its relations to the topic under consideration; for the reason that., 
owing to the so-called claims of "locality," there is offered no oppor
tunity for the children who are born, or brought here, and educated in 
the public schools of the city, to ever hope to be employed in the only 
real business of the city! Washington being the capital city of the 
United States, and having no manufactures, no commerce, and no 
general wholesale mercantile business, is wholly given to the admin
istrative and legislative work of theN ation ; hence, its working popu
lation largely ·consists of the officials, clerks, and employes in the 
great Government Departments, Museums, etc., and of those con
nected with Congress. Now, tho District of Columbia is but an in
finitesimal part of this great country, aud the justice of the claim 
having been assumed, that tho workers here under Government 
should be appointed proportionately from the whole country, accord
ing to locality; it follows, that the number to be appointed from the 
city of Washington is too small to be taken into account as offering 
a.ny reasonable prospect of future employment for thes chool children 
of the city. Therefore, in any plan for the imlnstrin.l tmining of the 
school children of Washingtou, all those forms of imlnstrin.l traiuiug 
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specially adapted to fitting the pupil for employment in the Govern
ment service must be excluded. 

Hence it r esults that the city is, as I have said, an exception; for 
-in all other places it would seem wise to pay regard to the needs of the 
leading industries of the place in giving the children industrial train
ing. In Washington, however, for the reasons just stated, the indus
tries in which the children can hope to be employed are confined to those 
which relate to the housing, clothing, and feeding of the inhabitants. 
As nearly all furniture and materials for home decoration are brought 
here from other places, as is also ready-made clothing for men, there 
r emains for boys little in the mechanical industries but the house 
building trades ; and for girls, dress making, house caring, laundry
ing, and cooking. So that house carpentering and masonry for boys, 
and cooking classes for girls, would seem to be the direction that 
industrial training in Washington might most profitably take, if the 
object should be to be of most service to the largest number of 
children. 

The large number of colored children in the schools of W ashing
ton, the most of whom, of necessity, depend entirely on the public 
schools for their education, furnishes an additional reason for the 
above suggestions as to the direction that may wisely be given to 
such forms of industrial training as can be taught in these schools. 
This element of school population is found, in greater or less reln.
tive proportion, throughout all the Southern States, and, in like 
mann~r, indicates the forms of industrial training which may bo 
most readily and profitably introquced into the public schools of the 
South, because they can be adapted to the needs of the lower grade 
schools with very little additional cost; so that a beginning in prac
tical industrial education in those communities can be made at once, 
leaving the manual training schools proper to be established in the 
cities when demanded. 

In the lower grade schools the boys can be taught the use of farm
ers' and carpenters' tools, and the girls to sew, to do household work, 
and to cook. It has been sufficiently shown at Hampton and in 
many places in the North, particularly in the sewing classes in the 
Boston schools, in the cooking classes established by Mrs. H emen
way in Boston, and in the " Kitchen Garden" experiments by Miss 
Huntington in New York, that orderly elementary training in these 
various industries can be successfully given to boys and girls in 
classes, with very marked r esults in developing the powers of tl1e 
children, who in many cases are thereby transformed into most 
effective little home missionaries of neatness and comfort. 

The movements that have arisen in some places, leading to tho 
giving of exhibitions of various articles made by public school 
children outside of school hours, and the attendance on such exhi
bitions, are striking indications of the extent of pu ulic interest in the 
industrial development of the children. 
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MATERIALISTIC TENDENCIES. 

The attitude of the employing manufacturers towards their work
men seems, more and more, to show a tendency to regard them sim
ply as mere machines, of interest only as they serve a purpose in the 
production, at the lowest possible cost, of the objects the employer 
desires to sell.* 

Against this strong tendency of a materialistic utilitarian age, the 
philosophic statesman, the wise teacher, and the true patriot will 
strenuously oppose themselves; because the logical outcome of such 
movements, if they are successful, can only be the creation of two 
classes of citizens; the one a great proletariat class, living in com
parative poverty and .depending for employment on the other, which 
will be composed of a small class of enormously wealthy capitalists, 
such as the immense material development of the past half century 
has already begun to produce here. What this would mean for the 
United States can be best understood by a study of the Rome of the 
later emperors and the Russia of to-day, which two epochs of his
tory strikingly illustrate the outcome of similar conditions. 

Nearly fifty years ago Horace Manu, then fighting the battle of 
free common schools in Massachusetts, foresaw the dangers with 
which increasing wealth and unequal distribution menaced society. 
The dangers he then saw lurking incipiently in that enterprising 
commonwealth, have become evident to all, in the rapidly increasing 
perils which now threaten society throughout this rich Republic. 
Henry George in his treatise on Progress and Poverty has eloquently 
pictured the present conditions, but while he proposes an untried and 
problematical remedy which would almost necessit-ate a social revo
lution, before the dubious experiment could be tried, his far-seeing 
forerunner proposed a preventive as applicable now as then, and one 
which is in perfect accord with all the traditions of the Republic. 
Mr. Mann sa,ys, having premised that " Poverty is a public as well 
as private evil" which is not due to natur;.tl la,ws or conditions, but 
is the result of unequal distribution, tho result of a false theory and 
unwise enactments: 

According to the Emopean theory, men are divided into classes,-some to toil 
and earn, others to seize and enjoy. Aecording to the 1\lassachusett.., theory. a ll are 
to haYe an equal chance for earning, ami equal security in the enjoyment of what.. 
they earn. The latter tends to equality of couditiout; ; the former to the grossest 
inequalities. * * *. 

He fears that Massachusetts is becoming "Emulous of the Euro
pean theory. " Wha.t would he not now think of tho whole country, 
if he could know of the present display n.ml in::;ane worship of wealth 
which pervades all classes? He sa.ys : 

With every generation, fortunes incr('ase on tlw one hnn(l. antl some new pri,·a
tion is added to po>crty on the other. 'Ve am verging tnwartls those extremes of 

*See eA"tract~ from Helen Ca~upuell's " Pl"isoners of Pon!rty :· Appent.lix I. 
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opulence and penury, ea.ch of which unhumanizes the human mind. A perpetual 
struggle for the bare necessaries of life without the ability to obtain them, makes 
men wolfish. Avl).rice, on the other hand, sees, in all the victims of misery around 
it, not objects for pity and succor, but only crude materials to be worked up into 
more money! 

How true a protrayal of the mental attitude of those employers 
who have not hesitated to import the dregs· of Europe in order to beat 

.. down the wages of their American workmen, and who, like the avari
cious buyers of oriental rags after a pestilence, have imported n. 
plague which threatens to destroy them! If Anarchy and Nihilism 
threaten monopolies, it is well torememberthat it was the cruel greed 
of th e monopolists seeking for pauper labor, which first led to the 
wholesale importations of anarchists and nihilists! As to a reme~ly 
for such dangerous inequalities Mr. Mann says: 

Now, surely, nothing but Universal Education.can counterwork tllis tendency to 
the domination of capital and the servility of labor. If one class possesses a ll the 
wealth and the education, while the residue of society is ignorant and poor, it mat
tel'S not by what name the relation between them may be called; the latter, in fact 

• and in truth, will be the servile dependents and subjects of the former. But if edu
cation be equably diffused, it will draw property after it, by the strongest of all attrac
tions; for such a thing never did happen, and never can happen, as that an intelli
gent and practical body of men should be permanently poor. Property and labor , 
in different classes, are essentially antagonistic; but property and labor in the same 
class, are essentially fraternal. * * Education, then, beyond all other device!:' 
of human origin, is the great equalizer of the conditions of men-the balance-wheel 
of the social machinery. * * It does better than disarm the poor of their hostil· 
ity towards the rich; it prevents being poor. Agrarianism is the revenge of poverty 
against wealth. The wanton destruction of the property of others * * is onl)' 
agrarianism run mad. Education prevents both the revenge and the madness. 

Referring to the theory of many agitators that some "are poor 
becwnse others are rich." He shows how this could only be true, if th(\ 
wealth of the world were a fixed amount. He then shows how edu . 

. cation creates new wealth out of the resources of nature. 
Beyond the power of diffusing old wealth, it has the prerogative of creating new. 

It is a thousand times mortllncrative than fraud; and adds a thousand fold more to 
· a nation's resource~> than tbi! most 11Uccessful conquests. 

What this grf::at pbiln!{ophic educator has so eloquently set forth 
in regard to th(; value (J( the education givou in the common schools 
of forty years agr.,, is vastly more applicalJlo to the kind of educ{ttion 
urged in the volumes of the prcsentRoport; because the trn.ining hero 
urged is not only the general cnlighteilment of the mind, but is, in 
a<l<lition, a definite training of the creativo and industrial faculties of 
the mind directed to production. In view of the present condition 
of tho social organism in these United States, these arguments of M1·. 
Mann, if sound, appeal with tenfold woight to all who c;tre for their 
country, to promote to the utmost of their power tho sprencl ol' the 
new imlnstrial a.rt e<lucation throughout all the public schools aud 
educational institutions in the laud. 
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CO-OPERATION IN PLACE OF COMPETITION. 

A few philanthropists, appalled at the pitilessly Logical results of 
unrestrained competition, have long proposed to substitute co-opera
tion as the ruling principle of the future. They point toN ew Lanark 
and to Guise, to Owens and Godin, in proof that their proposed 
remedy is no vain chimera of visionary theorists; but has been 
proved to-be a practical method of solving satisfactorily, the knot
tiest problem which modern civilization propounds. 

If an era of such co-operation, as Scotland and France have seen 
so brilliantly successful, should ever be successfully inaugurated in 
America, there would, at once, arise additional inducements for the 
promotion of industrial and artistic training in the common schools; 
for, rmlike the present labor unions, which discriminate against incii.
vidual excellence, the compensation of the co-operative worker de
pends directly upon his skill and industry. The best trained worker, 
the most skilful artisan, contributes his abilities to the common 
stock and receives a dividend in direct ratio to the value au<l sum of 
his contribution. Certainly as contrasted with the Anarchist, and 
the Nihilist, the Socialist and Land Theorist, who have thronged to 
us from Old World despotisms, the peaceful, prosperous, industrial 
co-operatives of Guise and New Lanark seem ideal citizens. Tliat 
such experiments have succeeded is of good omen to Humanity. 

The chief purpose ,of the free public common schools of the United 
States, is the training of the children into such men and women as sha.ll 
be able to secure the perpetuation and prosperity of a free Republic; 
nor can aii.y form of industrial education, however novel or howeve1: 
technical, be safely divorced from that paramount duty, nor can the 
introduction and support of such schools be urged or defended on 
any lower grounds. 

THE SKILL OF INDIVIDUAL MECHANICS LESSENING. 

Throughout the whole country, especially in the manufacturing 
States and in the vast farming regions of the North west, the changes 
in the forms of industry effected by the ever-increasing development 
of machinery, not only in all kinds of manufactures but in all ag ri
cultural employments, have greatly modified and are constantly di
minishing the need for constructive skill on the part of the workers. 
So many of the materials of house-building, such as doors, sashes, 
flooring, et c., that were once made by the individual carpenter, are 
now made in factories, that the need for special skill in construction 
on the part of the house-carpenter is greatly lessened. It is the 
same with aU the materials used by the plumber; and the like condi
tions affect most of the mechanical trades; so that it is rapidly com
ing to pass that the skill absolutely needed by any of these ~ne~hanics 
is littlfl more than that of fitting and adjusting the several parts and 
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' 

objects turnecl out by the factories. Not only our American guns 
and watches, but every variety of machines, 9f vehicles, and even 

· our very houses, ai·e coming to be made of interchangeable parts. 
These changed conditions materially affect the chara.cter of techni
cal educatio~; the adYanced student is to be taught the management 
antl direction of machines, rather than the art of making thiugs 

. himself; the same influence is felt in the simpler industries, -t.mtl, 
owing to the recent diminution of the demand for thorough knowl
edge and practical skill on the part of the workers, there has Leon 
found a difficulty in getting practical mechanics sufficiently well 
skilled to be able to serve as instructors in their given trades. 

ARTISTIC TRAINING AND SKILL NOW NEEDED. 

These changes in the character of the demand for skill cannot fail 
to a.ffect, more or less, the details of the introduction of industrial 
traiiringin the public schools; they point directly to the ever-increa.s
ing need for education in art; they urge, by the inevitable logic of 
events, the necessity of widening the opportunities for giving to all 
the schools thorough training in industrial art drawing, and for de
:veloping, so far as possible, artistic hand crafts; so that, as the prod
ucts of machinery enable men to dispense with trained skill on the 
part of the workers in the industrial trades, they shall thereby be en-

. abled to give more attention to the products of the arts which give 
gladness and beauty to life, which adorn the dwelling and the person. 

As · proofs accumulate that less and less skill is, in the future, 
to be requisite on the part of workers in many of the mechanic em
ployments, by so much the more is it imperative that the coming 
race of workers shall be fitted for art work; that, as enforced leisure 
comes to the worker, because machines do thewo.rk he was trained to 
do, some other employment must be found for him in the future. 
This may readily be at his hand in the development of the artistic 
possibilities of the industry in which h e has been trained, if only, he 
has himself been as thoroughly grounded in the elements of art, as it. 
is quite possible to train the 9hildren in the public schools. 

This need of adjustment to new conditions, rapidly pressing upon 
us, must be kept in mind by the advocates of industrial training ; else 
the outcome of their efforts will end in disastrous disappointment. 
Mere mechanical training will not long prove a sufficient preparation 
for the work of the skilled artisan. May it not be a consciousness 
of this, intelligent or instinctive, that leads Professor Adler, on the 
one hand, and the advocates for mere book training,_ on the other, 
to urge the paramount importance of keeping only in view, in edu
cation, the development of the intellect, the giving the human being 
full possession of all his innate powers, rather than any specific 
skill of manipulation? 
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A SURVIVATJ OF APPHENTICESHIP. 

'fhe assertion that in America apprenticeship is no longer known, 
has become a, commonplace among writers on Industrial Education. 
'l'he subject has been so generally considered only in conuccticm with 
tho larger towns anu cities, that the statement has usually passed un
questione!l; it was however, controverted in a very interesting paper 
read ~y Mr. Addison B. Burk, before the Philadelphia Social Science 
Association in 1882. * A suggestive sentence, in an essay on Appreu- · 
ticeship, read before the same Association some years previously, by, 
Mr. James S. Whitney, to the effect that the system of Apprentice
ship arose in the fourteenth centmy as "a natm·al outgrowth of the 
socin.l state" led him to the inference that similar social conditions 
might still be found in this cot~ntry outside the cities and towns : 

Small villages, country cross roaus and '' corners" I thought might present fa
vorable conditions, but they seemed at first hardly worth considering. I examined 
the census returns, however, and found that of the fifty million inhabitants of the 
United States, nine millions only reside in cities and towns of 20,000 inhabitant::; and 
over. Forty-one millions have their homes in the smaller towns and villages, and 
in the cotmtry. 

Mr . Burk, in an analysis of the census of 1870 and of 1880, finds that 
of the sixteen millions of workers, four millions aro employed in 
manufacturing, mechanical, anrl mining industries and of these" ouly 
a little more than one million live in cities of over 20,000 inhabitants, 
where the social conditions are assumed to be more or less unfavor
alJle to the apprenticeship system." He finds that "two and three

. fourths millions are living where the conditions are more or less fa-
vorable to the old system under which the apprentice was the only 
help to his master, was bound to him by indentures for a t erm of 
years, and lived in the same house with him." He therefore deter
mined to investigate for himself and made personal visits of inquiry 
to several places within moderate distance of Philadelphia, villages 
and towns in Pennsylvania and the neighboring State of Delaware, 
going among the master mechanics and workmen. 

·He found a system of practical apprenticeship variously modified 
existing in several places. His inference is that all over the country 
iu rural districts there are large numbers of American boys who are 
learning their trades in the old fa-shioned way, which is far better . 
than not learning them at all. He sums up the r esult of his investi
gations both personal and statistical, as follows : 

We h ave seen that the apprenticeship system by \\Titten indentures is practically 
obsolete in our large cities, but that it still sun·ives in a greater or less degree of 

*Apprenticeship as it was and is, wlth some suggestions about Industl'ial Schools 
for the Tl'aining of Workmen. Read at a meeting of the Association, June 1st, 1882, 
by Addison B. Burk. Published by the- Philadelphia. Social Science Association, 728 
Locust st., Philadelphia. Pp. 27. 
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perfection in the smaller cities, towns, villages, etc. We have also seen that the 
number of pei-sons engaged in the mechanical arts ln the smaller cities, towm; an<l 
villages greatly exceeds the number similarly employed in large cities, and finally 
we have found that in the large cities boys are still taught trades, but under a va
riety of methods, some of which turn out ·a large proportion of half skilled woi·k
lllen. 

Mr. Burk is far from agreeing with those who lament the decn.donco 
of apprenticeship; which he characterizes as "utterly unsuited to 
our present social state," and a wasteful method of learning a trade; 
since it is only by chance that the workmen, who are the only t each-
ers, possess the slightest ability to teach. · . 

As secretary of that admirable technical industrial training school 
The Spring Garden Institute in Philadelphia, he has watched tho 
results of systematic instruction and heartily indorses the mecha.uical 
handiwork schools. He urges the adoption, through all grades uf 
the public schools of a progressive course of Industrial Training. For 
those already graduated he would everywhere establish night school~ 
of Industrial Drawing, for, he says, "there is no better preparation 
for any kind of mechanical work than a knowledge of drawing and 
ability to practice it." H e adds "this is not a matter of theory so 
much as of observation." He supports his statements by illustr~tivo 
instances of pupils and graduates of the Institute. 

This paper by thus directing attention to the prepond~rance of the 
no!l-urban population of the United States, suggests forcibly t he pro
priety of considering how definite industrial instruction can best uu 
adapted to ungraded schools outside of cities. DoulJtless the children, 
like those of the early New England schools, arc in less need of ~>umo 
kinds of industrial information than .are city children, hut a knowl
edge of drawing will be fouml equally useful, and ca.n readily bo 
taught. 

In the rapidly growing demand for Industrial Education through
out the country the graduates of the few Manual Training Schools 
now established, may find attractive employment as Teachers of the 

·· new methods. 
But we are now to study the progress of the discussion, to note t.lto 

practical steps of the new educational movement, and listen to tlJU 
evidence of practical educators in the r ecital of experiments made 
in their several communities. 



CHAPTER XI. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS-THE BEGINNING OF 
THE MOVEMENT. 

Retrospective- RE:ference to early movements in Boston, New Bedford, and Phila 
delphia, as recorded in Part I of this Report- The introduction of drawing 
incites to this movement- Rapidity with which a change of methods may be 
accomplished in the public schools, especially in the graded schools, in which the 
pupils change with each succeeding year - The status of the new educational 
movements shown by extracts from letters and from reports- Fuller details 
given in Appendix I-Reference to Report of the Commissioner of Education 
for 1884-'85-A volume would be needed to adequately treat the recent and con
temporary movements for Industrial Education-No attempt is here made to 
give an xhaustive statement, or to arrange the material with regard to due pro
portion and relative im~rtance-The object sought is to give in detail at least 
one typical school of each class- Details of the history and of the methods of 
the several experiments given with minuteness for practical use- Reasons for 
beginning with an account of the experiment in Washington, D. C. 

RETROSPECTIVE SUMMARY PRELIMINARY TO THE ACCOUNTS OF PRES

ENT EXPERIMENTS IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN THE U. S. 

Before proceeding to a consideration of the statements in the fol
lowing chapters, which show. the progress i:tnd present status of the 
experiment of intr.oducing some forms of Industrial Education in 
Public Schools in various cities and towns-both as given in recent 
correspondence early in 1887, and as compiled from the latest official 
publications-it may be of interest to recall t he first steps in this new 
departure. 

By reference to the first volume of the present Report, where appear 
early indications of the beginnings of this movement, in the report 
to the Boston School Committee, made in 1870 by the Special Com
mittee on Industrial Schools, it is seen 'that the introduction of sew
ing in all the girls' schools, then just begun in the lower class of 
grammar schools, was the one industry proposed. (See Part I, pp. 
217-219.) 

The addition of "cutting and fitting" in the two highest grades 
of grammar schools, and the adding of "a department for practical 
inshuction" in the Girls' High School and in the Normal School, 
in which " book-keeping, designing, telegraphing, drawing on wood 
and stone, and needlework in its various branches · shall be taught 
as elective studies," was, however, urged; this was in effect a propo
sition to give in the public schools for CYirls similar training to that 
~iven bythe Cooper Union in ~~w y011.:, 

AR'f1 YO!.!, ~-7 ~7 . 
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The report of Superintendeht ·Harrington, ·of New Bedford, for 
1882 (see pp. 363:....366, Part I of this Report), includes an admirable 
r~sum~ of the experiments in industrial training in various schools 
in Massachusetts to that date, while in the extracts from the report 
of Hon . . Edward T. Steel, president of the Philadelphia Board of 
Public Education, for 1880 (see Part I, pp. 377-383), may be traced 
the beginnings of the movement in that city, which, later, resulted 
in the establishment both of an industrial school and of a manual 
training school as city public schools. · 

It will be observed that these further moYernents were everywhere 
incited by the introduction of industrial art drawing in the schools. 

FACILITIEf? FOR CHANGES IN .METHODS AFFORDED BY GRADED 

SCHOOLS. 

In view of the fact that, during the first half of the present cen
tury, sewing had been successfully taught in many common schools 
in, various places throughout the country, objections to its intro
duction in tb,e modern schools seem, at first sight, strange ; yet, 
on reflection, it is seen that such instances but serve to show how 
transitory is tradition, where generations "tread each other down" 
so rapidly as do the ever-shifting occupants of modern sc~ool rooms. 
Given, as often happens with each passing year, a new teacher and 
new pupils, and you have ready a "tabula 1'C£sa" for the educational 
reformer. These conditions, most favorable for the introduction of 
new ideas and the trying of novel experiments, demand also a wise 
conservatis;rn on the part of the educators, lest, in the excitement and 
confusion of changing "old lamps for new," Aladdin's magic lamp 
of power, that compelled the Genii, be not incontinently given in 
exchange for some worthless candlestick of glittering tin. 

SOURCES RELIED ON FOR STATEMENTS IN SUCCEEDING CHAPTERS. 

The present development of the new movements in various locali
ties are shown in the extrac~s from letters and from late official re
ports given in·this chapter. The rise of this movement for industrial 
education, the growth of public opinion in regard to it, and the cir
cumstances surrounding its origin in the several communities can 
be more fully traced in the comprehensive extracts from contem
porary accounts, and from official reports, public addresses and dis
cussions, which are given in Appendix L. 

As these movements are still in the experimental stage, and as 
many of the questions relating to them, arising simultaneously in 
widely separated communities, are far from settled, it has been thought 
advisable thus to collect, especially in the Appendix, such materials 
bearing upon these subjects as are available, and as may serve to 

· show the growth of opinion among various communities, with the 
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arguments advanced both by the frie~ds and the opponents of the 
new movements. 

As already stated in the previous pages, there are several distinct 
undertakings embodied in the movement known as that for promot
ing Industrial Education. Material relating to each of these divis
ions of the subject will be found in Appendix I. 

In the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education for 
1884-'85 (issued May, 1887) will be found a summary statement of the 
experiments made, up to that time, in industrial training in city 
schools. (See Report for 188-!--'85, pages ccvr-ccxvn.) Recent 
correspondence with the gentlemen furnishing that information en
ables the record to be further brought down in this " Special Re
port" to February, 1887. The references in these letters to former 
statements refer to those just mentioned as in the Annual Report ; 
in several instances these statements have been so amended by their 
authors as to bring them to date; in others they are simply referred to. 

Besides these direct replies, the latest "reports" and schedules-of 
the industrial work actually given in schools are here included, 
for their practical usefulness to those planning the introduction of 
similar work. 

Extracts from reports, diseussions, publications, etc., showing the 
rise and progress of the new movement, are given in Appendix I. 

Copious and varied as is the material collected and given in this 
.text, and in Appendix I, there has been no attempt to make the · 
treatment of this topic exhaustive. To do this would require a sep
a1:ate volume, and, as has been already repeatedly stated, " Manual 
Training" and the cognate topics relating to Industrial Education 
have been, as it were, interpolated in this Report; in which only 
such industrial training as relates to training in: Art, with r eference 
to its direct application to Industry was originally contemplated. 
The subjects are, however, so interlinked, drawing being common to 
them all, that the remarkable movement in favor of carrying indus
trial training through all phases and grades of education, which at 
present challenges public attention, cannot be here ignored. 

HOW THE SUBJECTS ARE 'l'REATED. 

I have endeavored to give such an account of the attempts to 
introduce the new studies in public sch-ools, matle in .different large 
and small places in various parts of the country, as would give a 
true idea of the methods adopted and the results obtained; but, for 
the reasons just stated, there has been no attempt to include all such 
undertakings; and, doubtless, some experiments of great interest 
may have been omitted, not having fa.llen nwler my notice. 

As will be readily seen, there has been no attempt in the~:>e descrip
tions to preserve any rule of proportion; as much space sometimes 
being given to a single mechanics' night :;chool as to au account of 
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the situation in a large city, .the only purpose being to set each ex
ample, in its essential details, as accurately and fully as possible be-
fore the reader. · 

Had circumstances permitted, a special volume would have beep. 
given t-o this movement; but, since time and opportunity for this 
were both wanting, I can only hope that what has been done may 
serve the purpose of affording opportunity for the study of the sev
eral kinds of experiments, and for an impartial consideration of the 
arguments and objections advanced concerning these innovations by 
.both the advocates and opponents of the striking movements which 
characterize this new era in education. 

Still, incomplete as this compilation may prove, the writer can but 
cherish the hope that something of value has been here brought 
together; so that, however far from a full and satisfactory setting 
forth of the situation this initial attempt may be, it will at least 
accomplish what so many similar preliminary efforts on the part of 
this .Bureau h(l.ve already effected; that is, that it may call forth such 

· full returns from those engaged in this movement as will serve to 
render more complete ·and satisfactory a later effort to recite its 
history. 
· Although, technically considered, less has as yet been accom
plished towards making a beginning of the new movement in indus
trial education in the schools of Washington City than has been 
done in many small towns throughout the country, yet, since draw
ing has been well established, and so a sound basis for further ad· 
vance is ~ecured, the little that has as yet been done ma.y be fairly 
held to be an earnest of the future introduction of some forms of in
dustrial training in all the public schools of the District of Colum
bia. 

It seems proper, therefore, to begin this summary of actual ex
periments throughout the country with a brief statement of what 
has been here attempted, and of the action contemplated for the 
school year 1887-'88. 



CHAPTER XII. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS-THE EXPERIMENT 
IN WASHINGTON. D. C. 

Reference to the account in fart lof·the introduction of drawing in Washington 
·Schools-Mr. Koyl initiates manual training in the High School in 188S-'86-
Statement by Principal Paul, of the High School-Need of thoroughly trained 
teachers for manual training classes- Why W asbington schools should be models 
of excellence-Contemplated increase of High School pupils for 1887-'88-Rea
sons why an entrance examination is prope1· for high .schools-Evidence on this 
point given by leading educators and school officials of New Bedford, Mass. -Ex
cellence of Washington public schools attained by years of intelligent and unre
mitting effort-The present experiment of admission to the High School a dubious 
one -Manual training class in the Colored High School-Great interest shown 
by Superintendent Powell in beginning industrial training in the three primary 
grades- Permanent success of drawing in all the schools, under Mrs. Fuller's 
direction-Practical use of drawing by Normal School pupils in teaching-As 
yet no industrial training for girls introduced- Through co-operation by Com
missioner Webb with Superfutendent Powell thP introduction of industrial edu
cation on a large scale decided on for 1887 -'88- Details of the plan given. 

INDUSTRIAL ·WORK SUPPLEMENTAL TO DRAWING LONG PLANNED • 

.An account of the introduction of Industrial .Art Drawing in the 
schools of Washington in 1874, due to the earnest well-directed 
efforts of Superintendent J. Ormond Wilson, will be found in Part 
I of this Report. (See pages 323-335.) When that account was 
written Superintendent Wilson was planning the early introduc
tion of additional industrial work in the schools, including a manual 
training school for boys similar to the one in Baltimore, with pro
vision in the schools for other forms of industrial education suitable 
for girls. 

1Jnder Mr. Wilson's successor, Superintendent William B. Powell, 
a small beginning has now been made in this direction, a room to 
accommodate a class of twelve boys having, at the suggestion of 
Mr. Koyl, the professor of Physics in the High School, been fitted up 
as a carpenter shop in the basement of the High School in 1885-'86. 

This manual training division is now (1886-'87) in charge of Mr. 
Wes~on, a graduate of the Worcester County Free Institute of In
dustrial Science, who shows excellent .results in the skill of the pupils 
in wood-working. The interest taken by the boys in this work dur
ing the year was very noticeable. Any absences in the classes were 
eagerly taken advantage of by boys anxious for the opportunity of 
working; so that the benches were always occupied and the class 
always numbered twelve. 

101 
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THE EXPERIMENT BEGUN IN 'fHE HIGH SCHOOL. 

I am indebted to the courtesy of Principal Paul, of the High School, 
for the. following statement: · · 

WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL, June 11, 1887. 

DEAR Sm~ In cOmpliance with your request, I take pleasure in submitting here
with a brief statement of the plan for manual training no'v pursued. in this school, 
with a few words as to its introduction and development. 

l:il March, 1886, Mr. Koyl, the teacher of Physics, voltmteering to instruct a class 
of boys in carpentry, a few sets of tools were procured, rough benches made, and, 
although the lessons had to be .given , for the most part, after school hom·s, very 
good progress was made, and the experiment in a small way proved a success. 

Encouraged bY this beginning, the schO?l teachers decided to secure a special 
teacher . for this branch of ·instruction, and at the opening of the next year (Sep
tember, 1886) Mr. W. G. Wesson, a graduate of the Worcester Free Institute, was ap
pointed to the position of teacher of manual training. Mr. Wesson, on beginning . 
his work, had the boys of last y:ear's class make a number of benches, and secured 
from the school contingent fund about four hundred dollars' worth of tools.* 
Witli· this outfit a programme of work was laid out. which would give one hour 
a week to two hundred and forty boys. The work attempted is set forth in the fol
lowing paragraph, clipped from an account of a reporter's visit to the shop, which 
appeared· in the" Evening Sta1·," December 5: 

THE CURRICULUM. 

The following short report upon the character and scope of the school, which 
was recently sent to a member of the school board by Mr. Koyl, will be found of 
interest: 

' ' The instruction begins with a hammer exercise, to teach both the object of em
ploying the momentum of the hammer and the proper method of using it in spe
cial c~; followed by the study of the handsaw, including explanation of the dif
ferences in sizes and· shapes of saws and of saw-teeth, with the rea.'3on for these 
differences; exercises in the use of the saw, and in cutting lumber at definite 
angles-always at right angles unless otherwise specified. Next comes the dis
cussion of braces and bi~, with drill in boring perpendicularly to the surface and 
without tearing the under side of the wood. Then follow planes and extended 
practice in their use, and the chjsels and gouges. Having become proficient in the 
knowledge of the construction of these tools, and incidentally of such small onE's as 
gauges, awls, etc. , and proficient in their use, they are given definite problems for 
solution. The diagram of an open mortise-and-tenon joint is put upon the bom·d, 
and each student is required to cut, fu'St the tenon, and then the mortise, and to 
make first a driving, and then a sliding fit. Other joints follow this in order, the 
ordinary mortise and tenon, the blind mortise and tenon, the dovetail, and all the 
joints that are of value fer instruction, .tmtil th~ s tudent can perform any kind of 
bench work in wood with accuracy and rapidity. This method has been adopted 
as the most beneficial to the student in giving him col'l'ect ideas of form, and in eclu
cating him to that skill of eye and hand which it is our main object to impart" 
. For next year it is proposed to add met.1.l-working, and possibly extend the work 
m wood so as to include turning. 

In this connection-it may be proper to sfate that it is our ain1 to have drawing 
and the work in the shop go hand in hand, and as our drawing department has 
ample facilities, and the work done there is quite advanced, this aim will be easy 

* The cost of the tools alone has since been found to have been only $150.-EDITOR. 
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of accomplishment. Within the last two years-moulding in clay and the making 
of card-board forms and models have been introduced, and it is thought that. this 
will make the connection with the work in the shop the more feasible. 

Very respectfully, 

Col. I. Enw ARDS CLARKE, 
U. S. Bureatt of Education. 

E. A. PAUL, 
Principal. 

Owing, in part at least, to lmfor eseen provisions in the appro
priation bill ·as finally passed by Congress, changes occurred, which 
for a time threatened to check the immediate development of manual 
training in connection with the High School, where, under one year 
of Mr. W esson's direction, it had been so successfully installed. 

When Mr. Wesson, who gradu!tted with great distinction from 
Worcester, was led to come to Washington to take charge of these 
classes it seemed probable that a manual training school, somewhat 
after the model of the one in Baltimore, :..vould soon be established 
in a building of its own, equippea with all needed machinery for 
wood and metal working; whether it was to be a separate high school, 
or simply to receive classes sent from the high and upper grade 
grammar schools, was undeterminl~d. It was this prospect which 
led to his acceptance for the first year of an inadequate salary. By 
a not unusual occurrence in appropriation bills, the founding of this 
Manual Training School seemed to be indefinitely postponed, with 
the result that the services of Mr. Wesson have been secured by the 
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company for their shops near Balti
more, and ·are lost . to the W ash;ngton schools ; a loss much to be 
regretted by all interested in the successful introduction and devel~ 
opment here of industrial education. It is not eaRy to get a thor
oughly trained scientific expert whp also possesses the rare gifts of 
the teacher . . 

COMPETENT DIRECTION AND SUPERVISION ESSENTIAL IN A CITY 

SYS'fEM. 

There is now apparently a disposition to put as much of manual 
training as is feasible in the higher grade grammar schools, and to 
divide among them the funds available for such work. The success 
of any educational experiment is so dependent upon the teacher, _ 
that to have one efficient fully equipped instructor like young Mr. 
Wesson at the head of manual training in the city would accom
plish much more for the success of this movement than to employ in 
each grammar school an ordinary carpenter to teach the boys; be
cause one such master, thoroughly and scientifically trained, would 
teach the teachers, and set up a high standard, by which all the work 
in this department would inevitably be judged. ''Astream can rise 
no higher than its source," and if the school officials of Washington, 
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or of any other city, really desire .to introduce in their schools the 
best forms of industrial education, there is but one way bi which it 
can: be done, and that is to secure a thoroughly ~ompetent instructor 
to have charge and supervision of this department in all the schools. 
This is not easily effected, for men with such qualifications are in 
constant demand in other occupations; as is shown j.n the case of Mr. 
Wesson. 

WHY THE BEST METHODS SHOULD BE ADOPTED IN WASHINGTON. 

It has long been felt that this city, under the exclusive control of 
Congress, should, in all municipal improvements and facilities, and 
especiaJ.ly in its school system, furnish a model for all other towns 
_and cities in the country. Here experiments can be most economi
cally and conveniently tried for the whole country; here proposed 
improvements can be tested and introduced. It was with this idea 
that the parks, streets, pavements, and schools have been planned 
and improved. The school system has been the growth of years of 
thought and devotion; and though its full development, as planned, 
had not .been reached, what had been done had admittedly been 
w~ll done. The High School, with a remarkable corps of t eachers, 
among them several graduates from Johns Hopkins University, 
ranks with any in the country. A change of policy as to admission 
seems to threaten to overwhelm it with numbers, and thus to inevita
bly lower its grade. This danger, it is said, has had an influence in 
leading to the resignation of several of the teachers, who, like Mr. 
W esson, are disappointed in their reasonable expectations, and who 
are also, like him, called to other fields by higher salaries. 

It is, on the other hand, affirmed that the increase in the number 
of applicants for admission to the High School arises only from the 
natural increase in the number of graduates from the grammar 
schools, three additional grammar schools having been recently es
t ablished, whose graduates swell the numbers "entitled to attend 
.the High School," and that there is no intention of lowering the 
standard of the High School and no exceptional increase in the 
numbers applying for admission. 

ADMISSIONS TO THE HIGH SCHOOL. 

The diff~rence seems to be that now, every graduate of an eighth 
grade grammar school is held, ipso facto, to be " entit.led to attend 
the High School;" whereas, up to last year, it was held that only 
such grammar school graduates as passed satisfactorily the entrance 
examin~tion set by the teachers of the High School, were considered 
as" entitled to attend." These examinations which many of t he 
pupils failed each year to pass, are no longe; held. It was at one 
time·suggested that a ninth grade grammar school be organized, to 
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which all eighth grade pupils might go in ~ourse, so tha.t the stand
ard of the High School could be kept up, or even raised, without 
any denial of further school privileges to any eighth grade grammar 
school graduate. This proposition has not, however, received the 
approval of the authorities. 

Formerly all the High School pupils having passed the same ex
aminations were on an equality of preparation for advanced studies; 
but when this uniform test is abolished, .and the certificate of the 
teacher of the grammar school substituted, it is evident that there 
may be as many varieties of standard for admission to the High 
School as there are individual grammar school teachers who pass · 
their own pupils. It would be difficult to imagine a surer method 
for lowering the standard of a school than thus to substitute, for a 
class of scholars proved to be equally well prepared, a larger num
ber of untested pupils, among similar classes of whom nearly one
third had, in previous years, been unable to pass the required exam
illations. 

Certainly a high class school is of the greatest advantage to any 
community, for it affords opportunity for superior education to 
those who cannot go to distant schools and colleges to obtain it; and 
they are not true friends of such pupils, eager for knowledge, of 

. whom there are some in every American community however hum
ble or remote it may chance to be, who urge that it is no part of the 
public duty to offer such home advantages to all. The noble words 
of the late President Felton, quoted on pages cxxv-'vi of Part I, 
should be rea<l on this topic. 

THE SERVICE HIGH SCHOOLS CAN RENDER TO THE COMMUNITY. 

In this connection, and in ~onsideration of the complaints that are 
often urged, that this, that, and the other ought not to be taught in 
the public High School ; some going so far as to say that only the 
common English studies, suitable for common poor working people, 
should be taught, others inveighing against the Classics, others 
against the Modern Languages, others against Mathematics, !1-gainst 
Music, against Drawing-for each of these are opposed-and recently 
against Industrial Training ;• or, on the contrary, at times many, 
united by a passing wave of fashion, are found urging some one 
p_articular study at the eost of all others; while a large number have 
always opposed High Schools with arguments unworthy, indeed, of 
citizens of an American Republic, but very much in vogue with some 
of the self-styled "superior classes;" it is, perhaps, worth while to 
consider the matter a little more in detail, in the interest of the very 
desirable movement for high class industrial training, as well as of 
the High Shools as they have developed. · 

If, in a large city like Washington, there are a few youth who desire 
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to devote.theroselves to intellectual pursuits, to fit themselves for the 
professions, and to do ,this need to learn Latin and Greek, it is well 
that the High School can give them this needed instruction; but it. is 
by no means desirable, even if it were feasible, that all the pupils 
should be forced, or induced, to study the Classics. If some are 

· likely to need a knowledge of French, or German, it is well that in 
the High School they can study these languages; it is equally need
less that all the pupils, or many of them, should be permitted to 
fritter away the time which they need to give them a mastery of their 

. own language in order to acquire only a smattering of a foreign tongue. 
In like manner, it is by no means certain that all High School boys 
should take manual training. It is clear that in so large a city there 
are many to whom the advanced technical training to be had in a 
first-class manual training school, such as washington ought to 
have, would be of the greatest practical value, and the direct utility 
to them, would be so soon demonstrated thatthewholeplanof Indus
trial Education would be strengthened in the eyes of the people. 

The object to be striven for is to make it possible for each aud 
e.very pupil to get, in the High School, such training as will be of 
:most value to the given youth in his proposed life work. 

Before the doors of the High School the stream of pupils should 
diverge into the separate channels which are specially adapted to 
their several careers. Here the public education, before common to 
all, differentiates. The public is now to endeavor to give to each 
one that which is specially needed. 

This is a question of· economics as well as of wisdom, and the need 
of such discrhninatiou is far greater in large cities than in smaller 
places, where t he pupils are more likely to pursue similar callings. 

The city High School should be able to command a corps of the 
ablest teachers in each branch, and these should not be overwhelmed 
by numbers, but should have the pupils ·who most need and desire 
the special instruction. On this plan the Washington High School 
was founded and developed. 

If all facilities are to be open to all applicants without discrimina
tion, not only will the time of many of the pupils be worse than 
wasted, but the enormously increasecr expense will inevitably lead 
t~ a sudden cutting off of all these opportunities. 
. It is resolved into the question whether a High School, as the apex 
of the city school system, shall offer a great feast to a promiscuous 
throng, where some get much, some nothing, and most, little that 
is satisfactory; or an orderly table, where each guest is served 
according to his needs. 

The pupil who desires to be best equipped for the life of the skilled 
artisan is fully as much concerned in this matter, as the pupil who 
desires to be thoroughly grounded in Greek, as a foundation for after 
study and work. 
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It is the High School, rightly organized and used, which is to jus
tify to the public its expenditure for all the schools ; for a system 

· has a claim to be judged by its l>est results, and to turn grammar 
school graduates into the leading and most useful members of the 
community as they go on to take their places in the world, which 
must be the case when each has had the special elementary training 
for his work which can there be given, will accomplish this result 
for a ll classes of citizens. 

The merchant, the manufacturer, the builder, the lawyer, the cler
gyman, the teacher, the contractor, the architect, the engineer, can 
then, each and all, point back to the High School, in which they 
were thoroughly grounded in the special elementary know ledge 
needed to enable them to comprehend the principles underlying their 
various employments. What the High School has, heretofore, done 
for the college boy and for the boy desiring to enter mercantile life, it 
is now designed shall be done by the Manual Training High Schools, 
for all those desiring to enter the industrial vocations. 

It is the glory of the Republic that it opens all doors of advance
ment and offers all its honors for all its citizens. Surely, then, on no 
pretext shoultl the doors of lmowledge be shut in the faces of any. 
But experience has taught that the acquisition of knowledge must be 
progressive and logical; and that to adm~t pupils to higher schools 
before they are thoroughly prepared to undertake such advanced 
studies is the most wasteful of all educational extravagance. 

It is of interest, in this connection, to know the result of a similar _ 
experiment as tried in another city. 

HISTORY OF THE NEW BEDFORD EXPERIMENT. 

In New Bedford, Mass., in concession to the argument that the 
high school was but another grade in advance, and that all gradu
ates of the next lower grade school ought, therefore, to bo admitted 
without question, the school authorities ordered them. so admitted. 
'l'he unfortunate result of this action is stated in the r eport of Mr. 
John Eldridge, jr., chairman of the High School Committee, as 
follows:* 

In my visits to the school early this year, I noticed on the part of many pupils, 
in all the grades, nn indifference to study, and a disregard of the rules of discipline, 
that surprised me. 

Inquiry revealed the fact that there was in the school quite a number of pupils 
who, perhaps, ought never to have been admitted; certainly they were not qualified to 
pursue the course of study prescribed. What seemed, at first glance, indifference, 
proved in reality to be inability to comprehend and grasp the subject matter of their 
several studies. They possessed but limited powers of application; and, unaulo 
properly to prepare their lessons, they took but little interest in the recitations . 

. ,. Annual Report of the School Committee of the city of Nt>w Bedford, together 
with the Superintendent's Annual Report, for the year 1886. New Bedford: Mer
cury Publishing Company, city printers. 1887. Pp. 96. (See pp. _14-16.) 
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Why had such pupils been admitted to the school? It was through a modiftca· 
tion of the oonditions of admission enacted some years since, whereby the rule pre
vailing in the graiDJD&r schools, by which the pupils of the several grades were 
advanced each year "in mass," was applied to candidates.for the high school, and 
the entire fifth grade of the grammar schools had been annually admitted without 
Condition or· question, except iri cases of extreme unworthiness; 

I cannot but think the basis of admission a mistake. "It ~Y be proper so far as 
the primary and grammar departments are concerned, and, in that connection, I 
~derstand, works well. But the conditions are radically different in the one case 

-and the other. When pupils are to enter the high school, and undertake the higher 
branches of education, which make up its curriculum, it seems to me that some 
adequate preparation, some positive qualifications, some degree of mental fitness, 
should be required. 

The committee have taken this view of the matter, and voted that, hereafter, the 
modification. which had been in operation should be rescinded. 

Another, and a still worse, result of this management was, that this apparent in· 
differe•ce on the part of the pupils had proved contagious, and had infected quite a 
number who, under other circumstances, amid other surroundings, would have 
been fair ·or even good scholars. It may be asked, Why was such a state of affairs 
allowed to exist? I reply that the teachers were utterly helpless. 

No penalty, or next to none, attached to any failure in the daily work or occa
sional examinations. A belief, based upon·actual experience and precedent, was 
universal among the pupils, that they could drift along, doing almost nothing, and, 

. advancing year after year with their classes, finally graduate with as tangible proofs 
o~ good scholarship as those possessed by the pupils who had conscientiously, en
thusiastically, and successfully completed the course. 

Was this right? Again the committee, after careful consideration, decided that 
it was not. They accordingly voted that, hereafter, a certain amount of correct 
work, in daily recitation and occasional unannounced examinations, would be 
required to secure promotion and a diploma at the end of the course. 

The former requisite of a rigid entrance examination for the High 
School had 'long before been discarded; in its stead the principals of the 
grammar schools were required to keep a list of the standing of each 
scholar, as shown by the result of a written examination at end of 
each term, and to submit to the High School Committee lists of their ' 
pupils,.arranged in three classes; the first to contain the names of 
those unqualifiedly fit for the High School; the second, a list of those 
who it was thought had better be advanced despite some slight dis
qualifications; the third, the names of those unqualifiedly unfit for 
advap.cement. Ip. addition, the committee and city school superin
tendent held annually an oral examination of each of these classes, 
and according to the average result of the two kinds of examina
tions were chosen the names recommended for admission. 

SUPERINTENDENT HARRINGTON'S STATEMENT. 

On this subject Superintendent Harrington says: 
But a.t length this substitute was called in question. * * * In opposition to 

this discrimination [by the teachers against pupils who for any reasons were held 
?isqualitied] it was argued that no defects of intellect, energy, or temper should 
mfl.uence school authorities to bar out a child from any school for which, in regu-
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1ar pro~sa, he is a. candidate. Every parent h!lB a moral and legal claim that his 
child, gifted or ungifted, shall have a fair chance at the existing opportunities to 
acquire a. complete education. If he neglects or misuses them, the worst is his own. 
Why not apply the same rule of promotion in mass which is so successful in refer
ence to the lower grades? On what ground is a great gul.(' supposed to exist 
between a grammar school and the High school, so that a formidable ordeal must 
be undergone before it can be crossed? Are not the studies of the curriculum uni
formly progressive from the elementary work of the lowest primary grade to the 
graduating class in the High school, thirteen annual removes in advance? Are not 
these studies imposed on the pupils throughout the course, one after another, on 
the common basis of maturity sufficient to attack them intelligently? Is not the 
division of the grade into several departments-primary, grammar, high-actually. 
an arrangement purely for convenience of administration? 

Here was an argument with a basis of positive truth, and it seemed worth the 
while to defer to it. So the examinations were thenceforth abolished, and all the
candidates admitted without question, except in cases of extreme unworthiness. 

The result of this course of procedure has been clearly depicted in the Report on 
the High school. I will not repeat the tale. It is painful, but the experiment has 
been a wholesome one. It has settled a question that might otherwise have risen 
into perplexing prominence from time to time. 

THE PWLOSOPWCAL ARGUMENT. 

For myself, I have uniformly felt that there is truly a gulf between the grammar 
school and the High school, such as is found in no other connection. There are 
three recognized stages of mental development, as is well known-the " percep
tive," the "conceptive," and the "reasoning." These supervtlne very gradually 
one upon another in the normal Order Of development, BO that there is really no 
period in a child's progress to maturity at which a marked change occurs in the 
characteristics of his mental action. And this is as true of his passage from the 
conceptive to the reasoning stage, as "from the perceptive to the conceptive. The 
youth who enter the high school in September possess pretty much the same 
powers as when they graduate from the grammar school in June. 

But the methods of study in the High School are so different from those prevail
ing in the grammar schools as to define quite distinctly the passage of the mind from 
the conceptive to the reasoning stage. The work of the High School presupposes 
the attainment of mature capacity and makes demands accordingly, and it is idle 
for those who cannot comply with its demands to undertake its work. As the 

. chairman of the High School Committee has reasoned, some adequate preparation, 
some positive qualifications, some degree of mental fituess, should be required. 
These three classes of minds, the essentially weak, the constitutionally void of 
interest in what may be termed distinctively "book-learning," and the doggedly 
averse to intellectual labor, are out of place in such a school. It is supremely fool
ish to insist on an abstract right in the face of manifest disadvantage. Not oilly 
are such youth gaining nothing from their school privileges, but they are corre
spondingly losing precious time, during which they might be fitting themselves for 
some practical occupation. 

It is well, as I have said, that a trial has been made of both ways of solving the 
problem to such an extent as to exemplify which is the right, and make the method 
tlna.lly adopted permanent. 

The result of a similar experiment in Washington will be worth 
the attention of all interested in securing for the children of the 
people the best possible education. 
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O~PORTUNITIES _HERETOFORE AFFORDED BY THE WASHINGTON HIGH 

SCHOOL. 

It seemed, when a_ serious movement was made to introduce man
ual trainlng in the city schools, that the system of public free educa
~ion fu Washington below the grade of the college (and a future 
city college like that of New York City was the dream of some) was 
very complete, since the grammar schools gave an admirable Eng
lish education for those unwilling or unable to spend more years 
in school, while the optional courses of the High School offered 
unusual opportunities for selection ; fitting, as they did, either for 
entrance to any classical college or giving the basis of a thorough 
scientific education; with the modern languages, and so fitting for 
the scientific colleges ; while they offered also a th01·ough training 
'for business, or in the higher branches of an English education, and 
a fitting for the Normal School. When, since industrial art draw
ing was thoroughly taught in all grades, this addition of further 
industrial education was planned with a. completeness which should 
include kindergarten training in the primaries, and manual train
ing for boys and girls in the highest grades, with a view always 
.both to the educational value as well as to the practical utility of the 
-new studies, there seemed little wanting to the completeness of the 
Washington schools, or in the opportunities offered by them to all. 
They would be indeed ideal "common schools," offering to the child of 
the humblest citizen the keys of knowledge which open all the por
tals of life, and giving to the child of the richest and most. powerful 
every advantage of preliminary education. . 

These advantages have not been easily won. Ignor ance and con
"f?ervatism allied in opposition to every advance. The introduction 
of music, the introduction of drawing, the establishment of tho 
Normal school, the founding of the High school, each of these im
portant steps cost a severe struggle. 

THREATENING DANGERS FROM SPECIOUS CHANGES. 

To largely increase at once t he number of students in the High 
School by reducing the standard of admission on the specious plea of 
giving its advantages to larger numbers, while forced to let a most 
valuable instructor of manual training go by reason of inability to 
pay a reasonable salary, and to lose a corps of trained teachers from 
the school, called to other parts with better pay, seems a most haz
ardous experiment. This matter of salary is, however, fixed by Con
gress in the appropriation bill, and is not under control of the Com
missioners. To raise the standard of admission to the higher bas 
heretofore been thought the surest way of elevating the character of 

· the lower schools. If the High School is simply to be crowded with 
grammar school pupils-to be, in fact, made simply a ninth grade 
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. grammar school to which eighth grade pupils go as a matter of 
course; instead of, as heretofore, gaining admittance by giving proof 
of special fitness and desire for higher training-its ardu<:msly won 
reputation will be speedily lost, and the grammar schools not im
proved. .As such a condition of things in regard to the High School 
would jeopardize this whole movement for industrial education, 
which has seemed to be so promising and to have the hearty support 
of the school authorities. of the District, it has not seemed out of 
place to refer to the situation. 

Manual training has got foothold in this country by reason al
most solely of the high character of the pioneer schools ; that of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Saint Louis school 
attached to the Washington University. This fact is significant, and 
should be kept in mind by all w~o seek to introduce it elsewhere. 
" Good wine needs no bush." 

MANUAL TRAINING IN THE COLORED HIGH SCHOOL . 

.After the shop had been put in the white High School, Professor 
. Cardoza, the principal of the colored High School, applied for ~;;imi
lar facilities for his boys; and, at the beginning of the school year 
1886-'87, benches and tools to accommodate six pupils were put in a 
basement room of the " Miner School " building, in charge of a 
young graduate of Hampton.. Classes of boys are sent from the 
different schools, each pupil coming once a week for an hour; in this 
way a large number of colored boys have had each a few lessons in 
the use of the ordinary tools of the carpenter; at present the result, 
~ shown in the articles made by the boys, is not indicative of any 
great proficiency. 

Superintendent Powell has taken great interest in putting the 
beginning of industrial training in the three primary grades of the 
public schools, which has been successfully done by adapting from 
kindergarten methods the exercises of "weaving," "folding," etc., 
alternating with object lessons. 

DRAWING IN THE SCHOOLS A SUCCESS. 

Drawing, under the efficient direction of Mrs. S. E. Fuller, retains 
its place in all t-he higher grades. In the Normal School it is of 
interest to see the use made of it by the young pupil teachers in the 
practice schools, where its value to the teacher, in the facility it 

· affords of illustration and as a means of awakening and retaining t he 
interest of the young children, is very apparent. No steps have yet 
been taken for introducing any form of industrial training in the 
girls' schools, though the desirableness of having both sewing and 
cooking taught in these schools is admitted by some at least of the 
school authorities. .Allusion has already been made to the excep-
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tional conditions in Washington, which suggest the forms of indus
trial training in the public schools that promise the most direct 
utility. · 

District Commissioner Webb, who gives much attention to the 
schools of the city, which are placed by his fellow Commissioners 
·under his special supervision, shows much interest in the develop
ment of industrial training. 

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN THE 
SCHOOLS . DURING 1887-'88. 

I am indebted to the courtesy of Superintendent Powell for the 
gratifying announcement that, since the close of the school year 
1886-'87, satisfactory arrangements have been concluded by Com
missioner Webb and himself which promise for the ensuing year a 
very decided development of industrial education in the schools of 
Washington. The departure of Mr. Wesson and of several of the 
other excellent teachers of the High School was regretted by the 
authorities, but the cause of their going was one beyond control, 

-since, as stated above, they were offered larger salaries elsewhere 
than the Washington school authorities are allowed by the terms of 
the last appropriation bill to pay. 

Mr. Wesson is to be succeeded by Mr. Chamberlain, who is also 
a recent graduate of the Worcester school, and is to be on the 
faculty of. the High School, as was his predecessor; in addition, he 
is to have supervision of all the manual training in the city schools. 
He is to have four assistants, who are also graduates of the Worces
ter school; so that the logical, thorough educational system intro
duced by Mr. Wesson is to be continued by these young gentlemen, 
who have the advantage of having been trained in the same institu
tion and by the same methods. 

· A carefully arranged series of progressive exercises in manual 
training is a feature of the greatest importance, educationally. The 
ideal of manual training is not secured, or even approached, when 
some illiterate, though perhaps inge~ious, carpenter has been engaged 
to show the boys how to handle a saw or plane, while at the same 
time he familiarizes thein with bad grammar and a vicious pronun
ciat-ion. 

It requires an intelligent, disciplined teacher to get the best results 
out of manual training, which is a very different thing from the old 
trade apprentice training, just as much as it requires one qualified 
to teach to instruct in any other branch of school studies. 

Fortunately Superintendent Powell thoroughly understands the 
impor~nce of securing skilled teachers of manual training instead 
of employing mechanics unused to teaching. He would in like 

. ' manner, in introducing other forms of industrial education, seek to 
secure teachers equally fitted t? instruct m their speci~lties, 
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A large building, which can be readily adapted to the proposed 
uses, has ·been secured near the High School. This is to be at once 
fitted up to accommodate a cooking school for the girls, a wood
working shop for the boys, and a metal-working shop, fitted with 
lathes and forges, and with steam power for the lathes, etc.· Thirty
six boys can be taught here at once, and classes both, from the High 
School and from grammar schools will follow each other each hour 
of the school day. The cooking school will accommoda,.te a class of 
:fifteen girls each hour. · 

A building has also been· secured on Capitol Hill to accommodate 
twelve boys in class at woodwork and :fifteen girls in class in cook
ing; while in the J efferson School building, in SouthWashington, 
arrangements will 'Qe mad~ for twelve boys in class in woodwork. 
As five classes can be taught each day in each of .these schools, 
which are so situated· as to be accessible to pupils living in different 
parts of the city, it is evident that a very large number of boys and 
girls in the High School and grammar schools can get at least an 
hour a week of industrial training, and that the experiment 'is to 
be tried here in Washington on a large scale and under very favor
able conditions. 

It is to be hoped that the authorities of the colored schools of the 
city and District will see to it that no motives of race prejudice are 
suffered to prevent their pupils from receiving the most skilful 
teaching. 

They will miss most of the educational value of manual training 
if they are only to be taught to make things by an ignorant "rule 
of thumb" carpenter, and; for this reason, it would seem the part of 
wisdom to obtain a trained white teacher, if they cannot yet secure 
such a colored_teacher, who has had the requisite thorough training, 
such- as is given in the Boston, Worcester, or Saint Louis Manual 
Training Schools. 

In further evidence of the importance of this training it is worthy 
of note that the Board of Trustees of the. Slater fund, of which 
board ex-President Hayes is president and Chief Justice Waite is 
vice-president, are so well convinced that it is needed by the colored 
people of the South, that they refuse to aid any school that does not 
provide industrial instruction. 

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE SUDDEN DEATH OF REV. HENRY F. HAR

RINGTON, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS OF NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 

So much space has been given in this chapter to the account of the 
New Bedford High School, and the reports of Superintendent Har
ington have been also so freely quoted in the preceding volume of 
this Report, that it seems proper to record here the sad fact that, 
as these pages are passing through the press, the announcement of 
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the sudden· ·death of Mr. Harrington, while absent on his summer 
vacation, is received. He died at Keene, N. H., September 19, 1887. 
As this life-long educator had passed the biblical boundary of life, a 
life in his case spent in useful activities, his death, though a positive 
loss to the community in which he lived as well as to the country at 

' large, can hardly be called ''untimely,~· as has certainly seemed that 
of sQme of the distinguished educators whose loss during the past 
few years the country has from time .to time been called to deplore. 
This death is, however, a positive loss to the educational interests of 
the country. He was an early and stalwart champion in the strug
gle for the introduction in the public schools of drawing and of the 
other forms of industrial training. 

No educationist has been more receptive of new ideas, none more 
impartial or outspoken in giving the results of the educational ex
periments undertaken -under ·hi!> supervision, frankly admitting. fail

. ures as readily as recording success. 
This venerable educator, gifted with the enthusiasm of perennial 

youth, must long be missed and can but be sincerely mourned. 
Amidst the mass of educational reports annually poured forth by 

-town, city, and State officials, few were of equal value, and none 
were more suggestive or more interesting than were_ those written 
by the wide-awake superintendent of the New Bedford schools. 
The educational literature. of the country can ill afford this loss. 
His experiences were unreservedly stated, and were, therefore, of the 
highest value to others; for this uncommon man had not only the 
rare "courage of his convictions," but the much rarer courage that 
enabled him to acknowledge his defeats. If, sometimes, he may have 
se'emed too ready to entertain new ideas and to adopt new methods, 
it was,. on the other hand, certain that the new meth ods would have 
every opportunity for development, and that the final verdict would 
be judicial; that the kindly judge would "nothing extenuate aud 
nought set down in malice." 

Having no acquaintance with him other then through his printed 
reports, it was with the greatest surprise that I r ead the announce
ment of his age. It seemed impossible that this vigorous, aggressive, 
enthusiastic experimenter could have been what the world calls 
"old}' Would th~t others could learn his secret of conserving 
through the years the zeal, enthusiasm, and unselfish devotion of 
ingenuous youth. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

EXPERIMENTS IN SOME NEW ENGLAND STATES. 

Experiments in Massachusetts-Boston Manual Training School opened in 1884-
Note from Superintendent Seaver-E;x:tracts from the Reports of·Superintendent 
Seaver-Difficulties considered-School rooms limit the new study-A speciat. 
Manual Training ·School, fully equipped, recommended- Proofs of growth of 
approving public sentiment indicated-Girls as well as boys are to be considered 
in plans for Industrial Education- Schedule of the course of lessons in carpentt·y 
given by Mr. George Smith in the Boston Manual Training School-Extracts from 
Report of Committee on Manual Training School-Statistics of attendance
Attendance of girls·on the school kitchen -Various cooking schools attended by 
girls from public schools-A bill of fare of a dinner cooked by pupils-The N orth 
Bennett Street Industrial School-General Francis A. Walker reads r eport of 
the managers - PupilS sent from public schools to the industrial classes of this 
institution- Results of experiments in New Bedford, Mass. -Sewing in the 
Schools- Manual training taught in the Truant School in 1885 -Superintendent 
Hanington's evidence as to the practical value of drawing- His belief that· 
the adoption of some forms of Manual Training in public schools is inevitable -' 
Industrial Education in the schools of Springfield- Superintendent Stone, in 
Report of 1882, gives testimony as to the value of the education of the common 
schools- He then refers to the changed conditions in the relations of young 
people to labor- He insists on the right of all children to school advantage&
Treats with deserved scorn the flippant talk of any American child being " edu
cated above his 13phere"-Who shall presume in advance to limit and bound his 
career?- Remarks on Technical Education and Manual Training -Recommends 
Free Evening Drawing Schools- School Committee's report on Se,ving - Inter
esting Report of School Committee for 1886 on Industrial Education- Miss E. 
L. Fay's paper on Manual Training read at Chicago, July, 1887- The city of 
Worcester-Mr. W. M. Perry, Director of Drawing in city schools-Superin
tendent Marble, in report of 1884, commends the drawing in the city schools, and 
discourses suggestively concerning Industrial Education - Extracts from Report 
for 1885, in opposition to what the Superintendent considers extreme advocacy 
of Manual Training- Newport, R. I. - New Haven, Conn. -Brief statement of 
movement begun in 1883-Note from M.t·. Camp, Principal of the Dwight School
Extracts from 1886 report by SUperintendent Samuel T. Dutton, showing great 
activity in Industrial Education and in the introduction of Manual Training. 

MASSACHUSETTS, CITY OF BOSTON. 

In Boston, where the introduction of Industrial Art Drawing in 
public schools began, there has been; from the first, much interest. 
in the movement for giving indust.l'ial training in the schools. The 
Manual Training School, an outco.ne from the Whittling School 
and the classes in carpentry in the Dwight School, was opened in 

11() 
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1884. in his annual report for 1885, (extra~ts from which are given 
later) Superintendent Seaver stated that some two hundred boys from 
ten different grammar schools attended the lessons in carpentry two 
hours a week. He declares ·the result of the experiment to be satis
factory. He expresses the opinion; however~ that training of this 
kind practicable in ~chool rooms islimited to "work ata bench with 
hand tools." It will be observed that this Boston school simply gives 
training in woodworking, and is very limited.in its scope as compared 
with the Balt.imore and Toledo "manual training" schools. 

In response to a request for later information, Superintendent 
Sea~er writes: 

BOSTON PuBLIC SCHOOLS, 

Superintendent's Office, February 7, 1887. 
DEAR SIR : I am unable to add anything of interest on manual training in this 

city at the present time. The experiment continues to _give encouraging resUlts ; 
·but the time-table of exercises is not free from OOJ'tll.in difficulties which wijl have 
tO .be solved before the working-under it will be perfectly smooth. 

My hope always has been, and still is, that Boston may establish a manual train
ing school with a full course of instruction, like that of Saint Louis or of Chicago ; 
but there have as yet been taken no definite steps looking towards that end. 

Respectfully, yours, 
EDWIN P. SEAVER. 

To Col. I. EDWARDS CLARKE. 
U. S. Bureau of Education. 

EVOLUTION OF _MANl:JAL TRAINING IN BOSTON SCHOOLS. 

The progress of the discussion and movement in Boston, from 
1883 to the present time, may be traced in the extracts from the offi
cial reports, etc., given in Appendix P. In the extracts from the 
Superintendent's report for 1885, * and in the report of the "Com
mittee on Manual Training School'! for 1886, which here follow, it 
will be seen that various forms of industrial training for both boys 
and girls have been considered, and that many of them have been 
s~ccessfully tried. In this report, in. considering the topic of "Man
ual Training," Superintendent Seaver says: 

The experiment in manual.training for boys has made interesting progress. Two 
hundred boys, from ten different grammar schools,t have been under instruction 
in carpentry, two hours a week since September. Most of them were beginners at 
that time, but a few were members of the c~asses formed last April. The boys 
were selected by the masters of the grammar schools, no boy being taken who was 
not fourteen years old, and who had not the expressed permission of his parents, 
to take the instruction. This limit as to age is well suited to the usual size and 
strength of boys, and has the additional advantage of avoidmg some possible legal 
difficulties. 

A course of lessons drawn up at the beginning of the year by the teacher, Mr. 
Smith (see Appendix B), has been followed with some approach to uniformity, but 

·*School Document No.4, 1885, Fifth Annual Report of the Superintendent of 
Public Schools of the City of Boston, March, 1885. Pp. 109. See pages 38-43. 

t The quota of the Prince School being not quite full, a few pupils were taken 
from the Horace Mann School fQr the Deaf, 
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here, as everywhere else, widely different degrees of native aptitude, as well as of 
attention. to instruction, show themselves among the boys. There are some whose 
"fingers are all thumbs," and there are others who make square work and good 
joints almost from the beginning. A very little observation among the boys is 
!lnough to show that a clear mind generally accompanies the skilful hand, that 
manual skil~ has its mental, as well as its physical side, and that manual training 
is really a means of mental training. 

The interest in their work shown by the boys is very lively, such as I have sel
dom seen surpassed in any other kind of school work. l\fany boys come to the shop 
afternoons an hour before the appointed time, and get the teacher's permission to 
work tlu·ee hours instead of two. Some, seeing the gas-fixtures provided for use on 
dark days, and, fancying that instruction was going to be given in the evening, 
begged to be allowed to come and wot·k then, as well as in the daytime; But there 
wete others, of cour.ie, whose ardor cooled as the novelty wore off, and the truth 
began to dawn upon them, that manual labor was, after all, work, and not play. 
Still, the number of these last was not large enough to disturb the generally favor
able impression the classes produced. 

THE EXPERIMENT A SUCCESS. 

The experiment has already gone far enough to prove that work of this kind can 
·be joined to the ordinary grammar-school work with good effect. It enlisted the 
sympathy, encouragement, and support of the masters from the beginning; and to 
this cause the success already achieved is largely due. So long as there are nearly 
tlu·ee thousand boys in the grammar schools fourteen, fifteen, or more years old, 
it will be desirable to give them good opportunities to discover and improve their 
mechanical aptitudes, and thus to gain a mental discipline which, otherwise, they 
would miss. But where is the time for a new branch of instruction? The answer 
has been given that manual training, being akindofphysicalexercise, is a relief from 
other school work, and therefore a boy will do all his regular studies, and the shop 
work, too, in the time usually given to the former. This answer can be defended 
to some extent by an appeal to experience. Still, it is taking rather high ground, 
to say that manual training can be added to the branches of instruction now pur-· 
sued 'vithout dintinishing the latter. I would rather take a more moderate posi
tion, and pay due regard to the average possibilities. It would be wiser to make 
rooin for a new branch of instruction by dropping some of the old. For example, 
lf the question were between physics, a.<; comn1only taught out of a book, on the one 
hand, and instruction in carpentry on the other, I should unhesitatingly prefer 
the latter. Indeed, by means of the latter we might be able to get some real 
instmction in the former. The time given to carpentry would not be wholly a loss to 
the other studies, for some of them as drawing, and the geometrical part of arith
metic, would be a ided. 

The manual training practicable in school rooms seems to be limited to those kinds· 
of work which can be done at a bench with hand tools. Within tllis limit the way 
now see1ns clear to spread inst1.11ction among the schools as far as may be thought 
desirable. Wllile I am more than gratified with the progress thus far made, I , 
nevertheless, deem it important to remember that a fully equipped manual train
mg school will find its proper place in the school system not in the grammar 
schools, but above them, and side by side with the high school; and I trust that 
the means may be found ultimately for carrying out the full plan. 

Two years ago only two examples of the sort of school I then recommended 
could be pointed out, and neither of these was a public school. One was the School 
in Mec.hanic Arts of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in this city-the 
first school of its kind in America- and the other was the Manual Training School 
in Saint Louis, in which the course of combined work and study oome very near 
to what would be desirable in a public school of the same kind. 
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Since that time public sentiment has become more pronounced in favor of indus
trial education. Other schools have been established, and still others are proposed. 
In Baltimore we have the first, and as yet, so far as I am informed, the only instance 
of a fully .equipped manual training school supported by public taxation. That 

· school·went into operation January 15, 1884, With an appropriation of $7,000 for 
that year; but the cost of the school, which had 150 pupils, exceeded the appro
priation by about $4,000. For 1885 the appropriation asked· for is $15,000; but it is 
e:ipected that the number of pupils will be increased. 

The Baltimore school, being a free public school, with a course of work and study 
esSentially like that of the Saint Louis school, is in all respects an example of the kind 
of school!. have thought, and still think, it desirable for Boston ultimately to have. 

Meanwhile there is one forward step in our present experiment that may easily 
be taken at once; and th~~ot is the opening of evening classes. The room in 'the base
ment of the Latin School is well provided with gas-fixtures, so that work might 
easily be carried on in the evening. If a class should be formed for two or three 

· evenings a week, and be ·carried on through the whole year, its members would 
receive two or three times as much instruction as the present day classes do, and 
the results would be proportionately larger and more satisfactory. I doubt not this 
suggestion will receive favorable consideration, for the only additional cost would 
be the wages of a teacher and a small outlay .for lumber. 

COOKING AND HOUSEWORK. 

But why provide for the industrial education of boys and not of gi.l'ls as well? If 
carpentry may be taught to the boys, why not cooking· to the girls? What in
struction beyond the "three R's" is more likely to promote the happiness of girls 
in after life than instruction in those useful arts which make homes comforta.ble 
and happy? The answer that ~any will make is that home is the place where all 
such instruction should be given. This answer was given when it was first pro
posed to introduce sewing into the schools. A writer in the North American 
Review has recently pointed out that all such instruction was given in the New 
England homes of fifty years ago,.and he has stated his belief that we have only to 
shorten our school terms from ten months to five to cause it to be given once more 
in the homes of to-day. · This suggestion apparently rests on the assumption that 
modern school work has by its growth crowded out home instruction in the do
mestic arts ; but the truth would rather seem to be that the growing neglect· of the 
domestic arts has caused a void which schooling has come in to occupy. There are 
thousands of homes where this neglect springs from indifference, and thousands 
more where it springs from ignorance. Short schooling would not cure the evil 
here, for indifference and ignorance would continue. It would be better to prolong 
the schooling, if by so doing we might, through good instruction, create greater 
interest in the homely, but useful, arts now too much neglected. 

If, then, public-spirited people offer gratuitously to the pupils of a gids' school 
good facilities for learning how to cook, why not allow the girls, · with the permis
sion of their parents, to enjoy those facilities? Or if the principal of a girls' school 

· desires to annex a kitchen to his school, and to superintend the instruction given 
to some of his pupils by a competent cook , why not allow it to be done at public 
expense? The cost would be trifling, but the benefit to the girls and to many fam· 
ilies would be very great. It would have a tendency to multiply the number of 

· happy homes, which in turn would tend to the moral elevation of the community. 
The London School Board has established cooking schools at various points in that 
city, and with very gratifying results. Can we do better than to follow the example 
of London, in so far, at least, as conditions here resemble conditions there? 
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LESSONS IN CARPENTRY GIVEN IN THE BOSTON MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL BY 
GEORGE S11!1T11, TEACHER OF CARPENTRY, 1884-'85.• 

Lesson I.-A board 4 feet long and 12 inches wide, of undressed lumber. By 
the use of chalk and line strike off two or three spaces three-quarters of an inch 
apart for the use of splitting saw. With the rule and pencil mark off five or six 
three-quarter ;ncb spaces, and square across with the try-square, for the use of cut
ting-off saw. After using these tools what remains of the board is to be cut into 
pieces of the right dimensions for a box 14 inches long, 6 inches wide, and 4 inches 
deep. The purpose of this lesson is to teach the use of the splitting and cutting-off 
saws. 

Lesson II.-This lesson brings into use the different bench planes. First, remove 
the iron f1;om the frame, grind it on the grindstone if necessary, -whet it 011. the oil
stone, and then adjust for use. Taking the stock cut for a box in the last lesson, 
plane one side and one edge of the board square; then gauge with the marking
gauge, and plane to 4 inches in width, squaring ends with the butt-plane, and nail 
together. 

Lesson III. -Get out stock 2 inches wide and seven-eighths of an inch thick, and 
put together a box 12 inches long and 6 inches wide, by mitring the ends or cutting 
them at an angle of 45 degrees. 

· Lesson IV.-A mitre-box. Stock 18 inches long. Bottom planed to 4 inches 
wide. Take out of wind by use of straight-edge. Sid~:s 5 inches wide, and nailed 
to the bottom. Cut with a saw across the two sides, at an angle of 45 degrees, to 
the right and to the left. 

Lesson V.-8aw and plane some stock S inches wide, and put together .a box by 
cutting the ends in the mitre-box. Tlus lesson is to test the mitre-box. If correct, 
the ends of the box will come together square. 

Lesson VI.-8tock 2 inches wide, with a rabbet cut for glass and the two edges· 
beaded, mitred, and dowelled together for a picture-frame. This affords another 
test of the mitre-box. 

Lesson VII.-Take two pieces of board, each 6 inches long and 5 inches wide, 
planeu and squared, and put together by a. common dovetail joint. 

Lesson VIII.-Take two pieces of board, each 6 inches long and 5 inches wide, and 
put them together by blind dovetailing. · 

Lesson IX.-A sma.ll cabinet, 9 inches square, halved together, with twodl·awers, 
put together by blind dovetailing. Cross bar between the two drawers dovetailed 
in. Made of black walnut or of white wood. 

Lesson X.-A chest 2 feet long, 12 inches wide, and 12 inches deep, dovetailed 
and glued together, the bottom fitted inside. Base 3 inchP.s wide, chamfered on the 

· upper edge and mitt-ed together at the corners. Trimming arounu the top beaded, 
2 inches wide, and mitred together at the corners. 

Lesson XI.-~fake a mortise and tenon, and fit them together. This is a prepara
tion for the next lesson. 

Lesson XII.-Cover for the chest (Lesson X). Put together with mortise and 
tenon, with a panel in the centre. 

Lesson XIII.-.A writing-desk, 12 inches long, 9 inches wide, 3 inches deep at the 
back, and H inches deep in front, with compartments for pen and ink. Cover put 
on with hinges. 

Lesson XIV.-8tock S inches wide, 2 inches thick, nml G inches long, framed 
together with a key tenon. 

Lesson XV.-Table, with a drawer. 'l'op 3 feet long, and 1 foot 8 inches wide, 
made of two boards glued together. Ft·ame put together with mortise, tenon, and 
drew-bore. Cross pieces 6 inches wiue. Legs square and tapering. 

--~--~----------
*Appendix Bin Fif th Annual Report of Superintendent Seaver. Boston, Mass., 

1883. See pages 90-92. 
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List of . tools at each bench in the Manual Training School. 

Splitting-saw, cutting-off saw, fore-plane, short jointer, smoothing-plane, butt
hammer, mallet, rule, try-square, level, ma.Jiking"gauge, mortise-gauge, five auger
bits and a br-ace, five firmer-chisels; screw-dliver, counter-sink, brad-awl, sct·atch
awl, nail-set, chalk-llne·and reel, oil-stone, oil-can, bench-brush. 

A few tools in addition to those at the benches are firrnished, when needed, to 
individuals. 

REP_ORT.* 

The Manual Training School finished its second School year in June. 
Ten classes in oo.ri>entry (each class receiving one lesson per week) have been at 

work aU the school year. .. . 
The ten classes above mentioned attended the school as follows : 

Monday . .. • A. M., Lawrence School ............. . .. 20 boys. 
P. M. , Brimmer School . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. 20 

Tuesday .... A.M. , Dwight School. ... . .............. 20 
P.M.; Phillips School. ...... . ........... 20 

Wednesday .A.M., Lowell School ... ... .......... . . . J5 
P. M., Sherwin School. ................. 20 

Thursday ... A.M., Dudley School ......... .... ..... 19 
P.M., Quincy School. .......... . ....... _20 

Friday ...... A.M., Dearborn Scliool. · ...... ; ......... 14 
P. M., j Prince .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 12 

~ Horace Mann .. . .. .. . .. .. 8 
- 20 

188 
* * * * * * 

Total number of ·boys who have left the school during the year, 46. 

BOSTON SCHOOL KITCHEN NO. 1. 

* 

This school began ·the first Monday in November, 1885, tmd closed June 18, 1886. 
Ten classes, of 15 girls each (each class receiving one lesson per week), have 

received 29 lessons. 
The ten cla.ssflS were supplied by the following· schools : 

Winthrop School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 t girls= 4 classes. 
Horace Mann School . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . 8 f 
Franklin School. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 30 2 
Everett School . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . 30 2 
Hyde School .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . 30 2 

150 10 

The school opened this year October 4, 1886, with the Rame number of pupils, 
from the same schools as above mentioned. 

Over 700 persons, from nearly all parts of the country, visited this s~l10ol during 
the year. The grltteful acknowledgments of the committee are due to 1\Irs. Hem
enway, who kindly volunteered to pay again this year the expen~es of the school 
because of the reduction by the city council of our appropriations. With our lim
ited means we have been able to establish-but one new school this year-a cooking 
school in South Boston. Last year at this time we promised ourselves to establish 

. a school for carpentry in Roxbury as well, but we had not the money. 

*Sc.hool Document No. 15-1886. Annual Report of the Committee on Manual 
Training School. Boston: Rockwell & Chllrc-hill, city printers, No. 39 Arch sti eet. 
1886. . 
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The cooking school in South Boston, or Boston School Kitchen No. 2, is located 
on the fu·st floor of the Drake Primary Schqol. The kitchen is larger than those 
hitherto in use . . We can accommodate 20 girls per lesson, or 400 per week. The 
Andrew, Gaston, Norcross, and Shurtleff Schools will easily fumish this number. 
We have made arrangements to this effect. 

One hundred and thlrty-four girls-70 from the Hancock School, 56 from the Wells 
School, and 8 from the Bowdoin School-attend the private School of Cookery on 
North Bennett street, under the superintendence of yom committee. 

Thus all the girls in the schools of the city proper and Soufh .·Boston have tbe 
opportunity to receive a com·se of twenty lessons in cookery. 

These schools deserve great consideration from the committee. They are cer
tainly popular with the people. Theil· usefulness reaches at once the home circle 
and compels appreciation. The pupils are proud to be helpful at hom~. Their 
parents are much pleased with their welcome assistance. 

We have found masters, teachers, 'parents, and pupils all heartily~ interested in 
this work. In the beginning there were teachers who had misgivings lest the 
manual work would interfere with the proper school ·work. \Ve find no such 
teachers now. All the manual workers hold good rank in their schools. 

Petitions for schools of cookery have come to us ft·om I)orchester, Roxbury, East 
Boston. In Dorchester we are offered' a school kitchen, fully equipped, if the 
school committee will carry it on. 

Good food, properly cooked, is of great value in every home. Domestic economy 
is.a virtue. Good food adds much to the contentment and happineSs of this life. 
Good cook~ry places good food within the reach of all classes at the minimtun ex
pense. 

We append the following to illustrate the work done in School Kitchen No. 1. 
It is merely the bill of fare of one of the many dinne1'S served in that school kitchen: 

Bill of fare of dinner served at Boston School Kitchen No. 1, June, 1886. 

Potato Soup. Cro1ltons. 
Baked Fish with Parsley Sauce. 

Mashed Potatoes. 
Shoulder of Mutton, Bohed and Stuffed. 

Macaroni with W11ite Sauce. 
Vegetable Salad with Boiled Dressing. 

Hot Rolls. 
Apple_ Snow. 

Crisped Crackers. Coffee. 
Ten persons served. Cost, $1.91; 19r\r cents each. 

It is natural that all men and women should labor. It is through theu·labor that 
benefit accrues to the city, State, and nation. 

The object of all public education is the development of the ability and character 
of each boy and girl. All good ~bility and character is profit to the community. 
Therefore the thorough development of the faculties for good of every boy and girl 
is most desirable. Manual training impresses upon every pupil the necessity of 
thoroughness, for nil good work, all good results. A habit, a plan of work, insen
sibly grows on every pupil, and goes with them into all school work. It is to be 
e::~.-pected it will go with them, after their studies in our schools are ended, into their 
work in the world. There they will find a school, too, under much harsher nues. 

Your committee unanimously recommend that in September next a school of 
carpentJ.·y be established in Roxbury, and schools of cookery in Roxbury, Charles
town, North End, East Boston, and Dorchester. 

JAMES S. MURPHY, 
Chai?'1nan. 
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THE NORTH BENNET STREET INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL. 

Occasion has frequently arisen in the course of this Report for ref
erence to the interrelation often existing between the managers of 
private, or organized, benevolent and educational institut1ons and 
the public schools officials,' in their joint efforts to promote the edu
cational . interests of the public. There is at present in Boston a 
notable example of such an alliance in the use made by the school 
authorities of the facilities afforded for the industrial training· of 
.pul;>lic school children bythe North Bennet Street Industrial School, 
an institution which for some years has been carried on by an asso
ciation of benevolent ladies. As this school is thereby, in part, to 
be reckoned among the public educational instrumentalities of the 
city, the following statement of t he classes sent from the public 
schools is t aken from the managers' report, read by General Francis 

· A. Walker, presiderrtof the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
and member of the Boston School Board, at a meeting held in the 
school building, February 21, 1887. 

ATTENDANCE OF PUBLIC SCEOOL PUPILS. 

By permission of the School Committee of Boston, classes have been sent for two 
years from the public schools to the different departments ·in this building. They 
~me from 10 to 12 o'clock in the morning, and from 2 to 4 in the afternoon, during 
five days in the week. The whole number of pupils so sent is 614 weekly. Of these 
116 are in the carpenter's shop, 118 in the printing office, 105 in the shoe shop. One 
hundred and sixteen are instructed in clay modelling, 20 of th~e last being taught 
at the Horace Mann School for the Deaf, where a devoted teacher goes to her 
younge1• pupils to spare them the exposure of crossing the city. It should here be 
said that there are pupils from the school for the deaf in most of the departments 
of this school, and that some of them show marked ability. 

In the cooking school at·e now 159 pupils from the public schools, and at the end 
of a course of 20 lessons as many more will receive the same instruction, so that 
more than 800 girls will have had here a course of lessons in' cooking and house
work during this school year. 

An officia\ account of this school and its work and methods, as 
well as the managers' report, from which the above is taken (for both 
of 'vhich I am indebted to the courtesy of Miss Emily P. Rudd, super
intendent of the school), will be found in Chapter XVII of this vol
ume, together with an account of "The Industrial School for Girls," 
by Miss Mary C. Cobb, superintendent. This last is a somewhat 
similar institution, situated in the city of Milwaukee, Wis. 

The detailed description of the methods adopted and the results 
attained in these practical experiments of direct industrial training, 
seem of sufficient educational importance, as studies for those inter
ested in the Introduction of I nd nstrial Education in the public schools, 
to warrant their insertion. 
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NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS. 

In the movement for the introduction of drawing in the public 
schools of the State the school authorities of the city of New Bed
ford actively co-operated from the beginning. The history of their 
experiments will be found at length in Part I of this Report. (See 
pages 352-366.) It will be there seen that in his report for 1882, 
Mr. Harrington, the enthusiastic and successful superintendent of 
the city schools, treats at length the topic of industrial training, and 
urges its adoption both in the boys' and girls' schools. He predicts, 
however, that the experiment, if adopted at all by the board, will 
begin with tb.e introduction of sewing in girls' schools. 

The following reports by the chairman of the committee on sew
ing, in tb.e annual reports of the School Committee for the years 
1885 and 1886, * show that the prediction by the Superintendent has 
been fulfilled: 

"SEWl.NG" l.N 1885. 

It is with feelings almost exultant that we realize that one-half at least of the 
children in our schools are being taught one thing which will obtain them a liveli
hood when other resources fail. 

We are informed by those who dispense the work in some of the charitable insti
tutions in our city, to women who avail themselves of those sources for means to · 
eke out their support, that many sew so poorly, that they can be given only those 
articles to make for which the smallest sums are paid. And so their inability to 
do good work prevents their availing themselves of the aid which is proffered them. 

There are in our schools, under the care of efficient and faithful sewing teachers, 
1,126 girls, and we have been assured by many mothers that already good results 
are felt in their homes by the ready use of the needle in hitherto unskilled fingers. 

There have been finished during the time allotted to sewing-one hour a week
some two thousand pieces of wot·k. That much of the work was well done is 
proved by the fact that fifty pieces, some from each school, which were sent to the 
Bristol County Agricultural Society, received premiums amounting in the whole 
to $19.50. 

We have no suggestions of change to advise, for we feel that all concerned in 
the sewing are doing excellent work. 

Respectfully submitted. 
B. B. WINSLOW, 

Ohai?•man. 
SEWING IN 1886. 

There has been no deviation during the past year from the regulat· line of im
provement, which , from its start, the sewing department has followed. 

So little machinery is needed for its workings, and so quietly do the three teach
ers who have it in charge carry out its requirements, that but for the annual exhi
bition, we should scarcely be conscious that such a course of instruction was being 
given in the school curriculum. 

About 1,500 girls, having individual attention from the teachers during forty 

*Annual Report of the School Committee of the City of New Bedford, together 
with the Superintendent's Annual Report for the year 1885·, Pp. 108, New Bedford, 
1886. Similar report for the year 1886, Pp. 96. 
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hours a year in the school room, have brought to a state of completion some four 
thousand articles. 

They have been trained meanw}J,ile in habits of care and self-reliance in a direc
tion which it would have .been impossible for any of them to receive at home, even 
under the most favorabie circUmstances. The knowledge and skill thus attained 
will not only enabl~ them to perform good work themselves, but will make them 
better judges of the labors of those whom they may have to employ hereafter. 

We have every reason to congratulate ourselves in having secured teachers who 
enter so heartily into the work, and ~vho so faithfully execute the plans of your 
committee. 
~pectfully submitted: 

B. B. WINSLOW, 
Chai1·man. 

In the report of the Committee· on the Truant School for 1885, it 
appears that an attempt was made to secure a teacher for that school 
who should be competent nqt only to act as principal, but to instruct 
in the use of carpenter's tools. · This failing, a competent mechanic 
was engaged to give weekly lessons with some success. The cost of 
tools, etc., was met by an appropriation from the Howland fund, a 
fund given by a wealthy lady for supplementing the school facilities 
in various ways not included under the regular city appropriation 
for schools. 

In his report fo.r 1885 Superintendent Harrington says that " Draw
ing has proved to be, literally, the most productive study, in a prac
tical point of view, of any of the studies of our schools, if the num
bers who have been aided to obtain occupation through its means be 
a fair criterion of results." .A concise history of the introduction 
and development of this study in the city schools is given prelimi
nary to a proposal to introduce in the schools full sets of the new 
niodels for Form Study and Drawing, published by the Prang Edu
cational Company, which are highly approved by the superintendent . 
Increased attention has been given during the year to !)bject draw
ing. Upon the general topic of Industrial Education in schools 
Superintendent Harrington says: 

HAND TRAINING, 

Ever since I gave the subject of hand training in public schools an exhaustive 
examination, I have had but one conviction, viz., that its general adoption was as 
inevitable as fate. And I have welcomed the rapid 1n·ogress towards tllis consum
mation, because I l~ave felt that it is desirable not only on economic grounds, but 
because it is perfectly consistent with the theoretic basis of public school instruction. 
It is a process of educating the mind through the medium of the hand. 

It still encounters embittered opposition. But little more than a sixth-month ago, 
at a meeting of the superintendents of New England, several of the leading mind!'! 
among them,-leaders they are as well among the educato1;s of the whole Repnb
lic,-concentrated their powers to decry and repress it. They plied it~ supporters 
with arguments, sneers, sarcasm, and all the weapons they could bring to benr out 
of their rhetorical arm9ries; but they failed of their purpose, except with the preju
diced few; for their arguments were weak, and ridicule is rarely effective except 
when it has a strong backing of truth. 
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And now a fresh support has manifested itself for this beneficent innovation. 
The youth who have been trained in experimental schools of the kind begin to apply 
for employment as· mechanics, and the master workmen who have given them 
places say that they· exhibit a marked superiority of aptness and skill over those 
who have had no training of the kind. This practical indorsement is givin·g the 
subject .~ vigorous impulse in advance. 

Meanwhile voluntary schools, which combine hand training with the old-fash
ioned book trlllniog, have multiplied in all directions, and now at length, in several 
localities, hand training has been made a systematic adjunct of the work of the 
public schools. 

I recur to the subject at this time only to hint that the School Committee of New 
Bedford are not accustomed to be behindhand in adopting expedient suggestions for 
the imp;rovement of their schools, and I trust that in this connection we shall not 
be laggards. I feel quite sure that the great majority of the board have the same 
interest in the subject as· myself, and I look {orward with confidence to a move
ment which, at some time in the near future, shall invest a portion of the income 
of the Howland fund in measures for an introduction of this notable addition to the 
a~ vantages of the public schools 

The Superintendent, in his r eport for 1886, records the fact that the 
Prang drawing models have been secured fot· the schools, while Mr. 
Chas. T. Bonney, chairman of the drawing committee, reports that 
the boys in the High School carry on their work in drawing in a very 
practical manner. 

They "take their own measurements from different pieces of furniture, doors, and 
windows, and make measured drawings to a scale, so t hat a mechanic could ,\rork 
from the several drawings, and also detail work. . 

The Superintendent reports a new departure in the teaching of. 
Science in the High School, which has been pla'ced in charge of Pro
fessor Hathaway, a competent expert; and the laboratory system 
introduced, physics taught only in the higher grades, and made an 
elective study, so far as the g irls are concerned. 

It r emains, then, that drawing and sewing are, as yet, the only 
branches of industrial education given in the public schools of New 
Bedford. 

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS. 

This busy, beautiful inla.nd city, widely known as the site of the 
United Sta.tes Arsenal, -that epitome of the inventive genius of 
Americans,- ancl as o. notable raih-oad centre, might reasonably be. 
expected to take unusual interest in o.ll mo.tters r elating to industria.! 
training; since, in addition to its own enterprises, it is in the imme
diate vicinity of several centres of manufacturing industries. With 
two local institutions, a daily journal aud a hotel, that have made 
themselves f~mous all over the country for their enterprise and 
excellence, it is evident that the citizens of such a wide-awake place 
would not be indifferent to the interests of their public schools. For 
mo.ny years these schools hn.ve been fortunate in their managem.ent. 
Mr, E. A. Hub.barcl, a remarkable :vmctical educator, now for some 
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years one oi the .general visiting agents of the State Board of Edu· 
cation, was, for a long time, in charge of the schools of the city, and 
it is easily seen, from the tenor- of his reports, that t)le present Super
intendent .is enthusiastically devoted. to his noble calling, and t.hat 
he believes in the intrinsic worth of the free common schools to the 
country. 

The community in which were passed so large a portion of the 
active periods in the liv~s of such men as the late Samuel Bowles, 
and his long-time coadjutor Dr. J. G. Holland ("Timothy Tit 
comb"), who were impressing themselves on public opinion with 
each day's issue of The R eJJUblican, could hardly fail to take thought
fw interest in the welfare of the school children, no matter how 
pressing were the business demands of the r apidly growing town. 

The latest information of the present status of industrial education 
in connection with the schools of Springfield was given by Miss L. 
E . Fay, at the meeting of the National Educational Association, in 
Chicago, in July, 1887. Before quoting from this it may be of 
interest to trace the beginning of this movement in the report of the 
school committee for 1882. In this report Mr. A. P. Stone, the 
Superintendent of the city schools, treating first of the education 
given in the common schools, "as a preparation for the practical 
duties of life," says : 

There are those who sometimes remark that education creates a distaste for labor 
and for self-support. It is s,ingular that those who 1·epeat tlus stale slander against 
education never attempt to sho\v why it is so if it is true. It is an assertion easily 
disproved by actual observation. In my experience of pupil, teacher, and superin
tendent, I have seldom known a school, never a good one, where it was not en
joined upon pupils, as · an incentive to effort, that notJ1ing honorable or useful can 
be accomplished without labor; that what pupils become in after life depends more 
upon what they do for themselves than upon what others do for them; and , 
further~ore, that mucll of the hard work, so called by children, in schools, is to 
discipline and train their powers for the work of life. I have seen many young 
people go from the upper grades of the schools forth into the world, and my per· 

· sonal interest in their welfare has led me to watch them, as far as I was able, in 
their future .cru·eer. But I have known very few of those who have imllroved their 
schooling who have not ent ered readily upon some calling that required applica.
tion, effort, and self-reliance. * * ·• 

In connection with the above topic, there is a propriety, at least, in alluding to a 
great change that has taken place in the relation of young people to labor within 
the memory of some people now living. Under what was known as t he appren tice 
system, boys were "bolmd out," or "put out to live," as soon as it was decided 
what occupation was to be followed. By the terms of such a contract the boy was 
to receive a certain number of weeks of schooling each year, and during the re
mainder of the year was to labor for his master, of whom he learned his trade or 
business. In such cases. it was customary also for the boy to become a member of 
his master's family, where he received his board and clothing, and where his moral 
training, or Ius" bringing up," received careful attention. This was a h11ppy com
bination of schooling and labor. But the very general introduction of machinery, 
the division and sub-division of labor, and active competition, have wrought an en
tire change; and the apprenticeship system, with its many advantages, especially 
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for boys, now scar~ely exists at all. It is the result of a change in our civilization 
and not in the schools. . 

There is another flippant remru·k often made, that children are sent to school too 
much, and that many are being educated above the sphere in which they are destined 
to move. If this is true, why are they not withdrawn by their parents, with whom 
the responsibility lies? And who assumes to mark out the sphere in which any 
American child is destined to move? Who could have assigned to Lincoln and Gar
field, at the age of ten yeru'S, their sphere in after life? It is the very spirit of our 
institutions that every child shall have a chance to do his best; the practical result 
of which has been, that from the humblest cil'cumstances men and women have 
risen, in all the various callings of life, to positions of honor, and of the greatest 
usefulness to their fellows and to the public. Is there any sphere in life in which 
education is. useless, or where it is not serviceable ? 

The bearing of common school education upon common labor has been frequently 
and thoroughly investigated, and the results are not doubtful in their meaning. 

He refers to the results of inquiries on this point published by the 
United States Commissioner of Education, and then treats as fol
lows of " Industrial and Technical Education" : 

INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

* * * The common supposition that in most of the c~mmon schools of Con
tinental Europe a great val'iety of trades can be learned, is a mistake. In charita
ble and reformatory institutions there ru·e industrial sehools, where the inmates are 
taught trades that they may eam theu· living, and not continue to be a tax upon 
the public. 

' There are some other schools, also, where special trades can be learned, usually 
such as are common to the locality. But, as a general thing, the schools corre
sponding to ou.r common schools do not teach mechanics and 'other !aboral'S their 
trades. There is, however, in those .schools more or less provision for manual 
training; of which subject I shall speak again presently. In Great Britain, and to 
some extent in other countries, there are many schools, supportetl by mercantile 
and mechanics' associations, where industrial educrttion is fmuished. But the 
great technical schools of Europe, usually supported by government, either local or 
general, belong to the higher. class of institutions. They teach scientific and tech
nical knowledge to assist in the pursuit of the higher trades; and more especially to 
qualify persons to become, by the labor of bram and of hand, leaders and organiz
ers of labor , and superintendents of great industrial and mercantile establishments, 
and of large landed estates. Many of these schools require a preparation for admis
sion about equal in amount to that required by our colleges; and a recent English 
writer upon this subject says, that no student can profit by those schools until he 
has laid a broad foundation in a thorough knowledge of the elementary branches, 
including some science, and has attained the age of about eighteen years. 

In Massachusetts the institutions which fumish special opportunities for higher 
t echnical education are as follows: 

1. The Agricultural College at Amhe1·st. * * * 
2. The Free Institute of Industrial Science at '\Vorcester. * * * 
3. The Institute of Technology at Boston. * * * 
All these schools are of a high order, and require for admission a knowledge 

equivalent to that usually acquired in our grammar schools nml tho first two ~·cnrs · 
of the average high ~chool. 

There are also scientific departments in some of the colleges of the State. where 
!!pecialties can be pursued. 
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But it will be said that these schools do not meet the wants of the masses; all of 
which is true. And the question now arises, can those wants be met in the common 
schools, the public schools of Springfield ? Can trades Ol' special occupations be 
learned there, and if so, what? The parents of the boye now in the Springfield 
High School are engaged in about eighty 'different callings. The question may here 
well be at~ked, What is the object of our schools? .AB generally understood, it is to 
give general training without reference to any special vocation ; to teach the ele
ments of knowledge, and to inculCate the principles of morality. That is, I think, 
the legitimate sphere of the American common school. But this does not imply 
that special knowledge and its application to particular industrial pursuits may not 
be taught elsewhere at the public expense. But such work does not belong to the 
studies of the corn.nion school, strictly so called. There are other and better ways 
to meet this demand outside of the common schools. 

MANUAL TRAINING, 

There is a theory entertained by educators and metaphysicians, that the intellect 
cannot be properly developed without training the hand. If this theory is correct, 
as is more than probable, cannot the studies in our schools be supplemented by a 
parallel course of manual training, that will improve the intellectual work, and at 
the same time give some facility in the use of common tools, and a training of the 
inventive powers and' the judgment, that will ultimately develop in ~e pupil nn 
inclination and an aptitude for some special calling, of a kind to be determined by 
his own taste and his special fitness therefor? It seems to me that, as an initiati \'e · 
in useful education, such a plan gives promise of good re~ults . 

. He briefly describes the Dwight School experiment in Boston, and 
concludes: 

I have no doubt the experiment would be equally successful in Springfield. Boys 
like to do something themselves, as well as to study and talk, as every teacher and 
parent knows from their almost irrept-essible tendency to action of some kind . 

.AB I have been 1·equested by your Board, to suggest such modifications of the 
course of study and school work as will, in my judgment, be advantageous to the 

· schools, I recommend that a trial similar to the above ·be made in connection with 
one of the grammar schools, and ·perhaps, the High School, if the city council shall 
think favorably of the plan; their consent being required by the public statutes for 
the establishment of any industrial school. It will not be expensive, and it wiU 
give the boys occupation, sharpen their inventive faculties, teach them application, 
an(l compel them to think for themselves. Any school· work that does not require 
pupils to think is of little accmmt. Should such an experiment meet with success 
a.nd with general favor, I have no doubt it will suggest other and broader plans, that 
will eventually lead to a satisfacto1·y solution of the problem of industrial and llrac
tical education. Practice means action, an<l all useful practice is in accordance 
with principles and theory. So when a PUllil can apply the knowledge and power 
he has acquired in school to the useful pursuits and pmposes of life, he is practi
cally educated. 

For the girls I 1·ecommend a trial of the -introduction of sewing into one of tho 
schools. It has been highly successful in many places in the State, and is entirely 
feasible in any school where the girls are old enough. It will require a special 
teacher, and must be put under as strict regulations and discipline as other 
school work. In mixed schools the girls can be gathered in rooms by themselves 
for an hom· or two a week, while the boys can be given some special exercises or 
work in other rooms. In schools where sewing is t aught it is said t hat girls corno 
to take great pleasure .in their work and in exhibiting it to t heir friends; and that 
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those mothers whose time is fully occupied with domestic cares and with society, 
regard the instruction as of the highest importance for their d~ughters. 

In his report for 1883, Superintendent Stone recommends that an 
evening school for instructi0n in free-hand drawing be established. 
Evening and draughting schools are held each winte1·, but only me
chanical drawing is taught, and instruction in free-hand <ira wing has 
been sought. On this point the superintendent says : 

The terms, f1'ee-hand drawing, and instrumental or mechanical drawing, ·have 
had their origin, of course, from the means by which they are respectively per
formed and taught. But there does not seew to me to be any good reason for 
separatihg, to any great extent, the two kinds ·of work. Drawing is fast becoming 
increasingly useful and necessary in all the industrial pursuits of life; and it would 
seem to be in accordance with good sense, as 'Yell as with the principles of teaching, 
that we should give in this branch such instruction as is needed, whether the draw
ing is to be performed QY the trained hand and the pencil alone, or by the aid of 
such instruments and appliances as the kind of work requires. 

The report of the School Committee for 1884, signed by Mr. 0. M. 
Baker, vice chn.irman, thus announces the introdut:tion of sewing in 
the schools : 

SEWING. 

This is one of the branches mentioned in the public statutes which the school 
committee may require to be taught in the schools. For several years wany mothers 
have asked that this branch might be introduced into the schools of Springfield, 
and that their daughters might receive instruction therein. By a vote of the com
mittee, some of its members and the Superintendent visited schools in Boston, 
Providence, and New Bedford, and saw the pupils at work under the direction of 
the sewing teacher, and obtained much information upon the subject. It was found 
in each of these places that sewing was popular in the schoo~ aud in good favor 
with the people; and it was also the uniform testimony of the teachers that sewing 
did not lessen the results in other studies nor interfere seriously with other school 
work. 

At the beginning of the spring term Mrs. C. E. Norton was engaged as teacher, 
and sewing was introduced into the lower and middle grades of the grammar schools; 
and t;l.uring the past terw it has been carried one grade higher. It has also been 
introduced into the Indian Orcha.rd schools, with l\Iiss Annie Tarr as teacher. The 
classes, usually composed of the g irls of two rooms brought together, have one hour 
per week of instruction, and their work consi:sts entirely of plain and useful sewing. 
During this hour the boys, in a room by themselves, tmder the care of a teacher, 
are engaged in practical work in arithmetic, wr.iting, spt>lling , and other needed 
exercises. In every sense, we think the introduction of sewing has been attended 
with very satisfactory results. ·while it does not seem to detract from other work 
in the school, it does teach the girls an accomplishment of the greatest usefulness, 
and one without which it is the greatest misfortune for any girl to grow up to 
womanhood. The mothers of the pupils are hearty in their appreciation and praise 
of this branch, and we hope that before the close of another school year they and 
the public will have an opportunity to see an exhibition of the work done, which 
will speak for itself. With the exception of drawing, which is eminently practical 
when properly taught, sewing is the only bt·anch of i..n,dll!?trial trl\.ini.ng, strictly so 
~!led, that we have in our school work. 

,A.m.·, VOL, 2--0 
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The report of the School Committee for 1886, signed by Mr . 
. George H. Bleloch, is evidence that the seed sown by the Superin
.tendent in his report for 1882 has. borne abundant fruit. 

DRAWING. 

The departm.ent of.drawing, oWing to its intimate relation and influence on the 
industrial arts, d,eserves and is receiving special attention from the committee. 
Miss L. E. Fay,·the accomplished instructor in this branch, has developed a r emark
able aptitude for directing and applying it to practical things, and her zeal in the 
work is unfortunately leading her to sacrifice her strength in advancing this branch 
of education. An assistant should be secured for two reasons : First, because the 
present instructor is overworked; second, because the class rooms should, until the 
regular teachers are more expert in drawing, receive semi-monthly instead of 
monthly visits from the drawing teacher, as is the case at present. 

INDUSTRIAL EXPERIMENTS. 

It has been and will continue to be the aim of the committee to bring the course 
of study in the schools into harmony with the best ·and most practical educational 
methods known, in order that the analytical, reasoning, and constructive powers of 
the scholars may be developed, that they may become familiar with practical things, 
and leave school, when circumstances compel them to join the great army of work
ers, equipped with knowledge, so far as it goes, tha,t will be useful to them in what
ever honest occupation they may follow. ·As nearly 95 per cent. of the scholars 
who go out from the schools will from necessity become engaged in some kind of 
manual labor, it is important that manual training should have an established place 
in our school system, not for the exclusive benefit of those who are destined to lives 
of toil, but also for those who may be called to enter the learned professions. It has 
been truly said that "manual training is essential to the right and full development 
of the human mind;" therefore the young man or woman who encounters the 
world with only the mind trained is not fully equipped to commence either a me· 
chanica!, scientific, business, or professional career. Impressed with the impor
tance of these trUths, the committee has taken steps in a modest way to introduce 
into the schools manual in connection with mental training, 

SEWING IN THE SCHOOLS. 

Two years ago a ccmpetent teacher, Mrs. E. C. Norton, was employed to instruct 
the girls in the first four grades of the grammar schools in the art of cutting, fitting, 
'and se~g; this innovation was made by authority of the public statute, that leaves 
optional with school committees the matter of teaching sewing in the public schools. 
The results have been so satisfactory, that it may be considered wise to reduce it to 
a more perfect system and to introduce it to' some of the other grades. 

MANUAL TRAINING FOR BOYS. 

To establish a school for manual training required a special appropriation from 
the city government, as the public statutes do not allow industrial ~chools to ue 
maintained from money appropriated for general school expenses. The committee 
considered it their duty 00. make a beginning in this direction, and on March 1 
petitioned the city government to appropriate $1,000 to equip an experimental 
~dustrial school and employ a competent teacher to conduct it. The appropria
tion was promptly made, the basement of the High School building was selected 
as the most suitable place at the command of the committee, and George B. Kil
bon was engaged as an instructor. Attendance at the manual training school 
could not, under the law, be made compulsory, and volunteers were. called for from 
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the freshman class of the High School, and the eighth and ninth grades of the 
grammar schools; that the boys should not be less than thirteen years of age was 
the only condition of admission. 

Eighty-four boys manifested their desire to be enrolled for the term beginning in 
September, and eighteen of them, expressing a wish to receive instruction during 
the summer vacation, were formed into two classes, and Mr. Kilbon arranged to 
give three lessons a. week for four weeks. Thirteen benches, designed for wood 
working, were obtained and equipped with suitable tools for the class of work to 
be taught; three large cupboards, each containing thirty-two compartments, were 
provided for the convenience of the pupils. The school opened on July 12 with 
the two vacation classes, which by this time had received recruits, increasing the 
number to twenty-two scholars. The fall term opened with an enrolment of 
ninety-one scholars, which number soon increased to ninety-six, and these were 
divided into eight classes of twelve scholars each. It was arranged that each class 
should receive one lesson a week of one and one-half hours' duration, and Mr. Kil
bon was employed to devote three days a week to the school, as the amount of the 
appropriation did not warrant the committee in engaging his full services. The 
course of instruction arranged by Mr. Kilbon consisted of fif~n lessons, divided 
into forty-five problems, covering the use of the hammer, nail driving, measure
ment, use of the try-square, gauging, sa.'ving to line, cutting to length, cutting to 
width, shelf making, box making, use of dividers, boring, use of brad awl, use of 
chisel, examples in construction, and the general use of carpenters' tools, their parts 
described and defined, their adjustment explained, and the pupils taught to keep 
them in working order. On November 0 an additional class was organized for 
Saturday afternoons, consisting of twelve scholars from private schools. 

The Saturday morning class has among its members four of the grammar school 
principals and the drawing teacher. This fact is mentioned to show the interest 
manifested in manual training by many of our most accomplished instructors. 

The cost of the experimental training school, from its establishment to J anuary 
1, is as follows: 

Cost of equipment . . . ... . . . .. ........ ... . . ..... . . . . 
Cost of material .... . .. .. . ...... . ....... .. . .. .. . .. . 
Salary of instructors ........... . . . ... ..... . . ...... . 

$503 19 
60 11 

231 14 
Balance of appropriation not used . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205 56 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000 00 
The remainder of the appropriation will carry the school, on the present plan, 

until March, 1887. 
In view of the encouraging results of the experiment, as far as it has been car

ried, the committee ventured to suggest that the incoming city government make 
an appropriation of $5,000, in order that the scope of the school may be·extended to 
include wood turning, and metal working in some of its simpler branches, and that 
the full time of the present instructor be secured for the work. The latter step will 
be a necessity if Mr. Kilbon's valuable services are retained, as it is understood that 
the present arrangement of part time cannot be continued after April 1. 

The basement of the High School is not a suitable place for the continuance of 
the experiment, owing to dampness and insufficient light, and a light, dry, well 
ventilated work room, with the privilege of power, will be required. It is be
lieved, that $5,000 will cover the expenses of the i.nstmctor, supply additional tools 
and materials, and pay the rent for room and power. The tools and equipments 
now owned by the city, and all that may be bought, as suggested, "\vill come into 
play in case the experiment develops into a permanent part of the school system. It 
is the testimony of the principals of the High School and the grammar schools, that 
the time given to manual training has not retarded the pupils in their regular 
studies. 
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SIMULTANEOUS MENTAL AND MANUAL TRAINING. 

The committee cherish the hope that in the near future the liberal citizens of Spring
field will provide for the use of the city, under proper regulations, suitable buildings, 
in which at least one hundred pupils can receive simultaneous mental and manual 
training. The cost of such buildings, exclusive of land, fully equipped with all the 
appliances for instruction in wood and metal working, need not exceed $40,000. 
Pupils for such a school should not be less than thirteen years of age, selected for merit 
after paasing grade eight in the p-ammar schools, or with the same requirements if 
taken from parochial or private schools. They should be given a three-yean;' 
course in manual training in connection with regular studies, consisting of mathe
matics, drawing, the sciences, and the English branches of the high school com·se. 
The manual training department should include instruction in carpentry, pattern
making, wood-turning, filing, forging, brazing, soldering, and the use of machine
shop tools. The time of the pupils should be equally divided between mental anu 
manual exercises. It is a remarkable fact, established by e.lt..-perience in manual 
training schools, that scholars who devote half of their study hours to manual 
exercises make equal progress in mental work with those who give all t heir study 
hours to it. The cost of maintaining a school of this general character would not 
greatly exceed the cost of high school instruction, which in this city was $36 per 
capita for the year 1886. Fifty dollars per capita ought to pay the expenses of 
maintaining a manual training school of one hundred pupils. 

The object in establishing such a school is not to train apprentices and teach 
trades, but to drill pupils in the fundamental mechanical principles that are the 
basis of all trades, and " to foster a higher appreciation of the value and dignity of 
intelligent labor and the worth and respectability of laboring men." Its graduates 
will become intelligent work~gmen, producers of wealth, developers of the inex
haustible resources of our country, and the promoters and defenders of that pecul
iarly American civilization which is destined, in God's providence, to lead the 
world in every art and industry. The benefits to this community of such an insti
tution would be incalculable in maintaining the prestige of Springfield as a manu
facturing centre, where mechanical construction has been carried to the highest 
degree of refinement. 

The fame of Springfield rests almost entirely on the reputation of her mechanics 
and the marvellous products of their skill and genius, a fact 1iot fully appreciated 
here, but recognized in every market of the world. There is danger that her fame 
'vill be overshadowed by energetic and wide-awake Western rivals, who are alter 
to everything that promotes their material progress, unless a united and practical 
effort is made by the city government and the moneyed and manufactm·iug inter
ests of the place to maintain its prestige and preserve the pecUlliary ad vantages that 
are involved in it. 

In addition to this full report by tl:te committee, the Superintend-
ent says: · 

THE SPECIAL DRANCHES.-Good work generally can be reported in the special 
branches. Drawing is more practically taught every year. The primary grades 
need models for the study of form, as the grammar grades are already supplied 
With them. Penmanship is improving and sewing is continued with satisfaction. 
Music is giving promise of good work, especially in the lower grades, where the 
infiuence of a new teacher in this branch is first felt. * * * 

MANUAl .. TRAINING.--:-The manual training school has had a trial of less than a 
half year; but I have no hesitation in predicting that it will be, as it has thus fa.r 
been, a success. I feel assured of this from my helief in the possibilities of such a 
school rightly conducted, from the fitness of the person in charge of it, and from 
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tije interest and progress of the pupils at work in it. In establishing this school , 
Springfield is no more than keeping abreast of public sentiment upon the subject of 
practical education throughout the conntry. Philadelphia, Baltimore, Toledo, and 
other places have entered upon this work with vigor and success. 

Superintendent Stone also makes, in an appendix, a special report 
on Kindergartens in relation to their adaptability to public schools, 
and r ecommends their adoption.* So in ·four year s the movement 
had advanced from the first presentation of the subject by the Super
intendent to the actual introduction in the schools of industrial 
training for both girls and boys. 

The following ·succinct notice of the paper. r ead by Miss L. E. Fay 
before the National Association in Chicago, July 15, 1887, as her 
contribution to the discussion of" The Place Manual Training should 
Qccupy in a System of Public Schools,." is f~om the Chicago Tribune 
of July 16. The stat ement by President Sheldon shows that the 
recommendation of the School Committee in their r eport for 1886 
has met with a speedy response, and that in 1887 Springfield falls 
into line ·with Baltimore, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Toledo, and 

·Omaha, in providing facilities for full courses of industrial training 
in the public schools. 

· Miss L. E. Fay, of Springfield, llfass., was then introduced, and read a paper that 
was illustrated \vith some of the work done a.t the Springfield school. 

"A radical change should be made in the first year 's course of study, so that a 
strong foundation for manual training can be laid. In the first and second years 
the child should be taught the forms of solids by the use of moulding clay. Tllis 
exercise develops the muscles of both hands. In the fifth year working drawings 
from the geometric solids should be taught, and after that the systematic study 
of working drawings should constitute one-third of the cow·sE'. Sewing should 
be systematically commenced the fomth year. :M:anual training teaches self-disci
pline to the boys, and it could not therefore be confined to boys. Girls should be 
taught the use of tools, and they could profita.bly be taught cooking with their 
chemistry." . 

President Sheldon complimented :M:iss Fay very highly, declaring that she was 
the" boss lady carpenter of Massachusetts." As the result of her work, with an 
appropriation of $1,000 for the first year, the citizens of Springfield ha.J purchased 
a building next to the High School for $40,000, to be used for manual traiPing. 

The Tribune editorially commends the paper read by Miss F ay 
· in the highest terms, as to matter, arrangement, literary execution, 
and delivery. 

W ORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS. 

This prosperous central city of the Commonwealth is well known 
to all interested in t echnical education as the home of the W orces
ter County Free Institute of Industrial Science. 

It is quite possible that the opportunity for seeing the excellence 
of the instruction given in this famous technical school has led the 
observant Superintendent of city schools to underestimate the value 

*This report on Kindergartens will be founu in Appendix I. 
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of the proposed industrial training in common schools, which, under 
. the most favorable circumstances, must of necessity fall far short of 

the high standard set by this special school. Be that as it may, it 
remains that E)uperintendent Marble gives no adhesion to the prop
ositions put forward by the advocates of "manual training" in 
schools, but combats them relentlessly. 

It should be premised, however, that the introduction of indus
trial art drawing in the schools of Worcester some ten or twelve 
years ago was actively encouraged and fostered by the Superin
tendent. 

This study has fo1' some years been in charge of Mr. Walter S. 
Perry, as· director, who has proved successful as teacher aud lecturer. 
The ·city, as all towns in the State having a certain population are 
required by law to do, maintains free evening schools and evening 
drawing schools, all of which are largely attended. 

In his report for 1884, Mr . . Marble says: 
Drawing is made a regular study in the grammar schools throughout the course. 

* *. * Nor is this all. From the most elementary stage to the completion of 
the course in the High School, this study is carried on in three parallel lines : .copy· 
ing from the fiat, drawing from models, and original design. The development of 
this plan as it appears in the successive stages is interesting as a study' in educa
tional method. Designing by the pupil from its first simple steps to something 
more complete in the higher grades develops an originality in many a pupil which 
would otherwise remain dormant. And drawing is the single best study, directly 
tending to industrial education-a subject about which there is wide-spread misap
prehension, and of which something will be said below. 

Later in this report he proceeds to speak at length on that topic : 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

* * * There is a class of social reformers who look to the public schools for the 
cure of every evil t3at infests society-evils for which these schools are in no way 
responsible, and with which they are not specially fitted to cope. From the decay 
of the apprentice system, consequent upon the rapid introduction of machinery in all 
kinds of work and the1·esultantilivision and minute subdivi&-ion of labor, and from 
the ilifficulty of getting employment, which always existed, but which becomes 
more apparent when large numbers of people seek a livelihood in cities, instead of 
remaining self-employed and self-sustaining tillers of the soil-from these causes 
with which schools have nothing to do, our educational empiricists and our social 
reformers would lay upon the pub?c schools the burden of a special preparation for 
one or more of the active industries of life by teaching various kinds of trades. 

The unwisdom of adding a but·den of such doubtful utility and possibility of accom
plishment upon a curriculum which is said to be already overcrowded is a subject 
too broad for adequate discussion here. It is indeed quite possible that the social 
fabric may need some reconstruction with respect to the preparation which a child 
needs for active business, since the parents are usually so' employed .in stores, or 
mills, or factories, that they have no opportunity to instruct their children. It is 
far more clear, however , that the public schools, as at present organized, cannot 
successfully accomplish what they may and ought in the direction of intellectual 
culture and a broad and general training useful in any business, and at the same 
time undertake with any reasonable· hope of success to supply the place of the 
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old ~pprentice system. This being the case, the demand for such training, if it 
exists, should be supplied in special schools. 

It is not to be denied that great good may be done in the public schools in turning 
the attention of pupils to industrial pursuits through an examination of the indus
tries of the vicinity while pw·suing their studies in school. By tllis means they 
avoid the natural error into which many fall that all study is preparatory to a pur
suit more or less literary. The method by which the interest may thus be awakened, 
while at the same time the specific work of school can be improved, was pointed 
out in the last report. It consists in systematic visits to manufactories and study 
of the proeesses seen, and in subsequent descriptions of what has been observed 
.and learned. Nothing better can be done to improve the style of composition and 
to cultivate correct habits of thought. The interest in the industries themselves is 
all the more valuable for being incidental. 

HOW THE TECHNICAL SJJHOOLS AROSE. 

When the need of the higher technical education was felt, as distinguished from 
the classical and literary training of the colleges, technical schools at once sprang 
into being. In like manner industrial schools will be forthcoming as so6'n as a real 
and not a merely fictitious want exists. The best evidence of such a want would 
be the demand of the people themselves who have a personal interest in the matter. 
The demand, so far, does not as a rule come from that class of people at all. It is 
heard mostly from theorists, who anticipate a stratification of American society into 
classes similar to the older European communities. 

The development of the drawing schools fully illustrates the method by which 
Blich separate elementary industrial schools ns nre here contemplated will spring 
into being when the time becomes ripe for them. Feeling the need of a better 
knowledge of draughting among workmen in shops of various kinds, the Worcester 
County Mechanics' Association in this city organized schools for the apprentices, so 
called, who form a branch of that body. The experiment of "conducting those 

.schools, made by a class of men who knew what they wanted and could find a way 
to get it, demonstrated both the utility and the necessity for such schools. No 
sooner was this accomplished than the law creating them expressed the popular 
will, and now those schools are a part of the public school system. The crystalliza
tion of the results of experience into a State law, it may be proper here to remark, 
was accomplished largely through the efforts of that eminent pioneer of technical 
education, the founder of two of the best institutions in the country, Dr. Charles 
0. Thompson, now of Terre Haute, Ind.* 

The Mechanics' Asso:)iation of this city-and similar institutions no doubt exist 
in almost every other city of New England-is eminently fitted for conducting ex
periments with industrial schools, as they have conducted to a successful issue the 
experiment with drawing. This is in their line. They are practical men, who deal 
with real things and active boys in flesh and blood, and not with the fictions of the 
imagination. Whatever want there may be for such training they feel. The kind 
of training most useftil they know. How best to secure that training they also 
know by experience. "'When once the nP.cessity for schools of this kind shall have 
been demonstrated, and the best method for securing the best results shall have 
been shown through the experiments of this :md other associations, who alone are 
qualified to conduct' them pt·ofitably, then the law will forthwit h embody tht> pop
ular 'vill founded on such apparent facts, and public elementary industrial schools 
will come into being. In the mean time let the dilettanti continue to amuse them
selves and the public with their little shops an•l sets of tools in the basements of 

*At the time of printing tllis report, Ma.rch, 1885, we ha.ve to mourn his untimely 
death. 
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school houses. They will do no harm except to spend a few thousands of dollars, 
and they will keep themselves and possibly a few boys out of mischief. 

In the direction of the experiment with special elementary industrial schools 
set forth above, it is pleasing to note that last summer a class of boys spent the long 
vacation in the shops of the technical school in this city, which were kindly fur
nished for the purpose by the 'trustees and faculty. It is to be hoped that the same 
thing will be tried again. 

In the report for the year 1885, Superintendent Marble, after com
mending the work in drawing and reprinting a statement of 
"methods" by Director Perry, thus sums up his objections to the 
arguments advanced by the advocates of industrial training in the 
schools. As the conclusions of an experienced and successful school 
superintendent, who has shown himself fully appreciative of the 
educational and practical value of industrial art drawing in the 
sphooll), and who has always shown the courage of his convictions, 
these statepents merit consideration, and are here given as being a 
valuable ·contribution to the discussion; the object of this compila
tion being to present the results. of actual experiments and the con
cl"!lSions of practical educat?rs. 

OBJECTIONS TERSELY STATED. 

Mr. Marble says: 
Manual training has engrossed the attention of its few advocates as an " annex " 

to the public. schools, the past year very much as in the few years last preced-
ing. In a few cities of the country schools have been opened in the outbuildings 
or basements of schoof houses, and these have been heralded by the worshippers 
of the fetich as the coming of a dawn in the educational firmament that is to 
usher in a glorious day. Every special school in Europe, and technical schools 
in this country of any grade and of all aims, are catalogued and paraded as evi
dences of the great progress in industrial education, and of the public enthusiasm 
in its support. Just as if a polytechnic school in Paris a score of years old, and 
fulfilling a definite and most excellent purpose, were an argument in favor of open-

. ing a little play-shop in every school house; or as if a special school in Saint Louis, 
maintained 'by pri-vate munificence, with an attendance of two hundred or three hun
dred pupils, paying tuition, had anything to do with the twenty thousand or more 
public school p\lpils in that city beyond the mere advantage which a more or less 
successful experiment may confer. Nobody questions the utility or the necessity 
of technical schools; the interesting cha1·acter of special schools-sewing schools, 
cooking schools, moulding schools, or what not-is admitted; and such special schools 

. will be established whenever they are needed. But it does not follow from such 
utility or such an interest that the whole school system needs to be revolutionized, 
or that the general usefulness of that system should be put in jeopardy to try a 
doubtful experiment at the beck of uneasy agitators; an experiment involving loss 
of the energy needed in the proper conduct of schools, and loss of money in untold 
thousands. The demand for manual training throughout the system of public 
schools exists only in the minds of a few enthusia.Sts. The apparent call for such 
training is created by a few voices echoing and re-echoing the refrain, and magni
fying the few experiments that are being tried into a general educational move
ment. Magazine writers and newspaper paragraphers reiterate the same old strains 
in praise of the little shop at Gloucester, the Boston basement, and the more recent 
Toledo movement, just as if they were general and representative. Such experi
ments-and they are to be highly commended, because they cannot help showing 
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the futility of their becoming general-bear about the same proportion to the schools 
of the country that the congenitally blind or deaf bear in number and importance, 
to the whole community. 

In ·one respect the !1-&itators of this kind of annex to our schools have made prog
ress, namely : Heretofore they have not known whether such schools should aim 
to. popularize the manual industries, to produce skill in the various trades, to keep 
children in their proper sphere, or whether they are a necessary part of a complete 
education. It now seems to' be the prevailing sentiment of their advOcates that no 
education is complete which does not 'include the _training of the muscles; and that 
habits of exactness, for example in thought, can only be secured by that necessity 
for exactness which is involv~d in such a mechanical act as fitting a lenon into a 
m,ortise f It follows that nobody has been properly educated up to the present 
time, and a new species of men is about to be developed, if only the world can be 
induced to adopt this theory. In tllis city our· financial condition compels us to 
wait; for we cannot _!!Ct upon this theory and be the first of the new creation because 
we cannot just now command the necessary funds. 

The special vacation school at the Technical Institute, and the co-operation in that 
enterprise of the Mechanics' Association, continued last year, as the year before, to 
meet the popular demand for manual training m t:bis city, not, indeed," education
ally" and in this most advanced form,. but practically and up to our present light. 
A few benevolent ladies have alsoopeDP.d a cooking school, where about twenty-five 
girls learn to prepare, economically, various articles of food-which they forthwith 
proceed to devour. This movement is a good one-. About twenty-five homes are 
the better for it. No doubt the number ,\·ould be doubled by another school, 
trebled by a third, and so on to an indefinite extent. 1\fay the number of such 
·schools increase f But it must be confessed there is little prospect that they will 
soon attach themselves to the public schools of the city. 

Something has been done also the past year in the way of studying the industries 
of the city by pupils of the grammar schools, though not as much as was hoped, 
becalll!6 other duties have engrossed the time of both teachers and pupils. What 
has been accomplished, however, confirms the l?elief that great possibilities lie in 
that direction. The details of that scheme and also the work of the Mechanics' 
Association have been given in former reports, especially in that for 1884. 

RHODE ISLAND, CITY OF NEWPORT. 

Ron. George A. Littlefield, Superintendent of Schools, Newport, 
. R. I., recommended, in his report for 1884-'85, an appropriation for 
teaching sewing to girls in grammar schools n.ud cm·pentry to boys 
in schools above third grn.mmar grade. 

An inquiry as to what provision had been made, if any, for in
. austrial training, elicited the following letter: 

NEWPORT, R. I ., March 29, 1887. 
_ DEAR Sm: In answer to your letter of January 7, permit me to say that we 
have not yet established a public industrial school. Our city government could not 
grant the appropriation asked for the pw·pose in January, 1886. 

Since then a private evening school for teaching boys the use of tools has been 
open~d here under the most faYorable auspices. Within:\ year, too, a lauy who harl 
previously made large g ifts to t he city, Miss Ellen Townsend, has left by will a 
good sum to be expended by our school committee" in aiding promising boys to 
learn useful mechanical trades." It is expected that out of this bequest a flourish
ing industrial school will ul:imately be o•·ganized. 
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Hon. S. I. Dutton, Superintendent of Schools in New Haven, will .address a meet

ing here on the subject next month. His manual training school is doing excellent 
work. 

Most r espectfully, 

Mr. I. EDWARDS CLARKE, 
U. S. Bw·eau of Education. 

GEORGE A. LITTLEFIELD, 
Supe1intendent of Schools. 

CONNECTICUT, CITY OF NEW HAVEN . 
• 

The movement for manual training of boys and for some form of 
industrial instruction of girls in the public schools early at tracted 
the attention of the school authorities ofN ew Haven, Conn., which city 
was also one of the first to take up the study of drs.w·ing. The his
tory of this last industrial movement, as given in the reports of Mr. 
Dutton, City Superintendent of Schools, will be found in the Appen
dix. The Superintendent gives the credit for the initiation of the 
experiment in 1883 to Mr. Camp, principal of the Dwight Gram
mar School, and to Mr. French, principal of the Skinner School. 
A room was fitted up in each of these school buildings, and ·classes of 
boys, from the several grammar schools, attended each week on a 

· two-months course of manual training with carpenter's tools. In 
this way a large number of boys received instruction each year. A 
class for teaching the girls sewing, knitting, embroidery, etc., was 
also organized under one of the teachers, which met each week in one 
of the recitation rooms.· These experiments proving satisfactory, 
the introduction of some form of industrial training in all the grades, 
" from the kindergarten to No. 12 " has been undertaken. Classes 
were also formed in wood carving, repousse work, and modelling . 

. Tll,e following letter from Mr. Camp gives the most recent informa
tion of the movement, which seems to be completely successful: 

DWIGHT SCHOOL, 

Mr. CLARKE: 
Ne:w Haven, Conn., JanttmiJ 10, 1887. 

DEAR SIR: In addition to what I sent you before upon our industrial work, I 
would say that the committee have now rented a large room, centrally located , and 
fitted it up with joiner's benches, tools, etc., and employed a regular teacher , who 
devotes his whole timP. to teaching the different classes of boys who are sent him 
the use of tools. 

He has ten classes, of 24 boys each, or 240 different boys each week. These come 
from the ten grammar schools of the city. This takes the place of the smaller 
classes we had in the Dwight and Skinner Schools, and gives the advantages of in
struction to a larger number of boys. 

The kindergarten work and training the hands and eyes is continued in our 
primary grades, and sewing, modelling, repousse work, etc. , are still continued in 
the intermediate and grammar grades. 

I forward to you our Superintendent's last report, which mentions some of the 
work done in the manual line. 

Very truly, 
L. L. CAMP. 
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In the previous statement in the report of the U. S. Commissioner 
of Education of 1884-'85, to which Mr. Camp refers, he stated that 
118 boys in all had taken the manual training lessons during the 
year ending August 31, 1885; he also mentioned that the industrial 
training of the girls had not been neglected, a class of some 50 haying 
met weekly for instruction in needlework, etc., and that some form 
of industrial work had been put in all the grades, from the kindet·-
garten to No. 12. . 

From the report,* kindly forwarded by Mr. Camp, the following 
statements concerning the industrial work in theN ew Haven schools, 
made by City Superintendent Samuel T. Dutton, in his latest report 
to the City Board of Education, are taken: 

MANUAL TRAINING. 

I.-DRAWING. 

Under the efficient direction of Professor Bail , instruction in drawing has been 
given in all grades. In the grammat· schools special attention has been directed to 
free-hand and mechanical drawing and the development of geometrical solids. 

The fourth class, high school, has been engaged in geometrical drawing, consist
ing of plan, elevation, and !;ections, working and isometric ; free-hand designs and 
drawing of geometrical solids, vases, and other objects. 

Third class, plans of houses, working drawings and orders of architecture; per
spective drawing of furnished rooms and other objects by measurement. 

Junior and senior classes, object drawing from nature. 
Since the introduction of mechanical drawing the work in th.is department has 

grown beyond the capacity of one instructor. It has therefore been thought best 
to relieve Professor Bail by appointing a competent la.dy teacher to take charge of 
drawing in the primary an1t intermediate gmdes. Miss Ada B. Hyde, who for the 
past year has been in charge of No. 12, Woolsey School, has been appointed to this 
position. 

Il.-PRa!ARY OR KINDERGARTEN W ORK. 

Good progress has been made in selecting the most feasible kindergarten occupa
tions for use in the schools . These exercises not only deYelop manual dexterity, 
but t~ach the elements of form, eo lor, geometry, and natural Rd ence. The materials 
used are comparatively inexpensive, and I believe that n. small expenditure may 
wisely be made for this object. 

III.-SEWINO. 

The unanimous vote of the board to introduce sewing as a regular exercise in the 
intermediate and lower grammar grades was perhaps the most il).1portant legislation 
of the year. During the last four months of the year :Miss Lillian A. Gladwin, a 
substitute teacher, was engaged in organizing and instructing cla::,ses in this useful 
branch. A few months will suffice to introduce this indu:stry into all t he schools, 
and it is expected that as soon as practicable the regular teachers will take charge 
of it. 

*Annual Report of the Board of Education of the New Haven City School Dis
trict for the year ending August 31, 1i:l8G. New Haven: Tuttltl, Morehouse & Tay
lor, printers. 1886. Pp. 99. 
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IV.-MODELLING. 

Professor Bail has taught classes in clay modelling and plaster casting i1i the 
Dwight, Sltinner, and Woolsey Schools. The instruction was given after school 
hours, but decided interest was taken in the work. Whether it is practicable to 
continue these-classes does not appear clearly to me, but I am convinced that some 
clay work should be done in every primary room, as an aid to drawing and ·a knowl
edge of form. 

V.-WOOD WORK. 

Detachments of boys from all the grammar schools, excepting the Woolsey and 
Winchester, have been trained in carpentry in the basements of the D"ight and 
Skinner Schools. The results were the' same in kind, though more extended and 
complete, than those described in the last report. This department has evidently 
outgrown the accommodations afforded by the two basements, and the vote of the 
board to secure other quarters and employ a regular instructor is a long step for
w'a.rd in the development of manual training in our schools Special credit is due 
to Principals Camp and French and to Messrs. Judd and Loper for the· zeal and 
self-sacrifice they have shown in starting and carrying on this enterprise. 
Wi~h all respect to those who are arrayed against the, old State House, the opinion 

is here given that that building is the most available place for manual training, 
both becau~e it is central and because there would be no expense for rent. Should 
~t be deemed wise to engage other quarters, ari appropriation of not less than $1,500 
would be desirable in addition to the income of the Boardman fund. 

An industrial exhibition was held in New York in March, at which the New Haven 
Schools · were represented by quite an .extensive exhibit. Much information was 
gained there, which was found 'to be of value in preparing for the exhibition held in 
New Haven during the month of June. In the work of preparing for this occa
sion there was hearty co-operation on the part of principals and teachers. Not 
less than twenty-five thousand people, -YOtmg ancl old. availed themselves· of the 
privilege of viewing the exhibits, and general satisfaetion was expressed with the 
results, both of school and home work. The press of the city deYoted a generous 
amount of space to the subject, -and did much to arouse public interest. The fol
mving statement shows the cost of manual training for the past year: 

l'tlANUAL TRAINING ACCOUNT, 1885--'86. 

- Amount received from Boardman fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . $340 00 
Amount appropriated by the Board of Education..... 600 00 

~--$940 00 
Amount spent for lul:nber, nails, and other materials. 176 46 
Amount spent for tools .. ... . . .. .. . ....... , ..... , . .. . 
Amount spent for instruction .............. . ....... . 
Amount spent for sewing .......................... . 
Amount spent for tools, clay, plaster pariR, etc., for 

34 26 
340 00 
78 31 

modelling .... . ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135 78 
-Amount spent for industrial exhibition in High School 

hall ........................ .. ........ . ...... ... .. . 174 30 
---93911 

Estimated value of tools owned by the district . . . . . . . 250 00 
Estimated value of benches, etc., owned by the district 48 00 
Estimated value of lumber, etc., on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 28 

---328 28 
Estimated value of tables, easels, etc., made for the 

schools during the past year ........... ... ... . ... . . 52 65 
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NEW YORK, CITY OF NE"W'" YORK. 

The great city of New York is not only the largest commercial city, 
but is also one of the chief industrial cities of the country: Teeming 
with a population of skilled artisans, it produces a greater variety of 
artistic manu~actures than any other American city. The local 
demand for workmen possessing technical and artistic skill is greater 
than in any other place; because New York not only supplies its 
own citizens, but is a great centre for the production and supply of 
works of art demanded by the whole country. 'Since the city itself 
offers -to its citizens such varied opportunities for employment in 
artistic industries, the slowness of the public school authorities to 
keep step with the new educational movement, which practically 
began in this country in 1870, has been surprisingly in contrast with 
the readiness shown by the authorities of smaller cities and towns to 
avail themselves of the new facilities. Nor are the industrial oppor
tunities · offered to the citizens trained in the schools of the city by 
any means confined to the limits and the business of the city itse~f. 
Two large contiguous cities, and numbers of encircling towns and 
villages, offer employment in ateliers, workshops, and manufactories 
to every form of skilled labor. Nowhere else in the United States 
are equal incentives offered for the attainment of technical and ar
tistic skill. 

LIBERAL EFFORTS OF PRIVATE CITIZENS. 

In no city, however, have private individuals been quicker to see 
the need for, or more liberal in providing means of, disseminating 
such knowledge. 

The name of Peter Cooper is world-famed, and his example has 
been an incentive to like a,ctions throughout the whole country. The 
liberal trustees of the Metropolitan Museum, the Art Academy and 
the Art League, the various art and industrial associations, the 
SoCiety of Mechanics aucl Tradesmen, and similar educational bodies, 
which are recorded later in this Report, all bear witness to the intel
ligence and public spirit of the citizens; while the lately founded 
vigorous "Industrial Education Association" gives proof that a 
large body of the foremost citizens are fully awake to and abreast of 
this New World movement in education. 

But all these private enterprises, admirable as they are, but em
phasize the one lesson, and that is, that great public needs can only 
be adequately met by public instrumentalities. This is universally 
admitted in America, .as is shown by the assumption by the commu
nity of the duty and burden of free public education, and in count
less other ways too obvious to need mention; of these, the making 
and control of public highways, the control of harbors, tho monopoly 
of the mails, may be instanced as illustrations. 
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DRA. WING IN THE CITY SCHOOLS. 

The passage of the law in 1875 requiring industrial art drawing to 
be taught in all nor~al schools and in some one grade of the pub
lic schools in cities, resulted in the introduction of drawing in the 
schools of New York City, as was stated in the preceding volume of 
this Report. The following extracts from t he two latest annual 
reports of the City Board of Education, signed by the late president 
of the board, Hon. Stephen A. Walker, LL.D., show the condition 
of drawing in the schools, which., begins in the sixth grade of the 
primary schools and runs through to the first grade ; then is con
tinued from the eighth grade of the grammar schools to t.he first 
grade; ending with " the drawing of various original designs for 
industrial purposes." 

It will be seen by their treatment of t he subject of "Industrial 
Education" thatthe boa.rdarenot indifferent to the m.ovement. going 
on all around them, and that perhaps the r eason for t heir apparent. 
delay in taking action is to be found in the old aphorism that "large 
bodies move slowly!" 

They seem to understand clearly that thorough training in indus
trial art drawing is the only solmd basi::; for other forms of industrial 
education, and that in securing this training all grades of the pub

·lic schools they have reason to feel that a sure foundation for further 
development has been laid. 

On the topic of " Drawing" t~e report* says : 

DRAWING. 

According to F'l:oebel, "the faculty of drawing is as na.tural to the child as the 
faculty of speech ," and it is the policy of the law of this State not only that in 
each of the State normal schools the course of study shall embrace indust-rial or 
free-hand drawing, but that '' the board of education in each city of tllis State shall 
cause free instruction to be given in industrial or free-hand drawing in at least oua 
department of the schools under their charge." 

Complying with the requirements of chapter 322 of the laws of 1875, and its 
amendments, this Board has provided not only that exercises in drawing shall 
be given in each primary a nd grammru· school, but p1·oyision is made f,w the teach
ing of drawing in every grade of the school course. The old system of picture 
drawing is entirely abandoned, and in its place a logical system has been int.roduced. 
which begins with teaching the drawing of right lines and curves, and fina lly teaches 
the elements of perspective, and affords practice in geometrical and industrial 
drawing. 

* * * * * * * 
This course is arranged in recognition not only of the value of drawing as an edu-

cational process, but of its great practical use as ''the universal language of handi
craft." It is the basis of all trades which depend upon design; mechanical drawing 
leading to mathematical precision , and the f ree-hand dmwing to correct observa~ion 

*Forty-third Annual Report of the Board of Education of the City of New 
York for the year ending December 31, 1884. New York: Ha ll of the Boanl of 
Education, corner of Grand and Ellll tltree;s. 1~5. Pp. 3-10. 
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and the development of the sense of harmony. The great majority of otir public 
school children ultimately enter upon industrial pursuits, and the course of draw
ing as now afforded them is such that t~e result of their study can be applied advan
tageously in whatever trade or occupation they may·take up. Lying at the basis 
of all the trades a.nd of every constructive industry, the use of the pencil precedes 
the use of tool or of the machine, a.nd is the necessary first step in a.ny industrial 
education whatever. As to-day taught in our schools, it is a.n approach to that in
dustrial and technological training which is now receiving the attention of the 
Board. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

Many members of the Boanl believe that while the present course of studies bas 
not failed and does not fail in developing the minds of the pupils, the end which 
our school education is meant to subserve could be as well, or even better, attained 
by a course of studies which, recognizing the fact that all the senses as well 
as a few of them should be educated, should proceed upon the principle not only of 
being a discipline for the scholar, but of adding to his or her usefulness by training 
the eye and band as well as the mind. They believe, with a prominent authority 
upon- this subject, that ''while the training of the mental faculties must always be 
the first and diStinct aim of'al.l. education, still this training is most effective when 
all the senaes are most fully brought into play as factors in the general process." 
Remembering that well-trained workmen are becoming scarce, that apprenticeship 
in the trades is almost a thing of the past, that m,ost of the graduates of our schools 
avoid the trades a.nd become clerks or shopkeepers· whenever it is possible, or enter 
upon industrial pursuits with n:> or very bad equipment for their work,· the Boafd 
is now considering whether our course of studies cannot be so changed as not only 
to .add to its educational value, but to make it of much greater utilitarian value 
to the pupils themselves. · 

PURPOSE OF THE COMMITTEE. 

With this in view, a committee has been appointed to inquire into and report to 
the Board on the advisability of incorporating with our present course of stu~ies 

. a plan of elementary industrial education which may increase the value of our 
entire system, both educational and otherwise, and which may recogni~e those apti
tudes on the part of· the scholar other than such as are recognized by the traditional 
studies of the older system, teach our youth the dignity of labor, and familiarize 
them with the tools and methods of the workshop. The introduction of such a 
course it is believed by very many of our citizens would work the final democratiza
tion of our schools, and counteract the tendency, on the part of many who grad
uate from our system, to regard manual labor with disfavor. The actual result of 
our present system is only too often to dissatisfy our young men and women with, 
modest occupations rand with laborious and difficult trades. They prefer, in too 
many cases, to be anything in preference to being artisans, and their education in 
those cases where it causes them to disdain the trades of their parents, as it does in 
many instances, is possibly a harm as much as a benefit. It is thought that these 
tendencies may be met and overcome by the introduction· of a simple course, which 
shall train the scholars in the use of the hand tools, and familiarize them with all 
the simple mechanical processes ; teaching them no trade, but teachilig them the 
alphabet of mechanism and value of the trades. Such a course need not even nec
essarily be the foundation of any trade whatever, but it should be t he part of such 
a general discipline as shall be justified on the grounds of its educational value, 
just as drawing as now taught is justified. It is impossible-and the opinion pre
vails generally in the Board that it would be inadvisable-to introduce trade schools 
M such ; but it is thought by sowo of the commissioners that we might teach the 
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rudiments of mechanics; just as we do those of letters, giving the pupils a knowl
edge of fundamental mecharucal principles, and affording them sufficient oppor~ 
tunities of practice to become acquainted with the uses of the different kinds of 
tools, ~hich,· notwithstanding the universal introduction of machinery, are still 
the basis of all· mechanical industries. The committee having this matter under 
consideration has not yet reported its conclusions to the Board, but it is foreseen, 
shoufd the Board determine to act upon the proposition, that very serious difficulties· 
will have to be overcome, not only in arranging a series of workshop lessons which 
shall have a general educational value, but in meeting the cost necessarily incident 
upon such change in the curriculuru. 

The following extract from the report of the subsequent year* 
· shows that the subject was being seriously considered, and. also 
indicates some of the causes for dQ]ay in action. 

TECHNICAL OR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

The interesting questions connected with the proposition to introduce into our 
schools some of the branches of the new system of industrial education have not 

· been forgotten by the Board. During the year 1884 the subject was assigned to a 
special committee, under whose care an investigation was commenced and carried. 
forward, and importa.nt papers were received from various sources, both domestic 
and foreign, including reports relative to some of the technical schools of Germany, 
France, Sweden, and Great Britain, the cha.innan of the committee, Commissioner 
William :M:. Ivins, devoting a great deal of time and attention to the subject. 

· 11!arly in the year 1885 his resignation as a member of the Board was tendered, and 
the vacancy on the committee was filled by one of the commissioners whose inter

. est in the subject was deep and earnest, but whose dutiP-s prevented the perfecting 
of any plans for ~~:doption by the Board. 

Another reason for delay in grasping tne enterprise and giving it a thorough test 
is the permanent consideration arising from the limitation of means placed at the 
disposal of the Board for its various uses. The great utilitarian question of econ
omy ,and the enforced necessity of keeping all the expenditures of the system at 
minimum figures constantly confronts the Board, and it is but a commonplace 
conclusion that, however admirable might be any scheme in the direction of prac
tical education, it would be inexpedient to attempt it without sufficient resources 
to give it a satisfactory test on a scale and witll a 1>eriod of time commensurate 
with the wants of so lru.:ge a city as New York. 
It mus~ not be f<_>rgotten that the design of om system is that it should be impar

tial in all' its features-pro>iding equ:tl oppmtuniti~ for nil the children , equal 
advantages, and equal privileges. Hence the plan adopted, t<l be effectil'e, should 
be so organized ns to be free to all the children of om· sehools whose conditions 
would permit thew to devote the time neccssn,ry for the purpose of ~;uch iustruc" 
tion, and such plan must b<:~ the result of experiment. 

The subject is under careful advisement, and will no doubt eventually receive 
the matured consideration :mel action of the Board. 

AN ADVANCE SUMMARY OF Tl!_IS REPORT. 

The above extract is from the latest officia,lreport received at this 
·Office up to the present time, but the following evidently authorized 
announcement to the public through one of the leading journals of 
---------- - - --------·· 

*Forty-fourth Annual Report of the Board of Education of the City of New York, 
for the year'ending December 31 , 1885. New York: Hall of the Board of Educa
tion, corner of Grand and Elm street:;, 1886. Pp. 291. 

.ART1 VOL 2--lQ 
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that city, shows that the subject continues to occupy the attention of 
the school authorities and indicates probable action, so that it seems 
reasonable to expect that, within a few months, New York will be 
added to the list of American cl.ties and towns which offer to their 
public school pupils training in various forms of industrial education. 

It is annolinced *that the" Committee on Course of' Study," who 
have been investigating the subject for the past year, are now ready 
to make a report on the whole subject of industrial education to the 
Board of Education . 
. This committee consists of the following members: Commissioners 

Charles L. Holt, Miss Grace H. Dodge, William Wood, De Witt J. 
Seligman, and E. J. ·M. Tamsen. 

HOW THE REPORT WAS MADE. 

City Superintendent John Jasper was directed last autumn to exam
ine both the European and American methods of manual training. 
Assistant Superintendents Thomas F. Harrison and J ames Godwin 
personally inspected the leading American schools. The result.s of 
the fnvestigations made by the office of the Superintendent were 

· embodied in a report by Superintendent Jasper to the committee, 
who will submit the report, as revised by them, to the Board of 
Education. Action on this report will, it is said, probably be taken 
by the board at their meeting in October, 1887. 

From the brief summary given, this report would seem to embody 
a very thorough study of the subject, and I r egret not being able to 
obtain a copy of it in time for use in this volume. t The committee 
evidently appreciate very fully the situation of school children in 
large cities, which demands that some provision for industrial train
ing shall be provided in schools, since the changed conditions of 
society, in a vast majority of instances, absolutely prevent any such 
home training' of the children as was almost universal a few-decades 
~~ . 

They note the gap, at present existing, between the kindergarten 
training in the lowest primary grades and the Manual Training High 
Schools, and propose to adopt some forms of like instruction for the 
intermedi-ate grades, thus linking all the schools in a continuous 
.progression of industrial studies, just as they are now connected in 
the literary studies. 

The following are some of the conclusions of the committee as 
given in this abstract of their report : 

· First. That the introduction of ·what is generally known as manual training 
would be an improvement to our present course of study. ·• * * 

Second. That manual training is admissible into our schools only as a means of 
--

*See New York Tribune of July 4, 1887, page 8, "RepOt't of the Committee on 
Course of Study to the Board of Education." 

t If received in time it will be fut-ther quo_ted fro1u in Appendix P. 
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general, not special, education. The industries of this met1·opolis are too diverse, 
the sentiment of equality is too strong, the ambition to rise is too general, to allow 
o~ any scheme that shall designatecertai~ pupils for pat-ticular walks in life. 

They further urge that this training should be open to all children 
and not to a .few selected pupils. They oppose sending pupils to 
special buildings, and also object to the establishing of a new class 
of schools, differing in this from the school authorities of Baltimore 
and Philadelphia. While up to the higher grades of the grammar 
schools and to the high school, there seems little question that this 
training had best be given in the regular school building, yet, when 
it comes to the older boys, and to the use of steam power, a separate 
building, at least, seems essential. T:Qey propos~ ·instruction in• sew
ing and cooking for girls, modelling in clay, construction work wit~ 
pasteboard, and drawing to scale for all, and use of wood-working 
tools for boys. Time is to be gained for the new studies by improved 
-methods of teaching and by revision of courses. The introduction 
of the new studies must be somewhat gradual. They propose special 
teachers as directors of the ·new studies and one assistant superin
tendent to supervise these studies in the primary and grammar grades. 

In the article containing tl1is summary Mr. Frederick W. Devoe 
is mentioiied as one of the earliest advocates of the plan, having 
urged this movement on the board several years ago. President 
Simmons, William Lummis, W. A. Cole, and Henry L. Sprague are 

. named as members of the board who strongly favor the speedy prac
tical introduction of this new training in the schools. 

Mr. Charles L. Holt is mentioned as having given special attention 
to an estimation of the probable cost of making the necessary changes 
for putting this work in the schools with the following result : 

With regard to the expense of introducing these studies the following estimate is 
made for the first year: 

Workshop outfit, 60 departments, at $300 .. ... .. . . . .. $18, 000 
Kitchen outfit, 60 departments, at $200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. 000 
Workshop supplies, GO departments, at $50. . . . . . . . . . . 3. 000 
Kitchen supplies, 60 departments, at $100... . ... ... .. G. 000 
Sewing supplies, 60 departments, at $50.. . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 
Construction supplies , 240 dep<trtments, at $2<1.. . . . . . . G, 000 
Teache1·s' salarie~ . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65, 000 
Assistant superintendent's salary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 500 
Preparing 120 room~, at $100 .............. . ....... . .• 12, 000 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128, 000 

• In succeeding years the workshop and kitchen outfit could be maintained at an 
expense of 10 per cent. of the original cost. The supplies a nd salaries being the 

. same, the cost of the second and succeeding years would be $89,500. To introduce 
the general plan into all the schools, and the workshop am! cooking into only one
third of the grammar schools, would make the first year's cost $54,500, a.ud the 
second and succeeding years $41,500. 

While- the account~> of the other places here given relate to the 
actual working of the new experiments, and in this connection the 
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city of New York, not having yet begun this work other than by 
the teaching of drawing, would seem thereby to be properly excluded 
from this list ; yet, from another point of view, the preliminary steps 
here recorded are most significant and noteworthy. _ If the claims of 
the new industrial education are so valid as to justify such serious 
consideration by the educational authorities of the great. city of New 
York, where the aggregate cost of the first introduction of the new 
studies must be very great, certainly it becomes an imperative duty 
for the school authorities of all other towns and cities to investigate 
these ciaims for themselves. H ence the example of New Y ork is 
well worthy of record here. 

In \his connection it is of interest to note that in his last annual 
report Pr~sident Hunter, of the New York City Normal College, 
recommends that Manual Training and Industrial Education should 
be taught in the college. Some years since he had recommended 
that they be made "electh·e studies"; as this suggestion was un
heeded, his present recommendation that they be made required 
studies indicates that in his judgment there has been a decided ad
vance in public opinion concerning their importance. 

He fully realizes that no new study can be successfully introduce<! 
in a system of public schools unless in the hands of competent teach
ers, and he. now proposes that, at the end of the second year in the 
Normal School, the pupils should have the choice of one of two 
regular courses; one the present literar'y course, the other a course 
in manual and industrial education. In his recommendations it is 
clear that President Hunter well understands that a thorough knowl
edge of Industrial Art Drawing is the only sure basis for any further 
advancE;) in Industrial Education. 

It will be remembered that when the educational authorities of 
Massachusetts first sought to introduce Industrial Art Drawing in 
the public schools it was soon seen that the only possible way to 
accomplish this was to first instruct the tea.chers in the new study, 
and in order to effect this, not only was the study put in all the State 
Normal Schools, but a special Normal Art School for the training 
of thoroughly accomplished teachers of Industrial Art Drawing was 
~stablished, while in addition special teachers were sent over the 
State to meet the Teachers' Institutes, or, in the cities, to the city 
teachers, and fnstruct them in the new study. · 

Principal Hagar, of .the State Normal School at Salem, Mass. , has 
successfully followed this precedent in applying it to the ne;,v move
ment for Industrial Education, and for some years has had his pupils, 
girls as well as boys, r egular.ly instructed in Manual Training; the 
girls showing, it is said, surprising aptitude in wood working, light 
carpentering, and wood carving, which last, as was long since shown 
in Cincinnati, is readily acquired and practiced by women. When 
a change is meditated in public school methods the question of ''Who 
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will t each the teachers?" becomes as pertinent as the old Roman's 
satirical query, "Quis custodiet custodes?" ("Who will watch the 
watchmen?" ) 

NEW JERSEY. 

If a general interest in all matters relating to technical training 
and to ~he diffusion of a knowledge of the varied applications of art 
to industry could be safely predicated of the people of any of the 
States in the Union, by r eason of the great importance of their man
ufactures, it would seem that New Jersey, whose cities are vast 
workshops, great hives of industry; whose long-established ceramic 
industries far outrival in amount those of all the other States, and 
whose silks, jewelry and watches, are known the world over; would 

- not be last in the list. 
The late General George B. McClellan, when Governor of the 

State, fully appreciated the importance to the community of thorough 
technical, industrial, and artistic education, and endeavored in many 
ways to -promote it; by his messages, by beginning a collection in 
the State House at Trenton for a museum of ceramics, and by public 
and private utterances. 

At the Centennial, the beautiful results of the alliance between art 
and industry, as shown in the ceramics of Europe and Asia, were 
manifest to all; as was equally the excellence of the quality of the 
crockery of Trenton, which latter was, however, for the most part, 
bare of art. A notable ad vance in t hese respects has since been made 
by some of the manufacturers of Trenton, as is recorded in Part I. -

Much inter est was early shown in introducing industrial art 
drawing in the schools of the State in many places, under the )vise 
fostering of State Superintendent Apgar, while the effo1·ts made by 
Mr. E. A. Spring, of the Eagleswood Art Pottery, and Art School 
at P~rth Amboy, to introduce modelling in clay in connection with 
drawing in schools, are fmniliar to the educators of the country. 

The interest. now felt in the movemen t for further industrial edu
cation in the schools is shown by the following extracts from the 
latest published report of t.lHl Hmt. Edwin 0. Clmpman. St.ate Supet·
intendent of Pn blic In!';truction, * aml by special reports showing 
what has been dono in several cities an(l to\'n1s: 

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS. 

The subject of industrial education is recei'"ing much attention, and it is hoped 
that some form of manual education will soon bC' att-ached to our public school 
system in all of mu· larger citiC'~. 

*"Annual Repo1t of the Board of Education and the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction of New J e1·sey, wil.h accompanying t!ocnruents . for the school year 
ending August 31, 1885. Tren ton, N.J.: J ohn L. Murphy, State Printer, 1885." Pp. 
205. 
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In 1881 the Legislature enacted a law providing that whenever, in any city, town, 
or township, there should be raised, by subscription or otherwise, a sum not less 
than $3,000, for the purpose of establishing a school or schools for industrial edu
cation, the State should appropriate an equal amount, and thereafter in each year 
the State should appropriate a sum equal to that raised by the locality in that year 
for the same purpose. It provided that each school so ~tablished should be under 
the supervision of a board of trustees, consisting of the Governor, two persons 
selected by the State Board of Education, two selected by the citizens or associations 
contributing, two by the local board of education, and one by the common council 
or other local governing body. 

As yet but one school has been established under this act, that in t~e city of 
Newark. The trustees are Governor Leon Abbett, president (ex ojficio); Edward 
.Goeller, vice-president; William N. Barringer, secretary; Augustus F. R. Martin, 
treasurer; and Edward Weston, George H. Phillips, Moses Bigelow, and James F. 
Connelly. The director is Charles A. Colton. 

NEW ARK TECHNICAL SCHOOL. 

No official report has yet been made by the trustees, but the following extracts 
are taken from a circular issued at the beginning of the present year : 

"It is not expected that the students will become experts in any of the branches 
taught; but if at the end of the course they shall have been trained to better habits 
of thinking, closer methcx1s of observation, and a greater ambition to excel in the 
:vat·ious employments in which they are engaged, having thus developed into work
men of greater skill, the friends of the school will have accomplished the object 
designed in its establishment. 

"ADMISSION. 

"Applicants must not be less than sixteen years of age, and must be residents of 
Newark, of good moral character, and well grounded in the studies of a grammar 
school education, viz; spelling, reading, writing, grammar, geography, arithmetic, 
and history of the United States. Certificates of graduation from any grammar 
school in.Newarkwill be accepted as the requisite qualifications for admission. Ap
plicants who have not graduated at a grammar school must pass an examination 
~quivalent to the above. 

"COURSE OF STUDY. 

" The course of study will require three years, or possibly four, a school year 
lasting six months, viz : from October to the following April, or longer if deemed 
advisable. 

" By permission of the trustees, students not desiring to take the full course may 
take a special course in any of the branches taught. 

"The sessions of the school \vill be five evenings in the week, viz : from Monday 
to Friday, inclusive. -

"The hout'!l of each session will be from 7.20 to 9.30. 
"The first full course will begin about February 9, 1885. 
" The studies \vill include algebra, geometry, trigonometry, descriptive geome

try, physics, chemistry- theoretical, descriptive, and applied-and free-hand and 
mechanic.-1.1 drawing. 

" A well-equipped room for drawing will furnish ample opportunity for practice 
in this branch. 

" The best models will be used that can be procured, and special attention given 
to the training of students, so that they may give a proper representation of an 
object on paper , and prepare themselves for draughtsmen. 
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" The department of chP.mistry and physics will be well supplied with the neces-
. sary apparatus. 

"Specialmstruction will be given in the nature, care, and proper u se of tools. 
" Tuition will be free. 
" Students must provide themselves with text-books and drawing materials. 

"TEXT BOOKS. 

"The following text books will be used: Wells' Algebra, Davies' Legendre's 
Geometry, Church's Descriptive Geometry, Elliot and Storer's Chemistry, Gage's 
Elements of Physics." 

The following statistics have also been furnished : 

"Number of applicants for Newark Technical School, February 9, 1885 .. .... . 156 
"Number of applicants admitted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106 
"Nun1ber of students on the roll February 23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 

" Occupations represented.-Machinists, 39; clerks, 20; book-keepers, 5; carpen
. ters, 3; painters, 3 ; draughtsmen, 3; electricians, 3; plumbers, 2; printer, 1; en

graver, 1; locksmith, 1; grocer, 1; janitor, 1; harness-maker, 1.; pattern-maker, 1 ; 
jeweller, 1; tinsmith, 1; dyer, 1; out of business, 8. Total, 96. 

" Average number of hours per day employed .... ........ . 10 
"Graduates of grammar schools . . ......... .. ... ....... ... 48 

AGES OF STUDENTS. 

"Between 16 and 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
"Between 18 and 19 .......... .. ... .. .... . ........ . .... . 
"Between 20 and 21 .. .. .. . .... . ....... .. .............. . 
" Between 22 and 25 .... ..... ......... ...... ........... . 
" Between 26 and SO •...........•• • •.. •...••. •..••• . ..•• 
"Over 30 ....... ............ · ................ . .. . ...... . . 

31 
14 
11 
3 
1 

Total ........... ·. ... ... .............. . ...... ...... 96 

"Oldest student, 42. 
"Eight of the students ~e married." 

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY. 

The introduction of industrial education other than drawing in the 
city of Newark seems as yet to be limited to two primary girls' 
school!!, opened for very poor children, a.nd to the Free Night School 
for young men, the first, and n.s yet t l,1e only one in the State, organ
ized under the law of 1881 for the establishment of "technical 
schools." I am indebted to the courtesy of Mr. William N. Bn.rring
er, Superintendent of City Schools, for the following statements, 
and both to him and to Mr. Charles A. Colton, E. M., principal of 
the technical school, for copies of the catalogue of the school. Under 
date of June 1, 1887, Mr. Barringer writes: 

We have two industrial schools in our city, the James Street and Clover Street 
Schools . In James Street School the average enrolment is 158; average attenllance, 
129. In Clover Street, average enrolment is 113; aTerage attendance, 91. 

In relation to these schools to which you refer, I can say, they are primary schools 
for a class of children who receive a dinner and such other help in the way of 
clothing as can be furnished them. 
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A society of benevolent ladies fUrnish the dinner and clothing. The pupils are 
taught to sew, cut, and make plain garments for the~lves·and the children of 
indigent parents. . 

The children are very apt in the use of the needle and sciSBQts. These schools are 
always full, and the children seem to enjoy their work very much. 

The course of study is the same as pursued in the other primary schools of the city. 
The classes submit to the same examinations as other schools-which give the entire 
time to study. 

I am satisfied that some of the time now given to intellectual pursuits can be 
given to manual exercises or work without .any loss to the progress of pupl!. 

THE NEW ARK TECHNICAL SCHOOL. 

This school, situated at No. 21 West Park street, Newark, was 
described in the first circular issued, largely quoted from in the 
report of State Superintendent Barringer, as given in the preceding 
pages-

As the outgrowth of a feeling on the part of the manufacturers and buainess men 
of the city that young men and mechanics engaged in the factories and shops 
should have some elementary knowledge of the principles of technical science. 

The following account of the school is from the latest official report 
made by the Director to the Board of Trustees : * 
· At a meeting held March 8, 1879, by the Board of ':J.'rade, a committee on tech

nical education was appointed, consisting of Thomas B. Peddie, William H. Kirk, 
and William Foster Dodge. 

The earliest movement to ·assume a practical form towards the establishment of a 
technical school in this city occurred at a meeting of the Board of Trade, held 
April 13, 1881. · 

A law had just been passed by the Legislature of the State granting to any city 
i.n the State an annual appropriation of from $3,000 to $5,000 for the establishment 
of schools for industrial education, provided that city raised an equivalent amount. 
The law also provided for the appointment of boards· of trustees for the manage
ment of such schools. 

An unsuccessful effort was made at this meeting to secure the req
uisite sum. 

Nothing further resulted until the spring of 1884, when the whole amount, $5,000, 
was subscribed. 

Early in December of that year tl~e board of trustees was appointed, acc01·ding to 
the provisions of the State law, as follows: His exyellency Leon Abbett (e.'V officio), 
president; William N. Barringer and Moses Bigelow, appointed by the State board 
of education; · A. F. R. Martin and Edward Goeller, appointed by tlie city board of 
education; Edward W eston and George H. Phillips, appointed by the board of 
trade; Ja)lles F. Connelly, appointed by the city council. 

This board elected Charles A. Colton, recently professor of chemistry in the Rose 
Polytechnic Institute, Ten-e Haute, Ind., to the position of dil:ector of the Newark 
Technical School. He entered upon the duties at once, and the school was opened 
February 9, 1885, with one hundred and nine students. 

DESIGN OF THE SCHOOL AND COURSE OF STUDY. 

The school is now in the third year of its existence, and considering the limited 
means at its disposal , has been very successful. 

·----------------------------
*Newark Technical School, by Charles A. Colton, E. 1\t., Director. Published by 

order of the Board .of Trustees, April 1. 1887. 
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There seems to be a mistaken idea on the part of many as to the plan of the school. 
It is not a scho'ol for teaching trades. It is not a school of manual training. A 
school of either kind woula require a larger amount of money than the trustees 
'have at their disposal. Further than this, the classes of men the Technical School 
is designed to reach are abnormally developed, it might be said, in the line of 
manual training, and it is the mental training which is necessary to round out the 
complete man. The latter the Technical School designs to give. No attempt is 
made to graduate stiperintendents, engineers, or experts of any kind, that being 
outside of the plan of the management. The wish and expectation is, that when the 
~tudents have completed their course they will be better workmen t)lan when they 
commenced. 

The regular course of study comprises instruction in mathematics, drawing' chem-
istry, and physics, and requires four years ro complete. . 

Applicants for ad.ni.ission are required to pass an examination, more for the sake 
of finding out what they know than to admit only a favored few. The management 
find this necessary in order to ascertain the kind of material they have .to work 
with. For those who are DDt able to pass the examination a preparatory class has 
been added to which applicants are admitted without an examination. 

In ~ying out a course of study for any class of pupils, the ultimate object must be 
kept in view, even though it is reached in an indirect way; and where the object is 
the greatest good to the greatest num~r, individual desires and peculiarities of 
mental capacity cannot be given too much import!J.Ilce. The trustees of the Tech-

. nical School have wisely chosen not to attempt too much at the outset, and planned 
their course so as to embrace but few' subjects. The few that have been selected 
are well calculated to train the mind in methods of deductive and inductive reason
ing, which, taken together, complete the method of true thought. 

MATHEMATICS. 

This subject consists of ari11lmetic, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, which 
follow each other in the order given. 

* * * * * * * 
PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY. 

Physics and chemistry, both experimental sciences, were introduced in the course 
as being of more value for the,object in view than any of the natural sciences. 

* * * * * * * 
DRAWING. 

The course in drawing consists of free-hand and mechanical. All students are 
obliged to study free-hand before mechanical drawing, it being considered essential 
that, in order to make a good mechanical drawing, a person should be able to make 
a fair sketch. For those who do not intend to be draughtsmen the course in free
hand is of great advantage, in enabling them to express ideas graphically to others, 
which can be better done by this means than by words. 

Many applicants seem to have a decided aversion to taking this part of the COW'Se, 
especially if they have no taste or apparent talent in that direction and do not 
expect to follow any mechanical pursuit. But there comes a time in the life of every 
man, p.o matter what his business is, when he wishes to express an idea to another 
which can be better understood aml in less time if illustrated by a sketch than 
described in words. · 

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION. 

The methods of instruction followed in the Technical School do not differ ma
terially from those pursued elsewhere. Mathematics is taught by demonstrations 
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at the blackboarti and individual work at the desks. Physics and chemistry are 
taught by lecture, illustrated by experiments showing physical and chemical phe
nomena, suites of specimens showing raw materials and manufactured-products in 
technical processes and lantern ~ews. The work in this department is not as com
plete as it might be if laboratory work could be included. A small laboratory 
is'provided for the use of the director, where general preparatory work is done. 

- This is too small to accommodate a class of students. The main object in having 
the students perfo~m ·laboratory work is to train them to observe phenomena for 
themselves, draw their own inferences, and to acquire a certain degree of dexterity 
in manipulation. The department of physics and chemistry is fairly well equipped 
with apparatus, and more will be provided as it is found necessary or desirable. 
Edward Weston has been a great friend to the school in many ways, particularly in 
loaning his private apparatus. 

DRAWING. 

Drawing is taught the first year from the "flat" or copy. In the second year 
wooden models and plaster casts serve as subjects, the sketch being executed with 
crayon and stump and without artificial aid. The collection of plaster casts is well 
selected, and includes half-size .figures of Venus de Milo, Apollo Belvedere, Dis-

. cobalus, the Dancing Fawn, the Fighting Gladiator, the. Dying Gladiator, busts of 
Ajax, Napoleon, Laocoon, Sabrina, Julius Cresa.r, masks of King Agrippa, Vitellus, 
and ·Augustus ·Cresar, besides casts of hands, arms, feet, leaves, flowers and fruit. 
From these the student obtains a good idea of proportion by training the eye to 
.sketch objects.from any point of view and without measurement. Indirectly, these 
casts serve another purpose. The student cannot have these before him many times 
before he asks who the figures represent . . Th~ majority of our students have never 
heard of the characters in mythology and many of the historical personages rep
resented ·by these, and often a new inspiration is developed, follow:ed up by a search 
for information which would probably never have occurred to them otherwi11e, and 
which may lead to a considerable degree of literary culture. 

In the third and fourth-years the students are taught mechanical drawing, being 
at first required to make a drawing of some simple model, showing tlu·ee different 
views, then a drawing of the parts of a machine, and finally the complete machine 
put together, from data whiclrthey already have and not from the machine itself. 
These drawings· are aU working drawings, and such as could be used in any shop. 

The tables used for mechanical drawing are porte.ble, adjustable to any height or 
angle, and revolve. Each student has a table tO himself. 

EXAMINATIONS. 

Examinations are held the third week in December and the last week in the year. 
No fixed percentage is required to pass an examination. Great injustice is often 
done to students where the system of requiring a fixed percentage in order to pass 
ai:t examination is in vogue. In schools for young children it may be necessary to 
have a fixed standard, as they are hardly mature enough to realize the object of 
study. 

In the Technical School no one of the instructors has it in his power to decide 
whether a student should be promoted to a higher class or not. Each instructor 
reads the examination papers of his own class, and hands in a report of the results, 
but the question whether a student shall be promoted or not does not depend en
tirely on his examination paper. His work through the entire year is discussed by 
the faculty, and a vote is taken as to his fitness to pass into a higher class. A stu
dent is sometimes advised, for his own good, to take the year's work over a second 
time. · 
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Many instances of the evils arising from having a fixed percentage to be obtained 
by a studen~ in an examination, the result of this determining entirely his fitness 
for promotion, might be cited. 

Take the case of two students, one quick to learn, and the other being a "plodder." 
Suppose the percentage required is 75. The first student gets 75 and the other 74.8 
·The first student passes and the other does not, simply because he lacks two-tenths 
of 1 per cent. 'rhe second student in all probability has worked the harder of the two, 
and his general work through the year shows him to be faithful and painstaking. 
The first student, knowing his ability to acquire facts if he applies himself, works 
indifferently until a short time previous to the examination, when he "craws." 

This is a very common occurrence, and the students get the notion of simply 
studying to get 75 per cent., rather than to learn something. 

The students of the Technical School are strongly urged to study to know rather 
than to "pass." There is too much "passing" nowadays and ~o little knowing. 

THE BEGINNING OF A LIBRARY. 

·To further increase the usefulness of the school the following periodicals are reg
tflarly received and kept on file, viz: Engineering, The Engineer, Chemical News, 
Electrician and Electrical Engineer, Popular Science Monthly, Sci~mtific American, 
Scientific American Sttpplement, American Machinist, and American A1·chitect. A 
set of Appleton's American Cyclopredia and other works of reference are also on 
the shelves. These are the nucleus of what can be made a valuable reference library 
to this city. The office of the school serves the double purpose of reading-room and 
the place for the transaction of all business in connection with the school. For the 
requirements of the former it is quite inadequate, and unless a room of proper di
mensions can be had for the purpose, the use of the books and periodicals will be 
very limited. During the summer Yacation the reading-room is open one evening 
a week. This city is sorely in need of a reading-room, which shall be free to every 
one and open at all times. 

If the trustees of tlw Technical School had the means, there is but little doubt 
. that they would endeavor to supply this lack of reading-room facilities. The school 
is P!l-tronized by the class of men who are to be the workmen of the future. and is 
the proper agent for administering the affairs of such a reading-room and reference 
library. 

A ~IUSEUM SUGGESTED. 

A collection of specimens illustrating chemistry as applied to arts autl manufact
ures is being made, particular attention being given to local industries. A techni
cal collection of this character will in a few years form a museum of itself. which 
can be of service to the whole community as a place to visit, if nothing else. * * * 
The trustees have expended for-

Furniture and fixtures .................. . ... .. .. . .. . . 
Library ........................................ ······ 
Repairs aml alterations .......... . . . . . . .. .. . .. . ..... . 
Apparatus .............................. .. ... · .... ··· 

$1,200 
350 

1, 800 
1,300 

The annual expenses, inclwling salaries. rent, fuel. light, etc. , amount to about 
$8,000. 

Additional .apparatus has to be provided each year , nnd this will be a continuous 
source of expenditure for some time to come. 

There are five instmctors, including the Director. The latter devotes his whole 
time to the interests of the school. 
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The number of students in the school now is as follows : 
Preparatory class . .. ................ · ........ · ..... ···· · ·· 44 
First year class ......... ... ............... . ......... · · · . 66 
Second year class ..... . ...... : . ................. . .. · . · · . 28 
Third year. class ..... .. . .... ... .. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 

Total ...... ... : .......... .... ............ . ..... · . . 164 

STATISTICS FOR 1887-'88. 

Preparatory class .. . .. ... ........ .... . .. ... . .... ... . ; . , . 81 
First year class ............... . ................. : . .... · · 98 
Second year class .......... . .. : ....... ........... · ...... . 37 
Third year class .... . ...... .. .......... ·:................ 22 
Fourth year class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

· Total .......... .... . . ... . .... ..... .. ........ ..... ... 258 

LIST OF . OFFICERS FOR 1887-'88. 

BoARD OF TRUSTEES. 

His Excellency ROBERTS. GREEN, president (ex officio) 
Enw ARD GOELLER, vice·J>resident. 
WILLIAM N. BARRINGER, secretary. 
MOSES BIGELOW, treasurer. 
A. F . R. MARTIN. 
GEORGE H. PHILLIPS. 
EDWARD WESTON. 
GEORGE W. KETCHAJ'JL 

INSTRUCTORS. 

CHARLES A. COLTON, E. M., director, instructor in chemistry and physics. 
HENRY T. DAWSON, Ph. D., FRED W.FORT, A. M. , ALBERT B. WILSON, in

structol'S in mathematics. 
JAMES KINSELLA, W. E. PLUIPTON, instructors in free-hand drawing. 
ALBERT W. J ACOBI, instructor in mechanical drawing. 

A SCHOOL FOR WORKING MECHANICS. 

Under date of June 7, 1887, Director Colton, in forwarding copies 
of catalogues, writes as follows in relation to the word" technical," 
which is here quoted as bearing upon previous statements of the pres
ent writer on the confusion of terms used in r eference to the several 
forms of industrial education: . 

In regard to the use of the worcl "technical ," I agree with you that the signifi
cance is somewhat confusing, and especially as it seems to broaden. 

As I understand it at present, the itlea involved is to unite school and shop so 
that handicraft may in some way be associated with theOl');· One of the conditions 
of admission to the Newark school is that the apJ>licartt must be at worlc during 
·the day. It is essentially a school for '\Vorking people. 

To be sure, the school is not of a high grade, and has no shop in connection with 
it; still I do not see why the t erm "technical," according to present ideas, cannot 
be applied to it with more propriety than the term "university" to some of our. 
infant colleges. · 
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That the present system of public school education is at fault I am finnly con
vinced, and it will not be many years before radical changes will be made, a.S the 
outgrowth of our present floundering after the right thing. 

In regard to the use of the" fiat" previous to drawing from cast or model, our 
experience has been that it is better to give the student somethingin which the i'aea 
is wrought out at first, that he might acquire a certain degree of dexterity in the 
use of the pencil, and some accuracy in the proportions of parts. 

Whether this would be necessary with students who have acquire~! habits of 
study and thought, I cannot say. Om· students are mostly mechanics, who don't 
know how to study or think systematically. 

At present this is our ultimate object. If we can carry this along successfully, 
it is hoped that we may receive the co-operation of the public school system here, 
and add a department of manual training. 

THE M~NTCLAIR TECHNICAL SCHOOL.~ 

Though not established under the act o; 1881, a technical school has been in oper
ation for three years in Montclair, directly attached to the public schools, under the 
supervision of the district boat·d of trustees. A committee was appointed in May, 
1881, to investigate the subject, but it was not until May, 1882, that the voters, in 
school meeting, decided that "it is the opinion of the people of this school district 
that the pupils in the grammar schools, from twelve to fotu·teeu years of age, be 
given opportunity to learn the J.?roper use of wood-working tools under a competent 
instructor, and that a ·change in the studies and recitations of such pupils as elect 
to do thls work be made, so as not to intei·fere with the regular studies of the school. 

·During the summer vacation a room in the school house was fitted up with plain 
benches and tools, and a special teacher was engaged. Work was begun in this 
room in October with a class of about fifty boys, taken from the higher grammar 
classes. While the boys were in the workshop, the girls of the same classes were 
given lessons in neetllewoi·k, etc. 

REPORT OF PRINCIPAL SHAW. 

In February, 1884, the instructor, Mr. John V. Shaw, reported to the trustees: 
"We have now in the technical school four classes, each receiving two lessons, of 

one hom·, per week. Two of the classes m·e learning the use of carpenters' tools, 
the others taking rudimentary lessons in ca.rving. The.> average attendnnee in the 
carpentry c)a.qses is eighteen and twenty, respectively; that in the carving. sixteen. 
The plan of instruction is the same as that of last year, and is ~nbstantinlly as fol
lows: In the fU'st lesson the pupils wt•re taught the names of tho Yarious tools and 
their uses explained. In the second, the class was supplk•d with l>lncks, which 
were spaced off, and pt·actim> givl'll in striking- straight. blom.; with the hamn1t>r. In 
the several succeeding lessons praetice was had in tlriYing; nails, and ill the use of 
planes and saws, in accurate boring with brace and bit, abo in lining- with chalk
line, and in the uses of gauges, mallet, and chisel;; ; then foil owe() plauing- to gauge 

-niark and planing boards out of" wind," practicing in tool sharpening, etc. These 
exercises occupied the lessons to the sixteenth, induRive, after which pupils wen~ 
given practice in making mortises and tenons, ami then taught to ruakc a frame 
with halved corners. This was followe<l by instruction in the manner of making 
dovetails; also, in making frames with mitred joints, in the construction of which 
no mitre-box was allowed, the mitres being struck out by measure. They were 
next ·instructed (drawing on bhtekuoard) in the manner of laying out and con
structing a box with corners dovetailed together. Then came practice in making 

----··- ·- --- ··-- ··-·- ·-· - - --
*From Report of State Superintlmdimt of Public Instruction of New Jersey for 

1885 .. 
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frames with locked joint.<>, or with corners halved, and the ends of wood projecting. 
We are now engaged on the last frame in the course of lessons, the joints of which 
are to be mortised and tenoned together. 

"In addition. to this work, the carpentry classes have assisted me in constructing 
sixteen tool-boxes for the use of the carvers ; they have also made six frames of 
a somewhat ornamental character for mottoes, intended for the walls of the work
room. The work of the mottoes was done by the girls of the industrial classes. 

"With regard to the conduct of the boys, it may be stated that we have no incor
rigible ones, but some who require restraining influence, and who, after a short 
departure from strict discipline, can easily be brought again to perfect order. The 

- percentage of boys who seem to have a natUral aptitude for mechanical operations 
exceeds that of last year. We have some not over twelve years who show a profi-

. ciency beyond· others of sixteen, and are giving evid~nce of superior ability. The 
ardor with which the boys continue to enter upon and pursue their studies is to me 
still a matter of surprise. With very few exceptions, there seems no diminution 
in' their ·former eagerness to commence their work or in their unwillingness to 
desist when the lesson how· has expired. Some so love their work that they have re
quested me to let them practice a short time during the noon hour. A number have 
a fine artistic taste, and deSire to produce beautiful objects. I have employed these 
in gilding the scroll and ornamental work on the motto frames, in which occupation 
they have been much interested, :~?d I may ~y delighted. This artistic work has 
been done after the school hours, so as not to interfere with any of their studies .. , 

In February, 1885, the instructor reporteg as follows: 
"In carpentry the· work has been nearly the same as during the first six months 

of the preceding two years, namely, the first lesson was devoted to teaching the 
names and uses of tools; in the second, some practice wa8 given in nail-driving and 
striking straight with·the hammer; · In the remainder of the lessons, up to the pres
ent time, the boys have been employed in making the various joints used in car
pentry, such as the mortised, halved, mitred, dovetailed, etc., the joints forming 
the corners of frames. They are now about to commence a box nearly two feet 
long, the making of which they have looked forward t o as something to be desired. 
In the carving classes, the pupils were for a time employecl on straight-line carving. 
This work, although intended as an initiatory step in tool-handling, was put in the 
form of a panel. After some practice, they were advanced and employed on designs 

. with curved lines, forming scrolls and leaves. They are now engaged upon ·their 
fifth design, which is put in the form of a small wall pocket, the upper portion 
showing a bunch of gt·apes with leaves, the lower a basket of fruit. I shall dur
ing the remainder of the year, depart from the course pursued last year, when the 
work was all in form of panels, and let the pupils work on articles which may be 
in some degree useful, as brackets, picture frames, inkstands., etc, This, while it will 
afford .equally good practice in tool-handling, will render the studies of the boys 
more interesting, and give a greater zest to theii· labor. With regard to the profi
ciency the boys have made in the carpentry classes, I think that it is about t he sarne 
as during the first six months of last year. I find the same difference in their nat
ural aptitude-some taking to the use of tools almost intuitively, others learning it 
with much difficulty. In the carving classes the percentage of boys showing marked 
ability seems to be greater than that of last year; indeed, I have been somewhat 
surprised at the·degree of skill some have exhibited during t he comparatively short 
time they have been at work, and also at the unabated enthusiasm shown by the 
members of bot11 the carpentry and carving classes. In the latter there are some 
of marked ability, showing a persistency, skill , arid love for their work that is 
quite rema1·kable in such young persons. In some cases I have permitted them to 
work after how·s, as they seemed to have a strong desire to pursue their studies." 

It is tl;le conclusive testimony of the instructor and trusteel; of the Montclair Sphool 
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that the industrial work of the pupils ha.s not interfered with their regular class
work or impeded their progress in their regular studies. 

MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY. 

In addition to the foregoing reference in the report of the State 
Superintendent, the following extracts from the report of Mr. Ran
dall Spaulding, the superintendent of the Montclair Schools, to the 
Board of Trustees,* under date of July 1, 1886, give an account of 
the industrial training of the Montclair boys and girls, and the his
tory of the Industrial School, with its mechanical courses in detai.L 
A letter, ~?ince received from Superintendent Spaulding, brings the 
record of this interesting experiment to the present year. 

This example of what can be done by enterprising educators and 
·citizens in a single small town is of practical value to the numerous 
towns and large villages throughout the country. The example of 
Toledo, which city for this purpose was presented by a wealthy citi
zen with buildings and machinery at a cost of over$100,000;or of Bal
timore, where the large appropriations necessary to establish a first
class manual training school were made from the public school funds, 
is rather discouraging, than encouraging, to the citizens of smaller or 
less fortunate places, desirous of securing for their schools like 
advantages. So, for the large majority of American communities, a 
statement of what the citizens of Montclair, N. J. , and a few other 
'towns in different States have done, is of immediate practical inter
est and value. It is· for these reasons that, so .far as possible, the 
courses of study and the items of expense in beginning these experi-

. ments are given in detail. 
· In his report of Ju~y, 1886, Superintendent Spaulding says: 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 

Details of the work will be found in the special reports. Four years have suf
ficed to fairly test this branch of instruction, and it is safe to say that it1s importance 
has steadily grown in the estimat.ion of all who have carefnlly watched its prog
ress: Each child in the second and third grammar gradeso recein•s instruction in 
hand work two hours per week. No attempt is made to teach an y trade, and all 
thought of the market value of the product is excluded from the workshop. 
While the work has, doubtless, great utilitarian value, its chief value is disciplilmry. 
The eye and the muscles of the hand are recognized as wor thy of careful training. 
This training, involving as it does mental activity, has a mental value in develOll
ing practical judgment and executive power. It is a noteworthy fact that public 
sentiment in the country at large is rapidly coming to recognize the value of indus
trial training. 

It is my opinion that this training could be profitably gh·en to pupils at least 
three years younger than those who now receive it. The ldnd of work should be of 
course quite different, requiring less muscular strength. 
---------- --·- -
~Course of Study of the Montclair Public Schools, District No. 8, with report of 

Superintendent and an account of the Industrial School. July 1, 1886. Montclair, 
N.J. : Montclair Times Steam Print. 188!i. Pp. 22. 
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INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL. 

At a school meeting, held on May 23, 1881, a committee was appointed to investi
gate the subject of industrial or technical schools, and to report at the next annual 
meeting. On May 22, 1882, after hearing the report of the committee, the trustees 
were authorized to give opportunity to_ the pupils of the grammar school, from 
twelve to fourteen years of age, to learn the proper use of wood-working tools, and 
$1,000 was appropriated for the purpose. 

Accordingly, a competent instructor was secured ; * a room in the school building 
was fitted up with carpenters' benches, tool racks, tool boxes, and twenty-five sets each 
of carpenters' and carvers' tools, the tools, benches, and fitting costing about $350. 

On October 1, 1882, the school was opened. The sec_ond and third-grade gram
mat classes (ages from eleven to fourteen) were selected. A course of work was 
laisi out. When it was possible to find anything written on the subject it was pur
chased and used as text book. While the boys were in: the workshops, the girls of 
the same classes, under the griidance·of their regular teachers, received lessons in 

. needlework, embroidery, and plain sewing. They designed and drew patterns, then 
transferred the same to goods. After this they worked out the patterns with col-
ored woolens or silks. · 

The average attendance each year in the carpenter shop bas been about fifty apd 
W: the sewing classes about forty pupils. The time devoted to the work has been 
one hour twice a week, in school hours. Arrangements were made so that the 
usual school studies were not interfered with. At the close of the year the pUJ)ils 
~vho have attended the In\lustrial School have passed satisfactory examinations in 
their regular school studies and maintained their standing in their respective classes. 
They appeared not to have lost any ground, but rather gained. 

The expenses for starting and carrying on of this work for the several years have 
been as follows : 

First year .......... _.' . .. _ . ........ .. .. -.. .......... . . , $725 86 
Second year . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 599 34 
Third year ...... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 582 51 
Fourth year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 681 19 

·The teacher's reports for the school year, ending July 1, 1886, are as follows : 
Carpentry class, average daily attendance ....... ...... .. .. 30 
Carving class, l!-Verage daily attendance ..... .' ............. 26 

Pupils draw their own designs on paper or on blackboard before beginning work. 
Boys in carpentry class have finished the thirty lessons in the course laid out, mak
ing altogether one hundred and twenty different pieces. . Boys in carving class have 
had practice in panel work-have ll).ade wall brackets, book racks,- inkstands, card 
racks, picture frame<(, etc. ; in all seventy pieces. 

Boys show great diversity of talent, some becoming in a little time quite expert 
in t~ol-handling, while others finu it much more difficult. They show much enthu
siasm and love for the work; many inclined to visit the shop dming play hours to 
work. Rigid discipline is maintained at· all times, but the teacher has scarcely any 
trouble or annoyance. Each boy has a particular place assigned to him and always 
uses the same set of tools, and is held responsible ·for keeping the tools in order and 
for returning them to their proper places at the close of the lesson. 

SEWING CLASSES. 

Girls in second grammar class, average daily attendance, 27; average age, 12; 
taught plain sewing. They first measured and out from the goods selected an G1J1'on; 
second, an underwaist, either tight or half fitting, each pupil selecting her pattern 
and muslin, then cutting, basting, and fitting. the same, and after its completion 
working the button holes; then they were employed, thirdly, on flannel skirts, each 
article having an original design embroidered on the hem, using Kensington stitch. 

*Mr. John V. Shaw. · 
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Girls in thi:td gta.mlna:r class, average daily !lttendance, 30; average age, 11; 
taught to use thimble an<\ needle, making splashers, tidies, doylies, bureau covers, 
and table scarfs on butcher's linen. Each pupil selected her pattern, then stamped 
the goods and outlined the pattern with red or bmck cotton. The stitches taught 
were stem stitch~ split stitch, and French knots. Each article was fringed and knot~ 
ted. Then felt goods were used, and the same work was done ·on this material with 
crewels of -different colors. Thirdly, plain sewing was taught by working on linen 
-aprons. Lastly, scrim or canvas was selected for aprons, and in addition to the 
cutting and making two strips of drawn work were made on the bottom of each 
apron, and in the space between that work an original design was outlined in silk. 
The design was first drawn on papoc and then transferred to the scrim by the use 
_of impression paper . . 

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN CARPENTRY. 

Lesson 1.-Use of hammer, vise, the rule, try-square. 
2'.-Us~ of hammer in driving nails and spikes. 

~:~Use of ~lane. 
5.-Use of jointer. 
6.-Us~ of chalk line and rule. 
7.-U~e of smoothing plane. 
8.-Use of saw. 
9.-Use of rip saw. 

i~:. ~ Use of marking gauge. 

12.-Use of bit and brace. 
13.-Practice on lessons!) and 12. 
14.-:-Striking out and boring for mortise. 
15.-Use of mallet and mortising chisel. 
16.-Use of paring chisel. 
17.- Planing to gauge. 
18.-l'lfak.ing square frames from rough boards. 
10.- Use of brad awl and screw-driver. 
20.-Driving nails horizontally. 
21.-Planing boards out of wind. 
22.-'-Use of knife for accw·ate marking. 
23.-Making dovetails. 
24.-Sharpeni.ng tools. 

~: ~Make squ~e frame with locked joints. 

~~: ~ Make square frame with mortised coma·::;. 

~~: ~ Make square frame with mitred cot:ncrs. 

81.-Prepari.ng stock, sawing, planing, jointing. 
82.-Striki.ng out stock for cli1Ierent portions of a box . 
33.-Halving sides and 'fitting ends. 
:U.-:-Putting parts together. 
85.-Smoothing surfaces. 
86.-Fitting lid to box. 
87.-Fitting butts. 
88.-Fitting lock. 
89. t s . 1 . .... t' . . 40. f pecta msu·uc 1011 m sharpelllllg tools. 

ART, VOL 2--U 
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The courses of instructio~, and the methods and results of this ex
periment in adding industrial trailling to the ordinary work of the 
public schools, are succinctly stated''by_ the Superintendent of the 
Montclai;~: schools in a letter written January 12; 1887 : 

SUPERINTENDENT SPAULDING .REPORTS THE SUCCESS OF THE EXPERIMENT. 

This depa.rtinent has been in operation nearly five years, and With eminently sat
isfactory results. All pupils of both sexes in the se«<>nd, third, and fourth grammar 
grades are engaged in industrial work. 
- During the first year each boy receives instruction one hour a week in the devel
opment-of geometric forms with pasteboard cuttings, and a.I.so in clay modelling. 
At first the modelling is confined to geometric forms, while later, fruit and other 

·. equally difficult pieces are attempted. 
During the second year the boys are systematically trained two hours per.week 

in the use of carpenter tools. · 
During the third year the boys are employed in wood carving. In the majority 

of cases the boys originate their own designs for wood carving. · 
While the boys are in the workshop the girls are engaged in needlework, under 

the supervision of the regular class teachers. In the beginning the girls practice 
the various stitches used in plain sewing, following the course of lessons advised by 
the New York Industrial Association. After about a dozen different stitches have. 

- been mastered, work on garments, with simple cutting and fitting, is begun. Later 
in the course the grrls embroider patterns upon linen, momie cloth, etc., using the 
various stitches of Ornl\mental needlework and drawn work. The designs for this 
work are for the most part original. 

A special instructor ia provided in carpentry and wood carving. 
The shop is a large and well-lighted attic of one of the school buildings, and is 

furnisJ!.ed with two dozen sets of carpenter tools and as many sets of wood-carving 
tools. 

The chief aim in this industrial work is disciplinary. No effort is made to produce 
salable articles, but rather to provide such work as will best train the hand and eye. 

Drawing is taught in all departments of the school, partly with a view to repre
sentation, but with special reference in the higher grades to decorative designs. 

,The results of industrial training in this school have been, so far as obser ved, 
altogether favorable. 

Very respectfully, 
RANDALL SPAULDING, 

Sup!31'-intendent of Schools. 

HoBOKEN, NEw JERSEY. 

The following extracts from the Annual Report of the Public School 
J?epartment for 1885-'86 * show the status of drawing and industrial 
education in the schools of the city: 

DRAWING. · 

Whatever may have been the prejudice in the past in regard to tllis branch, it 
now seems to be generally admitted that drawing should be thoroughly and sys
tematically taught in our schools. Being, as it is, the very foundation of- most of 

* Annual Report of the Public School Department of the City of Hoboken for 
the year ending April 30, 1886, submitted to the Council May 1, 1886. Prepared hy 
David E . Rice, Superintending Principal. Sudhaus & Erlenkotter, printers, 74 Ful

. ton Street, New York, Pp. 24. 
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the industrial pursuits; .. ther~ :are but few attending our schools to whom a knowl
edge of drawing will not be of practical utility in the business relations· of their 
life:-work. Whil~ the time for this subject is limited each week to one lesson of an 

. hour's length, yet colllillendable progress was made during the year' with prospects 
of better results during the coming year. At the Industrial Exhibit, held in Stev
~ns Institute this month, a general selection of work in this department was exhib
ited, and was considered by competent judges to compare favorably with that sent 
from other cities. 

Drawing is in charge of a special teacher, whose salary is $1,000 a year. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

During the month of June last the late lamented General George B. McClellan in_ 
'augurated a movement in Hoboken to give a practical test to the use of industrial 

· education in the public schools. The movement resulted in the organization of 
what is now known as the "Industrial Association of New Jersey." The Rev. 
George C. Houghton is its ihst president. It is fortunate in securing the advantage 
of his admittedly superior organizing powers. The other officers are residents of 
Hoboken·, and carry into their work an intelligent enthusiasm, which augurs well 
for the success of the movement, Its name implies that its efforts are not to be 
confined to Hoboken alone, but to all New Jersey. 

It ·should be a source of pride to the people of Hoboken that a movement in which 
so many hopes are centred should originate in our city. 

The association asked for the co-operation of our school authorities to introduce 
·the work into the schools in its simplest form, viz: modelling for the boys and 

' plain sewing for the girls. 
· . The boards of education readily acceded to the request, the understanding being 
.' that no additional expense was to be entailed upon the very limited resources of 
· last year's appropriation. The experiment has had its trial and has been successful. 

The assoc~ation provided a teacher, and has conducted a class in modelling and a 
class in sewing in each school during two days of each week, two hours being taken 
up each day. The progress has been marvellous. The enthusiasm which the pupils 
carry into their work is something wonderful to behold, when we remember how 
.adverse pupils generally are to give attention to their studies. 

The point of most interest to practical educators appears to be satisfactorily solved 
by our experiment, viz : what effect it would have upon the teaching of the other 
and essential studies of our schools. There was some danger that it might distract 
the attention of the pupils and mar that progress which is absolutely indispensable 

· in our schools. We are able to say, after close observation, that it is a help rather 
than a hindrance. 

The short time employed in manual training is looked forward to as a recreation 
and a pleasure rather than as an additional burden put upon their minds; one and 
all appear to enjoy it, and seem to be proud of their work. There is a competition 
among them which· calls out their best efforts. We are quite sure that the study of 
lines and the necessary calculations in their work develop aptitude for studies 
which are germane to these pursuits. Of course it can be readily seen that our 
experiment has been made under many disadvantages. Desks in a school room are 
not good places for modelling. The material usecl.soils them and gives considerable 
trouble to the janitors. The sewing can be conducted with more success in the 
class room, the ordinary desk affording a very convenient table upon which to 
work. 

NEED OF INCREASED FACILITIES. 

When the eXperiment becomes more extended-as it must or be abandoned
shQps properiy fitted up should be furnished. 
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How this is to be done is a matter which will tax the public spirit and organi,zing 
resources of our };lest-citizens. In the year 1881 an act was passed by the Legisla
ture of New Jersey (approved March 24, 1881) which provides that in case $3,00.0 is 

·raised ill any city, town, or township for industrial educational purposes, a like 
·sum shall be paid by the State. If some method were found to take advantage of 
this provision we might have the shop and shop equipmenill which are necessary 
to the suceess of the work. 

Industrial education casts its shadow before it, and is one of our social problems 
which must be inet and solved. Practical men see that the conditions underlying 

· the labor and· manufacturing problems of our country have changed during t~1e la:;t 
twenty years. We must adapt ourselves to the changed circumstances or get badly 

. worsted in the battle of life. During the day and evening of the 15th, 16th, and 
·t7th of April, of this year, through the energy and management of the officers and 
members of the Industrial Association of New Jersey, and by the favor of the 
trustees of the Stevens. Institute of Technology, we have had an exhibition of the 
results of manual training in the public schools of the country in the Stevens Insti
tute. The . exhibition was opened by addresSes by President George C. Houghton, 
Governor Leon Abbett, State Superintendent of Education E. 0. Chapman, and 
School Trustee John Reid. It was visited by our best citizens and by distinguished 

' professors and educators from all our neighboring cities. The work was critically 
and carefully examined by ~11, and was pronounced remarkable, being the work of 

· children. Considering the limited time since we commenced it in Hoboken, our 
schools had a very fair exhibit, and did not suffer by comparison with others from 
abroad. It is understood that a general movement in the direction of introducing 
indi.Istrial education in the public schools is to be made throughout the coming year. 
Several of the important cities and towns are now making a similar experiment to 
ours. 

The following is the report made by Miss N. N. Lowden, the teacher 
provided by the "Indust1'ial Education Association," of the two 
years' work in the public schools. 

The account of this State association will be found in connection 
with that of the New York Association. 

· MISS LOWDEN'S REPORT. 

hidustrial education was introduced into the Hoboken public schools in Decem
ber, 1885. · Classes were then formed in ·sewing and modelling. One class of girls, 
numbering forty, received two hours' instruction every week in a regular system 
of sewing prepared for Use in public schools. 

. They commenced with the first principles, and were carefully and slowly led on, 
step by step. Not only were they taught to make small stitches and to be accu
rate, but they were required always to have clean hands and to be neat about their 
work. 
T~e sewing was a favorite hour, the children striving earnestly to do well, and 

the parents also taking a deep interest. 
The fo)Jl"th class of boys was selected for the modelling, and this was also success

ful. The boys were trained first to measme, then to calculate distances. 'l'hcy 
were required to make square after square according to given measurements, until 
their eyes, as well as their hands, were trained to judge carefully and truly. Then 
they went on to work out models in clay. 

When the classes closed in May the progress was highly satisfactory, and the 
work had afforded a change and a rest from the dull routine of school life, while 
the eye, the hand, and the brain had been developed. 

In October, 1886, the sewing classes were recommenced, arrangements having 
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been made to take" in two classes in every school. In No: 1 school, however, three 
claSses were formed, the teacher of the class who had heard tbe·instruction the 
previous year volunteering to carry out the work in her room. 

The class that commenced last year is now progressing wonderfully well, many 
of the children being very expert, and all continuing to be greatly interested. 

. · In December, the pleasant room in No. 4 school having been completed, the model
ling classes were reopened, and wood carving added to the instruction. One hour 
in every afternoon is devoted to the former and one to the latter. 

The rOOql has been converuently fitted out, and tw;o long pine tables are used by 
the .J;II.odelling classes. 

. From 1 o~clock until 2 twelve boys assemble, the best four boys from three 
classes, as this class is intended as a reward. The only difficulty is to induce the 
boys. to leave at 2, they so constantly beg for a few moments longer. 

A.ft6r drawing designs they carve on. black walnut, ash, and oak; small boys of 
eleven prou~y taking home a really well-executed piece of carving for the approval 
of their parents. Many letters have been received from fathers requesting that 
their boys might join this class. 

PE~SYLV ANIA, CITY OF PHILADELPHIA. 

In Part I of this Report the history of the introduction of drawing 
in .the schools of Philadelphia, is recited, and extracts showing the 
interest taken by President Steel, of the Board of Public Education, 
in .the subject of Industrial Education, are given. (See Part I, pages 
13-30, and 377-383.) · 

Th;e history of the progress of the movement during t:he .succeed
ing years is similarly shown by the extracts from the annual r eports, 
given in Appendix P to this volume. 

Philadelphia long differed from many other cit-ies in the organiza
tion of its public school system. Its schools were arranged in groups 
of _school districts, each group having its own board of directors, 
~lected by citizens of the ward, and practically managing its own 
affa~rs. 'rhere are some thirty-one such groups, or "sections," as 
"they are called, all under t-he direction of the general city Board of 
Public Education, which board is composed of one member from 
each-ward of the city, appointecl ·by the judges of court of common 
pleas and the district court, and holding office for three years. The 
president and secretary of the board had nominal supervision and 
-control of. the schools, but they were engaged in private business, and 
had, besides, very limited authority in fact, so that the lack of some 
more direct authority and supervision <;>ver all the schools, by which 
they could be brought into a reasonable degree of uniformity, had 
long been felt; but it was not till after the matter hnd been agitated 
for some years that the change was effected, and it was decided in 
1882 to .confer ampler power upon some mw executive officer, and to 
place the schools under the supervision' and direction of a city 
superintendent, who should give his whole time to the duties of his 
office, ~ided by one assistant super intendent. 
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A. NEW DEPARTURE. 

In 1883 the experiment wa.g begun. Mr. James MacAlister, the 
·distinguished educator, who ;had been for some years superintend
. ent of the city schools of Milwau:k:ee, Wis., was called to the newly 
created office of Superintendent of City Schools of Philadelphia. 
He was given a force of four assistant superintendents, instead of 
the single assistant :fir_st proposed, to aid him in the great task of 
·effecting a reorganization Of the public schools of the second largest 
city of the Republic. 

Mr. MacAlister, who had achieved an enviable reputation by his 
work in Milwaukee, was well known as one of the earliest and most 
zealous advocates and promoters of the introduction in all public 
schools of industrial art drawing, with a well-defined purpose of 
further developing a broad scheme for industrial training. These 
subjects had been much agitated in Philadelphia in connection wit h 
the Centennial, and subsequently a number of public-spirited citizens 
had made praiseworthy efforts to found a museum' and art classes for 
the development of technical industrial art training. 

Drawing already had some foothold in the pp.blic sc~ools; sewing 
had been put intq a number of the girls' scho9ls. Mr. Leland's 
efforts in teaching ':minor arts" to children had attracted the atten
tion of the public and the school officials. President Steel, in the 
annual reports of the Board of Education, had shown a ready appre
ciation of the needs of some forms of industrial art training; while 
several independent schools, more or less artistic and industrial, 
were busy in the city. ·All these indications seemed to show that the 
times were most propitious for the coming of an educator so well fur
nished for inaugurating a new era in the public schools of the city. 

FIRST REPORT BY THE NEW SUPERINTENDENT. 

In the first official report made by Mr. MacAlister, as the Sll.per-
. intendant of City Schools of Philadelphia, issued in 1884, for the 

year ending December 31, 1883, after reciting his official action, with 
the reasons for the changes made, he deals with the whole subjeet 
of hidustrial education. Such extracts from this very instructive 
report as relate to the rearrangement of schedules and modification 
of methods of teaching the old studies, which were required to give 
opportunities for introducing the new. studies, with his arguments 
in favor of "Industrial Art Drawing" and "Manual Training," are 
given in Appendix P. 

The·. extracts from the two latest published official reports of tho 
City Board of Education, which follow here, show the progress of tho 
general movement towards. introducing some forms of industrial 
training in the several grades of schools, as set forth in the r epor ts 
of the president of the board, Mr. Steel, and as shown by the reports 
of principals, with courses of instruction, extracts from by-laws, etc. 
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The school yen.r n.nd the calennar year coincid,e; and, as the pub
lished report is not issued till nearly a year after the close of the 
school year, the latest report at hand is for the year ending Decem
ber 31, 1R85. 

Since his exhaustive treatment of the subject in his 1irst official 
rei)ort, referred to above, the Superintendent has made but brief 
r eference in his two subsequent reports to these especial topics. 

WHAT IS DONE IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

The ct Industrial Art School " is the outcome of Mr. L eland's 
experiment, since adopted by the city and made a public school, 
Mr. Leland having retumed to Europe some time since. A Manual 
Training School has also been established by the city, the account of 
which will be found with the schools of its class. 

The city has long supported a number of night schools. The report 
for 1885 records -!5 of them: 21 for men and boys, 12 for women and 
giels, 5 for both sexes. and 7 for colored men and women. More 
than G,OOO pupils attend these schools. One of these schools, the 
Artisans' Night School, already noticed in Part I, seeks to do for 
working artisans what the Franklin Institute and Cooper Union do 
for their pupils. In 1885 there were 315 nuoils registered in this 
school, representing eighty different occupations. The pupils are 
arranged in classes, chiefly with reference to the special studies de
sired. All the work is done with reference to the practical everyday 
wants of the students; the problems in mathematics, for instance, are 
given to such calculations as their trades are most likely to require. 

The mechanical drawing is so planned 'that either a model should 
be made by the pupil from his drawing or a drawing from a model; 
free-hand sketches of solids are also required, and a few lessons in 
perspective given. This school has been in existence since 1868, and 
in 1885 had a record of a total attendance of 7,300 students. The 
councils appropriated a little over $35,000 for the support of these 45 
night schools during the year. 

In the following extracts from his annual report,* after the first 
year of Superintendent MacAlister's work, it will be seen that Pres
itlent Steel is, as was to be anticipated from his previous utterances, 
in hearty accord with the new educational movement: 

PRESIDENT'S REPORT. 

Gentlemen of the Board of Public Education : 
In suuwitting my report for 1884, it gives me great pleasure to be able to con

gratulate the Board upon the progress which has been made in every department 

*Sixty-sixth Annual Report of the Board of Public Education, First School 
District of Pennsylvania, comprising the City of Philadelphia, for the year ending 
December 31, 1884, with their Accounts. Philadelphia: Burke & McFetridge, 
printers, 306-308 Chestnut street. 1885. Pp. 370, 
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of the work. In no previous year have the members taken a deeper interest in the 
affairs of the schools or devoted themselves with more energy to their improve
ment. Indeed, so m~ch has been accomplished, that it will not be- possible for·me 
to compress within the limits of this report any· just statement of the labor which 
has been performed or the results which have been obtained. 

· DEPARTMENT OF SUPERINTENDENCE. 

The First Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Schools, which was laid 
before you some months-ago, so fully set forth the work which has been done in 
his department, that it will not be necessary for me to make any extended reference 
t o it in this place. There are two or three matters, however, to which it seems 
proper to call the attention of the Board. _ 

The most important task undertaken by the Superintendent during the year was 
the revision of the courses of study in the primary and secondary schools. He has 
very clearly and satisfactorily stated in his report the character and object of the 
changes made. The chief purposes of the revision were to break up the mechanical 
routine into which the teachers had fallen, and to substitute rational methods, which 
should lead to the natural development of the child's power. Heretofore the larger 
part of the teacher's work has consisted in training the memory of her pupils. 
The learning of wo1·ds has been the chief business of the child. 

THE NEW METHODS. 

The aim of the new course, as I understand it, is to develop ideas in flhe minds of the 
children by means of contact 'vith things. The fundamental principle underlying 
all the instruction is that "the teacher should proceed from the near, the practical, 
the real, to the remote, the abstract, the ideal." This is the method indicated by 
nature and insisted upon by every recognized authority in the scffince and art of 
education. It makes education grow out of the mental constitution of the ehild, 
and aims to develop its faculties in such a way that additional power is gained at 
each successful step, and every new growth confers the power to do as wen as to 
think. This principle puts the child in entirely new relations to t he school. H e is 
required to get his knowledge of number from objects, and not from the abstract 
symbols which represent numbers. In spelling, he does not learn long columns of 
disconnected words which , represent" nothing to his intelligence, but acquires the 
ability to make the form of words with the use of which he is familiar. His read
ing does not consist in s imply repeating words and sentences, but implies the under
standing of the thought and the realization of the sentiment which lie behind them. 
His drawing is the representation by lines of things which he sees and handles. 
The object lesson is a means for unfolding his perceptive powers, and the lan
guage training aims to cultivate the power of expressing by ·means of wollds, first 
orally and then in writing, the ideas which are derived from the entire range of 
his school work and the actual experience of his child-life. 

NEW METHODS APPROVED. 

Such a method of intellectual training commends itself to the common sense of 
every person, no matter how limited may be his knowledge of the teacher's methods; 
and if faithfully carried out, cannot fail, it seems to me, to produce better resultH 
in our schools than those heretofore obtained. It is a grave mistake to suppose that 
the undeveloped mind of a young child can be taught a knowledge of any subject 
by making him repeat the words in which this knowledge is embodied. The chief 
function of the educator in the elementary school is to generate mental power, to 
strengthen the faculties by exercise, to render the mind receptive of knowledge by 
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ita self-ac~ivity. These are the ends which the new course of instruction under
takes to accomplish, and its establislunent in the Philadelphia Public Schools places 
them in line with the most advanced centres of educational work in this country. 

RESULTS. 

The real test of any course of instruction, however, must be sougllt for in the 
results which it can be made to yield. The few months during which the new 
methods have been in operation have not afforded sufficient time to show the gen
eral outcome we have a right to expect; but in some branches a marked improve
ment is already visible. The progress mn.de in reading, writing, language, and 
drawing has been gratifying in the extreme.· In most of the primary schools the 
little children write well with pen and ink, whereas a year ago many schools nevei· 
got beyond the use of the lead pencil, and in some cases the slate work was the 
limit reached. The reading is made to quicken the intelligence arid cultivate the 
hearts of the pupils. In language, the teachers themselves have been surprised at 
the ease with which the little ones express themselves; and the dra,·viug is begin
ning to exhibit that training of the hand and eye which is its chief function as a 
branch of study in the elementary school. In arithmetic, the teachers ha>e been 
slower in getting hold of the objective system of instruction ; but wherever the . 
methods have been properly applied, their superiority in developing correct ideas of 
n\npber and the ability to deal with figlll'es have been fully demonstrated. From 
all that I have been able to learn of the operation a!l(l results of the revision thus 
fm· made, the conviction is borne in upon my mind that a great work hns already 

· been accomplished, and that we may safely look for the establishment, in due time, 
of a sounder and more practical education for the children entrusted to om· care. 

It is needless that I should allmle to t he difficulties the Superintendent has hn.d to 
·. overcome in effectiug these changes and the labor yet needed on his part to work 
them thoroughly into the schools. The teachers must be indoctrinated with the 
spirit of the new methollS, as well as tra.ined to use them in the schoolroom; but I 
believe that the same patient and earnest endea•or which has carried the work thus 

, far will bring it eyentually to a successful issue. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATiqN. 

I{!ongratu.late the Board upon the success which has crowned its effmts during 
the past year to bring the public school educ.ation more into harmony with the social 
demands of the time. I have in previous reports urp;Pd tho importance of industrial 
training as a part of general education, and it nffords me heartfelt satisfaction to 
record the action r ecently talwn by you in this connection. The appropriations so 
liberally mn.de by Councils will enable the Boa.nt" to make a beginning with ma.mml 
training in the regular school curriculum. I am not prepn.red, nor is this the place, 
to point out just how the start should be ma<lc, but I am confident that the Board 
will be able to devise some plan which will demonstrate the n.ch·nntages of hand
training in connection with head-training. The main objeet shoul<l be to g ive the 
boys of this city such an education as shnll enlarge their capacity for usefulness as 
·members of society, while broadening their culture ns human beings. There need 
he no fear as to the outcome of this mo>ement. 

NO LONGER AN EXPERli\IEJ(T. 

Industrial training can no longer he regarded as a mere experiment. In our 
own country, as well as in Europe, schools h:we been in existence for some time in 
which manual trniu.in~; is recogni;r.cd ns a nec1·~~ary :uljnnet of mental training. 
We shall have the benefit of their experience in comuwncing the work in Phila-
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· delphia.. ·All we have to do is to guard against making a false step at the outset. 
A wise beginning will secul'e the approval of the public and the co-operation of 
Councils ; and I have no doubt that before many years Philadelphia will be able to 
-perfect such a svstematic course of industria.! training for her children as shall en
hance her advantages and opportunities as a manufacturing centre, while elevating 
the intellectual and moral tone of the community. In my judgment, no step 
taken in connection with the public education of this city so fully indicates the lit
eral and progressive spirit which is taking possession of all who are interested in 
the improvement of our schools as that of which I am now speaking. 

ADVENT OF A NEW ERA 1N EDUCATION. 

Of one thing we may rest assured, that the education of every civilized coun
_try is about to undergo important modifications in the direction of industrial 
training. The age of industrialism has come. Our intellectual and moral ideas, 
our social and political life, are rapidly changing under the influence of this new 
power which dominates the world. The schools in which the people are educated 
must be made to conform to these conditions. The education which was moulded 
by the iDfiuences of civilization two or three hundred years ago will not do for 

· the living present. The wealth, the power, the greatness of a nation, depend in 
out time upon its productiveness- that is to say, upon the use it is capable of mak
ing of science, of art, of machinery, of raw material. Nothing but education can 
give it this power. That country whose schools are organized in accordance with 
the forces which control society must inevitably take the lead. Hence it is that 

. the leading nations of Europe are adding technical schools to their educational sys
tems as eagerly as· they are increasing their warlike resources. If the United 
State.<~, which , above all other nations, is devoted to the triumph of the peaceful 
arts, is not to lag behind, the· industrial element must be made universal in the 
education w Web, with so liberal a hand, she provides for all the people. * * * 

SEWING, 

It is gratifying to be able to state that the girls have not been neglected in the 
desire of the Board to provide a more comprehensive and practical education for the 
chil<lren of the city. Availing itself of a small surplus in the item of teachers' sal
aries, an experiment with sewing as a branch of instruction in the girls' schools was 
begun last December. Eleven special teachers were temporarily engaged and de
tailed to the secondary and grammar schools of nine sections. So far as I can le.arn, 
the trial has been satisfactory in every respect. The principals of the schools in 
which the instruction has been given express themselves as highly pleased with 
the results so far obtained. The girls have enjoyed the work and have made steady 
progress in the use of the needle. Their parents have become interested, and have 
expressed a willingness to co-operate in the movement. No interference with the 
other studies has been reported, .and the effect of the sewing lessons in retaining 
the girls in school has already been felt. Encouraged by these facts, the Board h::s 
recently taken steps to extend the instruction into all the girls' secondary and gram
mar sqhools of the city. This will require a large increase in the number of sewing 
teachers, and it is to be hoped that the funds at command will be adequate to the 
additional expenditure that will be needed. I must refer to t he excellent work t he 
Normal School is doing in this branch. The fact that sewing has been so success
fully taught in this school has doubtless been of gre~t service in connection with 
the larger field into which it has now been extended. I regard the action of the 
Board in this whole matter as des~ving the warmest approval, and it will certainly 
receive the most cordial support from the public, 
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The following extract is from the report of Mr. George W. Fetter, 
principal ·of the Girls' Normal School: 

INDUSTRIAL WORK IN THE NORMAL SCHOOL. 

The Departments of Sewing and Drawing deserve special mention. Some very 
excellent work has been done in these departments. .An exhibit sent to the "World's 
Exhibition •: at New Orleans has been pronounced by good judges to be worthy of 
much praise. The average time given to sewing is one hour per week during the 
first three years. 

The first year the material is-furnished the pupils, and they are instructed in the 
simplest kind of work, preparatory to cutting, fitting, and making garments and 
other useful articles. 

The second year the ri:mterial is brought from the homes, and kept in the school 
in a large clos9t prepared for the purpose. 'When completed, it is examined by the 
teacher, and if satisfactory, is given to the pupil to take home . 

.A ·list of articles made by Classes B and C during the year is appended: 

.Aprons . ............ . .. . ...•.. . .. •................. . .... 148 
White tmdergarments ................. .' ........• . ....... lOG 
Undenvaists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 
Ladies' white skirts . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. 2G 
Ladies' flannel skirts ......• ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 23 
Ladies' cashmere sacques ............................... . 
Ladies' chintz wrappers ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Lady's gingham dress ...•••............................ 
Ladies' night dresses •.•....................•.....•...... 
L'ldies' dress waists .............•••........•............ 

4 
2 
1 
9 
4 

Children's garments .. . . ,...... ..... ...... .. .. . .. ...... .. 32 
Boys' shirt waists . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Men's shirts............................................. 5 
Shoe-bags . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
H emstitched pocket-handkerchiefs ........ , ............ . 7 
Pillow-cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59 
Pillo,v:s}.ams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
White table-cloths, hemmed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G 

· Table-napkins, h emmed.. . ......... .. . .. .. .. ... ... .. .. . 48 
Ladies' flannel sacques . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G 

Tota l ... . ....................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;)5!) 

One hundred and si:'l:ty young ladies llraughtell to their proper m~asnrements tmper 
patterns for dresses, by which they can make their garments with due regard to 
fitting and style. · 

COOKING, 

It is deemed a proper time to suggest that a Department of Cooking be added to 
the school. There are many r easons which may be urged in favor of such a step. 
Few women go through life without finding, at some period, a knowledge of cook
ing not simply useful, but absolutely essential. Nothing tends more to make a 
home happy than the proper supervision and preparation of ·"·ell-cooked and pala
table food. Most of the tmpils of the school will bt->come heads of families, and be 
compelled to superintend and perhaps perform JUany of the opemtions of cooking 
in the household. In their vocation as teaehers they h:we little time or opportunity 
to gain that knowledge requisite to the 1wrfornmnce of this work: amlmany mothers 
finding in cooking-, as in Rowing, no up]lOrtunity of instructing their daughters in· 
this ll!ost useful of the domestic arts. 
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. The following extracts from the latest published annual report of 
the Philadelphia Board of Public Education* give President Steel's 
report upon the state and progress of the industrial movement in the 
city schools. The special reports of the Industrial Art School Com
mittee and, of-the Director of-the school follow. Extracts from the 
"by-laws and rules" of the Board, so far as they relate to the 
Industrial Art School, are given; also the c( rules" relating to other 
forms of industrial education. The account of the Manual Training 

-School is given elsewhere .. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING 

The advancement made by the Board in carrying forward the work commenced 
in industrial training a year ago has been so rapid and extended, that_ it is difficult 
for me to speak of it with the detail that_ I would like. The most important step 
has been the establishment of a manual training school as a part of the public 
school system. This action of the Board has attracted wide attention throughout 
the country, and has been the means of creating a larger degree of interest in the 
school system of Philadelphia than anything heretofore attempted by the Board. 
To our sister city-Baltimore-belongs the honor of having first organized a public 
school of-this kind, but Philadelphia comes next in ordet·, and our· enterprise is on 
so much larger a scale, and is founded on so much broader a basis, that we might 

_well claim the merit of originality in a movement whic4 ·seems to me so momen
tous to the public school system of the e1;1tire nation. The character and objects of 
the school have been so" fully set before the public, that it is not worth while for ·me 
to dwell upon them in this place. The plan was carefully considered, and the 
most approved features of the schools of this kind in other cities-but under private 
management-were iiicorporated therein. In several respects, however, our scheme 
of training and instruction varies from that pursued in these schools, and it is 
believed that improvements have been made which tend to render it better adapted 
to the ends for ~vhlch it has been instituted. 

THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

The name-Manual Training School-only partially indicates the scope and pur
pose of the education it seeks to bestow, U is not simply a school for hand-train
ing ; it includes this element, which we are now beginning to realize has been too 
long neglected, but includes it simply as a part of the symmetrical development of 
the whole being. It proposes to train mind and body, and thus affords an educa
tion which is at 'the same time more complete and more practically useful in the 

· business of life. 
The school as organized succeeds the grammar school. Pupils who have finis heel 

the grammar school studies are admitted by examination. The full course covers 
three years, and includes t horough training in the structure and application of the 
fundamental tools, free-hand and mechanical drawing, and instruction in the Eng
lish language, mathematics, elementary science, general history, and civil govern
ment. Each day is divided into six periods, three of which are given to the literary 
branches, one period to drawing, and two periods to shop work. This is a fair dis
tribution of time, and ought to produce that balance of mind and body which edn-

* Sixty-seventh Annual Report of the Board of Public Education, First School Dis
trict. of Pennsylvania, comprising the city of Philadelphia, for the year ending 
December 31, 1885, with their Accounts. Philadelphia.: Burk & McFetridge, print
ers, 306-308 Chestnut street. 1886. Pp. 416. 
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:Ca.tional reformers have been seeking from the first. As to the advantages of such 
a course of training, theoretically as well as practically, it seems to me there can be 
no qu~tion. The boy wb_o gaes through this school must enter upon life and its 
du~es with manY. chances in his favor, and ought to prove a more useful as well as 
successful citizen. I congratulate the Board most heartily upon the promising 
beginning which this school has made, and predict for it a future filled with good 
not only to our own community, but to other cities which may be led to follow in 
onr footsteps. 

SEWING. 

The instruction in sewing has been canied forward with great success dlll'ing the 
past year, and may now be t·egarded as having passed the experimental stage. The 
results already obtained fully justify all that was claimed for this branch of training 
when it was introduced fifteen months ago. So well has the system of instruction 
been organized, and so satisfactorily has the teaching been conducted, that the 
approval of the public has already been won. . · 

Instruction is given to all the girls in the secondary and grammar schq_ols-about 
25,000 in round numbers. The work is done by spechl teachers, who are distributed 
throughout the schools, in accordance with programmes made in the Su!Jerintend
ent's office: Two of the assistant superintendents-Misses Kirby and Ha[\"gen-

. botham-exercise a general direction over the instruction, and have done much 
towards establishing it upon a satisfactory basis. 

I congratulate· you upon all that has been done in carrying the schools along 
these Plies of improvement. All these changes ha,·e be~n introduced with care, 

· the Board recognizing the wisdom of gradual progress, rather than the hasty 
adoption of all that is needed to make our schools conform to the highest ideal of 
public education. 

Several years have been required_ to engraft into our system measures that wer" 
clearly demanded at the outset, but this gradual advancement has placed these · 
features upon a firm and enduring footing. In my judgment, however, we must 
not pause here; we have made a good beginning, and laid the basis of more com
plete and thorough improvement. I believe it is now time for the Board to turn its 
attention to the first stages, and to commence the t·eorganization of the primary 
department, taking up the whole subject of the earliest iustruction of children in 
the school room, and presenting to Councils and the public a com}Jlete system of 

_primary training: This subject embraces so much, that all I can say in regard to 
it must appear superficial, and the mention in tllis report of some of the features 
that should enter into such a course of instruction must be considered the merest 
outline. 

KINDERGARTENS. 

First to be urged is provision for tmiuing children of less than the present school 
age-six: years. That the average child now wastes or mis-spends the years from 
three to six will be admitted by all who have observed the influence of the kinder
garten upon the development of the few who have been privileged to receive its 
training. There is no period in childhood in wllich the mind is more acti~e and 
inquiring, and none in which it is more ready to receive las ting impressions of duty 
and its relations to its fellows. This instruction should be in skilled hands, antl 
must be confined to the scope and methods of tl)e kindergarten. The statistics of 
the schools show that a large number of children from necessity leave school to 
earn a living at an early age, and to these the sub-primary or kindergarten schools 
would be of the greatest benefit. 

Such schools cannot be established l>y private enterprise ; the extent to which 
they would be patronized, and tho necessity for trained teachers, etc., make them 
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only possible as part of a. great public school ·system. I eainestly urge the estab
lishment of this class of schools as pa.rt of our system, and believe the money 
expended would be a most profitable outlay. 

IMPROVEMENT OF THE PRI~RY SCHOOLS. 

Apart from the enlargement of the primary department, by extending ·it to 
younger children by means of the kindergarten, is the duty of improving our 
primary schools. The low salaries which for years were paid to the teachers in 
these schools placed a ban upon them, and put them outside the ambition of the 
.ablest teachers, and, as schools are largely a question of teachers, this important 
department of wor.k has greatly suffered. The changes made in salaries some years 
ago, which still left a discrimination in favor of the grammar schools, did not go 
fa.r enough, and should be fw·ther amended by equalizing the pay in all the depart
ments. I can see no reason for the inequality of the . salaries in the different 
departments of instruction. The serious objection to making the compensation to 
primary and secondary teachers less than that paid in 'the grammar grades is, that 
it reduces-the quality of the work done in the former. Weare all aware that there 
are able and faithful teachers engaged in primary and secondary work, but the 
effect of t he lower salary allowed for these departments of service is to drive the 
more desirable instructors into the grammar grades. 

No teacher can be blamed for seeking an appointment where a higher reward is 
to be had. The results of tllis discrimination against the pr.itn8.ry teacl1ers are so 
patent, that it is needless I should repeat the catalogue. But the most serious 
aspect of this question is the embargo it places upon every effort to raise the quality 
of the instruction and training of the young children, whose education is certainly 
not the least important of our responsibilities. 

IMPORTANCE OF THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 

The importance of laying a right foundation for the education of every human 
being, and the fact that out of the tens of thousands who attend the lower schools 
many never go beyond their limits, are statements so hackneyed, that they are apt 
to be disregarded. But this does not diminish their impressiveness as reasons for 
making the schools where these multitudes of little ones are found certainly as 
good as those where the few and the mot·e favored portion of the community are 
privileged to attend. I feel free to say, also, that the duties ot the primary and 
secondary teachers are quite as. weighty as those of the teachers in what are techni
cally called higher grades of work. 

The woman who is entrusted with the delicate task of planting the seeds of 
knowledge in the tender minds of the young needs as many of the characteristics 
of the good teacher as she who is to cultivate the flowers which good nurture will 
afterward produce. But you have no right to expect this if you offer lower in
ducements. * * * Taking into consideration the special efforts which have been 
made to improve the character and usefulness of the primary and secondary schools 
during the past two years, I desire to urge upon you the propriety of making the 
compensation· of all assistant teachers the same, no matter in what grade of work 
they may be employed. This means, of course, an increase in the salaries of assist
ants in the primary and secondary schools. * * * If an equality of salary were 
established, we would secure a more equable distribution of t he best talent ami 
most approv~d experience throughout the school system. Teachers would seek 
positions from other considerations than that of salary. They would g ravitate to 
the places where their tastes and aptitudes would find the freest play and tho 
highest satisfaction; and the tone and quality of the primary instruction would 
thus be strengthened to an extent which nothing else can permanently secure. The 
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marked differences between the primary and grammar school instruction would 
disappear, and a fuller measure of justice would be meted out to a larger number 
of children who are seeking the advantages of the public schools. 

* * * * * * * 
MANUAL TRAINING IN PRibiARY SCHOOLS. 

Lastly, manual training should be made part of the primary course. Simple 
justice to children demands that they should have the benefit of this truly higher 

· education. Public education will never return even a moiety of what is expected 
from it until it recognizes the cardinal fact, that the hand was created to be the 
dexterous servant of the mind, and that upon its skill rests much that concerns human 
happiness. That equcation has been conducted for so many years without this , 
kind of training is no reason for its continued neglect ; the world was for cen
turies without any attempt at public instruction of any kind , and the necessity for 
this form of education comes to us in these later years with all the force tha~ the 
subject of public education presented itself two centuries ago. Training that omits 
preparation for the practical duties of life is worse than defective ; it is false and mis
leading, and if erroneous views of labor exist in the minds of young people, the 
system of education which theit· elders have devised is greatly responsible for it. 

If the institution of public education insists that the intellectual faculties alone 
shall be cultivated and developed, the responsibility lies with it for idle and unskilled 
hands, and for the tendency to "liYe by our wits," which it has alone cultb•ated. 
If our boys grow up without any knowl~dge of the pleasure that comes of work, 
the delight of fashioning and producing some useful thing by the skill of the hand, 
without an opportunity of lea1·ning its aptitude for the great industries of the world, 
it. is due to years of exclusive mental instruction and manual neglect. How can 
the choice of an occupation be wise and manly with such a one-sided education? 
Man's growth and ultimate excellence were insured by smrounding him with the 
necessity to labor, thus making it a means of development. Our system of educa
tion ignores this great law, and attempts to prepare youth for the duties of life by 
·cultivating but one part of their nature. 

llfUST BE TAUGHT IN ALL THE GRADES. 

Manual training must be made universn.l , so that every hand may have its care, 
and derive from it whatever its faculty of appropriation may be. Its iutroductiou 
into higher schools is of great advantnge to the pupilti of those institutions, but it 
must be carried into the lower grades if we are to reap the moral aud material ben
efits it is capable df yielding. Well-ded sed systems of wamml instruction for young 
children, in connection with other studies, arc now in use in other cities, and they 
are not only practical iu connection with our present course of study, but combined 
with it are calculated to give an interest a nd vigor to school life which is not pos
sible under the present exclusive attention to mental work. 

I am· convinced that with the kindergarten established ns part of our system, 
and manual training carried through om first eight grades of study, the twcrnge 

.scholar would be better prepared and developed for the duties of life than is now 
accomplished by the entire course. The Board shoulLl take measures to make a 
beginning with this kind of instruction, so that it may be tested as a part of primm·y 
school work and its general introduction fairly considered. -~ -~ * 

THE INDUSTRIAL ART SCHOOL. 

The adoption as one of the public schools, of the school first started 
by Mr, Leland has already been noted. This school is now known 
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· as the " Industrial Art School." The following extracts from the 
annual report of the committee in charge of the the school show its 
qevelopment: 

REPORT OF . THE COMMITTEE ON INDUSTRIAL ART EDUCATION. 

To the Board of Public Education of the First School District of Pennsylvania: 
GENTLEMEN: The Committee on Industrial Art Education resp·ectfully submit the 

annual report of the Director of the Industrial Art School, from which it will 
be seen that that institution is in a highly flourishing condition, the attendance 
being much larger than ever before, and the interest displayed by the pupils in the 
several ·departments so marked as to be almost extraordinary. The discipline of 
the school is admirable, the instruction practical and thorough, and the progress of 
the pupils satisfactory in the highest degree. The committee note with great pleas
ure and special commendation the regularity of attendance. Almost without ex
ception the withdrawals have been the r esult either of sickness, removal, or other 
unavoidable causes, and not from any lack of desire on the part of the scholars to 
continue their studies. 

Tlie Committee also direct the attention of the Board, and of the friends of pro
gressive education generally, to the teachers' class just·organixed, and which gives 
such unmistakable evidence of ultimate advantage to the public schools generally. 
Were it possible to offer facilities for such instruction to all the teachers who n ee<l 
and desire it, the benefits would be very great, while the cost would be comparatively 
small. · 

Anticipating increased appropriations as the qualities and advantages of the 
school become more generally understood, your Committee congratulate the friends 
of education upon what has already been accomp~hed. 

A. M. SPANGLER. 

SAML. T. CHILD. 
SAML. W . PENNYPACKER. 

WM. M. SliUTH. 

ISAAC A. SHEPPARD. 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE INDUSTRIAL ART 
SCHOOL (FOR 188?). 

[Industrial Art School, Fifteenth and Locust Streets.] 

To A. M. SPANGLER, 

Chairman of Committee : 

I beg to report that since the opening of the new term, in September last, there 
has been very marked improvement, not only in regularity of attendance, but in the 
notable interest displayed by the pupils in the several departments of tho school. 
As a result, there has been gratifying progress, and the positive assurance given 
that the usefulness of the school has been largely promoted by the adopt ion of tho 
r t!gular course of study, the employment of a full corps of competent teachers, a 
well-devised and thoroughly enforced system of discipline, and a superintendency 
praiseworthy and efficient. 

The only falling off in the attendance of the session thus far was during the pub
lic school examinations, when a number of the pupils were necessarily absent, 
though the list of absentees, circumstances considered, was not large. 

Every department of the school has been filled to its fullest capacity for effective 
teaching. This has been especially the case with the Saturday morning classes, n. 
fact which becomes the more significant, and displays in a still larger degree the 
interest of the pupils in their studie~, when it is remembered that they give up a 
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vocy material portion of their regular weekly holiday in order to secure the bene
fits of the school. 

Since the opening of the term, purchases of materials, tools, etc., have been 
made to an extent that has permitted an enlargement of the modelling and wood
working departments, thougl;t there is room for a moderate additional outlay, in 
order that the wants of the departments named may be adequately met. Accom
modations have thus been provided for twenty-five more pupils, without any extra 
expense, save for materials, which will be very light. 

Those improvements having equalized the tlu·ee divisions, we are now enabled to 
rotate the classes each mouth, beginning with March; thus enabling every pupil in 
the school to receive instruction during the year in each branch, namely: three 
months in designing, three months in modelling, and three months in wood carving 
and general wood working. The changes are made monthly. 

The metal-working clat!s meets on Satw·day, but the facilities for imparting in
struction in that department are so limited-the plant being wholly inefficient
that it has not been possible to make it part of the general course of instruction 
for all pupils. If Councils can be prevailed upon to enlarge the appropriation for 
the school next year, I would recommend an increase of the plant, not in brass 
working only, but also for the providing of the needful tools and machinery for a 
wrought-iron and forging depar tment. This last-named branch will, I feel very 
confident, eventually be given the preference ovet· almost any other (in metal) for 
the advancement of hand-culture. 

I need not say that the operations in forging and shaping light wrought iron are 
of special value in industrial training, as well as in the education of the eye, they 
bringing the eye and the judgment constantly into active exercise. 

THE TEACHERS' CLASS. 

One of the inost recent, as it is one of the most important and interesting, feat
ures of the Industrial Art School is the teachers' class, organized on the 18th of 
February of the present year. An appmpriation of $1,000 by Councils enabled the 
·Committee to establish a class of one hundred scholars, composed entirely of teachers 
in the public schools who desired to become familia r with the principles and prac
tice of free-hand drawing and modelling in clay as taught in the school, in order to 
better qualify themselves for the discharge of their duties as instructors. There 
were two hundred and thirty applicants for admission . It is very much to be re
gretted that the appropriation was not sufficiently large to enable the committee to 
provide instruction for all the teachers who applied. I t is hoped that as the many 
advantages the public schools will derive from this novel course of instruction are 
understood and appreciated Councils will be induced to provide the means for the 
needed increase of facilities. 

The teachers' class is divided into two sections. The entire class of one hundred 
first receives a lesson on design with blackboard illustrations, which occupies some 
twenty minutes, the remainder of the session being then devoted to practice. 
Sixty of the teachers remain in the drawing-room under the instruction of com
petent teachers, while forty, under an equally efficient corps of teachers, engage in 
clay modelling. The pupils of that class will be rotated from room to room once in 
each month. 

It io:~ impossible to describe the marked interest of the adult pupils who compose 
this class in the work assigned them, though the same spirit appears to animate all 
of the classes. Already many of the teachers have admitted tha t they not only 
greatly enjoy their studies, but find in the newer and more advanced method of 
instruction in vogue in the school great improvement upon the old methods. 

ART, VOL. 2-12 
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A'ITENDA.NCE. 

The following statistics, furnished by Mrs. M. C. Robins, superintendent of the 
school, show the attendance during the term commencing September 22, 1885, to 
February 11, 1886, inclusive: 

Tuesday. Thursday. Sa.turdn.y. 

g?J:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 71 
7ll 

00 
L8 

70 
55 ----1-----·---

l50 tilt 

Total, 486 scholars. 

February 13, 1886. 

Total attendance, Tuesday ....... ...... .... · .... . ...... . .. 162 
Total attendance, Thursday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 164 
Total attendance, Friday. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156 
Total teachers, Saturday . .. ........................... . . 100 

Total ...... .. .................................... , 582 

On the 13th of February, the teachers' class having been organized, it became nee· 
. essary to transfer the sessions of the Saturday morning class of boys and girls to 
Friday afternoon. The present sessions of the school are therefore as follows : 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday afternoons, from half-paat 2 to half-past 4 o'clock, 
for school children ; Saturday morning, from 10 to 12 o'clock, for public school 
te6chers. 

The children's classes, respectively, are divided as follows: 
Designers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 
Modellers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Wood working .......... . ........... . .......... . ...... :. 40 
Metal working. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

Teachers' class. 

Designers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Modell era. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 

J. LIBERTY TADD, 
Director. 

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN THE SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL ART (OPEN TO GRAMMII.R 

ScHooL PuPILs). 

DRAWING AND DESIGN. 

' 1. Free-hand drawing and the making of designs for the attainment of proficiency 
in linear drawing and simple washes. 

2. Designs,. in every case to be original, and for the purpose of being used in 
wood, metal, clay, wall-paper, fabrics, etc. 

3. Drawing of meanders and intervolutions, in combination with set figures. 
4. Working designs in monochrome, for training the pupils in handling the 

brush. 
5. Lectures and blackboard demonstrations on the structw·e and meaning of 

ornament and design. 
6. The importance of designing for some purpose to be kept constantly in view, 

and the pupil to be required to produce wor~ to be applied to material. 
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MODELLING. 

1 . . How to temper the clay, keeping moist, wedging, etc. 
2. Training in the use of tools . . 
8. Modelling in low and high relief from casts. 
4. Modelling in low and high relief from original designs. 
5. Modelling on the round surface, incised work, shaping vessels, etc. 
6. Modelling from casts of portions of the human figure. 

WOOD CARVING. 

1. Instruction in the use and care of tools. 
2. The transferring of designs. 
3. Low and high relief, carving in ,soft and hard woods, bosses, scrolls, mould

sinking. 
4. Carving enrichments for cabinet work, panels, etc. 

CARPENTER AND JOINERY WORK. 

1. Use and care of tools. 
2. Fundamental processes: 

&wing-rip and cross-cut saw. 
Planing surfaces, chamfering, nailing, boring with brace and bits, planing 

and squaring, making of glue joints, making of tenons and mortises, 
sand papering. 

All work to be done from working drawings on scale, made by the pupils. 
a. Cdnstruction: 

Typical articles to be constructed by the pupils from working drawings on 
scale. 

METAL WORK. 

1. Use and care of tools. 
2. 'Use of blast, forge, anvil, snarling tools. 
8. Making and caring for cement. 
4. Annealing and tempering. 
5. The shaping of vessels, placques, etc., from sheets of metal by hammering. 
6. Drawing and graving the design on fiat and curved surfaces. 
7. Embossing and chasing on the fiat and curved surfaces. 
8. Working on cement. 

DUTIES OF THE COMMITTEE ON INDUSTRIAL ART EDUCATION. 

I. They shall have the general direction of tho Industrial Art School, shall visit 
the school as often as necessary, keep regular minutes of their proceedings, autl . 
report annually the state of the school. They shallnomilmte to the Board teachers 
.who shall be needed in the school, and in case of a vacancy shall recommend to the 
Board a suitable person to fill the same. 

IT. It shall also be the duty of the Committee to proYiUe such a course of in
struction and training in the Industrial Art School as shall practically realize the 
Special objects of the school, which course of instruction shall first be re}Jorted to 
and approved by the Bmud, and to make allnecess•try rules and regulations for the 
proper management of the school. * * * 

CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION TO INDUSTRIAL ART SCHOOL. 

I . Admiesion to the Industrial Art School shall be limited. to the Plll)ils of the 
grammar grades. No pupils shall be received. except upon the understanding that 
they are tQ attel!.d fQr l:lot leWJ~ ~ f\\ll ter!L\, 
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TI. Applications for admission may be registered with the Committee on Indus
trial Art Education. and admissions shall be made as vacancies occur. The na•nes 
of pupils desirous of continuing in the Industrial Art School must be renewed each 
term, and must be sent, together with the names of new applicants, to the Commit
tee, by the principals of the several schools, on or before the second Monday of the 
term. · · 

TII. No pupils shall be admitted except upon the written applications of theii· 
parents or guardians, and certificates from the principal of the s0hool to which 
the pupils belong, testifying to their good conduct and regular attendance. 

IV. In admitting pupils to the Industrial Al·t School, the quota of each school 
shall be one pupil for each grammar division, including the senior classes, and appli
cants shall be admitted from each school in the order of their standing in drawing. 
Vacancies caused by schools not sending their full quotas shall be distributed among 
the other schools according to the average standing in drawing of all the applicant-s. 

V. It shall be the duty of the director of the Industrial Art School to keep t he 
principals of the schools to which the pupils respectively belong regularly informml 
of their presence at the Industrial Art School. 

VI. Pupils shall not receive demerits of any kind in the schools to which they 
respectively belong on account of their attendance at the Industrial Art School ; but 
absence from the latter shall be charged against them in accordance with the rules 
of the school to which they belong. 

VII. Pupils who shall be absent two consecutive sessions, or three sessions in any 
one month, unless their absence is satisfactorily accounted for by their parents or 
guardians, shall forfeit their seats in the school. It shall be the duty of the director 
of the Industrial .A.rt School to notify the principal of the school to which the pupils 
respectively belong, that their names have been stricken from the roll. 

VIII. Certificates shall be granted to pupils who finish the whole course of study 
ai!-d execute original designs in clay, wood, or metal to the satisfaction of -the 
Committee. 

DUTIES OF THE COMMITTEE ON GRAMMAR, SECONDARY, AND PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 

* * * * * * 
STUDY OF SEWING. 

III. The Committee shall have general charge of the study of sewing in the 
schools ; shall define the hours to be ~evoted to it ; and shall furnish, tlu·ough the 
Committee on supplies, all material and articles needed for it. 

QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE POSITIONS OF TEACHERS OF SEWING. 

It shall be the duty of the Committee to examine into and determine the qualifica
tions of candidates for the positions of teachers of sewing. After such oxnmination, 
the Committee shall transmit to the Committee on Qualification of Teachers the 
names of the persons who may be considered competent, aml the latter committee 
shall thereupon issue certificates of qualification to such persons. 

ALL TEACHERS OF SEWING MUST HAVE CERTIFICATES. 

No person shall be appointed as teacher of se\ving in the public schools who does 
not hold the proper certificate of qualification. 

MARYLAND, CITY OF BALTIMORE. 

An account of the Manual Training School of this city, to which 
frequent reference has been made, will be found in connection with 
those of the similar schools in other cities. A recent preliminary 
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meeting, held in Baltimore, June 23, 1887 (reported in Baltimore 
Sun, June 24, 1887), with a view to the establishing of an" Industrial 
Education Association," on the plan of the vigorous association in 
New York, brought together .the leading citizens and educational 
officials and heads of various public and private institutions in 
which either artistic or industrial training was given. Addresses 
were made and concise reports of the work of the several institu
tions were presented. 

The occasion affords an unusual opportunity of getting in one view 
a glimpse of the various educational instrumentalities set on foot by 
the benevolent inhabitants of a large city. 

Professor Remsen, of Johns Hopkins University, presided, and gave 
a m..ost interesting summary of the laboratory work and of the work 
in drawing undertaken in the University. Hon. John T. Morris, 
President of the Board of Commissioners of Public Schools of Balti
more, gave a sucCinct history of the founding and success of the 
Manual Training School, and spoke in detail of the present indus
trial work given in the other public schools, and of the plans of the 
Board. Extracts from this part of his address will be given later . 

. Joseph M. Cushing, Esq., President of the Maryland Institute, 
gave a clear statement of the scope of the varied artistic and tech
nical instruction afforded in the several schools and classes of the 
Institute. A paper by Professor M. A. Newell, State Superintend
ent of Education and Principal of the State Normal School, was 
read by Dr. Richard 0. Grady, formerly director of the Manual 
Training School. This paper, as it relates to the public school train
ing in the State schools, is given later. 

Mr. Joshua Levering, President of the House of Refuge, an in
stitution for youth akin in its purpose and th e training given to 
the McDonagh School, made a statement of the educational work 
and plans of the managers. The studies are similar to those of the 
primary and grammar grade schools of the city; while five honrs 
each d~y are given by each boy to industrial training. Eventually 
it is hoped to erect a thoroughly equipped Manual Training School. 
In this instit ution, however, unlike the training proposed in public 
schools, the aim is to t each practically some definite trade or occu
pation, by which the boy can earn his living. This has been done 
with gr,eat success. 

Mr. Joseph Merrifield, secretary of the Board of Managers of that 
institution, represented the Manual Labor School, where the boys are 
given elementary instruction in farming and mechanics. An inter
esting statement, prepared by Mrs. Henry Stockbridge, P resident of 
the Decorative Art Society, was read by Professor Fuchs, principal 
of the Art Schools of the Ma.rylanll Institute. This paper will appear 
elsewhere in the subsequent account of this society. 
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Dr. R. H. Goldsmith in charge of the St . Mary's Industrial School 
. for Boys, a Catholic raformatory institution, incorporated in 1866, 

H to give boys moral training, a good English education, and to teach 
them trades," gave an account, with statistics, of the success attend
ing their efforts in transforming idle boys into industriol;ls, intelli-
gent prod1,1cers. · · 

Mr. William A . Wisong spoke for the Henry W atson Children's 
Aid Society, chartered F ebruary 14, 1862, to gather up homeless 
children and provide for them homes in the country; given Mr. 
Watson's name in 1872, because of an endowment, by that gentle
man, of $!00,000. Instruction in the use of the sewing machine 
and in cutting and making of garments is given. Thousands of 
children and women have been taught here. 

Dr. J . Carey Thomas represented the Friends' Gospel Mission, 
which, begun more than twenty years ago as a boys' meeting, on 
Sunday afternoon, was soon supplemented by a girls' sewing school 
on Saturdays, and finally a cooking school was added. Many hun
dreds have been taugb,t in these classes. 

This brief summary of the meeting is here given as an illustration of 
the co-operation that may, and often in this country does, exist 
between public officials and private benevolent citizens in their 
struggle against a common evil. 

In the continual contest against ignora~ce and idleness which 
must be successfully waged if our forms of civilization are to con
tinue to exist in a free Republic, no aid is to be rejected. Still this 
very meeting, in which the representat ives of these admirable pri
vate institutions took part, furnishes a striking proof that the united 
force of the community is needed to su-ccessfully combat public evils 
or to meet public needs. If industrial training is of the specific 

-virtue claimed for it by its friends, it will sooner or later inevitably 
become a part of public systems of education, very possibly in forms 
and to an extent for which even its advocates are not yet prepared. 

Such parts of the address by President Morris are given as show the 
present situation of Baltimore schools in all that r elates to industrial 
training, together with the brief paper by Professor Newell, showing 
what has long been and is now being done in the StateN ormal School. 
As educators are generally aware, the new departure in education 
has no more zealous or ab~e advocate than the ·distinguished State 
Superintendent of Maryland. 

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

Mr. John T. Mon-is, President of the Board of Commissioners of Public SchoolR 
of Baltimore City, said: " During the past fifty years the public schools have fur
nished the principa.i part of the education of our citizens. In their early history 
they were weak and unpopular , because they were regarded as a public charity, 
and free education was deemed a doubtful experiment. But these early prejudices 
have long since passed away, and now free instruction is recognized as an obliga· 
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tion due by the Government to the public. * * * Whilst some effort has been 
made by a few persons to limit the instruction to elementary <:lducation, it is gratify
~g-to know that these efforts have failed, and public sentiment has demanded that 
every grade of instruction should be embraced in the curriculum of the public schools. 
The true policy of the State is to establish and support by public taxation such a 

_ system of free schools as will produce the greatest benefit to the whole community 
.and this can be most succ~fully done by furnishing instruction in every depart" 
-ment of useful knowledge, so that the pupils shaii be prepared to perform their 
duty to the community in whatevet· sphere they may be called to act. During the 

- past few years there has been a growing compiaint that the instruction in the 
schools has not been sufficiently practical, and that too little attention is given to 
industrial training of the pupils. If tltis is so, then undoubtedly it is the duty of 
those in charge of the schools to conect the existing evil and do whatever may be 
necessary to secure the desired results. " 

President Morris then gave a brief recital of the preliminary steps 
taken in regard to establishing the Manual Training School, followed 
by a similar account of its history, concluding thus : 

The purpose of thll> kind of instruction is to lay the foundation for trade and 
mechanical employments, and at the same time to recognize the value of intellec
t)lal discipline, and thus by a parallel course of instruction to train the hand and 
head. The general result will be an inC!.·easing interest in mechanical industries 
and practical arts, more intelligent workmen, more successful manufacturers, and 
more-useful citizens. 

It will be seen by what follows that drawing is the only form of 
indus~rial training in the city schools; but it also appears that the 
School Board is fully alive to the desirability of extending industrial 
training in the elementary schools and to give to girls equal advant
ages _to those now given to boys of high school grade. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING FOR GIRLS. 

Whilst the boys of the public schools have been provided with the opportunity of 
manual education, it is to be regretted that no like promise has been made the girls. 
The Board of Commissioners fully appreciates the obligation, but has not been able 
to obtain the required authority from the City Council to introduce sewing into 
the schools. A special effort was made last year by petition, showing the value 
and importance of giving this kind of instruction to the girls, but the City Council 
declined to take formal action in the matter, and thus the Board is prevented from 
performing a plain duty to a large class of pupils. Similar instmction is given 
in the public schools of other cities as a part of the regular comse of study, and the 
teachers report that the benefits resulting from it are. apparent in the children's 
clothing in school and are felt and appreciated in many homes. The cost of this 
instruction is small, and no better investment of public money could be made. 
Though this kind of instruction may not have been within the original scope of 
our syste)D. of instruction, yet there is no reason why it should not be included, if 
it can be made useful to the children. There can be no doubt of its value as a part 
of female education, and this is generally admitted by its introduction in private 
as well as public schools. Many pupils may never have the opportunity of acquir
ing the knowledge at home, and must therefore grow up in ignorance of what is 
indispensable to every woman, whatever her circumstances may be. The earnest 
action of tllis association i~1 behalf of this important branch of industrial education 
may induce the City Council to give the necessary authority to the Commissioners 
to introduce se,ving in the schools during the coming year. 
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DRAWING. 

Drawing is taught in all the public schools, under the direction of special teach
eril, assisted by the regular teachers. It is impossible to accomplish all that is de
sired in this important branch of industrial education in consequence of the limited 
time given to instruction. The subject is now receiving the earnest consideration 
of the Boa.rd and it is hoped that some arrangement will be made at an early day 
by which bette!," results will be secured. 

KINDERGARTEN. 

The Board has also considered the subject of organizing kindergartens M a part 
of our system, and application has been made to the City Council for authority, and 
the necessary appropriation to sustain them. The plan proposed was to establish 

· four schools of this character-one in each section of the city-and to select experi
enced teachers for their direction. No action has been taken on our application, 
and the Board, therefore, has no power or means to establish these schools. It is 
regretted that the importance of this system is not fully appreciated by those on 
whom we are dependent, and again it seems proper to invoke the aid of this asso
ciation, asking those in authority to furnish the means to establish and sustain the 
kindergarten as a part of our school system. The teachers in charge of these schools 
say that they promote the physical health of the children, quicken the faculties, 
cultivate habits of neatness, cleanliness, industry, and kindness, and that these 
refining influences extend even to the parents. There is a large number of children 
in.our city, under the school age, who would be benefited by this kind of instruc
tion, and it is our duty to renew the effort in their behalf . 
. It is impossible to fully or fairly present the subject of indm;trial education in 

connection With our public schools in a brief paper, limited to a few minutes in 
length, and much must therefore be reserved for future discussion, when we are 
endeavoring to reach practical results. 

Professor Newell's paper, read by Dr. Richard Grady, follows: 

STATE NORMAL SCHOOL METHODS. 

The State Normal School has not been able to do much for the industrial education 
of its students. Founded nearly a quarter of a century ago, its curriculum is to a. 
certain extent limited by the ideas which prevailed at that time, and industria.! 
education as now understood was then hardly thought of. Still something has been 
done practically as well as theoretically. At the foundation of all technical educa.
tion lies a knowledg~ of drawing. The first instructor appointed after the principnl 
was the drawing master, and drawing has always held a high place a mong tha 
principal studies. Good judges have thought that blackboard drawing is a specialty 
at this school. Twenty years ago chemistry wM usually recited from a text-book 
and illustrated by experiments performed by the professor. For many years at this 
school every student has been required to make his (or her, for nine-tenths of the 
students are women) own experiments. The study consists in doing, making, de
scribing, and r easoning from the facts developed. These two studies, drawing and 
chemistry, have afforded up to this time the only opportunities for the industt"ial 
training of the young men. 

FOR THE Gmr..c;. 

For the women two others have been adued, needleworll:: and cookery. Needle
work is taught systematically and thoroughly, beginning with the alphabet 
of the art, plain sewing, aml proceeding by definite st eps, under a competent 
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fustructor, to the intricacies and niceties of fancy work. It will be scarcely 
believed that many young ladies over sixteen .years of age hardly know how 
to thread a needle when they first come to school. Yet after two years' prac
tice, one hour and a half a week, most of them become expert needle-women, and 
aU are able to give instruction to children in plain sewing. Instruction has also 
been given in cutting and fitting, and with good results so far, though the time has 
not been sufficient to permit a positive expression of opinion. Cookery has been 
taught simply as a branch of chemistry, and only to the graduating class. The 
class is generally so large, that all cannot have as ample opportunities for practice 
as are desirable; but all understand the principles of baking, boiling, roasting, 
frying, stewing, etc. The day before last commencement the graduating class 
invited the teachers and the members of the State Board of Education to a dinner 
prepared exclusively by the lady graduates. Eighty persons sat down, and the bill 
of fare was.one that Barnum would not have been ashamed of. The menu cards 
were hand-painted on the covers by students, and the presswork was done in the 
building by the young inen of the class. 

THE BALTIMORE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. 

The result of the above preliminary conference upon the subject of 
Industrial Education was the organization, under the above title, of 
a society of like purpose with those of New York City and of New 
Jersey. 

This was effected at a similar meeting, convened in the hall of the 
Jo!ms Hopkins University, Tuesday evening, November 1, 1887 (re
ported in the Baltimore Sun of November 2). This meeting, largely 
composed, like the former, of representatives of the several charita
ble, industrial, and artistic institutions, was called to order by Dr. 
Richard Grady. President Daniel Coit Gilman, of the University, 
was ca;lled to the· chair, President Gilman then gave a succinct 
statement of the claims of manual training to consideration, and of 
the practical difficulties surrounding the new movement. 

* * * * * * * 
The importance of manual training, as a part of the education of every person, 

is n9w so thoroughly understood, that not a word need be said by way of emphasis. 
From the kindergarten to the university teachers are engaged in training the hand 
to skillful operations, and are thus training also the eye, anu likewise the brain. 

·Were manual instruction to disappear from our educational system, we should go 
back one hundred years. At the basis of all such training in the school-room stands 
the art of drawing, and it is now generally admitted that every person who learns 
to read and cipher should also learn to use-even if it be in an elementary way-Jus 
penqil and crayon. In addition to this, every possible variety of hand-craft admits 
of discipline. From the simple occupations of the infant school, half work and half 
play, in braiding, modelling and cutting, up to the complex tasks of the most ac
complished intellects employed in the construction of intricate machines, the erec
tion of great buildings, the critical operations of smgery, and the varied arts of the 
sculptor, painter, and etcher, manual training is essential. All these points are 
generally admitted, and certainly we need not occupy this evening in thek discus
sion. Our difficulties arise when we attempt to define the methods which shall be 
employed in providing the. training, and to uetermine upon whom the reSJ)Onsibility 
reshl. Such difficulties can only be solved afkr some experience and much delib
eration. It is still an open question how f:tr the public schools ought to undertake 
this new department of work. It is still uncertain how teachers way be best trained 
for canying on such instruction. 
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Closing with a brief statement of the organization and purposes 
of the "Industrial Education Association" of New York City, Presi
dent Gilman introduced Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, the president 
of that association, who, in a carefully prepared address, gave a 
most interesting account of the organization and growth of the New 
York Society.* Dr. Butler said : 

The educational question which the meeting is to consider is of the most general 
character. It interests every one of·the 18,000,000 of school children in this country 
and their parents; every one of our 300,000 teachers; every one of our 750 faculties 
of collegiate and higher instruction. It especially interests every one who contrib
utes to the $85,000,000 that we spend annually in this country for public elementary 
schools . 

.After stating at some length the arguments in favor of industrial 
education, Dr. Butler proceeded to describe the New York .Associa
tion, which had its origin in a movement for a "Kitchen Garden .Asso
ciation," begun in 1880. This, after three years of successful oper
ation, w~s merged in the new organization with larger scope, the 
result of the experience acquired. The exhibition of children's work, 
held during the first year of the new society, gave a great impetu·s to 
the cause of industrial education and to the development of the asso
ciation, which has so grown as to lease the large building in University 
Place formerly occupied by the Union Theological Seminary, where 
classes in drawing, carpentry, sewing, and cooking are held, as well 
as a kindergarten and a domestic training department. 

An educational library, a reading room, the museum, and a public lecture course 
are all carried on in connection with the work of the institution." * * * Our 
association is now prepared to furnish the outlines of an elementary course in wood 
working and in sewing, and three cow·ses in cooking. 

In conclusion, Dr. Butler reminded his hearers that drawing was 
the basis of all industrial training; he urged the importance of a 
properly . graded course in manual training; then, after deserved 
recognition of tb:e value of their City Manual Training School for the 
older pupils, he urged that provision be made for the younger 
scholars, 24,000 of whom are in the primary grades, and advised also 
the opening of public kindergartens. · 

This address was followed by a very interesting paper, entitled " .A 
review of two years' work in the public cooking school," written by 
Miss Amy Morris Romans; of Boston, and read by Dr. Grady. 

At the conclusion of the addresses the Baltimore Industrial Association was 
formed, with a board of managers, consisting of Messrs. Col. William Allen, George 
P . Coler, Pl·of. Otto Fuchs, Dr. Richard Grady, Dr. R. H. Goldsmith, Hon. J. Mor
rison Harris, F. D. Morrison, Miss S. E. Richmond, Miss Helen J. Rowe, Dr. J as. 
Carey Thomas, Levi Weinberger, Joseph M. Cushing, Joshua Levering, John T. 
Morris, Dr. Ira Remsen, and N. H. Hatton. 

*Further reference to this address will be found in the account of tht~ Now York 
Society, given in a later chapter of this Report. 



CHAPTER XV. 

EXPERIMENTS IN SOME WESTERN STATES. 

Report made by the President of the Chicago Board of Education-Argument 
against Trade Schools, and the teaching of trades in public schools- A Manual 
Training public school inexpedient-How the advocates of Manual Training meet 
these objections- Drawing well established in Chicago Schools- The private in
corporated Manual Training School of Chicago gives ample opportunity for study 
of the new methods-School Superintendent Howland on Drawing and Manual 
Training-A successful beginning in Mechanical drawing and woodworking 
made in the High School in 1886-Peru, lllinois-A special account of the origin 
of Manual Training experiments prepared by $uperintendent Barton for tlus Re
port-Programme of course of lessons .running through two years-The girls 
given a.similar course in suitable industrial training-Programme of sewing 
lessons for girls-Iowa-Superintendent Akers on Industrial Education-Its 
importance-Its educational value-Benefits to result to the State from its gen
eral introduction in the schools- How technical skill enhances productive values 
and enriches a community-The manufacture of American watches, an instance 
in point-The Department of Mechanical Engineering attached to the State .Agri
cultural College-The class of Manual Training schools possible iu towns and 
cities-Michigan- City of Detroit-Superintendent Sill, on the value of drawing 
in-the schools-Tendency of the study to constructive work-Expresses confi
dence in the sure coming of more definite industrial training in the public 
schools-Minnesota, City of Minneapolis-Letter from Superintendent Bradley

, Report on Manual Training made to the City Board of Education, November, 
1886-Recommenda.tions made by Professor Crombie, principal of High School-
Experiment begun in February, 1887-Wisconsin, City of Eau Claire- Account 
of the experiment in the Fl'ee High School given by J. F. EUis, Esq.-The 
experiment declared a success-Milwaukee- Drawing long since established in 
the schools under the intelligent direction of Superintendent MacAlister-The 
movement for Manual Training in the City. 

ILLINOIS, CITY OF CHICAGO. 

In the Thirty-second Annual Report of the Board of Education of 
the City of Chicago, for the year ending June 30, ISSG, the result of 
the first year's experiment in the introduction of manual training in 
the high schools is given. 

In the following extract from the report of the president of the 
Board it will be seen that there is not entire concurrence as to the 
wisdom of this step. In fairness to the president it should, how
ever, be stated that, in the pages immediately preceding, he argues 
at length in favor of a liberal view of what should constitute a com
mon school education, in opposition to those who would confine it to 
the barest elements of education; and, further, points out that the 
Constitution, the Legislature, and the Supreme Court of the State 
have each carefully avoided any such definition of" a. common school" 
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as would so limit it. . The principle seems to be recognized by the 
law-makers a~ the courts, that the common schools of the people 
shall keep step with the advancing intelligence and demands of the 
people . 

.As the president argues against the legality of some forms of the 
new movement, so far as they relate to the common schools, his 
position on the whole question might readily be misunderstood with
out this statement. 

During the past few years the tendency has been too much towards the practical ; 
the ideal has been thrown aside, and everything is being measured by a gold and 
silver standard. Educators even are being whirled down the stream, and learning 
is being measured by its value in dollat-s and cents. 

Gentlemen, you have also been inft.uenced by the same spirit during the past year; 
I regretted to see you fall into the steps of the Boards of other cities, and introduce 
manual training into our schools, for thereby, I believe, you have exceeded your 
legal authority. It is far from my purpose to deprecate the value of the mechanic's 
art. No calling under the sun is more honorable than that of the carpenter, the 
mason, and of all those artisans who lay the foundation stones of our homes, schools, 
and cities, and of our civilization. But there are many reasons why the manual 
training school should not occupy a place in our public schools. 

OBJECTIONS STATED. 

First. It is contrary to the spirit of our law. The people did not intend that we 
should build and maintain universities by taxation. The Constitution does not give 
us that right. What greater right have we to maintain trade schools? No one will 
contend that the use of the trowel comes within the definition of a common school 
education, any more than he would the use of surgical instruments. The common 
schools ought to commence with the mdiments and give to all the foundation stones 
for a fair education, viz: reading, writing, arithmetic, history, geography, physi
ology, the laws of health, and such few branches with these as are necessary to 
satisfy some sentiment and elevate some imagination, so that, even if the manual 
training schools were expedient, I think it is questionable whether under our laws 
an appropriation for them is constitutional. Surely no public trade schools were 
ever contemplated by the people when the Constitution was adopted, and none were 
in existence in this State at the time. 

Second. The manual training school is inexpedient in our public schools. If one 
examines carefully the work at present assigned to the different classes, and as now 
pursued, he will find that not many hours during the day are wasted or g iven up 
to play. No one has ever been heard to complain that we teach too little, or do not 
give enough work to the children. In fact, the complaint ha.'l been rather that 
children were overworked. The fact is, that the children have as much as they can 
do to master the studies pursued at pre5ent. If, then, all the branches taught at 
present are to be retained in the courses of either primary, grammar, or high schools, 
I do not · see how: it is possible to make additions to the courses, and to expect the 
work to be done thoroughly. But granting that you should drop one of the funda
mental studies that are now taught, and substituteforit manual training, what aro 
you going to accomplish? Are you going to turn out masons, carpenters, anti 
engineers? Are you going to make a carpenter of every second boy? Perhaps tho 
boy wants to become a butcher, and his parents may think him cut out for a.lawyc•r 
or a doctor. Would they not have a right to demand of the Board of Education 
that it instruct their child in the principles of common law or the use of surgical 
instruments? You have no right to give preference to one trade or profession. 
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You will not be permitted to discriminate; and by what criterion will you select 
the Ca.ndidates for your different trades? I submit it to you as an insoluble problem. 
But granting that the problem could be solved, and that you could tell from the shape 

·of one's fingers, or from the bumps on the cranium, just what one ought to be ; 
even gl-anting that the schools should be proven practical and expedient, the estab
lishment of such a large number of schools (workshops), with the number and 
diversity of tools, instruments, and the extra teachers required, would cost a fabu
lous sum, so large that it never could be justified or obtained. 

rHE PROPER FUNCTION OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL. 

<kntlemen, I submit that it is far better to be conservative. Let us not turn our 
public schools into workshops. The boys and girls get enough of the practical when 
hey leave the school house. If the parents wish the boy to learn the use of tools, 
let them apprentice him in the workshop during the vacation, instead of placing 
him illto the dry goods store as a cash boy. I have no doubt that two months of 

_J>ractical work in a house in process of construction or in any workshop will teach . 
him more than two school years' work in the manual training school as it could be 
!lStablished in our public schools. I think, gentlemen, that we ought not to attempt 
to turn out good carpenters or good seamstresses. Our duty is accomplished when 
we twn out young men and young women with a common school education, as 

. contemplated by the laws of this State, such as will enable them to become good 
_ members of society. 

It is for them to select their future calling ; and whether they choose to become 
mechanics or merchants or follow some profession, the foundation of learning which 
they.ought to obtain in our public schools should be of such a character as to benefit 
them all as nearly as possible in an equal Jegree. * * * 

ADOLF KRAUS, 
President. 

PRESIDENT KRAUS' OBJECTIONS CONSIDERED. 

It will be observed that the objections urged by President Kraus, 
so far as they are general and not confined to a discussion of the 
Constitution of Illinois, are directed to two points : one, the difficulty 
of getting time for the new studies without interfering with those 
now given, or without overworking the child ; t he other, to the 
teaching trades or specialties in the common schools. The advocates 
of the introduction of some forms of manual training in the schools 
make answer by pronouncing such objections apparent rather than 
real. They claim, first, that sufficient time for the now studies can 

· be saved by improved methods of teaching the present studies. Sec
ond, that the change of employment both rests and interests the 
child; and, in proof of the correctness of this position, they point to 
the experience in the introduction of drawing, against which study 
these same objections were strenuously urged. 

In reply to the final objection urged by the president, they fully 
agree with him ; they would simply add to the instruction in the 
elements of a literary education now given in the common schools 
similar training in the elements of industrial education ; in neither 
case attempting to teach professions or t rades; but, in both cases, 
aiming to give the pupil the best preparation possible for after train-
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ing either in special school~ . or in practical life. · In suggesting that 
school boys be put at trades during their vacation in order to get 
practical experience, th!'l president apparently forgets that the rules 
of the trade unions prohibit this; and that it is because any possible 
opportunities to learn any mechanical industries are practically de
nied to the vast majority of American boys, that this movement for 
giving some form of industrial training in the public schools has so 
rapidly met ~th general favor. · 

The educational value of drawing, and the fact that training in 
the simplest elements of industry can be made an efficient aid in 
education, form the strong arguments, from an educational point of 
view, in favor of these new studies. Drawing has long had a secure 
foothold in the Chicago schools. 

In the Chicago Manual Training School, an incorporated institu
. tion under the charge of Professor Belfield as director, the public 
. and the school authorities have the best possible opportunity of 

making themselves thoroughly acquainted with the new methods, 
, and of coming to an intelligent conclusion as to what features of 

this school may be wisely adopted in the public schools. 
·No mention is made in this report of any_movement for teaching 

'sewing, or of giving to girls any form of industrial training. 
The topics of ·drawing and manual training, as treated by Super

intendent Howland, are given in the following extracts from his 
r eport for 1885-'86, in the Thirty-second Annual Report of the Board 
of Education : · 

DRAWING. 

The importance of Drawing in the public schools has often been urged, and can 
hardly be any longer a subject for discussion. In almost every branch of study 
pursued is its influence felt for good ; and out of the school room no workman can 
h ope to advance beyond the position of the common laborer without some skill with 
the pencil and the crayon, with the attendant culture and power of discernment. 

Through the efforts of the Committee on Drawing there was a large increase in 
the number of pupils availing theJll!lelves of its advantages, especially in the hig her 
Grammar and the High School grades. 

In the High School I think, there is too much copying from fiat models, and not 
enough drawing from objects and designing, for the best interests of a majority of 
the pupils. Better results may be obtained in school, but less of the art that shall 
be useful in the after life. In the lower grades there is too much technique fo1· the 
age of the pupils. 

The Chicago schools have ·a permanent exhibit in the Museum of the Industrial 
Education Association in New York, which is attracting public attention ami 
doing much for the cultivation of this most important art in the schools of tho 
country. 

MANUAL TRAINING. 

The subject of Manual Training in our Public Schools is the subject which to-day 
demands the most careful consideration, and th~ wisest thought of those to whom 
the direction of our schools has been delegated. Much attention and discussion have 
been !9ven to this question durin!) the year1 and it wa& determ,m~d to make an Q~-
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perimental beginning this present year. A convenient room has been furnished, 
with benches and tools, for pupils of the first grade in the High Schools. Some sev
enty pUpils are. at present engaged in mechanical drawing and bench work in the 
afternoon. The interest manifested and the progress made has thus far exceeded 
our highest expectatioru!. 

The greatest benefit of this work, in my opinion, is the habit of industry formed 
and the dignifying of labor. The study of things rather than of words, and the 
application of philosophic principles to daily labor is by no means to be overlooked. 

. But how far this work is to go is now an all-important question. This bench 
work shbuld not begin much earlier than the High School age. Here the use of the 
vanous tools can be efficiently taught with compai:atively small expense. Whether 
the forge, and all kinds of working in iron, are necessary, may well awaken dis
cussion. The expense involved would be great, and without a fail· return in the 
increased power and intelligence of the pupil, would inevitably fail of pOJmlar 
approval. 

The plimary grades are already provided for, but for the older pupils something 
else, I think, is to be devised which shall meet the educational requirements, with a 
lighter 9ra.ft upon the tax-payers. 

PERU, ILLINOIS • 

.I am indebted to the courtesy of R. L. Barton, Esq., Superintendent 
of Schools in Peru, Ill., for the following account of the introduction 
and development of industrial training in the schools of that thriving 
Western town, sent in manuscript, in response to a request for such 
information, February, 1887 : 

ORIGIN OF .MANUAL TRAINING IN PERU. 

On the 10th ·of December, 1876, there was organized here, by the Womens' Cln·is
tian Temperance Union, a "Boys' Working Club,' which continued during the 
winter and spring months for three successive years. A shop was fitted up with a 
dozen work-benches, wood-working tools for two dozen boys, and a dozen tables for 
scroll-saw work. The t-ools were in a few cases owned by the pupils who used them, 
but the mass of them were owned by the ladies' society that sta.rted the club. 

The fund to begin the work was raised by voluntary subscriptions of $5 each for 
scholarships, each person so subscribing sending his own children, or selecting 
destitute ones in case he had none of his own to send. 

The general direction of the meetint,>"S changed from one to another of the ladies of 
theW. C. T. U. ; these, besides directing the literary moral instruction that was, in 
small measure, given along with the work, had direct charge of the scroll-saw work. 
·Competent carpenters were employed to give the boys instruction in carpentry. 

The meetings were h eld two evenings a week, from 7 to 8 o'clock, and Saturday 
afternoons, from 2 to 5. It "ill be seen that five hours a week were spent in tbi::l 
work, and at such times as not to interfere with their school or their duties. 

The un!lertaking was made self-supporting by cash received for articles made to 
·order, and by annual fait·s , which were largely attended, and which netted consid
erable sums of money for the articles sold at them. Besides these sources of rev
enue, patrons who were able to do so paid a weekly sum of 10 cents per pupil for 
the instruction. 

It appears that there was no flagging of interest in this work, but, on the contrary, 
a hearty enthusiasm. The number of boys increased to forty the first year, and to 
fifty the second, after which many were turned away because no more could be 

. , acconnnodated. Finally, on account of the removal of several ladies who were pro-
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moters.of the scheme, and who bore a large share of the burden of work, it became 
too much for those who remained, so the" Boys' Working Club" was abandoned. 

To Mrs. E. C. Holmes, who proposed it, and had most to do in carrying it forward, 
belongs the honor of its 01igin. She came here from Gloucester, Mass., and may 
have seen something of the kind in operation there.- Such, then, was the beginning 
of Manual Training for boys in this community. It was in many re~pects incom
plete, was insufficiently provided with tools and ~aterial ; and the direction of the 
work shifting from one to another lacked the steadiness and coherence which one 
able mind would have given it, but it implanted an idea' here that has become an 
interesting and va.luable part of our pub.lic school course of education. 

MANUAL TRAINING IN THE PERU PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

Peru is a thriving little city, of 6,500 inhabitants, on the north bank of the Illinois. 
A large proportion of its inhabitants are engaged in mechanical pursuits. This 
fact has, perhaps, aided materially in the establishment of industrial education 
in our public schools, and in fostering and continUing its vigor. 

In January, 1884, Mr. Joseph Carter, then Superintendent of Schools, upon his 
own responsibility, and with his own money, purchased twenty sets of carpentry 
tools and ten work-benches, and fitted up the basement of one of the school buildings 
as a workshop. Besides these appliances, he put into the shop a full set of carving 
tools, grindstone~, oil-stones, nses, clamps, turning-lathes, scroll-saws, augers, 
brushes, paints, varnishes, etc. 

Here the work commenced, and on this general plan has continued ever smce. 
In the beginning it aroused much criticism of all concerned. Some said that the 

school board were permitting an additional expense for what seemed useless and im
practicable; others ridiculed the idea of en grafting such a monstrosity upon the pub
lic schools. But these objections were easily met; theschool board did not waver, 
and Mr. Carter went steadily forward, turning out results which were gratifying to 
himself and pleasing to all concerned. The people at length have come to under
stand some of the merits of Manual Training, and now no one has aught but good to 
say of it. 

A year and a half after starting manual instruction Mr. Carter retired from the 
Peru schools. I was elected to succeed him, and I put Mr. A. R. J olley, of the 
High School, in charge of the work. His work has usually been three-fourths of 
the day in the High School and one-fourth of the day in the shop. This arrange
ment has been found to work admh·ably ; in my opinion it is much to be preferrecl 
to putting the work in charge of a regular carpenter. A fair knowledge of tools 
and how to use them, plus the knowledge of how to teach, make the best combina
tion for a Manual Training instructor . 

. There has been no lagging of interest in this department; it still remains with the 
boys the most pleasipg part of their school work. 

The work from year to year varies greatly according to the age and skill of tho 
classes; hence it has not been possible to arrange a course of study which could be 
followed for any great length of time. The main objects kept in sight have been-

1. To inculcate a correct knowledge of the use and care of wood-working tools. 
2. To implant the habit of carefulness in accomplishing work. 
3. To develop the power to plan work. 
4. To teach quickness of perception; to train the judgment; to render the mem

ory exact and reliable. 
5. To turn the pent-up energies of the boy into channels of usefulness. 
A long train of good qualities follow even the partial course in industrial educa

tion which we give. A trained hand and a trained eye, acting in response to a 
healthy and vigorous brain, will have little cause for solicitude in the struggle for-
existence. · 
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CoURSE OF WORK IN THE MANUAL TltAINING CLASSES IN THE PERU SCHOOLS. 

FIRST YEAR, FIRST TERM. 

Fi1·st month. 
1. Teach the use of the rquare in m easuring and in laying out right angles. 
2. Sa win){ uy line with rip and g rain saws. 
3. P laniug boards to uniform width and thickness with the jack, fore, and smooth

ing planes. 
4. Nailing: the proper holding of hammer; setting the nail; striking square blows. 
5. Make a small, plain foot-stool. 

Seconcl month. 
This time is spent in making a knife-box, or some similar piece,-all the pupils 

doing the same kind of work. 
The use of the back-~a,v, mitre-box, and scroll-saw are taught. 

Third nwnth. 
This time is spent upon a boy's sled or some similar piece. The use of the dividers, 

brace anrl hit, are introduced here. 
The utain advance.in this step is in passing from soft to hard wood. 

!I'IRST YEAR, SECOND 'rERM. 

1. Plan and make a wash-bench. 
2. Lay out itTegular curves, and sa.w the same. 
3. Cut chamfers with chisels; make joints. 
4. Sharpen and set tools. 

FIRST YEAR, THIRD TERM. 

Object for construction, a tool-chest. Dlll'ing this term the pupils are taught to 
cut mitrl'~ with mitre-box and with planes; a lso to construct n. box with mitred 
corners ; to use the turning-lathes; to make doubled joints ; also mortise-and-tenon 
joints. 

SECOND YEAR. 

During this year the pupil exercises his individual preference as to what pieces 
he shall construct. In this he is guided by his boyish fancies-what is needed in 
the family, or what he can make and sell to some one. There a re fin ished up such 
pieces liB tables, cupboards, book-shelves, brackets, cabinet cases, flower-stands, 
step-lBAlders, etc. 

MATERIAL. 

Each pupil pays the cost price of the material which he uses; this money, which 
nearly pays tho r unning expenses of the work:shop, is turned over to the school 
treasurer. 

l\fANUAL TRAINING F OJt GIRLS. 

A course of training in 6\'Cry way a!l thorough :tltll as useful as that furnished 
the hoyH is given to the girls in our schools. l\:l<my girls who owed their skill with 
the lll'eclle entii·ely to the sewing classes ha~e found re· dy employment upon leaving 
school , and have in every case succeeded in s.1.tisfying their employers. 

This work for girls, as well as that for boys, is optional. The percentage of those 
taking manual work is about the s:-sme in each sex. There is as much enthusiasm 
O~l'r the needle as over t he work-bench. 

Hand-sewing, once taught by every mother to her daughter, is. since sewing 
machines became un iversally used, no longer taught. A Yaluable accomplishment 
for girls, a.nd one of a high educational n ature, h:-ss uc(;'n thrust aside. This resu.It 

ART1 VOL 2--1~ 
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is unfortunate. Ha,nd~sewing has a place in domestic economy and in the educa.
tion of girls which machines can ~ever supply. 

The sewing class is taught by a regular teacher of the High School, Miss Emma 
Wsrley,.who has a natural aptitude for such work. 

'!'he following is the course of study in sewing in the Peru High School : 

FIRsT YEAR, FIRST TERM. 

1. Teach the pupils : 
.(a) The proper position for sewing. 
(b) The pFoper use of the thimble and of scissors. 
(c) Threading the 'needle. 
(d) Knotting the thread. 

2. First work : 
(a) Turning, basting, and sewing plain hems, giving careful attention to uniformity 

ol width and of stitches. 
This work is carried on for a month, or until a fair proficiency is a.ttained, and is 

then followed by-
(b) Back-stitching seams, over-seaming and over-casting raw edges. When these 

are mastered the third step is undertaken: 
(c) Patching. This work is continued during the remainder· of the term. 

SECOND TERM. 

(a) Hemming ·continued. 
(b) Gathering and stroking gathers commenced. 
(c) Sewing the gathers into a band. 
(d) Darning commenc~d. 

THffiD TERM. 

(a) The work of the preceding terms continued. 
(b) Narrow hems, tucks, plain fells, and bias seams of all kinds. 
(c) Button-holes commenced. 
(d) Instruction given in cutting plain undergarments. 
(e) Mending of all kind encouraged. 

SECOND YEAR. 

During this year the work may be continued, each doing such work as her own 
wishes may suggest, or as may be needed at her home. 

NECESSARY ARTICLES FURNISHED. 

Two dozen pairs of scissors and all needles needed. 
Time spent each day, forty minutes. 

IOWA. 

In tne latest report by Hon. J. W . Akers, State Superintendent of 
Public Instruction,* the topic of Industrial Education is treated at 
some length, accompanied by a brief account of the Industrial Art 
School-of Philadelphia; mention is also made of Professor Thurston's 
outline scheme for general . t~chnical training, followed by brief 

*Biennial Report of Superintendent of Public Instruction of the State of Iowa 
Printed by order of the General .Assembly. Des Moines: George E. Roberts, State 
Printer, 1885. 
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~f~rence to tlie following institutions: The Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, The Industrial Universit.y of Illinois, Cornell Uni
versity, 'The Manual Training School of Washington University, 
St. Louis, and The College of Arts of the University of Minnesota. 

The following pages precede the brief notices referred to, and give 
evidence that in Iowa public attention is being directed to the sub
ject of technical industrial education. 

In the following chapter further extracts from this same report 
will ·show what has been done in the way of practical work by the 
scholars, and how such work has been encouraged by the State. 

. . 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

'In. the report of two years ago we referred briefly to this subject. Inasmuch as 
our .remarks then related to the proposition to teach manual industry in our public 
sehools, we are led by the importance of the subject, as seen in its constant and 
growing agitation, to su.brnit here a m ore general discussion of the various plana 
proposed by which industrial training is to be accomplished. The brevity of the 
reference of two years ago made it impossible to state clearly our views, and on 
this account probably th~ impression has quite genera lly gone out that we are not 
~t all in sympathy with the demand that education shall do more than is now 
being done or attempted to prepare young people for the departments of industry 
m which they are to spend their lives. 

Nothjng could be further from the truth. Our personal sympathies as well as 
much of our life experience are with the " hewers of wood and the drawers of 
water." and we desire to do our utmost. to make theil· burdens less heavy, their 
work less arduous, and their life more prosperous. But if we seek to do this through 
the agency of our schools, WI'\ are at once ponfronted by many stubborn pro01ems 
upon. the correct solution of which our success will depend. The importance and 
the necessity of the ea.rly training of the physical as well as the intellectual man 
is fully r ecognized, and it is the plain and imperative duty of the State to devise 
so'me means by which these two phases of education m ay be simulta.neously carried 
on. Whatever the plan of accomplishing this may be, it must not only lea;e the 
common school intact, but it must supplement and strengthen it in its proper and 
legitimate work of improving the mental and spiritual nature of the child. It will, 
no doubt, be necessary to modify our present methods, and in somt' t·espects to cur

. tail the ·work now being done in the common schools, so as to p~rmit of a close 
connection and co-operat.ion with such schools or workshop>' ns may be established 
for teaching the elements of mechanics. This ean bo done wit.hont difficulty, a nd 
will be done so soon as the additional antlnece~sary facilities are provit.led. 

It is believed that the public mind is prepared for the change, and it should come 
without unnecessary delay. Nothing is m ore clearly settled than the fact thnt we 
are failing to cover the whole field of proper, necessary, and legitimate education. 

DEFECT IN PRESENT METHODS OF EDUCATION. 

W!! are addt·essing ourselves to but one phase of education to the almost total 
neglect of the other, which is perhaps of equal importance. The aim of educat ion 
is to-day, and has been in the past, to iwpt·o,•e nncl enlarge the undet·standing. Vve 
are seeking to do this through the eye, the ear, and the hant.l. No doubt we are 
depending too largely upon the eye and the ear to the neglect of hnnd culture. Iu 
the primary, intermediate, and grammar grades of our schools this is unquestion. 
ably true. If our aim be only to develop t he understanding, one of the most 
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powerful aids will be fo:und by bringing the hands of the pupil into actual contact 
. with objects. Simple handlirig, however, will not suffice. The hand must be taught 
. to give shape and form to the object in order to contribute most largely to the de

velopment of the understanding. In other words, construction is essential to 
manual training. Object lessons, once so popular; failed simply because of the fact 
that, while teaching. they did not train. It is, however, as a means of expression 
that manual training is seen to be of transcendent importance. A high state· of 
development of the understanding is a great blessing to the race, but in the skilful 
expression of it is to be found almost-every source of revenue. A ma.n may under
stand the principles of mechanism involved in the construction of a wagon-he 
mav have a mental picture of ·each of its separate parts and a knowledge of their 

.several relations, and such knowledge is of the highest order-but if he has not 
been so trained that he can make a·wagon, it will be difficult for him so to use that 
particular knowledge as to contribute to his own immediate necessities, much less 
will he be able to aid in the progress and improvement that ought to be ma.de in 
the manufacture of wagons. In other words, we should seek through industrial 
training to accomplish progress and improvement in all arts, mechanical and other 
kinds, by the skilful expression and general employment. of the knowledge we 
acquire by the education of the mind, and which, when it is not so employed, occu
·pies our faculties to Httle purpose. 

VALUE TO THE .MATERIAL INTERESTS OF THE STAT..i:. 

Industrial education should be fostered and encouraged .not only in the interest 
of the individual, but becaus~ the State at large would receive incalculable benefit 
as a result of it. 

The natural advantages of iowa are excelled by no ·state or nation on earth. 
Her citizens should be prepared to avail themselves of these advantages. Every 
possible limitation should be removed, whether such restriction lie in the realm of 
mind or in the coarser field of matter. All mechanical appliances that exist should 
be utiHzed, and the ability to invent others should be cultivated. Agricultural 
products, large as they now are, should be vastly increased by a more economic 

. use of those · elements by which they are created. The mining )nterests of the 
.State could, no doubt, be greatly enhanced by that skill which the general uiffusion 
of mechanical knowledge would produce. H01ticulture, a thorough acquaii1~ncc 
with which should enable the citizen to supplant the product of an acre of ground, 
the commercial value of which is $15, by the production, at like cost, of that which 
woUld bring $100 in the world's markets. Our flax, our straw, ow· wool, even our 
clay and sand, should be manufactured into articles, the value of which would en
rich the entire Commonwealth. This is not a utopian: dream, but lies withii1 the 
possibilities, yes the probabilities, of the near future of our State, if proper m~ans 

are employed to imbu~ each succeeding generation with the spirit of industry ami 
so to educate the people as not only to increase knowledge but to secure its profit
able application and use. 

HOW TUE NEEDS OF THE WAR QUICKENED INVENTION. 

The neglect of industrial education laid an embargo 1111011 the development of 
inany interests in tllis country prior to 1860, at which time we may date a sort of 
renaissance in the mechanical products of the United States. Manufacturing es
tablishments sprang up all over the land, though in the face of an internecine 
strife that would have paralyzed a less robust nation. The experiments made in 
some of the Eastern States as early as 1851 had borne fruit in calling attention to 
the need of the nation in these directions. Yet, in spite of these efforts, skilled 
artisans were imported from Europe to supply the demand of our rapidly growing 
manufacturing interests, and must still be so imported. One single industry that 
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baS mainly oome into existence in this country within the last quarter century ad
mirably illilstrates this wonderful growth. 
· The manufacture of .American watches alone would by its revenue repay the 

entire State and national outlay made for the encouragement of mechanical indus
tries. To ~ more specific, what general plan of imparting manual instruction 
in connection with our common schools is at all practicable? Let the State take 
the initiative, and thus set an example to the counties and municipalities. A good 
beginning has already been made. 

THE NEW DEPARTMENT IN THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 

'About 1869 the Iowa Agricultural College established a course in mechanical 
engineering. Previously there had been a shop connected with the college, but it 
was made of service in purely utilitarian work for the college, which was chiefly 
concerned with agriculture. While repairs were being made and other work done 
the students had opportunities to earn wages and learn the use of tools. On the 
reorganization of the coll~ge, instmctiou in branches contributing to mechanical 
knowledge was arranged in a course by: itself, which followed closely the agricult
ural course for a year and a half, and then was cha.racterized'by special studies in 
the mechanic arts. The work in the sl·op consists of a series of exercises, such 
as are involved in the constmction of models and simple pieces of apparatus, and 
has become more regulru: and systematic. It is required for two 'or three hours per 
week during freshman, junior, and senior years. 1\fuch work is done in the me
chanical laboratory dw·ing junior year, and the study of steam occupies consider- · 
able time during the senior year. 

This department of the college should be strengthened and enlarged, and a simi
. ·lar department should be added to the State University at Iowa City. 

THE FURTHER DEVlcLOPl\IENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION SUGGESTED. 

In addition to tills, the State should establish at least one great industrial llchool, 
- where large numbers of young people could receive that training which would fit 

them for the position of masters or foremen in shops connected with public schools, 
to·which reference will be made further on. The Legisl:ltm·e should so amend the 
law as to permit of the creation of such departments in connection with county high 
schools now provided fot· by st..'l.tute. Cities and towns of a specified population 
should also be empowered to establish inclustdal schools or workshops, to be con

: nected \vith and form a part of the school system of such cities and towns. These 
industrial schools should be in charge of corupetent teachers in those departments 
of mechanics to be t..·mght in them. The organization of classes in the public schools 
would serve as a basis of class ification for the new department, ;uul the daily pro
gramme should be so adjusted that classes could pass from one school to the other 
without friction or interruption. 

This plan has been tel:lted , and the results lmve been even ruore than was antici
. pated. 

MICHIGAN, CITY OF DETROIT. 

The following extracts from the latest report by Mr. J. M. B. Sill, the 
Superintendent of City Schools, to the Board of Educn,tion, * although 
containing no account of direct industrial tra.ining in the schools, 

. other than in Drawing, still show the tendency to direct this study 
more and more to practical results in construction. 

' *Forty-third Annual Report ~fti:;I~oanl of E-tl-u-e.-·tt-io_J_l_o_f -tl-te-, -C-it_y_o_f_D_e_t_r-oi_t_, ~-v-:-it-:--h 
accompanying documents, 1~5 - 't!G. Detroit : J:.unes 1\Inrkey, Printer, 188G. Pp. 188. 
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In two schools thl:l fact of ihe making of articles by the scholars is 
noted. The comments that follow on Industrial Training show that 
the Superintendent hi~self is quite ready to accept and promote the 
new movement in education. 

DRAWING. 

During the year just closed better progress than ever before has been made in 
this important branch of study. The special teacher in this department has suc
ceeded in bringing teachers to a more complete understanding of the educational 
value of drawing, ·and pupils have shown a m~t encouraging interest in their 
work. The progress of classes has never before been so steady and satisfactory or 

. the department in so excellent a condition. 
It gives me pleasure to bear testimony to tJhe wise and skilful management and 

the excellent sense and judgment which the special teacher has exhibited in her 
direction of the work in drawing.- . 

Changes of teachers in departments like drawing, penmanship, etc., are in them-
. selves especially undesirable, usually involving a sad waste of tiine in learning new 

methods, and, if the teacher displaced has been acceptable, great and unfortunate 
discouragement. No matter how efficient the new appointee u1ay prove to be, it 
seems to me that this department must suffer at least temporarily from the change 
in adminiStration recently made. 

The following report of the condition of this department is submitted by the 
- teacher in charge .dw-ing the year: 

"The results in drawing,.as shown by the usual term's examination of books and 
slate work, has been marked and progressive. The year bears record of a broader 
intelligence, quickened by keener observation and judgment on the part of pupils. 
Thought characterizes the work in all grades and gives to this branch its import
ance as an educational factor. 

•• The continued development of th:is study as a science incorporates it with the 
useful arts as opposed to the olden-time accomplishment of picture-making, and i>:J 
fast doing away with the notion that special aptitude is required by l>Upils to insure 
success. 

·"Every year the chasm lessens that separates drawing from other studies; and 
many teachers ha.ve generously acknowledged the interdependence of this with 
others of the school course. Since drawing is directly opposed to inaccuracy of 
form, confusion of detail, and inde~ision in expression, its province is rather to as·· 
sist than to infringe upon the time allotted for \vriting, language, etc. 
· "The. work in all g rades has been limited to out~ine drawing, the elementary 
stage of expressing form, and the means to this end have been mainly pencil ami 
paper. Some teachers, however, have tried with success the c;:utting of exercise>:! 
in paper ancl wood. By this means form becomes a r eality, and the pupil get..'l the 
pure concept of the object he is fashioning. An experiment was tried in the seventh 
and eighth grades by allowing 1mpils to make their own working drawings and then 
to carefully construct their object from the drawing. 

"The really workman-like manner in which large numbers of kniveR were made, 
and in one school miniature chairs most delicately framed and finished, was ve1·y 
creditable to the busy handf.! employed in shaping them. 

"Books from each grade have been selected, and in many cases the entire book~ of 
a room, showing the comparative work of pupils in classes. This has taken the _pla.ee 
of the usual annual collection of specimens, which, by Bpecial preparation, might 
have been made more elaborate. But as this work represents the honest, every
day effort of the pupils for the term, I would especially commend it to your careful 
inspection." 
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INDUSTRIAL TRAINING I1f THE SCHOOLS. 

More . and more every yel.r this subject engages t he attention of progressive ed·· 
. ucators. I cannot at present enter into a discussion of its merits. Experiments, 
· mainly·very satisfactory, are in progress in many cities, and the idea is rapidly 
growing in favor. Perhaps Detroit can afford to wait for a further showing of re
sults elsewhere, but her time will, I believe, come, and her school work will some 

. day include systematic trainiBg of the hand and eye as well as of the mind and 
heart. 

MINNESOTA, CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS . 

. A statement in the Annual Report for 1884-'85, by Superintendent 
Tousley, that the Minneapolis Board of Education were then consid
ering the subject · of industrial education, led to a letter of inquiry, 
addressed to the present Superintendent, John E. Bradley, Esq., 
which was responded to in the following letter, which, with its 
enclosure, gives the latest information, and shows thl:bt this enter
prising city has already made a modest beginning, by introducing in 
the High School some training in the use of wood-working tools. 

The amount of instruction proposed and t he estimate of probable 
cost of introducing the new study shows that in many towns and 

·=large villages similar opportunities can readily be afforded; so that 
all the advantages -of the new studies for boys need by no means be 
~onfined to city schools, while some training in domestic industries 
Jor girls can be given in every school house throughout the land. 
To instruct the girls in sewing, cooking, and in some knowledge of 
household duties and economies, requires little in the way of costly 
fixtures, if only the teacher be capable, ingenious, and in earnest. 

l\IINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Janua1'Y 11, 1887. 
MY DEAR SiR: In reply to your letter of J anuary 7, I would state that the records 

do not show that the subject of Manual Training (or " Industrial Training") was 
ever formally before the Board of Education t ill November last. Undoubtedly 
Professor Tousley meant by his r emark in the report referred to t hat it had become 
a ·subject of conversation. 

Soon after I came here, in September, 1886, I expressed to the Committee on Course 
of Study the interest in the subject which I had long felt, and found no great diffi
culty in interesting them in the project of m anual tt·aining. I enclose a slip •. cut 
from the" Minneapolis Tribune" of January 1, 1887, giving my paper on the subJect, 
which was presen ted to the Board of Education of this city about November 1. 
Of course this is but a beginning, and I hope ere long to have sewing taught to the 
girls and certain uses of tools to the boys in all the schools. 

I cannot mistake in assuming that this is a step in the right direction, and meets 
a widely felt need, when scores of papers have been sent to w e quoting with warm
est approval my suggestions and plan. 

I remain, with great r espect, very truly, yours, 
JOHN E. BRADLEY, 

Col. I . EDWARDS C LARKE, 

Superintendent o.f Schools. 

Ur.ited S tates Burea1~ of Education, liJTashington, D. 0. 
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CONCERNING 1iiNNEA.PoLIS SCHOOLS.* 

The most · important innovation, however, to be adopted in the coming year 
(and it is a thing of real magnitude) is the determination to engraft a school of 
manual training upon our public school. system. The suggestion came from Dr. 
Bradley, and was submitted to the board at the regular montlgymeeting in Novem
ber last. The scheme is best described in Dr. Bradley's own words. Dr. Bradley 

. presented the followiDg communication at the meeting in question: 

REPORT ON MANUAL TRAINING. 

·To the Board of Education of the City of Minneapolis : 
GENTLEMEN: By the request of the Committee on Text and Course of Study, I 

· have prepared for your consideration the following report on the introduction of 
Manual Training into the Minneapolis High School. I invite your attention first to 
what has already been done in other places, and, second, to some of the benefits 
which may by expected from the step proposed. 

HOW EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS PROMOTE TECHNICAL EDUCATION • 

. No feature of the educational systems of France, Germany, and Switzerland is 
more noteworthy than the attention which is given to industrial training. More 
than half a century ago France established' special schools of technology for the 
purpoSe of fitting young men to superintend and develop her various industries. 
Men were educated for their future callings, and persons possessed of superior quali
fications were thus placed at the head of all the leading factories and shops. The 
result was . that her artistic · manufactures gained a pre-eminence which in many 
departments is still retained. A tourist "visiting the vast porcelain factories at 
Sevres is surprised to find that the rules for their management are issued by the 
Minister of Public Instruction; out, ·on inquiry, he willleam that these works are 
conducted primatily a:s a great educational institution, and that the cominercial 
value of their immense product is held subordinate to the purpose of supplying 
other establishments with skilled workmen. In like manner Geneva and other 
cities of Switzerland have developed. and fostered their peculiar industdes. Thus 
no one can graduate from the Horological Institute at Geneva till he has proved his 
skill again and again by making an entire watch of standard excellence. It is the 
patient training of young men in the minutest details of their calling in such 

. schools that has made Swiss watches celebrated throughout the world. 

REPORT OF THE ENGLISH ROYAL COMMISSION ON TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION. 

A commission of excellent scholars and statesmen appointed by the British Gov
ernment "to inquire into the instruction of the industrial classes of certain foreign 
countries in technical subjects, and into the influence of such instruction on manu
facturing and other industries," has recently reported, after visiting sixty-three cities. 
of Continental Europe and twenty-five cities of Great Britain, that industrial train
ng is rapidly extending in every leading country of Europe. The report dwells 
with emphasis on the value of schools for the trainirig of foremen, and shows that 
.establishments supplied with skilled and intelligent superintendents possess a great 
advantage in competition with factories whose managers are lacking in either man
ual or mental training. Indeed, the demand for men possessed of a practical as 
well as theoretical training to fill positions of trust and responsibility has largely 
diminished the demand for men of high but purely scientific attainments. 

EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE ENCOURAGING. 

I have thus glanced. at some of the attempts at industrial training which have 
been made in European countries, because their undoubted success affords encour-

*From the Minneapolis Tribune of January 1, 1887. 
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-~11.gement, to ·believe that manual training will be equally successful here, and because 
we · may be guided in many particulars by the experience of older institutions. 
-~uch has already been done in this country, and initiatory steps have been taken for 
the introduction of such training in many of our leading cities. The interest man
ifested by the prominent nations of Ew·ope is rapidly imparting itself to America, 

: a.ild a leading question with educators now is: How can industrial education be 
most successfully engrafted upon the public school system in the United States? 

.and the more men have reflected upon our educational and industrial needs, the 
more pressing haS seemed the necessity of finding some means by which the edu
catiOI1 of the hand may join with the education of the head. 

SUMMARY OF V ARlO US AMERICAN EXPERIMENTS. 

· In St. Louis, Philadelphia, Chicago, Toledo, and other cities large and suc
ceesfulmanual training schools have been established. In New York,* Boston, New 
HS.ven, Omaha, and many other places industrial training has been added to the 
public · school system. Sixty-six institutions or city systems sent exhibits to the 
Children's Industrial Exhibition in New York last spring. t Favorable 1·eports on 
the progress and success of these efforts have been received. One fact which is 
clearly established is that manual training has not diminished but increased respect 
for ·intellectual culture. It has stimuiated mental activity wherever it has been 
~trOduced. The boy who learns precision and adaptation in the use of tools has 
also learned a lesson which will serve him in other departments of training, in 

. scientific and literary pursuits, in social and moral relations. He who has con
quered difficulties once will more easily succeed a second time. Power developed 
and applied in one instance is available for other occasions. Character stimulated 

·.and re-~nforced by honest effort in one pw·suit will not fail when brought to the test 
ln ~igher and more important relations. Felix Adler says : " The· doing of one 

·. 'thing well is the beginning of doing all things well." 
Another important result of industrial education has been found to be a higher 

appreciation of the dignity of labor. It cannot be denied that the mechanic and 
artisan stoOd higher in public regard a generation ago than they do to-day, and no 
one can observe the widening chasm which separates labor and capital without the 
deepest concern. How shall labor regain its former sta.nuing and influence ? By 

·making it intelligent; by giving it wise and honest leadership. ·who will not hail 
with delight any system of education which will dethrone demagogutls and distrib
ute among th& workingmen a goodly number of upright and capable leaders? The 

. greatest need of the present day is infusion of calm and judicious advisers among the 
masses of unintelligent laborers in our large cities. What will tend more directly 
to accomplish tlus than to add to the intellectual t raining given them in our high 
sChools such a. knowledge of tools and materials as will enable boys to enter upon 
a handicraft? 

DmECT ADVANTAGES. 

'Again, industrial education will enable boys to choose their occupations intelligently. 
·This is' a matter of greatest importance, for most perons can choose their callings but 
once, and an en-or at this point must inevitably cast a shadow over one's whole 
life.- How many men who might have excelled as skilled artisans or foremen have 
been doomed to life-long inferiority by the choice of a professional or mercantile 
Pursuit. It is not to be expected that all who luweenjoyed opporttmities of manual 

. · *This was not the case in the city of New York at this date, except that draw
ll;lg was taught. - (Editor.) 

t Fifty-four of those from New York City and vicinity were from private schools 
and institutes. (Editor.) 
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training will become meclui.nics. Some will find that they possess no aptitude in 
that direction, and circumstances will prevent others from choosing such callings. 
But those who have become familiar with the apparatus of the workshop in a 
training school will possess a great advantage in making this choice upon which so 
much depends. 

No consideration in favor of manual trainmg has seemed to me more weighty 
than the necessity of supplying olir various industries with well-qualified and effi
cient foremen. The apprentice system is a thing of the past. Trades unions and 
monopolists have combined for thirty years to prohibit men from choosing their 
own employment, and the tremendous evils resulting from such an interference are 
upon us. Division of labor and the introduction of machinery have made it profit
able for manufacturers to narrow the work of each employe to one minute process, 
in which dexterity rather than skill is required. Meanwhile the post of foreman 
has become more and more important. He needs to know the qualities of all the 
materials employed, and to be familiar with every operation carried on in his de
partment of the works. He who would direct a machine must understand the 
principles of its construction, must know how to preserve and repair it. And o. 
foreman needs also that breadth of mind and mental discipline which will enable 
biw to secure the largest possible product and the highest e:xcellence of workman
ship from his establishment. In no way can men be more successfully fitted for 
these responsible positions than by combining with a th~rough intellectual discipline 
an early familiarity with the principles of mechanics and the use of tools. And for 
the development of this high order of attainments no better foundation can be laid 
than that wliich is afforded by the manual training school. 

I have thus presented some of the considerations which lead me to recommend 
the establishment of a manual training school in connection with the Minneapolis 
High School. Many other r easons for such a step might be addu~ed did space per
mit. At my 1·equest Professor J. S. Crombie, the principal of the High School, has 
prepared a plan for combining a course of manual training with the high !school 
course, which is h ereby submitted for the consideration of the boa1·d. I heartily 
approve of the plan proposed and recommend its adoption. I am confident that it 
will be regarded by every public-spirited citizen as a step in the right direction. 

Respectfully submitted. 

Professor Crombie's reply was read, as follows : 

Dr. JOHN E. BRADLEY, 

Sttpel'intendent Schools : 

JOHN E. BRADLEY, 
Superintendent. 

DEAR SIR : Regarding the establishment of a manual training school in this city 
I would make the following recommendations: 

1. That manual training be introduced in the High School, so far as relates to 
joinering and carpentering only, and that the room to be fitted up for this pm·pose 
be the southwest basement room in the High School building. 

2. That this school be opened under the charge of a competent instructor, at the 
beginning of the aecond term of the present school year, February 1, 1887. 

3. Tho.t the number of boys admitted to this school be limited to eighteen; that 
they be o.t least thirteen yeo.rs of age; and that they be selected from the class enter
ing High School Feb111ary 1, 1887. Should not a sufficient number from this class 
apply, the necessary number to be selected from the class which entered the Hi~h 

School September 1, 1886. 
4. That the work of the manual training school be elective; but that the written 

consent of the parents be required in every case. 
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5. That the work of this course for the first half year be divided as shown by the 
following schedule : 

Hours. 

8.40- 9.20 ............. .. 
9.20-10.00 ... .. ... . .... .. 

10.00-10.40 .... .. ...... . .. 
10.40-11.00 ........ ... ... . 
11.00-11.40 .............. . 
11.40-12.20 ............. .. 
12.20- 1.00 ............. .. 

Section l. 

Shop-work. 
Shop-work. 
Arithmetic. 
Recess. 
Drawing. 
English grammar. 
Study. 

Section 2. 

English grammar. 
Drawing. 
Shop-work. 
Recess. 
Shop-work. 
Study. 
Arithmetic. 

Section 3. 

English grammar. 
Study. 
Arithmetic. 
Recess, 
Drawing. 
Shop-work. 
Shop-work. 

That will give every pupil eighty minutes every day in the shop, forty minutes 
every day in mechanica-l drawing, forty minutes in recitation in arithmetic and Eng
ish grammar each, and forty minutes for study. This will1·equire from one and 
a half to two hours per day out of school. As the class advances, satisfactory work 
can be planned for succeeding terms, still giving the above time every day to 
the shop-work and m echanical or free-hand drawing. 

6. That the following appliances and tools be provided : Six carpenter's benches, 
with bench-screws, vise, and Ol'dinary conveniences. Every bench to be furnished 
with four drawers with locks and keys; one drawer for each pupil. 

Each bench to be provided with the following tools, to be used in common by all 
classes: One cross-cut saw, 1 rip-saw, 1 steel square, 1 try-square. 1 sliding T-le>el, 
1 compass, 1 mallet, 1 hammer, 1 worldng-gauge, 1 screw-dri>er, 3 fore-planes, 1 
oil-stone, 1 oil-can, 1 feather-duster. 

Also, that every pupil be fumished for his own use and keep in his own drawer 
the following tools : One jack-plane , 1 smoothing-plane, 1 one-fourth-inch chisel, 1 
one-half-inch chisel, 1 three-fourths-inch chisel, 1 one-inch chisel, 1 three-fourths
inch gouge, 1 one-inch gouge, 5 auger-bits, 1 brace, 1 brad-awl, 1 scratch-awl, 1 r ule. 

Also, 1 good grindstone for general shop use. 
7. That every pupil be held responsible for the care and safety of his tools. 
8. That the sh op be solely for the education of the pupils, and the articles manu

factured be not for sale. 
9. That the board authorize the Superintendent of School'> or the chairman of the 

Committee on Teachers' Salaries to visit the manual training school connected with 
the Omaha (Nebr.) High School, as the work there comes nearest to what is desi1·ed 
here. 

I append a careful estimate of the expense attending the opening and conducting 
of the schools for one half year, from February 1 to June 17, 1887: 

Six benches, at $20 each . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . $120 00 
Six sets bench tools, at $13. 50 per set ........... . . .. . 81 00 
Eighteen sets individual tools, at $8. 95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161 10 
One grindston e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 50 
Lumber ......... ·· -·-··........................ . . .. 50 00 
Teacher, at $2.50 per day...... .. ............ . ...... 250 00 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 665 60 

The actual expenses , after fitting up the room, will he $300; certainly not a large 
sum. The estimate of the cost of the benches is made by Mr. Brittain: that of the 
tools, by a. hardwat·e finn in this city. 

Respectfully submitted. 
J . S. CROMBIE. 

:MiNNEAPOLIS, Octobe1· 27, 1880. 

The reports wer e r efelTed to the Committee on Text Books and Course of Study, 
to report at a meeting to be held Wednesday, December 1. ·x- ·• * 
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That is the project. At the meeting of the board on December 1, the committee 
to which it was refert;ed reported favorably, and it was decided to open a manual 
training school in February. It will now soon be open, when, with the regular 
schools, the High School dovetailing into the University, the Evening Schools, and 
the Manual Training School, Minneapolis will indeed be splendidly equipped from 
an educational standpoint. 

WISCONSIN, CITY OF EAU CLAIRE. 

As an evidence of the fitness of some forms of industrial training 
for introduction in the schools in smaller towns and in COlmtry 
schools, the experiments in the schools of Eau Claire are of inter est. 

The statement of the results there attained was given in the 
Annual Report of the United States Commissioner of Education for 
1884-'85, by Hon. J. F. Ellis, who is there said to be the" Superin
tenden_t of Schools." 

The· number of scholars in the place is there given as 1,300,.with n. 
corps of twenty-six teachers. Number of pupils in the manual train
ing room, twenty, sent in classes of eight or ten from other rooms. 
The course at first was for only one year. The cost of fittings 
al.ld teacher's salary for the first year was only $600. The results 
wer!') so satisfactory that a longer course, with facilities for a larger 
number of pupils, was thought desirable. In response to a request 
for later information the following interesting letter was received. 

The question of what can be done in small towns and in small 
remote country schools, is one of the very greatest general interest. 
Ind'\lstrial art drawing can certainly be taught; that has been con-· 
elusively demonstrated. Sewing can be taught in all and modelling 
in clay, and some knowledge of farming· implements and of the use 
of tools, while ii;J. small towns instruction in the use of mechanics' 

· tools seems practicable. 
Mr. Ellis shows how, in a short time, interest in the study has 

grown in the town of Eau Claire 

HON. I. EDWARDS CLARKE, 
Washington, D. C. : 

EAU CLAIRE, WIS., Jantta1'lJ 28, 1887. 

DEAR Sm: I am honored with the receipt of your favor of the 7th instant. I am 
clerk of the Free High School-not superintendent, as in the clipping indicated 

As to Manual Training in our school , I can say, with pleasure, that it·is a suc
cess. W e have now a three years' course, and the boys have entered on the third year 
with interest and no loss of enthusiasm. The expense of fitting up rooms was not 
great, and the improvements are permanent, so that hereafter the expense, aside 
from the wages of the teacher, will be nominal, will not exceed $50 a yeai'. 

The number of boys enrolled is forty divided into four classes of ten each. One 
class occupies the time of the teacher, so that he is employed during school hours in 
class work nearly all the time, while the boys use all the time during their holidays 
(Saturdays) in piece-work, that is, doing little jobs or in making something. 

We find the work very helpful in certain studies. The boys make more rapid 
progress and do much better work in all branches of mathematics than boys of that 
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age did when nodn:·this wor~ Their perceptive a.ttd reasoning faculties are sharp':. 
ened. 

In short, the prOspect of better men, better intellectually and physically, is appar
ent in the c.laas in ·this depaitment. 

Our course consists of two years in wood and one year in iron work. 
In wood work, the first year is devoted to bench work, and the second year to 

finishing .in bench work and carving. This course might be varied with profit by 
putting in coloring. By this I mean painting and staining more especially, so that 
the student could get a knowledge of the composition of colors or paints, and their 
appcal':lll('e or adaptability to different woods. . . 

In iron. which was begun·t~ school year, and which will close the course in man
ual h'ttinil_1g with the 1' three-year boys," the work is simply with the forge and 
amil. The boys are already doing very nice work in tltis COUl'Se. 

During the three years a ve!-'y considerable part of the time is devoted to sketch
ing and drawing (or I suppose it should be called <4-aughting), in which marked pro
ficiency. ifi shown by some and great improvement by all. 

I haTe no doubt of the fact that manual training is the outgrowth of industrial 
art drawing in common schools, as you suggest. 

It is my opinion that it must soon become a part of the common school educa
tion of citie8 of 20,000 inhabitants and upward, and I believe _that the outcome of 
Farmer~:~' Institutes, which are being held tlu·oughout tlus S~te in every county, 
willultituA.tely lead to industrial work in the country schools touching the subject 
ef agriou ltu.'re. 

Manu11l .Training in tool work is not practicable in the country or in small towns to 
the extent of· making it very thorough, for the reason I suggested in my former let
ter. That is, when the work is completed by one class, the next younger class 
is too yotmg and feeble to begin the work. The work with tools cannot be reasona
bly well clone by any boy under fourteen years old. 

I voice the Unanimous opinion of the patrons of our school that Manual Train- . 
ing has come to stay in our common school, and that it is the most important de
parture in education that has taken place in many years. 

Much has been printed in reference to and commending this branch of otir school 
work, but I have nothing at hand. 

very rea_pectfully' yours, 
J. F. ELLIS. 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. 

I am indebted to the courtesy of R. C. Spencer, Esq., President of -
the Milwaukee Manual Training Association, for the following brief 
stateiP,ent of · the fact that such an association exists in that city, 
and of its purpose, which he states as follows: 

"The Milwaukee Manual Training Association" is an organization of citizens to 
pramote the introduction and development of Manual Training in this city ; but 
more particularly to get it into the public schools, connected with which there are 
now soine fifteen kindergartens, a pretty thorough system of drawing tlu·oughout 
the schools, and a good scientific course, with laboratories, in the High School, and 
a stlut made toward introducing elementary science throughout all the grades 
belo\v the High School. All of which our association encourages as a necessary 
part of a manual t{aining system. . 

But-in order to fully develop the scientific and manual side of our public school 
education, we desire to eliminate some things that may be very well dispensed with, 
and niodify others which consume an unnecessary amount of time and attention. 
We are desirous o~ connecting with the High School suitable shops for teaching 
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the use of tools in the working of wood and iron, and also to provide throughout 
the system of public schools suitable manual training for girls. 

It appears that, ~ recently as the sum,mer of 188'7, no steps had 
been taken beyond the forming of the association. With drawing 
well established in the schools, with elementary scientific education 
so well grounded, and with a number of kindergartens, there would 
seem to be little difficulty in gradually introducing some forms of 
industrial training in the lower grade schools. The greater under
taking of establishing a well equipped Manual Training School may 
not be so easily effected, until the results of the experiment in Toledo 
and Cleveland are determined. 



CHAPTER XVI. 

SCHOOL EXHIBITIONS. 

Changes in character of school exhibitions mark the progress and change of educa
tional ideals - The Provincial ideal- The Centennial ideal-The Manual Train-

. ing ideal - The Iowa law concerning exhibitions of pupils' work - The far
reaching influence of the annual meetings of the National Teachers' Association
The Madison meeting in 1884 - Comments by State Superintendent Akers, of 
Iowa - Iowa exhibitions at Madison and New Orleans·- Extracts from Superin
tendent Akers's report - Iowa State Normal School - Remarks by Principal Gil
christ on Educational Exhibitions - Showing ·of articles made by the pupils of the 
public schools of Junction City, Kansas- City Superintendent Webb on Manual 
Training.:_ Exhibition of the handiwork of public school pupils in Moline, Illi
nois-Di.fferences noted between the Kansas and Illinois exJlibitions -Superin
tendent Mack describes the l\foline methods - Catalogue of the 1886 exhibition
Programmes of the proposed exhibition in 1887- Account iu New England J our
nal of Education of a somewhat similar exhibition in New Ha>en , Connecti
cut-An interesting exhibition by the H igh School of West Boylston, Massachu
setts-Articles shown by the pupils of the Bowditch public school in Salem, 
Massachusetts-The definite limitations and possible uses of such exhibitions
Valuable as means, as illustrations- Useful to awaken interest and to inform 
the public -Two notable exhibitions during 1888 in Philadelphia, and in Wash
ington. 

NEW MEANINGS TO OLD W ORDS. 

The change in the meaning of the term that forms the title of this 
chapter embodies in itself a concise history of the development, 

. 'progress, present status, and tendency of common school education, 
and records three distinct eras . 

.A. school exhibition was universally understood, a quarter of a 
century ago, to mean n.u occasion when the school, as a school, held 
a dress-parade, at which tho parents and friends of the scholars 
were present iu holiday n.ttir{). 

These occasions a.re now generally known a.s "commencements," 
and are still held in various parts of the country with much blare of 
trumpets and extravagant profusion of fiora.l offerings. 

A dozen years or so ago, when the notes of preparation for the 
coming Centennial Exposition began to arouse the educational world, 
the term, a lit tle shorn of its fair proportions into the nneuphonious 
form of "school exhibits," signified a showing of all the furniture 
and apparatus of the school and class rooms, as well as of volumes 
of pupils' exercises, compositions. writing books, and in some cases 
specimens of drawings. These lattm· were, however, mostly con
fined to the schools of Boston, and those of a few other places m 
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Massachusetts, with an occasional showi.Iig from. exceptional cities 
and towns in other States in which the new study had got foothold 
under the inspiring leadership of Walter Smith. 

Within the past two or three years the term has taken on a new 
meaning, without, however, quite losing its later significance. It 
is now coming to be understood as referring to a showing of ob
jects actually made by the school children themselves, thus marking 
the progress, through industrial art drawing, to ''manual training," 
the latest end and aim of the educational reformers. As the success 
of drawing led to the movement for the introduction of other forms 
of industrial training in the schools, so; doubtless, the attractive 
exhibitions, that had become common, of the work done by the classes 
in drawing, through all grades of the schools, may have suggested 
the holding of these modern exhibitions of children's handiwork, 
though from time immemorial occasional specimens of such work 
had been shown for the delectation and wondering admiration of the 
visi~ors to rural fairs. 

As has been suggested in a former chapter, the work of the chil
'dren trained by Mr. Leland may have led to this recent development, 
· aided immensely by the great showing made in New York, under 
the -patronage of the " Industrial Education Association." In this 
immense collection, however, most of the articles shown-especially 
of those coming from New York City, were not made by children in 
the public schools, tho~gh New Haven, Montclair, and one or two 
remote places, sent collections of the work of their public school 
children. Whatever may have been the origin of this recent devel
opment in the Eastern States, it had another cause in the West, due 
possibly to the preparations for sending St~te Educational Exhibi
tions to the· Centennial, as will appear in the case of the State of 
Iowa. 

In the accounts and notices of such showing of scholars' work as 
have fallen under my observation, these three eras, and their ideals, 
seem strangely interblended. The•early idea of the County Catt le 
Show or Fair, where the result of the skill or handiwork of the 
farmers' children was proudly put in ~ompetition for the proffered 
prizes, still survives in the list of specimens shown of scholars' 
prowess in the Kansas town ; the showing made by the State of 
Iowa at the New Orleans Exhibition repeats the Centennial ideal, 
while the exhibits of the schools of Salem, New Haven, and Moline, 
illustrate more or less the latest industrial ideal of training by pro
gressive steps from the pretty colored papers woven by baby fingers 
in the Kindergarten up to the typical models of wood-working prob
lems made by the advanced pupils in the Manual Training School. 

As a distinct phase of the present movement in the public schools, 
these exhibitions have valid claim for uotioe her~, · 
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It should be borne in mind that evidences of childish activity, or 
ideas of u tilizing -it, .are not absolutely novel phenomena. Child 
Labor has 11-ot . been· ·wholly- unknown in the past, if the history of 
English c:oal mines and cotton factories . has been truthfully · se~ 
down ; and to-day, on the staliute books of the State of Connecticut,· 
the laws prohibiting·· this labor are- not by any means obsolete! 

The only business whlch educators have With this phase of child life 
is in direoting these activities most wisely along the lines of the edu
cational development of the child. Schools are primarily_ to develop 
ar.td train the mental faculties; muscular dev~lopment and habits of- . 
laborious industry may be secured elsewhere ; but for many public 
school children the only opportunity for ·arousing and informing 
their minds is to be found in the school and in its influence and sur
roundings. 

This esl:iential fact is to- be kept in mind, no matter what wave of 
novelty may sweep the great public temporarily from its moorings, 
if the schools ()f the people are to serve the great purpose for which 
they were created. 

The fo1lowing provisions of law, taken from the statute book of 
the State of Iowa, show that at least two years before the holding 
ef the Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia, the ideaof local school 
exhibitions had become so general as to be embodied in the laws of 
a wide-awake Western State. The main idea, as expressed in these 
provisions of law, seems to be to stimulate and develop ~he activities 
of the children in practical employments-in making something use
ful , "ornamental w<,;>rk" being only encouraged when .the child had 
first made somAthiiig useful. Whether this originated in the desire 
to prepA.re an exhibition to be sent to Philadelphia, or was an expres
sion of the wish of the members of the farmers' granges through
out the State · to insure a more " practical" element in the sqhool 
training of the children, does not appear; the last seems the more 
probftble, though the then able State Superintendent of Education; 
Ron. Alonzo Abernethy, was especially active in aiding the efforts 
to secure. a general and creditable showing at the Centennial of the 
educational resources of t he whole country, and in his Biennial Re
port for 1874 and 1875 issued a circular of suggestions to t he school and 
college authorities of the State for the preparation of material for 
such an exhibition to "be sent to his office, to be forwarded from there 
to Philadelphia. 

The following is the text of the laws referred to; passed, to take 
effect July·l, 1874 : 

INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITIONS IN SCHOOLS. 

[Iowa, I.Aws of 1874, Chap. 64.] 

SEC; f It sha.ll be the duty of the boa.rd of directors of independent school 
districts, a.nd the subdireotor of each subdistrict, if they should deem it expedient, 
llllder ·td~ directio1;1 of the county superintendent, to introduce and ma intain a.n in· 

~T. VOL. 2--14 
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dustrial exposition in connection with each school under their control within this 
State. 

SEc. 2. These expositions shall consist of useful articles made by the pupils, such 
as-sample.<; of sewing and cooking of all kinds, knitting, crocheting, and drawing• 
iron and wood ·work of all kinds, from a plain box or horse-shoe to a house or steam 

· engine in miniature ; also all other useful articles known tO the industrial world, or 
that may: be invented by the pupils, in connection with the farm and garden prod
ucts in their season, that are the results of their own toil. 

SEC. S. The pupils shall be required to explain the use and method of their work, 
and kind and process of culture of farm and garden products. 

SEC. 4. The parep.ts and friends of pupils shall be allowed and requested to be 
• present at said expositions. · 
· SEC. 5. Ornamental work shall be encouraged when accompanied by sometping 
useful made by the same pupil. 

SEc. 6. These expositions shall be held in the school-room, upon a school day, as 
often as once a term, and not oftener than once a month. 

in the Annual Report of the .United States Commissioner of Edu
cation for 1874* appeared the following comments upon this law, in 
which the credit of the conqeption of such a movement throughout 
the whole country with direct reference to the approaching Centen
nial, is conceded to an Iowa lady : 

SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITIONS. 

The primary objects of the law providing for industrial expositions are (1) to 
encourage the development of mechanical and inventive genius, (2) to train to useful 
handiwork and employment, and (3) to introduce something of technical training 
in the useful arts in connection with common school instruction. 

The enactment of the law is both a recognition by the Legislature of the demand 
that the public schools shall afford more industrial and resthetic training and an at
tempt to provide for It. No provision, however , is made•fQr giving instruction to 
pupils in these subjects. 

Many districts have already availed themselves of its provisions, and with -good 
results. Further experience will indicate what modifications are needed in the law 
to secure the best results that may be attainable. 

In this connection it may be mentioned that Miss Matilda Fletcher, of Iowa, a lect
urer and writer of considerable power, has bent her energies upon the establish
ment of an industrial exposition ~every ward and district school in the country, 
to form the basis of a school exhibition at the Centennial in Philadelphia. Her 
plan is~ set apart one day in each week on which pupils sha11 bring to the school
room some useful article, raised or made by their own hands, to be exhibited and 
explained by the producers or makers, under the supervision of the teachers, in the 
presence of such parents and friends as can be gathered. These articles may con
sist of farm and garden products, specimens of cooking and sewing of all kinds, 
iron and wood work, from a box or horse-shoe to fine cabinet-ware or a steam-engine. 
Selections from the best of these are to be presented at the Exposition in 1876. 

The report on Drawing at the Centennial by Mr. Stetson, given in 
Part I of this Report (see pages 635-689), contains no account of 
drawings sent from Iowa schools. From the latest report by State 
Superintendent J. W. Akers, t the following references to the great 

*See" Report of the Commissioner of Education for the year 1874," page 116. 
t Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of the State of Iowa. 

Printed by order of the General Assembly, Des Moines: Geo, ~. ~l?tlrts. State 
Printer, 1885. 
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eclucatiomLl ruecting at ~l:'\1lisun in I S84, and the account of the educa
tional exhibition U1<t1le ])y th1\ State at the New Orleans E xposition 
in 1884--'85, are taken. It will be observed that attention is called to 
the e'lucational phal:ie of drawing as to a new feature of the study, 
antl from the comments on the possibilities of industrial training in 
the schools, which also seem to have been first revealed to the super
intencl~nt by the collections shown at Madison, two deductions are 
suggestecl-Hrst, that in the mere encouragement t o the school chil
dren" to make t.l1ings" there is little educational profit, a conclusion, 
it must lJe remembered, stated ten years after the passage of the law 
authorizing the stated exhibitions of pupils' work, and, therefore, of 
much significance; and, secondly, that, both from his statement of 
the effect upon himself, and from the testimony he gives as to the 
general awakening of interest in educational matters subsequently 
shown by tl1e surrounding communities, it is evident that the value 
of the inftncnee of these annual meetings of The National Teachers' 
Association , held each year in a different city, can hardly be over
stated. 

D[PORTAN< 'E OF THE ANNUAL JIIEE'l'INGS OF THE ASSOCIATION. 

These annual gatherings, bring ing together such a multitude of 
the pub] ic SL~hool teachers, ~ehool officials, a nd leading educationists 
of t.he whole country, and presenting the results o( the thought, ac
tivity, awl experience of the practical educators of the United States, 
cannot fail to exert a far-reaching influence for good. 

These meetings tend both to exalt the profession of the Teacher, 
by t.hus hlending the scatt.erorl workers into a solidarity a.utl com
mrmity t tf interest, and to lift up the shtndard o f t he Common 
Schools, nll over the country. TlH"Y 1lo this by the opportunities they 
affol'<l-for examination of the various collect.icms showu, of listen
ing to t he many thoughtful paper~ reatl, and of participating in the 
diseussion upon them. In all these w~1ys t hese meetings ser ve to 
widely tlisseminate a knowledge of the results of the various experi
meuts in school builrliugs, in school m ethotls, aml in now stndies
llHlfle in far separated comnnmities; thus giviug to :tll the benefit of 
the experience of each; on the one hand, saviug tho wastofulre-trial 
in other communities of educational experiments that have already 
been proved worthless, while, on the other, they afford opportunities 
for the rapid adoption of desira.ble innovations. 

THE lNFLvENCE OF THE MEETING OF EDUCATORS AT MADISON. 

The past two years have witnessed increased acti>ity and zeal on t he part of our 
teachers of all classes. Indeed, I may sn.y that this is quite generally true of the 
educators of the Western States. The meeting of the National Teachers' Association 
at llfa<lison, Wis., in July, 1884, was one of the principal causes lending to this result. 
Such a gathering of educators has never been known in the history of this country, 
and the influence which it has exerted can not be estimated. In addition to the 
great good flowing from a meeting representing such an array of talent and ex-
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perience, and presenting so much food for thought and investigation, in the form of 
addresses, discussions and criticism, the exhibit of th~ Industrial Education pro
!fuced a most profound impression, and awakened a new interest in, and cast new 
light on, this phase of modern education. 

It had come to be quite too generally tmderstood that industrial training, as re
lated to our schools, involved principally the teaching of mechanics and the pro
duction of articles of real and practical value. Much real effort has been put forth 
by many of our leading educators to accomplish this class of work, being in ful 
sympathy with the demand that our schools should become more practical. But 
the conditions being so obviously against us , the problem seemed impossible of so
lution, and there was setting in the conviction, that after all, no real good could 
come from it. This great exhibit showed, as never·had been clone before, what a 
world of opportunities the school-room affords for giving a practical and useful di
rection to the education of the children. 

INDUSTRIAL ART DRA WINO. 

For instance, drawing has been: taught as a means of affording entertainment and 
amusement to the children, whereas it may and should be studied and taught with 
a view of acquiring and imparting a knowledge of mechanical ancl geometrical 
principles. The fondness of young people for ornamental drawing may also be 
turned to real and practical account, by the invention and execution of patterns for 
carpets, oil-cloths, mats,. rugs, wall paper and other useful things, combining with 
beauty the element of utility. The fact that the boy feels that he is making some
thing which will yield a constant pleasure and delight in the use of it, imparts a n 
added interest and zest to labor , and encourages persistent effort to complete it. 

Lessons in history, geography, arit~metic, and' in fact almost everything taught 
in. schools, may be lessons in form and orderly, systematic arrangement, a most im
portant, practical, and useful element in educational methods hitherto almost entirely 
ignored in connection with these branches. It not only gives a new meaning to the 
work, inspjres and intensifies expression, secures better attention ancl more careful 
application on the part of the child, hut the work he has performed stimulates his 
own pride ancl his ambition to improYe, and educates and heneflts all who ·behold it. 

THE DISPLAY MADE BY THE SCHOOLS OF lOW A. 

I~wa WIIS well and creditably represented. ·Great numbers of our leadingteacherR 
were in attendance, and many of our schools were contributors to the industrial 
display. 

Prof. Henry Sabin, Superintendent of the City Schools of Clinton, was designated 
by the National Association to act as manager for our State, ancl his till tiring energy 
and the ability and peculiar fitness which he brought to tiHl work, resulted in a 
showing which was, alike, an honor to the State and creditahle to himself. 

EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITION BY THE STATE 0 1-' IOWA A'r NEW ORLI>ANS. 

Following closely upon this educational g<tthering came t.he grl'at Exposition at 
New Orleans. At the earnest solicitation of the Commissioner for Iowa, the De
partment of P.ublic Instruction undertook the supervision of an exhibit of the rdu
cational status of Iowa. The material used at the Madison exhibit was re-collecil'd 
so far as possible (it having been returned to the schools which contribute« it). The 
work was very generally rebound, and the Kindergru-ten work framed and co,·cn .. 'll 
with glass, so far as this was necessary and possible from its nature. The Co!Jl•ge 
for the Blind at Vinton and the School for the Deaf and Dumb at Council Bluffs 
contributed very fine displays of their work, and the contributions of many conn tics, 
cities and towns not represented at Madison, swelled the New Orleans exhibit heyoud 
our hope or expectation when enteriug upon it. 
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A space of 40 x 42 feet in the main gallery, directly over the space assigned to 
the Iowa. Comruissioner on the floor of the Government building, was assigned to 
the Iowa educational exhibit. By suitable partitions and decorations our space 
wa:l made very attractive, and was commonly called the" parlor of the gallery." 
Joining our space on the west was the exhibit of education of the State of Minne
~ota. When it is known that this exhibit was probably the most beautiful and at
tractive exhibit of education ever made by any State, it will not seem surprising 
that Iowa was put upon her -metal, and taxed to her utmost in order to make a 
cuul1J3Xatively favorable showing. Our exhibit certainly received a fair share of 
atto•ntion from the visitors and teachers of all States, and many gratifying commen
dations from visitors from foreign countries. 

1'1;e Department issued a circular of inforJUu.tion, setting forth the organization 
ami practical operation of our school system , and containing a lithograph school
house map of our State. This map excited great interest, and it is belie>~d accom
plished much for' the credit of our State which could n ot otherwise ha'l'e been ex
pressed. It shows at a glance what Iowa has clone in the interest of the educ-ation 
of her children and youth. En' ry dot stands for a school-house, and there is a 
sehoul-house in the State for e,·ery uot on this map. The Department spent con
sidl'rable time to arrh·e at accuracy in this matter. County maps were st>nt to the 
cuunty superintendents re!<pectin•ly, with instm ctions to indicate with ret! ink 
th,. quarter section upon which each sclaool-hou~e in their incliddnal county stood. 
Tho·~e ·dots were tram;fprred to a large map. !) x 12 feet, the work being done in 
tlai~ office, and great care taken to plan' the clot!' aecurately and correctly. It is 
sa fp to say that there are to-clay mon> schnol-houst>s in the State than tlw map repre
spn~. as the da.ta for it ~'"Pre ohtainPtl two yt>ars ago. 
Follo~ng will he found the d reular of information ahove referred to, and the 

I'P)JIIrt of Prof. T. H. l\IC'Bridt>, of the State University. a t Iowa City. to whotU I 
olo •!~il ·e here to ackno":IPtlge my grmt obliga.tions for his abll:' and eflicientassh;tance, 
without which thE~ educational exhibit at New Orleans couM not have been made 
whut it was. The arran~ement of the materia.! for the Pxhihit was >ery largely his 
\\"ol'k. 

Thi!'! circular contaiJW<l a statistieal statem ent and an account of 
tl1o public educational system of the State, wit.h the very striking 
map r_eferrecl to, in which it is seen that tho St.a.te is a.bsolntely 
dotterl over with school-houses. The r eport by Prof. T. H. McBrille, 
"of the educa tional exhihit of Iowa, at tl1e \ Vorlt.l's Fair, rLt Nt'W 

Orleans, " contn.ins a list of exl1ihitors. anHmg- wl10m are the pnl.,Jic 
S('hools of fort.y-fi ve sepm·at.e dt.iefl awl t.owHs. tlw State N o t·1mtl 
S(·hool, the St~Lte U11ivorsit.y, tl10. St-.n.te Departmen1: of E<lueation, 1.he 
lnl:!titution for t.he Deaf and Dumb, mill st\veml private individuals. 
be.-;ides a list of "twenty-seven Iowa authors." In the drawings, 
map-drawing predominated· there were besitles. some other work . ' ' m drawing, and a litt-le kindergarten work a.ml tla.y modelling of 
relief maps. · 

The following art.icle from th e Times-Demof'mt., N ~'"' Orlt>n.nH. is 
entitled: 

HONORS AND AWARDS MADR IN Tim EDUCATION AL DRPARTMR!\T. 

[Fl'Om tile 'l'imcs-Dcnoocrnt, N"w OriOJuns.] . 

ThE~ State of Iowa enjoys the proud distinction of being aJUong t he foremost in 
the educational depa1-tment a.t the \Vol'lol's Exposition just. clos(;'d at New Orleans, 
and the following list of diplomas, a.warcletl for t.he rl'ason~ assigned, speaks elo
quently to the lovers of education throughout the State. * * * 
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The list of Diplomas and Certificates which follows numbers fi-fty
five; among them are .two Diplomas of Honor, one to the State for 
"Collective Educational Exhibits" and one to the State University. 

The rest of the · article, which here follows, gives an interesting 
description of the exhibition. 

THE COLLECTIONS DES<;:RmED. 

The preceding list, affording in almost every case only the briefest description 
possible, can give the reader no adequate conception of I9wa's educatioilal exhibit 
at New Orleans. The list is simply a catalogue intended to indicate the genernl 
nature of the work displayed. Only those who saw and studied the exhibit in place 
are prepared to give opinion of its excellence. The n1aterial shown was abundant 
.. .ad varied. It ca.me from the deft and willing fingers of our children. The greater 
part-of the work was not prepared especially fo1; the World's Fair; much of it was 
n ever intended for display at all, yet all compared most" -favorably with work com
ing from schools in which the Exposition had been for months the one thing thought 
of. The honesty of the display was everywhere apparent, some of the work shown 
being superlatively good, some fair, and some very poor, altogether revealing 
exactly what was going on in our Iowa schools on the day the exhibit was collected. 

In amount of material displayed, Iowa was certainly second to no othet· State, 
while in variety, in what may be called comprehensiveness, her exhibit '~as un
rivalled. Pupils' work was shown from every grade; from nearly every kind of 
school i.iJ. the State, from lowest primary to the university, and through it fron1 
!'SChools in the city, schools in the village, and ;;cltools in the country. 

Of the credit gained for· the State by this exhibit, it is difficult to form any ade
quate estimate. The place as.<>igned Iowa was, perhaps, the most prominent in all 
the ethicational display, and her school work was the " observed of all observers." 
The name 6f our State. became familiar to those who had hardly known it before, 
and everywhere her enlarging fame was associated with her intellectual progress as 
indicated by the growth and development of her schools. Nor was this the only 
benefit derived. The stimulus given to educational effort , both at home and in 
other States, must not be overlooked. Our larger towris now, more than ever, vie 
.with each <1ther in the excellence of work produced. City and county exhibits are 
the order of the day, and a generous emulation is everywhere manifest. Iowans 
who visited the exhibit, proud that their schools had done so well, were incited to 
make them more and rum·e worthy of a world's praise ; while citizens of States in 
which public schools have made little progress, judged the system by its fruits and 

·became its warmest advocates, determined upon its universa) introduction and 
support. 

THE JI[ADISON EXHIBITION. 

The exhibit derived, in some respects, a decided advantage from the fact that a 
similar display was made at Madison last July. The preparation for Madison was 
an experience by which many Iowa fRachers knew how to profit. At the same 
time so much pmise was bestowe<l on that first effort that the State was in danger 
of resting upon its laurels, n.n<l of allowing the opportunity of the New Orleans 
World's Fair to pass by default. The short time elapsing between the two exhiuit:l 
also worked disadvantageously, since in many cases the work sent to Madison had 
scarcely reached home, when similar work was again called for. 

However, notwithstanding these difficulties, and some others that need not here 
be named, the exhibit as it stands way be fairly considered repres~.>ntative. Country 
schools, graded schools, high schools, colleges, and university are all r epresented, 
and taken togethet· present a lmost eYery kinll anti grade of work done in the ~:~chools 
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of the State. The work also came fr~m a great many localities, illusti-ating the 
same' or equivalent grades, in a great many different schools, so that the exhibit is 
not representative only, but likewise very con1preheusive and complete. 

KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY WORK. 

It would be imposl!ible, within the present limits, to give even a brief account of .each 
of the individual exhibits. A few must be selected, which are more prominent either 
on account of the amount of material displayed, or because of some special attrac
tion. It has been said that all kinds of school work are represented. By no means 
the least interesting ~aterial in tllis wide variety is the work of primary grades. 
Many schools, both city and country, show very conClusively how the kindergarten 
methods and material can be made available in our public school system; and that, 
too, without the aid of special kindergarten teachers. The Clinton schools make a 
'very handsome exhibit of this- kind in form of mat weaving and simple paper 
cutting. 

The district schools of Tama County, the public schools of Belle Plaine and Steam
bOat Rock, and the city schools of Des Moines, also make exhibits of kindergarten 
work of various sorts, notably in the form of worsted maps of State and county. 
In West Des Moines the kindergarten method is carried through several grades; and 
in addition to the primary work we have displayed beautiful patterns in inventional 
paper cutting, from the fourth and fifth grades. 

In primarv language-work much excellent material is shown ; that from Mar
shalltown and from Ha1·din County bemg perhaps most prominent. Burlington 
sends primary work in all subjects, and from her entire system of schools. Fold
ing slates, covered with primary work in various subjects, are shown from Charles 
City; Davenport, and Des Moines. 

In Iowa, as elsewhere, drawing is rapidly coming into favor and finding a place 
for itself in schools of all grades. Clinton follows her ldndergarten work immedi
ately with drawing. and. shows what can be done in a short time without a special 
teacher. Davel'lport, in a beautiful series, shows her entire course in the subject, 
from the fourth grade through the high school, and from nearly all the schools 
exhibiting we have samples of drawing e~cing more or les.<; perf~ct systemR of 
instruction. 

THE ORDINARY SCHOOL WORK. 

But it is of general work, in the ordinary lines of study, that the great bulk of 
Iowa's exhibit consists. The1·e are thousands of pages of pupils' work in arithmetic, 
grammar, geography, history, and the like. In such disp lay Oskaloosa vies with 
Ottumwa, Marshalltown with Clinton and Davenport, and Rockford and Marble 
Rock with Shenandoah and Sidney. Every step of the pupil may be traced from 
the primary to the high school or through it. Burlington shows this whole edu
cational history in a single volume, embellished by numerous ornate title-pages and 
drawings in ink. High schools in all the places named send work in mathematics 
science, and language. There are beautiful pages of German, problems in algebra: 
botanical records .and herbaria. Iowa .Falls High Sch_ool sends fine manuscript 
geomet~;ical demonstrations, and Creston elaborate outlines of English grammar, 
together with a large amount of manuscri})t in subject.<> pertaining to tke ordinat·y 
·high school course. ·Nor is the higher education of the State without adequate 
representation. The· State Normal at Cedar Falls makes a large display of drawings 
?f aU grades, of charts for primary instt:uction, and most beautiful map drawing in 
mk, lar~e folio size. Then we have manuscripts of examinations in many subjects, 
physics, didactics, geometry, algebra, etc.; fine herbaria, p1·epared under the direc
tion of Miss M. Gilchrist, the professoi· of natuml science, and a set of large relief
maps in putty, prepared under the direction of Miss McGovem. These maps are 
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something'unique, at once simple, beautiful and instructive, and b8.ve deservedly 
received a great deal of attention. 

The whole Normal School exhibit conveys the impression of an effort to furnish 
the State with teachers who shall be well informed and competent for work with 
the ordinary school machinery and apparatus or without it. · 

THE DEPARTMENT COLLECTION. 

Close by the display just described will be found that made by the State Depart
ment of Public Instruction. This exhibit is a sort of epitome of the entire school 
system of the State. Here are school statistics spread on beautiful glass charts, dis
playing in concise and graphic manner all the facts which statistics are competent 
to show. ·For example, these tables show the growth of the Iowa school system 
from its organization to the present, the growth of the permanent school fund, of 
the expenditure for school purposes, the increase in the school population and in the 
number of teachers employed ; they show the present organiz!J.tion of the various 
educational institutions under the patronage of the State; the organization and 

·growth of the county normal institute system. A distinctiv~ feature of this display 
is a. large map of' the State, showing the location of each school-l~quse in every 
county. This map is a revelation to almo3t every one. Very few of all who ha,·e 
seen it had the remotest idea of how abundant school-houses in Iowa are, ot' of tho 
uniformity of their distribution throughout the counties of the State'; conditions 
which justify the motto, '' A school-house on every hill-top.'' 

THE EXHIBIT SHOWN BY THE STATE UNIVERSITY. 

Associated with all these exhibits from the common schools, and in the centre of 
all in the general arrangemeJ?.t, the contributions ft·om the State University find 
their place. The university shows a large display of drawings, both instrumental 
and free-hand, illustrating the work in this line for the freshman and sophomore 
classes. Then follow topographical maps of great perfection and excellence. In 
the very center of the exhibit stand two cases-the one containing a collection of 

·fossils illustrating the method of teaching paleontology in the university, the other 
displaying two collections of land and fresh water shells-one belonging to the \lUi ver
sity, the other to Mr. B. Shimek. a former student. A score ot· more of note-books, 
neatly written and filled with orig inal pencil-drawings, showing beautiful work 
done by students in the laboratories of natural science; and the theses in engineering , 
botany and zoology are, so far as we have been able to see, entirely without rivals. 
It remains to speak of two special exhibits, one from the Iowa College for the 

Blind at Vinton, and one from the Institution for Deaf Mutes at Council Bluffs. 
Both these institutions send samples of pupils' work. From the blind are shown nil 
kinds of fancy needle-work, bead-work, and knitted lace; from Council Bluffs come 
crayon sketches, boots and shoes, and a handsome walnut office desk. 

Taken altogether, Iowa's educational exhibit is, as has been said, representative, 
comprehensive and complete, and once more, as at Madison, placPs the State in the 
foremost rank for educational privilege and endeavo~·. 

THE COLLECTION SHOWN BY THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 

The following thoughtful suggestions as to the limitations and true 
significance of such educational .exhibitions occur in the Biennial 
Report for the years 1883-'84 and 1884-'85-made to the Board of Di
rectors of the Iowa State Normal School by the principal, Mr. J. C. 
Gilchrist. While these cautions are sound, yet the extracts just 
given from the report by Superintendent Akers show that the influ-
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ence of such a display as was made at Madison may be good and far
·reaching. 

EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT. 

Tltis normal school sent to the educational exhibit of the National Teachers' As
>oGia.tion, held at Madison, Wis. , August, 1884, a collection consisting of maps, re
lief forms of the continent, charts, drawings, herbaria, volumes of examination 
papet'S •on the several objects taught, theses, etc., which receiverl very favorable 
notice indeed. A similar, though better collection , was at the Worlu's Exposition 
at New Orleans, and was deemed by good judges among the best in the great col-
lection. · 
. I wish to inlprove this opportunity to say that ''Educational Exhibits" which are 
now so popular and which no doubt have considerable value, are misleading. Educa
tion cannot be put on exhibition. The mental and spiritual product cannot be 
materialized and set up for show. We see, in these collections, only the husks or 
!!hells;. and the true educator, walking through the stalls and corridors lined on 
either hand with these physical and external forms, is painfully uncertain whe,ther 
or not they contain any kernel, any real fruit with a vital germ-an innet· edt.ca-

. ·tiona! life. Education in reality-the development of a pupil's mental and spirit
ual p·ower, is beyond display at an exposition; it is technical scholarship only that 
can be sent to a fair. Then, too, this suspicion is not want ing, that the strong de
·sire to appear to good advantage plays an important part in the preparation of these 
exhibits, and in, many cases rtnders them unreliable. At the same time it must be 
said that such exhibitions m·e capable of tloing good, by stirring up the publ ic mind 
in regard to education, and in introducing a sti-ong incentive to teachers and pupils 
to sustain themselves in the competition thus produced. 

ExHIBI'l'ION OF AR'l'ICLES MADE BY PuBLic ScHooL PuPILS IN 

J UNCTION CITY, KANSAS. 

In the spring of lSSH an industrial exhibition of scholars' work 
was shown in J unction City, under the direction of Mr. Louis K. 
Webb, Superintendent of City Schools. 
· A little pamphlet catalogue* of the exhibition was issued, each 
alternate page containing an advert.is0ment of a local merchant, so 
th.at the little book is in a double sense an evidence of the public 
spirit of t he citizens-t hese ad vertiscments paying the cost. of the 
issue. The introductory statements by the Superintendent are quoted 
below. These general remarks in t he pamphlet are followed by a few 
extraets from writers upon Manual Training, and by a Directory of 
the Public School Teachers of the city, which directly precedes the 
list of articles shown. 

The articles shown and the name and age of each exhibitor are 
given, except in the ca~e of the High School pupils, whose ages are 
no~ stated. Three hunch·ed and seventy-eight a rticles made hy the 
ch1ldren were shown; besides these, sets of examination pa}Jers in 

*Education and Labor. The Public Scl~;;;ls at~M;;;ual-Tt·;i~lng:-~~itl; ~~·~-;ta
log of articles and exhibitors in the industrial exhibit given by pupils of tho P ublic 
Schools of Junction City, Kansas, at. the Opera House, May 25th and 26th, 1883, under 
the direction of Louis K. W P.bb, Superintendent of City Schools. Pp. 36. 
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each grade were shown, as well as the articles contributed by the 
pupils in that grade . . The- articles include a great variety. Many 
specimens of domestic industry were shown, comprising loaves of 
bread and cake, pies, rolls of butter, house plants, birds, with patch
work and all kinds · of fancy needle and crochet work made by the 
girls; while the boys showed samples of printing, kites, a saw-mill, 
a miniature loom and carpet woven on it, bird house, garden vegeta
bles, coops of live chickens and ducks, set of doll's furniture, col
lection of r.ock, croquet set, miniature set of tools, toy wagons and 
boats, picture frames, etc., one scholar often sending several articles. 
These collections are such as used to be shown at rural fairs and do 
not indicate any previous instruction in industrial training. Super
intendent Webb's preliminary pages follow: 

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND MANUAL TRAINING. 

There is a very common feeling that manual labor carries with it, in some way,
a lack of respectability ; that it is almost a disgr!lce to be obliged ·to soil the hands 
with work. Many consider the successful speculator, who bas contributed nothing 

. to the nation's wealth, but only succeeded in seeming a goodly portion for his own 
use, as more respectable than the man who, by productive toil, has enriched others 
as well as himself. · 

As a result of this SAIJ.timent, we find young men leaving the farm and workshop 
to enter a store or profession where they can wear good clothes every day, and con
sider themselves something more than laboreril_; while some yom1g ladies, who 
would be greatly mortified if they could not play'the piano, consider it no disgrace 
to be unable to make good bread or cook a dinner. This is not from lack of en·ergy 
or a wish to avoid physical weariness, but from the natural desire to do that which 
will secure the highest public appreciation. As long as it is considered more re
spectable to be even a second-1·ate lawyer or doctor, or a merchant's clerk, than a 
skilled mechanic or successful farmer ; to successfully defend, in a court of justice, 
a thie( or murderer, than to plan and build a bridge that will always carry the ~ain 
safely over , or a machine that will lighten labor and cheapen the necessities . and 
comforts of life, so long will the professions be overcrowded, as at present, while 
skilful mechanics' are scarce, and millions of dollars' worth of property and hun
dreds of lives are annually sacrificed for the want of well-t rained civil engineers 
and builders. One of the greatest needs of the present day is men who unite trained 
minds and skilful hands. 

UNFAIR CRITICISM OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

Many of the chronic critics of the American system of free schools, recognizing 
this defect in our social system, attempt to lay the responsibility upon the public 
schools, claiming that they educate the poor above their position in life, and tend 
to make labor despised. If this means that the influence of the schools is to stimu
late pupiL'! to endeavor to better their position in life by means of such labor as 
public sentiment regards as most honorable, and pays for most liberally, it is no 
discredit to either pupils or schoolA. But if it be tru·e that the Achools encourage 
contempt for labor, it is a serious fault which needs col'l'ection, for honest work of 
hand as well as brain lies at the very foundation of individual and national success. 
Tlus disrespect for labor, however, is by no means peculiar to this country. It 
existed long before free schools, and therefore cannot fail')y be attributed to their 
influence. It forms the basis of the clas~ distinctions which are so markeu through
out the countries of the old world. The democratic principles of our govemment 
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·tend to counteract this 'evil, but the uegrading influence of slave labor and the 
ignorant condition of our foreign laborers have been strong forces in the opposite 
direction. . 

Though not responsible for this popular prejudice ~ainst labor, the schools have 
a duty in cultivating a healthful sentiment among pupils regarding its honorable 
·position, and no subject is at present exciting more interest among the foremost 
educators of the land than that of industrial education and its relation to our school 
system.· It is as yet a problem how much can be done in giving pupils practical 
training in the industrial arts in connection with the schools of even our largest 
cities. Certainly there seems to be no time for those of smaller places to do other 

'work than that in which they are now engaged. Yet something can be accom-
plished in every school to correct false sentiment regarding labor, and to lead the 
children to avail themselves of home instruction to gain that manual dexterity 
which is the foundation of all skilled labor. · 

EXHIBITIONS OF INDUSTRIAL WORK BY PUPILS. 

In several places in different parts of the country during the past few years there 
have been industrial exhibits of work done by pupils outside of school hours. In 
Iowa this matter has attractecl sufficient attention to lead to the enactment of a law 
to encourage such exhibits. So far a s I know, nothing of the kind has been at
tempted in this State, but it is an experiment easily tried, requiring little or no sac
rifice of school time, and really heiping teachers in their discipline and instruction 
by increasing their points of sympathy with theii· pupils. 

For the pw·poses above indicated this Industrial Exhibit is given. It has taken 
no school time, except the small amount necessary to make announcements to pu
pils regarding it , and to awaken their interest in· the matter. No premiums have 
been offered, nor other incentives used to lead pupils to participate in the exhibit, 
save the knowledge that their workmanship would be publicly displayed and their 
names published in the Catalog, except the remis~ion to exhibitors of the small ad
m~sion fee charged ~o pay the rent of the Opera House. Care has been taken that 
the pressure upon pupils to make articles should not be such as to interfere either 
with school work or home duties. It has not been required that articles exhibited 
should be made expressly for this occasion; t he only condition being that they 
should be made wholly by the exhibitor , or in case of plants or animals exhibited, 
be raised or cared for wholly by him. Pupils have been especially encoW'aged to 
exhibit useful rather than merely ornamental articles. 

TH E EXHIBITION SUGGESTIVE. 

The entries for this exhibit tht·ow some light upon the question of the responsi
Lility for the populm· distaste for manual labor among young people of the present 

. day. After making due allowance for the influence of the different degrees of in
terest in the subject manifested by different teachers, it is noticeable that pupils 
below the grammar grades are more easily interested than after they have reached 
the age of fourteen or fifteen. . The eight years of school life, from six to fourteen, 
have created no distaste for labor, but two or three yea.rs of social influence at this 
age have worked a wonch·ous change. C'hildren. of working parents are most 
readily interested, but the tendency among them is to make something that will not 
correspond to the position in which their parents are placed. The daughter of a 
woman who barely ·su'pports her family by washing and cleaning is more likely to 
exhibit a piece of fancy-work than a loaf of bread or a well-ironed garment. 
Among this class there seems to be generally a strong home .influence t o lead the 
children to wish to seem above the necessity f01· remunerative labor. 

If this pamphlet and the exhibit which calls it for th help to create a more health
ful public sentiment upo{l this subject. and to make general the interest already 
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existing among thoughtful people regarding the relation of our schools to manual 
training, it will have accomplished all that is hoped for it. 

I desire to take this opportunity to express my thanks to the teachers who, by 
their co-operation in this matter, have done their part to make it a success ; and also 
to the business men of this city, for their cordial encouragement of the enterprise, 
and their substantial aid through the patronage of the advertising pages of this Cata
log, by which provision ·has been made for the expense of its publication. 

EXHIBITIONS· OF SCHOLARS' WORK IN MOLINE, ILLINOIH. 

In the city of Moline, exhibitions of scholars' work, prepared. in 
accordance with a definite plan, have bee11 held for the past few 
years, commencing, it is believed., in -1883. Reference to the exhi
bition of 1885 is found in the Report of the United. State~ Commis
sioner · of Education for 1884-'85. I am indebted to the courtesy 
of Superintendent W. S. Mack for the following statement of the 
exhibition of 1886 and for the preliminary papers sent out to d.irect 
the preparation of the exhibition of 1887: 

As will be readily seen, the exhibitions in Moline differ essentially 
from that of the Kansas towu just described, in that prizes are 
offered, and the preparation of the children is under the supervision 
of the teachers and in accordance with the definite training given in 
the schools. The two exhibitions therefore represent two essentially 
different ideals,-the first, the voluntary home work of the pupils, 
the second, the work of the pupils as formulated on a definite plan 
and stimulated by the offer of prizes. These two phases are given so 
much in detail as afford.ing opportunities for study and. comvarison. 

The work shown by the pupils of the Moline schools is wholly 
optional, but if the scholar elects to exhibit any work, that work 
must be prepared in accordance with the rules aHd conditions pt·e
scribed by the superintend.ent. Therefore this exhibition takes on a 
more educational character than the less formal one in Kansas. 

Superintendent Mack is a believer in the value of definite indus
trial training in the public schools, especially m such a manufactur
ing community as is that of MoliHe, and his exhibitions originate in 
a definite purpose to promote the adoption of a system of definite 
industrial training in the public sehools under his superintendence.~ 

He says: · 
The Exhibit of 1886 was the largest, and in every respect the most interesting one 

yet held. Especially is this true of those products comprised in Classes VIII, IX, and 
X (see scheme which follows), \vhich were designed to show the possibilities com
prehended in a general and systematic hand and eye training, given to entire 
classes and grades of pupils. 

Fifty-three cash prizes, amounting to $72, and two hundred and seven diplomas, 
besides those given with the cash prizes, were awarded for th~ best exhibit~:~ of 
articles. Among the articles for which prizes were awarded were the following : 

Model of plow.· l\fouel of portable forge. 
Model of wagon. Model of sleigh. 
Model of pitchfork. Model of ice-boat. -----

*See Appendix M, paper VIII, for fuller :;tut.emeut of his views. 
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Model of panorama. 
Model of bob-sled. 
Model of step-ladder. 
Office det;k. 
Bureau. 
Wardrobe. 
Parlor stand. 
Bracket shelf. 
Portable black-board and desk. 
Table. 
Wall-pocket. 
Brooms. 
Clothes-brush. 

. Knife box. 
Easel. 
Boot-jack. 
Knife. 
Bircl-cage. 
Tin pail. 
Cane chair-seat. 
Sled: 
Toy chair. 
Toy book. 
Toy table. 
Toy Cl'Oss-bow. 
Toy house. 
Toy wheelbarrow. 

Toy bob-sled. 
Wooden puzzle. 
Doll's dress. 
Doll's uudersuit. 
Ruler. 
Stockings. 
Knit shawl. · 
Underwear. 
Dress. 
Rug. 
Sheet. 
Hammock. 
Pin-cushion. 
Carpeting . 
Table scarf. 
Embroidered skirt. 

I Embroidered handkerchief. 
Pillow-sham. 
Knit skirt. 
Quilt. 
Lambrequin. 
Tidy. 
Fascinator. 
H air wreath. 
Worsted wreath. 
Thermometer case. 
Ornamental fan. 

Not less than 8f>O articles were exhibited in Classes I to VII inclusive; 1,100 
specimens of sewing, and 1,200 drawings and r ealized designs. The number of 
people \vho visiteu t he Exhibit was 2,179-1,178 on the first, and 1,001 on the second 
day. Pupils who made artic les for the Exhibit were admitted without charge. 

W e believe the:se exhibits have ;tn educational value, and gtimub.te and de\ elop 
a class of actiYities to which t he onlinary school curriculum pays but meager at
tention. This year thu list of pt·oducts will indtule for the most part only those 
which may he produced in school under the supt•n·isiun of the te:tch t>t', and only 
such as a re propet· and desirable results of that complementary trainin~ of hand, 
eye, and mincl , which every l'i~htly organized puhlil: school should gh·e. Such an 
Exhibit could not, in our es~ima.tion, fajl to he a g-re:\tC't" t>ducntional force than the 
others, showing. as it would, what kind of training the ~choo l as u.n orga.nization 
libt•mlly supported hy the people is ca.pable of aecompli~hing. This hand-craft 
work is bound to supplement the present work of the school soom•r or later. The 
rapid introduction of industrial drawing into the :;chools is a long stride in this 
direction, for the representation of form can not long be sepru·ated from the crea
tion of form, nor can the school long afford to ignm·e the me;tns of discipline 
offered by the creation of form out of the varied and appropriate matel'ials lying so 
near at hand. 

The following is a list of the premiums and classes arranged for the Exhibit of 
:1.886. Each pupil was given a copy of this twelve weeks before the date of Exhibit. 
Five diplomas as prizes were offered to each class. The first and second prizes car
ried also a money payment of from $1 to $2, r espectively. 

C LASS I.-1l(odel.~ of lllitehines, Impll!ment.~, mul other Mechcmical C'ont1·ivanCC1:!. 

1. Pupils over 12 years; 2, Pupils under 12 years. 
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CLAss II,-Articles other than Models. the value of which shall depend upon their 
. Utility. . 

A. Articles of furniture. 1. Pupils over 12 years ; 2. Pupils tmder 12 years. 
B. ArtiCles of clothing. 1. Pupils .over 12 years ; 2. Pupils under 12 years. 
C. Miscellaneous useful articles. 1. Pupils over 12 years ; 2. Pupils under 12 years. 

CLASS III.-Omamental Articles whose chief value shall depend upon the Artistic 
Skill displayed in their Production. 

A. Lace and artistic needle work. 1. Pupils over 12 yeafll;- 2. Pupils under 12 years. 
B. Scroll sawing. 1. Pupils over 12 years ; 2. Pupils under 12 years. 
C. Wood-carving. l. Pupils over 12 years; 2. Pupils under 12 years. 
D. Miscellaneous ornamental articles. · 1. Pupils over 12 years ; 2. Pupils under 12 

ye&rs. 
CLASS IV.-Cabinet Work. 

A. Frame showing work in mitering. (All ages.) 
B. Box showing work in dovetailing. (All ages.) 

CLASS V.-Toys. 

1. Pupils over 1~ years ; 2. Pupils under 12 years. 

CLASs VI.-Practical Cookery (Bread and Rolls). 

1. Pupils over 12 y~ars ; 2. Pupils under 12 years. 

CLAss VII.-Plain Hand Sewing (to be ExlJ,tOited in the Making of Dolls' Clothes). 
All ages. 

CLASS VIII.-Drawings. 

A. Representation (object drawing). 
B. Constmction (working drawings). 
C. Decoration (original designs in black and white for wall-paper, carpet, oil cloth, 

etc., the unit or units of design to be furnished pupils). Divisions and prizes same 
as in "A" under this class. 

D. Free-hand outline copy. 

CLASS IX.-Objects showing the cibility of pupils to" realize form " in connection 
with drawing. 

A. Realization of solid forms. Divisions and prizes same as in A, Class VIII. 
B. Realization of designs. Divisions and prizes same as in A, Cla$ VIII. 

CLASS X.-Specimens of hand sewing. 

A. Over and over and gathering. (One piece of unbleached muslin to be m;ed for 
both kinds of work.) Second and third grades. Five diplomas. 

B. Back-stitching and overcasting. (Woollen and cotton cloth.) Fourth and fifth 
grades. Five diplomas. 

C. Patching and darning. Sixth and seventh grades. Five diplomas. 
D. Button-holes (worked in linen and cotton cloth and in woollen with lining). 

Eighth grade and High School. Five diplomas. · 

RULES GOVERNING THE COMPETITION. 

1. All pupils competing for the above prizes must be members of the school at the time of compe. 
tit! on. 

2. No pupil shall make more tban one entry jq any <;I~, ex:ceptiog Classes VIII, IX, anc_\ ;l(;, 
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a." All articles must be completed and entered on or before Monday, March 22. 
4. All articles entered must be commenced and completed between December 18 and date of entry. 
5. Any pupil to whom a first prize hae been awarded at a previous exhibit shall not be allowed to 

compete with a product of the same kind. 
6. Pupils shall be known by numbers during the exhibit. 
7. No article w.IU be accepted whose construction does not represent the pupil's own unaided effort. 

Tills rule shall not be construed to prevent pupils from obtaining all necessary ad vice and information 
before the actual commencement of work.) 

8. Each pupil who hands in an article for the exhibit made out of school will be required to sign 
the following certificate : 

"I hereby certify that this has been made by me sioce the annouoccmeot of the exhibit, December 
19, and that no assistance has been given me sioce its COtnllle!lcement." 

9. Most of the drawing must be done in school during drawing hours. 
10. As early as the third week of the "Cinter term pupils must decide what eott·ies they ioteod to 

make aod notify.their teachers. 
11. Teachers shall make every ellort to insure a proper understandiog of and compliance with these 

rules on the part of pupils. · 
12. Teachers shall take every precaution to prevent the interference of this work with the pupil's 

regular school duties. 

F'ORM OF Dll'LOMA. 

110LIN& PIJBLIC SCHOOLS . 

. Diplorna awarded to Geor~e JluJ! for model of plough. Prepar·ed tor Industrial E.rh ibit, 1886. 

Dated, Moline, Illinois, ---, 188-. 

----,Supt. Committee. 

The kind of hand work described nnd encouraged in our schools has grown out 
of an attempt to make drawing a necessary and permanent feature of schooi work, 
by showing a variety of results contingent on a knowledge of and training in form. 

It occurred to me very soon after the introduction of drawing, seven years ago, 
that, inasmuch as drawing, in the minds of a large number of people, was associated 

· with picture-making, it would be well to early dispossess them of this impression. 
The products which the different exhibits have cnlled forth, and the steady and 
marked improvement from year to year, have satisticd the most skeptical of the 
educational and disciplinary value of drawing. until now, I dare say, so far as this 
community is concerned, it stands, as a means of training and expression , by the 
side of reading, language, and arithmetic. 

Very respectfully, 
W. S. MACK. 

HOW THESE EXHIBITIONS ARE PREPARED. 

In kindly forwarding the following sche<lule of the "Hand-Craft 
Exhibit," .A.prill and 2, 1887," Superintendent Mack writes: 

You will see, on examining this scheme, that drawing underlies all the different 
products called for. The Exhibit, then, will be composed of specimens of pure draw
ing, and specimens of such work as are conditioned on a knowledge of drawing. 

Work like that named in this scheme may be done for 'the most part in school, 
and under the direction of the teacher. We have been doing it the greater part of 
this year, and we find that pupils like tlwir drawing work better, now tlmt they are 
fll.miliat• w~th manr of th~ important use:; to which it may be put. 
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Fottrth Annual Hand-Craft Exhibit, Moline Public Schools, to be held in Y. M. 0. 
· A. Hall, April1 and 2, 1887. 

CLASSES AND PRIZES. 

CLASS I.-Drawing. 

A. Representation or object drawing. (Free-hand.) All grades. Two diplomas 
to each grade. 

B. Construction or working drawings. (Instruments.) Grade six to High School. 
Two diplomas to each grade. · 

C. Decoration-designs in black and white. Grade four to High School. Two 
diplomas to each grade. 

D. Free-hand outline copy. First tlu·ee grades. 

Cw.ss !I.-Stencil W01·k. 

Color effects obtained by using paper of different colors. Grade five to High School. 
Two diplomas to each grade. 

Cw.ss III.-Scroll-saw Work. 

Patterns for wood, iron, brass, et~ .• cut out of Manila boa.rd. Grade three to High 
School. Two diplomas to each grade. 

CLASS IV.-Out-work Designs. 

Paper of different colors. Grades one to five. (Grades one and two, paper folding 
and weaving.) Two diplomas to each grade. 

CLASS V.-Otttline Embroidery. 

Butcher's linen, crash, muslin, and oth r materials. Ali grades. (Grade one, kin
dergarten embroidery cards.) Two diplomas to each grade. 

CLASS VI.-.dppz.ique Worlc. 

Felt, etc., in different colors. Grade four to High School. Two diplollla!i to ench 
grade. 

CLASS VII.-C'ons{t_·uction. 

A. Wood joints, etc. (From plans.) Grade sLx to High School. Two diplomas to 
each grade. 

B. Forms made of paper and other sheet material. (Fl·om patterns.) Same as "A" 
above. 

CLASS VIII.-Wood-Carving. 

Grade six to High School. Two diplomas to each grade. 

CLASS IX.-.Spedmen.~ nf Plain Ha!ld Sewing. 

A. Running. (Unbleached muslin, 8 by 4 inches.) Grade two. Three diplomas. 
B. Over and over. (Unbleached muslin, 8 by 4 inches.) Grade three. Three 

diplomas. 
C. Hemming and gathering. (Lonsdale cambric, 12 by 2~ inches.) Grades four 

and five. Three diplomas. • 
D. Patching. (Woollen, 4 by 4 inches.) Grade six. Three diplomas. 
E. Darning. (Woollen, 4 by 4 inches.) Grade seven. Three diplomas. 
F . Button-holes. (Cotton aml woollen, with lining, 4 by 4 inches.) Grade eight. 

Three diplomas. 
G. Heu1-stitching. (Lawn, 6 by 6 inches.) High School. Three diplomas. 
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CLASS X. 

Drawings, models, collections, etc., illustrating sub~ects taught in school. (Map 
work is included in this class.) Grade six to High School. Three diplomas(tobe 
awarded to rooms), 

DIRECTIONS. 

t. Tbis Exhibit is designed to be, in the fullest se!L'!e, a School Exhibit; i.e., an exhibit of such work 
as it is po3Sible and desirable to do in school under the direction and guidance of the teacher. It com
prises (a.) specimens of drawing, showing the kind and variety of class work, given as a means of 
training pupils to appreciate and represent form, and (b) specimens of created or materialized form 
which have for their basis a knowledge of drawing. 

2. The specimens handed in need not, as heretofore, be obtained as test work. They may be ob 
tainoo under (the) such conditions as accompany the proper teaching of any subject. 

3. It is not expected, excepting drawing, that every pupil in the grades designated will attempt to 
preparo a specimen of each kind of work. Some pupils may take one thing and some another. 

4. Each girl 1$ expected to prepare a specimen of plain hand-sewing. 
li. All trulterial will be furnished. Send to Principal or Superintendent for such material as is needed. 
6. Begin work at once. Work should be completed ten days before close of term. 
7. Try to get as many products for Class X as possible. Here is a wide field for effort. 
8. As soon as specimens, or sets of specimens, are completed, send to Room It, No. 2 School. 
9. The time assigned to drawing, and one and one-half hours Friday utternoons, may be tukeu Cor 

this work. This IS the ma.xinmm time to be taken during the period of the regular session. 
10. All specimens are to be numbered, following plan of last year. 

The details of school-rooms, etc., are here omitted. It will be ob
served that no money prizes are offered ; whereas, on the previous 
occa.Sion, the first two prizes carried a money payment. 

ExHIBITION OF ARTICLES MADE BY PuBLIC ScHooL PuPILs IN 
THE CITY OF NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT. 

The following interesting account of a somewhat similar exhibition 
in an Eastern city is given by a writer in the New England Journal 
of Education. This article appeared in the issue of June 17, 1886. 

As the r eaders of this Report well know, the educators of New 
Haven were among the very first to manifest interest in the intro
duction of Industrial Art Drawing in the public schools of the 
country, and the wide-awake t eachers of that educational city have 
been among the earliest and most successful experimenters with the 
novel movement known as Manual Training. \ Vhat.ever mn,y he the 
verdict upon the showing of scholars' work here described, it is cer
tain tl1at it is the outcome of c;areful, well-planned, and fai thful 
training in all grades of the public schools: 

EXHIBITION IN THE NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICt;T, PUBLIC SC'HOOI.S. 

The Industrial Exhibition of the New H:wen Public Schools is bein o- held t his 
week at the High School hall. One interested in natural method~ of dc•el:lping st>l f
dependent character in the public schools can not fail to be interc>«ted in th is con
tribution of ten thousand children now iu school. To be appreciated fully itshouhl 
be seen. A member of the city government remarked las t eYening. " It is as good 
as anything I saw at the Centennial; I ;;hall come in here as often as I ~n." 

There are five depart1uents. First, written work moun ted on charts. Speci111cns 
of business forrus, letters, aml mpt·o<luction Rtori rs, show rx('Oll(•nt work in cMrect 
form of scdpt, comuincd with case of mo,·ement. Tht•t·c arc about two hundred 
charts of this work. The next. an cxhiuit of maps, geographical, shows a carefully 

ART-VOL 2--15 
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graded scheme adopted by many of the schools, giving results that speak creditably 
for themselves. Thenext, anexhibitof mounted drawings, bothfree-hand and me
chanical, attracts well-deserved admiration. The drawings are from the high and 
grammar grades. The kindergarten and busy-work department shows by its variety 
a great amount of individuality, and, by its beauty, a desire of the teachers that the 
innate love of the beautiful shall not be cmshed out of the little ones, but rather 
developed, that it may put its impress upon character. The miscellaneous and or
namental work by children of all grades is the natural outgrowth of this love for 
the beautiful and unique, which the kindergarten cherishes. In this department 
nre many thousand articles of rare beauty. Repousse ·work, paintings on brass, 
'cloth, and canvas, lace of numerous patterns, nearly every kind of embroidery~ 
stitch known, Turkish mats, macrame tidies, with s..:• ·111ingly countless miscellanies, 
dazzle the eye and satisfy the resthetic sense almost to surfeit. 

DOES NOT INTERFERE WITH THE OTHER LESSONS. 

This work bas been performed without any apparent loss of mental work in the 
regular school curriculum, and not directly taught except as teachers have en
couraged any individual aptness of a pupil. The plain sewing shows results that 
will probably determine its continuance. Taught once a week for the past eight 
weeks, it shows an exhibit of several thousand us~ful ·articles of every-day wear 
made entirely by the pupils. With hardly an exception the girls enjoy it very 
much. Those who do not soon become ~hamed to lack interest, and join without 
.compulsion. 

The work in clay and plaster is that of classes working out of school hours during 
the past six months. Their general plan has been. to model in clay, make a plas
t.er mould of this model, then in this model cast a plaster bas-relief of tqe original 
model, correcting imperfections in both mould and completed cast. They show 
many very fine pieces of work. The wood-work department shows results of one 
hour per week during the past year. The boys were taught. first to make simple 
joints, as the half and mitre joints. Then some simple article-:-perhaps a scouring
board-was ·made. Then more difficult joints, and other objects, applying them. 
'When the list of practical joints had been com1>leted, freedom was giYen for more 
individual choice of an object to construct. Drawings were made of the joints. 
some before and some after construction, as seemed advisable. 

One school, commencing this spring, called for original working drawings, and 
required them corrected before the work was commenced. This school sent fifteen 
articles of entirely original designs. The wood exhibit contains book-cases, step
ladders, easels, stools of numerous patterns, library-steps, scouring-boards, many 
forms of joints, shoe-blacking cases, commodes, and n~merous other specimens of 
handicraft, that would do credit to an expert in carpentry. An employer of twenty 
carpenters, while inspecting the. joints, said, " Only a very few of my men could 
possibly make as good joints as these." Well, what is the use of it all? What does 
it show ? These are legitimate and oft-asked questions during the week. 

VALUE AND RESULTS OF THESE EXPERIMENTS. 

The use of such work I believe is, to develop the faculties which make tme man
hood and womanhood. The ab-use of any department by pushing it to exclude the 
ot.hers I believe must hinder development. The relative position of each is a ques
tion of the hour. Out of its discussion buth will eventually come. This exhibition 
shows two things : First, it shows the result of many thoughtful experiments in 
teaching things often considered to be entirely outside the influence of the school
r oom; secondly, it shows that th~' IJUblic school system of New Haven do<'S not 
influence its mass of pupils to consitler ·mumuLl labor b<.>neath th<.>m; that it does not 
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instruct them in the love of the ancients with the intent that they shall forget the 
homely duties of their citizenship of to-day, upon which the prosperity of 'Our 
coUntry depends ; . nor the attractive arts of home decoration, which, if omitted, 
make the home in that respect to rank below that of the American savage. 

G. B. HURD. 

AN INTERESTING INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION BY A MASSACHUSETTS 
ScHOOL. 

The town of West Boylston, Worcester County, furnishes an in
teresting example of the way in which, under the guidance of a 
wise teacher, the .industrial abilities of the scholars may be stim
ulated and developed, and at the same time may serve the literary 
needs of a school. 

This rural town, of some three t~ousand inhabitants, supports a 
High School, with a four years' course, and both an English and 
Classical Department. The ·two courses are the same f~r the first 
two years, and vary during the last two only in the addition of the 
study of Greek. Latin is begun in the second year and continued 
through the course by all the pupils. 

Pupils of both sexes receive a thorough English education, and, if 
they desire, are prepared for entrance into any college. The total 
number of pupils in 1886-'87 was 38. * Of these 26 were girls. The 
classical department numbered only 6. Of these 4 were girls. In 
this proportion of girl students of Greek may, perhaps, be traced the 
influenee of the women's colleges in the State, "Smith," '" Wellesly," 
and the "Harvard Annex." There are two teachers, John C. Wor
cester, A. M., Principal, and Miss Bessie A. Rice, Assistant. 

The Principal, during the year 1886, being much interested in the 
subject of Industrial Training, and being also very desirous of secur
ing for his pupils the opportunity both of consulting reference books 
and of forming some acquaintance with English Literature, considered 
how, in the absence of a public library and of any satisfactory school 
library, a collection of books for the use of the scholars might be 
acquired. 

The plan of an exhibition of articles of pupils' work, done out of 
school, suggested itself and was undertaken with the most satisfac
tory results, as extracts from the catalogue and from the letter of 
Mr. Worcester, given below, c1emonstrate. The following paragraph 
introduces the list of articles which are given in the catalogue, with 
the na~es of the pupils exhibiting them: · 

INDUSTRIAL EXHffilTION, FEBRUARY 4, 1887. 

During the years past the school has generally had a miscellaneous entertainment, 
but this year they decided to hold au Industrial Exhibition and Supper. Every 
article entert>d in the exhibition is made entirely by the scholar entering it. The 
suppet· is cooke<.! and served by the scholars. lt was thought mhisn.bl~ to place in 
the catnlogue the list of all the articles enterell by eaeh scholar. 

-*Catalogue of the 'Vest Boylston.Higi~s~i~~~l ·f;;-t:-ti;~ Ye·~l~-isii6-·s7,West-Boyl~: 
ton, Massachusetts. "Stncle, di.qce, cwt discede." Worcester: Oliver B. Wood, 
printer, 3 Maple Street. 1887. Pp. 20. 
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The list is a very interesting one by reason of its variety, each 
pupil showing several articles representing often very different kinds 
of work. It also brings out incidentally, in the articles composing the 
collections of natural objects shown, the characteristic educational 
conditions of a rural neighborhood, surrounded by fields and forests, as 
contrasted with those incident to the crowded streets of a large town 
_or city. The inventive ingenuity attributed to the American is very 
clearly indicated in the mechanical contrivances and models shown 
by some of the boys. 

It is curious to observe, -too, how the usual divisiqn line between 
girls' and boys' work vanishes, just as it often does out in the actual 
work-a-day world-where men cook, wash, and sew, as deftly as 
women. 

The articles shown, numbering 214 lots, include specimens of many 
kinds of ne.edle-work, knitting and embroidery, of cooking an·d con
fectionery, some of the boys ·showing specimens of both the latter, 
while the girls, in like manner, showed picture-frames, baskets, etc. 
There were several "collections," of coins, of specimens of native 
woods growing in the town, of seeds, of antiquities (whatever that 
term may have comprised), of buttons, and of butterflies· and bugs. 
As each "collection" had but a single number, it is clear that the ex
hibition was far more comprehensive than the total numbers would 
indicate. . 

The following paragraph in the catalogue precedes the list of books 
in the library, the procuring of which was the direct purpose of the 
exhibition: 

LIBRARY. 

About a year ago the School Library was founded, although previous to t hat time 
there were about fifteen volumes owned by the school. In selecting books care has 
been taken to obtain such works as would best aid the pupils in the pursuit of their 
studies. By examining the catalogue of books it will be seen that the literature 
classes are better supplied with refel·ence books, which help to make the study in
teresting as well as profitable, than any of the other classes. It is the intention to 
increase the number of books- from year to year by school entertainments, etc. 
Any donation from friends of t he school would be thankfully received. Volumes 
69 to 78, inclusive, have recently been placed in the Library by the Literary, Musi
cal, Social Circle. 

Besides a World Atlas, Biographical Dictionary, and Chambers' 
Cyclopredia of English Literature, there are, among the number of 
well-chosen books, the ten volumes of Chambers' Encyclop~:edia and 
the thirty-three volumes of "Modern Classics." 

By contrast with the former ephemeral school "exhibition," which 
was largely an end in itself, this showing of the result of the indus
trious use of the scholars' time outside of school hours, proves its 
superiority by the fact that it has not only given n. practical direction 
to the efforts of the pupils while engaged in its preparation, as well 
~ stimulated a healthy interest in the study of natural objects and 
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in acquiring a knowledge of various industries, but has left a per
petual and growing influence for good, in this beginning of a col
lect~on of books for the use of successive generations of school 
children. 

The letter pf Mr. Worcester given below shows how this one effort 
has already resulted in favorable action by tlHi town in increasing 
the facilities of the school. Thus it already appears that this home 
work of a few school children h!'Ls had far more important and direct 
results than the most sanguine could have ventured to anticipate. 

POTENTIAL INFLUENCE OF SCHOOL LIBRARIES. 

The value and influence of a school library can h ardly be esti
mated. In another town in Massachusetts, forty years ago, when 
its population was about the same as that of W est Boylston now, 
there was a well-selected library of about a thousand volumes at
tached to the High School. 

The value of that collection of books to the pupils of that day, 
when books were attainable with difficulty, could hardly be over
estimated. 

The history of that little schoollibrn.ry can be given. It grew into 
a town free library, supported and added to annually by the town; 
a liberal citizen a few years since bequeathed $50,000. The town 
ha-s grown to a city and the public library has kept pace with this 
growth. Another citizen has since left a large foundation for a free 
public library, conditioned on its acceptance by the town, which 
promises in time to result in the creation of one of the largest libra
ries of the country. 

These two gifts, added to the city's annual appropriation to the 
Library, can hardly fail in connection with the woman's college
" Smith College,"-already established, and the Agricultural College, 
the endowment for which will soon be available, to make of this in
land city a notable educational centre. 

The willingness of this town to establish a town library, and the 
subsequent and consequent bequests to the increase of that Library, 
are unquestionably directly due to the influence of that school·library 
which furhish ed to many in the succeeding generations of public school 
pupils their only access to books, and so implanted among the towns
people generally a taste for reading. In the light of this history of the 
influence and of the progress of a free school library in the town of 
Northampton, Massachusetts, it requires no very great stretch of 
imagination to believe it possible that, forty years hence, some one 
familiar with the history of West Boylston may point back to this 
exhibition of the industrial work of the High School pupils as the 
origin of their large public -library. 

The following extracts from the letter of the Principal show his 
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immediate purpose in planning this exhibition, and give an interest4 

ing analysis of the articles shown : 

WEST BOYLSTON, November 21, 1887. 

DEAR SIR: I send you by this mail twQ copies of catalogues of the West Boylston 
High School, according to your request. In them you will find the list of articles 
which were entered for the lndush·ial Exhibition. 

My object in holding the exhibition was to draw out the special talents of my 
scholars. Every article entered for the exhibition was made entil·ely by the scholar 
entering it. As you will see we had a collection department, and among them were 
five entries for the collection of different kinds of wood growing in our town. The 
pieces of wood were to be at least three inches in length with the bark left on one side, 
. and all, as far as possible at least, should have their names attached. One boy 
.found and collected 153 kinds of wood growing in this smiill town, and he succeeded 
in finding the names to 150 oi that collection. Now that boy not only learned him
self much that he did not know before concerning the different kinds of wood, but 
he also taught other people who viewed his collection much. Another boy built a 
large bird house with considerable fancy work about it, and another a dog kennel, 
while two others entered two tool chests with different apartments all complete. 
One boy struggled away for two or three months trying to make an electric engine, 
but seeing he was not going to succeed in season for the exhibition he made a checker 
and parcheese board, inlaying the squares. It was a very tine piece of work, and 
one that would do credit to a much older person. The needle: work department was 

· well patronized, not only by the girls but also by the boys. That department con
sisted of fancy work, plain sewing, plain knitting, darning, and crocheting. In the 
art department we had some very tine drawings and designs, and a few paintings. 

·. The confectionery department was well tilled, and with a great variety, which looked 
and tasted as well as the best confectioners' candies. The kit.chen department was 
well filled with bread, pies and cakes- some of these were made by the boys, and a 
boy took the first prize on pies. In addition to the entries made in this department 
for prizes, a supper was served and every scholar contributed some of his own cook
ing for that supper, both boys and girls. Nothing was contributed to that suppe1· 
but what was made by themselves. About 150 took supper, and all declared it first
class in every resp!:ct. I must not forget to mention the entries in the mechanical 
department by three girls. Two o_f them entered basket-s, one of them a strong 
bushel basket and the other a half bushel, and another girl made a table for this 
department. Their prizes which they received ·wt>re simply ribbons. In the col
lection department were four collections of seeds, and if I remember correct]Jr 227 
was the largest number, all different. The boy who entered for a collection of 
buttons had 1,887 all different and sewed on to a piece of cloth. I might speak of 
many other things, but have not the time. All the printing was done by two boys 
who had a hand press. We charged an admission fee of 15 cents, and held t)le ex
hibition one afternoon and evening, and after.all expenses were paid we had $93. 
About $50 we put into books for the school library, and we used $40 to fit up a room 
for the library, which is a room 10 by 12 feet, and now it is carpeted, drapery cur
tains for the windows and book-cases, black walnut table, and chairs. The scholars 
enjoy the room very much and also their books. We now have 142 books in the 
library. As an outcome of the exhibition the town voted to build au addition to our 
High School building, giving us a new recitation-room and a laboratory, and giving 
to us the old recitation-room for our library. I am a firm believer in industrial ed
ucation. It will give us better workmen in the future. 

Such exhibitions will draw out certain latent talents which otherwise might never 
be brought to light. All this can be done and not interfere with the regular school 
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work. Another advantage is derived, that many an evening might be spent on the 
street comers, ·or in the stores, by boys if they had not this kind of work to interest 
them and keep them in their homes. * * * 

Yours, respectfully, 
JOHN C. W ORCESTER; 

Principal of High School, West Boylston; Mass, 

To Col. I. Eow ARDS C LARKE, · 

U. S. Bm·ea" of Education, 

mxHIBITION OF S c HOLARS' wORK ~N THE CITY OF SALEM, MASSA.• 

CHUSETTS. 

The following brief notice of the showing of the work of t he puplis 
of a single school is from the Annual Report of the School Commit· 
tee of the city of Salem for 1886. · 

By inference it would seem that the work shown was in the direct 
line of the lessons in wood working of the Manual Training Schools: 

The second industdal exhibition of the pupi!ls of the Bowditch School took place 
in Lincoln Hall at the close of the school term; and, while there was not such a 
large and varied display as in the year preceding, yet the articles contributed were 
highly creditable to the scholars. 

These exhibitions are in the right direction , and should be encouraged by .the 
comw.ittee; and if extended to all the schools could not fail of beneficial results. 

The judges were so well pleased that they made a very liberal contribution. to
wards providing a full set of carpenters' tools , which have been purchased, the \ISe 
of which is allowed to the pupils as a reward for good standing in study and de· 
portment. 

LIMITATIONS OF THESE EXHIBITIONS. 

These accounts of the several exhibitions of the articles made by 
school c.hildren seemed worthy of insertion h ere as records of a pass
ing phase of educational activity; so far as t hey may have ser ved to 
arouse the interest of the commnuity in the schools themselves, and 
so far as a study of the exhibitions may ser ve to throw ligh t upon 
the problem of how hest to adapt the conuno;1 school courses to the 
needs and best interests of the children, they will not have been held 
or recorded in vain. Beyond th ese uses, however, they are compara
tively wort.hless. R egarded merely as ends, they give noo more 
promise of usefulness or durability than J onah's gourd·, which sprung 
up and withered in a night. Still, they are capable of conveying 
most valuable lessons, and wherever they can be used to sho\V to the 
community the methods and educ;.tional utility of thorough courses 
in industrial education, arranged in an orderly, progressive ser ies 
through all grades of the public schools, they can be made to serve a 
definite and desirable purpose. The instance of the exhibit ion by 
the W est Boylston High School is suggestive as to the further uses 
which such united efforts of the pupils may serve. 
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TWO NOTABLE EXHIB.ITIONS. 

An unroreseen delay in the issue of this vo~ume enables me to add 
to these accounts those of two extensive exhibitions of scholars' 
work, shown during the spring of 1888, by the school authorities of 
the two large cities of Philadelphia and Washington.· 

These last comprehensive exhibitions furnished to the citizens of 
the two cities an opportunity to study the methods and the extent of 

. their system of public schools, as well as to note the 1special features 
of. industrial training. 

This was especially true of the Philadelphia Exhibition, as in that 
were included views of all the school buildings, a showing of the 
extent and stores of the supply department of the Board of Edu
cation and statements of the school statistics. 

THE PHILADELPHIA EXHIBITION OF SCHOOL WORK IN 1888. 

In Chapter XIV or" this present volume will be found beginning 
at page 165, a somewhat extended account of the progress of the 
movement for introducing industrial training in the schools of 
Philadelphia, begun when Mr. MacAlister was called, in 188H, to the 
superintendency. 

In the spring of 1888 it was decided that a general exhibition of 
scholars' work should be held, in order to show the public what had· 
been actually accomplished by these efforts to put elementary indus
trial training in the schools. 

METHODICAL PREPARATION. 

The extent of this exhibition, as proposed, and the thoroughness of 
organization which secured the remarkable success of the under· 
taking, can be readily understood by a perusal of the circular given 
below, which was sent to th~ teachers of all the schools, setting forth 
fully what was proposed and giving clear and explicit directions for 
the preparation of tM work to be shown. · I am indebted for copies 
of these circulars to the courtesy of ~uperintendent MacAlister. 
Ther~ was also a special circular to grammar school teachers. This is 
omitted, as well as that portion of the cir cular on ·" general arrange
ments," since they relate only to details of preparation and the order 
in which schools were to visit. the exhibition. 

PURPOSE OF THIS PHILADELPHIA EXiiiBITION. 

It will be seen that the exhibition was designed to be an exhaustive 
setting forth of the work of the schools, and also a showing of the 
whole school system of that great city. In addition, there were 
special features of interest. As was fitting in Philadelphia, this was 
designed on the "Centennial Ideal." It somewhat resembles in 
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~copo and plan tl).e great exhibition held in New York during the 
spring of 1885, under the auspices of the Industrial Education As

. sociation, though, as it was confined to a single city, it was susceptible 
of a more strictly logical arrangement. 

·The New York Exhibition, elsewhere described in connection with 
the account of the Industrial Education Association of that city, 
was made up of collections sent from many schools and institutions, 
private as well as public, and from various communities. This, , 
which we are now to consider, was a showil~g of the work of the 
school system of a single large city. 

The follo'!ing is the preparatory circular referred to: 

PHILADELPHIA PUBLIC SCHOOL'S. 

EXHIBITION OF INDUSTRIAL WORK. 

May 9, 10, 11, 12, 1888. 

BOARD OF PuBJ:,rc EDUCATION, 

Snpe1'intendent's Office, 111a1'ch 3, 1888. 
To the p1·incipals of the public schools : 

The Board of Public Education has authorized an exhibition of all kinds of art, 
manual, and industrial work, done in the public schools, to take place at Horticultural 
Hall, during the month of May, the Public Education Association of this city having 
generously provided the funds to defray the expenses of the same. 

The exhibitio11 will co~sist_of all kinds of school work that can be represented 
graphically or objectively, viz: Manual training, industrial art work, sewing, Kinder
garten work, drawing, map drawing, penmanship, clay modelling, and manual work 
of every kind produced in the schools. It is intended to make the exhibition as 
complete as the means and time at command will permit without interfering wit'1 
the regular school work. 

The following outline of the plan, and directions for can-ying it into operation , 
are for your information and guidance: 

The exhibition will include the following particulars: 
I. Pupils' work. 

II. Drawings and photogrn.phic views of the school buildings. 
III. An exhibit of the supply department of the Board of Public Education. 
IV. An historical exhibit. 
V. Statistical statement of the educational system of the city. 

· VI. An exhibition of school work representing the practical operation of the fol-
lowing departments: 

(1) Manual ti·aining ~chool. 
(2) Industrial art school. ' 
(S) Sewing classes. 
(4) Kindergartens. 
(5) Cooking classes. . 
VII. An exhibit showing the relation of the public schools to the other educational 

institutions of the city in which pubi:c school scholarships are held. · 
I. The pupils' work will form the most important part of the exhibit. It is in

tended to be a full and fair exhibit of the regular work of the schools performed 
since Septewber·last. The exhibit will include the work done in all the grades of 
the primary, secondary, and grammar schools, as many classes of the central high, 
girls' normal, and manual training schools as can be provided for, the industt·ial art 
school, and the kindergartens, as follows: 
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(1) Prirnary schools.- Drawing, penmanship, clay modelling ·(geometric forms, 
etc.), and manual work of any kind done in the schools. 

(2) Secondary schools.-Drawing, map drawing, penmanship, clay modelling 
(relief maps, etc.), sewing, and manual work of other kinds. 

(3) Graminm· schools.-Drawing (constructive, representative, decorative), tunp 
dl·awing, penmanship, sewing, clay modelling (relie(maps, etc.). 

(4) Kindergartens.- All the gifts and occupatiom; employed in the children's ,,:ork. 
(5) Industrial Art School.- Model and objective drawing, decorative design, clny 

.· modelling, wood-carving. 
(6) Manual Training School.- Free-hand, mechanical, architectural, decorative 

and map·drawing, modelling in clay (decorative, architectural, relief maps), wood 
work (carpentry, joinery, turning, pattern making, modelling, curving), iron :work 
(vise work, smith work, tempering), moulding, brazing, mechanical construction . 

· electricity and its appliances. 
(7) Girls' Normal School.- Drawing (constructive, representative, decornth·e). 

sewing .. 
(8) Central High School.- Drawing (constructive, 1·epresentative, decorative, me

chanical), map drawing. 
II. The department of property and buildings will exhibit photographs and draw

ings of the elevations and ground plans of school buildings recently erected, and 
drawings or photographs of two or three of the oldest public school buildings still 
standing in the city. 

III. The supply department: A representative exhibit of the supplies of every 
kind furnished to the public school!!. · · 

IV. Historical exhibit: Two school-rooms are to be fitted up to represent the 
arrangements and conveniences for public school education furnished by the city 
to-day and a half century ago, as follows: 

(1) A school-room containing a complete outfit of the newest and finest furniture 
at present in use, black-boards, maps, charts, pictures, globes, text-books, stationery, 
and appliances of every kind furnished by the Board of Public Education for the 
use of pupils and t eachers. 

(2) A school-room restored as far as possible from the oldest furniture in the city. 
and intended to represent the furnishing and outfit of a school-room as far back 
as the material obtainable can be secured for this purpose. 

V. Statistical statements. 
(1) A large statistical chart, showing the actual condition of the schools at the 

present day. · 
(2) A large statistical chart, showing the growth of the school system from its 

origin by periods. 
(3) A chart showing the classification of the pupils in the various departments and 

grades of the public school system. 
(4) A map of the city, showing the location and distribution of the school-hom;eR 

of all kinds. . · 
VI. An exhibition showing the practical operation cf th6 following department!.! 

of the school system : 
(1) .llfanual Training Scluiol.-Clnsses engaged in wood work and iron work. 
(2) Industrial Art School.-Classes engaged in drawing, clay modelling, and wood

carving. 
· (3) Setuing.-A sewing class, under the instruction of a sewirig teacher. 

(4) Kindergartens. - A kindergarten class pursuing the occupations and games, 
under the direction of a kindergartner. 

(5) Cooking classes.-A cooking class from the Girls' Normal School, under the 
direction of the instructor in cooking. 

The classes in these seYeral departu1ents will be furnished by relays of pupils 
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from the various departments of fhe school system which are represented. Stated 
times will be fixed for the exhibition of work done by these classes. 

VII. An exhibi.t showing the relation of the public school system to other edu
cational institutions of the city in which public school scholarships are held. · 

(1) Drawings executed by pupils holding public school scholarships in the School 
of Design for Women. 

(2) Work done by pupils hc;~lding public school scholarships in the PennsylYania 
School of Industrial .A.rt. 

(3) Work done by pupils holding public school scholarships in the Towne Scientific 
School, University of Pennsylvania. 

RuLES TO BE OBSERVED BY PRINCIPA~S IN PREPARING ExumrTS. 

1. All the work exhibited must have been done since Septe~ber 1, 1887. 
2. The drawings must be upon th(' w.h.ite drawing.paper supplied by the Board of 

Public Education. 
3. The map drawing must be executed upon the white paper furnished by the 

board and must be entirely free hand. 
Maps representing the natural productions of the various grand divisions, and 

the United States may be executed upon the tracing maps supplied by the Board of 
Public Education, which may be colored at the option of the teacher. 

Large wall maps representing special geographical featurf-s may be executed at 
the option of the teacher. 

4. Clay modelling may include geometric solids, relief maps, and any other wo1·k 
of this kind done in the schools. 

Small relief maps (on panels not exceeding 14 by 10 inches) must be the work of in
dividual pupils. Large relief maps, executed by a number of pupils, may be sent for 
exhibition. · 

5. Sewing exhibits should contain work of every kind done in the sewing classes. 
In selecting the exhibit, it should be made to represent the largest mnge of work 

·possible. 
6. The work of every kind exhibited must be the exclusive work of the pupils• 

and no exhibit will be received unless the principal sending it shall certify to this 
fact. 

7. It is important that the exhibit of each section should represent all the kinds of 
manual work done in the schools. It will be desirable, therefore, to. have a local 
committee for the purpose of making a proper selection for the exhibit to be sent. 

8. Principals of all schools intending to send an exhibit will notify the Superin
tendent of Public Schools to that effect on or bHore the 1st day of ~fay. 

Further information as to details will be furnished from time to time as occasion 
may require. 

By order of the special committee on exhibition of industrial work. 
JAMES MACALISTER, 

Superintendent Public Schools. 

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON EXHIBITION OF INDUSTRIAL WORK. 

ANDREW M. SPANGLER, Chairman. 
SIMON GRATZ. 
JAS. S. WHITNEY. 
PAUL KAVANAGH. 

ISAAC A. SHEPPARD. 
ANNA HALLOWELL. 
THOS. E. MERCHANT. 

THE EXHIBITION A GREA'l' SUCCESS. 

The exhibition which was thus outlined proved completely suc
cessful, both halls of the Horticultural Building were filled, and there 
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were over eighty thousand visitors. It is thought to have been the 
largest showing of such industrial work of pupils ever made in this 
country . 

.A competent student of the exhibition writes that it was a clear 
exposition of the wonderful ad vance made during the past few years 
in the graphic and manual work done in the public schools of the 
city. The exhibition of the sewing done was very striking. The 
work of the special schools of "Industrial .Art" and "Manual Train
ing"_ attracted great interest, especially the exhibition made by the 
Manual Training School. Classes in manual training, industrial art 
work, sewing, and the kindergarten were in operation in the hall day 
and evening, a:ftd furnished a pra~tical illustration of the methods 
of this class of ~chool work. 1'hese object lessons on a large scale 
proved very attractive. 

WIDE REACHING INFLUENCE OF THIS EXHIBITION. 

This exhibition, besides exciting the liveliest interest among the 
citizens, attracted many educators from other States. 

The worth can hardly be exaggerated of such practical demonstra
tions of results and methods in the opportunities they afford to edu
cators for study and comparison; while, for the community, they aro 
of the greatest practical utility in showing the citizens much of t.he 
actual working of the schools with a completeness not otherwise at
tainable. 

EXHIBITION MADE BY THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF WASHINGTON, D. C . . 

In the preceding pages (see Chapter XII of this volume) a brief 
account is given of the progress of the experiment in introducing 
some forms of industrial training in the public schools of Washing
ton, in addition to the industrial art drawing which had been taught 
for a number of years. The plans for affording a large increase 
in the facilities for makini industrial training general through
out the schools, as p;r<oposed by Commissioner Webb and Superin
tendent W. B. Powell, for the school· year 1887-'88, were also given. 
The satisfactory result of the year's experience in this attempt to 
introduce the new studies in all the schools was made known to the 
public by the exhibition which was opened May 31, 1888, in which 
was set forth a showing both of the work of the scholars and of the 
methods of instruction given in all grades of the sch ools. 
· This was a v_ery remarkable and clear exposition of how the edu
cation of the children in the public schools of Washington is carried 
on. 

PLAN AND ARRANGEMENT OF THE WASHINGTON EXHIBITION. 

The exhibition was arranged in a very large one-story building 
known as the former Skating Rink, on E Street, near Seventh Street 
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northwest. The interior of the large hall was very handsomely deco
rated with the National colors and with flags depending from the roof 
beams. All around the building the work of the schools, grouped 
·by grades, was arranged on a common plan, so that the arrangement 
of the exhibition·was, in itself, a very important exami.Jle of the edu
cational value of a logical scheme, thoroughly carried out. It was 
possible by spending a few hours in examining and studying this 
showing of the schools, to get a better comprehension of their methods 
and results than could have been obtained by many visits t.o the dif
ferent schools of all the grades. The programme furnished to visitors, 
which is appended here, shows the plan of the exhibition. All the 
schools, some four hundred in number, were represented, and the 
work of all the scholars in the four primary grades. 

A SHOWING OF VOLUNTARY WORK ~y THE PUPILS. 

In addition to the required work there was a great deal of spon
taneous, voluntary work, shown in separate booths, placed at inter
vals. about the hall. All of this voluntary work was of interest as 
showing the tendency of the scholars. One example, a portrait me
dallion, in high relief, the head of an Indian chief, modelled by a 
boy of eleven years of age, was vet·y striking as an evidence of un
usual artistic power. It is in the opportunities thus afforded by this 
general teaching of industrial art drawing in schools, and of this 
industrial work, t o learn of the existence in some pupils of exceptional 
art capacity, that forms one of the important incidental advantages 
of the study. JVhen the value of art, and the great advantage to a 
country of possessing great artists is more commonly understood, 
these indications of the possession of exceptional art capacity will 
be carefully observed and opportunity afforded for the development 
of such powers. 
. In this instance, the boy is the son of a remarkable expert in 

-modelling, and not only inherits his fat.her's talent, but has had the 
. advantages of familiarity with that class of work from childlwocl. 
The schools of Washington have had absolutely nothing to do with 
enabling him to do this tvO?·k, Industrial Art Drawing, Object 
·Teaching, Modelling in Clay, and the latest fad, "Construction 
Work," might all be well taught to a thousand intelligent pupils of 
his age and not a single one of them could begin to equal this model 
shown by him; therefore, to show this artistic work in such a way, 
or in such connection, as to justify the inference that this was a 
legitimate result of the school training is simply to mislead. Of 
course, no such intention exjstecl, but the great cla.nger of thus mis
leading careless visitors forms a serious objection to mingling the 
two classes of work in such au exhibition. 

The average excellence that is attainccl in drawing, modelling, or 
construction, under good teaching, is in itself very remarkable and 
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fully justifies the introduction of these studies in all schools, and I 
have repeatedly called attention to the advantages they offer for the 
discovery of extraordinary art capacity; but no training can give 
that-it is God-given. • 

It should, however, be kept in mind that in such exhibitions of 
voluntary or" spontaneous" work when shown, as in this instance, 
in connection with the direct work of the pupils which is the result 
of these required studies of the school, there is great danger that the 
-public will be wholly confused and will be led to suppose that, in 
some way, the production of these spontaneous exceptional articles 
wa'S, also, the direct result of the school training; than which noth
ing could be more untrue or unfair. 

No amount of school training would have enabled the ordinary 
p.upil to have executed that artistic head of an Indian just men
tioned, and if the ability to do that is to be taken. as an index of what 
the school instruction can do, or of what the average pupil ought to 
be able to do after receiving such instruction, it will be disastrous. 

ONE USE TO BE MADE OF " SPONTANEOUS" WORK. 

There is, incidentally, a possible value in such spontaneous art 
work by pupils, which might well justify the occasional suggestion 
to the .seholars, by the teacher, that they undertake such work; in 
the opportunity thus afforded of ascertaining the comprehension by 
the pupil of the principles underlying the subject taught, and of 
seeing the applications made, when the scholar was left to his own 
resources unbhised by text-book or teacher. It might reveal un
suspected errors in the apprehension of ideas,- certainly, in spoken 
or written language, young children continually receive impressions 
wholly foreign to the intention of the speaker or writer; and it seems 
not improbable that in theircomprehension of the language of draw
ing they may fall into similar errors, which could, in this way, be seen 
and corrected by the teacher. 

CONSTRUCTION WORK IN CONNECTION WITH DRAWING. 

A noticeable feature of the drawing instruction in the Washington 
schools, as plentifully shown in this exhibition, is the construction 
by the pupils from working drawings of paper models of the objects 
from which they make their free-hand drawings. This method is 
taught in the latest edition of the Prang.Educational Drawing books 
where the patterns of the construction drawings are given. In the 
·higher grades, these objects were not only admirably constructed 
but in some instances ornamented with excellent taste. 

The pupil first makes a working drawing of the object to be made. 
then, by the pattern of this drawing cuts out the object from paper 
and constructs it, and then makes a drawing from it, and afterwards 
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ornaments the object by drawing on it some appropriate design. 
Superintendent Powell follows similar methods in the study of En
glish. The pupil describes an object after first seeing and compre
hending the object. So, in the very earliest study of form, the pupil 
models the form in clay, and thus learns all about it by making it; 
after that, it is comparatively easy to describe it, either in the language 
of the drawing or by using the written representations of speech. 

SUGGESTIONS AS TO LIMITATIONS IN USE OF SUCH OBJECT LESSONS. 

The Kindergarten methods of giving to the very young children 
the definite idea of forms by letting them handle and become perfectly 
familar with objects; and of training the eye to discrimination of 
colors, is, undoubtedly, a wise following out of the indica~ions of na
ture which, in the process of drawing out the intelligence of the in
fant, deals first with sense-perceptions and secondly with language. 

So with pupils in the lower primary grades of the public schools, 
progressive development may perhaps be more rapidly and surely 

. advanced by the use of similar means, but the doubt arises whether 
there is not danger that these means may be too exclusively relied 
on and too long continued; whether all these objects are not crutches 
for the intellect,- excellent make-shifts and aids at certain stages 
of development, but at a later period rather hindrances than helps. 

Admitting all the undoubted value of these objects and contri
vances, as shown here in illustrating the study of geography, for· ex.,. 
ample, for·making clear and definite the pupil's ideas of places, and 
of the configuration of continents; yet there are qualities more val
uable at some stages of mental growth than even the acquisition by 
the pupil of the most accurate scientific precision in the knowledge 
of these material facts. 

The power of continued abstract thought, which certainly was de
veloped by the old methods, possibly at the expense of much else, is 
most essential, if virile mental powers and characteristics are to be 
retained. -

The development of the powers of the imagination are certainly de
sirable, and, probably, the "Arabian Nights Entertainments" and 
the Fairy Lore and Mythologies of all nations, if given to the child at 
the right period of his opening mental faculties, are of more value in 

· the cultivation and growth of this divine faculty of the human being 
than are object lessons and manipulation of models. 

The wisdom of the continuance of much "object teaching" in the 
higher grade$ may perhaps he questioned; while, after the ideas of 
the form of the cube, sphere, cone, etc., have once been fully acquired 
by modelling them in clay and the cutting and pasting of paper 
models, which is done in the lower grades, it would seem almost a 
waste for pupils in the higher grades to take a part of the very brief 
time allotted to drawing for making over and over again these paper 
models. As models for free-hand drawing they are of value, but a 
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series of them in numbers sufficient for the use of succeeding classes 
might be kept, so that those pupils could have that time reserved. 
for further instruction and practice in drawing itself. 

CONSTRUCTION WORK .IN PAPER MODELS. 

In this matter of the making by pupils of these paper models, an 
interesting question of precedence has arisen so far as the schools of 
Washington are concerned. 

As will be seen in the account which follows of the exhibition of 
similar work by the pupils of the colored schools of Washington, 
the question of the first introduction of this making of paper models 
by the pupils in drawing in the schools of Washington is incident-
~lly raised. · • 

As elsewhere stated, this plan of having the pupils make their own 
models may very probably have originated with different teachers, 
in different localities. The need of such models in free-hand draw
ing soon appears, and the difficulty of raising the money to purchase 
them ~ay well have stimulated the inventive faculties of tea.chers 
elsewhere to have "hpme-made" models executed by the pupils, just 
.as it led Mr. Hunster to conceive and adopt this expedient in his 
colored schools. The recent introduction in drawing books of direc
tions for drawing .and making these models, as a part of the regular 
"-construction work," is somewhat significant. 

I am informed by Mrs. Fuller, now for some years the director of 
.drawing in the white schools of Washington, that in 1881 or 1882 
the paper models for drawing were first made in the High School in 

. connection with the study of projection, the development of surfaces, 
etc. It was taken up by the "special classes" only. 

In 1884 the need of models for each pupil in free-hand drawing led 
to its general introduction in the regular classes of the High School. 
In 1885 it was suggested to the teachers in the eighth grade, and was 
adopted by many of them. In 1886-'87 they were adopted in the 
fifth grade, and during the school year 1887-'88 theJ-have been made 
in all the grades above the fifth. 

This evidence, given without any knowledge of his claim, inci
dentally confirms the claim of Mr. Hunster, director of drawing in 
the colored schools, that he was the first to have these paper models 
made by the pupils in the Washington schools, as it can be incon
testably proved that his models preceded those made in the white 
High School by ~everal years. 

The thorough drilling in the fundamental principles of drawing, 
the grounding of the pupil in that elementary work which is at the 
basis of all sure and successful after progress, was the essential idea 
which Walter Smith inculcated. 

The real object and value of industrial art drawing in ·public 
schools is to give such elementary knowledge and skill as will enable 
the child to go on in later year$, 'l'4~~? rna! not enable t he sc4o<:>~ tq 
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produce work so attractive or impressive to the general visiting pub-
. · lie, but in the early years of the introduction in the Washington 

schools ofthe drawing as taught by Walter Smith in the Massachu
setts State Normal Art School, work was prod1tced by the pupils 
which sustained the scrutiny and secured the commendation of ·pro
fessional experts in engineering, in architecture, and in the fine arts. 

The industrial features now so popular are very attractive, and it 
has been shown that a certain proportion of this industrial work is 
practicable. 

AN UNSETTLED QUESTION. 

For the pupils in grades lower than t.he " High" and "Manual 
Training" schools, and higher than the Kindergarten and lowest · 
primary, there is still a question as to whether the most of the time 
available from the definite literary studies, the three R's as they are 
familiarly called, can be better spent than in thorough courses of 
1h·awing. But this is the mooted question now being considered by 
thoughtful educators, and one great value of such exhibitions is 
for comparison and suggestions arising from the opportunities af
forded for study and comparison of methods. 

The showing of the methods of teaching geography was very in-
teresting. This study is illustrated by ' 'Object Charts" of the prod
ucts of the country, by views, engravings, and photographs of places, 
and by the modelling by the pupil of raised maps in clay, also by 
boxes of sand in which plans of cities, streets, ·etc., can be easily 
shown. The effect is to give the pupil a more vivid and realistic idea 
of a city, or town, than is conveyed by seeing a mere black dot on a 
map, and a clearer conception of a country, than it is possible to ac
quire by merely studying t he flat printed maps of the Atlas. A col
lection of apparatus, made by former and present pupils and used for 
illustrating physics, was also shown. 

THE HIGHER I NDUSTRIAL WORK. 

The work sent from the sewing schools ancl the articles made in 
the Manual Training School Shops, both in wood and iron, were 
shown in the centre of the building; while in a space reserved there 
was a School of Cookery in full operation; the excellence of this in
struction was practically tested each day by a number of invited 
guests who were deftly served by these " neat -handed Phyllises" of 
the Normal and High Schools. The teachers had been taught in the 
practical Training School for Teachers of Cookery founded by Mrs. 
Anna L. Woodbury some years since, as one of the schools of the 
"National Industrial Association" established in Washington in 
1883. 

THE OPENING CEREMONIES. 

This notable exhibition was opened on Thursday, May 31, 1888, by 
Mr. William B. W ebb, President of the Bo.ard of Commission&s of 

AR'l,'-VO~ 2--16 
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the District of Columbia, who gave a concise statement of the history 
of the introduction of these novel methods of industrial training in 
the schools within the past two years. Short addresses were ma·de 
by ex-Judge MacArt-hur, author of a work on " Industrial Educa
tion," and by one or two of the School Trustees. 

President John Eaton, pf Ma~·ietta College, Ohio, ex-United States 
Commissioner of Education, was present and examined the exhi
bition with great interest. 

The exhibition was to be open three days, but such was the interest 
shown, and so large was the attendance, that it was kept open two 

· additional days: The number of separate articles shown, in addi
to the written exercises in English composition, of which there were 
eighteen thousand,-one from every child in the schools,-amounted 
to .many thousands,- twenty-five to thirty thousand at least. 

USES OF SUCH AN EXHIBITION. 

As affording an unrivalled Qpportunity for the study, by the citi
zens, of the methods of instruction in the schools of Washington, 
this exhibition was a remarkable success. 

The exhibition of the higher Industrial branches of the work done 
in'the Manual Training Schools and Schools of Cookery, and the 
specimens of sewing, made a clear showing of what can be accom
plished in the way of giving in the public schools thorough ele
mentary 1 raining in these practical industries. The showing of the 
Manual Training School work, greatly extended in its facilities dur
ing the year in accordance with the plan, as stated in Chapter XII, 
was very satisfactory; especially in its evillence of the progress of 

' the pupils from the first t o the last lessons-recalling the writing 
master's exhibit of the pupils' penmanship "before and after" h i::; 
course of lessons ! · 

Several teachers of the public schools and of the special training 
schools, were present to explain the exhibitions made by their pupils. 
Their clear explanations left nothing to be desired. Superintendent 
Powell went through the exhibition exhaustively, with Col. N. H. R 
Dawson, United States Commissioner of E ducation, and some of the 
gentlemen of the Bureau of Education, and gave a very lucid ex
planation of the instruction in each grade of the public schools, and 
of that of the special schools of Industrial Training; ending with a 
practical demonstration of the success attained by the instruction 
given in cooking. 

The industrial tenuency of the education of to-day was most 
strongly marked by the contrast between this exhibition, with it.s 
great variety of new departments, an<l the former exhibitiQns of t.he 
work in Industrial Art Drawing. The attention in this exhilJitiun 
was so distracted hy this multiplying of ulJj{~cts and of mothotls, 
that it was not easy to compare the present status 9f the <lrawings 
shown with those of the earlier exhibitions, The impression of ex-
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cellence in drawing alone, was not so stroug now as formerly; but, 
on the other hand, the ingenuity shown in the practical application 
·of the knowledge and facility acquired in the study and practice of 
drawing was very striking. As drawing is the only sure founda
tion upon which all these other studies rest, it may be pretty safe to 
infer that if weakness in drawing,, arising from giving too much at
tention to the new studies, appears, it will be speedily corrected; be
cause success in those studies depends absolutely upon a thorough 
knowledge of drawing. 

It is one of the essential and ever-present problems of the educator 
to preserve a just proportion between the various subjects and 
methods which continually clamor for a place in the schools. 

The following guide to the .exhibition shows both the order of its 
arrangement, which was most admirable, and also incidentally sheds 
light upon the methods which now prevail in the schools of Wash
ington. 

The writer is once more greatly indebted to Superintendent Powell 
for courtesies shown in connection with this exhibition. 

The following is the programme referred to:., 

TO THE VISITOR. 

The plan of this exhibit and the purpose of the training and education here set 
forth will be best seen and understood by examining the work in the order in which 
it is herein ,catalogued and described. 

NORMAL ScHOOL. 

The exhibit represents the constructive work of the pupils in all the grades of 
schools, including the High School and the Normal School. 

· All pupils from the first grade through the High School and the Normal School 
have eye and hand training in making, in representing, and in ornamenting form. 
This work is known in the schools, respectively, as drawing, shop work, sewing, 
cooking, and laboratory work. 

RESUME. 

Number of pupils in sewing schools (girls from fourth , fifth, and sixth grades) . 1, 900 
Number of pupils in schools of cookery (girls from seventh and eighth grades 

and High School) ........... ......... ............... :. . ... ... ... . ...... . . 471 
Number of pupils in schools of carpentry (boys from seventh and eighth 

grades and High School) ..................... . ....... , . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . 660 
Number of pupils in school of turning, moulding, and forging (boys from 

High School) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112 

Grand total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 143 

On entering, at the right is seen the Normal School exhibit, representing means, 
processes, and results. Here is represented the material used by the normal class 
in teaching composition, reading, numbf'r , geography, plnnt.c;, animals. and form, in 

·---- . ·-·- ----- --
*Industria\ Exhiuitof the Public Schools (first six divisions) of Washington, D. C., 

Qn May 31, June 1 und 2, 1888. Pp. 7. 
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·the first four grades of school. Representative work of the pupils of the practice 
:schools (first four grades) in form, in composition, and in number is on exhibition 
:here. The Normal School exhibit in form represents the work in this study through 
.the eight grades. 

CONSTRUCT.ION AND DRAWING. 

PRIMARY AND GRAl\L'IIAR SCHOOLS. 

Following the Normal School exhibit is the representation of the form study and 
•drawing from every school. Every pupil of tb.l:l first, second, third, and fourth 
grades of school is represented. At least fifteen pupils from each school of the fifth, 
.sixth, seventh, and eighth grades are represented. 

The development of this work through the grades will be seen by following the 
·order of the arrangement around the room, beginning with the first grade. 

The vertical order of arrangement illustrates the course of study in each school, 
as follows: 

I. Construction of fo1=. 
II. Representation of form. 

III. Decoration of form. 
In the first four grades construction is shown by forms moulded in clay, the place

ment of sticks and folded papers. 
Representation is shown by drawings of single forms or of grOUJJS of forms con

structed by the children. 
Decoration is shown by drawings of ornament. These are designed by the pupil. 
The unit of design is derived from a natural form in the hand of the pupil, such 

as a leaf, a flower, a branch, or a plant. The law of aiTangement is given by the 
teacher, as repetition around a centre, bilateral, or continuous as in a border, or for 
covering a surface. 

Decoration has also been applied to the models constructed, as seen in the work of 
the fifth, sL~th, seventh, and eighth grades. 

HIGH SCHOOL. 

From the regular classes there is an exhibit of one page from each drawing 
book; 

From the first year, geometrical work, object drawing, and design; 
From the second year, the same, with light and shade work in object drawing; 
From the third year, projection, development, and perspective of solids. The 

work of the third year is wholly mechanical. 

Special Classes. 

First year: Free-hand object drawing, design drawing, and geometrical problems. 
Second year: Shaded drawings from casts and models, designs modelled in clay, 

geometrical work (projection and perspective). 
Third year: Work in color. 
First section: Historical ornament, flowers and applied design. 
Second section: Drawings :from casts. 
Third section: Light and ~hade in projection and perspective. 

Co:r.tPOSlTION. 

On the tables just in front of the <hawing, arranged in line around the hall, may 
be seen the constructive work in English, illustrating the teaching of composition 
in tj1e schools. This work is begun in the first grade and is carried through the eight 
grades, the High School and the No:r~at School, Every pupil in grades below thq 
!W;h SchQol is re~resented, 
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The High School is here represented by the written work of pupils in the several 
years of the course, including note books, class-room exercises, and formal histori
cal and rheto:ical essays. 

MANUAL TRAINING. 

North of the Normal School exhibit is that of the Manual Training Schools, repre
senting the work done in the wood-working shops by the pupils of the se>e.ath and 
eighth gmdes (grammar schools) and of the High School; also work done in the 
wood-and-metal-working shops of the High School, and draughting. 

There are 500 pupils of the grammar schools receiving instruction in manual train-
ing, and 272 pupils of the High School. · 

HIGH SCHOOL. 

The following departments of the school are represented, as described below: 

,Depm·tment of Nat1tral Scie:nce. 

Botany.- In this branch of the department are exhibited specimens of plants or 
of parts of plants, papers of description and of observation in botanical subjects, 
drawings and charts illustrative of laboratory work, and note books containing 
notes on lectures and the description of plants. 

Physiology, Physical Geography, and Geology.- This exhibit consists of chru:ts, 
illustrating portions of the work and of note books C(lntaining notes on lectures. 

Zoology.-This study is represented by cases of specimens of insects, drawings 
illustrating the minuter animal life of the District of Columbia and papers on 
zoOlogical subjects. 

Physical Department. 

Here may be seen the apparatus used in teaching the laws of physics and in 
illustrating and explaining many natural phenomena, and also drawings represent
ting much of the apparatus. 

Chemical Depa1·t1nent. 

This department is represented by a collection of chemicals, by materials used by 
the pupils in the practical work, by apparatus used in laboratory work, and by an 
outline of lectures by the teacher. 

The attention of the visitor is next invited to the 

SCHOOLS CJF COOKERY. 

Lessons in cooking will be given by the teachers of cookery, as follows: 
Thursday afternoon, at 3.30 o'clock, by Miss E. S. Jacobs. 
Friday morning, at 10 o'clock, by Miss E. S. Jacobs. 
Friday afternoon, at 2 o'clock, by Miss E. S. Jacobs. 
Satw·day morning, at 10 o'clock, by Miss H. E. Sloat. 
Saturday afternoon, at 2 o'clock, by Miss H. E. Sloat. 

SEWING. 

West of the kitchen, the sewing done in the schools is exhibited by grades. This ·· 
branch was but recently introduced, the pupils having had but four months' in
struction. One thousand nine hundred girls of the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades 
are now receiving instruction in se\ving. · 

GEOGRAPHY. 

South of the work in sewing is an exhibit intended to r epresent (imperfectly) the · 
manner of teaching geography pursued in the schools. 
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THE INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION OF THE WASHINGTON CoLOI~ED 
SCHOOLS. 

A fortnight after the opening of the industrial exhibition of the 
work done in the white schools of Washington, which has just been 
described, a similar showing by the pupils in the colored schools of 
the city was opened June 15, 1888, in the Miner School Building, a 
large building on Seventeenth Street nort}fwest, near Q Street, occu-

- pied by the colored high and some graded schools; The teachers in 
the colored schools of Washington are all colored. 

GENERAL PLAN OF EXHIBITION. 

In its arrangement and general features this exhibition closely re
sembled that held at the Rink in E Street., only, as the several de
partments were here shown in different school-rooms, there was a 
better opportunity for studying each .. In the large -assembly hall, 
howeve_r, there was an effective grouping of the several grades of 
schools, from primary to high. Here only the literary work and the 

· drawing and construction work were shown. The English composi
tions, the book-keeping, and the work in Latin and in German were 
most creditable in every respect. The clay modelling shown was ex
cellent, and was superior to that shown at the R1nk. In drawing 

. there were two or three examples of work in enlarging small pict
ures which were very noticeable, while the average excellence of the 
general showing of drawing and of model construction work, was 
quite equal to the display made by the white pupils in E Street. A 
most interesting feature of this exhibition was the session held each 
afternoon from 4 to 7, during which pupils from each grade of the 
schools were busily engaged in drawing, construction work, and in 
clay modelling. In this way not only were the methods of instruc
tion shown, but the work of the pupils done in the presence of the 
sper.tators could be compared with similar work exhibited; thus dem
onstrating the fact that the works shown were a part of the regular, 

· every day work of the children. This feature proved very attractive. 

EARLY EXPERIMENTS IN CONSTRUCTION WORK. 

Reference to the work of Mr. Thomas W. Hunster--who, first ap
pointed in 1875, is still in charge of the drawing in all the colored 
schools of the city- will be found on pages 332-335 of Pa.rt I of this 
Report. It was quite interesting, in connection with the "construc
tion work"-of which so much is now said, and to which, as seen at 
the exhibition of the white schools, reference has just been macle,
to be shown similar models in paper, made in the same way from 
"construction drawings" and used for free-hand object drawing, 
which Mr. Hunster had invented for himself, and used in his classes, 
as long ago as 1877. So far as he is aware they were his original 
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invention, for he had never seen or heard of any like them. Being 
forced to do with very little m!3ans, he invented this way of getting 
models for his classes . . A set of good sized cog-wheels in paper still 
work perfectly, from which admirable free-hand drawings were 
'made. These, as well as the preliminary construction drawings1 

still adorn the walls of the large room devoted to the drawing 
classes, and give evidence of the ingenuity and practical facility of 
this teacher. A large collection of these old drawing models still 
forms part of the working material of the drawing department. 
This innovation not being favored by the school trustees, and the 
scholars being required to do the same work as was done in the 
white schools, which did not then include this feature, this con
struction work was omitted for several years, till it was begun in a 
small way in the white schools a year ago, and so lias been reintro
duced in the colored schools. It is very probable that other teachers 
elsewhere, incited thereto by like need for models for free-hand draw
ing, may have invented ~imilar devices to these of Mr. Hunster. 

A large exhibition of work in sewing was shown in two of the 
large schoo~-rooms. 

THE WORK SHOWN BY THE MANUAL TRAINING DEPARTMENT. 

Another large school-room was filled with the work of the manual 
·training classes ; one the work of the High School boys, .and the 
other representing that done by boys sent from different schools to 
the manual training teacher. The facilities have been increased 
during the past year and two teachers employed regularly; as a con
sequei~ce this work shows a great advance over that done the first 
year. One of the teachers came from Howard University, where he 
gave similar instruction. Some of the work in wood was quite as 
good as similar work done by the white pupils under the direction 
of the trained graduates of the Worcester County Free Institute. 

_The work was not quite so closely confined to instruction work as 
was that seen at the exhibition of the white schools, a number of 
dolls' bureaus and bedsteads being shown, as w'ell as a model of a 
bridge, the joint work of several pupils, ma.de from working drawings 
and built to scale, however, and, so far, eclucn.tional; also, a model of 
winding stairs, etc. These models were very well executed and, like 
picture ma.king on the black-board by dra.wing pupils, are doubtless 
more attractive to visitors aud probably of more interest to the 
pupils than mere educational work done to secure accuracy ; yet it 
is questionable if the time given to making these models could not 
be bettei· devoted to this purpose of securing accuracy and perfec-

. tion in constructive details, or in making larger objects for use. 
Some tables, book-cases, boot-blacking cases, etc., were shown, 
which were very good in design and in execution. These were each 
designed by the pupil who made them. While some of this wood-
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work in joints, dovetailing, etc., was accurate, many pieces showed 
just that want of accuracy which it is the main purpose of this 
training to overcome. 

In another large school-room a cooking school, which attracted a 
large mimber of on-lookers, was in full operation, in charge of two 
of the Normal School scholars who have been trained in Mrs. Wood-
bury's school before mentioned. · 

THE NORMAL SCHOOL EXHIBITION. 

In an adjoining room was arranged an admirable exhibition of the 
·N orma1 School; this, largely a showing of methods, was extremely in
teresting. This school, under the competent direction of Miss Moten 
and her assistants, one of whom, Miss Wilder, was, like herself, a 
graduate of the State Normal School at Salem, Mass., made quite as 
good a showing in the quality of the pupils' work as was made a t 
theRinkbythewhite Normal School. The clay modelling, done by 
the pupils under the general supervision of Mr. Hunster, was espe-
cially noticeable. · 

. The capacity of these colored children at least , to receive a similar 
education to that given to white children of like age would hardly 
be seriously questioned by any fair-minded observer after a visit to 
this exhibition, and an opportunity of meeting Professor Cardoza, 
of the High School, and his accomplished corps of teachers. The 
teacher of classics, Mr. T errill, is, by the way, a graduate of Har
va-rd. This impression would be further confirmed bythe oppor
tunity given of meeting Miss Moten, the principal of the Normal 
School, and her assistants; of conversing with Mr. Hunster, the 
faithful, enthusiastic, ingenious and capable head of the drawing 
department of the colored schools of Washington; and of being 
shown the work of the scholars in each department of the schools 
and having the methods of instruction so intelligently explained. 

H ere, certainly, is a great instrument of civilization, and the 
mimetic capacities of the colored race render them exceedingly teach
able. What a contrast between these educational opportunities given 
to the colored children of Washington in 1888 and those of less than 
thirty years ago, just before the advent of Lincoln and liberty. 

THE EVOLUTION OF THE COLORED RACE IN AMERICA. 

The step from the conditions of their original African barbarian 
ancestors to the present development of these children of American 
freedmen is a long one, and one the study of which, of interest to all 
students of ethnology, must be of surpassing interest to those who 
hope for the progress of all mankind. How much of this evolution 
is to be attributed to the result of the two centuries of training and 
association of these native Africans and their children with their 
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white masters under the hard conditions of Slavery, and how much 
is solely due to the inspiring influence of Freedom during the past 
quarter of a century, is a problem in equity; for the relative prov 
portions of credit due to each it were not easy justly to apportion. 
It may not be denied, however, that the average slave of 1860 was, 
in all that makes the civilization of a race possible, far in advance 
of his savage kin in Africa. If in nothing else ·he was advantaged, 
he had, in the acquisition of English as his native language, gained 

. a priceless possession, a mastervkey to all knowledge. 
This may be said, without any discussion of the wrongs of slavery, 

grievous enough, that, in consideration of the indiscriminate abuse 
heaped upon the whites as slaveholders (who, by .the way, are entiv 
tled to the benefit of the fact that for the most part, so far as recent 
generations are co1~cerned, they were hereditary slaveholders just 
as the blacks were hereditary slaves, neither h1wing had any part 
in bringing about the conditions into which both were born), this 
immense though incidental advantage to their quondam slaves may, 
perhaps, be reckoned as a substantial gain to the black man from 
this enforced relation, and as one of those compensations allotted 
by Providence to all conditions, the existence of which, to the phiv 
losophic student of history, go far to " justify the ways of God to 
man." 

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF THE COLORED RACE. 

In view of what these colored school children of Washington have 
done and are doing, as proofs of the kind of education the children 
of that race are capable of receiving, it may be well for all to rememv 
ber that the education of these people, who are now estimated to 
number some seven mil1ions of the population of the United States, 

. is an evervpressing problem. The African-American is apparently 
just as persistent an occupant of the country as the Caucasian, has 
been here as long, is as thoroughly acclimated, and as contented to 
stay. Endowed by the Constitution with equal civil rights, his ednv 
cation and development can not be a matter of indifference to any 
thoughtful citizens. Industrial education seems at present espe
cially adapted to the development of the race. 

WORTH OF INDUSTRIAL TRAINING TO THE WHOLE COUNTRY. 

The records of the school exhibitions of pupils' work, which haYe 
been given in this chapter, illustrate how widely extended through
out the United States is the present movement for some definite in
dustrial training of children in the public schools. 

Since this training is thought to be so desirable for all white chil
dren it surely can be no less so for the colol'ed children. 

However unfriendly some may still be to the system of American 
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free public schools, even these objectors would find it dfficult to 
seriously protest against this proposal to remedy some of the g_·avest 
faults charged against the influence of the public schools. 

The sto.ck indictment against the· free common schools has been 
that children whose lives were to be passed in work, were taught 
just enough of book knowledge to dissatisfy them with all forms of 
manual industry; while they were given no useful practical knowledge 
of work. Now that it is proposed to change all this, and to give the 
children some knowledge of industries, both theoretically and prac
tically; to add to their elementary English studies this definite in
dustrial training, it will be interesting to observe what new objec
tions these opponents of free schools will raise; for, with most of 
these carping critics, it is not so much the methods of these schools 
as the schools themselves to which they are opposed. 

It is beyond dispute that, if it is desirable to teach all the children 
in this Republic how to work and to interest them in their work, 
there can be no mstrumentality devised to effect this wholesale re
sult comparable to the system of free public schools which is ready 
at hand. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING EQUAf.LY DESIRABLE IN EVERY SECTION OF 

THE COUNTRY AND BY ALL CLASSES OF CITIZENS. 

It is evident that the industrial training of girls and boys, so far 
as m.ay be found practicable in the public schools, is as desirable 
throughout the Southern States as it is in theN orthern and W estern 
States. What a blessed increase there would be in the comfort, 
health, and happiness of the great American people if all the school 

.girls, white and colored, could be so taught in the cooking classes as 
to be able to prepare palatable and healthful meals in place of the 
dyspepsia-breeding messes that are still so prevalent all over the 
country, and if simple lessons in economy of purchasing all house
hold supplies and in· wise use of material could be given in the 
schools. . 

With all the boys of one generation so trained as to be handy with 
tools, and all the girls taught the best way to perform the ordinary 
household duties, and it is confidently claimed by the advocates of 
the new methods that the possibility of doing all this in schools 
has been abundantly demonstrated, the average comfort of living 
would be amazingly increased throughout the whole country, and 
the ·wealth of the country sensibly angmented; for the wastefulness 
that is bred of ignorance and incapacity is responsible for a large 
part of the poverty and squalor existing in the world. 
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ing called to organize a similar association in Baltimore-Fourth Annual Re· 
port, May 4, 188~The Training College for Teachers-Contemporary move
ments to promote Industrial Education-Important courses of free public lect
ures, given twice a week, ·from October to· June-List of lectUl'es-Publications 
announced by the Association-'' The Boys' Club "-The various instrumentalities 
which are directly traceable to the founding of the Wilson · Mis11ion Industrial 
School for Girls in 1854-The relation of these various movements, initiated 
by private benevolent enterprise, to the public school~-The Industrial Educa
tion Association of New Jersey-A dil·ect outcome of the New York e::~..-peri
ment-This movement in New Jersey was begun by the late General George B. 
McClellan-Notice of this movement in Report of State School Superintendent 
Chapman-Association organized June 19, 1885-Abstract of First Annual Re- · 
port-Report extends to April, 1887-Account of exhibition of industrial work 
of children opened in Hoboken, April 15, 1886-An interesting meeting, par
ticipated in by the Governor and other authorities of the State and by leading 
educators-List of Officers for 1886-'87-The Industrial Education Association of 
Baltimore-Preliminary meetings referred to in previous chapter-The society 
fuUy organized and committees appointed December 8, 1887- Initial movements 
of the new Association-List of Officers-The National Industrial Association 
of Washington, established April 3, 1883-An outcome of the First Mission School 
of Cookery, founded by Mrs. AnnaL. Woodbury, in 1880- Account of the Asso
ciation-Public Meeting held in Washington, April 3, 1888-Addresses by Hon . 
.A!rthur MacArthur, Col. I. Edwards Clarke, and Prof. W. F. Mitchell;_Reports 
and papers by Mrs. Woodbury, of Washington, Miss Laws, of Cincinnati, l\frs. 
Dietrick, of CovingtOn, and Professor Mitchell of Howard University-Report of 
the Mission School of Cookery, read by Professor Warder-Account of meeting 
and extracts from Adw:esses and Reports-Plans of the Association-List of 
Officers-The North Bennet Street Industrial School, Boston-Abstracts from re
ports showing work of this school from 1881 to 1887-Interesting statement of in
dustrial training given to classes sent from the public schools-Variety of opera
tions carried on by managers of this school, both for the instruction and amuse
ment of the pupils- Details of methods and of expenses-List of Officers-Cooking 
taught in public schools-Account of Boston " Kitchen Schools," under the patron
age of 1\h·s. Hemenway-Report on, w1·itten by Miss Romans, of Boston, and read 
by Dr. Grady, President, before the Industrial Education Association of BaltL 
more-The Industrial School for Girls, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

Although these first chapters are given to matters relating 
especially to the public schools, it seems advisable, before proceed
ing to the account of the public Manual Training Schools which, 
within a few years, have been established in several cities, to give 
here a brief history of some notable educational undertakings, which, 
already, more or less closely related to the public schools, are, by 
means of their independent experiments, accomplishing most im
portant educational work, that can hardly fail of exerting a marked 
influence upon their several local communities, and may well result 
in modifying the methods of instruction in the public schools of the 
people, if, indeed, they do not in some essential particulars revolu
tionize past ideals as to the kind of training best adapted to develop 
the capacities of the majority of the children attending the free 
common schools. 
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As accounts have already been given of the sever~l exhibitions of 
articles made by scholars in public schools in various towns and 
cities, an account of the great exhibition of the work of school 
children, held in New York City, "under the auspices of the Indus
trial Education Association," during tl1e spring of 1886,-which, in 
addition to the work shown by many private and industrial schools 
in the city and vicinity, included collections of articles made by the 
pupils of the public schools in several towns and cities, of different 
States,-will be included in this account of the work of this society. 

The widely-known experiments in practical methods of industrial 
instruction which have also been successfully carried on under the 
direction of this so ::iety, full of suggestion as they are as to the 
methods which may be successfully adopted in the public schools 
for the training of the younger pupils, have led to the insertion here 
of the account both of this society and of the one more recently es
tablished in New Jersey, modelled after the parent New York asso-
ciation. · 

The history of a similar Association in Baltimore, begun in a pre
vious chapter (see pages 180-186 of this volume), is also here con
tinued. 

The account of the National Industrial Association, in the city of 
Washington, District of Columbia, the organization of which pre
ceded that of the Industrial Education Association of New York 
City, follows. 

It is of interest to see how this National Association, with its wide 
scope and far-reaching plans and influence, was the result of the 
opening of a modest Mission School of Cookery by Mrs. Woodbury. 

In the extracts given from the papers prepared by Mrs. Woodbury, 
Miss Laws, of Cincinnati, Mrs. Dietrick, of Covington, and Professor 
Mitchell, of Howard University, read before the public meeting 
held by the Association in April, 1888, will be found an account of 
the growth and usefulness of this school, in the training of the 
teachers who, during the past year, have had the charge of the 
cooking classes of the public schools of Washington; as well as in
teresting glimpses of the efforts that have been made and the re
sults attained in the promotion of i.ndustrial training in some cities 
of the West. It is of interest, too, to see how groups of benevolent 
and industrial undertakings have, in several instances, grown out of 
the simplest efforts made by a few earnest women for the ameliora
tion of the social conditions incident to the crowding of city popula
tions. 

The description of the sriccessful experiments in Industrial Edu
cation in Howard University, given by Prof. W. F. Mitchell, is an 
interesting account of the working and growth of the Industrial 
Department, founded some five yeat·s ago, in that college. It is 
valuaple as a record of practical efforts to teach definite industries 
to the colored students, and in so far partakes of the nn.~ure of ~ 
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trade school and differs in its methods from the mere pedagogic . 
disciplinary training of the typical Manual Training Schools. The 
differences pointed out by Professor Mitchell between the Manual 
Labor Schools of half a century ago and the Industrial Schools of 
to-day are worthy of attention. 

The methods followed in the instruction in Howard University as 
described by him are full of suggestion as to how the practical 
problems of teaching self-supporting industries to the colored peo
ple may be attacked. It will be noted that Professor Mitchell keeps 
in view immediate practical results. This very practical turn is, 
indeed, characteristic of all the efforts recorded in the remainder of 
this chapter. 

Accounts of the North Bennet Street School, a successful indus
trial school in the city of Boston, to which classes are sent from 
some of the public schools, and of the Boston Cooking Classes, found
ed by Mrs. Hemenway, also attended by public school pupils, are 
here grouped. An account of a continuous experience during ten 
.years of the s:uccessful industrial training of children of both sexes 
in an industrial school for girls in Milwaukee, written by Mrs. Cobb, 
the Superintendent of the school, is also inserted here; both because 
it illustrates the value of the kitchen-garden methods invented by 
Miss Huntington and for the explicitness with which the methods 
adopted are described. 

Although this institution is a home as well as school, the fact, 
that the pupils are of all ages, from three to eighteen years, and 
that they pass through a continuous progressive CO'Q.rse, beginning 
with the youngest children, renders the experience here acquired 
valuable for its suggestions as to what forms of industrial training 
may be advantageously taught in the public schools in th e grades 
between those of the Kindergarten and the Manual Training School. 

Thus it appears that in New York City; in Hoboken; in Boston; 
in· Baltimore; in W ashington; in Covington; in Cincinnati; and in 
Milwaukee, the interest on the part of the public'in this modern phase 
of education is shown in a very practical and efficient way. 

In these American communities there is no supine reliance upon 
governmental action. The initiative, in educational as well as other 
matters, is constantly taken by private citizens; an informal c'oming 
together for concerted action, followed by a slight organization, to 
be succeeded by a legally-incorporated society if the purpose of the 
experiment sufficiently commEmds itself, is the usual history of such 
movements. Sometimes, when the purpose is sufficiently compre
hensive and the experiments prove successful, the movement com
mends itself to the public authorities and is by them adopted; in 
such instances the pioneer society disbands, or, n.s it · mn.y happen, 
devotes itself to other phases of the subject. So, consequently, as 
has been before noted in this ~aport, inuiviclual efforts r esult in 
action by the community through its authorized officials. 
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The reports of the educational officials of Boston, now for soll).e 
. years, have borne witness to the value of the educational experi

ments initiated by Mrs. H emenway, and by the directors of the 
North Bennet Street Industrial School; while the latest action of 
the New York City School Board is in accord with the plans and 
purposes of the two associations with which, in turn, Miss Dodge, 
now a member of the New York City Board of Education, hasb€len 
for some years identified. 

It is because of such frequent inter-relation between the efforts of 
private citizens and the ultimate action of public educational author
ities, that I have thought proper to place here, in connection with 
the history of this movement towards the general introduction of 
some forms of industrial education in the public schools, accounts of 
some of the most notable of the recent independent efforts of citi
zen associations,-founded to promote the movement. 

The histories of the origin, and of the several steps taken in the 
development of these pioneer and representative societies, are here 
given in detail, so-that those contemplating similar undertakings in 
other communities may have the opportunity of studying intelli
gently these experiments which have proved so successful; may be 
informed as to the purposes which inspire and the theories which un
derlie these movements, and may also be able to communicate with 
the managers of these several undertakings for such further infor
mation as may be desirable; since .it is not always possible to giye 
here those minute practical details in r egard to the methods of teach
ing the new occupations whi.ch are essential to success in initiating 
the new experiments, and which must be sought both in personal 
communication with the teachers, and in the hand books, and other 
material, issued by these various associations. 

THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK CITY. 

This society, which was organized iii 1884, and regularly incorpo
rated in 1886, as The Industrial Education Association, furnishes a 
striking illustration of practical evolution and of the rapidity with 
which in the United States a vital educational idea may be developed 
and disseminated. 

Before giving an account of the present society it seems proper to 
recite the steps which led to its formation. 

THE WILSON MISSION. 

The Wilson Mission,* with an industrial school for girls, founded 
· and supported by a few charitable Christian women, was established 
in the east side of New York, near Avenue "A," as long ago as 1854. 
To this school, some twenty or more years later, ca.me a young lady 

*The Wilson Industrial School fur Girls, No. 125, l:;uil~t Mark's Place, New York 
City, 
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from Connecticut, interested in the practical work of teaching the 
poor girl children of that crowded .quarter of the great city. It 
seemed a very retiring and self-sacrificing position, one little likely 
to bring any general recognition, and yet it was not many years 
before the efforts and name of this New England girl were known, 
not only throughout this country but in many foreign lands ; and 
from this small beginning there has spread an ever-growing influ
ence, inspiring direct, practical educational efforts for the industrial 
training of children. 

MISS HUNTINGTON DEVISES THE "KITCHEN GARDEN." 

Observing the neglected condition of the swarming children, and 
the. absence of any possible opportunity for their domestic training, 
the bright ifula suggested itself of adopting the methods of the kin
dergarten, which had proved so successful in the training of very 
young children, to convey practical instruction in all domestic duties. 
Developing this idea into a complete system of progressive training 
lessons, by means of songs and employments in the use of all kinds 
of diminutive copies of the implements and utensils used in house
keeping, Miss Emily Huntington began her classes « in 1877," as 
is recorded in the Annual Report of the United States Commissioner 
of Education for 1878, where is given a succinct statement of her 
methods. Six Lesson courses of "Occupations," comprising the sev
er·al kinds of work essential to good house-keeping, were arranged, 
each course requiring a month's instruction. To these programmes 
of employments the name of " Kitchen Garden" was given as like 
to, yet distinctive from, " Kindergarten." 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN AssociATION. 

In 1880 a number of ladies in New York City, who had become 
warmly interested in this work initiated by Miss Huntington, 
formed themselves into a society, under the above name, for the pur
pose of promoting and extending the adoption of the methods de
vised by Miss Huntington.* 

From the report of Miss Grace H. Dodge, the corresponding secre
tary of t he new Association, read at its first meeting, the following 
account of the development of this "happy thought" is taken: 
I There are at present eleven places where the Kitchen Garden is being taught in this 
city. The Wilson Industrial Schoo !for Girls, 125 St. Mark's Place, is where the sys
tem originated in 1876. At first it was taught slowly, lesson by lesson, as ideas were 
developed, by Miss Huntington. In 1877, thirty-five young ladies volunteering to 
teach, there were classes morning and afternoon, and nearly two hundred children 

*Arrangements were early made with the well-known educational publishers 
J. W. Schermerhorn & Co., now of No. 7 East Fourteenth Street, New York, for 
supplying the material-furniture, dishes, and implements in sizes suitable for the 
use of children-needed for this novel instruction. The hand books prepared by 
Miss Huntington were also published by this firm, 
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weekly were taught. In 1878 there were only morning classes, and ·a proportionate 
number of children taught. In 1879 a ol.ass of twenty-four children came daily an 
hour and a half, a .different lesson being taught every day, as in kindergarten, having 
its moulding, pricking, and dish-washing days, etc. This last experiment proving 
decidedly the best, the same plan has been carried out this year. Many of the 
children taught in 1876 and 1877 are in places, and bring constant reports of com
mendation .from employers, and many have expressed thanks on behalf of their 
parents. 

Detailed accounts of the several classes follow. Classes are re· 
ported in Spuyten Duyvil, Hoboken, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia, 
and Chicago, while in Providence, in Troy, and in Belfast, Ireland, 
classes of ladies who have been instructed in the new system are 
also reported. Starting simultaneously from so many centres, it is 
not strange that a knowledge of the new . methods was rapidly 
diffused. The following statement of the organization of the new 
society and the list of officers is taken from the first official publi
cation:* 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN ASSOCIATION. 

In January of 1880 a number of ladies interested in the Kitchen Garden system 
united in the formation of the Kitchen Garden Association, the object of which is: 
1. To secure the wide and correct diffusion of the principles upon which the sys
tem is based. 2. To prevent its degenerating into a careless and erratic method of 
teaching. 3. To promote uniformity of action in all Kitchen Garden schools. 4. 
To establish a place of reference and for consultation with those interested in the 
system. 5. To assure 1ts perpetuation. · 

Subsequently the Association elected its officers and board of managers, drew up 
its constitution "and by-laws, and was duly incorporated April 2, 1880, under the 
''Act for the incorporation of benevolent, charitable, scientific, and missionary pur
poses." 

Miss Huntington (the originator of the system) has established and will continue 
normal classes for the training of ladies who wish to teach children in Kitchen Gar
den. These Normal Classes begin Wednesday, November 3, .10.80 A. 1\1., and lessons 
once a month are given for the following six months, at 125 St. Mark's Place. 

Miss Huntington has trained her associate, Miss Torrey, who will go to other 
cities"; she alone is authorized to teach normal classes. 

OFFICERS OF THE KITCHEN GARDEN ASSOCIATION (188{}-'81). 

President, Mrs. Sam P. Blagden; Vice-President, Mrs. John Sinclair; Secretary 
and Treasurer, Miss Elizabeth M. Thomson; Corresponding Secretary, Miss Grace 

· H.Dodge. 
Board of Managers.-Miss Gould, Mrs. Charles Ide, Miss Sands, Miss Wetmore, 

Miss C. T. Lawrence, Miss Marbury, Miss E. H. Evarts, Miss Mary Agnew, Miss E. 
M. Smith, Miss Crosby, .Miss Van Santvoord, Miss Whitfield, Miss Brown, Mrs. H. 
O.Havemeyer, Miss Emily Huntington. 

Advisory Committee.-Mrs.Jonathan Sturges, Mrs. Augustus Hemenway. 
Committee on Nominations.-Miss Thomson, Miss Marbury, Miss Van Santvoord. 
Committee on Occupation Materials.-MissWetmore, Miss Lawrence, Mrs. John 

Sinclair. 
Committee on Printing.-Miss Sands, Miss Brown, Mrs. Ide, Miss Whitfield, Miss 

Dodge. 

*The Kitchen Garden Association, May 1, 1880. Pp. 12 . 
. ART-VOL 2-17 
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Copies of the constitution, by-laws, and of the certificate of organ
ization are given; these follow the usual forms. The . only unusual 
provision occurs· in the first clause of Article VIII of the consti
tution, which relates to the Board of Managers, and provides that 
"the Board of Managers shall consist of the Officers of the Associ
ation, fifteen ·members, who shall be elected annually, and the origi
-nator of the Kitchen Garden system (Miss Emily Huntington), who 
shall hold office for life." The annual dues are fixed at one dollar, 
and a list of the names of fifty members is given. 

HISTORY OF THE FIRST YEAR OF THE NEW ASSOCIATION. 

From the First Annual Report,* signed by Miss Grace H. Dodge, 
as corresponding secretary, and dated April 1, 1881, the following 
extracts are taken:. 

In presenting their first annual report the Managers of the Kitchen Garden 
Association ta.ke pleasure in stating that the work they have undertaken has been 
quite as successful as they anticipated. During the year there have been twenty
nine classes, ·comprising nine hundred and ninety children, in New York and its 
vicinity alone. These were taught by volunteer lady teachers, with the exception 
of two or three who receive salaries, and devote their time to teaching the sys
tem. * * * 

? Classes in some fifteen cities and towns are reported, and the 
further extension of the system recoi·ded thus: 

The system is being introduced among the colored people. The originator, Miss 
Huntington, has been to Hampton lnstitute,Virginia, and trained two of the teachers, 
as well as the graduating class there. From Hampton, it is hoped and expected 
that the Kitchen Garden will spread, not only among the colored people of the 
South. but also that it will be successfully carried to the Indians. 

We understand that the system is also· being translated and carried to Bombay, 
India, and we ·hope by another year to report a class from there. England is be
coming interested in the movement. The last copy of the London" Good Words" 
has in it a most excellent article about our Kitchen Garden system. 

WHY THIS DEFINITE TRAINING IS SO IMPORTANT FOR CITY GIRLS. 

The following clear statements concerning the educational needs 
·of girls, and of the advantages of such definite training in household 
industries as is given under this system, commend themselves to the 
thoughtful consideration of educators, and of all who are interested 
in elevating the condition of the girl children of the. poor in cities: 

There is no limit to the opportunities offered for the free industrial education of 
young girls; and the Association is limited in its work only by the lack of means. 
It is the desire of its managers to ·carry the system into every industrial and public 
schooL The necessity of such an education is becoming more and more apparent, 
as they become better acquainted with the ways of living among the poor. The 
tendency of the girl of to-day is not in the direction of household industry. Girls 
having been through our public and normal schools look down upon housework as 
debasing, and almost invariably they seek positions in stores, as clerks, sales-women, 
cashiers, or book-keepers. This avenue of employment is rapidly becoming over-

* First Annual Report of the Kitchen Garden Association, May 1, 1881. New 
York, 1881. Pp. 23. ' 
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crowded with applicants. There is scarcely anything more difficult than to secure 
a position in a. store. In a large IJ.leasure this comes from a mistaken feeling of. in
dependence. The excitement of store-life attracts many girls. They do not stop 
to consider the exposure they are subjected to, nor the severe strain upon their con
stitutions, from the constant standing, improper mid-day food, and inclement 
weather. Nor, that in .a monetary point of view, .they are not nearly as well off as 
the domestic in a private family. No girl, a.s clerk, can net $15 to $.20 per month, 
a.s a good domesti(l can. It is with the greatest difficulty, ordinarily, that she can 
make ends meet, unless she bas her honte and board given her by her family: It is 
to tllis work of industrial education the Kitchen Garden Association has addressed 
itself, and it bas adopted, as its method of work, ~he Kitchen Garden system. * * * 

Whenever the system has been properly introduced it has been productive of much 
good. By taking the children when they are young, and training them in house
hold arts in such an attractive way, we hope, in a measure at least, to get rid of 
the odium they attach to housework. The fact is impressed upon them, that. labor 
·of any sort which makes home comfortable is not only not menial, but dignified, 
and the true calling of every woman. She is not to be ashamed of doing this work, 
but rather ashamed of not knowing how to do it. The benefit of this instruction is 
not only seen in the happier,.hea.lthier, and neater appearance of the_ children, but 
is m()!!t apparent in the nomes where the parents allow the children to put their les-
sons in practice. When a child bail thoroughly learned all the Kitchen Garden and 
advanced lessons, she cannot fail to be a useful member of her own or of other house
holds . . 

TRAINED TEACHERS ESSENTIAL. 

The Managers can not lay too much stress upon the importance of teachers being 
trained for this work before they undertake it. It is a system very similar to the 
kindergarten system, and as no one undertakes tO teach a kinderg&Jten school 
without having first gone through the regular course of training, so no one should 
attempt to teach Kitchen Garden without having taken the whole course of normal 
class lessons. It is only when untrained amateurs undertake to teach that we hear 
of poor results. One cannot teach others what she does not thoroughly know her
self, and this is moat emphatically true of a system so varied and new as that of the 
Kitchen Garden. 

PROSPEROUS GROWTH AND PROGRESSIVE PLANS. 

The treasurer's account shows the receipt of $!)94.50, with a bal
ance of $201.46, after paying the year's expenses. The list of mem
bers has grown to seventy-nine. Mrs. Augustus Hemenway, of Bos
ton, who has done so much for similar needs there, heads the list of 
donors. The report closes with a statement of the aggressive pur~ 
poses of the Managers: 

It is the desire of the ~anagers to extend the work, and, if possible, to. introduce 
either the whole or part of the system into every public and· industrial school, and 
wherever opportunity offers. In order to do this, even in part, it is necessary to have 
money, for the salaries of teachers, for the rental of rooms, piano, for printing, etc. 

The Association desires to raise at least $2,000 a year, and it is hoped this maybe 
done by securing annual subscribers, increasing the membel'ship, and by the gifts 
from those who endorse the work. Donations and subscriptions can be sent to the 
treasurer, Miss Thomson, 68 Park Avenue, New York City. 

GRACE H . DODGE, 
Corresponding Secretary Kitchen Garden Association. 

262 MADISON A VENUE, April 1, 1881. 
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HISTORY OF THE SECOND YEAR. 

The Second Annual Report, dated May 1, 1882, has added, as a 
1;notto, on the title-page this appropriate Bible text: "She looketh 
well to the ways of her household." 

In pre~nting their second annual repo;t, the Managers of the Kitchen Garden 
Association take great pleasure in stating that the work for the past year has been 
in every way_ successful, and that they look forward to renewed and progressive work 
in the y~ :which is opening before them. 

· The following extract shows the tendency of growth and develop
ment in any really vital idea. As the Kindergarten gave birth to 
the Kitchen Garden, so the latter, in its turn, suggests a new depart
ure; or, rather, a further application of the original plan invented 
by Frobel. 

THE FARM GARDEN. 

An interesting outgrowth of the Kitchen Garden has been the adapting of its prin
ciples by Mrs .. Briant (a graduate of the Normal Class) to a system for instructing little 
boys in the elements of agricultural pursuits. They are taught, by using a large box 
of earth to work in, and by means of miniature plows, harrows, rakes, hoes, etc., the 
processes of preparing the ground, sowing the seed, caring for it, gathering in the 
crops, taking the corn or wheat to. the mill, grinding it, and finally leaving it in the 
kitchen for the women to turn into bread. These are all carried out by the small 
boys in . detail, a:ccompanied by clever question and answer dialogue among them
selves, and by either farmers' songs or whistling to a piano accompaniment. 
Th~ system has not as yet. been fully developed, but it is hoped will grow into a 

valuable part of a boy's education. It can be seen in operation almost any day but 
Saturday in the Children's Aid Society Industrial School, 208 West Eighteenth 
Street. · 

Refflrence to a letterfrom Charles G. Leland, Esq., dated in Septem
ber, 1883, which is given in Appendix K, of this volume, will show that 
he claims to have purposely omitted, in the well-known Circular on 
"Industrial Art in Schools," published by the Umted States Bureau 
of Education (Circular No. 4, 1882), the statement that the principles 
of his System of Design would be equally applicable to the instruc
tion of girls in household duties, and to boys in all the employments 
of agriculture; and he further suggests the publication of element
ary manuals on these subjects for use in schools. His plan seems to 
comprise the teaching of the theory or '' design" of these special 
industries, both of which Miss Huntington and Miss Briant had re
duced to practical lessons long before the date of this letter and, so 
far, certainly, as relates to the teaching of the arts of the household 
to young girls, with a success so pronounced as to entirely justify 
the theoretical judgment expressed by Mr. Leland.. Whether t he 
experiments in play-farming for boys will prove as successful, re
mains to be seen. One difficulty in the practical application of this 
phase of object-teaching suggests itself at the outset, arising from 
the fact that by far the larger number of the teachers in the public 
schools are young women, whose knowledge of the practical details 
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of farming can not as readily be assumed as can that of their famil
iarity with the details of house-keeping. Whether, too, the use of · 
these toy implements, and the singing by rote of "farmers' songs," 
so called, be of much greater practical value in fitting and inducing 
young boys to undertake, as their life-work, the undeniably prosaic, 
hard, and often repulsive work of the ~arm, than was the olden 
children's play of- · 

Here the farmer takes his stand, 
Stamps his feet, and claps his hands, 
And turns around to view his lands, 
Waiting for a partner ; 

And closing with the agnostic chorus: 
You, nor I, nor no one knows, 
How oats, pease, beans, and barley grows, 

Which, surely, no one ever before thought of as of any educational 
value in the practical training of farm hands-may well be doubted. 

A SUGGESTION AS TO THE PHILOSOPHY UNDERLYING ALL EDUCA· 

TIONAL METHODS. 

On the other hand, that, for the older pupils in country schools there 
would be value in such comprehensive statements of the "design '• 
of farming, the purpose of the farmer's work regarded as a whole, 
with a showing of the relation of the various kinds of work to that 
purpose, as is suggest.ed by Mr. Leland, c"3.n hardly be questioned. 
Such intelligent comprehension of the relation of all its parts to a 
whole, is educational in the highest degree. May there not be found 
in this suggestion, which is equally applicable to all departments of 
industrial education, that underlying philosophical principle common 
to all phases of education, the exposition of which, as elsewhere 
noted in this Report, President Runkle thought so desirable? When 
the pupil, or, for that matter, any worker, once understands that any 
special work on which he or she is engaged, is of value, only, as it is 
a part of a whole, the necessity that it shall be as exact and perfect 
as it is possible to make it, is at once realized; since, otherwise, it 
will not ·fit in place, and it is then seen that the work put on it has 
been wasted. 
· So, underneath the play house keeping 9f Miss Huntington's little 

girls, there lurks the ideal of a complete home, in which all the 
minor details of domestic drudgery are seen to have a relative, as 
well as positive, value, in the beautiful result to which each and all 
teng. Here, on this humble plane, scientific methods and religious 
purpose may meet, illustrating, as sweet George H erbert quaintly 

. shows, how one may make "drudgery divine,'' if only high motives 
:hicite to lowly deeds. · 
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THE PROMOTERS OF THE NEW METHODS PUBLISH FREELY. 

The man~gers of this germinal association, and of its vigorous. 
successor, have,. from the first, understood the incalculable value of 
.the printing press as a means of dissemination; and to their free· use 
of printed matter may doubtless be attributed, in a great degree, the · 
rapid growth and varied ·development of their work . . This Second 
Annual Report closes with the announcement of the forthcoming 

·issue· by Ivison, Blakeman & Co. of a. new volume. The hand 
books, etc., prepared by Miss Huntington and issued by Schermer
horn & Co., have already been referred to. Of this new book the , 
report says: · 

· The special work of the Association, this past winter, has been the preparation 
· of a book on "Household Economy," for use in both public and private schools. 

The plan was suggested last spring, and in the fall the matter was referred to the 
printing committee ~ith power to act. The committee, therefore, invited certain 
members of the Association to prepare the divisions of the book. Two months ago 
the papers were handed in, and the committee met to revise the matter. It was 
then handed to Dr. T. M. Coan, a literary expert, who spent some time in most 
carefully editing the book, and arranging it in chapters and sections. * * * It 
treats not only of the different departments of the household, but also of hygiene, 
emergencies, care of the sick, dress, economies, amenities, etc. In looking for
ward to the coming year, it is earnestly hoped tha,t the Kitchen Garden system 
should greatly spread, and that all will do what they can towa.rds instructing 
young girls to live true, noble lives, making them realize that even in sweeping 
and dusting their room they can put a cheerful spirit, and can do every thing about 
the house in a manner which may carry out the beautiful precept given us by' 
Saint Paul, 

"Whatsoever ye do, do it heartily as unto the Lord, not unto men." 
GRACE H. DODGE, 

Corresponding Secretary Kitchen Garden Association. 
26~ MADISON A VENUE, April 4, 1882. 

_As the history of this very interesting experimental society, and 
of its transition and·new name, is succinctly given in its final official 
annual report, this, the Fourth Annual Repbrt, is here given in full: 

FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE KITCHEN GARDEN ASSOCUTION. 

In presenting this, the Fourth and probably the last Annual Report of the Kitchen 
Garden Association, it seems wise to review the work of the Association since its 
organization in January, 1880. The objects as then defined in the constitution 
were as follows: 

First. To promote a wide and correct diffusion of the principles upon which the 
system has been founded. 

Second. To prevent its degenerating into careless and erratic methods of teach
ing, which might expose the system to misconception in its objects and opemtion. 

Third. To promote uniformity of method and action in all Kitchen Garden 
~hools. · · 
Fo~h. To establish a place of reference and consultation for all interested in 

the system. 
· Fifth. To provide for the perpetuation of the system. 
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The .Association has been successful in carrying out the first, fourth, and fifth 
sectioll8, but has found how impossible it is to prevent careless and erratic methods 
of teaching, or to promote uniformity of action in all Kitchen Garden schools. 

SPEEDY ADOPl'ION OF KITCHEN GARDEN METHODS IN V ARlO US CITIES AND COUN· 

TRIES. 

The system during these years has spread in a remarkable manner not onl:y in 
different parts of this country, but also in Europe and other quarters of the world. 
There are Kitchen Garden associatioll8 in Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, 
Boston, and Yonkers. The second named issues a monthly Kitchen Garden journal, 
with a good circulation. At Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in a building now being built 
to be devoted to industrial training, there is to be a large room given up exclusively 
to K;itchen Garden. The !IYStem has been introduced and classes are being taught· 
in many cities .in almost every-State of the Union. At Hampton, Va., the classes 
have for the past three years been steadily carried on at the Butler's School, con
nected with the institution. Members from the graduating classes serve as assistant 
teachers, and learn much to take with them into the colored schools of the South. 
In England the interest has increased and the system is slowly gaining headway. 
The Twenty-fitth Annual Report of the Ladies' Sanitary Association of London gives 
four pages of most complimentary description to the system, and quotes much from 
the last reports of our Association. The toys and books are being used in France. The 
latter have also been introduced during the past year in Italy and Greece. In India, 
Japan, and 'China the missionaries are using parts of the system, and it is now so 
well known that missionaries from other quarters, as they come to New York, want 
to study its principles, so that they can adapt it to their work. 

Formerly, the very term Kitchen Garden was not understood; now it is fully ap
preciated and loved by thousands of children, who have unconsciously and most 
pleasantly learnt many practical things from its teachings. Hundreds of homes 
have been made more neat and bright by the little scholars coming to them from 
the Kitchen-Gardt"n classes. It-has been a source of regi:et that more of these girls 
have not gone into service, and in that capacity also borne fruit from their lessons. 
Some have, however, become servants and have given much satisfaction to their 
mistresses. . 

The special work in New York of the Association has been the engaging of teachers 
and the overseeing of Kitchen Garden classes. During the first two years a bright, 
cheery room was rented from the New York Cooking School, and here classes were 
held, composed of girls taken from the city grammar schools, both white and colored. 
The Association teacher also was engaged by several institutions to teach classes. Last 
winter and this the rent of th~ room was dispensed with, and the t oy:; seut to two 
industrial schools. This year Miss Oakley, the teacher of the Association, has been 
busily engaged; she has two classes every day, excepting Satnnlay, when she teaches 
three times. The classes are held at the Wilson Mission, t he coffee-house connec~d 
with the Fruit and Bible ¥ission, at the Colored Orpha-n Asylum and Colored Mis
sion, at Thirtieth Street Memorial, and the Fourteenth Street E::J.St Side Chapels, 
also at the Hudson River Industrial School, and at Pelham, N.Y. 

Miss Buchanan, a second teacher and assistant for Miss Oakley, is now being 
trained, and will soon be fitted to take independent cla.sses. 

HAND BOOKS PUBLISHED. 

Two books have been compiled and published under the auspices of the Associa
tion. The first," Household EConomy, a Manual for Schools," has been in ch·cula
tion two· years. It is being constantly cailed for, but as yet is not extensively intro
duced into the public schools, for which it is dosigned. The other book," Advanced 
Lessoll8 and Songs," has been found' useful to the numerous Kitchen Garden 
-teach era. 
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ECONOMICAL AND PROSPEROUS MANAGEMENT OF THE .ASSOCIATION. 

It is pleasant to report that during the four years there has been incurred no debt, 
and that no unpleasantness has a.rlsen in the Board of !4anagers, or among the 
members of the Association. Mrs. Blagden, the :first President, for fanilly reasons, 
was· obliged to resign her position a. year ago. The Vice-President, Mrs. Sinclair, 
was elected to the vacancy, one of the managers taking her office. With this excep
tiofl there bas been no change during the four years among the executives, and 
but few changes have come into the Board: 

A WIDER FIELD OF USEFULNESS OPENS. 

The Board for some months past have felt that the Association should undertake 
new and enlarged work. Several unexpected fields for labor opened up, but with 
the present constitution could not be entered upon. 

After discussion and much thought the following notice was sent three weeks ago · 
to all members of the Association: 

''Resolved, That at the next regular meeting of the Association, held March 21, the 
subject of the dissolving of the Kitchen Garden .A.s!!ociation, with the vi~w of re
organizing under a different name and upon a. broader basis, be presented and action 
taken thereon. 

" It is proposed to make this change because, first, the title Kitchen Garden Asso
ciation is too limited in its scope; second, experience has proved that a more advanced 
work in addition is essential; third, it is desirable that industrial training for schools 
in general, .for older pupils and for boys, be added to the present work; fourth, 
other systems having been developed, it seems advisable to incorporate them with 
our own. 

"In suggesting the dissolving of the present organization, there is no thought in 
the minds of the Board that any of the past work of the Kitchen Garden Associa
tion should be stopped. On the contrary, plans are already being suggested by 
which many more classes may be started n!'lxt fall. 

" If it is the sense of this meeting, when the vote is taken, that the present Kitchen 
Garden Association shall dissolve, to immediately reorganize upon a broader basis, 
the interests of the Kitchen Garden will be put into the hands of a standing com
mittee on KitcheJ:J. Garden, which will be composed of those most interested in its 
spread and correct teaching. 

"It is hoped that Miss Huntington, the originator of the system, will herself serve 
upon the committee, and aid it with her suggestions and hearty co-operation. The 
other aims and purposes of the proposed new Association will be shortly presented. 
Workers for it will be much needed, not in name only, but workers full of earnest 
purposes and entire consecration , who will go into the labor, already laid out, with 
strong desires to do what they can to raise, strengthen, and ep.uca.te their poorer 
sisters, and to make of .them capable daughters, wives and mothers. 

"GRACE H. DODGE, 
" Corresponding Secretary Kitchen Garden Association. 

"262 -MADISON AVENUE, NEw YORK CITY, March 18, 1884." 

The above report was read at a. meeting of the Kitchen Garden Association, held 
March 21, 1884. When it had been accepted, Mrs. J ohn R. Paddock read a paper 
on " Industrial Training:," which also presented in detail the reasons for the dis
solving of the Association, and the aims and scope of the proposed new organization. 
The following motion was then made: "That the Kitchen Garden Association dis
solve, to immediately reorganize under a new name, and upon a broader basis." 
The vote by ballot was unanimous in favor of the proposed change. A chairman 
and secretary pro tem. were then appointed, and after the necessary forms were 
carried out the Industrial Educational Association was formed. Officers were elected, 
and a. constitution adopted. 
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After the first year the Treasurer's accounts show that t_he annual 
expenses incurred by the Kitchen Garden Association averaged about 
three hundred dollars. It will be seen by reference to the Treasurer's 
reports of the Industrial Education Association that the receipts and 
expenditures of the new society were at once largely iu excess of those 
of the former, and that they have rapidly increased with eac.h suc
ceeding year; thus showing conclusively the constant growth in the 
work of the society, and in the number of contributors to whom it 
successfully appeals for support. 

The following js the list of officers for 1883-'84, under whose ad
ministration it was decided to disband the Kitchen Garden Associa
tion and form a new .corporation, to be known as the Industrial 
Education Association of New York City-a wise and fortunate 
mdvement, as has been f.nlly demonstrated. 

Officers.~President, Mrs. J ohn Sinclair; Vice-Prllsident, Miss Mary Agnew; Sec
retary and Treasurer, Miss Elizabeth M. Thomson; Corresponding Secretary, Miss 
Grace H. ·Dodge. 

Board of Managers.-1\frs. W. S. Wellington, Mrs. H. 0. Havemeyer, Mrs. George 
C. Clark, Miss Livingston, Miss C. T. Lawrence, Miss Rosalie Rapallo, Miss Winslow. 
Miss Sloane, Miss Trotter, Miss Margaret R. Agnew, Miss Hollins, Mrs. John R. 
Paddock, Miss C. S. Whitfield, Miss Sharpless, Miss Emily Huntington, ex o.tfi.v"io . 

.Advisory Oomnlittee.-Mrs. Jonathan Sturges, Mrs. Augustus Hemenway. 

THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK CITY. 

From the First Annual Report of the new society, issued in April; 
1885, • are taken the following extracts, which reveal the wider scope 
a11d increased activity which characterize the new departure: 

In presenting the First Annual Report of the Industrial Education Association it 
seems wise to state the objects for which it was organized. 

First. To obtain and disseminate information upon industrial education and to 
·stimulate public opinion in its favor. 

Second. To invite co-operation between existing organizations engaged in any 
form of industrial training. · 

Third. To train women and girls in domestic economy, and to promote the 
training of both sexes in such industries as shall enable those trained to become 
self-supporting. 

Fo?Jrth . . To study and devise methods .and systems of industrial training, and 
secure their introduction into schools ; also, when expedient, to form special classes 
and schools for such instruction. · 

Fifth. To provide instructors for schools and classes, and, if necessary, to train 
teachers for this wotk. 

The work of this first year has been largely one of preparation. To place the 
new organization upon a fiml basis ; to secure the interest and co-operation of those 
already actively engaged in various forms of industrial training; to unite in the 
board of management such as could most effectually promote its objects ; to in ,·es
tigate the work done by existing organizations, and to discover the most practical 
avenues for further efforts, were matters of great importance, and ha'l'e demn.nded 
a large expenditure of time, thought, and effort. The contrast between the feeble 

*First Annual Report of the Industrial Education Association, April, 1885. Office 
No.21 University Place, New York City. Pp. 31. 
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beginnings of one year ago and the position occupied by the Association to-day 
justifies the.wisdom of this course. 
, Not only has the Association accomplished much practical work, but by means of 
private interviews and through the public press it has presented ita objects, tested 
th3 sympathy of the community with its purpoSes, deepened the conviction of their 
importance, and received the approval of many thoughtful men and women. 

THE COMMITTEES AND THEIR DUTIES. 

-Having already stated the objeets of this Association, the methods proposed for 
their accomplishment claim our attention. The various interests of the Association 
have been intrusted to the care of four CQmmittees, viz : Committee on finance, com
mittee orr books and printing, committee on industries, and committee on domestic 
economy. -

THE FINANCE COMMITTEE. 

To the commi~ on finance belongs the duty of. devising ways and means to 
secure the funds needful to carry on the work, a duty by no means insignificant 
when we remember that a C)nsiderable outlay must neceSSIU'ily attend the earlier 
stages of this work. Funds are needed to train teachers, to provide suitable books 
of reference, to establish classes in manual training, and to issue such publications 
as may promote the interests qf the cause. . 

Early 18.st fall this committee issued a circular, setting forth the nature and 
needs of the work, which in most instances met a very cordial response. Thus far 
the donations and subscriptions received h.ave been sufficient to meet_immedio.te 
needs, though not enough to inaugurate all the work the Association had in view. 

COMMITTEE ON BOOKS AND PRINTING. 

The committee on books and printing prepares for the press publications to be 
issued by the Association, selects such books as can be recommended for use in 
schools and classes, and disseminates, through the public press, information cal
culated to promote an intelligent interest in Industrial Education. To this com
mittee belongs the selection of books for the Association library, to be secured by 
donation or purchase. The nucleus of a library has already been obtained. 

The manuals of Advanced Lessons in Kitchen Garden and Domestic Economy, 
prepared by the organization of which this Association is an outgrowth, are rec
ommended by this committee for use in schoolq and .classes. The c<i~ittee has 
also in preparation Mrs. Briant's Lessons in Agriculture, an ingenious development 
of the Kitchen Garden system, by which little boys are instructed in the elements of 
agricultural pursuits, using a large box of earth, with miniature plows, harrows, 
rakes, and hoes. 

A paper on " Industrial and Technologic Education" was prepared for the Na
tional Conference of Charities and Corrections by Mrs. John R. Paddock. This 
paper contained a valuable summary of the whole subject, and presented a most 
forcible argument in its favor. Five hundred copies were iss~ed in pamphlet form, 
and have been widely circulated, the demand indicating the attention which this 
.subject is now claiming. 

COMMITTEE ON I NDUSTRIES. 

To the committee on industries has been assigned the task of devising methods 
·of industrial training suitable for introduction into schools, reformatories, orphnn
.ages, asylums, and other institutions. Upon it devolves a large share of the 
student work which is an essential element in the efforts of this Association. To 
.ascertain what can be done to further the introduction of industrial training, it is 
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necessary to understand thoroughly the existing systems of public and private edu
cation, and to know the industr~al methods pursued in this and other countries. 
Only by cloae acquaintance with all the facts of the case will it be i>ossible to de
vise adequate measures to secure the adoption of practical manual training as a 
feature in all education. 

SUB..CO!OUTI'EES ON INDUSTRIES. 

The scope of this work is so large that it naturally suggests the division of labor 
by the formation of sub-committees, to whose care special interests are delegated. 
Already we have sub-committees on Schools and Classes, on Reformatories, on 
Asylums for the Insane, and one on Orphanages will soon be added. By these com
mittees a large number of public and private schools, reformatories, and asylums 
have been visited, together with many institutions where industrial training is 
given. Some of these will be found enumerated in the Appendix of this report. 

While it is most gratifying to discover the amount of volunteer and private effort 
in behalf of Technologic and Industrial Training in New York City and vicinity, 
indeed throughout the whole country, the fact remains that these efforts reach but 
a small percentage of the population, and leave a large want totally unsupplied. 
In the judgment of the committee of_industries, this want can be best supplied by · 
making the training of the hands, no less than the training of the head, a part of 
the general system of education. Mature deliberation convinced the committee 
that the best way to secure the desired result would be to establish centres where, 
by practical experiment, the value and feasibility of manual training could .be 
demonstrated. Recognizing the power that would accrue to such a movement by 
identifying it at once with the public schools of New York City, application was 
made to the Board of Education for the use of a school building one afternoon in the 
week for the purpose of holding cl~, after the regular school hours, in sewing, 
domestic economy, designing, modelling, simple carpentry, and the use of tools; the 
Association to assume the entire.care and expense, and the classes to be open at all 
times to the inspection of teachers and trustees of the public schools and memb~rs 
of the Board of Education. This petition was signed by prominent citizens, repre
senting a variety of influential interests and a strong public sentiment in favor of 
the introduction of manual training. In presenting this petition much encourage
ment was derived from the fact that the board has already appointed a committee 
on industrial studies, whose intelligent appreciation and deep interest in the sub
ject promise favorably for its future development. That this petition has not yet 
been granted is not a matter for discouragement. Time is needed to prepare the 
way for a movement of such vast importance, and we have every confidence that 
the results achieved by other cities in the direction of manual training will sooner 
or later be reached in our own. Members of the committee on industries are now 
testing a system of graded sewing, with a view to preparing a course suitable for 
introduction into public schools. This committee is also actively engaged in devis
ing plans for the instruction of boys in various manual arts, and the future efforts 
of the Association will be largely in their behalf. At present, attention is specially 
directed to boys from six to twelve years of age, who need something to follow the 
kindergarten, and continue the manual training there begun until they are old 
enough to use the carpenters' and machinists' tools. 

COMMIT1'EE ON DOMESTIC ECONOMY • 

. The oo:mxu\ttee on domestic economy takes for its special field to encourage the 
Uainblg o( women and girls in the various departments of household work, and aims 
to promote a more general interest in the study of Domestic Economy. Under the 
-~~ o( thi!! Conuuittee the woxl!; ot the original Kitchen Garden Association is 
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also continued, and efforts made to secure the extension of the Kitchen Garden sys
tem as an elementary training in household work . . This committee has made special 
efforts to introduce the study of domestic economy into the leading private schools 
of the city. Much success has followed these endeavors, and fifteen classes have 
been established in well-known schools. 

These classes were under the care of Miss Julia H. Oakley. 
* * * In several of the girls' clubs and friendly societies evening classes have 

been held, and by this means an equal number of working girls have received an 
impulse in favor of practical household management. 

In the Eleventh Street Home for Destitute Girls the happiest results have attended 
Miss Oakley's teaching. H ere a part of the time is devoted to explaining the theory, 
and the balance to the actual performance, of household duties, under Miss Oak
ley's direction. As the inmates of this home remain but a short time, several classes, 
including about sixty girls, have been under instructions, and the managers of the 
home, in their recently-published report, acknowledge the good results of this prac-
tical training. · · 

Qlasses in Kitchen Garden are also held in St. Mark's, St. Augustine's, ROmeyn, 
and lfemorial Chapels, in the Model and Improved Tenements, ChelTy and Seventy

. second Streets, and at the coffee-house of the Bible and Fruit Mission. These are 
in charge of Miss Buchanan, who has been specially trained ~or the work, and gi vea 
great satisfaction in it. · 

CLASSES IN COOKING. 

In securing the objects of this committee valuable aid is rendered by the New York 
Cooking School, which co-operates with us n1ost successfully in supplying that in· 
struction in cooking so indispensable to a thorough household training. Under the 
care of the New York Cooking School twenty'classes have been established, chiefly 
in mission chapels and societies of working girls. Seven t eachers are already em
ployed and more will be ready for the work next year . The beneficial results of 
this training are daily seen . Girls are made capable of caring for their home..~, 

·women become better household managers, and men secure happier and more com
fortable homes. 

Last fall the Association was invited by General John Eaton, United States Com
missioner of Education, t o represent ita work in the Industrial Department of the 
New Orleans Exposition. After mature deliberation it was deemed inexpedient at 
this early stage tv attempt any such representation. 

For the past year the Association has shared the rooms of the Society for In
struction in First Aid to the Injured. An office has now been secured at 21 Uni
versity Place, the rent of which has been pledged for one year. 

GENERAL WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION. 

In this connection we may allude to the more general woi·k of the Association. 
Efforts have been made to establish correspondence with those known to be inter
ested in this suhject, and with such institutions as have a lready made progress in 
any department of mdustrial training. The prompt and cordial responses received, 
and the readiness shown to co-operate in the aims of the Association, attest the 
liberal spirit which animates the whole movement in favor of industrial education. 

Through Mr. Charles G. Leland we have been put into communication with llfrs. 
E. L. Jebb, who has done such an important work in establishing the Home Arts 
and IndustJies Associat ion, already accomplishing such good results .in Great Britain. 
Mrs. Jebb has consented to.hecome a corresponding member of our Association, and 
through her we learn of a remarkable hand-work movement in Sweden and Finland. 
Thus it is that our sources of information are constantly increasing and our work 
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broadening. Even in one short year the Association has become widely known, and 
requests for information and assistance in industrial projects come from all parts 
of the country. Arrangements have just been completed for sending Miss Oakley 
to train a. normal class ·in Toronto, Canada, where a favorable opening for industrial 
work is presented. 

R eferences follow to the desirableness of the introduction of some 
forms of industrial training in all r eformatories and orphanages. 

TO INTRODUCE INDUSTRIAL TRAINING IN SCHOOLS THE PRIME 
OBJECT. 

These various institutions offer wide opportunities for testing the value of in
dustrial education, but they are not to ta.ke precedence of the greatest and most 
important . part of our work. Recognizing the force of that oft-quoted saying, 
"What we wish to see introduced into the life of the nation must first be intro
duced into the life of its schools," and placing beside it the no less evident fact that 
'' every form of industry now demands the ingenious brain and the cunning fingers 
of educated labor," we see at once the future work of the Industrial Education .AJ;

-sociation. The scientific and technologic schools and colleges, the agricultural col
leges, industrial universities, and manual training schools already established have 
done much toward the solution of this great problem, but the work is only just 
begun. "What we need," it has been well said by an English writer, "is to liberate 
the hand-power which is now going to waste, just as we have set free the brain
power." 

This is our object , and the indications are that before many years the claims of 
industrial education will be admitted as co-equal with those of general elementary 
education. 

For the Board. of Managers, 

APRIL 7, 1885. 
JANE P . CATI'ELL, Secretary. 

The following by-laws show the purpose and form of organization 
of the new society, and are here given in full, for the convenience of 
those who may wish to form similar organizations. 

BY-LAWS OF THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK. 

I . TITLE. 

The name of the Association shall be the Industrial Education Association. 

II. OBJECTS. 

The objects of the Association shall be: 
First. To obtain and disseminate information upon Industrial Education, and to 

stimulate public opinion in its favor. · 
Second. To invite co-operation between existing organizations engaged in any 

form of Industrial Training. 
Third. To tt-ain women and girls in Domestic Economy and to promote the train

ing of both sexes in such industries as shall enable those trained to become self· 
supporting. 

Fourth. To study and devise methods and systems of industrial training and 
secure their introduction into schools; alRo, when expedient, to form special classes 
and schools for such instruction. 

Fifth. To provide instructors for schools and classes, and, if necessary, t o train 
teachers for this work. 
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lli. MEMBERSHIP. 

The Association shall consist of members of the Central Associ&tion, corresponding 
members, and honorary members. - Members of the Oentral Association shall con
duct the active business of the Association, and shall be residents of New York City 
or its vicinity. Corresponding members may be residents of any part of the United 
States or of foreign countries; they shall be requested to send to the secretary in
formation bearing upon the objects of _the .A:sSociation, but shall not be responsible 
for any action taken by the Association, nor shall they be obliged to adopt the prin
ciples advocated by the Association. Honorary members shall be chosen for valuable 
aid rendered the Association or for distinguished services in behalf of industrial 
education. Members of the Central Association shall be entitled to vote at the an
nual meeting of the Association and upon the admission of new members. at any 
meeting. 

IV. ELECTION OF MEMBERS. 

All members shall be elected by a majority vote of members present at any meet~ 
ing- of the Association. Application for ·membership must .be made through a 
member of the Association, who shall send the name of the proposed member to the 
board of managers; if approved by the board, the name shall be submitted to the 
vote of the Association. The failrire of any member to attend three consecutive 
regular meetings of the Association, without notifying the secretary, may be con
sidered as equivalent to a resignation. 

V. BOARD OF MANAGERS. 

The Association shall be controlled by a board of n1anagers, to consist of fifteen 
persons, who shall be elected annually by a majority vote, by ballot, of members 
present at the ap.nual meeting. Any vacancy occurring during the current year 
shall be filled by the board of managers from members of the Central Association. 
It shall be the duty of the board of managers to devise and adopt such measures as 
may best promote the objects of the Association and increase its efficiency. The 
board shall have full power to control the affairs and funds of the Association. Jt 
shall have authority to enforce the observance of the by-laws of the Association, 
and shall have power, by a two-thirds vote of its members, to remove any member 
from the Association for such cause as it may deem sufficient, other than non-attend
ance at meetings. 

The Board shall appoint the Chairmen and members of the standing committees 
from the members of the Association annually, immediately after the annual m eet
ing, and shail have power to add additional members to said committees at any 
time. Members of the Board of Managers shall be ex-officio members of all stand
ing comlnittees. · Nothing shall be published in the name of the Association with
out the consent of the BoaFd of Managers. 

The Board of Managers shall hold monthly meetings from October till May, in
clusive, and oftener if desirable. Five members shall constitute a quorum. It 
shall make its own by-laws. The Board shall make a full report of the affairs and 
funds of the Association to the Association at its annual meeting. 

VI. OFFICERS. 

The Officers of the Board of Managers shall be a President, one or more Vice
Presidents, a Treasurer, an Assistant Treasurer, a Recording Secretary, and a Libra. 
rian. They shall be elected annually from the incoming Board of Managers, by 
a majority vote, by ballot, of Members of the Board. 

The Officers of the Board of Managers shall also be the Officers of the Associa· 
tion, and shall hold office until their successors are elected or appointed. 
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VII. PREsiDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT. 

The President shall preside at all meetings or appoint a substitute; shall call special 
meetings at discretion, or upon the wri~ten request of five members; shall appoint 
special committees, an_d shall have charge of the general interests of the Association. 

Prior to the annual meeting the President shall appoint a committee to nominate 
the board of managers for the ensuing year, and an auditing committee to examine 
and report upon the accounts of the Association. The members of these committees 
shall not be members of the Board of Managers. 
· A Vice-President shall, in the absence of the President, perform all the ordinary 

duties of the President. 
VIII. TREASURER. 

The Treasurer shall be charged with the custody of the securities and funds of the 
Association; shall keep an account, in the name of the Association, in an institution 
approved by the Board of Managers, in which he shall immediately deposit all mon· 
eys received. The Treasurer shall keep an account of all receipts and disbursements, 
and shall pay no moneys except by order of the Board, or on the authorized 'War
rant of the Assistant Treasurer. The Treasurer shall present monthly written reports 
to the Board and an annual report to the Association. The financial year of the Ass<>;
ciation shall end March 81. 

IX. AssisTANT TREASURER. 

The Assistant Treasurer shall keep a complete list of the subscribers and donors 
and collect the subscriptions; shall ·attend to all details pertaining to receipts 
and disbursements, keeping an accurate account of 'the same, and once in each month 
transmit to the Treasurer a statement, and pay to the Treasurer all moneys received. 
The Assistant Treasurer shall draw upon the Treasurer for all salaries· and for cur
rent office expenses; all other bills must be presented to the Board of Managers and 
receive their certification before being paid. 

X. RECORDING SECRETARY. 

The Recording Secretary shall be Secretary of the Board of Managers; shall call 
the roll, and keep the minutes of the proceedings of the Board; shall notify officers 
of their election and committees of their appointment, and shall give notice of all 
meetings of t~e Board. 

XI. GENERAL SECRETARY. 

The General Secretary shall be appointed and removed by the Board of Managers, 
and shall be the chief executive official of the Association, responsible for the man
agement of its affairs, under such general rules as may be adopted by the Board of 
Managers. The General Secretary shall conduct the correspondence of the Associa
tion; shall do organizing or other work required by the Board; shall keep minutes 
of the proceedings of the Association, and give notice of its meetings; shall receive 
and file the reports of the different committees, and keep any accounts and records 
of the Association that may be required. The General Secretary shall write the an
nual report of the Association, and make written monthly reports to the board of 
managers. An account of money expended by the General Secretary for current, 
office, and trti.velling expenses shall be rendered monthly to the Assistant Treasurer. 

XII. LIBRARIAN. 

_It shall be the duty of the Librarian-
First. To collect, by mean'l of donations to the Association, such books and pam

phlets as may, in the judgment of the Librarian, contain valuable information upon 
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subjects connected with the objects and work ·of the .A.tlsociation, and to make a 
catalogue of the same. . 

Second. To adopt a system by which the books may be available to all the mem· 
bers of the .Association as freely as may be consistent with a due regard for their 
preservation. 

Third. To make written reports from time to time of donations and loans to the 
library at the regular meetings of the board of managers and of the Association. 
The librarian shall, before the regular meetings of the standi.I;Ig comi.il.ittees, send to 
the secretary of each committee, to be laid before the committee, a list of any books, 
pamphlets, or drawings, given or loaned since the previous· meetings, which have 
reference to the work of that committee. 

XIII. S'l'ANDlNG CoMMITTEES. 

There shall be fOUl' or more standing committees, as follows: 
(a) Committee on finance. 
(b) Committw on books and p~ting. 
(c) Committee on industries. 
(d) Committee on domestic economy. 

The committees shall make written monthly and annual reports of their work 
at the regular meetings of the board of managers. They shall make their own by
laws. 

Estimates for expenditures by standing committees, other than for petty expenses, 
must be approved by the board of managers. · Manuscript designed for publication 
must receive the approval of the standing committee from which it emanates 
before being submitted to the hoard of managers . 

. XIV. CoMMITTEE ON FINANCE. 

It shall be the duty of the committee on finance to devise mea.nS for obtaining the 
funds requisite to carry on the work of the .Association. 

XV, COMMITTEE ON BOOKS AND PRINTING. 

It shall be the duty of the committee on books and printing to prepare fo-:· pub
lication such matter as the board may authorize; to keep itself informed of pub
licatiolis upon industrial education and pursuits and, with the approval of the 
board, to procure for use in the library, or for distribution, those deemed of special 
value. 

XVI. COMMITTEE ON INDUSTRIES, 

It shall be the duty of the committee on industries to study, devise, and present, 
for the consideration and approval of the board, methods and systems calculated 
to develop industrial education, and to use all available means to introduce the 

. same into schools, reformatories, asylums, orphanages, and such other institutions 
as may offer a suitable field. 

XVII. COMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

It shall be the duty of the committee on domestic economy to encourage the 
study of this subject, and to promote the thorough training of women and girls in 
every department of house-work. In securing this end opportunities offered by 
cooking schools or other existing organizations shall be used; classes shall bees
tablished, and such other agencies as may best promote this object. 

It shall also be the duty of this committee to promote an intelligent interest in 
the kitchen garden system, and to further its introduction wheneveJ; ~~ ma:y be of 
l"alue as an elementary training in household work. 
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XVIII. MEETINGS. 

The annual meeting of the Association shall be held during the month of April. 
Two weeks' notice of this meeting shall be given to all members entitled to vote. 

At any special meeting of the Association the business for which the meeting is 
called shall be stated in the notice to members. Eleven members shall constitute 
a quorum at any meeting of the Association. 

XIX. BY-LAWS. 

The by-laws of the Board of Managers and of the Association must be in accord
ance with the general act of incorporation, chapter 319, laws 1848, with amend-
ments, State of N(:\w York. · 

:XX. AMENDMENTS. 

These by-laws may be amended by a two-thirds' vote of members present at any 
meeting of the Association, intention to move the proposed amendment having 
been sent to the secretary thr~ weeks previous to the meeting. The secretary 
shall send to each member Clf the Central Association, and each advisory member, 

· two weeks' notice of this meeting, with a copy of such proposed amendment. To 
constitute a quorum at this meeting not less than two-thirds of the members must 
be present. 

XXI. ORDER OF BUSINESS OF THE ANNUAL MEETING. 

The following shall be the order of business at the annual meeting of the Asso
ciation: 

(1) The secretary shall read the minutes of the last annual meeting. Action 
thereon. 

(2) Report of the treasurer. Action thereon. 
(8) Report of the board of managers. Action thereon. 
(4) Election of incoming board of managers. 
(5) ·Election of new members. 

The Treasurer's report shows an income of $2,015.52, with a bal
ance of $470.48 in excess of the expenditures for the year. 

The list of the officers of the new society during the first year is given 
· below. The list of "members of Central .Association," which con

tains many of th~ best New York City names, numbers seventy -nine. 
The list of twenty-two honorary members shows the extent of interest 
taken in this undertaking and from how many sources it is to be sus
tained, beginning, as it does, with the name of the venerable President 
of Columbia College, followed by·that of Charles L. Brace, the noble 
pioneer in the .practical work of rescuing city childr en from the slums 
of New York. These are followed by the names of the genial public
spirited President of the New York Central road; of the United States 
Commissioner of Education; of a leading H ebrew Rabbi of the city; 
of th& Episcopal Bishop of New York; and by those of representative 
clergymen of the Catholic, Presbyterian, Episcopalian, and other 
Churches; the names of the mayors of New York and of Brooklyn, 
and of several well-kno\vn merchants follow; and not least are the 
names of the two women known in New York and in Boston for every 

ART-VOL. 2--18 
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good work, Mrs. Jonathan Sturges and Mrs. Augustus Hemenway. 
There were also seven corresponding members. 

The names comprising this list of the members and officers of the 
new society were in themselves a guarantee of the efficiency and 
success of the movement. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. 

[No. 21 University Place, New York.) 

OFFICERS, 1885-'86. 

President, General AJexander S. Webb; Vice-President, Miss Grace H . Dodge; 
Treasurer, Mr. JohnS. Bussing; Assistant Treasurer, Miss S. Edwina Brown; Sec
retary, Miss Jane P. Cattell; Librarian •. Mrs. John R. Paddock. 

· BOARD OF MANAGERS, 1885-'86. 

General Alexander S. Webb, Miss Grace H. Dodge, Mr. JohnS. Bussing, Miss S. 
Edwina Brown, Mrs. John R. Paddock, Mr. Samuel Thorne, Mrs. William T. Blod
gett, Mrs. Theodore Bronso,n, Mr. John D. Wing, Mr. George Walton Green, Mrs. 
David M. Turnure, Mrs. Theodore Irving, Mr. J. W . Pinchot, Mr. William A. Potter, 
Mr. William F. Bridge. 

STANDING COMMITTEES. 

Committee on Finance.-Mr. JohnS. Bussing, Chairman; Miss S. Edwina Brown, 
Secretary; Mrs. Franklin Allen, Mr. J. W. Pinchot, Mrs. William A. Street, Mrs. 
David M. Turnure, Mr. John D. Wing. 

- Committee on Books and Printing.-Mra. John R. Paddock, Chairman; Mrs. A. 
A. Evstaphieve, Secretary; Miss J . N. Demarest; Miss C. T. LaWTence: Miss E. M. 
Thomson; Miss Adele Turnure. 

Committee on Industries.-Mr. William .A.. Potter, Chairman; Miss Katherine · 
Van Nest, Secretary; Mrs. A~chibald Alexander, Mr. Charles A. Barnard, Mr. Will
iam F. Bridge, Mrs. JohnS. Bussing, Mrs. J oseph H. Choate, Miss Grace H. Dodge, 
Mrs. A. A. Evstaphieve, Mr. George Walton Green, Mrs. Egbert Guernsey, Mrs. 
Hobert S. Hayward, Mrs. J. A. Hewlett, Miss Howe, Mrs. W. S. Hoyt, Mrs. C. W. 
Ide, 1\ks. T~eodore Irving, Mr. C. E. Merrill, Mrs. J ohn R. Paddock, Mrs. C. l.\1. 
Parker, Mr. J. W. Pinchot, Miss Rosalie Ra.pallo, Mrs. Andrew J. Rickoff, Mr. Theo
dore Roosevelt, Miss A. P. Slade, Mr. E. D. Spring, Mrs. Francis Lynde Stetson, 
Mrs. Wjlliam A. Street, Miss M. H. TrotWr, Mr. William Whitlock. 

Committee on Domestic Economy.-Miss S. Edwina Brown, Chairman; Miss Ro
salie Ra.pallo, Secretary; Mrs. Franklin Allen, Mrs. Theodore Bronson, Miss Blanche 
Brown, Mrs. A. T. Clark, Miss Charlotte T. Lane, Miss C. T. Lawrence, Miss M. L. 
Perlee, Mrs. James Pyle, Miss Marion Sharpless, Mrs. John Sinclair, Miss A. L. 
Denny, Miss Virginia Hollins, Mrs. David,M. Turnure. · 

Special Committee on Organization.-Miss Grace H. Dodge, Miss Jane P. Cattell. 

THE SECOND YEAR'S WORK. 

The Second Annual Report,* issued April, 1878, is a handsomely 
.printed pamphlet of 60 pages, the increase in size being itself sig
nificant of the rapid growth of the Association; an inference which 
is confirmed by a perusal of its contents, which give evidence not 

*Second Annual Report of the Industrial Education Association, April, 1886. 
Office, 21 University Place, New York City. Pp. 60, 
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only· of much work which has been actually accomplished, but are 
indicative of far-reaching plans for future usefulness. The society 
is seen to be actively reaching out in many directions. It contains the 
customary lists of the names of officers, members, and contributors, 
with an account of the work of the year. Copies of the act of in
corporation, under date of March 18, 1886, and of the by-laws, are 
also included. In addition to these features, common to society re
ports, there are three appendices, one of these being a special report 
by the committee in charge of the Children's Industrial Exhibition 
given under the auspices of the Association in the spring of 1886; the 
other two are made up of interesting and valuable lists, useful not 
only to the members of this Association, but to all interested in the 
subject of industrial education. 

Of these, one (Appendix B) comprises a list of some sixty-two 
schools and institutions with which" the Association has been in com
munication during the past year. A brief outline of the industrial 
training carried on in each is given." The following clause from the 
few words which preface this list, gives a glimpse of the comprehensive 
purposes of this Association of aggressive, eager workers. "In time 
it is hoped to make a complete directory of industrial schools and 
institutions." That is, this two years' old society proposes for itself 
as a field for occupation nothing less than the whole United States. 
Its clients are all school children; its purpose, universal industrial 
education. · 

Appendix C comprises a list of the books and pamphlets in the 
library of the Association. These are arranged under 282 titles, and 
include official reports, catalogues of schools and institutions, many 
addresses and papers on industrial educational topics, a few practical 
~ext-b~oks, manuals and hand-books, a variety of kindergarten litera
ture, and a collection of catalogues of reformatories, orphanages, and 
asylums. 

Of books directly treating of manual training Mr. Runkle, Mr. 
Woodward, Mr. Leland, and Mr. Ham are the most prolific authors. 
Th~ authors of addresses and pamphlets include the names of the 
more widely known advocates of industrial education. 

The following extracts from this r eport show the growth and 
modification of the work of the Association during its second year. 
Its purposes and methods are so clearly and succinctly stated, that 
very full quotations are here made. As a pioneer association, occu
pying a new field, its plans and its methods in detail are of interest 
to all who, in other cities and towns, meet with like problems. It 
will be noticed that a large number of new sub-committees were ap
pointed for the year to take charge of various specialties. A sub
division of authority which, as is shown in the report of the follow
.ing year, proved unwieldy, and waa therefore discontinued after 
this experience of a single year. 
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SECOND ANNuAL REPORT OF THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCL\.TION. 

In presenting to the public this Second Annual Report of the. Industrial Educa
tion Association, it seems important to define more clearly than has hitherto been 
done the position held by the Association. 

The use of the word industrial bas been construed as indicating the purpose of 
· the Association to teach trades, or to introduce the te3Ching of trades as a feature of 

public education. This is not the case; but we hold that " there is an industrial 
training, which is neither technical nor professional, which is calculated to make 
better men and better citizens of the pupils, no matter what calling they may after
ward follow; which affects directly, and in a most salutary manner, the mind and 
character of the pupil, and which will be of constant service to him through all his 
hfe, whether he be wage-worker or trader, teacher or clergyman. The training of 
the eye and of the hand are important and essential elements in all good education. 
These elements the State is bound to furnish." * 

To promote their introduction into schools of all grades, both public and private, 
is the great object of the Industrial Education Association. But, while this must 
ever be its chief aim, it will not do to overlook the welfare of those for whom changes 
in the school curriculum will come too late; who need now to have the education of 
the head supplemented by special opportunities for the training of the hand, whose 
demand for preparation for the every-day duties of life is too urgent to be ignored 
or denied. Thus, until the schools supply the education towards which all the in
fluences of to-day seem to point, it is clearly within the province of the Industrial 
Education Association to combine both phases of the work. There is no reason why 
the two should not be harmonious, since both propose the same ultimate end- the 
development of character and the cultivation of all the faculties for the stern uses 
of practical life. 

· During the past year the Industrial Education Associa~on has been incorporated 
under the general act for the incorporation of such societies. Its objects are now 
legally defined, in accordance with the annexed by-laws. How these objects are 
carried out will be shown in the following pages. 

As a means of making the work known, two public meetings were held during 
the year, one in November, when the work of the Association was presented to an 
appreciative audience, and able addresses on the general subject of industrial educa
tion were made. The other was on the occasion of the opening of the Eleventh 
Street house, where, while the general work was the prominent topic, the interest 
of guests centered largely in the inspection of the thoroughly equipped training 
school. 

The growth of the work has necessitated some changes in the details of organiza
tion; new committees have been formed, and others reorganized. The committee 
on domestic economy has, by its own request, been dissolved. In its place we have 
·the committee on houses and training of servants. which assumes one part of the 
work, the rest being transferred to the committee on industries, which now includes 
among its sub-committees one on household industries. The large work of the 
committee on industries has been reorganized, and divided among the following 
sub-committees: On household industries, mechanical industries, industrial arts, 
bureau of teachers, plans for outside organizations, and vacation schools. The 
former sub-committees on industries for reformatories and orphanages, and on 
industries for the insane, have assumed the dignity and importance of standing 
committees, and one on kindergartens has been added. 

For the purposes of this report, the old order of committees will be observed, the 
work of the committee on finance first claiming attention. The income of the Asso
~iation is derived solely from annual subscription~ and donations. Special contri-

* Washington Gladden, in April " Century" (1886). 
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butions have been solicited during the past year to meet the expense of special work, 
and liberal donations have been received for the rent and furnishing of the Eleventh 
Street house. To aid in maintaining the training school for servants, a sum of 
money has been pledged by the Young Women's Aid Association. It is cause for 
gratitude that, amid the many claims upon the liberality of our citizens, the Indus
trial Education Association has thus early found recognition. Thus far the in
come received has been enough to defray running expenses, but funds are now 
needed to train teachers, to meet the expense of the classes already begun, to estab
lish vacation schools, and to enlarge in many directions the usefulness of the whole 
work. During the year the finance committee has issued collection books for the 
use of members of the Association, and prepared a brief circular setting forth its 
needs. 

THE WORK OF COMMITTEE ON BOOKS AND PRINTING. 

The committee on books and.printing reports three hundred additions to the library, 
which now numbers about four hundre4 books and pamphlets. Our funds have 
not justified much outlay for new books, but several of the more important recent 
publications have been donated, and proved valuable sources of information. It is 
hoped to extend the scope and usefulness of this branch during the coming year . . 
This committee has in preparation manuals suited for use as text-books or in pro-
moting the general interest of the catise. · 

Two thousand copies of the First Annual Report were printed, and although at 
the time the supply seemed most liberal, it was exhausted before the year was out, 
and more could have been used to ad vantage. A leaflet of quotations from author
ities on Manual and Industrial Training was prepared, and one thousand copies have 
been circulated. · 

In October last the Association was represented at the conference of Women's 
Christian Associations, held at Cincinnati, by a pape1 on Industrial Education, pre
pared by the secretary. 'By request, this paper was published in pamphlet form, 

· and five hundred copies have been used to meet demands from most unexpected 
sources . 

.A catalogue of the Children's Industrial Exhibition is among the publications for 
the past year. This catalogue contains brief mention of the industrial methods in 
upwards of sixty schools and institutions represented in the exhibition, and con
tains much valuable information, available in no other form. Three thousand 
copies were printed, and a large number have already been sent to all parts of the 
country. 

More than fifteen hundred copies of various valuable articles on Industrial Edu
cation have been circulated by the Association. In addition to the above, nearly 
twenty thousand circulars, bearing upon the different departments of the work, 
have been ~;cattered throughout the length and breadth of the land. If the Associ
ation had employed no other means to promote the cause of manual and industrial 
training than .the po~ver of the printed page, it would still have done an important 
work and exerted a wide influence. 

THE WORK OF THE COMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

The classes so successfully carried on last year by the committees on domestic 
economy have been continued witl\unabated interest and success. Frequent calls 
from out-of-town schools have been the means of extending the work into new· 
fields. The study of domestic economy has this year been introduced into five new 
schools .• In Miss Judkins' Philadelphia Seminary, three classes have been taught 
each week for the past six: months. At the Ogontz School near Philadelphia, at 
.Miss Masters' School at Dobb's Ferry, and at Miss Mackie's at Newburgh, courses 
of lectures have been given. Everywhere the r esults are most satisfactory, and 
teachers and pupils bear grateful testimony to the value of this practical teaching. 
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Classes have been continued in some of the leading New York schools, and a 
course given to yo\mg ladies who have left school. At the Eleventh Street training 
school a lru:ge and enthusiastic class of grammar-school girls have been under in
struction, and in several of the working-girls' clubs and girls' friendly societies in 
this city and in Yonkers evening classes have been held. * * * 

Accounts ofnort;nal classes in Toronto, Canada; in Rochester, New 
York, and in Philadelphia, follow.· 

The Little Housekeepers' classes have been increasingly popular, and several new 
classes have been formed tllis year. The value of these lessons, by which children 
are taught the rudiments of household knowledge, cannot be over-estimated. They 
form an appropriate stepping-stone to the course in Domestic Economy and the Cook
ing School. 

Early in the year plans were formed for opening a Training School, and efforts 
made to se<iure the necessary funds and a suitable house. Circumstances beyond 
our control com billed to delay the accomplishment of this purpose until J anuary last, 
when a house was found admirably adapted tc;> our needs. Special donations were 
secured to defray the rent, and on January 15 the house, 54 E. Eleventh Street, was 
leased until May 1, 1887. Just at this time we were fortunate in securing the ser
vices of a Superintendent whose former e~ience specially qualified her for the dif
ficult task of organizing this work. The new house was speedily fitted to its uses, 
thoroughly furnished and equipped by special donations. Through the co-opera
tion of the principals of neighbOring public schools classes .were at once started. 
in cooking, sewing, domestic economy, and in industrial drawing and clay modelling; 
the latter being open to boys as well as girls. In every branch additional classes had 
to be formed to accommodate the numerous applicants, and it soon became a per
plexing problem to find room for all. 

CLASSES OF PUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN. 

These classes, being designed for children of the public schools, could only be held 
after school hours and on Saturdays. E very room was utilized to its utmost capacity. 
The long parlor is the pleaSant home of a kindergarten for the five school-day morn
ings. In the afternoons and on Saturdays it is occupied by sewing classes or by the 
little housekeepers. The back parlor, or superintendent's dining-room, had to be 
turned into a class-room to accommodate the normal sewing class and the class in 
domestic economy. In the large front .room on the second floor, cooking classes 
meet every afternoon and Saturday morning. The back room is occupied alter, 
nately by classes in sewing and in drawing and clay modelling. Since the opening of 
the house t wenty-one classes, besides the daily kindergarten, have been held weekly, 
and three hundred and twenty-seven pupils have been under instruction. None of 
these classes are free, but the terms are in all cases most moderate, averaging from 
five to ten cents per lesson. The advantages offered are the best, and the fees received 
by no means cover the expenses. The total number of pupils in classes taught under 
the auspices of the Association during the year is nineteen hundred and four. 

The interest shown by some of the public school teachers is most gratifying. At 
much personalinconveniencethey have brought their pupils to join theclasses. One 
teacher of a night school begged that something might be started to fill the place left 
vacant by the closing o~ these schools. The resUlt was the formation of two even
ing classes in cooking, with twenty girls in each. The further interest of the teach
ers is indicated by their request that classes might be formed for themselves, and we 
have now a large class of teachers studying industrial drawing, clay modelling, and 
cooking, for their personal benefit. 

Much might be said of the wholesome influence of all these classes; of their value 
in teaching the dignity of labor ; of the high ideal set before the young cooks in the 
beautiful motto from Ruskin which hangs in their cooking-room; of the exquisite or-
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der and neatness required in every department; of the surprising interest shoWn. in the 
sewing classes; the enthusiasm in the modelling· room, the delight of the younger chil
dren in the little housekeepers, and of the older girls in the domestic economy clnsses. 
But we pasS to the consideration of a smaller but no less important department in 
the Eleventh Street house-that for the training of servants. 

THE TRAINING SCHOOL FOR DOMESTIC SERV AWl'S, 

Rooms are reserved for the accommodation of fifteen inmates, who are received 
for a three months' residence and course of training. During this time they receive 
no wages, but give their services in performing the work of the house. Thorough 
training in every department of household work is afforded, aud a course of lessons 
in plain sewing gi '' en to each gid. At the end of the three months it is the in ten• 
tion of the committee in charge to prov!de suitable situat:tons and to exercise a 
watchful care over the interests of the pupils. Three· months' satisfactory residence 
in the house, with three months' satisfactory service in a family, will entitle a girl 
to a certificate of recommendation from the committee. It is hoped to establish 
this Training School for Servants on a dignified basis, and to make it a place sought 
after, like the Training School for Nurses. The aim of the committee is to inculcate 
a right esti~ate of the dignity of household service, and to win to it a class whose 
interests would be materially a.dvauced by choosing the family, instead of the shop, 
as their field of self-support. 

Full particulars as to all departmeRts of the Training School may ue obtained 
from the superintendent, 54 E. Eleventh Street. The work is open to the in~pection 
of visitors, and we hope will so commend itself that it shall not fail of liberal sup-
port, but be perpetuated and extended. -

IMPORTANCE OF MANUAL TRAINING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

From the committee on industries, with its six sub-committees, emanates much 
of the practical work of the association, and in it originate plans of far-reaching 
breadth and significance. This committee recognizes ns its most important object 
the introduction of Manual Training as a part of .the general system of public in
struction. To this end its best and most earnest efforts have been directed, and, 
while the results are not immediately apparent, the committee remains firm in its 
convictions, and works with unabated courage to accomplish its aims. After 
many months of delay the petition of the Association to the Board of Education was 
finally presented and referred to a special committee, who invited a conference with 
members of our board. This conference, while revealing the obstacles in the way 
of the immediate fulfilment of our desires, only served to quicken activity and to 
encourage faith in the ultimate result. The introduction of manual training has 
already passed beyond the stage of experiment in neighboring eit.ies, and here the 
interest of the community, and especially of educators, has been aroused to a marked 
degree. New York has been slow to move in the direction of this educational ad
vance. · Her school system includes an army of more than three thousand teachers, 
and provides for the education of over one hmtdred and fifty thousand children. 
It is well that due caution should be exercised in the introduction of radical changes, 
but even the most conservative can not long resist the tide of strong popular con
viction now sensibly felt in favor of an education which cla ims for it.s pupils the 
cultivation of every faculty as a factor in the development of well-rounded char. 
acter. 

THE MOVEMENT IN NEW JERSEY. 

Early last spring a committee was appointed to introduce industrial training in 
Hoboken. In June a public meeting was held, at which the late General George 
B. McClellan presided. Members of the Board of Education, city officials , and 
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prominent citizens were present . . The result was the formation of the Industrial 
Education Association of .New J ersey. The co-operation of the Board of Education 
was at once secured, and in November sewing and clay modelling were introduced 
into four of the public schools of Hoboken by a teacher trained under our auspices. 
The results are encouraging; the influence is already spreading to neighboring 
towns, and the fudustrial Education Association of New Jersey has entered upon 
a wide field of usefulness which delights the parent society. 

SEWiNG CLASSES. 

During the year a system for the teaching of sewing has been carefully prepared 
with a view to its use in schools. Two normal classes were thoroughly trained for 
the work, and we have now sixteen teachers ready to give instruction according to 
this system. Some of them speedily found engagements in the Saturday morning 
sewing schools, where good results have followed their teaching. A course of les
sons in darning and mending has also been given in two of the well-known private 
schools in this city. Our teacher is now training a normal class in Hoboken, N. J., 
and has also given· instruction to a class of yoting ladies, meeting once a week, for 
the acquirement of the housewifely arts, lessons in domestic economy being alter
nated with the use of the neeJle. In the Eleventh Street training school three classes 
of girls from the public schools have weekly lessons in sewing, and are willing to 
devote their afternoon hours to the acquirement of this useful art. 

A request to start evening classes among the boys at Saint Andrew's Mission was 
carefully considered by the committee. The boys, learning that an unfavorable con
clusion had been reached, promptly drew-up a petition urging the establishment of 
the classes and pledging themselves to regular attendance and diligent effort. Ar
rangements are now in progress to open these classes, a special fund having been 
seoured for the purpose. Similar opportunities exist in many localities and invite 
the efforts of our workers. · 

The collection of information relating to the advisability of intro
ducing industrial training in reformatories and orphanages is re
corded, and the conclusion is reached that it would be highly de
sirable. 

V .A.C.A.TION SCHOOLS. 

The question of vacation schools is now claiming earnest attention: The experi· 
ment so successfully tried last summer in Boston pleads for immediate adoption in 
our own great city. During the summer months, when the public schools are closed, 
vast numbers of boys and girls are left with no resort but the streets and no occupa
tion worth the naming. To afford safe scope for the active energies which, for want 
of other avenues, are directed to mischievous results, is the object of these schools. 
If the needful funds are secured such schools will be opened this season in one or 
more localities. 

DEMAl'iD FOR INDUS'!RIAL TRAINING IN COUNTRY SCHOOLS. 

Another problem demands immediate solution. From all parts of the land come 
requests for practical· plans for the introduction of industrial education, not only 
into school systems, but into villages, mission schools, and among clubs of boys 
and girls. The need is obvious, and the committee appointed for the purpose hopes 
soon to offer plans suited to these various circumstances. 

Applications for teachers of industrial branches have made it necessary to arrange 
for their suitable training, and to keep an accurate registry of such as are already 
qualified. 

FREE KINDERGARTENS. 

The formation of a committee on kindergartens is among the advance steps taken 
by the association during the past year. The purpose of this committee is to collect 
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such statistics and information as will promote the establishment of a general system 
of. free kindergartens, and accomplish for the children of New York City a work 
similar to that done by the Sub-Primary Association of Philadelphia or the kinder
gartens of Boston and Saint Louis. Believing that in the principles of the kindergar
ten are laid the foundations of thorough manual training, the association recognizes it 
as the first step in the ascending scale of industrial education, and gives hearty sanc
tion to the resolution adopted by the National Teachers' Association at Saratoga lnst 
summer, which expressed the hope that" the time is near at hand when public senti-

. ment and legislative enactment will incoq>omte the kindergarten into our public 
school system." Until then such schools must be ;=;ustained by private enteq>rise. 

THE CIDLDREN'S INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION. 

As a means of calling attention to the whole subject of industrial education, as 
well as of ascertaining how far and in what direction the chilchen of New York 
City and vicinity have been instructed in the manual arts and industries, it was de
cided to hold a Children's Industrial Exhibition at Cosmopolitan Hall. Circulars 
inviting the co-operation of schools, institution!!, parents, teachers and ·children 
were freely distributed. To meet the often-expressed wish that this exhibition might 
show the results attained in cities where industrial education has already gained a 
definite place in the curriculum of public instruction, special invitations were ex
tended to New Haven, Conn. ; JamestO\vn, N. Y.; Chicago, Ill.; Cleveland, Ohio; 
Saint Louis, Mo. ; Philadelphia, Pa .; Boston and W orcester , Mass.; and other cities. 
The work of all grades of pupils, inespective of age, was solicited, with a view to 
shoWing the results possible under systematic training. To the cordial responses 
from these cities, as well as to the efficient co-operation of schools and institutions 
in and near New York, we are indebted for the very successful exhibition which 
has just been held. More than sixty schools and institutions, representing ten large 
cities and a nlJ.mber of towns and villages, and embracing all grades of manual 
training, from its first step in the kindergarten to its full development in the manual 
training school, took part in the exhibition. From beginning to end it was one vast 
object lesson, demonstrating beyond the possibility of doubt the value of training 
the hand and the eye as co-equal with the tra'ning of the mind. 

The exhibition was opened on Tuesday evening, March 30, by an informal social 
reception to the friends of the association , whose attendance on that occasion gave 
a strong proof of the interest felt, an interest that only deepened as the days passed 
on, and each added fresh testin1ony to the value of the ente11>rise. No less than 
seven thousand persons visited the exhibition. This attendance represented no or
dinary sight-seeing crowd in Hem·ch of a new sensation, but rather the thoughtful 
inspection of men and women whose interest in the educational1n·oblems of the day 
is broad and intelligent. Excursions from neighboring cities brought supedntend
ents, teachers, and pupils from the public schools. Visitors from other lands eagerly 
embraced tllis opportunity to gain some insight into American methods, and were 
surprised at the exhibits. 

From the opening of the exhibition to i ts close the newspapers gave liberal space 
to its reports, and indicated a public sentiment strongly in favor of its aims. Every 
day artists from leading periodicals might be seen making sketches to illustrate their' 
notes of the exhibition ; and for the whole week the hall became the centre of an 
influence whose power can not fail to be felt among the educational forces of the day. 

IMMEDIATE RESULTS. 

What will be the harvest of this seed-sowing it is impossible to estimate. Some 
results are already apparent, and others may be safely predicted. Schools whose 
first timid attempts at manual training were here shown are strengthened in their 
convictions and encouraged to further effort; others, where marked progress has 
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already been made, are stimulated by appreciation of their results and approval of 
their methods. Some, whose scope has hitherto been limited, have had their atten
tion called to the possibilities within their reach, and· have been quick to seize and 
apply the new ideas. Before the week had closed the association had been asked 
to train teachers for foitr institutions who saw the need of wider effort and more 
skilful teaching. Committees formed in outlying towns and villages to aid this· 
exhibition may naturally form the nucleus of small associations to promote indus
trial training. Already we are in receipt of many letters bearing testimony to the 

·value of the exhibition; and from the very cities contributing most largely to the 
success of the enterpriso comes the assurance of reflex good in their own schools. A 
permanent mliseum of articles illustrating the range and methods of industrial 
education is alSo projected as one very tangible result of this children's exhibi
tion. * * * 

A "NEW HOllE FOR THE ASSOCIATION. 

On the 1st of May, 1885, the association took possession of an office at 21 Univer· 
sity Place, and since that date hundroos of people from all parts of the country have 
come to the rooms. Strangers to be directed to the industrial schools in New York 
City; workers seeking information as to methods of industrial education suited to 
their special fields ; school superintendents to be put into communication with others 

- who have already been successful in the introduction of manual training; news
paper reporters and students investigating the sources of information as to this new 
phase of education, are among the visitors·. To each we offer the best results of our 

· own experience, and th~ best we have yet been able to gather from the experience of 
others. More and more the association is becoming a bureau of information; more 
and more, through a large correspondence and through personal interviews, it is 
establishing relations 'vith the best educational. interests of the country. 

As yet we are but feeling our way a step at a time. The work to which we have 
set our hands is gigantic in its proportions, and will not be accomplished in a day . 
or a year, but it is work well worth the doing. It points towards the solution of 
some of the social and political problems that agitate our land'- It touches the very 
roots of our civilization, and supplies the springs from whence th~ prosperity of the 
nation will be nourished in future generations. 

For the board of managers. 

APRIL 13, 1886. 

JANE P. CATTELL, 
General Secretary. 

The following official act of incorporation of the new society is 
given in the catalogue of this year: 

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. 

We, Grace H. Dodge, J ohnS. Bussing, James W. Pinchot, Marie Louise Irving, 
William A. Potter, Mary E. Turnure, S. Edwina Brown, Charles E. Merrill, being 
persoii.s of full age, citizens of the United States, a majority of whom are citizens 
of, and residents within the State of New York, desiring to form an association 
pursuant to the provisions of chapter three hundred and nineteen of the Laws of 
Eighteen Hundred and Forty-eight, entitled ' 'An act for the incorporation of benev
olent, charitable, scientific, and missionary societies," and of the several acts ex
tending and amending the same, do hereby certify: 

I. That the corporate name of the said society is " The Industrial Education 
Association." 

II. That the objects for which said society is formed are: 
(1) To secure the introduction of manual training as an important factor in gen

eral.education, and to promote the training of both sexes in such industries as shall 
enable those trained to become self-supporting. 
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(2). To devise methods and systems of industrial training, and to put them into 
operation in schools and institutions of all grades. 

(S) To provide and train teachers for this work, and to make use of all such means 
as may conduce to the accomplishment of the above objects as a work of practical 
benevolence and charity. 

III. That the number of managers who shall manage the concerns of the said 
society shall be fifteen. 

IV. That the names of the managers for the first year, and their residences, are 
as follows : 

General.AlexandE.'r S. Webb, 15 Lexington Avenue, New York City; Miss Grace 
H. Dodge, 262 Madison .Avenue, New York City;· Mr. JohnS. Bussing, 26 East 
Tenth Street , New York City; Miss S. Edwina Brown, Murray Hill Hotel, New 
York City; Mrs. John S. Paddock, Brick Church, New Jersey; Mrs. William T. 
Blodgett, Mrs. Theodore Bronson, Mrs. George Walton Green, Mrs. David M. Tur
nure, Mr. J . W. Pinchot, Mr. William .A. Potter , Mr. William F. Bridge, Mrs. The
odore Irving, Mr. Charles E. Merrill, Mr. N. A. Prentiss. 

V, That a majority of !IUCh managers are citizens and residents of the· State of 
New York. 

In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hands this eighteenth day of Feb-
ruary, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six. 

STATE OF NEW YORK, 

GRACE H. DODGE. 
JOHN S. BUSSING. 
J.A111ES W. PINCHOT. 
MARIE LOUISE IRVING. 

County of New York, ss: 

WILLIAM A. POTTER. 
:MARY E. TURNURE, 
S. EDWINA BROWN. 
CHARLES E. MERRILL. 

On this eighteenth day of March, eighteen hundred and eighty-six, before me 
personally appeared Grace H. Dodge, J ohn S. Bussing, James W. Pinchot , Marie 
Louise Irving, William A. Potter, Mary E. Turnure, S. Edwina Brown, and Charles 
E. Merrill, to me known to be the individuals described in and wh.o executed the 
foregoing certificate, and they severally, before me, signed the said certificate and 
acknowledged that they executed the same. 

Certificate filed in New York County. 

WM. S. GUERINEAU, 
Notary Prtblic, Kings County. 

The changes in the by-laws designating the duties of the newly
appointed committees are as follows: 

XIII. STANDING COMMITTEES. 

There shall he seven or more standing committees, as follows: 
(a) Committee on finance. 
(b) Committee on books and printing. 
(c) Committee on industries. 
(d) Committee on kindergartens. 
(e) Committee on industries for reformatories, orphanages, and asylums. 
(f) Committee on industries for the insane. 
(g) Committee on houses and training for domestic service. 

* * * * * * * 
XVII. COMMITTEE ON KINDERGARTENS. 

It shall be the duty of the committee on kindergartens to gather information re
lating to the system, and to devise ways and means for introducing kindergartens 
where possible. 
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XV!ll. COMMITTEE ON INDUSTRIES FOR REFORMATORIES, ORPHANAGES, AND ASY· 
LUMS. 

It shall be the duty of the committee on industries for reformatories, orphanages, 
· and asylums to collect information, to promote interest in industrial education, and 

to introduce, with co-operation of the authorities, industrial training into such 
institutions. · 

XIX. COMMITTEE ON INDUSTRmS FOR THE INSANE. 

It shall be the duty of the committee on industries for the insane to collect infor
mation in regard to industries for the insane, and to promote the introduction of 
such industries wherever practicable. 

XX. COMMITTEE ON HOUSES AND TR.AINING FOR. DOMESTIC SERVICE. 

It shall be the duty of the committee on houses and training for domestic service 
to care for any houses, offices, and rooms used by the association, and to train in all 
branches of domestic service. 

The treasurer's report for the year ending March 31, 1886, records 
the receipt of $7,892.90, with a balance of $645.20 after paying all 
expenses. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATiflN ASSOCIATION. 

[No. 21 University Place, New York.] 

OFFICERS, 1886-'87.-General Alexander S : Webb, President; Miss Grace H . Dodge, 
Vice-President; Mr. J ohnS. ·Bussing, Treasurer; Miss S. Edwina Brown, Assistant 
Treasurer; Miss Jane P. Cattell, Secretary; Miss Mary M. Butler, Librarian. 

BoARD OF MANAGERS, 1886-'87.-General Alexander S. Webb, Miss Grace H. 
Dodge, Mr. JohnS. Bussing, Miss S. Edwina B;own, Mrs. William T. Blodgett, Mr. 
William F. Bridge, Mr. D. Dwight Collier, Mrs. P.M. Bryson, Miss Mary M. Butler, 
Mr. George Walton Green, Mrs. Theodore Irving, Mr. William A. Potter, Mr. N. A. 
Prentiss, Mr. Ch¥les E. Merrill, Mrs. Egbert Guernsey. 

Office, 21 University Place. Miss Jane P. Cattell, General Secretary. 
Training School, 54 East Eleventh Street. Miss H. R. ~urns, Superintendent. 

STANDING COMMITTEES •. 

On Finance.-Mr.Willian1 F. Bridge, Chairman; Mr. Willia.m B. Fitts, Secretary; 
~s. Franklin Allen, 1\:liss S. Edwina Brown, Mr." JohnS. Bussing, Miss Grace H . 
Dodge, Mr. N.A. Prentiss, Mrs. Andrew J. Rickotf, Mra.WilliamA. Street, 1\frs. David 
M.Turnure. 

On Books and Printing.-Miss Mary M. Butler, Chairman; Miss M. C. Uhl, Secre
tary; Miss May Ewing, Mr. H amilton Mabie, Mr. William A. Whit.lock. 

On Industries.-Mr. William A. Potter, Chairman ; Miss Katherine Van Nest, Sec
retary. 

Sub-committee on Household Industries.-Miss S. Edwina Brown, Chairman; 
Miss Mary Agnew, Mrs. JohnS. Bussing, Miss Coddington, Mril. Clark J . Cort, Miss 
Chittenden, Mrs. Demarest, Mrs. E. W. Denny, Mrs. H. D . HuiJ., Miss C. T. Lawrence, 
Miss Rosalie Rapallo, Mrs. R. C. Shannon, Miss M. A . Stockwell, llfiss Van Nest. 

Sub-committee on Ind11..~trial Arts.-Mrs. William A. Street, Chairman ; Mrs. A. 
A . Evstaphieve, Mrs. Andrew J. Rickoff, Miss M. H. Trotter, Miss Adele Turnure, 
Miss M. C. Uhl. 

Sub-committee on Mechanical Industries.-Mr. William B. Fitts, Chairman; Mr. 
Henry M. Leipziger, Mr. Joseph T. Bedford. 
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Sub-committee on Outside Organizations.-Mr. William A. Potter, Chairman : 
~. Charles Barnard, Miss Grace H. Dodge, Mr. Elliot McCormick, Mr. William F. 
Bridge. 

Sub-committee on Bureau of Teaclters.-Mrs. J ohn S. Bussing, Chairman; Miss 
Mary .Agnew, Miss S. Edwina Brown. Miss Van Nest. 

Sub-committee on Vacation Schools.- Miss Grace H. Dodge, Chairman ; 1\irs. P. 
M. Bryson, Mr. William B. Fitts, Mr. Elliot McCormick, Mrs. Jolm S. Bussing. 

Special committee in Yonkers.- Mrs. Andrew J. Rickotf, Chairman; Miss Mary 
M. Butler, Miss May Ewing. • 

Special committee in Bt·ooklyn.-Mrs. Franklin Allen , Chairman ; Mrs. J . A. Hew
lett, Mrs. C. W. Ide. 

On Kindergartens.-Mr. N. A. Prentiss, Chairman; Miss Marquand, Secretary; Mr. 
Charles Barnard, Mrs. J oseph H. Choate, Miss Cooper , Miss M.A. Cooper, Miss I . 
E. Folsom, Mrs. AbramS. Hewitt, Miss Augusta Larned, Mrs. Courtlandt Palmer, 
Mrs. N. A. Prentiss. 

On Indu•tries f or the Insanc.-Mrs. Egbert Guernsey, Chai!man; 1\irs.Evstaphieve, 
~ecretary; Miss H owe, Mrs. Theodore Irving. 
· On Reformatories, Orphanctges, and A sylmns.-Mr. Chas. E. Merrill , Chairman; 

Mrs. Jolm R. Paddock, Secretary; Mrs. W . C. Banning, Mr. Frederick G. Burn
ham, Mr. M. D\vight Collier, l\Iiss J. N. Demarest, Mrs. D. M. Everit, Mr. Geo. 
Walton Green, Mrs. C. M. Parker. 

On Houses and T1·aining f or Domes tic Sert:ice.-Mrs. P. M. Bryson, Chairman; 
Mrs. E. W. Denny, Secretary; Mr. Wm. F. Bridge, Miss S. Edwina. Brown, Mrs. 
Horace H. Chittenden, Miss Julia Cooper, 1\frs. A. C. Clark, Miss C. T. Lawrence, 
Mrs. Joseph W. Patterson, Miss H. H . Robbins, Mrs. David M. Turnure. 

THE CHILDREN'S INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.* 

Frequent r eferences have already been made in the preceding pages 
to this notable exhibition, held inN ew York, in April, 1886, the cat

. alogue of which fills 88 closely-printed pages. There is no doubt 
. that, by the notice which was attracted to it, by means of the ac
. counts and comments which appeared in all the leading journals of 
the city, as well as by its <lirect influence upon the throngs of visit
ors, this undertaking exerted a positive and wide-spread influence in 
awakening increased interest in the subject of industrial t raining, 
not only in New York City and the immediate vicinity, but through
out the country. This was largely owing also to the fact thn.t so many 
widely-separated communities were already interested in the success 
of the exhibition by reason of having sent to it displays of the work 
done in their schools. 

This public showing of what had been done in introducing indus
trial training in the public schools of other cities could hardly fail 
of impressing the public school authorities of the city of New York 
both with the importance and the practicability of giving such in
struction in the schools. 

The comprehensive character of this exhibition, as a whole, may · 
_be realized from its showing of the two extremes of industrial train

* Catalogue Child•·e~'s Indnstrial-Exhtbiti-;;-~;;;d~•· the ,u;spk~-;f-ti~ i~d.us~l;l 
Education Association, 1\farch 31 to April 6, lt!SG, Cosmopolitan Hall, Broadway 
and Forty-first Street, New York City. Pp. 88. 
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. ing, in the collections there presented, of the work of the kindergar
ten on the one hand, and, on the other, of the articles made by the 
boys in the manual training ela.sses attached to the College of the City 
of New York, in which college a course of industrial instruction is 
given, extending through three of the four years of the college 
course. Thus, this exhibition set forth the work of the tiny fingers 
of the little ones side by side with that of the trained collegians. 

The•connecting lin~s of this chain were not wanting, since speci
mens of the work of children of all ages and of the pupils of all classes 
of schools were also shown. · 

The ages of the children when given, as they were in many in
stances, ranged between the limits of five and sixteen years. A very 
large number were ten years of age and under; of the remainder, the 
larger number ~ere between twelve and sixteen years of age. 

The list of articles shown by each school or institution, is preceded 
by a short account of the school and of its methods. That introduc
ing the exhibit. of the sewing and of the housework department of 
the Wilson Industrial School for Girls, is as follows: 

II. WILSON INDUSTRIAL ScHOOL FOR GIRU!, 

[125 St. Mark's Place, New York City.) 

First directress, Mrs. Jonathan Sturges,40 East Thirty-sixth Street. 
The Wilson Industrial School for (irirls, now in its thirty-third year, wM the first 

of its class established in New York City. From very small beginnings it hM de
veloped many educational problems year by year, and hM so enlarged its work and 
influence, that it now embraces, in addition to the day school, an orgaruzed church 
and Sunday school, a weekly meeting for mothers, a circulating 1ibrary, .and classes 
in various domestic industries. The kitchen garden originated here. The elements 
of cooking were first taught to children here, and the books on these subjects, as 
well as on sewing, have been called for in the cities of Europe, as well as those of 
our own West. The sewing boxes, and primers, and the kitchen garden books 
have been ordered by the Government schools of Alaska, and have also been sent 
to the p1ission schools of India, China and Japan. 

The Wilson- school is referred to from all parts of the world 88 a pioneer in indus
trial work, and letters are constantly received asking about the methods of the many 
different branches of work here in progress. 

I have space but for three other extracts; one showing that, 
although no industrial training other than in drawing had yet been 
given in the public schools of New York City, a few pupils were 
greatly interested in "making things;" the second, showing that, 
in a far inland town in Chautauqua County, N. Y ., training in various 
kinds of industrial work, suitable both for boys and girls, had been 
successfully introduced in the schools; the third, to show that the 
"Farm Garden" methocls have been practically tested and approved. 

XXXVIII. EXHIBIT BY AMATEUR TECHNICAL UNION. 

(Membfrs, pupils in second grnde of G. S. 57, East One Hundred nod Fifteenth Street, New York.] 

President, Everett L. Thompson; vice-president, Winfred C. Rhoades; secretary, 
John B. Cartwright. 
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Object of Amateur Union.- The making of simple mechanical apparatus to illus
trate instr~cti;e experiments in philosophy, chemistry, etc., mechanical dmwing, 
map drawuig m water-colors, etc. The models exhibited show some of the work 
done during the past six months; they were planned after class hours and made·at 
home by the members, and at meetings improvements were suggested by their in-
structor, J. Abdon Donnegan. · · · 

No. Age. Exhibitors. Apparatus. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

14 David W. Benedict ...... ........ . 
14 Paul C. Hunter ............... .. 

~g .~~:!~~·.~~~.::::::::::::::: 
14 Everett L. Thomp,;on . . . . . . . .. 
14 ...... do ...................... .. 

~: .~~~0~~~~::: ::::::::::::::. 
14 ...... do ........................ . 
16 Owen J. McCue ..... ... .... . .. .. 
14 John B. Cartwright ........... . 
13 Winfred c. Rhoades ..... . ..... . 
13 Theodore Baron .............. .. 
14 Christopher Binzen . ........... . 
15 William J. Mulcahy ... . .. ..... . 
14 Harry Henshel. .. ............ .. 
15 Frank Hovey ........... .. .... .. 
14 Harry Rothschild,.. . .. ...... .. 
13 Theodore Baron .... .......... .. 
13 Winfred C. Rhoades .... ... .... . 
13 ...... do ........................ . 
13 George C. Atting .............. . 

Miniature guillotine. 
Fresh-water aquarium. 
Foundry crane. 
Plan of a stone·cutter. 
Iriclined railroad. 
Dumb-waiter. 
Diminutive pile-driver. 
Stone derrick. 
Wooden press. 
A windlass. 
Water rump. 
Alcoho fUI'Il&Ce. 
Electric arc lamp. 
Inertia model. 
Fret-work. 
l\'Iap of world. 

Do. 
Map ~,United States. 

Oil painting, "Italian Fisher Boy." 
Crayon Drawing, "Norman Sire" (after Rosa Bonheur). 
Map drawing. 

12 George Scholze ...... : .. ...... .. 
14 Christopher Binzen . ......... . .. . 

Do. 
Do. 

L. THE JAMES TOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

Known as the Ja?~J-estown Union School ana Collegiate Institute, at Jamestown, 
Chautauqua County, N.Y. Superintendent, Samuel G. Love, ~09 Prendergast 
avenue, Jamestown, N. Y. Ages, from jive to eighteen years. 

The accompanying programme gives in brief the industries taught in the James
town schools, to which have been added, during the past two years, tyJie-writi.rrg, 
short-hand and microscopy. The methods of industrial training, it may be stated 
in general, are the same as those employed in teaching other subjects-that is, by 
direction, instruction, and repeated effort by the learner. · 

For the Primary Departments.-Block building, stringing straws,-strillging beads, 
learning colors, tablet laying; paper folding, stick laying, picture cutting, scrap
book making, spool work, paper embroidery, braiding, perforated card-board em
broidery, slat plaiting, mat weaving. 

For the SeconJI Departments:-8lat plaiting advaJtced, crocheting chain. stitch, 
paper folding advanced, review work, perforated card-boaid embroidery adv:anced, 
review work, sewing over and over, crocheting, paper folding and mounting, hem
ming, pease work, knitting. 

For the Girls of the Grammar and High Schools.-Hemming, sewing over-and 
over; stitching, overcasting; running and gathering; patching, darning and making 
button-holes; knitting plain, seamed, fancy stitches; crocheting chain, plain, double, 
and afghan stitches and fancy stitches; cutting patterns for undergarments, cut
ting bias and by a thread, enlarging patterns; cutting and fitting an underwaist, 
cutting and basting; embroidery on canvas with worsted, tying fringe, and drawn 
work on linen with feather stitches, satin stitches, Kensington, raised work. Cooking: 
Bread-Graham, brown, white, Indian; biscuit, various kinds; cake, four kinds; 
roast beef, beefsteak broiled; soups of various kinds; ways of cooking cheap pieces 
of beef to make them palatable and nourishing, etc. · ' 
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Printing Office (for boys and girls).-They learn: (1) The case; (2) type-setting; 
.(8) to distribute the type; (4) forms of newspape_r work; (5) press work; (6) job work, 
'differ~nt grades; (7) general office work. 

For Boys of the Grammar and "High Schools.-Well-graded course of twenty-one 
lessons in carpentry. · 

The articles shown were made by eighty-three pupils-forty~eight 
girls and thirty-five boys, whose ages ranged from five to sixteen 
years. Specimens were shown of work in schools of all grades
kindergarten work, sewing, knitting, crocheti11g, industrial drawing, 
carpentry, cabinet-work, and printing. 

LV. THE FARM GARDEN-MINIATURE GARDEN AND FARMING IMPLEMENTS. 

[Originator, Mrs. L. B. Briant.] 

The idea of preparing a course of simple lessons in agriculture was suggested by 
the Kitchen Garden, and the desire arose to do something similar in design and spirit 
for the boys. With the approval and encouragement of Mr. C. L. Brace, secretary 
of the .Children's Aid Society, lessons, withminiature tools and a box of earth suit
able in size for the school-room, were introduced into one of the schools of that 
society. The experience of five years has proved the feasibility of the plan. 

The exhibition catalogue was prefaced by the following statement 
by the committee iri charge of the exhibition, showing its purpose 
and methods: · 

CHILDREN'S INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION. 

Committee on Management.-Mr. Charles Bamard, Mr. William F. Bridge, Mr. 
JohnS. Bussing, Miss Grace H. Dodge, Mr. William A. Potter, Mrs. A. J . Rickoff, 
Mrs. William A. Street, Mr. E. A. Spring. 

This exhibition was planned to ascertain how far and in what direction the chil
dren of New York City and vicinity have been instructed in the manual arts and 
industries. Circulars were issued inviting the co-operation of schools, institutions, 
parents, and children, to which cordial responses were received. Although many 
teachers regretted that they could send no exhibits because no industrial training was 
given in their schools, the general sentiment was strongly in favor of introducing 
such training. 

To meet the often-expressed wish that this exhibition might show the results at
tained in cities where industrial education has already gained a definite place in 
the curriculum of public instruction, special invitations were extended to J ames
town, N. Y.; New Haven, Conn.; Chicago, lll. ; Cleveland, Ohio; Saint Louis, Mo.; 
Philadelphia, Pa., and other cities. From these well-known schools the assocla
tion invited the work of all grades of pupils, irrespective of age, with a view to 
showing the results possible under systematic training. 

The thanks of the as.'!ociation are due to these cities and to all the schools and 
institutions which have so cordially co-operated in making the exhibition what it is. 
• Some disappointment is felt that the number of individual exhibits is not larger, 
but the fact is a most eloquent plea for a more general interest in the cultivation of 
the manual arts. 

The exhibition is placed before the public in the earnest hope that even the crude 
efforts of untrained little hands may awaken a thoughtful interest in their future 
development, while the more finished work of older pupils may convince all who 
see it that manual training is both feasible and advisable as a factor in public edu-
cation. · 
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The annual meeting of the Industrial Education Association will be held in .Associ&
. tion Hall, Fourth Avenue and Twenty-third Street, on Tuesday evening, April 13, 
·at 8 p. m. Speakers from other cities will be present to tell how manual training 
has been successfully introduced into the curriculums of public instruction, and 
the annual report of the Association will be presented. 

JURIES TO AWARD .MEDALS. 

_Wood-work: Mr. Lockwood De Forest, Mrs. Joseph H. Choate. 
Metal work: Mr. Henry T. Blodgett, of Conover & Co. 
Need!e-work: Mrs. Morris K. Jessup, Mrs. Theodore Cuyler, Miss M. A. Cooper. 
Practical coolfery: Miss Emily Huntington. 
Modelling in clay : Mr. AugustU.s Saint Gaudens, Mrs. Vincenzo Botta. 
Leather work: Mr. Charles R. Yandell. 
DeBign8: Mr. F. W. Qheney, 1\fr. A. Chambellan, of W. and J. Sloane. 
Printing: Mr. A. B. Turnure. 
MiscellaneO'US exhibits: Mrs. W. S. Hoyt, Mrs. Robert Hoo, Jr. 
First prize: For best examples of ornamental wood-work, mechanical wood-work, 

designs, ornamental metal work, mechanical metal work, ornamental needle-work, 
plain needle-work, modelling in clay, cooking, leather work, printing. 

Second prize: For especially meritorious specimens of cabinet-work, carving, car
pentering, turning, scroll sawing, models, toys, repousse work, forge work, other 

· metal work, embroidery, lace-work, plain sewing, knitting and crocheting, mend
ing and darning, dolls' dress-making, bread, rolls or biscuit, reproduction from 
nature in clay, reproduction from drawing in clay, design for carpet or oil-cloth, 
design for wall-paper, design for embroidery, design for pottery or tiles, leather 
work, printing. · 

Third prize : For the two second-best specimens under each of the above classes, 
and for best specimens under head of miscellaneous exhibits. 

Fourth prize : For the three third-best specimens under each of the above classes. 
Sales-As announced in the circulars, articles made by children for the exhibi

tion may be sold. All sales are in charge of a regular saleswoman, and must be made 
through her. A commission of 10 per cent. will be deducted from price received, 
and settlement will be made within ten days of the close of the exhibition. 

The following report by the committee appears as Appendix "A," 
in the Second Annual Report {1886) of the Association. 

APPENDIX A. 

REPORT OF THE CO~!MITT.EE ON INDUSTRIES ON THE EXBlBITION OF CHILDREN'S 
HANDIWOUK. 

7.'o the Board of Managers, Industrial Education Association: 
When the idea of holding an exhibition of children's handiwork was first sug

gested in the committee on industries, the object in view was to ascertain how far 
and in what directions the children of New York and its vicinity were being in
structed in the manual arts and industries. In sending out the circulars of in vita

. tion it was determined to limit them to New York and a radius of thirty miles from 
the City Hall, and it was also decided not to invite children over fifteen years of age 
to contribute. With t hese restrictions t hirteen thousand circulars were sent out, 
two hundred being sent directly to the editot·s of newspapers, requesting them to call 
the attention of the public to the enterprise. Later it was decided to extend the 
limit of age, and to request public and private schools, as well as other institutions 
ot other cities, to send exhibits; which requests were in all instances cordially com
plied with. The character of the exhibition, therefore, was materially changed· 

ART-VOL 2--19 
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from that which the committee had at first intended it should assume, and while 
regretting that New York could not, or-at least did not, furnish a sufficient number 
of exhibits to make a local exhibition possible, the change in the action of the com
mittee, necessitated by this fact, resulted in an exhibition of very much greater edu
cational value than the other could have possessed. 

'fhe exhibition was held at Cosmopolitan Hall; it opened on the 31st of March, and 
was in progress for one week. It comprised no less than seventy separate_ exhibits 
from schools and institutions, representing the work of thousands of children, and 
one hundred and forty individual exhibits. Many of the exhibits from the public 
schools of other cities were more or less alike, but those sent from private insti
tutions 'varied from work of the simplest character to so complex an exhibit as the 
model of a suspension bridge. Of these seventy exhibits, fifty-four·were from New 
York and its vicinity; the remainder included the public schools and institutions 
of Philadelphia, New Haven, Boston, Worcester, Chicago, Cleveland, Saint Louis, 
Chautauqua, and Jamestown, and the Indian School of Carlisle, Pa., together with 
three exhibits of foreign work. 

It is suggestive to note that, of the fifty-four exhibits of New York and its vicin
ity, only two represented public schools-those of Hoboken and Montclair, N. J. 
It is further suggestive to note that, of the remaining fifty-two exhibits, thirty-one 
were from institutions of a strictly charitable character, 

Some of these teach the children under their care nearly all the studies of the reg
ular school course; but they go further than this, they aim to prepare their children 
to make the· best possible use of their lives when they go out into the world. To 
provide children with the best weapons wherewith to fight life's battles, something 
more than mere book learning is necessary. Is there not a lesson .here which can be 
applied to the larger education of the masses? Are the future live~ of these children 
likely to be different from those of a majority of our public-school children ? It 
would seem not. 

There were besides these charitable institutions, which made so large and so inter
esting a part of the exhibition, others of a purely private character, among which 
the Gramercy Park School Tool House Association, the Hebrew Technical Institute, 
and the Amateur Technical Union, are particularly worthy of mention as showing 
the results of technical instruction on children of widely different conditions of life. 
The exhibits of these institutions show most clearly that, whether a child is reared 
in the midst of plenty or in the midst of poverty, the same capabilities exist. The 
highest awards which the association had to bestow were given to exhibits from 
these schools. Is not this evidence of the wide applicability of industrial training? 
The practicability of introducing this sort of insti'Uction into public-school systems 
was very clearly shown by the splendid exhibit of the Philadelphia public schools, 
where the experiment has been fully tried and with entire success. To the testi
mony of Philadelphia was added that of New Haven, Chicago, Boston and Worces
ter. It seems like stating an axiom to say that all girls ought to betaughttosew, and 
yet this opinion is not held by all teachers. That such instruction can be success_ 
fully en grafted on every public-school curriculum was shown by the sewing exhibit 
of the Philadelphia public schools. . 

The excellence of a large number of the exhibits was surprising even to the most 
enthusiastic believer in technical instruction, and those who had only a vague belief 
in the abstract proposition saw in the exhibition the practical demonstration of it. 
Man has been given no pleasure comparable to that of creation-the power to make, 
to originate-and the child is in this respect like the man. There was abundant 
evidence of this in the exhibition, and it was sad to think all or nearly all the chil
dren in our midst suffer in not being taught to do something. Who can gauge the 
influence of these idle and unoccupied hours on the moral character of the child? 
If the exhibition showed anything, it was that the children were interested inaud 
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really loved the work they were doing, and that, with the wide spreading of indns
trial .training, the illogical, irrational objection to working with one's hands, the 
result of ignorance of, and want of familiarity with work must vanish. It would 
seem to your committee that nothing could have been devised which would so in
crease the popular appreciation of the importance of industrial and manual training 
as this exhibition. Mere theorizing on any subject may or may not make converts 
to it, but a practical demonstration, such as this, could not fail to win disciples in 
all who saw it. 

The attendance was large and appreciative, numbering about seven thousand 
visitors. Prizes were awarded as follows: Nine first- class medals for best speci
mens of the leading classes of work represented; twenty-five secO)ld-class medals; 
forty-nine third-class medals; and eighty-six fourth-class medals; a total of one 
hundred and sixty-nine. 

The financial result showed the total expenses, $2,488.53, entirely covered by re
ceipts from admissions, and donations specially secured as a guarantee fund. . 

The public press at large, not only in its reports, but in its editorial columns, rec
ognized the importance of the work which the association hopes to do, and was 
clearly alive, not only to the character of the exhibition, but to the lessons which 
might be drawn from it. 

Two pages follow, filled with extracts from the appreciative and 
commendatory notices which appeared in several uf the leading New 
York journals during the progress of the exhibition. The report is 
signed. 

For the committee on industries. 
W!rL A. POTTER, 

Chairman. 

THE THIRD ANNUAL REPORT.* 

That part of this report, which recounts the work of the year end· 
ing March 31, 1887, is here given entire . 

. THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. ASSOCIATION. 

In presenting this the Third Annual Report of the work done by the association the 
board of trustees can not refrain from offering its congratulations to the association 
for the rapid growth both in its work and in its influence during the past tweh·e 
months. 

No. !) UNIVERSITY PLACE. 

It became plainly evident shortly after the last annual report was issued that the 
offices and house which the association had leased for its work had become quite in· 
adequate. Steps were being taken to collect the material for a. museum of industrial 
and technical education from contributors to the children's exhibition, and a place 
for the promised collection, must be found. The classes assembled in the house No. 
54 E ast Eleventh street had grown t oo large for the rooms in which t-hey were held, 
and it was clear that to demonstrate the practicability of engrafting the system au
vanced by the association on the present system of geneml education, larger classes 
must be gathered togethe1· than had heretofore been possible with the limited space at 
the command of the association. These reasons led the board of trustees to consider 
the propriety of securing a suitable building for the offices and_~~~~'~or~ o~ the asso-

*Third Annual Report of the Industrial Education Association, with Prospectus 
of the proposed Training College. April, 1887. No. !) University Place, New York 
City. Pp. 22." 
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ciation. Early in May the building, No. 9 University Place, previously occupied by 
-the Union Theological Seminary, was brought to the notice of the board, and ex
amined to ascertain how well adapted it might be for the proposed occupancy of the 
association. It was found to contain large, well-lighted class rooms, a pleasant hall, 
and a room which bad been the library, and which was admirably adapted for the pro
posed museum. A building better suited to the work of the association, provided 
certain slight alterations and repairs were made, it was thought C<?uld not be found; 
and on the 20th of May the board of trustees appointed a committee to consult with 
the trustees of the seminary, with a view to renting the building. The latter agreed 
to make the desired alterations and repaiJ.'S and to lease the building for a term of 
eight years at an annual rental of six thousand dollars. This offer the board of 
t111stee8 accepted, and the necessary work was at once commenced. - Early in Octo
ber the building was ready for occupancy. During the summer the question of 
equipment had been discussed, and through the liberality of members of the board 
of trustees and others interested the funds necessary to thoroughly equip the build
ing were given. 

CLASSES. 

Upon moving into the new building, the_ work which bad been going on at the 
Eleventh street house was transferred hither; and on December 14, the day of the 
formal opening, there were two classes in drawing, one in carpentry, one in sewing, 
one in cookery, together with the kindergarten and the department of domestic train
ing. To-day, there are in the building seven classes in drawing, six classes in car
pentry, six classes in sewing, twelve classes in cookery, together with the kinder
garten and an increased number of young women in the domestic training depart
ment. The total number of pupils that had come under the instruction of the asso
ciation during last year was 1,904. To-day the number has increased to 4,383, of 
which number 2,991 pupils have been in classes outside of the building but in
structed by teachers in the employ of the association. The registry of classes held 
in the building shows an enrolment of 992 pupils, and 400 children were taught 
during the summer in the vacation schools. Of the 992 pupils under instruction in 
the building, 65 have been teachers. 

These figures show how great the growth in the numbe1· of pupils has been; and 
as the number has increased, 110, correspondingly, has the quality of the instruction 
improve<I. While the practical departments, like the cooking school, the sewing 
room and the carpenter's shop, from their novelty, attract the largest number of 
applicants, the association endeavors to emphasize the value of dra\ving, and insists 
upon the ability to sketch an object readily, to make working drawings with exact
itude, and to lay out a plan, as prE'liminary to all the practical work. Without tlus 
ability, the practical exercises in the wood-working, the cooking, and sewing depart
ments have not full educational value. 

Twenty-five teachers are, or have been, holding classes under the auspices of the 
association in different parts of the city-at Yonket·s, Dobb's Ferry, Staten Island, 
Hoboken, Ogontz Seminary, Rochester, Cleveland, and elsewhere-and, through 
the instrumentality of the association, industrial drawing, clay-modelling, wood· 
carving, carpentry and sewing have been introduced into the public schools of Ho
boken and Staten Island with a fair degree of success. 

VACATION SCHOOLS. 

During the summer, vacation work was undertaken in the tenement districts of 
the city, at Staten Island and Oyster Bay. While a vacation school is too short
lived to afford valuable educational results, the benefit is obvious of substituting 
healthful and interesting occupation for the demoralizing influences to which the 
children of the poor are subjected during the long vacation. It must be remem-
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bereci that in these schoois the attendance is not compulsory, and the discipline of 
the ordinary school impossible. Something finer is reached where boys and girls 
submit cheerfully to necessary restraint for the sake of the interest which the work 
inspires. In the three schools held in the city in July and August, over four hun
dred pupils were instructed in drawing, modelling, construction, wood-carving, 
sewing and cooking. 

All the class work has been under the immediate supervision of the superintend
ent, Miss H . R. Burns, upon whose connection with the association the board of 
trustees has every reason to ~ngratulate itself. 

COMMI'ITEES. 

At t he Board meeting held on the 21st of October the general conduct of the work 
of the Association was placed in the hands of an executive committee, which took 
the place of the various committees of last year. By tlus centralization of author
ity, the ease and celerity with wluch the work could be accomplished has been 
greatly increased. 

At present, the standing committees are as follows: Finance committee, execu
tive committee, and auditing committee. 

LECTURES. 

At the same meeting of the Board of Trustees it was determined to initiate a course 
of free lectures on the subject of industrial education and kind1·ed topics. The open
ing lecture of the course was given by President Gilman, of Johns Hopkins Univer
sity, Baltimore. The other lectures were by Samuel T. Dutton, Superintendent of 
public schools, New Haven, Conn.; Thomas W. Balliet, Superintendent of public 
schools, Reading, Pa.; Norman b. Calkins, Assistant Superintendent of public 
schools, New York City; Dr. Henry H. Belfield, Director of the Chicago Manual 
Training School; William N. Barri1;1ger, Superintendent of public schools in New
ark, N. J.; Col. Francis W. Parker , of the Cook County Normal School , Illinois, 
and Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, President of the Association. It will be seen from 
this list that the subject has been presented by some of the best known authorities on 
educational subjects in this country. 

MUSEUM. 

Of the value of a museum illustrating such methods of manual training and in
dustrial education as have been well tried there can be little doubt and such a col
lection as that which has been formed by the association is probably unique. There 
is, in such an exhibition, a veritable object Jesaon in industrial education which he 
who runs may read. From it the eye takes in at a glance the possibilities resulting 
from the combination of manual and mental exercises-how they supplement and 
depend upon each other. 

The museum comprises at present some twelve separate exhibits of drawing, to
gether with specimens of carpentry, joinery, lathe and forge work, representing 
the Chicago public schools, Worcester High School. Montclair public schools, New 
Haven public schools, Hebrew Technical Institute, College of City of New York, 
Baltimore Manual Training School, Chicago Manual Training School and the Wo
man's Institute of Technical Design. Still other exhibits are in course of prepara
tion. 

I.IDRARY. 

It has always been felt that the library was by no means such a one as the asso
ciation ought to possess. In the machinery of education, a library should play an 
important part. There is much more literature upon the subject, _to which students 
should have access, than is comprehended in the five hundred books and pamphlets 
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now on the shelves of the association, and it is gratifying to state that a member of 
the board of t111stees has undertaken to put the library in a condition worthy of the 
association. A sum sufficient has been given to enable the boat·d of tl11Stees to pur
chase not only the standard English works, but to have translations made and issued 
nnder the auspices of the assOciation of many foreign works, which should be put 
before students and the public. When this is accomplished-and it will take time
the association will be in possession of the nucleus of a most valuable reference and 
circulating library. 

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLKS. 

At the meeting of the Board of Trustees on the 17th of December a fear was ex
pressed that in the interest for the work at the new building the association might 
lose sight of its wider policy-which was the creation of public interest and belief 
in the value of industrial education. There was danger of its degenerating into a 
manual training school. To guard agai•1st this a committee was appointed to out
line the policy of the association; and the report of that committee, which follows, · 
has been called, not inaptly, the articles of faith of the Association. 

The Association holds: 
I. That the complete development of all the faculties can be reached only through 

a system of education which combines the training found in the usual course of study 
with the ele.ments of manual training. 

II. That the current system trains the memory too largely, the reasoning powers 
less, the eye and hand too little. 

III. That industrial training, to have its fullest value, must be an integral part of 
general education. While valuable in some measure alone, it is alone little better 
than manual tt·aining as leading to the learning of trades: 

IV. That it is not the aim of the Association to teach trades. That boys and girls 
will, if educated according to the system which it advocates, be better able to take 
up the study of any particular trade, it recognizes as one of the results of the 
system. It is the development of all the faculties which it holds to be the essential 
aim of the system. 

V. That the fact is generally recognized among those best informed on the sub
ject of education, that the kindergarten system produces the best results with 
young children. The Association claims that the system which ·combineR industrial 
training with the usual and necessary branches is nothing more than a development 
of the kindergarten theory; a system found wise for young children, modified and 
adapted to children of more mature growth. 

VI. That as children, wherever found, possess the same faculties and develop 
the same characteristics, this system should be introduced into all classes and grades 
of schools, the private as well as the puhlic, and not alone in the primary public 
schools, but in all those of more advanced grades. 

VII. That this syst em tends to the development of certain moral qualities as well 
as to the development of the intellectual faculties. 

VIII. That the various occupations which are by this system given to children 
render study less irksome than any system can in which the exercise of the faculty 
of memory is alone involved. 

IX. That there exists in this country a wide-spread disinclination for manual 
labor which the present system of education ~eems powerless to overcome. There 
is a wide range of occupations which boys and girls might with advantage entet· 
were it not that they are prevented from so doing by a false view of the dignity of 
labor. The Association holds that one of the results of this system of education will 
be to destroy a prejudice which in a. measure arises from a want of familiarity with 

· hand work. 
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X. That the first and last object of the Association, the main reason for its ex
istence, is th'e creation of a public interest in this system and a public belief in its 
value. 

TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 

During the 'vinter it became apparent that, while the Association was meeting 
with no small success in its efforts to spread abroad the principles which it advo
cates, it was, at the same time, creating a demand for trained teachers, to meet 
which there was an inadequate supply. The question arose, where and by whom 
were these teachers to be trained. Manifestly, this training should and must be 
done by the Association. Here was a wide field for work; and the board of trustees, 
r ecognizing its duty, proceeded to organize such normal classes as its facilities per
mitted it to undertake. 

This was no sooner done tli.an it became evident that such a scheme must assume 
the proportions of a training college, needing the guidance of a trained ~nd expert 
educator. A presiclent must be found, and search was at once begun for the right 
ma,n for the place. And this man the Board of Trustees believes it has found in the 
person of Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, the president-elect. To his care the organ
ization and guidance of the proposed training college will be given. 

The interest of the public during the year has been shown by the brge number 
of visitors who have come to the building, not only from among the people of New 
York, but from many othet· cities. The lectures have bePn well nttende(l , and vis
itors and listeners alike have shown an intelligent interest and appreciation. Thus 
it will be seen that the builtling rem:>..ins, as it always must. a centre of informa
tion-a headquarters for influence and work. 

It is intended to organize a model school in connection with the proposed train
ing college. In fact, a college aiming to train teachers could not exist without such 
a school in connection with it. It is a necessary concomitant. 

In this model school the training which the Association advocates will be given; 
here the new system, which. combines the old and the new, wiH be taught; and the 
Association hopes to have in it a strong confirmation of the belief which it strives 
to propagate. 

From this brief account of what has been done in the past year it must be evident 
to every one that the As.c;ociation has gone forward in its work with giant strides; 
and, if the pa.c;t is any guaranty of the future, it m ay be contemplated with entire 
and assured confidence. 

WILLIAl\I A. POTTER. 
Sec1·Pta·ry. 
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The following is the Treasurer's account, which emphasizes the 
wonderful gt•owth in the resources of the Association, which have 
more than kept pace with the great increase in expenditures: 

Industrial Education-Association in account with JohnS. Bussing, Treasurer. 
DR. Ca. 

1886. 1887. 
·Apr. 1. Cash on hand .. ...... .. ....... $645.26 

Loan to children's exhibition 
Mar. 31. Vacation schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . $615.92 . 

1887. 

committee returned .. .. .. .. 1, 086. 25 
Annual subscriptions . . . . . . . . . 913.00 
Donations ................... 27,641.00 
House accoimt, income from 

rentals, etc .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4, 602. 85 
Cljlss account, returns for 

services of teachers. . . . . . . . . S, 804. 46 

38,702.81 

= 
Apr. 1. Balance in bank............... 698.43 

Certl11cate of deposit, No. A, 48223, in U. S. Trust Company. 

Audited and found correct ..... . ........................ . 

APRIL 15, 1887. 

Rent account ........... ... ... 4,278. 18 
Equipment accpunt .. .. .. .. .. 5,185. 44 
Repairs . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . 249. 97 
Oftlce expe~ (including 

salary of secretary and 
printing).................... 2,258. 04 

House account .. . .. .. .. . .. : . 7, 449.118 
Class account (including salary 

of superintendent nod serv-
ices of teachers).. .. .. .. .. . . 5, 967.80 

Deposit in U. S. Trust Com-
pany to credit of the asso-
ciation .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 12,000. 00 

Balance in Mechanics' Bank. . 698. 48 

38,702.81 

JOHN S. BUSSING, Treas•"·e~. 

j A. JIL DODGE. 
' '' ·' l MELBERT B. CARY. 

E. and 0. E. 

The following is the prospectus of the training college to which 
he refers: 

PROSPECTUS OF THE PROPOSED COLLEGE FOR THE TRAINING OF T EACHERS. 

The College for the Training of Teachers is to be founded to give systematic instruc
tion to persons desirous of entering on the profession of teaching. For the present at 
least the instruction given will be almost wholly confined to those hitherto neglected 
factors in education which may. be included under the name of industrial training. 
Both male and femaie students will be admitted t<> the college. 

Efficient and practical instruction in the best methods of industrial education 
will be given by a competent corps of instructors, under whose direction and criti
cism students will also teach the pupils of the model school. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADllfiSSION. 

As a general rule no student will be admitted to the college until he shall have 
attained the age of eighteen years. In special cases this requirement may be sus
pended by vote of the faculty. 

Applicants for admission are. required to pass an approved examination in the 
following subjects: · 

Arithmetic.-Prime and composite numbers, greatest common divisor, least com
mon multiple, denominate numbers, common and decimal fractions, pe1·centage, 
simple and compound interest, discount, alligation, sqnare and cube root, compound 
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numbers, and the metric system of weights and measures. The books of Peck, 
· Wentworth and Hill or Greenleaf are recommended. 

Plane geomet1']J.-As much as is contained in the first five books of Davies' Le-
gendre. · 

English.-Parts of speech, inflection, parsing and false syntax. Also, penman
ship and orthography. The grammars of Swinton, Whitney, Brown or Greene are 

· recommended. 
Histm·y.-Anderson's or Johnston's History of the United States, or its equiva

lent. 
Composition.-Each applicant will be required to write a composition covering 

at least one sheet of foolscap paper on some subject to be given out at the time of 
the examination. 

Equivalent books £o those named above may be offered by the applicant. 
Any student admitted conditionally must satisfy his conditions before December 

1st, unless excused by vote of faculty. 

SPECIAL STUDENTS. 

Special students are received and permitted to select such courses as they may 
choose and be found qualified to enter upon. 

COURSE OF STUDY. 

The regular course of study is as follows: 
Fo1· nwle stttdents.-History and science of education, two hours a week; mechan

ical drawing and wood-working, four hours a week; modelling and industrial art, 
three hours a week. 

For female stndents.-History and science of education, two hours a week; me
chanical drawing and wood-working, three hours a week; modelling and industrial 
art, three hours a week;. domestic science, five hours a week. 

Students will also be 1·equired to teach, under supervision, in the model school, 
and to attend various courses of lectures on educational, scientific and literary sub
jects that will be arranged for. Certain courses of instruction and lectures in other 
colleges in New York City will also be open to the students. 

TUITION FEES. 

The terms for tuition for the full year's course are $60. The terms for speci<tl 
and partial courses will be made known on application. A limited number of 
scholarships have been established to aid deserving students. 

DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS. 

The college will have dormitory accommodation for twenty-fi•e female students, 
an(!. the room rent varies from $120 to $150 for the scholastic year. Board, lodging, 
and washing will also be furnished to a limited number of female students for $350 
for the scholastic year. 

SCHOI,ASTIC TERMS. 

The first term of the regul::u: course of study e1ommences on the third Thursday 
in September and ends on the third (or fomth) Thursday in December. The second 
term begins on the firs.t (or second) Tuesday in January and ends on the Thursday 
before Easter. 

The third term begins the Wednesday after East!'r and ends on the third Wed
nesday in June. 

All scholastiq exercises are suspended on Thanksgiving Day, Washington's Birth· 
day, Ash Wednesday, on public holidays established by law, and on such days in 
each year as may be recommended by the civil authority. -
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The entrance examination for. 1887 will be held in the College building, No. 9 
University Place, on Tuesday, September 13th, at 9.30 A.M. 

Application· for admission to the college must be made to 
· H. R.· BURNS, St£perintendent, 

9 University Place, Ne:w York City. 

Ojficers ofiT!Struction and government.-Nicholas Murray Butler, A.M., Ph. D., 
President, Professor of the History and Institutes of Education; Helen R. Burns, Su-. 
perintendent and Secretary of the Faculty; Charles R. Richards, Professor of Mechan
ical Drawing and Wood-Working; Julia H. Oakley, Professor of Domestic Science; 
- - --, Professor of Industrial Art. 
· IT!Structors in the model school.-----, grammar grade; ----, 
primary grade; - - --, kindergarten. 

The report shows a list of 46 "active members," 91 "associate mem
·bers," 19 "corresponding members," and 30 "honorary members." 
Among the names 'of new "honorary members" are those of Presi
dent Gilman, of Johns Hopkins University, and President Walker, 
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. · 

The list of donors shows eleven gifts, each of $1,000 and over, one 
of whivh, by Mrs. George W. Vanderbilt, was for $10,000. It will 
also be noticed in the reference to the library in the report that the 
number of volumes has nearly doubled since the report of the pre
vious year. 

The following is the list of Trustees and Officers for 1887-'88: 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, 

(No. D University Place, New York.] 

Trustees, 1887-'88:-Mr. Nathaniel A. Prentiss, Chairman; ~Ir. M. Dwight Collier, 
Vice-Chairman ; Mr. William A. Potter, Secretary; Gen. Alexander S. Webb, Mr. 
Melbert B. Cary, Mr. Arthur M. Dodge, Mrs. Peter M. Bryson, Mrs. William T. 
Blodgett, Mrs. Joseph H. Choate, l'fr. William F. Bridge, Miss Grace H. Dodge. Mr. 
Charles E . Merrill, Prof. J. H . Van Amringe, Miss S. Edwina Brown, Mr. George W. 
Vanderbilt. 

OFFICERS AND STANDING COMMITTEES, 1887-'88. 

Offteers.-Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, President; Mr. Melbert B. Cary, Treasurer; 
Mr. William A. Potter, Secretary; Miss H. R. Burns, Superintendent. 

Executive Oommittee.-Miss Grace H. Dodge, Chairman; Mr. Charles E. Merrill, 
Mr. E. Monroe Smith, Miss Katharine Van Nest, Miss S. Edwina Brown, Mrs. Peter 
M. Bryson, Mr. William A. Potter . 

.Finance Oommittee.- Mr. William F. Bridge, Chairman; Mr. Arthur M. Dodge, 
Mr. M. Dwight Collier, Gen. Alexander S. Webb, Miss S. Edwina Brown. 

Auditing Oommittee.- Mr. John S. Bussing, Mr. Walter Howe, Mr. James w. 
Pinchot. · 

Mr. Nathaniel A. Prentiss, Dr. Nicholas MuiTay Butler, Mr. Melbert B. Cat·y, 
ex efficio members of all standing committees. 

A more recent statement of the development and work of the 
Association was made by the President, Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, 
in an address delivered in Baltimore, November 1, 1887, to which 
reference has already been made in the brief account of the organ
ization of a similar society in that city (see ante, pp. 180- 6). 
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Dr. But ler, on that occasion, summed up the past work and present 
plans of the association. He said, in the course of his address: 

The association has had under instruction 4,383 pupils, 2,991 of whom have been 
members of classes held outside of the building, but instructed .by teachers in the 
employ of the association. Over 400 pupils were enrolled in vacation classes held 
in July and August last. A course of public lectures was given and attracted 
much attention. 

* * * * * * * 
A museum had been opened, which served as an object lesson in industrial edu-

cation. It is always open to visitors, and many teachers and other interested per
sons visited it daily. From it the eye takes in at a glance the possibilities resulting 
from the combination of manual ana mental exercises, and sees how they supple-
ment and depend upon each other. · 

P ROPOSED TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS. 

During the winter of 1886-'87 the managers of the association had been consid
ering the establishment of a pedagogium or training college for teachers. This 
was finally decided upon, and the present president of the association was elected 
and instructed to organize such a training college. He was also chosen to tile pres
idency of the collegA, and t o hold in it the professorship of the history and insti
tutes of education. Since the report of last spring , in which all these facts are em
bodied, was issued, great advances have been made and the plans there outlined 
have been put into successful operatio1i . The training college, which in its first 
class has 16 regular and 22 special students, is not a normal school, in which ele
mentary education and special training are com bined. But , like the law or medi
cal school. this training college demands as qualification for entrance the possession 
by the candidate of a good general education. The college course lasts two years 
and is special and technicaL It aims t o give the prospective teacher a thorough 
knowledge of the human m ind , its processes and powers and acquaintance with 
the history of education, and practical instruction in didactics or the rut of teach-
ing. . 

· The law school has its new moot courts and the medical college its dissecting
room, in which t he pupil combines practical work with h is theoretical instruction. 
The New York Training College secures this practical work for its pupils in the 
model school, which was instituted in connection with the college. I n t his school the 
college student gets an acquaintance with the practical det ails of school-room work 
and an in!light into child character . The curriculum of this model school is that 
which the association advocates for all schools. Its lowest grade is a kindergart en , 
and in the primary and grammar grades manual t ra ining takes its place side by 
side with the three R's, and instm ction in geography, history and elementary 
science. Normal classes are also held in order to train teachers in drawing, model
ling, carpentry, sewing, cooking , etc. This is necessary, because one of the great
est obstacles to the general adoption of indust rial education is foun<l to be the lack 
of traineLl teachers qualified to give instmction in the branches advocated. 

F REE LIBRARY, i\fUSEUM, READING-ROOi\l AND LECTURES. 

An !!ducationallibrary, a reading-room. the museum and a public lecture course 
are all carried on in connect ion with the work of the institution. All of t hese are 
free to those who wish to use, and the lectures, which are gi'.en twice each week, 
attract large audiences of intere.qted teachers. A large correspondence is carried on 
with boards of education, superintendents of inst m ct ion and othe1·s . with a ·d ew 
to interest them in industrial education , and informing them about it. Our associ
ation is now prepared to furnish the outlines of an elementary course in wood
working, an elementary course in sewing, and thr e9 courses in cooking. Other 
syllabuses are being prepared, a nd will be ready in a few weeks. 
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NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

The publication of leaflets, giving information on scientific points ooncerning 
which questions are continually asked, has been begun, and leaflet number one is 
now in the press. Early in 1888 the first of a series of educational monographs 
.will appear bearing the association's imprint. Among the contributors to these 
monographs will be the most distinguished educators, both of this country and 
abroad, and the aim of the series will be to diffuse sound information on educa
ional topics in an inexpensive form. 

THE FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT. 

The latest offiCial information of the work of this progressive As
sociation is given in the President's Report for the year ending March 
31, 1888, under date of May 4, 1888. * He says: 

TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF . THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION: 

The President respectfully presents the following report upon the work of the 
Association during the past year: * * * It is interesting to note that an organ
ization founded as a philanthropic enterprise has become a great educational force, 
and has changed its platform of humanitarianism for one of purely educa tional 
reform and advancement.. In so doing it has only followed the analogy of educa
tional progress in many quarters. In England popular education, so far as such a 
thing existed, was nothing more than a public charity until 1870. In that year the 
passage of Mr. Forster's great Elementary Education Act raised it to the plane of a 
public d\1-ty. Half a century ago all the free schools that New York City possessed 
were those of the various ·religious organiza-tions and those of the Free School 
Society. To-day the system of public education in this city is one of the· most im
portant departments of the municipal government. These illustrations might be 
multiplied indefinitely. They indicate that a science of education has been slowly 
evolving, and that it is differentiated from philanthropy and from charity, as well 
as from theology and economics. Unfortunately the administration of public edu
cation is not yet wholly differentiated from the art of politics. 

The recognition of education as a science marks a distinct advance in civilization, 
but the importance of this advance is unquestionably less apparent to those who 
make it than it will be in years to come to those who will write the history of its 
making. The recognition of education as a science means the study of the child 
and the study of the child's environment. It means the putting away of whims 
and fancies and the gradual displacement of crude theories and imperfect methods. 
It makes rational advance possible. The Industrial Education Association has taken 
its stand upon this platform. It believes that education is the training of the child 
for life, and that as our knowledge of the child increases and the conditions of life 
change, the ·means of education must be adapted to this knowledge and to these 
conditions. It views education as not stationary, but progressive, and holds that 
any enduring advance must be the product, not of revolution but of evolution. 

Reference is made to a former report in which the principle was 
announced that Industrial training to have its fullest value must be 
an integral part of general education. Commenting on this, President 
Butler says: · 

* * * If manual training is technical training, if it is only a passing fancy, then 
the claim which we make for manual training as a factor in common school edu-

* Annual Reports of the President and Treasurer of the Industrial Education As
sociation made to the Board of Trustees, May 4, 1883, New York; printed for the 
Industrial Education Association, 1888. Pp. 24. 
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cation is ill-founded. It is because manual training is mental training, because it 
· supplies a general and not a mere local need, and because it is founded on the na

ture of the child's mind and its capacities, that the work of this Association is jus
tified and will be successful. 

He tl~en proceeds at some length to describe and define the classes 
.of work undertaken by the Association: 

The work of the Association is sharply divided into two parts. One branch of 
our work is concerned with the creation of a public interest in manual training as 
an intellectual discipline, and involves the publication of information bearing on 
·the subject. Under this head I class the publications of the Association, the lec
tures and argument-s delivered by its officers, and the very extensive correspondence 
which is carried on at an enormous expenditure of time and labor, with educators 
in all parts of this country a nd of Europe. 

So great have been the demands for all kinds of educational infor
mation that a number of foreign corresponding members, to whom 
~quiries can be referred, have bee1~ appointed. 
* * * The following gentlemen have all·eady signified their acceptance of con·es

ponding membership: Sir Philip Magnus, of London; Oscar Browning, l\1. A., of 
Kings College, Cambridge; John Frederick Heyes, Esq., of Magdalen College, Ox
ford; Prof. A. Salicis, of Paris; Robert Seidel, of Mallis, Switzerland; Prof. A. 
Sluys, of Brussels; Dr. E. Hannak, of Vienna, and Dr. Otto Salomon, of Naas, 
Sweden. 

The publication beginning in November, 1887, of Educational Leaf
lets, of which fourteen had been issued, is recorded, as also ths 
issue in January, 1888, of the :first of a proposed bi-monthly series 
of Educational Monographs, to be written by leading educationists. 
·of ~hese he says: 
· Tbe opening numbers of the series contributed by President Gilman, of Balti
more; Dr. Belfield, of Chicago, and Sir Philip Magnus, of London, haYe b,een very 
favorably received by the press, and we are justified in believing that the SE'ries will 
b6. well supported. 

The President and other Officers of the Association have delivered 
addresses in several places. The President has spoken officially in 

- ~large number of leading cities and before educational bodies and 
-associations. One of them, the admirable paper read by President 
Butler before the Department of Superintendence of tho National 
Teache1:'s Association in Washington, March, 1888, is given in one 
of the appendices to this volume.* 

The second branch of the work of the Association is the strictly educational. It 
consists of three parts : The College for the Training of Teachers, the Model School, 
and the special classes. 

In the account of The Training College for Teachers, the ·present 
condition of the Normal Schools of the country is discussed, and 
the College of the Association differentiated from them. Of the 
work of the college the President says: 

The Training College which this Association has founded is a strictly professional 
school. The course of study is two years in length, and is designed solely to train 

*See Appendix L, vn (~)-" How and to what ext3nt can Manual Training be 
engrafted on our public schools? " . 
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broad-minded, cultured, professionally trained teachers. It is 'based on pyschology, 
and includes' a lso the history and science of education, meth.ods of teaching, in
cluding the subjects included in the term manual training, observation and practice 
in the model school, the theory and practice of the Kindergarten, natw·al science, 
including the. construction of simple illustrative apparatw; and history. The two 
subjects last mentioned are included because of their value as part o{ a teacher's 

. equ{pment. The comprehension of the course of history and its philosophy will 
give to the teacher that imaginative insight ·and readiness in illustration which is 
so valuable in training the child's mind. 

No academic instruction is given at the College. Candidates .for admission are 
required to be at least eighteen years of age and to present certificates of gradu
ation from an approved high school or academy. Graduates of normal schools and 
of colleges are admitted without examination. All other applicants are rigidly ex
amined in arithmetic, plain geometry, history, geography, elementary science and 
English. It is in contemplation to add free-hand drawing to these requirements, 
in order to emphasize its importance as a school subject. 

On March 15, 1888, when the catalogue of the current year was ~ssued, there were . 
18 students in the junior class of the Training College and 86 were enrolled as special 
students and pursuing special courses. Of the 104 but 8 were men. It is. safe to 
predict that the number of male students will increase largely as it becomes gen
erall_y known how great is the demand for trained men to introduce and supervise 
manual training for boys. 

The experiment of teaching light wood working to girls, success
fully begun some years since by Professor Hagar in the StateN ormal 
School at Salem, Mass., has been repeated here with like success. 

One of the most interesting and perhaps novel results of the year's experience 
has been the demonstrated ability of the female students to use wood working 
tools. The professor in charge of that work says in his report: " The work of the 
students in the wood working shop has been somewhat of a revelation. Tlle readi
ness with which the tools have been handled and the skill acquired in their use 
have been surprising, while the accuracy of the results would seem to prove that the 
training is as suitable for girls as for boys." During the second and third terms the 
students of the tl·aining college have taught large classes of children, and have so 
laid the foundation of their practical experience as teachers. 

The growth of the college is shown by the following statement of 
the change in and additions to the force of instructors: 

The teaching staff of the college must receive two additions before a second year's 
work is entered upon : a professor of natural science and professor of history and 
methods of teaching. These appointments have already been authorized and will 
shortly be made. On April 27, 1887, Miss Julia H. Oakley was chosen professor of do
mestic economy, and Mr. Charles R. Richards, professor of mechanical drawing and 
wood working. In June, 1887, Miss Angeline Brooks was appointed professor of the 
theory and practice of the Kindergarten, and Mrs Hannah Johnson Carter, professor 
of industrial art. All of these appointments are made at the pleasure of the board 
of trustees. On April 14th, 1887, Miss H. R. Burns, superintendent of class work, 
resigned her position. Appreciating ti1e value of Miss Burns' services, and knowing 
how helpful her energy and ability had been in the past, the board hesitated to accept 
the resignation. In October, however, Miss Burns insisted on its acceptance and 
withdrew from the work of the Association. The vacancy thus created remained 
untilled until December 22d, when the office of Dean of the Faculty was created and 
Mr. Arthur W. Tyler, of Plainfield, N.J., chosen to the position. In view of the 
rapid increase of the work assistants have been asked for in several departments. 
One has already been appoint\!d in the wood working department, and an applica
tion for an assistant in the Kindergarten is penduig: 
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As in other normal schools, the college has a model school at
·tached; opportunity was also given to public school children to come 
each day at 3.30 P. M. for free instruction-

In sewing, domestic economy, industrial art, and wood working. * * * 
Over 2,400 children applied for these privilege-:, but lack of room compelled us to 
turn away over 1,000, and only about 1,400 were received. 

These decreased from various causes till in March only 508 attended. 
Of this number, 116 were instructed in sewing, 167 in. domestic economy, 142 in 

industrial art, 83 ·in wood working. The mere presence of these large bodies of 
children after school hours and without any inducement or hope of reward is suf
ficient comment on the statement sometimes thoughtlessly made that the children 
do not like nor need manual training. It would be interesting could we learn from 
the parents or teachers of these children , what effect, if ·any, their manual traiiDng 
ha.s had upon them. It is a matter for regret that such information is unobtainable. · 

A number of extra classes have been held for the purpose of 
reaching as many school teachers and students as possible. In all, 
thirty-three such classes were held, attended by Ui30 pupils. The 
"summary" given in the catalogue* shows a grand total, including 
officers and students, of 1,G8!J. 

The usual lectures were given from October to June. A refer
ence library of a thousa1id volumes has been given by one of the 
members of the board of trustees. 

The president eloquently recites the rapid ptogress of manual 
training: 

During the year, Albany, Newburgh, Paterson, Detroit and Saint Paul , among 
the larger cities, have introduced manual training. The leaflets published by tlus 
Association have recorded the facts concerning these cities and may be referred 
to for fuller information. 

H e briefly recounts the action of the New York City Board of Edu
cation, the action of the Legislatures of New York, Pennsylvania, 
Maryland, and New J ersey, and the appointment, by the Department 
of Superintendence of the National Education Association, at the 
meeting hold in W ashington in February, 1~88, of a special commit
tee on the subject. 

THE COURSE OF FREE PUBLIC LECl'URES. 

The free public lectures began October 18, 1887, and are "to con
tinue till June 1, 1888, on Tuesday and Friday afternoons of each 
week at 4 o'clock. The lectures are delivered in the hall of the 
Association's College for t he Training of Teachers, No. !J University 
Place." A schedule of the lectures, giving Hte topics and the names 
of the lecturers, is issued. 

From one to :five lectures are given by each lecturer, The list in
'cludes the names of many well-known educators. and of some of 
those who have been particularly connected with the movement for 
industrial ancl. for manual training. 

Among those are the names uf Assistant Superintendent N. A. 
; *Industrial Education Association-College for the Training of Teachers, Circular 
of Information, 1888. Pp. 33, 
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Calkins, of New York City; Superintendent Barringer, of Newark, 
N. J .; Superintendent C. E. Meliney, of Paterson, N. J .; Profes
sors Ware and Peck, of Columbia College, and ¥essrs. George H. 
Baker, A.M., W. A. Carpenter, PH. D., D. K. Dodge, PH. D. , Wm. 
A. Dunning, PH. D., instructors in Columbia College; Vice-Chan
cellor H . M; McCracken, PH. D., of the University of the City of 
New York; Prof. Charles R. Richards, Professor of Mechanical 
Drawing and Wood-Working; Arthur W. Tyler, A. M. , Librarian; 
Miss .Angelina Brooks, Professor of Kindergarten ·Methods; Mrs. 
Hannah J. Carter, Professor of Industrial Art in the College for the 
Training' of. Teachers; Dr. Wm. A. Hammond, of New York City; 
Professor H. M. Leipsiger, of the Hebrew Technical Institute of New 
York 'City; Profe1:1sor WalterS. Perry, formerly Director of Draw
ing in Worcester, Mass., now Director of Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 
N. Y.; Principal Wm. M. Giffin, of the Newark (N. J.) Training 
School; Principal B. C. Gregory, Washington Street School, Newark, 
N.J.; Principal J. A, Reinhart, PH. D., High and Training School, Pat
erson, N. J .; Miss L. E. Fay, Supervisor of Drawing, Springfield, 

- Mass.; Mrs. Mary H. Peabody; A. W . Edson, Esq., Agent of the 
Massachusetts State Board of Education; Professor W. 0 . Atwater, 
of Wesleyan University; Col. Francis W. Parker, Cook County (Ill.) 
Normai School; Charles H. Ham, Esq., of Chicago, Ill. ; Charles 
Barnard, Esq., of the Chautauqua Town and Count ry Club; Mr. 
Stanton Coit, PH. D. ; Dr. Jerome Allen, editor of the School Journal ; 
Theodore F . Seward, Esq., editor of the Musical Reform; Mr. T. 
O'Conor Sloane, PH. D., of the Scientific American. 

PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION. 

In pursuance of its plan of disseminating information conceming 
industrial educat-ion, the Association began, November 1,1887, to issue 
"Educational Leaflets." These are sold at one cent each, or fifty 
cents a hundred; . fifty cents will entitle a subscriber to receive 
promptly all issued for one year. The 'following are announced: 
1, The Argument for Manual Training; 2, Public Education in Ger
many; 3, TheAlbanyReport on Manual Training; 4, Manual Train
ing in Springfield, Mass. A prospectus is also issued of a series of pro
posed" Educational Monographs" to be publish ed during 1888. These 
are to contain from twenty-four to sixty pages, and to treat concisely 
all educational questions; particularly those r elating to the manual 
training movement. They will be in pamphlet for·m, and six num
bers a year are promised; subscription price, one dollar a year. The 
authors, as announced, are to be President D. C. Gilman, of John~ 
Hopkins University, who begins the series with "A Plea for the 
Training of the Hand;" Charles H. Ham, of Chicago; Sir Philip 
Magnus, of London; Oscar Browning, M. A., of Kings College, Cam
bridge, England; Dr. Edward Channing, of Harvard College; Prof. 
George H. Howison, of the University of California; Mrs. Constance 
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.Jones; Prof. L. W. Spring, of Williams College, and Prof. W. H. 
Payne, of the University of Michigan.* 

In addition to the official publications of the Industrial Education · 
. Association, and its prede0essor, the Kitchen Garden Association, a 
knowledge of the work undertaken by these interesting societies has 
been Widely extended by means of illustrated and literary articles 
in various publications. " How Fraulein Mina Schmidt goes to 
school" (and learns there to cook) was charmingly told in the Sep
tember (1884} number of St. Nicholas; as, likewise, in the April (1885} 
number of the same magazine, the story of "The Boys' Club" held 
in the old·home of the Kitchen Garden, No. 125 St. Mark's Place, 
was given by the same writer, Mr. Charles Barnard, himself an 
active member of both associations. The National Baptist, of Phil
adelphia, gave an account of the Kitchen Garden classes, and, in 
Juue (1887), Science published an interestilig account of The In
dustrial Education Association. 

"THE BOYS' CLUB.'~ 

The Report of the Boys' Club for 1886 is a very suggestive pam-
. phlet, w~ll worthy the attention of all interested in the welfare of 
the poor boys of city streets. The club is supported by gifts aggre
·gating over $1,400 for the year ending October 31, 1886, and offers 
to these poor boys innocent and instructive amusement and occupa
tion, and a comfortable refuge from the streets, with the charm of 
companionship. It is open every evening except Sundays and holi
days: It is a foster child, as it were, of the Kitchen Garden Associ
ation, not as direct in lineage as the "Cooking Garden," as the 
method of instruction for elementary cooking classes that have 
grown out of the Kitchen Garden experience is called, but it had its 
origin i:ri the same spi:dt and desire of helping the children to better 
lives than had otherwise been possible; of infusing into their dark
ened days the sunshine of happiness. 

THE INSTITUTIONS WHICH HAVE SPRUNG FROM THE 'WILSON MISSION. 

What a band of instrumentalities for good, in ways the early 
founders of the Wilson Mission could hardly have imagined, have 
sprung from, and grown up around, that practical experiment of 
an industrial school for girls begun by those good Christian 
women in 1854; not unlike, with these clustering schools and " Asso
ciations," to Milton's description of the Banyan tree, the "Indian 
Fig," which: 

In Malabar or Deccan spreads her arms 
Branching so broad and long, that in the ground 
The bended twigs take root, and daughters grow 
About the mother tt·ee, a pillar'cl shade 
High overarch'd, nncl echoing walks between. 

*For the various publications, the Registrar of the College for the Training of 
Teachers, No. 0 University Place, New York City, is to be addressed, 

,.\RT-VOL 2--~Q · 
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First, as we have here recorded, came the development of the 
Kitchen Garden Association; then, naturally, the elementary cook
ing classes were evolved; meantime the needs of the · boys were not 
forgotten, and Mrs. Briant invented for them the ·~Farm Garden," 
while, after a little time, the home in Saint Mark's Place, long so 
hospitable to poor girls and to new ideas, swung its doors wide open 
to the boys for an evening ref11ge from tho streets. 

Then it was that on these foundations the Industrial Education 
Association began to build, as has just been recorded; multiplying 
the lit~le housekeeper classes of the Kitchen Garden and the element
ary classes in cobking, adding, for the yo~ng women who wished to 
learn, a school for the thorough training of efficient domestic ser
vants; then originating the great exhibition of children's work for 
the instruction of the. public; supplementing this by a course of 
popular lectures by leading educators, ad-wcates of the new methods, 
and by establishing a special industrial education library and an 
industrial museum. A}l this while, too, the managers of the new 
Association were making free . use of the printing press, both in 
publishing its own special ~orks and notices, and, by securing pop
ular illustrated articles in the magazines descriptive of its various 

· undertakings, as well as by frequent accounts and notices of its work 
in the daily journals; striving thus, by every legitimate means, to 
interest and inform the public in regard to the varied work it had 
undert~ken for the public. Finally, in founding a training college 
for the instruction of teachers in these new methods, the Association 
emphasizes its repeatedly expressed desire to aid in the introduction 
of feasible ·forms of industrial training in the public schools. By 
this continuous activity, and by the use of these various methods 
the Industrial Education Association of New York City has, within 
four short year::;, made it~ influence felt far and wide. 

It is now known of all men that a new educational power for 
. good has been developed; which is so vigorous and so far reaching 
that its influence is felt, not only in the great metropolis, but through
out the United States. 
· These various undertakings, with their several steps and methods, 
h~ve been so minutely recorded, because they have proved so effec
tive, and are such as may be readily adopted in other communities; 
sine~ there is no city or large town in the country in which there is 
not need of similar efforts. In the light of this history of the out
growing of the Wilson Mission Industrial School for Girls no ear
nest workers need hereafter ever be discouraged, no matter how small 
their first beginnings, from making an honest effort with like purpose, 
in accordance with the methods that have here been tested. 

THE RELATION OF THESE MOVEMENTS TO THE PUBJ.JIC SCHOOLS. 

Still, however interesting and encouraging are the results of these 
efforts, their valid claim to record here in this connection is based 
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upon the light they may throw upon the problems of industrial edu
cation as they are presented in relation to the public schools, and 
upon the possible influence of the results of these educational ex
periments, initiated by the Industrial Education Association of New 
York, in moulding the opinions of the public school authorities of 
that city, and in encouraging them to venture to offer like opportu
nities for industrial training to some of the thronging pupils in the 
crowded jmblic free schools of the metropolis .. 

It is worthy of observation also that the managers of this New 
York association have called to its support not only the public school 
authorities in various places, but the directors of private institutions 
and the Presidents of great Universities and Technological Colleges. 
Here is, at last, a public recognition of the essential solidarity of 
all the educational forces of the country, the need of which recog
nition, especially in the older States, has often been apparently ig
nored,-a ''great gulf" seeming to be ''fixed" between the humble 
teacher in the democratic public school and the professor in the more 
exclusive institution of higher learning. A most unwise and unjus
tifiable divorcement of interests and of power! 

THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION A SSOCI:A.TION OF NEW JERSEY. 

The credit of initiating the movement which r esulted in the or
ganization of this Association, modelled closely after the pioneer As
sociation of-New York, the history of which has just been recited, is 
accorded by State Superintendent Chapman to the late General Mc
Clellan, who, when Governor of the State, as has been already shown 
in this R eport, manifested great interest in endeavoring to promote 
artistic and industrial education, seeing clearly their relations to 
the important manufacturing interests of the people of New J ersey. 

Extracts from Superintendent Chapman's annual report, giving a 
brief account of this movement in New Jersey, together with the 
report to the managers of the Association made by Miss Lowden, the 
teacher employed by them to introduce industrial training in the 
schools of Hoboken, have already been given (see ante, pages 163-5}. 

Attention has been called to the various schools and instrumen
talities that, sprung from a single source in an obscure quarter of the 
city, have culminated in the many activities of the New York Asso
ciation; which, itself, had hardly been organized for a year, before 
its example was followed in New Jersey, as, within the present year, 
it has so recently been in Baltimore. 

How far that little candle throws his beams! 

The following accounts of the organization and proceedings of the 
new society, and of the exhibition of children's work held under its 
auspices, are taken from its first annunlreport;* for copies of which 

*First Annual Report of t he Inuustria.l Euucation Association of New Jersey. 
Office, No. 14 $eventh Street, Hoboken, New Jersey. P_p. 215, 
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I am indebted to the courtesy,of the president, Rev. G. C. Hough-
ton. · 

ORG.A,NIZATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCA'.P19N ASSOCIATION. 

A meeting of ladies and gentlemen, in response to an invitation to assist "in the 
formation of an Industrial Education .Association." was held on the evening of Fri
day, June o, 1885, at 8 o'clock p.m., at the residence of Mrs. E. A. Stevens, Castle 
Point, Hoboken, N: J . 

The meeting was called to order by the Rev. G: C. Houghton, who nominated 
Generil.l George B. McClellan as presiding officer; which nomination, having been 
duly seconded and put, was unanimously adopted. 

Robert H . Alberts was then selected to act as Secretary. 
Upon assuming the chair, General McClellan spoke at some length on the objects 

for.which the meeting had been called, and then requested the following-named· 
gentlemen to address the meeting on the subject of "Industrial Education": 
· Mr. Randall Spaulding, of Mont Clair. N. J. 
Prof. Henry Morton, Stevens Institute, Hoboken, N. J. 
Prof. C. F. Kroeh, Stevens Institute, Hoboken, N. J. 
Presiding Judge Alex. T. McGill, Hudson County Common Pleas, Jersey City, 

.N.J. 
Rev, Samuel Dod, Hoboken, N. J. 
Dr. Frank Nichols, Hoboken, N. J. 
Upon the conclusion of the speaking opportunity was offered to any persons pres

ent to address the meeting, but there being none desirous of so doing, the following 
·resolutions were presented, read and adopted: 

Resolved, That this meeting be organized as the " Industrial Education .Associa
tion of New Jersey," and that all who are interested in the cause of industrial edu
cation be i~vited to join the society; and further 

Resolved, That a committee be appointed by the President of this meeting to draft 
a Constitution and By-Laws and adopt the same, and have them printed and mailed, 
with a copy of the mhiutes of this meeting, to all who are present this evening; and 
further 

Resolved,' That the committee be authorized to select from their number officers 
of the association, who shall serve until their successors are chosen by the society; 
and further 

Resolved, That the committee be requested to obtain consent, if possible, from the 
trustees of the public schools of Hoboken and of Stevens Institute and of the 
several academies, to make a trial of one or more branches of the industrial system 
in the schools under their care; and further 

Resolved, That we pledge our hearty support to the committee in their endeavors; 
and further · 

Resolved, That the Chairman of the committee be requested to call a meeting of 
the association in the early fall, at such time and place as the committee may de
termine upon. 

The follo:wing committee, in accordance with the tenor of the above resolutions, 
was then announced by the chair: 

Rev. G. C. Houghton, Mr. August Stein, Mr. David E. Rue, Thomas H. McCann, 
Esq., Mrs. Edwin A. Stevens, Mrs. Archibald Alexander, Professor Henry Morton, 
Professor James E. Denton, Thomas F. Hatfield, Esq., Mr. Emil Cuntz, Mrs. Daniel 
S. Merritt, Miss Annie Sierck. 

Rev. G. C. Houghton then made some pertinent remarks r~lative to the object for 
which the meetin~ had been calle4, 
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There being no further business to come before the meeting, it was then duly ad
journed, previous to which those present were invited to partake of a collation in 
the dining-room of the castle, and to be introduced to General George B. McClellan. 

REPORT. 

ROBERT H. ALBERTS, 
Secretary. 

On June 5, 1885, a meeting of citizens was called at Castle Point to consider the sub
ject of industrial education. General George B. McClellan presided, and addresses 
were made by General McClellan, Rev. G. C. Houghton, :M:r. Randolph Spaulding, 
Profe.'ISor Henry Morton, Professor C. F. Kroeh, Presiding Judge A. T. McGill, 
Dr. Frank Nichols, and others. 

A committee was appointed by General McClellan, which held its first meeting 
at Castle Point on the 19th of June. The Rev. G. C. Houghton was elected chair
man of the committee, and it was decided that the name of the Association to be 
formed should be the Industrial Education Association of New Jersey. The nec
essary officers were then elected and meetings were held on June 22, July 6 and 
July 13 ; the present constitution and by-laws were very carefully considered and 
finally adopted, and an·angements were made looking forward to the introduction 
of industrial education in the public schools of Hoboken in the autumn. On the 
2oth of November the Association again met, and Mr. McCann, of the Board of Ed
ucation of the city of Hoboken, stated that permission had been granted to place a 
teacher in the public schools for the purpose of giving systematic instructions in 
sewing to the girls and in clay modelling to the boys, under the supervision of the 
oomuiittee on teachers' salaries and school government and the superintending prin
cipal; provided, however, that all expenses attending such industrial education should 
be borne by the Industrial Education Association of New Jersey. A teacher, Miss 
N. N. Lowden, competent to give instructions in both branches, was secured, and 
a subscription list was circulated among members only. This realized a sufficient 
amount to cover the expenses of the outfit for eight classes and Miss Lowden's 
salary for December and January, so that an appeal to the citizens in general was 
not necessary until the attempt to introduce industrial education into the public 
schools proved to be successful. The results of the Association's work have been 
already highly satisfactory but this is only a very small beginning of what the as
~roCiation hopes to accomplish, if properly supported by the citizens of Hoboken. 
The necessities of industrial education for the children of the present time are univer-
sally conceded. E. A. M. 

A copy of the by-laws, in twenty-six sections, follow. Most of 
these sections are identical with those of the New York Association. 

Those relating to the" committees," as they differ somewhat from 
those of the New York society, are here quoted: 

XIII. S TANDING COMMITTEES. 

There shall be four or more stanrling committees, ns .follows: 
(a) Cotnlllittee on finance. 
(b) Committee on !.looks and printing. 
(c) Committee on industries. 
(d) Committee on domestic economy. 

The committees shall make bi~monthly and annual reports of their work at the 
l'egular meetings of the board of managers. 

Estimates for expenditure3 by standing committees, other than for petty expenses, 
must be approved by the board of managers. Manuscript designed for publication 
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must receive the approval of the standing committee from which it emanates before 
being submitted to the board of managers. 

XIV. COIDIITl'EE ON FINANCE. 

It shall be the duty of the c9mmittee on finance to devise means for obtaining 
the funds requisite_to carry on the work of the association. 

XV. COMMITTEE ON BOOKS AND PRINTING. 

- It shall be the duty of the committee on books and printing to prepare for publi
cation such matter as the Board may authorize, to-keep itself informed of publica
tions upon industrial education and pursuits, and, with the approval of the Board, 
procure for use in the. library or for distribution, those deemed of special value. 

XVI. COIDIITl'EE ON INDUSTRIES. 

It shall be the duty of the committee on industries to study, devise and present 
for the consideration and approval of the Board methods arid systems calculated to 
develop industrial education, and to use all available means to introduce the same 
into private and public .schools, reformatories, asylum8, orphanages, and such other 
institutions as may o.ffer a suitaole field. In all schools where industrial work shall 
come under the direct supervision of this committee the sessions shall be from Octo
ber to May. 

XVII. ComDTl'EE ON DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

It shall be the duty of the committee on domestic economy to encourage the study 
of this subject, and to promote the thorough training of women and girls in every 
department of house-work. In securing tlris end, opportunities offered by cooking 
schools or other existing organizations shall be used; classes and such other agencies 
as may best promote tlris object shall be established. 

It shall also be the duty of the committee to promote an intelligent interest in 
the house-work system, and to further its introduction whenever it may be bene
ficial. 

THE INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION IN HOBOKEN. 

Advantage was taken of the holding of the exhibition of chil
dren's handiwork in New York early in April, 1886, to secure as 
many as possible of the exhibits shown there for a similar exhibi
tion in New Jersey, which was opened in ~he Stevens Institute of 
Technology on the 15th of April. 

The following condensed description appears in the report of the 
New Jersey association: 

OUR INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION. 

The Industrial Education Association of New J ersey opened its first Exhibition 
of Children's Work in the Steyens Institute of Technology, in Hoboken, Thursday 
evening, April Hi, 1886. The attendance was large and intelligent, and took a 
great interest in the different speeches and the excellent exhibits. 

At 7 o'clock the chair_ was taken by the Rev. G. C. Houghton, M.A., President 
of··the association. He briefly pointed out the object of the Association, and gave 
a sketch of its organization. He said that the late General McClellan was the 
prime mover of the organization, the first meeting of which was held on the 5th 
of June, .1885, in Mrs. Stevens's house, Castle Point, Hoboken. At that meeting the 
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·Board of .Education was petitioned to allow industries to be introduced into the 
. schools of Hoboken. Le3sons were given twice a week, of one hour's duration, in 
drawing, modelling and sewing. 

The Presideiit then introduced Governor Abbett, who was received with cheers. 
He said: ·' 

"I have the greatest sympathy with the industrial education of New Jersey, and 
I am pleased too Ree such an excellent collection of exhibits before me. Attempts 
have been made to place brain power in the fingers of the children. The object of 
the association is to. teach children to use their eyes, ears and legs, and not solely 

. their brains. The object of the association is to enlist the sympathies of the people in 
the incorporation of manual training in the instruction of the children. There is, 
indeed, great need for such training and industrial instructions in the public school 
system. This movement has my heartiest sympathy as a citizen and as the execu-

.. tive of the State, and I assure you that it will have my earnest support." 
Governor Abbett then left, having an engagement in N.ew York. After he had 

.finished, the Ron. Edwin 0. Chapman, State Superintendent of Public Instruc· 
tion, explained the working of the system and its lasting benefit to the boys and 
girls who often leave school at fourteen years of age. John Reid, of the Ho· 
boken board of education, also spoke in favor of the work. 

The" President told of the rapid progress made in a short time in the Hoboken 
schools, and briefly outlined the course of instruction. 

The exhibits were arranged in the physical laboratory of the college; and a large 
crowd attended on each of the nights and were greatly interested in the articles 
displayed. About the same schools were represented by exhibits that took part in 
the New York exhibition two weeks before. 

The exhibits consisted of plain sewing, embroidery and art needle-work, drawing, 
painting, wood-carving, clay modelling, repousse work in brass, imitation stamped 
leather, etc. 

Some of the work of very young pupils was beautifully executed, and altogether 
the exhibition was the best practical demonstration of the value of industrial edu· 
cation. Some of the finest work from the Women's Technical School of New York 
consisted of designs for wall paper, st1ined glass, and portieres. In addition to the 
work from the Hoboken public schools and Trinity Industrial School, the exhibits 

· -from Worcester, 1\fass. , comprised, drawing, decoration, representation and combi
nation in color. The exhibit was exquisitely alTanged, and experienced technical 
teachers pronounced it excellent. The work was of a high order, and was surprising 
·to even expert mechanics. The exhibit was greatly admired. The 111ont Clair, N. 
J., school presented a diversified display, comprising free-hand drawing and plain 
and ornamental needle-work. The distinguished feature of tbe display was the hard
wood carving. The Chicago public schools had the largest exhiuit. The display 
of Wledle-work, knitting and embroidiery was be;tutiful. · The Academy of the 
Sacred H eart, of Hoboken, exhibited remarkably fine lines of paintings, sketchings, 
and embroidery work. Trinity School, of Hoboken, exhibited many works of me· 
chanica! skill, patch-work, fancy needle-work, etc. The Italian School of New York 
had a magnificent display of modelling. The Hoboken public school, 1\Iiss Lowden, 
instructor, displayed free-hand and map drawing, modelling and elementary sewing. 
The ·Women's Institute of Technical Design, of New York, ha<l the most complete 
and beautifully arranged exhibit, the principal feature being hrass-work. painting, 
and designs by children under fifteen years of a.ge. The New York trade schools 
had examples of plumbing and iron-work. The Saint Louis exhibit was evidently 
an example of what may be done in pritpary departments. The Gramercy Park 
Tool House, of New York, among other exhibits, had a handsome design of the 
East River Bridge. New York Turn Verein exhibited dra.wing. needle-work, knit
ting embroidery, etc., all of a high order of werit. Hoboken Academy uisplayed 
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splint-work, clay drawings, examples of shading in color, sewing, etc.- The school 
has altogether 400 scholars, and the system is taught by Miss Stahl, Miss Rahden, 
Mr. Thompson, and Mr. Laefler. The public schools of Cleveland also had a cred
-itable exhibit. Saturday wp "children's day," and fully one thousand people, 
young an~ old, from Hoboken, Jersey City, West Hoboken, Union Hill, Newark, 
Elizabeth, New Brunswick and other cities visited the institute and examined the 
large display with interest. The President of the Association delivered an impromptu 
address to the children, in which he urged them to get their parents interested'in 
the system of industrial education, and promised them if they would do their part 
there would be a New Jersey State exhibition next year. The Officers of the Asso
ciation are greatly encouraged at the success of the exhibition, and believe that it 
has give!l the cause an impetus. The articles from the various Hoboken schools 
certainly showed very encouraging resUlts, considering the short time the system 
has been taught. · Miss Lowden, the teacher of industrial work in the Hoboken 
public schools,. was in charge, and Mrs. E. A. Merritt and Miss Sierck are the ladies 
interested in this work in Hoboken, and Messrs. Emil Cuntz, August Stein, T. H. 
McCann, David E. Rue, Professor Morton, Doctor Nichols, Doctor Chabert, Judge 
McGill, and other members of the Association were most active in organizing' and 
JnB.D.aging the exhibition."-(Taken from press notices.) 

The following account of the meeting which resulted in giving to 
the new society the means for active work is especially interesting, 
as showing the co-operation of the executive and educational author
ities of the State in the effort to introduce the new education: 

MEETING HELD AT CASTLE POINT, NOVEMBER 18, 1886. 

In response to a circular invitation, a meeting of the New Jersey Industrial Asso
ciation was held at Castle Point, Hoboken, on the evening of November 18, 1886, at 
8 o'clock. 

The meeting was in many respects a notable one. The rotunda and spacious par
lors of the Stevens mansion were filled to overflowing \Vith leading citizens from 
all points of Hudson County, from the neighboring county of Essex, from New York 
City and Brooklyn. The Stevens family, with their well-known public spirit and 
love for educational progress, surrendered the whole lower part of their stately res
idence to the uses of the meeting. 

The Rev. George C. Houghton, the leading spu·it in introducing industrial educa
. tion in New Jersey, called the meeting to order in a few. well-chosen words, in which 
h~ expressed deeply his regrets for the absence of Hon. AbramS. Hewitt, of New 
York, who bad shown 1J. high appreciation for this work, but ut the la~t moment 
had sent a telegram stating that his health would not permit him to come Q]lt in 
the cool air of the evening. 

Dr. Houghton nominated for chairman of the meeti!Jg the Hon. Leon Abbett, 
Governor of the State; for secretary, David E. Rue, superintendent of the public
school department of Hoboken. Both wel'e elected unanimously. 

In stating the object of the meeting, Governor Abbett said that h e was enthusias
tically in favor of the industrial educational system, and said that the object of this 
meeting was to present the subject to the progressive and public-spirited people of 
the State, so as to enlist their active sympathy in favor of the movement and to have 
some practical work done that would further the work which had already been in
augurated under very favorable auspices in this locality. He believed that, although 
the system had been first introduced in New York State, New J ersey had made 
more progress in that branch of education. Speaking of the public school system, 
he thought some improvement was needed; also better and larger accommodations 
for pupils. The laws are defective in some respects, particularly in not enforcing 
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the compulsory attendance of children. The defects, however, are of such a nature 
that they can easily be remedied. Ample money is provided for educational pur
poses by the State and municipalities, but the industrial system seeks to go beyond 
that. It seeks to engraft• upon the public school system some practical features, so 
that boys and girls may not only be instructed in the ordinary branches from school 
books, but be educated in industrial pursuits. It is difficult to interest people in 
any new movement, or make them realize its advantages, or think it wise, neces
sary, or judicious to go beyond the ordinary school provisions and education .. The 
Association is seeking to excite public interest, and the founders have abiding faith 
in the ultimate succe88 of the movement if properly and persistently pushed. There 
is nothing more commendable than education of every description, so that the masses 
can live and be governed by their own thoughts, intelligence and observation. 

HenryN. Alexander, of New York-a gentleman who has travelled extensively in 
Europe, and who has by actual observation seen the working of various grades of 
the industrial scheme of education-was introduced, and gave a rapid and graphic 
sketch of what was being done in Europe, believing that there were two points in 
industrial education which should be considered, viz: Can it be engrafted upon the 
public-school system? If so, is it desirable? The first point the speaker did not 
propose to discuss, because he had not familiarized himself 'vith the subject. Re
garding the second point he maintained the affirmative. He thought that our 
·present system wa.'! one-sided, and did not cultivate all our faculties. The business 
of all teaching was to draw out and develop all the faculties. A man taught only 
in one direction was only part of what he might be. If our educational system were 

. defective, as h!il considered it was, by reason of its shortcomings or one-sidedness, 
it was a 1088 to"the whole community. It was as necessary to teach our boys and girls 
how to work as how to read and write. The speaker contended that our apprentice 
system had practically died out, and in his opinion the industrial system was super
seding it. Skilled workmanship in •his country at present was in the hands of 
foreigners; our own boys, taught in our common schools, were trying to compete; 
but, he was very sorry to say, at much disadvantage, owing to a training which was 
exclusively intellectual, and lacked one of the important elements of being practical 
in every-day life. He considered that the industrial system, as contemplated by tllis 
organization would supply, in a great measure, the desideratum. 

Prof. Henry M. Leipziger, principal of the Hebrew Technical School of New York• 
made an interesting speech in favor of the industrial system and the advantages of 
it to the rising generation." He explained the workings of the system in a Hebrew 
school in New York City, whe-re considerable progress has been made. Although 

. the Hebrew race has a marked predisposition against any kind of mecbanical.work, 
the scholars enter into their tasks with spirit and entbusiasro , and it educates not 
only the mind, but trains the hands. So interested had th·•y become, that they were 
loath to leave the school at the closing time and lingered for hours. They were first 
taught plain dmwing, and then, with card-board and knife, to cut and put together 

. that which they had drawn; then ornamental drawing of the article first drawn, 
and with the aid of the knife and card-board to add the ornaments according to the 
drawing to the plain object first constructed; they were next instructed as to the use 
of hand brackets, and then carpenters' tools, and were taught mortising, dovetail
ing, etc., all from their own drawings; then to construct boxE-s, desks, etc. ; then 
wood-turning and pattem-ma king, and recently they had begun work in iron. 
The schools of New Haven, Chicago and other cities had introduced this branch, and 
had met with flattering success. 'rhe professor rf'ferred to the dignity of manua l 
labor, and stated that the Emperor of Germany and his family had all learned trades
and that on a late birthday of the king his grandson had presented him with an artis
tically-bound book, the work of his own hands. 
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At this point the chairman requested Dr. Houghton, as president of the associa
tion in New Jersey, to give a statement of what had been done and what was being 
projected, etc. Dr. Houghton reviewed the history and aims of the association, ex
plained the provision of the State law, which gives $3,000"out of the State funds, pro
vided" that a like amount was raised in any city. He thought there should be no dif
ficulty in raising that amount in this neighborhood, nor in .many others which he 
might name in the State. He had prepared subscription lists, which would be distrib
uted among them, and he had no doubt but that the responses would be as generous 
a8 the subject was worthy and unportant. He did not deem it proper for him to ex
tend his remarks, as many distinguished gentlemen were present from other cities 
whom it was a privilege to hear, and who had generously responded to their invita
tions to be present. 

The Governor next called upon President Henry Morton, of Stevens Institute, who 
dwelt upon the necessity of a dual development of the head and hands, and who from 
observation was able to say that the one kind of training assisted the other. The 
variety of ideas and employment tended to strengthen the mind. 

The Hon. Algernon S. Sullivan, of New York, made an eloquent speech, in which 
he portrayed the interest and beauty of the surroundings. Here they sat amid the 
evidences of Mr. Stevens's generosity and public spirit; its manifestations were all 
around us; this beautiful spot was his home. .An educational institution second to 
none in the land was beside us in one of the choicest situations on the beautiful and 
far-famedHudson. The commercial empori~ of the.western continent was un
der our eyes. The great cities of New York and Brooklyn were linked together by 
bands of steel, which, in itself, was one of the greatest mechanical trivmphs of this or 
a.ily other age. The harbor at our feet was a beautiful archipelago, on which nature 
had lavished her charms. The triumphs of art were not wanting to supplement the 
glories of nature. The Goddess of Liberty stood in our peerless water-way, holding 
aloft the torch which symbolized the enlightenment of the world by liberty's flame. 
In the midst of such surroundings it was highly proper for the representative men 
of this part of the country to meet and devise ways and means whereby our suprem-

.. acy would be maintained. Our laws are very generous in their provisions for edu
cation. He thought that those wise provisions did not relieve us of a direct respon
sibility. There should be no difficulty in raising $3,000. It must be done. It will be 
done. If it is not done on this side of the river, he pledged his word that he would 
raise it and send it over from New York City. He did not desire to inflict this dis
grace upon them, so he hoped they would relieve him of such a. necessity by raising 
ft themselves. 

Juqge Alexander T. McGill next addressed the meeting. He said his daily busi
ness afforded him an opportunity of observing closely the structure of society. He 
had noticed that among people who were properly educated and taught to work 
there was nearly a total absence of crime, and what did exist was of a less heinous 
·and diabolical character than among people who never had been taught and did not 
know bow to work intelligently. He heartily favored any movement that would 
give a new and proper direction to the brain power and efforts of the countJoy. 
There was a congestion among the professions. The thing was so much overdone 
that it was a hard struggle at the present time for lawyet-s, doctors, clergymen, etc., 
to live. In mechanical directions the fielrl was still open and inviting. It was a 
land flowing with milk and honey, which might be possessed by any who had the 
faith and the coltrage to qualify himself for the enjoyment. 

State Superintendent E. 0 . Chapman was the next speaker. He went into an 
exhaustive review of the various sch~mes for the advancement of education, not 
only in the United States but also in European countries, ancient and modern. 
He showed that the power and prosperity of any people were gauged and limited 
by the soundness and appropriateness of their system of education. No country had 
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made m ore ample provisions ior the education of the common people than, our own. 
We were an intensely practical people. As we observed a necessity we made pro
vision to meet it. If our people in practice found om· methods too theoretical, they 
would soon find means to meet the exigency. Education was necessarily progres
sive. Our methods differed from those of fifty years ago. Our appliances were 
improved and were still improving. He was delighted to find such an intelligent 
collection of ladies and gentlemen take so much interest in a subject which was 
admittedly of fundamental impor tance. He made n.o doubt but the practical genius 
of our people would solve the problem as it should be solved, and that intellectual 
and manual education could have co-ordinate existence to the mutual benefit of 
both.· 

Assemblyman Richard Wayne Parker, of Newat·k, in eloquent language enforced 
the absolute necessity of teaching om· people not only to think, but how to work. 
He had always thought that one of the strongest arguments in favor of a p·:otective 
·tariff was that it gave our citizens an opportunity to make many things which oth
erwise they could not have. Their scope and variety of employment were extended, 
to their great advantage, in very many ways which at that late hour he must forego 
the pleasure of commenting upon. He believed their effort was in a right direc
tion, and it would have all the support he could giYe it. 

Col. Charles Fuller, of the State Board of Education, said the objects of the 
meeting had his hearty concurrence. The various considerations connected with 
it had been so well presented, that any further effort on his part would be as super• 
ftuous as trying to· paint the lily-a species of fool ishness that he neYer indulged 
Jn. · To give a practical turn to affairs he proposed to commence in a new direction, 
and subscribe such an amount as he could afford; hoping, however, that others 
who had more of this world's goods would not gaugA their efforts by his. 

The various slips were collected, when it was fow1d th:tt a sufficient sum to carry 
on the work for the present year had been subscribed. 

On motion, the meeting adjourned. 
DAVID E. RUE, 

Secreta1·y jJl'O tem. 

It will be observed, by reference to the Treasurer 's account, that 
not enough money was subscribed to enable the city to take advan
tage of that State law giving $3,000 in case any town or city would 
give an equal sum. 

The Treasurer's report shows an income of $1,206. 84. After paying 
the expenses for the year, mostly for instruction given in the four 
public schools of H oboken, a balance of $1 15 . .2G remains. 

The list of members, March, 1887, numbers 60; the list of sub
scribers, whose gifts amount to 81,161.45, numbers Gl. 

The following lists give the names of the Officials of this new As
sociation: 

I NDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF NEW JEHSEY. 

Offwers, 1886-'87.-President, Rev. G. C. Houghton; Vice-Prf'sidents, Emil Cuntz, 
Ron. B. T. Randolph, Dr. Henry Morton; Recording Secretary, August Stein: Cor
responding Secretary, 1\frs. D. S. l\Ienitt; Treasurer, T. H. McCann; Assistant 
Treasurer, Miss Annie Sierck; Librarian, l\Irs. Arch. Alexander. 

Committee on Indnst1·ies.-D. E. Rue, T. H . McCann, :Miss Sierck, Mrs. E. A. 
St.evens. 

Committee on Domestic Economy.-1\Irs. D. S. Mt!rritt, Dr. R. J. Chabert, Hon. J. 
C. Besson, J. W. Lycett. 
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Committe.e on Books and Printing.-Mrs. A. Alexander, E. A. "stevens, Palmel' 
Campbell, Rev. G. C. Houghton. . 

Committee on Finance.-John Stevens, Emil Cuntz, Dr. Henry Morton, Dr. Fl·ank 
Nichols. 

Board of Managers, 1886-'87.-Mrs. A. Alexander, Castle Point, Hoboken; Mrs. 
D. S. Merritt, 14 Eighth l;ltreet, Hoboken; Miss Annie Sierck', 112 Hudson Street, 
Hoboken; Rev. G. C. Houghton, 279WashingtonStreet,Hoboken; EmilCuntz,187 
Hudson Street, Hoboken; T. H. McCann~ 888 Washington Street, Hoboken; David 
E. Rue, 832 Garden Street, Hoboken; Mrs. E. A. Stevens, Castle Point, HoboJ;cen; 
Dr. Henry Morton, 179 River Street, Hoboken; Major Pangborn, 37 Montgomery 
Street, Jersey City; Hon. A. T. McGill, 47 Montgomery Street, Jersey City; Hon. B. 
F. Randolph, 270Montgomery Stre~t, JerseyCity; Mr. John Stevens, Castle Point, 
Hoboken; Mr. Palmer Campbell, 3 Newark.Street, Hoboken.; Mr. A. B. Hartell, 55 
Bloomfield Street, Hoboken; Dr. R. J. Chabert, 207 Washington Street, Hoboken; 
Dr. Frank Nichols, 297 Washington Street, Hoboken; Hon. J. C. Besson, 402 Bloom
field Street, Hoboken; E. A. Stevens, Castle Point, Hoboken; Dr. W. T. Kudlich, 
250 Hudson Street, Hoboken; John W. Lycett, 259 Garden Street, Hoboken. 

THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION .ASSOCIATION OF BALTIMORE, MARY· 
LAND • 

.Accounts of the preliminary public meeting held in June, 1887, 
and of the subsequent meeting in November, at which meetings the 
plan of forming an Association similar to that of the parent society 
in New York was publicly presented to the citizens of Baltimore, 
resulting in the appointment by the second meeting of a Board of 
Managers, which was authorized to complete the organization of such 
an Association have already been given (see ante, pages 180-6). 

This Board met November 17, and having organized by the election 
of officers, voted to incorporate the Association. The President was 
instructed to nominate members for the following standing commit
tees: On finance; on books and printing; on industries; on kinder
gartens; and on indus tries for reformatories, orphanages and asylums . 
.A committee on industrial education in public schools, to be com
posed of such State and city educational officials as were members 
of the .Association, was also proposed. 

The following list of the personnel of these committees is from the 
authorized report, in the Baltimore Sun of December 9, of the action 
taken at the meeting of the Board of Managers held December 8: 

The various interests of the Association have been intru~:~ted to the care of stand
ing committees. To the following committee on finance belongs the duty of devis
ing ways and means to secure the funds needful to carry on the work: Charles J.· 
Baker, Chairman; Hon. Hugh L. Bond, J ohn Curlett, Thomas E. Carson, William 
Dugdale, Arthur Frothingham, E. P. Fowler, D. C. Gilman, John Glenn, E. Austin 
J enkins, John A. Needles, Professor Ira Remsen, Andrew Reid, Dr. Charles C. Ship
pen, William H. Stevenson, D1;. James Carey Thomas, J. B. N. Wyatt, William A. 
Wisong and W. Whitelock. 

The committee on books and printing prepares for the press publications to be 
issued by the Association, selects such books as can be recommended for use in 
schools and classes, and disseminates through the public press information calculated 
to promote an intelligent interest in industrial education. The members of this 
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committee are: Dr. L. H. Steiner, Chairman; Professor H. B. Adams, Joseph M. Cush
ing, Dr. William N. Hill, George L. McCahan, Hon. Thomas J. Morris. To the com. 
mittee on industries has been assigned the task of devising methods of industrial 
training suitable for introduction into schools, reformatories, orphanages, asylums 
and.other institutions. Upon it devolves a large share of the student work, which 
is an essential element in the efforts of the asspciation. 

The scope of this work was so large that subcommittees have been formed, to 
whose care special interests are delegated. By these committees public and private 
schools, reformatories and asylums will be visited, together 'vith institutions where 
industrial training is given. These committees are as follows: 

Jndustries.-Professor Otto Fuchs, Chairman; Col. William Allan, Cyrus Adler, 
John K. Cowen, Professor J. C. and Mrs. M. B. Kinear, Maurice I. Lobe, Joseph 
:r.Ierrefield, James H. W. Onion, Miss A. C. Palmer, Robert Poole, Charles F. Scott, 
Thomas Shanks, Dr. L. W. Wilhelm, Miss S. S. Bouldin, Miss H . A. Carl, R. C. 
Cole, jr., P. J. Doran, Professor William Elliott, jr., Miss Annie C. Meushaw, 
Miss M. J. Richmond, Miss S. E. Richmond, Miss Lizzie K. Smyth, Miss S. E. 
Tt·ainor, Professor C. C. Wight, John L . Yater. 

Industrial education in the pttblic schools.-Professor M. A. Newell, Chairman; 
School Commissioner John T. Foley, German H. Hunt, N.H. Hutton, J. 1\:l:orrison 
Harris, John T. Morris, Assistant Superintendent Jolm E. McCahan, Albert Mar
shall, Rev. Royal H. Pullman, Superintendent Henry A. Wise; Francis P. Stevens. 

Reformatories, Orphanages, and AB1Jlmns.-James Hewes, Chairman; T. E. 1\f. 
Adams, Henry J. Bowdoin, G. Morris Bond, Professor RichardT. Ely, Dr. R. H. Gold
smith, Dr. David~nese, Rev. William Kelly, J. Harry Lee, Joshua Lynch, Dr. John 
Morris, F. D. Morrison, H. F. Poske, Miss H. J. Rowe, General George H. Steuart, 
Miss M. Louisa Steuart, Mrs. Julia Shaffer, C. A. E. Spamer, Levi Weinberger, A. 
G. Warner. 

The Committee on Kindergarten gathers information relating to the system, and 
devise ways and means of introducing kindergartens where possible. The members 
of the committee are: Rev. Hobart Smith, Chairman; Miss Belle Adams, Mrs. George 
H. Evans, Miss Jessie P. Frothingham, Rev. Dr. 0. P . Gregory, Miss Alice Gilman, 
Mrs. James Lake, E. H. Perkins, jr., Rev. C. A. Schloegel, Rev. Charles R. Weld. 

Special committees were also directed to ascertain whether the 
building and plant of the new cooking school could be obtained by 
this association, and to petition the city council to make sewing a 
regular exercise in the public schools. 

By the citizens of Baltimore these committees will be recognized 
as adequately embodying and representing the active educational 
and philanthropic forces of the city. 

To others it may be of interest to state that they include the Pres
id.ent of the City Board of Education. the State Superintendent of 
Education, the Superintendent of City Schools, the President and sev
eral trustees and professors of Johns Hopkins University, the Pres
ident of the Maryland Institut-e, the Principal of the Maryland In
stitute Art Schools, School Commissioners, leading teachers in the 
public schools, the Ex-Principal of the Manual Training School, the 
Librarian of the Pratt Free Library, the Principal of the McDonough 
School, the Principal of the Samuel Ready Asylum, and leading citi
zens in every walk of life. As has been the case in New York, the 
citizens who have undertaken this movement'"are in themselves the 
guarantee of its success, 
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It is not in the city which first had the enterprise to found and 
support a Manual Training School as one of. its public schools, that 
this effort to promote the general introduction of industrial training 
in all schools is likeiy to fail. 

A note from Dr. Richard Grady, the President of this Association, 
dated December 14, 1887, inciosing a list of the officers and mem
bers, contains this sentence, which shows that the aggressive char
acter of its New York prototype is well sustained: "We hope to 
have the cooking school in operation at a very early date, and sewing 
a regular study in the public schools .. " 

Twenty-three " associate" and eighty-one "active" members com_ 
pose the Association. 

The following is the list of Officers for 1887-'88 : 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. 

Officers.-President, Dr. Richard Grady; Vice-Presidents, Miss H. J. Rowe, ·Col. 
William Allan, Levi Weinberger; Treasurer, Professor Otto Fuchs, Maryland Insti
tute; Secretary, Professor George P . Coler. 

Board ofManagers. -Col. William Allan, Professor George P. Coler, Professor Otto 
Fuchs, Dr. R. H. Goldsmith, Hon. J. Morrison Harris, F ." D. Morrison, Miss H. J. 
Rowe, Dr. J . Carey Thomas, Charles J. Baker, Joseph M. Cushing, Dr. Richard 
Grady, N.H. Hutton, ··John T. Morris, Miss S. E. Richmond, l!lss Louisa Steuart, 
Levi Weinberger. 

THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION, W ~SHINGTON, DISTRICT 

OF CoLUMBIA. 

The Industrial Education Association of New York, with the his
tory of which this chapter begins, is, in its origin and development, 
a most interesting instance of the .evolution of an educational idea. 
Fortunate in its environment, ancl exceptionally happy in its Mana
gers, attracting from the first the interest of the benevolent and 
wealtby citizens of the :richest and most powerful metropolis of the 
American continent, it has already reached a commanding position 
of usefulness and influence. 

Furnished with ample means as rapidly as required, it has been 
enabled to accomplish great results until like a city set on a hill its 
light is seen afar. 

The Association which now claims our notice has a very different 
history. Situated at the Nation's Capital, the very centre of in
fluence, its modest work has been unostentatiously accomplished. Al
though, perhaps, not generally understood it is nevertheless true, 
that unless adopted by the Government, or endowed and supported 
by some private individual, there is little support to be found in the 
City of Washington for undertakings of this character. 

The population, which is made up so largely of Government offi
cials, with, latterly, an influx of people of wealth who come for the 
season, as they go to Nlwport, or Florida., has little interest in local 
institutions. 

The salaried Government officials who make up the bulk of the 
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population have, as a rule, little surplus over the bare cost of liv
ing, contrary to the rural impression, -as many a successful appli-

. cant for official position has learned, too late; while the wealthy 
visitors, or temporary residents, have their interests elsewhere, so that 
there is comparatively little of local pride or of individual wealth to 
appeal· to in Washington, which in this respect differs widely from 
other American cities. 

Nevertheless, as a centre for the general dissemination ·of ideas 
throughout the United States, the Capital City of the Union possesses 
unrivalled facilities. 

It was an appreciation of this distinguishing advantage which led 
a few benevolent educational enthusiasts, some years since, tq organ
ize here what is believed to be among the earliest, if not the earliest, 
of the associations founded in the United States for the promotion 
of Industrial Education throughout the public school systems of the 
~ountry ; and also, for the stimulation of elementary industrial 
training in all charitable or punitive institutions. 

It preceded, by a year, the formation of the New York Association, 
and some of the prime movers in that were acquainted with the plan 
of this, and had studied tlie practica~ details of the work accomplished 
in the single school under its auspices, and out of which, in fact, it 
had its origin. 

Mrs. Anna Lowell Woodbury, a niece of James Russell Lowell, 
residing in Washington, and finding an unoccupied field for useful
ness, established a Mission School for Cookery about the year 1880, a 
short account of which, by Mrs. Woodbury, will be given later. Mrs. 
Woodbury had already had experience in industrial education, hav
ing, in 1865, started the Howard Industrial School at her home in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
_ This school was begun in order to aid in the efforts of Generals 
Armstrong and Howard to help the newly emancipated freedmen, and 
was for the training and benefit of needy coiored people who, in the 
transitions incident to theW ar, had drifted to Massachusetts from the 
South; the children being taught, and employment secm·ed for the 
older ones. Governor Andrew and Dr. P eabody were each, in turn, 

· presidents of the Board of Director s of this school. 
Soon after its establishment, the Mission School of Cookery in 

Washington began to be somewhat known, and many letters of in
quiry from all over the country were addressed to Mrs. Woodbury. 
The idea of an Association which should embrace members in various 
localities was thus suggested, and so this Association grew out of 
this Mission Cooking School, just as, later, theN ew York Association 
grew out of the Wilson Mission In(lustrir~>l SchooL 

Through correspondence with Mrs. \Vootlbnry, a number of per
sons in different States expressed their intoro:;t in, and willingness to 
join such an Association. Hon. Arthur l\1aeArthur, judge of the 
Criminal Court of the District of Columbia, and the H on. John Eaton, 
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then United States Commissioner of Education, heartily joined in this 
movement. 

It is but the simplest recognition of the varied usefulness of 
Comi:nissioner Eaton during his official term to record here that, if 
the impulse quietly but efficiently, though generally unofficially, 
given to similar educational and benevolent experiments throughout 
the length and breadth of this country; the sympathy extended t.o 
the pioneer workers, the information furnished, the suggestions 
made, the cordial encouragement offered to all earnest workers in 

. educational or charitable undertakings, during the administration 
of this enthusiastic educator, now the honored President of Marietta 
College, Ohio, could be summed up and generally known, the useful
ness to the public of the then almost unknown Bureau over which 
he presided would be better understood, and his successors in the 
work inaugurated by the Hon. Henry Barnard, during his brief ad
ministration as Commissioner, and so largely and successfully devel
oped by his immediate successor, might receive that support from 
Congress to which, in a Republic of free schools, the Bureau of Edu
cation, established for the convenience and information of Educators, 
would seem to be entitleo. 

It is the silent, unobtrusive influence which is exerted by means 
of such a centre of information, in which its real value to the public 
lies, even more than in those official publications and acts which are 
known to all men. 

It is only those who know from observation how freely the Gov
ernment Departments at Washington are applied to for information 
desired by citizens all over the country, who can realize the impor
tance of the Capital City as a centre for the dissemination of knowl
edge and of ideas. That this characteristic of Washington begins to 
be more generally appreciated may be inferred from the increasing 
number of National Conventions whicl;l are annually held here by 
various organizations. 

It will be seen, on a perusal of the Constitution of this Association, 
that the diffusion of the idea of the Industrial Training of children, 
and of practical information in relation to this training, was the main 
thought and purpose of those who founded the Association, and that 

. they had little other purpose. Such work as they have done has 
been unostentatious and largely by correspondence. Mrs. Wood
bury, it should be stated, has mostly borne, from her private re-
sources, the expense and burden of the school she founded. · 

The following is the Constitution as adopted: 
CONSTITUTION OF THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION. 

Established April 6, 1883. 

ARTICLE 1. This Association has for its object the promotion of Industrial Educar 
tion, both by the diffusion of information and by establishing and assisting industrial 
echools. 

ART. 2. There !!hall be a President, eight Vice-Presidents, a Treasurer and Assistant 
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TreaBUrer, a Secretary and two Assistant Secretaries, twelve Directors from the Dis
trict of Columbia, .and two Directors from each of the States. These Officers shall 
be. permanent, and shall receive no salaries. In case of a vacancy occurring among 
the officers, or among the members from the District, it shall be filled at the first . 
convenient business meeting. The vote must be unanimous, and the number of 
members from the District of Columbia shall be limited to one hundred. 

ART. 8. The President, when present, shall preside at all meetings of the Associa
tion. When the President is absent, one of the Vice-Presidents shall preside. 

ART. 4. It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to keep an account of all receipts and 
expenditures, and to keep safely all money belonging to the Association. A report 
of the amount of money in his possession shall be made at every business meeting, 

. and no money shall be paid out by him except on a written request from the Chair
. man of the Executive Committee. He shall alsq_ make an annual report on January 

1 of all receipts and expenditures of the past year. 
ART. 5. It shall be the duty of the Secretary and Assistant Secretaries to keep a 

. record of all .the meetings of the Association in books provided for that purpose; also 
. to keep well informed of all the work undertaken .by the association, and make an 
-annual report on January 1, which shall include reports from the Chairmen of the 
District committees of the work which has been accomplished by them. 

ART. 6. It shall be the duty of the Directors of the different States to report an
nuolly .by January 1, to the Secretary in Washington, the general condition of in

. dustrial schools in their respective States, and also to give information and advice 
to members of the association in their States. 

ART. 7. The two Vice-Presidents and four of the Directors from the District of 
Columbia shall act with four other members as trustees of two or more industrial 
schools for manual and art training in Washingt<m, D. C. These schools will be 
made as complete as possible, so that they may serve for schools of reference to 
persons wishing to establish others. 

ART. 8. The ·President, the Directors from the District of Columbia, the Trustees 
. -of the schools, and the Cha.irmen of the District of Columbia committees shall meet 

once a month for the transaction of business, and a majority vote of those present 
shall be required previous to the exp~nditure of any money. No debt exceeding 

, one hundred dollars shall be incurred, and a.U money must be expended merely for 
the current expenses of the Association and for the maintenance of the schools above 

·' mentioned, except when donations are given for some special purpose. All dona
, tionsshall be acknowledged by the Assistant Treasurer. If a donation of over fifty 

dollai·s is given, an account of how it has been spent will be given to the donor if 
desired. Any schools which have been assisted or established by special donations 
shall make an annn<\lreport to the Secretary at Washington. 

ART. 9. There shall also be meetings held occasionally for discussion and for the 
reading of essays on industrial education, at which members and invited guests 
may be present. An annual meeting of the Association shall be helL! in W ashington, 
D. C., in the month of April, and a notifica.tion of it shall be sent to all the officers 
and membm·s by the Secretary. At this m eeting addresses will be made and the 
subject of industrial edueation will be di;;Cust;e<l, in the hope that it may bring more 
closely together those who are interested in this subject, and that each may gain 
something from the others. 

ART. 10. There shall be a membership fee of one dollar paid by each member on 
joining the Association, but 1\o further assessments shall be made. All members 
shall be entitled to ask for any information on industrial ma.tters they may wish 
from the central office at Washington, and also to recch·e an annual report and a 
notification of the annual m eeting. 

ART. 11. The Presiuent shall fo-rm from the members in the District of Columbia 
such committees as. may be requireLI; and they :;hall be represented at the business 
meetings by their re:>pective Chairmen. 

ART-VOL 2-- 21 
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The Association includes among its members several who have 
been leaders in the industrial education movement in their.localities. 
As a number of these ladies proposed to attend .the sessions of the 
Women's Convention in Washington in the spring of 1888, a meet
ing of the Association for receiving reports, etc., was called, to afford 
them -an opportunity of attending. · 

At a preliminary conference, held at the residence of Mrs. Wood
bury, it wa.S decided to hold the annual meeting on April 3, 1888, 
and to extend a:q invitation to the public. Ex-Judge MacArthur, 
of Washington; Col. I. Edwards Clarke, of the Bureau of Educa
tion, and Professors Warder and Mitchell, of Howard University, 
were invited. to deliver addresses on topics germane to the purposes 
of the society. It was also arranged that the reports of work ac
complished, with descriptions of methods and results, .should be 
presented by the Acting President, Mrs. Woodbury, and by several 
of the visiting members of the Association, Directors for their States, 
and others. 

This meeting, as called, was held in the lecture room of All Soul's 
Church, corner of L and Fourteenth Streets northwest, on April 
3, 1888. 

Ex-Judge MacArthur presided and opened the proceedings by 
reading an able paper on the general subject of Industrial Education. 
Colonel Clarke, who had been requested to prepare a special address 
at some length and to treat of certain designated topics,- among 
others to give an account of the origin and present status of the New 
~ ork Industrial Education Association, followed. The line of argu
ment in the address was in substantial ac-cord with that of the early 
chapters of this volume. After having discussed the various phases 
of the movement at some length, and referred to the confusion aris
ing from the ambiguity of some of the terms used by the di&putants, 
the present condition of the general discussion was summed up as 
follows: 

"The educators have seemingly at last resolved to rest the argu
ment strictly on pedagogic grounds. The new studies are to be 
urged for adoption in schools by reason of their direct value as meth
ods of education, and their further ultimate practical value is to be 
treated as wholly incidental. 

"For our present purpose we will assume : Fi1·st. That the value 
of Industrial Art Drawing, as taught by Walter Smith and other~ 
throughout all grades of schools, is recognized as the basis of all 
practical and profitable school industrial training. It is to be taken 
for granted, just as a knowledge of the alpliabet is to be assumed in 
any discussion as to the curriculum of schools higher than primary. 

' 'Second. That the methods of the Kindergarten, and the uses of 
constructive drawing and of object lessons, are recogniz~Q, ~s &teps 
in Industrial Education. 
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" Third. That Manual Training Schools, technically so called, are 
for pupils of like ·age and grade as those who enter the High School. 

"Fourth. That all industrial training is to be given pedagogi
cally-that is, to be taught scientifically by ordered-and progr essive 
steps; and that this is the only practical method ·of instructing classes 
in any ·study and is just as essential in instruction in cooking, in 
housework, in domestic economy, in sewing, etc., as it is in mathe
matics or grammar. 

"Fifth. That a progressive course, leading by logical orderly gra
dation from the Kindergarten and Kitchen Garden to the Manual 
Training School, alike for girls and boys, is feasible and has been 

·sufficiently demonstrated as to leave no doubt as to the possibility of 
its successful prosecution. 

"If an affirmative agreement by educators generally can be reached 
as to these five propositions, an end can be put to a world of dis
cussion. 

"There still r emain problems sufficiently knotty. 
"There are two which confront us at once, equally, whether puolic 

or private schools are -considered. First. The abov:e statements 
look to a continuous course- are adapted to a public school system, 
.or to a continuous series of private schools, and may be admitted as 
to these; but what shall be done with the public school children who 
leave the schools at ten, twelve, or fourteen years of age, and the 
private school pupils who r emain in a given school but two or three 

·years? 
"Professor Newell, State Superintendent of Education in Mary

land, a distinguished educator, raised that point in regard to the or
dinary public school courses, some years ago. 

" It seems to me that, in both cases- the literary courses and the in
dustrial courses-if the courses were really adapted to the child's 
development at each stage of his progression, they should be the 
best for him whether he goes on in school or ceases to attend. 

"If he has learned to read and to write, n.ncl to do sums in arith
metic suited to his capacity; if the child has lenme(l the Kindergarten 
exercises and has begun to draw or to sew, so mueh has been gained. 
The problem seems to me-l say it with all modesty in presence of 
experienced teachers- the same in each cnse; aml that, if one pre
liminary course should have been given to the chiltlleaving school at 
twelve and another to the one rema.ining till fourteen- then, in that 
fact, there is proof positive that t ho cOln·so was a bad one. At a 
later period, the period of trade or professional schools, other consid
erations and conditions exist ; and a course ananged for two years 
and one arranged for three years, m.-iullt wisely differ in the arrange-
ment of the first two years' studies, though not necessarily. · 

"The second difficulty occurs when the public school pupil gradu
ates from the Man.ual Training School. 
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·' 
" What is he· to do? He knows no trade. How can he become a 

wage earning producer? , -
"It is my purpose to suggest, not to answer.this query. He has 

reached the de-velopment when he should. enter the shops or the fac
tory. If these are to be closed to him, what resource is there, if he 
is ultimately to be a skilled producer, other than a technical trade 
school which will turn him out, not an ·apprentice, but an expert 
workman; or he must go to a Professional Technological Institution 
.from which he shall graduate as a scientific director of labor, a skilled 
engineer, etc. 

" That eventually these Trade Schools may exist as free public in
stitutions, as are some of the Technological Institutions now attached 
to State Universities, is not, therefore, an unimaginable contingency." 

The interesting story of Miss Huntington and the Wilson Mission 
School, with the striking outcome of the present Industrial Educa
tion Association of New York, was recited; followed by an account, 
somewhat in detail, of the recent experiments in introducing indus
trial training in the public schools of Washington ; the latter as mat
ters of interest to the visiting members of the Asso.ciation. The need 
of specially trained teachers to introduce the new methods was em
phasized, and the interesting phenomenon of the evolution of thh; 
National Association from such modest beginnings as the Mission 
Cooking School established by Mrs. Woodbury, referred to: 

The speaker, mindful that most of the visiting members were the 
founders of private mission schools and other instrumentalities for 
lifting up the neglected classes, closed as follows : 

"If I have seemed to some of you to have had reference to the 
public schools in my remarks rather than to the private schools and 
the sporadic individual efforts of those who, first, in every community, 
have had the energy and courage to attack with these new weapons 
the strongholds of ignorance and idleness, wherein poverty and pre
judice sit entrenched, I beg to assure you that this has arisen from 
no lack of appreciation of the heroism and self-sacrifice of theso 
modest workers. 

"In the division of labor that inheres in our form of society, the 
experiments are at the cost of individuals, the effective work of 
providing for the general needs of a community can only be under
taken by that community as a whole. This may be sot down as an 
axiom, in America, at least. 

"Now, I would suggest that what is true as to the best methods 
for public schools must be equally true of all other schools for pupils 
of equal age and advancement; so far as sound principles of the 
science of education underlie these special applications of that 
science. So that, in speaking of one class of schools, I am including 
all of that class, whether public or private. 
· "To the large-hearted, public-spirited pioneers, the Christian · 
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women and men who, inspired by love and compassion, have gone 
down into the slums of great cities, the crowded quarters of manu
facturing towns, to carry to the neglected little children something 
of light and life, who have let in God's vivifying sunlight of knowl
edge to gladden and illume their darkened lives, be aU honor and 
praise, and reverence! In listening to the recital of their unselfish 
labors, who can fail to hear the heavenly music of those words 
spoke~ hy the Galilean so many centuries agone? 'Inasmuch as 
ye have done it unto one of the least of these, ye have done it unto 
·me!'" 

Prof. R. B. Warder, of Howard University, who had taken great 
· interest in this movement, then read the following paper, prepared 
by Mrs. Woodbury, giving an account of the School of Cookery. 
Professor Warder had also himself prepared a paper giving an ac
count of industrial training in Bavaria, where he had passed a year 
in studying the industrial educational systems of the country, which 
he was to read later; but so much interest was aroused by the papers 
read by the ladies that there was no opportunity for presenting this 
paper.* 

THE FIRST MISSION SCHOOL OF COOKERY IN WASHINGTON, DISTRICT 
OF COLUMBIA. 

BY MRS. ANNAL. WOODBURY. 

The first Mission School of Cookery in the city of Washington was established eight 
years ago, for the free instruction of young girls in cooking. This name was given 
to it beca•1se its work was really at that time a mission one, for very little interest was 
taken in Industrial Education, and schools of cookery especially were regarded with 
distrust. Two classes were formed , and as the introduction of cookery into the public 
school system was one of the chief objects for which the school was established, care 
was taken to incluJe some girls from the public sehools. These interested their 
friends, and when the school was opened the following year more little girls applied 
_than could be admitted. Classes were invited from St. John's Orphanage, the Or
phan Asylum, St. Mary's Industrial School and Wayland Seminar.v. The class from 
St. John's Orphanage came for two years, and those from St. Mary's Industrial 
School and Wayland Seminary for four and five years. In the spring of 1884- the 
school was one of six industrial schools which gave an exhibition and luneh at Wil
lard Hall, and the following spring an exhibition of cookery was given in the class 
room at the close of the term. Every year one or more classes were formed of pupils 
from the public schools, and· it was impressed upon their minds that quite a responsi
blity rested on them, as their success or failure would have great influence in the 
futm·e·. 

Two years ago the first classes werE' dE>tailetl during school hours. and they were so 
much interested that when it was clechled to open fonr public schools of cookery hun
dreds of girls were eager to attend thE>m. The sehool is now a normal one, and there 
are five classes deta.iled, which comee"ery weE>k through the school year. There are 
ten normal pupils antl four motlel classes, t~ach containing twelve girls. As there 
were no text-books, I was obligetl to arrange a course of lessons when the school first 
opened, and have since reYisetl aml Pnlarg-ed them. ThPy enable a teacher to in-

*This valuable paper , Pntit led "AgTi<"nlt:ura l Etlu('ation in Bavaria," will be given 
in or1e of the Appendices to the aecount of The Laml Grant "Colleges of Agricul
ture and the Mechanic Arts." 
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struct a larger number of pupils than she could when obliged to depend upon her 
own memory. 

The young ladies who have charge of the classes in cooking at tbe·public schools 
were trained as teachers by this method, and they have three classes a day with from 
twelve to twenty girls in each, making about two hundred in all for each school. 
The classes follow each other in rapid · succession and the lesson is limited to two 
hours. A short dictation is given with the recipes for the dishes that are to be cooked, 
and the girls who are to do the cooking for the day are designated. When the 
dishes are prepared they are given. to the pupils, as we think that if they see how 
everything should look and taste when rightly done it will be a guide to them when 
·practising at. home. We try to give them a knowledge of the practical principles 
of cookery, and to impre_ss on their memories many little facts which they could 
only learn otherwise by years of experience. Each class leaves the room in perfect 
order, and ready for the next class. The important points which we are interested 
in settling· are these: Can schools of cookery be made self-supporting? Should 
hygiene and chemistry be taught in them? Can schools of cookery be made a suc
cess? 

We had first a general order kitchen where brown bread and other things were 
made,· and afterw:vds a cake department connected with the school, and although 
we had a .large custom through the kind interest of friends, they never did more than 
pay their own expenses, because so large an outlay was required to carry them on. 
They have been of great use, however, in making the school known and in awake.ning 
an interest in Industrial Education. TheW ashington School of Cookery, which was 
a paying school for ladies, shared our rooms for several years, and when it moved to 
Fourteenth Street the general order kitchen went also, as it could be made much 
more profitable in a private school, where a portion of the expenses would be saved. 

- Three years ago we began to take some paying classes, and have had quite a number, 
including two classes sent by the trustees of the Miner fund. They have paid their 
own expenses and have given a little toward the rent of the house. It seems to me 
that free schools, if not too large, can be made in time self-supporting, or nearly so, 
especially if they are in a building where the rent is shared by other industrial 
schools. I have myself always felt very strongly that hygiene and chemistry 
should be left to the regular schools, and that the kitchen schools should be kept per
fectly clear of everything except practical cooking, which is, in itself, one of the 
most difficult and complicated of arts. In order to cook well a girl must know the 
difference between boiling and simmering; but sh~ need not be taught what water 
is composed of in order to boil the potatoes well. Every moment is of value in these 
schools and can be well filled, and they· should also be made as simple and inexpen
sive as possible. 

Schools of cookery are much more numerous than they were a few years ago, and 
there seems to be no reason why they should not become a part of the school system; 
but perhaps the question, Can they be made a success? might be best answered by 
saying that eight years ago twelve little girls were formed into two classes at this 
mission school in the city of Washington, and now over nine hundred pupils of the 
public schools are being instructed in cookery by teachers who were trained there, 
a_nd are also graduates of our normal schools. 

Miss Annie Laws, of Cincinnati, one of the directors for the State 
of Ohio, whose modifieation of the Kitchen Garden has attracted 
much interest and attention, and has led to the establishment of 
similar schools in other cities, .then read the following account of the 
experiments undertaken by herself and her coadjutors : 
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THE FIRST KITCHEN GARDEN IN CI NCINNATI, OHIO. 

BY MISS ANNIE LAws. 

In the q~estion of Industrial Training, now occupying so important a place in the 
minds of all interested in educational matters, there is perhaps no department 
of more general interest than that of practical systematic training in the manage
ment of household affairs. 

T4e need of this training is often as apparent in the homes of the wealthy as in the 
homes of the poor. Harriet Martineau says : " One r eason why girls know so much 
less than they should do, and so much less than they wish to do about household 
affairs, is, that justice is not done them by proper teaching. Nothing is more easily 
learned or more sure to be remembered than the household processes that come 
under the hands of women, but then they must first be clearly understood and qar- · 
ried through." ·' 

It was to meet this need for the systematic training of young girls in household 
affairs that Miss Huntington's system of Kitchen Gardening, which is the applica
tion of Kindergarten principles to donwstic training, came into existence. Since 
the formation of the first Kitchen Garden Association in New York in 1880 this 
work has spread so rapidly and has become so widely known that it is unnecessary 
to dwell upon the details which are probably familiar to all. The wonderful evo
lution of tllis New York Kitchen Garden Assooiation with its comparatively limited 
work and objects, into the Industrial Education Association with its wide-spread 

·aims-its training college for teachers, its model schools , kindergartel) library, 
mu~em, courses of lectures, etc., leads to the belief that other important results may 
follow from the rapid increase of these schools all over the country. 

As the first Kitchen Garden established in Cincinnati was something of a deviation 
from Miss Huntington's system, and as itl1as attracted some attention from various 
places and has been the means of aiding in the formation of many Kitchen Gar
dens in other places, a brief account of its origin and work may not be uninteresting. 

A committee of ladies in the Cincinnati Free Kindergarten Association was 
formed in the spring of 1880 for the purpose of investigating Miss Huntington's 
Kitchen Garden system of work. Two of the ladies visited New York, bringing 
bacli: with them Miss Huntington's Manual and an enthusiastic account of the work 
as they had seen it exemplified in the Wilson Mission School. Nothing was done, 
however, until the next fall, when a munber of young women, myself among the 
number, m et together to decide whether it would be practicable to mulertake to start 
a Kitchen Garden. We decided that as Miss Huntington's Manual seemed very 
explicit, and we had some very good housekeepers among our number, we would 
venture to study the lessons without going to the very great expense invoh·ed in 
sending to New York for a trained teacher. W e sent, however, to Schermerhorn's 
_for a complete outfit of Kitchen Garden material. ·w e decided to withdraw from 
the Kindergarten Association, as we foresaw there would be difficulty in arranging 
financial affairs satisfactorily, and we did not wish to inYulve that Association in an 
undertaking that might not prove successful. After carefully studying Miss Hun
tington's Manual and experimenting with the miniature household outfits, we finally 
decided to make severa l changes. In place of ha,·ing a class of twenty-four girls 
directed by one teacher and going through the Yarions exercises with chords of a 
piano, we decided to give each teacher a class of eight or ten girls to make the work 
with the toys as much like the 1·eal work as possil>le instead of simply an attractiYe 
exercise; to have the teachers talk with the ehildren not only about the details of 
the lesson but of themselves, of their ho~e liYeR, etc., and to encourage them t o 
put into practice, as far as possible, what they "·ere learning. Instead of a game 
"'Vaitingon Door," we decirlecl to han• :~ littiP "·aitn·~s open n. real door when the 
bell rang, and put the instructions gin •n ht•r into prad ical operat ion, instead of the 
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broom exercise. We tried to arrange that the classes in turn should have some real 
experience in handling a broom, etc., and so with the various lessons. 

The general arrangement of our school was as follows: Six tables, each with a 
teacher and eight pupils, one diJ·ector and a pianist. The school sessions were l1eld 
on Saturday mornillgs from half-past nine until 1, the teaching being all volun
tary. From 9.80 to 10 the whole school united in general exercises. Songs were 
sung, a waitress for the morning selected and her duties rehearsed ; then came a 
general talk on matters important or interesting to the whole school; from 10 to 
lllessons with the toys;. from 11 to 12 sewing; at 12 work was put away and a few 

· of the most interesting of the Kindergarten games and songs played and sung while 
a luncheon of milk and rolls was prepared. After luncheon the school was dis
missed. Working as we did among the children of the very poor the luncheon 
was much appreciated. Gradually, as opportw1ity came, one large completely fur
nished apartment after another was added, until at present we have, in addition t o 

·five classes at work with the small toys at the tables, two classes in the laundry, 
one washing and one ironing, a class in the cooking department, one in the dining 
room and one in the bedroom. The cooking .department we feel is rapidly becom-
ing the most important part of our work. · 

THE "KITCHEN GARDEN" JOURNAL. 

So many letters of inquiry came to us in relation to this work, and there seemed 
so much interest manifested and yet so little knowledge as to how to go to work, 
where information might be obtained, etc, that we finally decided to embody our 
experience and whatever kno'Yiedge we' possessed on the subject of Kitchen Garden, . 
or household training for ,girls, in the form of a little bi-monthly journal which· we 
called simply the "Kitchen Garden." This has been the medium of not only 
carrying our experience to others but of bringing theirs to us, and making little or 
no effort to enlarge the circulation. silnply sending the little paper wherever it 
seemed possible to do any good, for the little paper has been altogether a mission
ary, not a mercenary enterprise, all the work on it being entirely voluntary. W e 
have been surprised to receive demands for it from all over the country, from Can
ada to California, and last year for the first time it paid for itself. 

We have been asked sometimes if Miss Huntington objected to our carrying on 
the Kitchen Garden work in our own manner. After her first doubts of the suc
cessful working were overcome, we are happy to say, Miss Huntington has given 
us every encouragement in her power. · 

SIMILAR EFFORTS IN ENGLAND . . . 
A package received from her a few days ago brings a number of English papers 

called "Little Women," a monthly paper devoted to the interests of the House
wifery Association, or English National Society for Giving Instruction in the Prin
ciples and Practice of Housewifery. This is another instance when the small be
ginning of a Kitchen Garden has resulted in something larger. An English lady 
who visited Miss Huntington's school carried back with her to England variou.s 
manuals, pamphlets, etc., started a Kitchen Garden, and thereby awakened an in
terest, which has fina lly culminated in this Association, which is to have under its 
auspices a regular training house, in which there will he the following depar tments: 
First, the domestic kindergarten, (Miss Huntington thinks it might possiuly have 
been better if she had called her work by thnt name instead of Kitchen Garuen). In 
this will be the methodical daily work, first taking the girls through the day's work; 
teaching weekly duties or washing, ironing and house cleaning; and then supple
mentary duties, such as marketing, cooking, clothing, etc., all taught by means of 
small models ofrequisities. Secondly, a junior course, or advanced practical lessons 
upon the same system for older girls. Thh:dly, a senior course, for imparting a scien
tific knowledge of housewifery, hygiene, and sanitary subjecjfl to young women. 
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. Miss HuntinJton says in the letter accompanying the package:· " I feel that your 
i>aper is doing so much good and wish I could be of more service to it and to you, . 

. who are working so faithfully to keep up the enthusiasm in home work and home 
life and refinement. We know the character of a home tells strongly upon the moral 
and religious tone of the family, and everything that lifts and refines and sweetens 
it, is work for God." 

Several other Kitchens have been started in Cincinnati in audition to, and as a 
result of the one of which I have spoken. One is helu in one of the churches; in 
this one the pastor has kindly consented to allow his study to be transformed into 
o. temporary bedroom ; one of the class rooms is used as a dining room, wlule the 
'kitchen of the chmch serves as au admirable laundry. One of the others is sup
ported entirely by a wealthy lady, and in this school the children of the wealthy are 
.as welcome as the childt·en of the very poor, and all alike seem to enjoy and profit 
by the work. One distinguishing feature of thiR Kitchen Garden is the nursery 

. department, in which the young girls are taught .practically to care for and amuse 
the little one. There is a cooking department, and also two laundries in this Kitchen 
Garden. 

A cooking school under the auspices of the Cincinnati Women's Church Associa
tion has been training several classes of public school children in cooking. Se,·eral 
of our private schools have added courses of cooking to their other work, and we 
hope in time we shall have the work of domestic training fully established on scien
·tific principles and available to all. 

Mrs. Ellen B. Dietrick, of Covington, one of the directors for the 
State .of Kentucky, then read a most interesting account of her expe
rie:r;wes in that city. It is interesting t.o observe how here, as well 
as in other places we h:we noted, one effort led to others till a 
whole group of instrumentalities is seen to have grown out of a 
single modest effort at tho practical improvement of conditions. 

Interesting instances were given by Mrs. Dietrick of the good 
results to individuals who had been taught to do something. These 
are here necessarily omitted. 

Mrs. Dietrick began as follows : 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN COVINGTON, KY. 

BY MRS. ELLEN B. DIETRICK. 

A chain of circumstances which I need not here explain led me some ten 
·years ago to begin the stuuy of life among the working people ami paupers in 
our city, which number:> about forty thousanu inhabitants. I have in that time 
made over two thousand visits to the poor of every gr:uh' . ft·om the high-school 
graduate who offered to teach my children music for twt>nty-fhe cen ts a lesson and 
help them practice into the bargain, down to th(' pauper squatter in our suburi.Js 
who lived with his family or ten in one room ami sonwtimes took a lodger to help 
pay expenses. 

As soon ns these people realize• I that sm1w one was willing to lu•ar t hem, of course 
for every one that went away ten new onPs spran~ up. Ami in nitwty-nitw out of 
every hundred cases, as others rt>port, the tronl1lt' was not to Hml work to I.Je done, 
but to find workers properly trained to do the work. I passed successively through 
the stages of alms-g iving, temperance preaching, ragged school teaching, and asy
lum founding, only to become more and more deepl,\- rooted in the conclusion that 
the one possible soh.ttion of the problem of the poor is inclustrial education, begin
ning with free kindergarten work in all our pui.Jiic schools, ami leading up through 
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all grades to the school of technology, which should embrace technical training for 
girls as well as for boys. 

Our Kitchen Garden, founded six years ago after the one yo~ have heard de
scribed by Miss Laws, has accomplished similar results, and has so fa.r done good, 
particularly the classes in se~ving and cookinF:. But so great was the pressure from 
women of .every age, that three years ago we formed a Women's Educational and 
Imlustrial Union, whose especiai object has been to afford -women and children 
opportunities for special training in a variety of ways, as well as to establish a per
manent medium of communication between all women, without regard to class or 
barriers of any sort. · 

Taking in the already flourishing Kitchen Garden, the Union started with a day 
nur11ery, free kindergarten, employment bureau, and free reading room, and after 
a year classes for women were formed in cookery, penmanship, embr~idery, wood 
carving, gy.mnastics, free-hand drawing, stenography, dress cutting, etc. * * * 

Our pupils have good places begging for them faster than they can be prepared 
for the places. * * * 

I have endeavored briefly to give· you a mere suggestion of the work done in a 
short time, a work which, though still in the experimental stage, has proved to me 
that the solution of the labor and the temperance questions lies not in preaching 
and in prohibition, but in improving the lives of the poor through free industrial 
education. 

Before our work began "there was only one public charity in our city; no associ
ated charities, no reading-room, no place of lodging but the station-house for strange 
and poor women temporarily in need of shelter. There were hundreds of "squat
ters'' in the suburbs, who spent all their time in street begging. From our begin
ning have gro.wn the branches I have named; al~o an incorpora~ Home for Aged 
Women, a Mission House of Industry in the worst of the suburbs, and a mission 
church. 

Prof. W. P. Mitchell then read the following account of the In
dustrial Education expe.riments at Howard University: 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY. 

By PROF. W. P. MITCHELL. 

The invitation to attend this meeting and add something to its interest gave me 
my subject by the simple suggestion that "I tell what we are doing at Howard 
University." I suppose, of course, in the line of Industrial T1·aining, Howard Uni
versity, as an institution of learning, has a history in connection with the develop
ment of the colored people; which development at the present time is all that their 
best friends had any right to expect it would be. 

The addition within five years of an Industrial Department was the result of a 
variety of circumstances, any of which would have justified it. 

There are persons in the community who confound the Industrial Schools of to
day with the Manual Labor Schools of forty or fifty years ago. But there is an 
essential difference: the Manual Labor Schools were chiefly agl'icultural, and theh· 
main object was to make it possible for poor young men to obtain a liberal educa
tion by giving their labor as an equivalent for collegiate or academic instruction. 
Some of these still exist, but the Industrial School of to-day is a very different thing 
and of no immediate pecuniary advantage, except in rare instances. They can be 
organized to advantage anywhere, but require some capital. 

Before general public interest was expressed in Industrial Training the subject 
had r6j!eived some attention at H oward University, but the way did not open for its 
practical exemplification. 

It was lmown here as elsewhe1·e that the old system of apprenticeship to trades 
was dying out, and that in addition to t his. so far as the colored people were con-
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cerned, a wicked and cniel prejudice gave the colored youth little or no OPJ;>Ortu
nity for learning trades or obtaining a knowledge of any handicraft. 

PECULU.R CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE COLORED PEoPLE. 

The colored people are, as a rule, in poor circumstances, and while slavery gave 
us a few good mechanics, they were commonly not so situated that they could afford 
to take apprentices. These r easons, in addition to others with which the public are 
familiar, indicated a peculiar fitness in the opening of an inchistrial department at 
tlie university. Accordingly five years ago such a department was organized at an 
expense the first year of something oYer $:!,000, the expense being met by old friends 
of the colored people. Since the opening of the seconu year Congress has, by ap
propriations, met a large part of the expense, but it is still necessary to raise annually 
by solicitation more than $1.200. Ours is·a modest pro··ession: to fit the colored stu
dent, while acquiring a liberal education, to some mechanical pursuit that will enable 
him upon·his leaving the university to make a living at once, or, as one of the papers 
expresses it, "To face the world and get a living." 

PURPOSE OF THE EXPERIMENTS. 

The standard of the new departure was simple; it was to t each the use of me
chanics' tools to the stnllents of the normal and preparatory departments of the 
university. These comprise a majority of the students, and generally such as are 
least likely to follow the college course clear through. I t was decided. that attend
ance upon ·the new department during prescribed hours should be compulsory. So 
with this simple organization our work begun. Vle h.tYe printing. shoewaking, 
carpentering, tinsmithing, tailoring, and type-writing, and for the girlR sewing and 
part of the time cooking. The last would seem snperfluous, for as 1\lrti. Stowe says, 
"The colored people are born cooks." At these occupations \\·e speml llfteen hours 
a week, the classes being arranged to avoitl interference with the literary depart
ments to which they belong. Of this number of hnurs three on Saturday haYe 
been devoted to a class of newsboys from tho city. i\Iy l'xperience has shown me 
that boys twcl vc years of age are old enough to comtnl"nce teaming the use of 
mechanics' took As the conducting of an inuustrin1 :;ehool was new to U!; all, we 
had everything to learn in connec'tion with it. I made up my mind at the begin
ning that as soon a.~ possible t•ach boy shoulrl nmke something not for its intrinsic 
value, but that the creative faculty, so to spl"ak, should u~ ln:onght into exercise 
for the boy's encourn,gement. I think this was n, right conclusion. Our first work 
was making a board walk, our next "·as making footstools. or crickets, as they 
are sometimes called. 

RESULTR ACHIEVED. 

From these beginnings we have gone right on. until at the end of four years 
they earned during their summer vacations half wages, Rnch as are genl"rally paid 
apprentices just out of their time. 

In printing we entered at once on the compositor':; work of a little pa})€'1', which 
we publis h three times during the uniwrsity year. At tho encl of the third year 
this paper wrui gotten out by our boys without other aid, aml eaeh year so far 
several of them during the smnmc>r Yaeation han~ fouml elllJlloyment in the small 
newspaper offices of their own people in the eity of 'Vashington. 

Shoemaking enabled them to keep their sluws in repair. aml more than half of 
them by the end of their first year hafl m:ule a pair of ~!wee eaeh for himself. Ire
gard this as one of the best trades. Bl"aring in mincl tlw thought that the erea.tiYe 
faculty shoulu he aroused, I add that it shoultl be steadil:v stilllulateu. I ha,·e al
ways encouraged them to make toy furnitnn>, ~leds. brackets and household a r

. ticles, believing that a boy willlf'arn to makt• a carpt~ntt•r's joint j ust as well \\'hen 
manufacturing an article of furniture for hb own home as when making a joint 
by itself. I emphasize this thonp;ht. for ~tnclP nts in an inuustrial school have to 
have enthusiasm anfl person:ll intt'rest in tht>ir \\'Ork. 
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One !;)f our first classes in printing was composed of girls. At first they set up 
type and distributed them again immediately. At the end of a week one of them 
inquired of me, "When are we going to set up anything that will stay?" Here it 
was, the desire to see in print something that she had done herself. All that we have 
done at Howard University in the direction of Industrial Training has been done 
while the students were making fair progress in their studies. When we take into 
consideration that many professional men fail and that all have not the gift of 
teaching, we aim to furnish them the means of getting a living. There is a line of 
argument concerning these schools the theory of which is interesting and perhaps 
forcible, which however reminds me of the old line of argument for high schools, 
where those who arguet.l for them seemed to forget that the public schools were 
established for the poorer class, while those who have had the most advantage from 
the addition of high school have been tlie class who were able to keep their children 
in school a long time, besides obtaining for nothing that for which their property 
would be taxed anyhow. The public schools are better to-day than evei· before, 
and I regard the introduction of mechanical trades as a further step in advance. 
There is many a fathl'r who, if his son is leaming to use his hands and to fit him
self to get a living as soon as he leaves school, will make an effort to retain him 
there. At Howard University we have very little machinery; our idea is to cultivate 
the use of the hands. We have already quite a number of young mt:>n who earn a liv
ing in vacation by the knowledge gained here of using their hands with dexterity. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING-A STEP IN DEVELOPMENT. 

I regard this as the third step in the development of the colored race. First, we 
had to provide food and clothing for the freedmen; next, the simplet· form of free 
schools; now we add to these what in our experience among our own race has 
taught us is best for the paople- a knowledge of the use of tools. The class of 
mere chiluren, newsboys and others who are obliged to do something for a livfng 
even now, and are almost necessarily deprived of school privileges, wjll !mow 
something of the use of tools, and tllis will raise them above the gi·ade of waiter 
and bell-boy. We have about thirty of. these, a rough, good-natured set , neither 
better nor worse than the same class of white boys. 

These boys, many of them, sell" TheSt~r," for which they pay one cent and a 
half, and ·sell upon an average one dozen per day anu realize a dollar a week. 
They do not earn enough to afford a lunch, and now and then, when we have 
given them cakes at noon, the avidity with which they receive the food is actually 
painful. The boys are sent to us by the Newsboys and Children's Aid Society. 
They are types of a considerable number in the city, who are prevented from at
tending school, except the night schools. There ought to be an industrial school, 
which shall combine with it a simple primaMJ school, and be open all day, so that 
this large class of boys shall attend at hours suited to their convenince. Our first 
year with this class showed them to be wanting in punctuality and to be of a char
acter which is described as trifling, but strange . as it may seem we have found 
among them a moral power existing, espP.cially when the creative talent is brought 
into exercise. Some of these little hoodlums who bawl out the names of their papers 
of a morning or evening, are going to be carpenters and shoemakers one of t hese days. 

RESUT.TS SUMMARIZED. 

This, then, is what 've are doing at Howard University: taking from the stu
dents proper of the University none of the time they should spt•mlat their studies, 
but giving them an opportunity to learn enough of a mechanical trade to earn a 
living, and without losing any time to become in a year after leaving the institu
tion fair journeymen ; putting into the hands of the news boys the means of ele
vating their condition, and teaching both classes the dig nity of labor. * * * 
Those who think of establishing industrial schools may as well dismiss from their 
minds all thought of their being money-making institutions ; on the contrary·, they 
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are at first costly, and I doubt whether it will be rigb:t for a long time to bring the 
labor of the industrial schools into competition with the work of men who have 
families to support. Let us tt·eat the industry, upon its introduction into our school 
system, just ns we would any othet· branch, such as French, ot· the study of the 
Constitution. We have found at Howard University at tlus stage of om progress 
that many au hour of voluntary labor in our shops is taken cheerfully from times 
of recreation. Base-ball anu foot-ball _ruay suffer, but the curriculum of the col
lege or academy is not interfered with; and whi.e the system of mental discipline 
adopted is as good as t hat of Yale or Princeton, this industrial training is found to 
be in harmony with it. . 

One word more anti I have done. We have found t hat industry is a power in 
moral discipline, and one of these days it may be discovered that the simple arous
ing of the creative faculty may accomplish in children that which blows ano.l rough 
treatment fail tO bring about, teaching not only self-support but self-control as well. 

The reading of these pra.ctical papers aroused a lively interest, and 
. the author of each paper was, at its close, eagerly questioned on the 
topics treated or suggested; and, in this way, many facts were 
elicited which, owing to the modesty of the readers, has been omitted. 
The rapidity with which a successful experiment in one city or town 
had been undertaken in n.nother place n.s shown in these papers was 
most interesting and encouraging. It is be<.:ausc the methods of 
training which have proved so successful in these private sehools and 
classes are of value, either as models ur as suggestions, for those en
gaged in the public schools, that it 11as been thought de.3irable to 
quote the extracts from these papers which are here given. The re
sult of this meeting, which brought together the members from sev
eral States, has been to stimulate the further development of the 

. Association, and it is now proposed to endeavor to establish under 
its auspices, in the city of W ashington, a Manual Training School for 
the instruction of teachers of Industrial Education. 

Hon. Arthur MacArthur, President of the Association, having de
clined, the presidency is, for th e moment. unfilled. Tho Vice-Presi
dents are: Mrs. A. S. Woodbury, of W ashington, D. C. (acting 
President}; Mrs. S. T. H ooper, of Boston, Mass.; H ou. J ohn Eaton, 
President of Marietta College, Marietta, Ohio; Mrs. B. A. Vaughan, 
Mississippi; H on. William B. W ebb, Commissioner of the District 
of District of Columbia. 

Secretary, Miss Louisa. Breod.in, \iVashington, D. C. 
Treasurer, Mr. Ross Fish , \Vashingtou, D. C. 
Among the members and State Directors are-Mrs. Ralph Dunning, 

of Georgia; Mrs. Mary Gansy, of Illinois; Mrs. Elleu B. Dietrick, of 
Covington, Ky. ; Miss Vaughan, of Mississippi; Mrs. Romer, of New 
York; Miss Josephine Bennett, of New York: Miss Annie Laws, of 
of Cincinnati, Ohio; Miss Southworth, of Cincinua.ti, Ohio; Mrs. 
Holmes Conrad, of Virginia; Mrs. Thomas M. Tn.lbot , of \Vashing
ton, D. C.; Hon. Arthur MacArthur, of W ashington, D. C.; Professor 
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Fay, of W,.ashington, D. C. ;. Prof. R. B. Warder, of Washington, 
D; C., and others. 

THE NoRTH BENNET STREET INDUSTRIAL ScHooL, BosToN, MAs-
SACHUSETTS. . 

The following account of the work of this school, to which frequent 
reference has been made in this R eport, is compiled from a brief re
port published by the Managers in April, 1886, and from the histori
cal pamphlet and report issued in April, 1887. * 

From the~e it appears that it VfaS first established as .a benevolent 
institution, in the att empt to serve the needs and relieve the necessi
ties of a poor neighborhood. It was soon seen by the Managers that 
some forms of help undertaken for adults were impracticable, and 
that the only way to effect permanent good was by giving instruc
tion to the children, and the plans and methods of the institution . 
were modified accordingly; the changes all being in the direction of 
providing greater facilities for varied industrial instruction, while, 
with the same practical wisdom as was shown by the Wilson Mission 
in New York when they formed, " The Boy's Club," the needs of the 
children for recreation, as well as for employment, were recognized 
and provided for. . . 

This interesting and remarkably successful experim.ent in aiding 
to self-help, without impairing self-respect, has attracted wide public 
attention, owing to the connection which was early established by 
its managers between its industrial classes and the public schools of 
the city. By means of these classes the school authorit ies of Boston 
have had opportunities of thoroughly trying some forms of indus trial 
training, classes being sent, at stated times, from the public schools 
to this building to receive the special ·instruction desired. 

It is for this r·easori that this school is entitled to record in this 
volume. . 

In the spring of 1886 the building was seriously in jured by a dis
astrous fire; arrangements were, however, made for the continu
ance of the classes, and in the rebuilding of the building desirable 
changes were made. 

The following detailed account of the various classes is from the 
repo'rt of 1886: 

The frequent inquiries concerning tllis institution suggest to the Managers that 
some account of its aims and the results thus far accomplished will be interesting 
to the public, especially as within the la.<~t two years the work done here has assumed 
larger propo.rtions and undergone radical changes, which are indicated by the change 
of name from that of the North Bennet Street Industrial Home, by which it was 
formerly known, to its present title, North Bennet Street Industrial School, under 
which name it was incorporated in 1885. * * * 

*This report is entitled "The Work of the North Bennet Street Industrial School, 
froml881 to 1887." Boston: Rand Avery Compan;r, FraJtk!in Pre.ss. 1887. Pp. 19. 
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GREAT NEED OF TECHNICAL INDUSTRIAL TRAINING, 

One of the first lessons learned here, as elsewhere, has been that the inability to do 
a.nythllig well is the cause o( most of the poverty and much of the crime in the 
world; hence to give industrial training, with all its invigorating and educating influ
ences, to those who are both willing anrl young enough to learn, has become the first, 
but not the only aim of the work. The providing of means for safe and healthful 
social enjoyment, so necessary for the young, is still one of its important features. 
Employment is also given, in the cleaning of the large building, to a corps of about 
twenty women, for whom it would be very difficult to find regular work at a dis
ta.lice from their homes. It is also intended that the superintendent shall stand, as 
heretofore, in the relation of a friend, not only to the pupils, but to all who may 
apply to her. 

To give that help to the community which shall act as a preventive of some of 
its worst evils-in other words, to teach a generation how best to carry its own 
burdens by the natural and intellige·1t development of its own God-given powers, · 
is, as has been said, the first object of this work, and to some account of that this 
report will be chiefly devoted. 

VARIETY OF TRADES TAUGHT. 

There are at this time forty classes of girls and boys between the ages of nine 
a.nd sixteen years, who are sent from the public schools to this building for instt·uc
tion in carpentry, printing, ·shoemaking, clay modelling and cooking. Each class 

'comes for two hours a week, during school hours aml under school descipline. The 
hours are from 10 to 12 a. m. and from 2 W 4 p. m. 

In addit.ion to this, are volunteer classes in some of these departments on certain 
afternoons of the week from 4 to 6 o'clock. The whole number of pupils found in 
these different departments during each week is about GOO. Some of these pupils 
ax:e from the School for the Deaf. They highly prize this opportunity, and to them 
the training is of especial value. 

On Saturday, both morning and afternoon , there are classes of girls in sewing 
· a.nd dressmaking, 58 now in attendance. On five evenings of the week classes 

of young women, 47 in all, who are otherwise occupied during the day, arc taught 
. to cut dresses and other garments by chart measurements. These pay a small smn 

for their lessons, and there is a constant demand for places in these classes. This 
department is in the bands of a very efficient teacher , am! the results are practical 
and satisfactory. 

The carpentel's' shop has been refit ted with separate work-benches fot· 12 boys, 
·provided with good tools, and a teacher has been secured who has hnd ,·aluaule 
training for his work in the· Institute of Technolo11;y. The work of this dcp;u'tment 

·is now established for the first time on a scientific basis: it is thorou~;h and pro
gressive; beginning with t he first principles of con~truction, taught with t he least 
possible waste of material, and going on by rcgulat· steps to lathe-work ami wood
carving. Here are ten classes of boys weekly, :tn<.l one class of girls. 

The printing office is under the ca.re of the teacher who has held the position fm· 
three years. This is one of the most popular <lcpartments, and both boys and girls 
have found renumerative employment as a <lirect result of t he teaching received 

.here. The execution of order work in great ' 'a.riety is possible, without detri
ment to the instruction, and aids materially in making this llcpartment partially 
self-supporting. Here are thirteen classes a week 

The shoe-shop is also in the hands of the smue thorough workman who has hith
erto proved himself so good a friend to a larg-e numher of North End boys, and 
who works with the same devotion to thP cause which he has shown fo1· three years. 
Large orders for this department arc dl•sire<l , as the course of instruction invoh·es 
Fl!Ei! use o( m'!l<;h expensive material, which can be u tilized to fill orders for good 
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work at moderate prices, assistants being employed to prevent neglect of the edu- · · 
cational side of the work. There are thirteen classes a week in this department. 

The cooking school has been organized this year on a wholly new basis. It has 
been fitted up in such a manner that each pupil has a separate gas stove and cup
board for utensils, similar to those now in use in the 'fennyson street school-house. 
Each pupil is responsible for her own utensils, and works out her own receipts, which 
include among other things the making of nourishing soups, well-flavored stews 
and good bread; learning in short, by actual practice, how to prepare any material 
she may have to the best advantage. Lessons in general housework, in judicious 
marketing and in the simple chemistry of cooking are given. The nutritive value 
of different articles of food is to be illustrated by means of graphic charts and a 
small museum of specimens, prepared under the direction of Mrs. Richards, of the 
Institute_ of Technology. There are in this department nine classes weekly, of 
fifteen pupils each, from the public schools, and it is hoped soon to add a class of 
women. • 

UTILITY OF MODELLING THE CLAY. 

The clay-modelling department is the latest addition to the work. It is in the 
hands·of a most enthusiastic and efficient teacher, whose work has only to be seen 
to show how great is its educational value in developing the powers of mind, hand 
and eye. Very little oLservation of this work shows the wisdom of those French 
watch-makers at Besan~on who require their apprentices to model in clay the vari
ous parts of a watch before they attempt the delicate work so easily ·ruined by 
clumsy fingers. The advantage and tbe possibility of early training in accw·acy of 
observation and manual skill, are, perhaps, more easily seen in this than in any 
other department. Here are 87 pupils weekly, many of them deaf. 

SOCIAL FEATURES. 

During four evenings of the week the amusement room is open, where boys from 
the neighborhood enjoy themselves in playing games, under judicious supervision, 
which is o:ten a volunteer service. Contributions of good games are much needed. 

THE LIBRARY. 

The library, of between eleven and twelve hundred volumes, is especially prized by 
the boys and girls of the neighborhood, who are allowed to take out books at an 
earlier age than at the public libraries. The reading room is open, and is used every 
afternoon and evening excepting Saturday and Sunday. The avel'age daily attend
ance for the last six months bas been 84. More goon books, especially those with 
illustrations, are much needed, and young people could hardly find a better diS)lOSL 
tion for books which they may have outgrown than that offered by this library. 

Two evening classes in drawing, for the older boys. and girls, have just been 
formed on Monday and Wednesday evenings at 7 o'clock. 

* * * * * * * 
KINDERGARTEN INSTRUCTION. 

The school includes a day nursery and kindergarten. The nw·sery prepares chil
dren for tile kindergarten by its simple work and play, and by careful attention to 
habits of order and cleanliness. 

In the kindergarten industrial training begins. Through frequent exercises in 
building, designing with tablets and sticks, drawing, clay-modelling, sewing, weav
ing, paper-cutting, etc., the eye and the hand are trained, and habits of accuracy 
and industry are formed. 
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COMPREHENSIVE USEFULNESS OF THIS UNDERTAKING. 

The whole nwnber of women, boys and girls who now come under the influence 
of this work weekly is about 900. 

The building 39 North Bennet Street is admirably adapted to the work, both 
from its ample size and location. It is in a crowded part of the city, conveniently 
near to several public schools, from :which the classes can be sent to its different 
departments; it is easily reached by street ~rs of the East Boston and Chelsea Ferry 
line, which make it a.c.cessible to both pupils and visitors from all parts of the city. 
It has been bought and well equippeu by a few friends of industrial education, who 
have placed the work on a sm·e foundation, and made it possible for it to go on. 
The owners of the building are ~hs. Quincy A. Shaw, Mrs. A. Hemenway, Mrs. J . 
H. Wolcott, Miss Anne Wigglesworth, Miss Ellen Mason , Mrs. David Kimball, Mrs. 
Henry Whitman, Mrs. A. Wheelwright, Mrs. G. S. Curtis, 1\fiss Id1t Mason, Robert 
Treat Paine, Esq. 

* * * * * * 
It is hope!lthat the day is not far distant when the public schools of Boston will 

assume such parts of this work as may be deemed feasible and of universal use. 
· Meanwhile the North Bennet Street Industrial School is rendering an important 

pioneer service in showing the possibility and the va lue of early mminal training 
on a !j<>mewhat larger sca.le than has yet been attempted for pupils of the age of 
those now attending these classes. 

The Managers are satisfietl that not only has some ~;ood manual tra ining been 
given, but that impor tant steps have been taken during the last year toward im
planting a. heathful pride in skillful \VOrk, as well as a respect . for honest labor, 
which is its natural outcome, and a lesson mucil needed by all our young people. 

* * * * * * 
The announeement was made that" Miss Emily P. Rudd, late prin

.cipal of the Bloomingdale School, Chelsea, has recently been made 
superintendent of the whole work. " I am indebted to the courtesy 

. of Miss Rudd for copies of the reports, etc. 

THE DF.OI NNING OF THE SCHOOL. 

The building now knO\\~ as the North Bennet Street Industrial School was first 
hire .! on a short lease, for its present use, in June, 1881, and several departments of 
work were at once organized. There was au intelligence office, a loan and relief 
department, and a laundry. Sewing was g i,·en out to a small number of women; 
the day nursery and kiudergtu·ten were established. an<l there were small classes in 
carpentry, shoemaking, cooldng, and printing; these classes could only be gatilered 
together, however , after sehool hours :uvl on certain eYtmings, and the attendance 

. was irregular and neve1· wholly satisfactory. 

SUCCINCT HISTORY AND l!EVmW OF WORK DONE. 

An account of seve~·al change~. of departments given np for various 
reasons, mostly that the work had been nuclcl'taken by other societies, 
which follows, is here omitted. The r eport proceeds: 

With these exceptions and some other changes of nwthocls in the sewing-room , 
owing to the general· introductiou· of sewing into the public schools, all t he original 
work, with many important additions, has been continuell , with a constant and suc
cessful effort to give it greater educati01ml ,·alue anu to reach a. steadily increasing 
'number of persons. 

The work has grown and gained enormously, both in quality and amount, as was 
almost inevitable in auy mHlertaldJJg begun with the earnestness and devotion 

ART-VOL 2--22 
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which characterized this work ill it.s earliest days. To those who may have been die
appointed, however, by the changes, feeling that its original aims have been, in a 
measure, set aside, we would like to say that the work, as it is now carried on, is in
tended to include all that which, after careful thought, proved to be valuable, except 
where it was seen that this could be better accomplished by other organizations. 
' To secure regularity of attendance, and tO increase. the number of pupils suffici
ently to warrant the necessarily large expense of any industrial school worthy of the 
name, great effort was made to obtain such action of the School Board as should 
make it possible for classes to be sant here for industrlal training during school 
hours and under school discipline. The proposition was cordially received by mem
bers of the committee, and in September, 1888, before formal action was taken by 
the Board, boys from the Eliot School were sent for manual training to this build
ing by permission of Mr. Perkins, at that time chairman of the third division com
mittee. Boys from that school have been pupils here, with short interruptions, 
ever since, with the approval of their master, Cot. .Hanington. · 

In 1885 the order was passed permitting pupils of the Eliot and Hancock Schools, 
,.:whose parents or guardians so request in writing, to attend on probation" the In-
dustrial School for two hours a week. · 

Mr. Dutton, of the Hancock School, has given to the cooking school, from the 
first, unqualified approval and support. Mr. Dimmick, of theW ells, and Mr. Mes
erve, of the Bowdoin Schools, have done the same; as have Messrs. Murdock and 
Eaton, of Charlestown, and Mr. Lincoln, of the East Boston High School, whose 
pupils have joined the classes more lately. · 

Mr. Murphy, Chairman of the committee on manual training, says: " In the be
ginning there were teachers who had misgivings lest the manual work would inter
fere with the proper school work. We find no such teachers now. All the manual 
workers hold good rank in their schools." ' 

The connection of manual training with the work of the public school at once 
changed the estimation in which it was held by b_oth parents and children, its recog
nition there giving it a dignity in their eyes, where it had before been regarded with 
little respect. The regular attendance of good numbers was at once secured, and 
the steady growth began, which enables us now to show large and satisfactory results. 

In June, 1884, the lease having expired, it became necessary to secure the build
ing in order to insure the continuance of the work; and to that end the purchase 
was made by the following friends of the cause: Mrs. Quincy A. Shaw, Mrs .. J. 
Huntington Wolcott, Mrs. David Kimball, Miss Ida Mason, Mrs. Greely S. Curtis, 
Mrs. Augustus Hemenway, Miss Anne Wigglesworth, Mrs. Henry Whitman, Miss 
Ellen Mason, Mrs. Andrew Wheelwright, Robert Treat Paine, Esq. 

In April, 1885, the North Bennet Street Industrial School was incorporated, when 
the owners conveyed the building to the corporation, receiving its notes to the 
amount of their contribution. 

For four years classes have been sent from the public schools to the different de
partments in this building. They come from 10 to 12 o'clock in the morning, and 
from 2 to 4 in the afternoon, during five days in the week. The whole number so 
sent during the last school year is 878. Of these, 164 have been sent to thfl cm·pen
ters' shop, 142 to the shoe-shop, 124 to the printing office, 148 to the department of 
clay-modelling, and 300 girls will have had a course of twenty lessons in cookery 
during this school year, 150 of whom finished this course in February. Added to 
this, on certain afternoons and evenings and on Saturday mornings, there are " vol- · 
unteer classes," not from the public schools, numbering 244 pupils weekly. This 
includes 75 in dressmaking and 50 in cookery, who pay ten cents an evening for the 
lesson, among whom are some school teachers, as well as those who are at work 
during the day in shops and factories, making a total of 972 persons who receive 
industrial training of one kind or another in tb_is building weekly. 
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COOKING SCHOOL. 

The teaching of cookery has received much thought and care; it is in the hands 
·of a teacher of unusual intelligence. This bmnch of the work has had the benefit 
of the-co-operation of friends outside its management, who have added to large 
·experience much intelligent study of the subject; and it is safe to say that a course 
of instruction such as is now given in this cooking school would be a valuable part 
of the general education of any class of girls in Boston. Important practical re
sults of this teaching are shown by class reports of work done at home; in one 
class the ave~age numbe.r of repetitions at home of processes learned here being 
61, as a result of only ten lessom;. 

A constant and successful effort has been made to prevent unnecessary expense 
in all departments; but perhaps the most striking results are shown in the cooking 

·school, where the cost of material used in one lesson, once a considerable burden, 
is now reduced to an average of about one cent per pupil. 

PluNTING OFFICE. 

The department of printing is a popular one, and very practical results can be 
shown here, as both boys and girls have gone directly from•this office to remunera
tive employment. One of the most recent of thesl:l cases is that of a deaf and 
llumb pupil, whose father took occasion to express not only his relief from great 
anxiety, but his grateful appreciation of_ the fact that his boy's permanent position 
in a printing office, with a good employer and the hope of advancement, was due to 
the unlooked-for opportunity found ir:t this school, where instruction is freely offered 
to those who want to learn, and where there is timeto teacheven those laboring un
der peculiar disadvantages. The receipts from ot·der work in this department more 
than pay the cost of all material used in it. 

CARPENTER-SHOP. 

The instruction in the use of tools, which has been here carried on by progressive 
steps-in some cases to wood C.."lrving- is of the very best, the development of the 
boy being the controlling motive, rather than the easy construction of showy evi
dences of his skill. The methods are substantially the same as those of the school 
of mechanic arts in the Institute of Technology, where· the teacher of this depatt
ment has had valuable training, in addition to a varied experience gained i.n nine 
years of practical work. 

CLAY-MODELLING. 

An admirable preparation for the ttse of c:u-penters' tools, ns well as for all me
chanical work requiring accuracy of observation and skilful manipulation, is 
found in the exceptionally good teaching of the department of clay-modelling, 
which is here given with a view to industrial rather than artistic training. The 
great educational value of this branch of the work is not generally understood, de
' veloping, as it does, eye, hand, and mind. This is especially noticeable with pupils 
not yet large or strong enough to use carpenters' tools, and the value of vrelimi
nary training in the modelling room is quickly recognized by the instructor in wood
work when older pupils come through that department to t he carpenter's shop. 

Twenty pupils in modelling are taught at the Horace Mann School for the Deaf, 
where a devoted teacher goes to her younger classes, to spare them the exposure of 
crossing the city. It should here be said that there are pupils from the School for 
the Deaf in most of the departments of this school, some of whom show marl~ed 
ability. 
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SHOE-SHOP. 

The usefulness of the teaching of practical shoemaking is self-evident, and the 
careful measurement and accurate cu~g (in paper), which has here been lately un
dettaken, increases its educational value, while the lessons in stitching leather and in 
driving a nail straight will not be lost as preparation for various other crafts. Large 
orders for institutions are much wanted, as order work is an important help toward 
the support of this necessarily expensive department, and the best of shoes, both as 
regards material and wo1·kmanship, may be found here. 

DRESSMAKING. 

The classes in cutting and making dresses are carried on five evenings of the week. 
There are ten pupils in each. class, and there is a constant demand for admission . . 
Tim cents is paid each evening for the lesson, and fifteen cents towru·ds the purchase 
of a chart. 

LIBRARY. 

The library is open from 4 to 6 and froni 7 to 9 o'clock p. m. ~very day in the week 
except Sunday, and is enjoyed by an average of 94 children daily, most of whom 
are too young to be ado:titted to the public libmry. About two hundred volumes 
are taken out weekly, which could not be"obtained by thesc.l children elsewl1ere. 

VACATION S9HOOL. 

For two years, during s ·x weeks in summer, a large vacation school has been 
carried on. Most of the regular departments have been kept open, with additional 
occupatiops. such as sewing, knitting and crochc.lt :ng, lessons in botany, des_igning, 
ba.Sket-weaving, whittling, weighing and measuring, with kindergarten occupa
tions for the youngest children. An average dail1• attendance of 2;30 children was 
secured, with more than twice that number enrolled during the summer of 1886, 
and an effort will be made during the coming season to improve on all previous 
methods of emptoying this time of peculiar exposure to idle city children. 

EVENING WORK. 

Work and play and physical training are all considered, and on five evenings of 
the week a large hall and other rooms are open (and well filled) for gymnastics, 
military drill (under special instructors), games, music and social intercourse. 
Between 300 and 400 persons join in these recreations weekly, among them boys 
from ten to sL"'rleen years of age, and on certain evenings girls and young women. 

A girl's club has been organized, with a membership fee of 10 cents per month. 
Rooms have been fitted up simply and with little expense, partly by the girls them
selves, and by the help of friends, who have sent furniture, pictures, books and 
other things tending to make a cheerful, home-like place, where young women 
may bring their work, sure of finding a sympathetic friend. Th"'y find also an at
mosphere always pure and good and happy, which they thoroughly enjoy. 

Here is a piano, and for the latter part of the evening music and other amuse
men.ts are allowed. These girls, and others as well, have the advantage of the usc.l 
of the gymnasium (as boys also have) on certain evenings of the week. A physi
cian, much interested in this work, has pronounced these opportunities for physi
cal exercise, and the much-needed rest and refreshment after the day's work, of 
incalculable benefit to these young women, some of them her patients, whose sed
entary occupations in close rooms make them early victims to dyspepsia and other 
ailments. · 

On Monday evening a devoted friend meets a class of younger girls for lessons in 
sewing, followed by games and a variety of amusements. 
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MILITARY DRILL. 

Another feature of the evening work is the military drill, which must be seen 
and watched to be appreciated. The effect of this on neglected boys is marvellous; 
and if outward self-control, prompt obedience, neatness and a wholly new sense 
that large numbers may work together harmoniously for the same object be ever 
worth anything anywhere, then this new effort will certainly make itself felt for 
good among the · boys of the North End. 

AMUSEMENT ROOM. 

From thirty to fifty boys assem ble in the lat·ge hall on four evenings of the week 
for playing games. They are m et by several corps of young ladies or gentlemen, 
who pledge themselves to be present on certain evenings every week for this friendly 
service, in which lessons in fair dealing, t ruth-telling and a certain amount of 
courtesy and consideration for others are found to lurk, unsuspected, behind the 
delights of " ring-toss," "steeple-chase" or "Aunt Sally." This is a gay and noisy 
mission , but its hope is to overcome evil with good. A welcoming shout, on a dark 
night, of " Here come the n ice ladies," from the sidewalk, so packed with boys that 
entrance to the house is difficult, tells a cheering story of friendly intercourse, whk h 
will ripen , it is hoped , into warm personal interest and influence. 

LECTURES. 

In addit ion to what has been described, a course of valuable lectures is now ~ing 
given weekly, as a labor of love, by three physicians, to mothers and young women, 
on hygiene, emergencies a nd kindred topics. Som e of t hose attending these lec
tures have shown a genuine and enthusiastic appreciation of their value, the result 
of which can hardly fa il to make itself felt in the whole neighborhood. 

Still another benevolent physician proposes to devote one evening of e,,ery week , 
'during the summer , to examining and prescribing for any women and girls who 
may like to apply to her here. 

A small sum is cha rged for some of these privileges, which is promptly paid, and 
there is no alms-giving connected with t he work. 

It is estimated tha t more than five hundred hours of instruction, and about t wo 
hunured hours of recreation , are furnished to more than fifteen hundred persons, 
a~ a cqst of less than $1,000 monthly . 

DAY NURSERY AND KJ NDEROARTEN. 

The day nursery and kindergar ten , with a hundred chil!lren, must not be for
gotten, since it is believed that here, with songs, ga mes n.ntl work in t he Yarious 
materials suited to the use of little children, the fi•·st sreps in manual , mental, and 
moral education are taken , when• the hahy, wiLh thL• d ay in tlw li ttle haud, is so 
evidently n.iwing at the same end. am! receiving the same discipline a nd develop
ment, 3.') the boy n.t his carpentry. Manua l, men tal, :I.(J(llllora l, we ha.\'e said; and 
thus it is that the three M's will come, in time, to widen inueliniLt•ly the field hither to 
occupied too exclusi;ely by " the t hree R's. " To U.o this work ili the best way, it 
has been leam ed that it must he matle educationa l in the Yery t l'Uest and widest 
sense of the word. The utility of manual t ra.ining i::; Hasilr seen n.ntl generally con
ceded. ' Its IUOr:tl value in ploughing up a fah· fie ld OYergrown with poisonoUS weeds 
of idleness, to plant therein the fruitful seed of an awakened intt!rest in that which 
is wholesome and invigorating,- an interest whic:h books so often fail utterly to 
arouse,- this is less often considm·ed; hut, in taking classes from the public schools 
during school hours, the mana.gE>rs of t hi::; inst itution hn.Ye felt t he obligation to 
furnish to such classes t>ducation , and Llwy hope to be able to prove to the public, 
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as they are themSelves convi~ced, that manual training has a directly educating 
and stimulating influence· on the mind, and that at least some of its branches may 
be ~ade the medium of purely intellectual training; so that it will, by and by, be 
seen to be feasible so far to modify the curriculum of the public school as to. econ
omize time and energy by teaching two things at once, or, rather, one thing by 
means of another. It will be found, for instance, that a good deal of chemistry is 

, inherent in the test teaching of cookery; that reading, spelling, and punctuation 
may be made an essential part of the teaching of type-setting; that some of the laws 
of physics underlie good carpentry; while no better or more interesting " observa
tion lesson~· could well be devised than that furnished by the growth of yeast when 
planted in a measure of warm, moist fl.our,-the consumation of which is a loaf of 
good bread; and a mathe1natical proposition is none the less instructi~e when the 
problem is the feeding of a family well on the smallest possible sum of money. * * * 
The support of this undertaking ha.S hitherto been assumed by a few of its devoted 
friends, but it has grown and is rapidly growing to such large proportions, that it is 
now necessary to ask for the more general co-operation of the public, who are in
vited to join with the managers in the study of a great problem, and to strengthen 
this work by annual contributions. In addition to what is already secured, it is 
necessary to raise about $2,000 annually. 

The following report of the Treasurer is given because its details 
of the several·schools and classes may be found not only of interest, 
but of use for ·comparison: 

TREASURER'S REPORT. 

Sa.Ja.rles .. ....... . .. . ..... ... . ...... . 
Materials . ........................ . 
Furulshtngs ......... : ... ... ....... . 
Incidentals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . 

Total ...... . ..•...... . ... ..... 
Receipts : ........... .. .. . .......... . 

Net cost ...... .. .. .... ....... ...... . 

Public school classes. 

Cooking. Carpentry. Printing. Shoemaking. ll!odeUing. 

$758 41 $8S333 
8G 76 200 42 

'140 65 81 82 
2 59 12 58 ---- - ---

988 41 1,128 10 

14 93 2'2 54 ---------
97"J 48 1,105 56 

$700 00 
227 ()-2 

47 1b 

12 'i'8 -
986 90 
40809 - - --
588 81 

$1,168 6S 
825 ()2 

8 18 
5 78 

.. 2,003 26 

1,090 19 
----

913 07 

$576 00 
2300 
15 29 
860 

618 09 

Net cost of public-school classes, $4,104.01. 

• Expense of shoe department includes S110 loss by fire, and stock on hand amounting to S210. 

Vacation school. 

I Shoe- Extra 
Sewing.~ Carpentry. Printiug. making. 111odelllug. classes. 

$121 00 I . $160 07 $140 00 $130 00 $-()() 00 $240 00 
18 44 85 23 48 Ill 28 25 31 18 

Recel;:~~::::::: ::::: ::::::::::: i3~ ~ ~=~~~~- .. ~~-~- ~---~-2~-i ~~ ~ 
137 0-1 I 107 02 163 48l 241 28 oo 251 251 18 Net cost ............. .. .... ..... . 

Sal&ries ...... .. ... ........ ... '· .. . 
. Materials .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Net cost of vacation school, St,o-~.25. 
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Et•ming work. 

Drawing. Library. M~l~fW'Y Gym
nasiunl. 

Girls' Amuse
club. ment. 

Dress
making. 

- - -------1--- -1--- --------------
Salaries .. .. .. .. .. . .. _., ..... .. . $12 ()() $420 ()() $27 ()() $3400 $225 $81 56 
Materials ....... . ... .. ... .. .. .. 5 18 17 9G 100 S1 27 25 10 
Fur nishings .. . .. . .. . :.. .. .. .. . 81 29 38 21 12.1 85 133 09 2897 530 11 46 
Incidentals . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. 13 75 1 32 ··· ······· 210 100 ...... .... 

1---- 1------- ---- ------ - -
Total . ........... .... . .. .. 48 47 4ll9 92 153 17 JGS 09 3234 855 118 12 

126 21 Receipts .. .. ........... .. ...... . ......................... .. .... .. .... .. 1 !)() .... .... .. 

Net gain .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 09 

Net cost............. .. .... .. .. 48 47 489 92 15317~f3o44----s-55~ 

Net cost of evening work, $890.5!> . . 

General house ~pense. 

Salaries ... . .............. . . 
Fuel ... : ....... . . . ......... . 

$2,006 65 
609 74 
242 85 
73 85 

529 58 
171 59 

SupJ?Iies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Statwnery ... . ...... . . . ... . . . 

$220 49 
34 72 
37 96 
61 52 

L ight .. . .. . ........ ... . . ... . Postage .................. . . . 
Incidentals ........... .. ... . . Water ......... . .. . ...... . . . 

Cleaning ..... . ............. . 
Repairs ......... . . ......... . 

Receip-ts. 
Cash on hand April 1, 1886 ..... .. .............. . ... . .. .. 
Fire insurance ..... .. ............... . ..... . . . . . ......... . 
Rent from stor e ................ . ............. . .......... . 
Rent f rom public library .. . ...... . . . ................... .. 
I nterest on deposits ..... . . . ..................... .. . . .... . 
Interest on notes .......... . . .. .. . . . .... . ............. . .. . 
Contributions ........ . .... , . .. ......... . .. . .. . .. . ... . ... . 

Expenses. 
Repairs on account of fire .......... . ........ · ........... . 
Repairs on account of public library ..................... . 
In terest on notes of the holders of the building .... . ..... . 
Insurance ...... . .................••••• . .................. 
Net expense of school. ................................ . . . 

$2,115 94 
9, 603 00 

300 00 
200 00 

99 20 
1,342 53 

15,050 07 

$12, 528 88 
315 53 

2,100 00 
239 59 

10,093 76 

3,988 95 

$28,710 74 

25,277 76 

C~sh on hand April 1, 1887. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 432 98 
These figures do not include expenses of the kindergarten and nursery below. 

Expenses of North Bennet st1·eet kinde1·
ga1·ten from Ap1-ill , 1886, to Aprill, 
1887. 

Salar ies . .................... $1,270 50 
Mothers' ser vices . . .... . .... . 
Furnishings ... . ..... . ...... . 
Repairs .. , ......... .. ...... . 
Materials .... . . ............. . 
Aid ..... . ........ . . ·.·· . . . . . . 
Sundries ... ; ..... . ...... . .. . 

45 25 
16 56 
11 25 
12 61 
9 94 

13.10 

Total. .,,,,,,, , ,, , , , , . • 1, 379 :31 

Expenses of day n.ur.~ery, 39 North Ben
net st1·eet, j1·om April 1, 1886, to Ap1-il 
1, 1887. 

vVages ......... . .... . ..... .. . 
Provisions ................. . . 
Fuel .......... . ............ . 
Light .. . . . . . ............... . 
'Vater ........ . ....... . .... . 
Furnishing::; ... . .. . .... . . . . . . 
Repairs . ...... . . ..... . . . ... . 

$1,636 20 
651 84 
168 63 
10 46 
12 31 
'j() 77 
92 35 

Total. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . 2, 654 56 
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·There are nine by-laws. · The following are those of.special inter
est; the others follow the customary forms: 

BY-LAWS (as amended). 

I. 

The Association shall consist of the persons named in the act of incorporation, all 
Officers of the Association and those persons \vho are now part owne··s of the build
ing 89 North Bennet street, or vdlo shall hold the notes of the corporation in pay
ment for said real estate. Any other person so desiring may become a member who 
shall give to the Association at any time the sum of $500 or more, or property to that 
amount, or who shall annually subscribe and pay a stim not less than $50; and any 
persOn shall cease to be a member by signifying to the clerk his or her intention to 
withdraw. 

II. 

The Officers of the Association shall consist of a Board of not less than five Mana
gers (one of whom shall be President, and one of whom shall be one of these persons 
who are now part owners of the building 39 North Bennet street, or who shall hold 
the notes of the corporation in payment for the same), a Treasurer and Clerk, who 
shall be chosen by ballot at the first meeting. The office of Treasurer and Clerk may 

• be held by the same person. All officers elected at the first or any subsequent meet
ing shall hold office until the next annual meeting and until others shall be chosen 
and qualified in their stead. The Managet·s may fill any vacancies that may occur 
in their Board dw·ing the year. * * * 

IV. 

The Board. of Managers shall have the entire government of the school and of the 
4e_partments conducted by it. They shall appoint such committees as .they may 
deem advisable. They shall cause a fair record of their doings to be kept, which 
shall be laid before their Board at each meeting. Three of their number shall con-
stitute a quorum for the transaction of business. * * * 

VIII. 

All commercial paper except checks, and all deeds and conveyances of land, shall 
be authorized by special vote of the Corporation, and be signed by the President and 
Treasurer. 

LIST OF OFFICER.<; FOR 1887-'88. 

Board of Managers.-M.rs. Quincy A. Shaw, Pres1dent; Miss Laliah B. Pingree, 
Miss Ellen Mason, Miss Lucia M. Peabody, Miss Pauline Shaw, Miss Maria T. 
Hersey, Mr. F. W. Chandler, Mr. Tucker Daland, Treasurer; Mrs. Francis S. Fiske, 
Secretary. · 

Advis0111 Board.-Mrs. Ellen H . Richards, Miss Amy l\f. Homan~. Mrs. _Louis 
Agassiz, Mrs. George Russell , Mrs. Louisa Hopkins, Mrs. Hemy Whitman, l\Iiss 
Sarah B. Fay, Mrs. Henr-i L. Higginson, l\fiss FI01·ence Cushing, Miss :Marian Ho
vey, General Francis A. Walker, Edwin P. Seaver , Esq., Dr. Samuel Eliot, G. Stan
ley Hall, PH. D. , William Endicott, Jr. , Esq., George Higginson, Esq., Henry Lee, 
Esq. , Charles W. Hubbard, Esq. , HenryS. Grew, Esq., Col. Henry L. r:::igginson. 

COOKING TAUGHT IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

An account of the cooking classes :i.n the North Bennet Street In
dustrial School has just been given, and the "Boston cooking 
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classes," founded and supported by Mrs. Hemenway, have been fre
quently referred to in this volume. 

The following interesting statement in detail of this experiment was 
. prepared for, and read by, the President of the new Association before 
the meeting in Baltimore, already recorded, ·and was published in 
the Baltimore Sun of November 2, 1887, in the report of the proceed
ings on the occasion of the organization of the Industrial Education 
Association of Baltimore, on the evening of November 1. 

That such instruction can be given has been abundantly proved; 
that it can be given with sufficient economy of teaching force, and 
of cost for material, fuel, etc., to make it possible to introduce it in 
public schools, seems to have been shown by the later experiments 

. here recorded, which, in economy of cost, were also equalled by the 
North Bennet Street School cooking classes. 

THE KITCHEN SCHOOLS OF BOSTON. 

The committee having requested Mrs. Mary H emenway, of Boston, the earnest 
and generous friend of practical education , to whose beneficence Boston is indebted 
for her ki.tchen schools, to give the history of their inception , Miss Amy l\Iorris Ho
mans, at 'vhose suggestion the "Boston School Kitchen Text-Book" was prepared, 
contributed" A Review of Two Years' vVork in the Public Cooking School," which 
was read by D1·. Grady, and ·of which an abstract follows: 
· " In the summer of 1883 an industrial vacation school was opened in the Starr King 
school-house for the purpose, not of keeping girls out of the streets, nor of pleasantly 
entertaining thew within doors, but of finding out, if possible, by practical experi
ment, if there were any sort of manual training important for every girl, regardless 
of her social position, to have; and, finding this out, to ask the .Privilege of trying 
the experiment in connection with the public schools, with the hope that ultimately 
it should be made a part of their curriculum, upon the ground that for any in
struction of general utility the public money may be legitimately expended. This 
industrial school was continued during the summers of 1883 and 1884. 

CITY SCHOOL OFFICIALS VISIT THE SCHOOL. 

"Among the 300 visitors to this school, of which cooking was but one of many 
branches of manual work taught, were the Supet·intendent of the schools and several 
members of the School Board, notably two of the committee on manual training, 
who, by choice, chose the day upon which a dinner , a most s:wory meal, was served. 
They were invited to partake of it; they dined, and were so much impressed by the 
work that had been done by the school, that they were m01·e ready to assist in a de
cision in the right way when a decision was to be made in September by this same 
committee on mamml training. At that time (September, 1885) a· hearing was 
given to persons interested in industrial training: and at that hearing those interested 
in the Tennyson street school appeared and asked leave to enlarge the kitchen in that 
school to the full size of the basement room, and to maintain a cooking school there
in which should be attended by liiO girls from the South End grammar schools, 
and which should be known as Boston School Kitchen No. 1, as it would be the first 
kitchen in any public school house in the United States. The proposition was re
ceived with kimlly favor , and in the school committee meeting October 27, 1885, it 
was voted to permit girls of the E,·erett. Franklin, H orace l\faun School for Deaf 
Mutes, Hyde and vVinthrop Schools to attenrl Boston School Kitchen No. 1, provided 
that the parents or gum·dians of the pupils should so request in writing-the pupils to 
attend on probation. 
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SESSIONS AND DISCIPLINE OF THE SCHOOL. 

'' The sessions of the school of cookery are the srune as those of the public schools. 
Fifteen pupils is the standard number to one class, and the classes alternate morning 
and afternoon sessions. The discipline of School Kitchen No. 1 is under the direc-. 
tion of the principal of the Winthrop district; but any disorderly conduct on the 
part of pupils is to be r eported to the principals of the schools from which such pu
pils come. The absence of pupils is reported to the principals of the schools from 
which they come, and are recorded as absences from the regular classes of the 
grammar schools to which they belong; the tardiness of pupils i8 also reported to the 
principals of the schools from which they come. It is made the duty of each princi
pal to send to the teachers of the cooking school class rolls containing the names, 
ages and residences of the pupils in each class sent from the school. It is also re
quired of the pupils attending the school that they should have sufficient intelli
gence to keep a recipe book. 

THE EXPENSES OF THE FmST SCHOOL A SERIOUS DRAWBACK. 

''After the hearing in September, and before action was taken by the School Board, 
sufficient encouragement was given to walTant the enlargement and more perfect 
equipment of Boston School Kitchen No. 1, as the kitchen in Tennyson street was 
thereafter called. In rega~·d to the cost of the kitchen, it is sufficient to"'say that the 
amount of money expended for Kitchen No. 1 would, with the experience that has 
been gained, equip six kitchens quite as satisfactorily, and in some respects more 
so. In November, 1885, School Kitchen No.1 was Qpened. Two teachers were em
ployed, who alternated in their teachings, as did the classes, each one thus keeping 
the same children under her charge during the year. The general plan of work wa8 
laid as follows: In a class of 15 girls, 12 were appointed cooks, each having her own 
utensils, gas stove, etc., and each at the sa:me time preparing the same dish; the 
r emaining three were house-keepers, building the fire and doing the other kitChen 
work. The house-keeping was done by the girls in turn. The great drawback to this 
system, of l)aving each girl prepare the whole of each and every dish cooked, which 
at first was deemed best, was the large quantities of food prepared, and as a result 
the great expense, which was for twenty-nine lessons to 150 gil'ls, for ~rovisions and 
fuel, $604.11. ·· ' · 

" The school grew in popularity with pupils, parents, masters, and assistants. Of 
four masters and 27 assistants represented in School Kitchen No. 1, not one withheld 
his or her heartiest cooperation. They regarded the work as coordinate with their 
own, and sent their girls, stimulat ed by their own enthusiasm, to do their best to 
prove what the pioneers in this work claim-that its underlying principle is the true 
development of womanhood, and that responsibility is its outgrowth. 

THE ECONOMICAL PROBLEM FINALLY SOLVED. 

"The school kitchen was visited by about 700 persons during its first year, many 
of whom were educators, from all parts of the country. All were enthusiastic , all 
pronounced the work a success; but they who bore the responsibility knew that the 
success desired-its ultimate success-by the School Board would never be gained 
until it was placed upon that basis of economy that should r ecommend and make 
it possible. not only for Boston, but for every other city in the United States. Much 
earnest, anxious thought was given the subject. It was decided that it required no 
more physical strength to teach cooking than to do general teaching; therefore but 
one teacher should be employed and a simpler plan of work devised. 

"Boston School Kitchen No.2, maintaine_d and managed by the City, was opened 
in December , 1886, and a little later the Eliot School Association established a school 
in a public school room at Jamaica Plain. As a result of the experiment tried last 
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year, there are now four central schools, that can give to 1,400 girls a course of twenty. 
seven lessons each in a school year of forty weeks, at the minimum cost of 28t cents 
for twenty lessons, or about H cents per head per lesson, plus the tt>.achers' salary, 
which, in the school committee report, November 9, 1886, was reckoned to be for 
the first yeai" of service $456, with an annual increase of $48, until the maximum 
salary of $744 be reached. This col'l'esponds to the salary of a third assistant in the 
grammar schools. 

" Possibly a clearer idea of the work of the past year may be gained by the follow
ing summary: It has cost to give 150 girls twenty lessons in practical cooking and 
kitchen work just $32.50 for provisions and grocelies and $10 for fuel , including 
coal, gas, and kindlings, making a total of $42.50, plus the tt>acher's salary. These 
150 girls have cooked at home, not counting the number of times any. dish has been 
repeated during the week, 10,740 dish es in the twenty weeks. There is practical wot:k. 
Taught habits of tlU'ift and industry, the girls who are to be the mothers of the next 
gene:r.ation -..vil.llearn to respect household labor, and to feel tJ1at they dignify lt by 
their o-\vn womanliness and capacity to administer its affairs with wisdom gained b~ · 
study and experience. It is, tak~n all in all, one of the best lessons out· girls can 
Jta,ve, and it is gratifying to hear that they are l~rning to value it." 

THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL ~R GIRLS, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. 

In this connection the account of a Western industrial school in 
which similar training to t11at given to the classes attending the 
North Bennet Street School in Boston, and to the various educa~ional 
methods which had their origin in the Wilson Industrial Mission 
School in New York, has been pursued through several years of 
continuous residence by the scholars, may·be of value. 

The address from which the following extracts ·are taken was de
livered in 1885, and gave the conclusions reached after ten years of 
experience. While the conditions surrounding the pupils of the 
public schools differ in essential particulars fro;n those which sur
round the.inmates of au industrial h ome, as appears in the account 
of the home life of the pupils here given, still the experiences also 
given ·of their school life, with its alternating training in books and 
in industries, are equally applicable to the pupils in. the public schools; 
and certainly the admir~ble arguments here adduced, grounded on 
the ed·ucational 'value to the child of the courses in "manual train
ing " and in allied industries, as well as in the preparatory courses for 
younger children, apply with no less force. 

Nor should it be forgotten that the interests of the public ar e very 
directly and evidently involved in the kind of education given to the 
children in "Industrial Homes," "·Reformatories," and "Orphan
'ages", the unfortunate children who, from any cause, are deprived 
of home training; and who, unless made self-helpful and self-re
specting, must inevitably become burdens on the community. For 
all such children the questions relating to the best forms of In
dustrial education are vital questions, and a due consideration of 
their educational interests is at least as incumbent on the public 
authorities as are the like interests of other public school children, 
while their claim to consideration in this volume is equally irrefuta-
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ble, since the theory of public free education by the community 
necessarily includes the children of all citizens. 

The fact that some citizens do not choose to avail themselves of 
this provision in no wise invalidates this theory. The State may, 
and in some . instances does, insist that the children shall not be de
prived of their privilege of education from any whim, prejudice, or 
indifference of the parent, and requires that equivalent educational 
opportunities be secured to the children; while, as is here emphati
cally shown] public-spirited, benevolent citizens in many places in 
the United States are earnestly endeavoring to combat the evils of 
ignorance and its consequent poverty. The history· of these efforts 
are full of encouragement and of value to educational students. For 
these r easons there are grouped in this chapter these records of sev
eral noticeable experiments in industrial training in various classes 
of schools and in widely separated plac'es. · 

As the resu~ts of practical experience ai;e more instructive than 
theories, however well the latter may·be stated, it is believed that, in 
addition to those already given, the following detailed ac_count of the 
methods of industrial instruction adopted in the Iudustrial School 
for Girls in Milwaukee, as set forth by Mrs. Mary E. Cobb, the 
Superintendent,* will be found worthy the consideration of all edu
cators who care to investigate this matter of manual training and 
its related studies: 

INSTRUCTIVE AND PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENTS; THEIR SUITABILITY FOR INDUSTRIAL 
SCHOOLS. 

This title suggests at once the existence of opposing elements in all the industrial 
pursuits in the instituti.,ons named. The purely educational ideal takes no account 
of cost or waste, but aims only to promote the future efficiency of the individual 
in the earning of a livelihood and in intelligent citizenship. The productive ideal 
is the accomplishment of the work of the institution by the pupils, to prevent out
la~ for labor, or the pursuit of such mechanical employments as will bring an 
income which shall in some degree repay.the man~gement for the expenses of the 
school and home. Thus far employments for dependent or offending children have 
been more or less of a compromise between these extremes; something is sought 
by which they shall both earn and learn. We have riot dared to expect approval 
of expenditures fo1· manual instruction which can not be shown t o be likely tore
turn at least the money invested; and there is ever a tendency to sacrifice the im
provement of the child, even in mechanical arts, to the opportunity to profit by the 
proficiency already gained. This is sometimes shown in keeping the pupil too long 
at one kind of work to avoid teaching another the same, or in continuing him in 
work l 'OOms or shops where money is earned, while ignorant of things which might 

· be learned in other departments. The habit of industry acquired _by 1·egular employ
ment is the strong point advocated by those who practise such a course. They 
forget that the habit of hating a monotonous mechanical task is formed at the 
same time, and is apt to prove the stronger one. · 

* Instmctive and Productive Employments; their suitability for Industrial Schools. 
By Mrs. Mary E. Cobb, Superintendent Industrial School for Girls, Milwaukee, 
Wis. Reprinted from proceedings of twelfth Conference of Charities and Correc
tion. Pp. 11. 
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PRI\:ATE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL.'> FOR BOYS. 

A fe,v manual training schools have been est.ablishetl for the children of the more 
fortunate classes of -society, where the ideal of instructive employment for boys 
has been well inaugurated. These in the West are notably those at Saint Louis and 
Chicago. The Working Man's School in New York City, also for boys, has given 
an example of the advantages of that "all-sided development" which is the only 
true education. But with the exception of the sewing classes in the public schools 
of Boston and Philadelphia, and.the introduction of the study of domestic economy 
in a number of private schools in New York, under the auspices of the Industrial Ed
ucation Association, little organized school wo1·k leading to perfected manual train
ing for girls has been effected. 

We may not hopefully look even to these established enterp1·ises for plans and 
methods to improve our work, as the institutions we are considering can not often 
afford to introduce them. We should, however, carefully study all that has been 
accomplished or claimed auywhere; for , having made up our minds as to what we 
really desire, we can always see more clearly what we can afford, what we may do, 
and what we must not do, in suiting our ways to our means. Many popular and 
attractive ideas do not st.1.nd the test of.such study. Although this question is one 
of the most unsettled of to-day, it is in some form or other as old as the pioneer in
stitutions. 

THE INTERESTS OF SOCIETY, QUITE AS ~lUCH AS OF THE I NDIVIDUAL, ARE INVOLVED 

IN TUIS QUESTION OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

* * * A fact sometimes undervalued in its considet·ation is that the industrial 
schools and reformatories aim to return to society honest, self-supporting citizens, 
in place of the dangerous refuse given them as material for their work. This material 
is worse than lost if not so returned. It becomes pemicious, destructive and ex
tremely expensive. 

We can not look at the quE'stiou as an English wl'iter in the Nineteenth Century 
has recently done, who argues that society has no right to spend upon the offending 
child more money than well-behaved and orderly poor children who have homes 
may receive. The benefit to the inJividual is not perhaps the strongest plea for 
care and 1·estoration of destitute and erring children with e\·en the philanthropist. 
In society, the interests of high and low are closely identifi!'d. The pestilence bred 
in the hovel may desolate the palace. If social conditions. at least partially charge
able to the vices of the rich and prosperous classes. brought these children to their 
present condition, they arc more directly the objects of justice and charity than the 
good children of the worthy poor. It is but an instance of the leaYing of the ninety 
and nine to seek the wandering one. But their right to the best instruction we cau 
afford being granted, what shall we do and how shall we do it? It will help us to 
answer these questions to consider some of the causes of the differences between 
these and ordinary children. ·x- «· ·:. 

The greatest evil of our day is the general lack of family training; and the primary 
reason is that girls and women do not do, nor know, theit· duty. Dt·. Harris said at 
Saratoga, in 1881: "Society has not equalized conditions in the family to t he extent 
that it has equalized conditions in the school, the social community, the State and 
the church. In the family, poverty and wretchedness arP- allowed to tell upon the 
nurture of the child, and to sow in him eYil seeds, which grow t hrough all after 
life, in spite of whatever may afterwa rd be done for him. The criminal parent may 
bring up his offspring to ;ice. The ignorant parent may bring up his children to 
manifold bad habits of person aml conduct, which will pro'l'eembarrassmeuts in all 
after life. " 

Few seem fullv to realize the awful disndnt.ntag-Ps resulting from such influences. 
It is undoubtedly the greatest misfortune that can befall a child to miss tbe price-
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less blessings of a well-taught and lovingly protected infa,ncy. And it is a serious 
question whether, this having been missed, the loss can be made up to the child by 
sintply supplying the same a little later. * * * 

The field of controversy between the advocates for a general placing of children 
out in families and those of institutional training for neglected children opens here. 
I will not enter it, but say, in passing, that anything tending to antagoniZe the two 

·methods of child-saving, or to make one more disgraceful than the other, is likely 
to do great harm. This study of employments for institutions is, however, based 
upon the belief that there is a large class of children who should receive their train
ing, · even up to the time of going out to earn their living, under expert special 
teachers, who kno'v how to root out as well as to plant, to tear away the false as 
well as to supply the true foundations. Many should be taught in institutions, 
because there they can be better taught than elsewhere. Such a training school 
should not be considered a temporary shelter or a makeshift. It has its own work 
to do in the world, and should be a grand, uplifting force. for the lower classes. 
The good of the child should be its aim, first, last, and always. On this ground only 
is there-reason for the existence of a definite system of institutional instruction, in· 
tended to cover a prescribed. period of time. In such a system, manual training 
should have an honored place. 

SUPERIORITY OF THE PRESENT SYSII'EM OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION OVER THE OLD 
FORMS OF MANUAL LABOR SCHOOLS. 

The old systems were deficient in having no principle of selection. Chair-seating, 
hoop-skirt mal; ing, basket-weaving, knitting-machines, have been at .various tintes 
introduced to supplement the domestic work, but without special regard to the pupil's 
development in mental strength or manual skill. There should be a series of work 
lessons, so arranged as to awaken thought, and to give the knowledge and use of 
tools and utensils side by side with the ordinary lessons of the school-room. 

THE PRACTICAL INDUSTRIAL TRAINING OF GIRLS. 

With hesitancy I attempt to present our own system of manual training for girls. 
Our school is far from being a model. Being a private corporation, we have been 
crippled by an exceeding!~ limited income and by an unrecognized, or misunder-

. stood, position among the charities of the State. We feel our defects and lim ita. 
tions every day. Besides, the persons actively and eagerly engaged in such an en
terprise are not the ones to give a final judgment on it. There are tendencies, good 
and bad, whi0h we may not discern, and faults , doubtless, of which we are not even 
aware. But experience has taught us some things which may profitably be told, 
and has established views and practices which may deserve more than a curious at
tention. 

The main practical difficulty has been in formulating a series of work lessons 
whose value should be truly educational. This has been sa.id to be more difficult 
with girls than with boys. It has not seemed so to me, but rather the reverse. In 
every institution there is much domestic work necessary, and it must be done 
promptly and well by somebody. For girls this can be utilized as the basis for pro
gressive lessons, g rading up from the simplest to the most complex and important 
household knowledge. Sewing, cooking. and laundry work afford all that can be 
d.esired in this respect. And as these should form the future employments of at 
least nine-tenths of the girls of humble parentage, and as they are now very imper
fectly valued or performed by an equal proportion of grown women who are house
keepers, a field opens which can not be overestimated. 

THE KINDERGARTEN THE BEGINNING BOTH OF INDUSTRIAL AND LITERARY EDUCATION. 

Our progression, in manual lis in literary training, starts from the kindergar ten. 
We also use it temporarily to arouse and develop faculties of perception and dex-
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terity in. quite ~ge girls, even those of twelve or fourteen years old. Feeble
~inded and semi-idiotic childran up to fourteen also develop well in the kinder
garten:· Branching from these earliest occupations, we establish work on one line, 
books· on another. On the latter, the pupil goes up through the connecting class with 
reading chart and slate to the graded school, where, by six stages, the "A class," 
the highest, is reached. On the other, during the same time, the" kitchen garden," 
the primary sewing class, and the m.iniatm·e flower and vegetable garden lead up to 
real work for practical uses. Small tables are soon set with all needed dishes, nap
kins, etc., and real dinners are properly served and eaten by the little learners. Then 
little beds are made, with due regard to folding and shaping; and draperies and pic
tures are bung in rooms thus made beautiful for their own use. The songs, marches, 
and accompanying explanations are dropped only as they are outgrown. Paper
folq.mg and mat-weaving are naturally exchanged for stocking-darning and knit
ting; while counting, assorting, and describing go on until the clothing going tO and 
frs>m the laundry is all in the proper baskets or on the proper shelves. The stronger 
·boys of nine and ten, in addition to learning to mend, scrub stairs, halls, bath-tubs, 
axid door-sills, also learn something about water, steam and sewer pipes, traps and 
valves. A little later they have their lessons, not tasks merely, in real garden 
work, feeding poultry and pigs, and keeping the lawn clean. The girls of the same 
age make all their clothing, except dresses, and learn some drawn work and em
broidery, of which the rudiments were taught, and often the original designs fur
nished, il). the kindergarten. 

These children, 80 in number, 50 boys and 30 girls, all under eleven years of age, 
live in a family building by themselves, with a matron and two assistants. They 
do the work of this family,-except laundry work, baking, dressmaking, and mak
i.D.g of the boys' suits. They are taught by classes, and while at work are always 
with the instructors, who explain, criticise, and report upon each task. The matron 
teaches sewing; the first assistant, bed-room work; the second, kitchen and dining
room work. All pupils are examined, and their work is changed quarterly. Mrs. 
Willard's Primer of Domestic Science, No.1, is used as a text-book. Very little dif
ference is made, or seems to be needed, in thus instructing boys and girls together. 
The boys want to do everything that the girls do, either with their needles or in 
setting and serving tables and cleaning of rooms, and are just as proud of the baby 
skill brought fron1 the kindergarten and applied to darning and mending. I heard 
a little fellow of seven years gravely criticising the patch on his apron, because the 
corners were not rounded similarly and the stripes did not match, adding that he 
wished he had done it himself. On the other hand, the girls are quite as eager for the 
rake, hoe, and trowel as the boys, andareas much interested in the calves, pigs, and 
chickens. 

THE PRIMARY CLASSES. 

To sum up the. work of th('se primary manual classes: Children from three to six 
or seven years work in kindergarten, and our kindergarten partakes l:trgcly of the 
nature of the maternal schools of France rather than of the strictly German type. 
From seven to eleven years these occupations are gradually exchanged for 1·eal em
ployments, graded and arranged for use as an ed~cational power, and carried on side 
by side with the school-room work, which, during the same time, tal•es them into 
reading, writing, a little geography, arithmetic, and drawing. vVe have not yet had 
adequate instruction in drawing, but the kindergarten lessons as to form, color, and 
comb{nations are kept in mind, and the children are enconraged or required to copy 
natural objects and pictures. 

The time-table for the youngest includes two hours of school and two of work be
fore 12 o'clock, one of work ami two of school between 1 and 5 o'clock p.m. The 
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rest of the twenty-four hOUI"I! is given to play, dressing, meals, and sleep, A direct 
motherly care is exercised night and day, and very careful attention is iiven to 
mannel"l! and personal habits. The aim is·to have the matron and teachers kept in 
close sympathy with each other, and in practical use of the kindergarten rule of 
patience and gentleness. 

Besides this children's home, the school, which is conducted' on the family sys
tem, consists Gf three more family groups of girls (two of them residing under the 
same roof), whose ages range fr~m ten tO eighteen years, together numbering 120. 
The classification into families is based on the special needs of each in manners and 
morals. The literary work is that of a graded school in primary, intermediate 
and higher rooms, the latter taking, besides the common English branches, Ameri
can history, civil government, and domestic economy. 

DIVISIONS OF INDUSTRIAL WORK. 

The industrial work, whether for the school 01.: for customers, is divided into the 
following departments: 

(1) Plain cooking.-Dish-washing, dining-room work, and marketing. In this 
department, with three teachers, thet·e are three kitchens and five dining-rooms, 
and each class contains from 6 to 10 girls, working daily from four to five hours. 

(2} Bakery. -Making of bread, rolls, plain puddings, cakes and pies in large 
quantities. One teacher; ·class of 2 to 4, daily work fow· hours. 

(3) Laund1y work.- Washing, starching, and ironing of all grades up to curtains, 
fine muslins and laces, by hand, no steam power nor machinery being used. One 
teacher; class of from 12 to 15; daily, five hours. 

(4) Cat·e of clothing.-Cutting by patterns, making and mending of plain cloth
ing and plain knitting. Three teachers; classes of 10 to 20; daily, five hours. 

(5) Fine sewing.-By band and machine, fine mending, drawn work, ornamental 
needle-work of many kinds, crocheting and knitting of woolen garments. One 
teacher; cl~U>s of 10 to 20, mostly on custom work; daily, five hours. 

(6) Dressmaking.- Regular course of instructing ·in taking measures, cutting 
and fitting of dresses, cloa~, and shirts by a perfected professional system. Eight 
hours a. week, in two lessons, by a practical and experienced dressmaker from the 
city. 

(7) Advanced courses in cooking.-These are taken at the Milwaukee Cooking 
School, under Miss Hammond, a well-known teacher from the Boston School of 
Cookery. Three classes, of 8 each, have attended one-half day a week during the 
last winter,· taking up the regular practice lessons. This course was made possible 
for our girls by the contribution of the necessary funds ($8.00 per pupil for each 
course of twelve lessons) by a number of benevolent ladies of Milwaukee. In ad
dition to the lessons thus given, several girls at a time are under special instruction 
in the care of the sick and of little children ; and all the work of the sleeping-rooms, 
including sweeping, dusting, care of closets, bath-rooms, linen and bedding and 
house-cleaning, is taught in the early morning hours by three of the literary teachers. 

We desire to introduce, under instruction, the raising of fruitfl and garden vegeta
bles and bedding plants and flowers; but, although this could be made·at once a 
remunerative industt·y, we have so far been unable to afford the necessary expense 
for its outfit. Each of the girls bas her own small flower-bed, and many work in 
the garden and on the grounds at times. 

Uniformity of system is secured by the use in all departments of the text-book 
"Household Economy," published bylvison, Blakeman&Co. All work lessons are 
marked in pocket record books by the teachers in the same way as are the lessons 
from books in the school-rooms; and individual pJ:ogress is daily recorded. A 
larger book, with each girl's name, the departments of industry in which she has 
already been and the proficiency attained, is kept at the office. These reports, with 
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the promotions and appointments, are read before the school quarterly, the €ame as 
the conduct grade and school register. 

All industrial instruction is, as far as is possible, given in. the approved methods of 
the best cooking and sewing schools of our large cities. ,Each pupil goes through 
four industrial classes a year, unless obliged to turn back to complete the assigned 
lessons in book or practice. 

THE RECORD OF A. DAY. 

The time-table for the older families is substantially as foil ws: Immediately after 
breakfast, which is at 6 o'cloek in summer and 7 in winter, all are assembled in the 
main school-room, where, in addition to devotional exercises, a brief lesson in prac
tical morality is given by the superintendent. The kindergarten and primary schools 
remain for their early,sessions, while all others go by classes with teachers to theil.· 
r espective work-rooms, where, with two short recesses at 10 and l2 o'clock and forty- · 
five minutes for dinner, work lessons are continued until 2 p.m. The working 
apron is then exchanged tor school dress ; and at 2.30 1\ll departments of the literary 
schools are in session until 5 in winter and 5.30 in summer. After an hour and a 
quarter for supper and recreation, the ~vening is given to the preparation of les
sons for the next day. 

I should apologize for being·so explicit, had I not been urged by some recent cor
respondents to give full details of the manner of our work. Perhaps no other school 
of the kind has been doing 'its domestic work in so systematic a way, though most 
of them do it, and do it well. But the regular classification and progression, the 
changes of exercises and instruction, by which from three to five hours daily can be 
given by· a girl to industrial lessons in various departments, taught from the book 
as well as in practice, while she is doing four hours' work in the school-room daily, 
is nowhere else to my knowledge so thoroughly carried out. * * * 

Our children come to us at all ages, from earliest babyhood up ·to ten years old 
for boys and sixteen for girls. The average age of children leaving us is about 
thirteen years, as many little· ones are given away for adoption. Girls leaving us 
beyond fourteen years of age have, almost without exception, entered upon there
ceipt of wages sufficient for their support. Many not yet of age have considerable 
sums in bank saved from their earnings. Most of these have gone into family ser
vice, a few as seamstresses and nursery governesses, and three have been school 
teachers. Four have become industrial teachers in other institutions. Twelve in 
all have become paid assistants in our own. . 

The school is but ten years old, and the majority of the 320 'it hns dismissed are 
yet minors; but 17 are happily married, and almost without exception good house
keepers, exemplifying the truth of the provtrb, '' Her husband also, and he praiseth 
her." 

PRACTICAL CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, I think we may reasonably claim: 
(1) That ordinary domestic employments can be systematically graded and taught 

for instructive purposes in schools for dependent children and girls. 
(2) That girls neglected in their earliest years can by such training have better 

prospects for honorable self-support than with ordinary family instruction. 
(S) That such a system of industrial education can be carried on with very limited 

means; and that, with judgment and care, all features introduced as purely educa
tional, the results not being needed for the school's use, can be made considerably 
more than self-supporting. 

(4) That in schools for children averaging under fourteen years of age industrial 
employment could not and should not be expected to bear any considerable part of 
the support of the institution. 

ART- VOL 2--2:~ 



CHAPTER XVIII. 

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS AS A PART OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL 
SYSTEM. 

The origin ·of the typical· Manual Training School iii the United States-The· first 
free public manual training school established in Baltimore. Maryland- Various 
forms of special schools incorporating manual training features, established in 
different cities-Public Manual Training sch!)Ols in Baltimore, Toledo, Omaha, 
Philadelphia, Cleveland-The first public suggestion.of adopting these schools 
as a part 9f the public school system· made by Ron. M.A. Newell, State Superin
tendent of Maryland- The introduction of the typical manual training schools 
in the United States due to President Runkle, of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, and to Professor C. M. Woodward, of the Washington University, 
Sai.D.t Louis, Missouri, just as the like introduction of Industrial Art Drawing in 
.the schools of Massachusetts \Vas due to Superintendent John D. Philbrick, 
C. C. Perkins, Esq., and Professor Walter Smith-:-To Presidents Francis A. 
Walker and William G:Eliot credit is due for their support of the new education 
in the schools attached to their institutions - Reference to the incorporated schools 
.of Boston, Chicago, and Safut Louis-The niovement for establishing similar 
schools as· regular public schools in various cities-The Baltimore Manual Train
ing. School-President John T. Morris, of the City Board, active in promoting the 
new school-Early movements in promotion of-Professor Woodward invited to 
deliver an address at Johns Hopkins University-, President Gilman heartily en
doxses this movement- Approved by city authorities in 1883-First circulars and 
programmes - School opened March 3, 1884-History of first weeks-Visits to the 
school - The school visits Washington-Respects paid to General Eaton, United 
States Commissioner of Education- Machinery for metal working added to the 
school plant-List of officers and teachers for 1884-Report of the Director for the 
year 1884-Dh·ec~r Grady retires from the school in January, 1886-Mr. John D. 
Ford, P. A. E., U.S. N., appointed as Principal of the s9hool-Ex:tracts from sec
ond catalogue-List of officers and teachers for 1886-'87-state Board of Educa
tion Report for 1885 pronounces the school a success-Extracts from catalogues 
·and annual report-s from 18'34 to 1888-Description of the school at work, in 
leading city journals-Preparatory Department added in 1887- '88-Post-Graduate 
class in Mechanical Engineering opened in 1888-Programmes of courses of study
Financial statement by years-List of City School Board officials-List of .In
structors for 1888-'89- The Toledo Manual Training School, Toledo, Ohio
Description of, by Superintendent Compton- Mr. Jesup W. Scott founded "The 
Toledo University of Arts and Trades," the Directors of which subsequently 
united with the city school authorities, and the Toledo Manual Training School, 
now one of the free public schools of the city, is the result-Address by Col. 
Augustus Jacobson, of Chicago, at the inauguration of this Public Manual Train
ing School-Extracts from reports giving history in detail-Details of courses of 
study both for girls and boys-Evening schools attached-Omaha, Nebraska.-1\ian
ual Training School established in October, 1885-Attached to City High School-
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Extracts from reports by City Superintendent and by Committee on Manual 
Training- Manual Training School of Philadelphia founded in 1885-Extracts 
from report by President Steel, of City Board of Education-Description of build
ing-Report of Principal Robert Ora wford-Extracts from city ord.ir).ances and by
laws of the Board of Education-Cleveland, Ohio-The example of Toledo leads 
to action by public-spirited citizens-A private Manual Training School estab
lished in June, 1885-Stateme~t of City Superintendent Day, reciting history of 
the· movement which has resulted .in giving to the school children of Cleveland 
advantages similar to those enjoyed in Toledo-Details of course of study and 
methods of instruction-Extracts from the report of the discussion in the city Board 
of Education on the proposition to utilize this school for teaching the public High . 
School pupils- A letter from a citizen urging the adoption of some form of in
dustrial n·aining. in schools of lower grades. 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION. 

While the genesis of the typical manual training schools of the 
.country. is clearly traceable to their Russian prototypes, and the 
general movement towards a further development of industrial 
training in the common schools of the people is due to the success 
attending the general introduction of industrial art drawing in the 
schools, the further step of adopting the technical manual training 
school ,as one of the recognized schools of a city was first taken in 
Baltimore. This example has already borne fruit~ and .I have thought 
it well to group these similar schools together in a chapter. 

The cities in which schoo]s of this class have already been estab
lished are Baltimore, Toledo, .Omaha, Philadelphia and Cleveland, 
given i.J:l order of date of their opening. Each schoql differs in some 
respects from its fellow, though ali have a strong family likeness. 

T.he Baltimore school closely resembles its models, the St. LouiE! 
and Boston schools, differing in the fact that this is a recognized 
public · free school, while they are largely if. not wholly supported 
by tuition fees~ The school in Toledo, Ohio, now a public school, 
was founded as an incorporated endowed technical school, and owes 
its origin to a generous public-spirited citizen and ·his heirs; so that 
the city of Toledo, in adopting this as one of their public schools, 
had the advantage of receiving as a free gift a very substantial prop
erty. The city of Omaha, after investigating the St. Louis school, 
decided to adt>pt that as a model, and to attach the school to their 
high school as an integral part of the machinery of that school, and 
claims tp be the first city to have done this. Philadelphia has foL 
lowed more closely the prior example of Baltimore, and established a 
separate manual training school, as a distinctive species of high school. 
. In a previous chapter the initiation of the movement which in Bal
timore culminated in the founding of the new form of schools·was 
credited largely to the teaching of Superintendent Newell in public 
addresses, first as president of the National Educational Association 
at Louisville and subsequently on other occasiow 
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THE PIONEERS IN ADVOCATING THIS NEW CLASS OF SCHOOLS. 

While the suggestion of adopting these schools as an integral part 
of the free public school system throughout the country is largely 
due, as we have seen, to Superintendent Newell of Maryland, the first 
introduction and· popularization in the United States of the manual 
training schools themselves, as a clas.s of special technical schools, 
is primarialy due to Ex-President Runkle, of the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology, and to Professor C. M. Woodward, of the 
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri. By publications, ad
dresses; and most of all by successful demonstration, both at Pro
fessor Woodward's school in St. Louis arid Professor Ordway's . 
classes in Boston, these two advocates did for manual training 
schools what the late Charles C. P erkins, Esq., Superintendent 
John D. Philbrick, and Professor Walter Smith had done for the 
successful introduction and popularization of industrial art drawing 
in the schools of Massachusetts. 

To President William G. Eliot, of Washington University, and to 
President ·Francis A. Walker, who succeeded President Runkle in 
charge of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, every credit is 
due for loyal, unwavering support of those directly in charge of the 
schools as well as for their public advocacy on all proper occasions. 

The use made of Professor Woodward's published arguments and 
programmes of courses of study in the different cities and towns 
when the new movement is first advocated, while it tends somewhat 
to a monotonous sameness in their publications, bears emphatic testi
mony to the fact of the pioneer services of this enthusiastic advo
cate of the new system. So, in the early years of the drawing 
movement, there was nothing authoritative to be found outsid.e the 
spoken and printed words of Walter Smith. These men have thus set 
their marks upon the new movements, just as Columbus, Livingstone, 
and Stanley impress theirs upon the virgin Continents. 

The desirableness of establishing this class of schools as a part of 
the public school system of large towns and cities is now on trial; 
the rapidity with which the example of Baltimore has been followed 
indicates that, in the judgment of many, the experiment is regarded 
as successful. 

WHERE THESE PIONEER SCHOOLS ARE SITUATED. 

In St. Louis, Boston. and Chicago are admirable incorporated 
schools of this class, to be described later in this Report, which have 
been, as frequently stated in these pages, the models after which the 
public Manual Training Schools have been copied. Similar schools 
have been recently established in the Ohio cities . of Cincinnati aud 
Cleveland. None of these incorporated schools are connected with 
the system of public free schools, with the exception of the one iu 
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Cleveland, which was first started in a small way in February, 1885, 
with such satisfactory results that in March, 1887, the Board of Edu
cation of that city petitioned the Legislature for authority to levy a 
special tax, to enable them to send pupils from the public schools to 
this special school; and a law authorizing the tax was passed 41 
April, 1887. 

THE MOVEMENT FOR ADOPTION OF SIMILAR SCHOOLS AS A PART OF 

THE SYSTEM OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

In addition to the establishing of the public high class schools 
modelled after these pioneer institutions, a number of cities and 
towns, not yet ready for various reasons to establish such separate 
schools have as already stated, adopted some 'of the salient features 
of these schools, in their higher grades; so that various experini,ents, 
in what may, perhaps, be properly termed Secondary Industrial Edu
cation, are now being tried in many different centres. 

The history of the preliminary steps taken to establish public free 
Manual Training Schools in the five cities named, with full details 
of the methods and courses of study adopted by these schools, will 
now be given as fully as it is possible to do from the data obtained. 

At risk of much.repetition, the details of courses of study and of 
daily programmes of lessons, are given of each school, so that thpse 
interested in investigating this novel movement in education IP,ay 
find here the material for definite study and close comparison· of 
methods. 

I am greatly indebted to the- courtesy of the principals and trus
tees of these schools for the facilities and aid so freely furnished. 

THE BALTIMORE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

When, after careful investigation and due conside1•ation of the 
subject of introducing some form of training in Inaustrial Educa
tion as an integral part of the public school system of the city, the 
Baltimore school authorities finally decided to undertake the experi
ment, the Manual School of TheW ashington University, Saint Louis, 
under the charge of Professor Woodward, was fixed on as the model 
of their proposed· school. In the autumn of 1883, when their plan 
had been fully matured it was presented to the city authorities, who 
approved it and empowered the School Board to open their experi
mental school, as hereinafter recited. The subject was discussed in 
the public pr ess and much interest awakened. Finally Professor 
Woodward was invited to t he city to deliver an address setting forth 
the plan, object, methods, and success of the school under his charge. 
This address was delivered at the J ohns Hopkins University to an 
audience comprising many of the city officials, t he School Board, and 
the active friends of education. President Gilman warmly endorsed 
the proposed movement. 
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The address of Professor Woodward 1Vas listened to with g:r,eat in
terest, and the proposed new departure in education was welcomed 
with enthusiasm. · 
. · An account of the action taken b.y the city authorities, which pre
ceded, and which prepared the community for this public demonstra
tion in favor of the new educational movement, as shown in the 
records of official proceedings, will now be given. 

The resolution appointing a committee of the Board of Education 
with instructions to examine into and report upon the proposition to 
introduce industrial training in the public schools of Baltimore, with 
tne report made by the committee, which follow, are given in the 
catalogues of the school. .. 

APRIL 24, 1883. 
In the Board of School CommissionerS, Mr·. Joshua Plaskitt offered a resolution, 

which was seconded by Mr. John P. Poe, and adopted: setting forth that it is well
known that a number of the boys and girls leave the public schools of Baltimore 
·without any knowledge of the mechanic arts or other industrial pursuits, and 'find 
themselves at once in f£ont of the realities of life, destitute of the means of earn
ing a livelihood; and that it is~ known that such boys and girls are unable to appiy 
the principles taught them to practical advantage in life, and that, in order to fit 
them· as quickly as possible for self-support, the subject be referred to· a con)mittee 
of three. for investigation and report. The .committee appointed were Messrs. 
J~hua Plaskitt, James W. Bowers, and John P. :Jlancock; Messrs. John T. Morris, 
Henry A. Wise, and Charles G. Edwards were added to the committee. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE. 

JUNE 19, 1883. 
The undersigned committee to whom was referred the resolution of inquiring as 

to the expediency of introducing industrial instruction into the public schools of 
this city, respectfully submit the following report: 

The committee have carefully considered the subject and ha~e obtained consid
er~ble information by correspondence, as well as by personal interviews with some 
who have knowledge of this kind of instruction and its results, and from all the 
information thus obtained from those various souxces, they have concluded that it 
would be expedient to establish a school for Manual Education under the supervis
ion of this Board. 

There seems to be but little difference of opinion among educators upon the sub
ject, all agreeing that it is expedient and proper to furnish instruction adapted to 
the wants of the future artisans, as well as to those who intend to enter the learned 
professions, but there is a difference of views as to the best method of accomplish
ing ~he desired results. 

A knowledge of some form of industrial labor is as necessary as a knowledge of 
books; and as the State and city acknowledge their obligations to teach children to 
read and write, they cannot deny their obligation to teach them to work, as the 
latter is as essential for the public welfare as the former. 

It is undoubtedly true that the best and most popular system of public education 
is that which furnishes such practical instruction to the pupils of the school as will 
best fit them to perform successfully their duties and obligations to society in wha~ 
ever sphere they may be placed. 

Only a small portion of those who receive their education in· the public schools 
ever enter tho professions, but the large number become al'tisans and adopt me
chanical occupations for their future support. 
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In new of this fact, it would seem proper that this latter class should have such 
facilities furnished at public expense, as would enable them to accomplish the best 
results, both for their own benefit and that of the community in which they live. 

The public school systems are effecting grand results by the general diffusion of 
knowledge among the people, but it is the belief of many that even better results 
can be realized if to their departments of language and science and mathematics, 
there be added a department of Manual Education, to which all may have admis-. 
sion who have the proper qualifications and who desire that kind of instruction. 

It is not intended by the introduction of this department of instruction, to tum 
the schools into work-shops, but the purpose is training of the pupils, and not edu
cating them for any special trades. The result of this system of manual training 
would be the production of a class of skilled artisans in our community who would 
be able to design and perform much of the work which is done now by foreign 
artisans. It would foster a high appreciation of the dignity and value of intelli-· 
gent labor, and would remove the prejudice which now exists between professional 
and mechanical labor. · 

The exi>eriment of manual education has been successfully tried in other cities, 
and we believe that public sentiment would justify the establishment of a school 
for that purpose in this city. It could be located near the centre of the city, in one· 
of our public school houses, or some other convenient building: 

Pupils from the first class of the Male Grammar Schools ot· the City College or: 
suitable age, could be admitted, after they have left those schools, and the period 
of instruction could be according to the wants of the pupils. 

It is not necessary in this 1·eport to mention all the details of management of the 
proposed school as they could be prepared by the proper committee in charge, after 
authority ·has been obtained to establish such school. 

.As the establishing of a school for this purpose is not embraced within the ordi
nances relating to public schools in this city, and, as there would necessarily be ex
penses beyond the present appropriation made for the support of the existing 
schools, we deem it proper to recommend that an application be made to the City 
Council, asking for authority to establish the proposed school and for a special ap-
propriation for its support. . 

In addition to th:is manual training school f01' boys, we recommend that instruction 
iii sewing be given in such schools as may hereafter be designated by the boaru. Many 
petitions haYe heretofore been presented to the board requesting the introduction· 
of' sewing into the schools for girls, and we think that these requests can now be 
granted with great benefit to the girls, who are taught without any injurious inter
ference·with their other instruction. The committee respectfully submit this report 
and the accompanying re~olutions. 

JOSHUA PLASKITT. 
JAS. W. BOWERS. 
JNO. T. MORRIS. 
HENRY A. WISE. 

Resolved, That the Committee on Conference be authorized and requested to a.p-· 
ply to the City Council for permission to establish a School for Manual Education 
for the use of the male pupils of th<l Public Schools, under supervision of the Board 
of Commissioners, and to request that an appropriation be made for the payment 
of the expenses of said $Chool. · 

OCTOBER, 1883. 
The City Council, at the instance of John B. Wentz, Esq., directed the Board of 

Commissioners to establish a school for manun.l training by the enactment of the 
following ordinance: [See below.) 

The following circular, issued in January, 1884, by direction of the 
Board of Sclwol Commissioners, contains the ordinance just referred 
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to authorizing the establishment of the school, and a description of 
the proposed school, with a progl.'amme of studies: 

Baltimor_e Manual Training School, located on Courtland street, in No: 9 School 
Building, was established by. the Board of School Commissioners, under the follow
ing direction and authority of the Mayor and City Council: 

An Ordinance to empower the Board of Oommissioners of Public Schools of Bal
. . timore Oity tq establish a School for Manual Training. 

SECTION 1. Be it en.tcted and ordained by the Mayor and Oity Oouncil of Balti
more, ·That the Board of Comm.issioners of Public Schools of Baltimore City be, and 
they are hereby authorized and directed to establish in the city of Baltimore, in 
some convenient locality, as near the centre of the city as possible, a School for 
Manual Training, under such name or title as said Board shall select. 

S:&c. 2. And be it further enacted and ordained, That said school shall be open 
to the children of the citizens and bona fide residents of the city of Baltimore, and 
that the admission to said B!}hool shall be regulated by the law now existing for the 
admission of.pupils to the public schools of the city of Baltin1ore, except in so far 
as changed by this ordinance. 

SEc. 3. And be it further enacted and ordained,. That the age and qualifications 
. for admission to said school shall be fixed and prescribed by said School Board; pro

vided, that the fee for the use df tools and materials for pupils, who are the children 
- of residents or citizens of Baltimore, shall not exceed one dollar each per scholastic 

. I 
quarter. . 

SEc. 4. And be it further enacted and "ordained, That pupils from other places 
may be admitted to said school upon such terms and conditions and upon payment 
of such fees as said Board shall prescribe. 

SEc. 5. And IJe it further enacted and ordained, That this ordinance shall take 
effect from th~ day of its passage. 

Approved October 20, 1883. 
WM. PINKNEY WHYTE, Mayor. 

Oommittee on Industrial Education.-Joahua Plaskitt, Chairman; James W. 
Bowers; John F. Hancock; John T. Morris, President; Henry .A. Wise, Superin-. 
tendent; Charles G. Edwards; Assistant Superintendent. 

OBJECT. 

The object of the school is as follows: Instruction and practice in the use of tools, 
and such instruction as may be deemed necessary in mathematics, drawing, and 
the English branches of a high school course. The tool instruction, as at present 
contemplated, shall include carpentry, wood turning, pattern making, iron chip
ping and filing, forge work, brazing and soldering, the use of machine shop tools, 
and such other instruction of a similar character as may be deemed advisable to add 
to the foregoing from time to time, it being the intention to divide the working 
hours of the students, as nearly as possible; equally between manual and mental 
exercises. 

The Baltimore Manual Training School differs from the City College in omitting 
from its required studies foreign and ancient languages, in giving prominence to 
mechanical drawing, and particularly in aff rding scientific instruction and actual 
practice in the care and use of tools. 

COURSE OF STUDY. 

The following course of study is proposed, subject to whatever changes experience 
may dictate: 
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Ji'ir~t Year. 

Arithemetic, Algebra; English Language, History; Physiology, Physical Geog
raphy; Free-hand and Mechanical Drawing. 

Shopwork.-Carpentry, Wood Carving, Wood Turning, Pattern Making. Proper 
Care and Use of Tools. 

Second Year. 

Algebra, Plane Geometry; Physics, Mechanics; History, Literature; Geometrical 
and ?tfechanical Drawing. 

Shopwork.-Forging, Welding, Tempering, Soldering, Brazing. 

1'hird Year. 

Geometry, Plane Tl·igonometry, Book-keeping; Literature, Political Economy, 
Civil Government; Mechanics, Chemistry; Machine and Architectural Drawing. 

Machine Shop Work, such as Fitting, Turning, Drilling, Planing," etc. Study of 
Machinery, including the Management and Care of Steam Engines and Boillli'S. 

Throughout the course, about one hour per day will be given to drawing, and 
about two hours per day to shopwork. The remaindllr of the school day will be de
voted to study and recitation. Before graduating, each pupil will be required to 
construct a machine from drawings and patterns made by himself. A diploma will 
be given upon graduation. 

ADMISSION. 

Candidates for admission must be at least fourteen years of age, and must present 
sufficient evidence of good moral character. They must pass a satisfactory exami
nation in reading, spelling, writing, geogr~phy, English composition, and the fun
damental operations of arithmetic as applied to integers, common and decimal frac
tions, and denominate numbers. Ability to use the English language correctly 
is especially desired. Boys fourteen years of age, who are members of the City Col
lege, or pupils in the first grade of a Grammar or ''Public School," will be admitted 
without examination upon the recommendation of their Principal. 

EXPENSES. 

The fee for the use of books, stationery, tools and material will be at the rate of 
one dollar per quarter for each resident pupil. Free permits may be granted by the 
Committee, when necessary, upon application of the parent or guardian. 

The charge to non-resident pupils will be $12.60 per quarter. 

GENERAL. 

The school does not teach trades. Its aim is more comprehensive-it lays the 
foundation for many trades, and at the same time recognizes the value of intellect
ual discipline. 

It is not assumed that every boy who enters this school will be a me,chanic. 
Some will find that they have no taste for manual arts, and will turn into other 
paths-law, medicine or literature. Some, who develop both natural skill and strong 
intellectual powers, will push on through the Polytechnic School into the higher 
realms of professional life, as engineers or scientists. Others will find their greatest 
usefulness as well as highest happiness in some branch of mechanical work into 
which they will readily step when they leave school. All will gain intellectually 
by their experience in contact with things. The general result will be an increasing 
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interest in manufacturing pursuits, more intelligent mechanics, more successful 
manufacturers, better lawyers, more skillful physicians, and more useful citizens. 

For further information, or for circulars, application may be made by mail, or 
otherwise, to The Baltimore Manual Training SChool, care of 

· · BALTiliORE, January 14, 1884. 

HENRY A. WISE, 
·superintendent Public Schools. 

NoTE.-Recognizing the success of the school in Saint.Louis under Dr. Wood
ward, this circular provides for the establishment of a. school on the sa.me p\an. 

LOCATION OF THE NEW SCHOOLS. 

The Public School Building, formerly occupied by primary school 
No. 9, situated in Courtland street, a central position, was selected 
for the use of the new school; the lower story was arranged for work
shops and furnished with carpenters' ben(?hes, as only wood working 
was to be undertaken at first. -· · 
· The organizaiion of the school ·was effected by the ·appointment of 

a Director or Head master at a salary of $1,800, and two instructors 
hi the mechanical department at salaries of $1,200 each. An officer 
of the E:ri.giri~ers was detailed bv the Secretary of the Navy, who was 
to take charge of the i:Qstruction m Drawing, and who also received 
a. small salary from the schooi 

· _ OPENING OF THE SCHOOL. 

The school was opened on Mond;y March 3, 1884, with an attend
ance of 60 pupils, all that could then be well received. The house 
will accommodate 150, but, for the first year, the number is to be 
limited to 75. The drawing and recitation rooms are all that could 
be desired and are fitted. up with all needed appliances in the way of 
desks, black-boards, maps, etc. The drawing-boards and some other 
~pplian~es were made in the school, mostly by the pupils, and, besides 
effecting an appreciable economy, are _proof of the rapidity with 
which facility in the simpler mechanics may be acquired. 

A visit to the school some six weeks after its opening showed a 
very promising. condition of affairs; the school is practically a high 
school with w9rk rooms attached .. Great interest and enthusiasm 
in their work was sh,own by instructors and pupils.. Certain practi- · 
cal details of management, affecting the conditions for entering the 
school and the grading of pupils, remain to be systematized before 
the plan can be pronounced wholly practical and applicable to all 
public school systems, but the difficulties seem by no means insuper
able, and the promising experiment of an industrial High school as 
part of the school system, first inaugurated in Baltimore by President 
John T. Morris and his colleagues on the City Board of School Com
missioners, will be attentively watched by all interested in this new 
development of public education. 
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IMPORTANCE OF THIS EXPERIMENT. 

It is because this. is the creating of a ne'o/·class of schools, where~ 
the experiment in the DWight School Building of Boston was only 
the opening of rooms where public school pupils could attend foi: 
manual training, that I have called the Baltimore enterprise a "firs~ 
experiment." . 

It is in the line of the Dwight School experiment, it is true, as it 
is of the manual training schools of the Massachusetts Institute o~ 
Technology and, avowedly, of the Saint Louis Manual School; but 
it is different from each and all of these, in that it is the first attempt 
to embody the' class of sc4ools of which the two last mentioned ~re 
trpes into the public school system of the :United States. In this 
A9pect the experiment is a very important one, and much may· de,_ 
pend upon its success or failure. · 
· That boys can be successfully taught iri "Manual Training Schools" 
is shown by the results obtained in ·the two representative schools of 
Boston and Saint Louis, as given later in this Report. Whether simi
lar schools can-be established as a permanent feature in the system 
ot the Public .S.chools of the country, is the question which is at issue 
iii this Baltimore experiment. 

·INTEREST TAKEN IN THE SCHOOL BY THE PUBLIC. 

The school has had many visitors, not only of citizens interested 
to mark the progress of the new experiment, but of educators fro.m 
other places. 

Colonel Legg,.. eh&innan. of the Legislative Committee on Educa-. 
tion, who; in the course of his official duties, reported favorably the 

·bill to establish such a school as a part of the public school system 
of Baltimore, visited it on the 29th of April, 1884, and, in the course 
of a few words of encouragement and advice addressed to the boys, 
referred to his own part in establishing the school as "an act of his 
public life of which he was now and hoped ever to be proud." On 
another occasion, General Bradley T. Johnson, who has .shown his 
interest in a like phase of education by delivering a public address 
at the commencement of the Maryland Institute Schools, said: "I: 
am gla~no see you boys in this school, and I congratulate the city. 
and the State on having such an institution." * * * After severely 
criticising the shortcomings and .mistaken processes of ordinary pub-
lic schools, and instancing the Greeks and Romans as happily blend-. 
ing physical and intellectual culture-illustrations hardly applicable 
to the present time and conditions~he closes by saying, "I hope that · 
this will be the beginning in Maryland of a systematic, intelligent 
effort at the union of physical training with book learning, and that 
you boys will in all your lives feel the benefit of the real, genuine 
education you will get here." 
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On another occasion General Eaton, the UJ!ited States Commis
sioner of Education, viSited the school, and said a few informal words 
of encouragement. · · 

It has been the practice of the instructors to take the boys on oc
casional visits to the great railroad machine shops and to the other 
mechanical establishments in the city and vicinity. 

Subsequently, as a part of their scho.ol work, the boys are all re
quired to give an account of these visits, both by drawings and by 
written or verbal descriptions. 

THE SCHOOL -VISITS WASHINGTON. 

On Saturday, May 17, 1884, a similar trip of inspection was made 
to Washington; the Navy-Yard, the Bureau of Engraving and Print
ing, and the National Museum, were visited in turn; a call was then 
made on the Commissioner of Education and the boys went through 
their drill before the building; showing by the precision and rapidity 
of their s·everal evolutions tlie effects of admirable training. 

The Commissioner spoke to them a few genial words and received, 
in return; the hearty cheers of the boys. 

While they marched well and seemed full of aillmation and intelli
gence, one could but observe the large-proportion of small boys, evi
dently under ago or under size; ~his apparent want of requisite 
strength seemed to argue ill for their success when put at heavy 
work. -

Sufficient muscular development and maturity will evidently have 
to be taken into account as requisite qualifications for entrance to 
these new schools; while the difficulty of grading classes, where 
mental capacity and proficiency, as well as physical qualifications, 
are factors of the problem, will be greatly enhanced. 

Over-pressure of youthful muscles is no more desirable than over
pressure of youthful brains-and a certain maturity of mind and 
body must be 11.aturally attained before certain tasks, either mental 
o_r physica,.l, ca~ be safely undertaken. · · 

If these conditions are unheeded it is safe to predict a speedy col
lapse of the attempt to engraft workshops upon the public schools; 
on the other hand; if the promoters of this new enterprise will rigidly 
insist that the experiment shall only be tried upon boys of sufficient 
age, strength, and tendencies, to render them fair subjects for the 
proposed tests, they will give the new system a fair trial. All know 
that age is no sure criterion of strength or endurance; often it hap
pens that one boy of fifteen years of age is as large and as str{mg as 
another of eighteen or nineteen ye·ars; unless these facts are recog
nized and respected the experiment is foredoomE;ld to failure. 

These conditions do not seem to have been considered i:n the selec
tion of pupils admitted to the Baltimore Manual Training School on 
its first opening. 
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Where State legislators and city educational autho·rities have shown 
liberality and enterprise s~ch as has, in this instance, been shown by 
those of Maryland and Baltimore, it seems doubly important that n·o 
unfair or impossible conditions should be suffered to put in jeopardy 
the result; because, if this school fails the failure will long retard, 
if not wholly prevent, any further developments in this direction. 
It is therefore important not only to Baltimore but to the whole 
country that every precaution should be taken to insure to this ex
periment every condition of. success: 

ADDITIONS TO THE SCHOOL PLANT. 

The Committee of the Board of Commissioners in charge of the 
school, being so far satisfied with the results of the first few months 
of the school, reported in favor of completing the mechanical plant 
by adding a steam engine with all appliances for the use of power, 
and the lathes, etc., needed for metal-working. 

The School Board, after full consideration and discussion, adopted 
on May 20, 1884, the report of the Committee, and with only a single 
negative vote appropriated the sum of $3,000 for the above purpose. 

This secures for this school the steam power and machinery neces
sary for full training in wood and metal working, so that it should 
start upon the second year of the experiment fully equipped with all 

. requisite appliances. -
The Board of Commissioners of Public Scho~ls of Baltimore, Mary-· 

land, numbers twenty members-one from each ward of the city. 

OFFICERS OF THE BOARD FOR 1884. 

JOHN T. MORRis; President. . 
H ENRY M. CowLEs, Secretary. 
H ENRY A. W ISE, Superintendent. 
CHARLES G. EDWARDS, Assistant Superintendent. 

There are twenty-two committees of the Board. 

COMMITTEE IN CHARGE OF MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

Messrs. JOSHUA A. PLASKITT, JOHN B. WENTZ, JAMES W . BOWERS, and the Presi
dent, Superintendent, and Assistant Superintendent. 

COMMITTEE ON DRAWING. 

Messrs. WILLIAM E. ADDISON, CALVIN J. KING, GEORGE H. BUDEKE, JOHN P. 
POE, J OHN T. FOLEY. 

LIST OF INSTRUCTORS OF THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR 1884. ' 

Dr. RICHARD GRADY, Director of the School- English , Mathematics, Physiology, 
History; Passed Assistant Engineer JOHN D. FORD, U. S. Navy-Physics and Ar
chitectural Mechanical Drawing and Designing; WILLIAM DUGENT, head of mE.'tal 
department; JAMES H. W. ONION, head of wood-working department; Dr. C. F . 
PEI\CIV AL, head of m-usical department, 
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The foregoing -account of the Baltimore Manual Training School 
closes with .the end of the first three months· after its opening, at 
which time -the manuscript of the present volume of this Report .was 
completed.for the press. 'l'he hindrances to the earlier publication 
of this ~port, fully referred to on page ·XXII of the Introduction 
to Part I and since continued, have given the _ opportunity of bring
ing the ·histories of the several institutions comprised in this second 
v.olume down to a much later date. 
· The State Superintendent of Edu$lation -of Maryland, Hon. M . . A. 
Newell, in his annual Report of the State Board of Education for the 
year 1884, after reciting that the year is notable from the fact that 
~l;i,e text-books are now furnished to pupils in .the public schools "in 
~he same way as desks, black-boards, and pencils, and that the schools 
~t last are really free," thu~ refers to t;he new departure in education 
ip.a~gurated by the opening of the Manua.l Training School: 

:.MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

· The second noteworthy step was the establishment of the Manual Training School. 
·This is the first instap.ce of a school of this kind and grade bemg opened and con
ducted under the authority and control of the public "school authorities, ii.n.d its his
tory and progress are consequently watched with great interest. I have therefore 
given in the appendix tO this report the fJl)l and interesting account of the school, 
~dly furnished by the director, Dr. Richard Grady. 

"The S.uperintendent in this annual report also urges most forcibly 
the need for a "Night School 'for Manual Training," since, only in 
this way, Qan a large class of boys who stand in especial need of such 
teaching be reached. 

The following is the report of Dr. Grady, giving the history of the 
first year of the sc;:hool, to .which the Superintendent refers. The 
plans .of the school rooms and work rooms, which occupy the ground 
floor and second story of the large building, which accompany the 
report, are here omitted: 

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE BALTIMORE MANuAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

To_ the Superintendent of Public Instruction: 
SIR: In accordance with your request to prepare a summary of the history and 

work of the Baltimore Manual Training School, I have the honor to transmit to you 
the following: · 

HISTORICAL SKETCH. 

· April23, 1883, Messrs. Joshua Plaskitt, James W. Bowers, and John F. Hancock 
were appointed a committee on industrial education. To the committee were added 
the Pr~ident of the Board of School Commissioners and the Superintendent and 

· the Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
September 28, 1883, •he undersigned prepared for the Baltimore Sun a resume of 

the information submitted to the committee, giving the gist of the opinions and ar
guments developed and the suggestions and recommendations offered in relation to 
the establishment of the proposed manual training school. 

October 20, 1883, the City Council, at the instance of John B. Wentz, Esq., di-
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rected the Board of Commissioners of .Public Schools to establish a school for ml\ll-
ual training. · . · 

December 20, 1883, the writer was commiSsioned by the President of the Board 
of Commissioners of Public Schools to visit St. Louis and Chicago and inspect the 
manuaJ. training schools in those cities. He submitted a report on his return, which 
was published in the Baltimore· sun, January, 1884. . 

January 14, 1884, a prospectus of_ the school was published. Recognizing the suc
cess of the school in St. Louis, under Dr. Woodward, the circular provided for the 
establishment of a school on the same plan. 

January 81, 1884, on motion of Mr. Josh\J?o Plaskitt, the Gene~l Assembly of 
Maryland repealed. the Act passed in 1868, entitled '' Public Education," and enacted 
a section in lieu thereof that" the Mayor and City Council .of _Baltimore shall have 
full power and authority to establish in said city a system of free public schools 
which shall include a school or-schools for manual or indllStril!l training." 

February 4, 1884, Prof. Calvin M. Woodward," Dean of the Polytechnic School and 
Director of the Manual Training School of Washington University, St. Louis, de
livered an address, at Johns Hopkins University, on "'fhe Fruits of Manual.Trnin
ing." President D. C. Gilman had given the use qf Hopkins Hall to the Committee 
on Manual Training School, who had issued some five hundred invitations. John 
_T. Morris, Esq., President of the School Board, presided. 

THE WORK OF THE SCHOOL. 

March 3, 1884, the school passed "out of the stage of prospectus into the stage of 
existence." Our Baltimore Manual Training School is the first instance where a 
school entirely devoted to manual training has been organized on the same plan and 
grade as part of any public school system. It represents the last and boldest step 
that has been taken to relieve public education from the accusation that it is "un
practical," and its inception marks an era in·the educational history of Baltimore . . 

That there was a real demand for a manual training school in Baltimore is 
abundantly shown by the fact that hundreds of boys have sought admission. Al
though it was intended" not to have a class of more than forty or fifty pupils at 
first," so numerous were the applications for admission that the month of March 
closed with 62 students on roll, April with 80, June with 100, and September with 150. 

It will be remembered tliat boys fourteen years of age, members of the City Col
lege or pupils in the first grade of a gt·ammar or of a " public" school, were to be 
admitted without examination. One hundred and twenty-five out of the hundred 
and fifty students in attendance when the school closed in December had brought 
certificates signed by the principal of the Baltimore City College or the principal of 
a male grammar school, or the principal of a •' public" school. 

The course of study proposed for the first year-being subject to whatever 
changes experience might dictate-was enlarged by the addition of geometry and 
physics to the theoretical studies (arithmetic, algebra, English history, physical 
geography, physiology and drawing) to provide for the students who came fron1 
the first, second and third-year classes of the City College. To the shop-work (car
pentt·y and joinery) were added vise-work, forging, wood-turning and soldering, 
~nstruction in which continued to July 3rd only. In the absence of any rules or 
regulations, the administration of the school was exercised -through orders and in
structions received from the committee or its chairman. 

On the afternoon of June 12th there was the first exhibition of drawings made 
and shop-work done during the previous three months. -The " Training School 
Press" printed the invitations and programmes. St.1.te and city officials, parents 
and invited guests filled the hall. The programme consisted of two parts, as fol
lows: Part I. participated in by the students only, and Part II. by the President of 
the School Board, by the gentleman who framed the ordinance establishing the 
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11Chool, and by those whose sons were then enrolled as students ·of the school and 
had tested its usefulness. 

. . Order of exercises. 

PART L 

RlisSian hymn ... :. . . . . . . .... · ....................... . . . . . ... . .... By the School. 
Report of Visit to Pump House, Druid Hill Park ..... . ............. Master Griffith. 
Chorus- " Maryland's Ode to the Sable and Gold" ..... ...... · ....... By the School. 
Report of Visit to iceboat Latrobe ...•. ............................... Master Kines. 
Chorus-" Tpe Saws so Sharp and Bright". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... By the School. 
Report of Visit to Mount Clare ......... .... . . . ... ..... . .... . ...... . Master Reese. 
Chorus-" The Blacksmith" .. ... .......... .... ...... ............ .. By the School. 
Report of Visit to Loeb Raven .................................. . Master Thomas. 
Chorus-" One Mor~ River to Cross" ........ ....... ... . ........... By the School. 

·Report of V.isit to Washington .................................. ll!aster Kefauver. 
Chorus-" America." .................... . ....... ~· ................ By the School. 
Report of Visit to Printing Press Factory ...... .... . ......... Master Warrington. 
Report of Visit to Type Foundry .................................. Master Carter. 
Piano Duet ............. : ..................... .. .. . . . Masters Hughes and Bump. 
The Intellectual Department ........ ............. . .......... . .. Master Molinard. 
Chorus-" Farewell" .......................... _. .................. By the School.' 

PA.RT II. 

History of the School. .............. : ..... ; ... ........... . . . John T. Morris, Esq. 
Object of the School. ............. . ...... ..... ... .. ......... John B. Wentz, Esq. 

{ 

J. M. Carter, Esq. 
Success of. the School... .. . ........................ . .. . G. S. Griffith, Jr., Esq. 

D. F. Haynes, Esq. 

Presentation of Prizes. 

Competitive Drill and Marching. 

In September the school nun1bered 150 students, whose average age is fifteen 
years six months. They were formed into three classes, each containing 50. The 
school sessioll' (9 -a. m. to 2. SO .p. m.) was divided into three equal periods of one and 
one-half hours each, not counting from 12 m. t-o 1 p. m. A class, wl1en it went 
into the shops for instruction, was separated into two equal sections, 25 students 
going' to the wood-working department and 25 to the metal department, each sec
tion being under the care of a special teacher. The theoretical studies (arithmetic, 
algebra, geometry, English ltistory, physics, physiology, geography, and drawing) 
were taught to classes of 50. 

Septemrber 1, the mechanic art courses in carpentry, joinery, and vise-work in 
use in- the School of Mechanic Arts, Boston, were adopted. Their spirit and method 
have been faithfully adhered to, so that instruction in the shops has not been left 

· to accident or caprice. Mr. Dugent, instructor in the metal department, thus 
writes: "The meth<:d of teaching is to name and describe the various tools. 
and give practical instruction in the use of them. The system upon which we 
work is arranged so that the students at the vises have each u. piece of metal to 
work into a certain form. Each form is a lesson, and when one is completed an
other is given. I am 'Perfectly satisfied with the present system. The ad vantage of 
the above system is that it enables the instructor to compare the progress of the uif· 
ferent pupils so as to form an average." Mr. Onion, instructor in the wood-work
ing department, briefly reports as follows: "Five per cent. of material is spoiled"
" lessons are given in the use of wood-working tools"-" school work is com para· 
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tively better than outside work,._ .. method of teaching is (1) by cl~s instruction, 
(2) by individual instruction"-" I am satisfied with the present system of instruc
tion." 

All the students will pass successively in the first year (from September 1, 1884, 
to July 3, 1885) through the wood-working and metal shops. The 75 students who 
have been under instruction in carpentry and joinery will, on February 1C, 1885, 
after having spent half of the scholastic- year in the wood-working department, 
take the places of the 75 who up to that time will have been pun;uing the course 
in vise·work. 

COURSE IN WOOD WORKING. 

The lessons completed in the wood-working department are as follows: 
(1) Mitered frame. 
(2) Single open mortise and tenon. 
(3) Double open mortise and tenon. 
(4) Through mortise and tenon. 
(5) Line mortise and tenon. 
(6) Single open mortise and tenon with mitre joint. 
(7) Double open mortise and tenon with square and mitre joint. 
(8) Through mortise and tenon for rabbeted frame. 
(9) Through mortise an<l tenon for double rabbeted frame. 

(10) Brace joint with mortise and tenon. 
(11) Blind mortise and tenon with post. 
(12) Dowel joint. 
The lessons completed in the metal department are as follows (vise-work only, 

chipping and filing): 
(1) Rectangular Q.lock. 
(2) Rectangular block witli champered edges. 
(B) Octagon. 
(4) Slot joint (half finished). 
Small classes have also used the printing press, the papyrograph and· the type

writer. 
COURSE IN MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS. 

Past Assistant Engineer Ford thus reports his work: 
"Weekly recitations in Geometry, Trigonometry and Mensuration hn.ve been 

heard, and lectures given in Physics, and daily practice in drawing in periods vary
ing from 45 to 90 minutes each, to all students. 

"The students in A class have completed the first book of Geometry, those in B 
claJ?S are well advanced in the fir t book, and those in C class are just commencing 
the theorems. In Trigonometry the students of A class are studying the functions 
of the arc, and those of B and C classes are finishing-logarithms. 
· " In Mensuration the students of A. B and C classes are. studying the theory of 

Mmisuration from the notes of Haswell and Tautwine. 
"In Physics the students of A, B and C classes have advanced as far as the com

position and resolution of forces, from notes of A very and Ganot. Experiments 
with the instruments belonging to the school have been made when practicable. 
Without a laboratory and additional instrument'!, these experiments are necessarily 
not so complete as is desirable. Nearly all the necessary instruments could be 
made by the advanced students in the school, and as they are of high cost it is rec
ommended that they be so made. 

COURSE IN DRAWING. 

"The students have all been instructed in the use of the scale and ordinary draw
jug instruments, except in the use of the pen. '.l;'h\) dr;l.wing hlU! been of geome0 

ART-YO~ 2-24 . . .. 
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rical forms, joints, beams and trusses, besides working drawings "for the sh_ops. 
These have been sketched on a black-bo9.!'d, explained, the names _and fitting of the 
difierent parts noted, the sizes given, and all necessary calculations made, and a 
scale to which to work noted, when the work is executed to a scale on paper. It is 

. proposed to continue this system to include form and strength of materials and ar-
chitectural and mechanical constructions. In other words, the method is that of 
the best draughtmg moms. 

"A sub-class of the more advanced students of A class has made drawings of 
the difierent floors of the building occupied by this school, showing the present ar
rangement of tools and. machinery and the arrangement of the class rooms." 

The Director has given instruction in English language and literature, history, 
physiology, industrial geography and map-drawing, higher arithm~tic and algebra. 
The habit of diagramming, picturing and tabulating has been taught, and practi
cally-ours has been a" school without text-books." It is not proposed to follow so 
closely such a method of instruction, but it is believed tha~ the teacher who makes 
a free use of such teaching is the one from whom the scholars get their most help
ful items of knowledge, and to·whom they give in the end their warmest affection. 
The late assistant superintendent, whose son is a student in the school, thus wrote 
of the method of instruction: 

LETTER DESCRIPTIVE OF THE SCHOOL WORK. 

On returning up-stairs we passed through a room where the printing press was at 
work, and several boys were employed in setting the type for some printing matter 
to be used in the school. In the next room the rest of the boys were engaged in the · 

·study of History. The novel and interesting way in which tllis study is taught 
awakened the longing to have studied the annals of our country's·g'ories in a like 
manner. Not merely the dry facts of some by-gone event were here given Geography 
and History, • 'now and forever, one and inseparable," were not rudely torn asunder to 
be studied in a broken, fragmentary way. The mutual dependence they have upon 
one another was recognized, and by their union one of the most interesting studies 

. formed that ever delighted boyish hearts. The topic for the day happened to be the 
late civil war. On one of the black-boards was a map of the theah·e of war. The 
solid North, the solid South, and Maryland, Missouri and Kentucky, which, ~hough 
sympathizing with the South, joined the North, were each designated by a differ-

. ent color. West Virginia, as separating from the mother state, was also specially 
marked. The boys copied this map, and while doing so studied the products of the 
states, the contour of their surfaces, their climate and soil. · Next came the state of 
society existing in each, with the prevailing political parties, the relation each sec
tion bore to the National Government and to foreign countries, until finally the 
causes of the war stQod forth in bold relief, and each one saw and understood how 
inevitable was the conflict, and that, no matter how long postponed, there was only 
one way of settling the diff~rences in opinion caused by centuries of different edu
cation and experience. Here biography, the history of individual lives, stepped' in 
.and joined her charms to those of her sister studies. The boys, with ready sym
pathy, followed the lives of prominent commanders on either side, and identified 
their heroes, as far as possible, with the places in which some noble, daring action 
of theirs gleamed forth in proof of their greatness. Finally came the end of tho 
long struggle and its results, with the entire change in life and customs occasioned 
thereby. Thus the Revolutionary war, the war with England in 1812, the Mexican 
conflict, and the Franco-German war of 1870, have been studied, and surely the 
boys will remember more definitely the many victories due to American valor by 
being brought face to face with them in tlus way than by poring for months over 
musty volumes of dry facts, and the situation of towns and rivers is certainly more 
indelibly engraven Orl their memory by associating them witb the ~tiQnS through 
which they grew famous. 
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Physiology, too, that study all-important to man, is taught by means of draw
ings, which the boys are required to make, sometimes enlarging a einall woo.d cut 
into a chart two or three feet long. The structure of bones, the J?OSition of the 
muecles, the distribution of the nerves and the circulation onhe blood, all the vari
ous mOVE\ments aud functions of the organS Of the body, are thus expiiuned to them. 
'~:hey are·taught in tllis practical way how wonderful ill this ·outer garment of our 
soul, while at the same time they gain great proficiency in the use of that ,, universal 
language of the world." in which the Indian of the Western prairies may converse 
with the highly cultured sage of England or France, though neither understands 
what the other speaks ;_ by which the man of science may explain to the simplest 
and humblest peasant the most complicated and abstruse problema ; but without 
which he will continually be troubled to make himself understood, though he use 
the finest figures of language and the clearest logic. 

Surely all who have accompanied us will agree-that the motto of the echool, '' The 
cunning hand and cultivated brain," as there developed, is the thing to be sought 
after by all who expect to keep up in the race of humanity on the road of life, and 
that unless these two are taken equal account of by all educators, evil results are 
bound to follow and make themselv~ felt in the progress of the community. 

DISCIPLINE. 

The greatest care has been taken to foste1· a spirit of manliness and truthfulness 
and a high sense of duty among the students, and the discipline has been adnlinis
tered by an appeal to these feelings. In every instance where school property has 
been injured or destroyed by the students they have replaced the same. It has also 
been considered of the first importance to act in harmony with the parents. The 
faculty has ruled upon doubtful points of discipline as they arose, and this scrupu
lous procedure, while giving precedents for the future, has insured precision and 
consistency. · 

VISITORS. 

His excellency, the G<?vemor of Maryland; his honor, the Mayor of Baltimore; 
officers of educational institutions throughout the country; army and navy'officere; 
state and city officials; and others have visited the school . . 

EXCURSIONS. 

In aid of the practical studies of the school, and as a means of familiarizing the 
students with the actual details of work as is done in the School of Industrial Sci
ence, Boston, and similar schools; the students, with their teachers, made Saturday 
visits of inspection to-the Pump House in Druid Hill Park; the,Ice-Boat" La
trobe;" the shops of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad at Mount Clare; Loch Raven, 
Maryland Central Railroad; Navy Yard, Washington;' J. F. W. Dorman's printing 
press factory; John Ryan & Co.'s type foundry; E. L. Tunis & Co.'s planing mill; 
Smith & Wick's can factory; Isaac A. Shepherd & Co.'s iron foundry; Otto Duker 
& Co.'s lumber manufactory ; Naval Academy, Annapolis; Union Bridge and Pen
mar, Western Maryland Railroad; Poole & Hunt's iron foundry ; Wm. E. Hooper 
& Co.'s cotton factory ; Brush Electric Light Works; Wm. E. Woodall & Co.'s ship 
yard. Reports of the visits were handed in, which included descriptions and dia
grams of the objects seen. 

CONCLUSION. 

In the foregoing the effort has been to give clear and simple statements which tell 
their own story. The success of the enterprise has been beyond expectation, and it 
can not be denied that the school has been a praiseworthy experiment. 

Mr. WJU. Dugent !Wd Mr. J as. H."W. Onion, instructors, have been associated with 
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me from the day the school opened, and Past Assistant Engineer John D. Ford, U. 
S. Na;vy, entered on duty March 17th. These gentlemen have exerted all their 
ability, all their energy, all their skill, all their resources of whatever kind, in broad, 
heartY efforts to lll8.1ie the school a s~ccess. ' 

RiCHARD GRADY, 
Director. 

JANUARY 1, 1885. 

Du~ing the second year difficulties began to present themselves, 
and a conflict of opinion in regard to the management of the school 
was developed in the committee in charge. 

A large expense had been incurred. in providing the school with a 
full plant for working in metal, comprising a steam engine, planers 
and lathes for metal working, a cupola furnace for casting, etc. 

The·examination for admission to the school was made more strin
gent, as a year's experience had shown more clearly the conditions 
necessary for successful prosecution of the new methods. As the 
design of the school was not only to furnish to boys desiring it that 
knowledge of the use of tools no longer easily accessible to them as 
apprentices, but also to give to the community a class of boys fitted 
to become skilled workmen who should possess a far higher degree of 
trained intelligence than those who formerly had had only the train
ing of the old-time shop appren-tice boys, it seemed to the Director 
of the school, as well as. to some members of the School Board, 
proper that the entrance examination should be more stringent. 
Here were ample opportunities for differences of opinion: First, the 
large cost of the new plant suggested the desirableness of economies 
in other ways; and it was readily seen that a considerable sum could 
be saved by the simple expedient of abolishing the office and salary 
of the "Director;" second, by urging in justification of this propo
sition that the school should be more practical and give less of book 
knowledge . . Therefore, since few of the practical people who are 
elect13d members of boards of education can be expected to have any 
knowledge or conception that teaching is both a science and an art 
of which the best practical engineer, carpenter, or blacksmith may 
be wholly ignorant, this untenable proposition is most likely to meet 
with their support. · 

So it was not strange that in a report made by a special committee 
of the Board of Education the opinion was expressed that some of 
the studies taught, such as history, elementary physiology, and music, 
might be dispensed with. Why, indeed, should a mechanic care to 
know anything of the history of his race, or of the laws of his own · 
being, and above all why should his time be wasted on any training 
in music? 

A CHANGE IN THE ORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOL. 

The final recommendation of this committee was, in effect, that 
the office of ''Director" Qf tl!~ !?Ch9Ql1 who was also the special teache:t; . 
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of English, mathematics, physiology, and history, should be abol
ished, thus effecting an economy equal to the amount of his salary of 
$1,8_00. This was passed by a vote of thirteen yeas to seven nays. 

'l'HE COMMITTEE EQUALLY DIVIDED. 

It should be stated that there had been originally two reports made 
by the committee of 'four in charge of the school, each signed by two 
members and expressing very opposite judgment as to the condi~ion 
of the school and of the policy to "J:>e pursued, and also that the large 
majority of the parents of the boys attending the school united in 
petitioning the Board to a~low the organization of the school to con
tinue ·at least till the close of the scholastic year, an4 expressing 
strongly their estimation of the value of the training given and their 
confidence in the worth and faithfulness of all the teachers. As a 
result of the discussion drawn forth by the rival reports, the com
mittee resigned, and a new one of five members was elected. The 
committees had before been appointed by the President of the Board. 
The opponents. of the school as organized carried their entire ticket,' 
and the committee thus chosen brought in a unanim:ous report as . 
~~ . 

PROFESSOR WOODWARD, OF ST. LOUIS, REVIEWS THE SITlJATION. 

The antagonistic reports of the first committee were presented to 
the School Board of the city November 17, 1885, and the matter occu
pied the attention of the Board for several weeks and filled consid
erable space in the n~wspapers. In accordance with the passage of 
the resolution referred to, Dr. Grady's connection with the school 
te~minated early in January, 1886. Professor C. ·M. Woodward, 
principal of the Manual Training School of Washington University, 
St. Louis, after which the Ba.ltimore School was largely modelled, 

· reviewed the case in the columns of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat. 
Two of the points made, since they apply.to all similar schools, are 
quoted: · 

Again, the teachers were overloaded. A force of five teachers was given one 
hundred and fifty pupils, while the maximum should not have exceeded one hun
dred and ten. It has always been distinctly stated that one reason for the increased 
expense of a manual training school compared with a boys' school of the same 
grade with the manual elements omitted, arises from the increased number of 

' teachers required. In the St. Louis Manual, there are eleven teachers to two hun
dred and thirty boys. * * * 
. One committee reported to the School Board that, as the boys have at least a good 
grammar school education, manual training should be made the principal, and 
literary training the incidental feature, and the latter only in so far as it may be 

·auxiliary to the great object of the school. This committee evidently consider the 
great object of. the school to be to make mechanips with a minimum of literary and 
scientific cultivation. and a. modicum of military discipline. 
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He closes thus : 
A good school costs money, requires strong, well-trained teacbers and a suitable 

school plant. Baltimore certainly cannot expect to maintain ·a good manual train
ing 8chool on any other plan. 

Mr. Woodward also considered the placing the workshops in the 
base~ent of the building. as a serious mistake. It should perhaps 
be· stated that the building is on a ·hill side, so that part of the work
rooms are on the ground level. 

One of the features objected to was the military drill-it being 
claimed that the boys had exercise enough in their shop work, and 
therefore they did not require any special attention to physical ex
ercise, as might be· the case in ordinary schools . 
. . It is quite likely that in the early weeks of the school, before the 
fit.ting up of the shops were completed, the attention given to .drill 
may have seemed exce~sive. 
· In a· recent visit to the school one of the masters expressed the 
opinion to the writer that the few moments of drilling in the open air, 
with which the shop work was formerly varied, was most advan
tageous, basing hls opinion on the fact that since it wa.s discontinued 
there had been mu~h more complaint by the boys of headache and 
indisposition. He thought the relief from the close air heated by 
the forges, and from the noise of the machinery, obtained by the few 
minutes of drill in the open air, more than compensated, in the in
creased vigor of the boys, for the time allotted, while the influence 
of the military drill upon the carriage and bearing of the boys, and 
the good effect of the discipline, was apparent. 

As the difficulties and conflict of opinion wh~ch have arisen in the 
case of this experimental school are liable to occur in any similar 
undertaking, it· has seemed proper to briefly r efer to them. Of 
course from these events it was ·quite. likely to be assumed that the 
school was a failure, but it is by no means so regarded by those best 
acqu_ainted with its progress, as will be seen by the following extract 
from the Annual Report Gf the State Board oi Education for 1885: 

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

The Manual Training School of Baltimore was opened in March, 1884, with sixty
two pupils on the roll during the first month. In September, the number was one 
hundred and fifty;- more than the school could properly accommodate. In Sep· 
tember, 1885, the number was one hundred and twenty. As a full account of the 
scl1ool was given in the last annual report, it need not be repeated here. It has been 
reported that the school is a failure. Nothing can be further from the truth; it has 
been a distinguished and pronounced success. A new enterprise like this cannot be 
perfect from the start; some mistakes must be made. Time must be allowed to de· 
teet the mistakes and remedy them. There was no exemplar which the school could 
safely copy; it had to work out its own salvation. Unfortunately a disagreement 
arose between the director of the school and some members of the committee in · 
charge. In consequence, the Board of School Commissions appointed a new com· 
mittee and a new director, and the work goes bravely on. Mistakes may be made 
again, and again repaired, but there will be no" failure." 
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THE SCHOOL AS REORGANIZED. 

The " Second" catalogue of the school (1886) gives for the session 
of 1886-'87 a list of four teachers, namely, John D. Ford, Passed 
Assistant Engineer, U. S. Navy, Principal; Asbury N. Ebaugh, 
First Assistant; William Dugent, Instructor in Metal Department; 
and James H. W. Onion, Instructor in Wood Department, with a 
total of 108 students in the three classes; 38 "first year," 32 "Inter
mediate," and 38 "second year." · 

Principal Ford's annual report to Henry A .. Wise, Esq., the City 
Superintendent of Public Education, under date of December 31, 
1885, records additions to the plant of machinery, etc. As the sub
sequent reports in the third and fourth annual catalogues of the 
school (1887, 1888) follow, with the programmes of studies, ~tc., only 
these two paragraphs are quoted from the Principal's report for 1885: 
Sine~ the opening of the school in September (1885) the programme of studies has 

been changed and the ·students of "A" and ·" B" classes have had two 'recitations 
~ch week in geometry apd physics, and one each week ii1 the mensuration of sur
faces and solids. 

Instruction has been given daily in marching and the manual of arms; the prog-
ress inade has been entirely satisfactory. · 

THE THIRD YEAR . OF THE SCHOOL . 

. The Third Aunual Catalogue* contained t.he full list of studies and 
daily exercises and also several pages of illustrations; these last, 
which show the elevation of tlJ.e building, plans of the class and work 

· rooms, and illustrate the lessons in wood and iron working, are here · 
necessarily omitted. 

The Annual Report. made by the Principal, in which is set forth 
the work of the pupils and the development of the school; the iist of 
tne names of the Committee of th,e Board of Education who exercise 
direct supervision over this school, and the list of Instructors, follow: 

REPORT. 

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL, 
Balt'imol'e, December 31st, 1886. 

GENTLEMEN: In compli~nce with.the regulations for the government of the Man
ual Training School I have the honor to submit the following report of its condition 

·and needs. 
The progress of the students during the past year has been for the most part satis

factory, and the general growth and development of your plans a re encouraging. · 
The condition of the school is good. 
By steady adherence to a conservative policy it has been possible, while gradually 

shaping the course of instruction and discipline, to equip the school with tools and 
other necessary plant. 

On taking charge of the school January 11, 1886, there were 94 students on roll, 
.since which time 31 have been admitted by transfer from other schools and 59 by 

*Third Annual Catalogue of the Baltimore Manual Training School. Baltimore: 
John Murphy & Co. 1887. Pp. 30. 
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permit; 34 have been withdrawn· from the school, lea,ving 150 on roll at the close of 
the year; 29 are in the senior class, 33 in the second year, and 88 in the junior 
classes. · 

Owing to the increase in the first year classes, Mr. W. H. Hall, a graduate of the 
City College, was temporarily employed as an assistant instructor in the literary 
department. · 

·Many boys that the school is designed to benefit cannot spare the time, from four
teen to seventeen_years of age, to attend, as they are necessarily withheld or 'vith
drawn to assist their families as bread-winners. I tlierefore recommend the forma
tion of a preparatory class, to be composed of boys between the ages of twelve and 
fourteen years,· to .be instructed in the care and US\! of tools and in freehand and 
geometrical drawing for two hours each day, the remaining portions of the day to 
be devoted to regular literary work. This plan would not involve any additional 
expense except for teaching force. 

WHAT THE GRADUATES ARE DOING. 

Of the thirty-four young men who have been withdrawn from the school during 
the past year, seven are learning the trade of machinist; four the trade of carpen
ter; one cal'-building; one carriage-making; one watch-making; one dentistry; one 
apothecary;. one cigar-making; three are in business colleges; one Lehigh Univer
sity; one in the real estate business; one in furniture store; one in book store; one 
in broker's office; one in dry goods business; one is a messenger in the postoffice; 
and the occupations of six are unknown. The employers of these young men speak 
of them in the highest terms, and there are desirable applications enough on file for 
students to justify the belief that all the graduates of next year can be well placed, 
where their worth will be appreciated and opportunities given ~or advancement. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE BUILDING-ADDITIONS TO PLANT. 

During the summer vacation partitions were removed from the main :floor, chang
ing three small rooms into one bright assembly-room; partitions and stairways were 
removed from the forge shop and steam heaters put in; the power tools and steam 
heaters in machine shop were rean-anged and gas was introduced; an annex, 15 by 
-20 feet, was erected in the north yard and troughs for moulding and benches for 
soldering and brazing were set up in the place. 

A Putman metal planer; four 12-inch swing, screw cutting engine lathes; twenty
:flv~ sets of tools for moulding; twenty-fiv6 sets hand tools for soldering and braz
ing; necessary bench tools; a chemical outfit an~ photograph apparatus, besides 
fifty volumes for the librar,r, have been added to the school ·plant. 

The school plant. now consists of one twenty-horse-power steam boiler; one ten
horse-power steam engine; ten 12-inch swing, screw cutting engine lathes; one 
power drill press; one emery grinder; one 6-inch shaping machine; twenty-fi"e 
vises; twelve forges; five 6-inch swing, turning lathes; eight 16-inch pattern-makers' 
lathes; one scroll saw; one circular saw; one 30-inch band saw; sixteen carpenter's 
benches; four cabinet-maker's benches; one printing press; one hand drill press; 
one type-writer; seventy-five complete sets carpenter's bench tools; ten sets wood 
turner's tools; thirteen sets blacksmith's tools; twenty-five sets machinist's bench 
tools ; twenty sets machinist's power tools; twenty-five sets moulder's tools, and 
twenty-five sets tools for soldering and brazing. 

The physical laboratory contains an ordinary college set of physical, chemical, 
and photograph apparatus. 

WORK OF THE YEAR. 

The junior classes have had daily instruction in the care and use of carpenter or 
bla':)ksmith's tools, sketching or geometrical drawing, and twice a week in arithme· 
tic, algebra, geometry, history, geography, physiology, and physics. 
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The second year class in the care and use of wood-turning, pattern~making, or 
'blacksmiths' tools, and in chipping and filing, geometrical or mechanical drawing, 
arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, history, geography and physics. 

The senior class in algebra, trigonometry, history, English language,. book-keep
ing, chemistry, physics, and steam engineering, mechanical or architectural draw
ing and machine designing, including the necessary calculations. The members of 
this class are engaged in finishing up tools for use in the school and building an 8 
by 12 inch cylinder stea.m engine for their graduating work. 

The school day is d}vided into three parts of about two hours each. Each student 
has about two hours each day in literary work, two hours in the shops, and two 
hours in the cb:aughting room and mathematics or in the physical laboratory. 

No !!_hop work is undertaken until tl1e drawings and calculations are made. The 
plan adopted at the opening of the school for drawing has been adhered to, and the 
results are satisfactory. 

There has been no military drill since January, 1886. 
The school does not teach trades. Its. aim is more ·comprehensive-it lays the 

foundation for many trades, ana at the same time recognizes the value of intellect
ual discipline. 

Two studentS from each class, for two weeks each, have charge of the boiler and 
engine. 

Two students from each class prepare the paper and .make blue-prints; photo
graphs; practice on the type-writer; telegraph apparatus; the cyclostyle and in the 
printing office, until a reasonable degree of proficiency is attained, when their places 
are taken by others. 

Book-keeping .has been taught to the individual members of the senior class from 
text-books. Duririg the next half year it is proposed to arrange them in firms and 
have the books kept in relation to general business. 

Experiments in physics and chemistry have been made before the classes; it is 
proposed to have each student make the experiments iu the laboratory under the 
care of an instructor. 

The scientific papers subscribed for for the school are circulated amongst the 
students on Friday afternoons for Saturday reading, and it is astonishing how they 
are sought after.- · • 

EXCURSIONS. 

The following visits of inspection have been made by the students during the past 
season: To the Mount Clare Shops, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad; Asphaltum Works, 
Western Maryland Railroad; E. J. Codd & Co.'s Engine and Boiler Works; Mount 
Vernon Shops, Northern Central Railroad; Shops of the Harlan and Hollingsworth 
Co., Wilmington, Delaware. These visits enlarge the ideas of the boys and give 
them instruction of a practical character that cannot be had in any other way. 

On June- 9, 10, and 11, the third exhibition of the students' work was held in the 
school building and attracted much attention, the rooms being filled with officials, 
parents, and invited guests each day. On the last day of the exhibition a case of 
fine drawing instruments was awarded to Masters Hahn, Piez, and Bigelow for best 
drawing, and to Masters Ehlers, Pennington, and Ford for greatest improvement in· 
drawing. 

Specimens of drawings and shop-work have been sent to the school authorities at 
Concord, New Ha.mpshire; the McDonogh School; the State Teachers' Association, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and a complete exhibit of the first two years' course at 
the school was placed on exhibition in the museum of the Industrial Education As
sociation of New York City, where it attracted much attention. 

I am greatly indebted to my associates for their zealous and efficient co-operation 
in everythingeonnected with the administration of the school; and before closing, 
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must again bear testimony to the zeal and enth~iasm of the students, who give up 
their well-earne<j. holidays to do work in the school, which saves the city a hu:ge 
amount of money. 

· Very respectfully, 
JOHN D. FORD, 

P . .A. Engineer, U. S. Navy, Principal 
THE BOARD OF PUBLIC SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS OF BALTIMORE CITY. 

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

COMMITTEE OF BOARD OF SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS. 

F. G. CONNOLLY, M.D. 
J. W. KINES, Esq. 

J. B. WENTZ, Esq., Chairman. 

I J. T. MORRIS, Esq. 
JOSHUA PLASKITT, Esq. 

LIST OF INSTRUCTORS. 

SESSION.1887-'88. 

Principal: JoHN D. FORD, Passed Assistant Engineer, U. S.· Navy. 
F'irst .Assistant: A. NEWTON EBAUGH. . 
Ins~ructor in Metal Pepartment : C. F. FRIESE. 

·Instructor in Wood Department: WILLIAM DUGENT •. 
· .Assistant: WILLIAM H. HALL. 

Instructor of Music : C~ARLES F. PERCIVAL. 

THE FOURTH YEAR OF THE SCHOOL.· 

The Fourth Annual Catalogue (1888), * in which is recorded the 
history of the school for the year ending D~cember 31, 18R7, indi
cates, by its increased ·size, that the growth of the school continues. 
The pamphlet contains; besides the customary schedules of studies, 
lists of.officers and students, and annual report of the principal; 
copies of the graduation· examination papers given·to the last class; 
from which the kind of education which goes on in this school, hand 
in hand with the training in drawing and in wood and metal work
ing, can be readily ascertained. These papers comprise p1·oblems 

. and questions in Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Mensuration, Trigo
nometry, Book-keeping, Physics, Chemistry, English Literature, 
History, Steam Engineering and Drawing. 

The boys completed "a nine by twelv.e inch cylinder engine," to 
be used in the shop. The work done on this engine by each one of 
the graduates is recorded in the report. The "Salutatory" address 
by Joseph H. J{uehn, and the " Valedictory" by James B. Scott, 
are also given, as well as the "Honorary" address delivered by Mr; 
Richard Piez, a graduate-of the school, who has been appointed an 
instructor in the school. From this brief but admirable address I 
quote a few sentences, both because they are indicative of the spirit 
i.nculcated in this school, and also, for the succinct statement they 
contain of the reasons which are held by many to justify the estab-

*Fourth Annual Catalogue of the Baltimore Manual Training School. Baltimore: 
Wi+Iiam J. C. Dulany & Co. 1888. Pp. 49. 
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lishment of such schools as. an integral part of a system of public 
schools. 

In the course of his address Mr. Piez said : 
* * * The old schools have done and are still doing a wonderful work, but a_· 

new want has arisen--<>ther powers are demanded and must be cultivated. We do 
not want less of the old schools but more of the new. We want schools where the· 
eye and the hand as well as the brain can be traineq. 

* * * * * * * 
It seems to me that no better protection can be given to labor or to employers of 

labor than the establishment of industria! schools in our country. This they are 
doing in Europe in order to protect themselves against the competition of the United 
States. Let our country do the same and then we will not have to go across the 
water for our skilled mechanics. · 

* * * * * * * 
The object of all training is not the finished product but the development of the 

individual. That training is best which brings into exercise all these powers
which trains the eye and hand and brain equally ~nd harmoniously. A boy is 
learning as much when he is swinging the sledge as when he is studying the theory 
of the expansion of heat, and at the same time he is gaining that which will make 
him quick and apt arid will give him an experience which will be of use to him 
throughout life. In this age of machines it is necessary that every one to some 
extent shoUld be a machinist and it is especially necessary that all who expect to 
become mechanics should bring to their work a high degree of skill and a large 
stock ot intellectual attainments. At this tixp.e it is impossible to obtain these else
where than at school. We have no more of the apprenticeship system so it becomes 
necessary that instruction in the principles of the Mechanic arts should be gained 
elsewhere. Six monthS training in a well equipped school would be 'vorth more 
than all that could have been obtained in the whole four or five years of the ap:
prentieeship system. We do not contend that our schools should undertake to teach 
ti'ades; but that they shouid·give the broadest hand-culture with that of intellect. 
It is an education of the boy's faculties and will aid him whether he follows the 
life of a mechanic ; a life of comm~rce or any other life. This kind of training 
discovers to a boy his special aptitude and ~nables him to determine the calling for 
which he is best suited. When a boy once knows what he can do well and there
fore what he likes to do, he has made a long stride towards success. The only 

. justification for public schools is in the necessity of making out of the raw material 
life-citizens who shall be productive factors in the material wealth and conser vators 
of order. This principle was forcibly impressed upon us a few days since by his 
Honor, the Mayor, in an address to the boys. 

If then our schools are justified in giving purely mental training, how much 
more are they justified in training powers by which self support is woi1 and wealth 
added to society. 

It will be noticed that in the Third Annual Report the Principal 
urged the formation ·of a preparatory department, for boys between 
the ages of twelve and fourteen years. This recommendation was 
adopted, and the present Report states that one hundred and four~ 
teen boys are in that department, and gives a schedule of their 
studies. This schedule will be given here in connection with those 
of. the Manual Training School proper. The establishment of this 
preparatory course is, on the one hand, an endeavor to reach the boys 
who w:illleave school before they are fifteen, and on the other it will 
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the better prepare those who propose to take a .complete course in the 
Manual Training SchooL ·This experiment with the boys who expect 
to leave at the earlier age should be of interest· to all educators who 
desire to see industrial training put in the schools of all grades; for 

. it can be done at comparatively little cost, and would be even prac
ticable in many small village and country schools. It also affords an 
opportunity to practically: test the theo~y .that parents who need the 
aid of their children will be willing to let them remain longer in 
school if they find they are receiving such training as it is l1ere pro-
posed to give. . ' . 

We have seen that State Superintendent Newell, in his Annual 
Report for 1884, urged the opening of evening classes for Manual 
Training; Principal Ford, in his present report, urges the authoriza
tion of such classes. He also suggests a two years' post-graduate 
course in Mechanical Engineering. All t.hese activities are indica
tions of a healthy condition. Growth implies vitality, andthe Balti
more Manual Training School, which seeks at once to grow in every 
direction, gives indication of vigorous health. 

The preliminary pages which contain the record of the official acts 
. and correspondence which led to the establishment of the school, 
include in this fourth annual report the official correspondence which 
led to the detail by the_ Navy Department of Engineer Ford to the Bal
timore Manual Training Schbol in 1884; which detail is still contin
ued. The Report of Principal Ford, which summarizes the history of 
the school for the year ending December 31, 1887, is here given in 
full. An interesting feature of these reports is found in the record 
. of the graduates, showing that most of them follow the callings for 
which their school training has been a special preparation. 

The press notices, which follow, of the anniversary addresses in 
March, 1888, and of the commencement exercises in June of the 
san:te year, show the interest taken in the school by the citizens. The 
extracts from Principal Ford's letters of July and October, 1888, 
give the latest account of the success and promise of the school. · 

The detailed courses of instruction and ·financial statistics of the 
school with whicli this account clos.es at:e taken from: the latest 
published catalogue. 

~RINCIPAL FORD'S REPORT. 

BALTIMORE, December 31, 1887. 
GENTLEblP.:N: In compliance with the regulations for the government of the Man

ual Training School I have the honor to submit the fourth annual report of its con
dition and needs. 

The progress of the students during the past year has been satisfactory. 
At the close of last year there were 150 students on roll, since which time 44 have 

been admitted by transfer and 159 by permit, making the total number in the school 
during the year 352, of whom 25 were graduated, and 55 'yere withdrawn from the 
school, leaving on roll at this time 273; 29 are in the senior class, 36 in the second 
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year class, 94 in the first year classes, and 114 are in the junior or preparatory 
C~888es. 

THE FIRST ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT. 

The first annual commencement exercises of this school were held in Ford's Grand 
Opera House, on the night of June 27, in the presence of a large and appreciative 
audience. Twenty-five graduates received their diplomas from the hands of the 
.mayor, Hon. James lfodges. The addresses usual on such occasions were delivered 
by Hon. James Hodges, Hon. John B. Wentz, Hon. William H. Legg, of Queen 
Ann's County, and Hon. John L. Thomas, Jr. The young gentlemen had on the 
stage a nine by twelve inch cylinder engine as their graduation work in the me
chanics' art. 

WHAT THE GRADUATES ARE DOING. 

Of the twenty-five young. men who graduated on this occasion one is an instructor 
in the school, one civil engineer, two electrical engineers, one marine engineer (now 
at sea), one house carpenter, two pattern makers, one draughtsman, one farmer, 
one car builder, one machine supply store, one architect, six machinists, one student; 
and two are in mercantile pursuits, all with bright prot>pects for a useful and pros
perous future. 

Of the fifty-five students who have been withdrawn from the school during the 
year all but six are following mechanical purfuit. 

The course of study and of shop work as laid down in the catalogue of the school 
has ·been strictly adhered to and the results are satisfactory. The members of the 
present senior class are each making a hand hanimer, a pair of chisels, and a pair of 
calipers, all to be finished in the best manner. When these are finished the class 
will together build a six by nine inch horizontal cylinder steam engine from their 
own drawings and patterns. 

IMPROVEMENTS AND ADDITIONS. 

During the summer vacation the remaining partitions were removed from' the 
main floor, making a handsome assembly r!)Om with a seating capacity for three 
hundred and fifty students. Additional desks, steam and gas fixtures were arranged 
in the new part of this room. 

The nine by twelve inch cylinder steam engine which was built by the members 
of the graduating class from their own drawings, was set up in the shops in the 
place of the old one. It does the full work, is noiseless in its ·operation, and has 

'proven that it was well made and correctly adjusted. 
The fourth floor was fitted for four recitation rooms, with a seating capacity for 

fifty students in each room. The small, west room was arranged for the library, 
and the main room was fitted as an exhibition room where the entire work of the 
school for the year was put on exhibition, the intention being to make the room ac
cessible to all who feel an interest in the work of this school, and the cause of Tech
nical Education, where the work as it is done here and the literature on the subject 
could be studied side by side. 

NEED OF ADDITIONAL ROOM. 

Qn the re-openihg of the school in September students came to us in such increased 
~1,1mbers that the exhibition room ·had to be converted into an additional wood 
working shop for their accommodation, the work from this room being stowed 
a. way in the library for safe. keeping; rendering the book cases inaccessible. Thus 
we have necessarily abandoned t'Y9 ~mpprtnnt adjuncts t o a manual training school, 
the library and the exhibition rPQII!; besides, ha"ing a wood working shop on the 
fourth f\QOr ~joining recitatiqqr~oiQs distqrbs the il1s.tructors and students as weU 
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a_s interrupts the work in the lecture ·room on the Hoor ~low. .Additional drawing 
room is needed now, and there is no proper place in which to set up our printing 
office.· Classes have be~ at '\YOrk in the anneX in the north yard. If we have the 
same increase in numbers in February and September of next year as we have had 
this year, it will be a problem, what to do with the boys? ' 

.A suitable lot should be secured at once and a building for shops erected upon it; 
the present buil<Png to be retained for the literary work, draw~g and the chemical 
and physical laboratories. The adjoining property on Courtland street woul,d be en
tirely suitable for the purpose of the school. 

THE GROWTH OF THE SCHOOL HAS BEEN. 

Students on roll : 
March, 1884... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
June SO, 1884 . . . . .. . . . ... . ...... · . . . ... . ... . .... . .... 100 
December.31, 1884 . .. ... . . .. . .... .. . : . ... ........ . .. 147 
June 30, 1885 ....... . . . . .. ... .. .. .. ... . ... .. .... . ... 112 
December 31, 1885 . .. ... . . . .. . . · .. .. .. ~ .. : . . . . . . . . . . . 94 
June 30, 1886 ....... . ....... . ..... . . . . . .... .. .. .. ... 110 
December 31, 1886 . . . . .. . . ... , ........ .. . . . . . . ...... 150 
June 30~ 1887 . . .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 204 
December 31, 1~7 .. . ... . .. ... ... . ........ . ... . .... , 273 

Owing to the increased number of students Mr. Richard Piez--a graduate of this 
ilchool-was appointed an instructor in the· mechanical department, and Messrs . 
.A. J. Peitsch and J. C. McS~erry were appointed instructors in the literary depart
ment of the school. In this connection I Wish to express my thanks to all the in
structors for their hearty co-operation and their untiring efforts to elevate and im
prove the classes under their care and thereby ensure the success of the school. 

Death has taken from .our side Dr. Charles F. Percival, who by his worth and 
kindness had endeared himself to all; whether instructing the boys in his loved 
science of music, or. in the field with tbe battalion, he was always the same pleas
ant gentleman whQin all delighted to follow, and whose ~emory we shall always 
cherish. 

PREPARATORY DEPARTliENT: 

.A junior or preparatory department was established after the re.opening of the 
school in September. Boys from the sixth grade of a Grammar or '' Public School " 
were admitted to this department. One hour a day is devoted to manual work, and 
forty-five minutes to free-hand drawing; the remainder of the school day is devoted 
to the regular academic work of their grade. There are now one hundred and 
fourteen boys in this department and they are making good progress. 

EVENING CLASSES. 

· Many written and verbal requests have been received for the organization of 
evening classes in manual training, and I recommend that such classes be author
ized ; the plant and tools belonging to the day school could be usea ; the additional 
cost would be for instructors, books, material used for lessons in the work shops 
and drawing room, and for the gas. I also recommen4 the establishment of a two 
years' post-graduate course in mechanical engineering; the entire cost of such class 
.would not exceed three hundred dollars per annum, and its value would be in· 
calculable in holding our young men to habits of study after severing their connec· 
.tion with the school. · 

Interesting visits of inspection have been made on Saturdays and the boys have 
~n much improved by their acquaintance with work on a large scale. 
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A ·cour~e of popular scientific lectures has· be~n inaugurated for the benefit of 
the students and their friend~ . . These lectures have been delivered on alternate 
Friday evenings and are largely a~nded. We are greatly indebted to Dr. Pow
hatan Clarke, and to Professor Philip H. Friese of the City College for their kind 
assistance. 

The school plant has been added to in 3:11 departments but much is still needed on 
account of the increased nwnber of students. 

It o~y remains to express my high appreciation of the active interest the Com
mittee on Manual Training has taken in our welfare ; and to extend to the officers . 

· and members of the School Board my thanks for their uniform courtesy. 
Very respectfully, 

JOHN D. FORD, 
Engineer Oorps, U.S. Navy, Principal. 

THE BOARD OF PUBLIC SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS, BALTIMORE CITY. 

THE SCHOOL IN 1888. 

The anniversary of the opening of the school has been annually 
commemorated from the first as an occasion for the assembling at 
the school building of those interested in the school . The Baltimore 
Sun of March 15," 1888, published a very full accatmt of the celebration 
of the fourth recurrence of this anniversary on the previous day. 
Th~ following extracts are taken from this account : 

There was a large attendance of visitors, including many ladies. The legislative 
committee on public institutions was represented by Dr. C. S. Adams and Mr. C. 
Ridgely Goodwin, of the Senate, and Messrs. 0. H. P. Clark, P . .A.. Scaggs, Johll · 
McKnight, and George W. Hatch, of the House of Delegates. Among others pre$ent 
were Messrs. Cecil J . Karsner and John W. Carter, of the city council; James 
Mitchell, S. F .. Felber, 0. B. Zantzinger, S. F. Sharretts, school commissioners; Gen. 

·George H. Steuart, Dr. Eli J . Henkle, Superintendent He~y A. Wise, T. S. Shinoda, 
Tokio, Japan. The visitors were courteously received by Lieutenant John D. Ford, 
principal of the school, and shown through the biri.lding. 

After the inspection of the premises and the works of the students the visitors 
filled the large auditorium to overflowing to hear addresses and music. A number 
of the boys appeared at their desks in their working costumes of white. Mr. Joshua 
Plaskitt presided. After saying the school opened four years ago with 25 scholars, 
he introduced General B. T. Johnson, who on the occasion of the first opening had 
ma.Q.e an address . 

. General Johnson called attention to the change of education neces
sitated by changed and changing circumstances of the present day. 
He closed his address with a tribute to Mr. Plaskitt as the founder 
of this school. 

Professor M. A. Newell read extracts from a tract of his, published eleven years 
ago, to show that he was a pioneer in the manual training school advancement, and 

· he also made some remarks. 
Mr. John T. Morris said General Johnson had expressed the feelings of the com

munity towards the school. The institution had made great progress and will do 
even better in the future. The progress was due both to teachers and students. 
There was ~ever a more efficient, painstaking, careful corps of teachers, nor better 

. or more earnest pupils. Reference to Lieutenant Ford and his assignment to the 
work was greeted with applause. Much of the success of the undertaking WM at
tributed. to the press. An interesting sketch of the history of the school \vas given. 
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This historical statement is here omitted, as the facts which it em
bodies are to be found recited at length in this prese:ht history of the 
school. 

Mr. John T. Ford, who was introduced by Mr. Plaskitt as having educated more 
boys in the public schools than any one in. Baltimore, and as having a son in the 
Manual Training School, made an address which was much applauded. * * * 

Mr. John L. Beck, first year pupil, gave music on the violin, Theodore Dietrick 
played the comet, and Professor J. H. Deems the piano. The school had holiday 
for the rest of the day. . 

The article closes with the following concise description of the 
building, of the display of J?Upils' work and of the pupils as seen at 
work: 

On the fourth floor of the building occupied by the training school are four class
rooms, in which the students are instructed the same. as in oi·rlinary public schools, 
about two-thirds of the day being spent in such general intellectual work. An ad
joining room is for free-hand d1'awing and general mechanical designs. In this 
room are collected san1ples of mechanicalwork in carpentry , wood turning, pattern 
making, tin and sheet metal work, vise. work, chipping, filing and blacksmithing, 
all highly creditable. On the third floor is one of the finest physical and chemical 
laboratories in the State. Practical chemistry is taught , such as will be of use in 
daily active life. Each boy has his Bunsen burner, test tubes, reagents, &c., and 
makes his own analysis. The older boys make their own experiments in physics, 
while the younger ones have lectures on the Rubject in an adjacent hall. A photo
graphic room and outfit constitutes part of the department. The principal drawing
room is on this floor. 

The entire second floor is occupied by the assembly hall, where each boy has his 
place. This room shows .all the different kinds of work done by the scholars, from 
articulating a human skeleton to the finest drawing. In the basement are situated 
the carpenter, machine, blacksmith, turning shops, and in the yard the molding 
shop. Each boy must take his turn in these shops, each of which admits of twenty
five working at once. They were seen at work in their white duck working suits, 
ranging in age from 14 to 25 years, and. presented a most interesting appearance. 
The departments in the basement and the drawing-room present the most attrac
tions for the boys. E ven if slow at intellectual work a boy is seldom found dull in 
the work shops. The m~hine shop with its 10 lathes, 40 vises, planer, shaping 
machine, drill press, &c., where a 10-horse-power engine is being built, was a busy 
scene. The blacksmith shop with thirteen forges going, a smith and helper work
ing at each, was a noisy place. In the adjpining pattern-making shop eight lathes, 
scroll saw and band saw were running cheerily. On the opposite side of Courtland 
street the school has an annex, with carpenter shop and sheet metal working shop." 

From the editorial comm·ents by the Sun on the significance of the 
meeting reported in its columns the following extracts are taken: 

IMPORTANCE OF MaNUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS.-The fourth anniversary of the Bal
timore Minual Training School, which was celebrated yesterday, illustrated in a 
striking way the progress we have made in this advanced mode of practical instruc
tion, and the advantages of the system over the old mode of preparing the young 
for the battle of life. In the rapid march of progress which distinguishes this era 
of steam and electricity, it is necessary to equip each succeeding generation in ac
cordance with the requirements of the hour, and if it is not done, the community 
of which they are a part is bound to fall behind others which are more progressive. 

The changes resulting from, tqe ever widening uses of steam and 
electricity are st~t~cl with the need f<:>r r~dical chSt~~es in the ed~ca, 
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tion of boys which they have made necessary; since, at the same time 
that they ''widen the opportunities for employment," they make it 
imperative that there shall be a radically different education given 
to the boy from that which sufficed in the days before their discovery. 
In reference to this present -demand for technical training the Sun 
says: 

* * * A good many cities of the country have been in ad vance of Baltimore in 
training and technological schools, but every year the distance is lessened. For 
advanced students we are not behind. The physical laboratories of the Hoplilns . 
University are among the best equipped scientific schools in the United States, and 
attract students from all parts of the country. But-we have only one manual train
ing school, which forms a part of the public school system of the city. In this school 
there are over three hundred pupils, and it has been deemed necessary to provide 
larger accommodations to meet fu~re demands upon its work shops and class rooms. 

The Baltimore Sunday Herald in its issue of March ~8, 1888, also 
published an ·interesting desc;riptive article on the Manual Training 
School and its work, giving a concise history of its origin and of its 
.successful progrGss. The article was illustrated with views of the 
busy work shops in which the boys are seen actively engaged in all 
the various manipulations incident to wood and metal working. The 
aclicle closes with emphatic commendation of the purpose and effi
ciency of the .school as follows: 

It is an interesting sight to watch the boys at work. All are busy. There are 
no drones in the hives. In the work shops may be seen boys engaged in carpenter
ing, wood-turning, swinging the sledge or in the construction of some useful ma
chine or appliances. Others are to be found seated at their drawing-desks, designing 
machines or making plans of buildings. In the laboratories, classes are engaged in 
analyzing substances, compounding chemicals or making experiments in physics, 
while others in other departments are pursuing literary work. 

The Baltimore Manual Training School, after four years of existence, has proven 
tLte wisdom of its projectors. In teaching the foundation of trades- in developing 
the mind and teaching the hand to be skillful; in fitting the youth of the city for 
useful, prosperous and industrious lives, it becomes a noble mission. That it will be 
appreciated when its objects and the character of its work become thoroughly 
known, none can doubt. 

Supported by public interest which is thus awakened and informed 
by the influential journals of the city, this school seems a.lreacly to 
have passed beyond the experimental stage and to have taken its 
place as one of the recognized departments of the city systet'n of free 
schools; to be sustained and developed as its needs require, and as a 
matter of course. Its growing success has entailed continual a.ddi
tion to the force of teachers and to the plant of machinery, while 
more room is now required to accommodate the increasing numbers 
of pupils. Thts need of additional ground and buildings is empha
sized in the article just quoted from the Sunday Herald. 

The exercises of the Second Annual Commencement of the School 
were· held in Ford's Grand Opera House on Monday, June 25, 1888, 
a.t 8 p. m. There were twenty-three graduates. The following ex

A.RT-VOL 2-25 
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tracts, giving an account of the proceedings, are taken from . the 
article in the Baltimore Sun of J U:ne 26: 

The house was crowded upon the lower floor and in the gallery with friends of the 
school, and their tributes of flowers decorated the entire foot-light edge of the stage, 
which was prettily set with a woodland scene. At the back of it was a workshop 
setting filled with the work-benches, anvils, forges and tools of the school, and the 
engine in action which was built by the pupils. The graduates were arranged on 
the left of the stage, while Principal John D. Ford sat in the centre, with Mayor 
Latrobe at his right. Colonel John L. Thomas and Colonel W. H. Legg sat with 
them. On the right of the stage were the assistant teachers of the school, Messrs. 
A. Newton Ebaugh, William Dugent, Christopher F. Friese, William H. Hall, James 

· McSherry, William G. Richardson, Richard Piez, Lawrence Griffith, and A. J. 
Pietsch. 

On the stage also were the school board committee of the Training School, Messrs. 
John B. Wentz, Joshua Plaskitt, S. L. Felber, ~nd 0. B. Lantzinger; also, M:r. J. C. 
King,Dr.F.G.Connolly,John P. Poe, Rev. David Philipson, Pl·ofessor Henry A. 
-Wise, Nelson· Baker, Joshua Lynch, Professor Otto Fuchs, Professor Richard N. 
Preece, Professor William F. Wardenburg, Professor William Elliott, Jr., Professor 
William H. Tolson, Professor A. L. Milles, Mr. Francis J. Ruth, Professor Jacob 
Goodman, Colonel J. W. Minifie, David Abercrombie, and Professor J. Harry 
Deems. 

The progra.inme consisted of prayer by Rev. I . C. Burke, followed by an anvil 
chorus in the workshop by the boys; salutatory address, 0. C. Wicks; honorary ad· 
dress, William Johnston, Jr.; announcement of graduates, Mr. John B. Wentz; 
valedictory, Edward B. Passano; address to graduates, Hon. F. C. Latrobe; address, 
Colonel W. H. Legg; address, Colonel John L. Thomas; distribution of certificates, 
Mayor Latrobe, and benediction. A fine orchestra interspersed the exercises with 
operatic selections. 

ADDRESS BY THE MAYOR. 

In his address to the graduates, Mayor Latrobe said : '' It was not until the year 
1883 that the Mayor and City Council officially recognized the fact that a knowl
edge of some industrial labor is as necessary as a knowledge of books, and, as the 
State and city admit their obligation to teach children to read and write, they can 
not deny their .obligation to teach them to work, as the latter is as essential-as the 
former. And now that intelligent people recognize the fact that manual labor is not 
degrading, and that those who have done most for the comfort and happiness of 
mankind have been the producers of mechanical results, it becomes manifest that 
all systems of public education should embrace manual as well as mental training. 
We live in a mechanical age; we are nearing the close of the nineteenth century. 
Whatever surprises the twentieth may have in store, the steam century, as it may 
be callf\d, will record an extraordinary progress in the history of the human race. 
It is stra'nge for how long a time mechanical intelligence lay dormant. When Watt 
first noticed the lid of the kettle rise and fall under the pressure of escaping steam, 
he little thought he was on the threshold of a secret whose discovery would pro
duce in the world the results due to the utilization of steam as a motive power. 
From the days of the Pharaohs kettles had been boiling and steam escaping from 
their spouts or lids, and yet not all the intelligence that built the pyramids or 
made Rome the mistress of the world was smart enough to dis~over in that homely 
utensil the embryo locomotive and steamboat. The lightning had rent the thunder
cloud since the days of creation. Amid its flashes Moses had received t he law on 
Sinai, and yet the practical use of electricity lay hidden in nature's ~torehouse long 
after Columbus had discovered a now world, and until after the eighteenth century 
an4 ~berty had J?rO~~<)e~ a Franklin to brin~ it from the clouds, and the nineteenth 
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a Morse to make it a slave to man's will. In large cities the demand for skilled 
mechanics is far greater than for labOrers in the so-called learned professions, already 
overcrowded and offering few opportunities for success. The field for mechanical 
knowledge and skilled manual labor is practically inexhaustible. Let us, therefore, 
who feel an interest in the future of Baltimore recollect that while its university, 
schools, libraries, benevolent institutions, monuments, and harbor may make it a 
community of learning, refinement, charity, patriotism, trade, and commerce, it is 
necessary to provide for its growing population ample means for obtaining mechani
cal instruction and manual training, the capital of the skilled laborer and the foun
dation of those industries which will surely make our city prosperous." 

.Mr. Wentz said: ".To Baltimore is all honor due. She was the first city in the 
world like Solomon to set the artisan upon the throne. The manual training school 
is a people's institution. It was not the eleemosynary bounty of some rich man who 
wrung his millions from the people, but it was established and is supported by the 
tax payers. We have a right to be proud of a school in which the artisan is enabled 
to be intelligent as well as industrious." 

Under date of July 28, 1888, Principal Ford, in response to the re 
quest of the author, has kindly furnish·ed the following further in
formation relating to the school, epitomizing its progress during the 
past year and its promis(3 for the ensuing year. He writes: 

There are seve1-al additions to the teaching force over the previous year, made 
necessary by the large increase in the number of students. 
' During the year we have been steadily increasing the plant and facilities of the 
school as funds would permit. The adjoining property has been purchased and we 
will soon have a new four-story building, 60 by 90 feet, to be used entirely for school 
shops. The literary work, drawing, and physical and chemical laboratories to re
main in this b'Uilding. 

A class in mechanical engineering, for graduates of the manual training school, 
has been ordered by the Committee, and we will begin its 'vork in September. 
There are now forty applicants for places in the class. * * * · 

We closed the session with 338 boys on roll. 
It has been hard, up-hill work, but the school is now a success; the work all 

through is original in connection with the public school system and I think we can 
safely be followed. 
- We have sent out two classes of graduates who~e worth is already acknowledged 

... and a~precia.ted by their employers and friends. 

It will be observed that the new building is promised and that 
the Sl,lggestion made by the Principal, in the last Annual Report, as 
to a post-graduate class has been adopted. ·It is little wonder, with 
such prompt and liberal support as has been extended to the needs 
of this experimental school by the public school authorities of Bal
timore, that the school has scored such a success. To other commu
nities considering the advisability of following the example of Bal
timore in founding for themselves a simJlar public Manual Training 
School, this essential factor of success, namely, the prompt, gener
ous response by the school authorities to the reasonable demands of 
such a school is commended. 

W.ithout the hearty support which in this instance has been given 
by the city authorities this experiment must have failed. Such a 
Ma.nlla.l Training- School Qfl,nnot be ost~blish~d witl!mtt a lar~e ini· 
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tial expenditure for the plant of machinery. Its very success will 
add directly to the cost of supporting it. The Baltimore · Manual 
Training School,-the first school of its class 'to be incorporated into 
the public school system of an American city,-after an existence of 
five years, is regarded by those most familiar with its history, its 
methods and its r esults, as a satisfactory success. 

It is purely and simply a public school, and, as such, everything 
relating to its origin, support, management, and development is of 
especial' interest to all Americans interested in the development of 
public school systems. ;For this reason the details of it!il history and 
methods have been here given at length. 

In a more recent letter inclosing the schedule of studies of the 
proposed post-graduate class in Mechanical Engineering, the Prin
cipal, under date of October 19, 1888, gives the following statement 
of th.e school, now that the work of the new school year (1888-'80) is 
fairly under way. The increase of pupils and teachers, and the need 
of additional room for the school, as shown by the occupancy of other 
buildings, fully justifies his statement that ' 'the school has grown 
in favor." He says: 

"* * * We have 460 boys in attendance and could have double the number if 
\ve had the means to take care of them. The teaching force has been increased 
till we now number thirteen instructors. Wood Carving, and Printing, have been 
added to the course this year; and, on the first of November, we will begin work 
with a post-graduate class (of twenty-five members) in a two years' course in Me-
chanical Engineering. * * *." - · 

The overflow of the school now occupies the old buildings on the 
three new lots bought, as stated in his letter of July, for the site 
of an additional building; another building in the neighborhood 
has also been rented for imroecliate use. The schedule of studies for 
the post-graduate class follows the schedules of the other classes 
given below. . 

The following details of courses of study, statistics, and list of 
officials are from the latest published catalogue for the year ending 
Decemb~r 31, 1887: 

BALTIMORE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

CONDITIONS OF AmUSSION TO THE JUNIOR OR PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 

Boys who are pupils in' the sixth gt·ade of a Grammar or "Public School" for half 
a year or more, will be admitted without examination, upon recommendation of their 
principal. (Authorized September, 1887.) 

SCHEDULE 0~' STUDIES OF THE JUNIOR OR PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 

[Composed or Boys from tl..tc Sixth Grndc or n Grnmmnr or" Public School."] 

FIRST YEAR. 

Language.-spelling, Ot·al and written exercises, Gompositions including repro
ductions and abstracts of lessons in reading, geography aml ilistory. Studies <5f 
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simple sentences, Analysis, parts. of speech distinguished and used in constructing 
sentences. The gender, person, number and cases of nouns and pronouns, the co~
parison of adjectives and adverbs, the conjugation of verbs, punctuation. 

Reading.-First steps in Scientific Knowledge, History of the United States. 
Writing.-One writing book, each half year, copy short letters or notes. 
Arithmetic. -Continued. 
AZgel:lra.-Commenced. 
Geometry.-Defi.nitions. 
Geography.-Continued. 
History of the United States. -Commenced. . 
Drawing.-Forty-fi.ve minutes each day-Sketching from models-Free hand 

drawing-Map of Maryland and of the United States~ 
. Wood Work.-Seventy-fi.ve minutes each day, for twenty weeks, care and use of 

tools. Make ten lessons. · 
Sheet Metal Workers.-Seventy-five minutes each day for twenty weeks, care 

and use of tools and charcoal furnace. Make ten lessons. 
Wood Work.-Seventy-fi.ve minutes each day. Twenty weeks. 
Care and use of tools. 

1. To lay off work. 
2. Ripping and cross-cutting. 
8. Planing, trueing up and bringing 

lumber to a width and thickness. 
4. Nailing. 
5. Mortise and Tenon. 
6. Blind Mortise and Tenon. 

7. Half Lap Joints. 
(8. Through Mortise and Tenon Rab

beted. 
9. Dowel Joints. 

10. Plain Box (6 by 4 by 2 inches) nailed 
together. 

Sheet Metal Work. -Seventy-five minutes each day. Twenty weeks. 
Care and use of tools, how to make and care for the fire in a charcoal furnace, 

how to lay off the work. Soft Solder. 
1. Solder two pieces of tin together. 
2. Groove and solder a seam. 
8. Plain pipe, 6 inches long, 2 inches diameter. 
4. Rectangular Pan, 4 by 8 by lt inches deep. 
5. Square pipe, 6 inches long, 2 inches square. 
6. Square box, with loose top, 4 by 2 by 2 inches . 

. 7. Round Pan, 4 and 5 inches diameter, 1! inches deep. 
8. Elbow, Right Angle, 6-6 by 2 inches deep. 
9. Tin Cup, St inches diameter, 2 inches deep. 

10. Butter Kettle, 8 by 5 by 5 inches deep. Tea. or Coffee Pot, SH inches diam
eter, 6 inches deep. 

SECOND YEAR. 

Language.-Oral and written exercises, Work of the preceding year continued, 
Compositions, including abstracts of lessons in reading, geography and history, Social 
and Business letters. Study of easy complex and compound sentences, Analysis, 
Properties of the parts of speech continued, voice, mode, tense and the use of aux
iliaries, Principles of syntax illustrated by familiar examples, Punctuation. 

Reading.- Fifth Reader, History of U.S., Spelling, Supplementary reading, Read
ing compositions and othel' written exercises. Recit:ation of appropri!Lte selections, 
Reading the foreign news column in the daily papers. 

Writing.-One writing book each half year, Copying bills, writing in blank-books 
valuable extracts, compo!litions and reproductions. 

Arithm.etic.- Percentage continuell , profit and los..:;, commission, interest, dis· 
count, stocks, insurance, ratio and proportion, taxes, thorough review. 



Geography.-Rocky Mountains and Pacific States, Europe reviewed, Africa, Maps 
of Maryland and Africa. . 

History.-History of the United States. 
Algebra.~Continued. 

Geometry.-First two books. 
Drawing.-Forty-fi.ve minutes each day. Free hand and Maps. 
Wood Work.-Seventy-fi.ve minutes each day, for twenty weeks, care and use of 

tools, make ten lessons. 
Metal Work.-Seventy-fi.ve minutes each day, for twenty weeks, care and use of 

. too_Is, make ten lessons. • 
Wood ·Work.-Seventy-fi.ve minutes each day. Twenty weeks. 
Care and use of wood worker's bench tools, bracket saw and foot lathe. 

1. Bracket. · 5. Turning, Cylinder, Cone, Truncated · 
2. Combination Bracket. Cone. Step Cylinder, Geometrical 
3. EaSel. Form. Round Form, Table Leg. 
4~ Fancy Frame. 

Sheet Metal Work.-Seventy-fi.ve minutes each day. Twenty weeks. 
Care and use of tools and how to lay out work. 
Make and care for fire in furnace. Hard solder: 
Tin a piece of brass. Tin a piece of copper. Join together. 
Copper to copper, brass to brass, brass to iron, copper to brass, copper to iron. 
1. Make a piece of copper pipe 6 inches long, three-quarters inch diameter. 
2. Elbow, Right Angled, 4-4 by three-foUPths inches diameter. 
3. Copper Bowl, beaters, 6 inches diameter 3 inches deep. 
4. A Brass Vase, beaten in halves and brazed together 8 inches high. 
5. A Copper Vase, fluted, 8 inches high. 
6. A checker board table, copper and brass. Hemisphere of copper, beaten, 6 

inches diameter. A brass vase, beaten and brazed together, 8 inches high. Cop
per vase, fluted, 8 inches high. Checker board table, brass and copper. 

BALTIMORE MANuAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION (TO THE SCHOOL PROPER). 

Candidates for admission mu:.t be at least-fourteen years of age, and mttst present 
sufficient evidenc_e of· good moral character. 

They must pass a satisfactory examination in reading, spelling, writing, geogra
phy, English composition, and the fundamental operations of arithmetic as applied 
to integers, common and decimal fractions, denominate numbers, and the extrac
tion of the square and the cube root of numbers. Ability to use the English lan
guage correctly is especially desired. Boys fourteen years of age who are members 
of the City College or pupils in the seventh grade of a Grammar or ''Public School " 
for half a year or more will be admitted without examination upon recommenda
tion of their Principal. 

No candidate who has been guilty of truant playing, or any other grossly im
proper conduct, during the scholastic year shall be examined or admitted without 
authority of the Committee on Manual Training School; and it shall be the duty of 
Principals to report all such candidates to the Committee for its action. 

No student who has been removed from the Manual Training School shall be re
admitted unless by special action of the Committee. 

The fee for use of tools, materials, and books for students who are children of 
residents or citizells of Baltimore has been abolished. The fee for non·1·esident stu
dents is $12.50 per quarter; in advance. 

In estimating and accounting for scholars, Principals of Grammar or "Public 
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Schools" have the same credit for. those sent to the Manual Training School as to 
the City College. 

Oalendar1 1888, 

J anuary 
Fe'brua1·y 
February 

February 
March 

April 
April 
April 
April 

·April 

3. School re-opens. 
11. Thh·d term begins. 
15. Classes alternate in the 

shops. 
22. Washington's birthday. 
3. Anniversary of the open

ing of the school. 
8. Good Friday. 

10. Easter Sunday. 
11. Easter Monday. 
26. Fourth term begins. 
27. Examinations. 

June 6. Examinations. 
June 15. Exhibition day. 
June 16. Exhibition day. 
June 17. Exhibition day. 
June Commencement day. 
June ·so. School closes. 
September . 1. First term begins; 
September 5. School re-opens. 
September 12. North Point. 
November 21. Second term begins. 
November 25. Thanksgiving day. 
December 25. Christmas. 

Register of students, 1887-'88. 

A Class, third year, 28. 
B Class,· second year, 38. 
C Class, first year, 48. 
'D Class, fii·st year, 56. 

Preparatory Department, E Class, 4G. 
Preparatory Department, F Class, 37. 
Preparatory Department, G Class, 37. 
Non-resident students, 32. 

COURSE OF.INSTRUCTION. 

First Year.-Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, ?tfensuration, English Language, 
History, Geography, Physiology and Physics. 

Drawing: Geometrical and Sketching. 
Shop Work: Carpentry, Wood Turning, Forging, Proper Care a.nd Use of Tools. 
Second Yea1·.-Algebra, Geometry, Plane Trigonometry, Mensuration, Physics, 

History, English Literature and Mechanics. 
Drawing: Geometrical and Mechanical or Architectural. 
Shop Work: Pattern Making, Vise Work, Welding, 'l'empering, Soldering and 

Brazing. 
Third Year.-Geometry, Plane Trigonometry, Physics, Mechanics, Book-keeping, 

Literature, Chemistry, Political Economy, Geology, and Engineering. 
Drawing: Machine, Architectural and Designing. 
Shop Work: Machine Shop Work, Filing, Turning, Drilling, Planing, etc., Study 

of Machinery. 
Throughout the course, about one hour per day w ill be given to Drawing, and 

about two hoW's per day to Shop Work. The remainder of the school day will be 
devoted to study and recitation. 

SCHEDULE OF STUDIES. 

0 Olass.-First Yem'. 

Hours of s tudy. 

Day of week . 

.,---------1---9-to-10.00 a.m. lO.r,O n. m. to 12..10 p. "'· [ 1.10 to 3 p.m. 

lllondny . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . Arithmetic ............... Shop Wot•k .. . . .. .. ... , (~ !lom!\try, Dmwing. 
Tuesday . .. ........... Algebra ... : .................... <lv ..... .. ........ , Physics, DmwinJ.:. 
Wednesday .. .. .... . . .. Histllry,Geogmphy ... .. .... .. . <lo . . .. ......... Mt!nstn-ntion, nt·nwing. 
Thursday .. ......... .. Al.gobt·a,Engl_isb . .. ... ···1···· .. clo . ......... ..... Qt!Olllt•p·y, Drawing. 
Friday. ........ Htstory, Phystology ............ tlo ............ ... Skt>tclnng. 
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Shop Work equals one-half Carpentry and care and use of wood-working tools, 
Shop Work equals one-half Forge Work and care and use of tools. 
Geography and Physiology finished. 

B Olass.-Intermediate. 

Hours o! study. 

Dayofwrek. 1----------------~--------------------~--------------

9 to 10.50 a. m. 10.50 a.m. to 12.40 p.m. 1.10 to S p.m. 

Hond~y...... Geometry,Drawlng .... . . Arithmetic ...... .. . ........ .. ... . 
Tuesday ..... .. Trigonomc•ry, Drawing . . Algebra .......... ....... ........ . 

Shop Work. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

WedneSd~y .... Mensuration, Drawing .... History, English .. . .... .... . .... . 
ThUNday. . . . . . Phy~ics, Drawing . . . . . . . . Algebra, Physical Geography ... . 
Friday. . . . . . . . . Sketching . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . Hliltory, English . ................ . 

Shop Work equals one-half Pattern Making and Wood Turning. 
Shop Work equals one-half Forging and Vise Work. 
Arithmetic and Geometry finished. 

PROGRAMME OF STUDIES, 1887-'88. 

A Olass.-Third Year. 

Hours of study. 

Dayofwook. 1------------.---------------------.-------------------
9 to 10.50 a.m. lO.IiO a. m. to 12.40 p. m. 

Monday ..... .. Shop Work ....... Physics, Designing ............. . . 
Tuesday ........... do . .......... .. Trigonometry, Chemistry ....... . 
Wednesday . .. . ... . do ........ . ..•. Physics, Designing .............. . 
Thursday ... . .. .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . Steam Enginoorin~, Designing .. . 
Friday ........ .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chemistry, Designtug . . . . . . . ... . 

Machine Shop Work and Finishing. 

SCHEDULE OF DRAWING. 

Drawing.--First Year. 

Names and use of Instruments. Lectures. 
One sheet. Letters and Figures. Copy. 
Three sheets. Geometrical problems. Blackboard. 
Two sheets. Working drawings for shops. Models. 

1.10 to 8 p.m. 

Book-keeping. 
History, Political Economy. 
Algebra. 
Book-keeping. 
Geology, English. 

Two sheets. Details of building construction. Blackboard. 
Two sheets. Working drawings for shops. Models. 
Two sheets. Details of Machine construction. 
One sheet. Working drawings for shops. Models. 
Two sheets. Beams and commercial forms of iron. Blackboard. 
Sketches of tools, machines, ek., in shops. 
Use of ink and colors. 
All work ~_!!_:_disc~~~! ca!<:~~~ions, ·etc., made, as is done in the best draught

ingrboms. 

ELECTIVE. 

Mechanical--Second Year . . 

Names and use of Instruments. Lectures. 
One sheet. Letters and Figures. Copy. 
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One sheet. Working drawings for shops. Blackboard. 
Three sheets. Geometrical problems. Blackboard. 
One sheet. OrthograpWc projections. Blackboard. 
One sheet. Working drawings for shops. Blackboard. 
Two sheets. Working drawings for shops; Blackboard. 
Two sheets. Intersection of solids. Blackboard. 
Two sheets. Projection of screws. Blackboard. 
One sheet. Working drawings for shops. Blackboard. 
Three sheets. Pulleys and Belts. Shops and Blackboard. 
Two sheets. Gear Wheels. Shops and Blackboard. 
Four sheets. Details of macWnes. 
UHe of ink and colOl'S. 
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All work to be discussed, calculations, etc., made, as is done in the best draught-
·ing rooms. 

Architectural-Second Year. 

Names and use of Instruments. Lectures. 
One sheet. Letters and Figures. Copy. 
One sheet. Working drawings for shops. Blackboard. 
Three. sheets. Geometrical problems. Blackboard. 
One· sheet. Working drawings for shops. Blackboard. 
One sheet. Orthographic projections. Blackboard. 
Two sheets. Working drawings for shops. Blackboard. 
One· sheet. Intersection of solids. Biackboard. 
Three sheets. Structural details in wood and stone. Blackboard'. 
One sheet. Working drawings for shops. Blackboard. 
Three sheets. Framing. Models and Blackboard. 
Two sheets. Plans of building. Copy and Blackboard. 
Two sheets. Elevation of buildings. Copy. and Blackboard. 
Use of ip.k and colors. 
All work to be discussed, calculations, etc. , made, as is done in the best draught· 

ing rooms. 
I>ratoing.-Thi1·d Year . 

. Machine Designing, Architectural Designing, Draughting Room Methods, Blue 
Printing and Photography, applied to the Draughting Roolll anu Shops. 

SCHEDULE OF SHOP WORK. 

First Yea1·.-Carpentry, fifteen weeks; Wood Turning, five weeks; Forging, 
twenty weeks. 

Second Yea1·.-Pattem Making, fifteen weeks; Moulding, five weeks; Vise Work, 
fifteen weeks; Soldering aml Brazing, five weeks. 

Third Yea1'.-Machine Shop Work, twenty weeks; Finishing, twenty weeks. 

CARPENTRY. 

F'i1•st Yea1·.-Fijteen Weeks. 

Care and Use of Tools. 
1. Half Lap, and Mortise and Tenon, li 

by li by 4 ins. 
2. Half L:~.p Joint, Dovetail and Mitre, 

lt by li by 4 ins. 
3. Dovetailing. 
4. A Stool, 12 by 7 by 5! ins. 

5. Frame fot· Door, 3 by 18 by 1 ins. 
6. Scarf- Three Joints. 
7. Knife Box, 14 by 7t by 2i ins. 
8. Stairs-Carriages, risers and steps. 
9. Tmss-Rafters, with king and queen 

post. 
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WOOD TURNING. 

First Year.-Five Weeks. 

1. Care and Use of Lathe. Lectures. 
2. Care an4 Use of Turning Tools. Lec-

tures. 
3. Cylinder between centres. 
4. Cone between centres. 
5. Step Cylinder between centres. 
6. Inverted Cones between centres. 
7. Geometricai Piece in Angles. 

8. Geometrical Piece in Round . 
. 9. Geometrical Piece Table-Leg. 
10. Chuck Work. 
11. Chuck Work. 
12. Chuck Work. 
13. Chuck Work. 
14. Chuck Work. 
15. Chuck Work. 

COURSE IN FORGE SHOP. 

First Year.-Twenty Weeks. 

Forge.-Mechanism of and care of forge and·smith's tools, preparation of forge 
for fire, building and managing the fire, heat of fire, fluies. 

Tools.-Anvil, sledge, hand· hammer, square, tongs of various kinds, hot chisel, 
cold chisel, swages, fullers, flatters, formers, heading tools, mandrils. 

Forging.-Forge square iron out of round, round out of squat·e, octagonal out of 
square, hexagonal out of round, head up a rivet, head up a bolt. 

Be?iding.-Turn a p~e of flat iron to a right angle, the corners being brought 
square and neat, turn a flange, bend an eye, bend an ear, make a square out of a 
piece of flat iron. ~ 

- · Welding.-Make a jump weld, weld two pieces together formirig a cross, make a 
split weld, a scarf weld, a pipe weld, bend and weld a washer of flat· iron, make a 
round ring out of a piece of square iron, weld a square, make four or five links of 

·a chain out of three-eighths round iron, iron to steel. 
Tool Making.-Forge aud finish a set of tools, a wedge, centre punch, flat nose 

calking tool, cape chisel, cold chisel, a drift, heading tool, callipers, straight edge, 
tee square, hand hammer, set of drills, set of lathe tools, make and finish a (cross 
pene) fitter's hammer, a (cross pene) chipping hammer, a (straight pene) chipping 
ha.mmer, a (round pene) blacksmith's l1ammer. 

Tempering.-Theory of tempering temperatures and colors, water, oil, &c. Tem
per chisels, turning and boring tools for wood and metals. 

PATTERN :MA.XING. 

Second Year.-Fijteen Weeks. 

Care and Use of Tools. Lectures. Complete set of patterns for a Steam Engine. 
1. Gib. 
2. Crank. 
3. Cylinder Head. 
4. Connecting Rod Brasses. 
G. Piston Head. 

6. Piston Ring. 
7. Cross head. 
8. Cross Head Guide. 
9. Engine Frame. 

10. Cylinder. 

MOULDING. 

Second Year.-Five Weeks. 

Care and use of Moulder's Tools: Lect
ures. 

Crucibles, Furnaces and Cupolas: Lect
ures, 

1- 2-3. Green Sand. 
4-5-G. Dry Sand. 
7-8-!l. Loam. 
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VISE WORK. 

Second Yem·.-Fifteen Weeks. 

Care and Use of Tools. Lectures: 
1. Square PriSm. 
2. Rectangular Block with Champered 

Edges. 
8. Octagonal Prism. 
4.: Rack Teeth. 

11. Ring. 
12. Slide Rest. 
13. Open Slot Piece. 
14. Riveting Broken Plate. 
15. Inlaid Plate. 
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5. Right Angle Piece. 16. Parallel Filing, Tongue and Groove. 
6. Wrench, free hand filing. 17. Dovetail. 
7. Ellipse. 18. Screw, free hand filing. 
8. Circle and Segments. 19. Geometrical Form. 
9. Riveting. 20. Key Way and Champer. 

10. Acorn ft·ee hand filing. 

SOLDERING AND BRAZING. 

Second Year.-Five Weeks. 

1. The names and qualities of the various metals used. 
2. Degrees of heat necessary for Soldering, Brazing, Tinning, Burning. 
8. The p1·oportions of metals in order to produce the best results. 
4. The modes of applying heat in Soldering, Brazing, Tinning, Burning. 
5. Methods of overcoming difficulties caused by overheating. 
6. Method of burning metal together. 
7. Preparation of metals for Soldering, Brazing, Tinning and Burning. 
8. Exercises in the process of uniting the edges or surfaces of similar or dissimilar 

metals and alloys by partial fusion. 
The course will familiarize the student with the tools of the metal worker, and 

prepare hinl for the construction of work from drawings. 

THIRD YEAR.-FORTY WEEKS. 

Machine Shop Work. 
Names, uses and care of Hand and 111achine Tools. Lectures. 
Machine Shop Methods. Lectures. 
Finish up Castings and Forgings of former Lessons. 
Finish up a Design for Graduation. 

TEXT BOOKS. 

Qua.ckenbos's Higher Aritlunetic; Ray's H igher Algebra; Brooks's Geometry; 
Brooks's Mensw·ation; Brooks's Trigonometry; Gage's Elements of Physics; Peck's 
Ganot's Natural Philosophy; Hutchinson's Physiology; Anderson's General H istory; 
Fisher's Universal History; Quackenbos's History of the United States; Appleton's 
Stan~ard Higher Geography; Handy's Atlas of the World; Westlake's English 
Literature; Southwick's " Studies in Literature;" Packard's Book-keeping and 
Correspondence; Byrne's Metal Worker's Assistant; Baker 's Chemistry; Stahl aml 
Wood's Elementm·y Mechanism; King's Notes on the Steam Engine; Edward's 
Steam Engineer's Guide; Shock's Steam Boilers; Swinton's Language Lessons; 
Bert's First Steps in Scientific Knowledge. 

The School does not teach trades. Its aim is more comprehensive-it lays the 
foundation for many trades, and at the same time recognizes the value of in
tellectual discipline. 
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It is not assumed that every boy who enters this School will be a mechanic. 
Some will find that they have no taste for manual arts, and will turn into other 
paths-law, medicine or literature. Some, who develop both natural skill and 
strong intellectual powers, will push on through the Polytechnic School into the 
higher realms of professional life, as engineers or scientists. 

Others will find their greatest usefulness as well as highest happiness in some 
. branch of mechanical work into which they will readily step when they leave 
schooL All will gain intellectually by their experience in contact with things. The 
general result will be an increasing interest in manufacturing pursuits, more intelli
gent mechanics, more skillful manufacturers, better lawyers, more skillful physi
cians, and more useful citizens. 

SCHEDULE OF STUDIES OF THE POST-GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CLASS, 

First half year. 

Mathematics.-Algebra, Ray's Higher ; Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, and 
Mensuration reviewed. · 

Chemistry.-Baker's Short Course reviewed. 
Drawing.-Make a set of working drawings as directed. 
English.-Describe the pattern-making, moulding, finishing, and fitting neces

sary to complete the work shown; New History of England; Literature. 
Physics.-Topage 168 inclusive, Peck's Ganot. 

Second half year. 

Math.ematics.-Analytical Geometry, Brook's Applied Mechanics. 
Drawing.-Make a set of architectural drawings as directed. 
English.-Describe the processes involved in the completion of these plans; 
~k of Job; Shakespeare, Julius Cresar, Hamlet, Midsummer Night's Dream, 
Macbeth, Rolph's Edition. 

PhysiGS.-Mechanics, Heat and Electricity, Lectures, Sound, Light, and Meteorol
ogy, Lectures, to page 310, Peck's Ganot, German. 

First half of second year. 

1lfathematics.-Differential and Integral Calculus, Olney; Surveying. 
Mecha:nical technology.-Shop instruction; examination of the processes and ap

pliances involved in pattern-making, moulding, forging, and finishing, with sketches 
and reports. 

Boilers. -Strength; construction, and wear-and-tear of boiler, Wilson. 
Strength of materials.-ElastiCity and strength of wood, stone, and metal, the

ory of beams, shafts, and columns. 
English.-
Machine design.-Proportioning of such machine parts as come under the head of 

fastenings, bearings, rotating and sliding pieces, belt and toothed gearing, levers, 
and connecting rods. 

Metallurgy.-Metallurgical Processes, Furnaces, Refractory Building Materials, 
Combustion, Natural and Artificial Fuels, Metallurgy of Iron. 

Physics.-Complete the book, Peck's Ganot. 
Drawing.-Calculations and working drawings for a high-speecl steam-engine. 
Electricity. -Magnetism, Electl'icity. 

Second half of second year. 

Kinematics of the steam.-eng-ine.-Thurston. 
Mechanics of machinery.-Pumps, Pumping Engines, Compressors, Blowing En

gines, and Fans. 
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Measurement of p ower.-Indicating of steam-engines, determination of evapo-
rative efficiency of boilers, dynamometer. . 

Electricity.-Voltaic Electricity; management a nd care of a large variety of bat· 
teries; constl'uction of electrical instruments, etc. 

English.
Preparation of thesis. 
On the satisfactory completion of this course a certificate will be awarded. 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 

1884. 
Appropriation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . ........ .. $7,000.00 

Tools, furniture, drawing instruments, materials, &c ... . . . .. $2,236. 51 
Books and stationery .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 490.49 
Lumber and metal for lessons .... : .. ... . .. : . ............ . : .. 200. 00 
Salaries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 073. 00 

7,000.00 
. 1885. 

Appropriation . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. 12, 800. 00 
Boiler, engine, _machines, tools , steam h eaters, fw·niture, &c . 6, 252.52 
Books and stat10nery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 855. 13 
Lumber and metal for lessons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 281.34 
'\Vood and coal. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101. 42 
Salaries...... . ... .......... . . ........ .... . .... . ...... . . . . . . . 5, 309. 00 

---- 12,799. ~1 
1886. 

Appropriation . .. : . .. ... . ...... . ..... . ...... . ... .. . . ...... . ... . . 
Machines, tools, steam heaters, gas fixtures, furniture, &c. . . . 2, 721. 51 
Books and stationery . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . 602. 89 
Lumber and metal for lessons . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300. 59 

9,000.00 

Engine castings for seniot· class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130. 92 
Wood and coal.............. ......... ...... . ... .. ...... ... . . 204.62 
Salaries............. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . 5, 012. 00 

.1887. 
8,972. 53 

Appropriation .. .. ..... . ...... .. . ... . . ...... . .... .. .. ... . . . ... . .. 11,000. 00 
Tools, furniture, drawing instruments, steam heaters, gas and 

water fixtures, &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 413. 68 
Books and stationery. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . 1, 150. 00 
Lumber and metal for lessons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 480.00 
Engine castinf and wrought iron for senior class. . . . . . . . . . . . 111i. 00 
Wood and coa... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270. 00 
Salaries .... . ... .•. . . . . . ...... . ....... ... .. .. ............ . .. . 6,567.50 

--- 10,996. 18 
COST PER STUDENT. 

1884. 

To five per cent. of $2,236.51, cost of plant ................... . ....... . . 
To twenty-five per cent. of $490.49, cost of books ............... ...... . . 
To lumber and metal for lessons ............... . ... . ................. . . 
To salaries of Instructo113 and Janitor ....... . ..... . ........ . .......... . 

$111.83 
122.63 
200.00 

4,073. 00 

4,507.4.6 
Number of students on roll during t he year=160, and $4,507.46 divided by 160= 

$28.18, the cost per student. · 
1885. 

To five per cent. of $8,377.20, value of plant ...... . . . .... .. .......... . . . 
To twenty-five per cent. of $1,224.119, value of books .......... ... . . . . .. . 
To lumber and metal for lessons . . . . . . . . ..................... . ...... . 
To wood and coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . ... . ... . . 
To salaries of Instructors and Janitor . , , ...... . ,, .. ,, . . , .. . , . , ., ,., .. . . 

$418.86 
306. 25 
281. 34 
101.42 

5,309. 00 

6,416.87 
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Number' of students on roll durit1g the year=187, and $6,416.87 divided by 187= 
$34.32, the cost per student. . . 

1886. 

To five per cent. of $10,679.85, value of plant. ~ ...... . ................ : . 
To twenty-five per cent. of $1,827.88, value of booka .. . ............... . . 
To lumber and metal for lessons .. .. ..... . ....... . ................. . . 
To engine castitlgs for senior class ... .... .. . ...... ..... .. . . ........... . 
To wood and coal ............... . ..................... .. ... . ......... ·. 
To salaries of Instructors and Janitor ...................... . ... . ..... . 

$534.00 
456.97 
300.i:H> 
130.92 
204.62 

5,012. 00 

6,639.10 
Number of students on roll during the year=184, and $6,639.10 divided by 180= 

$36.08, the cost per student. 
1887. 

To five per cent. of $12,559.53, value of plant ............... .... . .... . . 
To twenty-five per cent. of $2.520.91, value of books . . . . ... . ..... .. .... . 
To lumber and metal !or lessons ........... . . ... . ... ... . .............. . 
To engine castitlgs and Wl'Ought iron for senior class . ... ... ........... . 
To wood and coal. .......... . ......... .. .. . ................ . ....... . . . 
To salaries of Instructors and Janitor ... .. ............... .' ............ . 

$627.98 
630.26 
480.00 
115.00 
270.00 

6,567.50 

8,690.74 
Number of students on roll during the year=352, and $8,690.74 divided by 352= 

$24.69, the cost per student. 

Committee of Board of School Commissioners in charge of Baltimore Manual Train
ing School; 1888. 

. HON. JOHN B. WENTZ, Chairman. 
JOSHUA PLASKITT, Esq. S. L. FELBER; Esq. 
F. G. CoNNOLLY, M. D. J. T. MoRRIS, Esq. 

List of Teachers and Instructors of the Baltimore Manual Training School, Session 
1888-'89. 

Principal-John D. Ford, Engineer Corps, U.S. Navy, Engineering and Drawing. 
First Assistant- A. Newton Ebaugh, Mathematics and English. 
Inst1"UCtor in Wood Depm·tmcnt-William Dugent, pattern maldng and moulding. 
Instructor in Metal Department-C. F. Friese, Machine Shop and Finishing. 
Instructor in Academic Department-William H. Hall, Chemfstry and Physics. 
Instructor in Academic Depa1·tment-A. J. Peitsch, English, Physics and Physi-

ology. 
Instructor in Academic Department-J. C. McSherry, English and History. 
Instructor in Metal Department- William G. Richardson, Forge and Sheet ~fetal 

- Work. 
Instructor in Wood Department-Richard Piez, Carpentry and Wood Turning. 
Fireman-C. J . Bowen. · 

THE TOLEDO MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL, TOLEDO, OHIO. 

Among the many interesting papers read and addresses delivered 
· before the annual meeting of the Department of Superintendence 

held in Washington, D. C., March 15-'17, 1887, the paper read by 
Superintendent H. W. Compton, of Toledo, describing the result of 
the experiment in that city in Manual Training, attracted marked 
~tt~ntion! The topic wa.s evidently re~arded by the a.uCI,ien~e as a. 
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li~e subject, and the reading of this paper led to a very spirited dis
cussion. 

Before proceeding to a detailed historical account of the school and 
its courses of study, a summary of the paper then read, as it is given 
in the School Journal for April 9, 1887, is inserted, as giving in brief 
the general results of the experiment, with the Superintendent's 
favorable conclusions. 

Letters received from Superintendent Compton state that "the 
·value of the manual endowment is estimated at $100,000. The school 
. is supported by a levy on the Tax Duplicate of three-fourths of a 
mill, which furnishes $9,000. The actual running· expenses of the 
school for the year are $6,000." 

He also states that Mr. Ralph H. Miller, a graduate of the St. 
Louis Manual Training School in the class of 1884, was called to 
Toledo as the first principal of the Manual Training School. 

MANUAL TRAINING IN TOLEDO.* 

By H. W. COMPTON, 

Director of Manual Training School, Toledo, Ohio. 

Manual training ~the Toledo high and grammar schools grew from a liumble be
ginning, in a small room with sixty boys and girls engaged in wood-work and draw
ing, to its present prosperous condition in a new, four-story building 60 by 120 feet, 
splendidly equipped with steam-power, tools, benches, lathes, forges and ample . 
drawing-rooms, and a domestic economy department, with all the necessary appa
ratus for studying the nature and preparation of foods for the table. 

The students have in.creased to about one hundred and seventy-five i.ri all depart
ments, and have manifested the greatest interest and enthusiasm for the work from 
the beginning. This intense interest in the new work has had to be so modified and 
regulated as not to interfere with the successful prosecution of the intellectual or 
class-room work proper. After ~orne experimenting the two lines of work were 
·harmoniously adjusted to each other. Boys and girls pass from .their algebra and 
history to their drawing and wood-work , and from these again to their geometry 
and English literature, with a hearty zest for all. The girls in the domestic econ
omy department con their Virgil!) or don their cooking suits and prepare with ease 
and grace such savory and palatable food as would convert the most radical oppo
nent of industrial training. In short, there is such an harmonious blending of the 
useful and the practical with the higher intellectual culture, that the unprejudiced 
observer needs but to see it to be convinced of the reasonableness and great utility 
of such training. 

THE CAUSE OF OPPOSITION TO MANUAL TRAINING. 

The opposition to manual training rises largely from lamentable ignorance which 
prevails concerning its aims and results. Many seem to think that the sole object of 
indust1:ial training is to make mechanics and train them to mere manual dexterity. 
This is an utterly erroneous idea. The manual work is to furnish th e pupils an op
portunity to study at the bench , forge, lathe, and engine the nature of matter and the 
manifestations of force. It is purely educa.tional ·in its object. It first teaches him 

*Remarks made before the meeting of the Superintendents at Washington, held 
March 15-17,1687, as rel>orted i.n The Schoqt JQ~l'l\al (New Yor~ anc:l Chica~o), April 
9, 1887, 
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to portray in the drawing a variety of beautiful and useful forms, and then how to 
embody these forms in wood and metals. It teaches how to exprt>ss thought, not 
in words alone, but in things. It produces nothing for the market except well
trained minds and skilful hands. 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SCHOOL AND THE FACTORY. 

In the factory the individual is nothing; the article he makes iB everything. In 
the training school the articles made are of no moment; the boys and girls are all
important. They make many useful and beautiful things, but these are of no value 
compared with the useful knowledge gained, the symmEltrical mental development 
acquired. Some of the advantages that are apparent from this course of study are: 
that the industrial work holds many pupils in the higher grades, and thus gives 
them the benefits of a complete education; it conduces to their moral welfare, in 
that it employs all their time in a pleasant and healthful way, thus preventing idle
ness and crowding out impure thoughts and conceptions that might find a harbor 
in the young mind; it dignifies and exalts labor, and teaches respect for the labor
ing man; it teaches no special trade, and yet lays the foundation for any trade, and 
gives the youth such knowledge and skill that he becomes a better and sounder judge 
of men and things, in whatever business 9r profession he may engage. ' 

Manual training iB a successful 8Jl6 satisfactory branch of study iii the Toledo 
schools, not because it is theoretically a good thing, but became it is well-managed, 
has good instructors, and proves itself of great v~lue to the pupils. 

THE II.'OLEDO SCHOOL HAD ITS ORIGIN IN PRIVATE LIBERALITY. 

It will be observed that nothing is said in these remarks by Mr. 
Compton of the fact that the city of Toledo primarily owed its 
school to the liberality of a private citizen. He undoubtedly as
S'!lmed that all his auditors were familiar with the well-known facts 
which are set forth at length in the catalogues of the school. 

In 1872 Mr. Jesup W. Scott, of Toledo, who had. conceived the 
plan of founding a High Class Technological Institution, conveyed 
to "The Toledo University of Arts and Trades," which had been 
incorporated for this purpose in accordance with his wishes, valua
ble real estate. Subsequently the conditions of th~ trust he had 
created were so modified as to allow the Trustees to act in connection 
with the public educational authorities. In accordance with this 
modification the city school authorities have been enabled to obtain 
most unusual and valuable facilities for trying the experiment of 
Manual Training under the most favorable conditions, and with no 
other cost to the citizens than the annual running expenses of the 
school. 

THE INAUGURAL ADDRESS. 

Upon the opening of the school, October 7, 1884, Colonel Augustus 
Jacobson, of Chicago, lllinois, delivered a very interesting address 
on the subject of "Manual Training Schools,"* in "{hich he illustrated 

*Manual Training Schools.-An address by Col. Augustus Jacobson, of Chicago, . 
ill., delivered in Toledo, Ohio, October 7, 1884, upon the occasion of opening the 
Manual Training department of the Toledo High Sc;hool. :6. F, Wade Qo.; Print~t's, 
& Binders. 1885. Pp. 24. 
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in many ways the value of mechanical skill in its .application to 
every· form of industry and emphasized the crying need now exist
ing in this country for a larger class of men possessing such thorough 
technical training as would qualify them for employment as skilled 
workmen in all kinds of productive industries; mastery of the de
tails of a special industry being very readily acquired by one so 
trained. This address was published by the Toledo School. 

In order to facilitate the speedy establishing of Manual Training 
Schools in which such skill could be acquired, in the cities and towns 
throughout the country, which otherwise must needs be greatly 
retarded by the heavy expenditure required, due to the cost of the 
plant; and, further, with the purpose of enabling the children of the 
poorest citizens to profit .by these opportunities, Colonel Jacobson, 
having in view the causes that compel the very children who most 
need public instruction to be soonest deprived of it, conceived a · 
plan which should make it so clearly for the interest of the poor 
.parents to continue the attendance of their children, that tho diffi
culty of rapidly diminishing attendance in the higher grades, now 
so evident, would disappear. 

AN ORIGINAL SUGGESTION. 

To effect his double purpose Colonel Jacobson has brought forward 
a very original proposition, which resembles in its main featur~ the 
English plan of "money payments;" only, in this American modifi
cation of that feature so opposed to all our ·customs, the proposal is: 
to pay the scholar, for attendance; not the teacher, for teaching. 
In England, by the "Grant in Aid" system, a bounty is offered for 
every pupil who passes at stated intervals the required examinations; 
this' sum being an addition made to the small fixed salary secured to 
the teacher, the theory being that the teacher is thus incited to 
better work-the result often being, it is asserted, that the t rue in
terests of the pupil are very generally sacrificed to the desire of the 
teacher to gain the payments. This plan of offering to the pupils 
themselves extraneous inducements for school attenda.nce, which 
sometimes takes the form of a free meal, sometimes of a trifling 
money present, or of a summer picnic excursion, or a Christmas tree 
with its gifts, is not wholly unknown in America to charitable 
"ragged schools," in poor districts of towns and cities, and to Sun
day Schools of all classes and denominations, anu is a well-recog
nized means of sugar coating, as it were, the pill of knowledge for 
ignorant patients. It is the colossal scale upon which this device is 
now projected which makes it so noticeable. It is, in effect, com
pulsory education applied to Industrial Training; but, this time, in
stead of trusting to the stick, the bunch of luscious grass is to be 
relied on as the all-compelling attraction. 

ART-VOL 2--2(i 
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It is a startling proposition, for it proposes in the :first place noth
ing less than governmental establishment of a :M~nual Training 
Department in every Public High School in the country, and in the 
second a scheme of progressively increasing money payments to eaoh 
high school pupil for four years! Colonel Jacobson :finds the im
mense sum requisite for all this, ready at hand, in the receipts arising 
from the internal revenue tax · on whiskey and tobacco. This sum 
has been readily collected, will soon, he forsees, no longer be needed, 
owing to the rapid reduction of the National Debt, and can be read
ily applied as he suggests without imposing any additional burden 
on the public. 

He proposes to utilize it to establish the universal Industrial Edu
cation of American school children. He would effect this by putting 
Manual, Training in the high'school and by distribution of money 
among the scholars in annual payments for four years to each 
pupil; to begin with $50 for the :first year, $100 for the second, $150 
for the third, and $200 for the fourth. This would lead the parents 
of most of the children to desire them to reach and go through the 
high schools, and, as the majority of them would be from families 
who get the least schooling, the great educational problem of how 
to persuade these children to remain at school lo;ng enough to get 
the benefit that the public wliich supports the schools has a right to 
expect wo~d be happily solved. He argued that this is feasible; 
that it has been shown that the whiskey interest can pay this tax 
without hardship, and so return to the community some good for 
the terrible evils it inflicts ; while, unless this is done, that tax will 
surely be repealed, as the National Debt will all be paid off within 
the next fifteen years. He supports this plan by many ingenious, 
strong and eloquent arguments. 

The bed rock of all his structure being the American idea of 
giving to every child an oppor.tunity for the best development of all 
his powers. Where other nations spend for armies he would have 
America spend for schools. '' It would make life easier for th~ 
struggling multitude. * * * Instead of being a burden for a poor 
man to educate his children, the money that he then would draw for 
their education from the public fund would lighten his load. * * · * 
It would be cheaper for him to educate his children than to leave 
them in ignorance. The poorer the man the more anxious would he 
be to educate his children, and the more certain would he be to do 
it. * * * It would settle the child labor question." 

He refers, in proof that educated industry enriches not impovm·ishes 
1:1. country, to tb,e contrast between this country when in possession 
of the Indians and now. 

To the supposed objection that such a plan is new he r etorts: 
"Since when have we in this country begun to object to things 
bec~'lst;~ they"-~~ new? Every thin~ in AlH<.Jri9A> is ncaw, To govern 
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by keeping men down is old. To govern by raising men up is 
new." 

His picture of a land where all the children of the poor, now forced 
to toil for a pittance and remain in hopeless ignorance, would have 
the opportunity of developing and training all their mental and 
physical powers, is certainly as attractive as poets' fairest dream. 
"More than ever before it would make of this land for struggling 
humanity an earthly paradise." He closes thus: 

THE .AliERICAN IDEAL, 

From Jamestown and Plymouth Rock down to the present moment the loftiest 
American thought is that in this country there shall be at the very earliest possible · 
moment, free of charge for every child on the soil, the highest and best and most 
practical training the chHd can take and the world can give. The dream of com
merce and industry is a land full of good customers. The dream of patrotism is a 
land full of free, intelligent and independent citizens. The dream of poesy is a 

· land full of smiling, loving, happy homes. The dream of commerce and industry, 
the dream of patriotism and the dream of poesy are all the same dream. 

It was a notabl~ address on an occasion of great inte1~st. Possibly 
those who have for so many years been endeavoring to induce Con
gress to pass a National Aid to Education Bill would suggest to the 
eloquent advocate that Legislatures and Congresses are, as yet, hardly 

. educated up to the point of crystallizing such ideals into statutes; not 
even though he brings to bear upon them such high authorities as are 
Franklin, Jefferson, and Washington from whose writings he quotes 
most effectively. 

WHAT THE UNITED STATES HAS DONE FOR EDUCATION. 

Yet in a country in which the General Government has ever made 
most generous provision for education, securing certain allotments 
of public lands to the States for the education of the people; which 
created, by enactment, Schools of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts 
in all the States; and which has, for many years, given a free home 
of 160 acres of land to every settler who honestly applied for it; such 
a proposition of devoting the product of certain taxes to education 
ought not to be so very startling. To the Laissez faire people of 

. ' course every proposition that the General Government should itself 
do anything in such directions is regarded with equal disapproval; 
and .to m~my political economists the idea of thus bribing people to 
take education would be abhorrent. 

These people all seem to prefer to build ever larger prisons, to mul
tiply almshouses, and to continue to breed t he idle hoodlums who 
will eventually occupy these lazar homes, and who furnish the nidus 
for nihilism and anarchy, rather than to violate their theories by ex
pending a dollar out of the public treasury of the States or of theN ation 
to prevent these evils. 

It may be that the particular plan brought forward by the orator 
.i~ imvractio"'ble; it may be th~t the inclwJtl'ial ecluo~tton he would 
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thus promote would not prove so effectual a means of social salva
tion as he believes; yet, to have devised a scheme whereby part of the 
money which the whiskey consumers pay out for whiskey should be 
applied for the building up and benefit of the community, seems 
not wholly devoid of practical sagacity, for it is not a characteristic 
of that class to save up their money to be applied by themselves to 
domestic needs, and, since the Government has found a way to get 
hold of some sixty odd millions of their money annually, for the 
general uses of the community, what better use could be made of 
it, when no longer needed for other public use, than to apply it to 
the education of their children in such a way as to train them up to 
be skilled, industrial producers. As all the pages of this Report re
late, dir~ctly or indirectly, to this question of how best to train, in 
t:Q.e best industries, the school children of America, the consideration 
of this proposition of Colonel J acobson is germane to our subject. 

That elementary training in industrial art should be given to the 
school children of the people, seems to be a growing conviction, and 
when that. is once generally admitted as a public duty, only the 
question of how much or how little of this training shall be given, 
will remain. The orator suggests a plan by which much more than 
has been generally thought possible can, in his judgment, be secured . 
. The following communication from Elder Evans, the well-known 

representative of the prosperous communities of Shakers in the 
United States, which appeared in the New York Tribune of March 
12, 1887, is of interest in this connection, as it gives direct testimony 
to the good results of specific industrial training, as carried on for 
nearly a century; it also indicates that the Tribune had put forward 
a plan of governmental aid to industrial education, somewhat simi
lar to that so eloquently advocated by Colonel Jacobson. It is in
serted here for its positive evidence as to the worth of industrial 
education: 

ELDER EVANS ON EDUCATION. 

To the Editor of The 'lhoune: 
Sm: Is not education one of the inalienable rights of human beings? If society 

allows children to be born, is it not the duty of society to make existence a bless
ing? Good parentage, good care, food, clothing, lodging , and good schooling- ed
ucation-that shall develop all the self-supporting faculties of body and .mind. 
When will society become rational, act rationally, in relation to the continuance of 
the race? * * * 

There are some sixty Shaker families who have been· taking in and educating 
children from the world's people, for about one hundred years. Thousands of these 
children have gone out from among them when they became of adult age. But 
few of these ever became paupers or criminals; being educated in a community, 
they learn how to do a great variety of things. The boys learn to manage cows, 
sheep, horses, poultry; how to work on the farm, garden, orchard; and how to 

· tnrn their hands to almost every kind of mechanical work, such as carpentering, 
blacksmithing, shoemaking, etc. And the girls len,rn everything useful, including 
housekeeping, cooking, mending and making clothes, etc. In a family of sixty 
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people almost everything can be done by the members, who have been brought up· 
and educated in the family; from raising and cooking the food to plumbing the 
buildings. Why should not public industrial schools be self-supporting communi
ties, like Shaker societies? War, pauperism and crin1e would soon be matters of 
history, with slavery and the Inquisition. 

The suggestion of The Tribune to use the accumulating funds of the Government 
to feed, clothe, house, and educate the children of the country in industrial schools 
is just what is needed; not more soldiers, more pensions, more Monitors, forts, and 
guns qf large calibre. Let u8 have peace by putting away the causes that create 
wars and fightings. 

F. W.EVANS. 
MT. LEBANON, March 4, 1887. 

. 
HISTORY OF THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOLEDO MAN-

UAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

The institution founded by Mr. Scott was incorporated as The To
ledo University of Arts and Trades. Subsequently, as will appear 
later, it was merged into the Toledo University. The Toledo Manual 
Training School was then established to be maintained under the 
joint control of the Toledo Board of Education and of the Directors 
of the Toledo University. Two Annual Reports, bearing respect
ively the dates of 1885 and 1887, have been issued.* From the his
torical data contained in · these, the following statement is taken. 
Besides these historical pages, the pamphlets contain the separate 
.Reports of the Directors of the University and of the Directors of 
The Manual Training School, from which the account here given is 
compiled. 

HISTORICAL. 

October 21, 1872, Jesup W. Scott and Susan Scott, his wif!l, conveyed to the To
ledo University of Arts and Trades, an incorporation created -for tha.t purpose, 160 
acres of land in Adams Township, adjacent to the city line, and "estimated in 
value at $80,000, in trust for the promotion of education in the arts and trades and 
related sciences, in addition to what is furnished by the public schools of the city." 

Mr. Scott was himself one of the incorporators of the University of Arts and 
Trades, The designated Trustees of such institution werll William H . Scott, Frank 
J. Scott, Maurice A. Scott, Richard Mott, Sarah R. L. Williams, William H . Ray
mond, Albert E. Macomber, Charles W . Hill, and, also, ex-offwio, the Mayor and Su
perintendent of Public Schools in Toledo, and the Governor of the State of Ohio. 
Richard Mott was subsequently elected President of the Board of Trustees. 

In 1873 the University Fund was increasetl in the sum of $15,000 by a gift from 
William H. Raymond. 

By a subsequent amendatm·y deed to said Toledo University of Art and Trades, 
J esup W. Scott and wife released the Trustees from some of the conditions im
posed in the first deed, so that the trust fund might he used to advance education 
in the arts and trades in connection with any municij)!tl or State fund or system of 
public education. This change was made at the earnest solicitntion of his son, 

. *First Annual Report of the Directot~s~ti~~Tol~do U~iversity of the city of 
Toledo, for the year ending December 31, 188ii. Toledo, Ohio: The B. F. Wade Co., 
Printers. 1885. Pp. 24. Second Annual Report, ditto, for the yea.r ending Janu
ary 1, 1887. Pp. 43. 
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Frank J. Scott, who ·had long been impressed with the importance of grounding 
all educational work on the broad basis of the free public school system. 

In 1868, Mr. F . J . Scott published in the Radical Review, of Boston, an original 
and suggestive essay entitled "The Future Palaces of America," in which the pos· 
sibilities of the free public educational system of the United States, if carried to 
its le~timate extent, were eloqutlntly presented. The necessity of securing practi
cal education in the arts and trades upon the same basis already adopted by the 
States for primary and classical education, was thus fortunately recognized by Mr. 
J . W. Scott in time to execute the amendatory deed just before his death. 

After the death of Jesup W. Scott, which occurred January 22, 1874, his widow, 
Susan W. Scott, and his three sons carried out his known wish to have the Uni
versity further endowed by the joint conveyance to the Trustees of the University 
of real property in the City of Toledo, estimated in value at $50,000. 

April1, 1873, with funds given by William H. Raymond, the Trustees of the said 
University of Arts and Trades purchased the property known as Raymond Hall, 
corner of Adams and Tenth streets, for the purpose of beginning the work of such 
institution. The property was pw·chased at public sale, and the situation was 
deemed a desirable one. The gift from Mr. Raymond amounted to $15,000. 

January 14, 1875, the Trustees of the University of Arts and Trades arranged to 
open the School of Design in Raymond Hall two hours during five evenings of each 
week, also on each Saturday, and William Young was employed as instructor. 
May 1, 1875, Mr. Young was called away from Toledo, and Mr. C. J . Shipley was 
employed in his place. Subsequently Mr. E. 0. Fallis took charge of the school. 
This School of Design continued for several seasons and imparted valuable instruc-
tion to large classes of pupils. . 

july 5, i8751 Mr. Frank J . Scott procured for the School of Design a very valuable 
collection of studies in Architecture and Mechanical Arts, consi~ting of books, pho~ 
tographs, engravings and lithographic prints in great variety. 

January 18, 1884, the Trustees of the Toledo University of Arts and Trades, being 
unable, with the resources in hand, to realize the purpose of the donors, made a 
tender of the entire University property to tbe City of Toledo, on condition that the 
city would assume the trust under and by virtue of the powers conferred in sec
tions 4095 to 4105, inclusive, of the Revised Statutes of Ohio. 

This property was formally presented to the Common Council, and, after full 
consideration by the Committee on Education and University, was accepted by res
olution adopted February 7, 1884. Subsequently this acceptance was duly embodied 
in an ordinance under which the Common Council established the Toledo Univer
sity, as heretofore more fully stated. 

On. the 18th of March, 1884, the Common Council approved an ordinance estab
lishing the Tbledo University. A portion of this ordinance as subsequently re-ap
proved in the Revised Ordinances of the city reads as follows: 

"SECTION 678. There is hereby established a University for the promotion of free 
education of the youth of both sexes within the city, under and by virtue of Chap· 
ter 14, Title III, Revised Stat11tes of Ohio, to be styled and known as the Toletlo 
University. · 

"SEc. 682. The Directors of the Toledo University are authorized, in the name 
and behalf of the city, to accept and take, as trustee in trust, for the pw·pose of 
founding, maintaining, or aiding said University, or any department thereof, a con
veyance and transfer of any estate, property or funds which have been heretofore, 
or hereafter may be, lawfully given and transferred to the city for such purpose, 
upon such terms, conditions and trusts, not inconsistent with law, as the Common 
Council, by ordinance, may deem expedient and proper for that end; or any annu
ity or endowment in the nature of income, which may be covenanted or pledged 
to the city toward such purpose; and such estate, property or funds, when so con-
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veyed, assigned, or transferred and delivered, shall be held and applied by the city. 
in trllllt, for the uses and purposes for which they may he conveyed, assigned, or 
transferred, and the custody, management and entire administration and control 
thereof shall be entrusted to the Diiectors of the Toledo University, for such pur
pose, in accordance with the terms, and tiUe intent of the trllllt and conditions upon 
which the same may be given or held. 

"SECi~83. The first department of such University to be opened shall be designed 
and known as the Manual Tra.ini.Iig School, and shall be devoted to instruction in 
~he practical arts and trades.'' • 

On the 25th of May, 1884, the Directors of the Toledo University were duly ap
pointed and confirmed by the Common Council. 

July 3, 1884, the Trlllltees of the Toledo University of .Arts and Trades, by Hon. 
Richard Mott, their president, conveyed the real estate held by that corporation, 
and estimated to be worth $100,000, to the City of Toledo in trllllt for the promotion 
of practical education, under the dil:ection of the University Board. 

October 1, 1884, the work of the Manual Training Department began in rooms in 
the High School Building, assigned by the Board of Education, with Mr. Ralph H. 
Miller, a graduate of the Saint Louis Manual Training School, as instructor, and a 
class of sixty pupils. 

The formal opening of the Manual Training School in the new building was duly 
commemorated by an important educational convention held on the 4th and 5th of 
December, 1885. 

In arranging the laboratory work for boys, the methods of the Saint Louis Manual 
Training School under Dr. C. M. Woodw'ard have been closely followed, while the 
Department of Domestic Economy has been· mainly indebted to Mrs. Emma P. 
Ewing, Dean of the School of Domestic Economy, of Iowa State College at Ames, 
Iowa. 

The following copious extracts from the two annual Reports of the 
Directors of the University give, in detail, the transactions of the 
Board. In the first Annual Report the sections of the City Ordi
nances creating the Board, etc., are quoted; as those essential to this 
history have been already given in the historical data they are here 
omitted: · 

FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS OF THE TOLEDO UNIVERSITY. 

To Hon. Samuel F. F01·bes, :llfayor, and the Hon. C'ommon Council of the C'ity 
of Toledo: 
GENTLEMEN: On the 18th of March, 1884, the Collllllon Council approved the ordi

nance under which this Board was organized. * ·• * 
The above ordinance was enacted under the authority of Sections 4095 to 4105 of 

the Revised Statutes of the State of Ohio. This act provides t hat the number of 
Directors of said University shall be thirteen; six of whom shall be nominated by 
the Board of Education of the city, and six shall be nominated by the 1\fayor, all to 
be confirmed by the Common Council, and the llfayor of the city sha-ll be ex-officio 
a member_ of said Board of Directors. 

THE FIRST BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 

On the 25th of May, 1884, at a joint session of the Common Council, the follow
ing persons were duly confirmed as Directors of the Toledo University, namely: 

Upon the nomination of the Board of Education: Horace S. Walbridge, for a term 
of one year; Hon. Henry Knhlo, for a term of two years ; Frank J. Scott, for a term 
of three years; William H. Scott, for a term of four years; M. D. Carrington, for a 
term of five ye:ns; A. E. Macomber, for a term of six years. 
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Upon the nomination of the Mayor: Maurice A. Scott, for a term of one year; 
Noah H . House, for a term of two years; Dr. Samuel F. Forbes, for a term of three 
years; Bernhard Meilink, .for a term of four years; William G. Haggenberg, for a 
term of five years; Hon. Guido Marx, for a term of six years; Hon. Jacob Romeis, 
Mayor, ex-officio member. 

May 29, 1884, said directo1'8 met and organized, with William H. Scott, president; 
Dr. Samuel F. Forbes, vice-president, and A. E . Macomber, clerk. On the 3d day 
of July, 1884, the Trustees of the Toledo University of Arts and Trades, by Hon. 
Richard Mott, its president, coJlveyed the real estate held by that corporation , and·· 
estimated to be worth $100,000, to the City of Toledo in trust, for the promotion of 
practical education, under the direction of this Board. 

Then follow details of the lots and parcels of the real estate thus 
transferred. 

THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

* * * By the terms of the above ordinance your Directors w ere instructed to 
first establish the Manual Training School department of the Toledo University. 

Frequent confe1·ences with members of your honorable body gave assurance of 
the united conviction that the best results could be obtained by establishing this 
department in connection with the High and Grammar Schools of the city, and 
that the tl'llst estate, with the generous assistance from the dty, should be ample 

_to establish and maintain this department in a high degree of efficiency. 
The Board of Education gave warm assurance of a desire to heartily co-operate 

in the establishment of this department in connection with the public schools, and 
in September, 1884, assigned for this purpose two commodious rooms in the High 
School building. One of these was used as a drawing room and the other duly 
equipped with work-benches, tools, etc. , and a very competent instructor. Mr. 
Ralph H. Miller, a graduate of the Saint Louis Manual Tt'aining School, was em
ployed. Fifty boys and ten girls from the High and Grammar Schools immedi
ately entered u pon the work of this department. 

In March, 1885, the Board of Education, as further earnest of its desire to pro
mote manual lnstl'Uction, executed a lease to the University Board of the site upon 
which the Manual Training School building has been erected. This lease was exe
cuted under authority of the St.1.te Legislature, obtained for that purpose, and runs 
for a term of twenty years, subject to indefinite renewal unless after that term the 
exigencies of the High School shall neecl the room; in which event, the appraised 
value of the building shall be paid by the Board of Education to the University 
Board. This condition was undoubtedly a wise precaution on the part of the Bouru 
of Education, but it is nevertheless the view of both parties to the lease that such 
exigencies will never arise, and that the lease is practically a perpetual one. I t is 
believed that under wise direction the two systems of instruction will become so 
welded together -as to be forever inseparable. 

THE BUILDING. 

This Board immediately entered upon the work of constructing a building upon 
the site so generously furnished by the Board of Education ample to m eet the de
mands of a fully-equipr)ed school. Careful consideration was given to the armnge
ment of rooms adapted to the work of the school. Plans were furnished by Messrs. 
E. 0. Fallis & Co. The contract for brick work, stone work, catch basin, plastering 
of office room, etc., was let to Messrs. Hanehan Bros., and the contract for wood 
work was let to Anderton Bently. The building was practically completed and 
formally opened December 5, 1885. 

The building has been equipped with a 50-horse-power engine from the factory 
of the Ball Engine Company of Erie, Pennsylvania. The boiler was mndc by 
Messrs. Brownell of Dayton, Ohio. The building is heated with the exhaust st.eam 
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from the engine. The steam piping and plumbing work was done by Messrs. Locke 
& Schultz, of this city. Two wood working rooms are fully equipped with work 
benches and tools, including twenty-four turning lathes of the most approved pat
tern, designed by Mr. S. N. Goodwin and manufactured by Messrs. Shaw, Kendall 
& Co., of this city. The iron working rooms are being fully equipped, and. will be 
in readiness for the ·school year beginning September 1, 1886. 

The Manual Training School is now in full operation, with eighty boys and forty 
girls in attendance. The instructors are Ralph H. Miller, principal and instructor 
in shop work; George S. Mills, instructor in drawing; N. W . House, instructor in 
shop work, with GeorgeS. Waite, assistant. · 

THE NEW BUILDING OPENED WITH AN EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 

The formal opening of the Manual Training School in the new building was duly 
commemorated by an important educational convention, held on the 4th ,and 5th 
of December, 1885, Tlus convention was an occasion of much interest to the edu
cational circles of the West. Many prominent speakers of a national reputation 
were present and delivered addresses in explanation and commendation of the plan 
to be carried out. This number included ex-President Hayes, who presided; Dr. 
C. M. Woodward, managing director of the Saint Louis Manual Training School; 
Professor Felix Adler, managing director of the Workingman's School, of New 
York City; Mrs. Emma P. Ewing, dean of the School of Domestic Economy in the 
Iowa Agricultural College; Colonel Augustus Jacobson and Hon. Charles H. Ham, 
of Cllicago, and Dr. Henry H. Belfield, director of the Chicago Manual Training 
School. Some of the principal topics of discussion were: Manual Tr.aining and its 
Relation to Public Education; the Educational Advantage of Drawing in the Pub
lic Schools; Industrial Training for Girls; Domestic Economy; Industrial Art, etc. 

In the task of establishing the Manual Training ~chool your Directors have not· 
felt at liberty to enter into any new or untried experiments, concerning the issue 
of which there might be a doubt. They have endeavored to acquaint themselves 
with the methods of the most successful schools already established, and are well 
assured that they are working upon a system that has yet to make its first failure. 

To Dr. C. M. Woodward, of the Saint Louis Manual Training School, and Mrs. 
Emma P. Ewing', dean of the School of Domestic Economy, the Directors are 
deeply indebted for much valuable aiel in the organization of this school. The Di· 
rectors are also deeply grateful to Colonel Augustus Jacobson, Professor Felix 
Adler, Dr. H. A. Belfield, Hon. Charles H. Ham and ex-President Hayes, for the 
valuable assistance the school has received at their hands. The hearty co-opera
tion of· Professor J. W. Dowd, superintendent of Puulic Schools in Toledo, and the 
teaphers of the High and Grammar Schools, has been invahiable in the successful 
establishment of the Manual Training School. 

September 1, 1881i, Mr. Noah W. House r P-tired from this board in order to accept 
a position as instructor in the Manual Training School, where he has rendered most 
valuable services. 

The board has recognized that the pupils of the parochial schools are entitled to 
the opportunities of the Manual Training School, and arrangements have been 
made for the admission of such pupils, who have reached the equivalent of senior 
grammar school grade, and at such convenient hours as to enable them to pursue 
their mental studies in their respective parochial schools. 

Mr. Bernard Meilink, on account of pressure of other duties and ill health, was 
unabl.e to serve as a member of the boa.rc.l. 

THE COST OF THE NEW BUILDING. 

The amount expended upon the Manual Training School building, including the 
underground boiler and con.l rooms placed outside of the main builc.ling, sewer con~ 
nections, grading, walks, steam piping, etc., has been $22,9(;1.44. 
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On the 16th of November, 1885, the Common Council issued.$20,000 University 
bonds, running for a term of ten years at 5 per cent. interest. These brought a pre-
mium of $872.14, making a tot.al yield of $20,872.14. . 

These bonds were issued in anticipation of the sale of so much of the tract of 160 
acres held in trust as shall be required to meet this issue. The sale of real estate 
from tlie trust estate amounts to $12,180, as heretofore stated . . 

The receipts and expenditures in the construction of the building and mainten
ance of the school, to January 1, 1886, have been as follows: 

RECEIPTS. 

Real estate, proceeds issue of $20,0005 per cent. ten-year bonds ..... . . .. $20,~72.14 
Real estate, proceeds of real estate sold ....... $12, 180.00 
Real estate, proceeds of rents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 402. 00 

Less mortgage incumbrances ......... . .. , ... . 
Less taxes, assessments and insurance ...... . 

7,934.86 
901.86 

$12,582.00 

8,835.72 

Material used in shop collected from pupils .... . ................ . ... .. 
General levy city duplicate for 1884 ............. . .................... . 
Accounts payable .. . ........ ... ........ .. ......... . ................. . 

8,746.28 
213.80 

5,920.80 
_1,567.18 

Total... .. . . .. ... . ... . ....................... . .... . . . ...... . ... 82,319. 24 

EXPENDITURES. 

Manual Training School building ........... .. .. . ... . ...... .... ...... . 
Tools and machinery .... .. . . .... ............ .. . .............. . ...... . 

22,951.44 
5,627. 85 

Current expenses from September 1, 1884, to January 1, 1886, including 
salaries of instructor s .................. .. ................. .. ... ... . 

Material for shop . ........ .. . . . . ........ ... . .. . ... . .. ........ . .. ... . . 
Bal~o.nce unexpended with Oounty Treasurer ....... . ............ ,. .. .. . 

8,465.90 
213.30 
61.25 

--- -
Total. ..... . .... .. .... .. :. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . ... .. . . . 32, 819.24 

By the terms of the trust deed, and the ·requirements of the law under which this 
school is organized, tuition is free to all residents of the City of Toledo at the time 
of admission. A fee, corresponding to the charge made in other schools of like 
grade,-has been named for pupils from abroad who may desire to avail themselves 
of the advantages of t1)e school. The course of instruction adopted for the pupils 
of the Manual Training School is presented herewith. This course will be subject 
to whatever changes experience may suggest. A competent teacher in the depart
ment of Domestic Economy will enter upon her duties September 1, 1886. 

WM. H. SCOTT, President. 
A. E. MACOMBER, Secretary. 

The second Annual Report, for the year 188G, is given in full: 

SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS OF THE TOLEDO UNIVERSITY. 

To the Hon. Samuel F. Forbes, Mayor, and the Hon. Common Council of the· Oily 
of Toledo: 
GENTLEMEN : In their first annual report, presented one year ago, your Directors 

were enabled to announce the erection of a. suitable building for the Manual Train
ing School Department and the equipment of several rooms with adequate tools and 
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machinery for instruction in wood-working. Two commodious and wen-lighted 
rooms bad also been provided for instruction in free-hand, mechanical and archi
tectural drawing. 

During the summer of 1886 the forging shop was duly equipped with the most 
approved appliances for practical instruction in metal working, such as forging, 
welding, tempering, brazing and soldering, and classes entered upon such work in 
the Autumn term of the cunent year . 

. The room set apart for iron machine work w'ill be equipped during the summer 
of 1887. This being done the Manual Training School will be fw·nished with tools 
and machinery for instruction·in wood and iron work to the extent now contem
plated. 

PROVISION FOR THE GIRLS, 

Since the last report the Department of Domestic Economy has received the earn
est attention of your Directors. 

It became apparent that not only abstract justice but an enlightened public senti
ment demanded that the opportunities for industrial instruction for girls should be 
as ample and complete as that contemplated for boys. 

While the work of this department was not wholly without precedent, yet your 
·' Directors deemed it wise to call to their aid an Advisory Council of ladies to assist 

In maturing the general plan and details of such instruction, and the advice and 
direction of such council has been of value in the organization of this department. 

Two large and well-lighted rooms on the upper floor of the new building have 
been set apart for this work, one of which has been furnished with all neede!l ap

_pliances for practical instruction in cookery. 
A skillful teacher, Miss N. E. Rawson, a pupil of Mrs. Ewing of the Iowa State 

College, has been secured, and instruction in cookery is now furnished to large and 
enthusiastic classes. 

The Department of Domestic Eeconoruy has been received with great favor and 
support and promises to meet the full ~xpectations of those who most warmly en
couraged its establishment. The instruction in cookery has proved of great practi
cal value. Next school year instruction will be furnished in cutting and garment 
making. 

EVENING DRAWING CLASSES. 

Your Directors understand that it is the earnest desire of the Mayor and Common 
· Council that the cdvantages of this school shall be placed within the reach of all the 

youth of the city so far as they shall evince a desire to avail themselves of such op
pOrtunity. In view of the great advantage that will accrue to a large number of 
young mechanics and others who have employment during the day, from instruction 
in f.ree-hand, mechanical and architectural drawing, it has been determined to fur
nish such instruction in evening classes dm·ing a portion of the year, and to this end 
classes were organized last November. 

The Board of Education have ft·om the outset evinced the warmest sympathy with 
this movement and have in every possible "\vay extended their aid and co-operation. 
The very satisfactory progress ah·eady made in the growth of the Manual Training 
School has been. in a large measure the r esult of such aid and co-operation. To 
round out and make more complete the course of instruction furnished by the Even
ing School, the Board of Education has maintained instruction in arithmetic, 
geometry, grammar, etc. 

Through the joint action of the Board of Education and the University Board, it 
may confidently be expected that eYening clns scs will hereafter be maintained each 
year for a period of not less than six months. 

Instruction will be furnished in all the branches and departments of the day schools 
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so far as a demand shaU be made to appear. Thus far the evening classes have de· 
voted themselves mainly to drawing and mathematics. 
· From the property held in trust for the promotion of the Manual Training School, 
there has been sold during the past year the lot and building on the corner of Adams 
and Tenth streets, known as the church property, to the Central Congregational 
Society for the sum of $8,000. The proceeds of such sale have been applied to the 
further equipment and qompletion of the Manual Training School building. 

The receipts and expenditures of this Board for the year ending January 1, 1887, 
· have been as follows : · 

RECEIPTS FOR 1886. 
Real estate: 

Proceeds of real estate sold ..........•....... : • . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . $8, 000. 00 
Proceeds of rent ............ . .............. ,............. . ......... 281.00 

Less tax and sidewalk improvement ............ . .•..• , ..... . .. . . 

Material used in shop-collected from pupils ....... . ..... .. ... . ... . ...• 
General levy city duplicate for 1886 ........... . .... : . .... .. ........ . .. . 
Accounts payable ............. . ............... .. .......... . ... . . . .... . 

EXPENDITURES FOR 1886. 

Manual Training School building ............ . ... . . . .... . . . . . .. . . . .. • , , 
Tools and machinery ........... .. .... . ... . ....... . .... . ............ • , • 
Current expenses: 

Including salaries of instructors .... . ...... . ...... .. ........ ... ... . 
Materials for shop ............ .. ......... . ........................ . 
Interest account ........................ , ............ . ........... . 

County Treasurer-Balance unexpended in excess of 1885 ............. . 

AII'TENDANCE. 

8, 281.00 
95.84 

8,185. 16 
634.57 

6,266.42 
66.824 

15,552.97 

2,986 ~ 97 

5,677.89 

5,148.49 
634.57 
968. 20 
136.85 

15,552.97 

The attendance upon the Manual Training School is optional, yet the day classes 
now number 150; and •the evening classes 50; al).d in addition a number of post 
graduates of the High School are availing themselves of the insquctiou fumished 
in the Department of Domestic Economy. 

The interest ~n the work of this school continues to increase, and it is believed 
that each year the classes. will increase in numbers. 

INTEREST SHOWN BY OTHER COMMUNITIES, 

Other communities have been watching the example of Toledo with great inter· 
est. The letters of inquiry and personal visits from all sections of the country in
dicate the widespread interest in the Manual Tl·aining School movement. This is 
further evidenced by the attention which this topic has received in the leading 
magazines and newspapers during the past year. Many of our most conservative 
thinkerS regard this practical instruction furnished to all the children of the State 
and within the reach of all, as one of the most promising factors in the solution of 
social problems. 

Since our last report Manual Training Schools have been established in Cleveland 
and Cincinnati and a movement is now on foot to incorporate the Cleveland Man
ual Training School into the public school system, legislative authority having been 
obtained this winter for that purpose. 
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It is stated upon reliable authority that if every High School in the United States 
possessed a .fully equipped Manual Training Depa.rtment with adequate instrUc· 
tion for two hundred and fifty pupils each, yet even then this country would fall 
below Germany in the attention given to this line of instruction. 
f The city of Toledo is to be congratulated in having been among the earliest to 
enter· upon this important work, and perhaps is absolutely the pioneer city in bring· 
ing manual training under the wing of the free coJDJDon school system. 

WM. H. SCOTT, 
President of the Board of Directors. 

A. E. MACOMBER, 
Secretary. 

ORGANIZATION .AND METHODS OF THE SCHOOL. 

The history of the origin and development of this important edu
cational undertaking having already been given at length, the ac
count of the school and the details of its courses of instruction as 
contained in the report for the year 1886 will now be given. The 
differences between the courses of study as given in the two reports 
.are slight-what was called" Laboratory" work, in the first report, 
is now called "Shop" work. In the first report credit is given to · 
Professor Woodward, of Saint Louis, for the arrangement of the . 
course in Manual' Training, and to Miss Emma P. Ewing, Dean of 

·_ the School of Domestic Economy in Iowa State College, for the ar
rang~ment of the course in Domestic Economy. 

In the list of the City Board of Education the name of Dr. S. H. 
Bergen, who was a member in 1885, gives place to that of H. D. 
Pierce in 1886. In the list of Directors of the University the niDI1e 
of H. S. Walbridge, in 1885, gives place to that of Theodore J. Brown 
in 1886; otherwise the membership of these two bodies remains the 
same. 

THE TOLEDO MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL (lllAINTAINED UNDER THE JOINT CONTROL 
OF THE TOLEDO BOARD OF EDUCATION AND THE DIRECTORS OF THE TOLEDO 
UNIVERSITY). 

TOLEDO BOARD OF EDUCATION. 

JoHN C. RIKE, President; 
CHARLES ZIRW AS, 
Dr. JoAB SQUIRE, 
FRANK. H. TANNER, 

FRANKLIN HUBBARD, 
Dr. C. H. REED, 
H. D. PIERCE, 
RYNEHOLD OPITZ. 

DIRECTORS OF TOLEDO UNIVERSITY • 

. WILLIAM H. SCOT!', President; 
Hon. GUIDo MARX, 
FRANK J. ScoTT, 
ALBERT E. MACOMBER, 
M.D. CARRINGTON, 

·DANIEL J. O'HARA, 

Hon. H ENRY KAHLo, 
WILLIAM G. HAGENBERG, 
MAURICE A. ScOTT, 
THEODORE J. BROWN, 
DANIEL C. SHAW, 
Dr. SAltUEL F. FORBES, Mayor. 
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TOLEDO MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

Instruction in-shop work and in free~hand and mechanical drawing, is f\lrnished 
by the University Board, while the intellectUal studies, which must go hand in hand 
with the development of manual training, are furwshed in th~ Public Schools, in 
the prescribed Grammar ~d High School Course. 

The practical effect of the united action of these two Boards, is to so enlarge the 
scope of public instruction in Toledo, as ·represented by the Grammar and High 
Schools, as_ to include instruction in the practical arts, domestic economy, together 
with free-band and mechanical drawing. The course,-including this instruction, 
will be known as the Manual Training School Course. 

THE ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF THE SCHOOL. 

The object of the Manual Training School is to furnish instruction and practice 
in the use of tools, with such instruction as may be ·deemed necessary in mathe
matics, drawing, and the English branches of a high school course. The tool in
struction as at present contemplated will include carpentry, wood turning, pattern 
making, iron chipping and filing, forge work, brazing and soldering, the use of 
machine shop tools, and such other instruction of a similar character as may be 
deemed advisable to add to the foregoing from tin1e to time. . 

The Manual Training School clearly recogJ;lizes the pre-eminent value and necessity 
of intellectual development and discipline. This school exact3 close an.d thoughtful 
study with book as well as with tools. It proposes, by lengthening the usual school 
day a full hour, and by abridging somewhat. the number· of daily recita tions , to 
find time for drawing and tool work, and domestic economy, and thus to secure a 
more liberal, intellectual and physical development-a more symmetrical education. 

It is believed that-, to all students, without regard to plans for the future, the value 
of the training which can be got in shop work, spending only eight or ten hours 
per week, is abundantly sufficient to justify the expense of materials, tools and 
teachers. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL APTITUDES. 

It occasionally happens that students who have special aptitudes in certain di
rections find great difficulty in mastering subjects in other directions. In such 
cases it is often the best course to yield to natural tastes and to assist the student in 
finding his proper .sphere of work and study. A decided aptitude for handicraft is 
not unfrequently coupled with a strong aversion to and unfitness for abstract and 
theoretical investigations. There can be no doubt that , in such cases, more time 
should be spent in the shop, and less in the recitation and lecture room. On the 
other hand, great facility in the acquisition and use of language · is often accom
panied by a great lack of either mechanical interest or power. When such a Lias 
is disc9vered the pupil should unquestionably be sent to the grammar and dictionary 
r ather than to the laboratory or draughting room. I t is confidently believed that 
the developments of this school will prevent those serious errors in the choice of a 
vocation which often prove so fatal to the fondest hopes. 

One great object-of the school is to foster a higher appreciation of the value and 
dignity of intelligent manual labor. A boy who sees nothing in manual labor but 
dull, brute force, despises both the labor and the laborer. With the acquisition of 
skill in himself, comes the willingness to recognize skill in his fellows. When once 
he appreciates skill in handicraft, be honors the workman. 

In a Manual Training School tool work never descends into drudgery; the t asks 
are not long, nor are t-hey unnecessarily repeated. Whatever may be the social 
standing or influence of the parents, the children go together to the same work, and 
are tested physically as well as intellectually, by the same standards. The result 
will be a truer estimate of laboring and m~nutacturinQ people, an<\ a 1$0\lnder judg· 
~ent (>n ~11 social rroolew!$ •. 
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It is not assumed that every pupil who enters this school is to be a mechanic. 
Some will find that the}; have no taste for manual arts, and will tum into other 
paths-law, medicine, or literature. Some who develop both natural skill and 
strong intellectual powers will push on to a Polytechnic School into the higher 
realms of professional life, as engineers 9r scientists. Others will find their great
est usefulness as well as highest happiness in some branch of mechanical work into· 
which they will readily step when they leave school. All will gain _intellectually 
by their experience in contact with things. The grand result will be an increasing 
interest in manufacturing pursuits, more intelligent mechanics, more successful 
manufacturers, be.tter lawyers, more skillful physicians, more useful citizens. 

SPECIAL TRADES .ARE NOT TAUGHT, 

All the shop-work is disciplinary; special trades will not be taught, nor will ar
ticles be. manufactured for sale. "It is the trained mind and hand that is put upon 
the market." 

The scope of a eing!e trade is too na.rrO\v for educational purposes. Manual educa
tion should be as b1·oad and liberal as intellectual. A shop which manufactures for 
the market, and expects a revenue from the sale of its products, is necessa.1·ily con
fined to salable work, and a systematic and progressive series of lessons is impossi
ble, except at ·great cost. If the object of the shop is education, a student should 

. be allowed to discontinue any task or process the moment he has learned to do it . 
well. If the shop were intended to .make money, the students would be kept at 
work on what they could do best, at the expense of breadth and versatility. 

In manual education, the 'desired end is the acquirement of skill in the use of 
tools and materials, and not the. production of specific articles; hence we abstract 
all the mechanical processes and manual arts and typical tools of the trades and 
occupations of men, arrange a systematic course of instruction in the sa.nie, and 
then incorporate it in our system of education. Thus, without teaching any one 
trade, we teach the essential mechanical principles of all. · 

THE COMBINED COURSE OF I NSTRUCTION 

cOvers four years, and the school time of the pupil is about equally divided between 
mental and manual exercises. One hour per day is given to drawing, and two 
hours to shop-work. 

The course of study will embrace five parallel lines-tl1ree intellectual and two 
manual, as follows: 

First. A course of pure Mathematics, including Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, 
and Plane Trigonometry. 

Second. A course in Science and Applied Mathematics, including Physical Geog
raphy, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Mechanics, Mensuration, and Book-keeping. 

Third. A course in Language and Literature, including English Grammar, Spell
ing, Composition, Literature, History, and the elements of Political Science and 
"ji:conomy. 

Fourth. A course in P enmanship, Free-hand and Mechanical Drawing. 
Fifth. (1.) A course of Tool instruction, including Carpentry, Wood Turning, 

Forging, Soldering, and Bench and Machine Work in Iron. (2.) Instruction in Do
mestic Economy, including Cookery, Garment Cutting and Making, Clay Modeling, 
Wood Carving, etc. 

Students have no opt-ion or clect·ion as to pa1·ticula1· studies; each must conform 
to the course as laid down, and take every brm~eh in its order. 

The arrangement of studies and sho1)-work by years is sgbsta,ntially as followe
1 

uubject w Fmch changee a-& experi~~ce may dictaWi 
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' COURSE OF COMBINED STUDY AND TRAINING FOR BOYS, 

Senior Grainmar School : · 
. (1) Mathematics.-Arithmetic. 
(2) Science.- Physical Geography. 
(3) Language.-G1·ammru:, Spelling, Writing, English Composition. 

Manual Training School : 
(4) Drawing.-Free Hand and Mechanical Lettering. 
{5) Shopwork.-Carpentcy, Joining, Jig Sawing. Proper care and use of tools. 

SECOND YEAR. 

Junior High School, Manual Training School: 
(1) Mathem.atics.-Algebra, Arithmetic. 
(2) Science.-Physiology and Botany. 
(3) Language.-Grammar, Rhetoric, Writing. 
(4) Drawing.-Free Hand and Mechanical. Designs for Wood Carving. 
{5) Shopwork.-Wood Turning, Pattern Making, Wood Carving, Clay Modeling. 

THIRD YEAR. 

-Middle High School : 
{1) Mathematics.- Geometry, Arithmetic Reviewed. 
(2) Science.-Physics. 
(8) Language.-English Composition, History. 

Manual Training School : 
(4) Drawing.-Free Hand and Architectural, Designing from Plant and Leaf 

. Forms. · 
(5) Shopwol'k.-Forging,Welding, Tempering, Brazing, and Soldering, Moulding 

and Qa8ting. 
FOURTH YEAR, 

· Senior High School : 
{l) Mathematics.-Plane Trigonometry, Mechanics. 
{2) Science. -Chemistry, Book-keeping, Ethics; Rights and Duties; Laws of 

Right Conduct. 
(8) Language.-Political Economy, English Literature and Composition. 

Manual Training School : 
(4) Drawing.-Machine and Architectural Details, Decorative Designing. 
(5) Machine Shopwork.-Clipping, Filing, Turning, Drilling, Planing, etc., Study 

of Machinery, Care of Steam Engine and Boilers, Study of Ele!.'trical 
Machinery and Gas Engines. 

ELECTIVES. 

In the first year German may be taken in place of Physical Geography ; in tho 
second year in the place of Rhetoric or Physiology ; in the third year in the placo 
of History; in the fourth year in the place of English Literature,_ 

Instruction in Mechanical Drawing will be somewhat abridged for pupils who 
may prefer.a wider range in free-band and decorative work. 

Instruction will be given each year in the properties of the materials-wood, iron, 
brass, etc.-used that year. 

Throughout the course, forty-five minutes per day will be given to drawing, and 
ninety minutes per day to shop-work. The remainder of the school-day will be de
voted to study and recitation. Each pupil must recite daily three lessons, which 
must mainly be learned at home. It is expected that the scholarship of the pupils 
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• shall be fully equal to the best l1igh school standards. A diploma will be given on 
graduation, by the University Directors, in addition .to the regular diploma for 
High.School work. 

Latin, French and German are optional studies. 
The original purpose was to limit the Manual Training School course to three 

years and t.o make such period conform to the three High School years. Experi
ence has shown, however, that manual instruction is equally valuable to boys of 
the Grammar School grade, and therefore the course bas now been arranged to in
clude the Senior Grammar School year. But the time required of such pupils in 
the work-shops will be somewhat abridged. 

Ambitious· boys, who are sufficiently advanced to enter the High School, will be 
admitted to the work of the second year, provided they signify a purpose to com
plete the course and are willing to devote some extra time to laboratory work to 
cover the exercises of the first year. 

DRAWING. 

The course in drawing embraces three general divisions: 
(1) Free-hand Dl·awing, designed to ~ucate the sense of form and proportion; to 

teach th~ eye to observe accurately, and to train the hand to rapidly delineate the 
forms either of existing objects or of ideals in the mind. 

(2) Mechanical Drmuing, including the use of instruments; geometric construc
tion; the arrangements of projections, elevations, plans, and sections; also the va
rious methods of producing shades and shadows with pen or brush . 
. (8) Technical Drawing or Draughting, illustrating conventional colors and signs; 

systems of·architectural or shop drawing; and at the same time familiarizing the 
pupil with the proportions and details of various classes of machines and structures. 

And as at present arranged will comprise the following: 
First Year.- Principles of Projection Drawing; Free Hand Elevation, Plans and 

Sections of various objects; The use of drawing tools, including practice in pen lin
ing, etc.; Working drawings to scale, including plans, elevations, sections, and de
tails of v~ious machines and parts of machines; Lettering; Free-hand perspective 
in outline from objects. 

Second Yea1·.-Geometl·ical Construction; Problems in oblique orthographic pro
jection; Water coloring in fiat washes; Development of surfaces as applied to sheet 
metal pattern work; Isometric projection; Free·ha.nd perspective in light and shade 
from objects. 

Third Year.-Pen line shading ; Projection of shadows; Mechanical perspective; 
Architectural working drawings, including plans, elevations, sections perspective, 
and details of buildings and building construction; Free-hand drawing as applied 
to architectural ornamentation and enrichment. · 

Fourth Yea1·.-Water color shading; Machine design and construction ; Machine 
drawing, including the laying out of trains of gearing, etc.; Geometrical ornamen
tation, and the elements of decorative art work; Free-hand drawing from casts; 
Pen sketching. 

DETAILS OF SHOP I NSTRUCTION. 

The shop instruction is given similarly to laboratory lectures. The instl·uctor at 
the bench, machinery, or anvil, executes in the presence of the whole class the day's 
lesson, giving all needed information, and at times using the blackboard. When 
necessary the 'pupils make notes and sket ches (working drawings), and questions 
are asked and answered, that all obscurities may be removed. The class then pro
ceeds to the execution of the task, leaving the instmctor to give additional help to 
such as need it. At a specified time the lesson ceases, and the work is brought in, 

ART-VOL 2--27 
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commented on, and markeJ. It is not necessary that the work assigned should Le 
finished; the essential thing is that it should be well begun and Ca.rried on with reso
lute speed and accuracy. 

THE SliiALL AMOUNT OF SHOP PRACTICE. 

·The time spent in shop-work has never exceeded one and a half hours per day, 
unless the boys have voluntarily remained afte·r hours for additional practice. 
Moreover, from these two hours should be snbtracted fully ten minutes for wash
ing, dressing, etc. A week, therefore, represents less than eight hours of actual 
work in a. shop. Hence, in placing a value upon the time spent, as men count 
time, it should be remembered that a " day's work" is all the boys have per week. 
For carpentry and wood turning they have three hundred hours, or thirty days in 
all; l.n forging, moulding, bra,z.ing, and soldering, during the second year, three 
hundred hours. While this time is ample to furnish an intelligent idea of tools 
and their uses, of the laws of mechanism, of the properties of wood, iron, steel, 
arid brass, and the meaning and force of mechanical wo1·ds and technical terms, yet 
it is not so great as to exhaust the boy physically or to be incompatible with n. high 
degree of proficiency in his purely intellectual studies. 

The zeal and enthusiasm of the students have been developed to a most gratifying 
extent, e;>..-tending into all the departments of work. The variety offered by the 
daily program has had the moral and intellectual effect expected, and an unusual 
degree of sober earnestness has been shown. The wholesome moral effect of a 
coUrse of training which interests and stimulates the ardor of the student is most 
marked. Parents observe the beneficial influence of occupation. The suggestions 
of the day fill the mind with hea.lthy thoughts and appetites during the leisure 
hours. Success in drawing or work-shop has often had the effect of arousing the 
ambition in mathematics and history, and vice versa. Gradually the students ac
quire two most valuable habits _which are certain to influence their whole lives, 
nan1ely: precision and method. 

The habit of working from drawings and to nice measurements has given the 
students a confidence in themselves altogether new. This is shown in the readiness 
with which they undertake the execution of small commissions in behalf of the . 
schools and the handiness which they display at home. 

From the testimony of parents, the physical, intellectual, and moral effect of the 
school is exceedingly satisfactory. 

COURSE OF COMBINED STUDY AND TRAINING FOR GIRLS,-DOMESTIC ECONOMY DE
PARTMENT. 

FIRST YEAR. 

Senior Grammar School: 
(1) Mathematics.-Arithmetic. 
(2) Science.-Physical Geography. 
(3) .Langttage.- Grammar, Spelling, Writing, English Composition. 

Manual Training School: 
(4) Drawing.-Free Hand and Mechanical,' Lettering. 
( 5) Domestic Economy.-Light Carpentry, Wood Carving, Care and use of tools. 

SECOND YEAR. 

Junior High School : 
(1) Mathematics.-Algebrn., ·Arithmetic. 
(2) Science.-Physiology and Bota.ny. 
(3) .Languaue.-Gramma.r, Rhetoric, Writing. 
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Manual Training School: 
(4) Drawing.-Free Hand and Mechanical, Designs for Wood Carving. 
(5) Do1nestic Economy.-Clay Modeling, Wood Turning, Introduction to course 

in Cooking, or Garment Cutting and.Making. 

THIRD YEAR • 

.Middle High School; 
(1) Mathe7natics.-Geometry, Arithmetic Reviewed. 
(2) Science.-Physics. 
(3) Language.-English, Composition, History . 

.Manual Training School: 
(4) Drawing.-Free Hand and Al'Chitectural, Designing from Plant and Leaf 

Forms. . 
(5) Domestic Economy.-lnstruction in preparing and cooking food, Purchasing 

household supplies, Care of the sick, etc. 

FOURTH YEAR. 

Senior High School; 
(1) Mathematics.-Plane Trigonometry, Mechanics. 
(2) Science.--Chemistry,_ Book-keeping, Ethlcs; Rights and Duties, Laws of Right 

Conduct. 
(3) Langu,age.-Political Economy, English Literature and Composition. 

Manual Training School: 
(4) Drawing.-Macbine and .Al·chltectural Details, Decorative Designing. 
(5) Dcnnestic Economy.-Cutting, .Making and Fitting of Garments, Household 

Decorations, Typewriting, etc. 

DE~lGN OF THIS COURSE. 

The above course in Domestic Economy is arranged with special reference to 
,giving young women such a liberal and practical education as will inspire them 
with a belief in the dignity and nobleness of an earnest womanhood, and incite 
them to a faithful performance of the every-day duties of life; it is based upon the 
assumption that a pleasant home is an essential element of broad culture, and one 
of the surest safeguards of morality and virtue . 
. The design of· this course is to furnish thorough instructions in applied house

keeping, and the sciences relating thereto, and students will receive practical drill 
in all branches of housework; in the purchase and care of family supplies, and in 
general household management; but will not be expected to perform more labor 
than is actually necessary for the desired instruction. 

In cookery practical instructions will be given in the means employed in boiling, 
broiling, baking, frying, and mixing, as follows: 

Boiling.-Practical illustrations of boiling and steaming, and treatment of vege
tables, uieats, fish and cereal, soup-making, etc. 

Broiling.-Lessons and practice in: meat, chicken, fish, oysters, etc. 
!Jread 1naking.-Chemical and mechanical action of materials used. Manipula

tions in bread making in its variOU$ departments. Yeasts, and their substitutes. 
Baking.-Heat in its action on different materials in the process of baking. Prac

tical experiments in baking bread, pastry, puddings, cake, meats, fish, etc . 
.Frying.-Chemical and mechanical principles im·olved and illustrated in the fry

ing of vegetables, meats, fish, oysters, etc. 
Mixing.-The art of making combina.tions, as in soups, salads, puddings, pies, 

cakes, sauces, dressings, flavorings, condiments, etc. 
Marketing and Economy, etc.-The selection and purchase of household supplies. 

qcner'al inetructioll$ in systematizing and economizing household work and ex-
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penaes. The anatomy of animals used as food, and how to choose and use the sev
eral parts. Lessons on the qualities of water ·and sllea.m; the construction of stoves 
and ranges; the properties of different fuels. 

The Textile Fabric Work* will cover instruction as follows: 
Plain Sewing. -Seams of all kinds, over casting, plain and French fell, button 

holes, patching and darning, gathering and placing same on a band. 
Plain Sewing.-On the machine, seams, hems, gathering, tucks. 
Meas"ring. 
Drafting Patterns. 
Outting.-Fitting and making dresses and undergarments. 
Millinery.-The economical and tasteful use of material, etc. 

EXPENSES. 

For the residents of Toledo instruction in the Manual Training School is free like 
the other schools; a small charge for material only being made as follows: The 
first year $6; the second, third and fourth years $9 each; payable one-third at the 
beginning of the fall, winter.and spring terms. 

For non-residents of Toledo, tuition. is payable as follows: 
First year $.W; second year $60; third year $75; fourth year $90; payable as 

above. 
Pupils must furnish their own drawing instruments, drawing boards, aprons and 

overalls. These cost about $6 for the first year 'and about $4 each for the second, 
third and fourth years. 

Board and lodging may be obtained within easy walk from the school for from 
$4 to $6 per week. The Superintendent will 'assist non-resident pupils in obtaining 
homes. 

There is no oppol'tunity in this school for a pupil to pay his way by his labor. 
Pupils are expected to be earnest, faithful, truthful, and polite. Every one is 

expected to do his best, promptly and cheerfully, under all circumstances. The 
work of the school is supposed to stand first in importance, and parents should not 
allow tl'ifles to interfere with it. Pupils who fa.il to make good progress in their 
work, after reasonable trial, will be l'equired to withdraw. 

Absences and irregularities of all kinds are reported to parents. Regular reports 
of the standing of pupils in each exercise of their class are made to parents every 
eight weeks.· · . 

Upon the recommendation of the Superintendent, graduates of the Manual Train
ing School will be admitted without examination and free of condition to the School 
of Mechanics and Engineering of Michigan University, Ann Arbor, Michigan; Sib
ley College, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York; School of Mechanics and En
gineering, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. 

CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION. 

Pupils of the Toledo Public Schools are entitled to enter the Manual Training De
partment when they reach the Senior Grammar, or Junior High School grades. 

Pupils of private or parochial schools are entitled to enter if they are qualified 
for, aud pursue a course of study corresponding in grade to that taken by the reg
ular pupils in the Senior Grammar and High School grades. 

Youths who have the same qualifications, but who are not pupils of any school, 
may enter the classes provided they can pass the required examination aml main
tain thereafter a satisfactory progress iu the intellectual studies required of other 
pupils. 

*This addition to the programme is given in the Annual Report of the Public 
Schools of Toledo for the year ending August 31, 1887. 
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An examination of all pupils applying to enter the Manual Training course (ex· 
cept those who enter through the Grammar and High Sc~ools), will be held in the 
room of the school building on the last Monday in June, 1886, beginning at 9 o'clock 
a. m. A second examination of applicants will be held at the same hour on the 
first Friday in September, 1887. Candidates are strongly advised to take the June 
examination to learn in what studies they may be deficient, so as to study during 
the summer months and thus be prepared to pass at the Septemoor examination. 

No pupils are admitted unde1· thirteen years of age. 
Applicants must pass a good examination in the following studies: . 
(1) In spelling, writing and, punctuation, penmanship and the use of capitals, in 

Grammar to Syntax, and in correct forms of expression in wdting. 
(2) In .Arithmetic to Equation of Payments; tables of weights and measures and 

their uses. 
(3) Common school Geography. 

· (4) The History of the United States. 

ROW THE USE OF TOOLS IS TAUGI_IT. 

The tools of a shop are not given out all at once; they are issued as they are needed, 
and, as a rule, to all the members of the class alike. 

I.-Ca1pent1'Y· 

· In carpenter work the tools used are: the cross-cut, tenon, and rip saws, steel 
square, tri-squ:tre, level, and gauge, hammer, mallet, rule, and dividers, oil stones 
and slips. And among edge tools: the jack and smoothing planes, chisels and 
gouges. Braces and bits, jointer planes, compass saws, hatchets and other tools 
are kept in the shop tool closet to be used as needed. 

The saw and the plane with the square and gouge are the foundation tools, and 
to drill the pupils in theil· use numerous lessons are given, varied only enough to 

· avoid monotony. The pupil being able to plane a piece fairly well and to keep to 
the line in sawing, the first and most important step is to learn to "lay out " his 
piece propedy. Thls requires great care, attention to details, and precision. Self· 
taught workmen are always lacking here. The next step is to teach him the use of 
the chisel in producing simple joints of various kinds. The particular shapes are 
given with the intent to familiarize the pupil with the customary styles and methods 
of construction. 

Previous to the execution of a lesson in wood each pupil is required to make a 
working drawing of the same in his book, inserting all necessary dimensions in fig
ures. 
. The different sizes of the same tool, a chisel for instance, require different care 
and methods of handling; and the means of overcoming irregularities and defec.ts 
in material forms another chapter in the instruction to be given. 

With the introduction of each tool the pupils are taught how to keep the same in 
order. They are taught that sharp tools are absolutely n ecessary to good work. 
They are also taught, as their lesson progresses, the character and strength and pe
culiarities of various woods and modes of using them to best advantage. 

II.-lVood-Ttu-ning. 

Five or six tools only are used , and from previous experience the pupils know how 
t9 keep them in order. At fir:>t a large gouge only is issued, and the pupils are 
taught and drilled in its use in roughing out and producing cylinders and cones; 
then concave and double-cur;ed surfaces; then in work comprising all these-all in 
wood turning witli the grain. A wide chisel follows, and its use in conjunction 
with the gouge is t aught. After thb a smaller gouge, chisel, and parting tool, and 
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a row1d-point are given, and a variety of shapes are executed. Next comes turning 
across the grain; then bored and hollow work, chucking ancl the vat·ious ways of 
manipulating wood on face-plates, mandrels, etc. Finally, turning of fancy woods, 
polishing, jointing, and pattern work. · 

In connection with the making of patterns, their use is shown by brief exercises 
inmoul~g. 

III.-Wood-Carving. 

Ill wood-carving, ten or t~elve tools are used. The smallest gouge is first taken 
up and straight and curved lines are cut, with and across the grain. The parting 
tool follows and reversed curves are cut first on flat and then upon convex surfaces. 
The straight and skew chisels and a larger gouge are then given out and their use 
taught in connection with the first tools, by cutting rosetts, vines, etc. After all 
the tools have be.en introduced, some practical carving is done requiring the use of 
all the tools. 

The designs to be executed are drawn upon the wood by the pupils themselves. 

TV.-Forging. 

·work in the blacksmith shop is in one essential feature different from any other 
· kind. Wood or cold iron will wait any desired length of time while the pupil consid
ers how he should work, but here comes in temperature subject to continual change. 
The injunction is imperative to " strike while-the iron is hot," and hence quick work 
is demanded- a hru:d thing for new hands. To obviate this difficulty bars of lead 
are used, with which the lesson is first executed, while all the particulars of hold
ing and striking are studied. The lead acts under the hammer very nearly like hot 
iron, and permits every operation on the anvil except welding. 

The various operations of drawing, bending, upsetting, punching, welding, tem
pP.ring, etc., are learned in connection with the fabrication of hooks, stirrups, chains, 
swivels, tongs, hammers, and machine tools. 

The .final exercise in the shop consists in the construction of a set of tools which 
the pupil will himself use in the machine shop during his fourth year. 

One of the most difficult lessqns in the art of the smith is that of managing the 
fire. The various kinds of heat are explained and illustrated, and habits of economy 
of both iron and fuel are inculcated. 

MACHINE SHOP W ORK. * 

The course includes work at the 
Bench.-Use of hammer and chisel, file and scraper, hand-dies, taps and reamers. 
Hand-Lathe.-Use of hand-tools, drilling, countet·-sinking, filing and polishing. 
Engine-Lathe.-Turning, boring 'vith bar and lathe tool, screw-cutting, external. 

and internal chucking and machine-fitting. · 
Drill Press.-Drilling and boring. 
Planer and Sha1Jer.-Producing flat or curved surfaces and fittings. 
Cm·e of Tool Room.-The prepm·ation of shop drawings, study of the engine and 

boilers. 
Construction of a machine. 

In addition to the Day Manual Training Classes an Evening School 
for teaching English studies, with drawing and applied mechanics, is 
maintained throughout six months of the year. 

*Added to the above course in the programme given in the Annual Report of the 
Public Schools, August 31, 1887. 
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EVENING SCHOOL. 

An evening department is also maintained under the joint control of the Board of 
Education and the Manual Training School Directors. 

This 8chool has been organized to meet the demand of a large number of young 
people whose occupations absorb the hours of the day, but who desire to devote a 

· portion of their evenings to further study in elementary and technical subjects. 
The school is held in the Manual Training building and will open on the first Mon

day evening in October in each year and continue four evenings in each week for a 
term of six months. · 

The pupils must be at least fourteen years of age and be familiar with elementary 
arithmetic, and be able to write a fair hand. 

The coul'S6 of instruction will be graded to conform to the needs of the pupils and 
will be advanced from year to year as the classes make progress. Scientific and 
technical subjects will be illustrated by lectures, drawings, and appropriate appa
ratus. Pupils are not required to take the full course, but will be allowed to elect 
such topics as meet their tastes or have a direct bearing upon their occupations. 

Thus far instruction in the evening classes has been confined to Mathematics, 
Physics, and Drawing. It is now proposed to give the evening school a wider scope, 
and to cover the topics of the day schools so far as a demand for such instruction 

· shall be mada to appeat·, upon application of a sufficient number of pupils. No 
class will be organized until it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of the Su
perintendent of Public Schools that not less than twenty pupils will give continu
ous attendance upon the course of instruction demanded. Upon such application 
and information classes will be organized and instruction given by lectures and 
otherwise upon the topics indicated upon the following page. 

Evening classes; Term of six months, Beginning ji1·st Monday Evening in October. 

Subject or study. Evenings. Hours. 

Arithmetic: 
Elemenl.tlry . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . Thursday..... 7i to 8} 
Intermediate .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. Friday.. . . .. .. 8t 0} 
Advanced . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . Tllut'Sday .. .. . 8} 9} 

Algebra .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fritlay .. .. .... 

1

i 7 t 8} 
American History .. . ..................... Monday . ..... it l!l 
Book-keeping .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. Tuesday . . . . .. 7+ 8} 
Building Construction ..................... Tu~sdny ... . .. St Ill 
Botany .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Monday .. . .. . K} Uj 
Drnwlng: Free Hand, Arcllitecturnl, M~· Mondny tUHl i! 9} 

chanica!, Ornamental. Tuc~day. 
Debating and Literary Society.... ...... . . Tucstlny . . . . . 8~ 10 
English Grnmmar .... .. ...... .. .... .. .. .. Ft•idn.y .. .... .. 81 9} 
Exilerimeutn\ Physics: Ligbt, !lent, 'fbm-,dny t!J !IJ 

S"ound, Electa·icitr aud Magnetism. 
Ethics: Rigbt.~ am Duties. Tho Ln.ws of . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ......... . 

Right Couduct. 

~1~ifr~:::::: :: ::::::::::::: :: ::::::::: 
German: Beginu&rs, Elementary, Atl· 

vanced. 

Thm"Sdny . .. . . 
'l'llnrsthty .... . 
Fridny . .. ... . 
Tuesday .. . .. . 

Machine Construction. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . Moudny .. . . . . 
M"!!hanics (Applicd): Tbe Scientific Prill· Monday .. . .. . 

ctple.q relntmgto ~1echauical Opern.tionR 
Mechanism and Machinery. ' 

Mecbnuics (Theot-e~ical ) : Stntics, Dy- Thursdn.y . . . .. 
p~asfd1~. Hydrosl.tlttcs and Pneumatics. Pl I 1g~ ............ ... ..... .... .. 
Po(;~1:1 Eco~rnphy · .. · .... · · .. .. · .. · · · · · 
Scl~nce of. Oo~!.~~meui,· ci~ic~; ·c;,;;s"t"ii,;,:. 

Thursitny .... . 
Fridny ... .. .. . 
Ft·idny . . . . ... . 
Fridn.y ...... .. 

8} 
f! ,. 
l!j 

0} 
AI 
Uj 
0!· 

R! n, 
i } t!} 

R! n, ,. n! 
Rt n, 7. Ill 
llt Uj 

t1onal Rastory etc 
Wliting and Retidtng .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . ...... ..... . .... .. . . ... .. 

Teachers. 

t F. L. Mngnire. f R. H.l'rntt. 
F. L . Mnguire. 
Miss r.Inbel C•·onise. 

Geo.L.Mills. 
Miss Mn~l C1'011ise. 
Ralph H . Mille•·. Geo1·ge L. Mill~. 

\\ nltCI· s. Mo•·Knu. 

F. L. illnguil'e. 
H .(). Alit.uus, Miss Adn Ritchie. 

R. F. Plntt. 
H.O. Adnms. 
N . E. Hutchinson. 
Prof. ~1. F•·icdberg. 

Rnlph H. Miller. 
Ralph H.Millm·. 

H. C.Adnms. 

Miss Ada Ritchie. 
N. E. Hutchinson. 
H. C. Compton, 
H. C. ()OIII}Jtoll. 
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PRACTICAL DRA. WING. 

The instruction in drawing will be of special value to carpenters, joiners, wood
workers, masons, bricklayers, painters, plasterers, and will include the study of 
original designs as applied to manufacture of furniture, ornamental iron work, 
wall and ceiling decorations, etc. 

Brief lectures will be givt>n from time to time upon important topics, viz.: Con
struction, practical geometrical problems; how to use the T square, set square, and 
drawing instruments, bisecting of lines; how to draw and indicate center lines, 
radical lines and dimension lines, etc., line shading, brush shading, scale drawing, 
detail drawing; how to construct scales, how to proportion and draw hexagon and 
square nuts, projection of plain objects, construction of b1ock letters, plain and 
oblique projection; how to indicate the section of different materials, free-hand 
sketching, styles of architecture, the orders, details, perspective, sketching, scale 
drawing, sheet-metal pattern work, projection shading, perspective and perspective 
shading. 

These lectures, accompanied by drawings and illustrations upon the blackboard, 
will impart instruction that will require years of experience in the work-shop to 
supply. 

EXPENSES. 

The evening school is practically free, but a nominal charge of $3 to $5 will be 
made to each pupil, payable in advance. Pupils must furnish their own drawing 
instruments and drawing material. The instruments and material required the 
first year will cost from $8 to $10. 

Pupils who desire to avail themselves of the opportunity of this school but who 
hesitate to apply for lack of ·means for payment of fees 'or purchase of instruments, 
are informed that provision has been made for the payment of such charges, for a 
limited number of pupils, and the parents of such are invited to consult with the 
Superintendent. 

For further information relating to the Toledo Manual Training School and the 
Evening Department, apply to Ralph H. Miller, Superintendent, at the office of the 
Manual Training School. 

THE BUILDINGS. 

The second Annual R eport has, as a frontispiece, "a perspective 
view of the new building which forms the East wing and Adams
street front of the Toledo High School group." Full-page floor plans 
give, in detail, the four stories of the stately and commodious build
ings. The ground plan shows in the Manual Training School wing 
the Blacksmith and Moulding shops; the first story, the Wood-work
ing and Machine shops; the second story, Wood-working shop and 
the Domestic Economy room; the third story, two large rooms for 
Drawing and a Domestic Economy room. This manual~training 
wing is separated and yet connected with the school-rooms of the 
main building and a similar wing. These are occupied by the High 
School and two upper-grade grammar schools. 

It will be seen that the experiment of Manual Training in the 
upper-grade schools is inaugurated in the City of Toledo under ex
ceptionally favorable conditions. 

As this report is going through the press I am indebted to the 
courtesy of Superintendent Compton for the latest published report 
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of the Toledo schools, that for the year ending August 31, 1887. 
This contains no changes in the programmes of studies, except that 
in the Girls' department and in the working in iron they are a little 
fuller. In the first are additional details under the head of textile 
fabric work, and in the last in the course of Machine Shop work. 
These are both here added to the course as given in the 1886 report. 

The comments by the President of the Board, the Special Com
mittee of the Board in charge of the Manual Training Department, 
and thfl City Superintendent, relating to this Department and their 
conclusions fro.m the results of the year's work, follow. Some state
ments by Superintendent Compton of general interest as relating to 
the study of drawing and to clay modelling in .the public schools 
will be given in Appendix Q of this volume; in which appendix, 
papers especially relating to drawing and its present status in the 
schools of the United States are included. 

The fact tliat, although there has been a change of Superintendents 
in Toledo, the Annual Report of the City Board of Education and of 
the Superintendent for the year 1886-'87 shows so few changes in 
the Manual Training DepartmeJJt, aside from its evidence of steady 
increase in attendance, is the best possible evidence that a satis
factory programme of studies and methods has been reached, and 
the difficulties of coordinating the exercises of the High School and 
the Manual Training School, successfully overcome. 

Mr. Charles Zirwas, now President of the Board in place of Mr. 
John C. Rike, who was President when the previous report was 
issued, says, with justifiable appreciation, when referring to the 
action of the Board in the past: 

Whoever has observed the management of the schools within the last few years 
cannot hav-e failed to observe, I think, that our Boa.nl has not been slow to engraft 
upon our educational system such new fea.tures as would rendet· it most practical 
and ·u,seful to the masses of the people. This is notable in the case of l\fanua1 
Training, which has now become, after the gradual progt·ess of fom· years, a con
spicuous and very successful feature of our schools. The elegant building, the 
excellent equipment, the able corps of teachers and the deep interest and enthusiasm 
manifested by the pupils render the l\Ianua.l department a. source of pride and 
pleasure to its mana.get·s and to all our people. 

We may congratulate omsclves that the people bear with patience and confidence 
that degl"ee· of taxation which is necessat"y to educate the children and train them 
for happiness and good citizenship. It goes to prove the fact that the people know 
that the money devoted to enlightening the youth is the surest and readiest means 
of securing and maintaining a free, prosperous and happy country. 

* * * * * * * 
The Kindergarten work has already become a stTong feature of the school sys

tems in some of our larger cities, and the time is not far distant when its excellent 
method of training children and preparing them for the highet· work will impera
tively claim our attention. 

He closes with commendation of the successful administration of 
his duties by Superintendent Compton. 
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The Committee of the Board directly in charge of the schools re
port as follows upon the experiment begun the year before of evening 
classes. · 

In commen~ing on the unusually large number of boys graduating 
from the High School, it will be seen that they give credit for this 
desirable result largely to the influence of the Manual Training De-
partment. They say: · 
Th~ Evening School was fairly successful. There was an enrollment of forty-four 

pupils, ranging in age from fourteen to forty-five years. A large proportion of 
these were young men engaged in some mechanical "employment, who wished to 
acquaint themselves more fully with free hand and mechanical drawing, and the 
higher Mathematics. We sincerely hope that this School may receive more gener-

. ous patronage in the future. It is free to all. 
The graduating class contained the largest number of. boys that has ~ver yet fin

ished the course of study, in any one year. This speaks well for the practical 
nature of the studies, and the influence of Manual Training upon the high school 
boys. ,. 

The class for next year now enrolls between sixty and seventy members, and 
nearly all of these will complete the course in the coming June. This is an encour
aging indication of the popularity of the High School and the growth of our City. 

The management of our schools, under the directions of Superintendent H. W. 
Compton. has been successful to a marked degree. The latest and most improved 
methods have been introduced, and we believe our schools rank among the best in 
the State. · 

H . D. PIERCE, 
F. HUBBARD, 
C. ZIRWAS, 

Committee. 

The Superintendent reports as follows of the Evening School: 

· EVENING SCHOOL. 

The Evening School opened November 1, 1886, and closed May 6, 1887. Forty
five pupils were enrolled ranging in age from fourteen to forty years. The sub_ 
jects taught were Constructive Drawing, Arithmetic, Algebra and Geometry, with 
occasional talks on Physics and the invention and development of labor saving 
machines. 

All the pupils took dra.wing. Eighteen took Arithmetic. Ten took Algebra aml 
Geometry alternately. 

All the classes in mathematics attended the lectures on Physics and Inventions. 
'rhe cost of fuel, light, care of rooms nnd instruction for the en tire term was $456, 
an average of $10.13!- to each pupil. Every pupil was required to pay an incidental 
fee of $3. The school so far as patronage or attendance was concerned was only 

. fairly successful. Many of the young men were not regular in attendance and a 
number dropped out before t he close of the tet·m. No compulsion was U&'d in any 
way as it was hoped that the advantages offered would prove sufficiently attmcth·e 
to hold the pupils without any t·igid rules to regulate them. 

His r eport closes thus : 
The thanks of all friends of education are due to the directors of the Manual 

Training School for the excellent laboratory anc.l recitation room furnished to tho 
High School for the department of Physics and Chemistry and for their prompt as
sistance in blending and unifying the work of the Manual department and High 
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Scliool. Especially-active and zealous in this direction. giving much of his time · 
and attention to the work, has been Mr. A. E. Macomber. 

Following will be found the report of the High School, German Department, and 
Manual Training School. ' 

Respectfully submitted. 
H. W. COMPTON, 

S1tperintendent. 

Mr. H. C. Adams, principal of the High School, says the last grad
uating class contained "the largest number · of boys that has ever 
graduated in any one class from the 'foledo High School." He 
agrees with the Committee in attributing this to the influence of the 
Manual Training School. While special reports by the principals 
of the High School and the German Department follow as an
nounced as above by the Superintendent, no report appears from 
the principal of the Manual Training Department. 

The list of teachers and programmes of courses are given, but no 
statement descriptive of the work of the year. 

From a letter under date of September 12, 1888, received from Su
perintendent Compton as these pages are in the printer's hands, the 
following statements are taken. They are in reply to certain inqui
ries as to the statistics of the past year, as to what proportion of the 
school children had the right of entrance to the Manual Training 
School, and as to any recent changes in the personnel or courses of 
instruction of the school. 

The Superintendent writes: 
Our manual course is open only to our four highest classes, viz, "A," Grammar, 

or Eighth Grade; "Junior" High School class, or Ninth Grade; "Middle" High 
School class, or Tenth Grade; and " Senior" High School class, or Eleventh Grade. 
Any pupils of these classes, girls or boys, can take the cmu·se. It is ·purely elect
ive. About half of the pupils in these classes choose the manual work. Last 
year (1887-'88) as follows: 

. Pupils. 
Senior Grammar (eighth year) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 
Junior High (ninth year).................................................... 90 
Middle High (tenth year). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47 
Senior High (eleventh year) . . .... .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 

Total. . .. ... ..... ... ........ . ... .. ... ... ................... ....... .... 269 

To this number should be added the 35 irregular pupils, consisting of post-grad
uates, etc., making a grand total of 304 in all departments of manual work. 

In reply to an inquiry as to what proportion of all the children 
attending the city ptl.blic schools were in the Manual Training classes; 
he writes: 

The work is only accessible to those in the Central or High School Building. One
half of these take it. We enroll about 9,000 pupils in the city; so you see a very 
small percentage reach the last four years of the course. As to the '' Summary" 
which you ask for I can only say that our school continues to increase in popularity 
and usefulness. We have added a department for cutting and fitting of garments, 
which is quite successful. We are now contemplating adding a printing depart
ment. I can reiterate everything I said before as to the educational ,·alue and util
ity of J1e work. A larger number of pupils enter this year than ever before; 
about 360. 
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He announces that Mr. Ralph Miller has retired fron1 the principal
ship of the school, and is succeeded by Mr. George S. Mills, who has 
been appointed as managing Principal and Teacher of Drawing. 

NEED SHOWN OF INDUSTRIAL TRAINING IN THE ELEMENTARY 

SCHOOLS. 

The imperative need of the introduction of some forms of industrial 
training in the lower elementary schools, if the great body of the 
pupils are to be benefited, is emphatically shown ~y the figures given 
by Superintendent Compton. In this enterprising city of Toledo, 
with its unsurpassed advantages, out of 9,000 children only about 
500 reach the grades in which there is access to the Manual Train
ing School, and only half of this "remnant" availed themselves of 
this opportunity during the past year! Surely the Manual Training 
Schools are wholly inadequate to t each the masses. Let us hope 
they may at least be able to train the future captains of industry. 
But it would be as unfair to condemn this class of schools for this 
feature as it would be to judge the universities or academies of higher 
learning for similar characteristics. As the latter elevate the standard 
of all the lower schools and institutions. of learning,' so the example 
and influence of these Man:ual Training Schools may be expected to 
stimulate and lift up the standard of industrial training in all the 
lower grades of public schools. 
· It is clear, however, that their direct influence on pupils attending, 
since the number of scholars in these schools is so limited, can be 
neither so detrimental in its effects nor so potent for good to large 
numbers, as either the opponents or advocates of these special schools 
have contended. In this, as in every investigation of the public 
schools, the one alarming feature of a wholly inadequate attendance 
constantly obtrudes itself upon the attention. What profit is it for 
the advocates of rival methods of education to contend for this or 
that plan, when the great mass of children fail, by reason of so brief at
t endance, of the opportunity to receive anything but the most limited 
and inadequate elementary training? 

In the list of Directors of Toledo University, the only change from 
that of the previous year is that the name of M. J. Cooney appears 
in place of that of M. D. Carrington. 

ToLEDo MANUAL TRAINING ScHOOL. 

OFFICERS AND TEACHERS IN DEPARTMENT OF MANUAL TRAINING, 
1886-'87. 

Harvey W. Compton, Superintendent of Public Schools; Henry 
C. Adams, Principal of High School; Ralph H. Miller, Superintend
ent of Manual Training School and General Instructor; Noah W . 
House, Instructor in Iron Work, Wood Turning, Wood Carving, 
etc.; GeorgeS. Mills, Instructor in Drawing; George S. Waite, In
structor in Car pentry, etc.; Miss Nellie E. Rawson, Instructor in 
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Domestic Economy Department, Cookery, etc.; ·--- ---, In
structor in Garment .Gutting and Making; --- ---, Assistant 
Teacher in Drawing. 

The Report for the year ending August 31, 1887, adds the name of 
Miss Nellie Fockens, Instructor in Sewing, Garment Cutting and 
Making, Free Hand Drawing, and Clay Modelling. 

MANUAL TRAINING HIGH SCHOOL .AT OMAHA, NEBRASKA. 

In the Annual Report of the Unitod States Commissioner of Edu
cation for 1884-'85 appeared a communication from Hon. H. M. 
James, Superintendent of the Schools of Omaha, in which he stated 
that "the idea of a High School workshop was first born in July, 
1885." The shop was equipved ready for use in October, 1885, and a 
graduate from the Manual Tra.ining School attached to Washington 
University, Saint Louis, one of Professor Woodward's ·pupils, was 
secured as teacher. Superintendent James reported the experiment 
as promising well. 

In reply to a r equest for later information, Superintendent James 
courteously returned the following letter, with enclosmes: 

OMAHA, NEBR., Jamtmy 19, 1887. 
DEAR Sm: Your favor of the 7th instant, asking for additional informtttion con

cerning the working of Manual Training in our High School, came duly to hand. I 
enclose a few pages from the last annual report of the schools containing the re
marks of the superintendent and the report of the Committee on Manual Training. 
This constitutes all the pl'inted matte1· we have on the subject. 

After an experience of a littl~ more than a year, it can be said that our venture 
has been a success. The progress of the boys has astonished us all. Without inter
fering with the academic work in the least, they have acquired wore skill in the 
care <tnd use of tools than apprentices are expected to have after a year or more of 
training in the usual way. The work has been very popular with the boys and with 
the public, and there is no difficulty in finding enough applicants for all the plaees 
in the shop. There were fewer withdrawals from the school last year among the 
manual-training boys than from any other equal number in the high school. 

Although we have thus far made the work optional, and have expected from the 
shop boys the same amount of academic work as from tho others, I am inclined tO 
think it would be more satisfactory to make a special course for the manual train
ing, and in this course reduce the academic work to some extext. In a large high 
school this could be easily done, and while many will be willing to take tho hour 
and a half spent daily in the ~;hop from their recreation, it is doubtful if it is advis
able to mak'e it necessary in every case. 

I do not desire, at this early stage of our experience, to draw very many conclu
sions, but all who have watched the progress of our experiment are encouraged to • 
believe that it can be made a permanent success, and an actual benefit to the High 
School. 

You will please to understand that what I have here written is in no sense in
tended as a substitute for what has been written before,* but as supplementary. 

Yours, respectfully, · 

. Hon. I. Enw ARDS CLARKE, 

Washington, D. C. 

H. 1\f. JAMES: 

-----------------------------' *-See Report of United States Commissioner of Education for 1884-'85, p. CCXL. 
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MANUAL TRAINING.* 

The introduction of manual training into the High school and eighth grade has 
been one of the most interesting features of the work of the year. The ends to be 
accomplished by this kind of training have been much discussed, but there has been 
great uncertainty as to the best means of securing the desired resUlts. Technical 
schools in large numbers have been established and conducted with excellent suc
.cess, but the pupils in these schools differ widely from those in city High schools. 
The best authorities are not agreed as to the desirability of making industrial train
ing a part of High school education. And, with this point conceded, it is not certain 
what the character of the training should be. Our year's experience is a valuable 
contdbution to the discussion now going on, but, under the circumstances, all un
dertakings of this kind must be looked upon as experimental. ~ince the 1st of 
October, 1885, seventy-nine boys, about evenly divided between the High school and 
the eighth grade, have had the benefit of this instruction. The course has been 
optional, those taking it doing the sam~ academic work as the rest of the school. 
Arranged in classes of twenty each they have spent one and one-half hours daily in 
the shop under the care of a competent instructor, learning light carpentry and how 
to use and take care of tools. The teacher has been enthusiastic and the interest 
of the boys has been lively and well sustained. The aggregate amount of time spent 
in the shop amounts to less than a month of nine hours a day, and yet the progress 
of the boys has been remarkable. Few apprentices, after a full year in the shop, 
aequire more practical skill. 

It is evident that manual training schools cannot be conducted without consider
able expense, but for this year our shop has not cost more than some of the regular 
studies of the High school. It seelllB evident, also, that a department of this kind 
bas a tendency to hold boys in school at a time when there is a strong inclination to 
leave and go into business. Our High school and eighth grade have felt this influence, 
and suffered from it as much as any school in the land; yet of the 79 boys who took 
manual training last year, 75 remained in school to the close of the year. This is a 
remarkable fact in the history of the Omaha schools. 

On the whole, our experiment with a manual training department in our High 
school, as far as it bas gone, must be considered a success. It has not interfered 
with the regular academic work; it has not been excessively expensive; its influence 

· on the High school generally has, on the whole, been favorable, and the progress of 
the boys in the mecbanic arts has been satisfactory. It is not too-much to say that 
the hopes of its friends have been fully realized. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON MANUAL TRAINING. 

OMAHA, November a, 1886. 
To the Honorable Board of Education of the City of Omaha: 

GENTLEMEN: Your Committee on Manual Training herewith submit their second 
annual report. W e make a special report of this department of school work in 
Omaha, because, during the year, so ·many visitors have examined this school, and 
because there is a general interest throughout the country in its success. Omaha 
has led off in this combination of manual and book training. First among the 
cities of the United States, we have made manual training a part of study for the 
High school and eighth grade. Many other cities are waiting to see whether we 
succeed or fail before adopting a similar system. We believe that we have adopted 
a plan which will do much toward removing the prejudice against manual labor 
now so widely prevailing, and, what is more important, will contribute largely 
toward the symmetrical development of brain and hand. We cannot em pbasize too 
strongly the value of this system, which we believe in time will come into general 
use. 

*From Report of the Board of Education of Omaha, Nebraska, for 1886. Report 
of Superintendent James, 
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AIM. 

The aim of our manual training school is not to teach the pupils a trade, but to 
Pl"!lpa.re them for greater proficiency in a trade should they conclude to become me
chanics. To this end the pupils are carefully instructed in working from drawings 
made by themselves; and so successful has the school been in this direction that the 
pupils who took the course last year before the end of the year could construct, 
from drawings placed in their hands, quite elaborate pieces of work. The further 
aim of the school is to teach the pupils the use of tools. and to enable thr. eye and 
the hand to work togethet· harmoniously. To the well trained brain we add an 
eye and a hand equally well trained, thus increasing the equipment of the pupils 
for the practical work of life. Your committee would emphasize the fact that the 
manual training department of the school work is not intended to teach the pupils 
a trade, but to develop certain faculties which are not developed in the ordinary 
school work. .A.nd these faculties are as valuable to the gids as to the boys. 

EXPENSE. 

For the CW"]Jente~·ing and Joining Departme~tt. 

Twenty benches for 80 boys .. . . ........... ..... ..... ... .... ...... .' .. . 
Per Bench ................ . ........................................... . 
Tools for 80 boys .. ... .................... .. ....... . . .............. . ... . 
Tools per boy ....... . ....... .............. . .................... .... . . . . 
Expenses for gas and water service . .................. . .. . .... ... . ..... . 
Material used . .... .. ........ . .. ....... ...... . .... : ..................... . 
Teacher's sall!ol'Y ....... . . . .. . . . . . ..................................... . 
Expen.Se per boy .............. . ............. .. . ....................... . 

Fo1• Wood-turning Depa1·tment. 
Twenty lathes . . ...................................................... . 
Shafting, pulleys and belting .......... : .. ............................. . 
Engine and boiler ................... ... .................. . ............ . 
Wood-turning tools ................................................... . 
Setting up lathes .............................. . ... . . . ....... .......... . 

$286.00 
14.25 

510.00 
6.35 

92.00 
200.00 
900.00 
24.85 

580.00 
188.45 
225.00 
140.05 
200.00 

Total expense for wood-tw·niug department ....................... 1, 333.50 
Expense per boy... ... . . ... . ........... . . .... . ....... . ................. 16.68 

Expense apal't jl'om pe1'manent investment. 

For 80 pupils, tuition ...... ... .... ....... ... ........ : ......... · ... . ..... . 
Materi8.1. .. .. .. ........ ..... ... . ........ . ........................ . .... . 
Wear and tear of tools. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.............. .... ........... . ... 

1,050.00 
200.00 
200.00 

Total expense. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 450. 00 
Expense per pupil. .... .- ..... .. .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18. 12 

- Your committee confess to a laudable pride in securing so much for so little; 
more than half of the money expended is for a plant which will be good for years 
to come. The actual expense per pupil, apart from the plant, which is a permanent 
investment, is only $18 .. 12. These figures settle the fact that other cities need not 
be detetTed, on the ground of expense, from inaugurating this system in connection 
witt. their schools. 

PRESENT CONDITION. 

. In consequence of the delay in the building of a boiler house, which would vacate 
tbe fuel f99m now in use, the pupils who desired a second year's course in manual 
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training have not yet begun their work. By the first of January your committee 
ho:Pe to have the room in readiness. So far ftS can be as~rtained before the actual 
work begins, there will be rather more than two full classes of twenty each to go 
on with the manual training. This number would have been larger could the classes 
have_ been formed at the beginning of the term. 

This year two classes have been formed for carpentry and joining-one of 21, 
another of 17. The falling off from the numbers of last year is due to the fact that 
40 of the boys of the ninth grade took manual training last year, and to the further 
fact that there is but one eighth grade class in the High school building this year, 
instead of three classes, as laSt year. 

Four girls have been permitted to join one of the first year classes, and are doing 
excellent work. Thi$ is an entirely new departure in manual traini:lg, and your 
committee are watching its success with great interest. 

RESULTS, 

The results of last year's work, as shown in the work finished for the examination 
at the end of the year were a surprise to all who saw them. Various useful pieces 
of work were constructed, the pupils deciding for themselves what they would 
make. The work was done from dl:awings made by the pupils, and in many in
stances would have done credit to a more than average mechanic. The time spent 
in the actual work under direction of the teacher would amount to about one month, 
allowing for a day's work the usual hours required in a shop; a~d in this short time 
the pupils learned to handle and sharpen their tools and to work from drawings. 
We are pleased to be able to report that in their other studies the pupils of tho 
manual training school did good work in some cases, showing a marked improve
ment. And it is especially to be noted that the boys who received the trairung last 
year showed in their other studil's an appreciation of their practical value not shown 
by other scholars, which fact was tspecially noticeable in the study of mathematics, 
which was taken out of the theoretical and placed among the practical studies. This 
we consider a great gain in education. 

In conclusion, your committee would again express their gratification at having 
· secured the services of Mr. A. Bumann, who is eminently the right man in the right 
place, and to whose zeal and enthusiasm much of the success of his department is 
due. We can no longer re-gard manual training in connection with the High school 
as altogether an experiment, but feel justified in asserting that it has been proved 
to be a valuable part of the educational system best adapted to American youth. 

W. E. COPELAND. 
H. E. DAVIS. 
H. G. CLARK. 

THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL OF PHILADELPHIA, P'Jj:NNSYL· 

VANIA. 

The extracts already given from the then latest Report of the Phila
delphia Board of Education, that for 1885, show that President Steel 
considered the establishment of the Manual Training School the 
most important step taken by the Board during the year.* 

The following description of the building used for this novel school 
is taken from an eaucational journal. The Report made to the Com
mittee of the Board in charge of the school by the Principal, wit.h 
the schedule of studies as given in the Annual Report of the Board, 
and the extracts from the By-laws of the Board, reciting the provis-

*See ante, Chapter XIV, page 172, ct. seq. 
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ions relatfng ·to the management of the school which follow, furnish 
the authentic data needed· for comparison with other schools of its 
class: · · 

TBE NEW llANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL OF PHILADELPffiA. * 

;Great interest is felt among the teachers and pupils of the public schools over the 
new manual training school. The old Hoffman schoolhouse has been remodelled 
inside to meet the requirements of the department, and extensive preparations have 
been made for instructing boys in all the branches of useful mechanics. The build
ing is one of the old bluestone structures, roomy, but wastefully constructed, three 
stories in height, and standing on the northeast corner of Wood and Seventeenth 
Streets. Staircases are placed at the four corners, encased in towers, affording 
rapid egress. T.l:le ground fioor is devoted to bench-work. A large hall, divided by 
sliding glass doors into two halves, takoo up the entire space. The front compart
ment is fitted up with benches for twenty pupils. These benches are handsome, 

··hard wood, varnished affairs , each fitted with four swivel vices, and each sup
.plied with a machinist's hammer, dividers, calipers, files, chisels, punches, etc. Iu 
:this room all varieties of .rudimentary nnd manual iron and metal work will be 
.taught. Twenty boys will constitute a class, and they will be, step by step, in
.:atructed m all branches of a machinist's trade. 

THE MODEirMAKERS' ROOM. 

In the l'ear room are twenty .model-makers' benches-handsome pieces of furni
ture-and they have in the drawers all the tools used by model-makers in the most 
intricate wood-work. Three cabinets for tools and specimens of work are built 
against the· walls. A glass partition in the rear of this room incloses twenty mar
·ble hand-basins, where the ablutions of the young mechanics 'vill be performed. 
'Hot and cold water, towels and soap will at all times be ready. in this room. The 
fioor is of fat pine, the ceilings are high, and 'vindows on four sides admit ample 
light and air. Four large closet-room's on this floor will be used for hanging work
ing clothing. 

On the second story the class room!'! are situated. Here, also, the space is thrown 
into one hall, but sliding glass doors divide tho hall into four class rooms when oc
·casion demands. There are ·single de1;ks for 120 pupils in this room, and nothing 
·more: Here, also, there is admirable light. 

'The third story is devoted to mechanical and free-hand drawing, and most con
veniently are the appliances arranged. The large ha ll is taken up with forty stand
ing tables, roomy and handsome. A cabinet in an anteroom will contain the draw
ing or stretcher board, on which the drawings will remain until completed. These 

:boards are numbered, and they fit in numbered grooves in the cabinet. On tho top 
of each board a neat T square and other drawing implements rest. The heating of 

·the building will be secured through hot air furnaces in the cellar. 

THE COURSE OF STUDY. 

_The new school is something in the nature of an experiment , and it will be at 
least two years before it is in thorough working order in the higher branches. The 
course covers three years of study, the pupils being admitted pro mta from all gmm
lllar·and consolidated and combined schools. The hours will bo from 9 A. M. to 
2;80 P.M., two hours being devoted to study and recitation, one to drawing, and 
~wo.·to ·shopwork. Promotions to the school will be made at the close of the June 

*'From The Teacher, Philadelphia, November, 188G. See page 83. 
ART-VOL 2--28 
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school term, and the boys will be admitted in the order of. their marking. The 
course of study is comprehensi:ve and thorough. 

* * * * * * 
~P~RT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF THE MA.l.'iUAL TRAINING SCHOOL.* 

To the Manual Traiwina School Committee : 
GENTLEMEN:- I r espectfully submit the report of the Manual Training School for 

· the year ending December 81, 1885. 
Owing to thes \lpplementary examinatioiJ,, held September 10-12th, to meet the de

mand for further admissions, the School was not ·fairly in operation until Septem
ber 15th; when the number of pupils enrolled was 132. With three exceptions-in 
which admissions w ere made from the Central High School-the pupils were from 
the Twelfth and Thirteenth Grades of the Grammar Schools, and of an average age 
of fourteen years seven months. 

Tl)e attendance since the opening of the School has been as follows: 
September 15th to the 30th . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129. 4 
October ...... ... ....... .. .... ..... ...................... . ..... ' . . . . ·. . . . . . 130. 0 
November .. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . 129. 5 
December to 23d ........................................ .. . ... . ... .. . . ... 125.0 

Average attendance (nearly) ........................................ . 128.5 
The Com·se of Study is sho'I_Vn by the accompanying programme, which also 

pretty clearly shows the .organization of the School. The letters A, B, and C, in the 
. column marked classes, indicate the three principal divisions of the pupils, which 
.divisions, for instruction and convenience in handling, arc again divided into 
·classes-containing at most. twenty-two pupils each-known as A1, A2, B1, B2, etc. 

I hiwe much pleasure in inviting the attention of the Committee to the progress 
of the pupils in all departments of the School, and in commending the zeal and 
efficiency of the t :·achers, without which, results so satisfactory could not have 
been obtained. The pupils have, from the beginning, manifested particular interest 

. in the Manual Instruction, including Mechanical Drawing, and in consequence 
have attained a degree of proficiency in these branches entirely beyont.l. expectation. 

In designing the forms which constitute the lessons in wood and metal work, re
spectively, care was taken that each should embody an important mechanical unit 
or principle, that they should be progressive, and that only as much matcl'ial. should 
be used in each as was consistent with bold and manly work. The forms in wood 
number from 1 to 20, and comprise principles common in carpentry and joinery. 
The metal forms, numbering from 1 to 10, are mainly of sliding surfaces peculiar 
to machinery. 

Ail work is done by hand from the rough materials. 
Each pupil is provided with an exact drawing of the object he is required to 

male e. 
Thl) Mechanical Drawing is taught with less attempt at elabora.te composition 

in beginning than is practiced in many schools; the object thus far having been to 
ground the pupils well in principles and in the use and care of the instruments, for 
which purpose numerous" setting-up " exercises have been devised. It has also 
been the purpose to harmonize the drawing with the shop-work, which, it is 
believed, will prove advantageous to both branches. 

In the scholastic branches, as literature and mathematics, the most approved 
m ethods of teaching are employed, and with quite satisfactory results. I would, 
however , advise an increase in the requirements in theHe branches for n1hnission. 

With respect to the educational value of Manual Training, taken in connection 
with the usual studies of a school of this grade, the experien_:e of the_ f~~-~~nt~ 

*Sixty-seventh Annual Report Philadelphia Board of Education. See pages 101- 104. 
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~inc~ the opening of the School would seem to point to a complete confirmation of 
these facts: 

First. That it relieves school-life of much of the tedium incidental to purely 
mental effort; that the alternation of hand with head-work makes them mutually 
restful and beneficial. 

Second. It gives to the pupil a clearer conception of the purpo~es of education, 
and what really constitutes it. 

Third. It teaches habits of accuracy, industry and physical activity; dignifies and 
elevates lab01·; develops the cr~ative faculty, and begets a feeling of confidence and 
independence based upon the conscious possession of u~~:<ful practical knowledge. 

The School has attracted very general public attention, and ha<; been Yisited by 
many persons ·of distinction in educational and other departments, a number of 
whom were from foreign countries; all of whow accorded it very high praise, both 
with respect to its equipment and as typifyiug the ret1uircmcn~ of modern euuca
tion. 

Very respectfully, 
ROBT. CRAWFORD, 

Princi1Jal. 

Daily o1·der of ea:ercises and class 01·ganizaUon of the Philadelphia Manttal Tmin
ing School, ji1-st year. 

~!ON DAY. 

Classes. 9 to 11 A. M. 11 A. M. to 1 P. M. 1 to 1.30. 1.30 to 3.30 P. M. 

---
A ........ Lite rat· y departtu~nt: D~awiog nod mathemntr Recess .. Sl~~g,~~letnl work, wood 

Literature, t~luculion. ICS. 
B . .. ..... Shop : Metal wot·k, \\'OOd L i ternry department: . . . do . ... D~awing and matbemat-

work. History, pbyglcnl geog- ICS. 

c .. ..... . D~awiog nntl llllllhcmal· 
raphy. 

Shop : llletal work, wood ... do .... Li terary tlepartmcnt: 
IC~. wot·k. Composition, pbysiol-

ogy. 

TUESDAY. 

A .. . ... . D~:ing nnd mntb" '!mt- Shop : Metal work, wood l.Wcess .. Literary department: 
work. Composition, physiol-

B . .. .. ... Literary d~\:rtmeot : Drawing and matbematr ... do .... 
ogy. 

Shop : llletnl work. wood 

c ....... . Lit.crn.tm't\ e ocutiou. ics. work. 
Shop: MeW work, wood Literary department: . .. <lo .... Drawing and mt\themat-

WOI'k. History, physical geog- ics. 
rnphy. · 

WEDNF..SDA Y. 

A . .. . . . .. Shop : Metal work, wood Lite rary department: Recess .. D~awing nnd mntbemat-
wot·k. History, physical geog- IC.S. 

B ........ Dt:awiog anti matbema.t-
rnphy. 

Literary department: "::~;kMoWI •~ok, wood I .. . do .. .. 
ICS, Composition, pbysiol-

0 . . ... . .. Literary dey,artment: 
ogy. 

Drawing anti mathenmtr . . . do .... Shop: l\Ictal work, wood 
Literature, c ocutiou. ics. work. 

THURSDAY. 

A .... . .. . Literary department : Drawing nnd matbematr !Wcess .. Shop : l\letal work, wood 
9 i\'i iK 0\'C I'Oitt~nt, phy~- ics. wot·k. 

B . .•..... 
teal K' 'UJ.:I'llphy. 

Shnp: Atl'tnl wut·k, wood Liternry tl.,pm·tmcnt: . .. do . ... Dt:nwiug nml tnnthemnt-
WOI'k. Civil govea·unwut., phys· ll'S. 

C . ....... D~awlog nntl mnthemat-
lolog~. 

... do . . . . Litet·nry department: Shop: lcl.nl wot·k, wood 
IC~. work. Lnugungt:, physiology. 
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Daily order of exercises and class organization of the Philadelphia Manual Train
ing School, first yem·-Continued. 

FRIDAY. 

Classes. 9 to 11 A.M. l1 A. M. to 1 P. M. ! 1 to 1.ao.l 1.30 to 3.30 P. M. 
~ 

A ........ Drawing and mathemat- Shop : Metal work, wood Recess .. Literary de~ment: 
ics. work. Langu~ p yslology. 

B ........ Literary department: Drawing and ma.themat- . .. do . ... Shop: ·Me work, wOOd 
Lan~, physical ics. work. 

c ........ geograp y. 
Literary department: Dra11ing and mathemat-Sllop : Metal work, wood . .. do .... 

work. · Civil go,•ernment, phys- ics. 
lea.! geography. 

ROBERT CRAWFORD, 
Principal. 

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION AND TRAINING IN THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL.* 

First Year. 
Arithmetic (reviewed); Algebra (begun). 
English Language; Structure and use; study of selected classics. 
United States History and Civil Government. 
Physiology and Physical Geography. 
F:ree-hand and Mechanical Drawing. 
Shop-work: Carpentry and joinery, wood-carving, wood-turning, pattern-mak· 

ing; proper care and use of tools. 

SEcond Year . 
.Algebra (finished); Geometry (begun). 
Physics: Experimental work in the physical laboratory and lectures; Principles 

of Mechanics. 
English Composition and Literature. General History. 
Geometrical and Mechanical Drawing. Designing. 
Shop-Work: Forging, welding, tempering, soldering, brazing, moulding and 

casting; proper care and use of tools. 

Third Year. 
Geometry (finished); Plain Trigonometry and Mensuration. 
English Composition and Literature. Social Science . . 
Elements of Chemistry-Laboratory work and lectures. Principles of Mechanics. 
Book-Keeping. . 
Machine and Architectural Drawing. Designing. 
Shop-Work: Bench-work and fitting; turning, drilling, planing, screw-cutting, 

etc. Study of the steam engine, including management and care of steam engines 
and boilers. 

Elementary Principles of the textile and fictile arts, stone-work and masonry. 
Instruction to be given in the properties of materials-wood, iron, brass, clays, 

stone, wool, cotton, etc:, throughout the cow·se. 

MAN,UAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

[Northeast corner ot Seventeenth and Wood Streets.] 

List of Teachers. 
Robert Crawford, Principal; William L. Sayre, Vice-Principal. 
Assi.~tants.-E. S. Zieber, M. D., J. J. D. Brush, A. B. Entwisle, D. C. Redgrave. 
L.A. DuBree, J anitor, 1834 Wood Street. 

-----------------*Sixty-seventh Annual Report Board of Public Education, Philadelphia. See 
page '211 et seq. 
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OFFICIAL REGULATIONS. 

XXV.* 

Duties of the Comntittee on the Manual Training School: 

They shall have t he general direction of the school, shall visit the school semi
monthly, keep regular minutes of their proceedings, and report annually the state 
or the school. They shall nominate to the Board the teachers who shall be needed 
in the school, anu .in case of a vacancy shall recommend to the Board a suitable 
person to li 11 the same. 

They shall awartl a ce1·tificate to such of the pupils as shall meritoriously complete 
the Course of Study prescribed for the school. 

XXVI.t 

I. The daily sessions of the Manual Training School shall be five hours, beginning 
at 9 A.M. and closing at 2.30 P.M., with an intermi'>sion of thirty minutes at 12 
M. Two hours of this time shall be devoted to study and recitation, one hour to 
drawing, and two hours to shop practice. 

II. Promotions to the Manual Training School shall be made at the close of the 
June term, from the Twelfth grade of the.Boys' Grammar, Consolidated, and Com
bined Schools: but no boy shall be promoted who is under fourteen years of age. 

The Committee on the Manual Training School shall designate the time of holding 
the exa-minettionfor promotion, and make all necessary arrangements for the same. 

III. It shall be the duty of the Principals of the several Boys' Grammar, C.onspli
dated, and Combined Schools to certify to the Superintendent of Schools the names 
of all boys of the proper age who have finished the Cow-se of Study in the Twelfth 
grade, and are desirous of promotion to the Manual Training School. 

IV. The examination for promotion to the Manual Training School shall be under 
the direction of the Superintendent of Schools, who shall be assisted by a sufficient 
number of Principals of Boys' Grammar, Consolidated, and Combined Schools, to 
be designated by the Committee on the Manual Training School. 

V. The examination for promotion shall include:- Reading and Spelling, Gram
mar and Composition, Penmanship, Arithmetic, Geography, United States History, 
Drawing. 

A minimum average of 60 per cent. shall be t•equired in Reading and Spelling , 
Grammar and Composition, Penmanship and .Arithmetic; and a general average of 
70 per cent. in all the b1·anches. 

VI. The number of pupils to be admitte4 from any school shall be the pro mta of 
the number from that school who pass the required examination to the whole nwu
ber who can be received into the Manual Training School. Schools having more 
pupils who have passed the examination than can be received sf1all have their re
spective surplus numbe1· of pupils admitted pro rata to the aggregate number of 
vacancies in the Manual Training School, as the same may occur. 

The pupils of each school shall be admitted in the order of their averafies. 

That this experiment has proved a success may be inferred from 
the account of the Industrial E xhibition held May, 1888, of the work 
of pupils of the Philadelphia Public Schools, which is given in pages 
2:J2-236 of this volume. 

*By-laws of the Board of Public Education, Philadelphia. Sixty-seventh Annual 
Rep01t, page 387. 

t Rul~ of the Board of Public Education, Philadelphia. Sixty-seventh Annual 
Repott, page 402. · 
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MANUAL TRAINING ScHo oL oF .CLEVELAND, OHio. 

The r ecent movement in ~his city which has resulted in enabling 
the school authorities to offe·r to the higher grade public school pupils 
oppo~tunities for Manual Training, furnishes a very striking illus
tration of the quickening influence of a good-example. The munifi
cent action of the late Mr. Scott in endowing the "Toledo University 
of Arts and Trades," with the subsequent steps by which the School 
authorities of that city were enabled to avail themselves of this 
costly plant for the use of public school pupils, undoubtedly led to 
the movement by which a few public spirited citizens of Cleveland 
combined to establish a corporate Manual Training School which, 
when once established, they offered to the public school authorities 
und~r certain conditions. These having been complied with, t he 
school children of Cleveland can now enjoy similar advantages to 
those afforded to the schools of Toledo, yet with modifications, which 
give to this school its own individuality. 

I am indebted to the courtesy of the City Superintendent, L . W. 
Day, Esq., for the following succinct statement of the circumstances 
attending the origin of the school and its adoption by the school 
authorities: 

THE ffiSTORY OF THE MOVEMENT. 

A ?.f:anual Training School was organized in this city as a private enterprise in 
.June, 1885. It was regularly incOl'J)Orated under the laws of the State, and for 
two years has been conducted in a most creditable and successful manner. A site 
was purchased, buildings erected, machinery put in, a three years' course of instruc
tion devised , teachers employed and good work done: All this cost money and 
rendered it impossible for many worthy young men and boys to pay the necessary 
tuition-$40 per year. The success of the school called public attention to the mat
ter and a movement was set on foot to place the enterprise in the hands of the pub
lic school authorities. This movement was warmly encouraged by the Manual 
Training School authorities, who proposed to turn over the free use of their build
_ings, machinery, etc., etc., to the Board. The Board of Education in .January last 
petitioned the State Legislature · for authority to leyy a t ax of two-fifths of a mill 
annually to defray the expense to be incurred in the establishment nnd maintenance 
of Manual and Domestic Training Schools in this City. Thi'l authority wns 
promptly granted, and the tax has already been levied. 

It is not the purpose of the Board to purchase the " plan t " of the incorporated com
pany who have hitherto been managing the Manual Training School, but only to 
pay the bills necessarily incurred in the regular running of the school, on condit ion 
of free tuition to Public School pupils. 

The sole management of the school is vested according to law, in a Board of fif
teen (15) Directors, eight of whom are chosen by the incorporated company, and 
seven by the Board of Education, the Superintendent of Instl'uction being, ex
officio, a member, and one of the seven. The funds realized from the two-fi fths 
millleyy will be turned oYer to the Board of Directors for the defraying of current 
expenses. The Board of Directors have au thority to appoint and discharge teach
ers, arrange course of study, etc. 

By this arrangement, tuition in our Manual Training School is made free to all 
pupils of the Public Schools, who are elig ible, excepting a charge of five dollars a 
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term (half year), for materials used. In case of indige1ice, this amount will also 
be reduced or entirely remitted . 
. Following is the course of study: 
J!'irst Year.-Fr~ hand and mechanical drawing; carpentry and joining; pattern 

making; care and use of tools. 
Second Year.-Geometrical and mechanical drawing; forging, welding, temper

. ing, filing and chipping. 
Third Year.-Machine and architectUJ"al drawing; machine shop work; study of 

machines, steam-engines and boilers. 
All pupils who have successfully passed the examination for admission to our 

High Schools are entitled to free tuition, but no pupil under fourteen years of age 
can enter. Pupils other than those from the Public Schools may be admitted on 
the payment of a tuition fee of fifteen dollars per term and five dollars for mate
rials, provided they have successfully passed an E-xamination equivalent to that 
required for admission to our High Schools. The work of the Manual Training 
School has not as yet been made a part of the High School com·se, but is supple
!liental to· it, the instruction and work being done after High School hours by · 
pup~ of the schoOls. 

The following account of the origin and progress of t he school is . 
from a handsomely .printed eight page quarto sheet entitled " Man-

. ual-Trainiug," Cleveland, Ohio, Janu:,:~.ry, 1887: 

THE CLEVELAND MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

ITS ORIGI N AND HISTORY. 

~February, 1885, a small carpenter shop was star ted in a bam situated on Ken
nard street, near Euclid avenue, for the benefit of some boys, then pupils in the 
Central High School. 

Through the diligence and en thusiasm of those boys the little &thool and the value 
of Il).anual training was brought to the notice of some of the business men of tlu:i 
city . 

. One or two meetings were held, at which the question of the establishment of a 
manual training school in Cleveland was thoroughly discussed. It was decided to 
form a stock com!Jany with a capital of $25,000, with which money to erect :mu 
equip a building, and then to charge a tuition fee jnst sufficient to coYer the run-

' ning expenses. · 
The Cleveland Manual T1·aining School Compa ny wns incorporntcd June 2ncl, 1885, 

··fqr the purpose (as stated in its Articles of Incorporation) of " th<' promotion of <.'tin
cation, atld especially the estnblishmcnt a ncl mnintenance of a school of manual 
training, where pupils shall be taught the use of tools :mel m aterials, nnd instruc
tio_n shall be given in mechanics, physics, chemistry, ami mechanical drawing." 

THE FIRST BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 

The nie1nbers of the company met on September 7th, 1885, and elected a board of 
directors, consisting of Messrs. Samuel E. Williamson, Thomns H . White , N. l\I. 
Anderson, Samuel Mn.ther , L. E. Holden, J . H. McBride, E. P. \Villiams. vVm. E. 
Cushing, Alex. E. Drown, Charles \ V. Bingham, S. H. Curtiss, J . F. Holloway, 
Ambrose Swasey, Thos. Kilpatrick, ::mel S. vV. Sessions. Judge W'illiamson wns 

·chosen President, and Mr. Thos. H. vVhite Vice-President. l\Ir. Newton l\:L Ander-
80~, who had been up to tha t time Instt·nctor in PhyRics at the Cleveland Central 
Hlgh School, a11d who hatl organir.ed and conducted the little school in carpentry 
on Kennard street, above mentioned, wns elected Principal of the ll:lanual Training 
School. 
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The important questions of the location of the school and the plans for a building 
were vigorously canvassed by the Directors. The present site, on the north side of 
East Prospect street, west of thP. C. & P. Railroad crossing, was finally determined 
upon. Work upon the school building was pushed as rapidly as possible, and the 
building was completed, equipped,. and ready for occupancy before the·end of Jan
uary, 1886. 

THE SCHOOL IS OPENED. 

The school was opened for pupils early in February. The opening exercises were 
held on the evening of February 9th, in the assembly room of the Central High 
School. Valuable addresses on the· subject of" Man.ual Training in Education" 
werE,\ delivered by President Hinsdale, Superintendent of the city schools, and Col
onel Augustus Jacobson, of Chicago, who inspired the founding of the Chicago 
Manual Training School. From Col. Jacobson's memorable address the following 
extract is taken: 

"Yankee ingenuity is proverbial. 'l'he Yankee has been made ingenious by the 
adverse circumstances under which he has existed. The main circumstance which 
has tended to make the Yankee ingenious, is that whenever he has wanted any
thing, he himself has had to make it, or go without it. As the Yankee has wanted 
a great many things, he has learned to make a great many things, and thus he has 
become very ingenious. The adverse circumstances under which each man bad to 
make every thing for himself have disappeared from this country. Instead of them 
has come the manual training school, which is a complete set of improved adverse 
Yankee circ.umstances for training the young into intelligence and ingenuity." 

The school building was opened to the public for inspection upon the evening of 
these addresses, and public exhibitions, enabling visitors to see the pupils actually 
at work, and also the results of the work, have been held from time to time. 

The vacancy in the Board of Directors, caused by the removal of Mr. Kilpatrick 
from the city, has been filled by the election of Mr . . J. H. Webster. With this ex
ception, the present Board is the same as that fh·st chosen. 

BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT. 

The school property is located upon East Prospect street. The lot has a frontage 
of 145 feet. Upon t\1is has been erected il. three story brick building having a front 

. of 54 feet on East Prospect street and a depth of 90 feet. -
· Upon the first floor is the machine shop, 35 by 40 feet; the forge shop, 35 by 48 

feet; the boiler room, wash room and office. The second floor contains the draw
ing room, 32 by 35 feet; the wood turning shop, 35 by 56 feet, also store room, coat 
room and reading rootl\. The third floor contains a class room, 32 by 35 feet; one 
16 by 16; carpenter shop, 35 by 56 feet; store room and coat room. 

The machine shop has not received its full equipment, but will have lathes, plan· 
ers, drills, bench vises and !grindstone. In the forge shop are ·twenty forges, anvils 
and sets of tools. The wood turning shops contain twenty-one speed lathes with 
sixty-three sets of carpenter and turning tools. The carpenter shop is equipped · 
with twenty-three benches and sixty·nine sets of tools. 

In the carpenter and wood turning shops each boy has a set of edge tools which 
be keeps under lock and key and for the condition of which be is responsible. All 
of the tools are of the best quality. · 

The power used is supplied by a fifty horse ~power engine made by the Straight 
Line Engine Company of Syracuse, New York. 

Further information in regard to the school may be obtained from the Principal. 

IIIETHOD OF INSTRUCTION. 

The pupils all pass through the same course, which is progressively arranged, so 
that each department may be considered a preparation for the next. The pupil be-
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gfna with the simplest tools and · work, and passes by degrees to the more complex 
and difficult. The aim in each department is not to teach the boy to construct any 
special object, but to make such pieces as will enable. him to master as quickly as 
possible the dillerent processes. That the knowledge thus attained may be utilized 
in the construction of finished articles, is made amply evident in another part of 
this paper. 

THE TOOLS. 

At the outset the boy is placed in the carpenter shop, a room 56 by 35 feet, in 
which are twenty-three'carpentera' benches, so arranged that each pupil has plenty 
of Jigbt and apace. The benches are equipped with vises, stops, and tool racks. 
Upon the tool racks of each bench are a rip saw, cross-cut saw, back saw, hammer, 
mallet, large steel square, try square, bevel gauge, mortising gauge, foot rule, divid
ers, hand screw, screw driver, awl and chalk line, oil stone and oil can. These tools 
belong to th~.belich, and are used by the one working thereat. The lower part of the 
bench is divided into three compartments, each of which contains a. set of edge 
tools, consisting of jackplane, smooth plane, block plane, and set of chisels. All 
tools are of the best qiiality. The classes are divided into three divisions, working 
at durerent times. One of the compartments is assigned to each pupil. Each com
partment is provided with lock and key, and the tools in it are considered the prop
erty of the pupil using it during the term he is at work in that shop. He is respon
sible for the tools and their condition. The pupils are taught to grind their own 
tools~ The instructor's bench is so placed as to allow space for the class to assemble 
in front ~f it. Here the instructor calls the class together, explains the construction 
and use of each tool and the methods of laying out work, imd instructs them in re
gard to the selection of wood, ita shrinking, warping, and checking. 

THE LESSONS • • 
. During the time th~ boys are at work at the benches the instructor goes from one 
to the other, giving them personal instruction. At first the boys are taught the use 
of the cross-cut and rip saws. With chalk line and squa1·e they mark off strips and 
then saw them, until they can use the saw fairly well, after which they use the 
jack plane, and then the smoothing plane. The first piece the pupil is required to 
m&ke in a block of given dimensions, which must be perfectly flat on each face with 
all the angles right angles. This board is used in making a bench hook. Working 
~wings of each piece are made for the pupils to work from. The second piece of 
the course is a box 8 by 6 by 4 inches. 

Alter completing the box in a. manner satisfactory to the instructor, the pupil 
makes a square mitre joint. This piece is laid out with square and bevel gauge and 
made with saw and plane without using a mitre box. Then follow halved joints, 
open and closed mortise and tenon , open and blind dowel pin, dove-tail and glue 
joints, and panel making. . 

In all of these exercises great care is used to impress upon the minds of the pupils 
the necessity of accuracy in their work. Each piece is marked by the instructor in 
the presence of the pupil. In the marking the greatest value is given to the dimen
sions, then joints and angles, and then finish. The set of pieces above described was 
m&de last term, but the work may be changed from term to term as improvements 
suggest themselves. Some of the boys working much faster than the others finish 
the regular work before the end of the term, in which case they are allowed to make 
anything they wish, provided they do the work in a pro~r manner. Quite a large 
number of very good pieces have been made in this way, a list of which may be 
seen in another part of the circular. 

The work in this shop occupies the pupil two afternoons of each week, each ssssion 
lasting three hours. At the beginning of the second term the pupils pass to 
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THE TURNING AND PATTERN SHOP. 

In this, which is also 56 by 35 feet, are 21 benches similar to those in the carpenter 
shop, and arranged 'Yith the ordinary tools upon the tool board, and the edged tools 
in the compartments below. · 

The tools are the same as tho$e in the first shop with the addition of those neces
sary for turning. The extra tools are two pair of calipers and nine chisels and 
gouges. The instructor's bench and lathe are so arranged that the class may assem
ble in front of t~em and receive instmction in a body, after which the instructor 

. gives his attention to each pupil at his bench and lathe. At first the pupil is allowed 
to use only the large gouge. With tllis. tool he is taught to make cylinders, cones, 
a.nd the~ curved pieces, after which he makes a set of handles for the other chisels. 
· When the pupil can handle the large gouge well he is taught the use of the chise] 
m both straight and curved work, then takes up the other tools in succession until . 
the use of each is understood. The work then turns to pattern m aking. The pat
terns are for pipe tees, elbows, cone pulleys, etc. .As each pattern is finished it is 
molded in the presence of the class in order that they may understand why it is con
structed in the manner taught. · · 

This completes the work in wood and the first year. The pupil enters the second 
year and takes up his work in 

THE FORGE SHOP. 

The forge shop is upon the ground floor and is 48 by 35 feet and contains 20 forges 
and anvils, with water boxes, coal boxes and tools for each forge. The blast is . 
supplied from a blower driven by the engine. The result of the training of hand 
and eye due to the year at wood work and drawing becomes very apparent in this 
shop. In the carpenter shop the pupil may take h's time and measure his piece 
frequently as he goes on with his worj, and it is necessary for him to watch but 
the one tool with which he is working. He need not trust his eye but may use his 
square frequently enough to be sure that he is right. The eye, ·however, does re- · 

. ceive training from this work. In the turning shop the pupil nmst watch the lathe 
and revolving wood as well as the tool in his hand, and the inconvenience of stop
ping the lathe frequently, obliges him to use and trust his eye. Thus he comes into 
the forge shop somewhat prepared for the work. Here, he cannot stay and meas
ure after every blow of the ha.mmer, but must work rapidly while his iron is hot . 
He must know beforehand just what he is going to do when he takes the iron out 
of the fire, must have the form he is to make well impressed on his mind, and must 
trust to his eye to tell him when the result is attained. · In order to avoid the con
fusion which would result if the boy triPd to manage the fire and hot iron at first, 
h~ is required to work lead into forms similar to tliose which he afterwards makes 
of iron. In this way he has nothing to watch but his hammer and soon becomes 
familiar with it and leams to strike the spot he intends. The following set of pieces 
have been made by each of the class during the present term. Drawing rounu iron 
to· square, octagon and round; staples, upsetting, hinge eye, S wrench, eye bolt hook, 
bending square corner, scarf weld , open ring, welded ring, welded flat ring, welded 
angle, welded T, chain, hook, diamond grab hook, steel punch fagot weld, grapple 
hook, tongs welded machinery steel, butt weld, cold chisels, cape chisels, center 
punch, welded tool steel, scarf welded tool steel and iron, V welded tool steel and 
iron, four lathe tools, lathe dog and carving knife. 

The pupils are also taught how to temper the tools they have made. 

THE BOYS . 

. The interest which the boys take in the shop school is very great. That more 
than four-fifths of the pupils asked permission to work in the shops during the 
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with which they undertake the execution of small commissions in behalf of the 
school, and the handiness w:hich they display at home. In fact , the increased use
fulness of the students still in school is making itself felt, and in several instances 
the result has been the offer of business positions too tempting to be rejected. This 
drawback, if it can be called one, the school must always suffer. The better edu
cated· and trained our students become, the stronger will be the temptation offered 
to thE-m outside, and the more difficult it will" be for us to hold them through the 
c6urse. Parents and guardians should avoid the bad policy of injuring the pros
pects of a promising young man by grasping a small present pecuniary advantage 
at the cost of far greater rewards in the future. From ·the testimony of parents 
the physical, intellectual, and moriu effect of the school is ex~edingly satisfactory. 

BoARD OF. DmECTORS. 

S. E. WILLIAMSON, President. 
THOMAS H. WHITE, Vice-President. 
J. H. WEBSTER, Treasurer. 
WILLLUI E. CUSHING, SecretarY. 

E. P. WILLLUIS. SAMUEL MATHER·. 
J. F. HOLLOWAY. · STILES H. CURTIS. 
AMBBOSE SWASEY. CHARLES W. BINGHAM . 
.ALEX. E. BROWN. S. W. SESSIONS, 
L. E. HOLDEN. NEWTON M. ANDERSON, 
J; H.McB~. 

INSTRUCTORS. 

NEWTON M. ANDERSON, Principal, Instructor in Drawing. 
WILLIAM C. SKINNER, Instructor in Woodwork. 
DAVID ROCHE, Instructor in Forging. 
ROLLA B. WATSON, Assistant in Woodwork . . 

'In addition to the articles quoted this circular contains voluminous 
extracts from the catalogue of the Saint Louis Manual Training 
School, and an aTticle on the general · value of Manual Training, 
either written by, or inspired by, Professor Woodward; there is also 
a list of students, and programmes of the courses of study, which 
last have be~n already given. 
· The latest circular is dated June, 1887. From this the following 
list is taken: 

BoARD oF DmECTORS. 

S. E. WILLIAMSON, President. 
Dr. D. B. SMITH, Vice-President. 
J. H. WEBSTER, Treasurer. 
WILLlAlrl E. CUSHING, Secretary. 

E. P. WILLIAMS. AMBROSE SWASEY, 
PETER ZUCKER. Z. M. HUBBELL. 
J. H. McBRIDE. I . P; LAMSON. 
B. D. BABCOCK. L . W . DAY. 
SAMUEL MATHER. NEWTON M. ANDERSON. 
Dr. J. A. GILBERT. 

NEWTON M. ANDERSON, Principal. 
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M.ANU.AL '])RAINING DISCUSSED IN CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION. 

' 
The following extracts from the report of the discussion concern-

ing the Manual Training School, which took place in the Board of 
Education February 28, 1887, are taken from the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer of March 1. In an able editorial on " The Manual Training 
Bill" the action of the Board was endorsed and the passage of the 
Bill by the Legislature earnestly urged: 

"Th-e subject of uniting the manual training school with the pub
lic school system was taken up and the report on the subject written 
by ·Mr. Zucker, chairman of the committee on judiciary." 

This report declares that, "after a careful consideration of the en
tire subject, the committee has come to the conclusion that the union 
of the manual training school with the public schools would be pro
ductive of the highest good to our school system and pupils." They 
also conclude that legislation similar to that enacted in the cases of 
Toledo ap.d Cincinnati is required, and proceed to state the form of 
the necessary legislation in detail. The Plain Dealer's report of the 
Board. meet~ng proceeds as follows: 

PRACTICAL TRAINING FOR BOYS AND GffiLS IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
-

The training school was represented at the meeting by Mr. McBride, Mr. N. M. 
Anderson, the teacher, and Mr. E. P. Williams, and they were invited within the 
railing. 

Mr. Zucker spoke at some length upon the benefits to bederivedfrom the manual 
training school. The pupils in the high school who are taking instruction in the 
manual training school, he said, are the brightest and the mosl vivacious, and they 
are taught to respect labor. · 

"Mr. Monroe asked if on&-fifth of a mill would be enough. Mr. Zucker said it 
would be .for the boys of the public schools, who would be admitted free, with a 
charge, perhaps, for the material used, and this charge could be easily managed 
under the rules by which the board furnishes books for indigent pupils. 

Mr. Williams said there was one feature which it would be well to understand. 
The object of the school is to give the youth such instruction in the use of tools as 

-the public schools do not give. " We believed," said he, " the time would come 
when you would see how you could take hold of the matter, although we thought 
you were not ready for it then, but generous men took up the work. If we had one 
hundred scholars the school would be self-sustaining, but the question presented it
self, How are we going to take care of the boys who cannot afford to pay the tuition? 
And we thought you could make this experiment, and if it does not meet with suc
cess you will not have gone so far into it but that at any time it could be droJ:1ped." 
Mr. Williams read the names of the contributors to the school, the list comprising 
eoine of the most prominent men of the city. 

President Schellentrager called Dr. Smith to the chair and spoke in favor of the 
manual training school. He said he visited the school and felt that no one could go 
there and not come away favorably impressed. Besides the benefits derived it in
culcates a love for labor, something which the American youth is in need of. The 
idea is a new one in America., he said, but has been thoroughly tried in Europe. 

HOW IT AFFECTS THE BOYS. 

"From the standpoint of a teacher I desire to call attention . to one thing," said 
14r . .1\.nderson, "and that is the development of the natural aptitude of the ooys. 
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The boys in the public schools have no opportunity to discover whether they are 
capable of making good mechanic.e. There are several boys in the sehool who had 
no idea when they went in a year ago that they could ever work with tools, but now 
they Can do something wonderful for the length of time they have been there, and 
Q)le of the assistants is a young man whose parents laughed at the idea of him ever 
being able to work with tools when he entered the school. Our discipline is not 
strict. We started in with the idea of not putting much restraint upon the boys, but 
giving them considerable freedom. As a consequence, the boys, at first, were as 
regular as at any school, but they soon discovered that there was little restraint, · 
and some thought they would go away when they wanted to. Two boys came 
around one day and said they guessed they would not work. I said" all right," but 
they hung around and soon had their coats off and were at work.· The boys are al
lowed to whistle, sing, and go from one part of the room to another, but they are 
generally ~rried back there by some question about their work, and they generally 
stay there after that." 

THE CLAIM FOR THE GIRLS. 

" I have listened to the list of names as contributors to the manual training 
school," said Mr. Fenton, " and I think the members n:eed have no fear that these 
gentlemen are in a financial difficulty and want this board to help them out, but 
they think that the school may not have proper recognition and proper growth in 
any other way. I have visited the school and I am a great admirer of it, but I 
have always had some doubt as to where it should be hitched on to our public 
schools. That, however, can easily be overcome. There is one objection, however, 

. and that is the going before the legislature and asking for authority to make a levy 
for a school solely for boys. If we ask the legislature for such a · tax I think it 
would be unconstitutional, and it ought to be. There is greater need for a domes
tic and industrial school for girls than there is for a manual training school. Boys 
can always find somathing to do, but gh·ls cannot. 

" .We read in Public Opinion th·t a competent statistician has estimated that 
ignorant cooking and bad management in the providing of food waste $500,000,000 
every year for the people of the United States. It would pay to give the girls who 
11-re going to do the cooking for the next generation of working men a better start 
in life. If we make a levy of orie-fiftb of a mill we will realize about $16,000, 
and I think we should expend at least half of it on the domestic training school for 
girls which has been formed in this city by some young ladies, and the remainder 
can be devoted to the manual training school, and I am h eartily in favor of it." 

"I think the gentleman's remarks are timely," said Mr. Schellentrager, "but 
waste iii. cooking is nothing compared to the improperly cooked food. That causes 
sickness and death." 

" In Toledo," said Mr.-Anderson, "the girls have a department in the manual 
training school, where they are taught to cook and cut garments." 

Mr. Hubbell said the training school should be for both sexes. 
Mr .. Zucker was of a contrary mind, because he thought a manual training school 

may be established on the West Side, if the plan is successful on the East Side, aud 
all the money obtainable by the levy might thus be needed. 

It was decided to change the bill w that it should read " manual and domestic 
training schools," and the board voted favorably upon the proposition. The bill 
asking for the levy will therefore be sent to the legislature, and Mr. Zucker and the 
gentlemen representing the manual training school want to find Senator Eggers to 
present the matter to him and urge that the bill be passed before the legislature 
adjourns. 

. It will be observed tha·c the need of the girls for some forms of 
industrial training, which is as great elsewhere as in Cleveland, wa.s 
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not overlooked. In the same issue of the paper, over the signature 
"F. C. L.," is the foilowing urgent plea for some form of industrial 
-training in the lower grade schools. . 

A.s the discussion in the Board and this letter, both relate to topics 
which are of interest to all who may take the subject of M-anual 
Training in Public Schools into consideration, it has seemed fitting 
to include them in this statement : 

MANUAL TRlUNING IN THE GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. 

It is proposed to add manual training to the high school. Only about one-third 
'of the boys who gmduate from the grammar school~ enter the high school, and they 
·are those who expect to follow some profession. · 

The·two-thirds remaining will follow avocations ·such as the instruction of the 
10anual training school is intended to aid. Too much of our knowledge has come 
frooi mistakes in practice. There are rules and systems in all branches of work, 
and to · know these is to be swift and exact in execution. ·we cannot begin too 

· yowtg in the .. schools to train the head and the eye. The kindergarten is a good be
. ginning, and to carry its principles of construction into the grammar school would 
·.be an easy matter. 
· · The expense could be made very light by introducing, ns Superintendent D,\.Jght 
··of Boston did, the white holly and black wa lnut and simply an engraving tool and 
·sa\v. Four hours each week given to each child in instruction would be of great 
' benefit if followed by 11ractice at home, and most parents would be delighted to see 
:the practical use their children were making of their education, and would, when 
·necessary,•silppiy them with boards and tools for a work bench .. 
· What shall we do with om boys? wiilno longer be the first t hought of the mother, 
.·for a boy employed is a very useful member of the family. Long before the age of 
· ~ourteen, when the majority graduate from the gmmmar scl~ool , and the time of 
· the boy is considered of value to the parents, the home will be llCanned to see where 
:he can put in his saw to advantage. He will not only make towel racks and foot 
·stools, but he will see where the steps of the wea,ry mother may be shortened by a 
-door cut through an inside wall, or a floor raised to saxe a step up ancl down, or a 
· wind.ow made to let in sunshine, or a walk made to save dirt, or a porch for a ham
mock. Innumerable are the things that a boy untrammeled by usage and stimu
lated by praise will attempt to do. 

Do let us have this source of useful and innocent a1nusement opened to our chil
dren of the grammar schools. 

Do not speak of the increased ex11ense, for are we not taking from the support of 
. the dram shop, jails and reformatories, and we will'need less in these departments 
when idleness and lassitude are supplanted with diligence and enjoyment: This is 
an opportunity to cultivate in Americans t\ love for the home, and it has not como 

.. a moment too soon. Surely we do not wish to follow the example of the old world 
that divides its families into hospital" and orphanages. The love of parent anu 
child should be stt·engthened a nd not broken. 



CHAPTER XIX. 

THE ADOPTIO!f OF TECHNICAL MANUAL TRAINING BY THE AU· 
THORITIES OF GIRARD COLLEGE. 

Purpose of the wise Philanthropist in founding his great charity-To raise up a 
class of industrious, orderly citizens-Increasing difficulty in apprenticing the 

·boys to industries, due to changtlS in social customs and conditions - As these 
boys are of the age and class of the majority of public school pupils, the expe
rience of this College is of value to Public School officials-The purpose of the 
Trust stated in the Annual Report for 1881-Number of boys that have been in 
the College to date- Expenses of the College- Interest in Technical industrial 
.education-Efforts of Directors to get best information about the new educa
tion-The experiment begun in a small way in 1882-Large increase in number 
of boys- Mr. Girard's will quoted as to the studies to be taught-The results of 
the first year of industrial tr.aining so well approved that ·in 1883 the facilities for 
.such teaching ~e to be greatly . enlarged-Testimony to excellent character of 
the graduates in after life -In the Report for 1884 the Directors enlarge on the 
importance of Manual Training and reciill that as far back as in 1848 increased 
attention to Mechanical education was urged by some far-sighted Directors
President Runkie of Massachusetts Institute of Technology credited with early 
adoption of the Russian ideas as shown at the Centennial- The development of 
the plan in this college related-Tribute to the authorities of Spring Garden In
stitute-Methods of instruction.given in detail in Reportfor the year 1885-This 
College affords unusual advantages for thoroughly testing the value o~ this indus· 
trial education because the pupils remain there from the age of six to that of 
eighteen years. ·In the Report for 1886 the statement is made that the demand 
for ·the boys who have been trained in this new method exceeds the supply, while 
before technical industrial training was begun, it was very difficult to find places 
for the boys. The verdict of the Girard College authorities is emphatically in 
favor of the new education. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

In the chapters immediately preceding this, the subject of Indus
trial Training has been treated in its direct rel~tion to the public 
schools and the public school system. 

In the present ·chapter, the history of the introduction and devel
opment of a progressive· course of definite industrial training in 
Girard College, Philadelphia, as officially set forth in the Annual 
Reports of the City Board of Directors, who exercise supervision 
over that magnificent charity, is given. 

This institution was founded by the will of the late Stephen Girard 
who came to this country a poor boy and who, by the exercise of in
dustry, thrift, economy, and remarkable business capacity, became 

448 
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well Known in Philadelphia as trader, merchant engaged in foreign 
commerce, Lanker, ami capitalist during the early part of the nine
teenth century. 

His ::~hrewd, humely common sense was recognized, and his extra
ordinary money-getting faculty, but this was thought to have de
generated into an over desire for accumulation, and it was not until 
it was revealed by the publication of hjs "last will and testament" 
that the noble purpose which had inspirecl his accumulations was 
suspected by his fellow citizens, when, at htst, this man, whom they 
had mistakenly deemed a miser, stood revealed to the world as a 
great-hearted, far-seeing philanthropis.t. 

WHAT STEPHEN GIRARD SOUGHT TO DO. 

It was for promoting the instruction and well-being of a class of 
industrious mechanic~ that. Stephen Girard designed the Institution 
wh_ich bears his name. H e sought to save the orphan boys of Phila
tl~::~lphia from the dangers to which they were especially exposed, and 
to train up a race of industriou::~, intelligent, orderly citizens. 

'flu:: changes that have taken place in socin.l conditions throughout 
thu country, and espechLlly in all industries, have rendered it more 
and more difficult for those charged with the execution of his wishes 
to acuomplish them satisfactorily. 

As the causes that a ffect them are general, and as the boys under 
their care are of similar ages, and, in all respects, save in their loss 
of parents, closely resemble the boys who attend the public sc"!lools, 
t.h~::~ experience of those in charge of them is calculated to be worth 
l.he consideration of all who have to do with the public schools; for 
which reason the following quotations from the six annual Reports 
uf the Board of Directors, beginning with that for the year 1881, in 
which the account of the beginning and progress of the experiment 
is set down at length, n.re here given. . 

As the opening paragraphs of the first report* quoted s~t for~h 
tlta purpose of the Trust and show what had been accomphshed m 
the execution by the authorities of the duties it imposed, these a re 
given here.· 

THE TWELFTH A NNUAL REPORT OF TEIE DIRECTORS OF CITY TRUSTS. 

To the Legislature of the State of Pennsylvania, tho Councils of the City of Phila
delphia, and the Board of Appointment comprising the Judges of the Court of 
Common Pleas for the City and County of Philatlelphia: 
The Board of Directors of City Trusts, in pursuance with the requirements of the 

Act of Assembly vesting them with authority, present their Twelfth Annual Report 
ending December-31, 1881. 

After providing that the Rents, Issues, and Profits of his Real Estate in Pennsyl
vania shall be applied towards improving the Real Esb\te situated in the City and 

*Twelfth Annual Report of the Board of Directors of City Trusts. Report for 
the year 1881. Philadelphia: J anuary, 1882. Pp. 121 . 

. ART-VOL 2--20 
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·Liberties of Philadelphia, by erecting new buildings thereon, the ~t and primary 
beheficial object set fQrth ~ the will of Stephen Girard is that the whole of the 
income of his estate shall be applied to the improvement and maintenance of a Per
manent College, with the view of providing a better education and more comfortable 
maintenance for such a number of poor, white, male Orphan Children as can be 
trained within the limits of one institution, than they usually receive from the ap
plication of t~e· public funds. The forty-five acres, now diminished to forty acres 
by the encroachment of streets upon which the improvements and arrangements 
of. this Orphan Establishment are made, are those prescribed for that purpose by 
the will and codicils. 

Since the opening of the College 2,547 Orphan Boys have been admitted, and the 
great majority of those who have passed through its course hn.ve become useful 
citizens, many attaining highly honorable positions among their fellow citizens. 
The Orphans in the College January 1, 1881, were ... . ............ ...... ...... 865 
Aclrnitted during the year ........................ . ...................... .. .. 102 

967 
Indentured, left the College at 18 years of age, or discharged . . . . . . . . . . . . 88 
Died . . ........... . ........ . . . ........... . . . ............ . ........ . ... . .. 1 

89 

Remaining January -1, 1882 .................. ... . .. ..................... . .... 878 

The expenses of maintaining the College, including the salaries of all officers, 
. teachers, governesses, instructors, prefects, servants, etc., together with the cost 
of supplies of clothing for the boys, household equipment and food for all the in
mates in.1881, amounted to $255,735.50. 

The net receipts of income from Real Estate within the city were $175,445.06·; 
from Stocks, Loans, etc., $77,281.83. 

The usual care has been ·exercised in keeping the dwelling houses, stores and 
wharv~s of the Estate in good order. 

These include two hundred and forty buildings, which are let a:t various rates 
from $225 to $18,000 per annum, all of which are insureu in amounts varying from 
$800 to $75,000 on perpetual or seven y_ears' policies. 

Further details of the properties follow, after which is the stat.e
ment of the condition of the College at that time, in which it is ap
parent that the question of providing some form of technical indus
trial training in the College itself had become a pressing one, owing 
to the increasing difficulties met with in attempting to secure places 
for the boys as indentured apprentices. 

THE CONDITION OF THE COLLEGE IN 1881. 

The Discipline and Instruction of the Oqlhans have been carefully supervised, 
bearing in mind the desire of Mr. Girard to instil into their minds the purest prin
ciples of morality, for the inculcation of which t.he Bible is selected as the true, clear 
and perfect foundation. 

The establishment for Instruction now consists of thirty permanent schools, with 
thirty-one able professors and teachers, with additional visiting instructors in E locu
tion, Music, Phonography, and Elementary Drawing. 

Gymnastics and 1;actics have also their special teachers as useful recreative arts. 
The course of studies is from time to time printed in the appendix to the Reports. 
Much thought has been given to the subject of Technical Education. The schools 

of Paris have been thrice visited by members of the Board, to observe the practical 
working of the system, and the chairman of the committee specially appointed to 
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inquire into the subject .has been in frequent correspondence with experts in relation 
thereto. 

The Directors find themselves much embarrassed in carrying out Mr. Girard's in
structions as to apprenticeship. Comparatively few persons are now found willing 
to assume the responsibility required, w,th but little .control of the indentured, and 
with ·other obstaQles in the way of their learning the mechanic arts. 

The only ~emedy seems to be to give the pupils mechanical knowledge and skill 
~ithin the College as part of their daily routine. · 

It is believed by many that the European plan of Technical Eclucation can be in
troduced with vecy great advantage. The legal objections have been submitted to 
the· solicitor, who bas given his opinion that the experiment is permissible, and it 
is· confidently hoped that the New Year will not pass by without au earnest effort 
·to verify its usefulness by the test of expe1·ie1ice in the Girard College. 

The following extracts from the Thirteenth Annual Repo1't (for 
1882) record the commencement of the experiment: 

Early in January, 1882, an appropriation was made for the purposes of mechan
icil instruction. Workshops were fitted up in the basement of No. 7, and 1\Ir. T. 
Mason Mitchell was employed to superintend the work in the new school. From 

• One hundred and fifty to two hundred boys, divided into fiye classes, haYe been re
ceiving daily instruction, each class being with theit· instructor for about six hours 
in each week. Everything in relation to the introduction of the work, and its prog
ress and diScipline, seems to have been well arranged and without appreciable in
:terference with the usual course of study. Grt•at intere~t has been manifested by 
the pupils in all that they do, the work at vises and work-benches being so attract
ive and engaging to their minds that there has been up to this time no instance of 

· a boy reported for idleness or misconduct in the workshops. 
Some of the work is exceedingly creditable, and a specimen of the results of in

dividuallabor has already been foun·d a sufficient evidence of capacity to procure 
ready employment at fair wages in a mechanical trade. 

At .the suggestion of the Board the Superintendent of the workshops visited the 
School of Technology in Boston, the Steven!:>' Institute ;~t Hoboken, a111l the Cooper 
Institute, New York. Valuable assistance has also l!een received from examination 
of the teaching in the Spring Garden Institute. 

In the opening sentence of this Report the Boa,rd Htatc that tho ad
ministration of the College and of it.::; fuucls "uonstitnte the most 
important part of the trusts committed tu their charge .. , 

In the Fourteenth Anmutl Repor t (for 188:3) the Directors say: 
· The Girard College work for the past year has hall f<Jr its object the preservation 
of an educational system, which experience had proved to work well , while incor
porating therewith a greater number of pupils, now 1louble the nnlllber origina.lly 

· taken charge of, and so t~ classify them that without injury being done we might 
continue new enterpdse~; for the general good a nd more certainly secure to our pu
pils the means of making an honorable livelihood in the outset of their worlclly 
career. · 

To this end the Board, which in 1870 was divided into seven standing Committees, 
is now divided into eleven, each one of which is charged with an amount of labor 
fu)ly equal to that of an ordinary Board of Directors. 

* * * * * * * 
THE OBJECTS OF THE TRUST AS SET FORTH BY MR. GIRARD. 

Mr. Girard at fi rst set aside five acres or less for college purposes, naming three 
hundred as the minimum number of orphans he expecte1l t hat space to accotumo
da~. He then, by a codicil, a llotted forty-tive acres for those purposes, now re-
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ducetl by encroachments conceded for the benefit of the city to forty acres. So 
that when. inco.:Ue is sufficient, and the management works in perfect harmony in a ll 
its parts, the extent of enlargement which it is the duty of Trustees to a.iru at, 
appears to resolve itself into a simpl~ question. of arithmetic . 
. The exactness of the will is likewise perceived in the provision that the orphans 
'' shall be instructed in reading, writillg, grammar, arithmetic, geography, naviga
tion, surveying, practical mathematics, astronomy, natural, chemical and experi
mental philosophy, the French and Spanish languages,"" with such other learning 
as their capacities may ruel'it," and also in the expressed desire that "they shall he 
taught facts and things rather than words and signs," while pupils must lca.ve the 
college between fourteen and eighteen ye;~rs of age. To comply rigidly with these 
t•equirements and give the boys a basis of sound strength, morally and mentally, 
whllst seeking by close observation to lead them to those fields of useful work to 
which their capacities at'e best adapted, has been our aim. 

The, gratifying experiment in mechanical teaching last year has induced the 
Board, when compelled by the worn out-condition of the steam boilers after the use 
of many years, to provide new boilers and a boiler house with inct:c..1Sed steaw 
power for the pw·poses of cooking, heating, washing and ventilation, etc., and to 
connect therewith as a matter of advantage and economy, a building for the pur- . 
poses of mechanical instruction in metals and woods. 

The need of the building_ is well set forth in the following conuensed extrackl 
from a report to the Board: 

"Heretofore, the boy,s have only been instructed in metal working. This, an ex- · 
periment undertaken with great caution and on a small scale, in deference to the 
misgivings of some members of the Board, and with the experience of one or two 
failures in the same direction has, we are happy to report, from its inception, in 
April, 1882, to this time, continued to give such entire satisfaction, has prove<! so 
useful and attractive to the pupils, and has helpetl us so matel"ially in securing 
occupation for no less than thirty of ow· boys in first-class mechanical establish
ments where, instead of having to learn the most rudimentary branches they arc 
at once recognized as useful workmen and paid accordingly, tliat we feel encour
aged to recollliDend to the Board that the instruction uow coufineu to metal work, 
such as filing to line, sawing and filing, known as template work, fittin~, dove-tail
ing, chamferiug,'chipping and S<'l.wing, free hand filing with hand vise, etc., be ex
tended to wood work in its various branches." 

We have before referred to the importance of extending mechanical instruction 
to be given to boys, to wood work. Heretofore, the work has been confined to iron 
and steel alone, and in seeking employment our lads are restl"icted to this kind of 
work. We think it advisable and strenuously recommend to the Board to extend 
the teaching to the using of tools in wood. We see no reason why this character 
of instruction should not be equally successfully taught, and the dem;mt.l for wooli 
workers is almost as great as for workers in metals. While free hand t.lmwing is 
admirably taught in the College, there is little time or opportunity for med.mnica l 
drawing, which is so important to the skilled mechanic. We advise that this be 
made part of mechanical instruction, etc. 

No attempt has been made to teach the pupils any distinct trade, except perhaps 
a few boys of remat·kable natwal ability for mechanics; in view of the early age at 
which they are compelled to leave the College this would be impossible. 

They are taught the use of tools, and how to handle them in the workshop, as 
they are taught to read, write and cipher in the school rooms; the one course 
enabling them to become clerks, bookkeepers, conveyancet·s, the other, machinist~. 
furniture-makers, blacksmiths, cabinet-makers, locksmiths, and to obtain employ
ment in kindred trades. 

The Instructor also reports, "that he h<,s in view the a.uoption of plans whereby 
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illuminated o~je9ts or waeh~nery, embracing a much wider scope of explanation, 
may Qe introduc~ witl~ much advantage, which will fam_iliarize the boys with 
what they Vl'ill meet with in mechanical business. A pause is frequently made, 
when the attention of classes is called to the elucidation of points bearing upon 
particular sta;ges of thei.r work, and whilst general attention is given there have 

. come back to us expr~ions of thanks from those who are t-esting the knowledge 
thus obtaiped in their daily work of life." 

* * * The number of orphans in the College on the 31st December , 1883, was 
f,105. .. 

The number of. boys admitted since 1848 up to 31st December, 1883, is 3,057. * * * 
In clOsing that part of our report that relates to the affairs of the Girard College 

and the strict terms of the will which go,·em us, it would not be right to create 
. the idea that we feel hampere<.l thereby ; the Yiews of the generous test..'ttor serve 
rather as an incentive to surmount obstacles and fulfill his wish as a royal law to 
give in the broadest sense " dignity to labor "-passing over the avoidance of wJ1at 
might have been the condition of the poor orphans left to themselves , with no eye 
to pity, which is the negative merit of 1\fr. Girard's benefaction, we turn with 
pride· and satisfaction tO much public testimony of good work, wE'll performed and 
rarely marred by pupils of the College. They now form a large body of able, influ
ential men-" By their fruits ye shall know them "-and we may here claim as an 
indisputable fact that the City, whose wanls they have been. has not unf1·equently 
heen indebted, as we trust it often will be, to their integri ty ami energy for the 
purity of its administration and enforcement of its laws. 

In the Fifteenth Annual Report (for 188±) the Board say: 

GIRAUD COLLEGE. 

The condition of the College has been satisfactory during the year. The conduct 
. of' the boys has been, as a rule, orderly, and they Juwe made fair progress, both in 

their literary and mechanical schools. 
· One hundred ami forty-three pupils were admitted during the year ; four died ; 
thirtY-four were indentured to various occupations; the indentures of sixty-six 

. were cancelled for satisfactory reasons; a nd twelve were discharged for malcon
duct, having become, in the language of Mr. Girard's will," unfit companions for 
the rest." 

The number in the institution is eleven hundred and thirty-two. Of those a•l
mitted in 1884, all were born in the old city of Philadelphia, or in other parts of 
Pe!lJlSylvania. None were admitted during the year from a ny other St..'tt('. As 
under the pro~isions of the will a pref('rcnce is giv('Jl first to boys bom in Phil:ulel
phia, !llld secon<l to those born in other partfi uf the State of PPnnsylv:mia, few boys 
have ever obtaine•l entrance from any other State, as more a pply annually from 
·Pennsylvania than can he admitt1~1l. A few were admitted in 1877 froru New York, 
which is next on the list of atlmission, but these are no longE'r in the College. 
· The applications for admis.c;ion continue in excess of the capacity to receive. 

Four hundred and forty-tlll'ee applications :U'e now on file, awaiting vacancies. 
* * *. 

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION FOREfH-IADOWF.D. 

The most importn.nt subject occupyin~ tlw a.tt cnt ion of thl• Dir('r.tors dming the 
year, has been that of technical instruction. v,'IT soon after th(' org-ani:mtion of 
the College the great importancn nf JJHll'n in~t.rnct. ion for th•• hoy~ in t.he n~t· of tools 
became apparent. In 1848, a committ•~e of the tlwn Bnarcl of Din'ctors, of which 
·r.rr. William J . Duane, who pr('parctl Mr. Gir:tl'll',; will , and thl' a!'compli~hetl Henry 
ll. Gilpin were members, reconunendc•l. in thHHtron~<'l'lt langnn~l'. some mechanical 
instruction, but ft·om some cause no satisfactory teaching was then introduced. 
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Soon after the creation of the present Board, the Executive Committee, in .April, 
1873, tluo~gh Mr. William ·welsh, its chairman, recommended that- the trades of 
manufactw·ing pa~r boxeS. a nd tinware should be taught, but this was not 
adopted. · · 

In 1876 the Centennial Exhibition gathered into its brilliant focus many of the 
results reached by the best thinkers and most practical men of the civilized world; 
among.them, a simple method of teaching the rudiments of practical mechanics to 

· boys, which seems to have been thought out by Russian instructors, and has become 
popularly known as the '' Russian plan." One of the first to appreciate and utilize' 
this system was the President of the Institute of Technolpgy in Boston, Mr. J ohn 
D. Runkle. He introduced ·it into that institution, and on the invitation of Mr. 
Welsh; the President of our Board, in the Fall of 1877, in a lecture at the Franklin 
Institute, demonstrated its simplicity and practicability to an audience, among 
whom were some of our members. 

It. was not, however, until the year 1881, after great deliberation and an elaborate 
report from a special committee, that the Board, carefully considering three plans 
suggested to them : First, establishing machine shops in connection with the school ; 
second, a large establishment, with various tools and appliances suitable to many 
trades, with competent instructors in each branch ; third, elementary instruction 
only ; not to teach a trade nor secure a product, but to train the pupil in the use of 

· tools-instruction, not construction; in fact, the Russian.system-adopted the last, 
as not only the most economical, but best a dapted to introduction 'into the College; 
the first two plans being not only expensive, but, in the opinion of some members 
of the Board, not in accordance with the scheme of instruction prescribed by Mr. 
Girard for the education of his beneficiaries. 

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION BEGUN. 

Early in the spring of 1882, mechanical instruction was ):>egun. Even then, how 
ever, only tentatively, and in the single branch of metal working. This trial was 
so satisfactory that in 1883 an appropriation was made fot· erecting a. commodious 
and properly constructed building for a greater variety of teclmical teaching. This 
school building, placed in the northwest part of t he College grounds, is 55 feet wide 
by 155 feet in length, two stories high, and compares in its details of construction 
with the best models of workshops of this character. 

The building was finished in December, 1884, and formally opened, with appro
priate ceremonies, on the 9th of that 'month. Before the building was completed, 
elementar,r instruction in,wood work was introduced, which promises to be as suc
cessful as metal working has proved. 

The Board have expressed their approval of teaching mechanical drawing in con
nection with the instruction in the u se of tools, as soon as the committee having 
the general supervision of this department shall be prepared to submit a proper 
plan; this not to lessen not· encroach on time now devoted to the equally impor
tant . branch of free hand drawing, which has for many years been admirably 
taught in the College by Professor Becker. 

OTHER SCHOOLS INVESTIGATED. 

While the Technical School was being built, some of the members of the Commit
tee on Technical Instruction, Messrs. Mann, Gates, W agner, Caven, and Drayton• 
accompanied by the Mayor of the City, the President of Common Councils, ami 
Mr. James H. Wind rim, the At·chitect of the Trust , visited and inspected the system 
of teaching in the construction of the work shops and machinery of the Stevens 
Institute at Hoboken, the Adler Institute in New York, and the Institute of Tech
nology in Boston. The Committee were politely assisted in their investigation by 
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the officers of each of the~ institutions, but finding the machinery, the arrangement 
of the work shops and work-benches of the Institute of Technology in Boston most 
nearly what they were seeking, drawings and measurements of many of these were 
made uy Mr. Wimlriw, aided in every way by Professor Runkle, who gave up his 
whole twie to the committee while in Boston. 

THE EXPERIMENT IN SUCCESSFUL PROGRESS. 

About two hundred and fifty boys are now under imltruction in the use of tools 
with metal and wood. Mr. T. Mason Mitchell, the Supedntendent of Technical Work, 
ruakes satisfactory reports as to the diligence, order and progress of the pupils. The 
school rooms are furnished with the necessary implements and equipruents for 
teaching the use of tools. Though wood work has only been taught a few months, 
a decided preference of one branch over the other is already shown by some of the 
boys. . As soon as the boys are able to understand their uses, instruments for testing 
the t-xaetness of their work are placed in their hands and they are taught how 
to use thelll. To do this carefully and precisely calls for the most persistent and 
patient·efforts from the Instructor. 

It is only a just tribute 'to the Spring Garden Institute of Philadelphia to say that 
the intelligent manufacturers and practical mechanics who manage it, and from 
whom we have had much help, adopted this Russian system, or one quite similar, 
several years before it was introduced into the College, incorporating it, however, 
with more advanced teaching than our Board has felt to this time warranted to 
undertake. 

Phonography, introduced into the College in 1880, continues to be successfully 
taught. Some of our boys who have been instructed at the College have secured 
profitable employment, one at a salary of $30 a month within six months after 
leaving College. Type-writing is also taught to such boys as display an aptitude 
for it. Its introduction is so recent that nothing can be said of it, experimentally, 
but the increasing demand for experts in this art seems to promise another opening 
for the employment of our orphans who leave the College to struggle for a living. 

The Sixteenth Annual Report (for 1885) gives a very interesting 
statement in detail of the educational training given to the boys, 
and the Board congratulate themselves upon having been led to in
troduce Manual Training. These results form a very emphatic in
dorsement of the practical value of this definite industrial training. 

One hundred and fifteen ·pupils were admitted during the year. Seventeen boys 
were indentured and eighty-seven had their College indentures cancelled. The ne
cessity for cancelling indentures becomes greater each year, in order that our older 
hoys may obtain remunerative employment from persons who are willing to take 
them a,nd pay reasonable wages, but who are not willing to be responsible for, or to 
be burdened with, apprentices. 

The number of pupils now in the College is eleven hundred and thirty-five--the 
greatest number ever reported. Since December 27, 1847, when the College was 
0P.6ned, there have been admitted three thousand three lumcired and sixteen (3,316) 
boys. In spite, however, of constantly increasing accommodations these cannot 
keep pace with the number of applicants. There are now four hundred and thirty
four boys waiting admission ; all except three from our own State. 
. Anxious to introduce as many children as the grounds will accommodate and the 
tneome of the Estate warrant, the Committee having special charge of this depart
Jnent; recently, in an elaborate report, estimated the greatest possible number at 
any time, at two thousand boys. This limit, however, cannot be reached for years, 
unless the income should increase more rapidly than we anticipate. To add as many , 
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· as our means now permit·, new buildings are in process of erection, into which will 
be introduced every appliance for the best sanitary results in plumbing, heating and 
ventilation. The corridors and stairJVays will be fire-pro_of, and· the buildings pro
vided with balconies and connecting bridge-ways between them, securing ready 
escape in case of danger. 

Boys are admitted to the College between the ages of sbc and ten years. None 
older than ten can be received. At eighteen they must leave the College. 

THE STUDIES TAUGHT. 

The course of study to be pursued during that period of a possible twelve years, 
has always been a subject of solicitude and watchfulne!IS to the Committee having 
this special department in charge, who modify the same as new branches meet 
their approval and improved methods become obvious. 

The youngest and least advanced pupils are taught the alphabet, then reading, 
spelling, writing, drawing, arithmetic and object lessons, these last embracing 
colors, forms, surfaces, and solids, and common objects and their uses. Then, as 
they grow older, natural history, geography, grammar and etymology, the history 
of our own country and Great Britain thoroughly; 'then modern history generally, 
and, lastly, that· of the ancients. The higher classes, reviewing several of these 
studies, are also carefully taught etymology, as roots and their derivatives; the 

· -construction of words; then analysis and parsing ; and as soon as the boys are fairly 
advanced in these last two branches, composition is taught thoroughly by competent 
instructors. -

In the higher departments, mathematics, including surveying anct navigation, 
graphics, book-keeping, natural and· experimental philosophy and chemistry, a~1tl 
the French and Spanish languages, are taught, in accordance with the will of Mr. 
Girard. 

TECHNICAL INDUSTRIAL INSTRUCTION A SUCCESS. 

We have every reason to be satisfied with our success in mechanical instmction. 
A13 we reported last year, the experiment begun in 1882 was so gmtifying that after an 
experience of a little more than a year, on a small and inexpensive scale, it was de
termined to increase the number of branches to be taught. On the !)th of December, 
1884, more extensive workshop!! having been provided, teaching the use of tools on 
wood-work was introduced, and this has been again supplemented by the erection of 
a suitable building for a smith shop and foundry, in which branches the pupils arc 
also instructed. Mechanical and geometrical drawing are now taught likewise. It 
is not our intention to extend this branch of instruction any farther, unless so directed 
by the light of experience. We believe that all of these are necessary to equip n. lad 
to go out from the College and ta.ke l1is place among the young mechanics of our 
country. While each study is taught to every pupil old enough to handle tools, 
careful supervision by the master soon discovers the particular branch in which 
each seems to display most capacity; to which, after he has gone throngh the whole 
curriculum, he w ill be permitted to devote most of his attention tlm·ing the r esidue 
of his stay in the College. 

METHODS OF INDUSTRIAL I NSTRUCTION. 

The plan of instruction proposed to accomplish this end, is to commence with the 
draughting room, where the beginner will be required to make a drawing of some 
simple article, or piece of machinery, which he will then take to tl1e wood-working 
and turning department and work out as a model for the foundry, where he will he 
taught to cast it in metal. From the foundry he will take his casting to the metal 
bench, and there complete it for the purpose of its design. This finished, he will 
begin again with some more complicated piece of work in the dram~hting room, 
going through the same routine again and again until, dmughtsman, wood-worker, 
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turner, forgPl' and skilled 'vorker in metal, he either goes out into the world com
petent oo earn his living at least in some one of these employments; or if, in the 
juJgment of the Superintendent, the lad, still under eighteen years of age, is suffi
cientlv instructed in each branch, and shows a preference for one, and l1M not yet 
fouud a suit;a.blep!ace, he may be permitted to make himself more perfect in that 
one which he prefers. 

THE IMMEDIATE VALUE OF THIS TRAINING DEMONSTRATED . 

. Our introduction of this mechauical instruction seems almost providential, in view 
of the scarceness of apprenticeships. Up to almost the end of the year 1884 metal 
work alone was taught, and during that year only about one-third of the boys who 
left College entet·ed into mechanical pttrsuits ; of those who left during 1885, and 
!'Iince instruction ·in ordinary wood work and turning has been introduced, two
thirds have obtained work in mechanical operations. 

Since the employment of a Superintendent of Admission and Indenture, he has 
diligPntly inquired as to the conduct of the boys who have left the College and who 
are engaged !n various pursuits. He informs us that in our annual report for 1884, 
there were on the list of apprentices (less thirty-three indentured in 1884), two 
hundred and tQ.ree (203) names ; of these, fifty-two have come of age, eleven could 
not be traced, and four have died, but of the one hundred and thirty-six whom he 
found, one hundred and twenty were employed, a~d but sixteen were unemployed, 
anrl of ~hese employed not one was unfavorably spoken of by his employer. Of 
the ninety-eight who left in 1884, eighty-six are employed, and ten are not wot·king. 
but of all these, he has made diligent inquiry, and while of eighty-seven he has 
han the most favorable report, he has leamed nothing to the discredit of the re- · 
maining :Qine who are alive; two have· died. We doubt if many colleges in this, 
or auy·country, can present so gratifying a result of their moral training. 

Iii the .Seventeenth Annual Report (for lSSG) the Board continue 
to show increasing appreciation of the value of the new studies; they 
Reem to have found a way to place their boys who go out from the 
M:mual Training School, in employment at once; and, since Manual 
Training has been taught, the increase in the relative numbers of 
those who now enter mechanical employments, as compared with 
those who went from the college befor e, i!:l very noticeable. 

The results obtained in Gimnl College are valuable and worthy 
the study of all educators, becaul'le they show what can be done with 
this definite Industrial trn.ining when it is begun and continued 
tln·ough an uninterrupted course. The experiment can be more 
fairly and thoroughly condncto1l in this institution than elsewhere, 
and the system is en titl ed to he jnclge<l by the results thus obtained. 
The public schools, and the private Manual Training Schools, may 
approximate, more or less c~osely, to these favorable conditions; but 
it is not often that whole classes of youth cn.n be kept continually 
under one educationn.l control from the n.ges of six to eighteen. This 
element of permn.nence gives to the authorities of Girard College 
very great aclyantn.gos in any educational experiments. 

The following statements a1·e from the latest Report; th:~t for the 
year 1886: * 

*.Seventeenth Annual Heport of the 13oanl of Director:; of City Trust:;. Report 
for"theyear 1886. P hihtdclphia. 1&!7. Pp. 120. 
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GmARD COLLEGE. 

As the establishment and prosperity of his College was the great desire of Mr. 
Girard's hea;rt, so from itS magnitude and importance it occupies most of our time 
and attention. 

To maintain discipline, watch over the health and provide properly for the com
fort of a community of sixteen hundred and ninety people; thirteen hundred and 
eighty of whom are children, requires great attention, from the President of the 
College to the youngest prefect and governess. We are happy to bear testimony to 
the fidelity with which all duties have been performed in every department during 
the past year. 

While ever_y reasonable indulgence and recreation are afforded to our pupils, prof
iting by experience, our officials watch for and check at once any attempt at in. 
subordination. No better evidence of careful superviSion can be afforded than that 
of the numbel' of boys whom we are compelled to expel, as expulsion is only re
sorted to when mild means of reformation prove abortive. To compare one year 
with the preceding scarcely affords a test, but a comparison of decades is l'easona
bly conclusive. During the ten years from 1867 to 1876 inclusive, when there was 
but an average of 532 boys, 91 boys were expelled; from 1877 to 1886 inclusive 
when the average reached 1,009, boys, 75 were expelled. While then, in the first 
d~ade, one boy in every 58 was expelled, in the second only one in 133 was ex-
pelled. _ 

With so many orphan boys under our charge, whose sole inheritance from their 
dead fathers has beEin feeble constitutions, naturally one of our chief cares is their 
health. To this end we adopt every intelligent precaution against the germs of 
disease. ,Dwing the past year we invited Colonel Waring, the well-known sanitary 
expert, to inspect our system of drainage, culverts, and cesspools. Under his ad
vice, as soon as the weather permits; some changes which he recommends will be 
made. 

The Board being satisfied that the financial condition of the Girard Trust war
ranted the admission of an additional number of boys (a building for that purpose 
commenced in 18S5, having been completed in December of this year), two hundred 
more boys have been admitted, making the whole number who can now he accommo
dated, thirteen hundred and eighty. Unless some unexpected financial disturbance 
should temporarily reduce om· city rental or our revenues from the coal lands, we 
purpose soon to make arrangements to receive two hundred more boys. 

The building just completed, and' called No.9, is located wes t of No. 8, and is 116 
feet front by 190 feet deep. Its plan is a series of pavilions from a central hall, the 
pavilions forming the section rooms and dormitories, with offices, linen-rooms, etc. 
The building is three stories high, with an attic over the front section for domestics. 
The corridors and stairways are fire-proof, and there are exte~·ior balconies and 
bridgeways, providing ready means of egress in case of fir('. The exterior is of 
white marble, with blue-marble trimmings, and in architectural design, applied 
Gothic, corresponding with No. 8 building. As there are no furnaces or fire-places 
in the building, it being heated by steam from the general boiler set·vice which heats 
all the buildings on the grounds and is at a distance from No. 9, a conflagration is 
scarcely possible. E very appliance for the best sanitary results in the matter of 
heating, ventilation, and plumbing has been introduced. 

GRATIFYING RESULTS OF INDUSTRIAL INSTRUCTION. 

The progress of the boys in their studies is highly gratifying. Every branch in
dicated by Mr. Girard is taught; and a lthough six hours a week of the thirty-two 
heretofore devoted to study are now spent in the mechanical shops, we find that 
owing to the change of pursuit the boys get through as 1nuch work and as well in 
twenty-six hours as they did formerly in thirty-two. 
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We are glad to report that our mechanical school gives us every encouragement 
to continue and improve the plan of study adopted last year. 

METHODS FOLLOWED IN INDUSTRIAL INSTRUCTION. 

Under the present course each.individual pupil first makes a drawing of a piece 
of machinery, to be finally perfected in the m etal-working department; this draw
ing be takes to the wood and turning room, where he works out his model in wood ; 
this he ca~ts at the foundry in metal, whence he takes it to the metal bench, where, 
under supervision, he completes it according to the original design. H e then takes 
up something more advanced , which h e again completes. H ence, while the boy 
learns no special trade, he becomes proficient in drawing plans and handling the 
tools used in carpentering, forging, foundry work, and metal working, and is un
wearied by the monotony of repetition. 

INCREASING DEMAND FOR BOYS SO TRAINED. 

This method has produced good results, having not only r endered our boys able 
to earn. a. support often before completing the College course, but has relieved us, 
to a. great extent; from having to seek places for them as apprentices. Formerly 
~uch situations being often unattainable, we were obliged, under the Will, to send 
them out of the College at the end of their term, to struggle for a support fot· which 
they were imperfectly prepat·ed. But now we IHn·e m ore applications for boys than 
we can supply, and a lad must be very dull or negligent for whom a good place can 
not be found, at living wage.c;, before he reaches the end of his term, and this, not
with~ta.nding the number of boys who have le ft the College this year is greater 
than ever befm:e, exceeding that of last year by more than GO per cent., yet of the 
163 boys who have gone out only one was 18 years old. Before this branch of in
struction was introduced , not more than one-third of those who left entered into 
uu~c~anical pursuits. Last year G7 per cent. uiu so, w hile this year the percentage 
was 65. 

OTHER GOOD RESULTS. 

The President of the College , speaking in his report of the marked improvement 
in the conduct of t!1e boys during theil" recitations, lai·gely att ributes it to the in
tluence of om· Manual Training Departm<>nt, w hel"e, he ~a.p;, " in atltlition to t he 
education of the hand and eye," w hich a lad receiws in this department, he hns the 
benefit of a certain amount of physical exercise whieh im proves his health, clears 
his brain, a nd puts hi}n in a better fnuue of 111ind for all the ~chool tasks and school 
restrictions." 

GIRARD COLLEGE. 
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CHAPTER XX. 

AN EDUCATIONAL EXPERIMENT "THE FREE KINDERGARTEN AND 
WORKiNGMAN'S SCHOOL," FOUNDED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF 

. THE SOCIETY FOR ETHICAL CULTURE, IN N.EJW YORK CITY. 

Sources of information-Reference to the theories advanced by Prof. Felix Ad· 
· ler, Director of these schoolli-Official publicatiom;-Addr~lS by Professor Adler, 
· before the Sodety for Ethical Culturll, couc~Jt·uing the ·w orkingman·s School

Article by Professor Adler on "The New Experiment" in the Princeton Rtlview
Originand purpose of theexpel"imcnt- The l:lociety of Ethical Culture-Professor 
Adler the successor of the Rev. 0. B. Frothingham, in charge of the society and 
congregation-The schoob aided by many benevolent people of all creeds-The 
Free Kindergarten openctl for the children of the poor in 1878 - The Workingman's 
School, a development of The Kindergarten, opened two years later-The two· 
schools, which, after several removals, now occupy their own building at No.109 
West Fifty-fourth Street, New York City, are now in charge of a society organized 
for the purpose, and known as" The United Relief Works of the Society for Ethi
.cal Culture"-These schools claim to furnish a continuous education to the child 

· troul the age of three t o fow·teen years-The Knlllergarten course for children 
-from three to six years of age-The Workingman's School continues the kind of 
teaching, developing, as the child grows, up to the age of fourteen-Evening 
classes to be provided for older pupils- The Director's report transmitting three re
ports of the Principal of the Free Kindergarten-W' arm Luncheons pt·ovid~Jd daily 
for the Kindergarten children by the Ladies' As~;ociation- Interesting details of the 
opening and progress of the Kindergarten given in the first report by the Principal. 
To organize a model school, and to evolve a practica.l metluxl of organizing ~;chools 

· for children, from infancy to manhood, was tho avowed purpose of this experi
ment- Noble statement!; of high ideaL'> of education, made from time to time, by 
Professor Adler-His suggestions as to desirable clmngesin the courses and m~Jth
ods of study in the elementary public schools - Ple:t for dntwing and manual train
ing-Morals taught without prejudice to rdigious beliefs-Value of this d~Jmou
stration of a ?~todus vive1~di for school children of all denomina tions-The Prince· 
ton Review article by Pt·ofessor Adler- Extracts from this article-Reports by 
the Director and Principal of the Workingman's School for 1882-Theories of 
education Ret forth -Methods of instruction in accordance with the theories illus
uated-The "Creative Method " -Stll-tementof the progressive courses in draw
ing and eleme:ntary industrial work as taught in 1887- List of officers of t he 

.&:lciety and of Instructors in the School in 11382. List of officers and instructors, 
1888-89. 
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I NTRO:OUCTION. 

Frequent reference has be~n made in the present· volume to the 
theories set forth by Prof. Felix Adler, and to the expe).·imental 
schools established by the Society of Ethical Culture of New Y ork 
City, over which he presides. 

The account of these schools would have been given in comiection 
with those of the several educational experiments recited in Chap
ter XVII, but that it was hoped to secure fuller and late!· informa
tion as to the present condition of the schools than was then at hand. 

Letters of inquiry addressed to the present Principal of the school 
remaining long una~swered, I am r estricted to the material at band; 
mostly contained in two pamphlets published by the Society, the first, 
in 1881, giving the address of Professor Adler before the Ethical So
ciety in 1880, reciting the opening of the Workingman's School, and 
also the reports of the "Free Kindergarten," which had then been in 
operatiol). some three years, and of the Workingman's School, which 
was opened a few months before the date of this report by the Prin
cipal, in which the plan of the school, as proposed, is set fo1;th in 
detail. 

The other pamphlet contains the second and third annual reports 
of the Workingman's School; also, an article by Professor Adler, 
reprinted from the Princeton Review of March, 1883, in which 
his theory as to Industrial Education is set forth; the two antago
nistic meanings attached to the term Industrial Education are dis
tinctly stated, and a plea made for what he terms the "Creative 
Method;" indicating. thereby, those tnethods of training which de
velop the varied abilities and character of the chilcl,-both as -an in
dividual and as a member of human society,-instead of those meth
ods which simply pour knowledge into his mind as into an empty 
receptacle; or, if industrial training is given, simply teach certain 
restricted movements applicable to certain definite industries. In 
this article Professor Adler constantly illustrates his positions by 
references to the Free Kindergarten and to t-heW orkingman's School, 
established and supported by The Society for Ethical Culture. 

Both pamphlets"' contain the programmes of the drawing and iu_ 
dustrial courses with each lesson illustrated. These contributions 

*The Workingman's School and Free Kindergarten, SU})ported by the United Re
lief Works of the Society for Ethical Culture, an Address by Prof. Felix Adler. 
Reports of the School and Kindergarten. The School and Kindergarten are situated 
at 1521 Broadway (corner Forty-fifth Street). Lehmaier & Bro. Print, 95 and 07 
Fulton Street, New York. Pp. 58. • 
. The Second and Third Annual Reports of the Workingman's School, conducted 
under the auspices of the United Relief Works of the Socil'ty for Ethical Cultw·e, 
109 West Fifty-fourth Street, New Y qrk;. J ~nuary, 1~1 - J~qq~ry, 1883. Pp. 94. 
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to the present discussion are eminently worthy the study of all in. 
terested in the movement for the introduction of some form of in
dustrial art training, as well as elementary training in industries, in 
the public schools. More than this, they can hardly fail to interest 
all who, though not especially interested in, or intelligent concern
ing, methods of education, are painfully impressed and profoundly 
moved by the needs of ·the rapidly ·increasing numbers of the 
neglected children of poverty, in our ever-growing American cities. 
While in this aspect they appeal to philanthropic citizens, it is in the 
relation borne by these experiments to the threatening social and labor 
problems of the near future that this thoughtful attempt to find a 
practicable solution of the perplexing difficulties that as surely 
menace society in America as in the older countries, though not yet 
to the same extent, becomes of interest to the student of social prob-
lems. · 

On the other hand, the special students of educational methods 
and their relation to society can hardly afford to· ignore these state
ments of the results of actual experience in the application of definite 
scientific· methods to the training of children. To each of these classes 
the perusal of these pamphlets may be commended. 

The value of these experiments consists in the fact that they are 
made for the purpose of discovering a system of educational train
ing reaching from the earliest years of the child's school life to the 
time wlien the child is ready to take a place among the workers in 
the world as a well-equipped helpful human being. 

Whether so designed from the first, or not, the higher school grew 
out of the Kindergarten, and the friends of the two schools seem 
confident that they have evolved a working scheme of education 
suitable for very general application. Such a claim, so authorita
tively put forth, merits serious consideration. 

THE SOCIETY FOR ETHICAL CULTURE. 

The Society for Ethical Culture, now presided over by Professor 
Felix Adler, is the successor of the congregation which, first gathered 
inN ew York City under the ministry of the Rev. 0. B. Frothingham, 
was a collection of exceptionally liberal-minded people. 

The " Free Kindergarten" for poor children, and confined to poor 
children, was opened early in January, 1878, in rooms iu West Forty
fifth Street. 

The Kindergarten School was removed in October, 1870, to the 
premises of the Ethical Society at No. 1521 Broadway, corner of 
Forty-fifth Street. The Workingman's School, in connection with 
and as a continuation of the Free Kimlergarten, was opene(l in the 
;n~w r90illS i~ f~l:>r~l:!<ry, 1880. The pressure of pupils compelled 
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·another removal, and the Society, assisted by many benevolent 
friends, prominent among whom was the late Mr. J oseph Seligman, 

. was able to put up a building of its own; especially planned for the 
uses of these schools, at No. 109 W est Fifty-fourth Street, which it 
now occupies. Miss Fanny E . Schwedler was the first principal of 
the Free Kindergarten. The schools are open to all, without regard 
to the race or religion of the parents. The schools are supported by 
a separate society, organized for that purpose, membership to which 
is secured by a subscription of any amount. This was at first known 
as "The Soci~ty for the Support of the Workingman's School and 
Free Kindergarten," and is now known as·" The United Relief 
Works of the Society for Etl;lical Culture." The names of more 
than two hundred members of this society are printed in the first 
pamphlet. There are also . thirty life members_..:._ payment of $100 
constitutes a life member. The late Mr. Seligman contributed 
$10,000 to the Endowment Fund, and this gift made possible the open
ing of the Workingman's School and the erection of the present 
school building. 

In the ·first of these pamphlets the following statement precedes 
the report of the Director upon the Free Kindergarten: 

The Workingman's School and Free Kindergarten form one institution. The 
children are admitted at the age of three to the Kindergarten. They are gradu
ated from it at six, and enter the Workingman's School. They remain in the School 
till they are thirteen or fourteen years of age. Thereafter those who sho-iv decided 
ability receive higher technical instruction. For the others, who leave the ·School 
proper and are sent to work, a series of evening classes will be opened, in which 
their industrial and general education will be continued in various directions. Thi~ 

graduate coltrse of the Workingman's School is intended to extend up to the 
eighteenth or twenty-first year. 

From the third year up to manhood and woruauhuod,- SllCh is the scope embraced 
by the pw:poses of our Institution! 

REPORT OF 'fHE FREE KINDERGAR'l'EN. 

DIRECTOR'S REPORT. 

To the Board of Trustees ctnd .Me-mbers of the Unitecl Rel·ief W01·Tcs, etc.: 
I have the honor to transmit to you herewith the reports of the Principal of the 

Kindergarten fm· the years 1878 and 1870. 'l'he characteristics of our Free Kinder
garten may be briefly summarized as follows: 

It is a Kindergarten. It has the merits which belong to the Kindergarten syt;tem 
generally. It is a F'l·ee Kindergartei~ for the poor; that is, it brings Kindergarten 
education to the poorest class, who are not able to pay for it themselves. It has 
the negative advantage of taking little children from the streets, where they would 
otherwise be exposed to bad companionship and pernicious influences of every kind. 
If it accomplished nothing more than this, our Kindergarten would be roncleriug 
no little service. But it has also the· positive merit of placing the poor children 
under the best educational influence which modern times have devised. It is, more· 
over, th~ first step in a rational S?J.~tem of education. Kindergartens exist in great 
number. But a very large part of their benefits if! lost, bee:tuse the rational method 
which they begin is not followed up in the later education of the chilc.l. 'fhat our 
Kindergarten is connected with and followed by a Workin~wan's School is one ot 
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its characteristics upou which I lay especial stress. Of other features of the Kin
dergarten, I mention the following: 

THE NORMAL CLASS. 

It has a Normal Class attached to it. This was founded by and is in charge of the 
Principal. The lady pupils of the Normal Class receive instruction gratis in the 
theery and art of Kindergartning. In return, they devote their service for a year 
to the Kindt>rgarten, and assist in its practical management. We have thus every 
year a cPrpR of eight or nine Assistant-Kindergartners sup~lieli to us by the Nor
mal Cla.qs, 

THE LADIKS' COMI\IlTTEE, 

The Kindergarten has a Ladies' Committee, directly concerned in the care of it. 
The ladies are members of the general Executive Committee, but they exercise 
especial watchfulness over the pupils of the Kindergarten. It is their duty to visit 
the home of enlry applicant for admission, in order that we may be sure that only 
the really poor are taken into our Institution, and we may thus be protected against 
imposture. The ladies also undertake at least one annual visitation of all the fam
ilies connected with the Kindergarten, in order to foster healthful relations between 
the homr and school. 

n-ann Luncheons are provided for the children daily in the Kindergarten. The 
little children often came to us hungry. W fl found it difficult to give them instruc
tion 011 an empty stomach. A Free Kindergarten for the poor must look to the 
lxxlily wants of its pupils as well as to their minds. Garments and shoes are also 
distributed Among the children by the Ladies' Committee, whenever cases of great 
destitution, such as often occur, are reported. 

INFLUENCE ON THE PUPILS. 

The results already achieved by our Kindergarten work are satisfactory. Children 
came to us who could not smile ; some of them r emained for weeks in the Kinder
garten hefore they were seen to smile. In the Kindergarten these sad little t;,aces 
were gradually changed.- The children were taught how to play; they learned how 
to be joyous. The children came to us unclean in every way; in the Kindergarten 
they :n·e made clean, and a neat appearance and habits of tidiness are insisted upon. 
Tht• t.:hildren's minds were awakened; their faculties-physical and intellectual
WeN' developed. And here, of course, the d t•"ree of success achieved in each indi
vidual case ntried with the natural ability of the pupils. But of all, a powerful 
moral influence has been brought to bear on the child ren of the Kindergarten. 
Ev!'u t.he fact that they lh·e in a little chihlrl'n's cO!llllmllity, ami are compelled to 
sultmit to the lawR of that0n111muuity, is import:tnt. '!'hen, too, direct moral suasion 
iH brought to bear upon the children by t.lwir teachers. The faults of each child are 
sin• tiel!; obstinacy is checked, selfishness is put to the blush, ami, by a firm, yet mild 
treatment, the character is improYell. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

In the prosecution of our work we have become greatly indebted to individuals, 
Cor whose aid and co-operation it is a pleasure and a duty to express our thanks. 
Our Free Kindergarten owes a ~orreat deal to its Principal; owes so much to her, 
thRt it never woulrl have become whnt it is without her gr<:>at and praiseworthy de. 
V•)tiou to her work. The Assistant-Kimleri(nrtners and the pupils of the Normal 
Class, who have been with us Juring the past three years, also deserve our apprecia
tive mention , 
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We have been placed under conspicuous obligation to Dr. Adolph Douai, l\Irs. 
Schmidt Douai, Miss Luther, and the late Director Stahl, for the service which they 
rendered aa a cpmmittee to superintend the examinations of the Normal Class. We 
o've them thanks for the readiness with which they undertook their labors, and for 
the e~couragement which their testimony haa given to our undertaking. 

We owe a word of sincere recognition also to the band of thirty lady volunteers 
who have in charge the giving of the lunche~ms to our pupils. Six of these ladies 
are, by turn, present in the Kindergarten daily,. between twelve and one o'clock. 
Welcome to the teachers, whom they allow an hour of much-needed intermission, 
they are eagerly hailed by the keen appetites of the children. 

In conclusion, permit me to express the hope that the Free Kindergarten will 
continue to enjoy that good• will and favor whicl> have hitherto been so warmly 
accorded to it by its friends, and, without which, it can neither grow nor exist. 

On behalf of the Executive Committee, 
FELIX ADLER. 

Three "reports by the Principal of the Free Kindergarten fol
lowed, dated, respectively, May, 1878,May, 1879, andJanuaryl, 1881. 
These all show.the growth and prosperity of the school and recouut 
the various movings. The first reportishere given infull, as itcon
tains a very interesting description of the first beginnings of the ex
periment: 

FIRST REPORT BY THE PRINCIPAL OF THE FREE KINDERGARTEN. 

· To the Chairman of the Committee on Schools of the Society for Ethica.l Culture.* 
In ·compliance with your request, I have the honor to submit thefollo~ingreport 

of the Free Kindergarten: 
On the morning of the second of J anuary, 1878, the Kindergarten waa opened in 

the National Assembly Rooms, West Forty-fourth Street, with an attendance of eight 
pupils. Many were the difficulties that hampered the new undertaking at its incep
tion:.. In the first place, the intentions of those whose munificence permitted the work 
to begin were distrusted. It seemed difficult for the people of the poverty-stricken dis
trict in the midst of which we were located, to believe that purely disinterested mo
tives should have impelled men to take upon themselves the burden and expense of 
a new educational institute. Most absurd ulterior designs were accordingly sus
pected. Thus, it waa given out that the purpose of the school was to kidnap the 
children. Moreover, a sewing school, which had exist-ed some years previously in 
the same vicinity' had left behind an evil impression, and the recollection of this in
duced the little commwtity, among whom we began our labors, to observe the 
greatest caution in entrusting their children to our charge . With eight children , 
however-six strong boys and two of the larger girls-they were willing to hazard 
the attempt, and, if it proved satisfactory, the smaller and weaker children were to 
follow. The eight little ones accordingly-like dots they seemed in our large hall
were duly seated, and the singing and instruction commenced. The exercises of 
the first mowing consisted of singing, drawing, and weaving None of the children 
had the courage that morning to join in the singing, but all, with only a single excep-

* The free Kindergarten was founded by the Society for Ethical Culture. After 
being in successful operation for two years, the Kindergarten, together with the 
Workingman's School and the District Nursing Department, were separately incor
porated under the name of The United Relief Works of the Society for Ethical Cult
ure. This step was taken in order to give those an opportunity to join us in philan
thropy who do not agree with our radical principles in religion. 
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tion, tried to draw and weave to the beat of their ability. It must be remembered 
to the credit of these little savages that none of them had ever been subjected· to any 
serious restraint, and the patience with which they plied their unaccus tomed tasks 
was trUly astonishing. Hitherto, they could run or stay as they pleased, and their 
liberty to have their own way was seldom interfered with. The parents, indeed, 
fretted by work or ill-humor, would sometimes wake their authority felt severely 
enough, upon sonia unfortunate provocation, and then the blows would rain down 
regardless· of entreaties and cries. Having left such homes as these, it was indeed a 
new experience for the children to have their elders speak and sin~; to them, and 
treat them at once with firn:i.ness and kindness. It wa.s the beginning, that moming, 
of a higher and more ideal life, which dawned upon them aml kept them charmed. 
When at last noon came they 'vere allowed to go home to their luncheons. But few 
took time to eat, and they returned with eaget· faces, anxious to see what the after
noon would have in store for them. They also brought two new pupils, whom they 
introduced with the words, '' These are the two new ones." 

ENTHUSIASM 01>' THE CHILDREN. 

Never w.aa Gospel moro enthusiastically received than was this Kimlergarten by 
the children. One child told another what lovely toys they hau, and what sweet 
songs were taught them, giving 1:1uch descriptions, that there was great curiosity 
among all the chilchen in the neighborhood to see for t hemsel ves ; and they began 
to flock in, in liiJ.'ge numbers. Aml so the number has ~:;teadily inct·eal;ed, until now 
the ·hall no longer looks desolate, but is bright with 1iumy meny faces, aml alive 
with ringing, merry voices. One little girl says she feels Yery happy that there are 
so many "nice days" in the week. The boys think their Kindergarten is as pre
cious as tops, and it forms the wain topic of their conversation at home. All these 
stray bits of new!! the mothers anu fathers delight to bear to us. They are thank
ful "for the CIIJ.'e shown to their children, and do not cease to wn.nifest their pleasure 
and surprise that there should be those who take a personal interest in the a.Jfairs of 
the poorer class, and labor to show them what a blessing. labor was ihteuded to be. 

THE PARENTS APPROVED. 

Now that the people have given us a trial, the sneers of some have changed to 
respect and civility. The entire neighborhood tn.kes an interest in our Kindergar
ten. The people come in occasionally, admiring our hall, our pictures of animals, 
our benches, our tables, with the net-work of squares sprearl O\'er the surface. They 
ask numberless questions, as to. the use of tho material, and are especially a,~ton
'ished to see how the wildest and most unruly child ron are broug-ht to lon· diseipli11e. 
Indeed, the moral training which it g ives is one of the mo,;t importa nt features of 
the Kindergarten. The children, when they come to us, usually struggle for their 
own sweet will~:;; but all, with the exception of three or fum·, htL\"C been won o,·er 
to the observance of certain rules, and have been mn.de to feel that these rules h:wo 
been given for the welfare of the little community. In this way they aro taught 
to consider the happiness of others, and the roots of egotism are t hus early extir
pated from their hearts. A great blessing is thus secured. The children must 
treat one another as equals in this little world iu which they move; and that pl'C
parl's them for the larger world, and fits them for later duties. The Kindergarten 
training will also eventually simplify their studies as they grow up, by teaching 
them early to observe, to think, and to work. All possible freedom is at the same 
time accorded to the individual children, and the orig inality of each is sedulously 
protected and developed. It seems almost superfluous to assure t he public that 
when we attempt to convey moral influence, we strictly abstain from any attempt 
at religious t.:laching. Respect for the diversity of belief existing among t he par-
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ents of. our pupils would alone coDJ.Jllll.ild such a course. It is enough for us that 
the child be filled with a joyous trust in the good, -and be initiated betimes into 
the practice of virtue : with the doctrine and theories we are not concerned. 

THE LOVE OF N.A.TURE.INCULCATED. 

But among all the objects which the Kindergarten seeks to achieve, it is of capi
tal importance to instil a love of Nature in the young souls. Observance of all of 
Nature's work the Kindergarten seeks to develop by means of games. In these 
games the children are tafught to imitate the motions. of bu·ds, fishes and various 
animals, describing· their actions at the same time in song. Thus, in one game 
which is at present. being taught in tho Kindergarten, one of the children flies like 
a bird; another imitates a lamb; still another a man; a fourth is a rose-bush; others 
represent a pond; and all the rest are trees, moving their outstretched arms to 
and fro for branches. The little lamb skips about and sings of how lovely the sun 
shines, the water sparkles, the birds sing, and the roses bloom. All the world is 
active.and serviceable; and is there no way in which the lamb can be of service? 
Now it passes the rose-bush, and the thorns seize some of its wool. The lamb stops 
to ask the reason. The rose-bush sings in reply that the bird needs wool to stuff 
its nest. · At the same moment the bu·d comes flying to ta.k.e the wool, and sings 
thanks to the lamb. Presently the man walks about, speaking of the cold weather 
to come, and of his children, and what they will do without warm qlothes, and 
begs the lamb for help. The lamb allows itself to be washed and sheared; and be
ing thanked again, it skips about merrily as before, singing of the beauties which 
surround it, and of th.e happiness which it has been the means of conferring. 

Thus the attention of the children is drawn to Nature, and at the same time they 
easily grasp the moral application of such games as this. Children are quick tp 
perceive the analogies in the actions of animals, to their own; on the other hand, 
they delight to make animals and 'even inariimate objects talk and act as they them
selves do. This well-known trait of character has often been confirmed of late 
among our pupils. Now that the weather is fine, a number of them are led off once 
a week for a walk in the Central Park. The new and closer attention they give to 
Nature is every time apparent. Every flower, every leaf, is greeted with delight. 
''Do you see those flowers," one little girl said to her smaller brother, pointing to a 
maple tree all in blossom, "when the birdies go out to take a nice long walk with 
their own mamma on Sunday, they can pick these flowers and make bouquets of 
them, and put them up all around their nest." " Oh, yes," said another, "and 
when it rains the birds have plenty of water to scrub, and they like to ~lean· their 
houses." Children will see all things as you put them; and it wholly remains with 
the parent and educator to develop the germs of evil or good. Let us trust that our ' 
Kindergarten may aid in fostering the good only, and let us ho11e that those who 
have taken so deep an interest in building it up, may find in the benefits it confers 
an acceptable reward. 

FANNY E. SCHWEDLER. 
MAY 15, 1878. 

The second report states that investigation having satisfied the 
Ladi':'s' Committee of the Kindergarten that, owing to various causes, 
the little ones did not have sufficient food at their homes, a substan
tial luncheon was therefore given to them-at the school each day, with 
excellent re~mlts. The intellectual and moral ii:nprovement of the 
pupils is also noted. The change resulting from the development of 
the Kindergarten, by the addition of a school ' for children over six 
years, is shown in the Third Report of the Principal of the "Free Kin-
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dergarten," which is addressed to the Director of. the Workingman's 
School and Free Kindergarten, instead of, as formerly, to the Chair
mau (\f Committee, etc. .The two schools are parts of one entity. 

PROFESSOR ADLER DISCOURSES CONCERNING THE NEW SCHOOLS. 

After the Workingman's School had been in operation for several 
months, Professor Adler made it the theme of "a discourse deliv
urt>rl 'before the Society for Ethical Culture, at Chickering {!all, New 
York City, October 24, 1880." · 

'fhe philosophical ideas underlying this educational experiment 
al'l~ so frankly stated, and the purposes and hopes of the new move
ment in education so clearly set forth, as to i:nake this address a 
HotalJle contribution to the polemic literature of the day in matters 
relating to education. It is a high ideal of education which is here 
portrayed, and one of direct interest to the promoters and defenders 
of the American system of free, unsectarian public schools. 

'l'he noble statement of the high ideal, here set forth and illus
tl·ated, that mental, moral and manual culture are a.ll within the 
pr~>Villce of education, is in shining contrast with the grudging con
ce:;sion, made by the enemies of free public schools, that the simplest 
elomtJntary English studies only may be taught in them; or with the 
addition of the narrow limits of industrial training which are barely 
allowed by the self-termed "practical" people, who clamor so strenu
ousl y for the teaching of something directly useful and practical in 
the public schools. 

In these schools supported by private benevolence, it is claimed 
that this high ideal is very successfully combined with an eminently 
practical education, adapted to the children of the poorest parents. 
If this claim endure the test of time, · and the results are at all com
mensurate with the early indica.tions as reported by its promoters, 
lu~re is an experimeitt which should be cn.refully studied and tested 
by all.who are entrusted with the direction of the system of public 
Hchools in the States and cities of the U1~itell States. 

The details of the "Drawing and work instruction," as arranged 
f9r the eight years' course of the W orkingm::m's School, by Mr. 
Bristol, who is in charge of that department, occupy some forty-five 
pages of the second pamphlet with one humlretl a~11l twenty-one ex
ercises, most of which are illustrated. Ten n.d<liti.onal pages con
tain fifty-six exercises .in Mechanics and Physics. These courses 
comprise the whole system of instruction in these branches given iu 
the regular course of the school. It is understood that eventually post
graduate cour ses will be given in evening classes, if desired. 

In considering any such scheme of continuous training enunciated 
in advance of the experiment, it must be kept in mind that one most 
essential condition-as essential as the well-known prerequisite of 
first catching the hare, insisted on by the famous Mrs. Glass, of 
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culinary renown, il\ prefacing her injunctions to the cook-namely, 
the continuance of any one child, or class of children, through the 
whole series of successive studies so logjcally and carefully graded 
from year to year, can never be guaranteed. Lacking these, the 
whole beautiful theoretical structure of the printed programmes is 
liable to a tumble as disastrous to its ordered symmetry, as a passing 

· breath is to the child's house of cards. 
It is o~ng t<? this brevity and uncertainty of attendance on the 

public schools, that many· of the shortcomings of these schools, 
which are so freely criticised, are due. 

CERTAIN STATISTICS .DESffiABLE FOR COMPARISON • 

. It would be of great interest and value, in considering these schools 
under the patronage of the Ethical Society, to ·be able to see the 
statistics of attendance, and to know what proportion of the children 
attending the first year of the Kindergarten in 1878 were still in 
attendance in the Workingman's School in this year of 1888, and 
what proportion of the children entering theW or kingman's School 
in its first year, were still in attendance. Until those facts can be 
compared with similar statistics of the public schools, no satisfactory 
conclusions as to the relative value of their methods of training nor 
Of their relative success in securing continuous attendance, which 
is one of the strong claims put forward in favor of the new methods, 
can be reached. That the Kindergarten methods are valuable for 
the very young pupils, may be considered as generally admitted. 
That this plan of connecting the Kindergarten with the school t}lat 
follows, and the continual progression of the manual training of 
the child, through each successive year of school life, thoroughly 
commends itself as a rational plan, may be conceded. 

It would be of interest to know what the post-graduate courses 
are to consist of, and how the preparation of the actual worker is to 
be completed; where the connection is to come between school and 
workshop; between the pupil and the actual workman. These are the 
practical questions in which the direptors of the free public schools 
of the country are interested, and these New York model schools, 
created by an association of private individuals-interesting as they 

. may be in themselves-are of COnCern to the COUlltry at large, only 
so far as they may shed light on vexed questions of public school 
training. If the methods of training the child from the Kindergar
-ten to the Manual Training School-that is, from the third to the 
fourteenth year of child. life-have proven as successful in actual 
operation as the projectors of the school anticipated, then those 
problems of early edt!-cation are solved; and these schools should 1Je 
carefully and minutely studied by public school officials and educa
tors generally. The present school year, 1888-89, is the first, year 
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in which <~ child entering the Kindergarten at three years of age 
could have reached the final year of the course in the Working
man's School. 

The only data.at my comma:ad later than the pamphlet containing 
the reports to January, 1883, consists of thE' concise resume of the 
methods of .the pupils' work in the various grades, furnished by the 
courtesy of Director Adler and Principal Bamberger, in J anuary, 
1887. It will interest American educators, and especially those con
nected with the direction of public school systems, to learn that the 
well-known educator, Dr. Andrew J. · Rickoff, recently residing in 
Yonkers, New York, but formerly Superintendent of the public 
schools of the City of Cleveland, Ohio, has, within the past year, 
been called to the principalshipof the Workingman's School. With 
the experience of this distinguished educator the co-ordination of the 
metho<ls in use in the Workingman's School and methods practicable 
in the public schools may, it would seem, be effected; at any rate, 
the conclusions that Dr. Rick off may reach as to the practicability and 
desirability of these methods for the public schools, after sufficient 
time has elapsed to justify his judgment, will be awaited with inter
est. 

AN IMPORTANT EXPERIMENT IN TOLERATION. 

Besides these Kindergarten and manual training phases, there is 
another experiment on trial in these schools, which, in the near fut
ure, may assume great importance. The attempt has here been 
seriously made to evolve a method of developing and .instructing 
the moral nature of the child, without, in any way, offending or in
terfering with th~ religious or sectarian tenets of the parents. It is 
affi t·med t hat the children of Agnostics, Infidels, Hebrews, Catholics, 
mul Protestants are successfully taught the primal elements of char
acter, such as truthfulness, integrity, respect for the rights of others, 
purity, temperance, in regard to which high-minded men of all re
I igions, sects, and creeds, or holding any of the many phases of 
unbelief, are agreed. 

THE RELATION OF THE FREE PUBLIC SCHOOLS TO AMERICAN LIBERTY. 

In view of the general assault against the American system of 
public free schools, which to-day is so marked a movement of the 
Catholic Church throughout the United States, as shown by the 
erection of numberless Parochial school buildings, and the pressure 
put on their members to force them to withdraw their children from 
the public schools;-an attempt that is fraught with evil possibilities 
to the children of European emigrants, who, if thus segregated from 
t~eir fellow countrymen during n.ll their school life, are never as 
hkely to become incorporate into the body politic and are, thereby, 
defrauded of the chief value of American citizenship;- this demon-
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strati on of. a modus vivendi of the children · of Catholics, Protes
tants, and others, in free public schools,. becomes of prime impor
tance. The claim of the Catholic Church that she is the only proper 
teacher of religion to the children 0f her votaries may be readily 
admitted; as may the like claim put forth by Hebrews, Mahometans, 
Buddhists, Agnostics, and the many sects of Protestant Christians. 

" The public scho.ol is no place in which to teach religious t enets or 
· creeds," say these advocates for church schools. In this the people 
s~ein to be agreed. " The churches should each teach the children 
of their members." In this the people are also agreed. But the 
corollary, that these sectaries would draw,-that, therefore, these 
separate organizations were each entitled to a pro rata.share of the 
public school money in order to establish separate public schools, in 
which their several peculiar tenets should be taught the children,
willnever be conceded by Americans who desire to preserve American 
Freedom ;-the priceless heritage of free thought and of untra.mmeJ.!ed 
investigation, which is the crowning glory of Free America. 

Let parents, priests, pastors, teachers, instruct their charges in 
these most sacred, highest truths, at such times and places as may · 
be best suited to them. The free public schools, open to all children, 
regardless of the pecuniary or social condition, or of the religious and 
political beliefs of their parents, are, of right, unsect~rian ; an.d it 
would be an act of base robbery, however plausible the pretext, to 
divert any of the funds raised for these children of the people :t>Y 
public taxation, into other channels. Let the churches open their 
buildings to the children at such times as do not interfere with their 
attendance in the public schools, and let them give them such social 
and religious instruction as they deem best, but let their secular 
education be given, as now, in the free public schools; so will their 
religious beliefs be conserved as their believers desire, and so will all 
the apparent injustice of compelling the followers of any church to 
erect ·and support separate schools for the education of their children 
be done away with. 

In the light of this experiment, the school founded by Director Ad
ler and his coadjutors may assume national importance. 

PROFESSOR ADLER'S ADDRESS. 

in opening his address concerning the W orldngman's School, Pro
fessor Adler refers to the difficulty of h elping the poor, and the fre
quent failure of rendering any permanent service through the ordi
nary channels of charity. He also takes the ground that the present 
education of the children of the people is not satisfactory, enforcing 
this position not by his own assertions, but by quotations from an 

· article by Charles Francis Adams, Jr., in the November, 1880, num
ber of Harper's Magazine, in which it is complained that the science 
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of pedagogy is wholly ignored and neglected by the colleges of the 
9ountry. . · 

Premising that it is not necessary to wait till all this has been 
changed before beginning the good work of giving right teaching to 
~hildren, Professor Adler says : 

It aet'ms to me that private persons of generous disposition ought to take hold of 
this matter in the first place; that the first thilfg to be done is to exhibit by one ex
ample what the right method of teaching is, and to show how superior its results 
are above those commonly achieved. This can be accomplished if a number of 
persons will, of their own motion-because the improvement of theil: fellow-men 
by education has their whole interest-guarantee the means necessary for the build
ing up of a model school, in which the right method shall be illustrated, and if 
they will have a,care that only the most competent teachers are employed ·in con
nection with it, one such school conducted in the right way will do more to 
.change the evils of the existing system than the most earnest advocacy in other di
rections. The right example, when it has once been set, will be followed; and the 
persuasiveness of excellence will here, as in other instances, become apparent. 

DESIRABLE CHANGES IN SCHOOL METHODS OF INSTRUCTION • 

. The next question that arises-after the persons have been found to start such a 
school (and happily they have been found; the' lower classes of the school are now 
in operation, with one huntlred and fifty scholars)-is, in what ought such a model 
RChool for the people to differ from the common schools as they now are? It ought 

·to differ in many respects. It should teach history, for instance, in a better way. 
'The aim of the lesson in history should not be to store the pupils' minds with dry 
facts, which· are barely connected among themselves, and possess little attractive-
ness; it should not seek to fill the imagination of the pupils with pictures of bloody 
war, and the power and pomp of kings; it should notglorifythegreat slaughterers 
of their fellow-men, who have been misnamed heroes; nor should it nurture an ex
aggerated and foolish national pride among the young. But it should awaken in 
them, as far as possible, an intelligent sympathy with the life of the world, and the 

. great phases through which human it} has passed in its struggle toward progress. 
To do this, the lessons in history must be alive and enlivening. The pupils' il1tense 
interest must first be secured. The rule should be here, as elsewhere: begin from 
the near and go on to the remote. Biographical narration should precede the study 
of history itself. The young children must first be interested iu some great pet-sons 
who lived in Greece, and some remarkable men who lived in Hindostan, and some 
illustrious men and women who lived in England ttnd France, and Spain and Italy, 
before they will care to know about the countries in which those persons had their 
home, and about the people by whom they were surrounded , and about the vicis
situdes of those peoples' history. From the wonderful story of the life of Socrates, 
to which every child listens with delight, it is easy to conduct the interest of the 
pupils to the story, or history, of that Athens in whose market-place Socrates 
dropped his words of wisdom, in whose streets and work shops he held his remark
able conversations, and where also his Xanthippe treated him so badly. In like 
manner, the life of Buddha will awaken an interest in Hindostan, the life of Peter 
the Great an interest in Russia, etc. 

The study of .e;eography should be treated in the same way, the rule here also 
being to proceed always from the near to the remote. The child should first be 
~ught the geography, so to speak, of the house in which it dwells , of the garden 
around the house, of the street on which the house is situated. of the city which 
includes all the streets. From the city, the geographical lesson proceeds outward 
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to the State, to the country, and then to other countries. The study of geography 
and history will mutually supplement each other and add each to the other's in~ 
terest. _The information which is given the pupil conceni.ing places will become 
more attractive because of the knowledge of historical events which happened 
there and the distinguished persons who lived there. The kno,vledge of events 
and of the lives of persons, on the other hand, will become more real and more 

. present·to the pupil, because he knows the background on which these events ap-
pear-the very streets on which the,se personages walked. · · 

- Hll then suggests reform in methods of teaching English, and sug
gests that one must at least know the grammar of two languages, 
in· order to talk well in one. 

A knowledge of mathematics should be communicated in a more effective way 
than it now · is, and our system of work instruction, of which more will be said 
further on, w-ill be found peculiarly, useful in this direction. Drawing should be 
taught in the youngest classes, and not left to an advanced· grade, as it now often 
is. The taste of the pupils in reading should be watchfully cultivated, so that,. 
though they be "the children of poor men and women, they may in later life be 
able to enjoy the classics of the English language; and thus. a great fountain of 
pure recreation may be open to them, of which they are now often unnecessarily 
deprived; and they iitay be protected against taking pleasure in vicious literature. 

TEACHING NAT1}RAL IDSTORY. 

A knowledge of the simpler facts of natural history should be communicated 
.even in the lowest classes. The children's power of observation should.be sharp
ened; and whenever it is possible, they should be brought face to face with the ob
jects of nature themselves. There is here aJ:1 open field of instruction which is too 
little cultivated in the schools. We complain of the dearth of happiness for the 
majority of human lives; we ought, at least, to utilize those means of happiness 
that are at hand. The book of nature offers many elevating lessons to those who 
are able to read its language; it were well worth while to make even the children 
of the poorer class -proficient in understanding that beautiful language. 

In all tliese respects, we do not claim to introduce what is novel in education; 
we simply follow where the best educators of Em·ope have long since pointed the 
·way, and seek to give to children who are now educated by methods that are behind 
the age the benefits of such methods as are abreast of the progress of the age.* 

In the setting forth of the value of that education of the hand 
which follows, there occur, in one or two of the opening sentences, 
statements which seem to indicate that even this liberal minded 
large hearted philanthropist, had not fully outgrown the Asian and 
European idea, that, of necessity, the children must follow the s~me 
lives as their parents. If this be so, one is tempted to ask, of what 
value will be this training you are to give. these children of the poor 
in your schools? This idea is utterly un-American and long may it 
so continue. If Mr. AcUer and his friends had really held this be
lief, as some of the opponents of the public schools profess to do, 
the Free Kindergarten and the Workingman's School would never 

*We may claim novelty, however, for the system of moral instruction for young 
children, apart from any reference to religious dogmas, which forms a part of the 
plan of our Workingman's School. 
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have l>een begun! That the great majority of Americans must be 
workers is inevitable; but that the after life of the children must in
evitauly be passt3d in the employment or amid the surroundings, 
however degrading, of their parents, is, fortunately; not so! Later 
in his discourse, Mr. Adler says wise words regarding the ideas of 
equality. He shows how labor is ennobled by the thought given to 
it, anu that service to others is not degrading, but is, on the contrary, 
honoraule. His reasons for beginning this industrial education at 
an early age and continuing it all through the course up to manhood, 
are well worthy of consideration; especially is what he says in rela
tion to the development of the art faculty of the child, to be heeded. 

THE EDUCATION OF THE RAND. 

Of the new manual training he says: 
But there is one main direction in which we believe we have to offer what is 

essentially new and what will constitute an epoch in education, if it be generally 
acceptt-!tl. We ~pean the inclusion of hand education as an essential part of school 
education. I take it here for granted that free popular education ought to be espe
cially adapted for the children of the poorer class, who are not able to provide the 
education suitable for their offspring themselves; for the children of the working 
people, who ·will be in their turn the working people of the future. I take it that 
puLiic erlncation ought especially to fit this class for their future st.-ttion in life. 
Antl it is this class whose needs particularly appeal to the sympathy of the more 
fortunate, that we have had particularly in view in attempting to build up a model 
scllool. Now, if there is any one thing which the working people need, and.which, 
therefore, the common welfare demands,-for the interest of the community at 
large :md of the working people are most intimately bound up together,- it is that 
g1·eater dignity shall attach to hand labor. There is no kind of work that does not 
become attractive when dignity attaches .tO it. W ork of the hardest kind· is per
formed every day by men of science, work which in'l'olves personal discomfort and 
the overcoming of physical disgust , and yet it is cheerfully done because of the"in
tellcctual dignity that ele'l'ates such work. Evet-y physician renders. in his prac
tice, menial and repulsive services, which no servant could be hired to render; and 
the physician, far from being disgmced, is ennobled by his serdce. In t he same 
way, we believe that the tedious work of the working people could be rentlet·ecl more 
easy to them, and even elevating, if g rl!ater dignity coulcl be made to attach to it; 
if only more intellect could be put into it. And we look to hand education in the 
11Chool as a means of accomplishing this desirable object. There are certain mental 
operations that underlie manual operations. These the children should be l aught, 
liO that their manual operations may become tra.nsparPnt to the mental operations 
that underlie them. In modern times, capable men have discovered that there is 
11uch a thing as a theory of tools; that tools can be classified and groupecl , ant! that 
n. child's mind can be led along in orderly succession in learning them. It has been 
t~hOwf!. that there are tht·ee great types of tools, invol dng three principles, by which, 
and the combinations of these principles, every kind of tool can be explained. There 
are reasons underlying manipulation; there is a reason why an axe should be 
wielded in a particul:n way, why an n.xe splits, and why a knife cuts wood. The 
rlouble-cutting edge of a. plane exhibits a rational contrivance, and has an interest
ing explanation of its own. The children ought to be taught these reasons, and 
made to understand these explanations, even while they use the saw, and wield the 
axe, and strike with the hammer, and move to and fro the plane. 
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THE RUSSIAN SYSTEM OF INDUSTRIAL TRAlNING. 

Later on, in a higher stage of industrial education, what is called the Russian sys
tem comes into play. The novelty and the importance of this system is that it is de
veloped in a graded series of workshops, !lesigned to serve educational purposes only; 
that the products of the young workman's labor are not salable articles, but in all 
cases typical forms, intended solely for the purpose of manual instruction. In each 
of these educational workshops there is a particular class of learners, and there are 
elementary lessons for the use of beginners in the school , and advanced lessons for 
the more advanced; and in each of these workshops the use of one set of tools only 
is taught, and the pupil remains in this one workshop until he has mastered the 
theory and practice of this one set of tools. He is then graduated into a higher 
workshop, until he has finished the whole course; and he learns how to work in 
wood, and learns metal turning, and fitting, and planing, and forging. And some 
of the coarsest and some of the most repugnant kinds of labor are thus made inter
esting, and redeemed from their coarseness, because they are now saturated with 
understanding. The labor of the hands becomes attractive, because it blooms with 
mind. 

If the machine be regarded as a development of the tool, then in the same manner 
as·he who works with tools is taught the principl9S underlying the use of tools, the 
ordinary factory workman also, who spends his days among maehines, ought to 
learn to understand the principles embodied in machines. Enough of physics and 
mechanics must be taught in the school to attain at least this end. 

IMPORTANCE OJi' THE EARLY BEGINNING OF INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 

- Now, furthermore: I believe that work education ca.n be given to the youngest 
children, in the lowest classes of the school. ·And here is perhaps the main point, in 
which the importance of what we consider to beournewdeparture in education be
comes apparent. For industrial education has long ago been given in many coun
tries of the world to older children-boys of fifteen or sixteen years of age; but· indus
trial education has never, to our knowledge, been introduced in the lower classes of 
schools; bas never been combined organically with the whole sche71Le of education, 
an(!. been made to support and coalesce with all the other studies of the child. And 
there are other ways, assuredly, which nmst occur to everybody, in which industrial 
~ucation will tend to elevate the workman. It will develop his resthetic sense, giving 
him something of the artist's pleasm·e in his work, giving him also greater skill, and 
thus enabling him to command higher wages and more of the comforts of life. But it 
is with industrial education as a means of fostering the dignity and independence of 
the workman that we are mainly concerned. For upon the possession of these 
qualities it will depend whether the social inequalities that exist between the work
ing people and othe1· classes of society will be gradually ameliorated, or so long ns 
they must exist, will be endured in the right sph·it. 

NEED THAT THE RULERS OF A COUNTRY SHOULD BE EDUCATED. 

And here, having referred to social inequalities, I should like to dwell upon the 
necessity, especially at the present time and in our. country, of elevating labor in 
the eyes of the laborer. For, in this country, the political equality of the entire 
people is the very fundamental principle of our form of government. But history 
has shown, in lessons whose terrible significance ought not to remain unheeded, 
that wherever political equality exists, and with it great social inequalities, there 
the greatest danger me'laces republican liberty. The people are taught to consider 
themselves sovereign. From them all authority emanates. There is no distinction 
between the richest and the poorest in their rights before the law. Every citi~en 
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is,_as it'were, a king; ·but thousands on thousands of these kings are kings in rags. 
They have all the proud feeling of independence and of equality with their neigh
bors, but theii actual condition comports ill with these pretensions. They are 
poverty-stricken, liv~ meagrely in wretched houses, in filthy quarters of large 
cities . . They cannot help comparing their own surroundings with the palatial resi
dences' of others, with the ease and abundance enjoyed by their neighbors, while 
their own. hard drudgery scarce yields them the crust of bread which they need to 
satisfy hunger. And they cannot help reflecting that those others are no more 
than their equals, and they are goaded even into mad, mob fury by the thought that 
thoii'e who are more fortunate than themselves have no title to what they possess. 

THE PECULIAR DANGERS WHICH MENACE A REPUBLIC. 

It is in this way that Anarchy arises, and Freedom is entombed amid the ruins of 
civil order .• It was in tllis way that Florence fell into the hands of the .Medici; be
cause the poor republicans would no longer tolerate the difference between them
,sl!lves and the rich republicans ; and the rich republicans, becoming alarmed, and 
willing to sacrifice their liberty rather than their riches, called in despotism to keep 
down the hungry crowd by force of arms. It was in this way that French repub
licanism fell, because tho men in blouses, heat•ing of nothing but liberty, fraternity, 
ft.nd equality, concluded that it was neither liberal nor fraternal nor, above all 
things, a sign of equality that they should drink sour wine and live on the misera
ble pittance of a few sous, while there were others, their fellow-republicans, who 
dwelt in sumptuous affluence and controlled the wealth of nations; and so, the 
possessing class of France being terrified, it became possible that an adventurer, 
whose hand was stained with blood, the murderer of the 2d of December, was able 
to esta.b 'ish a second time the yoke of imperialism, and that his sins were forgotten, 
his falsehoods forgiven, his murders condoned, and he himself was hailed as the 
savior of society. 

THE CONDITIONS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

And in our country also, though the safeguards are still strong, though the very 
· idea of a subversion of our institutions seems t{) many so improbable as to be out
side of discussion, yet have we, too, already had distinct warnings that all is 
not well. The flames of the Pittsburg riot, -ivhich startled the whole land, were 
·kindled during the last financial crisis. A season of prosperity has returned 
t.o us, and what has gone before is forgott<.>n by many. But another panic will 
come after the prosperity; the experience of the past leads us to expect that 
with almost absolute certaintY. And, when there are again want and sta,rva.tion 
among the people, who will sa.y why discontent should not again assume wild 
.forms? The same conqitions are beginning to exist here as elsewhere; and, where 
there are the same conditions, it is inexorably true there must always be the same 

.. results. A pauper class is beginning to grow up among us, incapable of perma
nently lifting themselves to better conditions by their own exertions, incapable of 
obtaining the satisfaction of their most natural desires, and only rendered the more 

"dangerous and furious by the sense of equality with all others, with which our 
political institutions have inspired them. If the evil has not yet become so agg1'tt· 
_vated as it is in the Old World, let us utilize the time of respite which is given us 
by undertaking earnest and vigorous measures to check the e"il's growth. And, of 
all these possible mE\asures of prevention, a suitable, a. sensible system of education 
is assuredly the most promising. Let us use what influence we have to correct the 
false idea of equality which is everywhere· current around us. Let us teach the 
people the true meaning of the great principle of equality-namely, that all men 
are created equal in respect to certain fundamental rights, such as liberty, the pro-
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. ' . 
tection of the person, and a right to the pursuit of happiness, but that there is by no 
means equality of natural fitness and 'endowmeqt, and that the offices of life must 
always therefore be unequally divided. Let us impress upon the minds of the 
children that the bwiness of life will always be carried on in a hierarchy of services, 
and that there is no shame in doing a lesser service in this hierarchy; that all honor 
accrues to us only in doing that function well to which we are committed, and tak
ing· pride and finding dignity in its performance. And to enable the working people 

· of the future to take pride and find dignity in the work of their bauds, is the object 
. of the work education which we are seeking to introduce into our school. I do not 
.say that the young are to be taught to consider the present hierarchy of seryices as 
arraJ}ged upon a just or fair plan; I do not say nor should I teach that those are 
now in the higher grad~ of society who ought to be, and those in the lo\ver who 
belong there. ·The reverse is often true. But, if a change in the interest of right
eousness is to be made, it must sw·ely come mainly from the working people them
selves. It is their heightened self-respect, it is their increased intellectuality, it is 

-their sense of their dignity as working people, which will alone enable them to ac
complish the wished-for result. 

And there is another and a higher reason why greater intellectuality should be 
infused into labor, and why the organic union of work instruction with other 
branches of instruction will be of far-reaching importance. For the intellectuality 
of labor is an indispensable means of emancipating the minds of the laborers. We 
do not in our Workingman:s School interfere with the religious faith of any of our 
pupils. We bold, in the strictest possible sense, to the principle of unsectarian 
education. 

After speaking of the habit of mere mecbanical drudgery into 
which workers are prone to fall, he urges that it is most essential 
that ail should seek to know and understand the reasons of their 
actions, and so take intelligent interest in their daily employments; 
and this he holds the teaching given in these schools will euable the 
pupils to do. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING ADDS INTEREST TO LIFE. 

And so there can be nothing more salutary, nothing more wholesome, nothing 
more efficient for good, than a system of work education, which shall relieve indus
try of its deadness and its dullness, and give to the laborers the reasons why, of those 
occupations with which they are daily concerned. 

We lend, moreover, an entirely new import to the methoq of industrial education 
in the school. We are seeking to apply the principle which ought to be at the 
foundation of every modern Rcheme of education: namely, that, as experiment cou
joined with observation is necessary to the discovery of "truth, so object-crea.tiu,; 
must supplement object-teaching in that rediscovery of tmths which it is the Jllll'

pose of all education to facilitate. Therefore, work instruction is not a something 
outside the regular instruction; it is an organic pari of the regular instruction. It 
becomes a means of teaching mathematics, for instance, more thoroughly, causiug 
the pupils to work out mathematical truths with their very hands ; it' becomes the 
means of teaching natural history more effectively; it is worked into inseparable 
connection 'vith the entire scheme of the scholar's mental and moral development.* 

*We hope, for instance, by the organization of the little workers in the work
shop to fosV,>r the co-operative spirit among them, with a view to their taking up 
seriously later in their lives that co·operative system for which om whole scheme 
of education may be looked upon as a preparation. 
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It becomes the means of making the hand a wi~ an<l cunning hand, by putting inore 
brain into it. But, on the other l1and, it also makes the brain a clear and vigorous 
and enlightened brain, by giving it the salutary corrective of the demonstrations 
of the hand. And so the system of work education, cvnsidereJ as an advance in 
C'ducation, generally has a value of its own. 

He then proceeds to dwelop the higher aims of this new e9-uca
tion. The theory, here enunciated, calls for mor e than a passing 
glance; for it is not certain but that, tested by this high standard, 
some of the experiments that. have recently been begun with much 
ulnre of trumpets will be seen to lack the inspiration of a lofty ideal, 
lt Jul, therefore, to be in danger of falling into the merest mechanism; 
for there is surely no magic power of educational salvation in the 
mere manipulation of the tools of carpenter and blacksmith, divorced 
from a nobler purpose than the mere acquisition of their dexterous 
use, valuable as that is in its proper turn. In closing his address he 
thus portrays the informing purpose of this school, and the high ideal 
of education held by its instructors and promoters. 

THE IDE<\L OJo' THE NEW EDUCATION P ORTitAYED. 

And here it may become apparent why our school is not an industrial school in 
the aen!!e which commonly attaches to that name. We shun the name, and call 
ours the Workingman's School, because we wish t11 keep away fwm us the i<leas 
tha L are associated so frequently 11•ith the na me of industrial schooll:l. We do not 
propose to give our pupils an aptitude for any particular tra.<le; we do not propose 
to 1nako them tailors, or shoemakers, or printers. Vofe would consider that a retro
grarte step, rather than a step in advance, if we were to prevent th!lse young lads 
and little girls from spending even a few years in gaining knowledge, without any 
reference to the pitiable necessities of their after-lives ; we do not propose to yoke 
LhC'ir young souls before they have had time to expand at all into the harness of 
trade, merely for the sake of getting their bread better afterward. We propose to 
gin>. them that which will secure them bread thereafter , and. many of the higher 
treasures of human existence, we hope, besides; we. propose to give them a broad and 
J!:t•ncrous education, such as children of the richest might be glad in some respects 
to share with them, which will not only prepare them for their future station in life, 
hut also make them capable of living in a truly human way; we propose, in one 
word, to educate our pupils so that they sha ll hecome not worldu,; tlrudges, not 
working slaves in the tread-mill of la bor; but so that, while tht•y n~main tcorlcing 
JU C'n and working women, they may all:lo he, in the best and noblest sen:;e, working 
111cn and working women. And in like ma nner, our school slmll not he a " ragged 
school. " We do not want the o ·or of the charity school about it . The rooms shall 
he light, ancl airy , and bright, and the appointments such as would be found in any 
well-conducted school ; and neither do we want the sulky a ir of the charity pupil 
about our pupils. The tone of the children sha ll be manly, and joyous, and ft·ee ; 
and they shall not know at all, if we can help it , until they are much older than 
they now are, that they have any one to thank for what they receive. 

THE V:IT AL PURPOSE OF THIS SCHOOJ •. 

Such a school , then, we would build up, whose fundamental purpose may be ex
pressed in the words, the Clltttncipation of the workiny clu:-;ses th1·ough thci1· w01'k. 
And, if we cannot .fin<l competent teachers here, why ;;houltl we w:tit till American 
universities will give us what we want; can we not call, if we a.re supported in this 
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undertaking, the most competent teachers from abroad, and so transplant the richest 
results of European experience to our own soil, though always so modifying the 
matter and the method of instruction as to suit the altered conditions·of American 
life? ' · 

And if there be a.JlY one who says, ·What business of ours is it to take an interest 
in such end~vors ?·. What interest have we in the children of laborers? Let the 
public school system go on. If it mu~t be changed, some one will in due tim~; 

. change it; but why should we put ourselves to trouble and expense for such an un-
. dertaking? 0, frien!ls, if any one asks such a question, we cannot answu him I 
That he should ask the question is proof that he has no true heart for the needs of 
his fellow-beings. When did it ever occur.. to the men who spilled their precious 
blood like water on the battle-fields of the Rebelliou, to ask what business of theirs 
it was that the slave's chain should be unloosed, that the black man's rights should 
be conceded, that the blot of human bondage should be erased from the Constitu
tion of our land? The men who died for the cau.&e of liberty on the American Con
tinent knew that it is the highest interest of every individual that right shall be 
done and that wrong shall be overthrown; that happiness shall be multiplied on 
earth, and unjust sufferings shall be washed away. And so it is the highest'personal 

' interest of every one .that the chains of ignorance also shall be broken which so 
heavily load down the multitude, and.that the sufferings shall be obliterated which 
are but the consequence of their mental helplessness. And if any one says: Yes, 
the work is great and holy, but it is too great, too vast, too mighty for us to do it, 
I ans~er: We can do at.Ieast our part;_ we can make a beginning in the right di
rection; and, when the good fruit begins to appear, when the good results begin to 
show themselves, as they will and must, others will come to our assistance, and the 
good work will not be allowed to fall to the ground. 

THE AWAKENING POWER OF TillS METHOD ILLUSTRATED. 

The other day, when I visited th.is Workingman's School of ours, of which the two 
·lower classes are now in operation, I asked the principal whether he could show me 
who is now the best pupil in the school. He pointed to a little fellow in one of the 
foremost rows, and said : "This little boy came to us almost covered with filth. 
And for a time it was necessary to wash him every morning in the school itself be
fore ·he could be admitted to his class, so neglected he was, and he appea~ed, to be 
utterly dull and stupid. But after a time it seemed as though with the physical 
filth the mental tilth also wore off, and he became bright and attentive, and he is 
now our best pupil , and it appears as if a new light had been lit in his soul." More 

· of that light we want. We feel we have a right to appeal to our fellow men ami 
women to help us kindle it. 

As Professor Adler, in the address just quoted, set forth the phi
losophy underlying their efforts, so iu his report of the actual con(1i
tions of the school he gives its history and recites its future needs. 

THE WoRKINGMAN's ScHOOL. 

DIRECTOR'S REPORT. 

To the Board of Trustees and Members of the United Relief Worlcs, etc. 
The Free Kindergarten, which is under your protection, has now been in exist

ence for three years; the Work.ingr.nan's School, its necessary continuation, has been 
in operation since February last. The two together count one hundred and fifty pu
pils. The peculiar features of the educational system, adopted in our institution, 
are explained somewhat in detail in the reports of the Principals of the School and 
the Kindergarten, which I have the honor to transmit to you herewith. 
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I feel that we are justified in congratulating ourselves upon the measure of suc
ceas which has thus far attended our efforts. But, at the same time, I am com
pelled to call your attention to needs of the institution, which urgently require to 
be met. We have begun this educational enterprise by building upward from 
below, believing that thus alone could our structure be raised securely. Our start 
was made with eight children, forming the first class of the Kindergarten. Rapidly 
the Kindergarten increased, and class after class was added, as new applicants kept 
pouring in. In the fall of 1878 a complete Kindergarten was in operation. In the 
·fall of 1879 twenty-five children had passed through the Kindergarten and were 

· ready toJ?e graduated from it. The question then arose, whether we should allow 
these pupils to drift away from us, and thus, in a great measure, to lose the benefits 
which they had obtained ; whether we should permit them to enter the public school 
and become subjected to its mechanical methods, or whether we should take upon 
ourselves the responsibility of continuing their education, and open for them a new 
school of our own, such as had not yet existed in this community, in which there

. formed system, begun in the Kindergarten, might be continued through all the 
higher stages of instruction. The temptation at that time was great to proceed in 
another direction. We might have opened other free Kindergartens in different 
districts of the city, in addition to the one which we already had in working con
dition, and thus gradually have spread a whole net-work of free Kindergartens over 
the entire city. The extent of such a work would doubtless have dazzled the pub
lic eye, and would have redounded to the glory of its founders; but of what per
manent use could it be to t each many children well from their third to their sixth 
year, if the rational methods were not to be continued beyond the sixth year, and 
inferior methods were to prevail thereafter? 

DESffiABLENESS OF SUCH A SCHOOL AS A MODEL. 

It seemed to us, therefore, far more necessary, far more calculated to really ad
vance the public good, that one Model School should be erected, in which the entire 
system of rational and liberal education for the children of the poorer class might 
be exhibited from beginning to end. We ventured to hope that such an example, 
having once been set, would not be without effect upon the common school system 
at large, and that the extension of our work would proceed by the natural course 
of the "survival of what is fittest. " It was decided, therefore, that the twenty
five graduates from the Kindergarten should be invited to remain with us. that a 
complete school should be instituted, and that a teacher should be at once appointed 
to take in hand the instruction of the lowest class. The munificence of Mr. Joseph 
Seligman, to whose name we cannot refer without gratitude and respect, at this 
stage enabled us to go on with our undertaking, when the dearth of funds would 
otherwise have compelled us to wait, or perhaps desist altogether. His timely gift 
of ten thousand dollars was the means of starting the School, and on this, as well 
as on other accounts, his memory deserves to be cherished by those who cherish the 
educational interests of the people. 

THE INSTRUCTORS. 

The establishment of the School having been decided upon, we were successful 
also in finding a teacher who appeared to be especially adapted for the purposes of 
this Workingman's School. He is a gentleman, theoretically and practically ac
quainted with the results of European pedagogy, who came to us with high recom
mendations from the Hessian school authorities, under whom he had been employed, 
and who is also possessed of the mechanical skill so necessary for the proper fulfil
ment of the functions of his position. He entered at once with spirit and earnest-

. Jless Upon his new task, and the a9c0mpanying report, containing a 3~ri~S Of va~ 
ART-YOl.. 2-31 - . . . 
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terns designed by him for the earliest stages of work instruction, will afford to you 
evidence of his capacity. His assistant is a graduate of the Normal College of this 
city, and we. are particularly happy in seeing the union of the American and the 
foreign element in education, which we aim at (with the dominance for the time 
being of the more scientific foreign element), thus symbolized in the persons of the 
two instructors who are at present employed in our institute. 

· And now, as to the needs of the school, of which I have spoken.- We have 
already seven classes in the Kindergarten and two classes in the W orkingman's 
School. 

He shows the need of ampler accommodations and of increased 
funds. 

THE EXPERIMENT OF INTEREST TO THE COMMUNITY. 

He then says: 
Our work has no selfish purpose in view. We make no distinction because of 

creed or race. The School simply takes the children of the poorest class, who, in 
addition to instruction, receive also food daily, and clothing when necessary. It is 
a new departure in education and philanthropy which we are attempting. The 
whole community is to derive the benefit of olir work. Under these circumstances, 
we feel tLat we have a ·right to call on all persons, whatever their connections may 
otherwise be, for aid and support. 

* * * * * * * 
Having thus set these facts and these needs before you, I close by earnestly calling 

on every friend whom our School has, to help in 'vinning for it other friends. 
For there is far too· grand a hope embodied in this school project for us to stop short 
of the aims which we have proposed to ourselves. 

Trusting that the members of the Board and the members of the Society may 
think as I do in this matter, I beg them to be of good cheer, and to believe that we 
can succeed, if we only will it. 

FELIX ADLER. 

The following report by the Principal gives in detail the method 
of instruction: 

PRINCIPAL'S REPORT. 

To Prof. FELIX ADLER, 
Di1·ector of the W(}rkingman's School and Free Kindergarten . 

. At your request I have prepared a statement of the purposes of our School, which 
I respectfully submit, as follows: 

Our School is to consist of eight classes, of which two are now in operation. The 
scheme of studies will be found appended at the close of the report. It embraces 
four hours' instruction weekly in the use of tools, and to this I beg leave to call 
especial attention. 

The accompanying illustrations, and their explanations, are intended to show what 
we teach and how we do it. We must, however, premise the following: 

THE THEORY OF THE SCHOOL. 

The necessity of training man to labor from his earliest youth is beyond dispute. 
Years ago, accordingly, schools were ah-eady 1)rojected and founded in Russia, 
Switzerland, Sweden, and this country, the pupils of which are educated in work
shops connected with said schools. Such instruction, however , rarely begins until 
the age of sixteen; only in exceptional instances does it begin at fourteen , and this 

.is too late; the results achieved must ever remain unsatisfactory. We, therefore, 
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have undertaken to institute a reform in education in the following two ways: 
First, we begin industrial instruction at the very earliest age possible. Already 
in our Kindergarten, we lay the foundation for the system of work instruction that 
is to follow. In the School proper, then, we seek to bridge over the interval lying 
between the preparatory Kindergarten training and the specialized instruction of 
the technical school , utilizing the school age itself for the development of industrial 
ability. This, however, is only one characteristic feature of our institution. The 
other, and the capital one, is, that we seek to combine industrial instruction organ
ically with the ordinary branches of instruction, thus using it, not only for the ma
terial purpose of creating skill, but also id~ly as a factor of mind-education. To 
our knowledge, such an application of work-instruction has nowhere, as yet, been 
attempted, either abroad or in this country. ' 

DIFFICULTY OF DEVISING WORK FOR YOUNGER PUPILS. 

In practically attacking our problem, however, we were compelled to meet great 
difficulties. The, choice of material for the children's work presented a first diffi
culty. 

The softest wood is.too hard for the delicate fingers of children seven years old, 
and, moreover, requires the use of heavy and sharp tools, such as are not willingly 
entrusted to little ones at so tender an age. We finally decided to use clay. Clay, 
after it has been prepared in a special way for this purpose, is easy to cut and to 
manipulate, does not stick to the tools, and is not brittle enough to break and crum
ble. This proved entirely successful. 

A complete series of patterns had to be invented which might be worked by young 
pupils out of this material. Thirty such patterns have been produced, and in them 
we have the system of elementary industrial exercises, with which we begin. These 
patterns are described in our illustrations 1-80. 

DIFFICULTIES OVERCOME AND CHILDREN AT WORK. 

Let us now look at our little workmen at their work. 
By means of a simple arrangement the school desks are converted into work

tables. Every child is supplied with a set of cheap and suitable tools. The work 
lessons occur in the afternoon on two days of the week, and last two hours each 
time. The pupils are obliged to behave as quietly during work as in the other school 
hours; only just so much whispering is permitted as is necessary for the requesting 
and rendering of necessary assistance. We endeavor to give the school-room the 
air of a well-conducted workshop. Each PUlJil-workman has his own place and 
tools, for which he is held responsible so far as possible. All begin work simultane 
ously, and stop at the same moment. 

We now come to the work itself. Plates of clay of irregular outline, ten to fifteen 
. inches in length and breadth, and about one to one-and-a-half inches thick, are 
given the pupils. 

THE COURSES DESCRIBED. 

The fu·st lesson consists in the constntetion of a square from such a plate. The 
children place their rulers across one side of it, and with their pointed chisels draw 
a ~e along the outer edge (A B C D). This is not so easily done as one might 
think. The children must practise the following precautions ; they tuust apply the 
ruler COlTectly, and hold it firmly with the left hand so that it cannot slip and pro
duce a crooked instead of a straight line; they must also select the proper tool, and 
hold it lightly and skilfully, if the straight line is really to be faultless. Finally, 
from the outset, they must learn to estimate the amount of theit· material and to 
avoid wastefulness. To this end they are shown how to move the ruler to,;ard the 
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edge as far as possible, so that none but useless pieces, or, at least, few others, may 
fall away. When this is done they take up their chisels and sniooth off the cut 
side according to rule: that is to say, they learn to wield their tool after the fashion 
of the master workman, in the manner in which it most speedily and accurately 
does its work. If they have d~ne this the cut will show the required perpendicular 

·direction, an impossibility, if the work has been performed incorrectly or awkwardly. 
Each worker thereupon applies his ruler to the section, and convinces himself that 
it really is accurate. The side E F is then completed. 

We come to the second part of the work: the sqUa.re is applied to the plate of 
({lay; the second adjacent side, E G, is ruled and then chiselled off like the first. 
Then the children learn the use of a new tool-the carpenter's square; they learn 
the !lignification of a right angle (R), and the eye soon grows so accustomed to this 
new form that it detects the slightest deviation from it. Not all, indeed only a few 
among the pupils are able to do this work correctly at first; but after many trials 
and repeated corrections the little workman gradually becomes clearly aware of 
what is required, and how the squares of clay look when they .!lave been marked 
off perfectly. Now, proceeding from E, equal portions are taken away on either 
side, E F , E G. Here the child learns to know and use the rule, and becomes 
acquainted with the simplest lineal measure. The two remaining sides, G H and 
F H, are constructed in like manner to the first two, and the square is then so far 
finished. 

We now give the class a number of exercises on the square by means of which all 
the properties of this fundamental geometrical figure are rendered more and more 
familiar to the pupils. Thus it becomes clear that the square has four sides of equal 
length, and that when one side is known the length of the other is at once known 
also. It is further obvious that the square possesses four right angles. Finally, by 
applying the carpenter's square to all the sides of the clay square successively, it is 
seen that the opposite sides are equally distant fro~ each other at all points; hence, 
that they are parallel. 

Further exercises: the children are told to lay their rulers across the squares from 
E to H, and draw a line upon the clay. They measure 'this line, and are asked, Is it 
longer or shorter than any one side? Then another line is drawn from F to G, and 
also measured. How long is this ? we ask. Surprised and in joyous excitement 
they discover that the lines are perfectly equal. They are then told that these lines 
which they have drawn are the diagonals, and shown that they have themselves 
proved the diagonal lines in a scjum·e to be equal to each other. This was not 
taught them; they·have found it out for themselves, and will never forget it. The 
little ones quickly discover that only two diagonals can be drawn in one square, and 
that these intersect each other at a certain point. They are now directed to measure 
again, and they find that this point and no other is equally distant from E, G, H and 
F, and that the diagnonals cut each other into halves. By application of the car
penter's square they now find that again there are four right angles about this 
point (centre). The sides of the square are likewise divided into halves, and the 
points K, L, M and J , found. The lines that connect K , M, L and J , must pass 
through 0 , the central point of the square. 

When all this has been shown, practically illustrated, spoken about, and thor
oughly understood, the square may be constructed in another manner. New plates 
are taken up; each ·child designates the central point 0, according to its own judg
ment. A straight line is drawn through this point and then another, cutting the 
first perpendicularly. These two lines represent the diagonals. By making these 
of equal length from the point 0, designating the new points E, F, G and H, and 
connecting the latter by means of straight lines, we again have a square that 
fulfils all known conditions. 

The t::)l;efc~~~ q~ the squaJ;e a,re cq~tPll.lecl l.l~~U t4~ l&rger number of pupils can 
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m~e one without !Uisistance1 ~nd are perfectly familiar with its properties and 
relations. It is a matter of course that the squares are made in various sizes, ac
cording to a specified measure, so that the children may be thoroughly exercised in 
lineal measure, 

The undersigned, after having taught the lowest class of the school during a 
whole month-i. e., during sixteen work hours-had the pleasure of seeing that 
nearly all hls pupils -..vere able to handle the clay square according to his expecta
tions. Although the exercises are continually made more difficult, it is yet plain 
that they will ~ mastered in shorter and shorter time, in proportion as the hands 
a11d eyes of the children daily grow more practised, and what has already been 
taught comes up in review at almost every fresh stage of acquirement. 

The succeeding exercises up to No. 14 are recited, and ,consist of 
t!le study, in like manner, of other geometrical forms, such as rect
angles, triangles, etc. Several pages of illustrations giving 41 differ
ent exercises are S.ppended to this report. The first 14 exercises are 
taken by the pupils in class VIII, which they enter . at six years of 
·age. The seven year old pupils begin with No. 15. 

· A new series of lessons begins with No. 15. The pupil now for the first time 
makes use of the compass. A regular hexagon is marked off by means of the 
radius on the circumference of a circle, and then inscribed within it, It is not 
necessary to dwell on the gain in mathematical knowledge which is here o\:>tained, 
ap.d all the useful and noteworthy facts that may here be shown. In the illustra
tion itself it is indicated how the point 0, the central point of the square and rec-
tangle, is to be found. · 

It is understood that the work of the second school year shall begin with No. 15. 
This is followed by fifteen other numbers. * * * 

When the children reach the age of nine, and have already worked for two years, 
it may be assumed that they possess enough strength and skill to work in wood, and 
to manage a small saw. It may here be remarked that this has been proved by the 
experience of industrial schools in Germany, f'.Specially in Saxe Weimar . 
. Articles constructed of unbarked wood make a favorable' impression when well 
execu~, and their fabrication does not require an unusual degree of skill nor elab
orate tools. As regards the latter, a saw, a knife, hammer, and nails suffice; for the 

.smaller articles, a little glue is requisite. The materials rua.y be maple, hawthorn, 
hazel, or similar woods, which are cheap, handy, easy of transportation, and can 
be manipulated in the school-room. These woods are procured in rods of various 
length, and from one-quarter to one-and-a-half inches in diameter. The articles 
constructed are: photograph frames, match boxes, S<'Wing boxes, four-footed garden 
furniture, and a particular three-footed sort (Ill us. 31-37). 

When the pupil has attained his eleventh year, and enters on his fifth school year, 
he is entrusted with a scroll-saw to work in wood, and later on, also, in zinc. This 
kind of work is in itself quite easy, except in its artistic finish, but very important. 
Here for the fi,rst time the pupil learns to work after a drawing, which drawing 
must be thoroughly understood. A new feature consists also in the opportunity 
now afforded for designing patterns, which tends to develop the imagination. 

It is true that snch work in wood and zinc, when not executed by proficient work
men, always has a rough and unfinished look, the wood being usually poorly cut 
?ut, and the various parts inartistically joined together , since it is rare that any one 
Is able, without special instruction, to round off anti smooth the cut edges properly. 
For this reason we propose to connect the rudiments of wood-carving with this sort 
of work. The necessary implements for wood-carving are a scroll-s.1.w, drill, gauge, 
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and file. The wood and patterns are cheaply procured; of the latter, only the 
copies made by the pupils themselves are used. 

The work done in zinc is almost new; and little known as yet. It forms a higher 
step in this species of work. The awl replaces the drill, and a foundation of wood 
is used. Remnants of zinc can be bought up cheaply from tin-ware dealers. The 
simplest house and kitchen utensils are manufactured, such as pot-covers, spoons, 
frying pans, strainers, pots, salt-cellars, etc., etc., (see Illus. , 88-42). 

The seventh school year begins with instruction in the large field of carpenter's 
work. The complete outfit of a workshop is now requisite, and the carpenter's 
bench becomes the pupil's.true work-table, while various planes, drills and saws, 
constitute the necessary tools. 

The articles manufactured are at .first limited to the most simple household uten
sils, but the pupils speedily advance to more complicated work. When this branch 
has been thoroughly pursued for a. period of two years, carving and turning offer 
very few difficulties to the worker. The preliminaries here are always carpenter's 
work, and the free-hand exercises with the clay constitute ai1 additional prepara
tion. 

This species of work forms the introductory step in the Russian workshops, and 
is followed by instruction in turning, and in the locksmith's craft. · 

Such is a brief outline of the industrial exercises planned for our School, and of 
which the earlier are already in operation. The plan is by no means in so far defi
nite as not to be open to modifications, which our own experience, or the criticism of 
others, may suggest; it is the provisional plan upon which we propose to proceed, 
and the first steps of it at least have already been approved by experience. 

RELATION OF TIDS WORK TO OTHER PHASES OF EDUCATION. 

These exercises possess educational value in many different ways; and may be 
shown, as we have said in the beginning, to be in close connection with many 
branches of instruction, and with the collective education of the pupils. Instruc
tion in drawing must of necessity go hand in hand with the modelling. What is 
drawn he1·e is manufactured there, and vice versa. 

Further, the rudimen~ of geometry are taught by means of this work far better 
than with the aid of mere diagrams. And a large number of definitions and propo
siti.ons, which are commonly remembered by routine, are, by our method, demon
strated to the eye, and thus remain stamped on the mind forever. 

Knowledge of arithmetic is also incidentally acquired. The children learn to 
cipher practically, to add and subtract, to read the figures on the scale, to divide and 
multiply them in the most various combinations. 

Even certain of the facts of natural history may be taught in connection with the 
work. The children learn to know the material which they are handling; they study 
various kinds of wood, their properties, marks of recognition and adaptation. The 
teacher goes back to the tree out of which the wood has come, and explains the for
mation of the annual rings so easily perceptible to the children. They are taught 

' from these how to determine the age, quality, and value of the wood. Forms of 
nature, also, are actually copied in wood, clay and plaster, whenever such imitation 
is possible; and when it is not, recourse is bad to drawing. 

In this way we endeavor to make work-instruction contribute towards the general 
development of the child. The hand is educated lnj the mind, the mind by the hand. 

GENERAL ADVANTAGES. 

What further advantages does the introduction of this species of work-instruction 
offer? A great moral advantage, besides the purely intellectual ones. The habit 
of working together, of living, as it were, together, exercises the best moral influ
ence. At an age when they are most susceptible to educational influences, the 
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children learn to live harmoniously in social groups, and become accustomed to 
mutual aid and support. No individual can place himself above another; all have 
similar duties, equal rights, equivalent claims. But, on the other hand, there is no 
false, artificial equality. The children are taught from the beginning the necessity 
of subordinating themselves to the more able and skilful, while, warned by their 
own failures, they learn to sympathize with the 'veaker and more helpless. 

It is this spirit which must, in its consequences in life, be of infinite significance 
to the artisan class. Most co-operative societies of workingmen have failed because 
their members refused to submit even to their own officers, to take . proper interest 
in each other's work, because, in fact, co-operation is impossible without profound 
practical education in the duties of social humanity. As a step towards such 
education, we propose to allow the pupils of a class to select a foreman among 
themselves; this foreman is appointed to be the general adjuster of difficulties and 
belper of the others, without, bowever, ceasing'to work like an ordinary laborer; 
his rank increases his duties instead of diminishing them. The compensation for 
this increase of effort will be the confidence of his comrades, and the sense of lead
ership founded on ability. The influence of an elected foreman is much greater 
and more efficacious than that of a pupil who should be appointed to this office by 
the teacher; for the latter is always regarded with distrust and envy by his fellows. 

Work-instruction brings a beneficial and refreshing change into school life. 
Childhood loves work, and by our system this love for work is cultivated and pre
served. Our ultimate aim, however, is to build up a. self-reliant working class, 
really educated for its own sphere, so competent for its duties as to be able to work 
independently. An educated working class, occupying such a position, would con
stitute a beneficent force in the community, instead of being, as it often is now, an 
unformed, chaotic power, more or less menacing to the order, or even to the exist
ence, of the State. 

With these aims it is impossible to limit industrial education to the acquisition of 
technical instruction in the arts by which the artisan is to earn his living. There 
must be some conscious value in the life in order to really make it worth while to 
earn a living; hence, our effort to secure for the children of workingmen-destined 
to become workingmen themselves-the benefits of a liberal, that is, a libemting 
education. 

METHODS OF TEACHING THE COMMON ENGLISH STUDIES. 

We endeavor to teach thoroughly, whatever branches are t.'l.ught in our School at 
all. We teach reading according to the synthetic analytical method. The child 
does not spell, it reads phonetically, and what it has read in this manne1·, it writes; 
and what it has written it reads again, and understands. The reading of print is 
reserved for the second school year. Why should we begin by placing two difficul
ties, two alphabets, in the child's way? Why should children be taught to write, 
or rather draw, printed letters-characters which they never use, and which only 
serve to render the haml stiff and ungraceful? . . . 

In the study of geography we pursue the method that has proved successful in 
some of the best schools abroad. A very great number of men and women live in 
astonishing ignorance of their immediate vic.inity. They may have learnt by rote 
to repeat the names of distant countries, the capital cities of those countries, the 
size of the population, the staple products, etc., but of real geographical knowledge 
they are destitute. Our pupils are taught in the first instanc€'s , how to make dia
grams and maps of their own school-room, of the streets leading to their several 
houses, then of the city and its adjacent territory, etc. They are thus led, in the 
study of geography, step by step, to practical acquaintance with what is unfamilar 
to them by comparison with what is familiar. The progress is logical-from the 
near to the remote, from the known to the unknown. 
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In the teaching of history to these young children, we hold it essential that the 
teach@r should be entirely independent of any text-book, and able to freely handle 
the vast material at his disposal, and to draw from it, as from an endless storehouse, 
with fixed and definite purpose. We attach even greater importance to the moral 
than to the intellectual significance of history. The benefits which the understand
ing, the memory, and the imagination derive from the study of history, are not 
small. But histOl'Y, considered as a realm of actions, can be made especially fruit
ful of sound influence upon the active, ·moral side of human nature. The moral 
judgment is strengthened by a knowledge of the evolution 'of mankind in good and 
evil. The moral feelings are purified by the abhorrence of the vices of the past, 
and by the admiration of examples of greatness and virtue. Text-books are not to 
b~ discarded, but their _choice is a matter of great difficulty. Thus, all books in 
which historical instruction is given in the shape of printed questions and answers, 
are highly objectionable. They are.convenient bridges which lead to nothing. 

Lastly, we .must mention as a peculiar feature of our institution, the giving of 
systematic moral instruction to the pupils, without reference to doctrines of theol
ogy. Such teaching is not given in any of our public schools, 1\0r , to our knowl
edge, ~ any private schools. And yet, instruction in the system . of duties is a 
necessary element of all education, is, indP-ed, the keystone of the whole arch of 
education·, without which any plan of studies must remain essentially incomplete. 
We propose to offer such instruction to our pupils, and thus, to the best of our 
ability, to round off the scheme of their .education. 

Having such intentioil!j, we take ·courage to h ope that our School may fulfil its 
mission, and that we shall not lack the criticism, if there be occasion for it, but at 
all events, the counsel and support of good and noble men and women in perfecting 
the work. 

G. BAMBERGER. 

SCHEME OF STUDIES. 

The following is the scheme of studies for the yo~:mgest classes, the 
only classes then organized in theW or kingman's School. The figures 
represent the number of hours given to the study each week. Com
position, Grammar, and German are added in the third year. Geome
try in the fourth year. Physics in the fifth. 'The studies in the fifth 
and sixth years are the same. Algebra is added in the seventh year. 
The seventh and eighth year classes have the same studies. The 
studies of the first year are continued through the course, with the 
additional studies, as stated. 

CLASS VII . . 

~::::~:} ......................... 5 

Drawing ... ... ..... . ...... .... . .. .. 2 
Arithmetic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Geography . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 2 
History ............................. 2 
Natural History. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

~:fst:~nics } .... · .. .. · · .... " .. · 2 

Work Instruction . .. . ............... 4 
Ethics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 2 

CLASS VIII. 

~~~:::} ......................... 5 

Dra\ving ..................... . . .... 2 
Arithmetic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Object Lessons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 5 
Singing ( 
Calisthe-nics \ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

2 

Work Instruction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Ethics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
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The following statement sho.ws the cost of the schools fpr the 
year: 

TREASURER'S STATEMENT. 

January 1st, 1880, balance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $503.52 
~ipts for the year ending December 31st, 1880. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 196. 05 

Disbursements for- the year ending December 31st, 1880: 
$8,699. 57 

Salaries . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . $2, 008. 00 
Lunch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 615. 00 
Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 750. 00 
Fuel and sundries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110.00 

$3,488.00 

.OFFICERS OF THE WORKINGMAN'S SCHOOL AND FREE KINDERGARTEN FOR 1881. 

Prof. FELIX ADLER, 
Director of the Workingman's School and Free Kindergarten. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE WoRKINGMAN'S SCHOOL:* 

Dr. JOSEPH GoLDMARK, 
Dr. JULIUS SACHS, 
Mrs.MARYPuTNAM JACOBI, M.D., I 

Prof. CHANNING WHITTAKER, 
Prof. DE VOLSEN WOOD, 
Mr. ALFRED R. ·woLFF, Secretary. 

EXECUTIVE COli!MITTEE OF THE KINDERGARTEN: 

Mr. MARTIN s. F'ECHHEIMER, 
Mr. SIGISMUND JONAS, 
Mr.JAMES GoLDSMITH, I 

Mrs. A. S. KOHN; t 
Mrs. S. HIRSCHB.A.CH, 
Mrs. JULIUS ROSENBAUM, Secretary. 

Principal of the Workingman's School-Mr. GABRIEL BAMBERGER. 
Teacher of Olass VIII-Miss ALICE SPEAR. 
Inatrzwtor in Drawing-Miss L. F'ERY. t 
Principal of the Ji'ree Kindergarten-Miss FANNY E. SCHWEDLER. 
Assistant Kindergartne1•s-Miss FRANCIS WISE, Miss G. GORDON. 
Pupils of the Norznal Class· now assisting in the Kinderga1·ten-Miss F. Heartt, 

Miss M. Schem, Miss L. Mills, Miss I. Bellis, Miss M. Calisch, Miss I. Mandel, Miss L. 
Kierski, Miss G. Goldsmith, Miss H. Oberbauer, Miss H. Bruckmann. 

THE WORKINGMAN'S SCHOOL, SECOND AND THIRD ANNUAL REPORTS. 

In transmitting, as President of the Board of Trustees, the combined 
second and third annual reports, (Jan nary 1, 1881, to January 1, 1883) 
of theW or kingman's School as made to him by the Principal, Profes
sor Adler gives, in lieu of an extended report as Director of the School, 

*The Workingman's School and Free Kindergarten are one institution, but it 
has been necessary to create two executive committees, in order to divide the oner
ous work of management. 

tit is proper also to mention the names of Mrs. Jacobs and Mrs. Hertzog,whohave 
rendered valuable and voluntary assistance to the Ladies' Committee of the Kinder· 
garten, in visiting the homes of our pupils. 

t Miss Fery has given h er able services as a volunteer. Sincere thanks nre due to 
her for the sacrifices she has brought and is still bringing for our pupils. 
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the article concerning the School, ·contributed by himself to the Prince
ton Review, (March, 1883,) in which the purpose of the School, and 
the theory of the "Creative Method" are set forth. In his brief pre
liminary report he says, speaking of the success of the School down 
to the close of the year 1882: 

Concerning the outward progress of the School, I can give a most cheering and 
encouraging account. Though the institution is comparatively young, though only 
five years have elapsed since the Kindergarten was founded, and three years since 
the School proper was started, the institution has already gained no inconsiderable 
number of warm-hearted and open-handed friends. It is becoming more and more 
generally known that the United Relief Works, under whose auspices the Work
ingman's School and Free Kindergarten are conducted, is an organization totally 
distinct from the Society for Ethical Culture, and that membership in the former 
does not by any means imply the support or endorsement of the opinions on religion 
accepted by the latter. Accordingly the number of subscribers to the Relief Works, 
who are not members of the Soeiety for Ethical Culture, is now happily on the in
crease, and we already count ~ne hundred and fifty such subscribers on our list. 

During the last two years it became apparent that the quarters hitherto occupied 
by us at the corner of Forty-fifth Street and Broadway were wholly inadequate to 
harl?or the crowd of pupils who besieged our doors for admission. If the educa
tional enterprise which we have begun was worth prosecuting at all, it was neces
sary that a suitable building should be provided, in which the scheme of the School 
might be unfolded to its full proportions. Accordingly a movement was started 
among the friends to raise sufficient funds for the erection of an appropriate school 
edifice. Meetings were peld and a building committee was appointed, a suitable 
site wa,s selected and purchased, and the work of erection soon began in good 
earnest. We cannot speak with sufficient thankfulness of those who have had tllis 
matter in charge. * * * 

After expressing the sense of indebtedness of the Society to those 
not members, who have aided in the work, he says: 

They and the committee will feel that their labors are in a measure at least re
warded by the ~ompletion of the noble yet modest edifice which now stands at 109 
West Fifty-fourth Street, and which is soon to be dedicated to its uses, to become, 
let us trust, a centre of light and good influence for the entiJ:e community. 

He then recites the evidence of the general interest felt in this ex
periment as shown by the participation of the Mayor of the City, 
the President of the City Board of Education, and the Rev. R. Heber 
Newton, in the ceremonial laying of the corner-stone of the school 
building, and says: 

THE EXPERIMENT ALREADY ATTRACTS THE ATTENTION OF EDU CA
TORS. 

Other evidence, too, is accumulating going to show that a. wider interest has been 
created in the objects to which we are devoted. The Superintendents of various 
States and cities have writt~n for detailed information concerning our School, with 
a view of introducing similar methods, if they should bear the test of experience, 
in the institutions over which they themselves have control. * * * Thus it is 
clear that we are laboring, not only for the pupils whom we directly educate, but 
that we may hope to help in a work of general reform. Let only the experiment of 
work and art instruction in the School be successfully demonstrated here, and it 
will be duplicated and reduplicated elsewhere, and the whole educational system of 
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the country may feel the beneficent effect and may in time be lifted to a higher 
\evel. 

Thus it is evident that we have ample reason to look forward with ardor and in
terest to the future. Our cause is the cause of educational reform. What we aim 
at is to build up a higher and' truer humanity in the generation that will succeed 
us ! And if, in addition to being a movement for educational reform, ours is also a 
charitable movemen~, if we seek to apply the better roucation to the children of the 
poor rather than of the rich, it is because the poor need help most, and because edu
cation is the only radical means by which we can hope to lift the multitude of man
kind above degradation and d~pendence. 

After expressing appreciation of the self-denying zeal of the teach
ers, who, by r eason of their interest in the work, have been content 
with inadequate compensation, he thus describes the teaching force 
of the School as illustrating the eclectic, liberalizing tendency of the 
institution: 

The Principal of the School is a graduate of a GEc~rman seminary, and brings with 
him an intimate acquaintance with the methods of rational pedagogy, as his pe
culiar fitness for his position; the teacher of Natural History is a graduate of Har
vard University; the teacher of the 7th class is a graduate of the Normal College of 
the City of New York; the teacher of the Workshop comes from the Stevens Insti
tute of Technology; the teacher of Drawing and Modelling is a young artist of great 
promise. To Miss Josephine Lazarus, one of the teachers of History and Geogra-

. phy, Mrs. Clark and Mrs. David J. Seligman, teachers of Singing, and Miss Fery, 
for several years teacher of Drawing, we owe special thanks for the gratuitous serv
ice which they have given to their respective classes. 

He then speaks of the responsibility which the Society has assumed 
~ in undertaking this school, and makes grateful reference to the aid 

already given by citizens of all creeds and nationalities, referring to 
Mr. Joseph Seligman and to Mrs. General Herman Uhl by name, and 
closes thus: 

Let us then take heart, and only see to it, that we make this School as perfect as 
we know how to make it; let us value it as the apple of our eye, and labor to make 
it worthy of the general support, then it \vill surely receive it. 

Very respectfully, yours, 
FELIX ADLER. 

Copious extracts from Professor Adler's article will be given, both . 
because in them the underlying philosophy of the methods followed 
in this experimental school is clearly stated, and also, because the 
article furnishes a clear exposition of the claims made for the new 
education only five years ago by one of its leading advocates. By 
the standard here set forth, the trend of this industrial educational 
movement in its present development, and the approach or departure 
of the arguments more recently urged by the advocates of the move
ment, towards or from the standard here promulgated, can be readily · 
measured. 

In any system of methods there is an inevitable tendency towards 
mere formalism, and the present movement seems, on the one hand, 
soi?ewhat in danger of degenerating into a mere playing by the 
children at cooking and other elll))loyments, and, on the other hand, 
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into an ignoring of all the higher ideals of education, and a con
sequent undue development of the purely practical part of the 
studies. 

PROGRAMMES VERSUS PRACTtc:El • 

. That although cortain studies are found enrolled in the courses of 
schools there is no absolute guarantee that they are taught as their 
advocates suppose them to be, is strikingly illustrated by an expe
rience once related to the writer by the superintendent of a large 
city, who, :finding that the study of drawing was on the schedule of 
studies in some of the primary schools, visited these schools for the 
purpose of seeing what progress the young pupils were making. As 
he was an enthusiastic believer in the merits of Walter Smith's sys
tem of Industrial Art Drawing, and in the uses of object teaching, his 
surprise may be imagined when he found that the instruction in draw
ing in these schools was limited to compelling the children to mem
orize the printed, definitions of the simpler geometric forms; and this 
was done in good faith by the teachers, who themselves had never 
had any instruction in the new study. So, while from the printed 
schedule of studies the inference would be that the new methods 
were getting a foothold in the elementary schools of that city, it was 
found, so far was this from being the case, that the worst features 
of the old memoriter system were in full possession of the field. 
It may, perhaps, be safely assumed, in view of the present prevalence 
of Kindergarten and object-lesson methods of teaching, that the 
probability of the occurrence of just such errors has been eliminated; 

--but recent publications of sundry pupils' examination papers, with 
their amusing and amazing blunders, have shown that the extent of 
misapprehension among the school children is almost illimitable. In 
these two classes of examples of instances of ignorance and misappre
hension, both by teachers and pupils, may be found the strongest ar
guments for the establishment of Normal Schools for the teachers, 
arrd for the introduction of Kindergarten methods and Walter 
Smith's elementary courses in drawing, in all grades of the public 
schools. This, and more, has been attempted in the schools here de
scribed, and therefore the experiment is worthy of careful study. 
· Professor Adler's article in the Princeton Review was entitled "A 

New Experiment in Education." After explaining that this title 
had reference to the school recently founded by the New York City 
·~Society for Ethical Culture," he proceeds to state the peculiar feat
ures of the undertaking. 

"THE CREATIVE METifOD." 

The salient feature of the new experiment is that it introduces what may be called 
the creative method into school-education. The system of teaching by object les
SOnB has long been familiar to educators. It is proposed to improve upon tllis system 
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·'by giving lessons in the production of objects. The step forward taken by Pesta
iezZi, when he summoned teachers to desist from the vain work of teaching the 
names of things, and to lead their pupils rather to a first-hand observation of things, 
marked a new epoch in the science of pedagogy. At present still another step 
must be taken, viz, from the mere observation to the production of things as a 
means of acquiring knowledge ; and the taking of this step will mark another 

,epoch in pedagogy. Froebel began to apply the principle of the creative method 
in his Kindergarten. But the Kindergarten system covers only three years of the 
child's life, while for t~e school age proper no valuable and tangible formulation-of 
tiie creative principle has yet been given. Here the work remains to be done, and 
the experiment of which this article speaks is an attempt to do it. 

DIST.L.'iGUISHED FROM " L'IDUSTRIAL," 

I find it necessary, in this place, to mark the distinction between the creative 
method applied to education and wha.t is commonly known as industrial education. 
A great deal of confusion is often caused and a vast amount of prejudice is need
lessly aroused by the use of ambiguous terms, especially in designating new methods 
or ideas. 

The phrase "industrial education" may have, and has acquired two entirely dis
tinct meanings. As understood by one party it means the kind of education that is 
intended to foster industrial skill, and to fit the pupil, while at school, for the indus
trial pursuits of later life. Perhaps the majority of those who insist on the impor
tance of industrial education in public schools, and who are urging its adoption, use 
the phrase in this sense. * * * But there is a totally different sense in which the 
phrase "industrial education" may be understood; not that education shall be 
made subservient to industrial success, but that the acquisition of industrial skill 
shall be a means for promoting the general education of the pupil; that the educa
tion of the hand shall be a means of more completely and more efficaciously edu
cating the brain. It is in the latter sense, in which labor is regarded as a means of 
mental development, that industrial education is understood by the most enlight
ened of its advocates. They are well aware that to introduce a trade into the school 
is to degrade the school; that to take away front the young the time that should 
be dedicated to the elements of general culture and devote it to training them in a 
special aptitude, however useful later on, is to impair the humanity of the child. 
They desire nothing of this sort, and they ask that a workshop be connected with 
every school for no other reason than that a chemical laboratory is connected \\ith 
every college. 

There are thus two antagonistic parties whose watchword "industrial education" 
has alike become. The one seeks to make the mass of n1ankind more machine-like 
than they already are, though with the proviso that they shall be made more per
fect machines, more skilful to increase wealth and to feed the channels of the 
manufacturer's profits. The other party, standing at the opposite pole of thought, 
seek rather to elevate the masses to more completely develop the humanity of the 
young, and look upon technical and art education in the school as a novel and ad
mirable means for achieving this result. Since, then, the phrase " industrial edu
cation" is susceptible of interpretations so diverse and so incompatible with each 
other, it is in the interest at least of those who have the higher educational aim in 
view to make use of a less equivocal designation; and the phrase " the creative 
method" will henceforth be adopted by us. 

Let me then endeavor to point out the application of the creative method in the 
school to the training of the intellect, to the development and refinement of the 
taste, to the formation of character. In respect to the training of the intellect, the 
bearing of the creative ll1etlwd on the study of geometry will be especially obvious. 
The wor~ Qll wllicll ~ue pllpil is euga~ed iq the school workshop will make his con-
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caption of the fundamental goometrica.l relations unusually clear. and distinct. The 
properties of a. square, trapezoid, circle, ellipse, cube, cylinder, etc., will be more 
vividly realized by those who embody these forms than by those who only observe 
them. · And if we remember that the geometrical forms are the key to the under
standing of all forms whatsoever, we shall not underrate the importance of a per
fect grasp of these forms by the youthful mind. 

At the end of this article will be found an outline of the scheme of lessons pro
jected for the school workshop. It will there be seen that the geometrica.l forms 
are produced by the pupils in different kinds of materials and with a considerable 
variety of tools; and that the difficulties of the technical work and of the mathe
matical knowledge involved advance as far as possible in parallel lines. What 
Froebel began in the Kindergarden is here carried out on a higher plane and with 
much greater minuteness of detail. 

INTER-RELATION BETWEEN DRAWING AND TECHNICAL WORK. 

Secondly, in the school workshop there is an intimate and constant connection 
between the drawing and the technical work. They are mutually complementary. 
The work is the concrete representation of the drawing, the drawing is the abstract 
representation of the work. I t is well known how few workmen in the various 
trades are able to comprehend the abstract expression of f6rm in a drawing so well 
as to translate it without the assistance of a model into the material at their com
mand, or, conversely, to represent a material form, if it be at all of a complicated 
character, in a colTect drawing. But this faculty, which is of such inestimable ad
vantage to the workman, and the lack of which is the subject of so many com
plaints, should be a part of the mental equipment of every well educated person 
whether workman or not. No one can doubt that the language of form is one of 

. those languages which every one should seek to master as being essential to the bar
. monious development of the mind; nor will1t be gainsaid that the power of con-
cretely expressing forms will give us a firmer mental hold upon the forms them
selves. 

Thirdly, the work of the pupils will aid them to a clearer understanding of the 
elementary facts of mechanics. The pupils will be taught to make parts of mech
anism and will afterWards learn how these parts are put together. They will thus 
not only gain a more realizing knowledge of machines and their functions, but will 
also be led up to a better comprehension of the general laws and principles that 
underlie the action of machinery. Towards the end of the course they will be 
taught to cast in plaster of paris the most important parts of the steam engine. 

Fourthly, a series of workshop lessons has been specially prepared for the pur
pose of supporting and, as it were, supplying a foundation for the teaching of 
natural philosophy. The pupils will as far as possible construct their own scien
tific apparatus. 

TRAINING OF THE EYE AND THE HAND. 

P~renthetically I would mention that the technical 'vork of the pupils will be to 
them a gymnastic of the eye and hand. We bear much said concerning mens sana in 
corpore sano, and concerning the importance of making every member of the body, 
supple and pliable, every organ true and quick, so that the ~hole of our physical 
nature may be the ever ready and ninlble ser vant of the soul. But how then does it 
come to pass that those two organs, the eye and the hand, which are the prefencd 
messengers for carrying out the intentions of mind, should receive so little adequate 
discipline? To make good this deficiency, to secure a more perfect eye and hand 
training, and thus to carry forward the gymnastic art to its highest applications, 
the workshop in the school is needed. Who will deny that the future physician, 

:the experimenter in every department of science, and indeed every one to whom a 
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deft band and keen powers of observation are important, will find such a prepara
t{)ry discipline in early youth an inestimable advantage? 

I have thus far spoken only of the value of the creative method f01·the culture of 
the intellect. But we who desire an "all sided" rather than a "one sided" develop
ment of the child must take into account the resthetic and moral nature as well ; 
only by the harmonious culture of all three can the larger humanity be perfected, 
arid the creative method must show itself capable of giving a powerful stimulus in 
all these different directions if it would vindicate its title to the high significance 
which we are inclined·to ascribe to it. 

INFLUENCE IN DEVELOPING ARTISTIC APTITUDES. 

Now it is easy to see that the production of beautiful forms by the pupil will tend 
to heighten his appreciation of what is beautiful, and to refine his taste. I here 
speak of the school atelier as I have before spoken of a school workshop. Both are 
equally needed tO supplement the class rooms of the ordinary school. In the latter 
mechanical drawing is made the basis of instruction, and the work executed is the 
means of creating mathematical precision ; in the former free-hand drawing is the 
basis, and the work done is the me~WS of cultivating a sense of harmony and of 
beauty. 

He says that some of the very young children have shown remark
able fondness and aptitude for artistic production, and prdceeds to 
consider the possible influence and value of wide-spread elementary 
art.istic training throughout all the schools of the country. 

His words on this point are in full accord with the profession of 
faith in the value and far-reaching power of definite training in ele
mentary forms and principles of art, as promulgated by the talented 
trio of educational pioneers and apostles, Walter Smith, Charles C. 
Perkins, J obn D. Philbrick, and their ardent associates in the great 
undertaking of introducing into the American public school, and in
deed into the American conception of education, the idea that taste 
could be made a subject of education, could be developed by train
ing; . that the love of beauty, and the study and knowledge of how 
to produce objects of beauty, constit.uted a legitil;nate province of 
general education. 

In these views he is in cordial sympathy with those great educa-
tors. ' 

Speaking of the love of beauty thus early shown by these little 
children, he proceeds to .picture in the following eloquent passages, 
the conditions on which alone it is possible to develop a great N a
tional Art. ~e sees clearly the truth that it is only when the whole 
people have knowledge and love for art that the coming of the great 
individual artists may be reasonably anticipated; for great artists 
like great orators spring from the throbbing heart of the people and 
can live only while sustained by their love and sympathy: 

IMPORTANCE OF EARLY ART TRAINING TO THE NATION. 

. Let us consider what a promise is contained in this beginning, and what a benefit 
It would be if pupils in all schools could receive a similar education! How would art 
flourish anew if tile slumbering art ins~ncts of the masses of the people were awak-
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ened, and a public sentiment were formed fil'vor.able to and appreciative of the high
est efforts of true ¢! For it is idle to expect that great artists will be for.med in this 
country, or in any country, by schools and advantages for· the few. The solitary 
artist must perish or det~riorate for lack of the congenial atmosphere in which alone 
he can live. .The great artist is the rich ripe fruit of a whole people's art life; is the 
high crested wave that rises out of a whole sea of similar tendency and endow
ment. And not only would the public encOUl"agement and understanding of the 
best art be fostered in school ateliers, but the. fac1J.].ty of adequately executing the 
ideas of a sculptor or an architect would thwi be trained. The complaint is made 
that we have not in this country workmen who, like those of Fl:ance, can enter sym
pathetically into the conception of an artist, feeling what he desires to express, and, 
in their subordinate capacity, contributing to the fine realization of his intentions. 
Can it excite surprise that this should be 1:m, when we compare the pains which are 
taken with the art education of the peqple generally in France and the all but neg
lect into which this branch·of edu~ation is suffered ta fall amongst ourselves? The 
creative method has here, too, a great mission of reform to fulfil ; and a fairer futiD"e 
will dawn for art in America when its principles shall be understood and recognized. 

Then, after a few passages on the moral influence of this training 
upon the individual, he goes on to remark upon the development of a 
spirit of comradeship between the little ones, brought about by the 
methods of ~his schooL On this point he says: . 

There are other incidental moral influences implied in the creative method. It 
leads to comradeship among the little workers. I~ allows of union of effort in the 
performance of those common tasks which are occasionally proposed to a whole class, 
when all the pupils combine to produce a common result and are alike interested in 
it because they have all contributed to its achievement. It leads to a willing rec
ognition of superior merit in fellow workers, and a subordination of the less to the 
guidance of the more efficient. Thisindispensableelementof agenerouscharactir, 
iii. which the generality of workmen are so sadly deficient, is inculcated by the ap
pointment of the abler pupils of a class to be the helpers, the foremen as it were, of 
the less able. 

Our author then, after a few words on the value of this training 
to all classes, proceeds to emphasize the importance to the so-called 
factory "hand". of such knowledge as will enable him to understand 
the relation which his particular piece of work bears to the completed 
whole; and so to take an intelligent interest in his daily occupation· 

THE NEW EDUCATION V ALU.A.BLE TO ALL CLASSES OF CITIZENS. 

Having thus passed in review some of the principal advantages which the system 
of education by production carries with it, it will readily be perceived that ·they are 
calculated to accrue to the children of the rich as well as the poor, to those who 
will later in life enter the professions as well as those who are destined for a trnue, 
to those who will be merchants and scholars as well a.'l those who will be compelled 
to do the hard physical labor of the world. But f~r the class last mentioned certain 
additional advantages will result from the method we have described; and a few 
words concerning these may not be amiss. I count among the peculiar benefits 
which the working class will reap from the introduction of the creative method into 
schools, first, the circumstance that, becoming possessed of superior skill, they will 
turn out superior work; that they will enhance the value of their country's manu
factures in the great markets of competition, and will secure a larger share of the 

· ~eneral weal~h for. t4em&elves, :Bu.~ this pecuui;uy-~nent, imrortant WJ it is to the 
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w'age earning class, we distinctly refuse to recognise as the chief aim and end of 
work education, and we regard it as insignificant compared with a higher mental 
and moral good which superior training will place within reach of the future work
men. 

OF SPECIAL VALUE TO WORKERS IN FACTORIES. 

The worker in the factory of the present day too often moves lil;:e a machine 
among machines. He does not comprehend the wonderful processes which occm· 
around him, and his mind is blunted and degraded by constant contact with opera
tions of whose principles he is ignorant. F.ar otherwise would it be if be could be 
so far educated as to understand the nature of the material with which he deals, 
the laws which the gigantic forces that he utilizes obey; and if the mechanical con
trivances amongst which he labors would become transparent to his eyes so as tore
veal theii· underlying plan. The worker becomes truly independent then when he 
has intcllebtually mastered his work. And it is one of the fairest promises of the 
creative method that it will ultimately help to build up such intelligence, that it will 
give a new dignity to labor by putting more mind into it, and that it will saturate 
the daily toil of the masses of mankind with understanding. . 

He then considers the value of t hese new methods in furnishing 
varied opportunities-to tho children for the exhibition of c:.tpacity, a 
most important factor in determining the character of the child, as, · 
in his summing up of t he advantages of the system, he clearly 
shows: 

PEDAGOGICAL FEATURES. 

The leading features of the creati>e method haYe thus been delineated, and it only 
remains to add a number of minor points whose importance will be Cl'pecially ap
parent to professional teachers.* The creative method will open a new avenue for 
exploring the individuality of the pupil. It will offer a new opportunity for the 
nature of the child to declare itself and to reveal its bias. The progress of all mod
em education is in the direction of greater indi>idualization, and wise pedagogues 
will welcome any test of individuality as an invaluable help. 

ALTERNATION OF EAIPLOYMBN'l' OF VAr, UE TO PUPILS. 

The creati>e n:iethod affords a wholesome altem ation between work. and f;tudy, 
and thus· provides an additional weans of mental and bodily recreation. Change of 
occupation is often better than entire rest. 'When pupils shall pass from the class
room to the workshop or atelier, and from these back to the class-room, they will 
experience a ne\~ zest and relish for their school duties, ami cYery faculty " ·ill be
come brighter and keener. It is a noteworthy fact that ir1 Eng land the results 
achieved in the half time schools, which are at.tendl•cl by factory children , an• on an 
average as high as in the ord inary day schools. The work of tho factory tends to 
quicken the observation, to concentrate the attention, ami to stimu late the mental 
activity of those children, so that they leam in half time what otl!l'rs learn in full 
time. This experience may well serve to refute a persistent ohjcclion which the 

*It s~1o~ld be note<ith~t not ; il the l;l~-i~i~ ~ tl;~-~clw~i ~;.~-reqt ;il:~·,i t~ go thr~~;gh 
the entire course of technical and n.rt instruction which has been markcd ont. 
~ho~e who, after a prolonged trial, show themseln•s to he hopelessly irrc:\pacitated 
1~ CJther direction are dropped from the course, :mel the main strf:'~<; of their educa
tion is laid on other studies. In our own l'Xpcrie rrn •. thon~h we arC' tlealin~ with 
the poorest class, the list of incapable pupils as c;owparetl with the totalnmnber, is 
BUialJ. ' 

ART-VOL 2--32 
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opponents of the improved methods of education are in. the ha bit of urging; namely, 
that the young are already sufficiently burdened, and that it would be injurious to 
impose new loads upon their already on•rta.xed brains. The system of education by 
work will haven~ such tendency; on the contrary the exercise of 'their creative in
t ellect will be a genuine 1·efreshment for the young, ami instead of imposing an 
additional load we slvtll in reality make all their other studies easier by the salutary 
influence which variety of occupation cannot fail to exert. 

IT AROUSES THE SLUMBERING FACULTIES OF THE CHILD. 

Further:rnore, the creatiY~ method often affords us the means of rescuing an indi
vidual life that seems already past redemption. It is necessary to . the mental 
health of adults, and deeply importan t in the education of children , that tht>y 
should be able to do some one thing thoroughly well. The being able to do one 
thing well is the starting point for. doing other things well. Now it happt>ns not 
infrequently that children, and especially those whose memory is weak, fall hope
lessly behindhand in the ordinary branches of a public school course. In conse
quence they are set down as dunces, and hearing this opinion constantly repeated 
by others, they gr-adually adopt it themselves, and !'ettle down to the con viction of 
their stUpidity, and fall into a dull, brooding condition from which they may ne>er 
emerge. Cases of such children have occulTed in the ·w orkingman's School. But 
what a change was obser ved in these very children when they we1·e taken into the 
school workshop ! They happened to be exceptionally endowed with manual skill; 
in the workshop they easily performed the tasks set them, ir.nd even excelled their 
fellow.-pupils. As a consequence the:r crushed self-respect re-arose, their attitude 
became manlier, t heir look more confident-they had done one thing well ; and this 
gave a favorable turn to their whole development, and a new impulse to their exer
tions in every direction. It is assuredly no slight argument in favor of the creative 
method t hat it a ffords us the means of building up the self-respect of children who 
are mentally' backward, and thus furnishes a point where the lever may be applied 
in order to raise their entire intellectual status. 

* * * * * * * 
He thus proclaims the comprehensive purpose of the new system 

in his final sentence : 
The purpose of the creative method is to build up a more com1llete humanity in 

the young. The total humanity of the child is the ideal aim: and in the interest of 
no base or mercenary end, but of this highest spiritual purpose, the school work
shop and atelier are dema.nded. Over their portals should be inscribed : 

" Sacred to the larger Humanity."* 
FELIX ADLER. 

*The note, filling some three ·pages which here follow in the pamphlet, g in's [1, 

general view of the courses of study. This ha<> been modified, as already stated, in 
the programmes sent to the writer in 1887, which will here follow the extracts 
given from Principal Bamberger's report. The first section of the note describes 
the " Parents' Meeting," held monthly in the school building. J'he second para
graph, as it gives a most interesting insight into the c.oiupleteness of the methods 
used to develop the ;aried faculties of the poor tenement-house children who attend 
the school, is here quoted : 

" A second measure was found necessary to facilitate the working of the system. 
In teaching natural history it became evident that many of our pupils, taken as 
they were from the tenement-houses of New York, did not possess those elementary 
impressions of nature upon which, as a foundation, the insti·uctor must build. Y.le 
ananged, therefore, to seml out a vncation-colony into some picturesque district of 
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THE WORKINGMAN's SCHOOL. 

PRINCIPAL'S REPORT. (January 1st, 1883.) 

To Professor FELIX ADLER, 
Director of the l-Vorkingman's School: 

SIR: I have the honor to submit the following biennial report: 
The class entering from the Kindergarten is Class VIII in the school. By the 

promotion of new classes annually from the Kindet·garten, and by accessions to 
some extent from without, tho school has increased from two classes and 51 pupils 
in 1881, to four classes and 144 pupils at the date of. this report. There are to be 
eight classes in all. The general health of the pupils during the last two years has 
continued good, despite the disadvantage of insufficient accommodation. The. reg
ular visits of Dr. Wiener are of great service. In addition , care is taken that tl~e 
children shall not suffer from wet feet or insufficient clothing; the noon lunch is 
continued for the two lower classes; the class-rooms 11.re aired at the 1~oon recess, 
·and short periods of rest or exercise are allowed between recitations. 

The personal appearance of the pupils has also received special attention. Ordi
narily, discipline and instruction so engross the teacher's attention that untidiness 
in dress or person may pass unnoticed, or if corrected, recurs through lack of sys
tematic oversight. * * * 

The staff of teachers at present numbers six. The school also has the benefit of 
6pecial lessons given by three ladies who volunteer their services. There is one 
normal pupil, and in the new building it is expected that others will be received. 

Two weeks of out-door life on a farm in the cotmtry, and the wcaltlt of incident 
att~nding the journey thither mark a joyful epoch never to be forgotten by the 
children. The teachers' work also feels the impulse. ' Natural history aqquires new 
meaning in the fields and woods. Experiences there are often the best commentary 
on many points of lessons in the succeeding year. During the children's first visit 
to the cow1try Mr. Parsons kindly assisted the Principal in superintending them. 
He also furnished. them railroad tickets · each' year. Farms in Sherman, Wayne 
County, Penn., have been the children's homes for two summers, where they re
mained from July 5 to 19 inclusive, both in 1881 and 1882. Th.isis a benefaction of 
such deep delight to the children, and so marked in its results, that it deserves to be 
specially recorded. * * * 

The Principal urges the procuring of a collection of books for a 
school library as most desirable in the promotion of a fondness for 
reading; he describes the monthly evening meeting of the parents 
at the school-room, when the methods of instruction and the work 
of the children are shown and explained. In this way the interest of 
the parents in the school, and their co-operation at home, are secured. 
The general good conduct of tho children and their kindness to each 
other is spoken of, and the recent opening of a children's saving 
bank aft.er the German plan is noted. The literary and general 
studies are then described. 

country, and selected the-little town of Sherman, in Pennsylvania, for this purpose. 
Thither, for several years in succession, almost the entire school has gone in charge 
of the Principal. And there in the woods, and awong the hills, and along the 
streams, they have gained not only new health and vigor, but also that more vivid 
realization of natural objects which will contribute greatly to enhance the value of 
their winter's study." 
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METHODS OF INSTRUCTION, 

It remains to note briefly the methods used in teaching the various branches of 
study. Beginners in reading and writing are taught by what may be termed an 
analytic-synthetic method. .A word is broken into its elements, and these are taught 
by sound and written by children in script. * * * 

Writing, considered as penmanship, is taught specially in classes above the VIII. 
The children from the. start will use paper instead of slates, writing on the latter 
having been found to affect the eyes injuriously. The slate-pencil, also, is too clumsy, 
and. requires a pressure difficult to moderate when exchanged later for the pencil 
and pen. 

·For beginners in arithmetic, a supplement to the numeral fra.rue has been devised 
by the Principal, in the shape of little numbered blocks of two sizes for tens and 
units. By means of these the children are kept individually active, a desirable 
change from using the eye only in following together the movementS of balls on a 
numeral frame. 

Grammar, of course in its elements, is begun in Class VI. English and German 
grammar are taught in parallel courses, with frequent comparison. Composition is 
taught as an art; practice under the teacher's personal direction is the method fol
lowed. Little pieces, but complete in meaning, are produced by the pupils, in nar
rative and descriptive forms. In the descl'iption of places and objects, the aim is to 
~ring out the essential features. Letter-writing is given special attention. 

The fears that were entertained as to the slowness of the method .in geography, 
by which one year is spent on the City, another year on the State, have disappeared. 
It has been tound that, in the next year the children are able to master all of the 
United States, and draw the maps. It is expected that a complete common-school 
course in geography will be fini~hed the fifth year after beginning the study . 

History and geography, it is often said, shoultl be taught together. There is a 
sense in which this is true ; but the danger is that the connection will be made a dis
orderly mixture, to the end that neither is taught well. The following connection is 
proposed : Geography and history shall be taught separately at first, the map in 
geography being made to grow on the 'blackboard from day to day, as new features 
are added to the ~:~imple outline. Then in review, and associated with map draw
ing, the appropriate points frooi the regular history lessons shall be recalled, and 
not only events indicated, but their ·historical movement and sequence be made to 
appear, the children tracing them in colored lines on their maps. 

COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTION IN NATURAL HISTORY. 

Natural history, once quite neglected in common schools, has within the last 
decade received increasing attention. It is still, however, rarely taught with any
thing like the care it deserves. There is considerable difficulty in adapting this 
subject to the younger children. The field is so vast, there is danger of attempting 
too much, and of entering too many paths. Diesterweg, Kahr and LUben saw thi~. 
and sought to overcome the difficulty; but their books for beginners adopt a highly 
scientific division, and deal much with kingdoms, classes and orders. It is first 
essential rather that the point· of contact with child life be found. It should be 
shown how nature enters into his daily concerns, and those of lif~ around him. 
With these views Mr. Black has arranged a course of object lessons for beginners 
in natural history. Graphical representation is resorted to. The various sciences
as zoology, botany and mineralogy-are represented by circles. In the course be
ginning with bread, children from six to seven become acquainted with the differ
ent grains, in the forms of flour, seed and growing plants, and thus botany is 
introduced; also with the peculiarities of sand, clay and chalk in soils, the begin
nings of mineralogy. Then they follo'v the processes of plowing, sowing, reaping, 
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milling, and end by baking bread, h~vi~g prepared it with their own hands. In 
other courses, as those starting with milk, the eggs and wool, the domestic animals 
are studied, and a beginning in zoology is made. Botany is again reached in the 
study of the different woods and timber trees used in building; and mineralogy is 
continued in the slate, limestone, sandstone, brick, etc., to be seen in house con· 
s truction. 

Two hours a week, for two years, are spent in tlrls way, the lessons of the first 
year dealing with the requisites of food and clothing; of the second year with the 
requisites of shelter and transportation . In the third year the transition is made 
to the classification and generalizing of the text-books, a naturally directed ob
servation having by tllis time furnished material for classification. Zoology, botany, 
mineralogy, may now be taught independently, for the pupil has seen their connec
tion with each other and Ius own concerns. 

EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME OF WORK INSTRUCTION. 

In work instruction, wherein lies perhaps the chief distinctive characteristic of the 
school, the end sought has been from the first clearly seen. But for means and 
methods, the only recourse was to experirnt','nt. Nowhere were there manuals of 
work instruction as here desired, much less models of successful experience. As 
the experiments progressed, the way became clearer. A series of workshop lessons 
for the three lQwer classes, proposed by the Principal , was tried and proved success
ful , and a complete· plan for the entire school course,· emhradng the lessons already 
introduced, has now been worked out by Mr. BriHt.ol, who has been engaged spe
cially to take charge of the work instruction and mechanical drawing. This plan, 
revise~ in harmony with the rest of the school course, has been ado-pted provision

-ally, and is appended in full below. 
What wood and metal work are to boys. needle-work may be to girls. Accordingly, 

systematic instruction in sewing is provided for all classes, and above Class VI be
comes the sole share of the girls in the m echanical work instruction. The course 
includes not only sewing and mending, but also knitting and cutting. As a last 
result of instruction in ~lrawing, the girls will not alone execute, but desig n pat
terns, for the finer kinds of needle-work. 

VALUE OF MUSIC TEACHING. 

Music, in early years especially , is much more than a charm to the ear. By it the 
moods of children are powerfully influenced. Constraint gi,·es way to freedow , 
heaviness to joy, when !1 familiar strain is heard or sung. 

CALISTHENICS, 

In calisthenics three things are of iwportance: that the body get sufficient exer
cise; that the will be trained to instant obedience; and that the social instinct be 
cultivated. The child shall feel hiwself a needed par t in a circle it were wrong to 
break. Nothing so prowotes this feeling in children as suitable games, and accord
ingly they are an essential feature of our calistherl'ic instruction. 

At present Mr. 1>faetzner, of the New York Turn Sclmle, kindly giws his sPr'l"ices 
for the noon hour after lunch, on Thursdays and Fridays, and directs the children in 
tberr games and exercises. 

- GENERAL COMMENTS BY THE PRINCIPAL, 

I conclude with a few words on the general influence of the most clistincti>e feat
ures of our school, namely, its work and art instruction. I ha,·c found that pupils 
who are very backward in their studies, anti consequ,ently fall into great discour
agement, sometimes display decided talent in technical and art work. The school 
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that is founded on the " creative method " rescues sucliiJ.ives, that would otherwise · 
be lost. The public schools, as they are at present, can hardly exert tllis saving 
influence. They encourage and praise those pupils o~y who.have yielded to a cer· 
tain discipline, or obtained high percentages in their studies. The mind is estimate<l 
iu figures, just as a merchant estimates his wares; and a child who bas obtained a 
high percentage is apt ~ regard a less successful one with the same contempt a rich 
man often evinces toward his poor~r neighbor. How unjust is this P.stimate; how 
false such pride! How often are these high percentage pupils SSI.dly disappointed to 
find their" perfection" avail them so little in after life! Of worse inftuence still 
are the reprimands and degradations which a less fortunate pupil often receives. 
For years he remembers with ill-feeling the ever-scolding teacher; and envy fills · 
his· heart toward his succesSful comrade. If, in spite of his '' imperfection" at school. 
he ~mes a successful tradesman or workman, he will forever despise so-called 
book-learning. 

A very important influence of work on the youthful workman remains to be men
tioned. In the work-room the pupil who is superior in ordinary branches. of study 
works side by side with his less proficient classmate, and as work, patience and 
attention not seldom throw book knowledge into the shade, the wholesome convic
tion is thus.forced upon him that, in his own way, every one can accomplish some-
thing excellent. · 

Are there not here powerful influences to strengthen character? Respect for real 
worth, not for appearances, is thus inculcated, if not by moralizing, yet none the 
less forcibly by deed and example. 

Respectfully, 
G. BAMBERGER, 

Pl'incipal. 

The succeeding fifty-five pages of the pamphlet are taken up with 
the "Details- of exercises in Drawing and Work Instruction," which 
constitute the report of Mr. Bristol, the master in this department of 
the school. Each one of the problems given iii illustrated; there are 
several examples for the construction work in paper, such as was 
shown in the exhibition of the industrial work of the public schools 
of ;washington, :b. C., in 1888, and as was introduced by Mr. Hunster 
in the colored schools of Washington as long ago as ·1877, as stated in 

, Chapter XVI of the present volume. 
It was in reference to this series of exercises designed by Mr. Bris

~Gl that Professor Adler wrote as follows in the note appended to his 
article in the Princeton Review alren.dy quoted from: 
-The chi~f practical difficulty in c.'\rrying out the plan of the school was found to 

consist in formulating a series of workshop lessons whose value should be educa
tional. 

NumeroUB attempts at so-called industrial education have been made boUt in thh; 
country and abroad, but to our knowledge they are for the most part aimleBS, inco· 
herent and lacking in system. 'l'here are thousands of manual occupations from 
which a selection must be made, and of thesc now one kind, then another, has bt,en 
chosen for introduction into the school (printing, carpentry, basket-making,aJu.l tltl' 
like), without much rhyme or n•ason in tlu'l choice. What is needed is a principle 
of selections which shall organically connect lite work instruction with the remain. 
ing branches. It seemed to the writer that such a principle of selection might be 
found in the drawing course in both its department.<:~ : mechanical drawing to be the 
basis of instruction in the workshop, and free-hand dt·awiug the basis of work in the 
atelier. In the department of art instt·uction the realization of tlli.s idea seems cow-
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paratively easy; in the de}>~~ment of technical instruction· the ditliculty is much 
greater. An attempt to solve it has, however, been· made, and a scp.eme of work
shop lessons projected for and partly carried out in the school. The board of mana-

, gers of the school are not committed to all the details of the plan, which will con
tinue to be modified as the experiment p1·oceeds. But the scheme will show at least 
the lines along which we hope to advance toward our goal. 

It consists of a series of exercises so arranged that the different tools and materials 
of construction employed are successively introduced according to the ages and abili
ties of the pupils, so that the actual practice necessar,r for the skilful manipulation 
of the tools may be given sim,ultaneously with an education of the mind. 

The following is the. summary of the courses in drawing and ele
mentary industrial training in theW or kingman's School already re
ferred to as furnished for the present. Report in 1887, by the Director 
and Principal of the school: 

MANUAL TRAINING METHODS IN USE IN THE WORKINGMAN'S SCHOOL IN 1887. 

Pupilfl of the lowest classes work in clay, using compasses, rulers and blunt 
knives: ·they draw upon the clay, and afterwards cut out, the simple plane fig
ures, acquiring in this way the elementary ideas of geometrical forms. Pupils next 
above these grades use pasteboard as material, and sharp knives, awls, etc., as tools. 
The work consists of a ser-ies of exercises in stereography, the various geometrical 
solids being drawn in flat projection, and aftea'wards folded up and glued into shape. 
Passing above tlus grade, pupils next work in flat wood, using the necessary tools, 

J ncluding.the bracket-saw. Mensuration of areas is taught by tllis means. Next 
above tlus comes a series of exercises upon geon1etrical solids, which are constructed 
ft·om blocks of wood, tllose having plane faces being made in the mitre-box, and 
those having curved faces on the lathe. Calculation of volUilles is taught in tliis 
part of the course. For the higher classes, the exercises consist of lessons in making 
joints, and the elementary study of strains, followed by practice in casting and 

· working m~tal, and closfug with the construction of a small steam-engine. At 
every stage of the course, the nature and limitations of the materials used, the ca
pacities of the tools employed, and the physical and mathematical properties of the 
objects constructed, are impressed upon the mind of the pupil, and a firm founda
tion is thus laid for the future study of the natural sciences, and an intelligent un
derstanding of abstract mathematics. Mechanical drawing accompanies the work 
of the shop throughout the entire course. Nothing is made until it has firs t been 
drawn, and the pupil, when he ·begins his construction, has thus a clear idea of 
what he intends to produce. The educational equivalents of om workshop instruc
tion may therefore be summarized as follows:-practice of eye and hand, illustra
tive value in the teaching of geometry and physics, important influence on char
acter. 

HOW PHYSICS ARE TAUGHT. 

In the study of physics, pupils construct their own apparatus in the shop, and 
thus are placed in the attitude of original inYestigators into the phenomena of 
nature, the leadership of the teacher serving to prevent waste or effort, uy tuming 
their inquiries in the right direction. The apparatus is simple in character, and 
easily made. Pupils perform every experiment themselves. They note down in 
their copy-boolcs what they have observed, they draw deductions from these obser
vations and are thus led to formulate the element:u·y laws of nature ia their own 
language. It need scarcely be pointed out that t his .method of teaching physics is 
an advance upon thP. old so-culled experiu1ental method, in which the demonstra
tion is left entirely to the teacher. 
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HOW TO ADAPT THE NEW METHODS. TO THE NEEDS OF THE GIRLS. 

How shall the benefits of mechanical work be applied to girls? This has long 
been a serious ·question for the practical educator. Girls have not stifficient mus
cular strength to do the heavier work iri wood and metal which is assigned to the 
boys. Some other variety of work must be found, which will possess the same edu
cational eq1,1ivalents, and also be adapted to. the slighter physical organization of 
young girls. I n the Workingman's School, the cutting. and fitting of garments. 
from measure has been introduced for this pw·pose. The pattern for the ganuent 
is drafted from dimensions taken. and the garment itself is afterwards waue and 
fitted upon one of the class. The results thus fa1: have been satisfactory. 

Original ornamental designing is also taught to girls of higher classes. The de
signs, when drawn are executed usually in some sort of fabric, but occasionally in 

· clay. Remarkably creditable work has been done in this department, by a number 
of the pupils. 

THE WORK UNDERTAKEN FOR ITS PEDAGOGICAL VALUE. 

It will· Qe observed that this course differs radically from what is usually under
stoodby industrial work in schools. With the industrial school, in the ordinary 
accepta.tion, the Workingman's School has nothing in common. The effect of t he 
former can only be to turn the mind of the pupil in one or another special direc
tion, while it is the fundamenta,l idea of the latter that no such bias should be 
given, but rather a complete and equal development of e\"ery faculty. Thil; cannot 
be reached by the random method of introducing one or two bmnches of mechani
cal work into a school as ha~ in some instances been done. Without systematic 
gt·adation, and organic connection with the regular work ·of the class-room, all 
such attempts are not only weless. but positively harmful, not only to the pupil 
himself, whose individuality is not respected , but also to the cause of rational edu
cation, upon which they tend to bring discredit. 

INFLUENCE ON MORALS. 

The. moral effect of systematic mechanical work, upon the mind of a child , is 
one of its strongest recommendations. Seeing the immediate results of his work 
before him, tends to make the pupil love work for its own sake, anti thus favors the 
growth of habits of industry, one of the surest preventives of vice. The child, more. 
over, leam s to appreciate the value of rightness in his work. A single deviation 
from the straight line mars the entire result. Everything must be true, in order to 
be perfect. But the True in the realm of matter is the analogue of the True in the 
moral realm. The sense of rightness, translated into terms of human colllluct, IJP
comes the sense of righteousness. An appreciation ot rusthetic properties in oh
jects is also cultivated, the harmony pervading the natural wol'ld is made manifest. 
and this is favorable to the development of a sense of the harmony that should pn'
vail in human relations, which, if realized, would be the fulfilling of the moral Ia\\'. 
Among the numerous incidental moral advantages may be mentioned the de'i·eiOll· 
ment of a feeling of comradeship between teacher aud class, and between the nwm
bers of the class themselves. Co-operation in their work begets a mutillll helpfuL 
ness, and arouses the sentiment of so~idarity, in the absence of which all moral 
teaching falls upon deaf ears. 

DEVELOPS SELF-RESPECT AND MANLINESS. 

It frequently happens that pupils who are backward and dull in literar·y studies 
sho\v sw·prising aptness in the workshop. Such pupils, in the ordinary school, 
would be set down as dunces, and would finally grow to acquiesce in this opinion 
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themselves. The workshop offers a means of redeeming such children, by restor
ing their self-respect,.and thus s::wes them· at the critical point of their lives. 

The following are the lists of Trustees, Officers and Teachers in 
January, 1882; as given in the _pamphlet: 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE UNITED RELIEF ~ORKS S. E. C., 1882. 

President, ex-officio, Professor FELIX ADLER; 
Vice-President, MAX BJ;;EBER, Esq.; 
Secretary, LEo. G. RosENDLATI, Esq.; 
Treasurer, SAMUEL STINER, Esq.; 
Secretary of Schools, ALFRED R. WOLFF, Esq.; 
Secretary of District Nurs. Department, Dr. RICHARD G. WIENER, 

and 

Mr. SIGMUND D. ROSENBAUM, 
Mr. THEODORE ALTSCHUL. 
Mr. SOLOMON ROTHFELD, 

1\Ir. A. FRANKFIELD, 
Mr. SmoN AUB, 
Mr. ALEXANDER SCHLUSSEL. 

DIRECTOR OF THE WORKINGMAN'S SCHOOL: 

Professor FELIX ADLER. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 

Mr. OLIN S. WARNER, 
Mr. DOUGLAS VOLK, 
Dr. MARY PUTNAili JACOBI, 
Mr. H. J. SCHWARZMANN, 
Prof. JAMES E. DENTON, 
Prof. H. J. STRAIGHT, 
Mr. ALFRED R. WOLFF, Secretary. 

TEACHERS: 

Princip~tl, Mr. G. BAMBERGER. 

Class VI, Miss ALICE SPEAR. 
Class VII, Miss MINNIE SPEAR. 
Class VIII, Mr. GEORGE A. BLACK. 
Special Teacher, Class VII (History and Geography), llfiss JOSEPHINE LAZARUS. 
Teacher of the Workshop, Mr. W. H. BRISTOL. 
'l'eacher of Free-hand Drawing, Miss L. FERY. 
Teacher of Modelling, Mrs. C. V. SANBORN. 
Teacher of Vocal Music, Mrs. Cr,ARK. 
Teacher of Calisthenics, Mr. A. MAETZNER, Superintendent of the New York 

Turn-Schule. 
Teacher of Sewing, Miss A. DAHLDENDER. 

The following lists of the names of the Executive Committee hav
ing supervision of the school; and of the Instructors of the several 
classes, with the statistics of attendance on both the Workingman's 
School and the Free Kindergarten, received only in time to appentl 
to this chapter, were enclosed in a note from Principal Rickoff dated 
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January 16 .. lSSD, and c.omprise the only information of recent date, 
at my command. 

THE WORKINGMAN'S SCHOOL .AND F REB KINDERGARTEN, 109 WECT FIFTY-FOURTH 
STREET, NEW YORK CITY. 

OFFICERS AND TEACHERS, 1888-89. 

DIRECTOR OF THE WORKL'\GM.u'I'S SCHOOL: 

Professor FELIX ADLER. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE; 

~rofessor FELIX ADLER, Chairman, 
Professor JAMES E. DENTON, 
Dr. I. ADLER, 
W .ALTER SHIRLA W, 
Dr. ERNEST SCHOTTKY, 
Dr. M. ALSBERG. 

TEACHERS: 

Principal, ANDREW J. RICKOFF. 

Classes I, IT, Ill, IV, V . 
G. BAMBERGER, German, Geography, History. 
W. H. SNYDER, Natural Sciences. 
F. SERINCIHAUS, Mathematics, Music. 
Miss SUSANNE E . HOYTE, English. 
J oSEPH T. BEDFORD, Shopwork, Mechanical Drawing, Geometry. 
Mrs. J. PEPPER, Sewing. 

MiSII CLARA WILSON, Design. 
G. T. TOBIN, Drawing. 
Class VI, Miss A. S. LEE . 
. Class VII, Mrs. KATE M. CoNRAD. 
Class VIII, Miss EMMA D. SmPSON, Penmanship for Classes I , II, III, IV, V. 

Miss C. T. H AVEN, Principal K•tuergnrtcn. 

There are in the school 123 boys and 140 girls, a total of 2G3. In 
the Kindergarten there is an attendance of 94.. 
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APPENDICES. 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION. 

In arranging the materials contained in this Report it became ex
pedient to modify the original plan even more than was indicated in 
Uhapter IV, page· 38 of this volume, and to give Part II almost 
wholly to matters relating to the Public Schools; so ra;pid and wide
spread has become the development of the Industnal Education 
movement throughout the country. 

How rapid and important has been t-his movement for introducing 
some form of industrial training in all public schools is indicated by 
the fact that while, as first planned, there was no intention of giving 
any space in this volume to matters directly relating to the Public 
Schools, they having been so fully considere<l in Part I, the whole of 
this volume is now practically given to matters directly relating to 
them. . 

This change in the contents of the volume leads, of necessity, to 
similar changes in the contents and arrangement of the Appendices, · 
which have been prepared and ananged with similar reference to 
the plan of the present volume as were those of the preceding vol
ume to its contents; the intention being to bring togetlier all accessi
blematerial, from American and foreign authorities, bearing upon 
these industrial -educational movements and the problems connected 
with them, which may be of service to all Educators and Educational 
Officials. The aim has been fullness and variety, rather than mere 
conciseness. To give original papers and the opinions of others, rather 
than the abstracts of their opmions, as, perhaps, warped by those of 
the editor. 

The Appendices have been arranged in their logical order, rather 
than in the order in which they are referred to in the body of the 
book; some of them, it may chance, not being there referred to at all! 

The papers relating to the theory and rmrpose of· the Common 
Schools come first in order of prececlence; followed by those on the 
Kindergarten, including the notable address by Cardinal Wiseman. 
These are followed by an Appendix containing such p:\pers as are re
fer~ed to in course of the first two hundred pages of the volume, 
which were stereotyped before this movement had assumed its pres
ent p~oportions, and relate to: "the art adoming of school rooms; t he 
experiments by Mr. Leland in teaching · the minor arts to public 
s~hool children; a mechanics' suggestion in reference to self-educa
tion; and the interesting report on " T ra.de Schools " by the United 
States ministPr to Switzerland. The Lecture by the Cardinal, and the 
papers relating to the artistic adornment or school rooms, bear the 
close relation to the art development of the public school children, 
to ~ht;tt a~akening of the art instinct in their minds, and to that 
trammg m. elementary knowledge of form and color, to effect which 
wlnas the. chief purpose of those who orig-inated the introllnction of 

dustnal Art Drawing in the public schools. 
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Several of the Appendices which immediately follow, (L to Pin
clusive), relate who1ly to the industrial development of the new 
movement, which was also comprised in the system of Walter Smith; 
but in that system it was the :tpplication of Art to the industries 
which was the leading motive. 

In the present movement for a more "f>ractical" course in the 
public schools it is quite apparent that any idea of art instruction, 
if it exist at all, in the minds of many of the most active promoters 
of the industrial movement, is entirely subordinated and secondary 
to the industrial processes which are to he taught. It is only as an aid 
to acquiring a knowledge of those practical processes that Drawing 
is held of auy accL)unt; but fortunately, they can not he properly or 
thoroughly taught without thorough grounding in drawing; and so, 
though the Art Ideal, which is by far the more valuable part of the 
educational worth and infiuence of this study, is by many dises
teemed, it can not lJe entirely ignored. 

In the material relating to this new movement will be found 
papers on the various phases of Industrial Education by leading 
American Educators; papers on similar topics by leading English 
Educators; reports of discussions by American Educators and of 
like discussions by English Educators; accounts of the practical ed
ucation of women in Great Britain and in the Continental countries ; 
extracts from American E<.lucational Official Reports; an abstract of 
a recent work on Manual Training by a Swiss Educator, etc. These 
make ur the sum of the Appendices which relat@ directly to this in-
dustria phase of :J?Ublic school education. · • 

The purpose bemg, in offering this collection of historical matter 
and authoritative discussions of the topics relating to all grades and 
phases of elementary industrial training for pupils of either sex in 
the public schools,-from the Kindergarten and Kitchen Gard.on 
games and employments, to the Cooking classes and Manual Tram
ing School Shops; -to place in tho hands of the r eader a comprehen
sive collection of the most authoritative utterances, favorable or au
verse, concerning the various subjects considered . 

. It is balieved that, in the varied material here collected, aU the 
many phases of these topics relating to Industrial Education, which are 
at present exciting so much of interest and effort the world over, 

· will be found illustrated; and that the information here brought to
~ether from S9 many sources may prove to be not only of immediate 
mterest and use, but to possess somewhat of permanent. value. 

It is hoped, therefore, that in these Appenchces devoted to the Pub-. 
lie Schools, there will be found sufficient material ·and of such char
acter as to satisfactorily supply the needs of those desiring to thor
oughly investigate the :related topics properly included in any con
sideration of the propose<.l introduction of the various classes and 
grades of Industrial Education in the Free Public Common Schools 
throughout the United States. 

A brief Appendix conta:ining papers showing something of t.he 
present statns of Drawing in the schools of the country follows. 

As each Appendix will have a special introduction, it is not uoces
sary to further particularize here. In general terms, the purpose of 
the Appendices of this Report may be <.lefined as that of a store-house, 
wherein facts and arguments are gather ed for the nse of all educa
tors. It is hoped that they may satisfy the judgment and meet tho 
needs of their users. 



APPENDIX I. 

PAPERS 
RELATING TO THE 

THEOH.Y AND PUHPOSE 

OF THE 

AMEIUCAN FHEE PUBLIC UOMMON SCHOOLS. 
I. Introduction. 

II. Extracts fl'om the Annual Reports of the St..'tte Board of Education of Massa
chusetts, and of those made by Horace .lllann, as Secretary of the Board. 
(1837- 1848). . 

III. "The Kormal School in the United States," by Rev. A. D. Mayo. (1887.) 
IV. "The Common Schools of Americ~t the Life of the Republic;" from an address 

by Hon. Chauncey Ivl. Depew, LL. D. (1888.) 
V. "Common Schools," by Rev. H01·ace Bushnell, D. D. (1853.) 

VI. •· Do the Public Schools educate children beyond the position which they 
must occupy in life ?" by vVm. T. Harris, LL. D. (1882.) 

VII. "Facts vel'SltS Theories," as sho\\'n by the records kept for t\\'cnty years by 
the Principal of a High School, giYing the subsequent occupations pur
sued by the graduates, by H. C. Missimer, Erie , Pennsylvania. (1888.) 

VIII. An Indictment against the system of Free Common Schools of the United States 
based on alleged violation of the rights of the citizen as tax payer and par
ent; and, further, as a system \\'hose results m·e sub,·e~si,·e of Individual 
Liberty and Development. Drawn in 1888, by John M. Bonham, Esq., and· 
included in a work entitled ' 'Industrial Liberty." 

IX. Mr. Bonham's "Indictm~nt and Criticisms" eonsiderecl, by I. Ed wards Clarke. 
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I. 

INTRODUCTION. 
The papers here grouped all relate more or less directly to the 

American Free Common Schools . . 
As the existence of the free common schools throughout all the 

States and Territories of these United States is an essential prelimi
nary to the adoption of any general plan of ed~1catiou in such schools, 
atid as, in their present form,'they were founded by direct, purposeful 
effort, il1the fa.ce of serious and Ion~ continued opposition, and can 
only be preserved by continual vigilance and intelligent support; 
and as, at the present t ime, a large class of adopted citizens are con
tinually urged not to permit their children to attend th~se Amer
ican free common schools, while, in all large towns and cities, a 
powerful church busies itself in erecting imposing sectarian school 
buildings, in which to receive the children thus diverted from the . 
public schools; and while, in addition to this powerful and enduring 
opposition, there also arises, sporadically, aJlOther class of opponents, 
who either deny the right of the State to levy taxes for schools, or, 
who insist that this free school education must be confined to the 
narrowest limits, I have thought it proper, and timely, to place at 
the beginning of the.se Appendices, the Impregnable arguments on 
which the establishment, support, and fullest development of the 
Americ~n system of free common sehools of the people are based. 

These arguments have never been more franldy, forcibly, or nobly 
stated than in the series of Reports made in his capacity as Secre
tary of the Massachusetts State Board of Education, by the late Hor
ace .Mann, of blessed memory; therefore, as the volumes containing 
them have been long out of print, a.nd are inaccessible t o most rea.ders, 
I have quoted largely from his admirable reports; which can never 
become obsolete so long as the desire for freedom and knowledge 
inspires the hearts of a people. 
· To keep the common schools up to such a standard of excellence 

and usefulness, as shall ma.ke it evident to all that they may give to 
the children .of the people a. better preparation for· their a fter life 
than can be obtained in any other schools, is the only sure a.nd wise 
yra_y of disarming opposition, and should be the ono pm~pose cher
Ished by all American educators. The justification of the schools 
must be found in the character of the scholars they have trained. 

The paper on the Normal Schools, which follows, is from the pen of 
a leading educational writer of to!day. Dr. Mayo, in this admirable 
statement, traces concisely the efforts of Horace Mann, and shows 
his place in educational history as_pre-eminent among t he founders 
of the free common schools of the United States as they exist to-day. 

The brief extracts from a recent address by the H on. Chauncey M. 
Depew are here give11. as showing that. t o-day, as from the days of 
George Washington, in whose memory this address was delivered, 
thoughtful public men turn with confidence to the free common 
schools of the ~ount_ry as furnishing the surest guarantees for the 
safety and contmuance of the Republic. 
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The extracts from the very remarkable prophetic wot·ds, spoken 
by the late distinguished New England Divine nearly a half century 
ago, are given beeause they are even more timely to-day than when 
first spoken. No thoughtful American can read them without ga.iu
ing a renewed sense of the vast import<:tnce to Liberty that. these 
autochthonous American institutions shall be preser ved in all the 
simplicity of their democratic origin. 
· Since it might be urged that some of these papers in this Appendix 

belong to a past era, and that t he wonderfulmdustrial advancement 
of the present da.y had made t hem obsolete, the paper by Dr. Harris, 
one of the most experienced an.d advanced educators of the clay, is 
added. The distinguished success of Dr. Harris, when Superinten
dent of the City Schools of Saint Louis, l\fissouri , in organizing t he 
school system of that city, is well known among educators. His high 
rank as a thinker and aut hor is generally conceded. · 

It will be seen in the extracts here given, that while h e is fully 
informed as to the needs of the presen.t, and is intelligent in r egard 
to the cl~anges resulting from new discoveries and inventions, a.nd 
aware of ·the criticism to which the schools are subjected, he recog-· 
nizes, as clearly as did those elder authorit ies here <]noted, the vital 
relations that exist between the common schools and the prosperity 
of the Republic.. ' 

The theory of · ~he friends of Educationas held in the light of _the 
present day of sc1ent1fic progress, the age· of steam and of electn City, 
having been so well stated by Dr. Harris, the repor t of Mr. Missimer, 
the P rincipal of a High School in the City of Erie, Pennsylvania, with 
its careful statistics, covering nearly a quarter of acentury, and show
ing the subsequerit employments of the pupils 'vho have attended the 
Erie H igh School, follows. In t he facts given i n this report will he 
found a most conclusive confutation of the pessimistic the~ries ad
vanced by those opponents of " High Schoo1s," and indeed of all 
public schools, who persist in the assertion that these schools educate 
their pupils a way from the useful em ployments. It is to be hoped 
t hat similar statistics may hereafter be kept by all High-School mt
thorities, so that the facts may be known for the whole count ry. 

The concluding paper of t his Appenuix contait)s one of the most 
recent statements of the grounds on which the whole system of pn hlic 
schools in the United States is opp0sed by a class of political ecouo
mists and philosophers. This paper comprises a chapter of a not:~hle 
book entitled ' : Industrial Liberty," by John M. Bonham, which was 
published in 1888. The entire chapter in which the atithor treat.;.; of 
the public school system is g iven. The theories and promises of 
H orace Mann are examine1l by this author, anu a judgment of failure 
is passed upon the great experiment begun by Mr. Mann a ha.lf cen
t ury or so ago in Massachusetts. 

The conclusions reached by this author an<l t he g rounds npon 
which he bases his adverse decisions are subsequently com;idl' red in 
detail. With this fi nal paper of the Appendix, the g·eneral topit· of 
the American free public schools is concluded, as it fs believctl that 
in these compilations both parties to this controversy have hero lJnen 
fairly represented by some of their ablest ad vocatcs. The qw~stion 
as to the support and continuance of the Free Gommon Schools of the 
Uniteu States may confidently be remitted by the advocates of popu· 
lar education to the Jury of their Countrymen. 



II. 

FREE PUBLIC SCHOOLS ESSENTIAIJ TO THE EXISTENCE OF A 
FREE REPUBLIC. . 

INTRODUCTORY TO EXTRACTS l<'RO:Il SO:IIE OF HORACE MANN'S AN

NUAL REPORTS AS SECRETARY OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCA-

TION Olo' MASSACH USETTS* {1837-1848). . 

Nearly forty years ago Horace Mann, the great apostle and ex
pounder of common school education in the State of Massachusetts, 
having been elected to Congress to fill the unexpired term of the re
cently deceased Ex-President John <~uincy Ai:lams, published his 
final report as Secretary of the State Board of Education. 

The liistory of his struggles n.ucl successes dming the twelve years 
of his Secretaryship is known of all men, for the influence of his 
devoted labors has never ceased. 

The principles for which he contended, the iml)l'ovements he initi
ated, underlie, animate and pervade, the schoo systems of all the 
States. Over the immense territory of the United States the be
neficent impulse of his self-denying labors, of his far-sighted wis
dom, is felt. 

The State of Massachusetts, in grateful commemoration of his in
estimable services, long since placed a _portrait statue, in bronze, of 
this great educator, in front of the main entrance to the State House, 
that, with its gilded dome, crowns Beacon Hill in Boston. Side by 
sid~, in equal honor, ·stands the statue of Daniel ·w ebster , the great 
expounder of the Constitution of the United States, himself the great 
educator of the people in fidelity to the principles of this Union. 
It is not without significance that these two citizens, from all the long 

roll of her distinguished sons, have thus been chosen for honor; so 
that whoever, citizen or stranger, now seeks to enter this People's 
temple of Legislation and Justice, must pass between t hese two me
monal statues, which recall the men who, more than all others, rep
resent the fundamental principles - the two pillars - on which must 
e_ver rest the prosperity of Republics; namely, the universal intel
h~ence of all citizens, and their obedience to, and support of, the Con
stitution and Laws. For the word "Republic" is but a. synonvm for 
th~t form of the government of a country under which the ·people 
enJo¥ all the rights of constitutional liberty, intelligently under
stoou and loyally sustained. 

Horace Mann saw, as most thoughtful men have seen, that, what
eYer might be the case under other forms of government, there was 
~possible security for a Republic except in the intelligence, virtu~ 

*See note to page 20 of this volume. 
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and self-control of the large body of its citizens. He also saw 
clearly that the only possible wa~ to insure such common intel
ligence was the establishment of Free Public Schools; in which all 
the children of the people, should have equal opportunities of being 
taught. His life-long effort, therefore, was to multiply, improve, ele
vate, and make ever more efficient, these schools of the people. It is 
owing to this constant desire of his to improve the schools, to his be
lief in their future development and in the varied possibilities of child 
education, which makes his words as vital and inspiring to-day as they 
were when first spoken. 

Strange as it may seem, this fundamental, nay, axiomatic proposi
tion, that free public schools are ei?sential to Republics, is, even at 
this late day, called in question. The duty and the right of a govern
ment to tax its citizens for such free schools being sometimes denied; 
while, in addition to those who thus oppose the principle of free 
public schools, there has arisen a class of critics of the schools them
selves, who, magnifying certain shortco~nings proceed therefore to 
denounce the education given in the public schools as worse than use
less; in which denunciation they are joined by a large number of 
religionists who denounce them as harmful in the highest degree, 
and who oppose the schools, because in this Republic, in which all 
citizens are free to worship according to whatever religious fai th 
they may profess, the schools do not inculcate the tenets of one par
ticular branch of the Christian Church! 

Now this present Report has been made partly in response to the 
reasonable criticisms of those who urge that the former educational 
methods of the public schools do not adequately meet the needs of the 
present day; and in the belief that improvement is always possible, 
and with the purpose and hope of bringing together snch a collection 
of facts,-the results of educational experiments in this and other 
countries,- as may contribute to the wise development of the public 
schools in such desirable directions; without, however, jeopardizing 
or losing those virtues of the old education which have so abundantly 
justified themselves. 

' · In all this din about practical education there may be some danger 
lest the nobler part of education be forgotten; some modern scien
tists seem to delight in denouncing all the past, in pushing d9wn the 
ladders by which they have scaled the heights, and in valuing noth
ing as educational which has not an obvious and direct bearing on 
the practical work of life; or, in aiding directly in the prosecution 
of their narrow specialties. 

In view, then, of the resurrectecl;nnrApublican arguments against 
the public schools; of the enduring opposition to them, by certain 
religionists; and, of this new criticism, which would eliminate every
thing from education not of immediate practical value,- that is, 
because of the existence of this combined opposition of the would-be
Aristocrats, the State Churchmen, and the Materin.lists,- who have 
no other bond of union than their opposition to these strongholds of 
republican freedom; it seems proper that, somewhere in this Report, 
the unanswerable ariuments m favor of the establishment and sup
port of Free Public Schools in a Republic, should be restated. 

Nowhere have these arguments been more clearly and forcibly sot 
forth than in the twelve annual reports made hy Horace Mann, Secre
tary of the State Board of Massachusetts, during his successive terms 
of office. · 

When the State Board of Education was established, Horace Mann 
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was chosen as its first Secretary. The reports prepared by him in 
that capacity form in themselves a varied and valuable educational 
library, as well as a most interesting historical record, showing the 
gradual and progressive development of the Common Schools. They 
also bear striking' and irrefutable testimony to the greatness and 
foresight of this remarkable educator; for it is hardly too much to 
say _that every adv~nce ster? in education which has sit~c~ be~n take~, 
so far at least as tne public schools are concerned, IS mdiCated, Ih 
most cases is plainly set forth, in some one of these volumes. Among 
these may be noted;- the teaching of vocal music, of drawing, ob
ject lessons, the phonic system of teaching. the ,language, the a~ro
gation of text-books by the teacher when with h1s class, the teachmg 
of the higher branches of an English education , and the teaching of 
the elementary principles of science in the common schools;· each 
and all of these innov~tions were by him su&"gested and urged in 
these reports duritw the t welve years immeaiately subsequent to 
1837. To him is a1so due the establishment in Massachusetts of 
Normal Schools and of Teachers' Institutes. 

The example set by the first Secretary of discussing in the Annual 
Report educational principles and methods, has been followed by his 
distinguished successors. The plan of printin~· in these Annual Re
ports extracts from t he report-s of the locn,l city, county and town 
school authorit ies, from all over the State. was also long kept up and 
was of the greatest value as showing the eclncatioHal drift. 'fhe omis
sion of ·these statements and the substitution , latterly, of statistical 
tables only, has clepriverl the Massachusetts reports of most. of their 
interest and value as indices of public opinion. In a matter so depend
ent upon the opinion of the community, as are the questions relating to . 
the management and direction of the common schools, the full ex
pression of the opinions held in the various localities. becomes of 
real value, ·such as no statistics, howeYer carefully collected and 
tabulated, can possess ; apart from such direct statements of the needs 
and wishes of the people. Statistics record the past. are statements 
of accomplished facts. Opinions are the shadows of coming enmts, 
and forecast the future. 

The following extracts from l\fr. Mann's reports for different years, 
are selected as exemplifying the t heory and charneter of t he :Massa
chusetts systam of common sc hoo 1 etlu cat ion; a rH 1 the common schools 
of Massachusetts are, as we have seen. the t ypic[!,} fn'e pn blic schools of 
America. 'l'hese vary !:iOmewhat in different. St.[l,te~ancl communities, 
~ut are all, essentially, the same, having the one purpose of g iving· free 
mstructiou to an children. 'l' hese qnote(l paSS<"tges embody, F irst: 
The historical s tatement showing the action of the early settlers of 
New England in regard to educ[l.tion , and tho mHh'rlying principles 
on '\vhicli are based tlre claims of all the children of the comnnmit.y 
to free education. Second: Illustmtions of the value of Drawing, 
~oth as a study for the pupil and as a ready and effective instrunwnt 
m .th~ hands of the teacher; th e latter shown by the use ma<le of his 
sk1llm ~rawing by a teacher in Ger many, during a recitation in Geo
graphy m the presence of Mr.lVIann. Third: striking contrasts drawn 
between the condition of the countries of E urope with their lnmlens 
of her editary evils, and this New Worl1l. in which a selected eompany 
of exceptional men and women begn.n, in a wildernt>ss, t.he new experi
lllent of a social fabric unhampered by most of the Old vVorld hin
derances_. Fourth: By a formal st•tting for th of the Mass[l.chusetts 
system, m the "Tenth Annual Repor t;" and, 1ina.lly, in his last Re-
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port, by a general summing up of the arguments in favor of the 
Universal Free Public Education of the People. 

It appears that, for some years after Massachusetts had established 
her system of free schools, the spread of free common schools was by 
no means rapid in other States. Even now, when the Massachusetts 
system has practically been adopted by nearly all the States of the 
Union, the old objections to the support of free common schools by 
the public, so triumphantly refuted by this merciless logician, are 
by no means obsolete. Selfishness is still ignorant and stupid. 

. It may be added, in reference to these quotations, that whatever 
force Mr. Mann's trenchant arguments may have had as applicable 
to the conditions existing in Massachusetts forf.y years ago, they now 
appeal to the people of these United States with tenfold weight. 
During all the years that have gone by ·since his warnings were ut
tered, the Atlantic has become but a steam f.erry, and, in addition to 
the class of intelligent enterprisi11g emigrants of earlier years; who 
sought for themselves and their children the larger opportunities 
offered by Free America, many European peasants like those '"hom 
Mann portrays as brutalized by ignorance, or demonized by despot
ism, have been poured in upon us. 

The grand experiment of self-govemment has thus been wofully and 
· needlessly jeopardized by the greed of demagogues for votes, and ~f 
monopolists for cheap labor. . 

·The wonderful accretion of wealth, which in the United Sta.tes has 
characterized the last two· decades, tends directly to the development 
of a class of citizens suddenly enriched and priding themselves on 
their possessions; this brin·gs into strong relief an antag;onistic class 
of European-born Socialists, and Anarchists, all detrimental to the 
best interests of a Republic. 'l'o prevent the creation of fixed classes, 
to control the destructive tendencies of imported European Anarch
ists, to refute the impossible theories of Socialists, to keep up the 
prosperity of the great working majority of the people, there must 
be universal education of all the children, and intelligent action by 
the Legislators. Most forcibly, eloquently, and convincingly does 
Mr. Mann show how public free education tends directly to avert 
and control these dangers. · 

Whatever he has said of the value of common school education 
· applies with equal force to the addition thereto of Industrial train

ing, th.at is, to the development and enlargeme!1t of the publi9 free 
educatiOn to meet the needs of the day; and, so, ]us words are as hrnely 
now as when first spoken. As they have long been practically out 
of print, I have here sought to recall them to the knowledge of the 
educators and legislators of to-day. I am the more eneourage<l in 
this since reading the few but weighty words addressed by Hon. E. 
E. White, LL.D., to the Boston S~hoolmasters' Club, as given in the 
December, 1887, number of " Education." He sums up his remarks 
in the following closing sentence: "The time has come when train
ing for ~nanhood .needs to be set forth anew as the primary and com
prehensiVe functwn of the common school. Whatever else may be 
attempted, this training must not be sacrificed or left undone." 

The following silCcinct statement, both of theory and practice, is 
from the " Seveuth Annual Report" of the Secretary, printed in ti ll' 
sixth volume of'' The Common School Journal," a periodical edited by 
Mr. Mann, and issued fortnightly, in which it runs from M-arch Ist to 
June 1st, ISH, and fills 131 pages. 

This report, recounting Mr. Mann's European tour of inspection, 
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is full of interest and information. During his previous six years of 
service in obedience to that provision of the law directing him "to 
collect 'information," he had visited the schools in many of the States; 
feeling that it was verr desirable ~or him tu exami~le the .schools of 
other countries and be1ng greatly m ·need of r est trom h1s arduous 
labors he applied to the Board of Education for u. six months' leave 
of ab;ence to make this foreign tour, at his own cost, which was 
readily grm1ted. 

He says: 
Accordin.,.Iy, on the 1st of May last I embarked for Europe. and he fore the end of 

thirteen days, I was visiting schools ou th~ other sid~ of the Atlantic. . 
In my travels, I visited England, Ireland and Scotland. crossell the German Ocean 

·to Hamburgh. thence went toMagdeburgh, Berlin, Potsdam. Halle and \Veisseufels, 
in the Kingdom of Prussia; to Leipsic and Dresden. th~ two great cities in the King
dom of Saxony; thence, to Erfurt, \Veimat·, Eisenach, etc., on the great route from 
the middle of Germany to Frankfort on the l\Iaine; thence to the Grand Duchy of 
NMsau, of Hesse Darmstadt and Baden. and, after \'isitin.~ all the principal citie~in 
the Rhenish Provinces of Prussia, passed throul?h H olland and Belgium to Paris. 

In the course o! this tour I have seen many thml;f.l to deplore. amlman.(to admire. 
I have visited cotmtl'ies where there is nu nation:t l system of education at a ll. aml 
countries where the minutest details of the schools 'are r egulated by law. I have 
seen schools in which each word aml process, in many lessons, was almost oYer-

. loaded with explanation antl commentary; and many schools in whic-h ·100 or 500 
children were obliged to commit to memory. in the Latin langUH)!;e, the ent.ire book 
of Psalms and other part;; of the Bible.-neither teachers nor child ren understanding 
a word of the language which they wet·e pratiqg. I htt\'C seen c:onntries, in whose 
schools all forms of corporal punishment weriJ nserl without stint or measure; and 
I have visited one nation, in whose excellent ami wei\ on.lererl ;who< lis scarcely a blow 

'has been struck for more than a. quarter of a centm:y. On rt>Hl'diun . it seems to 
me t-hat it would be most strange if, from all this Yariety of systt>lll and of no sy~
tero, of sound instruction a nd of babbling, of the discipline of Yiolence anu of mm·al 
means, many beneficial hints for our waming or our imitation, coulu not be de
rived; and as the subject comes clearly within thl• pnl'\'iew of my dntj, •· to collect 
and diffuse information respecting schools,'' I ventur~ to submit to the Board some 
of the results of my observations. . 

On the one hand, I am certain that the eYils to whieh our own system is exposed, 
or . under which it. now Julxm>, exist in some forr ign countries. in a far more aggra
vated degree than among uurseln~s: anti if we a re wise enough to learn from the 
experience of others, rnther than await the intliction consel(Uent upon our own 
errors, we may yet escape the magnitudt• and ft•rmi<lableness o[ tho;;c calamit ies 
under which some other communities are now sutl\•ring-. · 

On the other hand. I llo not he;;itat~ to sa,r. that Uwrt' are man.\· thing-s abt·oad 
which we, at home, should do well to imitatt.-': t.hinJ.,rs. some of which an• here, as 
_yet, mere matlt!r;; of speulation a nd theory. but whidt. thl:' rc. ha n• long- bl:'en in 
operation, and are now protlucing a harn~:st of rh-lt ant 1 ahnnliant blt•ssings ·X· ·.v -x· • 
'The best style of teaching arithnwtic or spt•lling- ha,; no JH'<:t.-'ssary or natural 
connection with the doctriu~ of hen•tlita r.r ri)!.'ht: antl an at't'omplishcll lesson in 
geography or grammar commits the hnm:tll intl'ilt>t.:t to no particular liogma in re
ligion. * ·:. *. 

Besides, a generou;; allll imtlnrt.ial mintl llo<';; not ask whPnC'e a. thing- comes. hut 
what it is. .Those who. at the prest>nt tlay. won hi rt'jN:t an imprU\'l'ttu•nt because of 
the place of tts origin, belong to the same schnl•l uf hi~;ott-y wit.h t,lulsl' who iminiretl if 
good could come out of Na.zcrl:'th: and wh:tt. inti nih~ hh•ssing-s \\'ottltl tht' world 
have l~?st .had that party been punisht•tl by ~11\'l'css ! Thn1ug-huiit my whole tpur. no 
one pnnmple has bee.n moru frt•quently exemplilietl than this- t hat wht•rf'Yer I Ita \'e 
fo~nu the best institutions,- education:tl. refnrmatnry, ehat·itabh•. lll'nal or other
~lS:!,- there I hasc alway~ found tht:\ greatl';;t tlesit·e to know how similar in;;titu
ttOns were administt>red among- oursel \'eS: ami wlu>rc I have fonnt! thl• wor~t, there 
I ~tav~ found most of the spirit of self-cotuplacetwy, ancl l~n~n an olfensive dbin
clmatwn to hear of better m~tholis. 
Th~ examination of schools. school-hon,:;<'s. school systt>J\Js. a.ppamtus. ami modes of 

teaclu.n~, hilS been my first object. at all t inl<'s ami plm·es. Un<it•r t hP l'l' rttt .. st:hnols," 
I herem mclude all elementary schools. w hl'ther pn hlie or prh·n t·t!: a ll !lonna I schools; 
sch_ools ~or teaching the Blinu anu the Dl•:tf ami Dumb: sclwols fot· t. lw rcl'ot't uation 
of Juvemle offenuers; all charity foundations fur ctlucatiug thtl chihh'en of the poor 
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or of criminals, and all orphan establishments-of which Ja.St class there are such 
great numbers on the continent. When practicable and useful, I have visited gy.m
nasia, colle~es, and universities; but as it IS not customary in these classes of institu
tions to allow strangers to be present at recitations, I have had less inducement to 
see them." 

These extracts are sufficient to show the truly cath olic spirit with 
which Mr. Mann pursued his investigations. His account of the 
various educational appliances and methods, then unfamiliar to 
American teachers, was of the greatest value. His graphic descrip
tion of a recitat ion scene in a school in Scotland* is a striking ex
ample of word painting. On this occasion teacher and pupils, each 
equally vigorous and aler t, made an amazing display of bodily and 
mental activity, so that it is imaginable that even Dr. Hartwell 
himself might be willing to concede that formal training in gymnas
tics was hardly an urgent need in that school. 

This description must have given, to those used only to the pe
dantic stillness which was then the ideal of the kind of " discipline" 
essential·to the best development of the model American school,-a 
new conception of the intense interest which arises when pupils and 
t eacher are all aflame with the glorious enthusiasm of learning. 

The accounts of his visits to asyluml:l, prisons, schools of the Deaf 
and Dumb, and t.o those of the Blind, are full of interest.; but must 

'be here omitted as not coming within the scope of the present Report. 
The following paragraph is a foreshadowing of modern methods 

and may be regarded as a precursor of the Kindergarten, and, indeed, 
as the· first faint forewarning of the advent of·the movement for In
dustrial training in all the schools: 

YOUTHFUL ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE DIRECTED, NOT SUPPRESSED. 

* * ·:t • About twenty years ago, teachers in Prussia made the important dis-
covery that children have five senses,- together with various muscles and mental 
faculties,- all which, almost by a necessity of their nature, must be kej)t in a state of 
activity, and which, if not usefully, a1·e liable to be mischie\'Ously employed: Sub
sequent improvements in the art of teaching have consisted in supplying interesting 
and u~ful, instead of mischievous occupation, for these senses, muscles and facul
ties. Exferience has now proved that 1t is much easier to fumish profitable and 
delightfu employment for all these powers than it is to stand ove1· them with a. rod 
and stifte their workings, or to assun1e a thousand shape!i of fear to guard the thou
sand avenues through which the salient spirits of the young play outward. Nay it 

· is much easier to keep the eye and hand and mind at work together , than it is to 
employ any one of them separately from the others. A child L'l bound to the teacher 
by so many more cords, t he more of his natural capacities the teacher can intere.;t 
and employ. 

In Part I of this Report, some evidence was given as to the value 
of drawing as a.n aid to the pupil in learning to write. On this point 
Mr. Mann says: 

WRITING AND DRA. WING. 

Such excellent hand-writing as I saw in the Prussian schools, I never saw beforl'. 
I can hardly express myself too strongly on this point. In Great Britain, Franre. t>r 
in our own country, I have never seen any sl?hooh; worthy to be compared with their~ 
in this respect. I have before said t hat Ifound all children provided with a slate and 
pencil. They write or print letters, and begin with the elements of drawing, either ian
mediately, or very soon after they !'!nter school. This furnishes the greater part of the 

·-- ----- ·-- - -
*See" Scotch Schools," Seventh Annual Report in "Common School J ournal " 

of March 1, l &s4, pages 99-104. 
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explanation of their excellent handwriting. {~ * * . Thisexcellencemust be re
ferred in a great dearee to the universal practice of learning to draw, contemporane· 
ously with learning to write. I belie~e a child '~i!llearn both to draw a~1d to write 
sooner and with more ease. than he wllllearn wntmg alone;- and for tlus reason:
the fi<rures or objects contemplated and copied in learning to draw, are larger, more 
mark'ed more distinctive one from another, and more sharply defined with projec
tion, angle or .c!lrve, than the letters copied in ~·riting. In drawii?-g ther~ is more 
variety. in wr1tmg more sa~ueness. Now. the.obJects coutem.plated m drawmg,fJ•om 
thei1· nature, attract attention more readily, 1mpress the mmd more deeply, and of 
course will be more accurately copied than t hose in writing. And when the eye has 
been trained to observe, to distinguish, and to imitate, in the first exercise, it applies 
its habits with great advantage to the second. 

Another reason is, that the child is taught to draw things with which he is famil
iar, which have some significance and g i>e him pleasing ideas. But a child who is 
made to fill page after page with rows of straight marks, that look so blank and 
cheerless though· done ever so well, has and can have no plea.c;ing associat.ions with 
his work. The practice of beginning with making inexpressive marks, or with writ
ingunintelli2ihle words, bears some resemblance, in its lifelessness, to that of learn
ing the alphabet. Each exhales torpor and s tupidity to deaden the vivacity of the 
worker. * * * : · 

In the course of my tour, I passed from countries where a lmost every pupil in 
·every school could draw with ease, and most of them with no inconsiderable degree 
of beauty and expression, to those where less and less attention was paid to the sub
ject; and, at last, to schools where drawing was not practised at all ; and, after many 
trials , I came to the conclusion that, with no otlwr guide than a m ere inspection of 
the copy books of the pupils, I could tell whethet· drawing were taught in the 
schools Ol' not; so uniformly superior was the handwriting in those schools where 
drawing was taught in connectiOn with it.. On seeing this, I was reminded of that 
saying of Pestalozzi -somewhat too strong,- that " without drawing there can be 
no writing." 

DRAWING VALUABLE FOR ITSELF. 

But suppose it were otherwise, and that learning to draw retardetl the acquisition 
of good penmanship, how richly would the learner be compensated for the sacrifice. 
Drawing, of ' itself, is an expressive and bea'utiful language. A few strokes of the 
pen or pencil will often represent to the eye what no amount of words, however 
w~ll chosen, can commtmicate. For the master an:hitect, for the engraver, the 
engineer, the pattern-designer, the draughtsman. moulder, machine-builder, o1· head 
mechanic of any kind, all acknowledge that this art is essential and indispensable. 
But there is no department of busines>~ or condition of life, where the accomplish
went would not be of utility. Every man should be able ti> plot a field , to s ketch a 
road or a river, to draw the outlines of a s imple machine, a piece of household fur
niture or a farming utensil. Ill Ill to delineate the internal arrangement o r construc
tion of a house. 

But to be able to represent by lines a nd shadows what no words can depict, is 
only a minor part of the benet1t of learning to draw. 'l' he study of this art d(!Velops 
the talent of observing even more than that of delineating. Although a man may 
have but comparatively few occasion ~ to picture forth what he has observed, yet 
the power of obserYation should be culth·ated by every rational being. The skilful 
delineator is not only able to describe far bettet· what he has S('eu , but he sees twice 
as many things in the world 11..'1 he wouhl otherwise do. To one whose eye has never 
been accustomed to ,mark the form, color Ot' pecularities of objects, all extemal 
nature is enveloped in a haze. which no sunshine, however bright, will eve r dissi
pa~e. The light which dispels this obscurity must cume from within. Teaching a 
cl.uld to draw, then, is·the development in hitu of ~1 new talent,- the conferrin).'; upon 
lnm, as it were, of a new sense,- by means of whkh he is not only l1etter enabled to 
attend to t he common duties of life, and to be more serdt•t>able to his fellow-men, 
but he is more likely to appreciate the beau tit-s amlmagniticencc of nature, which 
eveqwhere reflect the g lories of the Crea tor into his so\tl. * * ~ 

A KNOWLEDGE OF DRAWING OF SPECL\r, YALt;E TO A~IER!CANS. 

With the inventive genius of our people, the art of drawing wuuld be eminently 
useful. They woulu turn it to better a ccount than any other people in the world. 
Vfe now perform fur the g reater part of our labor by machinery. With the 
lugh wag~s prevalent a mongst us, if such were not the case, our whole comtutmity 
would be unpoverished. \Vhatcver will advance the mechanic and manufacturing 
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arts, therefore, is especially iQlportant here; and whatever is important for men to 
know, as men, should be leamed by children in the schools. -
· But whatever may be said of the importance of this art, as it re~ards the com

munity at large, its value to a school-teacher can hardly be estimaten. 

· In the vivid picture, given below, of a recitation in Geography 
which he attended in a Prussian School, the practical way in which 
a mastery of drawin~ can be advantageously used by a teacher thus 
equipped for his work, is graph~cally shown. . 

GEOGRAPHY. 

In describing the manner in which Geography was taught I must use discrimi
nation; for; in some respects, it was taught imperfectly, in others preemin~ntly 
well. 

The practice seemed to be .uniform, howeve:r, of beginning with objects perfectly 
familiar to the child,-the school-house with the grounds around it, the home w1th 
it3 yards or gardens, and the street leading from the one to the other. First of 
all, the children were initiated into the ideas of space, without which we can know 
no more of geography than we can of history without ideas of time. Mr. Carl 

· Ritter, of Berlin,-probably the greatest geographer now living,-expressed a de
cided opinion to me, that this was the true mode of beginning. 

Children; too, commence this study very earfy,- soon after entering school,
but no notions are given them which they are not perfectly able to comprehend, re
produce, and express . 
. I found geography taught almost wholly from large maps suspended against the 

walls; and by delineations on the black-board. :And here, the skill of teachers and 
pupils in drawing did admirable service. The teacher traced the outlines of a 
countr,ron the suspended map, or urew one upon the black-board, accompanying 
the exhibition by an oral le~:ture; and, at the next recitation, the pupils were ex
pected to repeat what they had ·seen and heard. And, in regard to the natural 

·aivisions of the earth, or the political boundaries of countries, a pupil was not con
sidered as having given any proof that he had a correct image in his mind, until he 
could go to the black-board and reproduce it from the ends of his fingers. I wit
nessed no lesson unaccompanied by these tests. 

A HECITATION IN GEOGRAPHY IN GER~IANY. 

· I will describe, as exactly as I am able, a lesson which I heard given to a class a 
little advanced beyond the elements,-remarking that, though I heard many lessons 
given on the same plan, none of them were signalized by the rapiditv and effect of 
the one I am about to <lescribe. • 

The teacher stood by the black-board, with the chalk in his band. After casting 
his eye over the class to see that all were ready, he struck at the middle of the board. 

,With a rapidity of hand which my eye could hardly follow, he made a Eeries of those 
short, divergent lines, or shadings, employed by map-engravers to represent a chain 
of mountains. He had scarcely turned an angle, or shot off a spur, when the scholars 
began to cry out, Ca11>athian mountains, Hungary; Black Forest mountains, Wur
temberg; Giant's mountains, (Riesen-Gebirge,) Silesia; 1\tietaJlic nwuntains, (Erz
Gebirge,) Pine mountains, (Fichtel-Gebirge,) Central mountains, (Mittel-Gebirge,) 
Bohemia, &~:. &c. 

In less than half a minute, the ridge of that grand central elevation which sepa
rates the ..,vaters that flow north-west into the German ocean, from those that flow 
north into the. Baltic, and north-east into the Black Sea, was presented to ·d ew,
executed almost as beautifully as an engraving. A dozen crinkling strokes, made 
in tl~e twinkling of an eye, represented the head-waters of the great rivers whi~:h 
flow in different directions from that mountainous range; while the children, almost 
as eager and excited as though they had actually seen the torrents dashing down 
the mountain sides, cried out, Danube, Elbe, Vistula, Otler, &c. '!'he next moment 
I heard a succession of small strokes or taps, so rapid as to be almost indistin~:,'lliHh
able, and hardly had my eye time to discern a large number of <lots ma:~e along the 
margins of the rivers, when .the shout of Lintz, Vienna, Prague, Dresden, Berlin, 
&c. struck my ear. At this point in the exercise, the spot which had been occupied 
on the black-board was nearly a drclc, of which the starting. point, or place where 
the teacher first began, was the centre; but now a few additional strokes around the 
circumference of the incipient continent, extended the mountain ranges outwards 
towards the plains,- the ~:hildren responding the names of the countries in whi~:h 
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they respectively lay. With . a few more flourishes the rivers flowed onwards 
towards their several tertiiinations, and by another succession of dots, ·new citif"s 
BJ;lrang up along their banks. By this time the children had become as much ex
Clted as though they had been present at a world-making. They rose in their seats, 
they flung out both hands, t)leir eyes kindled, and their voices became almost >o
cifet·ous as they cried out the names of the uifferent places, which under the magic 
of the teacher's crayon rose into view. Within ten minutes from the commence· 
ment of the lesson, there stood upon ·the black-boaru a b:lautiful map of Germany, 
with its .mountains, principal t·ivers and cities, the coast of the German ocean, of 
the Baltic and the.Bll!-ck seas; and all so accW'ately proport'on~d that I think only 
slight eiTors would have been found had it been subjected to the test of a scale of 
miles. .A.' part of this time was taken up in correcting a few mistakes of the pupils; 
for the 'teacher's mind seemed to be in his ear as well as in his hand, and notwith
standing the astonishing celerity of his WO\'ewents, he detected erroneous answers 
and turned around to correct thew. The rest of the recitation consisted in questions 
and answers respecting productions, climate, soil, animals, &c. &c. 

Many of the cosmogonists suppose that after the creation of the world, and when 
its whole surface was as yet flutd, the solid continents rose gradually from beneath 
the sea,-first the loftiest peaks of the ' Andes. for instance, emerged from the deep, 
and·as theyl.·eached a higher and a higher point of elevation, the ri'l'ers began to 

· flow down their sides, tmtil nt last,- the lofty mountains ha'l'ing attained their 
. height, the mighty l'ivet'S their extent and volume, and the continent its amplitucle,-

criltivation began, and cities and towus were built. Thf' lesson I hn.ve descl'ibed was 
a beautiful illustration of that idea,- with one ad'l'antage over the original scene 
itself, that the spectator had no need of waiting through all the geological epochs 
to se.e the work completed. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN AN ORDINARY AMERICAN A ::olD THIS GERUAN RECITATIO;o;. 

. Compare the effect of such a lesson as thi,;, both as to the amount of the know!-
. edge communicated, and the vividness and of course the permanence of the ideas 

obtained, with a lesson where the scholars look out a few names of places on a life
less atlas, but never send thf"ir imaginations abroad O\"CI' the earth; nncl where the 
teacher sire listlessly down before them to interrogate them from a book, in which 

· all the questions are pt'inted at full length, to supersec.le on his part all necessity of 
knowledge. 

Thoroughly and beautifully as I saw some departments of geography taught in 
the Common Schools of Prussia, traced out mto their connections with commerce, 
manufactures, and history, I found hut few of this class of schools in which wzi·l•er
sal geography could, with any propriety, be considered as a part of the course. The 
geog;aphy of their own countt·y was minutely iiwestigated. That of the western 
hemtsphere was very little unde1·stood. But this should be said, that as far us they 
professed to teach, they taught thoroughly a nd well. · 

. In the final pages of this report, 1\fr. Mann sums up the result of 
. hrs observation of the conditions of the Europe<m world. 

EGROPEAN AND AMERTCAN CONDITIONS CONTRASn~O • 

. ~tever may be the espeeial object of the American citizen in going abroad, 
still, If his mind is imbued with tho tl'lle spirit of t he institutions of his own couu-

. try, h~ cannot fail, ;n traveling through the different nations of Europe, to find 
~a:terml for the most profound and sol~mn reHeetion. 'L'herc is no e~u-thly subject, 
j lts.own nature, of higher intrinsic dignity :uul interest t.han a contemplation of 
t l": ~fferent forms into which humanity has been sh:J.})ecl by different institutions. 
Tlus mtere~t.deepens, when we compare our own condition with tho contempora
h~ous cond1t10~ of other g1·eat families of mankind. TI'Ucing baek. by the light of 
1stor~ a.~d philosophy, these respective conditions t.o their causes in some pedou 

of ~nt1qutty wore or less remote, we behold the head-springs of those influences 
wluch have given such diversity to the character a'nd fortunes of different portions 

. of th_e rae(}. \Ve are enahleu not only to see the grand n•sults which have been 
wrou~ht .out ~y cet·t.:in a~encies, acting through long periods of time, but we .are 
brou~ 1t mto unmed1ate contact, and we colnllllllle, as it wc1·e face to face, with 
~hse great print:iples which l>c:n· the future destinieR of mankind in their bosom . 

. atev~r ~ow lS, whether of we:tl m· woo, is t he effect of causes that h::we \lre
ex~ted; m hke manne1·, whntoYor i>; to be, whether of glory or of debasement, wil re
su t from the causes put irt operation uy oursch·es ot· others. Tho Past is a unit> 
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fixed, irrevocable, about which there is no longer either option or alternative; but 
the Future presents itself to us as an Infinite of Possibilities. For the great pur
poses of duty and happiness, to-morrow is in the control of the weakest of men; 
but yesterday is beyond the dominion of the mightiest prince or potentate;- it is no 
longer changeable by human or divine power . The future, then, is our field of ac
tion; the past is only valuable as furnishing lights by which that field can be more 
successfully entered and cultivated. For this J?Urpose we study the history of par
ticular parts of the globe, of particular portions of our race,- of Europe, for in
stance.-for the last thousand or two thousand years; we learn what manner of 
men have boi-ne sway; we discern the motives by which they have been actuated; 

.we study t)1e laws they have made, and the institutions they have established for 
shaping and moulding their unformed future. W e ~o to Europe·, or, by other 

·means, we examine and investigate the presen~ social, mtellectual and moral con
dition of its people; and here we have the product,- the grand result, of men,.mo
tive~ laws, institutions, all gathered ~Lnd concentrated into one point, which we can 
now see, just as we see the fabric which comes from a piece of complicated ma
chinery, when the last revolution of the last wheel rolls It into our hands for in-
spection. · 

And what is this result ! In a world which God has created on such principles of 
wisdom and benevolence, that nothing is wanting, save a knowledge of His com
mands and an obedience to them , to make every human being supremely happy,
what amount of that knowledge is possessed, what degree of that happiness is 
enjoyed? · . 

PREVJI.ILING IGNORANCE OF EUROPEAN PEASANTS. 

It is no adequate representation of tl\e fact, to say. that not anything like one
half of the adult m ale population of Europe can read and wt·ite in any intelligible 
manner,- and hence are shut out from a knowledge of all history, sacred and pro
fane, and of all contemporary everits;-that not one third are comfortably housed, 
or fed, or clothed, according to the very lowest standard of comfort amongst the 
laboring classes in this country;- that not one individual in five hundred has any 
voice in the enactment of the laws that bind him, or in the chqice of the rulers, 
who dispose of his property, liberty and life;-aild that, exceptin~ in a few narrow 
and inconsiderable !>pots, the inalienable right of freedom in relig10n, and liberty to 
worship God according to the dictates of conscience, is not recognized or known;
nay, that the claim of any such liberty is denounced and spurned at and its advo
cates punished, not only by a denial of , the right itself, but by the deprivation of all 
human rights whatever;- all these facts, deeply as they affect human happiness, 
greatly as they derogate from human dignity, present no Jiving picture of Europe, 
as it now exists. All this is negation only; it leaves wholly untouched the side of 
positive, boundless suffering and wrong. 

UNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH, 

In the, Europe of the nineteenth century, the incomputable wealth that flows 
from the bounty of Heaven, during the revolvin~ seasons of the y.:>ar, and is elabo
rated from the earth by the ceaseless toil of milhons of m en;- that wealth which 
is wrought out by human labor and ingenity, in conjunction with the great agencies 
of nature.-fire, water, wind and steam,- and whose aggregates are amply su tfi-

. cient to give comfort a nd competence to every human being, and the joys of homo 
aud the sacred influences of the domestic circle to every family,- that wealth . by 
force of unjust laws and inst itutions, is filched from the producer, and gathered 
into vast masses, to give power, and luxury, and aggrandizement to a few. Of ] Jro
duction there is no eud; of distrilnttion there is no beginning. Nine hundred and 
ninety-nine children of the same common Father suffer from destitution, that the 
thousandth may revel in superfluities. A thousand cottages shrink into meanness 
_and want, to swell the dimensions of a single palace. T he tables of a thousand 
families of the industrious poor waste away into drought and barrenness, that one 
board may be laden with surfeits. As yet, the great tiuth has scarcely dawned 
upon the mind of theorist or s peculator. that the J?Olitical application of doing as 
we would be done by is, to g ive to every man entire equality before the law, and 
then to leave h is fortunes and his success to depend upon his own exertions. 

He finds t ha.t a few individuals, 'or families, have unsurped and 
maintain cl.ominion over almost two hundred millions of men. After 
reading his vivid portraiture of the degradation of the human being 
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caused by the despotism of centuries, the fact that the children of 
such classes have grown up to be the Anarchists of to-day seems no 
longer strange. 

THE EFFECT ON THE HU:r.LI.N BEING OF IGNORANCE, POVERTY A.l."'D DESPOTISM. 

· • • * Hence, throughout wide regions of country, man is no longer man. 
Formed in the image of his Maker, the last vestiges of t hat image ru:e nearly oblit
erated. He no longer breathes that hreath of independent and conscious life that 
first animated Ws frame, and made him a living soul. The heavenly spark of intel
ligence is trodden out from his bosom., In some countriel which I have visited, there 
arc whole classes of men and women, whose organization is changing, whose whole 
form, features, countenance, expression, are so debased and brutified by 'vant and 
fear and i~orance and superstition, that the naturalist would almost doubt where, 
among livmg races of animals, to class them. Under governments where supersti
tion and ignorance have borne most sway, the altered aspect of humanity is assimi
lating to that of the brute ; but where resistless power has been trampling, for 
centuries, upon a sterner nature and a stronger will, the likeness of the once human 
face 1s approximating to' that of a. fiend. In certain districts of large cities,- those 
of London, Manchester, Glasgow, for instance,- such are the influences that sur
round children from the day they are brought into the wol'ld, and such the fatal 
education of circumstances and example to which they are subjected, that we may 
say they are born in order to be imprisoned, transported, or hung, with as exact and 
literal truth as we can say that corn is grown to be eaten. 

. Not in a single generation could either the cruelties of the oppressor, or the suffer
ing<~ of his victim, have effected these physical and mental transformations. It has 
taken ages and centuries of wrongs to bend the body into abjectness, to dwarf the 
stature, to extinguish the light of the eye, and to incorporate into body and soul the 
air and movements of a. slave. And the weight and fulness of the curse is this, that 
it will require other ages and centuries to efface these brands of degradation,- to 
re-edify the frame, to rekindle in the eye the quenched beam of intelligence, t<> re
store height and amplitude t.o the shrunken brow, and to reduce the overgrown pro
pe~~ties of the animal nature within a manageable compass. Not only is a new 
'!!Puit to be created, but a new physical apparatus through which it can work. This 
1s th~ worst,- the scorpion sting, in the lash of despotism. There is a moral and a 
phy!ncal entailment, as well as a civil. Posterity is cursed in the debasement in
fi:icted upon its ancestors. In many parts of Europe, the laws both of the mate-

- na.l and of the moral nature have been so long outraged, that neither the third nor 
the fourth generation will outlive the iniquities done to their fathers. 

Then he contrasts the conditions i:Q. Europe with those which in 
the new world surrounded the first settlers of Massachusetts. In 
~his connection, his statement in regard to the intelligence and stand
~ng of those settlers is wortl~y of attention, in view of t.he astonish
~g remark made by Mr. Irvin<Y, in his recent address on the occa
siOn of the opening of the Sha~espeare fountain (1887) in Stratford 
on ,Avon,- the generous gift made by Mr. George W. Childs, of 
fhiladelphia, in witness of America's equal inheritance with England 
m Shakespeare's works and fame. 

The celebrated manager-actor sought to trace some connection 
between the Actor Shakespeare aud the New England settlers, and 
suggested that it might be found in the possibility that some igno
rant man might have been in an audience among the "groundlin~s" 
at thl3 Globe Theatre, and, later, have carried to New England 11is 
personal recollections a.nd impressions of t he &rea.t playwright. 

If b.e had based a want of knowledge of Shakespeare on the part of 
t~e early s~ttlers of New England, upon the improbability that any 
0h the Puntans of that day ever visited a t heatre, autl therefore, that t eywere doubtless personally ignorant of the player, there would 

ave been much plausibility in the suggestion. The impression 
conveyed by his words, however, whether intentional or not, was 
that.thesettlers of Massachusetts were an ignorant lot of very com-
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mon people; and·, therefore, it was hardly to be expected that they 
could have had any knowledge of Engla,nd's greatest Poet! 

That this erroneous impression :;~.s to the character of those· early 
settlers is not unusual in England, is inferentially shown by the 
address of Rev. Mr. MacCarthy, on "The growth of the English 
and American Educational Ideals," quoted from, on pages 26-28 of 
this volume. In this address, the Reverend gentleman, tracing the 
causes which l ed these struggling .colonists to make such unprece
dented efforts in behalf of education, directly controverts this pop
ular fallacy; and shows that . there . were among the colonists who 
came to Massachusetts, from 1630 to 1690 inclusive, r.nany men of 
prominence and culture;-as large a proportion of university-bred 
men, in fact, as were to be found at that time among any equal 
number of inhabitants in England; and so; it follows t~at, since these 
Englishmen were of the very classes to have been reached by the 
literary as well as political movements of this era, their possible 
knowledge .of Shakespeare could hardly .have ~een dependent upon 
the accid~ntal presence among them of a single ignorant playgoer! 

Mr. Matm says: · 
Again, the popula.tion of a country·may.be so divided into the extremes of high 

and low, and each of these extremes may have diverged sq_ wide~y from 3: medium, 
or standard of nature, that thera are ~one, or but a >ery small mtermed1ate body, 
or middle class of men, left in the nation. * *. * 

It was from a con(}ition of society like this,-or from one where principles and 
agencies were at work tending to produce a condition of society like this,- that our 
ancestors. fled. · . ' 

THE SETTLEMENT OF NEW ENGLAND. 

They came nere, as to a newly-formed world. In many respects, the colonization 
Of New England was like a new creation of the race. * * * . Not the least 
among the blessings 'v'hich they brought, we1·e health and a robustness of constitu
tion, that no llL'\:ury had ever enervated or vicious indulgences ever corrupted. In 

. all that company, there was not a drop of blood which had been tainted by vice, nor 
an act of life that had been stained by crime. Arriving here at a period when win
ter had converted the land into one broad desert, the inclemency of the Feason and 
the eXtremity of their toils, swept away all the less healthful and vigorous; and left 

·not man or woman, save those whose hardy and powerful frames, the perils of the 
ocean, and the \vintry rigors of the clime, and the privations of a houseless and 
provisionless coast, had assailed in vain. In ;hysical energy and hardihood, such 
were theproge.nitors.of New England. * * . Mightyasweretheirbodies, t11eir 
spirits were mightier still. Some of the former did yield to privation, and peril, 
and disease; but in that whole company, not a hea1·t ever t·elented. Stanch, un· 
daunted, invincible, they held fast to what they believed to be the dictates of con· 
science and the oracles of God; and in the great ll!Oral epic which celebrates tho 
story of their trials and their triumphs, the word' '' apostate" is nowhere written. 

This transference of the fortunes of our race from the Old to the New World, was 
a gain to hwnanity of at least a thousand years;- I mean, if all the great and good 
men of Europe, from the 22d of December, 1620, had united their energies to ame
liorate the condition of the hmnan family, and had encountered no hostility, either 
from civil or religious despotism, it would have taken ten centuries to bring the in
stitutions and the populatl(~n of Europe to a point where the great experiment of 
improving the condition of the race, by u1eans of intellectual, moral, and religious 
culture, could be as favorably commenced, as it was commenced on the day when 
the Pilgrims first set foot upon the rock of Plymouth. What mighty obstructions 
!!-nd hinderances to human progress did t hey leave behind them! What dynasties of 
powerful men, and the more firmly seated dynasties of false opinions! But in t11o 

· world to which they came, there were no classes upheld by law in feudal privilt.>go 
and prerogative. There were no laws of hereditary descent upholding one class in 
opulence and power, irrespective·of mei'it or vigor, and degrading other classes to 
perpetual indigence and servility, without demel'lt or imbecility. Here wns no 
cramped t errito1·y, whose resources \vere insufficient to furnish a healthful compe
tence to all; nor any crowded population, stmggling so earnestly to supply their 
cravingf? for daily necessities, that all the nobler wants of the soul were silenced by 
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the clamor of the appetites .. · N~ predatory baron~ had conquered the whole land, 
and monopolized it, .and, by a course of legislation as inittuitons as the. original rob
bery itself, hacl predestined i~ decsent in thl:l line -of part1cular f~mil~es thr_ough all 
coming time, so that not one·tn Tmud1·ecls of all who should be Uom mto the State, 
could own a rood of ground, which he might till for Mubsistence while living, or be
neath which he could have a right of, burial when de;~d. * 

THE EARLY SETTLERS OJ!' MASSACHUSETTS AN EDUCATED CLASS. 

· Our Pilgrim Fathers also possessed intelligence,- not merely common learning, 
·and information on comm,on affairs,- but most of them were men of accomplished 
education, conversant with the world's history, profoundly thoughtful, and as well 
qualified as any equally numerous community that hac\ e,·er existeu, to cliscuss.the 
deepest questions of state or church, of time or eternity. Hence we are not the de
scev.dants of an ignorant horde, or pauper colony, drh·en out from the parent coun
try in quest of food, and leaving nll metropolitan art, intelligence and refinement 
·behind them. Besides, almost coeval with the settlement of the colony, they 
founded a · college and established Common Schools. In the · first clearings of the 
forest, by the side ·or the first dwellings which they erected for a shelter, they built 
the sehool-house; and of the produce of the first crops planted for their precarious 

·subsistence, they apportioned a share for the maintemmceof teachers and professors. 
This they did, that the altar-lights of knowledge and piety which ti)ey had here 
kindled, might never go out. This they clid, hoping that each generation would feed 
the flame to illumine theJ)ath of its successors,- a flame which should not be suf
fered to expire, but shoul shine on forever tO enlighten and gladden every soul tliat 
should here be ·called into existence. * * * . . 

·The reflections with which 1\fr. Mann closes his report appeal to 
the thoughtful consicleration of his readers of to-day even more 
forcibly than they could have clone to his contemporaries. They ap
peal to a people who have outstril)ped all the nations of the world in 
ra-pid increase of population and m sudden accr etion of wealth. ·The 
idle rich, the dissipated "Gilded Youth," more wortl~less, if not as 
dangerous, to a · cotm try, than the idle poor-" t.he Tramp,"~ have 
multiplied an hundred fold; and are readily recognized in our large 
cities as a distinctive class who ape English manners, customs and 

.accent, and who, after great effort, sometimes succeed in copying 
fairly the manners of the English ,; cad," but never of the gentle
man. These brainless spendthrifts, poor imitators of b~d European 
models, are in strikb.lg external contt·ast with some occasional speci
mens of genuine. European importations; the few shiftless adult 
paupers and professional beggars, who, in some surreptitious ways, 
despite official precautions, have reached our cities. Neither of these 
parasites of civilization were known to America during Mr. Mann's 
lifetime. 

The war against the Union, begun by thel.r masters, having re
. suited in the emancipation and enfranchisement of the former 
slaves; the constant inpouring of "European eniigrants, admitted to 
vote, long. before they even acquire any considerable kno-\vledge 
or use of the language, ~nd utterly unquestioned as to their compre
hension of the principles that m·e vital to a r epublican form'of gov
ernmentJ these two unce1·tain elements having been added to the 
voting population, tog~ther with a dangerous increase of paupe.r and 
criminal classes in our large cities; all these combined influences, 
which put in jeopardy our form of government, influences wholly 
unknown when these Reports were written by Mr. Mann but which 
in our day can not be ignored; lend added weight to these solemn 
appeals. 

~The population o!_ England is 16,000,000. The number of landholders in fee is 
estimated by the llil.Cucals at 30,000, and by the Tories at 36,000. A mer.n of 33,000 
would give one landowner to 484 non-landowners. 
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DUTIES IMPO,SED ON THE DESCENDANTS OF SUCH ANCESTRY. 

It is in no.boastful or vain-glorious spirit that I refer to this heroic period of our 
country's history. It is in no invidious mood that I contrast th!! leading features 
of our civil polity and our social condition, with those of the trans-atlantic nations of 
Christendom. Rather must I confess that the contemplation of these historic 
events, brings more humiliation than-pride. It demands of us, whether we have 
retained our vantage-ground of a thousand years. It forces upou the conscience 
the solemn question, whether we have been faithful to duty. Stewards of a more 
precious treasure than was ever before committed to mortal hands, are we prepared 
to exhibit our lives and our history a • the record of our stewardships? On the con
trary, do we not rather cling to the trust, and vaunt the confidence wherewith we 
have been honored, without inquiring whether the value of the deposit is not daily 
diminis::ing in our hands? Subtract the ~ uperiority which, under our more pro
pitious circumstances, we ought to possess, and how much will remain as the ali
ment of pride? It is not enough for us to s~y, that we are exempt from the \Hetch
ednessof the masses, and from the corruptions of the courts, of other lands. With 
our' institutions and resources. these should have been incommunicable evils,-evils 
which it would have been alike uno1eritorious to avoid, and unpardonable to per
mit. It is no justification for us, to a ·lduce the vast, the unexampled inc ease of 
ow· population. The question is not, how many Jnillions we have, but what are 
their character, conduct, and attributes. We can claim neither reward nor apprO\·al 
for the exuberance of our natural resources, or the magnificence of our civil }Jower. 
The true inquiry is, in what manner that power has been used, how hM·e those re
sources been expended? they were convertible into universal elevation and happi
ness,-have they been so converted? * * * Have we, by self-denial, by abstinence 
from pernicious luxuries, by beneficent labor, by obedience to the physical and 
orgamc laws of our nature, retained that measure of he!tlth and longevity to which, 
but for our own acts of disinherison, we had been rightful heirs? 'Vhere tempta
t ons are few, vice should be !>0 rare as to become monstrous; where art and nature 
lavish wealth, a pauper should be a prodigy;- but have we prevented the growth 
pf vice and pauperism amongst us, by seeking out every abandoned child within 
our borders. as the. ~ood shepherd seeks after.the lambs lost from his flock; and by 
training all to habits of industry, fru~lity, temperance, and an exemplary life? 
Have we remembered that, if every citizen has a right to vote when he becomes a 
man, then the right of e'l"ery child to that degree of knowledge which shall qualify 
him to vote, is a thousand times as strong? Have the more ·fortunate classes 
amongst us,- the men of greater wealth, of superior knowledge, of more com
manding influence,- have they periodically arrested their own onward march of 
improvement, and sounded the trumpet, and sent out guides and succors to bl'ili(J 
up the rear of societ'!/? Have we insulated ourselves, as by a wall of fire, from the 
corruptions and follies engendered in European courts, and practised only by tho~e 
who abhor the name of ~public? Have we caused the light of our institutions so 
to shine before the world, that the advocates of liberty in all p.n·ts of the earth can 
boldly point to our frame of government, as the model of those which are yet to 
bless manldnd? Can we answer these questions as the myriad sufferers unde1· op
pression in other lands would havE\ us answer them? If not, then we ha'l"e not 
done to others as we would that others, were circumstances reversed. should do 
unto us.· * * *. 

The experience of the ages that are past, the hopes of the ages. that are yet to 
come, uri1te their voices in a.n appeal to us;- they implore us to think more of the 
character of our people than of its numbers; to look upon our vast natural re
sources, not as tempters t o ostentation and pride, but as mean~ to bo converted by 
the refining alchemy of education into mental and spiritual treasures; they sup
plicate us to seek for whatever complacency or self-satisfaction we are disposed 
to indulge, not• in the extent of our territory, or in. the products of our soil, but in 
the expansion and perpetuation of the means of human happiness; they beseech us 
to exchange the luxuries of sense for the joys of charity, and thus give to tho 
world the example of a nation, whose wisdom increases with its prosperity, and 
whose virtues are equal to its power. For these ends, they enjoin upon us a moro 
earnest, a more universal, a more religious devotion of our exertions and re
sources, to the cultm·e of the youthful mind and heart of the nation. Their 
gathered voices assert the eternal truth that, In a Republic, Ignorance is a Crime: 
and that Private Immorality is not less an opprobrium to the State that it is guilt 
in t~e perpetrator. 
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From the Eighth Annual Report* "the following paragraphs are 
quoted, as showing the value of the higher branches of an English 
Education to a Mechanical people, such as . are the inhabitants of 
Massachusetts. The probabilit ies of the rise of intellectual castes in 
society, based on the superior education of the few, when only the 
bare rudiments of knowledge should be imparted in the free com
mon schools are portrayed; and, :finally, the rapid. deteriorat ion of a 
community in which, from any general cause, the children of :five 
years of age · and upwards, are not sent to school, are forcibly pre
sented, as illustrated by the history of Paisley, in Scotland. 

The ar~ments for the giving instruction in the elements of 
natural smence would apply equally to the advisability of affording 
like opportunities for obtaining both industrial and technical in· 
struct10n. Mr. Mann says: 

VALUE OF A KNOWLEDGE OF ELEMENTARY SCIENCE TO AN I NVENTIVE PEOPLE. 

The people of Massachusetts, to a greater extent than those of any other State in 
the Union, are a mechanical people. The inventive genius and practical skill of 
.our citizens, in their applications to the useful arts of life, have given a common
ness to comfort, and a widespreading expansion to physical enjoyment and well-

. being, such as are not possessed by any o~her community of equal muubers, on the 
.face of the ~tlobe. We have more than eighty-five thousand persons engaged in 
manufactures and trades, which number represents a population of at least three 

.· hundred thousand, or six-fifteenths of all the inhabitants of the Commonwealth. 
With this wide range of every-day business and occuvation, the first principles of 
natural and mechanical philosoph,Y have the most int1mate connection. Our pecu
niary well-being as a people, the mdividual competence and independence of our 
citizens, are depending more and more upon our skill and progress in these depart
ments of industrial labor: Shut out all branches of natural philosophy from our 
Bllhools, exclude those s£1minal ideas and principles upon which, and with which, 
inventive genius afterwards works,- from which, talent is constantly evolving new 
applications of the forces and affinities of nature, and thus ameliorating and ad
vli.ncing the condition of man,- and what an inappreciable amount of actual good 
would be prevented, to say nothing of posit ive evils which would be incurred. And, 
as applicable to this subject, let me say, that we are responsible for the good we pre
vent as well as for the evil we commit. 

That the dangers pointed out in ~he last sentence of the following 
·paragraphs, were not merely imaginary, the murderous dynamite 
homos exploded with such deadly effect in Haymarket Square, Chi
cago, by the enemies of all social order, bear witness. " Blind rage 
and vindictiveness" inspired those murders! 

DANGER TO THE COMMUNITY I F NOTHING BUT THE MERE RUDIMENTS OF KNOWLEDGE 
ARE TAUGHT IN THE COMMON SCHOOLS. 

But again; suppose the mass of our young men to grow up to the period of adult life, 
·without the acquisition of anything but the mere elements or nHliments of know
ledge, with no general enlargement of mind, no expansion or opening of the facul
ties towards those different departments of nature for which they were designed and 
preii.dapted by theit· beneticimt Creator , and what a vast chasm would at once yawn, 
between the neglected many and those favored few who had enjoyed tlie privileges 
of academical or collegiate education. At once, literary castes would arise in society, 
as haughty, as exclusive, as antagonistic as the Brahminical. The community would 
be dissociated, gathered into clans, with but a few intermediate links in the socia l 
?hain to serve as a medium of sympathy between t he ~lx'tremes. Men of active, 
mquiring, replenished minds, naturally seek their assol'iates among men of active, 

*" Eighth Annual Report of the Board of Education, together with the Eighth 
Annual Report ·of the Secretary of the Board. (P1·inted in the numbers of the 
Common School Journal (issued fortnightly), beginning with the number for Feb
ruary 15th, 1845, and ending in that of May 1st.") 
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inquiring, reylenished minds. If they go in quest of the ignorant, the stockish, the 
brutified, it lS only through the impulSes of that divine missionary spirit which seeks 
the blessing of giving ratber than of. recei~g ~~- This class of men, unhappily, 
is very small. Hence the chasm wh1ch ourmstitutions-not nature,- would have 
created, would remain unbridged. Intellectual castes would inevitably be followed 
by castes in privileges, in honor, in property, unless the latter should be destroyed,
as under our political institutions would be probable, if not certain,- by the blind 
rage and vindictiveneSs of their social inferiors. 

What must result, if the common schools are abandoned for other 
schools provided for different classes of society,-is shown by the 
results of such training in European countries. · 

EUROPEAN CLASS EDUCATION TO BE A. VOIDED. 

In many of the more enlightened, yet arbitrary ~overnments of Europe, where 
the great doctrines of human rights are dimly seen m theory, and still more dimly 
reco~nized in practice, a distinction prevails in regard to the education of the com
munlty at large, which should be sedulously excluded from a republican system. 
According to this distinction, all the avocations of men naturally arrange them
selves under three heads. The first class embraces all those industrial employments 
where we act with material instruments upon material things,-with matter upon 
matter. This includes all mere-.manuallal:iorers,- the hewers of wood, the drawers 
of water, ditchers, delvers,_&c. In the second class, are comprised all those who 
act by mind upon matter,-the master-mason or architect, head-machinists, head
miners, foresters, engineers, &c. The third class are those who act by mind upon 
mind,-the orator, the poet, the historian, statesman, &c. Different courses of 
education are projected to meet the supposed necessities of these different grades. 
But how incongruous and absurd are these notions among a people, by the theory 
of whose institutions the Chief Magistracy of the State, or of the Nation, is open to 
the poorest boy that is born in the land ! · 

The following historical account of the situation of affairs in Pais
ley, Scotland, was given as a foot-note to the preceeding paragraph: 

I subjoin a few extracts from the" North British Review," containing some his
torical sketches of the Town of Paisley, in Scotland. They show with what fearful 
rapidity, a people that neglects the education of its children, will descend in the 
scale of poverty, degradation and crime. By the facts stated it appears, that not 
even the neglected generation itself will pass away, without punishing their social 
superiors for their dereliction from duty. Retribution descends suddenly upon the 
wealthy, the educated and the powerful, upon whose remissness, the vices, igno
l'ance and guilt of the less fortunate classes in society, are to be primarily charged. 

PAISLEY IN 1800- 1844. 

"* * * . As some important practical results, both of a moral and political na
ture, may be drawn from a review of its past and present history, it is our inten
tion, in the present article, to take a cursory view of the weavers,-in other words, 
the general population of that town, from about the year 1775 or 1780 to the present 
day, contrasting its moral and intellectual character, at two or three distmct pe
riods, and end,eavoring to account for the sad declension in public manners wluch 
of late has been so obvious to the country at large. 

"To state the simple fact, that the once quiet, sober, moral and intelligent inhab
itants of Paisley, aro now generally a turbulent. immoral and half-educated popu
lation, is to state what almost every one knows, what many mourn over, but for 
which few seem· able to propose any remedy. 

'' It is indeed a melancholy subject for contemplation, that what was at first eagerly 
embraced by many as an addition to their family receipts, has ultimately proved, 
not a chief cause of individual poverty only, but of family feuds, insubordination 
on the part of children, and, as a natural consequence, a ~eneral moral degradation 
over the whole community. We allude to the practice, mtroduced about the year 
1800, (when the manufacture of India imitation shawls was first commenced,) of 
employing children as draw-boys from the early a~e of five or sLx to ten or eleven 
years,- a period of life, till then , uniformly spent m school, or in youthful amuse
ments; but subsequently, from a rapid increase in this branch, all the available ' 
children. were employed in the weaving-shop. * * * . Thus was the'employment 
of their children from five to ten, by the weavers of Paisley, at first an apparent ad· 
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vantage, but in the end, a curse; demonstrating that whatever may be the interests 
of parents this year or next year, it is permanently the interest of them and their 
offspring to refuse every advantage in their temporal concerns, which tends .to de
prive youth of the first of parental blessings, education; and that Providence has 
bound, in indissoluble alliance, the intelligence, the virtue, and the temporal well
being of society. In 1818-19, during the radical period, there were found full three 
thousand, Paisley-born and Paialey-bred, who could not read; and the decline of 
intelligence has been followed by the decline of that temperance, prudence and . 
economy, which are the cardinal virtues of the working classes, by which alone 
they can elevate their condition, or preserve themselves from sinking into the most 
abject poverty." 

In his Tenth Annual Report, the Secretary set forth the theory of 
the Massachusetts School system and gave copies of such laws in 
regard to it, as were then in force. This re;port was so highly es
teemed that the Legislature ordered a republication with such "req
uisite additions and alterations as might be needed'to exhibit ·a just 
and correct view of the Common School system of Massachusetts, 
and the provisions of law relating to it." It is from this enlarged 
report that the following extracts were taken.* 

MA"SSACHUSETTS SYSTEM. OF COMMON SCHOOLS. 

To write a History of Popular Education in Massachusetts would be a work of 
great interest, and of little difficulty. Such a history, however, seems not to have 
been contemplated, and, therefore, would not be warranted, by those Resolves of 
the Legislature under which the following pages are prepared. * * * . An ade
quate idea of this" system," however, can hardly be obtained without a. brief refer
ence to its origin, and to those great fundamental principles, which its authors and 
suppOrters seem rather to have tacitly assumed than to have fully expounded. 

The Pilgrim Fathers who colonized Massachusetts Bay made a bolder innovation 
upon all preexisting policy and usages than the world had ever known since the 
commencement of the Christian era. They adopted special and costly means to 
train up the whole body of the people to industry, to intelligence, to virtue, and to 
independent thought. * * * . 

In 1642, the General Court of the colony, by a public act, enjoined upon the mu
nicipal authorities the duty of seeing that every child, within their respective juris
dictions, should be educated. Nor wii.B the education 'vhich they contemplated 
either narrow or SU{l('rficial. * * * . 

Thus were recogmzed and embodied, in a public statute, the highest princir.les of 
Political Economy and of social well being; - the universal education of .children, 
and the prevention of drones or non-producers among men. * * * . 

The law of 1642 enjoined universal education. but it did not make education j1·ee; 
nor did it impose any penalty upon municipal corporations for neglecting to main
tain a school. Tho spirit of the Jaw, however, worked energetically in the hearts of 
the people. * * * . 

AN IMPORTANT DISTINCTION IN THE MEANING OF THE TERM "GRAMMAR SCHOOL." 

It is common to say that the act of 1647 laid the foundation of our present system 
of Free Schools. But the truth is, it not only laid the foundation of the present ' 
system, but, in some particulars, it laid a far broader foundation than has since beeu 
built upon, and reared a. far higher superstructure than has since been sustained. 
Modern times have witnessed great improvements in the methods of instruction and 
in the motives of discipline; but, in some respects, the ancient foundation has been 
narrowed, and the ancient superstructure lowered. The term "grammar school," 
in the old laws, always meant a school where the ancient languages were taught, 
and where youth could be" fitted for the university." Every town, containing one 
hundred families or householders, was required to keep such a school. Were such 
a law in force at the present time, there a1·e not more than twelve towns in the Com
monwealth which would be exempt from its requisitioilf!. But the term "grammar 

~~he Massachusetts system of Common Schools. being an enlarged nnd revised· 
ed t10n of the Tenth Annual Report of the First Secretary of the Massachusetts 
Board of Education. :9oston: Dutton and Weubvot•th, Stat11 Printers, No. 37 Con
gress street, 1849. Pp. 212. Tables LXIII, anu Index X., 
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school " has wholly lost its original meaning ; and the number of towns and cities 
which are now required by law to maintain a school, where the Greek and Latin 
languages are taught, and where youth can be fitted for college, does not exceed· 

, thirty:. The contrast between our ancestors and ourselves, in this respect, is most 
humiliating. Their meanness in wealth was more than compensated by their 
grandeur of soul. 

THE ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL POSITION TAKEN BY THE FOUNDERS OF NEW ENGLAND • 

. The institution of a Free School system, on so broad a basis and of such ample 
proportions, appears still more remarkable. when we consider the period, in the 
world's history at which it was originated. and the fewness and poverty of the peo
ple by whom it wal:! maintained. In 1647, the entire population of the colony of 
Massachusetts Bay IS supposed to . have amounted only to ·twenty-one thousand 
souls. The scattered and feeble settlements were almost buried in the depths of 
the forest. The external resources of the pe.>ple were small, their dwellings hum
ble, and their raiment and subsistence scanty and homely. They had no eoriphing 
commerce, and· the ·wonderful forces of nature had not then, as now, become gra
tuitous prod\lcers of every human comfort and luxury. ·The whole valuation of all 
the colonial ·estates, both public and private, would hardly have been equal to the 
.inventory of many a private citizen of the present day. The fierce eye of the sav
age was nightly seen glaring irom the edge of the surrounding wilderness, and no 
defence or succor, save in their own .brave natures, was at ha1:ld. Yet it was then, 

...amid allihese privations and dangers, that the Pilgrim Fathers conceived the mag-
nificent idea, not only of a Universal, but of a Free education for the whole people. 
To find the time and the means to reduce this grand conception to practice, they 
stinted themselves, amid all their povert;r, to a still scantier pittance; amid all their 

. toils, they imposed upon themselves . still more burdensome labor ; and, amid all 
their. perils, they braved still greater dangers. Two divine ideas filled their great 
hearts,- their duty to God and to posterity. For the one, they built the church ; for 
the other, they opened the school. Religion and Knowledge!- two atributes of the 
same glorious and eternal truth, and that truth the only one on which immortal or 
mortal happiness can be securely founded ! 

It is impossible for us adequately to conceive the boldness of the measure which 
aimed at universal education, throu/?h the establishment of Free Schools. As a 
fact, it had no precedent in the worlds history; and, as a theory, it could have been 
refuted and silenced by a more formidable array of argument and experience than 
was ever marshalled against any other institution of human origin. But time has 
ratified its soundness. · Two centuries of successful operation now proclaim it to be 
as wise as it was courageous, and as beneficent as it was disinterested. Every com
munity in the civilized world awards it the meed of praise;· and states at home, 
and nations abroad, in the order of their intelligence, are copying the bright ex
ample. What we call the enlightened nations of Christendom, are approaching, by 
slow degrees, to the moral elevation which our ancestors reached at a single bound ; 
and the tudy convictions of the one, have been asshnilatiug, through a period 
of two centuries, to the institutions of the other. 

The establishment of Free Schools was one of those grand mental and moral ex
perimeats whose effects could not be developed and made manifest in a single gen· 
eration. But now, according to the manner in which human life is computed, we 
are the sixth generation from its founders; and haye we not reason to be grateful, 
both to God and man, for its unnumbered blessings ! The sincerity of our gratituJe 
must be tested by our efforts to perpetuate and to improve what they established. 
The gratitude of the lips only is an unholy offering. * * * . 

The alleged ground upon which the founders of our Free School system proceeded, 
when adopting it di~ n?t ~mbrace the whole argument by which it may be defended 
and sustamed. Therr Insight was better than their reason. «· * * . 

The early arguments for free pubiic schools wl~ich were based on 
reasons satisfactory to protestants, the later ones, based on the nature 
and needs of Republics, are each, in turn, reviewed and pronouneetl 
insufficient and defective; because the arguments in favor of public 
education which appeal so strongly to a class, furnish to the antag--

. onistic class the strongest reasons for opposition. Mr. Mann, also 
concedes the force both of the arguments based on considerations of 
political economy, and of those urged by the Moralists, but adds: 
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'l'HE CLAIMS OF -EDUCATION CONSIDERED IN RELATION TO THE SO·CALLED "RIGHTS 
_ OF PKOPERTY." 

And yet, notwithstanding these views have been presented a thousand times, 
with irrefutable logic, and with a divine eloquen~ of truth which it would seem 
that nothing but combined stolidity and depravity could resist, there is not at the 
.Present time, with the exception of the States of New England and a few small 
communities elsewhere, a country or a state in Christendom, which maintains a 
system of Free Schools for the education of its children. Even in the State of New 
York, with all its noble endowmllnts, the Schools are not Free.* 

I believe that this amazing dereliction from.duty, especially in our own country, 
ori~inates more in the false notions which men entertain respecting the natltre of 
tlte?.r right to :(>l'operty, than in anything else. In the district schooltneeting, in 
the town meetmg, in legislative halls, everywhere, the advocates for a more genet·
ous education could carry their respective audiences with them in behalf of in
creased privileges for our children, were it not instinctively foreseen that increased 
privileges must be followed by increased taxation. Against this obstacle, argu
ment falls dead. The rich man, who has no children, declares that the exaction of 
a contribution from him, to educate the children of his neighbor, is an invasion of 
his rights of property. The man who has reared and educated a family of chil
dren denounces it as a double tax, when he is called upon to assist in educating the 
children of others also; or, if he has reared his own chil(h'en without educating 
them, he thinks it peculiarly oppressive to be obliged to do for others what he rl!· 
frained from doing even for himself. AnothE»r, having children, but disdaining to 
educate them with the common mass, withdraws·them from the Public School, 
puts them un~er what he calls "selecter ;in1luences," and then t~1inks it 3: f,l'l'iev
ance to be obhged to support a school whtch he contemns. Or, 1f these d1fferent 
pat·ties so far yield to the force of traditionary sentiment and usage, ana to the 
public opinion around them, as to consent to do something for the cause, they soon 
reach the lintit of expense at which theil· admitted obligation, or their alleged char
ity, terminates. 
· It seems not irrelevant; therefore, in this connection, and for the purpose of 
strengthening the foundation on which out· Free School system reposes, to mquire 
into the nature of n man's l'ight to the property he possesses; and to satisfy omselves 
respecting the question, whether any man has such an indefeasible title to his estate • 
or such an absolute ownership of them, as renders it unjust in the government to as
sess upon him his share of the expenses of educating the children of the community, 
up to such a point as the nature of the institutions under which he lives, and the ";ell
being of society, require. 

I believe in tl1e existence of a great, in1mortal, immutable principle of Natural Law, 
or Natural Ethics,- a principle antecedent to all human institutions, and incapable 
of bein~ abrogated by any ordinances of man,-a principle of divine origin, clea.l'ly 
legible m the ways of Providence as those ways at·e manifested in the order of na
ture and in the history of the race,- which proves the absolttte right to an educa
tion, of every human being that comes into the world; and which, of course, proves 
the correlative duty of every government to see that the me.ans of that education 
are provided for all. 

In. rega1·d to the application of this principle of naturallaw,-thatis , in regard to 
the extent of the education to be provided for all, at the public expense,- some dif
ferences of opinioil may fairly exist, w1der different political organizations ; but 
under our republican government, it seems clear that the minimum of this education 
ca~ never be less than such as is sufficient to qualify each citizen for the civil and 
B<?CJa.l duties he will be called to discharge;- such an education as teaches the indi
'V_ltlual t~e great laws of bodily health ; a.'! qualifies for the fulfilment of parental du
ttes; as 1s indispensable for the civil functions of a. witness or a juror; as is necessary 
fo: the voter in municipal and in national affairs; and finally, as is requisite for the 
fat~hful and conscientious discharge of all those duties which devolve upon the in
hen~: of a portiop of the sovereignty of this great republic. * *· * . And so 
far _IS 1t from being a wrong or a hardship to demand of the possessors of property 
then· respective shares for the prosecution of this divinely-ordained work, that the:y 
themselves are guilty of the most far-reaching injustice, when they seek to resist or 
to _ev~?e the contribution. The complainers at·e the wrong-doers. The cry, "Stop 
thtef, comes from the thief. 

*By au act of the ·New York Legislature, passed at its last session, the question, 
whether Free Schools shall be established throughout the State, is to be submitted
to t~e decision of the people, to be determined by ballot, at their primary meetings, 
durmg the current year. · 
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THE SOURCES OF PROPERTY. 

To any one who looks beyond the mere surface of things, it is obvious that the 
primary and natural elements or ingredients of all property consist in the riches of 
the soil, in the treasures of the sea, in the light and warmth of the sun, in the fer
tilizing clouds, and streams, and dews, in the winds, and in the chemical and vege-

. tative agencies of nature. In the majority of cases, all that '~e call property, all 
that makes up the valuation or inventory of a nation's capital, was prepared at the 
creation, and was laid up of old in the capacious storehouses of nature. For every 
unit that a man earns by his own toil or skill, he receives hundreds and thousands, 
without cost and without recompense, from the All-bountiful Giver. A proud mor
tal, standing in the midst of his luxuriant wheat-fields or cotton plantations, may 
arrogantly call them his own; yet what barren wastes would they be, did not 
Hea!en send down upon them its dews and its rains, its warmth and its light; and 
sustain, for their growth and ripening, the grateful vicissitude of the seasons! It 
is said that from eighty to ninety per cent. of the very substance of some of the 
great staples of agriculture are not taken from the earth, but are absorbed from the 
air; so that these productions may more properly be called fruits of the atmosehere 
than of the soil. Who prepares this elemental wealth ? W110 scatters it, like a 
sower, through all the regions of the atmosphere, and sends the I'ichly-freighted 
winds, as His messengers, to bear to each leaf in the forest, and to each blade in the 
cultivated field, the nourishment which their infinitely-varied needs demand ? 
Aided by machinery, a single manufacturer performs the labor of hundreds of men. 
Yet· what could he accomplish without the weight of the waters which God causes 
ceaselessly to fiow? or without those gigantic forces which He has given to steam? 
And how would the commerce of the world be carried on, were it not for those 
great laws of nature,-of electricity, of condensation, and of rarefaction,- that gi"e 
birth to-the winds, which, in conformity to the will of Heaven, and not in obedience 
to any power of man, forever traverse the earth, and offer themselves as an-un
chartered medium for interchanging the products of a ll the zones? These few ref
erences show how vast a proportion of all the wealth which men presumptuously 
call their own, because they cla.im to have earned it, is poured into their lap, un
asked and unthanked for, by the Being so infinitely gracious in his physical as well 
as in his moral bestowments. 

But for whose subsistence and benefit were these exhaustless treasuries of wealth 
created? Surely not for any one man, nor for any one genet·ation; but fot· the 
subsistence and benefit of the whole race, from the beginning to the end of time. 
* * * . 

THE BOUNTIES OF NATURE THE EQUAL INHERITANCE OF ALL HUMAN BEINGS. 

They were created for the race, collectively, but to be possessed and enjoyed in 
succession, as the generatio~s, one after another, should come into existence;- equal 
rights, with a successive enjoyment of them ! If we consider the P.arth and the 
fulness thereof as one great habitation or domain, then each generation, subject to 
certain modifications for the encouragement of industry and frugality,- which 
modifications it is not necessary here to specify,- has only a life-lea.'le -in them. 
There are certain reasonable regulations, indeed, in re · ard to the out-going and the 
in-coming tenants,- regulations which allow to the oulrgoin& generations a brief con
trol over their property after they are called upon to leave 1t, and which also allow 
the in-coming generations to anticipate a little their full right of possession. But, 
subject to these regulations, nature ordains a · perpetual entail and transfer, from 
one generation to another, of all property in the great, substantive, enduring ele
ments of wealth;- in the soil; in metals and minerals; in precious stones, and in· 
more precious coal, and iron, and granite; in the waters, and winds, and sun;- and 
no one man, nor any one generation of men, has any such title to, or ownership in, 
these ingredients and substantials of all wealth, that his right is invaded when a 
portion of them is taken for the benefit of posterity. * * * 

He then proceeds to _place the argument for the universal educa
~ion of the children of any given generation, upon the broad, im
pregnable basis of natural right, which he thus buttresses with the 
following incontestable propositions: · 

Now, all these great principles of natural law, which define and limit the rights 
of neighbors and contemporaries, are incorporated into. and constitute a part of, 
the civil law of every civilized people, and they a.re obvious and simple illustration~ 
of the great propriatary laws by which individuals and generations hold tbeir 
rights in the sohd substance of the globe, in the elements t hat move over its sur-
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face, and in the chemical and vital powers with which it is so marvellously endued. 
As successive owners on a rirer's bank have equal rights to the waters that flow 
through their respective domains, subject only to the modification that the propri· 
etors nearer the stream's source must have precedence in the enjoyment of their 
rights over those lower down, so the rights of all the generations of ma kind to 
the earth itself, to the streams that fertilize it, to the winds that purify it, to the 
vital principles that animate it, and to the reviving light, are common rights, 
though subJect to similar modifications in regard to the preceding and succeeding 
generations of men. They did not belong_ to our ancestors in l?erpetuity; they do 
not belong to us in perpetuity; and the right of the next generat10n in them will be 
limited and defeasible like ours. As we hold these rights subject to the claims of 
the next generation, so will they hold them subject to the claims of their immedi
ate successors, and so on to the end of time. * '!t * . 

Is not the inference irresistible, then, that no man, by whatever means he may have 
come into possession of his property, has any natural right, any more than he has a 
moral one, to hold, it or to dispose of it, irre~~pective of the needs and claims of those, 
who, in the augt!Bt procession of the generations, are to be his successors on the e~e 
of existence ? Holding his rights subject to their rights, he is bound not to impau 

. the value of their inheritance, either by commission or by omission. * * * 
THE POSSESSIONS OF THE PRESENT LARGELY INHERITED FROM THE PAST. 

Another consideration, bearing upon this arrogant cloctrine of absolute owner
ship or sovereignty, has hardly less force than the one just expounded. We 

·have seen how insignificant a portion of any ma.n's possessions he can claim, in any 
proper and just sense, to have ea1-ned ; and that, in regard to all the residue, he is 
only taking his turn in the use of a bounty bestowed, in common, by the Giver of all 
upon his ancestors, upon himself, and upon his posterity,- a line of indefinite length, 
in which he is but a point. But this is not the only deduction to be made from his 
assumed rights. The present wealth of the world has an additional element in it. 
Much of all that is capable of being earned by man, has been earned by our prede
cessors, and has come down to us in a solid and. enduring form. We have not 
erected all the homes in which we live ; nor constructed all the 1·oads on which we 
travel ; nor built all the ships in which we carry on our commerce with the world. 
We have not reclaimed from the wilderness all the fields whose harvests we no\v 
reap i and if we had no precious metals. or stones, 'Jr pearls, but such as we our
selves had dug from the mines, or brought up from the bottom of the ocean, our 
coffers and our caskets would be empty indeed. But even if this were not so, whence 
came all the arts and sciences, the discoveries and the inventions, without which, 
and without a common right to which, the valuation of the property of a whole 
nation would scarcely equal the inventory of a single man,- without which, indeed, 
we should now be in a state of barbarism? Whence came a knowledge of agricul
ture, without which we should have so little to reap; or a knowledge of astronomy, 
without which we could not traverse the ocean; or a knowledge of chemistry and 
mechanical philosophy, without which the arts and trades could not exist ? Most 
of all this was found out by tho5e who have gone before us, and some of it has come 
down to us from a remote antiquity. Surely all these boons and blessings belong as 
much to posterity as to ourselves. They have not descended to us to be arrested and 
consumed here, or to be sequestrated from the ages to come. Cato, and Archimedes, 
and Kepler, and Newton, and Franklin, and Ark\vright, and Fulton, and all the bright 
~ost of benefactors to science and art, did not make or bequeath their discoveries or 
Inventions to benefit any one generation, but to in01:ease the common enjoyments of 
mankind to the end of time. So of all the great lawgivers and moralists who have 
improved the c1vil institutions of the State, who have made it dangerous to be wicked, 
or,- far better than this,- have made it hateful to be so. Resources develo~d, and 
prope,r~y acquired, after all these ages of preparation, after all these facilities and 
secuntiee, accrue not to the benefit of the possessor only, but to that of the next 
and of all succeedin~ generations. -
~urel~, t~ese considerations limit still more extensively that absolutism of owner-

ship which IS so often claimed by the possessors of wealth. . 
But sometimes, the rich farmer, the opulent manufacturer, or the capitalist, when 

sorely pressed with his natural and moral obligation to contribute a portion of his 
mlaneaus for the education of the young, replies,-either in form or in spirit,-" My 

. de, my machinery, m;r gold, and my silver, are mine; may I not do what I will 
W1th my own?" There 18 one supposable case, and only one, where this argument 
whao~d have platL~ibility. If it were made by an isolated, solitary being,- a being 

vmg no. relations to a community around him, having no ancestors to whom he 
had .been mdebted for n inety-nine parts in ever.v hundred of all he possesses, and ex
pecting to leave no posterity after him,- it might not be easy to answer it. * * * 
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THE DUTIES INCUMBENT ON EACH GENERATION OF MEN. 

The earth is much too small, or the 'race is far too numerous, to allow us to be 
hermits ; and, therefore, we cannot adopt either the philosophy or the morals of 
hermits. .All have derived benefits from their ancesto1'S, and all are bound, as by 
an oath, to transmit thoSe benefits, even in an improved condition, to posterity. * 

* * . The society of !Vhich we necessarily constitute a part, must be preserved; 
and, in order to preserve it, we must not look merely to what one individual or one 
family needs, but to what the whole community needs ; not merel;y to what one 
generation need.<~, but·to the wants of a succession of generations. To draw conclu
sions without considering these facts, is to leave out the most important part of the 
premises. . 

A powerfully corroborating fact remains untouched. Though the earth and the 
beneficent capabilities with which it is endued belong in common to the race, yet 
we find that previous and present possesso1-s have laid their hands upon the whole 
of it ;-have left no part of it unclaimed and unappropriated. They have circum
ila.vigated the globe ; they have drawn lines across every habitable portion of it, and 
have partitioned amongst themselves, not only its whole area, or superficial con
tents, but have claimed it do.wn to the centre, and up to the concave,-a great, 
inverted pyramid for each proprietor,-so that not an unclaimed rood is left, either 
in the caverns below or in the aerial spaces above, where a new adventurer upon 
existence can take unresisted possession. They have entered into a solemn compact 
with e~h other, for the mutual defence of their respective allotments. They have 
created legislators, and judges, and executive officers, who denounce and inflict 
penalities even to the taking of life ; and they have organized armed bands to repel 
aggression upou. their claims. Indeed, so gt·asping and rapacious have mankind 
been, in this particular, that they have taken more than they could use, more than 
they could perambulate and survey, more than they could see from the top of the 
mast-head, or from the highest peak of the mountain. There was some limit to 
their physical power of taking possession, but none to the exorbitancy of their de
sires. Like robbers, who divide their spoils before they know whether they shall 
find a victim, men have claimed a continent while still doubtful of its existence, 
and spread out their title from ocean to ocean, before their inost adventurous pio
neers had ever seen a shore of the realms they coveted. The whole planet, then, 
having been appropriated,- there being no waste or open lands, from which the 
new generations may be supplied as they come into existence.,-havenot those gen
erations the strongest conceivable claim upon the present occupants for that which 
is indispensable to their well being? They have more than a preemptive, they have 
a possessory right to some portion of the issues and profits of that general domain, 
all ·of which 'has been thus taken up and appropriated. A denial of this right by the 
present posses.110rs, is a breach of trust,-a fraudulent misuse of power given, and 
of confidence implied. On mere principles of political economl, it is folly; on the 
broader principles of duty and morality, it is embezzlement. * * . 

THE CLAIMS OF CHILDREN UPON THEffi PRECEDING GENERATION. 

If the previous argument began with sound premises and has been logically con
ducted, then it has established this position,-that a vast portion of the present 
wealth of the world either consists in, or has been immediately derived from, those 
great natural substances and powers of the earth which were bestowed by the Crea
tor alike on all mankind; or from the diseoveries, inventions, labors, and improve
ments of our ancestors, which were alikede.-;igned for the common benefit of all their 
descendants. The question now arises, at what time is this wealth to be transferred 
from a preceding to a succeeding generation? At what point are the latter to' take 
possession of it, or to derive benefit from it, or at what time are the former to sur
render it in their behalf? Is each generation, and each individual of an existing gen
eration, to hold fast to his possessions until death relaxes his grasp? m· is something 
of the n ght to be acknowledged, and something of the benefit to be yielded, before
hand? It seems too obvious for argument, that the latter is the only alternative. If 
the in-coming generation have no rights until the out-going generation have actually 
retired, then is every individual that enters the world liable to perish on the day he 
is born. According to the very constitution of things, each individual must obtain 
sustena nce and succor, as soon as his eyes open in quest of light, or his lungs gasp for 
the first breath of air. His wants can not be delayed until he himself can supply 
them. If the demands of his nature are ever to be answered, they must be answered 
years before he can make any personal provision for them, either by the performance 
of any labor, or by any exploits of skill. The infant must"be fed before he can earn 
his bread; he must be cll)thed before he can prepare garments; he must be protected 
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fr~m the elen1ents before he can erect a dwelling; and it is just· as clear that he must 
be instructed befor~ he can engage or. reward a .tutor. A course contrary to this, 
would be the des~ructi~n of the you?g, that we might rob them of th~ir ri~htful in
heritance. Can-ted to 1ts extreme, 1t would be the act of Herod, seekmg, m a gen
eral massacre, the life of one who was supposed to endanget· his power. Here, then, 
the claims of the succeeding generation, not only upon the affection and the care, 
but upon the prope1•ty, of the p1·eceding one, attach. God having given to the second 
generation as full and complete a. right to the incomes and profits of the world as he 
has giv.en to the first, and to the third generation as full and compl'ete a right as he 
has given to the second, and so on while the world stands,-it necessarily follows 
that children must eome into a partial and ~ualified possession of these nghts, by 
the paramount law of nature, as soon as they are born. No human enactment can 
abolish or countervail this paramount and supreme law; and all those positive and 
often arbitrary enactments of the civil code, by which, for the encouragement of in
dustry and frugality, the posse5sor of property is permitted to control it for a limited 

.period after his decease, must be construed and executed in subservience to this sov-
ereign and irrepealable ordinance of nature. · . 

Nor is this transfer always, or even generally, to be.made in kind; but according 
to the needs of the recipient. The recognition of this princi(>le is universal. * * 
* . A child has interests far higher than those of mere phystcal existence. Better 
that the wants of the natural life should be disregarded than that the higher inter
ests of the character should be neglected. If the child has any claim to bread to 
keep him from :perishing, he has a far higher claim to knowledge to J,>reserve him 
from error .and 1ts fearful retinue of calamities. If a child has any cla1m to shelter 
to protect him from the destroying elements, he has a. far higher claim to be rescued 

· from the infamy and perdition of vice and crime. * * * - . 

THE CIDLD'S CLAIM ·TO EDUCATION PARAMOUNT. 

As the right of .sustenance is of equal date with birth, so the ri~ht to intellectual and 
moral training begins at least as early as wheu children are ordmarily sent to school. 
At that time, then, by the irrepealable law of nature, every child succeeds to so much 
:mpre of the property of the community as is necessat·y for his education. H e is tore
ceive this, not in the form of lands or of gold and silver, but in the form of knowledge 
and a training to good habits. This is one of the steps in the transfer of propetty 
from a present to a succeeding generation. Human sagacity may be at fault in fix
ing the amount of property to be transferred, or the time when the transfer should 
Qe made, to a dollar Ql' t{) an hour, but certainly, in· a republican government, the 

· obligation of the predecessors, and the right of the successors, extend to and embrace 
the means of such an amount of education as will prepare each individual to perform 
all the duties which devolve upon him as a man and a citizen. It may go further 

' than tllis point; certainly, it catmot fall short of it . 
. Under our political organization, the places and the processes where this transfer 
IS to be provided for, and its amount determin~d. are the district school meeting, the 
town· meeting, legislative halls, and com·entions for est~\blishing or revising the fun
damentallaws of the state. If it be not done there, society is false to its high trusts; 
and any community, whether national or state, tlmt ventures to organi?.e a govern
ment, or to administer a go-vernn1ent already organized, without making provision 
for t~e free education of all its children, dares the certn.in vengeance of Heaven; 
a~d, m the squalid forms of .J?Overty and destitution, in the scomges of violence and 
~1sru).e_, in the ~eart-destroy!D~ corruptions of licentiousness and debauchery, and 
m politu~al profl1~acy and legalized perfidy,-in all the blEo:1decl and mutually aggra
vated cnmes of ctvilization and of barbarism, will be sure to feel the terrible retri-
butions of its delinquency. '* * *. . . 

He then sums up the principles on which the grand system of 
pop~lar education must rest. Principles on which the system of a 
contment, or of the world, can be securely based. Principles as uni
versal as Man, as enduring as Time. 

THE BASIS OF COMMON SCHOOLS. 

tiThe three following propositions, then , describe the broad and e'Verduring founda
on on which the Common School system of Massachusetts repose!;:-
The suc~ssive generations of men, taken collectively, constitute one great com-

monwealth. ' 
. The property of this commonwealth is pledged for the education of all its youth, 
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up to ·such a point as will save them from poverty and vice, and prepare them for . 
the adequate performance of their social and civil duties. · 

The successive holders of this property are trustees, bound to the faithful execu
tion of their trust, by the most sacred obligations; and embezzlement and pillage 
from children and descendants have not less of criminality, and have more of mean
ness than the same offences when perpetrated against contemporaries. 

Recognizing these eternal principles of natural ethics, the Constitution of Ma.ssa
chU.setts,- the fundamental Taw of the State,- after declaring, (among other things,) 
in the preamble to the first section of the fifth chapter, that "the encouragement 
of arts and sciences, and all good literature, tends to the honor of God, the advan
tage of the Christian religion, and the great benefit of this and the other United 
States of .America," proceeds, in the ·second section of the same chapter, to set 
forth the duties of all future legislators and magistrates, in the following noble and 
impressive language:-

. ''Wisdom and knowledge, as well as virtue, diffused ~enerally among the body 
of the people, being necessary for the preservation of therr right and liberties; and 
as these depend on spreading the opportunities and ad vantages of education in the 
various parts of the country, and among the different orders of the peop!e, it shall 
be the duty of legislatures and ma~istrates, in all future periods of this Common
wealth, to cherish the interests of hterature and the sciences, and all seminaries of 
them, especially the University of Cambrid~, Public Schools, and Grammar Schools 
in the towns; to encourage private societies and public institutions, rewards and 
immunities, for the promotion of agriculture, arts, sciences, commerce, trades, 
n1ariufactures, and a natUral history of the country; to countenance and inculcate 

. the principles of humanity and general benevolence, public and private charity, 
industry and frugality, honesty and punctuality in their dealings; sincerity, good 
humor, and all social affections, and generous sentiments among the people." (See 
also Rev. St., ch. 28, sec. 7.) . 

The account of the legal enactments in regard to public instruc
tion, with an exposition of their bearing, which follows, fills more 
than a hundred -pages. This is followed by a concise statement of 
what the State does "to make industry the antidote of poverty, and 
to counterwork the progress of vice and crime bf the diffusion of 
knowledge and the culture of virtuous principles.' 

A statement of the provision made b_y the State for the gare of the 
sick, for the education of the afflicted in asylums, and for public 
education, follows. After the recital of these facts, Mr. Mann shows 
how it has been possible for a State, although confined within such 
narrow domains and so limited in natural resources, to accomplish 
such an educational work and to undertake such splendid charities. 

WHAT MASSACHUSETTS SPENDS FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION AND BENEVOLENCE. 

For public, free education alone, including the direct outlay of money, and the 
interest on capital invested, Massachusetts expends, annually, more than a million of 
dollars. * • * . 

Whence come her means to give, with each returning year, more than a million 
of dollars to public education; more than another million to religion; and more 
than a third to ameliorate and succor the afflicted and the ignorant at home, and to 
b:ess, in distant lands, those who sit in the region and shadow of death? How does 
she support her poor, maintain her public wayR and contribnte such vast sums for 
purposes of internal improvement, besides maintaining her immense commercial 
transactions with every zone in the world? 

Has she a vast domain? Her whole territory would not make a court-yard of 
respectable dimensions to stand in front of many of the States and Territories belong
ing to the Union. 

Does she draw revenues from conquered provinces or subjugated realms? She 
conquers nothing, she subdues nothing, save the great elemental forces of nature, 
which God gives freely, whenever and wherever they are asked for in the language 
of genius and science; and in regard to which no profusion or prodigality to one can 
diminish the bounty always ready for othel'S. 

Does she live by the toil of a race of serfs and vassals whom she holds in personal 
and hereditar.v bondage,- by one comprehenRive and snveign. act of Yiolence seizing 
upon both body :1.nd soul at once, and sup~rscding the thousand acts o~ ulundcr 
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which ru;~ke up the life of a common robber? Every wan who treads her sacred 
soil is free ; all are free alike; and within her borders, for any purpose connected 
with human slavery, iron will not be welded into a fetter. 

Whence then, I again ask, comes her wealth?-! do not m~ the _gorgeollS 
wealth which is displayed in the voluptuollS and too often enervating residences of 
the affluent, but that golden mean of property,- such a.s Agur asked for in his per
fect prayer.~ which carries blessings in its train to thousands of householders ; which 
spreads solid comfort a~d com~tence thr~ugh the dwellings of the land ; wl~c!l 
furnishes the means of mstruct1on, of social pleasures and refinement, to the mtl
zens at large ; which saves from the cruel sufferings and the more cruel temptations 
of pehury. The families, scattered over her hills and along her valleys, have not 
merely a shelter from the inclemencies of the seasons, but the sanctuary of a home. 
Not only food, but books, are spread upon their tables. H er commonest houses have 
the means of hospitality ; they have appliances for sickness, and resources laid up 
against accident and the infirmities of age. Whether in her rural districts or her 
J>Opulous towns, a wandering, native-born beggar is a prodigy, and the twelve mill
IOns of dollars deposited in her Savings' Institutions do not more loudly pr<><:laim 
the frugality and providence of the past, than they foretell the competence and 
enjoyments of the future. 

EDUCATION THE SOURCE OF WEALTH. 

One copious, exhaustless fountain supplies all this abundance. It is education,
the intelfectual, moral, and religious education of the people. Having no other 
mine.'! to worl!:, Massachusetts has· mined into the human intellect , and, from its 
limitless resources, she has won more sustaining and enduring prospe1·ity and hap
piness than· if she had been founded on a stratification of silver and gold, reaching 
deeper down than geology has yet penetrated. . Mingling skill and in
telbg~nce witl:l the daily occupations of life, she has made labor honorable; and, as 
a necessary consequence, idleness is disgraceful. Knowledge has been the ambition 
of her sons, and she has reverenced and venerated the purity and chastity of her 
matrons and her daughters. . He who studies the present or the historic 
character of Massachusetts will see,-and. he who studies it most profoundly will 
see most clearly,- that whatevet· of abundance, of intelligence, or of integrity, 
whatever of character at home or of renown abroad she may possess,-all has been 
evolved from the enlightened, and at least partially Christianized mind, not of a 
few, but of the great masses of her people. They are not the result of outward 
riches or art brought around it, or laminated over it, but of an awakened inward 
force, working energetically outwards, and fashioning the most intractable circum· 
stances to the dominion of its own desires and resolves; and this force has been 
awakened and its unspent energies replenished, more than from all things else, by 
her Common Schools. 

THE WORTH OF INDUSTRIAL KNOWLEDGE. 

*. * * . But were there any statistics to show the aggregate 'Value of all the 
thr1fty and gainful habits of the people at large;- the greater productiveness of the 
educated than of the brutified laborer; the increased power of the intelligent hand 
.and the broad survey and deep intuition of the intelligent eye;-could we see a Ieger 
~count of the profits which come from forethought, orde1·, and system, as they pre
Side over ~U our farms, in all our workshops, and emphatically in all the labors of -our 
h~u~eholds,-we should then know how rapidly their gathered units swell into 

· m!lhons upon millions. The skill that strikes the nail's head, instead of the fin
ger's end; the cat·e that mends a fence and saves a cornfield , that drives a horse
Rhoe nail and secures both rider and horse, that extinguishes a light and saves a 
house; ~he prudence that cuts the coat according to the cloth. that lays by something 
for a ramy day, and that postpones maniage until reasonably sure of a liveliliood ; 
the forethought t!tat sees the end from the beginning, and reaches it by the direct 
~oute of an hour mstead of the circu itous gropings of a day; the exact remembrance 
.Impressed upon childhood to do the errand as it was bidden; and, more than all, the 
economy of v!rtue over vice ; of restrained over pampered desires;- t hese things are 
not set down m the works on Political Economy; but t hey have far more to do with 
the Wealth of Nations than any laws which aim to regulate the balance of trade, or 
any sPEX:ulations on capital and labor, or any of the great achievements of art. That 
vast vanety of ways in which an intelligent people surpass <1 stupid on~>, and an ex
em\)lary people an immoral one, has infinitely more to do with the well-being of a 
natiOn, than soil, or climate, or even than government itself, excepting so far aa gov
ernment ma.y prove to be t he patron of intelligence and virtue. 
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From he1: earliest colonial history, the policy of Massachusetts has been to develop 
the minds of all her people, and to imbue them with the pr~ciples of duty. To do 
this work most effectually, she has begun it with the young. If she would continue 
to mount higher and higher towards the summit of prosperity, she must continue 
the means by which her present elevation has been gaiJJ.ed. In doing this, she will 
not only exercise the noblest prerogative of government, but will cooperate with the 
Almighty in one of his sublimest works . 

.After these eloquent statements by Mr. Mann, it will be not with
out interest in this connection, to listen to another loving son of the 
State; who, long ago, told in his spirited verses the secret of the 
strength of Massachusetts. I refer to the lines by Whittier, in 
which the characteristic conditions and the lofty ideals of the State 
are so tersely given, in the poem entitled: 

OUR STATE. 

The South-land boasts its teeming cane, 
The prail'ied We~t its heavy grain, 
And sunsets' radiant gates unfohl 
On rising marts and sands of go:d ! 

Rough, bleak, and hard, our little State, 
Is scant of soil, of limits strait; 
Her yellow sands are sands alone, 
Her only mines are ice and StQne! 

From Autumn frost to April rain, 
Too long her winter woods complain; 
From budding flower to fallin?,; leaf, 
Her summer time is all too brief. 

Yet, on I-ierrocks, and on her sands, 
And wintry hills, the school house stands,
And what her rugged soil denies, 
The harvest of the mind supplies. 

The riches of the Commonwealth 
Are free, strong .minds, and hearts of health; 
And more to het· than gold or grain 
The cunning hand and cultured brain. 

For well she keeps her ancient stock, 
The stubborn strength of Pilgrim Rock; 
And still maintains, with milder laws, 
And clearer light, the good old cause ! 

Nor heeds the sceptic's puny hands · · 
While near her school the chill'ch spire stands; 
Nor fears the blinded bigot's rule, 
While near her church spire stands the school. 

JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER. 

In proof that these est1mates of the poverty of natural resources, 
and of the incalculable value to the community of the general prev
alence of education among the people of New England, are neither 
overdrawn, or only held by the sons of Massachusetts, the following 
quotations seem pertinent. 

These striking confirmatory sentences, given below, are taken from 
a leading article in a recent number of The L ondon Times, (Janu
ary 14:, 1888), in which the writer comments on a notabl"e series of 
descriptive letters which, begun the previous September, are brought 
to a close in that issue. These interesting and admirable letters were 
written by a special correspon~ent during a tour in the " States";-
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for the most part through the Atlantic St-ates, from Plymouth Rock 
to Mount v:-ernon; thoug_h Pit~sbur~h and Chic~go were also visited. 

The testnnony-borne m this article to the high character of the 
common peoJ>le of N ~w England,-those "nameless corner stones of 

. American Inaependence," to whom, many years ago, the great Hun
garian exile, speaking in ~he shadow of the mon umen.t ?n Bunker Hill, 
so eloquently paid homage,- and the full recogmtwn of the fact 

· that New England was the rude nurse, who, 'vith scanty means, bred 
for generations a stalwart race of intelligent, industrious and forceful 
men;-is of interest and value, in evidence that to-day the judgment of 
the world confirms that of the native writers just quoted. In illus
trating his proposition that it is in New Engiand, that the springs 
and sources of the after development of the American people are pri
marily to be sought, this editorial writer points out that the various 
early settlements by the English colonists in Massachusetts possessed 
and perpetuated individual characteristics; Boston and Salem, for 
instance, tb.ough very near each other, being then more unlike than 
the cities of Boston and Chicago are to-day, thouo-h the latter are a 
thousand miles apart. After reference to the wond'erful growth and 
varied development of the United States, to a realization of which, 
the English people seem at last to have awakened, he says: 

_ · The clue to the making of the United States is to be sought not so much at New York, 
Pennsylvania, or Chicago, ru; in the little New England towns, with their Puritan 
chapels and their elm arcaded streets. They would go but a little way towards solv

. ing the problem if they were, os is popularly supposed, all of the self same texture. 
The miracle of the indefatigable and inexhaustible elasticity of the American char
acter would then remain still unexplained. An observer need but travel up and 
down New England, and exautine for himself, as our Correspondent has travelled 
and examined; he will discover a perfect magazine of distinct powers, tendencies, 
.and ambitions, out of which for generations America. has drawn the engines for ap
propriating and realizing the IIi.ine of wealth reserved by nature for the enjoyment 
of the Anglo-Saxon race. New England has contributed its full share to the pro- · 
fession of politics. The list contains many distinguished names besides that of Dan
i~l Webster, whom our correspondent extols, perhaps with some exaggeration. In 
other and less tumultuous departments of intelligence New England has been ever 
in the front of national progress. In literature, law,· theology and science it repre· 
sents America to the world. Yet the New Englanders who have achieved acknowl
edged renown, the Emersons, Longfellows, Hawthornes, Bancroft.s, W ebsters, 
Lowells, Prescotts, Motleys, have done less for the nation than the rank and file of 
their countrymen, unrecorded and unknown. · 

The hungry soil to which the Mauflower brought its pilg1·ims is a better mother of 
keen brave men than caterer to their material wants. 

Massachusetts and the sister (New England) States have been a ·perpetual nursery 
whence the Continent ha.o; supplied itself with pioneers of industry and agriculture. 

. Whatever the diversity of treatment the infinite variety of American circumstances 
required, the exact instrument demanded has a lways been found ready in the arse
nal of New England shrewdness, stubbornmii!S and mother wit. 

In some res-pects the "Twelfth and Last Annual Report,"* is the 
!fiost notable m the series. In· this Report Mr. Mann, after a most 

· mteresting review of the labors and duties undertaken by himself 
as Secretary of the State Board of Education during the twelve years 
that had elapsed since when; in 1837, the Board was first organized,
thus giving an account of his'stewardship, with its suggestive history 
of the improvement and development of the common schools of the 

- --------·---- -·--·- ----------
A*" Twelfth Annual Report of the Board of Edueation together with the Twelfth 
., nnual Report of the Secretary of the Board. Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, 
.. tate Printers, No. 37, CQngress Street. 1849. Pp. 155 & Lx." 
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State, and also aresumeof theiegislationrelatingtothem,---.:_proceeds 
to an extended discussion of the :principles underlying this education. 
He discusses once more the question of the free education of the child
ren by the State in all its varied relations. Read in the-light of the his
tory of the last "forty years, his utterances seem, indeed, to have had 
''something of a prophetic strain." His arguments apply to the situa
tion of to-day, even more forcibly than to the conditions existing when 
they were uttered; for the evils he then foresaw as possible, are upon 
us. His illustrations of the need for Massachusetts to make up by 
the superior education of her citizens, for her diminishing relative 
importance in the country; owing to the rapid increase in the total 
population of the United States.., are certainly not less striking, now 
that a total of sixty millions is conceded, than when that total stood 
for but one-third of these millions. 

While, as was peculiarly fitting, he draws his illustrations from the 
state of things existing in Massachusetts and makes his direct ap
peals to the citizens of that little State; still, his arguments are so 
based on enduring and universal principles that they ai·e as appli-

- cable to-day in each and every State of the Union, as they were then 
· to the citizens of Massachusetts. 

No more unanswerable reply can be made to the sophistries ad
vanced by the socialists and anarchists of to-day, than are to be found 
in these pages. He shows that the wealth of a country is not a con
stant quantity ; therefore, it can not be equally or equitably divided. 
On the other hand he demonstrates that education is a creator of 
wealth, so that, by educating its citizens, a country vastly increases 
1ts power of production; he illustrates this by most original and in
genious suggestions. While property can not be divided up equally 
among all citizens; the opportunities for education,- which shall 
give to every child increased caplicity for the production and, there
fore, for the acquisition of property,-c~n be equally divided. Evert 
child can be fed with knowledge at the public school. This by no 
means implies, as some opponents of free common schools errone
ously assert, that Horace Mann thought that all children had equal 
mental capacity; still less, that he sought by means of these common 
schools to make men all of uniform pattern. Far from it ! His 
claim is simply that, as all citizens have equal rights before the pub
lic courts of law; so, on the like grounds of equal and exact justice, 
.he would have all children offered equal opportunities in free public 
schools. It is .evident that Mr. Mann must have equally advocated in
dustrial and technical training, had these latest phases of educational 
evolution been foreseen in his day; for the whole trend of his argu
ment in reference to the material advantages of education, goes to 
justify such direction of educational forces. . 

His discussion of these topics fills over a hundred pages. In select
ing from this rich storehouse the difficulty is, not what to admit, but 
wliat to exclude. 

The OJ?ening pa~es of this report, are transparent to .the character 
and motives of th1s remarkable man, whose deep rehgwus nature 
and whose devotion to the duties he had undertaken, are in them 
clearly manifest. The educational situation throughout the State, 
previous to the establishment of the Board of Education, is so plainly 
and succinctly stated, that these pages have a permanent historical 
value; while all the annual reports of the Secretary, are illumined 
and emphasized by this autobiographical statement of the conditions 
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under which his labors were begun aud continued. It is here seen 
that Mr. Mann, and his firm supporters, the members of the State 
Board Of Education, began and ca1:ried through a remarkable educa
tional revolution and reformation, the magnitude of which is to bo 
measured in part by the obstacles that were to be overcome. . 

The modern ,free school systems of the several States of the U mted 
States date from this era. The chan~es, now for the past few years, 
so .earnestly urged by the advocates of Industrial Education, to keep, 
as they claim, these schools in step with the progress of the race; 
beginning, as they did, with the Boston movement for Industrial .Art 
Drawing in 1870, are urged, as logically in line with the innovations 
first introduced by Horace Mann. 

It will be seen from the moderate statements by Mr. Mann, that 
the work then undertaken was no easy task; every advance was made 
in the face of public indifference if not of active opposition. 

The following passages, from the "twelfth annual report of the 
Board of Education," are given as showing the hearty cooperation 
of the Board with the aims and efforts of the Secretary. 

TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATIO::-l. 

The Board of Education, in presenting to the Le~islature their Twelfth Annual 
.Report, are happy in being able to speak of the contmued prosperity of the schools 
of this Commonwealth, and of the continued interest manifested, on the part of the 

· pe?ple, in the cause of universal education. This is, emphatically, one of the great 
mteresta of the State; and, s:> long as the successive generations that sprin~ up here 
are moral and intelligent , so long we are sure our prosperity will continue. * * . 

In the early part of the year, Ron. Horace Mann, the Secretary of the Board, was 
elected to fill the place in the Congress of the United States; vacated by the death 
of the Ron. John Quincy Adams. It was with deep regret we received his resigna
tion in May last. Not being prepared, at that time, to appoint a successor, he was 
requested to perform the duties of the office until the annual meeting, and prepare 
the report, which accompanies this of the Board. 

We need not say, that Mr. Mann has faithfully performed the duties of the office 
.he has held, for twelve years, and thoroughly aroused the people of this Common
wealth to the importance of Common School education. He has devoted himself 
to this great work with a noble, self-denying zeal, and has enstamped his name so 
(}eeply on the educational interests of the State, that it will never be effaced. It has 
been his lot, in common with all others ardently devoted to plans for promoting 
human welfare, to be looked upon with suspicion by some, and to encounter op

·position; but this Board feel assured, that he has honestly labored to raise the 
·standard of intellectual and moral education, tminfluenced by any sinister motive . 
. In parting with one, who has performed a good serviee for the State, we deem it 
·a pleasure, as well as a duty, to bear this, our public testimony, to the fidelity and 
good faith with which he has performed the duties of his office. 

* * * In conclusion, we should respectfully call the attention of the members 
?f ·the Legislature to some statements appended to the Secretary's Report, respect
mg the onerous duties of that office, and the difficulties attending the performance 
o! them. We would also invite the attention of the people generally to a considera
tion ~f w~at has been done the last twelve years, and to the positi<.n~ of Massachu
se~ta m th1s great Confederacy of States, and the importance of g1vmg to all the 

· children a thorough and moral education. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
BOSTON, Nov, 24th, 1848. 

GEO. N. BRIGGS, 
JOHN REED, 
H. HUMPHREY, 
S. C. PHILLIPS, 
H. B. HOOKER, 
THOS. KINNICUTT, 
EMERSON DAVIS, 
J OHN A. BOLLES, 
Gxo. B. EMERSON. 
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The Report of the Secretary follows: 

To the Board of Education: _ 
'GENTLEMEN:-Having unconditionally declined a reelection to the office of Secre

tary, this will be my Twelfth and last Annual Report. * * * . 
I t is with emotions, "mournful yet pleasing to the soul," that I take a retrospect 

of the twelve years, which are now drawing to a close. This portion of time is no 
inconsiderable part of the life of a man. Of the life of a cbild,-of that educa
tional and formative period, which goes so far towards determining what the man 
shall be,- it is the pnncipal part. It covers the entire period between the age of 

. four and that of sixteen years,- that period during which the children of the State . 
-aie considered as ·properly " due to the school." It measures, therefore, the life of 
a generation of schQ<>l-going children. Nineteen-twentieths of all the children in 
Massachusetts, who, in the year 1837, were entering the school for the first time, 
are now about leaving it, or have already left it, for the last. * * * . 

Who t4at has had any agency in determining issues so momentous, can look back 
upon his past course, without the most solemn questionings, whether all has been 
done that could have been done, to guide the devious footsteps of these youth in 
the paths of worldly rectitude and honor, and t{)wards the goal of u. ha]1py immor
·ta.lity! Who that contrasts his own best exertions, with the magnitude and pre
ciousness of the interests confided to his care, will not bend low in humiliation, antl 
supplicate the Father of Mercies to supply the deficiencies of the creature's work, 
from the exhaustless fullness of the Creator! . 

From the Board of Education, between whom and myself, for RO long a period, 
such intimate and confidentialrelations have subsisted, I cannot partwitboutanex
pression of gratefulremembrance. The measure of courtesy and kindness, which 
they, as a body, have extended towards me, in our official relations, has been what 
I could desire, r ather than demand. But this is one of the least i:niportant of all 
the consequences that.have attended, or might have attended, our relations. I feel 
that had it not been for their confidence in me, and support of me, during some of 
the years of doubt and struggle, through which I have passed, this educational en
terprise would have proved a failure in my hands; and thus, my name, in one of 
the noblest of all hUIJJan undertakings, would have been connected with the dis
honor of a defeat, or with the ridicule that pursues a visionary schemer. A brief 
explanation will make this apparent. 

THE SITUATION WHEN MR. MANN WAS FIRST ¥ADE SECRETARY OF THE BOARD. 

When the duties of the Secretaryship were fu'St assumed, two courses lay open 
before me. The one was, to treat the people of .the State and the school system of 
the State, as "having already attained;"- to praise teachers for skill in a.n art, 
which they had poSsessed no opportunity to acauire, and school committees for 
vigilance and fidelity .in the discharge of obnoxious duties, for which public opin
ion awarded no honor, and the law no compensation,- not even a reimbursement 
of necessary expenses;- to applaud towns for the "munificence" of those appro
priations which just kept the breath of life in the schools though sometimes fa iling 
to do even this; and to challenge honor and fame in behalf of school districts. for 
the elegance and completeness of their schoolhouse ar:chitecture, and their school 
furniture;-or, in one word, with lulling flatteries to deepen the slumbers of an 
already sleeping community;- when, had they been roused by a peal corresponding 
to the depth of their lethargy and the inuninence of their peril, an angel's voice 
must have sounded the trumpet. 

Facts .incontrovertiblysho,v, that, for a series of years previous to 1837, the school 
system of Massachusetts had been running down. Schoolhouses had been growing 
old, while new ones were rarely erected. School districts were divided, so that 
each part was obliged to support its schools on the moiety of a fund, the whole of 
which WM a scanty allowance. It was found that children could be profitably e~
ployed in many kinds of labor,-in factories, in the shoe-making business, and m 
other mechanical employments; and this swelled the enormous amount of non
attendance and inegularity. The multiplicity of different books in the same school 
embarrassed all kinds of instruction. . 'l'he business of school-keeping fell more :u~d 
·more into the hands of youth and inexperience; so that, in rare instances only, thd 
the maturity of years preside over the indiscretions of the young. Not only so, 
but the average time during which teachers continued in the business of school
keeping, was shortened; so that the children suffered under the perpetual rene\\~als 
and unskilfulness of first experiments. The final dissolution, .in 1833, of territo
rial parishes, loosened, and often wholly severed, those bonds by which cleq;ymen 
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had before considered themselves attached to the schools, and obligated to superin
tend them as a part of their parochial duo/. To crown t he whole, and to aggra
vate the d~terioration which it proved to exist, the privato school system was rap
idly absorbing the funds, patronizing the talent, and withdrawing the sympathy, 
which belonged to the Public Schools. All these things were undeniably true, and 
yet the Secretary, in reporting upop our school system from year to year, might 
have concealed or palliated these steps of declension aml prognostics of ultimate 
ruin; he might have conspicuously set forth whatever remained of hope or of 
promise, and the general indifference of the public would have made the imposture 
easy. 

THE COURSE PURSUED BY THE NEW SECRETARY. 

The other" course led in a direction. diametrically opposite. It counselled an en
ergetic and comprehensive system of Populai' Education, good enough for the rich
est open to the po0rest; -such a system as should not only be worthy of the past 
fame of Massachusetts, but creative of fut ure prosperity and renown. The intelli
gence of the State was to be invoked to justify such a system, and its liberality to 
support it. Improvements were to be sought fo1·, whether to be found at home or 
abroad; and to be adopted with equal ala.crity, whether coming from proud J erusa
lem or from despised Nazareth. The incompetency of teachers was to be exposed 
in a. spirit of justice, tempered with kindness;- for, that w1ion of justice and kind
ness which leads a man to abandon his error, or supply his sbortco~:nings, is the love
liest form of mercy. Committees were to be informed and stimulated, that t hey 
might both know and discharge their duty. Money, for the more liberal payment 
of teachers, was to be won from the pockets of the wealthy by persuasion, or ex
acted by law. By appeals to duty, to decency, and to parental love: by rebuke or 
by ridicUle; by any means not absolutely criminal; all that class of wretched, pai.n
irifiicting, disease-creating structures, called schoolhouses, wm; to be swept from t he 
face of the State;-a work, which, could it have been consummated at once, would 

-not have left a hundred schoolhouses standing in the Commonwealth. 

THE ALTERNATIVE. 

The former of these courses would, for a time, have been ignobly popular. The 
latter was imminently perilous. But duty left no option. The only way to end 
prosperously, was to begin righteot\sly. It was, however, easy to be foreseen, that 
·vigorous reformatory .measures would arouse OJ.>position . The penurious would re
sist taxation. The self-satisfied would disdam improvement. The slumbering 
would beat away the disturbers of their repose. The lovers of caste would repel 
the compa.nionshiJ? of their social inferiors. All m~tlecontents would unite to com
mend the old as tnne-hallowed and safe, and to condemn the new as utopian and 
dangerous. 

TIME AN ESSENTIAL CONDITION TO THE SUCCESS OF EDUCATIONAL EXPERnlENTS • 

. Now, in the conflict between the Party of Progress and ·tite Party of Retrogres- . 
BIOn or Stand-still, it is self-evident, t lmt, if the Chinese doctrine of consernttism 
sho~d prevail, the advocates of the new measurel! would be foreclosed. mid-way in 
their experiment. Time, an element indispensable to success, woultl be refused 
them;, and thus, a failure, resulting solely from a wa.nt of opportunity to complete 
the trial, would have been attributed to the folly of the contrivers. It was at this 
c~isis , that the suppol't of the Board was of unspeakable value to Ill('. Had I been 
~rded, at that critical .;uncture, I should have felt it as an injustice; because t he 
odiUm and dishonor of a failure would have fallen upon those pr!!Iirninary me.o'ls
ures, which, if time had been allowed for their competition, woultl at least h:tve had 
a. chance to vindicate their author. 

Detailed statements of all matters relating to the ~ehools follow; 
these being completerl, Mr. Mann considers and trcat.s at length the 
se-..;eral t opics relating to the whole suhject of public free education. 
It IS due to his foresight and breadth of view that his arguments 
~nd conclusions are as important to the educators and legislatures 
of to-day as they were to his contemporaries, 

ART- VOL 2- -3/? 
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TlfE CAPACITIES OF OUR PRESENT SCHOOL SYSTEM TO IMPROVE THE PECUNIARY 
CoNDITION, AND TO ELEVATE THE INTELLECTU.A.L AND MORAL CHARACTER, OF 
THE COMMONWEALTH. 

Massachusetts may be regarded either as a State, by herself, or as a member of a 
mighty and yet increasing confl:'deracy of States. In the former capacity, she has 
~eat and abiding interests, which are mainly dependent upon her own domestic or 
mtemal policy. In the latter relation, her fate depends upon the will of her partners 
in the association. Hence, although in regard to all nations, the Minister for For
eign Affairs is the officer of first importance in the State, yet, in regard to our own 
COmmonwealth, the Home Department has decided precedence. 

DIMINISHING RELATIVE RATIO OF POPULATION AND OF COMPARATIVE SIZE. 

As an individual State, the geographical e>.-tent of Massachusetts, and her civil 
and social interests, will remain the same; but when compared, or rather contrasted, 
with the vast domain, and the magnificent and overshadowing interests of the whole 
Union, she is, and from year to year must be, gt·owing relatively less and less, and 
less. At the epoch of the Revolution, Rhe was one of thirteen States. Now, she is 
one of thirty. Even so late as 1790, when !:be fhst census of the United States was 
taken, there were but three States whose population exceeded hl:'rs. Deducting 
slaves, of whom she had none, there were but two. Her population, at that time, 
amounted to about one-tenth part of the population of the whole Union. It is now 
much below one-twentieth. At the time, too, of the adoption of the Federal Con
stitution, the area of Massachusetts boro some assigmble and palpable proportion 
to that of the whole United States. The Mississippi was then the western boundary 
o( the nation. Now, our domain not only extends to the Pacilic, but stretches 
through almost seventeen degrees of latitude upon that ocean. Florida then lay 
between us and the Gulf of Mexico; and the gates of the Mississippi River being 
liable at any time to be closed against the Western States, their only unobstructed 
egress to the Atlantic was t hrough eastern ports. Now, the Gulf is our southern 
bOtmdary; and the Mississippi and its tributru:ies with their more than sixteen thou
sand miles of waters navigable by steam, afford a channel capacious enough to drain 
the west of its vast productions, and then, with the refluent tide of commerce, to 
supply their demands for foreign merchandize. Territorially considered, the loss 
of Cape Cod, or of the few acres that compose the I slands of Nantucket and the 
Vineyard, would be greater to Massachusetts than the loss of Massachusetts would 
be to the Union. Our native and beloved State, indeed, seems contracting an(l 
dwindling away so fast as to suggest the idea of its more careful perambulation. to 
see if some clandestine and rapacious neighbor has not incurred the curse of tlw 
Mosaic law, by removing our land-marks inward and inward. It is only by taking 
Massachusetts as a unit, and comparing her area with that of other States in the 
Union, that we can realize how narrow and diminutive she is becoming. Ohio and 
Kentucky could each be divided into five States, and eaph of the ten would be larger 
than our own. New York, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Alabama, :Couisiniu~, 
Mississippi, and Tennessee, would each make considerably more than six States,
or the whole of them more than forty-two States,-of the size of Massachusetts. 
Michigan, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Georgia, and Arkansas, are each equal in ter
ritor:r to seven such States as ours,- amounting to another group of forty-two. 
Virgmia and Florida are each equal to more than eight; Missouri is equal to nine. 
and Texas alone, according to the boundaries now claimed by hflr, would m(lkC 
forty-four such States. Taldng an official estimate of the ru·ea of the United StatP~, 
exclusive of the portion lately acquired from Mexico, it is divisible into three hun
dred and seventy-six such States as Massachusetts. The territory ceded by the treaty 
with Mexico, which was ratified on the thirtieth day of May last, exclusive of ·what 
is claimed by Texas, would make more than se,·enty-two States of equal dimension H. 

Hence it is plain that Massachusetts, territorially considered, constitutes, not cxeeccl · 
ing in round numbers, one four hundrcll and forty-eighth part of the Union to 
wbich (!b,e belon~; or far le;>s than the proportion wpi9.l~ ~ sin~le delp"ee bears to 
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the three hundred and sixty degrees of a circle. The bull's hide mentioned in Vir
gil's epic, would nearly enclose her .* 

LACK OF MINERAL WEALTH AND 01!' NATURAL ADVANTAGES. 

In other elements of national greatness,- in mineral resources, in productiveness 
of soil, and in natw·al facilities for internal intercourse,- she faUs far below even t his 
insignificant fraction. She hn.s not an inland bay; not a navigable river ; no gold is 
scattered among her sands; granite is her· best mineral, and ice the only pearl to be 
found in her waters. 

* Table exhibiting the areas of the several ·States and Te1·1·itories of the United 
States in squa1·e miles and acres : 

Free States. 

Maine 
N11w u;.·alpsliiro: ::::::::::: 
Vermont ...... . ............ 
Massachusetts .. ...... ...... 
Rhode Islancl ........ .... ... 
Connecticut ...... . ....... .. 
New York ........ .. ........ 
NewJen;ey ........ .. ....... 
Pennsylvania ..... .......... 
Ohio .............. . ........ 
Indiana ......... . . .. . ....... 
Illinois .. ......... .......... 

~;';;~~~ ::::: :::::::::::::: 
' Wisconsin .................. 

Total ...... .. ......... 

Square 
mile.\!. 

35,000 
!1,030 
8,000 
7,250 
1, :!()I 
4,750 

46,00 • 
6,851 

47,000 
39,96-l 
38,800 
55,405 
56, 2-13 
50,914 
53,9~4 

----

22,400,000 
5,1:¥.1, :lOO 
5,120, 000 
··J,G<IO,OOO 

768,000 
li, OIO,OOJ 

29,440,000. 
4, 384,640 

30, 080, 000 
25, 576,!)()(l 
21, 637,700 
s:;, 459,200 
35, 99:;,520 
32, nsl, !l6G 
:H, 511 ,300 
----

454. 840 rlOO· .. j . 600 

Slave States. 

Delaware .............. .. .. 
Maryland ... . ............. . 
Virginia ...... .. : ... ...... .. 
North Carolina ..... .... . . .. 
South Carolina. ............. 

~:~~~'t.y :::: :: :::::: ::0::: 
Tennessee . . . .. .... 
Louisiana ... ..... . .. ... .... 
Mississippi ..... . . · · · · · ·· · 
Alabama .. . ..... ·· ······· Missouri ................... 
Arkansas ......... ....... .. 
Florida 
Texas, (li ·bc,;;ricted by 'Rio. 

Grande,) .... . ... .. ....... 
District 9f Uolumbia .. ..... 

Total. .. ........ .... .. 

Square 
miles. 

2,120 
11,000 
61 ,35~ 
45 500 
28:.00 
51!, 000 
37,680 
44,000 
46,431 
4i".l47 
!)(),7:!2 
67,830 
~. l!l8 
5!l,2GS 

3.25,520 
50 

936,3611 

Acres. 

1,356,800 
7,040,000 

89,265,2&> 
29, 120, 000 
17,920.000 
37,120.000 
2-1, 115. ~'()() 
28, 160,000 
29,715. S.JO 
30,17·1,1ltl0 
32. 46:!, 030 
43, 12ll, :lOO 
8-1. •lOti, 720 
37,931,520 

208, 332. 800 
32.000 

59U,2i5, 500 

TerJ"itoJ"y noJ"tiL tmd west nf illc Mississip11i Ri-ve,. and east of the Rocky Moun tains. 

D~oscription. llliles. Acres. 

Bounded north by 4D• north latitude ; east. by Mifl.~issippi River; south, hy 
the State of Iowa and Platte Rivtlr, and west by the Rocky lll ountain5.... . 'i23,248 4G:l, $78,720 

Indian Territory,jituated west or-Arkansas and Missouri, aud south of Platte 
River ...... ..... ... . .. ..... .. ............. ... .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 24S, R51 159, ~'6 1 , 640 

Old North West T_en·itory, balance remaining east of Mississippi Ri1•cr, nml 
northwe.~t of Wisconsin.. ........ .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 2"2. 336 1·1. 2115.040 

Oregon Te1-ritory west of Rocky Mountains..... .. ... ... ............. .... .... :l-11.46.'! 218.53U,300 

Total of old territory not organized into States..... .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. I , :):35, 8!18 i!i"H, 974, 7!ll 

~~~~~~~~~co·.·.·.·.·.·. ·.·. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. · .. _··.·.·. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.::·.·.: : :·.·.::·.·. ::::::::::::::·.:::::::::: == .• 7-=-,~=: .=om,=,~=l==$=4=;,=; ~"'~=;=: ~=. =o 

Total. ..... .. ... . 

GRAND AGGREGATE. 

Total........ . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. • .. .. . .. . . . . . . a. :!.i2. r.'l-1 k. osl. 717. 7r.o 
I 

Length of the Atlantic Coast-
. ~o the mouth of St. Mary's Rivl.'r ................ ... ... . . .. ... ... . . . .... .. 

G If 0om moutlt of St. Mary's Rive•· to Cape of Floricla .. .. . . , . ... . . . . .. . ... . 
u oast to mouth of tbe Sa.bhttl Ri vt-r .............. .. ... .... ..... ... ..... . 

l. 4;,0 .... 0 .. 0 .... 0 

450 ......... 0 .. . 

1,200 ...... 0 0 .... 0 

Total. ............... . .... . ................. .. ........ .. ......... .... . .. . --------
3,1011 

· •1Those State>~ whP.J·~ loht' public h\IHI• AI'<' ~i t.unt.,d , nm """''rail,\' • -·~dusi n' ,-,f lak<'s, pomls, &:c, 
" nrshes m·e esthnntecl. 

Tile wrrltol·Jes hiChl<lc s uch watcl"ll as are iutcri01·, 
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DIMINISIDNG RATIO. OF POPULATION AND CONSEQUENTLY OF VOTES. 

So far, too, as political power, founded on numbers, is concerned, Massachusetts 
is shrinking hardly less rapidly than in the relative compass of her borders. Out of 
two hundred and thirty representatives in the national Congress, she has but ten; and 
the next census, now so soon to be taken, will seriously reduce this meagre propor
tion. In the first Congress, she had eight out of sixty-five; or one in eight, (and a · 
fraction,) instead of one · in twenty-three, as at present, wi th waning prospects for 
the future. In the presidential election of the current year, she gives but twelve out 
of two hundred and ninety votes. In choosing electors, therefore, in declaring war 
and in making peace, and in all the mighty interests, political and moral, that dc
'pend upon war and peace; in the deep pecuniary stake which every commercial and 
manufacturing peo:ple have in questions of foreign commerce and domestic currency; 
and in all civil, military, and diplomatic appointments, which require the concur
rence of the Senate, Massachusetts is at the mercy of her sisters; and if those sisters 
become imperious and aggressive, as some of them give significant tokens of becom
in~, s4e must succumb and suffer, like the abused Cordelia amid the haughty Gon
erils and Regans of the family. 

This picture is no fancy-sketch. It is drawn from the original, without the exag
geration of a color or a line. We are confronted by these stern realities, these in
controvertible facts; and no illusions of a poetic temperament, no complacent ret
rospection over r•eriods of past renown, can avert or delay our impending fate. 
Like the foolish bird which supposes it can avo~d danger by hiding its head from 
its pursuer, we may hide our eyes and avert our thoughts from all contemplation 
of the fortllnes that await us, but those fortunes will nevertheless overtake us, with 
a speed that we cannot escape from, and a resistlessness that we cannot overcome. 

HOW, THEN, MAY MASSACHUSETTS RETAIN HER RELATIVE IMPORTANCE? 

What, then, shall save our native and beloved State from vanishing quite away;
from being unknown in t he counsels of the nation, and lost to the history of the 
world? In our domestic legislation, and in all our social relationships, what policy 
shall prevail, and by what spirit shall we be animated, in order to avert so deplo
rable a fate ? Has not every patriot, every worthy son of a Pilgrim sire, an answer 
at hand? If Massachusetts can no longer challenge respect on account of her num
bers, she must challenge it on account of her character. If she is no longer visible 
by her magnitude, she must become so by her light. She must he like Hesper, 
"fairest of all the train of night," and compensate for the diminutiveness of her 
size by the intenseness of her brilliancy. . 

Let us reflect, then, in the first place, that Ma.<;sachusetts has an absolute, as well 
as a relative, existence. She exists for her present people and for their posterity, 
as well as for the Union at large. Though relatively declining, when compared 
with the whole country, yet there is an actual and constant increase in her num
bers . . Within her narrow borders, she will soon have a million of people; and what 
finite power can adequately comprehend the joys and sorrows, the hopes and fears, 
the honor or shame, of a million of human beings belonging to tho same genera
tion; or sum up the fearful aggregate of happinCSI:I or misery for themselves anti 
their descendants . · 

INFLUENCE NOT liiEASURED ONLY DY EXTENT OF TERRITORY OR OF POPULATION. 

Let us thank Heaven, too, that there are other standards of greatness besid.c>s 
vastness of territory; and other forms of wealth besides mineral deposits or agri
cultural exuberance. Though every hill were a Potosi, though every valley, like 
that of the Nile, were rank with fatness, yet might a nation be poor in the most 
desperate sense;- benighted in tho darkness of barbarism, and judgment-stricken 
of Heaven for its sins. A State has local boundaries which it cannot rightfully 

·- transcend; but the realm of intelligence, the sphere of charity, the moral domnin 
in which the soul can expand and expatiate, are illimitable,- vast and boundless 
as the omnipresence of the Being that created them. Worldly treasure is of that 
nature that rust may corrupt, or the moth destroy, or thieves steal; but, even upon 

. the earth, there are mental treasures which are unapproachable by fraud, impreg
nable to violence, and whose value does not perish, but is redoubled with the using. 

THE GREATNESS OF STATES NOT l\IEASURED BY MILES OR NIDIBERS. 

A State, then, j s not neces.c;arily fated to insignificance because its dimensions are 
narrow, nor doomed to obscurity and powerlessness because it~ numberR are few. 
Athens was small; yet, low as were her lllOral aims1 she lil?hted up the whole earth 
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'as a lamp lights up a t{loople. Judea was small ; but her prophets and her teachers 
were, and will continue to be, the guides of the world. The narrow strip of half
cultivable land, that lies between her eastern and western boundaries, is not Massa
clmsetts; but her noble and incorruptible men, her pure and exalted women, the 
children in all her schools, whose daily lessons are the preludes and rehearsals of 
the great duties of life, and thE> prophecies of future eminence,- THESE ARE THE 
STATE I 

EDUCATION THE POTENT MEANS OF DEVELOPING AND DIFFERENTIATING THE 
CAPACITIES OF MEN. 

Under the Providence of God, our means of education are the grand machinery· 
by which tlie "raw matetial" of human nature can be worked up into inventors 
and discoverers, into skilled artisa.ns and scientific farmers, into scholars and ju
rists, into the founders of benevolent institutions, and the great expounders of ethical 
and theological science. By means of early education, those embryos of talent may 
be quickened, which 'viii solve the difficult problems of political and economical 
law; and by them, too, the genius may be kindled which will blaze forth in the 
Poets of Humanity. Our schools, far more than they have done, may supply the 
Presidents and Professors of Colleges, and Superintendents of Public Instruction, 
all over the land; and send, not only into our sister l)ta.tes, but across the Atlantic, 
the men of practical science, to superintend the construction of the great wot·ks of 
art. Here, too, ma.y those judicial powers be developed and invigorated, which 
will make legal principles so clear and convincing as to prevent appeals to force; 
and, should the clouds of war ever lower OYer ·our couut1-y, some het·o may be 
found,- the nursling of our schools, and ready to become the leader of our armies.
that hest of all heroes, who will secure the glories of a peace, unstained by the mag
nificent mw·ders of the battle-field. 

PRESENT ACTION DETERMINES FUTURE DEVELOPMENT. 

The fortunes of n State depend upon antecedent causes, working with greater or 
less energy, through longer or shorter periods of time. By virtue of this universal 
law, the futm·e condition of the people of Massachusetts will be modified, and, to a 
great extent, determined, by the force of causes now put in operation. Enlight
ened reason discerns the connection between cause and effect; it measu1·es the 
efficiency of causes; and thus, to a great extent, it is able to adopt and adapt means 
to the accomplishment of designed ends. Feeble and ening, as is the reason of 
man, yet, in this attribute, far more nearly than in any other, does he preserve the 
Divine image in which he was originally formed. Supposing matter to have been 
first created by the fiat of the Almighty, a substantial and beautiful analogy may 
be traced between the methods pW'sued by the Creator and the creature, in the for

-mation of the works of their hands. When the fulness of time for creating the 
Parent of the human race had arrived, we must suppose the idea. or archetype of a 
Ma?t to have existed in the Divine Mind, as really as" the dust of the eat'th" from 
wh~ch he was to be formed existed in His hand; and t hat, in obedience to the SoY
ereign Voliti.on, all the elements of which Man is compospd,- the oxygen. the hy
drogen, the nitrogen, the carbon, and all the r est,- were brought together, and 
were arranged into his hundreds of bones and of muscles, his thou~>ands of blood
vessels, and his millions of ner ves; - in line, into his limbs and into the manifold 
apparatus of his senses; into that wonderful organ, the heart; and , if anything can 
surpass the heart as a miracle of creative power, into that still more wonderful or
ga:n, the brain;- we must suppose, I say, that the elements for the formation of 
th~ w~rk were assigned, each to its appropriate place, until God saw the noble and 
maJestic structu1·e of the human form before him, perfect in all its parts. 

MAN MUST CONCEIVE THE IDEAl, BEFORE llE CAN CI~EATE THR ACTUAL. 

At a vast distance, but still in humble imitation of the Divine tH·ocesRes, cloes man 
proceed for the completion of every work of his hands. The Architect. for instance, 
t~rough the medium of his senses, acquil·e!l a knowledge of all thP various proper
ttes of all the substances which enter into the construction of an edifice. By his 
reason, he discovers the special uses ttnd capabilities of all the materials to be em
P!oyed: Then, in the solitude of. hi!! closet, or in the darkness of midnight, he re
vtves, m his mind, the images of all the substances and ingredients necessary to his 
whork; he measures and arranges, and combines the icleas of them; he applies to 
t em the architectural laws of fitness, proportion, and strength , until, at last, the 
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grand conception of the edifice,- whether sacred temple or human dwellinlf,- rbe~ 
in his mind, complete from founuation to turret. lie briny:> tuuellwr a11.a ai:IJusts 
the ·ideas of things, .f'u# W> em o111.nipotent m'm wouicllniny together (tnd adjust the 
ponderOt(IJ tltings themselves. After this, he orders the materials to be collected 
from their respective localities,- it may be from different quarters of the globe,
the wood from the forest , the marble from the quarry, the irou from the mine, the 
bricks from the clay-pit,. the glass, the furnitw·e, the tapestry, and so forth, each 
from .its place, until that ideal image, which had before risen up in the silent r e
cesses of his mind, now stands forth in full and majestic proportions, embodied in 
visible and enduring substance, and supplying, for centuries to come, a fit place f<>l' 
the dwellin~ of man, or for the worship of God. So, when the Garden of Eden was 
planted, ana when every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good fot· use, was 
made to grow out of the ground, we must suppose that the Creator, proceeding 
upon the perfect ideas already in His mind, mingled together, in due propottion, 
those few chemical elements, which, in their various combinations, make up the 
almost infinite varieties of the ve~etable world, until all of nourishment, and per
fume, and beauty, which enters mto our ima,pnation of Paradise, clustered, and 
glowed, and bloomed around, and filled the au with its sweets. In like manner, 
the j;!;ardener, who wishes to bring together, within a narrow compass, specimens of 
the various plants and flowers, that grow between the equator and the arctic, first 
acquires a knowledge of whatever he would cultivate; he classifies them, and ar
ranges all the classes in his mind, according to their respective natures; h e encloses 
and prepares his grounds; and then he gathers together seed, and plant, and vine, 
indigenous and exotic;- on some he pours a double portion of the sun; some h e re
moves into the shade; .others h e buries in darkness to imitate the growth of caverns; 
and others still, he smTounds with ice, to reproduce the dwarfish vegetation of the 
frigid zone; for some, he prepares a soil dry as an Arabian desert, and, for others, he 
makes an artificial pool;- until that which, at first, was only a bodiless creation of 
fancy in the mind of the designer, becomes a utility and an embellislunent, sustain
ing the life, and ministering to the luxury of men. 

THE STATESMEN AND THE LAW·MAKERS RESPONSIBLE ·FOR THE DESTINIES OF THE 
STA'fE. 

Now, it is the especial province and function of the statesman and the law giver,- of 
all those, indeed, whose influence moulds or modifies public opinion,- to study out 
the eternal principles which conduce to the strength, wisdom, and righteousness of 
a community; - to search for these principles as for hidden riches; to strive for them, 
as one would strive for his life; -and then to form public institutions in accordance 
with them. And h e is not worthy to be called a statesman, he is not worthy to Le 
a law giver or leader amon~ m en, who, either through the weakness of his head, or 
thE.' selfishness of his heart, lS incapable of marshalling, in his mind, the great ideas 
of knowledge, justice, temperance, and obedience to the laws of God,- on which 
foundation alone, the structure of hun1an welfare can be erected;- who is not capable 
of organizing these ideas int.o a system, and then of putting that system into opera· 
tion, as a mechanic does a machine. This only is true statesmanship. 

The chief men in society, whether they derive their preeminence from birth, or 
wealth , or office, or superiority in natural endowments, are mainly responsible for t l1e 
institutions they leave behind them ; because it is in their power to form or conforlll 
those institutions, according to their own ideas of excellence. . The leading spirits or 
one of the great nations of antiquity had no higher idea of female excellence than that 
of personal beauty and the attractions of voluptuousness; and hence tlu:!ir brigl1l(·~t 
anu most boasted female ornament was a cowtezan. The leading spiriw of that 
other ancient nation, whose perpetual and disgraceful boast it was, that it had con· 
quered the whole world, were proud to trace back their ferocious linl:'age, throug-h 
patrician and r egal blood, to the wolf that suckled their founder; - a tradition , which, 
whether fact or fiction, is full of allegoric truth . The founders of commu nities, cor~
temporaneous with our own, and now component patts of this republic, fi lled tht'll' 
veins, at their birth, with the cancerous blood of Slavery ; which has now spread it
self over and corrupted their whole organism; and yet the tormented sufferer con· 
tends for his disease as for his life.- fights for the devil tha t rends him; because. as 
h e affirms, the exorcism of the evil spirit will be death to himself. For centmies, ~ 
leading feature in the policy of Grea.t Britain towards Ireland, was the utter nLoh· 
tion of all education which did not conform to the government standard of theology, 
and wa.s not administered by teachers of its own choosing. None but a Protesfu11t 
was allowed to keep a school. From 1709 to 1782, any Roman Catholie, who should 
presume to be a schoolmaswr, or assistant t o a schoolmaster, 01' even a t ·utu1· 'i11. ct 
private family, was to be transported; and if the pat·ty returned, then h~ was to 
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be adjudged guilty of high tre~on, a~d to~ hung, ~rawn, an'd quarte_red_! A great 
portion of the present agony of starvmg, d1seased, d1stracted Ireland, 1s d1rectly ref
erable to the ignorance which has resulted from those imperial intenlicts against 
knowledge. No other acts of British oppression have been so fatal in driving sanity 
out of the head, and kindness out of the heart, of that maddened country, as the 
cruel laws by which every child in Ireland was prohibited from nourishing himself 
with a grain of knowledge, unless' he would swallow with it a scruple of theology. 
These are a few specimens taken from the great storehouse of history, showing how 
those who enact laws and organize public institutions, !?re-determine the fate of the 

. masses. And are not all those, who control legislatiOn and lead public opinion 
among ourselves, adjured, by these admonitions of history, as well as by the voice of 
conscience, and the precepts of Christianity, to form a model idea of a healthy, in
dustrious, frugal, temperate, wise, Christian Commonwealth, and then to exert all 
their faculties, and.all their activiites, in turning this idea into a living reality? 

THE COMMON SCHOOL A. MOST EFFECTIVE INSTRUMENT OF CIVILIZATION. 

·without undervaluing any other human agency, it may be safely affirmed that .. 
the common school, improved and energized, as it can easily be, may become the 
most effective and bemgnant of all the forces of civilization. Two reasons sustain 
this position. In thefirst place, there is a universality in its operation, which can be 
affirmed of no other institution whatever. If administered in the spirit of justice 

· and conciliation, all the rising generation may be brought within the circle of its re
formatory and elevating influences. And, in the second place, the materials upon 
which it operates are so pliant and ductile as . to be susceptible of assuming a · 
~reater variety of forms than any other earthly work of the-Creator. The infiexibil-

·- lty and ruggedness of the oak, when compared with the lithe sapling or the tender 
germ, are but feeble emblems to typify the docility of childhood, when contrasted with 
the obduracy and intractableness of man. It is these inherent advantages of the Com
mon School, which, in our own State, have produced results so striking, from a sys
tem so imperfect, and an administration so feeble. In teaching the blintl, and the 
deaf and dumb, in kindling the latent spark of intelligence that lurks in an idiot's 
mind, and in the more holy work of reforming abandoned and outcast children, edu
cation has proved what it can do, by glorious experiments. These wonders, it has 
done in its infancy. and with the lights of a limited experience; but, when its 
faculties shall be fully develolped, when it shall be trained to wield its lnighty ener
gies for the protection of society against the giant vices which now in>ade and 
torment it; ~against intemperance, avarice, war, slavery, bigotry, the woes of 
want and the wickedness of waste,- then, there will not be a height to which these 
enemies of the race can escape which it will not scale, nor a Titan among them all 
whom-it will not slay. . 

I proce.ed. then. in endeavoring to show how the tn~e business of the schoolroom 
connects itself, and becomes identical, with the great interests of society. The 
former is the infant, immature state of those interests: the latter, their developed 
adult state. As " the child is father to the man." so may the training of the school
room expand into the institutions and fortunes of the State. 

Her6 follows an earnest and eloquent plea fol' "Physical educa
tion," which is considered in all its relations. as of interest to the 
~ndividual, and as of the gre~Ltest importance to the community in 
1ts bearing on the sanita,ry regulations of cities, and the hygienic 
construction of all buildilws. 

To this, succeeds the folfowing treatise on the relations of the edu
cation of the people to questions of political economy ; a treatise 
worthy the thoughtful consideration of all in these latter days, when 
these questions have, for society, a lurid significance wholly unknown 
to the generation amid which Mr. Mann 'vas writing. 

Based on the arguments here atlfluced from tllG refmlts atktined by 
the int~lligent middle classes of England, Holln,nd. aud Scotland, 
what picture of future progress could be called nxtmvagant in con
nection with a people who, as ehildl'en, had reeeived, in arldition to 
~he former common-school education, uirect training in the arts of 
llldustry? 
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"INTELLEcTUAL EDUCATION AS A MEANS OF REMOVING POVERTY, AND SECURING 
ABUNDANCE." 

Another cardinal object which the government of Massachusetts, and all the in
fluential men in the State should propose to themselves is the physical well-being 
of all the people,- the sufficiency, comfort, competence, of every individual, in l'e
gard to food, raiment, and shelter. And ~hese necessaries and conveniences of life 
snould be obtained by each individual for himself, or by each family for themselves, 
rather than accepted from the hand of charity, or extorted by poor-laws. It is not 
averred that this most d.esii·able result can, in all instances, be obtained ; but it is, 
nevertheleSS", the ·end to be aimed at. True statesmanship and true political econo
my, not less than true philanthropy, present this perfect theory as the goal, to be 
more and more closely approximated by our imperfect practice. The desire to 
achieve such a result cannot be r egarded as an unreasonable ambition ; for, though 
all mankind were well-fed, well-clothed, and well-housed, they might still· be but 
half -civilized. -

POVERTY A NEEDLESS EVIL I 

Poverty is a public as well as a private evil. There is no physical law necessitat
ing its existence. The earth contains abundant r esources for ten times,- doubtless 
for twenty times,- its present inhabitants. Cold, hunger, and nakedness, are not, 
like death, an inevitable lot. There are many single States in this Union which 
could supply an abundance of edible products for the inhabitants of the thirty States 
that compose it. There are single States capable of raising a sufficient quantity of 
cotton to clothe the whole nation; and there are other States having sufficient facto
ries and machinery to manufacture it. The coal fields of Pennsylvania are suffi
ciently abundant to keep every house in the land, at the temperature of 65•, for 
centuries to come. Were there to be a competition, on the one hand to supply wool 
for every conceivable fabric; and, on the other hand, to wear out these fabrics as 
fast as possible, the single State of New York would beat the whole country. There 
is, indeed, no assignable limit to the capacities of the earth for producing whatever 
is necessary for the sustenance, comfort, and improvement of thel'ace. Indigence, 
therefore, and the miseries and degradations incident to indigence, seem to be no 
part of the etemal ordinances of Heaven. The bounty of God is not brought into 
question, or suspicion, by its existence; for man who suffers it might have avoided 
it. Even the wealth which the world now has on hand is more than sufficient to 
su:pply all the rational wants of every individual in it. Privations and sufferings 
exist, not from the smallness of its sum, but from the· inequality of its distribution. 
Poverty is set over against profusion. In some, all healthy appetite is cloyed and 
sickened by repletion; while in others, the stomach seems to be a supernumerary 
organ in the system; or, like the human eye or human lungs before birt-h, is wait
ing to be transferred to some other region, where its functions may come into use. 
One gqrgeous palace absorbs all the labor and expense that might have made a. thou
sand hovels comfortable. That one man may ride in caniages of oriental luxury, 
hundreds of other men are· turned into beasts of burden. To supply a superfluous 
wardrobe for the gratification of one man's pride, a thousand women and children 
shiver with cold; and for every flash of the diamonds that royalty wears, there is 
a tear of dish·ess in the poor man's dwelling. Not one Lazarus, but a hundred, sit 
at the gate of Dives. •rantahts if no fiction. The ancient one might ha;ve been 
fabulOIL'> ; bu~ the modern ones are terrible r ealities. Millions are perishing in the 
midst of superfluities. 

THE ANTAGONISTIC THEORIES OF EUROPE AND OF MASSACHUSE1"rS CONTRASTED. 

According to the European theory, men are divided into classes,- some t o t oil 
and earn, others to seize and enjoy. According to the Massachusetts theory, all are 
to have an equal chance for earning, and equal security in the enjoyment of what 
they earn. The latter tends to equality of condition ; the former to the grossest 
inequalities. Tried by any Christian standard of morals, or even by any of t he 
better sort of heathen standards, can any one hesitate, for a moment, in declaring 
which of the two will produce the greater amount of human welfare ; and which, 
t-herefore, is the more conformable to the Divine will? The European theory is 
blind to what constitutes the highest glory, as well as t.he highest duty, of a Stat<'. 
Its advocates and admirers are forgetful of that which should be tlu'lir highest ambi
tion, and proud of that which constitutes their shanie. How can any one, posSI'S~(;'d 
of the attributes of humanity, look with satisfaction upon the splendid treasures, 
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the.g.:>lden regalia, deposited in the Tower of London, or in Windsor Palace, each 
" an India in itself," while thousands around are dying of starvation ; or have been 
made criminals by the combined forces of temptation and neglect? The present 
condition of Ireland cancels all the glories of the British crown. The brilliant con
ception which symbolizes the nationality of Great Britain as a superb temple, whose 
massive and grand proportions are upheld ~nd adorned by the four hundl·ed and 
thirty Corin!hian columns of the aristocracy, is turned into a loathing and a scorn, 
when we behold the five millions of paupers that cower and shiver at its base. The 
galleries and fountains of. Versailles, the Louvre of Paris, her Notre Dame, and her 
Madeleine, though multiplied by thousands in numbef and in brilliancy, would be 
no atonement. for the hundred thousand Parisian ouvriers, without bread and with
out work. The galleries of painting and of ~culpture, at Rome, at Munich, or at 
Dresden, which body forth the divinest ideals ever executed or ever cpnceived, are
but an abomination in the sight of Heaven and of all good men, while actual, living 
beings,:_ beings that have' hearts to palpitate, and nerves to agonize, and affections 
to be crushed or corrupted,- are expenmenting, all around them, upon the capac
ities of human nature for suffering and for sin. Where standards like these exist, 
and are upheld by council and by court, by fashion and by law, Christianit'll. is yet 
to be discovered. At least, it is yet to be applied in practice to the social condttion of 
men. · 

Our ambition, as a State, should trace itself to a different migin, and propose it
self a different object. Its flame should be lighted at the skies. Its radiance and 
its warmth should reach the darkest and the coldest abodes of men. It should seek 
the solution of such problems as these: To what extent can competence displace 
pauperism? How nearly can we free ourselves from the low-minded and the vi
cious; not by their expatriation, but by their elevation? To what extent can the 
resources and powers of nature be converted into human welfare, the peaceful arts 
of life be advanced, and the vast treasures of human talent and genius be developed? 
How much of suffering, in all its forms, can be relieved; or, what is' better than 
relief, how much can be prevented? Cannot the classes of crimes be lessened, and 

. the number of criminals, in each class, be diminished? Our exemplars, both for 
public and for private imitation, should be the parables of t!Je lost sheep and of the 
lost piece of silver. When we have spread competence through all the abodes of 
poverty; when we have substituted knowledge for ignorance, in the minds of the 
whole people; when we have reformed the vicious and reclaimed the criminal; then 
may we invite all neighboring nations to behold the spectn.cle, and so.y to them. in 
the conscious elation of ·-nrtue, "Rejoice with me," for I have found that which 
was lost. Until that day shall arrive our duties will not be wholly· fulfilled, and 
our ambition will have new honors to win. 

However well founded or exaggerated the fears of Mr. Mann, as 
expressed in the following extracts, as to the tendency in Massachu
setts to the concentration of wealth in a classof richcapitalists, may 
~ave been, forty years.ago; it cannot be denied that., to-day, the ex
Istence all over the Umted States of classes of people possessing great 
private fortunes, is one of the most striking facts of this phenome
D:al era and country. The dan~ers inherent to such social inequali
ties are not by him too strongly portrayed. The existence in this 
country of Russian Nihilists and Chicago Anarchists re-echo and em
phasize his warnings. 

Universal education, that on the one hand, shall fit men and women 
t<;> ?e skilled and artistic workers, and, on the other, shall instruct all 
Citizens _in a knowledge and appreciation of the underlying princi
ples wh1eh ~lone make Republics possible, offers the only security 
for the contmuance of our form of Government, and for the retention 
of, at least, the present prosperity of Americans . 
. A prosperity of working people unequalled elsewhere; but which 
Is c~nstantly put in jeopardy by the often misguided, misdirected, if 
n?t Illegal acts of strikers in obedience to irresponsible leaders, who 
d~r~ct strikes in revolt against the real, or supposed, injustice of in
di':Idual or incorporated capatilist employers; or, by the enactments 
of Ignorant, or unscrupulous legislators. 
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Of the situation at the time of his\vriting Mr. Mann says: 
But ill it not true, that Massachusetts in some respects instead of adhering more 

and more closely to her o,wn theory, is becoming emulous of the baneful examples 
of Europe? The distance between the two extremes of society is lengthening, in
stead of being abridged. With every generation, fortunes increase, on the one 
hand, and some new privation is added to poverty, on the other. We are verging 
towards those extremes of opulence and of penury, each of which unhuinanizes the 
human mind. A perpetual struggle for the bare necessaries of life, without the 
ability to obtain them, makes men wolfish. Avarice, on the other hand, sees, in all 
the victims of misery around it-not objects for pity and succor,-but only crude 
materials to be worked up into more money. · 

DANGERS TO A REPUBLIC ARISING FROM LARGE PRIVATE FORTUNES. 

I suppose it to be the universal sentiment of all those who mingle any ingredi
ent of benevolence with their notions on Political Economy, that vast and over
shadowing private fortunes are among the greatest dangers to which the happiness 
of the people in a republic can be subjected. Such fortunes would create a feudal
izm of a new kind; but one ruoreoppressive and unrelenting than that of the Mid
dle Ages. The feudal lords in England, and on the continent, never held their 
retainers in a more abject condition of servitude, than the great majority of foreign 
manufacturers and capitalists hold their operatives and laborers at the present day. 
The nieans employed are different, but the similarity in results is striking. What 
force did then, money does now. The villein of the Middle Ages had no spot of 
earth on which he could live, unless one were granted to him by his lord. The 
operative or laborel· of the present day has no employment, and therefore no bread, 
unless the capitalist will accept his services. The vassal had no shelter but such as 
his master"provided for him. Not one in five thousand of English operatives, or 
farm laborel'S, is able to build or own even a hovel; and therefore they ruust accept 

. such shelter as Capital offers them. The baron prescribed his own terms to his re
tainers; those terms were peremptory, and the serf must submit or perish. The 

,British manufacturer or farmer prescribes the rate of wages he will give to his 
·work-people; he reduces these wages under whatever pretext he Jlleases; and they 
too have no alternative but submission or starvation. In some respects, indeed, the 
condition of the modern dependent is more forlorn than that of the conesponding 
t>erf class in former times. Some attributes of the patriarchal relation did spring 
up between the lord and his lieges, to soften the harsh relations subsisting between 
them. Hence came some oversight of the condition of children, some relief in 
sickness, some protection and support in the decrepitude of age. But only in in
stances comparatively few. have kindly offices smoothed the rugged relation be
tween British Capital and British Labor. The children of the work-people are 
abandoned to their fate; and, notwithstanding the privations they suffer, and the 
dangers they threaten, no power in the realm has yet been able to secure them nn 
education; and when the adult laborer-is prostrated by sickness, or eventually worn 
out by toil and age, the poor-house, which has all along been his destination, becomes 
his destiny. 

Now two or three things will doubtless be admitted to be true, beyond all contro
versy, in regard to Massachusetts. By its industrial condition, and its business opera
tions, it is exposed, far beyond any other State in the Union, to the fatal extremes 
of over-grown wealth and desperate pove1-ty. Its population is far more dense than 
that of any other State. It is four or five times more dense t han the average of all 
the other States, taken together; and density of population has always been one of 
the proximate causes of social inequality. According to J>Opulation and territorial 
extent, there is far more capital in Massachusetts,- cap1tal which is movable, and 
instantaneously available,- than in any other State in the Union; and probably 
botn these qualifications respecting population and territory could be omitted with
out endangering the truth of the assertion. It has been recently stated, in a very 
respectable public journal, on the authority of a writer conversant with the subject, 
that: from tne last of June, 1846, to the 1st of August, 1848, the amom1t of money 
invested, by the citizens of Massachusetts," in manufacturing cities, railroads, anti 
other improvements," is" fifty-seven millions of dollars, of which more than fifty 
has been paid in and expended." The dividends to be received by citizens of Mas· 
sachusetts from June, 1848, to April, 1849, are estimated, by the sarue writer, at ten 
millions, and the annual increase of capital at " little short of twenty-two Ulill
ions." If this be Ro, ar~ we not in danger of na.tw·alizing and domesticaL~ng 
among ourRelves those hideous evilR which are always engencli~red between Capttnl 
and Labor, when all the capital is in the hands of one class, and all the labor is thrown 
upon another? _ 
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UNIVEU.SAL EDUCATION THE ONLY SAFEGUARD. 

Now, surely,nothing but Universal Education can counterwork this·tendency to 
the domination of calJita.l and the servility of labor. If one class possesses all the 
wealth and the educatiOn, wllile the residue of society is ignorant and poor , it matters 
not by what name the relation between them may be called ; the latter, in fact and 
in truth will be the servile dependants and subjects of the former. But if educa
tion be ~quably diffused, it will draw property after it, by the strongest of all attrac
tions; for such a thing never did happen, and never can happen, as that an intellige~t 
and practical body of men should be permanently poor. Property and labor, m 
different cla.Fses, are essentially antagonistic; but property and labor, in the same 
class, are essentially fraternal. The people of Massachusetts h<>,ve, in some degree, 
appreciated the truth, that the unexampled prosperity of the State,- its comfort, its 
competence, its general intelligence and virtue,-is attributable to the education,• 
more or less perfect, which all its people have received; but are they sensible of a fact 
equally imJ?Ortant?- namely, that it is to this same education that two-thirds of the 
people are mdebted for not being, t<r.day, the VIU!sals of as severe a tyranny, in the 
form of capital, as the lower classes of Europe are bound to in the form of brute 
force. 

EDUCATION A GREAT EQUALIZER. 

Education, then, beyond all other devices of human orili\'in, is the great equalizer 
of the conditions of men-the balance-wheel of the soc1al machinery. I do not 
he1·e mean that it so elevates the moral nature as to make men disdain and abhor 
the oppression of their fellow-men. This idea pertains to another of its attributes. 
But I mean that it gives each man the independence and the means, by which he 
can resist the selfislmess of other men. It does better than w disarm the poor of their 
hostility towards the rich; it prevents being poor. Agrarianism is the revenge of 
poverty against wealth. The wanton destruction of the property of others,- the 
burning of hay-ricks and corn-ricks, the demolition of machinery, because it super
sedes hand-labor, the sprinkling of vitriol on rich dresses,- is only agrarianism nm 
mad. Education prevents both the revenge and the madness. On the other hand, a 
fellow-feeling for one's class or caste is the common instinct of hearts not wholly 
sunk in selfish regards for person, or for family. The spread of education, by en
larging the cultivated class or caste, will open a wider area over which the social 
feelings will expand; and, if this education should be universal and complete, it 
would do more than all things else to obliterate factitious distinction in society. 

MISTAKEN THEORIES. AS TO CAUSES OF, AND REI\IEDIES FOR, POVERTY. 

The main ideas set forth in the creeds of some political reformers, or revolution
izers, is, that some people are poor because others are rich. This idea supposes a 
fixed amount of property in the community, which, by fraud or force, or arbitra ry 
law, is unequally divided among men; and the problem presented for solution is, 
how to transfer a portion of this property from those who are supposed to have too 
much, to those who feel and know that they have too little. At this point, both 
their theory and their expectation of reform stop. But the benelkent power of edu
ca~ion would not be exhausted, even though it should peaceably abolish all the mb
enes that spring from the coexistence, side by side, of enormous wealth and squalid 
want. It hilS a higher function. 

EDUCATION CREATES WEALTH ,-IS POTENTIAL WEALTH. 

Beyond the power of diffusing old wealth, it has the prerogative of creating new. 
It is a thousand times more lucrative than fraud; and adds a thousand fold more to 
a na~ion's resources than the most successful conquests. Knaves and robbers can 
obtam only what was before possessed by others. But.education creates or develops 
new treasures,-treiU!ures not before possessed or drea.·med of by any one. · 

Ha!'J. mankind been endowed with only the instincts and faculties of the brute 
?reat~on, there are hundreds of the irrational tribes, to whieh they would lmve been 
mfenor, and of which they would have been the prey. Did they, with other ani
mals, roam a common forest, how many of their fellow-tenants of the wood would 
overcome them by superior force, or outstrip them by greater fleetness, or circum
van~ them by a sharper cunning! There are but few of the irrationn.l tribes whoRe 
bodies are not better provided with the means of defence or attack than is the body 
of a man. The claws and caninn teeth of the lion. and of the whole tiger family, 
the beak and talons of the eagle and the vulture, the speed of the deer, and of 
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other timid races, are means of assault or of escape far superior to any we possess; 
and all the power which we have, like so many of the reptile and insect classes, of 
secreting a deadly venom, either for protection or for aggression, has relation to 
moral venom, and not to physical. • 

In a few lines, nowhere surpassed in philosophic strength and beauty, Pope groups 
together the remarkable qualities of se'"eral different races of animals,- the strength 
of one class, the genial covering of another , the fleetness of a third. · He brings viv· 
idly, to our recollection, the lynx's vision of excelling keenness; the sagacity of the 
hound, that reads a name or a sign in the last vanishing odor of a foot-print; the 
exquisite fineness .of the spider's touch; and that chemical nicety by which the bee 
discriminates between honey and poison in the same flower-cup. He then closes 
with an interrogatory, which has human reason both for its subjects and its ob
jects:-

" The powers of all, subdued by thee alone, 
L~ not thy Reason all these powers in one I' " 

When Pope, now a little more than a century ago, mingled these beauties with 
his didactic strains, he had no conception, the world, at that time, had no concep
tion, of other 'powers and properties, infinitely more energetic and more exhaust
less than all which the animal races possess, to which the reason of man is an 
equivalent. It was not then known, that God had endued the earth and the ele
ments with energies and activities as much superior to those which animals or men 
possess, as the bulk and frame of the earth itself exceeds their diminutive propor
tions. It was not then known that the earth is a great reser~oir of powers, and 
that any man is free to use any quantity of them, if he will but possess himself of 
the Key of Knowledge,- the only key, but the infallible one, by which to unlock 
their gates. At that time, if a philosopher wished to operate a mechanical toy, he 
could lift or pump a few gallons of water for a moving power; but it was not un
derstood that nature, by the processes of evaporation and condensation, is constantly 
lifting up into the sky, and pouring back upon the earth, all the mass of waters 
that flow in aij the rivers of the world; and that, in order to perform the work of 
the world, the weight of all these waters might be used again and again, in each of 
their perpetual circuits.* The power-press and the power-loom ; the steam-boat 
and the locomotive; the paper-machine and the telegraph, were not then known. 
All these instmments of human comfort and aggrandizement, and others almost 
innumerable, similar to them, are operated by the energies and the velocities of 
Nature; and had Po:J,>e grouped together all the splendid profusion and prodigality 
of her powers, he rmght still have appealed to man, and said, 

" Is not thy Reason all these powers in one f' " 
To the weight of waters. the velocity of winds, the ~xpansive force of heat, anti 

other kindred agencies, any man may go, and he may draw from them as much as 
he pleases, without money and without price; or rather, I should say, any educatt•u 
man may go, for nature flouts and scorns, and seems to abhor an ignorant man. 
She drowns him, and consumes him, and tears him in pieces, if he but ''entures to 
profane, with his touch, her divinely \Vl'Ought machinery. · 

HOW EDUCATION CREATES WEALTH. 

Now, these powers of nature, by being enli~ted in the service of man, add to the 
wealth of the world;-unlike robbery, or slavery, or agrarianism, which aim only 
at the appropriation, by one man, or one class, of the wealth belonging to auotlwr 
man or class. One man, with a Foudrinier, will make more paper in a tweh·e
month than all Egypt could have made in a hundred years, during the reign of the 
Ptolemies. One man, with a power-press, will print books faster than a million of 
scribes could copy them, before the invention of printing.· One man, with an iron
foundry, will make more utensils or machinery than Tubal-Cain could have made, 
had he worked diligently till this time. t And so in all the departments of mechan
ical labor; in the whole circle of the useful arts. These powers of nature are nLIP. 
to give, to all the inhabitants of the earth, not mel'ely shelter, covering, aJI(l food, 

*The waters of the Blackstone river, which flows partly in Massachusetts, aud 
partly in Rhode Island. are used fol' driving mills, twenty-five times oYer , in n. dio;
tance of less than forty miles. 

tIn 1740, the whole amount of iron made in England and Wales, was 17,000 
tons; in 1840, it was more than 1,000,000 tons, notwithstanding a ll that hall been 
manufactured and accumulated in the intervening century. What would a J ew
ish or a Roman artificer have said to an annual product of a million tons of iron ·1 
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but all the means of refinement, embellishment, and mental improvement. In the 
most strict and literal sense, they are bounties which God. gives for proficiency in 
knowle!}ge. 

WHY INDUS~RIAL PROGRESS WAS SO LONG DELAYEJ?.• 

The above ideas are beginning t o be pretty well understood by aU men of respecta
ble intelligence. I have . adverted to them, not so much on their own account, as 
by way of introduction, or pi'eface to two or three considerations, which certainly 

. . ar.e not understood, or not appreciated, as they deserve to be. 
It is a remarkable fact, that human progress, even in regard to the worldly in

terests of the race, did not begin with those improvements which are most closely 
allied to material prosperity; One would have supposed, beforehand, that improve
ments would commence with the near, 1·ather than with the remote. Yet mankind 
had made great advances in astronomy, in geometry, and other mathematical 
sciences; in the writin~ of history, in oratory, and in poetry; it is sup _Posed, by many, 
to have reached the. h~ghest point of yet attained perfection in painting and in sculp
tui·e, and in those kinds of architecture which may be called regal or religious, cen
turies before the great mechanical discoveries and inventions which now bless the 
world, were brought to light. .And the question has often forced itself upon reflecting 
minds, why there was this preposterousness, this inversion of what would appear to 
be the natuml order of progress. Why was it. for instance, that men should have 
learned the courses of the stars, and the !'evolutions of the planets, befo1·e they found 
out how to make a good wagon wheel? Why was it, that they built the Parthenon 
and the Colosseum, before they knew how to construct a comfortable, heal~hful 
dwelling-house? Why did they construct the Roman aqueducts before they con
structed a saw-mill? Or, why did they achieve the poblest models, in eloquence, in 
poetry, and in the drama before they invented movable types? 

A STRIKING ARGUMENT I N FAVOR OF INDUSTRL\L ..U'ID TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

I think we have now arrived at a point where we can unriddle this enigma. The 
labor of the world has been performed by ignorant men;- by classes doomed to ig
norance, from sire to son ;-.:by the bondmen and bond-women of the Jews; by the 
helots of Sparta; by the captives who passed under the Roman yoke; and by the vil
leins, and serfs, and slaves, of more modern times. The masters,- the aristocratic or
patrician orders,- not only disdained labor for themselves and their children, which 
was one fatal DJ.istK'l.ke, but they supposed that knowledge was of no use to a laborer, 
which was a mistake still more fatal. Hence, ignorance, for almost six thousand 
years, has gone on plying its animal muscles, and dropping its bloody sweat, and 
never discovered any way, nor dreamed tha.t there was any \vay, by which it might 
accomplish many times more work, with manr.times less labor. And yet, not.hing is 
more true, than that au ignomnt man will tOil all his life long, moving to and fro, 
within an inch of some great discovery, and willneYer see it. All the elements of a 
great discovery may fall into his hands, or be thrust into his face, but his eyes will be 
too blind to beholrlit. If he is a slave, what moth·e has he to ~hold it? Its greater 
profitableness will not 1·edouncl to his henefLt, for another stands ready to seize a 11 the 
gain. Its abridgement of labor will not conduce to his eaSt•. for ot.her 'toils await him. 
But the moment an intelligent man applieR himself to labor, and labors for his own 
benefit; or for that of his family, he begins to inquire whetl~er the same task cannot 
~performed with a less expenditure of strength, or greater task with an t'(]Ua l expend
lture. He makes his wits save his bones. 1ie finds it to be easier to think than to 
work, nay, that it is easier both to think and work. than to worl• without thinking. 
He foresees a prize as the reward of successful eff01t, and this stimulates his brain to 
deep contrivance, as well as his arms to rapid motion. Taking, for illustration, the re
sult of an expel'iment which has been actually mad!'. let 11s ~;uppose this intelligent 
laborer to be employed in movn1g blocks of squared grnnite. each weighing 1080 
po~nds. · To move such a block along the floor of n. roughly dtisPliC>d quarry, re
qmres a force equal to 758 pounds. An ignorant man, thcrcfon~, must employ and 

. pay several assistants, or he can never move such a block an inch. But to draw the 
same block over a floor of pln:nks, will require a force of only 652 pounds. The ex
pense of one assistant, therefore, might be dispensed with. Plnceclon a plntform of 
woo~, and drawn over the sn,me floor, a draft of 606 pounds would be sufficient. By 
soapmg the two surfaces of the wood. the requitlite fore(.' would he reduced to 182 
pounds. Placed on rollers. three inches in cliam<'tr'l·. a J'urcn l:'(tnal to 34 pounds 
:would be sufficient. Substituting a wood<.'n for a stone floor, and the requisite force 
IS 28 .Potmds. With the same rollerR. on a wooden plntform, 2j pomHlRonty would be 
requ~red. And, now, hy tht' invention and ust• of locnnwti\'cS and railroads, a 
~&cttm~ or <lra,.ft of betwe~u three and J'OIL1' pounds is found to be s~,tfficient to move 
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a. body weighing 1080 pounds. Thus, the amount of force necessary to remove the 
body is reduced about two hundred times. Now, takeaway from thesestepsthesin
~le element of intelligence, and each improvement would have been impossible. The 

.1gnorant man would never have discovered how nearly synonymous are freight and 
friction. 

If a savage will learn how ·to &>vim, he can fasten a dozen pounds' weight to his 
back, and transport it across a narrow river, or other body of water of moderate 
width. If he will 4lvent an axe, or othe1· instrument, by which to cut down a 
tree, he can use the tree for a float and one of its limbs for a paddle, and can thus 

. transport many times the former weight, many times the former distance. Hol
lowing out his log, he will increase, what may be called, its tonnage,- or, rather, 
itsjoundage,- and, by sharpening its ends, it will cleave the water both more easily 
an more swiftly. Fastening several trees together, he makes a raft, and thus in
creases the buoyant power of his embryo water-craft. Turning up the ends of small 
poles, or using knees of timber instead of straight pieces, and grooving them to-

. gether,or filling up the interstices between them, in some other way, so as to make 
them water-tight, he brings his rude raft literally into shi]rshape. Improving upon 
hull below and rigging above, he makes a proud merchantman, to be wafted by the 
' vinds from continent to continent. But, even this does not content the adventurous 
naval architect. He frames iron arn1s for his ship; and, for oars, affixes iron wheels, 
capable of swift revolution, and stronger than the strong sea. Into iron-walled 
cavities in her bosom, he puts iron organs of massive stmcture and strength, and of 
cohesion insoluble by fire. Within these he kindles a small volcano; and then, 
like a sentient and rational existence, this wonderful creation of his hands clean•s 
oceans, breasts .tides, defies tempests, and bears its living and jubilant freight around 
the globe. Now, take away intelligence from the ship-builder, and the steam-shi}),
that mirac!e of human art- fallt back into a floating log; the log is itself lost; and 
the savage swimmer, bearing his dozen pounds on his back, alone remains. 

A PLEA FOR THE EDUCAT{ON OF WORKERS. 

And so it is, not in one department only, but in the whole circle of human labor. 
The annihilation of the sun would no more certainiy be followed by darkness, than 
the extinction of human intelli~ence would phmge the race at once into the weak
ness and helplessness of barbansm. To have created such beings as we are, and to 
have placed them in this world, without the light of the sun, would be no more 
cruel than for a government to suffer its laboring classes to grow up without knowl
edge. 

In this fact, then, we find a solution of the problem that so long embarrassed in
quirers. The reason why the mechanical and useful arts,- those arts which have 
done so much to civilize mankind, and which have given comforts and lu .. xuries to 
the common laborer of the present day, such as kings apd queens could not com
mand three centuries ago,- the reason why these arts made no progress; and, until 
recently, indeed, can ha1·dly be said to have had any thing more than a beginning, 
is, that the labor of the world was performed by ignorant men. As soon as some 
degree of intelligence dawned upon the workman, then a con-esponding degree of 
improvement iJ:i his work followed. At first, this intelligence was confined to a 
very small number, and, therefore, improvements were few, and they followed 
each other only after long intervals. They uniformly began in the nations, au<l 
among the classes, where there was most intelligence. The middle classes of Eng
land, and the people of Holland and Scotland, have done a hundred times moro 
than all the eastern hemisphere besides. What single improvement in ar t, or dis
covery in scienqe, has ever originated in Spain, or throughout the vast empire of 
the Russias? But, just in proportion as intelligence,- that is, education,- has 
quickened and stimUlated a greater and a greater number of minds, just in tho 
same proportion have inventions and discoveries increased in their wonderfulnes:;, 
and in the rapidity of their succession. The progression has been rather geomet
rical than arithmetical. By the laws of nature, it must be so. If amon~ ten w ell
educated children, the chance is, that, at least, one of them will origmate sor11c 

. new and useful process in the arts, or will discover some new scientific principle, 
or some new application of one, then among a hundred such well-educated chil
dren , there is a moral certainty that there will be more than ten such originator~:~ 
or discoverers of new utilities; for the action of the mind is like the action of fire;
one billet of wood will hardly burn alone, though dry as suns and north-west wituls 
can make it, and though placed in range of n. cunent of n.ir; ten sm~h billets will 
burn well tog!'ther; hut a hundred will creatP a heat fifty times as int!'nse as H•tr; 
will make a current of air to fan their own flame, and consuute t' \'Pil ~rrenncss 
itself, · .. · ·· · · · · 
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THE ESSENTIAL CONDITIONS OF A WISE POLITICAL ECONOMY. 

For the creation of wealth, then,- for the existence of a wealthy people and a 
wealtht nation,- intelligence is the grand condition. The number of improvers 
will increase, as the intellectual constituency, if I may so call it, increases. In for
mer time~, and in most parts of the world even at t~e !.resent da;y:, not o~e man 
in a million has ever had such a development of mm , as made It possible for 
him to become a contributor to art or science. Let this development precede, and 
contributions, numberless, and of inestimable value, will be sure to follow. That 
Political F..conomy, therefore, which busies itself above capital and labor, supply and 
demand, interest and rents, favorable and unfavorable balances of trade; but leaves 
out of account the element of a wide-spread mental development, is nought but 
stupendous folly. The greatest of all the arts in political economy is, to change a 
consumer into a producer; and the next greatest is, to increase the producer's pro
ducing power;-an end to be directly attained, by increasing his intelligence. For 
mere delving, an ignorant nian is little better than a swine, whom he so much re-
sembles in his appetites, and surpasses in his powers of mischief. · 

But there is a class of persons who are not unwilling to concede the advantages 
which education has over ignorance, both in the more rapid and I)erfect perform
ance of all kinds of labor, and in the creation of all those mechanical instruments, 
through which nature stands ready to do the work of the world; but, while they 
acknowledge all this, they seem to think that the argument in favor of knowledge 
has lost much of its force; because mechanical ingenuity and scientific discovery 
must have nearly reached the outermost limit of possible advancement;-that 
either the powers of nature are exhausted, or human genius is in its decrepitude. 
The past achievements of the mind excite their admiration, but not their hope. They 
are regarded as the measure of what man can perform, but not as the promise of 
what he is yet tc.perform. They are accepted, not as a little earnest-money, but as 
full payment. 

THE POSSIBILITIES OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT ARE INFINITE. 

Now, the view which I am constrained to take of the history and destiny of man, 
is exactly the contrary of this one. I hold all past achievements of the human mind 
to be rather in the nature of prophecy than of fulfilment;- tile first-fmits of tile 
beneficence of God, in endowing us with the faculties of perception, comparison, 
calculation, and causality, rather than the full harvest of their eventual develop
ment. For, ·look at the magnificent creation into which we ha;re been brought, and 
at tile adaptation of our faculties to understand, admire, and use it. All around us, 
are works worthy of an Infinite God; and we are led, by irresistible evidence, to 
believe, that just. so far as we acquire His knowledge we shall be endued with His 
power. From history and from consciousness, we find ourselves c.apable of ever 
onward improvement, and, therefore, it seems to be a denial of first principles,- it 
seems no better than impiety,-to s uppose that we shall ever become such finished 
scholars, that the works of the All-wise will have no new problem for our solution , 
and will, therefore, be able to teach us no longer. Nor is it any less than inipiety 
~suppose that we shall ever so completely enlist the powers of nature in our serv
Ice, that exhausted Omnipotence can reward our industry with no further bounties, 
This would be to suppose that we shall arrive at a period when our active and pro
gressive natures will become passive and stationary; when we shall have nothing 
to do but to sit in indolent and inglorious contemplation of past achievements; and 
when, all aspirations having been lost in fruition, we shall have outlived the joys 
of hope and the rewards of effort, and no new glories will beckon us onward to new 
felicities . 

. Neither our faculties, nor their spheres of action, seem to have been projected on 
any such narrow plan. Ever-expanding powers are within us; eternity lies before 
~s; and an Infinite Being, amidst His works, is the adorable object of these facul
tu~s, throughout this eternity. These, no height of attainment, which our powers 
Will ever reach, and no length of duration to which the cycles of eternity shall ever 
have run, will enable us to exhaust, or fully to comprehend. To afiirm the contrary, 
would be to affirm that our finite minds can embrace and enr.ircle their Infinite 
;Author, as his mind embraces and encircles ours. Our relat ion to our Maker, then, 
IS~ mora~ phase of the problem of the asympt<)te,-a line forever approaching a 
pomt which it can never reach. 

And if we beliP.ve in our incli,·idun.l capn.city for imiPfinite improvement, why 
should we doubt the capacity of the race for cnntinn<'<l progre~s,as long as it dwells 
upon the earth? Can man' ' by searching lind out Got!," in a ph~·si<'al sensP, n.ny 
lXlPre tl}<j.l~ i1~ !!.It) Or~! Ql)e; or can all the generations of the ml.:e, hy the long;est ami the 
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profoundest investigations, ever fathom the depths of eternal wL~om and power, 
as they are incorporated into this earthly frame? However far, then, science and 
art may push their explorations, there will always be a. frontier bounding their ad
vances; there will always be a terra in<Jognita, beyond the regions they have sur
veyed,- beyond the utmost verge of the horizon which the eye can see from the top
most pinnacle of existing discoveries. Each new adventurer can gain new trophies 
by penetrating still deeper into the illimitable solitudes, where alone Omnipotence 
dwells and works. The most perfect instrument which the brightest genius of any 
age may ever construct, will be excelled by another instrument made after a higher 

- ideal of perfection by the brighter genius of a succeeding age. The most rapid 
processes of art known to any generation will be accelerated in the ~eneration that 
shall follow it, and science will be found not only a plant of perenrual growth, but, 
in each succeeding age, it will bear blossoms of a more celest1al splendor, and fruits 
of beneficence unknown before. 

Astronomers now tell us, that the sun is not a stationery orb, fixed and immova
ble at one place in the ~eavens; as, since ~e day~ of Co~ernicus, it _had been sup
posed to be, but that, m some far-off regwn of rmmens1ty, at a d1stance wholly 
mconceivable by us, there is a central point of attraction, around which our sun, 
with its attendant train of planets, is performing a magnificent revolution; just as, 
within their narrow orbits, the planets of our local system are revolving about the 
sun. They tell us, further, that the circumference of this solar orbit is so vast, that, 
during the six thousand years which are supposed to have elapsed since the creation 
of Adam, the sun has not yet travellE'd through so much as one of the three hun
dred and sixty degrees that make up its mighty circle;-not through so much as one 
of those hundr. ds of astronomical spaces, through which it must move before it will 
complete a single revol~tion. What number of these immense circuits, the earth 
is destined to perform, or what part even of a single revolution it will accomplish, 
before it will meet with some such catastrophe, as will . unfit it to be• the abode of a 
race like. ours, we know not; but we have no reason to believe, even if the mighty 
years of the solar revolutions should equal the number of our terrestrial years since 
the creation of Adam, that the race will ever have exhausted the earth of all the 
latent capacities for ministering to the improvement and happiness of man, with 
which God has endued it. No invention or discovery will ever be made, upon which 
the author can stand, and lift up his proud voi~e and exclaim, I have found the last 
miracle of the miracle-working God. · 

THE LAW UNDERLYING HUMAN DISCOVERY. 

Now, so far as these natural and yet undeveloped resources of the earth are hereaf
ter to be brought to light, and made the ministering Servants of human welfare; we 
suppose they are to be brought to light by the exercise of the human faculties;-in 
the same way that all the scientific and mechanical improvements of past times 
have been brought to light,- that is, by education. And the greater the proportion 
of · minds in any community, which are educated, and the more thorough and com
plete the education which is given them, the more rapidly, through these sublime 
stages of progress, will that community advance in all the means of enjoyment 
and elevation; and the more will it outstrip and outshine its less-educated neigh
bors. The advance-guard of education and intelligence will gather the virgin 
wealth of whatever region they explore as the reward of their knowledge, just as 
the Portuguese reaped the great harvest of the nches of India as their reward for 
discovering the new route of India. 

VALUE OF ORIGINAL DISCOVERIES. 
. . 

I know that it may be said, and said, too, not without a certain measure of truth, 
that, when a wore intelligent community has made a disco van- in science, or de
vised or perfected the processes of any art, a less intelligent community by its side 
may adopt and copy them; and thus make the improvements their own, by posses
sion, though the invention belonged to anot)}er. After a bold navigator has opened 
a new channel of commerce, and, while he is ~athering the first fruits of his sa·
gacity, the stupid or the predatory may follow m hls wake, and share the gains of 
!:lis enterprise. Dr. Franklin may discover the uses of the lightning-rod ; but, when 
once discovered, and the manner of its use exhibited, any half-taught son of Vulcan 
can make and erect one, by copying the given model. When a schqol-boy of New 
England has invented the cotton-gin, or perfected cotton machinery , the slaYes of 
the south, stupid and ignorant as ca.ttle,-" according to the form of the statutP in 
t~uch caBell made a.nd provided,"- can operate them ·with a g1·eater or less de~,•-ree of. 
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success and profit. But there are two considerations which show how inferior the con- · 
dition of the aping community must always be to that of the originating one. 

In t.he first place, all cop,ring is in the nature of empiricism. The copyist oper
ates blindly, and not on pnnciple; and therefore he is constantly exposed to fa ilure. 
In untried emergencies, he never knows what to do; for the light of example shines 
only in one direction; wlule it is the very nature of principle, like its D1vine Au
thor, to circumfuse its beams, and so to leave no darkriess in any direction. 

And, in the second place, even supposing the aping community to be able, after 
long delays and toils, to equal the origmating one; still, before the period shall ha ve 
elapsed which the pupil will require for studying out or copying the old lesson, h is 
master will have studied out some new one;- will have discovered some new im
provement, diffus~ve of new utility, and radiant with qew beauty;- so that the dis
tance will be kept as great as ever between him and the learner. 

The-slave States of tlus Union may buy cotton-machinery made by the intelligent 
mechanics of the free States, and they may tra.ip their slaves to work it with more 
or less skill; but, should they succeed ever so well;_shoulcl they eventually become 
·able to meet their entire home demand; it will nevertheless be true,- that, in the 
mean time, the new wants and refinements, genera~d by the progress of the age, 
will demand some n'ew fabric, requiring, for its manufacture, either more inge
niously~wrought machinery, or greater skill in the operator; and thus will the more 
educated community forever keep ahead of the less educated one. The progress. of 
mankind may be compared to an ascending spiral. In movin~ upward along this 
spii·al, the less intelligent community will see the more intelligent one at a point 
above its head and will labor on to overtake it; and, making another toilsome cir

. cuit, will at length reach the place where the victor hau been seen; but, lo ! the 
victor is not there; he, too, has made a circuit along the ascending curve, and is 
still far aloft, above the head of Ius pursuer. 

In the wonderful development of the applicat.ion of machinery to 
the purposes and-needs of the agriculturist which took place when the 
farmers' boys all over the land were suddenly called to become sol
diers h~ 1861-65, a striking illustration is furnished of this topic; while, 
in the direct line of his St\gs-estious, great :progress has been made as 
the result of the investigatwns and exper1ments undertaken by the 
several Land Grant Agricultural Colleges. 

Another common idea is this: it is supposed that intelligence in workmen is rela
tively less important in agricultural labors, than in the mechanic and manufactur
ing arts. The great agricultural staples of the country,-corn, cotton, sugar, rice 
and so forth,- have been stigmatized, ot· at least characterized, as ''coarser " prod
ucts, and, ther~fore, requiring less skill and science for their culture and improve
ment than the fabrics of the loom and the workshop. Tllis may be true, but I am, 
by no means, convinced of its truth. It seems to me, that there is, as yet, no ade
quate proof, that skill and science. if applied to agriculture, will not yield practical 
benefits, as copious and as wonderful as any that have rewarded the mechanician or 
~he artisan, in any department of their labors. \Vhy vegetable ~rowths, so exquisite 

. m their organization, animated by the mysterious principle of hfe, a nd so susceptive 
of all the influences of climate, whether good or ill;-why these should be called 
"coarser'' than iron ore, or other unorganized metals, or anv kind of wealth that is 
~oundin mines; or why cotton or flax, wool or leather, wood or grain, should be denom
~nated "coarser," before they have been deprived of the principle of life than from 
1t, and before they have lost the marvellous power of assimilat-ing inorganic matter 
to their own peculiar substance. it is not easy to perceive. May it not yet be found, 

· that a better knowledge of the laws that govern vegeta.ble growth; a better lmowl
edge of the properties and adaptations of different soils; a better knowledge of the 
conditions of fructification and germination, and of the mysterious chemistry that . 
determines the quality of texture, color , flavor. and perfume; a hetter knowletlge of 
·the uncombined gases, and of the nffect of light, heat. electricity, ami other impon
derable agentS upon the size, rapidity. and variegation of vegetable gro,,·ths;-in 
tine, a better knowledge of Vegeta.hle Physiology. and of that, too, which may be 
~lled Vegetable Pathology, will recleem the wholE' dn~lc> of agricultmal occupa
tiOns from the stigma of requiring lC'ss intelligent cnltivatms than are required for 
other pu~uits; and thus supply a new and inesistihleat·g~nncnt in favor of dilfusing 
!L vastly. mcreased amount of knowledge among our free helcl-laborers, ancl onr rura~ 
J>OP~'l?-tion generally? The marvellous improvenlents which have bceun~ade t~m~e~ 

Alt'f-YQ.J;.-~-... -oG 
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- the auspices of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, in horticulture, floriculture, 
and pomology, already betoken such a t·esult. * 

Now it is in these various ways that all the meass of human subsistence, com
fort, improvement,- or what, in one word, we call wealth ,- are created ; additional 
wealth, new wealth,-not another man's earnings, not another nation's treasures or 
lands, tricked away by fraud, or wrested by force,- but substantially, and; for 
all practical purposes, knowledge-created, mind-created wealth, as much so, as 
though we had been endued with a miraculous power of turning a granite quarry 
into a city, at a word,; or a wilderness into cultivated fields; or of commanding 
harvests to ripen in a day. To see a community acquiring and redoubling its wealth 
in this way; enriching itself without impoverishing others, without despoiling others, 
is it not a noble spect..wle ! And will not the comll\.unity that gains its wealth in 
this way, ten times faster than any robber-nation ever did by plunder,-will not 
such a community be a model and a pattern for the nations ; a type of excellence 
to be admired and followed by the world? Has Massach~tts no ambition to win 
the palm in so glorious a rivalt'y? 

. Recent discoveries of" the inherent wealth-producing qualities of 
the cotton TJlant, long supposed to be of value only for its fibre, illus
trate, in a striking manner, the theory here stated by Mr. Mann of 
the possibilities of new discoveries J:I.Waitin~ the advent of intelligent 
investigators into the properties and qualities of the plants that form 
the especial province of the agriculturist. Formerly, the presence of 
the seed in the cotton was the great obstacle to the profitable pro
duction of the plant. Eli Whitney's invention removed that obsta
cle and revolutiOnized the textile manufactures of the world. F or 
years the seed was only something to be rid of. Finally some one 
suggested that the seeds contained oil, and presses for extracting this 
were invented: and, very gradually, cotton-seed oil became a recog
nized article of commerce; the refuse mass of seed was found to be 
available as food for cattle, but, until within a few mouths, the hulls 
of the seed were regarded as useless, save for fuel; now {1889) it is 
asserted, on the strength of successful experiments by stock raisers, 
that these " useless" hulls make the best possible fattenin~ foods for 
cattle. Thus, under the benignant sun of Freedom, Intelligence, be-

. ginning to utilize not only long-ne&"lected mineral wealth but hitherto 
undiscovered riches of agricultural products, opens to the South new 
highways to Fortune. 

CONSTANT ASPIRATION THE CONDITION PRECEDENT OF DIPROVEMENT. 

But suppose that Massachusetts, notwithstanding her deplorable inferiorio/, in all 
natural resources, as compared with other States, should be content to be thmr equal 
only in. the means of education, and in the development of the intelli~ence of her 
present children and her future citizens;- down-, down to what a desp1cable depth 
of inferiority would she suddenly plunge! Her ancient glory would become dim, No 
historian, no orator, no poet, would rise up among her children. Her sons would 
cease as now, to fill chairs in the halls of learning in more than half the States of 
the Union. Her jurists would no longer expound the laws of nature, of nations, and 
of States, to guide the judicial tribunals of the country. Her skilled artisans and 
master-mechanics would not be sought for, wherever, throughout the land, educated 

: labor is wanted. Her ship-captains would be driven home from every ocean by 
more successful competitors . At home, a narrowing in the range of thought and 
action; a lowering of the tone of life and enterprise ; a straitening in the means of 
living and of culture; a sinldng in spirit, and in all lauda ble and generous ambi
tions; the rearing of sons to obscurity and of dau~hters to vulgarity, would mark 
the incoming of a degenerate age;- an age too Ignorant to know it.'l own igno· 
ranee; too shameless to mourn its degradation; and too spiritless even to rise with 

*As an illustration of the value of knowledge in a!ITicultural pursuits, it may be 
mentioned, that the resoo.rches and discoveries, by M. Meneville, in regard to the fly 
which was lately so destructive to the olive in the south of France, have increased 
thq annual product of this fruit a lmost a million of dollars' worth. When would an 
ignorant man, or a slave, have made such a discovery? 
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recuperative energy from its guilty fall. But little less disastrous would it be to 
stop where we now are, instead of pressing onward with invigorated str~ngth to a 
further goal. What has been done is not the fulfilment or consummation of our 
work. It only affords better . vantage-ground, from which our su~ors can s~rt 
anew, in a nobler car~er of improvemen~ .. A;nd if tJ;lere is any one thing fo~ ~vluch 
the friends of humaruty have reason to JOlD m a uruversal song of. thanksg1vmg to 
Heaven, it is, that there is a ~rge and an increasing body of people m Massachusetts 
who cannot be beguiled or persuaded into the belief that our Common Schools are 
what they may and should be; and who, with the sincerest good-will and warmest 
affections towards the higher institutions of learning, are yet resolved that the e~u
cation of the people at large,- of the sons and daughters of farmers, mecham~, 
tradesmen, operatives, and laborers of all kinf.s,- shall be carried to a point of per
fection indefinitely higher than it has yet reached.* . 

The arguments in favor of the education of the citizens in a knowl
edge 'of the relations of the government to the material prosperity 
and to the moral welfare of the community, are forcibly stated in 
the section of Mr. Mann's report, from which the following extracts 
are taken: 

POLITICAL EDUCATION. 

The necessity of general intelligence,- that is, of education, (for I use the terms 
as substantially synonymous; because general intelligence can never exist without 
general education, and general education· will be sure to produce general intelli
gence,)- the necessity of general intelligence, under a republican. form of govern
ment, like most other very important truths, has become a. very trite one. It is so 
trite, indeed, as to have lost much of its force by its familiarity. Almost all the 
champions of education seize upon this argument, fi rst of all; because it is so sim
ple as to be understood by the ignorant, and so strong as to convince the sceptical. 
Nothing would be easier than to follow in the train of so many w1·iters, and to 
demonstrate, by logic, by history, and by the nature of the case, that a re1>ublican 
form of govermnent, without intelligence in the peo1)le, must be, on a vast scale, 
what a mad-boose, without superintendent or keepers, would be, on a small one;
the despotism of a few succeeded by universal anarchy, and anarchy by despotism, 
with no change but from bad to worse. Want of space and time alike forbid me 
to attempt any full development of the merits of this theme; but yet, in the closing 
one of a series of reports, partaking somewhat of the nature of a summarr of for
mel·-arguments, an omission of this topic would suggest to the comprehens1ve mind 
the idea of incompleteness. . 

*In the letter of the honorable Abbott Lawrence, making a donation of fifty 
thousand dollars, for the purpose of founding a Scientific School at Cambridge, (t.o 
which he has since added fifty thousand dollars more,) the following expression oc
curs:-" Elementary education appears to be well }ll'ovided for in Massachusetts." 
And, in the Memorial in behalf of the tlu~ec Col eges,- Harvanl, Amherst, and 
Williams,-presented to the Legislature, in J anuary, 1848, and signed by each of 

·the three Presidents of those institutions, it is said:-" The provision [in Massachu
setts] for elementary education, * * ·X· seems to be all that can be desired, or 
that can be advantageously done by the Legislature." The average s.'\laries of fe
male teachers throughout the State, at the time when these declarations were made, 
was only $8.55 a mont h, (exclusive of board,) which, as the average length of the 
IK'hools was only eight months, would give to this most faithful and meritorious 
class of persons, but $68.40 a year. The whole value of the apparatus, in all the 
schools of the State, was but $23,826. And the whole number of volumes in their 
libraries was only 01,530, or an average of but twenty-five volumes for each school. 
In ~c01·dance with the prayer of t he Memorial, the Committee on Education reported 
a tiill, making a grant of half a million of dollars to the colleges. The House of . 
Represent-atives, afte1· maturely considering the bill, changed the destination of the 
~oney from the Colleges to the Common Schools, and then passed it. The dona
tiC?n of Mr. Lavn·ence will be highly beneficial to the few hundreds of students who 
Wlll have the direct enjoyment of his munificence; and, through them, it will also 
bene_fit_ the State. So, too, would the contemplated gmnt to the colleges. Thus 
far, 1t JS beheved, alllihera.l minds will agree. But what is needed, iR, the univer
sal prevalence of the further idea, that t here are two hundred thousand children in 
the State, each one of whoru would be far more tlmn proportionally benefited by 
the ex~enditure for their improved education of one-tenth part of sums so liberal." 
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That the affairs of a great nation or state are exceedingly complicated and mo
mentous, no one will dispute. Nor will it be questioned that the degree of intelli
gence that superintends, should be proportioned to the magnitude of the interests 
superintended. He who scoops out a wooden dish needs less skill than the maker 
of a steam-engine or a telescope. The dea.ler in small wares requires less knowl
edge than the merchant who exports and imports to and from all quarters of the 
globe. An ambassador cannot execute his functions with the stock of attainments 
or of talents sufficient for a parish clerk. Indeed, it is clear, that the want of ade
quate intelligence,- of intelli~?ence commensurate with the natm·e of the duties to 
be performed.- will bring rmn or disaster upon any department. A merchant · 
loses his intelligence, and he becomes a bankrupt. A lawyer lOses his intelligence, 
and he. forfeits all the interests of his clients. Intelligence abandons a physician, 
and his patients die, with more than the pains of natural dissolution. Should judges 
upon the bench be bereft of this !,"llide, what havoc would be made of the property 
and the innocence of men! Let this counsellor be taken from executive officers, 
and the penalties due to· the wicked would be visited upon the righteous, while the 
rewards and immunities of the righteous would be bestowed upon the guilty. And 
so, should intelligence desert the halls of legislation, weakness, rashness, contradic
tion, and error, would glare out from every page of the statute book. Now, as a 
republican government represents almost all interests, whether social, civil, or mil
itary, the necessity of a degree of intelligence adequate to the due administration 
of them all, is so self-evident, that a bare statement is the best argument. 

INTELLIGENT VOTERS CHOOSE WISE LEGISLATORS AND VICE VERSA. 

But in the po56e5sion of this attribute of intelligence, elective legislators will never 
far surpass "their electors. By a natural law, like that which regulates the equilib
rium of fluids, elector and elected, appointer and appointee, tend to the same level. 
It is not more certain that a wise and enlightened constituency will refuse to im·est 
a reckless and profligate man with office, or discard him if accidentally chosen, than 
it is that a foolish or immoral constituency will discard or eject a wise man. This 
law of assimilation, between the choosers and the chosen, results, not only from the 
fact that the voter originally selects his representative according to the affinities of 
good or of ill, of wisdom or of folly, which exist between them; but if the legislator 
enacts or favors a law which is too wiSe for the constituent to understand, or 
too just for him to approve, the next election will set him as ide as certainly as if he 
had made open merchandise of the dearest interests of the people, by perjm·y and for 

. a b1i.be. And if the infinitely Just and Good, in giving laws to the Jews, recognized 
the "hardness of their hearts," how much !Jlore will an earthly ruler recognize the 
baseness or wickedness of the peo.ple, when h is heart is as hard as theirs I Ina repub
lican government, legislators are a. minor reflecting the moral countenance of their 
constituents. And hence it is, that the establishment of a republican government, 
without well-appointed and efficient means for the universal education of the people, 
is the most rash and fool-hardy experiment ever tried by man. Its fatal results 
may not be immediately developed,- they may not follow as the thunder follows the 
lightning,- for time is an element in maturing them , and the calamity is too gn•at 
to be pre~red in a day; but, like the slow-accumulating avalanche, they will grow 
moz:e terrific by delay, and, at length, though it may be at a late hour, will overwhelm 
with ruin whatever lies athwart their path. 

THE DANGERS THAT THREATEN A REPUBLIC OF IGNORANT CITIZENS. 

It may be an easy thipg to make a republic; but it is a very laborious thing to 
make republicans; and "\voe to the republic that rest,., upon no better foundations 
than ignorance, selfishness, and passion. Such a republic may grow in numbers and 
in wealth. As an ava1i.cious man adds acres to his lands, so its rapacious government 
may increase its own darkness by annexing provinces and states to its ignorant do
main. Its armies may be invincible, and it<; fleets may strike terror into nations on 
the opposite sides of the globe, at the same hour. Vast in its extent, and enriched 
with all the prodigality of nature, it may possess every capacit,r and op]Jortunit! 
of being great, and of doing good. But if such a republic be 'levmd of intelligence, 1t 
will only the more closely resemble an obscene g iant who has waxed strong in h i~ 
youth, and grown wauton in his strength; whose brain has been developed only in the 
region of the appetites and passions, and not in th11 organs of reason and conscif'nce; 
and ·who, therefore, is boastful of his bulk alone, ancl g lories in the weight of his heel 
and in the destruction of his arm. Such a republic, with all its noble capacities for 
beneficence, will rust~ w~th the spee~of ~whirlwind to an ignominiQ~~ qnd; and o_J! 
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good men of after-times would be fain to weep over its downfall, did not their scorn 
and contempt' at its folly and its wickedness, repress all sorrow for its fate. 

As the merits of this subject cannot even be sketched on the present occasion, I 
will confine myself to a single illustration , showing how an unenlightened :pe?ple 
will permit, and sometimes will even require, that their government should mjure 
their own intetests · 

THE COLLECTION OF REVENUE. 

A universal function of government,- one that has pertained t<> every govern
ment that has ever existed, and doubtless will continue to do so .while the world 
stands,- is the collection of revenues. The government must be maintained; but 
it has no power of earning ·or of creating wealth to defray its own expenses. It 
must, therefore, be supported by reveimes derived from the people. 

In absolute de8potisms, arbitrary exactions are made upon all the possessors of 
wealth; or upon all but a few excepted favorites. Where a pretence for such exac
tions is wanted, acts which are not crimes are declared to be criminal, so that the 
ruler may claim a forfeiture, or penalty, for the performance of deeds, which, be
fore any tribunal of conscience, or of justice, would be held innocent. Ex post 
facto laws are made; that is, laws which act backwards, and subject an act to pun
ishment, after the law, which was not punishable at the time it was done;-wh.ich 
might have been, indeed, not only guiltless but laudable at the tinte of its perform
ance. 

Now, it must be obvious, that such methods of raising revenue must have an 
almost annihilating effect . upon the production of wealth; for no man will earn 
money beyond his immediate necessities, when the very fact of his acquisition only 
exposed him to pillage. When the richest men are worst plundered, poverty be
comes the privilege. Intelligence, though it had been that of the Prince of Dark
ness, would have saved nations from thiB cause of poverty. 

UNWISE METHODS OF RAISING REVENUE. 

- Governments, less arbitrary, have resorted to expedients for self-support scarcely 
less baneful tQ the general welfare. Among these, are monopolies,- such as that, 
for instance, by which the Pacha of Egypt required all the cotton grown by his sub
jects to be sold to him, at his own price, that he might resell it at an advanced one; 
or that, by which the French King exercised the privilege of selling all the tobacco 
consumed in his kingdom, and then sold out tlte privilege to sell, at an enormous 
price. Some governments have del'ived a revenue from the.sale of offices, even 
those which demand, for the fit discharge of their duties, the highest talents and 
the purest integrity,- such as the judicial,-and so have cared everything for the 
amount of the bribe, and nothing for the fitness of the incumbent. In all such 
cases, the most vital and enduring interests of the community have been sacrificed 
to the incidental benefit of revenue;-a poliey vastly more ruinous than that of 
the incendiary who burns a house that he may steal a l;hilling. 

EVILS OF LOTTERIES. 

_ Even. the freest and mos~ul.ighteued go,·ernments have been guilty of similar 
un:provldences and follies. '"The raising of revenue from licensed lotteries furnishes 
a stgnal illustration. For every unit of gain to the public treasury. by the levy of 
a tax on the sale of lottet·y tickets, hm1dreds of loss are subtracted from the puhl.ic 
wealth. For, it is obvious, in the first place, that lotteries cl'ea te. no wealth. They 
add nothing to the aggregate of silver and gold, belonging to a community, any 
more than they add to the number of it.<> houSC's or the extent of its hutds. They can 
do nothing more tha.n to transfer one m:m's money to another Juan's pocket. Then 
they OC~UJ)Y the t ime of many individuals, who otherwise might be m;efully em
ployed m the creation or augmentation of the public wealth. Besides this, the ex
penseB.actually incurred by agenck•s, brokerage. advertisements, appa.ratus, and so 
forth, IS not inconsiderable. It is also true. that the poorest class of people a.re usu
ally the pu1·chasers of lottery tickets.- on the :;ame principle that a man must first 
be drowning before he will catch at a straw,-and generally with t.he same result. 
Thus, all the evils of pon•rty nre aggm.va.tetl hy the loss of a p:wt of its pittance. 
Then, ltd venturing in this traffic sul.Jstitntes hopes of gain, foundeu on chance, for 
the certainties of regular industry. ·~ * ·~ . 

* * * 'fake all these evils into c.onsitlemtion. and take into consideration, 
also, what. is far more important than all these evils unitt:>tl. the impositions and the 
frauds wluch accompany the whole operation, and which often bear as great a pro-
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P?rtion to. the fair-dea.Iing. as ~he ~lanks bear to the priz~!- ta~,e ~11 these peen
wary, social and moralnuscluefs mto account., and how IS It possible for any mtel
ligent legislator, for the sake of a little incidental revenue, ever to legalize an· insti
tution, which destroys wealth by wholesale, and cankers the morals of entire classes 
of the people ? 

And, yet, until within a few years, there was not a State in this whole Union, 
whose Legisl11ture did not stand so low, not only in the scale of Momls but of Po
litical Economy, as to authorize lotteries. Sometimes they were granted for a pal
try revenue, to be paid into the treasury; sometimes to aid in the erection of public 
works,- to build a bridge, a canal, 01' a chu1•ch! !* Just in proportion as intelli
gence has advanced, petitions for lotteries have been refused, and the sale of lottery 
tickets interdicted by law; until now. they are driven ahnost exclusively into the 
southern and southwestern States. There they await the dawning of that general 
enlightenment, which Common Schools could so rapidly give, to be banished from 
the country forever. 

On the clearest principles of Morality and Political Economy, the licensing of 
houses for the sale of intoxicating drinks, of gaming-houses, and houses of ill-fame, 
for the ignominious purpose of raising a revenue out of the misery and licentious
ness of men, stands even on a more unsound and criminal footing, than legalizing 
the pest of lotteries. Yet, all this is clone, even at the present <lay, by legislators 
who would think it an indignity, if they were denied a,u exalted place on the roll of 
enlightened, patriotic, and Christian men. * * * 

OBJECTIONS TO THE MULTIPLICATION OF OFFICIAL OATHS.' 

The multiplication of oaths is another signal illustration of the fact, how prone 
incompetent legislators ever are to sacrifice the greater interest to the less.- the 
spil·itual to the outward, the endming to the temporary. Adherence to truth is so 
necessary among men, that even the lowest instmcts of self-interest will visit the 
falsifier, with retribution though honor and conscience should not. But the utter
ance of truth, very generally speaking, is considered more in the light of an obliga
tion between ma'n and man, than as a due to Heaven; and there are many who 
would not hesitate to tell a falsehood, who would tremOle at the commission of per
jury. But governments, for some collateral and inCidental benefit,- most generally 
for the purpose of securing themselves against fraud in the collection of revenues,
impos.e an oath upon men, not merely,vhere the oath-taker is adversly interested, 
but where, from the nature of the case, he cannot certainly determine the truth of 
the statement to which he deposes. This leads to moral laxity, and 1·elaxes laxity 
itself. Hence, in mercantile communities, there has arisen a class of oaths, called 
"Custom House oaths,"-an appellation which indicates that men swear, if not to 
what they know to be uutlue, yet, at least, to what they do not lmow to be true. 
Often, the oath is administered to persons who are under the strongest tem).>tations to 

-perjury, and where, too, the danger of detection is small. This is PerJury made 
easy; for the step is a short one, between swearing to a tiring as tiue, with only a 
general inference, or supposition, that it is so, and swearing to a known untruth. 

Now, can any money compensate government for contaminating public morals? 
Or, in a republic, which is a government of the pe?ple by the people, can they afford 
to barter their own integrity, in order to get a little of their own money, out of their 
own pockets, into their own public treasury, whence it is so soon to flow back into 
their own pockets again? Every le~islator should be apolitical economist, and every 
voter should know, at least, the leaaing elements of political economy, and be ablo 
to understand their application to the affairs of life ; but, surely, that political econ<l
my is a delusion and a cheat, which does not hold the morals of the community aH 
the primal element in its prosperity; and the praye", ''Lead us not into temptation," 
is one which may be as appropriately addressed by a people to its rulers, as by a frail 
and fallible mortal to his Maker. 

I have now given a hasty review of a single class of errors, those pertaining to 
the collection of r evenue,- into which governments have fallen,·through a want of 
intelligence;- through a want of such intelligence, it may be added, as any tli~-

. Cl'eet and reflecting man would exercise in the management of his own affair~. 
And when will rulers be wiser than they have been? Never, until the people, to 
\~hoi? they are respon~ible1 shall p~rmit it an<l demand it. Never will'wisdom pre
Bide m the halls of legislatiOn and 1ts profound utterances be recorded on the pagt'S 
of the statute book, until Common Schools,- or some other agency of equal powt~r, 
not yet discovered,- shall create a more far-seeing intelligence and a purer moral-

*When a church is built by lottery, ean there be any doubt which has the !Jest 
side of the bargain, the Evil Spirit or the Good? 
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jty than has ever yet existed among communities of men. Legislators in the exe
cution of their high guardianship over public interests, will never s~cure to the State 
even the greatest amount of wEalth, while they seek to obtain it at the price of 
morality. It is only when the virtue of the people is supremely ca1·ed for, that they 
will discover the comprehensive meaning of the Sct·ipture, that Godliness is profit
able unto all things. 

IN ALL COUNTRIES THE RULERS ARE EDUCATED FOR THEIR COMING DUTIES; WHERE 
THE PEOPLE ARE TO 'RULE THE PEOPLE SHOULD LIKEWISE BE SO EDUCATED. 

However elevated the moral character of a constituency may be; however well 
informed 41 ma.ttet'S of general science or history, yet they must, if citizens of a 
republic, understand something of the true nature and functions of the govern
ment under which they live. That any one who is to participate in the government 

. of a country, when he becomes a man, should receive no instruction respecting the 
nature and functions of the government he is afterwards to administer, is a politi- · 
cal solecism. In all nations, hardly excepting the most rude and barbarous, the 
future sovereign recei;es some training which is supposed to fit him for the exer
cise of the powers and duties of his anticipated station. Where, by force of law, 
the government devolves upon the heir, while yet in a state of legal infancy, some 
regency, or other substitute, is appointed, to act in his stead, ·until his ani val at 
mature age; and, in the meantime, he _is subjected to such a course of study and 
discipline, as -..vill. tend to prepare him, according to the political theory of the time 
and the place, to assume the reins of authority at the appointed age. If, in England, 
or in the most enlightened European monarchies, it would be a proof of restored 
barbarism, to permit the future sovereign to grow up without any knowledge of 
his duties,-and who can doubt that it would be such a proof,- then, surely, it 
would be not less a !?roof of restored, o1· of ne;er-removed barbarism. amongst us, 
to empower any indtvidual to use the elective franchise, without preparing him for 
so momentous a trust. Hence, the constitution of the United States. and of our 
own State, should be made a study in our Public Schools. The partition of the 
powers of government into the three coordinate branches,- legislative, judicial, 
and t~xecutive,-with the duties appropriately uevolving upon each; the mode of 
electing or of appointing all officers, with the reasons ou·which it was founded; and, 
especially, the duty of every citizen, in a government of Jaws, to appeal to the 
courts (or redress, in all oeses of allegeu wrong, instead of undertaking to vindi
cate his own rights by his own arm; and, in a government where the people are the 
acknowledged sources of power, the duty of changing laws and rulers by an appeal 
to the ,ballot, and not by rebellion, should be taught to all the ch iluren until they 
are fully understood. 

THE BALLOT A SACRED TRUST. 

~d the obligations of the future citizen been sedulously inculcated upon all the 
children of this Republic, would the patriot have had to mourn O\"er so many in
stances, where the voter, not being able to accomplish his purpose by voting. has 
proceeded to accomplish it by v iolence; where. agreeing with his fellow-citizens, to 
use the machinery of the ballot, he makes a tacit reservation, that. if that machinery 
<I,oes not move according to his pleasure, he will wrest or break it ? If the respon
Sibleness and value of the elective franchise were duly appreciated, the day of our 
State and National elections would be among the most solemn and religious days in 
the ca!endar. Men woulcl approach therit, not only with preparation and solicitude, 
but wtth the sobriety and solemnity, w ith which discreet aml religious-minded men 
meet the great crises of life. No man would throw away his vote, through caprice 
?r wantonness, any more than he would throw away his esta,te, or sail his family 
mto bondage. No man would cast his vote through malice or revenge, any more 
than a t!Ood surgeon would amputa.te a limb, or a good navigator snil through peril
ous ska1ts, under the same criminal passions. 

CAN THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF THE NATIONAL GO\'ERNl!ENT DE TAUGHT 
IN l'UDLIC SCHOOLS? 

. But, perhaps, it -..vill be objected, that the constitution is subject to different reat.l
m~. or that the policy of different administrations hm; l>~o•come the subject of party 
strtfe; and, therefore, if anything of constitutional or political law is introduced into 
o.ur schools, there is danger that teachers will be chosen on account of their affini
ties to this o.r that political party ; or that teachers will fei~n a.ffiniti('S which they 
do not feel, m ot·der that they may be chosen: and so each school-room will at length 
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become a miniature political club-room, exploding with political resolves, or flaming 
out with political addresses, prepared by beardless boys, in scarcely legible hand-
writing, :>nd in worse grammar. -

With the most lin1ited exercise of discretion, all apprehensions of this kind IU'C 
wholly groundless. There are different readings of the constitution, it is true; and 
there are partisan topics which agitate the country from side to side; but the con
troverted points, compared with those about which there is no dispute, do not bear 
the proP_?rtion of one to a hundred. And what is more, no man is qualified, or can 
be qualified, to discuss the disputable questions, unless previously and thoroughly 
versed in those questions, about which there is no dispute. In the terms and prin
ciples common to all, and reco!mized by all,, is to be found the only common me
dium of language and of idea, by which the parties can become intelligible to each 
other; and there, too, is the only common gl'Ound, whence the arguments of the dis-
putants.can be drawn." -

* * * '' Surely, between these extremes, there must be a mediun1 not difficult 
to be found. And is not this the middle course, which all sensible and judicious 
men, nil patriots, and all genuine republicans, must approve?-namely, that those 
articles in the creed of republicanism, which are accepted by all, believed in by all, 
and which form the common basis of our political faith, should be taught to all. 
But when the teacher, in the course of his lessons or lectures on the fundamental 
law, anives at a controverted text, he is either to read it without comment or-re
mark; or, at most, he is only to say that the passage is the subject of disputation, 

- and that the school-room is neither the tribunal to adjudicate, nor the forum to dis
cuss it. 

Such being the rule established by common consent, and such the practice, ob
served with fidelity under it, it will <;orne to be universally understood, that politi

·cal proselytism is no function of the school; but that all indoctrination into matters 
_of controversy between hostile political parties is to be elsewhere sought for, aud 
elsewhere imparted. Thus, may all the childt•en of the Commom\~ealth receive in
struction in the great essentials of political knowledge,- in those elementary ideas 
without which they will never be able to investigate more recondite and debatable 
questions;- thus, will the only practicable method be adopted for discovering new 
truths, and for discarding,-insteado.f perpetuating,-old errors; and thus, too, will 
that pernicious race of intolerant zealots, whose whole faith may be summed up in 
two articles,- that they, themselves, are always infallibly right, and that all dissent
ers are certainly wrong,- be extinguished,-extinguisheP, not by violence, nor by 
proscription, but by the mot·e copious inflowing of the light of truth." 

The Theory justifying the establishment of Public Schools, the 
r easons why the community may justly be taxed for their support, 
and the reasons why the tenets of any particular religious belief 
should not be taught in such schools, are thus tersely and forcibly set 
forth: 

* * * . The very terms, Public School, and Oommon Schools, bear upon their 
face, that they are schools which the children of the entire community may attend. 
Every man, not on the pauper list, is taxed for their support. But he is not taxed to 
support them as special religious institutions; if he were, it w·ould satisfy, at once, 
the largest definition of a Religious Establishment. But he is taxed to support them, 
as a p1·event-ive me1ns against dishonesty, against fraud, and against violence; on 
the same principle that he is taxed to support criminal courts as a punitive means 
against the same offences. He is taxed to support schools, on the same principle that 
he is taxed to support paupers; because a child without education is poorer and more 
wretched than a man without bread. He is taxed to support schools, on the same 
principle that he would be taxed to defend the nation against foreign invasion, or 
against rapine committed. by a foreign foe; because the general prevalence of igno
rance, superstition, and vice, will breed Goth and Vandal at home; more fatal to the 
public well-being. than any Goth or Vandal from abroad. And, finally, he is ta.xetl 
to support schools, because they a.re the most effective means of developing antl 
training those powers and faculties in a child, by which, when he becomes a man, he 
may understand what his highest interests and his highest duties are; and may be, in 
fact, and not in name only, a free agent. 

NEITHER PARTISAN POLITICS NOR RELIGIOUS CREEDS MAY BE TAUGHT IN THESE 
SCHOOLS. 

The elements of a political education are not bestowed upon any school child , for the 
purpose of making him vote with tllis or that political party, when he uecomes of nge; 
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but for the purpose of enabling him to choose for himself, with which party he will 
vote. So the religious educ~tion ~vhipl~ a c~1ild repeives at ~cho?l, is not imparte~ to 
him for the purpose of making .him JOUl tlus or that denommat10n, when he arnves 
at y~rs of discretion, but for the pw·pose of enabling him to judge for himself, ac
cording to the dictates of his own reason and conscience, what his religious obliga-
tions are, and whither they lead. But if a man is taxed to supp01t a school, where 
religious doctrines are inculcated which he believes to be false, and which he be
lieves that God condemns; then he is excluded from the school by the Divine law, at 

· thesametimethatheis compelled to support it by the human law. This is-a double 
wrong. ·u is politically wrong, because, if such a man educates his children at all, 
he must educate them elsewhere, and thus pay two taxes, while some of his neigh
bors pay less than their due proportion of one; and it is religiously wron~, because 
he is constrained, b;r human power, to promote what he believes the Divme Power 
forbids. The principle in~olved in such a course is pregnant with all tyrannical con
sequences. It is broad enough to sustain any claim of ecclesiastical domination, 
ever made in the darkest ages of the world. Every religious persecution, since the 
time of Constantine, may find its warrant in it, and can be legitimately defended 
upon it. If a man's estate may be taken from him to pay for teaching a creed 
which he believes tp be false, .llis children can be taken from him to be taught 

-the same creed; and he, too, may be punished to any extent, for not voluntarily 
surrendering both his estate and his offspring. If his children can be compulsorily 
taken and taught to believe a creed which the parent disbelieves, then the parent 
can be compulsorily taken and made to subscribe the same creed. And, in 1·egard 
to the extent of the penalties which may be invoked to compel conformity, there is 
no stopping-place between taking a penny and inflicting perdition. It is only 
necessary to call a man's reason and conscience and religious faith. by the name of 
recusancy, or contumacy, or heresy. and so to inscribe them on the statute-book; 
and then the non-conformist or dissenter may be subdued by steel, · or cord, or fire; 
by anathema and excommunication in this life, and the terrors of endless perdition 
in the next. Surely, that system cannot be an irreli9ious, an anti-Christian, or an 
un-Christian one, whose first and cardinal principle 1t is, to recognize and protect 
the highest and dearest of all hwnan interests, and of all human rights. 

LIMITS OF JURISDICTION DEFINED. 

Again; it seems nhnost too clear for e::\.-position, that our system, in one of its 
most essential featw·es, is not only, not an irreligious one, but that it is more stnctly 
religious than any other which has ever yet been adopted. Every intelligent man 
understands what is meant by the term '• Jurisdiction." It is the 1·ightful authority 
which one person, or one body of men, exercises over another person, or ~rsons. 
Every intelligent man understands, that there are some things which are w1thin the 
jurisdiction of government, and other things which are not within it. As Ameri
cans, we understand that there is a line, dividing the jurisdiction of the State Gov
ernments from the jurisdiction of the Federal GoYernment: and that it is a violation 
of the constitutions of both, fot· either to invade the legitimate sphere of action which 
belongs to the other. We all understand, that neither any State in this Union, nor the 
Union itself, has any right of interference between the British sovereign and a 
British subject. Ol' between the French government antl a citizen of France. Let 
this doctrine be applied to the relations which our fellow-citizens bear to the rulers 
who have authority over them. Prima rily, relig ions ri!?hts embrace the relations 
between the creature and the Creator. just as political r1ghts embrace the n>lations 
between subject and sovereign, or between a free citizen and the government of his 
c~oice; and just as parental ri~htti cmbmce thl~ n'lation between parent and child. 

· Rtghts, therefore, which are stnctly religious. li<' out of, and beyond the jurisdiction 
· of civil governments. They belong, exclusively, to tho jurisdiction of the Divine 

government. If, then, the State of 1\fa.<;sachusetts has 110 right of forcible interfer
ence between an Englishman, or a Frenchman. :tncl t lw English or French govern
ment; still less, far less, has it auy ri ..,.ht of forcible intt>rl\'rence, bE'twt•en the soul of 
n~an,and the King and Lord to who~1 that soul ow,-,; undi,·ided a nd supreme alle
gian~e. Civil society may ex1st, or it may Ct'a.-;e to 1•xist . Civil government may 
conttnll;& for centuries in the h:;J.nds of the same dynasty. or it may chn.n~e l1ands by 
revolutiOn, wit h every new moon. The man, outenst 11ntl out.l:tWE'tl to-day, and to 
whom, therefore, we owe no obedience, may bl' rightfully iust:tlled in oftice to-n~m:
row, anu may then require submission to his IPgitimat<' ant:hnrity. The c1v1l 
governor may resign, ot· be deposed: the framP-woi·k of the !!;O,·ernmt>nt may be 
changed, or its laws altered ; so that the dnt:y 1>f allegiance to a Lt1mpoml so,·ereign 
may !ta.ve a succession of new objtJcts. o1· a tim·L'l'S..~iun of nPw definitions. But the 
relatlou of man to his l\Iaker ne\·er cha nges. lts object and its obligations are im-
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immutable. The jurisdiction which God exercises over the religious .obligations 
which his· rational and accountable offspring owe to Him, excludes human.jurisdic
tion. And, hence, is It, that religious rights are inalienable riglits. Hence, also, it is, 
that it is an infinitely greater offence to invade the special and exclusive jurisdiction 

. which the Crea1or claims over the consciences and hearts of men, than it would be 
to invade the jw·isdiction which any foreign nation rightfully possesses over its own 
subjects or citizens. The latter would be only an offence against international law; 
the f01mer is treason against the majesty of Heaven. The one violates secular and 
tempOral rights only; the other :violates sacred and eternal ones. When the British 
Government passed its various statutes of p1'amtuni1·e, as they were called,- statutes 
to prevent the Roman Pontiff from interfering between the British sovereign and 
the British subject,- it was itself constantly enacting and enforcing laws which 

. interfered between the Sovereign of the universe and His subjects upon earth, far 
more directly and aggressively, than any edict of the Roman See ever interfered 
with any allegiance due from a British subject to the self-styled Defender of the 
Faith. · 

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS NOT ffiRELIGIOUS. 

It was in consequence of laws that invaded the du:ect and exclusive jurisdiction 
which our Father m heaven exercises over his children upon earth, that the Pilgrims 
fled from their native land, to that which is the land of our nativity. They sought a 
residence so t·emote and so inaccessible, in the hope that the prerogatives of the 
Divine M~~t1-ate might no longer be set at nought by the usurpations of the civil 
power. vvas it not an irreligious and an impious act, on the part of the British 
government, to pw·sue ow· ancestors with such cruel penalties and privations. as to 
drive them into banishment? Was it not a religious and a pious act in the Pil~rim 
Fathers to seek a place of refuge, where the arm of earthly power· could ne1ther 
restrain them from worshipping God in the manner which they believed to be most 
acceptable to Him, nor command their worshi.J? in a manner believed to be unac
ceptable? And if it was irreligious in the Brit1sh government to violate freedom 
of conscience in the case of our forefathers, two centuries ago, then it is more fla
grantly irreligious tO repeat the oppression, in this more enlightened age of the 
'vorld. If it was a religious act in our forefathers to escape from ecclesiastical 
t yranny, then it must be in the strictest conformity to religion for us to abstain 
from all religious oppression over others; and to oppose it wherever it is threatened. 
And this abstinence from reli,Pous oppression, this acknowledgement of the rights 
of others, this explicit recogmtion and avowal of the supreme and exclusive juris
diction of Heaven, and this denial of the right of any earthly power to encroach 
upon that jurisdiction, is J?recisely what the Massachusetts school system pUf]JOrts 
to do in theory, and what 1t does actually in practice. Hence I infer that our system 
is not an irreligious one, but is in the strictest accordance with religion and its 
obligations. 

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS NEITHER ANTI-CHRISTIAN NOR UN-CHRISTIAN. 

It is still easier to prove that the Massachusetts school system is not anti-Christian 
nor un-Christian. The Bible is the acknowledged expositor of Christianitr. In 
strictness, Christianity has no other authoritative expounder. This Bible is m our 
Common Schools, by common consent. Twelve years ago, it was not in all the 
schools. Contrary to the genius of our government, if not contrary to the express 
letter of the law, it had been used for sectarian purposes,- to prove one sect to be 
right, and others to be wrong: H ence, it had been excluded from the schools of 
some towns, by an express vote. But since the law and the reasons on which it is 
founded, have been more fully explained and better understood: and since sectarian 
instruction has, to a great extent, ceaseu to be given, the Bible has been restored. 
I am not aware of the existence of a single town in the State, in whose schools it is 
not now introduced, either by a. direct vote of the school committee, or by such 

· general desire and acquiescence, as supersede the necessity of a vote. In all my 
intercolll'&', for t\velve years, whether personal or by letter, with all the school 
officers in th~ St!J-te. and with tens of thousan(~S of: individuals in itl .r have never 
heard an obJection rna<.le to the use of the Bible m school; except m one or two 
instances; and, in those cases, the objection was put upon the ground. that daily 
familiarity with the book, in school, would tend to impair a 1·everence for it. 
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HOW RELIGIOUS FREEDOM MAY BE PRESERVED. 

* * *. If, then, a government would recognize and protect the rights of re
ligious freedom, it must abstain from subjugating the capacities of its children to 
any legal standard of religious faith , with as great fidelity as it abstains from con
trolling the opinions of men. It must meet the unquestionable fact, that the old 
spirit of 1·elig:10us domination is adopting new measures to accomplish its work,-

. measures, which, if successful, will be as fatal to the liberties of mankind, as those 
which were practjsed in by-gone days of violence and terror. These new measures 
are aimed at children instead of men. They propose to supersede the necessity of 
subduing free thought, in the mind of the adult, by forestalling the development of 
any capacity of free thought, in the mind of the ch-ild. They expect to find it easier 
to subdue the free agency of children; by binding them in fetters of bigotry, than to 
subdue the free agency of men, by binding them in fetters of iron. For this pur
pose, some are attempting to deprive children of their right to labor, and, of course, 
of their daily bread, unless they will attend a government school, and receive its 
sectarian instruction. Some are attempting to withhold all means, even of secular 
education, from the poor, and thus punish them with ignorance, uuless, with the 
secular knowledge which they desire, they will accept theological knowledge which 
they condemn. Others, still, are striving to break clown all free Public School sls
tems, where they exist, and to prevent their establishment, where they do not eXIst, 
in the hope; that on the downfall of these, thei1• system will succeed. The sovereign 
antidote against these machinations, is, Free Schools for all, and the right of every 
parent to determine the religious education of his children. 

This toyic invites far more extended exposition; but tllis must suffice. In bidding 
an officia Farewell to a system, with which I have been so long connected, to wllich 
I have devoted my means, my strength, my health, twelve years of time, and, doubt
less, twice that number of years from what might otherwise have been my t~rm of 
life, I have felt bound to submit these brief views in its defence. In justice to my 
own name and memory; in justice to the Board of which I was originally a mem
ber, and from which I have always sought counsel and guicltmce; and in justice to 
thousands of the most wise, upright, and religious-minded men in Massachusetts, 
who have been my fellow-laborers in advancing the great cause of Popular Educa
tion,"'lllder the auspices of this system, I have felt bound to vindicate it from the 
aspersions cast upon it, and to show its consonance with the eternal principles of 

. equity and justice. I have felt bound to show, that, so far from its being an irre· 
· ligious, an anti-Christian, or an un-Clu·istian system, it is a system which l'ecognizes 
religious obligations in their fullest extent; that it is a system wllich invokes a re
ligious spirit, and can never be fitly administered without such a spirit; that it in
culcates the great commands, upon which hang all the law and the prophets; that 
it welcomes the Bible, and therefore welcomes all the doctrines which the Bible 
really contains, and that it listens to these doctrines so reverently, that, for the time 
being, it will not suffer any rash mortal to thrust in his interpolations of their mean
ing, or overlay the text with any of the "many inventions" which the heart of man 
has sought out. I t is a system, howeve~·, which leaves open all other means of in
struction,- the pulpits, the Sunday schools, t1le Bible classes, the catechisms, of all 
denominations,- to be employed according to the preferences of individual parents. 
It is a system which restrains itself from teaching, that whn,t it does teach is all that 
needs to be taught, or that should be taught; but leaves this to be decided by each 
man for himself, according to the light of his reason and conscience; and on his re
sponsibility to that Great Being, who, in holding him to an account for the things 
done in the body, will hold him to the strictest !tccount for the manner in which he 
has " trained up" his children. . 

Such, then, in a .religious point of view, is the Massachusetts system of Common 
Schools. Reverently, it recognizes and affirms the sovereign rights of tho Creator; 
sedulously and sacredly it guards the religious rights of the creature; while it seeks 
to remove all hinderances, and to supply all furtherances to a filial and patemal 
communion between man and his Maker. In a social aml political sense, it is a 
Free School system. It knows no distinction of rich and poor, of bond and free, or 
between those who, in the imperfect light of this world, are seeking, through differ
ent avenues, to reach the gate of heaven. Without money and without price, it 
throws open its doors, and spreads the table of its bounty, for all the children of 
.the State. Like the sun, it shines, not only upon the good, but upon the evil, that 
~hey may become good; and, like the rain, its blessings descend, not only upon the 
JUSt, but upon the unjust, that their injustice may depart from them and be known 
no more. 
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'VHAT SCHOOLS HAVE DONE FOR MASSACHUSETTS. 

To the great founders of thfs system·, we look back with filial reverence and love. 
Amid the barrenness of the land, and in utter destitution of wealth, they coined tbe 
rude comforts, and even the necessaries of life, into means for its generous- sup~rt. 
Though, as laborers by day, they subdued the wilderness, and, as sentinels by mght, 
they guarded the camp, yet they found time for the vigilant administrati.on and 
oversight of the schools, in the day of their infancy and weakness. But for this 
single institution, into which they transfused so much of their means and of their 
strength, and of which they have made us the inheritors, how different would our 
lot and our life have been! Upon us, its accumulated blessings have descended. It 
l1as saved us from innumerable pains and perils, that would otherwise have been 
our fate;- from the physical wretchedness, that is impotent to work out its own 
relief; from the darkness of the intellect, whose wanderings after light so often 
plunge it into deeper gloom; and from the moral debasement, whose pleasures .are 
vices and crimes. It has surrounded us with a profusion of comforts and blessings, 
of which the most poetic imagination would never otherwise have conceived. It 
has found, not mythologic goddesses, but gigantic and tireless lab6rers in every 
stream; not evil and vindictive spirits, but beneficent and helping ones, in all the 
elements; and, by a profounder alchemy than the schoolmen ever dreamed of, it 
transmutes quarries and ice-fields into gold. It has given cunning to the hand of 
th~ mechanic, keenness to the artisan's eye, and made a sterile soil grow grateful 
beneath the skill of the husbandman. Hence, the absence of poverty among our 
native population; hence, a competency for the whole people, the means for mental 
and moral improvement, and for giving embellishment and dignity to life, such as 
the world bas never known before, and such as nowhere else can be found upon 
the face of the earth. 

THE POWER OF KNOWLEDGE. 

· How divinely wise were our Pilgrim Fathers, when they foresaw, that if they 
could give knowledge and virtue to their children, they gave them all things. Won
der and admiration seize us, as we reflect upon the vastness of the results which 
their wisdom wrought out from the scantiest of resources. They have taught us the 
great lesson, how the fiercest elements obey, and how. the most obdurate and in
tractable of nature's substances bend and melt before the power of knowledge, and 
the fervors of a saintly heroism. Their deeds have t~ught us, not only that the race 
is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong; but they have taught us, that the 
swiftness which shall win the honors of the goal, and the strength that shall triumph 
in the strife, are to be found in the soul, and not in the limbs of man. But though, 
to this untitled, yet noblest ancestry, we are bound to pay the homage of our grati
tude, and to accept their benefactions with a filial love; yet neither tlie complacency 
of enjoyment, nor that of retrospection, is the frame of mind that best befits us. 
We have ow· futurity, as they had theirs;- a futurity rapidly hastening upon us,
a futurity, now fluid,- ready, as clay in the hands of the potter, to be moulded into 
every fo1m of beauty and excellence; but, so soon as it reaches our hands, so soon 
as it receives the impress of our plastic touch , whether this touch be for good or for 

·evil, it is to be struck into the adamant of the unchanging and t.nchangeable Past. 
Into wh~ form and likeness shall we fashion this flowing futurity? Of Mammon? 
of Moloch ? or of J esus? 

IlllliiENSE IlllPORTA..t'<CE OF PRESERVING FREE SCHOOLS IN VJEW OF THE FUTURE 
GROWTH OF POPULATION. 

Clear, and more clear,.out of t he dimness of coming time, eme¥ge, to the vision 
of faith, the myriad hosts of the generations that shall succeed us. These genera
tions are to stand in our places, to be called by our names. and to accept the herit
age of joy or of woe, which we shall bequeath them. Shall they look back upon us, 
with veneration for our wisdom and beneficent forecast, or with shame at our self
ishness and degeneracy? Our ancestors were noble examples to us; shall we be 
ignoble examples to our posterity? They gave from their penury, and shall we 
withhold from our abundance? Let us not dishonor our lineage. Let us ~remem
ber that generosity is not to be measured by the largeneRs of the sum' which a man 
may give, but by the smallness of the sum which remains to him after his gift. Let 
us remember that the fortunes of our chiluren, and of their descendants, hang upon 
our fidelity, just as our fortunes were suspended upon the fidelity of our fathers. 
Deeds survive the doe1·s. In the highest and mo!lt philosophic sense, the asserted 
brevity of human life is a fiction. The act remains, though the hand that wrought 
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it may have perished. And when ou1· spirits shall have gone to their account, and 
the dust of our bodies shall be blown about by the winds, or ~niuf$led with the waves , 

·the force which our life shall have impressed upon the machinery of things will 
continue its momentum, and work out its destiny upon the character and happiness 
of our descendants. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE AMERICAN EXPERIMENT OF FREE GOVERNMENT. 

But not the fortunes of our children alone, or of our children's children, are de
pendent upon us. The influences of our conduct extend outward in space, as well 
as onward in time. We are part of a mighty nation, which has just embarked upon 

· . the grandest exderiment ever yet attempted upon earth; -the experiment of the 
capacity of mankind for the wise and righteous government of themselves. Fear
ful are the issues which hang upon the trial; but few and simple the conditions that 
predestine its result. The firmament, though pillared upon rottenness, shall be up, 
held; and the light of day shall continue to revisit the earth, though the sun be 
blotted out, sooner than a Republic shall stand which has not Knowledge ancl Virtue 
for its foundations; Yet are we not braving the result of this experiment, in im
pious defiance of the conditions on which Heaven has decreed that the trial shall 
turn? Within a brief period of time, our population has spread itself westward 
from the Atlantic, through more than twenty degrees of longitude. It has erected 
thirty S~tes, and given to each a republican frame of government. Yet, in more 
than one-half of these States, no provision worthy of the name, is made for replen
ishing the common mind with knowledge, or for training the common heart to vir
tue. Sure!~_:, to the people of these Stat€s, a different mental and moral cultme must 
come speedily, or it will come too late; a nd the sower who would sc-atter the ele· 
ments of knowledge and virtue amongst them must press forward with gigantic 
strides, and cast his seed 'vith a gigantic arm. 

When one reflects that it is only forty years since the following .. de
scription of the condition of the trans-Mississippi region was written, 
a. vivid realization is felt of the rapidity and immensity of growth that 
has thus peopled the vast Northwest, building up thriving towns and 
cities as quickly and deftly as the nomad nations pitch their tents at 
evening; that has linked tho oc.eans with roads of iron, and evoked a 
glorious sisterhood of Stat~s from the then wilderness, trodden alone 
by the Indian, the buffalo, and the fiercer animals. The problems he 
foresaw are already pressing upon this ~eneration for solution; the 
rea~ization of his prophecies add emphas1s to his warnings: 

Nor is this all. Beyond our western frontier, another and a wider realm spreads 
out, as yet unorganized into governments, and uninhabited by civilized man. The 
western is still broader than the eastern expanse. It strPtchcs through thia-t:y degrees 
of longitude,-one·twelfth part of the circumference of the globe. Half the popu
lation of continental Europe might he tmnsphnted to it, tind suhsi!<tf'nce on it, and 
leave room to spare. It is now a waste, more dreary tha.n desolation itself ; for it is 
filled only with savage life. Yet soon will every rood of it::; surface be explored by 
the centrifugal force of the Saxon soul, and whatever of ve~etaule wealth is spread 
upon it, or of mineral wealth is garnered beneath it, will be appropriated by the 
vehemence of Saxon enterprise. Shall this new empire, wider than that of the 
Ptolemies, and almost as extensive ag that of the Cresars, he reclaimed to humanity, 
to a Christian life, and a Christian hi~tory ; or shall it be a receptacle '~here the 
avarice, the profligacy and the licentiousness of a corrnpt civilization shall cast its 
criminals and breed its monsters? If it is ever to be s.·wcd from such a pl'rdition, 
the Mother St::.tes of this Union,- those Stn.tes where t he institutions of learning 
and religion are now honored and cherished, must Rend out their hallowing influences 
to redeem it. And if, in the benignant Pro,·itlencc of Gnd, the trl'e of Paradise is 

- ever to be planted and to flourish in this new realm; if its bmnc:hes arc to'spread, 
and its leaves to be scattered for the hen.liug of the pc>ople; will not the hear t of 
every true son of Massachusetts palpita.te with dt•sire.- not a low and vain-glorious 
ambition, but such n hig h ami holy aspiration as an)..(«' I" mi:.;-ht l'ePI.- that her name 
may be engraved upon its youthful truuk, there to<leepcu and exp:uul with its im
mortal growth"( 

WF:?T N,Ew-;roN, Nov 24, 184.13. 

IlollACR l'tfANN, 
Secretary of the Board of Education. 





III. 

THE NORMAL SCHOOL IN THE UNITED S'l'ATES. 
By REV. A. D. M.<~. YO. 

The following extracts from a recent article by a leading educator* 
are here given because of the tributo paid to Horace Manu, and the 
high place in American Educational history therein accorded to him. 
The article is based on the ' 'Brief Account of the work of the Board 
of Education since its establishment in 1837," which is, in fact, a 

·concise history of the common schools of Massachusetts for the past 
half century, by t he Hon. J. W. Dickinson, Secretary of the State 
Board of Education. This forms a part of the Secretary's Report to 
the Board for the year 1885-86. t This history is a most valuable 
and interesting summary of the development of t he free common 

· school as created l)y Horace Mann. 
The incidental statements, in Mr. Mayo's article, as to the com

plex influences which go to develop and shape the self-governing 
character of the American citizen ; t he characterization of the spirit 
of the new education, and the estimate of the importance of the work 
of normal schools, are, also, all in keeping with the topics treated in 
this Report. · 
. So much space has been given in this Appendix to the words of 
Horace Mam1, that the author of t his Report is glad of this oppor
tunity of presenting, in the words of a writer of to-day, the evidence 

. that he is by no means singular in his estimate of the important and 
far-reaching influence of the efforts of t he great pioneer of American 
common school education. The fact t hat tJie published works of Mr. 
Mann, whose warning words were never of more importance than 
now, ar e not readily accessible to the present generation, justifies the 
space given to them in this Appendix. 

After a merited tribute to the admirable historical summary given 
by Dt. Dickinson, Mr. Mayo says: 

There is no question that , u p to the appointment of H orace l.lfnnn ns Sccret.'try of 
the new State Board of Education in 11:!37, t he common schools of 1\:las:;achusetts 
were the best in the Union; indeed , beyond New England it could hardly be said 
that the free common school system existed. ·The reports of 111r . l\fann during the 
twelve years of his administration were the first revelation to tho country of the 
real condition of public instruction in the m ostfa•ored educational Commonwealth. 
' * * * Supervision was wholly by school committees and >cry um·eiiable; and 

the early reports from all portions of the State in 183!:! speak of " the general apa
thy manifested by all towards popular education." In the language of the Secre
tary: ." the forms of school go;ernment were demoralizing; " " t be schools did not 
pretend to teach in the tme sense;" a.nd "the great mass of public school t eachers 
had no real preparation for their work." 

*"The Normal School in the UnitNl States." hy A. D. l\Jayo. See" Education," 
for December, 1887. "Education " is a monthly maga?.inc, publir;hed in Boston, 
Massachusetts, William A. 1\Iowry, Editor. 

t "Fiftieth Annual Report of the Do:~nl of Education : together with the Fiftieth 
Am;tual Report of the l::iecretary of the Board 1885-Sli. January, 1887. Boston: 
Wnght & Potter Printing Co., State Printers, 18 Post-Otllcc Square, 1887." 
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Of course there was a fair amount of good schooling in that aay. Native teach
ing talent always comes to the front and may even be stimulated by a condition 
such as is here described. ,,. * * . Poor as the old common schools of Massa
chusetts were, the people were. largely of the most vigorous, independent, and in
telligent stock in Christendom. 'l.'he New England town was itself one of the most 
powerful training schools, in certain ways; both for stimulating the good and sup
pressing the evil clement of population. But it is only by in1puting to the school 
system these powerful agencies that em-ironed it tha.t one can regard it with much 
satisfaction. In fact, the best thing about the New England system of half a cen
tury ago is that it tw·necl out a superior body of people who, under the lead of Hol·
ace 'Mann, inaugurated the g1·eat decisive movement which lifted the old-time dis
trict school through the long and bitter conflict of two generations uu to the .Ameri· 
can fr~e school system of to-day. 

HORACE MANN AND THOMAS JEFFERSON. 

It was out of this condition of affairs that Horace Mann led the way to the organ
ization of the present American common school. Horace Mann, with Thomas Jef

·ferson, almost monopolizes the double honor of schoolman and statesman in our 
country. With the sharp, practical, broad, and passionate instinct of the progres
sive masses of our older North, he saw with indignation how the mighty enterprise 
of schooling the whole peOJ;lle was sacrificed, as it always is, when any exclusive 
cultivated class ~umes an mfallible right as educator. He was the authm: of the 
graded school system , as Jefferson of its crowning institution, tllEi free, unsectarian, 
State university, wit h its elective cuniculum. His writings are still the people's 
hand-book of public education. His later work, at Antioch College, Ohio, was only 
second in importance to ~ great campaign in the East. The time had hardly come 
for even the thorough discussion of the natural methods of instruction, which now 
engrosses the educational public. Mr. Mann used to say that " he was always hunt
ing for an almanac with more days in it than the calendar year; " and h e longed 
for the time to work out his larger view of methods of instruction. This day never 
came, and he died as he had lived , the statesman of the new educational life of the 
republic. · 

IMPORTANCE OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NORMAL SCHOOJ, . 

But his establishment of the normal school in New England, including the work 
of Page at Albany, N. Y., was a long step forward. Set up on Lexington Green, 
July 4, 1839, its foundation ranks with the other great event, more than half a cen
tury before, when " the embattled fanners * ·ll- ·ll- fired the shot heard round the 
world." This little group of pormal schools insisted that the teacher needs mor~ 
than the ordinary academical or university culture. 

* * * Horace Mann struck the key-note of progress when he placed " Father 
Pierce," Samuel J. May, and Tillinghast at the head of his new normal schools. 
From that day the State normals of New England have been under the control of a 
teaching faculty whose labors form one of the mm;t instructive chapters in the his
tory of American education. . 

These early normals were also the· first public schools in New England, au:nost tho 
first American schools, that offered superior young women an opportunity corre
sponding to the college education of young men. Their earliest graduates included 
the ablest group of young women teachers that New England had prodtlCed. ·ll- * * 

But it was n ot reserved for New England to car ry off all the honors of the new 
normal movement in education. H er eminence is aufficiently assured while walk
ing abreast of other States in the later phase of the national common school. It 
was given to New York and the W est t() push forward the work by the establish
ment.of the final type of the American Sta.te no~·mal and city training school. 

THE NEW ENGLAND CHARACTER AS DEVELOPED IN THE WEST. 

Nowhere has the New England character developed its broadest and finest CJUali
ties in a more striking degree than through the vast region from the Hudson River 
to the Pacific Coast, so L<trgely colonized by its progressive youth. Before 1860 the 
common school had been established through this entire realm, chiefiy on the New 
England lXtttern, largely workell Ly teachers from t he EnHt. The great wat· brought 
t he new Northwest to the frout: with its prodigious dev(;'lopment of (;'xecutive power 
and mighty ambition for lcaclership in national affairs. A people so awake1wtl 
nattu·ally demanded a reorg:mization of the common school on ht"Oader foundations 
an~ with higher a ims thn:u the ol~ district school of New Englanc.l. A new insti
tution was needed to fashw~ ~lw f!t tl}acher for thl;l ~cw public school. 
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This call was heard in the little border city of Oswego, N. Y:, twenty-five years 
ago. Joseph Cabell, of Virginia, half a century before, had visited Pestalozzi and 
told the wondrous story to the unwilling ears of his neighbors. Mann and Stow 
and Barnard, with their followers, had reported the superior methods of instruc
tion observed in Europe, in a literature that still remains unrivaled. An increasing 
number of progressive school masters were workin~ in this direction everywhere. 
In 1862 Edward A. Sheldon established a small traimng school for primary teachers 
at Oswego, N. Y. Not satisfied with his success, he brought over from England 1\iis; 
Jones, an accomplished expert, to give the results of the best British adaptation of 
the Pestalozzian methods. Out of that experiment was developed the famous State 
normal school at Oswego, N. Y. , which, during the past quarter of a century, has 
probably been more influential in its leadership of the new educational movement 
beyond the Hudson than any other single agency. Indeed, from this modest and 
earnest beginning, we mar date a. powerful impetus in the present r emarkable 
growth of the State norma and the city tt·aining school and the establishment of a 
chair of pedagogics in the State university through the vast realm beyond the Berk-
shire Hills. · . 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE. NEW DEPARTURE. 

. The first characteristic of the Oswego movement was its point of departure. In
stead of beginning as a revised academy and working towards the child by improved 
academicar methods, it placed a group of young graduates of a free high school in 
a real working relation to a school·house full of children. The difference is radical. 
The old education approaches the youth as a lump of clay, to be moulded by an in
falli,·~e teacher, origmally the priest of an infallible church. The new education 
begj.ns by joining hands with the good mother, studying the child and working in 
faith, humility, and hope for its development according to the divine plan as learned 
in life in this world; God's infant school. * * * 

FOllEION INSTITUTIONS LIKE INDIVIDUAL IMMIGRANTS MUST BE NATURALIZED, TO 
SUCCEED IN THE UNITED STATES • 

... 
A fatal blunder of many eminent scholars and pedagogues is the attt•mpt to 

transplant the British and Continental organization and method of instruction uu
cha.nged to our country. But the American common school is only one ageJ;J.cy of 
American republican society; not a machine to train a nation's youth according to 
distinctions of class and faith for a fixed position in life; but a. _people's university, 
ranging from the kindergarten to the state college, in league w1th the free library, 
the press, and public speech , in a complete scheme for trail1ing a generation for self
government. It is no man's system, but, like tht> government, the work of the whole 
people; and the misguided leaders of the . present war on the common school will, 
by-and-by, touch the quick, and b€1 reminded that in no American institution is 
garnered up so much of the best mind aud heart of the people. While, thc>refore, 
a considerable class of eminent educators, of native and foreign birth, have labored 
a~ the discouraging task of reproP.ucing the old world forms, from "the genuine 
kindergarten" up, the normal school leaders have grasped the idea that the best 
thought and practice of Europe must become incarnate in American methods, if 
the true idea of national instruction is to be realized. 

And it left all doors and windows wide open, invited criticism and suggestion, 
"proving first all things and holding fast to that which is good." 

The heart of the new education is its reverence for the true scientific spirit, which 
works in freedom through observation of facts, testing of methods, and joyful ac
ceptance of demonstrated results. It rises above the chronic weakness of the reg
ulation pedagogue; does not fear l'ivals or devour its own disciples, expecting that 
~very generation will gt·o1v wiser by outgrowing its mistakes . At the same time 
•t remembers that the child is the great conservative; that habit . is slow, and the 
most difflcult thing on earth is to change hereditary tendency anu liberate and g uide 
the least little one in the up1vard way." 
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IV. 

THE COMMON SCHOOLS OF AMERICA THE HOPE OF THE 
REPUBLIC. 

[From an address by Hon. Chauncey 1'11. Depew, LL.D.] 

The references that have been ~ade throughout this Report to the 
existing c~nd!tio~s ?f the. cou~try;. to ~he new. problems ~hi?h, by 
reason of md1sCr1mmate 1mm1grat10n and rap1dly changmg mdus
trial. circumstances, now confront American educators and states
men; the position taken, that the free common schools are the bul
'varks of American liberty, as well as the sources of material pros
perity, and must be so conformed to changing needs as to just.ify 
themselves, and to entrench them so securely in the hearts of the 

·people, that all efforts to antagonize them shall prove futile; make 
the following reference to these schools by the Honorable Chauncey 
M:. Depew, in the noble address spoken by him at Chicago, February 
22, 1888, in commemoration of Washington, peculiarly apposite. 

In common with the illustrious statesmen and leaders of the past, 
and in full accord with the utterances of the long line of American 
Presidents, Mr. Depew looks to the schools of the people, for the safe 
soltttion of these problems. 

In his opening sentences the speaker thus outlines the scope of his 
address: 
· We are an industrial people, and the great question with us is, How do institutions 

best serve our needs? We are not so wholly materialistic that we cannot deeply 
feel the sentiments of liberty and nationality, and yet both form the broad founda
tion upon which we must build for permanence. No intelligent consideration of the 
questions affecting our present and future is possible without an understanding of 
the successive stages in the development of our system. 

· After passing in brief review the successive eras from the days of 
Washington to the present time, he pictures the habitual dependence 
of the European citizen upon his government as contrasted with the 
independence of the self-reliant American, and warns his country
men against the dangers to republican institutions of such a surren
der of individuality; since this habit of looking for all things to the 
government constitutes "the underlying spirit of despotism." H e 
then says: 

The needs of the present and the preparation for the future require that all citizens 
shall be Americans. Healthy patriotism can be sentimental , hut it must be intelli
gent. Said the philosopher: "Let me write the songs of a people and I care not 
~ho make theirlaws." That day l1as passed, n£'ver to return. Steam and electric
ity have broken the spell. Revolutions can no longer be conj urcd nor ancient rights 
defended by melody. The marching music of the columns of liberty must be, not 
the Marseillaise or the National anthem, but the high and harmonious teachings of 
the common school. 

AMERICANIS~l THE FOE OF ANARCHY. 

rhere is an intellectual awakening i~ this lane! , anrl its stimulants nff£'ct the well· 
bemg and saf£-ty of life and property anrl law. The> tmdes-union i!l a dt>hnting 
clu~ a session of the Knights a congress of labor: the Sabbath picnic is a school, 
not of divinity but of theology. The questions discussed are vital in theu· p1·oper 
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solution to the State, society, and the church. The churches of all creeds and men 
of every faith are doing magnificent work in the conservation of the virtues and 
habits of liberty, but the preacher has lost his political influence. and the priest 
much of the power he possessed in the more prin1itive period. 

The teachers of disintegration, destruction and infidelity possess the activity of 
propagandists· and the self-sacrificing spirit of martyrs. Their field is ignorance, 
therr recruiting sergeants distress: On1y faith grounded in knowledge can meet 
these dangerous, ceaseless and corrupting influences. In the midst of these.perils, 
the sheet-anchor of the Ship of State .is the common school. Before the era of 
great cities and crowded populations. when it was easy both to earn a living and to 
gain a competence, when the best infiuences of every settlement reached every part 
of it, the State met every requirement in furnishing free a fair business education. 
But now by far the larger part of our people have no common ancestry in the Revo
lutionary War, and a generation has come to its majority which. knows little of the 
Rebellion and its results. Colonists from Europe form communities both in the city 
and country where they retain the language, customs and traditions of the Father
land, and live and die in the belief that the Governme)lt is their enemy. To meet 
these condition-;, the State provides an education that does not educate, and the 
prison and the poorhouse. 

Ignorance judges the invisible by the visible. Tum on the lights! Teach first 
and last Americanism ! Let no youth leave the school without being thorou~hly 
grounded in the history, the principles and the incalculable blessings of Amer1can 
Liberty. Let the boys be the trained soldiers of constitutional freedom, and !he 
girls the intelligent mothers of freemen, and the sons of the Anarchists will become 

. the bulwarks of the law. · 

In a later utterance (July, 1889), Mr. D~ew, speaking of the edu
cational value of the observance of the Fourth of July in dissemi
nating and enhancing the sentiment of patriotism, after renewed 
reference to the lack, on the part .of so many citizens, of anr heredi
tary connection with ~he heroes of the Revolution, or even w1th those 
later patriots who, under Lincoln,· made such strenuous efforts to 
save the Republic, says: 

We must, therefore, supplement by education the well-nigh irreparable loss of 
traditions.. · · 

Nations can not develop upon rising lines without patriotism. With institutions 
alld governments perpetuity is impossible unless they are sustained by intelligent 
patriotism. Liberty and law is the ark of our covenant. The law is the spear and 
shield of our liberty. It makes clear the rights of the citizen and protects him in 
their enjoyment. It recognizes neither rank, nor class, nor combinations, nor 
power. It enforces upon the greatest, as well as the humblest , the operation of the 
rmmortal principle of the Declaration of Independence-" that all men are cre
ated free and equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienn
. ble rights, that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." When
ever the Celestial light of this glorious idea irradiates the soul of the fugitive from 
.the tyranny of monarchs and tlie oppressions of caste, he becomes regenerated and 
disenthralled. Bitterness against the Government, hatred of power, and vindict;.. 
iveness toward society are expelled from his mind. The wild and destructive theo
ries of anarchy and commurusm are transformed into fervid loyalty and solid satis

. faction for the institutions of a people, of whom he is proud to be one, a sovereign 
among sovereigns, a peer among peers, who govern themselves. Symbolism is the 
greatest of teach~;>rs. The stars and stripes flying from mast-head and liberty-pol!~, 
from the home window and the church-spire, and greeted, as the first rays of the 
rising sun on the Fourth of July play lovingly around its folds, with joyful peals 
from the belfries and the thunder of cannon from the hills, is a liberal education in 
the meaning of our freedom to millions, and a refreshing bath of liberty for us all. 

Old John Adams, upon the day of his death , hearing the noise of the bells and 
cannon, and being informed that it was Independence Day, expended his last 
strength in the expiring cry, "Independence forever! " In his time liberty conld 
not survive independence. Webster devoted his matchless powers to the: defence of 
the Union. For his period, liberty and union were inseparable. Lincoln died th:~t 
the Nation might live. For his era, liberty and nationality were one and indivisi
ble. For our age, and the ever-impending future, the preservation of our glorioull 
inheritance, its increase and transmission to coming generations, dl:'pcnd upon the 
equal life and resistless power of liberty and law. 



v. 
COMMON SCHOOLS." 

By REV. HORACE BUSHNELL, D. D. 

The following quotations from a :g.otable address delivered in New 
England some thirty-five years ago, by one of the great leaders of 
thought in his generation,-the late Horace Bushnell, D. D., of Hart
ford, ·conuecticut,-are here given by reason of the clear statements 
made, and convincing arguments presented, in,favorof the Common 
Schools of .America. · 

.However the purpose was at that time ~isguised, ~'h:ere has been, 
in recent years, on the part of our Cathohc fellow-Citizens, no con., 
cealment of the fact of their hostilityto the free common schools of 
.America; nor of their determination that the children of Catholics 
should not attend these schools, but that they should be taught in 
parish schools, under the direct charge and supervision of their 
priests. Other sectarians have, from time to time, among them 
Presbyterians and Episcopalians, made various efforts to ha.ve their 
children likewise taught in the church schools of their several sect.s. 
The charge of "Godless schools" and the charge of "schools teach
ing superstitions," have been urged against the Common Schools of 

. the State, by Religionists on the one hand, and by Sqientists and In-· 
fidels, on the other. · 

While the plea, that parents whose conscience will not suffer them 
to send their children to these public schools,- because of such re- . 
ligious teaching, or want of rehgious teaching, as the case may be,
suffer'hardship in being forced to pay school taxes and then in hav
ing to provide private tuition for their children,-which, at first 
sight, seems plausible,- is forever answered by the clear statements 
of this great logician. 

Space is wanting to quote the whole of this address, which is most 
remarkable for its loveable spirit of Christian toleration; its sugges-· 
tion that in .America, as in Holland and in Ireland, a rnodtt-s v·ivend·i, 
could be found, by which the children of Catholic and of Protestant 
parents could be taught in the same schools, without offending the 
religious prejudices, or impairing the beliefs of either. 

It is, however, mainly for its clear exposition of the value of the 
public schools in the education of the children in the practice, as well 
as theory, of true American Republicanism, that I have thought 

· these extracts worthy of insertion here. The dangers arising from an 
· eyer-mcreasing population of foreigners, have multiplied many fold 

su.we these timely words of warning were first. spoken. More imper
ative than any training in industrial or artistic skill, is the need that 
the children who are to 1·ule in these United States should be fitted 
to be good citizens of t he .American Repn blic. It is no question of 
Catholicism or Protestantism, of .. Religionist or Infidel, of Gentile or 
Mormon, but only of the life or death of the Republic. The topic 
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. of Dr. Bushnell's discourse, delivered on Fast Day, March 25, 1853, 
was " Commou Schools." * He said : 

* * * We have said to the strangers from Germany, France, Switzerland, 
Norway, Ireland, and indeed of every- land: Come and be Americans with us, you 
and your children; and whatsoever nght or benefit we have, in our free institutions 
and our vast and fertile domain, shall be yours. · 

ThiL'I invited, thus admitted to an equal footing with us, they are not content, but 
are just now returnin~ our generosity by insisting that we must excuse them and 
theh· children from bemg wholly and properly American. 

* * * They accept the common rights of the law, the common powers of voting, 
the common terms of property; a common privilege in the new lands and the mines 

. of gold, but when they come to the matter of common schools, they will not be 
common with us there; they require of us, instead, either to give up our common 
school, ·or else, which in fact• amounts to the same thing, to hand O\'er their pro
portions of the public money and let them use it for such kind of schools as they 
happen to like best; ecclesiastical schools, whether German, French, or Irish; any 
kind of schools but such as are American and will make Americans of their chil
dren.***. 

In one view the question is wholly a religious question; in another it is more im
mediately a civil or political question. And yet the lines cross each other in so 
many ways, that any .ptOper discussion of the topic must cover both aspects or de
P{Lrtments, the religious and the political. I take up the question at this early period, 
before it has become, in any sense a party question, that I may have the advantage 
of greater freedom, and that I may suffer no imputation of a party bias to de
tain me from saying anything which pertains to a complete view of the subject. 
* * * . I propose, therefore, now to anticipate, as it were, the pressure of this great 
subject, and discharge myself, once for all, of my whole duty concel'll.ing it; and I 
hope to SJ>6!l:k of it under that sense of responsibility, as well as in that freedom 
from preJudice, which one of the greatest .and most serious of all American sub
jects requires. I wish I might also speak in a manner to exclude any narrow and 
partial or sectarian views of it, such as time and the further consideration of years 
might induce a wish to qualify or amend. 

l will now undertake to say that our Catholic frie~ds have, in no case, any just 
reason: for uneasi.D.ess or complaint. * * * 

CHANGES IN THE ATTITUDE OF THE STATE TOWARDS RF.LIGION AND EDUCATION. 

Meantime the subject itSelf is one of some inherent difficulty, and cannot be ex
pected to settle itself upon its ri~ht foundation, without some delay or some agita
tion, more or less protracted, of 1ts opposing interests and reasons. We began our 
history in all but the single colony of Baltimore, as Protestant communities; and in 
those especially of New England, we have had the common school as a fundamental 
institution from the first,- in our view a Protestant institution,...:.... associated with 
all our religious convictions, opinions, and the public sentiment of our Protestant 
society. We are still, as Ame1icans, a Protestant people, and many are entirely ig
norant as yet of the fact that we are not still Protestant States also, as at the first; 
Protestant, that is, in our civil order and the political fabric of our government. And 
yet we very plainly are not. We have made a great transition; made it silently and 
imperceptibly, and scarcely know as yet that it iS made. Occupied wholly with a 
historic view of the case, considering how the country and its institutions are his
torically speaking ours; the liberality and kindness we have shown to those who 
have come more recently to join us, and are even now heard speaking in a foreign 
accent among us; the as;rlum we have generously opened for them and their chil
dren; the immense political trust we have committed to them, in setting them on a 
common footing, as voters, with ourselves; and that now we offer to give a free 
education to their children, at the public expense, or by a tax on all the property of 
the State,- considering all this, and that we and our fathers a re Pl·otestants, 1t seems 
to be quite natural and right, or even a matter of com'Be, that our common schools 
should remain Protestant and retain their ancient footing undisturbed. 

But we shall find, on a second consideration, that we have really agreed for some
thing different, and that now we have none to complain of but om-selves, if we have 
engaged for more than it is altogether pleasant to yield. Our engagement, in the 

*See Volume m , of " Literary Varieties," in the collected works of Dr Bushnell. 
published by Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1881. This volume has the title 
" Building Eras." . 
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large view of it, is to make the state or political order a platfor!fl of equa;l right to 
all sects and denominations of Clu-istians. We have shtl off, uuperceptibly, from 
the old Puritan, upon an American basis, and have un1l~rtaken to inaugurate a f<;~rm 
of political order that holds no formal church c01mectwn. The properly Puritan 
common school is already quite gone by; the intermixtur~ o~ Methodists, Quakers, 
Uii.itarians; Episcopalians, and diverse other names of Clmsttanscalled Protesta_n~, 
has burst the capsule of Puritanism, and as far as the schools are concern~ 1t 18 
quite passed away; even the Westminster Catechism is gone by, to be taught m the 
schools no more. In precisely the same manner, hav~ we under~ke~ also.to loosen 
the bonds of Protestantism in the schools, when the bme demandmg 1t arnves. To 
this we ru·e mortgaged by our great American doctrine itself, and there is no way 
to escape the obligation but to renounce the doctrine, and resume, if we can, the 
forms and lost prerogatives of a State religion. . 

COIIIIIION SCHOOLS, A PERMANENT INSTITUTION; 

. But there is one thing, and a very great thing, that we have not lost, nor a;greed 
to yield; viz., Common Schools. Here we may take our stand, and upon th18, we 
may insist as being a great American institution; one that has its begmnin~ with 
out· history itself; one that is inseparably joined to the fortunes of the republic; and 

_ one that can never wax old, or be discontinued in its rights and reasons, till the 
pillars of the State are themselves cloven down forever. We cannot have P.uritan 
common schools; these are ~one already. We cannot have Protestant common 
schools, or those which are distinctively so. But we can have common schools, and 
these we must agree to have and maintain to the last or latest day of our liberties. 
These are Am.et·ican, as our liberties themselves are American; and whoeve1· requires 
of us, whether directly or by implication, to give them up, requires what is more 
than our bond promises, and what is, in fact, a real affront to our name and birth-
right as a people. . 

COM~lON SCHOOLS DEFINED. 

' I mean, of course, by common schools, when I thus speak, schools for the chil
dren of all classes, sects, and denominations of the people; so far perfected in their 
range of culture and mental and moral discipline, that it shall be the interest of all 
to attend, as being the best schools which can be found; clear too, of any such ob
jections as may furnish a just ground of offence to the conscience or the religious 
scruples of any Christian body of our people. I mean, too, schools that are estab
lished by the public law of the State, supported at the public expense, organized 
and superintended by public authority. Of course it is implied that the schools 
shall be under laws that are general, in the same way as the laws of roads, records, 
and military service; that no distribution shall be made, in a way of exception, to 
schools that are private, ecclesiastical or parochial; that whatever accommodations 
are made to different fornlB of religion, shall be so made as to be equally available 
to all; that the right of separate religious instruction. the supervision. the choice of 
teachers, the selection of books shall be provided for under fixed conditiOJlB, and so 
as to maintain tho fixed rule of majorities, in all questions left for the decision of 
distl'icts. The schools, in other words, shall be common. in just the same sense that 
all the laws are common, so that the experience of families and of children unde1· 
them shall be an experience of the great republican rule of majorities; an exercise 
for majorities of obedience to fixed statutes, and of moderation and impartial re
s,pect to the rights and feelin~ of minorities: and exercise for minorities of patience 
and of loyal assent to the w1ll of majorities; a schooling. in that manner, which 
begins at the earliest moment possible, in the rules of American law and the duties 
of an American citizen. 

C0}(MON SCHOOLS A NECESSITY, AND AN INTEGRA.L PART OF THE STATE ITSELF. 

And tlus, I undertake to say, is the institution which we are not for any reason to 
surreJ:!.der, but to hold fast as being a necessary and fixed element of the public order, 
~>ne Without which our American laws and liberties are scarcely American longer ; or, 
if we call them by that name, have no gromld of longer security and consolidated 
public unity. · · 

In the first place, it will be found, if we closely inspeet our institutions, that, the 
?O~mo~ school is, iu fact, an integral pat·t of the civil order. It is no eleemosynary 

· mstitution, erected outside of the State, but i!i it.self a. part of the public law, as truly 
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so as the legislatures and ju<ljcial cow-ts. The school-hot!ses arc a. public property, the 
district committees are civil officer's, the teachers at:e as truly functionanes of the law 
as the co~tables, prison-keepers, inspectom and coroners. We perceive then, if we 
understand the question t•ightly, that an application against common schools, is so far 
an application for the dismemberment and t•eorganization of the civil order of the· 
State. Certain t·eligionists appear, in the name of religion, demanding that the State 
shall be otherwise constructed. Or if it be said that they do not ask for the discon
tinuance of the common schools, but only to have a part of the fundS bestowed upon 
their ecclesiastical schools, the case is not mended but rather made worse by the qual
ification; for in that view they- are asking that a part of the funds which belong to the 
civil organization shall be pa1d over to their reli~on, or to the im].Jerittm in imperio 
which tbeirreligion so far substitutes for the civil order. It isasif theyweretoask 
that the health-wardens should so far be substituted by their church-wardens, or the 
coroner's inquest by their confessional, and that the State, acknowledging their right 
to the substitution demanded, should fee the church-wardens and confessors in their 
behalf. If an application that infringes on the civil polity of our States, in a manner 
so odious, is to be heard, the civil order may ~ well be disbanded, and the people 
given over to their ecclesiastics, to be ruled by them in as many clans of religion a s 
they see fit to make. Are we ready, as Americans, to yield our institutions up in 
tbis manner, or to make them paymasters to a sect who will so far dismember their 
integrity?. . . . 

BENEFICENT INFLUENCE OF COMMON SCHOOLS IN A REPUBLIC. 

· This great institution too, of common schools, is not only a part of the State, but is 
imperiously·wanted as such, for the common training of so many classes and condi
tions of people. There needs to be· some place where, in early childhood, they may be 
brought together and made acquainted with each other; thus, to wear a way the sense 
of distance, otherwise certain to become an established animosity of orders; to form 
friend_ships; to be exercised together on a common footingof ingenuous rivalry; the 
children of the rich to feel the power and do honor to the struggles of merit in the lpw ly, 
when it rises above them; the children of the poor to learn t11e force of merit and feel 
the benign encouragement yielded by its blameless victories. Indeed, no child can be 
said to be well-trained, especially no male child, who has not met the people as they 
are, above him or. below, m the seatings, plays, and studies of the common school. 
Without tllis he can never be a fully qualified citizen, or prepared to act his part 
wisely as a citizen. Confined to a select school, where only the children of wealth 
and distinction are gathered, he will not know the merit there is in the real virtues of 
the poor, or the power that slumbers in their talent. He will take his better dress as 
a token of his better quality, look down upon the children of the lowly with an edu
cated contempt, prepare to take on lofty airs of confidence and presumption after
ward; finally, to make the discovery when it is too late, that poverty has been the 
sturdy nurse of talent in some unhonored youth who comes up to affront him by an 
equal, or mortify and crush him by an overmastering, force. So also the children of 
the poor and lowly, if they should be privately educated in some inferior degree by 
the honest and faithful exe1-tion of their parents; secreted, as it were, in some back 
a lley or obscure corner of the town, will either grow up in a fierce, inbred hatred of 
the wealthier classes, or else in a mind cowed by undue modesty, as being of another 
and inferior quality, unable therefore to fight the great battle of life hopefully, and 
counting it a kind of presumption to think that they can force their way upward, 
even by merit itself. 
, Withqutcommon schools, thedisadvantagefalls both ways in about·equal degrees, 
and the disadvantage that accrues to the State, in the loss of so much character and 
so many cross ties of mutual respect and generous appreciation, the embittering so 
fatally of all outward distinctions, and the propagation of so many misunderstand· 
ings, righted only by the immense public m1schiefs that follow,- this, I say, is 
greater even than the disadvantages accruing to the classes themselves; a disad· 
vantage that weakens immensely the security of the State and even of its lilx>r· 
ties. Indeed, I seriously doubt whether any system of popular government can 
stand the shock, for any length of time, of that fierce animosity that is certain to be 
gendered where the children are trained up wholly in their classes, and never brought 
~ogether to .feel, understand, appreciate, and respect each other, on the corumordoot
mg of merit and of native talent, in a common school. Falling hack thus on t he 
test of merit and of native force, at an early period of life, moderates immensely their 
yaluation of mere conventi?nalities and of the accidents of fortune, and puts the!il 
m a way of deference that IS genuine as well as necessary to their common peaee 111 
the ~tate. Common S?hools are nurseries thus of a f1·ee 1:epublic; private schools, of 
fact10ns, cabals, agrar1an laws, and contests of force. Therefore, I say, we must 
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have common schools· they are American, indispensable to our American institu
tions, and must not be' yielded for any consideration smaller than the price of our 
liberties. 

He then proceeds to show the inevitable ieelings of antagonism 
that would result if the children were all taught in separate sectarian 
schools: · · 

DANGERS INCIDENT TO SECTARIAN SCHOOLS • . 

No bitterness is so bitter, no seed of faction so rank, no division so irreconcilable, 
as that which grows out of religious distinctions sharpened to religious animosities, 
and softened by no terms of intercourse; the more bitter when it begins with child

. hood; and yet more bitter when it is exasperated also by distinctions of property 
·and social life that correspond; and- yet more bitter still, when it is aggravated also 
by distinctions of stock or nation. · 

In this latter view, the withdrawing of our Catholic children from the common 
schools, unless for some real breach upon their religion, and the distribution deman9-ed 

·of public moneys to them in schools apart by themselves, is a bitter cruelty to the 
children and a very unjust affront to our institutions. We bid them welcome, as 
they come, and open to their free possession all the rights of our American citizen

. ship. They, in return, forbid their children to be Amedcans, pen them as foreigners 
to keep them so, and train them up in the speech of Ashdod among us. And then, 
to complete the affront, they come to our legislatures demanding it as their right to 
share in funds collected by a taxing of the whole people, and to have these funds 
applied to the purpose of keeping their children from being Americans . 

. Our only answer to such demands is: No! take your place with us in our com
mon schools, and consent to be Americans, or else go back to Turkey, where Mo
hammedans, Greeks, Armenians, Jews are walled up by the laws themselves, forbid-

· ding them ever to pass over or to change their superstitions; there to take your 
·chances of liberty, such as a people are capable of when they are tmined up, as 
re~@ea.ch other, to be foreijplet-s for all coming time in blood and religion. I 
lia.Jd, go·'back t{) Turkey: that lS unnecessary. If we do not soon prepare a state 
of Turkish order and felicity here, by separating and folding our children thus, in 
the stringent limits of religious non-acquaintance and consequent animosity, it will 
·be because the laws of human nature and society have failed. 

Besides, there at·e other consequences of such a breach upon the common school 
system, implied in yielding this demand, which are not to be suffered. A very great 
part of the children, thus educated, will have very inferior advantages. They will 
be shut up in schools that do not teach them what, as Americans, they most of all 
need to know, the political geogt·a~hy and political history of the world, the ri~hts 
of humanity, the struggles by whtch those rights are vindicated and the glonous 
rewards of liberty and social advancement that follow. They will be instmcted 
mainly into the foreign prejudices and supet-stitions of their fathers, and the State, 
which proposes to be clear of all sectarian affinities in religion, will pay the bills! 
It will also be demanded, next, that the State shall hold the purse for the follow

ers of Tom Paine and all other infidels. discharging the hills of schools where Paine's 
,Age of Reason, or the Mormon Bible, or Da.vis's Revelations are the reading books 
of the children. * * * . This result will he further expedited by the fact that 
many children, now in our public schools, will be gathered into sc:hools of an athe
istic or half pagan character, where they will be educated in a contempt of all order 
and decency, to be leaders of the ignorance and brutality supplied by the unedu
cated. How different the picture from that which is now presented by our beauti
ful system of common schools,-every child provided with :t good school, all classes 
and conditions brought together on an equal footing of respect anu merit, the State 
their foster-mother, all property a willing and glad contributor for their outfit in 
life and their success in the ways of intelligence and virtue ! ·lf '* * 

He then su~gests a plan of teaching the common elements of mo
rality and rehgion on which Catholic ami Protestant churches could 
unite, illustrating it by quoting from the school ca.rtls prenared for 
the use of schools in Irela.nJ, by Archbishop Whately, and approved 
by the Catholic Archbishop, and says : 
. Out of these and other elements like these it is not difl'icult to construct, by agree
ment, such a plan as will be Christian, and will not infl'inge, in the least, upon the 
tenets of either party, the Protest..'l.nt or the Catholic. It ha~ been done in Holland 
and, where. it was much more difficult, iu It·eland. The British go,·et·nment, under-
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tak_ing at last, in good faith, to construct a plan of national edu_cation for Ireland, 
appointed Archbishop Whately and the Catholic Archbishop of Dublin with five 
others, one a Presbyterian and one a Unitarian, to be a boa1·d or committee of super-

. intendence. They agreed upon a selection of reading lessons from both translations 
of the ·Scriptures, and, by means of a system of restrictions and qualifications care
fully arranged, providing for distinct methods and times of religious instruction, 

_they were able to construct a union, not godless or negative, but thomughly Chris
tian in its character, and so to draw as many as 500,000of the children into the pub
lic schools; conferring thus upon the poor, neglected, and hitherto oppressed Irish, 
greater benefits than they have before received from any and all public measures 
since the Conquest. 

He comes to the final immovable conclusions that the Common 
Schools of America must be sustained at all hazards, and t.hat, if 
people voluntarily keep their children from them, they suffer no 
hardship which the State is, in any manner, called on to recognize. 

I do then take the ground, and upon this I insist, as the true American ground, 
that we are to have common schools, and never to give them up for any purpose, 
or in obedience to any demand whatever; never to gtve them up, either by formal 
surrender, or by implication, as by a distribution of moneys to ecclesiastical and secta
rian schools. The State can not distribute funds, in this manner, without renounc
ing even a first principle of our American institutions, and· becoming a supporter of 
a sect in religion. It may as well support the priests of a church, as support the 
schools of a church, separated from other schools, for the very purpose of being sub-
jected to the priests. · 

But while we are firm in this attitude and hold it as a point immovable, we must, 
for that very reason, be the more ready to do justice to the 1·eligious convictions of 
all parties or sects, and to yield them such concessions, or enter into such anange
ments as will accollliUodate their peculiar principles and clear them of any infringe
ment. 

But it will be objected by some, that while this should be done, provided there 
were anything to hope from it, there is really no hope that our concessions, or modi
fications will be of any avail, and therefore that they should not be made at all; for 
they will only so far abridge the value of our schools without yielding any recom
pense for the loss. Nevertheless let us offer the modifications, offer any terms of un-

. ion that can be offered without a virtual destruction or renunciation of the system; 
and then if they are not accepted it will not be our fault. I very much fear they 
will not be, that an absolute separation of the·Catholic children from our schools is 
already determined, and that no revision of the sentence can be had. Still it is much 
for us to take away every excuse for such a determination, and eve1·y complaint or 
pretext by which it is justified. 

SECTARIAN SCHOOLS UTTERLY UNAMERICAN. 

· Then, having done it, we can take the ground explicitly and clear of all ambign· 
ity, that they who exclude themselves are not Americans, and are not acting in 
their complaints or agitations on any principle that meets the tenor of our Ameri· 
can institutions. Nothing will be more evident, and they should be made to bear 
the whole odium of it. If to keep their people apart from the dreaded influence of 
Protestant Christianity they were to buy townships of land or large quarters in our 
cities, t<> be ~cupied only by Catholics, walled in by their own by-laws, and allow· 
ing no Protestant family or tradesman or publican to reside in the precinct, no one 
to enter it without a pass; and then to come before our legislatw-es in petition that 
we will distribute moneys to support their roads, and pay their constables and gate· 
keepers; they would scarcely do a greater insult to our American society than they 
do in these separations from our common schools, and the petitions they are offer· 
ing to be justified and rewarded in the separation. 

But we tax them, it will be said, for the support .of the common schools, and 
then, receiving no benefit from the tax they pay, they are obliged to tax them· 
selves again for schools of their own. It is even so, and for one. apart from all re· 
sentment, I rejoice in it; unless they have grievances put upon them by the organ· 
ization of our schools, such as justify their withdrawal. We tax the Quakers for 
defect of military service and bachelors who have no children, and we ought, much 
more, to tax the refractory un-American position taken by these Catholic strangers, 
after we have ~·eeted them with so great hospitality and loaded them with so many 
American privileges. If now they will not enter into the great American institu· 
tion, so fundamental to our very laws and liberties, let them pay for it and meas· 
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ure tii.eir deserts by their dissatisfaction. If they will be foreigners still among 
our people, let them have remembrances that interpret their conduct to them in a 
way of just emphasis. * * * 

He suggests that, eventually, these people will grow tired of the 
double tax and will then flock to the common schools. 

Of this we may be quite sure, and it ought not to be any secret to them, that 
their children of the coming time will at last :(ind a way to be Americans; if not 
under the Pope and by the altars, then without them. * * * · 

He ends the long address with charitable and loving words as 
follows: 

Let us draw our strange friends as,close to. us as possible, not in any party scram
ble for power, but in the solemn reference of duty to the nation and to God. I 
oonnot quite renounce the hope that a. right and cordial advance on our part,- one 
that, duly careful to preserve the honors of Christianity, concedes everything re
quired by our great principle of equal right to all, and as firmly refuses to yield 
anything ·so. distinctively American as this noble. institution, identified with our 
history as the blood with the growth of our bodies,- will command the respect 
and finally the assent of our Catholic friends themselves. And since God has bet
ter things in store even for religion than the repugnant attitudes of its prof~ 
disciples can a.t present permit, I would even hope that he may use an institution 
so far external to the church, as a means of cementing the gem•rations to come in 

· a closer unity and a more truly catholic peace; that, as being fellow-citizens with 
each other, under the State, in the ingenuous days of youth and youthful discipline, 
they may learn how also to be no wore strangers and foreigners; but fellow-citi
zens with the saints and of the household of God. 





VI. -

THE INFLUENCE OF 'fHE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

DO THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS EDUCATE CHILDREN BEYOND THE POSI
TION WHICH THEY MUST OCCUPY IN LIFE'I* 

By WM. T. HARRIS, LL. D. 

Why educate the child out of his sphere? Why teach him to aspire beyond the 
po!lition which the vast majority must always occupy? 

These are the questions which are often asked in the days of reaction, when evt-ry 
established institution is saluted with the challenge, "cui bono?" and not allowed 
to pass on until it has given the countersign "pro bono publico." · 

Why should we educate children in common schools, at the public expense, at all? 
·Why should we provide opportunity for any and all children to acquire a thorough 
education? 

We are to find the answer to this question by investigating the special conditions 
of society in modem civilization, and by studying the requirements of the political 
government under which we live. We are accustomed to accept without dissent 
the proposition that in a go~ernment founded on the ballot-box, universal educa
tion is the only safeguard. It is not so obvious to the questioner, however, that the 
social conditions of modern civilization demand the schoolteducation of all the 
people. Let us, therefore, consider first this necessity of the nineteenth century be· 
fore we review the requirements special to our own nation. 

THE SPECIAL FEATURES AND NEEDS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. 

It is agreed that this age is one of productive industry. Its active principle is in
vention; especially mechanic invention. Everr. day we hear ·of some new discovery 
that harnesses a force of nature and compels 1t to work for man and assist in pro
viding means of food, clothing, and shelter, or means of intercommunication and 
the spread of knowledge. Mind,- not the body,- is the inventive power; the di
rective power that can manage and use machines to advantage is mental, and not 
physical, skill. The growth of invention is so rapid that the increase of manufac
turing power by the aid of machinery is said to double, for all the world, once iu 
seven years. The multiplication of steam-engines, and the improvement of mach in
ery, renders this possible. What unintelligent hand-labor is there that has any cer
tainty of being in demand ten years hence ? More than this, what trade is there 
that ·can count on using, ten years hence, just the kind of t echnical skill that it 
requires now? * * * 

But we are told that all this education makes the common laborer aspire to be
come a professional man. He ought to be contented with the lot in which he is 
placed by the accident of birth. The more educated intelligence, the more inven
tion. The more conquest over nature by invention, the more aspiration in the mind 
of the individual. 'l'o be a drudge ought not to satisfy any human being. Per~ 
petual growth in knowle<lge and wisdom, in the realization of reason and the image 
of the God-like, is the vocation of man. To be discontented with the real is, there
fore, the lesspn of civilization. 

INDOLENCE NOT A CONSEQUENCE 01!' EDUCATION. 

"Education makes people indolent and unwilling to get their liviug Ly honest la
bor," we are told. It is likely that the man who has learned the magic power of science 
and art to subdue nature will not willingly offer hims"'lf a sacrifice to bodily wants, 
and accept a vocation that requires mere manual labor. He will dt>sire a position 
that employs his intelligence a,<; well as his hands; for he wishes even his labor to 
recognize him as something ahove a beast , and as possessing rem;on and kuowledgt'. 
But all this talk about in<loiPIWP. a :l a con~E't(Ut'llCI' or knowl(~dge is without a basis of 

. fact. 

*From R('port of Connt>ctir,ut fltnte Boanl of Education, 1~2. Paper read hnfore 
Staw Teachers' Association in New Ha\1•n, Octobt'r 2(1 -~. 1881. 
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The race to which we as a people belong is not an indolent race. Look at its his
tory and study the magnitude and quality of its achievements. Whyhasitdonea ll 
this? What would it have done if it had not had ambition, and aspiration, and 
much heart-hunger? Have not the Anglo-saxon and Norman races been the most 
discontented of races on the planet? What contented race is there that has accom
plished anything for which mankind are the better? Our civilization rewards the 
workman who is looking beyond the machine he is using to a better one that he has 
conceived in his mind. Arkwt·ight, Whitney, Fulton, Stevenson, Morse, and Bes
semer are held in high honor as hel'Oes in the conquest over nature. 

CIVIL SOCIETY LIFTS MAN'S NEEDS A.'ID ASPIRATIONS FROM A :UATERIAL TO A 
SPIRITUAL PLANE. 

It is clear that all the bodily wants of man,- food, clothing, and shelter,- depend
in~ as they do upon the ownership of property for their satisfaction, are through 
thiS means elevated and spiritualized by the institution of society. For property 
is not the creation of the individual; mere possession does not suffice; it is the 
recognition of society that makes things become property. Civil society establishes 
rights of property and division of labor. Through this each man labors for his fel
low-men, a nd depends upon their labor to supply him the articles of food, clothing, and 
shelter which his own labor does not produce. His bodily wants are no longer mere 
immediate impulses, as animal wants, but they are converted into the instruments of 
realizing man's spiritual or reflected being; he is forced by hunger and cold to combine 
with his fellow-men and to form a community in which he is to respect their recogni
tion far more than his animal impulses and desires. Thus, too, the institution of the 
family lifts man above mere sexual passion, and makes him in that respect a reflected 
being, a rational being. Ci:vil society is organized for the realization of man's ex
istence as a property-owner, so that he shall be a universal or rational essence, and 
not a mere individual animal, dependent on his mere locality and the season of the 
year and his unaided might for his physical life. Through civil society each individ
ual commands, by his own feeble efforts, the resources of the entire globe. The or
ganization of civil society is so perfect that every day's labor of the wheat-grower 
affects the price of wheat all over the world. Every day's labor in the mills of Lowell 
or Lawrence, affects the price of cotton cloth in .Australia. The day-laborer in the 
streets of this city commands with his meagre wages to that extent a share in the 
coffee of the distant Indies, the sugar of Louisiana, the tea of China, the drugs of 
South America, the fruits and grains, the manufactures from all sections of the 
country. 

The fact that conscious intelligence,- directive power,- controls the property of 
the world, is to obvious to need re-statement. I call property a" reflected being," 
because it exists only through the recognition of society. Thin!f:! exist, it is true, 
without such recognition; but things do J;I.Ot become property until society confirms 
the ri&ht of ownership. Such recognition is always an act of directive intelligence. 
The r1ghts of property can be conserved only through an educated class. The 
higher kinds of property, such as vested rights and franchises, imply a high intel
ligence in the community. A~ain, the possibility of possession of property by all 
in this. country adds new validity to it here and makes it more valuable. That you 
can alienate your real estate makes it pro~rty in a complete sense. If it is entailed 
it is only part property. The free possession of property, without feudal liens and 
tenures,- the dead hands of the past owners still clutching the symbol of their re
flected being,- comes to existence only when a government of all the people, for 
all the people, and by all the people prevails, and when it is rendered possible tluough 
universal education. * * * 

WHAT CORPORATIONS DO FOR INDIVIDUALS. 

The growth of corporations is the wonder of this generation; they do what the 
individual never could do for himself, and yet needs to have done in order that he 
may gain freedom from thraldom to nature. The individual could not afford to 
obtain pure water from the distant hills, or establish gas-works, or own a railroad, 
or a. telegraph, or express system. Corporations furnish him all these things. If 
corporatiolll:l abuse their power sometimes, this is because BOC.iety has not yet learned 
where tv place legal restrictions upon them; and is another ilhtRtration of the neces
sity of education in the community. 

Thus not only does the culture of civilization increase the alien!\bility of property, 
and )lence its value, but it develops into property a vast series of relations of the 
natm·eof franchises, which, in a rude, unpolished age, are mere r ights of the strongest, 
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and non-transferable to the common people. Hence property, in the highest sense, 
cannot exist except it be taxed for universal education. For universal education 
will not exist unless it is provided for by the State, and unless the State supports it 
wholly or in part by taxation. * * * . 

COIDION SCHOOLS AN UlPERATIVE NECESSITY FOR AMERICANS. 

Turning from tlus economical aspect of the question to the political requirements 
that specially concern our own people, we shall discover that we, in America, have 
much more to ur~e us to establish common-school education than this demand of 
the age of inventiOn for intelligent labor. W e have permitted universal suffrage, 
and the government Of the majority. If we do not have universal education we 
shall all suffer for it. For we are tethered to the lowest stratum of our population, 
and must accept their influence in our politics. Nothing but education will amel
iorate it. 

The lover of his kind rejoices in the knowledge that here in America we have so 
organized our society that the welfare of the hi!$hest is connected, indissolubly, with 
the lowest, so that each and all must, in the mam, see clearly that he is his brother's 
keeper, and realize the solidarity of the social world. Each man is what he is, not 
through himself alone, but by and through the reflection thrown back upon him 
from the social whole in which he lives and has his being. Under monarchies and 
despotisms the same fact was true, but there was such a mirage created by the prin
ciple of caste that it could not be seen clearly except by deep thinkers. Here it is 
visible, for the common laborer is also a voter, and participates in making the laws 
of a free government. 

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR THE OPPONENTS OF COM~ION SCHOOLS. 

We say, therefore, to the aristocrat who grudges his contribution to the common 
schools, or who looks askance and asks, "Why educate the children of the common 
laborers? "-for your own well-heing and the well-heing of your children, the chil
dren of all must be educated. For here all, and not the few, go>ern. If you wish 
property safe from confiscation by a majority composed of communists, you must 
see to it that the people are educated so that each sees the sacredness of property and 
its service to the world in making available to each the industry of the entire popu-
lation of the earth. · . 

HOW THE STUDY OF GEOGRAPHY IS RELATED TO DAILY LIFE. 

The study of geography in our common schools is one long lesson in the depend
~nce of each people on all others through commerce. The industry of each nation 
1s not the industry of individuals to supply their own immediate wants, but an in
dustry which pours its productions into the markets of the world, and in return 
receives its just share of the productions of all climes and seasons. Geography is 
the scientific :presentation of this process of producing and distributing the materia l 
blessings of Civilization. How this is all accomplished is stated in a systematic ex
position addressed to the thinking intelligence of the child or scholar. For geog
raphy tells us wha.t each ple.ce produces aml supplies to the rest of the world, and 
thus exhibits the dependence of all on each and of each on all. Is there any study 
better calculated to mterest him in the conservation of those great social institutions 
based on property-~ Not, indeed, unless it is the study of human nature as re
vealed in those best selections from literature contained in his school-readers. 

WHAT THE SCHOOL READING BOOK DOES FOR THE CHILD. 

In his reading-lesson he finds the poetically-inspired expression <!f his deepelit 
and J:!Urest feelings, of his subtlest insights, of his truest moral i~shncts. Out of 
the d!~ region of semi-conscious instinct they come forth to the hght of conscious 
conviCtiOn and felicitous expression in words,-and all this through the study 
of reading in the common school ! Here he gets not only social science. but a lso 
~oral culture. The soul of the child of the common laborer kindles with aspira
tiOn :l.S he reads burning words of patriotism anti immortal valor, of disinterested 
h~rmsm and self-sacrifice fm· others. He feels his inborn divinity as he reads of the 
triumphs of his race, and sees in the visions of poets the lofty ideal of the future set 
before mankind. All this is not wanted, we m·e told. in the children of the com
mon laborer.3. If not, we arc sorry for the person who uoes nut want it. He is so 
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blind that he does not see the shore of Charybdis when he steers away from Scylla.,
he steers away from a restless and adventmesome class of peoJ?le, but only to ru~ 
into the evil alternative of a people leaguecl together against cap1tal, full of commu
nistic dreams about labor and wages, with no broad humanitarian feeling, with pa
triotism rooted out by international association against the rights of property. He 
is willing to have a proletariat elect his legislators, if only he can find· cheap boot
blacks and house-servants. 

IN A REPUBLIC ALL MUST BE EDUCATED. 

It is indeed a great·thing to have even one class of society educated. No doubt 
all profit by it, even when the education is confined to the few. But in a democ~ 
racy all must be educated. The interest of property demands it, the interest of the 
government demands it. «· * * · 

Where all are educated, and directive power exists on ev:ery hand it finds its em
ployment chiefly in building up the wealth of the community. The directive power 
requiied ever:y day to manage the large banks of this country, to direct the great 
railroads, or the manufactories and corporations of various kinds, is infinitely more 
than that required to .direct our Government. The management of the New York 
Central or the Pennsylvania Railroad system is as great an affair as the government 
of a small kingdom, 

Self-directive intelligence makes for itself avenues of employment. Directive 
power is the only power that is never wasted. 

RECENT ACTIVITY OF EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS IN ESTABLISHING PUBLIC EDUCATION 

Within the past twenty-five years great strides have been taken by European 
· governments in establiqhing systems of public education. It has been seen, clearly, 
that unless the laborer was educated the industrial product would be inferior and 
come to be discriminated against in the markets of the world. Technical education 
thus began at South Kensington, for England, as it had been before established in 
France and Germany.. The foresight of the Great Frederick, backed by the religious 
dogmas of Luther, secured general education to his people. The weight of the 
Pru.ssian people in war came to be seen in their Austnan and French campaigns. 
Since these wars, public education has received an enormous impulse. Not merely 
the industrial success of the people, but national independence itself, seems depend-
ent on the general education of the people. * * * . 

NOT ONLY PUBLIC E LEMENTARY BUT PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION DE~lANDED IN A 
REPUBLIC. 

In our country, where each is born to all the rights of mankind without distincr 
tion, all must be :provided for. Not by pauper schools, for that would be to burn 
Into the public mmd of the youth hili misfortune, and he never would outgrow the 
stigma. Neither is it safe to leave the education of the youth t{) religious zeal or 
private benevolence, for then inequalities of the most disastrous kind will slip in, 
and our State find elements heterogeneous to it continually growin~ up. 

The government of a republic must educate all its people, and 1t must educate 
them so far that they are able to educate themselves in a continued process of cult
ure extendin~ through life. This implies the existence of higher institutions of 
public educatwn. And these, not so much with the expectation that all will attend 
them, as that the lower schools, which are more initiatory in their character and 
deal with mere elements, depend for their efficiency upon the organization of higher 
institutions for their direction and control. Without educating in higher institu
tions the teachers of lower schools, and furthermore without the possibility hovering 
before the pupils of ascent int{) the higher schools, there can be no practical effect 
given to primary schools. 

HUMAN BEIN(JS SOUETHING OTHER THAN MERE INDUSTRIAL .MACHINES. 

If the monarchies of Europe think to put off tho people With mere polytechnic 
and industrial education, they will find that they have fostered a directive power 
that will g 1·ope for and find the helm of State, and then attempt to administer tho 
government. The mistake will then become visible. Man wm not submit to be 
educated simply :w a director of machine.c; and inshumeutalities of industry. He 
soon aspires to direct himself and be self-governed. To l>e sure there is a long step 
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from the mere hand-laborer, the one who turns a crank or carries a hod,the galley
slave who works chained to hi~ oar,-there is a long step from the mere physical 
laborer to the director of a machine, to the engineer, the overseer of a loom, or the 
manager of a telegra,ph. The former is all hands; his own brain even is a mere 
hand, governed by the brain of another, who directs him. But when directive power 
develops so far as to direct and govern machine-labor, nay, even when it is so far 
cultured as to reach the I?rinciples of natural science and be capa_ble of applying 
these in mechanic mventwns. even then it is not at its summit of realization. It 
will stOp at nothing short of the spiritual cultu)."e that makes it alike directive and 
governing in the sphere of mind; the realm of social, moral, and intellectual exist-, 
ence. 

Human instruments, whether mere hod-carrierS or locomotive-engineers, will not 
· stay contentedly ·as instrument.<~; they aspire to transcend their hard limits, be they 

· ever so near or never so far off. The higher already, the greater the aspiration. 
Blind aspiration, from which enlightenment is carefully shut out, leads to July revo
utions and reigns of terror; -over the ashes of the burnt-out volcano of popular 

.. frenzy ma,i:ches Napoleonic imperialism with cold, unsympathetic step toward the 
return of Bourbonism and absolutism. 

THE DANGERS INCIDENT TO A, :r.lERE ·INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

Not only mechanical directive power shall be. taught in the people schools, but 
also spiritual directive power. The snobbery that patronizingly talks of the educa
tion of the.lower ''clashes " does not. know that the industrial civilization it affects 
to admire is an instrument that only democracy can wield :- leave out the human
ities from that education, and you leave out the culture that can guide its course, 
and Communism and Socialism and abstract theories will find their way quickly 

. into the heads of the laboring classes. No merely industrial education can prevent 
the mind of the people from being fly-blown with crazy political and social theories, 
destmctive to the State. Not merely natmal philosophy, chemistry, mathematics, 
and biology. must be studied, but likewise the science of society, of the State, of art, 
religion, and philosophy, in all their phases. The great educators of the race,
Homer, Dante, Shakespeare, and Goethe, Plato, Aristotle, Leibnitz, and Newton,-. 
these must be made accessible to the people. Each child must be waited on by the 

-institutions of man and invited to see the spectacle spread out before him from the 
lofty summit of civilization; his human brothers that have added a cubit to the 

• world's stature by their heroic labors, must he pointed out to him; the methods and 
results of their attainments must be revealed to him; noblest aspimtion and earnest 
self-sacrificin"' endeavor must be aroused in him as the means of achieving his 
individualtask in life. The whole world of the past and present is made, by educa
tion, the auxiliary of each i:nan, woman, and child. 

Is it not the duty of the State to make the practice of the good possible? This is 
the definition which a western statesman has suggested as a substitute for that other 
definition which says that a State exists for the protection of property,-" The State 
exists in order to make the practice of the good possible." 

MACAULAY ON POPULAR EDUCATION. 

Says Macaulay, in the speech from which I have already t~uoted: 
"I hold that it is the right and duty of the State to provide for the education of 

the common people * * * I say that the education of the people ought to be the 
first concern of a State, not only because it is an efficient means of promoting and 
obtaining that which all allow to be the main end of government, but because it is 

· the most efficient, the most humane, the most civilized, and in all respects the best 
means of attaining that end. * .,. * Sir, it is the opinion of all the greatest 
champions of civil and I'eligious liberty, in the old world and in t he new. [Here 
he· refers to the PiWim Fathers, and their insight into the necessity of popular 
education.] * * Those men, forever illustrious in history, were the founders 
of. the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. But though their love of freedom of con
~mence was illimitable and indestructible, they could see nothing servile or degrad
.I~g in the principle that the State should take upon itself the.cha~ge of the educa
tu~n of the people. In the year 1642 they passed their firdtlegisla.tive enactment on 
th~s s~bject, in the preamble of which they distinctly plec~gecl. themselves to this 
prmc1ple,-that education was a matter of the deepest po.'lsible Importance and the 
greatest possible interest to all nations and to all communities, and that as such it 
was, in an eminent degree, deserving of the peculiar attention of the State." 

ART-YOL 2--38 
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A. FEW "WORDS WITH WOULD· BE ~ISTOCRATS. 

To the believer in. caste we would finally address ourselves." We would say: All 
the studies of the common school are conservative in their character, because they 
all open the windows of the soul and give the mind insight into the substantial 
character of the institutions of civilization. They all tend to produce the conviction 
"that the ~ell-being of man is best furthered by the very instrumentalities that have 
been discovered and elaborated by the race, and especially by modern civilization. 
Reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, history, and grammar, all open the soul 
·to light on the que8tion of subduing nature, or on the question of the character and . 
destiny of the human mind as revealed in language or social usages, or political 
forms and changes. The good school, moreover, teaches industry effectuallr.. But 

· ita industry is that of directive ·intelligence, because the progress of ciVIlization 
s~pplies more and more the machinery to perform menial service, and makes it 
necessary to educate all into directive ·intelligence. Your opposition to the system 
of p~blic schools may result in their loss of popular favor. 

WHY COIDION SCHOOLS SHOULD BE SUSTAINED. 

Their loss of popular favor will result in stinting their support, and decrease of· 
appropriations will drive away the. best and most enterp1ising teachers. But the 
final result will be avet·se to the education of the less intelligent classes. They will 
come by degrees to. undervalue etlucation alto..,.ether. The common schools being 
under the ban, there will be no pressure of public opinion to cause attendance upon 
them. Besides, they will be in reality inferior, beCause their excellence depends 
upon their patronage by the better classes in a large measure. That school which 
educates all classes in it is the most wholesome in its influence, because it l!elps the 
lowe;r social rank by association with finer manners, while it helps the higher social 
rank by bringing it into a better knowledge of human· nature by associating it with 
Rimpler and more direct manifestations of character,-the poor classes being better 
studies for human nature, because more impulsive and less under the control of so
cial forms which disguise the manifestation .of native inclinations and impulses. 
Inasmuch as the hope of civilization depends upon the eleYatin~ influence of the 
.educated and cultured classes upon the lower ana lowest strata, 1t follows that our 
educational system should see to it that the cultured class thoroughly understands 
and sympathizes with the lower classes, who Jack knowledge or wealth, or both. 
I say syJDpathize, because I take it for granted that no American deems it desh·a
ble or possible to oppress the lower classes, and keep them down. We haYe univer
sal suffrage, or something approaching to it. What we permit our neighbor to be, 
that we set up as the arbiter of our political well-being; for his ballot will deter-
mine our government. • 

The caste principle can find no encouraging sign for it aboYe the horizon of the 
world's history. The foxes indeed haYe holes, and the birds of the ah· have nests; 
but the advocate of the principle of social inequality as the goal of education, has 
no place where he can Jay his h ead on this planet, and enjoy a sweet and refresh
ing repose. If he ~oes to Russia, there is the Nihilist and the boiling-up of the 
nethermost depths m the name of revolution and negation. If we must regarcl 
civilization as necessarily implying caste and inequality, says the Nihilist, let us 
place dynamite under the whole s tructw·e and blow it into the air. No peace 
there. * * * 

A FEW SUGGESTIVE STATISTICS. 

Does t~e critic of our school system who believes in caste, and asks, "Is it wise 
()r be.c;t to educate our children beyond the position which the vast majority of 
them must always occupy?" .• suppose that 1·eading, writing, and arithmetic are 
studies too high for the lowest mechanic or day-laborer in, a country, where his 
vote counts as much as that of the wisest and richest man? Or does he, perhaps, 
11uppose that all the people are already past the three R's, and briskly advancing 
~nto the intricacies of philology and classical archeology? Who has told him this? 
'l'he census of our.country for 1870 said: "Of the population over ten years of age, 
5,658,144 cannot write; 4,880,271 of these are native born, and 777,873 are of for
eign birth; 2,750,000 of the~e illiterates are colored. The total population of the 
nation over ten years of age is 28,228,94fi. Hence 20 per cent. of the population 
over ten years of age could not write in 1870. In Massachusetts, even , there were 
97,742 who could not write,- 89,830 of thesP. being of foreign birth, and only 7,!H2 
being natives. Seven thousand is·a large number for a State like Massachusetts. 
Twenty-thr~ tl\qqoan<t illiter:;~,te!! were in Bosto~t I 
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The census of 1880 tells us, again. that there are 6,239,958 persons unable to write, 
out of a total population of 36,761,607 persons of ten years pf age and upward. Of 

. these, 28,424 are in Connecticut ! . 
The number in our common schooL'! who are studying reading, writing, and arith

metic, chiefly, with a little geography and much less grammar, is so large that the 
balance who are studying the higher branches is pitiably small in comparison. In 
~he gr~t cities, the number en~~ed in high-school. and co~ege studies is onl:y: <;me 
m ten m the most advanced of Cities, and only one m fifty m the average of mtles. 
And yet our dreamer of caste and inequality, mutters in his sleep: " The cruel sus-· 
picion is forced upon us that our present 84ucational system largely unfits young 
people to deal with the actual necessities of those who are to earn their own living. 

· ~t takes away self-reliance, begets conc.eit, 11-nd draws attention to what is orna
mental rather than fundamental." Reading, writing, and arithmetic, jt seems, are 
not practical enough because they are general disciplines, and give directive power 
to aU who possess them. The one in fifty who is studying algebra and Latin is 
~dged his privileges. A.knowledge of hod-carrying is more practical -than writ
mgt 

USTEN TO THOMAS CARLYLE. 

_ When, in 1843, the English Parliament were debating whether tl,le sum of £30,000 
should or should not be appropriated " for the encouragement of schools for the 
common people," and when they had just appropriated £60,000 for the SUJ>port of 
the Queen's horses and hounds._ Thomas Carlyle, then writing his soul-stirrmg book 
on Chartism, set down in letters of fire these words on the general humanitarian 
aspect of the question of government support of education: 

"Who would suppose that education were a thing which had to be advocated on 
the ~rround of local expediency, or, indeed, on any ground? As if it stood not on 

-the basis of everlasting duty, as a prime necessity of man. It is ·a thing which 
should need no advoeating, much a.'! it does actually need. To impart the ~ift of 
thinking to those who cannot think, and yet who could in that case think; this, one 
would imagine, was the first function a government had to set about discharging. 
·were it not a cruel thing to see, in any province of an empire,. the inhabitants liv
ing allihutilated in their limbs; each strong man with his ri~ht arm lamed? Ho\v 
much crueller to find the strong soul with its eyes still sealed, Its eyes extinct, so that 
it sees not. Light has come into the world, but to this poor peasant it has come in 
va.fn. For six thousand years the sons of Adam, in sleepless effort, have been de
vising, doing, discovering; in mysterious infinite, indissoluble communion, warring, 
a little band of brothers, against the great black empire of necessity and night; they 
have accomplished such a conquest and conquests, and to this man it is all as if it 
had not been. The four~and-twenty letters of the alphabet are still Runic enigmas 
to him. He passes by on the other side, and that great spiritual kingdom, the toil
won conquest of his own brothers, all that his brothers have conquered, is a thing 
non-extant for him. An invisible empire; he knows it not, suspect<~ it not. And is 

_it not his, withal, the conquest of his own brothers. the lawfully acquired possession 
of all men? Baleful enchantment lies over him, from generati?n to generation; he 
knows not that such an empire is his, that such an empire is at all * ·* * 
Heavier wrong is not done under the sun." 

THE CONTEST IS ONE BETWEEN DARKNESS AND LIGHT; MATERIALISTIC UNBELIEF, 
AND CHRISTIAN BELIEF: 

On~ voice, the voice of Christian humanitarianism, says: Teach aspiration for a ll 
that lS good and noble and divine; teach it to a.ll, even the lowest. Teach all to 
desire with an unquenchable hunger more wisdom, more knowledge, more com
mand over nature, more elevation of position, more usefulness, more directive 
power. The other voice says: l~e contented to remain at the bottom, and quench 
all aspiration. All talk about perpetual growth in knowledge and wisdom IS non
sense, and worse, when addressed to the children of common laborers. 

:r~e reason that the first voice gives for its creed is that its faith teaches the divine 
or1gm and destiny of the soul, and that the goal of civilization is the emancipation 
of each from all debasing servitude of body and mind, and that it is the Christian 
duty of all to help their fellow-men to rise. The reason given by the other voice is 

· the necessity which it feels that there shall be a class in society perfectly contented 
to be menial servants, and fitted for nothing above that office. 

The critics of our educational system are never done with telling us that its results 
. are to make the rising generation discontented with its lot. As if tlus were a l.le-
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feet· rather than the greatest glory .of an educational system ! What place is there 
in our system for .a drone who is utterly devoid of aspiration? To be liK:e dumb, 
dl:iven cattle,- is this permitted or encouraged in a . Clnistian civilization.? Man 
is immortal, and has an infinite des~t~ this is the burden of Christian teaching. 
In consequence of this, Christian civ· · tion strives towards the heavens, it sub- · 
dues nature· and makes natural forces toil for it, and procures food, clothing, and 
shelter for the body. It continually turns out the drud~ from his vocation, and 
says to him: I . do not want your mere bodily toil at any price; I have a machine 
~t can•do such work better .~han the like of you, and at less than what you would can starvation-wages. Up, therefore, and acquire directive intelligence so that you 
may manage and direct this machine, and other machines; for presently we shall 
need no more mere hand-labor, but require all to be intelligent and directive. :• : 
. As ·made ·in the image of God, and as destined for His eternal kingdom, is it pos-

sible to look upon any education that schools may give us as too high for the posi
tion to which a human being is called to occupy in life ? In view of the necessity 
fo~ ed.ucated directive power in an age of productive industry, when the. superin
tendence of· machines is the chief industria1 business, is a general education that 
gives one insight into nature and insight into the human mind too much? In a 
representative democracy, in which the la'vs that govern prO.J?6Ry and personal 
1ights are made by the representatives elected by all the people, mcluding the hum
blest citizens of the country, is any education too good for the people? 
. The American people answer, No. · . . 



vn. 
FACTS VERSUS THEORIES • 

. SHOWN BY THE RECORDS KEPT FOR TWENTY-TWO YEABS BY THE PRINCIPAL OF 

A HIGH ScHOOL, oryiNG THE StJl'"EQUENT OCCUPATIONS PURSUED BY THE GRAD
·UA.TES. 

In view·of the occasional assaults upon the public schools of all _ 
gra.?es a~d upon the methods of teaching f9llow~d in them; and es
pecrally ill VIew of the attacks made upon the H1gh Schools; as well 
as the disposition shown b'y some to confine all free public instruc
tion to the narrowest possible limits; on the plea that the education 

· there giventrains the pupils. away from industries, gives them false 
notions of life, unfits them for usefUlness, etc., eto.; through the whole 
gamut of carping criticism indulged in by certain self-constituted 
censors, and occasionally carelessly repeated by those who would 
not intentionally assume an unfriendly attit.ude towards the schools; 
the following statistics of the results of such school training, as 

. shOwn !lY the actual subsequent employments of the J>Upils trained 
in the High School of a small city in the State of Pennsylvania, · 

. comprising a history of the .graduates for twenty-two years, will be 
foun,d of interest. 

These accusations of the evil influences of the public schools have 
been so often reiterated that even persons of intelligence come to 
believe that there must be some ground for them,-an impression 
recently greatly stimulated by the arguments advanced by some 

·over zealous promoters of the latest educational novelty,- the pro-
posed introduction of industrial training in public_ schools . . 

The statistics collected and put on record by Mr. Missimer, in which 
the actual facts have been carefully ascertained, furnish the best 
p~ssible refutation of such vague accusations· so far as this single 
Hrgh School is concerned. No similar records of the graduates uf 
a pu~lic s·chool are known to the writer, but it is to be hoped that the 
admrrable precedent th_us set by Mr. Missimer may be generally fol
lowed, and that the absurdly exaggerated charges against the schools 
m~y thus be brought to the test of truth. 

Mr. H .. C. Missir?-er, for many ¥ea~s Prin'cipal of t.he ·Hi~!l School 
of the Crty of El'Ie, Pennsylvama, m a r eport made to .Mr. H. S. · 
Jones, the City Superintendent of public schools,* discusses at some 
~ength .the question of the value and effect of the education given 
ill the High School; and, incidentally, considers the question of the 
proposed introduction of industrial training in the public schools. 
Qver against the accusation that the public schools, and more espe
Cially the High Schools, train their pupils away from the industries, 
all;d ~o exert a deleterious influence upon the rising generation, Mr. 
MISSimer sets his carefully ascertained statistics which show the 
actual employments of all the pupils, boys and girls, for a period of 
more: than twenty years. . . 

· - *Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Schools of the City of Erie, for 
the years lsu.:85,_1885-86, Erie, Penn' a. Walker & Gallagher, printers, 1887. Pp. 84. 
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Th!!ot th~ Hi~h School incites the pupils to aspire to rise from the 
l ower to the higher 'forms of labor, Mr. Missimer rightly considers 
to be one of its greatest merits. The advancing age incessantly de
mands a better intellectual preparation to meet the needs of the new 
scientific discovAries and th~ir applic~tions to ~se .. He se_es clearly 
that the schools must deal With education, not with mdustnes, per se. 

· This distinction is a sound one, as most of the advocates for Manual 
Training in schools have latterly practically admitted by basing 

· their more recent arguments for its introduction upon pedagogical 
grounds; yet the earnest advocates of industrial training through 
all the stages of school life, will hardly be prepared to agree with 
Mr. Missimer in his extreme statement that "the problem of indus
trial education must be solved independently of tli€ public school;" 
unless, indeed,. it shall appear that by the term ''industrial educa
tion" as here used, Mr.· Missimer means "the definite teaching of 
trades;" in which event they will readily. accede to his propositi01~. 

Mr. Missimer has kindly furnished for the present Report under 
· date of January, 1889, revised data, bringing the figu,res down to 

September, 1888, instead of only to September, 1886, with which 
date the statistics given in the Superintendent's report ended. With 

. this exception the report which follows, is the report as then printed: 

REPORT BY THE PRINCIPAL OF ~HE HIGH SCHOOL, ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA. 

Thi.s continues to be as it has been from its organization, the "people's school"
not au institution for a select number, with favorable surroundings, but for the 
rich, the well-to-do. those of small means, and especially for those struggling with 
poverty. During the twenty years of its existence many a poor boy, and many a 
poor girl, have been materially helped in getting on in the world by what this school 
has done for them. . 

Below, the Principal presents some of the facts drawn from the history of the 
school, which do not accord with many of the sweeping statements made by public 
speakers and writers, who have a greater capacity for handling words than for 
gaining and handling facts: 

It is apparent to the most casual reader that the chief topic of discussion at the 
present time, in the educational world, is industrial education. 

COMMON CHARGES AGAINST COMMON SCHOOLS. 

Complaints of the inefficacy of our public school system in fitting our boys and 
girls for the practical duties of life are heard on every side. From press, .1mlpit, 
politician, statesman and school man, come the general charges that the public 
school courses are" overloaded with too many embellishments;" that the common 
English of the fathers is side-tracked by too many "extras;" that public school ed
ucation is "spread over too ~uch ground;" that it is a mere "method-grinding ma
chine, run by teachers who are the slaves of routine and red-tapeisru ; ''that our public 
school pupils " are too mttch taught;" that " under the wise neglect of the old time 
methods boys and girls developed far more individuality and strength than under 
the modern coaxing-coddling-explaining-everything system;" that the entire ten
dency of public school educat ion is toward the "abstract;" toward the occupations 
that "involve ouly mental training," and away from the occupations that demand 
the use of the hands. 

Nor do these charges Jack the weight of high authority. James Russell Lowell , 
in his Harvard anniversary address, was of the opinion that " our public schools teach 
too little or too much; too little, if education is to go no further; and too many 
things if what is taught is to be thoroughly tau~ht." Mr. A. S. Draper, Superin
tendent of Public Instruction of New York, said m his last annual report: "In too 
many localities it happens that such pupils as leave the schools while in the common 
grades, 'lllldoubted.ly ninety per cent. of all, are no better fitted for the J?,ractical 
affairs of life than in the t>arlier days, and it is doubted if they are as well. ' 

Governor Hill, of New York, commented at lenbrth in a late message upon the de
cline of the system of apprenticeship to the trades, alleging that the majority of 
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skilled workmen in his State m·e from foreign countries, and that our boys have 
turned their backs with disdain upon the manual OCCU{lations of their fathers; and gone 
to join the innumerable throng of those who are trymg to pick up a living by un• 
skilled labor, which does not soil and harden the hands. Govemor Hill also recom
mends as a remedy for this grave evil, making ' ' manualln.bor within certaili limits 
a. pa1t of our public school system. certainly in the cities and larger towns of the 
State." He is also of the opinion that public school education is drawing its pupils 
away from manual employments. . 

In his inaugural address, Governor Beaver of Pennsylvania, took Up the same 
topic of industrial education, ~j.nd was .thoroughly clear and positive in his belief 
that " the.ma.in fault of o~ present system is that it leads du·ectly ahd inevitably 
'to that which 'is abstract, and away from that which is practical. It deals in words 
and signs, and not with facts and things. The graduate of our average high school, 
as all experience proves, is educated away from what are called industrial :pur• 
suits, and into a fitness for those employments which involve only menW traimng. 
In short, the head is developed at the expense of the hand, and we at·e compelled to 
rely upon the skilled labor of other countries to fill the most lucrative and impor• 
tant positions which ow· industrial establishments offer." · 

According to this high authority, the engrafting of' industrial, manua.l training 
upon our present school system is the naturalt'emedy for this state of things. 

THE POPULAR INDICTMENT QUES'I'IONED, 

With the highest opinion of the ability and sincerity of the authors of these views. 
we do not believe that they are true. We do not believe that " the main fault ·of 
our present (public school) system is that it leads directly and inevitably to that 
which is abstract, and away from that which is practical." 

The present occupations of those who have been educated in the public schwls 
should moSt effectually show the truth or falsity of tlus charge. If true, the major· 
ity of such occupations should be mental in their charncter; if false, they should be 
manual, or industrial, in their character. 

Happily, such data are at hand in the Erie High School; and in a high school, if 
anywhere, the main tendency of public school training should assert itself. 

These are the facts. 
In the twenty-two years from September, 1866, to September, 1888, there were 

663 boys in attendance at this High School, of whom. 66 were still in the school, and 
the rest. 597 are, so far as can be ascertained, engaged in the following pursuits: 

Manual.-Trades, 99; railroad , 24; farmers, 85; laborers, 10; ranchmen, 4; hack
men, 2. Total, 174. 
Ind.ustr·ial.-B~siness, 214; civil engmeers, 9.; telegraphers, 8; stenographers, 6; 

chei'Uists, 8> dentists, 4; draughtsmen, 7; druggists, 8; clerks, 92. Total, 346 . 
.llfental.-Lawyers, 19; editors, 11: doctors, 6; teachers, 11; ministers, 5: litera

- ture, 1; artist, i; singer, 1. Total, 55. 
Miscellaneous.- Army , 1; navy, 4; den.d and unknown, 1i. Total, 22. 
That is to say, out of a ll the boys who have gone out from this High School, 520, 

or 87 per cent., are found in manual and industrial occupations ; while but 55, or 9.2 
per cent., are found in purely m ental occupations. Does this look as if " the main • 
fault of our present system is that it leads directly and inevitably to that which is 
abstract, and away from that which is j>racticn.l ?" 

To the objection that might be made to classifying "clerks" as of n.n industrial 
?Ccupation, 1t may be said that if they an; not inrl~tstl'ial, within the po]mlar meau
mg of the term, they surely cannot be sa1d to be of n. mcnta.l occupation. Indeed , 
ofte.ntimes the cn.lling of clerk cn.lls for far m ore man·u.al thn.n mental expertness. 
Besides our book-keepers in bank or store, clerks also include those who sen •e behind 
the counter, and m ore frequently than any other, the calling 'of clerk is the firs t 
t·ound in the 'ladder that ends in bus iness. 

Though the popular complaint is that our boys axe ellucatetl a wn.y from industrial 
pursuits, the farts about the 972 girls who have attended this high school dw·ing the 
same period of twenty-two years, are of interest a lso. 

Of these there w ere still in school 14;3, and the rest, 827, were distributed as fol-
lows: . 

Married, 2911; at home, 285; teachers , 180. 
In Manual and Industt·ial occupations: 

.. Clerks, 82: stenographers, 5: trades, 20; proof-reader, t: draughtsman, 1 ; teleg
rapher, 1; domestics, 4. Total. 64. 

Doctor, 1; dead and tmknown, ;it. 
That :id, 531, or 64.2 per cent., or' the entire nmuiJcr arc at home OJ' married, the 
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most pr~tical spheres of life, for the fulfillment of whose high responsibilities there 
can never be too much education. . · 
. That only about 7.8 per cent. are engaged in manual and industri~l employments 
cannot be cited against our public school system; because girls are cut off from such 
employments by the lack of the physical strength necessary to perform them; nor 
can the number engaged in the employment of teaching be also brought forward in 
support of the charge that our schools are educating their pupils "away from that 

· which is practical." What more practical employment than that of the teacher? 
What calling is more ·useful-and valuable to the community than that which trains 
and moulds the future citizens of the Republic? • 

It is f~her charged that " the gradttate of our average high school, aa all expe
rience proves, is educated away from industrial pursuits, and into a. fitness for those 
employments which involve only mental training." ._ 

The expelience of our High School does not sustain the tmth of this charge. Of 
the boys graduated since 1866, who are not in school or dead, 63.4 per cent. are in 
such industrial pursuits as trades, railroading, dentistry, stenography, civil engi
neering, business and clerking; 30 per cent: are lawyers, doctors, ministers, editors 
and teachers. These facts carry their own comment. 

Of the girls who have graduated, who are not in school or dead, 56 per cent. are 
teachers, 11.3 per cent. are at home, 26.8 per cent. are married, 5.4 per cent. are en
gaged in industrial pursuits. Though the indictment does not lie against ow· girl!!, 
for reasons before given, these figures, are, nevertheless, suggestive. 

WANT OF SKILLED LABOR NOT DUE TO DEFECTIVE SCHOOLS. 

Finally, 'it is charged that the deficiencies of the public school system compel us 
" to rely upon the skilled labor of other countries to fill the most lucrative and im
portant positions which our indust1:ial establishments offer." 

This is a grave charge, and if it werfl true, the sooner the public school system 
wer.e changed, the better. But it is not true. If there are more foreign than na.th·e 
skilled laborers filling the lucrative and important positions in our'industrial estab
lishment<>, the cause is not to be attributed to the character of public school educa
tion, but to something entirely different. 

There are just as many boys who want to learn trades as· there ever were, in 
school or out of schooL In the c.ountry there is usually no difficulty in doing so. 
In our cities, howe-ver, the case is different. Access to the trades lies very ~ener
ally through the trade organizations. It is well known that in all our large mdus
tt·ial establishments; the nu.mber of apprentices to be admitted to learn a trade is 
controlled by the tt·ade unions. They have made very stringent rules regarding the 
admission of apprentices into a sho}>, and nothing more arouses their rebellion than 
any attempt to override these regulations. The reason is apparent. They want to 
control the supply of skilled labor. For this 1·eason, manual training in ou1· schools 
would be opposed to their purpose, as it would sw·ely tend to increase and chea1>en 
the su~ply of the very labor which they wish to restrict and make dea~:er. 

Agam, a trade is seldom thoroughly learned in our large iudustrial establish
ments. One or two details of the bu~;~iness are the general average of our modern 
workman's knowledge of his trade. When a boy is put to learn a trade in Europe·, 
l1e learns it in every part, and is kept at it for yea.rs. When he leaves it, he leaves a 
skille>d workman:' These are the men, whether native or foreign, who only are com
petent •· to fill the most lucrative and important positions." No others are com
petent. If it be the foreigne~ then, who carries off our industrial pl·izes, one reason 
at least lies in the nature of our in•lustrial system, rather than in anv apparent fault 
of our public school system. · 

Again, if our boys are turning their backs on the manual occupations of their 
fathers, it is oftentimes not a matter of deficiency in public education, but of laxity in 
home education. Have we of the passing generation been as particula1! with our boys 
as the fathers of former generations '( Have we not all heard of a time when a boy 

·who got to be along in his teens, was accosted as follows: "Well, John, what are 
you ·goin·; to be?" " It's now time for you to learn a trade, and which would you 
like to be-a carpenter, a blacksmith, a mason, a miller, or what?" A momentous 
question , truly, for John, and if John couldn't decide it, it was generally decided for 
hin1. Is the1;e not a good deal of drift and carelessness in the decision of this ques
tion with too many parents nowadays? And if there are fewer boys learning trades, 

·is not another reason found in the easy shiftlessness of too many parents? 
Industrial-education - instruction in the principles of drawing and construction, 

and in the principles of the various trades, IS undoubtedly a proper thing for our la
boring population to get; but it can not be imparted successfully as a part of public 
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school instruction without changing the entire character and scope of our public 
school courses. Thev would have to be reduced to a minimum in order to make 
room for the industrial feature. 

So great has been the progress in science and the useful arts in the last half cen
tury, that our public schools, E>ven to teach the most practic;:al things, have to teach 
now in the higher g~·ades a good many things. Fifty years ago the telegraph was 
just finding practical issue from the brain of Jr{orse. Fifty years ago the railroad 
was in its infancy; the steam engine and the locomotive were primitive affairs; some 
of the greatest discoveries in chemistry and physics, and their wonderful applica
tion to the arts were not yet-made. Fifty years ago the three R's were perhaps edu
cationally sufficient for all the practical purposes of life; but now, in the age of the 
telephone and the type-writer, of the marvelous applications of electricity, and the 
achievements of machinery, public school education, even to be m95t severely practi
cal, must necessarily involve more than the traditional three R's of the fathers. To 
make industrial education the chief work .of our public schools, or even a part of 
their work, would cripple or destroy their proper function. It is not their busmess to 
be a feeder of the great labor supply. With industrial education as their main feature, 
they could be nothing else. From that day the masses would· lose forever the oppor
tunity of higher education. That would henceforth be a luxury of the rich only. 

Cut off from the m~ the boon of higher education, take this r.rivilege from the 
children of the people, from your child and my child, from the ch1ld of the laboring 
poor and the mechanic, who constitute 65 per cent. of the enrollment, even in · our 
high schools,* and we take the first step in separating the-people of the country into 
castes as permanent and as sharply defined, if not as numerous, as those of India. 
Such an educational system would be the knell of republicanism. With such a 
system the Declaration of Independence would have been an impossibility, and the 
Revolution would never have occurred. t · · 

· The problem of industrial education must be solved independently of the public 
school. That they should prepare our boys and girls for manual employments is an 
idea horn, originally., of demagogism. It is not their business to make masons, car
penters', blacksmiths and shoemakers, but to instill the habits of mind that will 
make a better mason, a better carpenter, a better blacksmith and a better shoemaker, 
than would be possible without such training. The mind moves the hand. And 
with mind behind them, even the pick, the shovel and the axe are conscious tools. 

All work is honorable. That is a lesson which the young should ever learn; but 
it is also honorable for them to learn tbat those are not the noblest occupations in 
life which call for one unending round of ceaseless daily toil. 

Progress, culture; civilization, happiness, lie in the struggle from the lower to the 
higher forms of labor; from the empire of the hand to the empire of the mind. To 
teach otherwise is to cut off the strongest incentive to a hoy's best effort and a girl's 
highest hope. · 

tTo teach men the practical things of life, w.hich life itself will be sure to teach, 
is not so much education as to train the individual intellect of all, and so to find out 
who are competent to increase the general welfare by occupying the highest 
positions in life. To teach knowledg~ of self. to promote morality and refinement 
through the teaching of self-discipline and self-control, to lead these young human 
souls " to see that the highest, as it is the only permanent, content is to be obtained, 
not by grovelling in the rank and steaming valleys of sense, but by continual striv
ing-towards those high peaks where, resting in eternal calm, reason discerns the 
undefined but bright ideal of the highest Good, 'a cloud by day, a pillar by night.' " 
this, and this only, is education. 

H. C. MISSIMER, 
Principal High Sclwol. 

*For the last two years, the '' rich" and " poor " statistics in the Erie High School, 
are as follows:-

Whole number in attendance-347. 
Number whose parents have no property assessment: 54, or 15.5 per cent. 
From nothing up to $250, 149, or 40.1 per cent. 
From nothing up to $500, 200, or 57.6 per cent. 
From nothing up to $1,000, 213, or 61.1 per cent. 
From nothing up to $1,500, 236, or 68 per cent. 
From $1,500 up to $32,000, 111, or 32 per cent. 

_ tIn an article entitled" Something for the Educationallconoclast," which appeMed 
m " The Academy" for April, 1889, embodying this report, this paragraph was 
added. . 
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~e practical character of the studies in the High School, and tile deg~·ee of popU• 
larity which each enjoys, are shown by the following · 

RANGE OF STUDIES. 

. ne range of studies. for the year 1884-85, with the number pursuing each, is as 
follows: · . . 

Arithmetic,87; Book-keeping,62; Algebra,·127; Geometry, 47. 
· Latin, 93; Greek, 4; German, 155; French, ·18; Rhetoric, 35; English Lite1·ature, 
25; General History, 25; English Grammar, 27. · 

U. S. Constitution, 51; Physical Geography, 142; P.hysiology, 105; Chemistry, 1u; 
.Physics, 24; Geology, 8. . . 

Music, 229; Drawing,147; English Composition, 207: Declamation, 207; General 
Information, 207; Mental Philosophy, 14; Object Teaching, 14; English, 209. 

The range of studies for the year 1885-86, with the number pun.>uing each, is as 
, follows: 

Arithmetic, 107; Book-keeping, 29; Algebra,140; Geometry, 74. 
Latin, 8; Greek, 2; French, 13; German, 159; Rhetoric, 20; English Literature, 

17; General History, 8; English Grammar, 89. 
Physical Geography, 90; Physiology, 70; Chemistry, 42; -Physics, 58; U.S. Consti

tution,89. 
Music, 225; Drawing, 140; English Composition, 218; Declamation, 218; General 

Information, 218; English Authors, 220. 



VIII. 

AN INDICTMENT AGAINST THE AMERICAN SYSTEM OF FREE' 
COMMON SCHOOLS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The free, public, common school has become so thoroughly incor
porated in the lives and thoughts of A_merican communities, that I 
have felt, many times, while collecting. and collating the articles 
which make up tlie present Appendix, that the objection would oc
cur to many readers that it was wholly need~ess and unnecessary to 
encumber this Report with arguments,-however excellent in them
selves and from whatever high authorities,- in support of 'common 
free schools. I confess to having been much surprised when the 
conviction was first forced in upon me that there were still to be 
found, in this free Republic of ours, many who antagonized the whole 
system of public schools. Since that day, however, the antagonism 
of one branch of the church has become patent to all. The children 
of foreign emigrants, who need the Americanizing influence and asso
ciations of common schools to transform them into true Americans, 
are to be sedulously kept from these schools. 

The motives which lead to this action are, however, evident and 
comprehensible. Another class of objectors wete met by Horace 
Mann in his initial efforts to create the system of free common 
schools in Massachusetts, who pleaded that to establish these schools 
at public cost would be an infringement of the rights and liberties 
of the citizen. Their arguments were at that time so thoroucrhly 
answered, tqat they fell into desuetude, and those who urged them 
were long thought to have met with the fate of the Dodo. 

Erroneously believed to be included among the instances of a form 
of government which the holders of one theory of government vig
orously antagonize, these schools of the people have, from time to 
time, been bitterly attacked by political theor1sts and champions, but 
such ·political opposition is generally sporadic and short-lived. These 
schools have been found too securely entrenched in the popular heart, 
to offer a very inviting field for any political missionary opposing 
them, and generally politicians of alllarties vie with each other in 
·urging their own clam1s as friends an supporters of the free com
mon schools. 

Still the recent sudden development of combined effort to build up 
-all over the country the paroch1al schools by preventing attendance 
on the free common schools,-and the fact that old arguments are 
continually revamped and urged, now against all free schools, again, 
against particular classes of free schools, or against particular studies; 
all go-to warn the friends of free schools that the" price" they must 
pay for them, is no less than that set by the martyr patriot on Lib
erty,-" ETERNAL VIGILANCE. " 

Each generation needs to know on what an enduring basis of rea
son and necessity these schools rest, in order that they may suffer no 
~arm. It was for this reason that the preceding papers were here 
mserted. 
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We come· now to a very different paper, which is here giv.en m 
full. This paper is given, -primarily, to show that the oppositiqn to 
free schools is not merely an obsolete, traditionary theory, but reaily 
exists and finds advocates to-day. 

While this Report has been passing through the press the striking 
· book, entitled " Industrial Liberty," from which the following paper, 
comprising an entire chapter, is taken, has appearec!. The entire 
chapter is here quoted in order that the author may state · his case 
with all the fullness given in his own volume; otherwise, for the 

'purposes of this Report, most of his references to the Church, and 
to the Freedmen, might as well have been omitted, and only the ex
tracts, directly applying to the free common schools given. Perhaps 
it should also be stated that none of the ' ' cross heads" ap~ear in Mr. 
Bonham's book-they have been inserted here by the editor of this 
Report. · 

In this work the author treats of important and timely to~ics in a 
forcible ·and often original manner; and, in many cases, .as It seem!! 
to me, far more successfully than he has done in the chapter ~uoted. 
He recogniZes the changes wrought by the discovery and utilization 
of the new forces of steam and electricity, with the inevitable accom
panying turmoil and. complications incident to the tremendous re- . 

· adjustments of industries and conditions, which have been thereby 
necessitated, all over the civilized world; but he maintains that; 
principles remain, and that the outcome must be in 'accordance with 
the ordered laws of mental acti9n, of true political economy, and of 
human liberty, concerning all of which he is hopeful. He seems in .. 
clined to carry his. theories to their logical results with all the theo .. 
rist's careless disregard of present conditions or consequences-[~ 
characteristic common alike to the medireval expounders of theol
ogy and to the professors of the so-called science of political econ
omy in this nineteenth century. Such comments as seem called 

_ for by his chapter on common schools will here follow 'that chapter. 

THE AMERICAN SYSTEM OF F'Ef,EE COMMON SCHOOLS AS CHAL. 
LENGED, CRITICIZED AND CONDEMNED IN A RECENT VOLUME.* 

CHAPTER X. 

PATERNAL GoVERNMENT-continued. 

Definition of pater!!alism-Tbe common.schoolsystem-Origin of the system and the results to civil 
l7,11tion promised by Its advocates-The results after fifty years of trial-Its antagonism to the prin. 
ciples of industrial liberty. 

From the conditions described in the preceding chapter as the causes of patemal .. 
ism, we may by generalization make such a definition of :vatemal government, in 
contradistinction to the government of self-dependence, as will enable us in this 
respect, to measure the usual charactet· of our current legislation. 

That government is paternal which in any way erects or creates obstacles tend
ing to interfere with the industrial incentives and equal political rights of the citi· 
zen, or which fails to prevent the creation of such obstacles, or to remove any ~X· 
isting ones. · 

Under this rule a government is paternal: first, when it supports or recognizel: 
any political or industrial class; as, for example, when it supports a tariff for protec .. 
tion, because it . thereby necessarily confers industrial privileges upon one class at 
the expense of another. 

* Industrial Liberty, by John M. Bonham. New York and London: G. P. Put
man's Sons. The Knickerbocker Press. 1888. Pp. 414. 
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Second, when it permits any quasi-public corporation to make discriminations 
between citizen and citizen, or to interfere in any way with their equal industrial 
rights. . 'b . f . .., to be d . . t f . Third, when 1t exacts contn ut1pns rom 1ts m.,zens use m m er ermg 
with the family relation, and endeavoring to regulate and mould human faculties; 
as is illustrated in what is called the common-school system. 

Fourth, .when, through the legislature or the courts, it interferes with the equal
ity and sanctity ~f contract, either by attempting to impart to the obligations of 
1;he government the qualitv of legal-tender, or by establishing any priority of lien 
for any industrial or special class. · 

Fifth, when it engages directly or i "'ldirectly in any industry in competition with 
the individual citizen, where the motive for such industry is profit. 

A NON-PATERNAL GOVERNMENT DEFINED. 

' 
· On the other hand,. a government is not paternal: first, in providing for the super 

vision and control of all of its artificial creations, such as the quasi-public corpora. 
tions, whenever the powers granted to such creations may in any way affect the 
political or industria:! right of tl:ul citizen. · . · · 

. Second, in undertaking to do those administrativ.e acts for the whole public which 
may ·not be done by the individual, but which are necessary for the whole public 
advantage, and· which therefore conduce to the well-being of all of the citizens; 
such, for instance, as the regulation of weights and measures; the coinage of money; 
the establishment and supP,Ort of the army and navy, including the governmental 

' care of the soldiers and srulors who have been disabled in service; the maintenance 
of ~he necessary fortifications for defence; the administration of the civil service; 
arid the assessment and collection of taxes for the suppcwt of the government. . 

Third, in providing for the regulation of the manufacture and we of intoxicants 
and poisons; for the prevention of the adulteration of food; fo•· the preservation of 

. the peace; fm· the government of the Indian tribes; and for the prevention of inter
ference by the criminal and defective classes with the industrial and political right. 
of the citizen. 

It will thus be seen, in a general way, that what distinguishes a non-paternal 
government from a paternal one is that the former does not in any case tolerate any 
interference with the equal industrial incentives, the equal political right, or the 
freedom and sanctity of contract of the citizen; while the latter not only tolerates 
but fosters such interference. • 

As I have already discussed protection and indicated its paternal character, I will 
not; therefore, consider it here. 

Having also considered the relation of the quasi-public corporation to the State, I 
will only say with ref~rence to the paternal phase of it, that a govermnent which 
permits a quasi-public corporation to do anything that is paternal must itself be a 
paternal government; for the non-paternal government cannot permit the exercise 
of pa,ternal powers. If, then, there exists in a corporate franchise any element of 
paternal power incident to the exercise of that franchise, it must be the duty of the 
non-paternal government which created it, to hold such cot·poration within the non
paternal bound; and in order to do this, it must be able to supervise its management. 
No act that is necessary to accomplish this purpose can be construed to be paternal, 
because the whole scope and intention of.such act is to prevent patemalism. 

THE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEM ILLUSTRATES THE EVILS OF PATERN.A.LIShl . . 
'' I come now to consider and discuss more particularly that instance of paternalism, 

which is noted above as next in order to the two last mentioned, ·namely, thecmn
mon school system. I choose to discuss this in order to show that in a free govern
ment there can be no paterna-lism whatever, however beneficent its aim or however 
be~eficent its immediate results. I think it may be shown not only that wholesome 
le~lation cannot depend upon the beneficent design of its origip.ators; but that if 
~egt~lation is paternal in its character, the loftiness of the sentiment which inspires 
1t m il not in the least degree mitigate its evil political consequences. Indeed, that 
a policr which ostensibly promises wholesome results, but whose ultimate results 
are vic1ous, is far more dangerous than one which bears iniquity upon its face; since 
the former is the more likely to receive general acquiescence and support. 

I ~ow that it 'vill seem ungracious to very many that one should undertake to 
question a system which has so many plen.sing sentiments about it, and upon which 
.there rests so much honest hope for the future of the race - a system which with 
many constitutes a panacea for all political ancl moral ills. But ungracious as this 
challenge may seem, if it leads to wholesome conclusions it must become manifest 
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that it has seemed ungracious.only because it has disturbed illusions. To determine 
whether legisllj.tion really supportS and furthers civiliZation, it must be measured 
by the judgm.e'nt and the intellect, not by the sentiments or the emotions. It is the· 
first duty of a reformer to see that in his attempts at reforming any existing evils 
his reform does not tend to interfere with persistent natural laws. It is his duty to 
oontemplate di.Eq>assionately and analytically not only those things which the pro
posed legislation is intended to achieve, but what it will achieve-those remote:!;' 
JSSues wl}.ich his movement will set up, and also the Collateral issues which it affects: 
Any political system, therefore, for which permanency is claimed can only properly 
be measured by taking into view the farthest-reaching consequences which we by 
any possibility are capable of discernlD:g. 

EVILS OF THE SYSTEM STATED INFERENTIALLY. 

A great deal df the sacredness which surrounds the common-school system, in the 
minds of most, comes from the assumption that it is .a process of enlightenment 
which will, in some way or other, compel the advance of civilization. 

If this assumption be not borne out by the resultant facts, this sacredness must 
disappear. If 1t be found upon examination that the .methods of this system are 
artilicial, that they tend to unify rather than to diversify and recognize existing 
diversity in the human intellect, it must thereupon be admitted that to the. extent 
they do this at least they do not accomplish a wholesome result. If the general 
growth of civilization does not depend so much upon knowledge derived from books 
as upon industrial training and education derived from association, and if the study 
of bOolis is artificially pressed and does not of itself produce a natural or a wholesome 
result upon the race, then, judged by the sum of its results, the system is not answer-
ing the purpose of those who suppor~ it. . . · 

EVILS· STATED DIRECTLY. 

The objections to this system may be thus indicated in their natural· order: First, 
that it is inconsistent with the principles of a free ~overnment to enforce a policy 
which begins with an unequal exaction from the c1tizen-a policy which declares 
that .A sball be responsible for the schooling of l ls offspring, and that part of A's in
dustry shall be exacted from him for this purpose; second, that it is likewise incon
sistent for the government, by arbitrary interference, to. assilme the father's duty; 
and third, that it is likewise inconsistent for the government to seek by an ·artificial 
effort to unify those facuities which natw-e has made diverse. The thesis is that such 
a policy must in the sum of its consequences deteriorate the freedom and well-be
ing of the race. 

ANALOGIES TRACED BETWEEN EVILS OF A STATE CHURCH AND THE COMMON 
SCHOOL SYSTEM ! 

The common-school system, in its influence upon secular life,exhibits some points 
of close resemblance to that influence which was exhibited in the province of re
ligious life by the Church, when the Church and the State were united, with this 
difference, that in the common-school s'stem the influence which it is intended to 
exert is primarily upon the secular a1farrs of life, with the incidental hope of pro
ducing a higher qualitv of morals. It is thus secular and ethical. On the other 
hand, the influence that the Church aimed to exert, was primarily upon the spirit
ual faculties. Each of these systems, however, assun1ed alike the beneficence of 
the end as a warrant fbr its existence. This was the supreme motive for their being; 
and their advocates a.re equally averse to a. passionless examination of the disasters 
·which the systems entail. In the common-school system the influence exerted is 
upon the general intellect; with the Church, the influence which was exerted was 
upon the moral and the spiritual faculties. In each case the supreme beneficence 
of the motive is set forth to forbid all careful inquiry into the methods. The 
Church, armed with the power of the State, reasoned, if its premises be conceded, 
with unanswerable logic. It set forth that immortal life was of far more conse
quence than the vanishing affairs of this world, that therefore that life must re
ceive the greatest thought and attention of all men, even to the exclusion of the 
concerns of this life; that as a religion was essential for each indiv.idual, a rigorous 
creed must be formulated to keep the ignorant from error; that truth, being a unity, 
nlust be a.ssured in uniformity and so accepted-, and to insure this uniformity there 
1nust be one authority to enforce this acceptance. This authority, assumed to be 
direct from God, must be accepted without question, in its unity, for the eternal 
welfare of eaoh individual. Nothing can be more sacred than the office of the men 
who were thus tQ accomplish and preserve this one faith for hump.nity . In the 
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purer day~ of the Chureh its teachers were thoroughly imbued with the belief that 
they wert' the divinely appoin~d agents of Heaven for thus securing the highest 
·hope of the race. By the sanctity of their lives, by their personal abnegation, they 
i.llustrated the beauty of this unified faith; and when occasion arose, by their martyr
dom they sealed it with their blood. It is impossible to conceive of an ideal higher 
than theirs, or of aims more beneficent. But their aims were false, and the means 
which were employed as their power grew, instead of tending to eleva~ the politi- . 
cal condition of mankind, w.ea.kened and degraded it. Thus the Church with its 
authority made man a dependant and not a. freeman. The uniform faith which it 
exacted in all details tended to make him but a part of a machine. Uniformity in 
belief and in practice was enforced; religion became not a matter of individual 
conviction from within, for individual conviction was intolerable, l:iut something 
which must be impressed froxq without, and which could be forced into uniformity · 
to the gain of eternal salvation even if at the sacrifice of human freedom. 

No one who is acquainted with the enthusiastic efforts of the first leaders of the 
free-school movement can doubt the earnestness of their convictions, the loftiness 
of their purpose, the philanthropy of their aims. Even in their official reports there 
is a certain verve which marks them as enthusiasts almost to a. spiritual degree. 
Great. however, as were thei.t· aims, they were not greater than those high aspirations 
which characterized the efforts of ths heroes of the early Church and which tended 
to make man wretched and degraded. · 

The wodd for ages bore the yoke of ecclesiastical unity more or less submissively, 
based as it was upon the assumed conditions of salvation. The processes for pro
ducing that unity grew more and more exacting as the authority increased and 
took to itself tholje vices which ever accompany the possession of power confident 
of its domination. This COI;ltinued until these processes became intolerable. Man
kind came at last to realize the utter injustice of the situation, notwithstanding its 
front of such se.eming beneficence. It is not flattering to the wisdom of the race to 
note the manner in which this realization came about. It was not throu~h intel
ligent examination, but mainly by dynamic inflences that men found the evil results 
of Church rule. The maxim long since learned and forgotten, relearned and then 
again forgotten, Re.~ nol-unt diu maladministrari, expresses the eternal failure pf 
artifice to work against nature, and the disasters which- must accompany such fail
ure. When the leading countries of .western civilization realized their condition, 
they threw off the yoke. Taught by bitter experience, they learned at length that, 
deat as the unified faith might be, essential as many still continued to think it, 
all faith must thenceforth be treated as a matter of individual conviction, not to be 
dictated. by the authority of a council: that the variety of moral and spiritual facul
ties must be accepted as a fact, in order that greater human libertY." should be assured . 
. When this was accomplished, it was found not only that spintual health did not 
depend upon the old conditions, not only that humanity could not be raised by being 
constrained, but that real moral and political health were one; that they could not 
~xist in political slavery, and that both spiritual and temporal welfare flourished best 
m political freedom,- in recognition of the variety of thf:l moral and spiritual facul
ties and the impossibility of reducing them to uniformity. 

I say it took ages to realize that freedom was thus smothered under the power of 
a hierarchy; that freedom was thus repressed by the very sublimity of the aims of 
that hierarchy. We had hardly arriveaat this realization when, moved by the same 
desire for good in the intellectual field that the early Church had exhibited in there-

·· ligious field, we instituted the free-school system. Thus we began to forget the great 
lesson, and to lose the high vantage ground of history. The high-priests of the com
mon-school system took the children from the l)riests of the. Church, who had been 
attempting to cast men, women, and children into a spiritual and moral mould, and 
proceeded, though with some modifications of method, in the attempt to cast their 
~inds in other artificial moulds. It may take ages for us to learn that however de
strable true education may be, it can only properly be acquired and can only pro
mote freedom in accordance with the law of freedom. 

STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSES ..L'<D METHODS OF HORACE MANN. 

Horace Mann has been regarded as the father of the common-school system. He 
~tarted with the postulate, which I have indicated, that a system of uniform teach
~n.g, from uniform books, by uniform methods, was necessarily beneficial and civil
tzmg.. Having satisfied himself of thP. truth of this postulate, he threw his whole soul 
and l~fe into a work which, being thus philantrophic, he believed in the end to be Yir
tuous. He justified almost .every means for the attainment of the end. He de
plored. any attempt. at variety of instruction, and said that " the multiplicity of 
books m the schools emba1Tasses all kinds of instruction." He said that " money 
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for the more liberal payment of teachers waa to be won from the pockets of the 
wealthy by per&uasion or e.xacted by law." He expressed· the opinion that existing 
school-houses were insufficient, -and were to be swept away from the State by ·~ ap
peals to duty, to decencx, to :Paternal love; by rebuke oi by ridicule; by any means 
not absolutely criminal. ' In the progress of his work he soon came to find that. w bat 
he called his "vigorous reformatory measures" aroused opposition; that those whom 
he designated as "the penurious" would resist taxation; that " ·the slumberers 
would beat away the disturbers of their peace"; that "the .lovers of caste would.re-

. pel the companionship of their social inferiors "; that" all malcontents would unite 
to commend the old as time-hallowed and safe, and to condemn the neow as utopian 

· and dangerous." . 
One of the first discouragements in the Rrogress of the system was public indif

ference, which caused the non-attendance of pupils. Mann called this " a sad chap:
ter in the year-book of the schools."• While he saw a slight inlpl'Ovement from year 
to year, he thought the "disease" too chronic and deep-seated to yield to anything 
but energetic treatment, and entertained hope that a government which had passed 
quarantine laws to prevent the importation of physical disease would soon advance 
so far in wisdom as to enact similar legislation to overcome what he called "the 
igno1·ant and vicious abandonment of children and youth;" and he maintained that 
until this was done, it was the duty of all officers connected with the cause of edu
cation to expose, with stem fidelity, the delinquency of parents who neglected to 
send their children to the schools provided for them. 

Maim.was ready to emplo;r the power of the government to carry out his system, 
in ita application to human mtellect, to its logical conclusions. If lie had been pos
sessed of the surgical power necessary to mould human faculty into exact unitr., he 
would have produced a fine unifonnity-but what 'would have become of civiliza
tion? He assumes the wl)ole process of nature to be artificial-the result of some 
mechanism. He makes thiS meclial).ism an attribute of divinity and says: "At a 
vast distance, but still in imitation of the divine processes, does man proc~d for 
the completion of every work of his hands." He further says: "Supposing matter 
to have been created by the fiat of the Almighty, a substantial and beautiful analogy 
may be traced between the methods pursued by the Creator and the creature in the 
formation of the works of their hands." And· with the rapt ·soul of a seer he de
clares that '' under· the proviaence of God our means of education are the grand 
machinery by which the 'raw material' of human nature can be worked up into in
ventors ami discoverers, into skilled artisans and scientific farmers, into scholars 
and jurists, into founders of benevolent institutions and the great expounders of 
ethical and theological science."* · 

In all this process of reasonin~ he never endeavored to work out, as a problem, 
what type of social structure this machinery would ultimately l?roduce. With the 
postulate that artificial edupation was a ~ood tlllng, he was mainly occupied with 
proximate results, and depended upon h1s imagination to forecast the general con
sequences. His conclusion was that if it were possible for all to be equally educated 
it would be wholesome; and by education he meant a process of mind-craDliDing 
with uniform books, the necessary result of . which would be to take those who were 
thus educated away from the conditions of life to which they were. best adapted. 
He failed to see that such an education of the masses was not a differentiation of 
faculty, but tended to a unification inevitably hostile to general progress.t With a 
thorough faith in his philanthropic ideas, he thinks and says that true statesman
ship consists "in organizing these ideas into a system and then putting that system 
into operation as a mechanic does a machine." t · 
---·------ ·----·- ------------------

*"Twelfth Annual Report of the Board of Education of Massachusetts," together 
with" The. Report of the Secretary of the Board, Boston, 1849," p. 88 

t Nor is it alone with this leader that the results of such mechanical unification are 
regarded·as wholesome. The pulpit also creates ita utopias and assumes that healthy 
growth may arise from mere beneficence of intention. Mr. Savage, in one of his 
sermons says: 

" Our common graded school system of to-day starts with the idea that every boy 
who begins in the lowest class in the primary department, if he follows the system 
clear through, will · ultimately land at Harvard. It is a pathway that leads up 
through all the grades, and is completed only there. Now, I believe it would Lc 
well, thoroughly, r-andly well, if all the children could follow that pathway f1·om 
beginning to end.' (See" Social Problems," by M. J. Savage, Boston, 1886, p . 149. 

This seems very much like assuming that if all the childrt>n could be more thor
oughly schooled by a system which tends towards uniform'mt>ntal results, mankind, 
having at length lost their diversity of faculty, would still remain civilized. 

t "Twelfth Annual Report of the Board of Education of Massachusetts," p. 37. 
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SUMMARY OF WRONGS INFLICTED BY THE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEM. 

The mind 'vhich thus conceived the effect of this system to be necessarily whole
some because it was the intention that it should be wholesome, could not possibly 
be apprehensive of any danger in uniform books and uniform methods. Such minds 
are not apt to consider, that among free people, exactions from one man or set of 
men to support the children of another man or set of men can have any elements of 
wrong in them, or that there can be any element of wrong in substituting the 
State'!'! interference for the true paternal duty of the father of the family. Nor do 
they see that there will be likely to be a weakening of the bond of paternal love, 
and at the same time a loosening of the bond of citizenship, through the assump
tion bl the State of the fa~her's duty. Nor will they be likely to apprehend that, 
in thetr "ridicule" and "rebuke" of the father they are casting contempt upon 
political liberty. Nor do they see anything wrong in seeking to bring the father 
and the child under the criminal law for re:.isting such interference with the natu
ral and true paternal relation. 

MANN'S METHODS SIMILAR TO THOSE OF MEDLEV AL PRIESTS. 

Mann had no more doubt that he was right than had the medireval priests, and he 
was therefore ready to assert the power of the State in behalf of his system and 
to exert any means that. as he said, were not absolutely criminal, just as the ruedi
mval priests employed the power of the State to enforce the assumptions of the 
Church. And so he sought to exercise absolutism under the form of democracy. 
He doubtless would have resented with indignation any imputation of the narrow
ness or intolerance of Puritanism. Nevertheless he had simply rejected the shell 
and was retaining the substance. Thus one may fancy himself to be a freeman, 
and ;ret,- in dea ling with his political equals, possibly unconsciously to himself, be 
seekmg to exercise over them a despotism. While assuming superior knowledge of 
the laws of nature, he is thus asserting this knowledge by a breach of those very 
laws. A large degree of the evil done in this world is from the vicious notion of 
a sense of one's duty tp exert a power which has no foundation in right, but for 
which a right is assumed in some supernatural way. 

WRONGS INFLICTED BY FREE PUBLIC SCHOOLS RECAPITULATED. 

I therefore repeat the thesis, that it is an assumption and not a right by which 
a majority does the initia l wrong of reaching into the pockt>t of one citizen and 
taking part of the fruits of his industry, in order to accomplish the second wrong 
of thrusting the arm of the government into the family of another, to lift from his 
shoulders the paternal duty; and then to do the third wrong of attempting to sub
stitute for that patE-rnal duty the process of making the minds of children uniform. 
The process is fouuded in injustice; it is against equal liberty; it is against the funda
mental law of nature, and therefore it cannot work a penuanent ~ood. With all 
of its assumption of beneficence it turns out to be a sin against ci \'ihzation. 

THE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEM IS SOCIALISTIC. 

The advocate of the State's control in the common-school system reasons directly 
in the line of modern socialism. He cannot logically find fault with the socialist, 
since between them there is only a difference of degree and not of kind. Both 
start with the belief that a majority in a free government has the right to take 
from one man the fruits of his industry and give them to another man who has not 
helped to produce those fruits. Exacting from one citizen the means to educate 
anotber's child is only a modification of the process of exactins- from one to fm
nish bread to another. This system only illustrates the assumptiOn of the power to 
take all the fruits of human industry and to divide them, not in accordance with 
the rule by which they were acquired, not in recognition of any degree of skill, 
energy, or thrift, but by distributing t hese fruits to t hrifty and thriftless alike, and 
calling such a distribution an equal one. It is a process which makes the govern
ment a huge, mysterious, asomatous concern, endowed with omnipotence to ac
complish physical and moral impossibilities. 
. In the C';'Se of the common-school system, these evils are so hidden that they are 
llnpercepttble to most people, and even when they are perceived they seem, to 
many, to be greatly overbalanced by what appears to bo t he resultant good. Let us 
see whether this is the case. If the father of a family has any duties of mainte
n.an~ and education to perform for his children, ·<Joes the government by its artifi
Cial mterference in undertaking to pet·form t hese services for him improve his sense 
<>f duty? Does it enlarge his sense of rcspon~ibility to h is family whlm it takP.'l a 
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part of that resp6nsibility from his shoulders? And '7hat is, if possible, more im
portant t9 th~ well-being of society, qoes the artificial education-given, not in 
accordance with individual adaptation, but by an unbending rule - .necessarily ben
efit the object of. solicitude, the person assumed to be educated? When the recipi
ent of this mis-education is sent fox:th inte the world, if, as is surely not impossible, 
he is educated to a distaste for the work which lies about him, is ii. to be wondered 
at, that he should look to the government for further assistance? Has he not some 
sort of warrant for his expectation that the government which has already extended 
-personal assistance will continue it? If this government h!IS made him less capa
ble of doing for himself, why should it not fumish to him an occupation congenial 
to tastes which it has created in him? Or else, why should it not furnish to him 
the means of subsistence, siuce it has ·made him less capable of finding them for 
himself? Then why should it not seize the fruits of industry with the same pater
nal hand by which it before seized part of them, and m:~ke a new distribution? 
Wherever, as Mann puts it, "under the providence of God our means of education 
are the grand machinery by which the 'raw material' of human natw·e is worked 
U,P," these means are a machinery set in motion to brin&" out a more or less artifi
Cial product. While the industrial incentive may be stimulated by some element 
of discontent in the individual's existing condition, yet there is a point at which 
discontent produces nothing but hopelessness. There are kinds of artificial educa
tion, therefore, which defeat their object; and those ·wh.ich aim at uniformity a re 
of such kinds. Place a man by sur.h education face to face with what is unattain
able to him and he is educated away from his natural aptitudes. You have taken 
from him the ambition to acquire, and have thus given him a burden to carry with 
him through life. You may make a tramp or a wild theorist of him; but the work 
of life for which he was fitted by nature remains undone so far as he is concerned. 
Instead of being a producer, he becomes only a consumer; instead of a promoter, 
he becomes an interrupter of civilization. He adds to the number of those who 
sur.charge the activi;ies instead of increasing them. These are but some of the re
sults of the artificial procrustean method; and even if we assume that such methods 
of instruction may be improved by adaptation to the individual case, yet there are 
fatal vices which still remain in the system. The principles of equal justice and 
equal liberty are violated in the exacti<m by which the system comes mto being, 
and by marrin~ incentive through performance by the government of a duty which 
belongs to the mdividual. These principles cannot be taught in any school created 
by government aid, because there is a necessary violation of them in the very 
establj.shment of the system which produces such school. The true incentive of 
the freeman can never be cultivated where self-dependence is violated by taking 
the duty from the shoulders of him who should perform it and placing that duty 
where it does not belong .. As long, therefore, as the common-school system, even 
under any reformation that may be made in its educational methods. remains a 
State system, exacting the fruits of labor and marring the incentive both of the 

. parent and of the citizen who is taxed to school the parent's child, it cannot be 
wholesome, for it necessarily mars that which Carlyle has aptly called the highest 
of all human possessioi!5: Self-help. In view of all this negation it may naturally 
be asked: " Is education to be abandoned? Are the children to be permitted to 
grow up in ignorance? Are the negroes with their defective sense of duty to be 
left to themselves to go backwards?" But the answer to it all is that 1·eal educa
tion in a free State must necessarily rest upon the fundamental principles of free
dom, the eqmi.l right of the individual, and of the .preservation by the consensus 
of freemen of the equal incentives of life. It is by his surrounding conditions that 
each man is individually stimulated to emulate h.is neighbor, and not by legislative 
mandate, ·not by any artificial process which undertakes through mechanism to 
make him as good as his neighbor. It is the conditions about him which move him 
to skill, and the incentive cannot be supplied by any other means. Similarly it is 
his surroundings which stimulate a man to better education. The motives which 
impel the individual to this accomplishment arise from a disposition to better his 
position. They are spontaneous; they come from within. They arise from his sense 
of necessity -imparting to him an ambition to advance his children beyond his 
own accomplishment, and yet in this advancement to preserve the paternal rela
tion. No artificial w eaus can supply tlus motive. 

. . 
THE EFFORT OF THE INDIVIDUAL PARENT THE ONL"Y: HOPE OF THE RACE. 

The only source, therefore, to which we can look for the improvement of the rar e 
through education or any other means is that which comes from the effort of tho 
parent, promoted by his surroundini-,>"B, in behalf of his child. Here the growth is 
healthful; it is based upon the principles of a free government and up01i the nat-
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ural relation of parent and child. It may be helped by the suggestion or persua
sion of others, or it may arise, as I have said, from the necessities of surroundil;lg 
circumstances- those great agents of spontaneous growth,-but no man-made 
system can create or force it, and the whole office of a free government i.s fulfilled 
in preserving the surrounding conditions in accord with natural Jaws. No man 
can have his incentive stimulated by the effort of the government to do that for 
him which it is hi'3 first duty as a citizen to do for himself. Not only can normal 
incentive , not be thus stimulated, but it can never be ct·eated by governmental com
pulsion. 

When, then, the advocate of the modern educational methods says, for instance: 
"As we have given the· negro hi.s freedom, we must therefore take charge of his 
education," the proper answer would seem to be that the negro has not received his 
freedom so long as any part of the people, under the authority of the government, 
coddle him with paternal care; that he can only have his freedom when he h as 
~ual right assured; that i.s only a freedom to him when it i.s freedom to do for 

- himself, and that this cannot be assured by tha)l.ssumption of any superior political 
right to control or direct him, even though such control or direction be intended for 
hi.s advantage. By the amendment to the Constitution the negro was brought 
within the terms of the common agreement for political eq_uality. It i.s for all the 
parties to that agreement to see that this equality is recogruzed as well on account 
of the negro as for its preservation to all. 

When such advocate undertakes to point out what we owe, the natural inquiry is, 
who are the " w.~ " upon whom this assumption of duty rests ? So far as can be dis
cerned the term designates a set of people who fancy that those who llie called " the 
masses" are in some way their wards; that they have a duty derived, not from the · 
common agreement, but from Heaven, by which they assume to make these " masses" 
think and act not for themsehTes, but in certain lines prescribed by their assumed 
political superiors. It is this class constituting the " we " who took the negro after 
the war and undertook to keep him under a kind of servitude by protecting him 
through a paternal government; who, presumably for hi.s own good, sought to 
teach hi,m dependence upon the government for everything and dependence upon 
himself for little or nothing; with the utmost benevolence of motive they under
took to make for hin1 a social equality by enacting a law for this purpose. They 
established a bank for him, which collected his earnings, and permttted them to be 
abstracted. They threw around him artificial conditions which prevented him from 
realizing that he must depend upon himself to establish his freedom. They sought 
to make him vote properly,-which meant that he should vote as they would have 
him; and whenever he resented. this effort, they tabooed him as an ingrate . . They 
sent well-meaning citizens to live with him and educate llinl into dependence. J ust 
as the sense of duty arose in their breasts their views of his true freedom declined. 
When at last, after 1·epeated efforts followed by failuxe, the Southern States were 
thrown uv._on themselves to work out theit· problem as self-governing republics, the 
freedman s condition underwent a change. Whilst it must be confessed that in 
many respects he bas not obtained his full right; that there are many instances in 
which he has fared illv enough in his efforts at self-preservation and self-depend
ence, nevertheless, I thlnk no one can make a dispassionate comparison between his 
condition under the paternal band of tile government and that condition which has 

· existed since tltis paternalism ceased, without concluding that whatever acts of in
justice have been committed against him, his condition has improved and that he 
has steadily moved towards self-dependence through the lifting of the hand of the 
paternal government from ~im. Thrown upon Jus own resources, there was noth
mg for him but to depend upon himself, and with the spirit of self-dependence that 
h!IS therefore grown he has gained lar~ely in individual freedom. His value as a 
c1tizen is far better appreciated both in tts political and in its industrial aspects, the 
recognition of his political 1i~hts is far more vivid than when the government 
undertook to direct his industl'les and to create for him social rights. This growth 
is exhibited e~erywhere in the strength of the negro himself; and it constitutes one 
of the most prejplant comments upon the failure of govermenta,l paternalism. 
No~withstandmg the failure which has characterized this paternalism, notwith

standin_g the bettered condition of the freedman, the superserviceable efforts at his 
pro~tion have not ceased. They still continue in the effort to employ the surplus 
whtch hM !Jeen exacted from the industries of the nation, in the pursuit and enlarge
~ent of th1s false system of education. The effort is but an example of the disp:>si
tion of paternalism to return to the field of its past failure, to pursue in a ruodtfied 
fort;n those ~eans which in the past have produced results the very opposite to those 
which were mtended. 
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INCREASE OF IDIOTS AND INSANE, DUE TO COMMON . SCHOOLS. 

Turning to statiStics we mar observe that, 80 far as they can be taken to indicate 
the infiuence of the common-school system upon the moral, the physical, and the in
dustrial growth of ,the country, they are not reassuring. I do not mean to say that all 
untoward results are chargeable to the common-school system; most evils are to be 
attributed to mixed and multiplied causes. Nevertheless, as this system has been di
rect and potent in the artificial moulding of the human faculty within the past fifty 
years, I think it may fairly be said that if in that time there has been a continued 

. !owe~~ of t~e standard of ~ivilizatio:a;t, a part of the responsibility f?r the p~gress 
m this direction must be attributed to 1t. If there has been a marked mcrease, m the 
l'roportion of idiots and msane to the proportion!Lte growth of population noticeable 
m those States in which the free-school system was most extensively organized and 
operated, a part at least of the fact of this growth may appropriately be attributed 
to the infiuence of this system. If there has been a notable increase of discontent in 
the industrial field, any artificial condition which would tend to produce disturb
ance of the normal incentives, which would tend from its qualities to produce diScon
tent, would probably have its share of responsibility for that discontent; and when 
the State has by a system cultivated dependence instead of clearing away the hin
drances to SP.lf-help, it is reasonable to expect to find in statistics 110me of the effect.<~ 
of this process.* In a natural order of things it is necessity which stimulates man 
~labor, and when this necessity is removed by the State, the stimulus ceases to 
operate. The same law which in indiscriminate alms-giving tends to jncrease pau
perism, also operat-es in causing all artilicial efforts which interfere with incentive to 

·Jlroduce a deterioration of it. We have for some time been slowly coming to real
IZe that distributing doles indiscriminately to the poor tendS to the creation of pro
fessional. paupers; but we have not yet come to realize fully this same tendency as 
applicable to wl1at we call education. We are apt to fancy that the same law does 
not prevail in both cases; but this is because in the latter instance its operation is 
more indirect. It does operate, however , and if more insidiously and mdirectly, 
all the more dangerously and at last the more pot-ently on that account; and it is with 
a .view to show this working that I present these statistics. The poor girl whose 
capacities and taste tend to make her an efficient servant for the household, cannot 
justly be educated to play the piano, since su<' h education only tends to give her a dis
like for earning her livelihood; jn pla<'-e of inc(lntive, it produces inaptitude and dis
content; and it is repeat ed instances of this which tend t o swell the volume of exist
ing discontent. We may reasonably look to statistics to indicate these violations of 
principle. · 

I am well aware that conclusions derived from a comparison or contrast beht·een 
the census of one decade and that of another are not to be unreser vedly accepted. 
One who has taken an important official part in gathering government statistics ~Us 
us that not all statistics . are to be relied upon; that there is a class of facts which, 
from the nature.·of things, can rarely be ascertained with accuracy. He places 
those which relate to physical, mental and moral conditions in tllis class. t I am 

*:Mr. Joseph B. Marvin, of Washington, makes the following deductions from mi 
examination of the United States censuses. from 1850 to 1880: 

" Comparison of the statistics of the defective and delinquent classes in the United 
States for the period from 1850 to 1880 with the statistic!! of the public schools for 
the same period, disclose a certain distinct and uniform reciprocal relation betwet!n 
the number of !fefective and delinquent classes and the number of public-school 
attendants. 

" During the period from 1850 to 1880 the school attendance a little more than 
doubled, while the number of defective 1,1ersons-idiots, insane, blind, and deaf 
mutes-was five times as great in 1880 as m 1850. 

"In New En~land, where the ratio of school attendance has been the largest, the 
mtios of defective and delinquent classes have been the largest. 

"Although the ratio of the defective classes to the population is still the greatest 
in the New England States, yet this ratio has only trebled dw·ing the thirty years 
between 1850 and 1880, while it has q_uadrupled in certain Western and Southern 
States where the ratio of attendance m the public schools has increased most mp· 
idly in that period. 

'' The ratio of idiots and insane to the population is greater in the State of V cr-
mont than in any other State in the Union. 

"The ratio of pauper!! is greatest in New Hampshire. 
"The ratio of criminals in prison is greatest in Massachuset-ts." . 
t "Problems of the Census," an address before the American Social Science Asso· 

ciation, by CaiToll D. Wright, Presi<hm~ pf th!;l A.s~ocia~on~ Sarato~a, De9. 5, Hl87. 
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aware too that it has been shown that in the State of Massachusetts the statistics 
of imP<>rta'nt criminal institutions comprised in one census were not comprised in 
another: a circumstance which led to mistakes by those who have ·endeavored to 
make deductions by compariSon. · 

PRISON STATISTICS, 

There is another class of statistics which is derived from a record of 8()Jl1e ol the 
State penitentiaries, showing the characteristi<:lS, extent of common schooling, ante• 
cedents, and occupations of the prisonen~. There is some inadequac;r doubtless in 
the usual deductions from thl'.'le also, due to the fact that the data m themselves 
are not sufficient to show with exactness the influence of schooling upon the crim· 
Diinal classes, because in order to show this accurately it would be necessary to 
know the propqrtion which exists in the State between the sehooled and the un~ 
schooled. TheSe statistics are, notwithstanding this, important as showing-the pro· 
portion of convicts who have learned trades and the proportion who have attended 
pubijc and private schools; and in this respect; it seems to me, the figures are both 
Impressive and significant. The criminals in the State peniteQtiaries are likely to 
represent fairly the general criminal-class; and the statiStics concerning them are 
liliely to indicate some of the influences of educational methods in this connection. 
The reports from the Eastern Penitenti;u-y of Pennsylvania seem to furnish more 
complete and detailed information than those of any other penitentiary in the coun· 
try, and it is to these therefore that I will mainly refer. The report of the Board of 
Inspectors of this penitentiary for 1886, says: 

. "Of the 552 convicts received during the year, 873 had attended public school, 104 
attended private school, a nd 75 had never attended any school. 

" Of the 55.2 convicts received, 39 had acquired trades by apprenticeship, 10 were 
apprenticed but left before tirile expired, and 503 were unapprenticed. Of the 503 
unapprenticed, 62 learned trades by working at them, making 101 who were in pos· ' 
sess10n of trade, and partially instructed in handicraft knowledge, leaving 451 en· 
tirely ignorant of any trade knowledge. Of the 537 males 1·eceived 299 were idle 
at the time of arrest. . 
. " This examination will disclose the ·very large number of young persons con· 
victed of m·ime. It will alSo show the number sent to 'public schools', to private 
·schools, and those also whQ never attended any school. 

""Of the whole number of persons convicted under 25 years of age, few had been 
instructed in a trade. 
- "When it is known that in the city of Philadelphia a million and a half of dollars 
are yearly expended fot· public schools, it is extraordinary that no carefully prepared 
system fot· teaching the hand is established, while so much is disbursed fot· mental 
instruction . 

... From January 1, 1877, to December 31, 1886- ten years -there were received 
from Philadelphia County 1,160 convicts who were 25 years of age and under. 

"Of the 1,160 received, 911 attended public school, 103 attended private school, and 
14tl never attended any school. 

"Of the.1,160 received, 136 had trades by apprenticeship, or working at them; 
l,024 had no knowledge in handicraft . 

"Of the 1,160 received, 832 were idle at the time of arrest."* 
This Board of Inspectors, in anothet· of their reports sav: 
"The young convicts who h;\Ve acquired what is caUed a plain education in 

sc~ools, but have no trade knowledge or training, are yearly increasing in number. 
This is a startling exhibit. It invites the most serious considemtion. It is manifest 
that effot·ts must be made to prevent it. It opens for the reflection of the sociologist 
grave questions,- so grave as to demand inquiry into the real causes that produce 

- these results. 
" That this is by no means a new question, arising out of crude thought, or from 

occasional connection with some branch of crime tt·eatment, the annexed extracts 
from the report of the penitentiary are given. 

"The repm·t for the year 1876 contains the following: 
. "The number of unapprenticed but educat;('d young m~n. <'ducat;.!tl w far as what 
lS ~lied popular education instructs those who re<'eive it, who were sentenced for 
crnne to thts prison dul'ing the three years 1874-75-7(i. is so uttt•rly tlispwportioned, 

~ " Ftfty-Seventh Annual Report of the Ins~ctors of the St.'l.te Penitentiary for 
th~ Eastern District of Pennsylvania," Philadelphia, Hltlli pp. 4, 5 and 6. 
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that it may be surmised that 'school education' does not teach· the use of trade 
know ledges."* , ' 

I have given these statistics for the purpose; more than anything else, of showing 
the contrast between the character of the promises which the ori,p.nators of the 
system made for it and the manner of fulfillment of those promises m the practical 
workin~ of the system after fift.y years of trials; and conceding them to be incon
clusive m themselves, I do not depend on them as the basis for my argument against 
the system, but regard them merely as incidental to an examination of the theory 
of the structure. . . 

WHAT MANN PRO.MISED AS THE RESULTS OF THE SYSTEM. 

Mann promised at the beginning that his system would produce a diffusion and 
~quality of the fruits of industry and the establishment of political, ·social, moral, 

-and intellectual well-being. He promised with great confidence that with the com
mon-school system in active and successful operation ''the dark host of vices and 
public crimes which now embitter domestic peace and stain the civilization of 
the age might in ninety-nine cases out of every hundred be banished from the 
wodd. " He describes a state of affairs where institutions of learning and religion 
are reverenced; where falsehood, detraction, and perjury are never uttered; where 
neither intemperance nor the guilty knowledge how to pre.Pare its means nor the 
guilty agents to diffuSe them are known; where all the obligations growing out of 
domestic relations are sacredly kept; where offices always seek the wisest nnd best 
men for incumbents and never fail to find them; where witnesses are true and jurors 
just; in fine, where all men are honest in theu· dealings and exemplary 'in their 
lives, "-with the exception of here and there an individu'll who from the rareness 
of his appearance woUld be regarded almost as a monster. "t He describes this as a 
condition, which in the opinion of " our most intelligent, dispassionate, and expe-

. rienced teachers" could, in the course of two or three generations, and through the 
ins~11mentalities of _good teachers and good school superintendents, substantially 
be realized. 

THE ACTUAL RESULTS. 

For fifty years his system has been in existence; it has had an ever-widening ap
plication and an ever-increasing support from the taxes of the people. The most 
significant statements of its present condition in brief are those of the superinten
dents of education in several of the States where the system has been longest in 
existence and is most actively employed. One of these is from the report of the 
secretary of the State Board of Education of Connecticut. His statement is evi
dently not made with the view of showing .the failure of the system, but simply as 
a narration of facts. The most significant import of these facts, if we may judge 
from the context, is not realized even by the writer. He says: 

1 1 In every to·wn of this State there are children growing up in ignorance and vice 
who have failed to receive the minimum schooling which the law requii·es. There 
are vecy many more, as the statement with regard to attendance shows, who attend 
in·egularly and with little advantage to themselves and with positive injurr to the 
school. There is, even where schools are attractive, continuous, and effiCient, the 
most astonishing indifference, de,,eloping into evasion, w here gain ca.n be made 
from the labor of the children. These sixteen years of trial and work under a so
C.'I.lled compulsory law have not educated the people who need education to the 
necessity of every-day training in school. The principle has been lauded, but prac
tice has been wanting. 

".Even in the very quarter in which, through vigorous persuasion and action of 

*"Fifty-first Annual Report of the State Penitentiary for the Eastern District of 
Pennsylvania, for the year 1880," Philadelphia, pp. 26 and 27. 

The 1·eports for other pl'isons, although not so,complete as those for Pennsylvania, 
so far as they exhibit t he details, indicate the same condition of things. 

Thus, of the 1.494 convicts in thll prisOn of Joliet , TIL, 151 are classed as illiterate, 
while 129 a re college graduates, and 1,087 have fair education; 127 can read but not 
write. 

In the Minnesota prison, out of 235 prisoners received , 185 had no trade, while 
only 8~ were reported as illiterate, 

Iowa has recently reported 489 convicts, S05 of whom had no tl'ade knowledge. 
348 of whom had common schooling, and only 53 of whom were illiterate. 

t " Twelfth Annual Report of the Boarc.l of Education, together with the Twelfth 
Annual Report of the Secreta ry of the Board," Boston, 1849, p. 96. 
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· the efficient State agent; a measure of success has been secured, a serious drawback 
has developed. Most of those who desire to work attend school three months in 
order to be able to secure employment, and for no other reason. * * * Such 

. a grave wea-kness in our education machinery may well fill every mind with alarm, 
for it points to the unhappy conclusion that the children are losing their rights and 
the tax-payers wasting their money." · 

I do not believe the author of this means to convey the idea that the children are 
losing their rights in the serise that their freedom is being taken away from them, 
or in the sense that they at·e being made poorer citizens by the inB.uence of the· sys
tem: for it is evident that he ingenuously infers that these children are losing their 
rights in not being dealt with by a more strict police authority. It is evident that 
he does not realize that the remedies which he suggests lie in the direction of the 
Inquisition. · 
· The Superintendent of Public Instruction for the State o( New York, in his re-

port for the year ending August -20, 1886, says: ." . 
"From the data in our possession it seems that 59 per cent. of the school popula- · 

tion attended the public schools at some time during the year; in 1880 it was 62 per 
cent:, and in 1870 it was 69 per cent. The average attendance, taking the entire year to
gethet·~ was 36 per cent. of the children of school age; in 1880 it was 35 per cent., 
and in 1870 it was 32 per cent. The average time each child attended school during 
the last year was 22.1 weeks; in 1880 it was 20.4 weeks, and in 1870 it was 17.6 
weeks. From these figures it is apparent that while the children who do attend the 
schools come with greater regulantythan formerly, still the whole number who at
tend the schools for some period of the year, in proportion to the whole number of 
school ag_e, hii.s been growing smaller since 1870, notwithstanding the 'Compulsory 
Education .A.ct' enacted in 1874. * * * It is believed that these figures are relia
ble, with perhaps this exception: There has been no census s ince 1880, and the 
number of children of 'school age' reported since that time has, undoubtedly, in 
sorue cases, been estimated. The estimate cannot, however, be far out of the way." 

I have heretofore said in discussing the corporate power and the theory of protec
tion, that whenever legislation creates an institution which is in essential antago
nism to equal political ft·eedom, it becomes necessary in support of that institution 
to call into being other legislative crea.tions for the continued maintenance of the 
artificial conditions. This is the only sense in which paternalism may properly be 
called progressive. Nothing is mm·e logical than this kind of supplementary work; 
nothing lies more directly in the line of cause and effect; and nothing better illus
trates the inherent vices of paternalism. In a retrospect of the free-school system, 
we notice that in its earlier stages, when it was met by an instinctive resentment 
on the part of the individual, and therefore failed as a spontaneous development. 
the next logical step lay in the direction of compulsory legislation. This has been 
in force for some time. In many of th~ States, as it fails to perform its office, we 
find recommendations for additional enactments in the compulsory direction. An 
instance of this is shown in the following statement, made by the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction for the State of New York. In his report for 1886, he says: 

"If we are to believe the word of other States which have preceded us -in grap
pling with the problem here presented, a, State reform school to which the most fla
grant cases might be sent would have a wholesome moral influence upon the first 
class above spoken of, and a system of free text-books would materially lessen the 
number of absentees consequent upon the inuifference· of parents. The legislature 
once passed a bill providing for a State reform school for truant children, which 
failed to become a law because of the objections of the Governor."* 

Upon this point the following suggestions are made by the same superintendent: 
"(1) That provision be made for ·the annual enumeration of all the children of 

school age in the State. (2) That the laws for compulsory education be fully 
revised, and some officer designated in each town to see that they are strictly en
forced." 

It will thus be seen that the whole system is gradually being transferred to the 
police department of the government, and will finally owe its existence to the en
forcement, under the criminal code, of pe.nalties fixed upon the performance of the 
duties growing out of the natural relation between parent and child." t . 

. *From the report of the Hon. A. S. Draper, Superintendent of Public Instruc
tton, New York, for the year ending August20, 1886, contained in the" Report of 
the Commissioner of Education," vVashington, 1887, p. -43. 

tin New York the acts of 1874 and 1876 require attendance, but no effective steps 
have been t.'tken to enforce these Jaws. See U. S. Commbsioner's Report for 1877, 
p.175; also for 1885-86, p. 33. 

California enactecl a compulsory law in 187-1; Connecticut in 1882; Illinois in 1883; 
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DANGERS MENA:CING LIBERTY, FROM LOSS. -QF INDIVIDUALITY BY CITIZENS. 

It has frequently been noticed that one of the chief untoward results of the influ
ence Of steam and machinery in modern civilization consists in the repression and 
loss of individuality. Whilst there is no doubt that this is in a great measure true, 
and that such repression is unquestionably a misfortune, it is certainly a ~eater mis
fortune that instead of· endeavoring to counteract tllis tendency by intelligent means 
we lj.re aiding it by other artificial agencies. There is not wanting evidence that the 

. very great change which has taken place in the German character - a change which 
inclines the German towards Socialism, and which has been so progressive in the last 
fifty years-is due to the compulsory and rigorous military and educational meth
ods to which the youth of Germany are subjected; and thatthedecreaseofindividu
:ility exhibited in France is due to a like cause. The French nation never had. t hat 
degree of individual vigor which has characterized the Teutonic and the Anglo
Saxon races for ages, and the course of circumstances in France has tended to the de
terioration of the little they had. Church and State together subdued the individual. 
At the beginning of the French Revolution the people knew nothing but that they 
were miserable. Their individuality was so completely broken down, that when they 
came to express opposition it was not by a revtved individuality, but through that 
which Taine calls a " spontaneous anarchy"* coming from a homogeneous mass. 
Whilst, as I have before said, the Anglo-Saxon race has more vitality and individu
ality than any other, it is not im,P?SSible that a course of systematic repression of 
this. individuality may accomplish its destructive result in time; for the Anglo
Saxon's individuality, great as it is, has of necessity its limit. We should ask om·
selves whether, in testing the capacities of the race to assimilate as we are, other 
races which come as immigrants to our country, we are not, by the mechanism of the 
common-school system, impairing our capacity to bear the required strain. 

LIKENESS BETWEEN THE ROMANIST OF LUTHER'S DAY AND THE COMMON SCHOOL 
ADVOCATE OF TO-DAY. 

We can easily believe that a Romanist, living during the early stages of the Ref or: 
Jp.ation, accustomed as he was to the workings of a unified faith handed down from 
his fathers, and preserved by the central authority of the Church, beheld with the 
utmost horror what to him seemed to be the lapse of humanity into spiritual chaos, 
arising from the surrender of this faith to individual conviction. He could not 
bring himself to conceive that his truth could be any other than a unit, or that any 
concession to individual conviction could be any other than a spiritual degradation. 
Similarly the firm believer in the common-school system looks upon it with a like 
reverence, and therefore 1·egard.s any effort to modify it in the direction of individ
ual freedom, as tending towards unquestioned political and moral degradation. 
H e believes in virtue, but he has no confidence in any guard for virtue in which he 
has not a hand. As it was heresy to believe that so sacred a thing as t111th should, 
in compliance with political freedom, be left to be governed by individual judg
ment, JUSt so it is doubtless heresy to the advocate of the common-school system to 
believe that education should be left, in compliance with the same yolitical free
dom, to be governed by individual incentive and the sense of paterna responsibil
ity. The mode of reasoning is precisely the same in the two cases; it began with 
the RomaniSt in the assumption that his dogma was all there was of truth, that it 
was the only truth, and t hat it could have no enor in it.t The advocate of the 

Maine in 1875; Massachusetts in 1873; Michigan in 1871, repealed it in 18!:11, andre
enacted it in 1883; New Hampshire in 1871; New Jersey in 1874; Ohio in 1877; Ver
mont in 1867; Wisconsin in 1873. There is also a compulsory law in Rhode Island , the 
date of which is not given. (See U.S. Commissione1·'s Report for 1882-83, p. xxx, 
and Re~rt for 1885-86, p. 150. 

*" H1story of the French Revolution ," by H . A. Taine, vol. 1, chap. l. 
t There are t hose who found their faith in the common-school system upon a 

dread of the encroachments of Romanism. Whilst it is doubtless well for a people 
aiming to be free that they be jealous of any religious institution which tends to
wards proselyting thA citizen, and leading him from the principles of freedom. 
it cannot be a logical step for sue!\ a 'people to seek to counteract these evil 
tendencies by imitating the methods which rrevail in the obnoxious organiza
tions. The chief means by wllich the downfal of Romanism in England was ac
complished were the secularization of the Church and of politics, and the institu-
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common-school system assumes it to be the one true system, and asserts that there 
·can be no possible en-or in it. Each has thus with the same assumption justified 
his ends. As we have seen, when the assumption of the unity of spiritual faith, 
born of the authority of the Church, was utterly broken down, thereupon freedom, 
both secular and reli~ious, received a new impetus, and a new and enla.r~ed civili
zation resulted. · So tt seems to me that when the artificial methods which inter
fere with the incentives of life, with the natural family relation, shallbe abolished, 
we shall experience a like enlargement of moral, industrial, and political freedom, 
and a still better civilization. But, in order to take this step, we will have tO real
ize ho'v easy it is to mar the incentiyes of a child by the application to his mind 
of artificial methods unadapted to those incentives; how easy it is to produce by 
such means a discontent with one's lot in life; how much easier it is for all of us 
to fall into habits of indolence and thriftlessness than to acquire those of industry 
and thrift; and we will have therefore to realize that no rigorous rule can be made 
which will be suited to diverse capacities; that we can no more depend upon a pa
ternal government. and an artificial method for the accomplishment of a whole
~me secular education, than we formerly could depend upon the paternal hier
archy for the accomplishment of spiritual welfare. The ultimate attainment of a 
civilization must, of necessity, rest at last upon the reco~nition of the individual 

.- right, and of the fact that all incentive grows from withm, and cannot be created 
by enactment ; that we cannot, in the effort to maintain the standards of life, ex
pect artificial agencies to create the moral initiative; that we cannot disregard the 
more potent influences of surrounding circumstance~< upon character; that we can 
depend· no more upon a paternal government for freedom than we formerly could 
upon a {>aternal hierarchy. I confess there is no fair prospect for immediate or near 
realization of this hope. While no array of statistics· nor any argument from prin
ciple could ever have convinced the early Romanist to whom I have referred, that 
the concession of individual right in matters of belief was anything other than a 
surrender of all that was sacred and true, so no array of statist-ics nor any argu
ment from principle can be expected to convince the advocate of the common
school system that a dependence upon individual freedom with the consequent dif
fusion of incenth·e for the support of such freedom is the only basis for norn1al 
growth. This systeni is too deeply rooted in the minds of the people, as was uni
fied faith under ecclesiastical dominatibn; and it is therefore altogether likely that 
we shall have to await its removal by dynamic influences similar to those which 
broke down forever the supreme authority of the Church of Rome. (" Industrial 
Liberty ," pages 286-336.) 

tion by this secularization of methods of free thought, which were entirely op- · 
posed to the paternal authority of the Romish Chmch. The most efficient means 
possible for overcomin~ any untoward growth of that Church to-day are tho:;e 
'!hich cultivate the individuality of the citizen; and these means cannbt be effec
tn:ely- e',ll{>loye~ whilst the1:e exists an organization which systematically represses 
~his mdlvtduahty. Romamsm must always be expected to make its least progress 
m !1 country '':'here the par~m~unt idea consists in guarding the individual freedom. 
It ts far less hkely to fiourtsh m a free country, kept free, than in nny conditions 
where its methods of authority are imitated. The effort to form the human facu.lty 
~nd the effort to fonil the human conscience originate in the same notion of authot:
tty, and they are alike out of accord with the principles of individual liberty. 





IX. 

MR. BONHAM'S INDICTMENT AND CRITICISMS CONS1DERED. 
By 1: Enw ARDS CLARKE. 

In treating of the common schools, Mr. Bonham, we have seen, 
uses them as an illustration of the methods of a paternal govern
ment and opposes them, primarily, because he is ·opposed to all 
paternalism in government. His other objections to the schools 
themselves will oe noted in' due course. 

He instances the common schools as ' ' third" in his list of the acts 
whicll characterize a government as paternal. In defining, however, 
those acts which a government can do without becoming tainted with 
paternalism, he says: "A government is not. paternal * * * sec
ond, in undertaking to do those administrative acts for the whole 
public which may not be done by the individual, but which are nec
essary for the whole public advantage, and which therefore conduce 
to the well-being of all the citizens." 

If this cause was before a judicial tribunal it would seem perfectly 
proper for the judge to issue an order to Mr. Bonham to appear and 
show cause why, under that definition, the support of free common. 
schools should not be included iu his list of those acts which a non
paternal govemment may do. 

Not only the free common schools but the whole system of public 
education from the public Kinder·garten to the State University with 
its many profes~ional and t echnical schools, would be included under 
his provision . 
. It is just for the reason that provision for the education of all t he 
children of the community is beyond the ability of individuals, 
that the community undertakes it ; and, further, it is because the 
need of some·. elementary education of the children is so essential 
to the well-being and safety of the community, that the community 
is justified in undertaking it. Were our author convinced of the 
truth of these two propositions, he must enroll free common schools 
in his Jist of pe_rmissible actions along side "the prevention of iuter .. 
ference by the criminal and defective classes with the industrial and 
political1:ights of the citizens,"-which is his euphemistic expression, 
for the support of a police, jails, asylums and hospitals,-as a per
fectly proper exercise of power by a non-paternal government. The 
public has come to the conclusion that public schools are efficient 
aids to, and in large measure substitutes for, police and soldiers. 

In objectin&' to the State control, a3 exerted in the maihtenauce 
o~ common scnools, Mr. Bonham further argues that such an exer
Cl~e. of power can only be regarded as "socialistic," as an arbitrary 
se1zmg of the property of one citizen for the use of another. It is 
clear that whatever of validity there is in this argument must ap
ply equally to any other tax collected by the State in its corporate 
c~pae1ty. All community action is, in that sense, "socialistiC}." The 
d1fference between the government of the Czar of Russia and that 
of the most idealistic conception of the most advanced " Socialist"-

. 619 
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not "Nihilist" -is as truly as in the comparison Mr. Bonham ad- . 
. duc·es, "only a difference in degree." 

The indispensable preliminary of all modern civilization is found 
in the existence of a common fund, contributed by individuals for com
munity use. ·Where highways, bridges, public buildings, protection 
against evil men, or against fire or flood, are involved; the absolute 
necessity that individual citizens should combine for common pur
poses is readily recognized. If, then, the community decides that 
the claims of public· education are as valid as are the needs of public 
highways, public police, etc., then· the charge that a tax for the 
purposes of providing such education js an unjust burden upon 
individual citizens, will no more justly lie against that portion of 
the yublic revenue devoted to the providing of public scb.ools, than 
agamst any other application of publrc funds to the needs just enu
merated. 

The advocates of public free schools may safely and readily con
cede that the tax for their support is to be justified on precisely 
analagous grounds with those imposed for other recognized ·public 
needs, and they may properly be asked to show that the public bene
:fi~ derived from free common schools is commensurate with the ex
penditure uf public money caused by their support. 

The friends of the free :public schools can not fail, however, to re
sent with honest indignation any such unjust imputation that in their 
advocacy of free common schools supported by the ::public they are 
thereby inciting .the public officials to any acts of mjustice in the 
spoliation of the property of private citizens; which is the grava
men of this charge adduced by Mr. Bonham and those enemies of 
the free common schools whom he represents. 

In his endeavors to attribute to the advocates of free common 
schools a wish to arbitrarily divide the property of the prosperous 
members of the community with the idle and unproductive mem
bers, and so, by calling the educators "socialists," to arouse prejudice 
against them, Mr. Bonham seeks to confuse and blend two essen
tially different factors. H e assumes that to give free education to 
the children of the people is the same thing as to distribute among 
the idle the property stored up by the industrious, without in any 
way compensating the producers. This very thing is, however, done 
by all communities in the establishment of poor-houses, hospitals, 
·and prisons, whose inmates are also fed and supported at tlie cost 
of the industrious, producing citizens; and Mr. Bonham himself in
cludes these among the expenditures which may be made by a non
paternal government; directly, when he specifies the care of "dis
abled" soldiers and sailors; and inferentially, in the reference to 
"the criminal and defective classes" quoted above. 

The money raised and appropriated for the free public education 
of the children of the community, comes, properly, neither under 
the head of money given in charity to the poor or sick, or expended 
in punishing the g uilty; that is, for the cost of police, courts, and 
prisons, which expenditures are incurred for the protection of the 
community from the depredations of the vicious. 

It is not an equal division among all, of the products of the lat or 
. of some; but it IS a communal investment for the benefit of the com

mune; since the fact is universally admitted that intelligent workers 
and 01tizens directly promote the prosperity and growth in wealth 
of the community, and that, in no other way can a modicum of in
telligence be made universal-; so that expenditures by a community 
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for the elementary training of all the children, are analogous to those 
made by farmers in the purchase of seeds, of draught animals, and 
of agricultural implements; expenditures which are rer.aid many 
fold by the increase of production which they make possible. 

The free common schools then are clearly not "charity" schools, 
any more than the public streets, walks, lights of the town or city, 
are to be reckoned as charity: · . 

Mr. Bonham characterizes this common school system as a three
fold "sin against civilization" in that, first: it takes the property of 
one to educate the child of another; second: in that it wrongfully 
interferes with the rights and duties of the individual parent; and 
third: that it makes the minds of the children uniform. The two 
last accusations are, in fact, as absurd and utterly without founda
tion, as the first one is fallacious. · Those who are famiHar with the 
working of the free public schools throughout the United States 
know perfectly well, that their influence is not to weaken the love 
and respect of th.e children for their parents, and secondly, that the 
danger arising from too great uniformity of training is not likely 
to be of serious import, so long as the years of school life are so few, 
and, above all, so long as the educators themselves are as alert and 
watchful as the present wide-spread movement for industrial train-
ing shows them to be. ·· . 

This attempt to charge that the school system is a species of "so
cialism" in the obnoxious meaning of that term, directs attention to 
the fact that the trend of modern civilization is ever in the direc
tion of an increasing variety in the kind of enterprises .undertaken 
for the public by their authorized agents; which multiply in almost 
geometric ratio, as science develops. The characteristics of modern 
development are at the present, markedly in the direction of the 
combined forces, and united action, of large numbers of individuals. 

The contrast between what was done at public cost, for the com
fort and convenience of the citizens, a century ago; and what is 
done to-day, is most impressive. The increased expenditure by the 
community now underta;ken for various purposes, is sufficiently 
illustrated by that now thought necessary for improved public road
ways and for the public parks, lights and water supplies of towns 
and cities. What further development of this l)hase of "commu
nism" the near future may show, no man can safely predict. 

Let any great calamity, caused by earthquake, volcano, pestilence, 
fire or flood, fall upon a city or community, and instantly the civi
lized world makes haste to give aid. The recognition of the univer
sal brotherhood of man thus called forth in behalf of unknown peo
ple, by some· sudden catastrophe, is but an indication of the growing 
consciousness of the solidarity of the human race. An increasing 
sense of the duty of public provision for the education of the young 
is but a natural consequence of this recognition of how the welfare 
of each one is bound up in the welfare of all. · The dangers that 
threaten the preservation of individual freedom of action and devel
opment, if, as of old in SJ?arta, the public interest assumes prepon
derating importance, are mdeed manifest and real; it was probably 
a .vivid consciousness of these perils to the personal liberty of indi
VIduals which led to the writing of this treatise by Mr. Bonham. 

To pessimistic observers it doubtless seems, at times, as if the dan
gers menacing industrial and individual liberty were overwhelming; 
but, as of old "out of the strong came forth sweetness;" so, out of 
~ll t4e tllrmoH ~nd confusion incident to the breaking in of these 
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new forces of nature to be the ready servants of men; the indomita
ble spirit of man shall, Samson like, wrest new and grander oppor
tunities for self development. and individual liberty. 

As universal intelligence lifts the race upon higher table-lands of 
thought; the lofty mountain peaks of aspiring human intellect, 
which have never, since recorded 'history began, been wanting 
among men, shall pierce still higher the. bright empyrean; while, 
secure along their wooded slopes, besides their life-giving streams 
of heavenly wisdom, more lowly men shall rejoice in a larger liberty 
than the past has ever known. 

When our author comes to consider the claim for the schools, as 
aids in the advance of civilization, he very pertinently questions 
whether the ·book training given is as potent a civilizing force as in
dustrial training would be; well, as the present Report very clearly 
shows, the schools are now moving forward to give also this indus
trial training which he suggests; which in no other way could be 
given so universally aud so thoroughly. Passing from this, he pro
ceeds to his more formal statement of objections: 

First, the unequal exactions from citizens for the support of 
schools. This has been answered by the cheerfull assumption by 
most communities of this school tax as their best insurance for the 

· stability of society and' the preservation of property. 
Second: that a government should not arbitrarily ''assume a 

father's duty." · 
In point of fact, in no American community is this done. Parents 

have the fullest liberty to give their children whatever educational 
training they may desire. All the community does is to furnish 
facilities for free public education for those who desire to :wail them
salves of such opportunities. The community: only insists that a mini
mum of education shall be given to the ch1ld; thus protecting the 
rights of the child, that is of the coming generation, as being of at 
least equal importance as are the rights of the parent; that is, of the 
passing generation. That in regard to the q:uestion of the wisdom 
of so-called "compulsory education" pusl}.ed to an extreme, the 
present writer does not seriously differ from Mr. Bonham, may be 
seen by referring to pages CXIII-XV of Part 1. of this Report. In 
the same chapter some reasons why·public · free schools should be 
supported are incidentally stated. 

Mr. Bonham's "Third" objection is that the State seeks by these 
schools, artificially "to unify those faculties which nature has made 
diverse." . 

It is not proposed here to go into anything like a full reply to, or 
even an exhaustive criticism of, Mr. Bonham's accusations. His ob
jections are, in effect, more ably answered in the papers of this Ap
pendix which precede his paper, than they could possibly be by any 
original arguments which the present writer could hope to set in 
order. It seems proper, however, to call attention to some state
ments which are most unfair towards Mr. Mann and his purposes. 
The ~eneral tenor of tho book is so dispassionate and just, that this 
seemmg exception must be attributed to a misconce~tion on the part 
of the author when referring to certain of Mr. Mann s statements. 

Our author does not fail, however, to render full justice to the 
pure character and exalted ideals of Horace Mann. He concedes 
the greatness and goodness of his motives. 

On the other hand, he seems to have strangely misconceived the 
situation and conditions by which l\{ann was confronted and which 
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he sought to improve; as ·well as the purposes he sought to effect. 
Neither parental instinct nor public sentiment, in the Massachusetts 
of that day, had been sufficiently awake to the need of educating the 
children to provide a supply of school-houses, teachers, or school 
.books, in a1~y respect adequate to the needs of the comJ?unity. Th.ese 
were all to be provided out of one man's heart and bram. Somethmg 
of w:hat Howard had effected for the alleviation of })l'isoners in the 
fetid jails ' of England, Mann undertook to do, and successfully 
achieved, for the school children of Massachusetts; for a large pro
portion of the too .few school houses were then utterly unfit for 
occupation. Houses, books, teachers, had all to be evolved, and be
fore these were possible a general interest in education . had to be 
created. . 

To a gen~ration accustomed to the stately school buildings which 
now tower in every city, town, and hamlet, and to the vast array of 
school teachers, the multitude of scho-ol bookg and the armies of 
school children, w.hich, to-day:, const.itute ~n.e of th~ most strikin&" 
features of Amencan town life, the conditiOns whiCh confrontea 
Mann can hardly be conceived. His words, his efforts, his successes, 
should be measured by their relation to his surroundings. 

There were few male teachers, and had there been a sufficient ntliU
ber, the money to pay for their services could not have been procured; 
so Mann established a precedent, which in a later day, under similar 
pressure of need, was followed by Secr etary Chase when, during the 

.. war, be first opened the doots of the Treasury Department to women 
clerks. Mann bethought him of the expedient of employing female, 
in place of male teachers; since they could be had for greatly dimin~ 
ished pay. He might, therefore, fairly be held responsible for the 
present somewhat undue preponderance of women t eachers in the 
schools of the United States. . 

Our author, ignoring all these actual conditions with which Mann 
was contending, takes issue with his utterances and demands, as if 
they were madE> under the conditions of to-day. It is only just to 
bear in mind that when Mann beg{tn his work there were, in Massa
chusetts, ·no :~,·ecent emigrants; the peo:ple were all descendants of the 
original settlers, and Mann's prophetic words were based on those 
conditions. It also appears that the improvement which directly 
resulted from Mann's earliest efforts fully justified his anticipations. 
The Massachusetts Free Schools were an admitted success even in his 
own lifetime. If this success has not been followed by the results 
he hopefully portrayed it must be remembered that a flood of emi
gration from Ireland, and from Canada, has since been poured in 
upon Massachusetts; dispossessing the former inhabitants and sub
stituting, in place of the children of school-taught New Englanders, 
th~ progeny of untaught Irish and French Canadian peasants. 

Mr. Bonham, in his "third" objection, assumes that Mann sought 
to achieve a uniform result, that he intended to t urn out his pupils 
all of one pattern. 

The very opposite was Mann's ideal , as it seems to me. What 
~ann sought of uniformity was only what was essential to the effec
tive teaching of the elements of knowleclg~ to pupils in classes. It 
has been proved beyond cavil that classes of twenty or .more children 
can be taught by a single teacher at the same lesson, the forms and 
sounds of the letters of the alphabet, or of figures, as readily and as 
eff~ctually as can a single scholar. In order to do this, however, the 
children must aU t~k;e tb.e same lesson at the same time. To do this, 
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they must have a· common place of rendezvous and similar · books 
containing the same lesson; -therefore, public school-houses, uniform 
text-books and competent teachers must be provided. None of these 
essential conditions and means existed when Mann began . . Is it not 
unfair to infer that he proposed to turn out pupils as like. as peas, be
cause he desired the same spelling books ana arithmetics for the ele
mentary pupils ? 

. While it is very possible that to-day, when all the machinery of pop
ular education exists in such abundance in most communities, there 
may be danger of too much uniformity in methods and too little rec
ognition of individuality on the part of inexperienced teachers;-so 
recently themselves "girl graduates;" and while every effort should 
be exerted t-o avoid that tendency; still, it seems hypercritical to draw 
such an accusation against Mann. · 

Mr. Bonham would doubtless reply, that this situation is the logi
cal result of the system; and so, as Mann was the father of the sys
tem he is responsible for this result. It may be suggested that so 
wide is the d1versity of gifts, of temperament, of character, that to 

-.?htain ·any such uniformity, if it were desirable, would be found 
tmpossible. · 

In the paragraphs following the sentence on page 37 of Mann's 
12th Annual Report,* to which Mr. Bonham refers and from which 
he quotes, but hardly in~enuously, it is clear that so far from seeking 
to produce by the trainmg of the coromo11: schools a uniformity of 
result, a single type of intellect, or to· induce a mere mechanical 
method of instruction, as Mr. Bonham would have his readers infer, 
Mann sought to give to every phase of intellect the fullest opportu
nity of individual development. He says" by means of early educa
tion those embryos of talent may be quickened, which will solve the 
difficult problems of political and economical law; and by them, too, 
the genius may be kindled which will blaze forth in the Poets of 
Humanity;" and he continues in this strain to recount the several 
fields of mental activity for which these common schools shall train 
and develop workers. 

Horace Mann was evidently quite as well aware as is Mr. Bonham 
himself of the value of a "differentiation of faculty" to that devel
OJ>ment of the human race which is indicated by the term civiliza
tion; and surely nothing was further from his purpose than to es
tablish-a procrustean system by which the children should all be 
turned out of a uniform pattern. 

Mann's idea was to give to every- child the alphabetof knowledge, 
in order that his native powers might be developed to their fullest 
extent. W ere these powers not more favorably conditioned when 
the child was made able to read than if he had been left in utter ig
norance? But, says Mr. Bonham, his parents should see to t-hat; not 
the State or community. W ell, what if, as was often the case, the 
parents were themselves too ignorant to know of this need of the 
child, or too penurious to meet it, or too indifferent to care? Must 
the child and the community be left helpless and hopeless to endure 
all the consequent evils? Yes, says Mr. Bonham. No, say all Amer
ican communities and most native-born citizens. 

The premise being that, in a Republic, all male citizens of legal age 
shall, oy voting, take part in the selection of the legislators and ex
ecutive officials, it follows that it is clearly for the interest of the · 

*For the full te:x;t Qf tht)Se para~aphs SE)E) t;mte, page 549: 
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State that these voters shall possess a certain amount of knowledge, 
that, at least, they shall be able to read the names of those for whom 
they vote, and the laws made by the legislators they have chosen. 
Now, in no country known to history has the "duty of the parents to 
educate their children" by private effort been so universally per
formed as to secure anything approaching such a general preva
lence of even the small amount of elementary knowledge which 
this presupposes. A strict carrying out of the plan advocated by Mr. 
Bonham, would simply result m the education of the children of a 
certain p,roportion of wealthy parents, while there would be an ever
increasing class of children of the poor, growing up in ignorance, 
because their parents, appealed to by the imperative nPeds caused by 
hunger, nakedness, and exposure to the elements, that is the neces-. 
sit.y common to rich' and :poor alike, for food, clothing, and shelter, 
could find little O.Pportumty, even if they recognized the d"Uty of SO 
doing, for providmg for the .remoter needs of the child for schoolin~. 

The necessity that the community should provide for the free ea
uc.ation of all children, if education is to be general among the citi
zens, is ' the more evident when it is recalled that in no country 
has any single generation ever been able to provid·e for the educa
tion even· of its wealthy classes, but everywhere the great institu
tions of learning have been the recipients of the bounty of genera
tions, and are themselves the product of the slow growth of centu
ries; further, it should be noted that private benevolence has never 

· ~ttempted to educate people. in general; its streams of wealth have 
gone, for the most part, to endow and enrich those schools and uni
versities which are sought by the children of the rich. To this, in 
our day in America, there have been some notable exceptions, and 
in former ages charity schools were founded from time to time, but 
in neither case was there any attempt even to provide adequate op
portunities for the mass of the people. 

Only a people can educate a people. . 
If the people of the United States should then conclude to follow 

Mr . . Bonham's implied advice and, abandoning their free common 
schools, relegate the duty of educatin~ the children wholly to the 
individual parent, the people must rapidly fall lower and lower in 
t~e scale of intelligence. -

. The children who now have fewest home advantages would be the 
first to suffer. In vie\V" of continuous immigration, and considering 
the desirability of having a homogeneous population in this vast 

· COU;utry, it would seem incredible that such a proposition could be 
seriOusly suggested. 

While pleading for the increased liberty of the individual and 
protesting against the insidious dangers to freedom of any form of 
paternalism in governments, Mr. Bonham and his fellow theorists 
'!ould remit coming generations of Americans to medireval condi
tiOns, and raise up a community more hopelessly divided into classes 
tha~ were the people of France in the days before the :J?ren?h Rev-

. olut10n; for, as our author forcibly portrays elsewhere m his book, 
the tendencies resulting from the discovery, and application to in-

. dustries, of the marvellous forces of steam and electricity, lead to 
the concentration of capital and of power in control of the great 
corpo~atio~s ; which, .at present seem alone capable of managing 
·and d~rectmg these Titamc powers. 
. ~bile eloquently urging m his opening pages the need of protect
mgmdustrial and individual liberty against the despotism of thesE} 

ART-VOL 2-40 
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corporations, it seems somewhat paradoxical that he should, a little 
further on in his book, ai·gue, as he does in this chapter, against the 
only method of general education for a whole people which has ever 
proved successful. 

Certainly a large proportion of ignorant people in the population 
of any country,- and this, if the light of history is of any value, 
would in a couple of generations at fartb,est be the case in the 
United States if the free schools were abandoned,-would furnish 
poor security for the protection 9f personal liberty against such pow-
erful oppressors. · · · · 

In this chapter our a·nthor J:Uakes two assumptions, and argues from 
them as if they were axiomatic; whereas they are wholly gratuito·us 
on his part and wholly umvarranted by the facts. In the first place 
he assumes and asserts that the advocates of free common schools 
set up their system as a perfect one-while it is universaliy known 
that the severest critics of the methods of these schools are the edu
cators themselves, who are continually seeking better methods. Sec
ondly, he asserts that Horace Mann sought to force all human intel
lects into the same mould. Nothing could be more erroneous than 
to attribute such an idea to this great educator. 

Mann thought, rightly, that the varied powers of the individual 
would have the opportunity of development, if he could be started 
on the road of investigation and could know how to find, for him
self, what the race of men had accomplished. · The unfairness com
plained of'is that it is assumed that Mann sought absolute uniformity 
as the beginning and end of all mental training . 
. Such nowhere appears. 

Mr. Bqnham frequently repeats the phrase "artificial education" 
as a charge against Mann' and free schools. What would natural 
edur.ation be ? 

Is not all formal training of the intellect of man " artificial " and 
. arbitrary, in that it is inevitably, at the beginning, imposed on the 
individual by some one older, more powerful and wiser than the 
pupil? 

·"The princifles of equal justice and equal liberty are violated" by 
the free schoo system, says our author. Many modern economic 
writers have. in like manner, much to say about justice and liberty. 
Well, where is this equal and exact justice to be found? And· this 
absolute, individual liberty, they prate of; where, pray, may that exist 
outside of a Sav::tO'e State ? 

Civilization and society are only possible when the individual cou
sents, or is forced, to give up an undeterminate portion of those per
sonal rights and that freedom of action, which each individual nugbt 
properly enjoy under other conditions; and the vrogress of civiliza
tion is marked by a constant endeavor to so adJust these claims of 
the individual and of the community, as to secure the best results 
for each and all. The free common schools are a striking instance 
of such endeavor. on the part of civilized American communities. 

Where, as in the United States, there is no restriction on the open
ing of a'ny private o.r co,rporate ·institutions of learning, or in the 
freedom of attending such institutions, the "principles of equal 
justice and equal liberty " so far as the free schools, or enforcecl A.t
t endance upon them are concerned, do not seem to be in imminent 
peril. While the rlauger of producing in the children of a wl10le 
community a. monotonous meuta.l uniformity, through the methocls 
of instruction used iu the free common schools, cannot be very gr<mt, 
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even if, which is by no means admitted, the tendency of these schools 
is as Mr. Bonham suggests; since so many other schools, and meth
ods, are available. 

There is, however, an important though unfortunate fact to be re
called ir. this connection, which goes. far to diminish the .urgencY: of 
this last suggested danger, and that 1s the shortness of tlme durmg 
which the large majority of children attend these schools. The "uni
formity" which most seriously threatens the welfare of the commu
nity is, alas, an uniformity of ignorance! 

Recognizing, in one breath, the E)xistence of complex causes, Mr. 
Bonham in the next, inclines to hold the schools alone respollSible 
for certain unfavorable social phenomena. 

In the New England States, es,Pecially in the State of Massachu
setts, the scene of Mann's activities,- the native American popula
tion has been largely displaced, or, rather, succeeded, by a continuous 
inflowing ofJeople of foreign .birth; a promiscuous immigration of 
French Can ians, of Irish, and of Germans, whose education, such 
as it may be, was certainly not received in the public fre~ schools of 
America. This change of population with all its resulting conse
quences can hardly fairly be ascribed to the evil influence, or failure 
of the common schools. Nor, on the other hand, can any failure of 

. the good results .to the community to come from the introduction of 
the common school system, as portrayed in advance by Horace Mann, 
be ascribed to any inherent weakness of that system; since this dis
lq·cation of population has changed all the conditions. The justifi
cation of Horace Mann's confident predictions is to be found, not 
alone in his native State, but, "if you seek his monument," traverse 
the mighty States and Territories of the great free North and West, 
that stretch athwart a continent, from the gray rocks and barren 
sands beaten by Atlantic surges, to where the waters of the far 
Pacific mark the bounds of Empire; and, "see," everywhere "about 
you," set in smiling fields of plenty, or amid the clustering roofs of 
prosperous towns and cities, the freguent buildings given to common 
schools for the children, and the hospitable porches and friendly 
towers of the free Universities;-the acknowledged safeguards of 
the Great Republic! 

The full glory of the day that Mann foresaw, made possible by his 
plan of universal education, may, like the realization of the pure 
1deal of Christianity, be far distant; but, to free schools, and free 
bibles, American civilization owes all the victories it has won in t he 
incessant combat with the hosts of ignorance and barbarism, ever 
recruited in .countries where free schools are unknown; and from 
lands where tyranny, poverty, and hunger, drive forth the throng
ing people. Were there no free common schools, in which to trai:o. 
the children of these alien people into a knowledge of American 
citizenship, the fate of the Europe overswept by the Huns of Attila, 
would soon be paralleled by that of these United States. 

There may be found in the statistics of penitentiaries, which are 
put forward by Mr. Bonham in this chapter, some arguments in favor 
of the more general introduction of some forms of industrial train
ing in the schools; but, otherwise, they fail in pertinence, and hardly 
merit serious attention. 

The amazing endeavor thus made to force an appearance as of 
cause and effect, between the schools and the growth of the defective 
and delinquent classes, from the fact that the free common schools 
were in existence during the same years in which the decennial cen-
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sus returns, from 1850 to 1880 inclusive, show an increase in the ratio 
of such defective and delinquent. classes in the United States, recalls, 
by the grotesque absurdity of the attempted analogy, Fluellen's 
famous argument to prove the likeness between the country that had 
the honor of giving birth to "Alexander the Pig" and the county 
in Wales where King HenryVth, was born,-" Flttellen, I think it is 
in Macedon where Alexander is porn. 1 tell you, captain, if you 
look in the maps of the 'orld, I warrant you s'all find, in the com
parisons between Macedon and Monmouth, that the situations, look 
you, is both alike. There is a river in Macedon; and there is also 
moreover a river at Monmouth; * * * 'tis alike as my fing"ers is to 

. my fingers, and there is salmons in both." To such conclustve dem-
onstration there can, of course, be no refutal. · 

Increasing accuracy in collecting and tabulating statistics, in suc
ceeding years, is one cause of a greater apparent increase in given 
classes than really exists; the difference of ratio beiqg largely due 
to former inefficient and inaccurate enumeration. 

But nothing can be more absurd than, in our present state of 
knowledge and ignorance as to the myriad of remote or direct causes 
of insanity, idiocy, blindness and · deafness, to impute an apparent 
increase in their number to any single cause. 

Surely, to charge this increase as a result of the teaching in the 
public schools would argue against any form of education, as forcibly 
as against that given in the free common schools. '.fhe great increase 
in population, the great addition by immigration of unknown fami
lies who may be, by heredity, predisposed to these defects, the great 
increase in wealth and of demands of living, the increased excite
ments of life due to the inpidents of the wonderful material develop
ment of the age; and, more than all, the fact that whereas formerly 
all such cases in country families were secluded, kept secret as much 
as possible, because considered as a disgrace, they are no l onger so 
r egarded; that the community now know of a larger nutnber of such 
cases is, therefore, ·by no means conclusive evidence that there has 
been any actual increase in their relative number. But any effort by 
implication to hold the free schools of the people in any way respon
sible for these classes, seems hardly worthy of serious refutation. 

The penitentiary statistics, which are given, when analyzed, would 
seem to show an exactly c.ontrary state of affairs than those which 
the aut hor intended them to show. 
. We take, for example, a part of the quotation from the report of 
thE' P ennsylvania Eastem Penitentiary for 1886: "Of the 552 con
victs received during the year, 373 had attended public school, 104 at
tended private school, and 75 had never attended any school." 
This looks bad for the free school pupils you will say, but let us con
sider the ratio, 

In Philadelphia in 1884-85, 105,000 children were registered as in 
attendance on the public schools, and 18,000 in private and parochial 
schools- which is certainly a good showing for the public schools; 
since, to equal the ratio of criminals graduated from the private 
schools, there should be some 520· from the public schools, instead of 
only 373! But such statistical comparisons are of little value. These 
parti~ular statistics_ could, .perha~s •. serve to show inferentially the 
practiCal value of mdustnal trammg; as more than four-fifths of 
these convicts were ignorant of any trade and manual employment. 

Further investigation into the statisties of the nativity of the in
mates of prisons and penitentiaries, so far from strengthening our 
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.author's implications against the public schools, furnish, by inference, 
decisive arguments in their favor ; since it· appears that the large 
majority of ~hese .representat~ve members of the cri~in~l cla~ses· are 
either of foreign birth, or foreign parentage; the foreign Immigrants, 
of course, have not as a class attended the American public schools; 
those born here of foreign parents are also quite as liliely to have at-
tended the parochial schools, if they attended any- school. · 
- From the striking summary of the resources and present conditions 
of -the United States, and of the impending perils that menace the 
future of our country, given in the little volume prepared by 
Dr. Strong and issued by the Home Missionary Society,-* a book 

· which all true lovers of their country would do well to read and 
ponder,- the following paragraphs, relating to statistics of prison 
population, are copied: _ , ' 

Our population of foreign extraction is sadly conspicuous in our criminal records 
This elefnent constituted in 1870 twenty per cent. of the po_{lulation of New England, 

. and furnished seventy-five per cent. of the crime. That IS, it was twelve times as 
much disposed to crime as the native stock. The hoodlums and roughs of our cities 
·are, most of them, American-born of foreign parentage. Qf the 68.0 discharged con
victs who applied to the Prison Association of New York for aid, during the year 
ending June 30th, 1882, 442 were born in the United States, against 238 foreign
born; while only 144 reported native parentage against 536 who reported foreign 
parentage. 

The· Rhode Island Work-house and House of Con-ection had received, to Decem· 
ber 31st, 1882, 6,202 persons on commitment. Of this number , fifty-two rr cent. 
were native-born and seventy-six per cent. were born of foreign parentage. While 
i~ 1880 the foreign-born were only thirteen per cent. of the entire population, they 
furnish nineteen per cent. of the convicts in our penitentiaqes, and fortr.-thrile per 

· cent. of the inmates of work-houses and houses of conection. And It must be 
born~ in mind that a very large p~oportion of the native-born prisoners were of 
foreign parentage. [Our Country, p. 41-2.] · 

In this connection the statement of "an experienced jurist, Judge 
Butler," which recently appeared in the columns of The Philadel
phia-Inquirer, is apropos, since he is there reported to have said: "I 
have -had· over thirty years' experience, and, judging from my own 
knowledge, more than two-thirds of the crimes committed in this 
country are committed by foreigners." 

It would seem, therefore, that the communities that support free 
public schools do not furnish to the prisons anythin~ like so lal'ge a 
proportion of convicts as do those countries which nave no system 
of free schools for the common people. No valid ar<>'ument against 
the soundness of the principle of a free public schoo~ system can he 
fairly drawn, inferred, or implied, from the prison statistics of the 
United States. 

The further objection urged by Mr. Bonham, namely: that the 
training given in the free schools often leads to dissatisfaction with 
present conditions, can hardly be urged as valid to Americans. 

It is only in lands where castes divide the people with rigid lines, 
that discontent with one's condition in hfe can be disadvantageous .. 
It has been and is the glory of America, that all paths of life are 
open to all. It is well if the boys or girls born of ignorant, shift-

* Our Country : Its possible futme and its present crisis. By Rev. Josiah Strong; 
D.D:, General SP.cretary of the Evangelical Alliance for the United Statt-s. With 
an mtroduction by Prof. Austin Phelps, D. D. (with motto from Emerson). One 
hundred and Fifteenth Thousand. Published by The Baker & Taylor Co., 740 & 742 
Broadway, New York, for the American Home Missionary Society. Pp.229. 
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less or dissipated parents are discontented with their lot, and can be 
spurred on to higher things! 

But the most glaring instance of unfairness occurs in the use made 
of the quotations from the rel?ort of the School Su-gerintendent of 
Connecticut, wherein the fact 1s lamented that there are still many 
children in the State growing up in ignorance because not permitted 
or obliged to go to the free schools; "losing their rights," that is, 
"rights of education" of course; but our author sees only that 
their ' -freedom' is to be taken from them by forcing them to go to 
school. · 

However, the culminating charge against the whole sy-stem, is, 
that, after fifty years of Free Common Schools, the conditiOn of the 
community is far short of the ideal pictured in his enthusiasm by 
the visio'nary- Mann. This must be admitted; but, before the future, 
thus pictured, can be called wholly "visionary," it must be shown 
that the pre-requisite conditions have been complied with. No one 
conversant with New England and especially with Massachusetts, 
can for a . moment question that the advantages accruing to the com
Jnunity, arising directly from the existence of the free common 
schools he founded, have been incalculable. 
· Christianity, Civilization itself, Republics, any form of ethics, of 
government, of philosophy, of religion, tried by the test here applied 
·to the system of popular education inaugurated by Horace Mann, 
would show far greater failure. It is an assurance of the continued 
progress and development of the race, that mankind are able ever to 
conceive a nobler ideal than can at once be realized in fact; but, the 
higher the ideal, the ~rander the ~complishment; and Mann's ideals 
may well have been heavenly, since their partial embodiments have 
been so beneficent. · 

Yet, despite these statements as to the free common schools which 
seem to us so unjust and fallacious, this writer, elsewhere in this 
striking volume,- which, whether the reader agree or disagree with 
the propositions advanced, is certainly provocative of thou~ht,- calls 
attention to many of the principles which must underhe all true 
prg~ress. 

He returns to a consideration of the primal bases of Human 
Liberty, and makes many pregnant suggestions in view of the 
present confusion of ideas; caused by the rus;h and out-pour of so 
many new forces and applications of force; which, in myriad forms 
and by countless impulses, affect .and change, not only the outward 
conditions but the innermost thoughts and aspirations of mankind. 
If, in his arguments, he may seem to force the individual into too 
great prominence, it must be remembered that the whole trend of 
progress at this Era is towards an ever-increasin (J' subordination of the 
mdividual, not only to the State; but t6 artificia~ corporatio11s created 
by the State. Human Freedom, on which alone true progress can 
be grounded, is only possible where the rights of the individual and 
those of society, "the State," are alike secure. 
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THE KINDERGARTEN MOVEMENT. 

I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The methods of the Kindergarten are considered by many as the 
very beginning of Industrial and Artistic training, which should mark 
the entrance of the child '!POll whatever courRe of education may be 
adopted in later years. In many places a demand has arisen t hat 
Kindergarten be established as the lowest elementary grade of the 
public schools. The following papers, show the relation of this 
method of training to general education, especially to artistic and 
industrial training, and embody the views of many well known 
American and foreign educators. 

The first of these, and the most important in its bearing upon the 
art education of a people, relates not only to the l.imited phase of in
dustrial training, to the discussion of which much of the present 
.volume of this Report is given, but to the far h igher ends which are 
comprehended in the purpose of this Report as a whole. 

· The grace of style, the interest of the subject matter, and the per
tine~ce of the practical applications to the needs of this Nineteenth 
century, by which the eloquent Cardinal converges the many strik
-ing illustrations of classic and medireval customs, drawn from his 
copious sto1·es of learning,- blendin~· Archeology, Biography and 
Htstory,- into a lesson for use in the life of to-clay; while t11ey can 
not fail to charm the most careless of re.aders, may also serve to keep 

·in remembrance the g reat object for which this special work was 
first undertaken. This purpose, distinctly set forth in t he first 

-volume of this Re{>ort, is an endeavor to promote the artistic develop
ment of the Amerwan people; to show t he intimate relations existing 
between artisan and artist in the best ages of art; and to aid in the 
establishment of such an era in this free Republic. 

As showing the relation between the most elementary training of 
young children in the Kindergarten and the exercise of the higher 
forms of art in its most exclusive signification, as well as in its 
myriad applications to the uses and adornments of life, and the 
direct relation of all the arts to labor and to laboring men and 
wo!llen, the fact of this Jmblication, by Miss Peabody, of Ca1·dinal 
W1sem~n's admirable a dress as an introduction to her plea for 
Frobel's Kindergarten, is interesting. 

As tending to harmonize the sometime conflict between the advo
cate~ of ~igh Art, pure n.ntl simple, and the advocates of Art in all its 
apphcat10ns to Industry: I know no wiser words than these eloquent 
ones spoken by the Cardinal, uor n.ny better way of presenting them 
to the attention of my fellow-countrymen than tha.t adopted by the 
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tlxcellent lady who will long be remembered as one of the earliest 
and mo.:;t enthusiastic advocates of Kindet·garten in the United 
States, and who, as the readers of the chapter on the early evolution 
of Dl'a.wing in Part I of this Report will recall, is well entitled to 
recognition in a - work of this charaoter, by reason of her early 
efforts in connection with her gifted sister, the wife of Horace Mann, 
to introduce and popularize the study of drawing in schools; - loi1g 
before the begipning of the modern movement that brought Pro
fessor Smith to America. 

The brief paper by Miss Marwedel, who at that time had a suc
cessful Kindergarten in Washington, D. C., urging the value of the 
Kindergarten work as preparatory to the graded course of drawing 
proposed by Walter Smith, was an outcome of the first visit of Pro· 
fessor Smitl). to Washington in 1875. 

Since this paper was written Miss Marwedel has been for some 
years engaged in successful Kindergarten work in California, and has 
herself elaborated a "system," embodying a Scheme for Educational 
Art training, beginning with Kindergarten and continuing through 
all the grades of schools. Miss Marwedel·went during the summer 
of 1887 to Germany to have the plates of illustrations prepared; the 
water color originals for the illustrations of the science teaching of the 
older pupils, which she had had made in California, and which were 
shown to the writer just before her departure for Germany, were 
very elaborate and beautiful. Although copies of some of her recent 
works have been received while this volume is in the printer's hands, 
her brief statement, written so long ago, and interesting from its con
nection with Walter Smith, is here retained. 

Miss Marwedel returned from Germany in 1888, and, in July, 1889, 
published a preliminary pamphlet entitled "'fhe Missing Link," in 
which certain methods of children's knife-work in pasteboard, and 
wood, as used in two ty:r;>ical schools in Sweden and Saxony, are de- -
scribed. This work is, _m her judgment, better adapted than is the 
wood Slojd, of Naiis, for continuing and developing the Kindergarten 
occupations; and for connecting them with those of the Manual 
Training High School. Extracts from each of these recent publica
cations by this devoted disciple of Frobel, are also given. 

Selections from the reports of educational conferences which follow 
will be found, it is hoped, to comprise a body of valuable and authori
tative material relating to this subject. They include extracts 
from the report of the papers read and discussions held concerning 
Kindergarten during the International Conference in London in 188-!, 
which serve to show the estimation in which this form of the element
ary education of young children is regarded by English and European 
educators; a similar collation of the opinions of American educators, 
during an educational conference held in St. Paul, Minnesota, in 1886; 
a special report upon the adoption of Kindergarten in the public 
school systems, made by Superintendent A. P. Stone, of Springfield, 
Massachusetts, in 188G, and referred to on page 133 of this volume; 
and extracts from the report of the proceedings during the sessions 
of the Kindergarten Department of the National Educational Asso
ciation at the annual meeting in Chicago, Illinois, in July, 1887, with 
which this Appendix ends. 



II. 

THE KINDERGARTEN IN ITS RELATION TO THE FINE ·ARTS 
AND TO INDUSTRIES 

One of the most interesting literary incidents connected with the 
early efforts to introduce Frobel's ideal infant schools into American 
communities was the republication by Miss Elizabeth P . Peabody 
of the lecture of .Cardinal Wiseman on the inter-relation existing 
be.tween the Fine and Industrial Arts. as an introduction to her ear · 
nest plea" addressed to American workingmenaud to educators," for 

· the adoption of the Kindergarten as the first grade of the primary 
schools. 
_ In thus linking the beginnings of Industrial Art Education with 
the record of the supreme triumphs of Art, so admii·ably and elo
quently set forth by such a master of literary art as is the distin
guished English Cardinal, Miss Peabody, whose publication ante
dated by a year the arrival of W alter Smith in Boston, has shown 
that this much talked-of movement for the general introduction in 

· all public schools of the study of industrial art drawing, and the 
further movement, based on this knowledge of drawing, for general 
instruction in the schools in the elements of mechanical industries, 
must needs be matured into a logical, progressive system;-must be 

. looked at as a whole, and not undertaken in a partial, fragmentary 
way. It is only by such comprehensive treatment that thtJnew move
ment, to the account .of which so much of this volume has been 
given, can justify itself educationally; or can be undertaken with 
any reasonable prospect of permanent success. 

But it is not a1one to educators that this address of the Cardinal 
appeals. · Its most emphatic words are to the so-called "artists," 
par excellence, the workers in the Fine Arts, whose active influence 
was long exerted in direct opposition to any movement to introduce 
generally any elementary knowledge of drawing and of art. The 
records of Haydon's experiences in England, of Peale's in Phila
delphia, and the more recent OJ?position made by some artists in 
America to Walter Smith and his system, will amply serve for illus
tration of the kind of opposition referred to. 

This OPJ?Osition on the part of some artists and art writers has 
largely arisen, as it seems to the present writer, from an entire mis
conce.Ption of the purpose entertained by the promoters of this in
dustrial Art drawing, the introduction of whicli in the public schools 
was·urged with no reference to the technical trainin& of "artists," 
as indeed has been sufficiently, and repeatedly; set fortn in the pages 
of Part I of this Report. 

There may doubtless be a danger of debasing the high ideals of 
art by substituting a mechanical method of thought and of treat
ment. It is to this tendency to "narrow the sphere of art" which, 
he suggests, may exist " in this practical scheme of education" that 
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the Cardinal calls attention, and in regard to which he utters words 
of warning. 

As these phases of the subject were treated at length in the Pre
liminary Papers in Part I of this Report, it is unnecessary further to 
consider them here. It may be of interest, however, foF readers 
to compare what Professor Walter Smith has said upon this sub
ject of conventionalizing all designs with Cardinal Wiseman's 
djcta upon the same point; as their decisions are diametrically op-

. posed. Professor Sm1th's treatment of these topics will be found m 
his remarks on "Household Taste and Principles of Industrial De-

. sign." (See pp. 582 to 5(!0 inclusive, Part I of this Report.) The 
paragraphs referred to, in the address of the Cardiual, occur nearly 
at the end .of his lecture. 
. As the Kindergarten is gradually coming to be recognized as the 
proper entrance to the system of industrial education in public 
schools; so, also, we see that, in Miss Peabody's judgment at least, it 
is closely connected with Art Education. It follows then that, in 
whatever as:pect this Report is viewed, whether in its relation .to art 
and artistic rndustries solely; or its relation to the consideration of 
the best practical education to be given in the common schools of 
the peo:ple, and the higher technical training t~ be afforded in special 
inst1tut10ns; this address, here related to Kindergarten, finds fit place 
in this Ref}ort. The index of Part I shows the references to "Kin-
dergarten ' in that volume. · . 

The papers which follow, · while they serve to show that these ele
Ip.entary schools are not wholly overlooked, are in no sense to be 
considered as a full treatment of the subject; which finds admission 
here, only, as a single step in a long series of progressive institutions 
designed to promote industrial and artistic education. 



m. 

THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE ARTISAN AND ARTIST • 

.Ll LECTURE BY CARDINAL WISEMAN, REPUBLISHED I N THE UNITED 
STATES IN CONNECTION WITH THE MOVEMEN'.(' TO INTRODUCE 
KINDERGARTENS.* 

DEDICATION-TO AMERICAN WORKINGMEN. 

By ELIZABETH P. PEABODY. 

I have omitted one sentence of the Report of this gx·eat and important Lectun: of 
Cardinal Wiseman's, because, thoul)h it may apply to European society, it does not 
apply to American. The sentence I S this:-

" The difference between the social tone of our day and that of a former age can
not probably be overcome. I cannot, therefore, pretend to hope that we shall see 
the day when the real, honest artisan, who at the same time shows artistic skill as 
well as industry. will be considered as raised t hereby above the condition in which 
he is at present held." 
· Had the great Cardinal lived in Anierica, he would not have felt this despair. It 

is the felicity of the constitution which protects the development of the American 
nationality, that it quenches no hope of a return (and with interest) of all that the 
past has intimated of the dignity of man. The events of the last ten years in 
AmeriCa. have taken away forever the disgrace of work ; and there is no motto more 
befitting every American than 'Ora et labora (pray and labor). The progress of 
science and its ap~,>lications, by making slaves of the great insensible forces of nature, 
are fast vindicatmg to human beings the prerogative of all that work which men 
only, by their individual intelligen.ce and skilled h:mds, can accomplish ; or, in 
other words, it is making all human·labor to rise into the degree of creative genius, 
which is the intellectual image of God in man. Fine Art, that is. architecture, 
sculpture, painting and music, are now the forms of this creative activity; but not 
all, for every form of human activity, even individual formation of character, will 
become Fine Art when principles of eternal order and beauty, for the use and 
pleasure of men, shall be embodied in them. The life and manifest destiny of the 
Americ11n nationality is to make every man creative on ever.v plane of his life. 

But, in order to accomplish this, men must be developed right from the begim1ing. 
Cardinal Wiseman declares. that, whenever in past ages artisans were artists, they 
were educated to be so. By the Greeks and Romans every production of human 
intelligence was considered a service done to some god; and the church of the mid
dle ages, after the revival of letters, made every work nn act of worship; i. e., every 
work that only intelligence was competent to. In both cases, education was given 
in secret soeieties. But the common-school system of America can more than take 
the place of those secret societies, nnd should considt:>r itself the immediate instm
ment of divine Providence to insure the legitimate honor and social position of an 

*The Identification of the Artis·an and Artist the Proper Object of American Edu
cation. Illustrated by· a Lecture of Cardinal Wiseman, on the Relation of the A1·ts 
of Design with the Arts of Production. Addressed to American workingmen and 
educators. with an essay on Froebel's Reform of Primary Education, by E lizabeth 
P. Penbody.- Boston: Sold by Adams & Co., 2:i Bromfield St., LeP & Shepard, 
Patrick Donahoe. New York: Wood & Holbrook, J. W. Schermerhorn. 1869. 
Pp. 48. 
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artist to every artisan. But for this co~summation, so devoutly to be wished, our 
education must be reformed from the primary stage, as i,; proposed in the pages 
which are appended· to the report o~ the Cardinal's Lectw:e ; and the 4meric.an 
workingmen ought to demand -nothing less of the Educational Boards m all the 
s~~. . 

THE ARTS OF PRODUCTION AND THE ARTS 'OF DESIGN. 

~ the spring of 1852, a.n association was formed by the Catholics of Manchester 
and Salford, in En~la.nd, to raise funds for the education of the poor. The Com· 
m.ittee, in aid of this purpose, invited Cardinal Wiseman to deliver ¥1 address upon 
some.literary subject of general popular inter~t. ~ccordingly, on the 28th of April 
last, m the Corn Exchange, Manchester, HUI Eminence spoke for three hours, as 
follows. We know not that we have ever read anything so calculated to inspire the 
true sentiment of Art among the working people. Those who are interested in the 
establishment of Schools of Design in our country could not ask a better presenta
tion of the importance of their cause.] 

LADIES ·AND GENTLEMEN,- I ought certainl,r to commence my address to you by 
thanking you for the extremely kind manner l!l which you have been pleased tore
eeive me; but I feel that I must not waste your time in mere expressions of a per
sonal character, feeling rather that I shall have to tax your time and your attention 
to a considerable extent. I will, therefore, enter at once upon the prop<>SE!d subject 
of my address, which has already been communicated to you by my old a.nd excel
lent friend, the Bishop of Salford. And I am sure I need not say, for he already 
has well expressed it to. you, that it is a topic which at the moment has engaged its 
full share of J>Ublic attention, as drawing to itself th ! interest of all the educated 
classes, and 1t is in fact a topic conn.ected with important questions, the solution of 
which may have to exert an ·important influence not only on our social but likewise 
on our moral progress. 

* * * * * * * 
The topic on which I have to address you, then, 'is the· CoNNECTION OR RELATION 

BETWEEN THE ARTS OF PRODUCTION AND THE ARTS OF DESIGN. 
By the ArtS of Production, I mean naturally those arts by which what is a raw 

material assumes a form, a shape, a new existence, adapted for some necessity or 
some use in the many WI!Jlts of life. Such is pottery ; such is carvins- in its various 
branches, whether applied to wood or to stone; such is the workmg of metals, 
whether of gold or silver or brass or iron; such is the production of textile matters,
of objects of whatever sort and for whatever purpose ; such is construction in its 

.different branches, commencing with the smallest piece of furniture,andascending 
to a great and majestic edifice. By the Arts of Design, I understand those which 
represent nature to us in any form, or which bring before us beauty, whether in 
form or in color. 

. Now, these arts ought, as · every one agrees,. :to be in close harmony one with the 
other; but that harmony which I wish to establish between them must be an hon
orable union, an equal compact, a noble league. There is not to be one the servant, 
and the other the master: each must be aware of the advantages which it can re
ceive as well as those which it can confer. Thus the arts, for instance, of design, 
will have to give elegance of form, grace of outline, beauty of ornament, to that 
which is produced by the other class of arts; and they in their turn have to trans
mit and multiply and perpetuate the creations of the arts of design. Now, it is 
agreed on all hands that as yet this complete harmony does not exist; that we have 
far from arrived at that mutual application of the one class to the other which gives 
us a satisfactory result. It is unnecessary, I believe, to bring evidence of this. As we 
proceed, I trust that opportunities will present themselves of bringing before you 
authorities enough for that assertion. But I may say, at the very outset, that the 
report which is published by the department of Practical Art is almost based upon the 
~knowledgment that~ yet we have not attained that application of the arts of 
design to the arts of production which we desire , and which l S most desirable to the 
arts of production to obtain. It acknowledges the existence of a necessity for much 
more instruction than has yet been given. It allo\vs that for several years...,.... thirteen 
years, at least- of the existence of schools of design they have not been found fully 
to attain the.ir purpose, and a new organization and a new system has now begun 
to be adopted. No one can appreciat~, I trust, more than I am inclined to do my
self, the advantages which must result from the multiplication of these schools of 
design as applied to manufactures, and other great improvements which they have 
already begun to confer, and will continue, no doubt, stillmore to bestow upon the 
industr.ial classes. 
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ALL CHILDREN SHOULD RECEIVE ELEMENTARY L.~STRUCTION IN SCIENCE AND. ART, . . 
I believe it most important to propagate to the utmost the love of Science, 

the love of Art. I believe it most useful to accustom every child to its first rudi• 
menta, its elementary states. I think, if we can make drawing a part of univer
sal education, a great deal will be gained. But this, certainly, cannot be enough. 
I am willing to grant that we shall have a great improvement upon what we 
have produced in the form of Art. I believe that we shall see better designers; 
men with better imaginations; men who understand the harmony and combination 
of colors better, and who can give to the artisans patterns which will greatly im
prove every department of our industry. But; I ask, is that sufficient? Will this· 
bring Art up to-what we desire? This is the great question. This is the subject of 
which I am going to treat: It appears to me that there is a very simple mode of 
looking at it; and it is the one, consequently, which I shall adopt. It is a question 
pru:tly of experience. It is a lesson much of which histor:f can teach us; and I de
sire to bring before you such facts M seem to me to bear upon the question, and to 
enable us to come to a practical and satisfactory conclusion. [Applause.] I will 
endeavor to state the question under a very simple, but perhaps it may appear not 
a very practical, form. · 

There is now a great desire to form, not only in the capital, but also in all great 
cities where industry :prevails, museums, which should contain all the most perfect 
specimens of Art antiquity in every age has left us of beauty in design and ele
gance ill form. We wish that ourat·tisans should have frequently before them what 
may be considered not merely actual models to copy, but likewise such objects as 
may gradually impress their minds with feelings of taste . 

. AN IDEAL MUSEUM OF CLASSICAL ART. 

. Now, I should like to have the construction, the forming, of such a museum. And, 
in describing it, I will confine myself entirely to one small department,- that of class
ical Art, classical antiquity,-because I know, that, for a museum intended to be prac
tical to the eyes of artisans, there is a far wider range of collection to be taken than 
that to which I will confine myself. Well, now, I imagine to myself a hall at least as 
large as this, and of a more elegant and perfect architecture. I will suppose it to be 
formed itself upon classical models; and around it shall be ranged, not merely plaster 

. casts, but real marble statues and busts collected from antiquity. I would range them 
round the throne so that each could be enjoyed at leisure by the student. . There 
should be room for the draughtsman to take a copy from any side. In the center 
I would spread out a beautiful mosaic, .such as we find in the museums, for instance, 
of Rome, a pavement in rich colors, representing some beautiful scene, which should 
be most carefully railed off, that it mi~ht not be worn ot"soiled by the profane tread 
of modern men. There should be cabmets, in which there should be-but inclosed 
carefully with glaBB, so that there would be no danger of accidents- the finest speci
mens of the ol•l Etruscan vases, of every size, of every shape, plain and colored, 
enriched with those beautiful drawings upon them which give them such rich char
acters, and at the same time such price. And on one Ride I would have collected 
for you some specimens of the choicest produce of the excavations of Herculaneum. 
There should be bronze vessels of the most elegant form and the most exquisite 
.carving, and there should be all sorts even of household utensils, such ns are found 
there, of most beautiful shape and exquisite finish. On the walls I would ha•e some 
of those paintings which have yet remained almost unharmed after being buried 
for so many hundred of years, and which retain their fl'eshness, and would glow upon 
your walls, and clothe them with beauty, and at the same time with instruction. 
And then I would have a most choice cabinet, containing medals in gold and silver 
and bronze, of as great an extent as possible, but chiefly selected for the beauty 
of their workmanship; and engraved gems likewise, every one of which should, if 
possible, be a treasure. Now, if such a museum could be collected, you would· say, 
I &:m sure, that so far as clllSSical antiquity goes,-classical Art,- you have every
t!Img that you could desire, and you have as noble, as splendid, ns beautiful a collec
tion of artistic objects as it is within the reach of modern wealth and influence to 
c;ollect. In fact, you would say, if you could not malce nrtists now by the study of 
these objects, it was a hopeless matter, because here was everything that antiquity 
has gi,ven us of the most beautiful. 

OUR PRECIOUS OBJECTS OF ANTIQUE ART WEltE SIMPLY THE COMMON UTENSILS 
OF THE ANCIENTS. 

N:ow, I am afraid, that, while you have been followiug me in this formation of 
. an 1denl !uuseum, you have thought it required a great stretch of imagination to 
suppose 1t possible that such a collection could be made in any city of England. I 
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will ask you, then, now to spread your wings a little more, and fly with me into 
eyen a more imaginary idea than this. Let us suppose that by some chance all 
these objects which we have collected were at some given period, in the first cen
tury of Christianity, collected together in an ancient Roman house; and let us sup
pose that the owner of the house suddenly appeared amongst us, and bad a right 
to claim back all these beautiful works of Art which we so highly prize, which we 

. have taken so much trouble, and laid out so much money, to collect. Now, what 
does he do with them when he has got them back? What will he do with these 
statues which we have been copying and drawing and admiring so much? Pliny 
finds great fault, is very indignant with the people of his age, beCause he says they 

· have begun to form galleries, pinacothecas; that such a thing was unknown before; 
that no real Roman should value a statue merely as a work of Art, but that it was 
only as the statues of their ancestors that he ought to value them. And thus that 
Roman looks at them as nothing else. He takes them back; he puts the best of 
them, not in the center. of a room, where it may be admired; but to him it is a 
piece of household furniture, and he puts it with all its fellows, into the niches 
from which they have been taken, and where they are, perhaps, in a very bad light. 
It is 'lXceedingly probable, that, if the statues were not of his ancestors, be would, 
instead of allowing them to remain in the beautiful hall :(Jrepared for them, send them 
into his garden, into his villa, to stand out in the open atr, and receive all the rain of 
heaven upon them. ·The mosaic which we have valued so much, nnd which is so won
jlerful a piece of work, he will put most probably into the parlor of his house to be 
trodden under foot by every slave that comes in and goes out. And now be looktJ 
about him at that wonderful collection of beautiful Etruscan vases which we have 
got together, and he recognizes them at once: "Take that to the kitchen : that is 
to hold oil : 11 

" Take that to the scullery : that is 'for water : " " Take these plates 
and drinking-cups to the pantry : I shall want them for dinner .11 And those smaller, 
those beautiful vessels, which yet retain as they do the very scent of the rich odors 
which were ke~t in them: "Take them to the dressing-rooms: those are what we 
want on our toilet i This is a washing-basin which I have been accustomed to use. 
What have they been making of all these things, to put them under glass, and 
treat them as wonderful works of Art? 11 And, of those beautiful bronze vessels, 
some belong again to the kitchen, others belong to our furnished apartments ; but 
every one of them is a mere household piece of furniture. And then he looks into 
the beautiful cabinet; and he sends those exquisite gems into his rooms, to be worn 
by his family, as ordinary rings. And your gold medals and silver medals and 
bronze medals he quietly puts into his purse; for , to him, they are common money. 
Now, then, here we have made a collection of magnificent productions of Art; 
and, in reality, these were all the fruits of the arts of production. [Cheers.] 

Now, what are we to say to this? We are to say that there was a period in Rome, 
and there were similar periods in other countries at different times, when there was 
no distinction between the arts of productioi). and the arts of design; but thpse very 
things, which to us now are objects of admiration as artistic work, were then merely 
things made and fashioned as we see them for the ordinary uses to which we adapt 
other things of perhaps similar substances, but of a very different form. For, in fact, 
if you had these vessels, you would not know what to do with them. We could not 
cook a dinner in them. We certainly could not adapt them to our common \vants: 
But to the Romans they were the very objects which were used for those purposes; 
and although now, in reading the' old writers, and trying to make out the dreadfully 
hard names by which all these different pieces of pottery are called, yet, learned 
and classical as all that may be, when we come to translate these high-sounding 
Greek names into English, we get very modest results,- pipkins and basins and 
ewers and flagons, and such homely names as these. [Applause.] 

ESSENTIAL ART IS INDESTRUCTIBLE. 

Now, whereistheArttbere? Is itthattheseweredesigned, do you think, by some 
man of great reputation; and then that they :were all carefully copied, exactly im
itated, from his design? Oh I c.ertainly nothing of the sort. The Art that is in these 
beautiful things is a part of themselves; is bestowed upon them in their fabrication. 
You may take the Etruscan vase, and you may scratch away from it, if you please, 
every line which had been traced by the pencil of the embellisher upon it; and, after 
that, the seal of beautiful design, grace, and the elegance of true Art are so stamped 
upon it, that, if you wish to remove them, you must smash the vase. [Applause.) 
It is inherent in it: it was created with it. 

Then what I fancy is desired is, that we should bring Art back to that same state 
in which the arts of design are so interwoven with the arts of production that the o~e 
cannot be separated from the other, but everything which 1s made is by a certam 
necessity made beautiful. And this can only be when we are able to fill the winds 
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of our artisans with true principles, until really these have pervaded their souls, and 
until the true feeling ·of Art is at their fingera'-ends. [LOud applause.] You will 
see, I think, from the example which I have ~ven you·, w1Iat is the principle at which 
lam aiming; which! wishtoestablish. It 18this: thatatanypenodin which there 
has been a really close union between the. arts of production and the arts of design, 
this has resulted from the union in one person of the artist and the artisan. 

Such now is the principle that I am going to develop; and, in doing so, I will dis
tinguish between arts of production belonging to two distinct· classes. There are 
those in which necessarily there is manipulation,- the 1186 of the hand, .or of such 
implements as the hand directly employs; and there are those in which mechanical 
ingenuity is employed in the art of product-ion. It is clear that these two must be 
treated distinctly; and I will begin with tlie first, which affords· the greatest number 
of illustrations and examples, in proof of that principle which I have laid down. 

HANri WORK IN METAL. 

I will begin first, then, with. illustratio~ from metal work. Now, the period in 
which there was the greatest perfection in this sort of work, as is universally ac
knowledged, is from about the fourteenth century ,-1300, I think, to 1600, or at least 
after 1500. It is singular, that, in that period, live at least, very probably more,
but we have it recorded of five of the most distinguished sculpt-ora whose works are 
now the most highly prized, that they were ordinary working goldsmiths and silver; 
smiths. This is given us in their respective biographies. Benvenuto Cellini, Luca 
della Robbia, Lorenzo Ghiberti, Brunelleschi, and Baccio Bandinelli, all of whom 
were goldsmiths liJld workers at first, developed most extraordinary talent as sculp
tors. How was this done? Can we conceive a person who is merely a workman, 
working upon such plate as is put bef01·e him, becoming a man of high first-class 
character in Art? There have been examples, but they are rare. But here we have 
five men, in a limited period, becoming most eminent. Now, what was the reason 
of that? It was because the jeweler, the silversmith, who worked with his hands, 
was educated, not only as an artist, but an artist of the highest class; and Vasari ob
serves, in the life of Bandinelli, that in those tin.1es no man was reputed a good gold
smith who was not a good drau~htsman, and who could not work as well in relief. 
We have a principle then establ18hed, that the person who did the material work in 
the finer works was an artist, who could not only draw, but model, and did the same 
with the metal itself; for that is the nature of that class of work of which I have 
spoken. 

BENVENUTO CELLINI. 

Now, take the life of Cellini. H ere was a man who originally was put to a to
tally different employment. His father had no higher ambition concerning him 
than that he shourd become a great player upon the flute; and he teased him during 
all the last years of his life because l1e had no taste for this, and would run after 
goldsmiths and others, and learn the different branches of their profession. H e led 
the most wonderful life. He was to-day at Rome; next day at Florence; then he 
was at Naples; then at Venice; then in France; then back again: that he could have 
done any work, in fact, seems incredible to any one who reads his life. And he 
did not travel by train or any public conveyance which could take on his luggage. 
He traveled on horseback , each t ime. from Rome all the way to Paris. He had no 
luggage; he was a poor man , and whene\·er he came and started his shop, he began 
by making his own tools; and he worked with his scholars, who were generally young 
.men that became themselves eminent in the profession, in a little opt'll shop, looking 
to the street; there h e himself hammered all< I can •ed and cast ancl shaped, and did 
whatever else was necessary for .the work. H e was an actual w orking goldsmith; 
and the beauty of his works consists in this, that they have the impress of genius so 
marked upon them, that they n ever could have been desi~o>ned by one person and 
executed by another. There is as much art in the finish by his own hand, in every 
enamel, in the setting of every stone, as there is in the entire design; nor does he 
ever dream of talking of himself in any other way; and yet how h e went on 
from step to step, until at length he produced the most mag-nificent works, on the 
largest scale, in marble and in bronze! H e describes how he constructed his own 
.Perseus. He went to buy his own wood, and saw it brought ; and when he was 
casting that most exquisite statue of Perseus, which is still one of the wonders of 
Art, he had every eort of misfortune. His furnace hlew up, the roof was blown 
off, and the rain came in torrents upon the fire just the moment that the metal was 
going to be poured in. By his in~;enuity, his extraordinary contrivances, lw haf
fied , it might appea1·, .th(' whole cha in of nccicll•nts. ancl brought out, almost with-
9Ut a flaw, that most perfect piece of workmanship. You may imagine to what ~ 

~T-VQL 2- 4l - . . 
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state he was reduced, when, the very moment that the metal was ready f<?r pouring 
out, the explosion took place. He had no other resource but to run to his kitchen, 
as he says, a.nd to take every piece of copper, to the amount of two hundred por
ringers and different sorts of kettles, and-throw them into the fire, and from these 
that splendid statue came forth. There w'as genius. [Loud cheers.] 

As a curious instance of the most extrordinary ingenuity, he tells us that on one 
occasion a surgeon came into his shop to perform an operation on the hand of one 
of his pupils. Upon looking at his instruments, he found them, as they were in 
those days, so exceedingly rude and clumsy, that he said, '' If you will only wait 
half an hour, I will make you a better instrument;" and he went into his workshop, 
and took a piece of steel, and brought out a most beautifully finished knife, with 
which the operation was successfully performed. Now this man, at the time you 
see hiin thus working in his shop as a common workman, was modeling in the most 
exquisite manner in wax; spending his evenings in the private apartments of the 
Grand Duke, modeling in his· presence, and assisting hint with a hundred little 
trifles which are now considered treasures of Art. And so wherever he was, and 
under all circumstances, he acted as an artist, but at the same time as a truly labor
ing artisan. It was the same with others in the same profession. He was not the 
only man, by any means, whose genius was so universal; because we find him tell
ing us repeatedly that the moment he heard of some goldsmith (and in those days a 
goldRmith was really an artist, as I have already said) who excelled in any particu
lar branch of Art, lie determined to excel him. Thus it was that he grew to rival 
the medals of one, the enamels of another , the peculiar manner of putting foil to 
precious stones of another; and, in fact, there was not a branch .of art which he 
did not consider it his duty to excel in. With this spirit, is i~ wonderful that men 
of really great taste should have· been produced; wen who, you observe, looked 
upon every branch of productive art as really a branch of the higher art of design; 
and thus in their own persons combined that art with the power of the tool; were 
artists as well as artisans? 

JEWELLERS AND GOLDSMITHS OF THE MIDDLE AGES. 

There is another celebrated jeweler of that time, whom he mentions frequently, 
of the name of Antonio Foppo, a Milanese, who is better known 'in the history of 
Art by a name which he received in derision in Spain, the name of Capodursa, which 
weans a bear's face, and which he is known by, commonly, in works of Art. 
Cellini describes to us the processes by which he produces his works; and tliey are 
so careful, and require such accurate knowledge of Art, that his knowledge must 
have been very superior indeed in the arts of design. As an instance of what was 
the latitudb and the extent of Art, and how really a jeweler or goldsmith in those 
days was not above work which in our days no one would dare offer to a person of 
such a profession, we have a case recorded in the histot·y of one of the painters, 
Pierino_ del Vaga, by Vasari, speakin~ of a very part~c~lar f~iend of Pierino's, a 
goldsmtth. When the Grand Duke of Tuscany- was bUtlding hts falace, he gave to 
this man a commission to execute the metal blinds for the grounc floor of that pal
ace (and it is considered a great pity that a work of so homely a nature shou~d have 
perished, because there can be no doubt whatever that it was a work of exquisite 
beauty). So that, even upon what would be considered the lowest stage of com
mon production, the artist did not feel it was beneath him to design; not to give a 
design to others, but to execute it himself. We have in the collections, particu
larly of Italy, in the palaces, evident proofs of the great extent to which this com
bination of various arts must have been carried, in works exceedingly complicated, 
extremely beautiful, and at the same time necessarily requiring a great deal of 
ability to execute. Those are the rich cabinets in which may be found, mixed to
~ether, work in marble , and in ivory, in wood, in metals, in enamel, and in paint
mg. all combined together by one idea, ancl all executed by one hand, but of t he 
authors of which it seems impossible to find any good trace. They probably were 
produced by those men called goldsmiths, and who, as I said before, could work as 
well upon any of those substances, and thus bring them harmoniously to form one 
beautiful whole. [Cheers.] 

AMAZING PREVALENCE OF ART WORK IN THE ANTIQUE WORLD. 

Now, proceeding from what is most precious in Art to what is more homely, let 
us return for a moment to a subject on which I have already touched. I have 
spoken of the beauty of the productions of antiquity in metal, which were found 
in the excavation particularly of those two buried museums, as we. may call 
them, of antiquity, Pompeii and Herculaneum. The collection of these is chiefly 
in Naples. Except where presents have been made to other countries, they have 
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been jealously kept together. Now, these different objects have not been dug out 
of temples or out of palaces, but they have been taken out of every sort of house,
houses evidently belon~ng to the citizens,- and I think you may see that there is 
not one in that collect10n which does not immediately arrest the eye both by the 
beauty of form and by its exquisite fancy. Many of them have been engraved in .. 
the publication called the "l'duseo Borbonico," the Bourbon .. Museum, the Museum 
of Naples; and I think very justly the remark is made by the editor in the fifth 
volume, that the whole modern civilized world, however vast it may be, and how
ever it may labor in so many 'arts and so many trades, does not and cannot exhibit 
even a small proportion of that elegance and ornament, varied in a thousand ways, 
and in innumerable most fantastic modes, which are to be admired in the remruns 
of furniture found in Pompeii and Herculaneum,- two cities which occupied so in
significant a place in the ancient world. That is quite true. Now, what are we to 
infer from this? There can be no doubt, as I .have said, on examining these beauti-. 
ful objects, that they have been for common use. There are scales, steelyards, 
which can only have been made to weigh provisions: the chains are most delicately 
worked; the weight is frequently a head with a helmet, most beautifully chiseled; 
and so genuine and true are these, so really intended for every-da,r use, 'that one of 
them has stamped upon it yet .the authentication made at the cap1tol of the weights 
being just. Tf1is was a steelyard which was in the kitchen, and it was for the or
dinary purposes of the house. There are other large vessels, which must have 
served for culinary purposes, and of which the handles and the rings and the dif
ferent parts are finished far beyond what the finest bronzes that are now made in 
Paris can eqaal. What are we to conclude? You do not suppose these were 
the designs of the ·Flaxmans and the Baileys of that day. Who ever heard of a 
great artist in Pompeii and Herculaneum ? And how can you imagine that el"ery 
house furnished itself with what were considered exquisite and extraordinary 
specimens of Art for the use of their every-day life? And then, where are their 
common utensils, if these are not they? If these lamps were not what they burnt, if 
these candelabra were not the shafts upon which they were hmig, if these vessels 
were not those in which they prepared their viands, where are those? Were they car
ried away in the flight? But the most precious would surely be carried away, ami the 
commoner be left behind. Nothing of the sort. One may see here everything is to 
be found; and everything is beautiful in shape, and· generally in finish. What are 
we to conclude? Why, nothing less thari that the braziers who made these things 
were able to make them. They came from the hands of the brass-founder; they 
have been chi!<eled in the workshop; they have been finished, not to be put up in 
cabinets, but in order to be· knocked about by servants. Then here we have a state 
of Art in which the producer, the man who makes, who manipulates, who handles, 
the object of manufacture which he ;(!roduces, was able to do what now defies 
almost our most superior workmen. (Cheers.] 

' ARTISTS AND ARTISANS OF NUREMBERG. 

Now let us go to another part of the world, and come to a later period. Nurem
berg, during the time which I have specified,- between 1300 an·\ the middle of 
1500,-was a center of Art, and especially in all metal work. There is an observation 
of HoffmaJJ, a German writer, that Nuremberg was the city in which the artist and 
the craftsman walked most harmoniously hand in hand; but I think he does not go 

· far enough: he ought to have said that it was. a city in which the artisan and the 
artist were the most perfectly combined. At a very early period, that is, as early 
as 1355, there was produced a piece of work such as is at this day the admiration of 
all artists. And what was it? It was a mere well, a fountain in the public square; 
"the beautiful fountain," "the beautiful well," as it is to this day most justly called. 
Now, this was. made entirely by the designer, by the artist himself, Hofer, who 
united in himself the~;P. two qualities; and it is acknowledged that in the treatment 
of the metal work, and in the beauty of the reli~ious images which surround this 
fountain, but few steps have been made in Art smce that time. And he, as I ob
serv~d, was a mere workman; he did his own work. At a later period,- at what is 

. C<:JDSidered the third period of A1t, in Nuremberg,- there is another remarkable 
piece of metal work; and I am glad to find that in the last report just published by 
the department of Practical Art. Mr. Smirke has introduced a letter in which he 
begs_that this piece of workmanship, which he calls one of the-most celebrated pro
ductions in metal, may be copied by casts, and brought to England as a specimen of 
Art. Now that beautiful production was of as early a period as tii06: it was made 
between 1506 and Hi1!l, and it is t he shrine of St. Sebald, in his church at Nurem
lM>rg; and no one who. had seen that exquisite piece of work;- so beautiful, so 
elegant. as that no iconocla-;m had dared t~ touch it (though I must say that 
Nurembe1·g had been \)reserved from the reproach of that error},- but there it is1 in 
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its freshness and its beauty, as it came from the artist's hand; in the center, a shrine 
of silver, in which is the body of the saint, and around it what may be called a cage 
or grating of the most perfect metal work, and with statues of most exquisite work
manship. Now I do wish this to be brought to England,- a copy, that is, of it,-not 
merely because it will show what was done in ages that we consider hardly emerg
ing from barbarism; not only what beautiful inspirations reli~ion could give the 
artist; but because it will show to those who are trying to ra1se the character of 

· any art the true. principle upon which alone it can ever be raised to what it was· 
then. They will see the artist portra;red upon it,-Peter Vischer,-they will see 
him with Iris apron on; they will see h1m with his chisel and his mallet in his hand; 
they will see that he aspires to nothing more than to be a handicraft.'lman, a work
man in metal, who yet could conceive, and then design, this most magnificent pro
duction of man's hand. [Applause.] 

THE BLACKSMITH OF .ANTWERP. 

Another example, something of the same sort, we shall find in a neighboring 
country. Tbere IS at Antwerp, likewise, a beautiful well near the cathedral; and if 
you ask who it was that produced this, you will hear that it was one who sometimes 
had been known as a painter, and at others, under the more familiar appellation of the 
"Blacksmith of Antwerp," as a blacksmith; and there is a piece of iron work which 
I fear that not our most perfect \Vorks could turn out,-certainly not, nothing that 
could be compared with it. And Quintin Matsys was a poor school-boy, who, find
ing the heavy blacksmith's work too much for him, took to drawing and coloring 
little images of saints, to be given out in processions, and thus rose to be a painter 
and an artist, finding his first profession too heavy for his strength. But this iron 
work is a work of 4rt; it is not a work merely cast in the lump, and then put to
gether; but it is a work that required genius, that required great artistic skill: it 
shows that the artist even worked in iron; that a man who belonged to the very 
lowest branch of what may be considered the Arts-laboring in metal-was aule, 

. notwithstanding, to imagine and to carry out the most beautiful conceptions. 

THE ENGLISH ARTISAN OF TO-DAY IGNORANT OF ART. 

Now, coming to modern times, do we find anything of this sort? I contenmt y
self with referring to that last report which I have just mentioned,- of the depart
m ent of Practical Art. In that report there are incorporated letters from some of 
om best silver and gold smiths upon the character of the artistic proficiency of the 
workmen. I will only read one, for all in reality repeat the same sentiment. "At 
present we seldom find an English ·workman who understands drawing. Not one 
of our English workmen has a knowledge of drawing;" and it is said that, without 
exception, these men will not even go to the school. Attempts have been made to 
bring them to the School of Practical Art, that they may learn something of the 
principles by which the works in their branch of productive art should be con
aucted. They cannot be induced to go and obtain that information, though it is 
nearly, or entirely, gratuitously given! So little taste, so little feeling of Art is 
there in our workmen now! Can we expect they will produce works that will riYal 
those of ancient times? For there is this broad, immense difference: in OJW, the 
artist was the workman; now, the workman has only a degree of intelligence abov~ 
the machinery which he uses! He can apply those means which are put into his 
hand; but can have no artistic feeling to give the last touch, or even to bring things 
to ordinary perfection. On the other hand, we must be struck with the difference, 
that in France there is much more taste, much more knowledge, much more intel
li~ence, in the actual artificer: the exhibition showed, that, though we had mag
ruficent things in silver work, and gorgeous objects in metallic productions, beautiful 
and splendid, yet, when you came to look at them with the artist's eye, you couhl 
not help observing the immense difference between our English productions ami 
those of France; though, be it spoken to the glory of our English goldsmiths, they 
have both the taste and the generosity and munificence to bring over ami to employ 
the very first foreign artists; and it was thus we did produce some objects tlmt stood 
in competition, not with those of the workman's rivals, but with those of his own 
countrymen. 

SUCCESS OF A MODERN WORKMAN PRACTICING CELLINI'S METHODS. 

In V echt there is an example of what the artists in old times were. He hegah as 
a cotton-spinner; he became a manufacturer of toys ; then a button-maker; and 
then he hegan to work with the chisel. His genius developed itself. He uegn.n to 
retouch and repair ancient armor, and then was tempted, seein!:) that these were 
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· things ~ought after (it appears with the most honest intention), to imitate them; 
and be found that they were bought and put in royal and imperial cabinets as real 
work of what is called cinctuecento. An(l then he imitated the shields, working 
exactly upon Cellini's prinCiple, that everything, however small, is worked out 
separately, and then fastened together; that nothing is cast, but that everything, 
to the smallest tip of the least finger, is hollow; and he worked on, and produced 
it by his artistic and careful manipulation. He began to work this way, and he 
fotind his silver work also became considered as ancient, and was adopted into col
lections of valuable antiquities. He then learned the power of his own genius, and 
he soon rose; ·and, when the late revolution in France took place, he had commis
sions for works to the amount of 60,0001. And this was all his own work. the pro
duction of his .own hands. However, his losses were in common with many others 
who had engag~ in hi&"her branches of art, and he has been since in this country: 
but certainly those speCimens of his work which we had in the exhibition were not 
only most beautiful, but most exquisite; and many persons who took the pains to 
examine in detail some of the works in silver, which were pre,ented by one French 
house in particular,- the Freres Maurice,- must have been struck by the high artis
tic merit of them all. And they all are worked entirely bit by bit by the artist; 
and it was impossible they could be executed but by an artist who could model as 
well as draw, and who knew how to treat his metal perfectly, so as to give all the 
softness, beauty, and delicacy of the original model. [Cheers.] 

THE SCULPTOR OF TO-DAY. 

Now let us proceed to what may be considered a higher branch of Art, and that 
is Sculpture. We shall find exactly the same pl'inciple throughout: all the great
est artists of the most flourishing period were men who did their own work. You 
are probably aware-many, I have no doubt, are-at the present day, when a sculp
tor has to produce a statue, he first of aU makes his model in clay: probably a 
dra;\Ving· firSt, then a small model, then a model exactly as he intends the statue to 
be, full-sized and completely finished; f1·om this the cast is taken in plaster; the 
block of marble of proper size is put beside it, and a frame over it from which there 
hang threads with wei~hts: these form the points from which the workman meas
ures, from correspondmg lines. first to the models, a.nd then from these which 
are over the cast to the cast itself; and by means of the merest mechanica l process 
he gradually cuts away the marble to the shape of his cast, and often brings it so 
near to the finished work, that the artist himself barely spends a few weeks upon it. 
This was so much the case with a very eminent sculptor, that it is well known he 
hardly ever had occasion to touch it. 

THE SCULPTOR OF THE IDDDLE AGES. 

Now, that was not the way the ancients worked: they knew perfectly well that 
there was more feeling in the few touches which the master-hand gives, even from 
the very beginning of the work, than there can be in t!1e low and ploJding process of 
mechanical labor; and we find that those who were really exquisite sculptors in 
ancient times were also their own workmen. Vasari tells us of Orcagna, that he 
made at Florence seven figures, all with his own hand, in marble, whid 1 yet exist. 
Now, Orcagna was certainly a remarkable person. He was a sculptor, a painter, 
and· an artist: and so ,justly vain, if one may so speak, of this varied character of 
his Art, that, upon his monuments or sculptures, he calls himself a painter; upon 
his paintings, he 11lways calls himself a sculptor. His faintings ar'-' to be found in 
the cemetery at Pisa. The most beautiful and splendi< of his works is the match
less altar in the church at San Michael, in Florence, of which, I am glad to say, 
there will be an exact copy in the future Crystal Palace. This artist , now, whose 
'York is certainly most beautiful, most finished, a~ far as we can gather from his 
life, actually did the work with his own hands, and carved the ~\·hole of the marble 
himself. · 

BRUNELLESCHI AND DONATELLO. 

I shall have occasion to speak of another C!lebrated artist under another head; 
and therefore I now will mention one wf10 became very cE>lebrated, and from whose 
~e it is evident that he did the whole of the carving with his own hands,- and that 
11! Brunelleschi. He li'•ed at the period when Art was becoming truly most beau
tiful,- the period which just preceded the appearance, perhaps, of a still greater 
artist, but who, in some respects, departed from the purest principles of Art. He 
was the contemporary of Donatellu. anti t hc.>y wer(.> both n~ry g reat friends, and 
worked even in the same church. An anecdote related l.Jy Vasnri, in the life of 
Donatello, will show us how truly Brunelleschi was not merely a sculptor, but a 
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carver who performed the work with his own hand. He tells us "that Donatello had 
received a commiss:on to carve a crucifix (which r.et exists in the Church of Santa 
Croce, under a beautiful painting by Taddeo Gaddi), and that he produced what was 
consi.lered a very tine work: but he w1;15 anxious that his friend Brunelleschi should 
see and approve of it. He invited him therefore, one day, to inspect it; which 
shows that the work had been cove1·~d up and concealed dut·ing the execu
tion. Brunelleschi looked at it, and said nothing. His friend Donatello f('lt hurt, 
and said, "I have brought you h£<re to give me your opinion; tell me candidly 
what do you think of it r"-" Well, then," Brunelleschi said, " I will tell you, 
at once, that it is a figure, not of Christ, but of a peasant or a rustic." Dona
.tello was indignant. It was perhaps the most beautiful specimen of the subject 
in carving that had been· produced; and he used an expression which became 
a proverb; and I can not help remarking how ma ·y expressions of .artists have 
turned into proverbs. The expression iu Italian means this: ''Take a piece of wood 
and make another." Brunelleschi did not reply. He went home. He did take 
a pieco of wood. He said nothing to Donatello, and he carved his crucifix. When 
it was quite finishi.!d, he met Donatdlo, and said, "Will you come and sup with me 
this evening?" (Now I narrate this anecdote partly because it shows us what tl~e 
great artists wer.·,- that they were not great g('ntlemen living in anx particular 
style.) [Applause.l " l will do so with pleasure," sad Donatello. ' Then com2 
along;" and Bruneileschi, as they went on, stopped at the mark ~t, bought eggs and 
cheese for their supper, put them in an apron, and said to Donatello, ''Now, you 
carry these to my houst:l while I buy something else, and I'll follow you." Donatello 
entered the room, saw the crucifix, let fall his apron, and smashed the e&'gs. l Laugh 
ter and cheers.] Brunelleschi soon followed, and found Donatello wJth his hands 
stretched out, and his mou h open, looking at this wonderful work. "Come," said 
he to Donat.•llo, "where's om· supper?"-" I have had my supper," said he: "you 
get what you can out of what is left." And th ·n, like a true, noble-hearted, gener
ous artist, he took his friend by the hand, and . said, · ''You are made to represent 
Christ; I, only to represent peasants." [Cheers.] .Now, this 'shows, as I said before, 
thn.t this poor artist c:nried on his own work wit:1 his own hands, shut up in hi$ 
own house; in fact, thn.t, as V asari tell3 us, he neven:1.llowed any one to see it until 
it was quite completed. 

MICHAEL ANGELO. 

There can be no doubt, that, amon~ all the names celebrated in Art, there is not 
one that can be put in comparison w1th tlmt of Michael Angelo; a mn.n, who, not 
me1·ely from his follower, disciple, and intimate, Vnsari, but even from jealous 
and ('nvious and ill-tempered Benvenuto Cellini, receives constantly the epithet of 
"the divine." No man certainly ever had such a wonderful soul for Art, in e'•ery 
department: the cupola of St. Peter's, as an architect; his Moses and his Christ, as 
a sculptor; and his Last Judgment, on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, as a painter,
are three monuments which would have made the eternal fame, not of three, but 
of a hundred, artists in each department. [Applause.l Great, noble, generous, and 
though perhaps somewhat in his temper not amiable, yet sternly honest in all his 
dealings, he seems to have been the great center, around which the Art of his period 
revolved. There was no one so great, so sublime in any particular branch of it, that 
did not look up to Michael Angelo, and consider him his superior. It is acknowl· 
edged that Raffaelle went into the Sistine Chapel, and saw An~elo':> wonderful works, 
and changed entirely his ~;tyle upon beholding them; and it IS particularly acknowl
edged by the writers of that time, that in every other department-civil engineer· 
ing, etc.-he was considered equally supreme. Now. you would suppose that this 
_man, upon whom commissions poured ineverydayforgreat works, would have em
ployed a number of artisans to assist him; that he would have had carefully prepared 
models, which he would have intrusted to skillful artificers, so as to lighten his 
labor. But no such thing. There is every evidence we can desire, that, from the 
beginning to the end, Michael Angelo performed the whole of his own work; t hat 
he began with the piece of marble as it came from the quarry; that, if not always, 
pretty generally, he did not even condescend to make a design beyond a small wn:rr 
model, but immediately set to work with chisel and mallet on the figure which he 
had in his imagination, and which he knew was as truly lurking in the inanimate 
block. Vasari shows us. in fact, from his unfinished pieces, in what way he must 
have mapped out the marble and done the work himself; and that is why we have 
so many vast pieces by him unfinished; either the stroke did not come out as he de· 
sired, or it went too far into the marble, and spoilt his labor. But so it is, that by 
far the tp"eater part of those gigantic pieces which he finished, if not all, were the 
productiOns of his own hand, as weH as of his intellect. 

When about seventy-five years of age, Vasat'i tells us, he used to be just as inde-
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fatigable with his chisel and hammer as when he was a stout young man. He had 
·near his bedroom, if not in it (for he lived in a most primitive and simple manner), 
an immense block of' marble, and, when he had nothing else to do, he used to be 
hammering at that; and, when asked why he so continuously worked at this branch 

_ of his various arts, he used to reply that he did it for amusement, to £ass his time, 
and that it was good for his health to take exercise with the mallet. He undertook 
at 'that. age, out of an enormous block of marble, to bring out four figures, larger 
than life, representing the descent from the cross; and he had nearly worked out 

· the figure of our Lord, when, happening to meet with a vein that was hard and 
_ troublesome, he one day broke it into half a dozen pieces. It was seen in this state 

by a friend, and his servant begged it for him. It was put together, and it is now 
to be seen at Florence. But Vasari says that it was necessary, in order to give him 
occupation, to get another large block of marble and put it near hls bed, that so he 
migh~ continue at his work; and he began another group of the same sort. This 
was at the age of seventy-five. And Vasari gives us an interesting account of how 
he worked: be says he was remarkably sober, and while performing his greatest 
.works, such as the paintings, he rarely took more than a crust of bread and a glass 
. of wine for his dinner. Tllis sobriety, he says, made him very vigilant, and not require 
much sleep; and very often in the night he used to rise. when he could not sleep, 
and work away with his chisel, having made for himself a sort of helmet, or cap, 
out of pasteboard, and upon the middle of this, in the top, he had his candle, so that 
the shadow of his body never could be thrown upon the work. 

AN ANECDOTE TOLD BY VA SARI. 

Apropos of this, Vasari tells us an anecdote which is interesting as showing the 
character of Michael Angelo and of ills time. Vasari observes that he never used 
wax candles for tills purpose, but a particular sort of candles made of goat's 
tallow, whlch, he says, are particularly excellt>nt. '~lishing to make him a present, 
he (Vasa1i) sen1; to Michael .Angelo his servant one day with four bags of these 
particular candles, containing forty pounds of them. The servant brought them; 
and Michael Angelo, who mwer accepted a present, told him to take them back 
again,- he would not receive them. The servant said, "They have nearly 
broken my arm in bringing them; and I shall not carry them back." "Then do 
what you like with them," said Michael .Angelo. "Then," replied the servant, " I 
·observed, as I ccune to your house, that just before your door there was a nice bed 
of just-hardened mud: I'll go and stick all the candles in this, and light them all, 
and leave them there." Michael .Angelo said, "No, I can't allow you to make such 
a· confusion as there would be about my door; so you may leave them." This 
shows the homely and friendly way in which the artists lived among themselves. 
(Cheers.] 

We have a very interesting account of the manner in which he used to work at 
his marble, from a contemporary French writer, who says: " I can say that I have 
seen Michael Angelo, when he was about sixty years of age, and not then very 
robust, make the fragments of marble fly about at such a rate, that he cut off more 
in a quarter of an hour, than three strong young men could have llone in an hour,
a thing almost incredible to any one who has not seen it ; and he used to work with 
such fury, with such an impetus, that it was feared he would dash the "whole 
~arble to J?ieces, making at each stroke chips, of three or four fingers' thick, fly off 
mto the au-;" · and that with a material in which, if he had gone only a hair's 
breadth too far, he would totally have destroyed the work, w)1ich could not be re
stored like plaster or clay. 

ADAM KRAFT, THE J\fASON OF NUREMBERG. 

Going now to another part of the world for the same .Art. we return to Nurem
berg, and find a most magnificent piece of sculpture in stone, unrivaled in the deli
_cacy and exquisite beauty of the work: that is the tabernacle in the Church of St. 
~wrence. It rises from the grounu, and ~oes up, not merely to the top of a Yery 
h1~h church, running along like a plant, w1th one of the pillars against which it is 
built.; but, as if the church was not high enough for it, creeping far beyond, and 
makmg the most graceful termination, which has nothing similar in works of this 

·sort. So beautiful and delicate is the whole work, representing all the mysteries of 
our Lord's life and passion, that, for a long time, people used to assert that it was 
not ~~e, but modeled iu some composition. But it has been pro>ed beyond do~bt 
that 1t 1s stone. Now, the man who made this was a mason,-a common workrng 
stone-~on,-.Adam Kraft, who built part of the tower of the church, and whose 
name 18 upon 1t as the mason who built it ; anti Iw, until HUO, when he was fifty
three years of age, had never attempteu to work as a sculptor; anu yet, before he 
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died, he had not only executed many beautiful works, and among them a carved 
staircase in the tower, but this exquisite work, which . is without a parallel. He 
has represented the whole of it as supported by three kneeling figures, himself and 
his two apprentices, who executed alone the whole work. . 

We see, therefore, that wherever there has 1·eally been grand or noble work exe
cuted by sculptors, they have been artificers as well as designers; they have done the 
work with their own hands, as well as imagined it in their own fancies. (Cheers.] 

THE ETRUSCAN POTTERS. 

Let us go now to another department of Art. We have treated of metals and carved 
work in wood arid stone. Let us·now go to pottery. I have already observed that 
those beautiful vases, known by the name of Etruscan, were really made, origi
nally, for domestic use; that, consequently, they were made by the potter, and not 
by a fine artist only. This has been fully proved. It used to be thought at one 
time that they were all funereal, or of symbOlical use, being found almost entirely 
in tombs; but it has been proved that the greater part of them were for the com
mon· domestic purposes of the table and the household; that some, indeed, were 
given as prizes at the games, filled with oil; others were marriage presents. kept 
with-more care in houses; but still they were the work of the potter, and must 
have been produced entirely by hand. Pottery was so much considered as a branch 
of Art, that in early Rome, in the time of Numa, there was a College of Potters: 
they were ennobled by being made a special guild. Any one who went through 
the exhibition must have been particularly struck with the elegance of forms which 
prevailed in all the Indian and also in the Turkis)l. pottery; and the common vessels, 
used to carry water on the head by the peasantry of Italy and Spain, have the same 
elegance of form which very little of out· china, or of our finest pottery, can exhibit: 
and the question naturally suggests itself, How is this, that in many countries there 
should be such beautifu_l productions, and at the same time that we should not be 
able to give the same beauty of form? · The answer to this is given, I think, very 
correctly by Mr. Digby Wyatt, in his beautiful work on the late exhibition. He 
observes that " there can be no doubt that the reason of this beauty in the old 
pottery and in that of the East is, that it is made entirely by the workman hitnself." 
There can be little doubt that the most beautiful forms of Greek and Etruscan 
vases have been generated by a simple process of formation, and by the refined deli
cacy of touch acquired by the potter during years of practice. The perfect outline 
of some of the commonest objects of pottt>ry from India. Tunis, Turkey, and the 
rest, demonstrate the methods by 'V.hich contours equal in grace to the Etrurian 
and those of Ma~na Gi:aecia have been produced. In the finer work of pottery 
among us, a distinct person is employt>d to design from him who makes the object; 
the one makes the pattern, and a mould is then made of the same figure as is given. 
But in the ancient and oriental objects, the beauty of form is attributed to the art 
being literally in the potter's fingers; and he acquires by the manipulation a fine
ness of touch, a delicacy of eye, which enables him to produce beautiful forms, 
which no one in the abstract could imagine." This is corroborated by the fact, that 
in the British Musenm, in the great gallery where the Etruscan vases are kept, you 
will find two-and if you search the Vatican and Bow·bon Museum, and all the 
collections in Europe, you will not find two- perfectly alike; there is a difference in 
them, which shows they were not produced by a model, but simply out of hand; 
and I have no doubt that the influence of this working in clay without a pattern is 
to be traced in all the works in metal and in glass of the ancients; because, no 
doubt, the eye of the man who worked in bronze had been formed by his familiar
ity with the beautiful patterns which came forth every day from the hands of the 
workmen in·clay. I find, too, it is mentionP.d in Pliny, that when a knight named 
Octavius, in the time of Augustus, wished to have a vase made, it cost him a talent, 
or upwards of 50l., to have the model made; which shows that the clay model was 
to be moulded before the marble vase was sculptured. 

In this art, then, the producer is the designer, the artist is the artisan, and hence 
comes perfect beauty. . 

Next to this must be mentioned a very important branch of Productive Art, in 
which the Art of Design is always necessary to be in combination with the actual 
manufacture; and that is china, or painting on pottery. The Etruscan vases are 
often simplt>, sometimes of one color, sometimes they have nothing of ornament; at 
other times they have most beautifully executed, though sketchy, scenes of ancient 
mythology, or very frequently from the "Iliad." These are done in a way which 
shows that there must have been hundrt>ds of artists who could do that work. 
Very frequently it was not a painter who did them, but the man who was at work 
on the pottery throughout; and, although mere sketcht>s, they are considered as 
containing the elemt>nts of very beautiful llrawing. 
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BER1'1ARD PALISSY. 

If we come to speak of the Art in modern times. a remarkable instance of genius 
per~vering in its work may be taken from the history of Bemn.ru Palissy. He was an 
artist , but as a paintet· of comparatively humble pretensions; for he tells us he used to 
paint figures, images, and so on: but in this he was an artist, to a certain extent. He 
tells us himself, in the biography he has written, that in 1544, when there seemed 110t 
to have been anythin~ approaching to ornamental pottery in France, he happened to 
sooa,n Italian cup, wh1ch stl'l.lck him as being very beautiful; and he thought to him
self, "Why could notthis be produced in France?" He set to work. He was a poor 
mSJ:!.,hardlyeducated ; but he had a great turn for chemistry, and was particularly 
desirous of finding out a manner of enameling potte1·y, and especially a white enamel, 
which he at length contrived to make. He took his work t.o be baked in glass-houses, 

. and found it completely fail; then he set to work in his own house, and built a fur
nace for the purpose. He put his ingredients into the furnace: they would not set 
nor harden. He had spent all his money, and he gradually pawned all h is clothes, 
and burnt every article of furniture, to keep up the furnace, and pulled u p the fruit 
trees in his garden, and then the very floor of the house, t o keep up the fire. Still 

. the work was all spoiled. When he went out, the people charged him with being 
a . coiner; he was ridiculed as mad; and every sort of annoyance came on him. 
He persevered yet; and, having found that his furnace would not act, he pulled it 
down, and with his own hands bringing the lime and bricks, he built another fur
nace, and then sat for six days and nights watching the fire. Then he got a little 
money by having a commission to m ake a survey, ami came back to his work, and 
tried again. The mortar 1te used, however, happened to have some deficiency in it; 
and, just as the pottery was going to set, he heard a crack, a.nd the pebbles in the 
mot·tar be~an to fly, and broke his enamel. He set to work again, and put his ma
terials aga.m in the fire; and this time there was a. t remenclouse.xplosion: the ashes 
burst in, and the whole of his work was covered with black, so firmly set into the 
enamel that it all had to be thrown away except a few pieces, by which he made 
a trifle. For sixteen years he persevered in this way, and then was crowned with 

· success, and produced the finest specimens of colored and beautiful pottery, such 
as are to this day sought by the curious; and he received a situa tion in the king's 
household, and ended his days in comfort and respectability. [Cheers.) 

I could mention the beautiful earthen ware of the sh:teenth century, known 
b:y the name of "Raphael's ware," because it is supposed that Raphael himself did not 
dtsdain to make designs for common pottery,- pottery not to be used merely by 

· the rich, but to be found in the common cottages, and houses of ordinary classes; 
tlfe most beautiful specinlens being in the apothecaries' shops of Padua and Ve
rona. There we have the employment of high Al·t in the decoration of a common 
and ordinary object: for the pottery itself l1as no particular pretensions to elegance 
of make; but yet one of these plates, thick, heavy, clumsy, and coarse as thEiy are, is 
worth a service of modern production as a work of Art . 

.Another department is statuary in pottery, which presents some very interesting 
features in the history of Art. Its very ori~in is exceedingly interesting. Pliny 
gives it to us as the invention of a certain potter, of Yery ancient date, whose daugh
ter, when parting with a youth to whom she was engaged , did what I. dare say 
some of you have done,- made him stand before the lamp, so as to t hrow Ins shadow 
on the wall, and so sketched his head and face; and the father , wishing to preser ve 
this sketch, took some of his clay, and filled up the outline. and m ade a bass-relief 
of the countenance. That piece of pottery, at the time when the Romans first be
came acquainted with Art, and carried away the monuments of Greece, was pre
served in the temple of the Nymphs, at Corinth , as a treasure of Art,- as the first 
germ from which had been developed some of the most beautiful productions of 
~hat kind. [Cheers.] At the time of thE: Roman ldnw.> of the race of Tarquin, t he 

. inlta~itants of Italy liad arrived at such perfection in this Art that they used to make 
chanots, horses, and other representations of clay , so well baked that they could 
be placed in the open air, and stood for many centuries without injury; and, in fact, 
we find them now among Etruscan m onuments. The Romans must also h~ve 
learned well how to paint them; because we find it stated that there was an artist, 
who~ Varro particularly mentions, who imitat ed fruit in pottery so perfectly as to 
decetve any one, and make one think it was real. 

LUCA DELLA ROBBIA. 

. But the most interesting example of this application of high Art to such products 
18 what we find in the life of an eminent artist , a nd at the same time a potter, Luca 
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della Robbia. He was put, when quite a boy, apprentice to a jeweler. He very 
soon began to ma ke things in bronze: he gave up mere small modeling, and began 
upon marble, a nd succeeded very well. He worked the whole of the day at his 
chiseling, and sat up all the night drawing. He was poor; he was hungry and cold; 
and the only means he had of warming himself at rtight was to put his feet in a 
basket of shavings, while he sat there drawing, and would not be driven from it. 
Now, there was an education for him,-beginning first with small work, and exer
cising his patience and skill in that way. [Cheers. J Sigismund Malatesta, the great 
patron of Art at Rimini, was then building a splendid church, and he sent to Flor
ence to find workmen to do the carving; and Luca della Robbia was engaged for 
this purpose. lJe had at that time been a silversmith's apprentice, had executed 
works in marble and bronze, anrl was set to undertake that noble work at Ril;nini; 
and how old was he when Sigismund engaged him ? He was fifteen ! And what 
pains and study must have been gone through in that time hy the poor boy to make 
himself really an artist ! He succeeded admirably at Rimini, and came back and 
received a commission to work with Donatello, to make a screen for an organ, and 
a bronze door. After all tllis, he suddenly discovered a totally new branch of Art,
modeling in pottery. He first contrived to manufacture his own clay; he then dis
.covered a mode of glazing it to such a perfection that cen1.uries of weather do not 
in the least affect it. He then contrived to color it in the most beautiful manner; 
and all Florence, and every part of. Italy , may be said to be filled with works of Art 
-egual to anything produced in marble, and valued as high. He went on improving 
his art; he began, then, tesselated pavements, and outsides of churches, which are 
most beautiful; and then, taking to himself, not a number of workmen to mould 
under him, but two n ear relatives of his, who were also artists and sculptors in mar
ble, and who had left marble to come to work in clay, this family carried on the same 
work to the third generation, when the secret of the art expired with the family. 
But in those three generations, till Pope Leo gave the commission of making t he 

' pavement of the Loggie Raffaelle, this family made an infinite number of original 
works of Art, executed by hand, colored and baked by themselves. Now, there is 
a whole family of artists, in whom the productive and artistic skill were united. 
In our estimation we should say what a descent that was for a. . sculptor in bronze 
and marble to come to a mere potter! But I will read to you Vasari's sentiments 
on that subject , ~vho, as the great biographer of artists, and who lived among artists, 
and was himself a n artist, may be allowed to have a. right sentiment upon it. He 
t!ays, "Luke therefore, passing from one sort of work to another, from marble to 
bronze, and from bronze to clay, did so, not from any idleness, nor from being, like 
many others, capricious, unstable, and discontented with his Art, but because he felt 
himself drawn to new pursuits, and to an Art requiring less labor and time, and 
rendering him more gain: hence the world and the Arts of Design became enriched 
with an Art, new, useful, and most beautiful; and he, with glory and praise, im
mortal and unfailin~." 

We are told by Pliny that it wa-; in the time of Augustus the practice was intro
duced of paipting the walls of houses. Temples were undoubtedly painted before; 
because he tells us, that, when the temple of Ceres was falling into ruins, the paint
ings of Demophilus were cut away from the walls (as is sometimes now done with 
frescoes), and put into frames in or9-er to preserve them. On one occasion, by the 
way, the city of Rhodes was saved, when Demetrius besieged it , because he fea.red 
a be.autiful pain tin~ would be destroyed that was on the wall of one of the build
ings. Tlus paintin~ of walls corresponded to our papet·-hangings. What we 
do by putting on staw~ or colored paper, they did with the brush and the skill 
of the artist. The walls of Pompeii and Herculaneum are covered with most 
beautiful paintings, not merely ornamental pa.ttems and arabesques; but there 
is such a mixture of the mere ornament, and of figures perfectly designed and col
ored, as to show that there was no distinction made then between the painter of a 
fresco and the house decorator: the artist was himself the performer of the work, 
and so beautiful is it, that we have hardly anything in modern t imes superior to 
what is commonly found on the walls of the private houses of cities, wllich were in 
a province remote from the capital, and which had no particulat· recommendation, 
that we know of, as seats of Art. 

RAFFAELLE DECORATED WALLS AND MADE DESIGNS FOR THE LOOM. 

We have an instance, also, in modern times. Perhaps one of the most beautiful 
productions of modem Art is the painting of that gallery to which I have alluded, 
where we see that Ra.ffaelle undertakes to do what now one would never think of 
committing to the hands of any one h igher than a common house-decorator. No 
nobleman, nor even a monarch , would think of asking the first a rtist of the kingdom 
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to d~gn the ornament of a gallery, scroll-work and grotesques, or mechanical or
nament, which now would be done by a common process or a common hand. But 
in a former age there was no distinction made l>ctween what we now consider 
the higher and the lower sorts of Al·t; but the whole of Art was regarded as one 
thing: the· greatest of artists considered it was his place to make even thu smallest 
work-which might be insignificant in itself-great and noble, and to stamp the 

·highest impress of Art on the commonest and most ordinary com1lllssions that were 
given to him. [Cheers.] 

I will now speak of a department of Art which will interest you, perhaps, more 
than ot~el'!\,-Art applied to textile fabrics. There is a great difference between 
what Ai1: can do in this department, and what it can do for those through which I 
have passed; because the others are in their nature more lasting; they are to con
tinue for a time; they are worth, therefore, the atte~tion and care of artists of the 
very hlghest class. The fashions of textile fabrics are perishable and fragile,- they 
are capricious and changeable; therefore it is impossible to have the. time, the 
leisure, and the same degree of labQr, expended on them as is necessary to produce 
a .great work of Art. I have read with considerable pleasure, and can bear testi
mony to tile important suggestions in a pamphlet or lecture on this subject, deliv
ered in this city by Mr. Potter. [Cheers:] He is quite correct in his estimate of the 
somewhat exaggerated ideas which may exist of the power of Art in connection 
with that which is not durable, and which in reality has its value, necessarily, for 
only a brief period. I agree, therefore, with him on that subject: but at the same 
time I accept as very important his concession, that, even with regard to that de
gree. of Art which is compatible with the nature of the substance on which it is to be 
4isl>layed, we do not do what we ought to do, and that we fall short of our neigh
bors, the French; or at least, that, while in that which is of secondary character 
we have put forth such persevemnce and study as to have attained an equality with 
them, there is a point in that which is more delicate and perfect which we have not 
l'(la.Cbed. [Cheers.] This is a.n important concession. It appears there is some 
reasgn ~hy, in France, they can produce, even in printed fabrics, a superior and 
more delicate artistic effect than can as yet be given here: and I shall have to speak 
of the reason of this, which accords completely with what I have said, because in 
these works, which are not made absolutely by handicraft, but with the assistance 
of mechanical skill, there must be a distinction between the designer and the mere 
workman,- a man who keeps the machine in motion, and puts the work through 
it; although, no doubt, it is necessary for the designer also to have a considerable 
acquaintance with the process by which his desi~ is to be brought out in actual 
manjl{acture. I only WISh to observe how the pnnciple comes down here. 

THE RAFFAELLE CARTOONS. 

You know the cartoons at Hampton Court, the most perfect and finished '"o1·k 
of Art of Raffaelle. You would suppose these would I.Je a labor of years: for they 
are all by his own hand, perhaps hardly aided by a disciple; and nothing can be 
more perfect than the outlme and artistic distribution of the parts of the painting. 
What were these cartoons? Simply drawings for the loom. Ra.ffaelle did not 
trunk it below him to draw patterns which were to be sent to Holland or Belgium, 
and there to be executed in the loom by weavers of a carpet. This shows how the 
very highest ideal Art may bend without de~adation to assist practical Art with all 
its powers and resources; and where the muon of the two in the same person can 
not be got, then we have to think of the means by which the harmonious combina
tion of both may be brought to }lroduce one effect. [Cheers.] While upon this 
subject, I am tempted to quote some beautiful lines upon the subject from one of 
our oldest but wisest poets; one who calls himself, upon his tomb, "the servant of 
Queen Elizabeth, the councilor of King James, and the friend of Sir Philip Sid
ney,"-Lord Brooke. Speaking as if it was considered in those days that the im
pulses of industry must be entirely regulated by the ruling power, he prescribes the 
duty of that in re~ard to the production of manufactures:-

To which end, power must nurseries erect, 
And those t rades cht<rish which use many hands; 
Yet such as more by pains tbun skill effect, 
And so by spirits more than vigor stand: 
Whereby each creature may itself sustain, 
And who excel, add honor to their gain. 

Ano~her remark I will read, which comes in the sa111c passage, because it seems 
· as, wr1tten in that age, prophetic of whatruay be considered the characteristic com-
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mercia! policy of tlus day,- that pOlicy which particularly owes, if not its origin, 
certainly its greatest impulse, to this city of Manchester. [Cheers.) He said:-

Now, though wise kings do by advantage play 
With other states, by ~rettlng tax on toys, 
Which, if needs do permit; they justly may, 
As punishment for that vice which destroys, 
To real things yet must they careful be, 
Here and abroad, to keep them custom free; 
Providing clothes and food no burden bear, 
Then, equo.lly distributing of trade, 
So as no one rule what we eat or wear, 
Or a.ny town the gulf of all be made; 
For though from few wealth soon be bad and known, 
And still the rich kept servile by their own, 
Yet no one city rich, or exchequer full, 
Gives states such credit, strength or reputlltion, 
As that far-seeing, long-breatlied wisdom will, 
Which, by the well diS!>OSing of creation, 
Breathes universal wealth, gh·es all content, 

. Is both the mine and scale of government. 

[This quotation was much applauded.] 

HOW CAN EDUCATION REMEDY THE EVIDENT LACK OF ART IN THE ENGLAND OF 
TO-DAY? 

Now, gentlemen(continued the Cardinal), I wish to come to some general results. 
We have seen, that so far , in every instance we have examined, wherever there has 
been real beauty and perfection of work, it has been in consequence of the practical 
Art, and of the fine Art, whicboughttowork together, being most closely combined , 
and, as nearly as it can be done, in the same individual; or else in the most perfectly 
harmonious co-operation. Now, we must watch very carefully whether the plans 
which are being proposed for artistic education- to be applied to production- will 
tend to combine these twc;> characters better, or further to separate them. I come to 
the conclusion, that, if Art has always flourished in its perfection when the two have 
been combined; and if, on the other hand, it is acknowledged, that, at present, Art is 
not applied to manufactures as it might be, and if it is. at the same time, the clearly 
visible fact that our artisans and workmen are not artists,- I think I have a right to 
conclude that this separation of the two characters is the cause of our infet·iority, and 
that, therefore, the education which we are to prepare for those who are to carry pro
ductive Art to its perfection must be one which will combine, closer than is now 
done, these two departments of what I consider one and the same thing. Now, is it 
or can it be so by the education we are now giving? I observed that what I have said 
till now has been acknowledged long before by one of the greatest authorities in 
matters of Art, - that is, Dr. W aagen, the director of the Royal Gallery of Berlin. 
H e was examined, in 1835, before a committee of the House of Commons on the 
improvement of Arts and manufactures, and he said that " in former times artists 
were more workmen, and the workmen were more artists, as in the time of Raffaelle; 
and it is very desirable to 1·estore this happy connection." I was glad to find this 
conoboration of what I intended to say. He says again, "We have, then, to en
deavor a connection between these two, the productive and beautiful Art." Now, 
I ask what class of Art was it which was in combination with productive Art, to 
make it the parent of such a beautiful offspring in every department? It was not 
low Art; it was not the mere knowing how to skPtch an object from nature; it was 
not merelr linear drawing; it was not merely elell1ilntary Art: but it was high Art, 
and the highest Art. In every one of these cases the state of society was such 
from what causes I do not undertake here to say - that it did permit the highest 
artists devoting themselves to what now they contemn and would despise; and, 
on the other hand, there was such honor given to the froduct of industry. that, 
when it really had the stamp of beauty upon it, it rose o itself to the department 
of high Art. 

PORTRAITURE AS PRACTICED BY GREAT ARTISTS. 

Let me illustrate what I consider the danger to be guarded against by another 
example. When you go into a picture gallery now, and you see the portrait of a 
man, why do you care the least who that man was? You see the splendid efft•ct; 
the countenance, which perhaps has not a beautiful feature in it, but which, by the 
noble expression , by the beautiful tone of color, by the majestic character thrown 
around the head, by the harmony between the parts, even by the accessories, is 

·made so glorious that you can gaze upon it for hours. It may be a Doge, it may 
be a merchant, a soldier , or a prince; you care not: you see there, not the portrait, 
but you see the painting by Titian, or by Rembrandt, or Vandyke; and the artistic 
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merit so completely swallows up all the idea of personality of him who is repre
sented, that, unless it happens to be some one particularly known, you never take 
the .trouble of inquiring whom the painter represents. And why so? Because then 
portrait-painting bad not become a distinct department of Art. There was no such 
thing then as a person who called himself a· portrait-painter, who thought he could 
·produce a noble likeness of a man by merely giving a facsimile of his features; but 
portraits were paintings by men who could have painted an histotical painting of 
the hil?hest character, at?-d .to whom_ it w~mld have be~n thought n?t unbecoming~ 
·co=t the greatest artistic works tmagmable. But m modern times the portratt
pa-inter is an entirely different person, and the pictures produced by that class of 
arti&ts are unfortunately of but little value except to those who have a personal in-

, terest in the subject of the portrait. You know, too, that every one of those portraits, 
which cover such a vast extent of the wall of the Exhibition, will be transferred to 
the place of honor over the chimney-piece in the house of the owner; and, when 
his son grows up, it will be put on one side, that a portrait of the inheritor may 
take its place: and in the next generation it will be transferred to some other more 
out-of-the-way comer of the house, until at last it will find a more ignominious 
position than Cresar's dust, stopping up a hole to keep out the inclemency of the 
weather. From what does this come? Simply from the attempt to divide Art into 
parts,-to say that there shall be a class of men who can do a portrait, but wlto can 
not do an historical or other great painting. And you find a difference when some 
of the great artists of the present day- for there are some truly great artists in 
England-do put their hands to what is considered another department of Art, 
and-paint the portrait of a friend, or of any one else: it becomes in itself a fine 
creation of Art, and it will not perish when the person is forgotten; but it will be 
known by the name of the person who painted it, and not by ·the name of the per
son who sat for it. In this way, too, high Art, when applied to a lower branch, 
raises its character. This is what ought to be the fundamental basis of artistic ed
ucation. If we really mean to make more than improved designers or draughts
men for mechanical work, we must have great artists who are not afraid to work 
mechanically at the same tin1e that they are great artists; we must have the feeling 
that Art commits no unworthy condPscension in giving immediate assistance to the 
processes of production. 

FORMERLY ART ENNOBLED THE .ARTIST AND HIS WORKS. 

The famous artists of whom I have been speaking were, as we have seen, men who 
worked at their business, and yet were not considered a::; working men; they were 
considered as artists, and treated as such. And it is that, I am afraid , which makes 
the great difference between our time and theirs. Art, unf01-tunately, is not now 
considered so noble as to give rank and station, as it did in those days. I do not 
mean that the great artists, those who devoted themselves to what are comidered 
works of high Art, do not receive patronage and countenance, and even high honor; 
but we find that in those days such distinctions were bestowed on the artists them
selves in P,roductive toil. 

HOW POPES AND KINOS ONCE WELCOJIIED ARTISTS. 

· There is not, perhaps, any part of the history of Art more interesting and beautifu 
than those portions of Cellini's memoirs which show us the mnnner in \\'hich he was 
treated: he used togo, when he pleased . to the Pope to take him drawings and models ; 
be speaks of going in without even waitil1g to be announced,-going in the evening, 
after laboring all day in his work shop. as a matt.er of course. He \\':lS treated in the 
same manner by the Grand Duke of Tuscany, and by the King, Francis the First: 
when he was working for him, the king used to go at any hour and visit him: and 
Cellini gives rather a characteristic anecdote, proving how very f:uniliar such visits 
were. One day, while at work, and. as usual, rather in ill temper, an apprentice 
or servant did something which displeased Cellini, and he roughly-took the youth 
by the shoulders, and pushed him across the room, The apprentice f~ll against the 
'door, which was just then opened by the king, and he fell fairly into the ldng's 
~I?S· Such was the familiar way in which kings and great 11ersonages user! to 
vts~t Cellini, and find him in his apron among his workmen. [Cheers.] But I 
beheve, myself, that it is not patronage which Art wants in modern times. Pat
ronage it has; you, gentlemen. here, many of yon. I know, would not scrnple to go 
far beyond the mere ca.lcnlation of interest, wet·e it in )'OUr power to raise. by your 
pa~onage, any one who gave e,·idence of g<'nius. and reward hi;n as he deserved, 
It Is not patron~e, but honor , that Art wants. ~Cheers. ] 
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WHY FRENCH ART WORK SURPASSES THAT OF THE ENc;u..tSH. 

Now, speaking of the department to which I have just alludeu, there is a pas~e 
worth quoting from Mr. Ward's book, "The World and its Workshop," on the dif
ference between EngliSh and French designers in the textile fabrics. " France has 
studiously cultivated the Art of design, and advanced its professors to the rank of 
·gentlemen;. in England, on the contrary, with some exception, it has been degraded 
to a. mechanical employment, and remunerated at weekly wages: · France has, in 
consequence, a speci_ee of industry to which we have no cla.izii,-the ,Production of 
design for exportation." · Now, having drawn these general conclu8lone, we must 
come to some practical applications. The first, that we must avoid making too great 
a separation between that character of Art which it is proposed, now, to impart to 
our. products and the higher departments of Arts. I have observed that the separa
tion of Art into two departments, high and low, seems to be dangerous, and it will, 
perhaps, prove fatal. You may educate a great number of good designers, persons 
who will make tolerable clJ:awings, and with rapidity; but the influence upon these 
which are s::onsidered the lower stages of art must come, not from below, but from 
above; it is only Art-in its highest department that gives the true feeling of propor
tion, the right seiise of harmony, whether in color or in desigs, that gives also that 
sense and feeling of the adaptation and propriety of things to their purpose, which 
is indispensable. .Any one m~t be surprised at seeing the extraordinary combina
tion of the styles of different countries and times, in our works of Art, from the 
want of a regular artistic education. I therefore think that the first thing which 
must be done is to try an education which will not give merely a great degree of ele
mentary artistic power, but that, while we give what may be called. the rudiments 
of Art to every one, if possible, so as to give them all the O,Pportunity of develop
ing a higher taste and power, if they possess it, we must not, m looking beyond that, 
satisfy ourselves with the idea that we can educate a great number of artisans to a 
middling degree of artistic feeling, in the hope that thereby we may influence the 
character of our manufactures; but we must endeavor to combine the two, to bring 
down the high Art to mingle with the lower, in the feeling that it is the common 
interest and duty of artists to improve the productive arts, and to carry into actual 
work-not m erely into design-the powers which they possess. [Cheers.] 

IN FRANCE, ARTISTS DO NOT HESITATE TO DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURERS. 

The evidence of Mr. Skene, before tlie committee of the House of Commons, is 
to the same effect. He and Mr. Potter, and every other writer I have seen, agree 
that we are not equal with the French in the more delicate operations of Art applied 
to manufactu1·es, and especially in textile fabrics; and he gives tlus reason: "The 
s;vstem of France is very different from that of this country, because in France ar
tists of the first eminence employ their time-and make it a most :{>rofitable part of 
tlieir employment-in pattern drawing, and they are paid very high prices by the 
manufacturers." This, then, accounts for everything, because it is tlie union of high 
Art in design with manufacture that m akes the French superior. The evidence of 
M. Coquerel, who is himself an eminent architect and designer, shows that a distin
guished artist, who became president of the French Academy of Arts at Rome, and 
one of the first of his day, was employed at Sevres, in the china manufacture; and 
he states, also, that of fourteen or fifteen French artists of the first rank, educated 
at Rome, with whom he was acquainted, many were scattered through France as
sisting in the different manufactures,- finding the market for the highest class of 
artistic work so limited, and so full, these men, instead of sinking into despair, or 
committing suicide, as has been seen in similar cases, turned their high talent to the 
assistance and improvement of manufactures: and they are not thought to have dis
honored themselves by doing this; or is it considered their superior education was 
thrown away upon them in qualifying them for the ~>Osts they now occupy. Why 
ahould it not be so here? Let any one go into the exhibition of paintings in London, 
and look around the walls; he will, perhaps, find only a small number of artists who 
can, w1th any hope of advancing themselves in the path to eminence, continue iu 
what they may consider the highest department of Art; and I cannot but think 
there are many in distress, persons who might be making an honorable livelihood, 
if they would apply their talents to what they would wron~ly consider, perhaps, a 
degrading employment, but which is most honorable,- the rmprovement of Art in 
its productive department. L Cheers.] 

HOW TO F.A.MILIARIZE .A PEOPI,E WITH ART. 

The second steJ?, which seems to me of the greatest in1pot'tance, is, to familiarize 
the peoplo with Art. This I know is a very trite topic, and one which can hardly 
be cons1d~rec,l to require from ltS muclt l\~t~nt10n, l know it is J>ro_posed to ma.k~ 
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museums in every part, and I think that excellent. But we must observe how it is 
tha,t that familiarity with Art has been obtained by other people; it· has been, not so 
much by having places to which pP.ople were to go to see Art, but by rendering it 
fa.miliar everywhere to their eyes. The ancient Greeks, proceeding from other con
siqerations, which we, as Christians, could not for a moment wish to have considered, 
'such as the public spectacles, and feasts, and ceremonies of Greece, filled their whole 
c.ountry with works of Art. Aily one that will read the works of Pausanias, or the 
tirst book alone, will see how impossible it was for an Athenian to go ten yards in 
any direction in the city without seeing son1e beautiful work of Art. On every side 
there were monuments, and statues, and temples, of the most beautiful workman

. ship 'and design; an<;\ the people became impregnated with the sense of artistic 
beauty; and therefore whoever, even a mechanic, put his hand to any work, worked 
under the inlluence of that feeling. (Cheers.] In a later period, in Rome, there was · 
the sanie plan of filling the p1,1blic l.iuildings, the streets, and squares of the city, 
with sculptured monuments, and with paintings, hun~ up so that the people could 

· · gaze on them; and Pliny gives us a long list of paintings put up by different em
perors: and·, by way of showing what was thought by the Romans of our northern 
ancestors, he says, that among those paintings on the walls of the Forum there was 
one of. a shepherd; and when a German ambassador came to Rome, he was asked 

. at what price would he value that picture?- which shows that it was conside1·ed by 
. ~he Romans to be worth a high price, quite beyond a German's estimate: he, ba.ving 
so little idea. of Art that he did not consider that question applicable to any possible 
artistic merit, said, "Why, I would not have the man, if he were alive and breath
ing, if you would give him to me,"- he considering it was the value of the man, as 
a servant, and not of the picture, that he was to regard. In a later age, at Florence, 
V asari tells us how he and Michael Angelo, and other artists, used to meet together, 
&J;i.d then go from church to church to see the beautiful works of Art in each, and 
then tO discuss and criticise them. In the midtlle ages it was the Church, no doubt, 

·which gave to public admiration the specinlens of firie Art, and kept them before the 
Jninds of all, and, in fact, made the people be artists. The consequence of this was, 
that, as Cellini tells us, when his statue of P erseus, after having been finished, was 
put into a public place, and when he uncovered it for the first time, " It so pleased 
God, that, as soon as ever my work was beheld by the populace, they set up so loud 
& shout of applause, that I began to be comforied for the mortifications I ltad under
gone; and there were sonnets in my praise every day fastened up on the gate, and 
the very day I finished my work twenty more sonnets were set up, with the greatest 
Praise!! of the work, and Latin and Greek poems were published on the occasion." 
So well had·the Italian public learned how to appreciate a noble w01·k of Art I 

Now, ·! look forward with no small expectation to what will be done by the new 
exhibition which is preparing (this refers to the 11Ianchester exhibition), because I 
_know that ~~at pains have been taken to collect casts and copies of whatever is 
most beautiful in every department of Art, beginning with the most remote period, 
down to the present time; and if it be really open to the public, and if, especially, 
~t be open for some portion, at least, of that day on which ruone the artisan can en
JOY it Lgrea.t cheering], then I am sure it will do ~ore tm~·ards r~ising the feelin~ of 
tre-people for Art, and consequently towards mtroducmg an truprovecl practtce, 
tti~n any ilet of lessons or any teaching could do. A >ery strong remark is wade 
by ~r. Waagen, before that committee: when asked if they shut up the museum at 
Berlin as they do in England, at certain times, to enable artists to copy, l1e says, 
" By ~o means, because~ believe Art is fa.r more promoted by the people seeing it 
than 1t is by any numbet· of artists making copies." 

LACK OF ART CULTURE IN ENGLISH UNIVERSITIES AND SCHOOLS • 

. ~ut it appears to me there ltas been a deficiency in the general education among 
US m the matter of artistic culture. I cannot but be struck with this when I see 
t~at an1ong all the colleges and schools belonging to this country. so respectable and 
nobly ~ndowed, there is not one of them, so far as I know, which has made any 
coll~.tio~ or museum that might tmin the young men who are educated there in a 
familianty with Art. I do not think any college in either of our Universities, Eton, 
or any of the schools, li eeps before the eyes of its young men examples of paintin!?, 
sculpture, and of other arts of design, which might accustom them dun:tg the1r 
~Illy years to admire and appreciate Art, and thus to con trilmte afterwards their 
m. uence to elevate its character. · 

CATHOLIC COLLEGES GIVE ATTENTION TO ART CULTURE. 

At t~e ·same time, I must observe with sincere plt··ns\H'e thnt this is not the 
'· case Wlth our Catholic colleges; that, poor and llllCilllo"'c\l as t !tt·y arc, thrrc is n~)t 
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one ot them which has not striven; at the same time while it has provided itself 
with a library, far beyond the prop(>t-tion of its means, if compared with what others 
have done, to provide also some works of Art, and keep them constantly before the 
students. [Cheers.] At Stony hurst there are many beautiful things, carving,lapi
dary, silver work, and. jewellery, especially for church purposes. Ushaw, or St. 
Cuthbert's College, near Durham, is another instance: the walls there are covered 
With paintings, many of excellent masters, and engravings of great beauty; there is 
a museum filled with specimens of Art; the sacristy of the chapel is ~owing with 
proofs of the encouragement given there to modern artists, as well as w1tP. carefully
collected specimens of ancient Art. 

I may be allowed to revert 8.Iso to the days which I spent in St. Mary's College, at 
Oscott. There, through the munificence of a departed nobleman, and under the 
guidance of the refined taste of the greatest artist of this day, because a practical 
disciple of all the arts,- Mr. Pugin [cheers),- there was collected a museum which 
would have been worthy of a larger establishment; beautiful specinlens of carving, 
.of enameling, and metal work of every sort, so valuable that persons were sent from 
the department of practical art on pmpose to make moulds and copies of the speci
mens: and almost all the cloisters were covered with paintings, some by very re
spectable artists, and others good copies. .The students were thus brought up in 
familiatity with choice objects of Art, which has had an influence upon_ their lives 
since, and induced them to patronize and encourage Art. That collection, more
over, was, in the inost liberal way, thrown open to every one who chose to come 
and visit us; we never saw any feeling of narrow partisanship, or exclusiveness of 
religious distinction; the house used to be visited every day by parties of people 
from the neighborhood; and nothing gave me greater pleasure than to see the young 
men who used to come there, and who were permitted to walk freely through the 
house. There was, at no great distance, a very considerable establishment for edu
cation, richly endowed, and having everything that could encomage the study of 
literatiD"e; but it did not possess, as it appeared, a single object of artistic interest 
within its walls: and often did the students of that establishment come up to St. 
Mary's and roam freely through it, and receive every courtesy. And that was at a 
time when Oscott was considered almost the centre of a stronl? proselytizing ten
dency, and I know that personally I was much moi·e engaged m controversy then 
than I am at the present moment; and it was pleasing, therefore, to see that there 
was no feeling on· the subject which could make it be apprehended as unpleasant 
for those young men to come to us. Bodies of those young men used to come to St. 
Mary's, with letters from their principal, couched in the most courteous terms, ask
ing, as a favor, that his students m1ght be allowed to attend the establishment, 
which could have very little other merit to many than as it was filled with works 
of Art; aml on one occasion he informed me that, when any of the students of his 
house were particularly well-conducted, and had especially distinguished them
selves, the be!<t reward he could give them was to send them with a letter to us, to 
come and see Oscott College. Now, it will give you all pleasure to know that this 
generous, liberal, and gentlemanly-minded individual, the head of that neighboring 
college, was-the Rev. Prince Lee. [Immense cheering and laughter.] 

CONTRACTING THE SPHERE OF ART TO BE GUARDED AGAINST. 

One thing more, I will observe, is important; and that,- that we must not nar
row the sphere of Art. There is a tendency to do so in this praetical scheme of 
education. I observed in the late report, which may be considered as a prograunne 
of the department of practical art, that there are prizes proposed for artiHtie clt•signs 
in three different departments,- for printed garments, fabrics for carpets, and for 
paper-hangings. Now, one of. the conditions of the four drawings to be st•nt in to 
compete for the prize in all three instances is this, " the designs to be flat, not imi
tative, but conventional, without relief, shadow, or perspective." Now, that is the 
medireval principle, and cannot apply to other styles of Art; and you are narrow
ing the sphere of Art, if you dictate, as a necessary rule of all designs in those three 
departments of productive art, that there shall not be relief or perspective in the 
painting; that the flowers must all be of one color, and that there must be no 
shadow, and no attempt to copy nature, bllt that the forms must be all "conven
tional," that is , such as a rose spread out into four parts, with a point betwec~l 
them, and the lily changed into a fleur-de-lis, nnd no natural forms to be truly inn
tated. · Now, it is folly to think of competing with French art if our artisanK arc to 
be educated on that principle, because the beauty of dcsi~n, whc~re nature i:-; •·opit•<l.
where the flower glows in its own colors,- will carry the taHte of the public. and I 
think rightly, in preference to a sPries of fl:tt and un:ohaped designs. I think it is a 
wron~ principle; and w h;v i' Artists will tell you that the carpet is nothing more 
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than a background for the furniture; that the hanging of a wall, paper or whaU!ver· 
it.may be, is nothing but a background for the furniture: and therefore that these 
must be quiet and of a lower tint, with nothing brilliant, and no attempt at the 
i'epresentation of natural objects. Now, I deny this principle; they are not back
ground. The papering of t!"te wall is in t!te place of the ancient painting on the 
wall; and I do not see why, 1f you only avotd whatever may offend the eye,- such 
as false perspective,- there should not be all the beauty and glow of natural ·objects 
given to the pictured papering of the wall. If we are to collect museums, to put 
before our young artists specimens from the paintings of Pompeii, and then to tell 
them that these wall paintin~s are done on a false principle, because they are good 
representations of natul·al obJects, and not merely conventional drawings, how are 
we consistent? And, ii you tell a young man who designs patterns for carpets that 
there must be nothing there which would not be, naturally, in such a position,
that there must be no sky or flowers there,- then you go to make it a mere 
pavemen~ and nothing better. I should say that the real carpet should take the 
place of the ancient mosaic. 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 1tiOSAIC FLOORS AND PLAIN PAVEMENTS. 

· ·The ancients thought it not amiss to represent whole scenes on their pave
ment, with sky and rivet-s, men and hot-ses; and Pliny tells us there were many 
celebrated men for this sort of work in Greece: but the most celebrated of all 
was Sosias: and he says, among his other works at Pergamus there was a remark
able one which was called "The Unswept House." It was a representation 
which certainly does not give us a very good idea of cleanliness of domestic 
habits,- of a floor on which all sorts of refuse had been left to lie about, frag
ments of meat, and the shells of crawfish, and everything which untidy people 
might leave after their meals. Such were the notions the ancients had of designs. 
I should, therefore, be inclined to fear that ii we began to deal with .Art upon a too 
confined basis, and on principles which belong only to one period of the. history of 
Art, and if we now instst on their being made the sole basis of artistic education, 
we sh!ill _produce cramped and narrow-minded artists, and never enable them to 
take advantage of the great classical patterns to improve their taste. [Cheers.] 

THERE IS NO iRREPRESSIBLE CONFLICT BETWEEN NATURE AND ART. 

In concluding, I think among the greatest errors that language has imposed upon 
us, there is none more remarkable than the sort of antagonism which is established 
in common language as between Nature and Art. We speak of Art as being, in a 
certain manner, the rival of nature, and opposed to it; we contrast them.- we 
speak of the superiority of nature, a nd depreciate Art as compared with it. On 
the other hand, what is Art but the effort that is made by human skill to seize upou 
the transitory features of nature. to give thew the stamp of perpetn.1ty? If we 
~tu_dy nature, we see that in her generall::l.ws she is unchangeable; the ye~r goes on 
m 1ts course, and day after day pass magnificently through the same revolutions. 
But there is not one single moment in which eit her nature, or anything that belongs 
~her, is stationary. The earth, the planets, and the stut and moon, are not for any 
mstant in exactly the same relation mutually as they were in another instant. The 
face of nature is constantly changing; and what is it that preserves that for us but 
.Art, which is not the r ival, but the ci1ild, as well as the handmaid of natme? You 
find, when you watch the setting sun, how beautiful and how bright for an instant! 
t~1eh l.1ow it fades away! the sky and sen are covered with darkness, nnd the departed 

,hght 18 reflected, as it had been just now upon the wat.er, still upon your mind. In 
that one evanescent moment a Claude or a Stanfield dip~ his pencil in the glowing 
sky, a~d transfers its hue to his canvas; and ages after, by the< lamp of night or in 
the bng~ttness of the morning, we can contemplate that e'·ening scene of nature, 
~n~ ag.am renew in ourselves all the emotions which the reality could impart. And so 
lt ~~ 'Y1th ~very other object. Each of us is, but for the present moment, the same as 
~e lS m t!J.ts instant of his personnl existence through which he is nowtmssing. He 
lS th~ ch1ld, the boy, the man, the aged one bending feebly over the last few steps 
of lns career . . You wish to possess him as he is now, in his youthful vigor, or in 
the ma.tul·ity of his wisdom, and a Rembrandt, or a Titian, or n Herbert seizes that 
mome!l t of grace, or of beauty, or of snge experience; and he stamps indelibly that 
loyed lmage on his canvas; and for generations it is gazed on with admiration and 
'IVlth ~ove.- We must not pretend a fight against nature, and say that we will make 
Art different from what she is. I will read you sow!l beautiful lines, 'vhich show 

ART-Y9L 2--42 
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how our Art must be derived from nature. I translate them from the excellent 
poem of Schiller, addressed to artists:-

The choicest blossom which the parterre war!TI$, 
In one rich posy sltiUfuUy comblned,-

Such, Infant Art Jrept first from Nature's arms; 
Then are the,posles in one wreath entwined. 

A. second Art, in manlier bearing, stands, 
Fair work of ma.n, created In hill ba.nds. 

I believe the idea of these beautiful lines is taken from the anecdote which Pliny 
has preserved to us of the contest of Art between Pausias the painter and Gly
cera the ;lower girl; she used to combine her ftowers with such exquisite beauty, 
that they excited the admiration of the chief of artists, and be did not think it be· 
neath his art to copy on the canvas the operation of her natumlly-instructed 
fingers; and then she, in her turn, again would rival the picture; and llt'oduce a 
mQre beautiful boquet still ; and the painter, with his pencil, would again rival her, 
and produce by his art the same effect as she had done with the ftowers of nature. 
Let us therefore look on Art but as the highest image that can be made of Nature. 
Consequently, while reli~on is the greatest and noblest mode in which we acknowl
edge tlie magnificent ana all-wise majesty of God, and what he bas done both for 
the spiritual and the physical existence of man, let us look upon Art as but the 
most graceful and natural tribute of homage we can pay to him for the beauties 
which he has so lavishly scattered over creation. Art, then, is to my mind, and I 
trust to you all, a sacred and a reverend thing, and one which must be treated with 

'all nobleness of feeling and with all dignity of aim. We must not depress it; the 
education of our Art must always be tending higher and higher; we must fear the 
possibility of our creating a mere lower class of artists, which would degrade the 
higher departments, instead of endeavoring to blend and harmonize every depart

.ment, so that there shall cease to exist in the minds of men the distinction between 
big~ and low ar.j;. · I will .conclude with another beautiful sentiment from the same 
.poem:-

The bee may teach thee an Industrious Ca.re; 
The worm, In skill, thy ma.~ter thou must own: 

With higher spirits, wisdom thou dost share 
But Art, 0 mao, bast thou alone. 

A PLEA FOR FROBEL'S KINDERGARTEN, AS THE FIRST GRADE OF 
PRIJ.:IARY EDUCATION. 

By ELIZABETH P. PEABODY. 

The identification of the artisan and the ar tist, which Cardinal Wiseman pro~es 
to have been the general fact in Greece from the sixth century, and in Rome from 
the second century, before Christ, was no accident; but the result of the education 
given to the initiated of certain temples, especially those of Apollo, Mercury, l\Ii
nerva, and Vulcan. 

In Greece and Rome, there was an aristocracy of races and families, each of which 
had its own traditions of wisdom and art, connected with the names of tutelary 
divinities, whose personality presumably inhered in leaders of the emigrations fl'Om 
Asia, who were doubtless men of great genius and power, and served with divine 
honors by their posterity, and the colonies which they led. 

This service, in the instance of the gods above named, involved education in the 
Fine Arts, just as that of Ceres and Proserpine taught the initiated of one degree the 
science of Agriculture, and those of a hi~her degree the doctrine of Immortality,
which vegetation symbolizes in the persistence of its life-principle and deciduous-
ness of its forms. · 

In the far East, the productive arts were early included under the word wagic; 
whose secrets, as an ancient historian tells us, were reser ved as the special privilege 
of royal families. 

Under despotic governments, the inspirations of Science and Art invariably lm>o 
died out into formulas t o be worked out mechanically; as has happened in China. 
B.ut, in Greece and Rome, freedom, though it only existed as a family privilege, fos
tered mdividual originality. The initiated, believing themselves subjects of inspi· 
ration, would lutve that confidence in inward impulse, which, when discipline•! hy 
observation of nature conceived,~ living expression of indwelling gods, could not 
but ~ ~utiful and ~rl,lt.), 
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THE SIMPLICITY OF TRUE ART. 

High A.rt excludes the fantastic, and is always simple,-because it is useful, like 
nature. The identification of the artist with the artisan will restore it, because 
the necessities of execution control design when artist and artisan are one. The 
modern artist is apt to design with no rega rd to use or nature. He needs the check 
of the executing hand upon his impracticable conceptions; and will be no less a 
gainer therefore, than the artisan, by Identification with him. Hay, in his several 
works, especially in the one on " Symmetrical Beauty," shows that the generation of 
the forms of the ancient vases rested on a strict mathematical basis ; and there is 
abundant evidence that the study of mathematics was quite as profound in antiquity 
as it.has been since; though then it was applied to art rathet· than, as now, to the 
measurement of nature. The wars and revolutions which convulsed the world in 
the declining days of the old Eastern Empires, and even of Greece and Rome, "broke 
up the ancient schools of magic and art. They never, however, were quite lost in 
the darkest ages; but preserved a shy and secret existence, and, at the revival of 
letters in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, were restored for a splendid season of 
ab9ut three centuries, by secret societies like the Freemaspns; and in many of the 
ecclesiastical cloisters. Then building and other mechanical works again became 
high art. 

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS AFFORD THE ONLY OPPORTUNITY FOR THE ART TR'AINING OF 

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. 

. This adequate education, with its elevating effect on the laborer, both in respect 
tO his il}ller life and outward relations, can be given now, and in Amel'ica, only by 
making our Public Schools give the same profound and harmonious training to the 
whole nature of all the people that those ancient secret societies gave to the few,
a thing that is to be expected much more by reforming and perfecting the primary 
department than by endowing universities; though the latter are the cap-stone of 
the ·educational edifice. Even the late liberal a.et of the Massachusetts Legis
lature, requiring a free drawing-school in every town of five thousand inhabitants 
in the State, though it is a move in the right direction (and it is to be hoped that the 
workingmen will not let the law lapse by neglecting to call for its enforcement), 
will be of very little use unless the children shall be prepared for these art-schools 
in the primary department. It is the main purpose of the present publication to 
set forth that this can be done, and therefore ought to be done at once . 

THE KINDERGARTEN A PRIMARY ART-SCHOOL. 

_ Frobel's Kinder17arten is a primary art-school ; for it employs the prodigious but 
orignally blind acttvity and easily trained ha nd of childhood, from the age of three 
·Yeats, in intelligent production of things withiu the childish sphere of affection and 
fancy; giving thereby a harmonious play of heart and mind in acti\·ely educating 
without straining the brain-even to the point of developing invention, while it 
keeps the temper sweet and spirits joyous with the pleasure of success. Childish play 
(as we have said elsewhere) has all the main characteristics of att, inasmuch as it is 
the endeavor "to conform the outward shows of things to the desires of th <J mind." 
Every child at piny is histrionic and plastic. He pen;onates characters with mimic 
gesture and costume, and represents whatever fancy interests him by an embodi
ment of it,- pe1·hap3 in mud or sand or snow; or by the arrangement of the most 
un~ainly matel'ials , such as a row of footstools and chairs, which become a railroad 
tram to him at his "own sweet will.'' Everybody conversant with children knows 
how easily they will ; c make believe," as they call it, out of any materials wha.t
ev~r; and are most amused when the materials to· be transformed by their personi
f¥mg and symbolizing thought are few. For so much do children enjoy the cxet·
C1se of imagination, that they prefet· simple primiti>e forms. which they can 
"make believe" to be first one thing and then another, to elaborately carved 
columns, and such like. There is nothing in life more charm inn- to a spectator, 
th~n to observe this shaping fancy of children, scorning the bounds of possibility, 
as It .were. B•1t c:1ildren them>elves enjoy their imaginations still more. when they 
find It possible to satisfy their causative instinct by really making something useful 
or pretty. 

THE WISDOM OF FROBEL. 

· ~t was Frobel's wisdom, instea:l of repressing. to ac<~ept this natural activity of 
chtld1u?od, as a hint of Di,·ine Providence, <tnd to utilize its spontaneous pln.y for 
education. And, in doing so, he takes out of school discipline that element of bane-
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ful antagonism which it is so apt to excite, and which it ii such a misfortune should 
ever be excited in the young towards the old. · 

The divine impulse of activity is never directly opposed in the kindergarten, but 
accepted, and guided into beautiful production, according to the laws of creative 
order. These the educator must study out in nature, and genially present to the 
child, whom he will find docile to the guidance of his play to an issue more success
ful than it is possible for him to attain in his own ignorance. 

GEOMETRY IN NATURE. 

Intellect is developed by th~ appreciation of individual forms and those relations 
to each other which are agreeable to the eye. There are forms that never tire. In 
the work of Hay, to which allusion has been made, it is shown that every ancient 
vase is . a complex of curves that belong to one form or to three forms or to five 
forms; but all vases whose curves belong to one form are the most beautiful. These 
~round forms are of petals of flowers; and the mathematical appreciation of them 
lS very interesting, showing that the forces of nature act to produce a certain sym
metry:, as has been lately demonstrated in snowflakes and crystals, that have been 
respectively called "the lilies of the sky, and the lilies of the rocks,"- for the lily 

·is the most symmetrical of flowers. Frobel's exercises on blocks, sticks, curved 
wires, colors, weaving of patterns, pricking, sewing with colored threads, and draw
ing; lead• little chilru·en of three years' old to create serie• 0f forms; by a simple 
placirig of opposites, which involves the first principle of all design, polarity:. By 
boxes of triangles, equilateral, isosceles, right-angled, or scalene, the foundations of 
mathematical thougbt may be laid to the sensP.s: Before children are old enough• 
for the abstract operations of simple arithmetic, they may know geometry in the 
concrete. And, fn these various games of the generation of form, the greatest ac
curacy of eye, and delicacy and quickness of manipulation are insensibly acquired, 
precluding all clumsiness and awkwardness. _ 

Frobel's exercises with blocks, sticks, curved wires, triangles, which lead the 
children to make an ever-varying symmetry by simply placing opposites, are con
crete mathematics, which becomes the very law of their thoughts. The wind is 
developed by appreCiated forms and their combinations. The same law of polarity 
is followed in tlie weaving of colored papers, where harmony of colors is added to 
symmetrical beauty; and from the moment when a child can hold the pencil, and 
draw a line a quarter of an inch long, he can also make symmetrical forms upon a 
slate or paper squared in eighths of an inch. 

TRAINED TEACHERS ESSENTIAL TO THE SUCCESSFUL ESTABISHMENT OF KINDER
GARTENS. 

But to conduct such eduea.tion as tlus is a great art, founded on the deepest sd
ence, both within and without the human soul; and therefore, preliminary to its 
being undertaken, there must be a .special training of the kindergarten teacher . 
Froebel never established a kindergarten anywhere that he did not also establish 
normal training for young women, who were to supervise the children at thei r 
play and work, sC7 as to make these guided exercises of the limbs and hanrls a moral, 
artistic, and intellectual education, all in one. 

For moral culture. it is necessary that the children produce things, and play with 
each other, from self-forgetful motives of gratitude to parents and affection for 
their companions, or a ~entle sympathy for the unfortunate. Moral culture can 
not be given in a didactic manner. Sentiment becomes selfish weakness unless 
it is embodied in disinterested actilm. Even successful and happy play involn•s 
mutual consideration. It is necessary that cluldren should act from a motive !earl
ing them from within out of themselves. There is no way to learn goodness but to 
be practically good. Frobel would not have children make things to hoard, or merely 
to exhibit their power, and stimulate their vanity; but to give away to some object 
of their affection or respect or pity. Before anything is done. the question always 
arises, Who is to be made happier or better by it? They can be kP.pt busy the 
whole year in providing gifts for all their friends' birthdays, new-year's-day, anti 
the Christmas-tree; and, especially, the poor and sick are remembered. Thus their 
activity is disciplined by their hearts, which supply the motive, no less than by their 

-intellect, which supplies - or at least accepts-the law according to which the 
thing is made. They become intellectual by learning that there is always a law as 
the innermost secret of every object of natnre and art. The rule involving the 
law is suggested in words at each step of the procedure, and repeated until the idea 
of the law is caught. As cmde material and simple ground-form is varied into va
rieties of beauty, they get a knowleuge deeper than :wonh; can con \'ey of the sub· 
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stantiality of law, seeing it to be no less a factor of the thing than the material out 
• of which it is made. In its turn, the matel'ial itself becomes the subject of an ob

jec:t lesson, not only as to its structure, but its origin; and this, when considered in 
1ts use, or the delight it gives. leads the mind inevitably to the spiritual Fountain 
of aU good things. The child's own active heart witnesses to a heav..,nly Father, 
and precludes any necessity for didactic teachin~ on that point. It is only neces
sary to refer b Him when the little heart is full of generous love, and the little 
mmd-is realizing that its own thought is an indispensable factor of the thing done. 

HOW ART EDUCATION IS RELIGIOUS. 

Thus art-education is religious; because art is the image in man of God's creative
neSs. It has been profoundly said; that, if science is irreli~ious in its effect, because 
it deals only in appearances and its method is analysis which murders, art is ne~es
~~&ry to strike the balance in education, because it deals in substances, and not only 
produces, but makes alive by giving expression to matter.' Since what makes the 
crude and unformed material , which the child uses a thing of beauty or use, is t he 
immaterial resthetic force within him, which applies the law (itself an· immaterial 
entity), he necessarily infers and appreciate:~ that the universe as a whole is the 
guarantee of an immaterial Creator who loves its intelligent denizens. . 

It is impossible for a kindergar .en to be carried on by a teacller who does not 
understand this constitution of human nature on the one hand, and the laws of the 
universe, in some degree, upon the other. No mechanical imitation, and no pat
terns are permitted; but the chi~dren are led on to act from their own thoughts by 
·first acting from the teachei·'s suggestion or direction of their thoughts. It is aston
ishing to most persons to see how, almost immedin.tely, they begin to invent new 
applications of the laws given. Originality is fostered by questions leading them 
to give·an account bow they produce effects, which prevents destructive tendencies, 
and gives clearness of intellectual consciousness; and no strain is put upon the brain, 
because the child is always kept within the child's world and made of ability there. 
In the moral sphere, also, questioning is a better mode of suggestion than precept: 
"!J.nless there is a certain freedom of feeling, and virtue preserves a certain spon-

. ta.neity, . hypocrisy may be SU{lei'induced. Children love others as naturally ami 
well as they love themselves, If not better; and love has its own various creative 
play and its own modesty, which should be sacredly respected. Wake"upthe heart 
and mind, and moral dictation will be as superfluous as it is pernicious: and, above 
all things, children should not be led into professions, or be praised for goodness; 
but goodness should be presumed as of course. 

KlNDEll.GARTEN METHODS CONTRASTED WITH THOSE OF ORDINARY SCHOOLS. 

In short, kindergarten education is INTEGRAL, resulting in practical religion, 
because it gives intelligence and sentituent to the conception of God and his provi· 
d~nce, and prevents that precocity which is always a one-sided, deforming, and, 
ultimately, a weakening development. It is greatly in contrast with t he ordinary 
primary-school teaching, which generally begins by antagonizing all spontaneous 
life (keeping children still, as it is called), in order to make them passive recipients 
of knowledge having no present relation with the wants of their minds or hearts . 
. But if the training which fits for kindergarten teachinp; not only involves know)-

. ed~e of the sciences of outward nature to a considerable extent, but a study of the 
phil_osophy of human nature also; yet it is such a philosophy as any fairly culth·ated, 
gemal-hearted youn~ woman, of average intellect, is capable of receiving from one 
!iliea.dy an adept in 1t; for it is the uni versa! motherly instinct. appreciated by the 
mtell~ct, and followed out· to its highest issues. Froebel's philosophy and art is just 
the h1ghest finish to any woman's education, whether she Is to keep a kindergarten 
or not. Frobel considered women to be the.divinely appointed educators of children 
for _the first seven years of their lives at least, until they become fully conscious of 
thel.l' power of thought, a nd know how to apply thought for effect. For two or 
three years, their place is in the nursery, whose law is acknowledged to be amuse
me~t. The nursery method of sympathetic supervision of chilllren's spontaneity 
(which never should be left to uninstructed nmses) is simply continued m the kin· 
dergarten, where symbolic plays, for general bodily exercise, and the" occupations,'' 
as the quieter games of production are called, suggest conYersations wh1ch are 
the first object l essons. It is quite enough intellectual work for children under 
seven years of age, to learn to express their thoughts and impressions in appropriate 
words; to sing by rote the songs which desm·ibe their plays; to become skillfulin 
the manipulations the occupations involve; with such objective knowledge as is 
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directly connected with the materials used. They can then go, at seven years old, 
from the kindergarten to the common primary school, with habits of docility, in
dustry and order already acquired; wide-awake senses and attention; tempers 
not irritated by stupid and unreasonable repressions of their nature, and wills un
perverted, and reasonably obedient. Is it not plain that, thus educated, they will 
easily learn to read?- and the knowledge acquired from books will stimulate pro
duction in large spheres of life, and the love of labor will not be in danger of dying 
out when the progressive rise into "the perfect, good, and fair " is guaranteed by 
productions that shall bring the life which is to come into that which now is. 

TO MAKE LABOR ARTISTIC IS TO MAKE IT ATTRACTIVE. 

The immoral- some go 80 far as to call it the demoralizing- infl.uenoe of our pub
lic schools, which now at" best sharpen the wits, and give means of power to do evil 
as well as good, has called attention of late to the character of state education, and 
the necessity of making it industrial, if only to save the masses of children from the 
temptations that now assail those who need to earn their living at once, but who 
leave school at fourteen or fifteen years of age unskilled in any species of labor. 
The only way to elevate the laborer to equal social position with the professional 
man, or even to self-re!<pect, is to make labor spontaneous and attractive; but to 
make industry ARTISTIC is the only way to make it attractive, and supersede that 
spirit of gambling in business and politics which so fearfully weakens and corrupts 
our national cha1·acter, and threatens the liberties which rest on truth and justice. 

PSEUDO KINDERGARTEN TRAINING DANGEROUS. 

Finally, unless the ri~ht thing is done at once, and this reform of the funda
mental education is irutiated by competent teachers, a very great evil will arise. 
Already children's schools, assuming the name of kindergarten,-- sometimes inno
cently, because ignorantly,- are !P'owing up_ at different points in this country, 
which necessarily disgrace the prmciple of Froebel, who worked out by a whole 

. lifetime of experimenting, the true processes of the first stages of human education. 
These pseudo-kindergartens are a mere alternation of the old routine with plays 
and imitative working by patterns, making children frivolous, or little machines,. 
or else disgusting them; for, in proportion to their natural abounding life, children 
tire of what is mechanical. 

The first thing we have to do, then, is to train teachers in Frobel's science and 
art. There is one training school now, at 127 Charles Street, Boston, kept by Mrs. 
and Miss Kriege, educated in the best . training school in the world,- that of 
Baroness Marenholtz-Bulow of Berlin, who is one of Froebel's personal disciples and 
apostles. It is to be hoped that the city or State will make thlB a public institution. 
Another pupil of Frobel himself, Prof. W eibe, from Altona, Schleswig Holstein, 
where he left a kindergarten that he founded many years since, in order to bring 
the system to America, projects founding a training school, with its model kinder
garten, in Springfield, Mass. And a very superior expert and adept in the Frobel 
philosophy, now en~aged in Lubec, Germany, and .perfectly skilled in the English 
language, might be mduced, by adequate compensation, to come and found another 
in some more southerly or western state. If there could be raised by private dona
tions, or public appropriation, a loan-fund to enable many young women who ar 
dently desire this education to attend the private school of Madame Kriege, in a 
year we might have enough trained teachers to open schools all over the country; 
and effectually commence that radical reform of primary education which shall 
ultimate in the Identification of the Artist and Artisan. "What is well begun is 
half done." · 
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KINDERGARTEN METHODS AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT IN RE
LATION TO INDUSTRIAL ART EDUCATION. 

By MISS EMMA MARWEDEL. 

KINDERGARTEN DRAWING AFTER FROBEL'S METHOD AS A PREPA. 
'RATION FOR THE " INDUSTRIAL DRAWING," ADVOCATED BY PRo
FESSOR WALTER SMITH. 

Frobel 'a method of drawing unites all other Kindergarten occupatious in an 
organic succession; it develops them from three occupations- building with blocks, 
the use of tablets and the use of sticks.,- which are prE>paratory; the laying of 
sticks is really drawing in wooden lines. Frobel, observing always with great 
love as well as acuteness, thE> nature of the child, saw in its scribbling on paper, 
wood, or sand, an instinct which desen•ed to be fully. encouraged in order to prepare 
the child for drawing-which is introductory to writing and art. He also noticed 
that at the early age of two or three years, the child was not able to execute free

. hand drawing, and therefore needed an intermediate step, which would serve to 
develop a correct eye-measure, supporting the technical observation necessary to 
the.Elxecution of forms and models. These intermediate steps Frobel gives by the 
use of .the net, in squares. We may then ask ' ' what is the net?" A net consists of 
the squares between perpendicular and horizontal lines, on which the child is led to 
fix ita observation, that 1t may comprehend aU signs a11d forms in four directions, 
exercising especially the measurement of the eye; the net assisting to cultivate the 
~easurement of different lengths and breadths by these squares. and thus form
mg the habit of measuring and dividing the figure into its different parts before 
commencing the drawing; and enabling the child of three or four years to produce 
form~ which have already become familiar by building, tablets, sticks and per
foration. 

This method of Frobel's leads the child very soon to the copying of nature; the 
· hand. having gained a guidance and direction by drawing in the net- making 

drawmg a study by degrees, gradually training the eye to find measuring points 
f?r symmetrical arrangement of forms, and familiarizing the child with the scien
tific nan1es of lines, angles, and geometrical figures, which form the preliminary 
lessons of the system of Industrial Drawing so ably and convincingly set forth by 
Prof. :Walter Smith. 

The Kinderga1:ten drawing exercises are first upon slates, afterwards in books, 
both carefully ruled in squares or nets. The pupil must draw at first under the 
supervision of the teacher , and in strict obedience to the rules, which are to be con
stantly and systematically repeated till the child becomes perfectly familiar with 
them, and understands fully what it is to do and how to do it, before it is a llowed 
to attempt the invention of designs. 

Jllan shall be etlucntell to free himself, 
But true freedom roots in 01·der nnd self-discipline. 

Emu. li:IARWEDEL. 

LATE PUBLICATiONS BY MISS 11'IARWEDEL. 

It will be seen that in the statement just given, Miss Marwedel 
deals only with drawing. This briefyaper was written just after Pro
fesso: Walter .Smith's first visit to "Washington ~n 1875. . In her books 
relatmg to Kmdergarten methods, since pu bhshed, M1ss Marwedel 
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treats at length of color as well as of form; this is interesting as 
showin~ the natural development of the art instinct in man. Indeed, 
in the mfan~, it may be questioned whether evidences of a sense of 
color do not precede the indications of a sense of form; certain it is 
that the child early begins to notice colors and to distinguish some 
difference between them. · 

A pamphlet hand-book,* with package of "outline cards," show
ing Kindergarten work in tracing forms, and the boxes containing 
the colored balls, rings, etc., which are to be used in the earliest les
sons of the Kindergarten and intended for use in the home nursery 
as well, have been recently received from Miss Marwedel. 

The parts for use of the older pupils have not as yet come to hand. 
In tlie preface to Part I Miss Marwedel urges that the attention of 

the mother should be given to the earliest indications of the awaken
ing intelligence of the child. In this connection she says: 

The ethical and aesthetical perception of life, in the connection with the earliest 
development of the senses, has still been too little considered. What·may be at
tained with it is shown by the convincing, happy results on those of weak intellect 
and idiots, in whom ethical - aesthetical sense- influences have been crowned 
with unexpected results. t The culture and exercise of the senses. such as Froebel 
illustrates them, in tllis spirit, in his extremely valuable Mothers' Nursery and Coo
ing Songs, repeatedly refE>rred to in educational works in America and England, 
seem apparently little attended to by mothers. The Kinder~arten, like a gardener's 
nursery, not being connected with the school, there remams for the latter there-
sponsibility which it believes to have solved by the so-called" object-lessons." · 

But as the school chiefly wishes to "teach," that is, develop the intellect, it proves 
itself insufficient. 

Firstly, the senses as such are not being developed; secondly, as the sense-percep
tions do not go hand in hand with the necessary development of the sympathies, 
we find as a consequence the increa.Sing sharpness and coldness of intellect. 

Over-education is often comflained of as doing harm; but this fear is entirely to 
be restricted to the intellectua faculties. No one has vet feared to over-educate the 
heart, the true home of all the warmer and tender feelings, the source of sacrificing 
affection. 

THE SCHOOL GARDENS FOUNDED BY DR. ERASMUS SCHWAB. 

There is an earnest striving to bring the child in connection with nature: school 
games, h oliday colonies, plantings of trees and rambles, all the results of this such 
noble endeavour. The famous school gardens, under their enthusiastic originator, 
Dr. Erasmus Schwab, extend their ethical-aesthetical mission from year to year. 
They are destined to form a genuine temple for hi~her views of nature. In them 
the fertilization of the heart, mind, and character lB accomplished without preach
ing. The poetry of plant life, its coming and going, its silent resignation, its com-

. pletely merging itself in nature's great work; the sweet legends, the poetical change 
of action between the blossoms and their playmates, the beetles and butterflies, the 
charm of the colours, the forms and the pleasant odours - all these are stored up 
lovingly in the child's mind. Yet, in order to attain this, methodical preparatory 
instruction is required. The child must know the A, B, C, of the language of nature 
before it can read with intelligence in nature's open book; tjle right time for this is 
too often missed. When the child is most tender and susceptible is the time when 
ideas and words, when affection and beauty are united in one feeling, namely, in 
the intimate connection of all things; in their forming, all of them, one great family, 
of which all are members. 

*The pamphlet is entitled " Childhood's Poetry and Studies in the Life, Form 
and Colours of Nature, by Emma Marwedel." Part I. Kindergarten Games, and 
those directed by the Mother and Family, their Meaning and Use Practically Ex· 
plained. Pp. 20. Part II. Guide to the use of Comparative Diagt·ams of Form and 
Colour, as Necessary Basis for Home and Elementary Teaching. Pp. 42. 

These are issued by several publishers in Germany, England, and America. New 
York: E. Stei~er, 1888. 

t Dr. Ed. Seguin points out that science chiefly owes these results to the women 
officials in the Institutions for the benefit of such individuals. 
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·· It is at this time that inborn sympathies should receive their first fertilization, by 
means of the poetical beauty and the poetical legends in plant-life. 

The authoress has followed this plan for years. Startmg with the sphere as the 
point of commencement which finds playful application in the ball, and the shapes 
of rounded blocks and rings, bringing co lout· a!ld form into view, certain diagrams, 
representing a number of forms of plant-life, induce imitation, which, fertilized by 
poetic childlike narrations and observations, lead . to clear perception of botanical 
likenesses and dissimilatities. With this we connect the cultivatwn of plants, and 
the draw in~ and modelling of them which l~d to a desire, full of intellect and poetry, 
for a scient1fic classification. 

The·possibility of such a methodical development has become a reality. 
What is here given has been applied in life and proved successful. 
The co-operation of school and home, of mother and teacher, is the one thing 

needful. · 
May tllis, with God's help, be effected ! 

As the preface to Part II gives a summary of Miss Marwedel's.de
velopment and experience as an authoress, it is here gi:ven entire: 

PREFACE. 

In the year 1876, in sending my Kindergarten and normal class work from vV ash
ington, D .. C., to the government exhibit at Philadelphia, I ~ave utterance to a long
cherished conviction of my own, that the ball, as representmg the sphere, the type 
·of all life, was not made sufficiently prominent in Frobel's development of the child. 

Ever since that time- now a decade- this conviction has been active witllin me, 
until I have at length wrought it out, with the full force of my reason and expe
rience, to a practical result. 

I do not wish, however, to create the impression that my theory is an entirely new 
one; the fact being rather that it extends and systematizes the idea of the curve con
tail}ed in Frobel's ~chings, and which was so clearly sugiested by W. Guillaume 
at the International Educational Congress at Brussels, 1880. 

By 1882, my thoughts were so far crystallized that they wer~ ready to be presented 
in the tangible form of, " A Circular Drawing System, or Childl1ood's Poetry and 
Study in the Life and Forms of Nature." (Supplemented with a Botany and seven
teen classification charts of four feet square, in relief.) 

RESOLUTIONS COMMENDING MISS MAR WEDEL'S "POETRY OF CHILDHOOD," ETC. 

The North American Frobel Institute. meeting in Detroit in 1882, to which able 
body I disclosed my plan, gave me its unqualified approval, and urged the speedy 
publication of my work in a series of resolutions, which had, however, been antici
pated by the indorsement of such prominent educators as Pl·ofessors Eugene W. 
Hilgard, G. Stanley Hall, and J oseph LeConte. to whom. on acco:mt of their intel
lige~t sympathy and their friendly and acth·e co-operation in my plans, I can 
scarcely exagge1·ate the expression of my gratitude. And I cannot omit acknowl
edging the practical kindness of the Chicago Free Kindergarten Association and the 
Board of the Pioneer Kindergarten Association. 

The resolutions refen ed to were as follows:-
Resolved, 1st. That while we, as professed disciples of Frobel deprecate all de

partures from the great fundamental principles laid down by him for the culture 
and development of the child's nature, yet we hail with delight all discoveries of 
new a:pplications of his philosophy, wh!!reby we can better adjust its force to the 
-educabonal wants of the age, believing that truth had all-sided growth, and an 
adaptation suited to the changed condition of its subjects; therefore we welcome 
with pleasure the application of the cur ved lines representing a ll fonns, vegetable 
and animal, as embodied in the system just brought to om notice by Miss Marwedel, 
of San Francisco, thereby giving larger scope and greater pleasure to the chief 
thought while tracing the handiwork of the Master Builder of the Universe. 
· Resolved, 2nd. That the Committee, feeling that an extended knowledge of Miss 
Marwcdel's application of Frobel's method will be of great use to children in the 
school as well as in the Kindergarten, urp;e the publication of her book, which will 
also contain directions and suggestions to use these forms, and, if necessary, that 
~h~ North American Frobel Union be requested to assist Miss :Marwedel in any way 
m 1tspower. 

*See Henry Barnard's Child Culture. 
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Resolved, Srd, That a committee he appointed to confer, if necessary, with pub-
lishers of Miss Marwedel's book. · 

In p~an?e of ~he third resolution, a committee on publication .w~ appointed 
as follows. Miss Elizabeth P. Peabody, Mrs. Horace Mann, J. W. D1ckinson, J. M. 
Sill, and W. N. Hailman .. 

But with all this encouragement, supplemented as it ~as with the logic of my 
development of the curve, and by W . T. Harris's argument, I was still unsatisfied. 
I felt that I had not yet touched the 1'ight spot in human existence, whereon to base 
the f&ir structure of human education. Thought upon thought drove me back over 
the steps the human being traces in his ascent to manhood. I reached the home, the 
mother, the cradle. Here, at last, in the mother, to whom Frobel dedicated the 
first use of the curve, I found the place where the comer-stone of any genuine edu
cation must he laid. But where to find that stone which should become " the bead 
of the corner,? 

Another Kindergarten Congress and Exhibit, at 1\{adison, Wisconsin, in the sum
mer of 1884, brought my Circular Drawing System again before the public, and 
showed such renewed interest as gave promise of gen~ral adoption. The Chicago 
Free Kindergarten Association .and the Cook County Normal School (under the 
principalship of .Col. Francis W. Parker) induced me to give explanatory lectures on 
my Circular System of Drawing, a task which I performed with delight, as I had 
become fully assured of the instructive pleasw·e and creative impetus imparted by 
this method to children, even from the age of four years. · 

But the task, as a whole, is one I should not have ventured to undertake, were 
not the book, after all, The Child's Book, and its creation due to my living with 
children. 

It reflects the many sacred how'S spent in watching and directing the unfolding 
of their budding souls, and in loving study of . their educational needs. It reflects 
also a . thousand divine sparks of childhood's purity, poetry, righteousness, and 
reason; its devotion to duty, and its hitherto so much unappreciated altruism. My 
inspiration in writing this book has been, sympathy with the mother in her immeas
urable responsibility; the condition of childliood's rights to justice and happiness; 
and finally, an abiding faith in the mental and physical evolution of the race. So 
let me hope that it will lead the mother and the educator, as it did me, inwarCt to 
the depths of the nature of the child, and onward with the child. 

EMM~ MARWEDEL. 

P. S.-This seems to be the proper place to exp1·ess my most deeply felt gratitude 
to those who crowned my work in its embryo with the1r sympathetic co-operation 
and faith, in the spirit of true sisterhood. They are my two most unselfish acting 
revisers, Mrs. M. G. Campbell and M1·s. A. I . Toomey. To the late Mrs. Horace 
Mann, Miss E . P. Peabody, Mrs. Robert Fowler, Mrs. A. T. Kelley, Mrs. E. G. 
Greene, Miss Kate Atkinson, and many others, I am likewise indebted for 1>recious 
encouragment and sympathy; not to undervalue the document of the Women's 
Christian Temperance Union, promising to favour my aim of awakening, "Con
scious Motherhood." 

POSTSCRIPT. 

A year has elapsed since the lines above gave utterance to my life aims. These 
words are written in Germany: I expressed last year in America my deeply-felt 
~atitude to those who crowned my work in its first part (''Conscious Motherhood ") 
m the spirit of true sisterhood, and now I have to state that another noble generous 
sister of the same spirit enabled me to ha..-e.a second publication brought before the 
public; without her substantial, noble assistance, nothing would practically haYO 
been done. It was, fw-therruore, through her assistance that I was allowed to com
pare English and German methods of teaching with those in America; especially 
those branches destined to combine according to Mrs. Endora Hallman's profound 
motto: "the head, hand, and heart education." I met everywhere with the utmost 
courtesy and assistance, accompanied with high esteem of American schools, and 
her unparalleled enthusiasm and generosity in deeds and practical work for the in
troduction of Frobel's method for the early development of the child. Intercourse 
with the most distin.,.uished European educators of both sexes has consolidatetl 
likewise a cherished pYan of mine for an International Educational Union. A num
ber of names has been given to carry out the idea of an exchange of educational 
aim and practical thought. 

All this may he revised as fruits ripened under the warm sunshine of the friend
ship of the best I met in all countries. 

BRAUNSCHWEIG (BRUNSWICK), GERMANY, July, 1888." 
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·From. the introduction the follow in~ words on "Form a.nd Colour 
a.S a means of Education and Infitructwn" are taken: 

In spite of these hints of nature, of all means of education, nothing has been left 
more tQ·cbance than an early comparative understanding of form and colour; and 
with this an early feeling, seeing, and understanding of the beautiful and orderly 
in our surroundings and in Natw·e. Therefore few are ca~ble of using form as an 
expression of ideas, a thing in which the ancients and primitive nations were and 
are so far in advance of us. Why should this be? Because there is a notion that an 
understanding of form is a special power-not a general one; but is to be regarded 
as an individual gift seldom found. Yet this view is decideclly contradicted by art 
industries of carving among the Swedes, the Swiss, the folk of the Tyrol, and of 
Thuringia, as well as in many primitive nations. 

' Dr& wing, especially if early helped fot·ward (Corumenius already lays great stress 
on this), .!s not often treated as the de>elopment of a power inborn in the child, and 

.is consequently not attributed to a normal power of grasping and shapinj?; which 
only requires methodical training, but as if 1t were an activity acquired w1th diffi
culty, depending on comparative calculation. 

Form, the universal language of nature, falls into few elements. The difference 
· of .their combination only effects the multiplicity of their appearances-Fred. 
Frobel illustrates this by the sphere as opposed to the cube and the cylinder, as 
medium, connecting both. By a n early conception of unitl.' and variety of these 
principal forms, he leads the child to deduce harmony and umty from opposed points 
aJJ.d does this by means of personal experience with this plaything, and, by this 
mearis leads the natural sense of form unconsciously to studies of form, whose edu
Cjl,tional importance extend far beyond the goal of a practical power. Complaints 

-are made of the dearth of individual creative power of the present day. This par
·tially rests on the child's early estrangement from what is his very own. Neither · 
home nor school call forth originality or individual desire for work. " That will 
oome later .on" it is said. Later?- When all ol'iginality has already been killed I 
Still more is the educational necessity of an early contemplative influence of nature 
·on the child's soul undervalued, and thus people fall into the inconsiderate zeal of 
forming instead of developing. How much of individual working power hereby 

· is lost is incalculable. 
:." On the other hand, it is not to be denied that modern education begins to recog
. nize in the understanding of form and colour, one of the most effective means of 
raising and strengthening the senses and the feelings, namely: 

. By practice in seeing, so that the capacity to distinguish by comparisons and form 
may be early developeu. 

By practice in highet· feelings. so that he ead y learns to understand beauty anu 
harmony in Law, and permeated by this understanding, may become stimulated to 
.indiviqual compositions of form and colours . 
. By practice, m thinking, so that he may early learn to compare a whole with its 

parts;. a~d~in, diff_er~n~f>al:ts conceived as a whole, making thereby clear to him
self sumlanty·and dJssJml ar1ty. · 

:ey practice and experience for practical knowledge, the absence of which is laid 
great Rtress on by teache1·s and specialists. 
. The teaching of form ancl colour must therefore be regarded as one of the most 
Important means of education and occupation; a tn1th which_is nowhe1·e more 
clearl,r demonstrated than in the Kindergarten - not as a consequence of direct 
!-eachmg, but following the analytical comparative sense of form and colour, which 
.Js developed before it has attained a practical use. 

be
The curve, so· prominent in the child's ball, in its direct relation to the lines of 

. auty in nature, as well as the connection of t he s hape of the ball as original type 
· of all that lives arul mO\res, in its mathematical rela tions to the teaching of form. in 

cbeo!lSEl<luence of general considerations which guided him. was placed by Fred. Fro-
1, ~t ~e end of a series of forms. He limited t he application of t his form, and 

yet, m 1ts symbolic value, and its unchangeable unity and simplicity it ought to be 
.· ·regarded as the point of commencement for the -aims to be attained. This is the 

reason ~by the authoress begins with the circle in he1· teaching of form and colour. 
'rhe srmpler and more intense is an expt·ession, and the more often its repetit ion 

takes place in animating change, the more permanent are t he healthily educational 
: effects on-the child. 

The <;>utlines of the simplest forms of nature which surround the child are thet·e
fo~e earliest comprehended by him, and first awake tl-ie wish of imitation. The 

. cdi~ffd sees in the ball the round apple, and nt the same time tries to recognize the 
. erence between them both, because he is fond of them both. Educational 

· ~dance has to avail itself of this: appt-arances of colom·, form, size, outer and 
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inner construction have to be connected with personal experiences, but not witlt 
the heaping together of externally given wor<;ls- stifling all mdividual conception
but by activity, which leads to true knowledge. 

NEED OF EDUCATING THE SENSE OF COLOR RECOGNIZED BY SCIENTISTS. 

The recently instituted official examinations into colour-blindness and short-sight-' 
edness, have given rise to much thought and earnest effort to 1'emedy the evil. In 
connection with this, Professor Virchow recently spoke out before the Anthropo
logical Society in Berlin, that he was obliged to recommend his young students 
colour studies at the beginning of each fresh term, as he found them incapable of 
distinguishing red, blue, or brown, on black; or yellow, white, or green, on grey. 
So important did this shortcoming appear to him for the totality of human culture, 
that he made a petition to the Reichstag as to how tllis could be avoided. The 
state of affairs seems still more grave when celebrated oculists inform us that in 
schools, especially elementary ones, the perception, understanding of mixture, 
shades, and grades of colours, is paid no attention to; .which is the more to be pitied 
as Tyndall, in a prophetic anticipation of the future of a higher developed sense of 
colour, points to the existence of a wealth of colow'S as yet undreamt of. Canon 
Farrar, of Westminster Abbey, says in a lecture before the London Society of Arts: 
"Each neglect of art as a means of education must carry with it great drawbacks. 
W.e give early instruction in reading, writing, and arithmetic, but the fa1· more im
portant development of feeling and understanding for all that is beautiful, is shown 
to be completely neglected. The same· child, who can tell you how many pounds 
of meat-he can get for a shilling; has probably never inhaled the odour of a rose 
with exalted feelings. Let us then before all begin with the culture of the senses 
in our l~omes and schools." At one of the meetings of the Teachers' Society in 
Leipzi~, the painter and inspector of drawing, Fedor Flinzer, spoke on the growing 
necessity of modern education on a psychological basis, and of analytical comprellen
sion of form and colour; which has to commence with external objective concep
tion. 

.ACTIVITY OF SENSE PERCEPTION IN YOUNG CHILDREN. 

And now as to the child himself ? Observe his nature, llis activity. Science 
maintains that the strength of sense of the child till his ei~hth year is gt·eater than 
that of an adult, and later on diminishes. This becomes manifest when we con
sider what he acquires, without our teaching, by the activity of his senses within 
the first four years, two of which were passed without the means of speech. Tl1e 
child wants to know, wants to learn, but not by passively receiving. 

He himself wishes to see, hear, taste, feel, and smell; he, so to speak, dictates 
the course of his own teaching. Free conclusions of reasons lead the child to free 
investigations about the what, how, why and when . . The great principles of alter
nating influences, of continual permutation of matter, the incorporation of that 
which was, is, and will be, does not enter his young fresh child's soul as science, 
but as a perception of his senses. This is the time when the beauty, the harmony, 
and the laws of life must enter, like fertilizing sunbeams, in the emotional life of 
the child. The child knows it; he wishes to strive with his own powers for this 
self-education. m instinctively reaches for form and colour. 

The remainder of the pamphlet is occupied with directions show
ing_the methods of using the various objects and diagrams. 

Miss Marwedel, after passing some _months in Europe, both in 
England and Germany, m the study of different schools, and in 
arranging for the publication of the natural history series, for which 

. the beautiful water color illustrations referred to in the introduc
tion to this Appendix were prepared, returned to America. 

Owing to unforeseen delays on the part of the publishers, due 
possibly to the great cost of the plates, these volumes of Natural 
History in the series prepared by Miss Marwedel have not yet been 
issued. · 

This devoted and enthusiastic disciple of Frobel was not, how
ever, while in Europe, wholly concerned with the production of her 
completed works; but, in common with all educators who have 
recognized a logical connection between the Kindergarten and the 
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. Manual Training Schools, she was revolving the need that existed of 
finding some· practical methods of continuing the training of the 
Kindergarten through properly graded occ_ttpatians up to the age 
when the child is sufficiently grown to profitably enter upon the 
more advanced work of the Manual Training Schools proper, which 
demands a certain amount of physical development and muscular 
strength, as well as a certain maturity of mental development and 

·of juagment. . 
As we have seen in the brief paper given, Miss Marwedel recognized 

at once, in the progressive system of Industrial Art Drawing advo
?ated by Walter Smith, a ~o&ical dev~lopment of the Kindergarten 
1deas and methods as apphea .to drawmg, and to the development of 
the resthetic nature of the child. 

In the more recent movement for Industrial Training; which is, 
jn part, an outcome of the introduction of Industrial Art Drawing 
inl.ublic schools, effected by Professor Smith and his coadjutors· 
an , in part, it is to be feared, a perversion of the idea which inspired 
·the efforts of those enthusiastic educators-our authoress sees that, 
.unless the Kindergarten can be linked to this new movement, there 
if( danger· that the methods of Frobel will not secure that place in 
the scheme for elementary training in the Public Schools which, in 
her View, is eminently desirable. Her attention then, while in Eu
rope~. was especially directed to this purpose of ascertaining some 
practical method of securing the connection between the Kinder
garten and the Public Schools, in accord with this popular innova
tion 'of "practical" Industrial Training. It will be seen, however, 
that Miss ·Marwedel is too earnest in her belief that the resthetic 

·n:.ature should be developed to give any blind adhesion to a mere me
·chanical training which practically ignores the need for developing 
the child's percei>tion and love of Beauty,- though it may be ques

·tioned whether the models of children's work in wood, which she 
has brought from Europe, do not appeal rather to the child's sense of 
humor, and to its interest in construction, than to any latent restheti
cism of its nature; since it is not easy to see that these models :possess 
intrinsically much more of grace or beauty than do the SlOJd pat
terns, which certainly make no claims to any such qualities. 

As a result of Miss Marwedel's European investigations in the 
direction suggested, a _pamphlet entitled " The Missing Link"* was 
issued by her early in July, 1889. This was printed in Washington, 
as Miss Marwedel was en ?'ottte for the annualme~ting of the Na- · 
tional Educational Association in Nashville, Tennessee, where she 
I>roposed to show the material for use in her series of Kindergat·ten 
Games and Studies, and a set of the knife work in pasteboard anrl 
wood, which is proposed as the connecting link in the logical chain 
of methods continuing the Manual Training of the child from in
fancy to manhood. 

In -this pamphlet , which seems to be preliminary to a proposed 
more elaborate statement of the methods adopted by some European 
teachers, detailed descriptions are given of the methods of making 
the articles, diagrams of which are shown in the two charts of illus
trations of the work in wood which accompany the text. So much 
of the text as may suffice to show the general character of the method 
follows. 

f *The Missing Link: The continuation of the threefoltl DeYclopment of the Child 

P
rom the Kindergarten to the 1\!anual-Labor School, by Emu1a 1\iarwedel. Ill. 
p. 40. 
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For the information of those who are unacquainted with Miss Mar
wedel's standing among Kindergarteners, and of her right to be heard 
on matters relating to this, and to cognate methods of education, the 
following extracts from a letter by. the earliest American authority 
on Frobel's system are given: 

MISS PEABODY EXPRESSES HER OWN OBLIGATION TO MISS MARWEDEL AND COR· 
DIALLY ENDORSES HER CLAIMS AS A PRACTICAL KINDERGARDTNER AND AUTHORESS. 

I take this opportunity to say that I count it a special providence that at this mo- . 
ment Miss M;arwedel's " Conscious Motherhood" is published, as it completely sup
plements my life-work, with an illustrated, practical application of Frobel's true 
theory of the education of the child, establishing the fact that kindergarten devel
opment must begin in the home, and that the prime kindergartener is the mother, 
whose supreme happiness and perfection consists, in conjunction with her husband, 

· in working intelligently for the education of the human race. 
It was Miss Marwedel who, in 1867, first introduced me into Frobel's genuine 

kindergarten, in the city of Hamburg, and inspired me with the courage to make 
it the main object of the remainder of my life to extend the kindergarten over my 
own country, where only, as Frobel himself declared, it could have its full scope, 
as ours is the only nationality that has as yet recognized individual freedom to will 
as the characteristic first principle of humanity. It is only the self-knowing and 
·self-governing that can create a government of the people, by the people, for the 
~ople;. and the self>government of the child must flow from the mutual under
standing of the child and its mother. To this end Miss Marwedel's boQk guides the 
mother and her assistants in the kindergarten and in the school. 

I, th~efore, make it my laBt word to refer my readers to Miss 'Marwede!'s first 
book for mothers. It is in itself~ key to the whole of Frobel's philosophy, whose 
d~pths she seems to me to have SOlplded more thoroughly than any other of his dis
Clples. 

E. P. PEABODY • 
. BOSTON, June 22, 1887. 

Many letters of similar purport from recognized educational au
thorities have been sent to M1ss Marwedel With permission to pub
lish them. · 

In the preface to a former work, quoted in the previous pages, Miss 
Marwedel gave grateful recognition to those friends who have aided 
her purpose. For the opportunity of studying these recent European 
experiments and for publishing the results of her observations, she 
expresses her great indebtedness to the timely aid and encouragement. 
extended to her by Mrs. Hearst, wife of the United States Senator 
from California. 

The thought that underlies all of Miss .Marwedel's educational 
· ideas is the value of joy in work- as applicable, in her judgment, 
to the older as to the infant pupil; and while to the old time peda
gogue, with his birch, it must have seemed the most remote of in· 
centives to scholarship, it may be well to remember that it is the 
recognized and sure characteristic of all good work in Art. 

It will be noted that Miss Marwedel agrees with Dr. Harris, in 
doubting whether the Slojd work is wholly satisfactory as the t:olu

·tion of the problem which ha~ perplexed the believers in Industrial 
Education. · 

Miss Marwedel's pamphlet closes with a thoughtful article by Dr. 
Birch-Hirschfelder, a distinguished professor of medicine in the Uni

. versity of Leipsic. 
This paper, which treats of the value of Industrial Training from 

a physiological standpoint, will be found among the papers which 
follow here in Appendix L, and in juxtaposition with the important 
paper by Dr. Harris, in which the same topic is treated from a psy· 
chological point of view. 
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From the introduction to the pamphlet are taken the following 
paragraphs.: 

THE MISSING UNK. 

* * * We owe our children not simply a schooling, but a. happy, rounded 
development of their best capacities. 
_ Coinpulsorr. education will no longer be necessary when the school can be made a. 

joy to the child. It is not the toilsome, overburdened, dissatisfied school-child that 
makes the best citizen. It is the light-hearted, creative boy o.r girl who has learned 
m childhood to love work for its own sa.ke that becomes the best man or woman in 
after life. 

It should be stated that the followin&" paper is not offered as a completed theory, 
but as a. mere collection of statements, m part theoretical a.nd in part practicaL 

The practical part illustrates, descriptively and by drawings, what has already 
been proved successful in filling the gap between the Kindergarten and the Ma.nua.l 
Labor SchooL This may be aptly termed the "Missing Link," a.nd is meant to be 
applied as the steJ?ping-stone to a systematized development, and is a. logical 
sequence to the prmciples, method, and occupations prescribed by Frobel in the 
kindergarten. 

Personarinvestigation and study of the existing labor schools in Europe for young 
children, together with the inspiration gained from the reform through extension 
of playwork, have develop~d the plan of this work which presents a series of occu
pations suited to the growing capacities of the child. The extension of Frobel's system 
mto manual training is being ably promoted in America throu~h Hailman's High 
School, Parker's Normal School, E. Marwedel's Circular Drawing t:>y-stem and Dotany, 
a.nd many other less-known methods. The works of Miss Eva Rodhe, of Gothen
bm·~, Sweden, and Franz Hertel, of Zwickau, Saxony, present the first stages of the 
" M1ssing Link." They are descri,Ptively illustrated. Both educators introduce the 
use of the knife as a. tool, beginnmg with the cutting of stiff paper, bristol-board, 
and paste-board. The capacity of the child from five to eight years of age is grad
ua.ll;r developed to work in hard wood, thus forming the introduction to the Manual 
Training Schqol. 
· The merit of both these systems lies in their admirable adaptation to the needs of 
a school reform for children in the primary depa1·tment. The va.st variety of illus
trations herewith given stimulates the creative powers of the child, and gives rise 
to endle.'IS delight in pla.y-la.bor. The interesting article of Professor Hirschfelder, 
of Leipzig, given herein, will afford welcome suggestions to parents and teachers 
who feel the responsibility of seeking a scientific solution of the higher problems of 
education. 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 
· June, 1889. 

E. M. 

The pamphlet begins as follows: 

. THE MOTOR FORCES OF MANUAL TRAINING. 

The noble st1~cture of earnest devotion to the educational needs of humanity 
stands on its broad platform, unique in its reformatory power, under the simple 
name "Kindergarten." 
. Not as a remarkable outgrowth of the American soil; but in the extent and rapid
Ity of its growth in America, in which it has no parallel. The independence, the 
generosity, the wealth, the republican spirit, and, above all, the clear recognition 
of cause and effect of the American wormtn, have promoted this process. 

Hardly two-score< years have passed since our venerable friend, Miss E. P. Pea
body, sent the glad tidings from Europe to he1· sister , Mrs. Horace Mann, of the 
wor)! of the great educational reformer, Friedrich Frobel, urging the immedi
ate mtroduction of his teachings into this country. This demand was met by a few 
German kindergarten trainers. But it was Susan Blow, of St. Louis, an .An1erican 
l~thv of wealth and high culture, who first connected Frobel's educational system 
~ our public schools. She was capable of personally conducting her free train
mg S?hools, and, aided by the philosophic and practical insight of the city school 
supel'lt;ttendent, W. T. Harris, her work wns cro\\'ned by the success of seeing si.,-t;y 
free. J?ndergartens at once connected with the public schools of St. Louis. The 
exh1b1ts of kindergarten work, and an actual ldndergarten at Philadelphia in 187G, 
showe~ American readiness for the co.nception of a more rational development of 
the .children of the Nation. Opposition a nd lethargy, criticism and indifference, 
ag8.lllSt the highest inspiration and self-denial, battled bravely until public opinion 
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was conquered by the unshaken mental and practical influence of the motherly 
power in the virgins of America. The loving charm of the virgin, her devotion 
and thoroughness, gave the method of Friedrich Frobel its foothold, and, it is to be 
hoped, its indestructible power. . Even the learned teachers in the National Teachers' 
Conventions consented to make room for the work of the five and six years' old 
school laborers. · Notwithstanding these efforts, it needed ten years' hard labor and 
an outlay of almost a million dollars before Mrs. Quincy Agassiz Shaw and her as
sociates succeeded in inducing the school board of Boston to adopt the kindergarten 
as a part of public instruction. It would be erroneous to accept the work thus far 
accomplished as work completed. The great truth of a natural human development 
does not end with the kindergarten, it rather begins with it. 

PLAY IN WORK AND WORK IN PLAY. 

No one denies that childish play is devoid of labor. On the other hand, it is 
generally admitted that play and labor are so closely united, in their two-fold nat
ure, that it is difficult to separate them. Nay, more, we have learned to respect and 
promote their combined 11hysical effect as a natural requirement of the child as it 
1S of the man, proving that labor does not burden if a free and spontaneous activ
ity is allowed. For instance, an artist does not feel his labor to be a burden, because 
his work comes freely and spontaneously to him. The truth of this fact is laid 
down most convincingly in the open letter by Dr. Oscar Browning, of Cambridge 
University, England, in favor of Frobel's principles of education. He says he 
noticed the exactness with which a boy was able to give an account of the de
tails of a cricket match, although it had lasted for hours, and had consisted of 
many complicated incidents, a proof that his power of memory had increased in 

' the ratio of his joy, because deli~ht and animat10n had been associated with free 
mental activity. Thus, illustrating a fundamental princi,Ple of Frobel, Mr. Brown-

. ing· continues: " If we are obliged to acknowledge F.riedr;ch Frobel's method of ed
ucation and teaching as appealing most to the universally ruling Jaws of nature, 
then the consideration of a difference in age is quite removed, and I see no reason 
why it should not posse68 equal vij;a.lity in ow- universities." Of all that man owes 
to Friedrich Frobel, the eduC3:tional application of this principle to early childhood 
is recognized as most fundamental to its development. It was this development 
in its natural needs which drove Frobel into the humble hut of the peasant mother 
in Thuringia.. Here he found, in the simple means of play-work, the childish sym· 
p'lthy of a mother's heart, yet untouched by artificial impressions, and these means, 
discovered through the impressions of nature, bear the character and manifest the 
fundamental truth. 

Frobel's first play-tools for the baby represent this fundamental tmth in form, 
color, and motion. From this stepping-stone he gave a variety of experiences which, 
in sympathy with childh;h activi~y, furnish unconsciously a first and everlasting 
conception of truth. The reproduction of these impressions as free manifestations 
of the creative activity of the child turned into educational labor r.resents but the 
embodied logic of Frobel's system, using the se)f-activity of the c!Hld which ·devel
ops from within to without. 

THE MANUAL LABOR ll.EFORM IN GERMANY. 

Psycho-physiological education brings Frobel's method ,\rith renewed force to 
the front. No leader of a so-called ' ' manual· labor school " in Germany (Direc· 
toren der Handfertigkeits-Schulen) fails to req-ard Frobel's requirement for " know
ing by doing" as fundamental to the universal requirement of a reform in alJ.grades 
of instruction. The existing manual-training schools are the outgrowth of Frobel's 
principles, ripened, after the experience of twenty years. into their present unin•r· 
sal aim. The petition to this end presented to the Reichsta:;. in Germany hacl the 
full sanction of Prince Bismarck, who granted 5,000 mark:; to the undertaking 
through the minister of public instruction. This petition was signed by more than 
seventeen thousand of the most distinguished men of all classes, and was supple· 
mented by a special &)?peal from the commission on school matters of the academic 
association (Die Erwe1terte Schule Commission der Deutsch en a.cademischen Ven~in· 
igung). 

Lectures by men of all chsses have been given. Exhibits of the t eachers and 
pupils o£ the different manual-labor schools have promoteu thit> cause. 

'l'hese labor-training schools, as far as they have been introduced, are the work of 
an extensive association for mutual support, though the schools, individually, are 
independent of each other. 

Their leaders recognize the ?ecesr;ity of proviclin{l ear~y <;:hildhood with a well
arranged preparatory com·se or work, fundamental m prmctple and method to tho 
higher grades, in manual dexterity. 
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THE NORMAL MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR ME!f AND WOMEN AT LEIPSIC AND 
DRESDEN. 

They agree that this preparatory course must be undertaken by young, profession
ally-trained women, whose motherly power and cheerful influence will turn the 
happy school-work hours into a continued delight in home labor, thus uniting par
ent-and child in work and happy satisfaction. To this end the seminary for the 
teachhig of manual labor at Leipzig, under the directorship of Dr. W. Gretze, has 
of late admitted ladies. The course is a short and inexpensive one, and occurs in 

·the seaaon of general vacation. · 
The course lasts from April 25 to August 21, and embraces: (a) Paste-board work; 

(b) carpentering; (c) wood-carving (Kerbschnitt); and (d) metal-work. 
four Englielh ladies attended this course recently. (Twenty ladies went to Copen

·hagen for the same purpose.) Men students, of every nationality except American, 
entered the course. . 

'The pioneer worker in manual dexterity, A von Clauson Kaas, has opened a simi- • 
Jar ins_titution for ladies at Dresden. His course gives instruction in wood-work 
(joinery, wood~rving), scroll-work, inlaid-work, and picture-burning on wood, in 
paper and paste-board work, paper-cutting and bristol-board work, pressed-leather · 
work, cork:-work, and modeling. · 

The e.'ttensive and valuable course of the manual-labor school connected with the 
Viei).Da public school (Buergerschule) under their enthusiastic director, Alois Bruhns, 
_demands that the boy of nine or ten years old should llossess a certain degree of 
~nual skill in order to be able to fashion the material with which to experiment. 
Mr. Bruhns says: · 
· " Normally endowed children try to busy themselves as much as possible, physi

callY· to give reality to their thoughts." 
What else is the play of children than the endeavor to give practical expression 

to their worl~ of. thought? When the child comes afterwards into the public school, 
and the instruction there progresses suitably and successfully. this endeavor con
tin:ues, although usually in a more limited degree, according as the opportunities of 
instruction permit; the child tries to draw, calculates and measures all possible ob
jeets, and even tries to represent, with the help of its cormades, the stories which it 
~heard. How often one child ao;ks another, for instance, to play Little Red Rid
mg ·Hood, saying, "You be the wolf and I will be Little Red Riding Hood." 
- When the child gets into the higher classes, where he studies the exact sciences, 

-he tries to reproduce at home what he has seen at school; he experiments. 
If a child does not do this it is either because of a diseased development of the 

b.~Y:· or because the instruction has given him no clear ideas, so that he becomes 
!llScouraged with his first attempts, and loses his desire of putting his thoughts into 
practice. It is only success and the attainment of results that give encouragement, 
which finally develops energy. 

_What has been said being admitted, we may assert that if instruction is to become 
more educational, and if it is to wake up and develop all the slumqering powers in 
the child, it must include physical work within its scope. 

This course indicates the limits within which physical work should be pursued by 
whatever pedagogics has recognized as the essential and correct thing for the sev
er!l~ stages of instruction and education. This forms the real and proper world in 
which the child lives, and gives practical shape to its thoughts. Instruction in 
m~nual dexterity should. therefore, as far as it falL'l within the time in which the 
?hild is undergoing school instruction, be strictly confined to these limits. Bringing 
m foreign objects, which are not connected with the work, tears the child out of its 
own -world, withdraws it from its unitary development, and overburdens it with 

·double mental work, if the instruction in manual dexterity does not become a mere 
mechanical drill. 

The question might be asked here, whether our theoretical instruction has any 
n~d of being supplemented by physical work? It would carry us too far to answer 
this que&tion for every stage, so we have given in the following only a rapid review 
of. the requirements of instruction in the up~er grades of a public school for indus
tri~l.purp'?Se!!• leaving out the subjects whtch contribute only to culture, such as 

_ wnting, smgmg and athletics. 

NATURAL SCIENCES • 

• Object: Knowledge of the most. important physical and chemical phenomena, 
lla.sed P.rincipally upon experiment, with continual regard to the requirements of 
~wn l~e; knowledge of the fabrication of the most important products of iudus-

y, wtth especial regard to those which are of the most importance locally. 
ART--VOL 2--43 
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The lists of studies in·Physics·, Chemistry, Electricity, etc., which 
follow in the pamphlet, arranged for the three final years of Gram-
mar Schools, are omitted. · · 

SCHOOL REFORMS IN A..MERICA. 

The necessity for a similar reform is felt by the educators of America, and steps 
have been taken in Boston to form a National Association of those who believe that 
extensive modifications of the traditional curriculum i.i::t the direction of kindergar
ten, tools, modeling, drawing, form and color, cooking, sewing, and elementary 
science, in most or an these branches, are required for the good of both the schol
ars and the schools. 

·To this end the association proposes to unify the various departments of educa
tional work from the kindergarten upward; to study the fundamental plinciples of 
education; to originate such a system as shall harmonize methods of instruction 
and training, and make them more effective in public and private schools. 

The following-named gentlemen have been elected officers of this association: G. 
Sta.nley B;all, President; MacAli:ster, Melleney, Nicholas Murray Butler, School Su
perfutendent Edwin Seaver, of Boston, and others." 

Resol~tions :passed by the convention of German-American Teach-
er-s in Buffalo m 1885 are omitted. * * * · 

The problem of the continuity of human development in its philosophic concep
tion, from the Kindergarten to the Manual Training School, is of recent date. Our 
teachers hardly realize the necessity for a professional training in order to teach the 
alternating culture of the head and the hand. This desideratum can no longer be 
deferred; for it constitutes not only the fundamental aim of the desired school re
form, but is a problem of grave, social, and national economy. It presents the 
question: · 

Shall 'the child continue, without intelTuption, its three-fold development as be-
gun in thexindergarten? ' . . · 
., That is tO say, by a self-activity encouraged gradually and systematically when 
tne life's habits are bein~ formed, by joyful creative· occupations, which lead 
" through work to work" m its highest moral sense, and this at an age when the 
whole nature demands work; or, 

Shall we systematically l?.ervert and destroy all that has been accomplished by the 
kindergarten system by fading to form and control the child's life-habits through 
the continuation of Frobel's developing principles till .the child enters the projected 
Manual Training School? 

. Shall we not rather seek for a " Missing Link " to connect the kindergarten with 
the primary department, introducing educational labor methodically and gradually, 
thus becoming the leading nation in this rational reform ? 

The money ftU"nished for industrial education by our wealthy philanthropist.<; will 
not accomplish this work of reform unless Frobel'skindergarten method is accepter!. 
That means either by elevating labor to its ideal, ot· by merely facilitating and les-
sening the burden of labor t{) humanity. · 

The influence of Ruskin and Canon Farrar, in advocating the de
velopment of the ideal in education in England are referred to, ancl 
a passage from the latter, already given in these pages in the extracts 
from Miss Marwedel 's previous work, is quoted; our autbor then 
says: . 

It is deeply to be regretted that these valuable opinions stand in direct oppo~i
tion to the growing disposition in En~land to introduce labor in early childhood as 
a means of training toward mere .utihty. l'his might be permissible if it did not 
lead to the en-oneous conclusion that the undeniable merits of utilitv suffice for the 
harmonious, three-fold, human development of the head, heart and ba1;1d for which 
we are seeking. This elTor has misled even prominent disciples of Frobel to see 
manifested in the Slojcl system and its use, on the joiners' bench, the solution of 
the educational value of labor. 

Sim1lar danger lurks around our own doors. The revolutionizing principles of 
Frobel's method have not sufficiently permeated our primary development, oo as 
to demand and furnish a full courseof kindergarten and manual drawing combined. 

No doubt our normal schools will continue to respond to this need as rapidly as 
they have begun. Should this be accomplished the American nation can now 
hardly realize the advantages it will possess in tlus particular over a)l oth(lr nations, 
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. .Arilerica offers advantages in kinder~arten training that are found nowhere else. 
The German kindergarten system admits the student at the immature age of four

·t.een, whereaa the .American normal-class pupil seldom enters under eighteen years 
of age. This maturity, together with the free training and its underlying culture 
·(provided ample time and opportunity are· afforded for thorough theoretical and 
practical training). afford the greatest inducements to the study or Frobel's system. 
·. The general efforts to furnish the primary school department \vith exercises in 
Jll&llual dexterity (which are but the extension of the kindergarten), as before 
stated, evince the recornition of their necessity. 
~-~ial teach~r will. be needed for the directio.n and supervisi?n of the p1ima~y 

practice department of every nQrmal school. This teacher may mstruct the puplls 
of the normal schools as well as those who may be desirous of taking a special 
course. The encouragement of a continuance of salary during leave of absence 
would add to the teachers' zeal. 

· · These gel?-eral propositions are then followed by a description of 
the newly discovered methods, as follows: · 

THE" MISSING LINK" INTRODUCI!JS THE KNIFE FOR CUTTING PAPER 
. AND WOOD. 

PLATE I. 

·The folding and cutting of paper with the scissors is a familiar exercise in the 
kindergarten, and develops, like other occupations of Frobel, in three llirections: 
in the understanding of forms of knowledge, of forms of beauty, arid of forms of 
).jfe. 
· ·Franz Hertel, director of th~ Manual-Labor Training School at Zwickau, com
bines this useful occupation with the drawing from objects instead of special pat

·.terns, recommending that the result of the child's efforts should be kept in drawing 
books, tQ serve as an exhibit of progress. . 
· The new feature of Hertel's work lies in the systematized use of the knife instead 

of the scissors, as in the kindergarten, thus forming the intermediate step toward 
the cutting of wood and paste-board. 

Both these occupations afford ample scope to the child in the full expression of 
form-language, in creativeness and designing. This should be the chief aim of all 
pla.r.-w?r~ in e.arly <?hildhood to afford the child that ai_U~mnt of glee and ~1appiness 
which IS 1ts pr1me r1ght toward a ·norrnal healthy cond1t10n. The attractiveness of 
the objects and their connection with the surrounding world in which the child lives, 
the cheapness of the material, and the simplicity of the tools ~ive t his whole method 
an inexpressible superiority of adaptation as the " Missing Lmk " between the kin
de_rgarten and the Manual Training School. 
·. The beneficial effect of the deductive method on the young mind is a pract-ical 
tru.rprise to the thoughtful educator. I n clear ferception of the simple fundamental 
knowledge of things in a sympathetic playfu direction of the older playmate (the 
teacher), the child will acquire a wonderful power of association of ideas ana con
clusions. The mental development in the kindergarten is mainly due to the deduc
tive process, and will continue to be the source of sponta.neous inspiration, if con-
tinued through the school grades. · 
, ~ough Franz Hertel affords opportunity for an analytical comparison of the 
form h~ presents by dictation, yet the writer observed the process of deduction to 
.be so delightful, even to her ymmgest pupils, that they frequently exclaimed, 
" Don't tell me I" when bent on solving some difficulty. · 

PRACTICAL IUNTS. 

· . Furnish the child with one sheet of white and two sheets of colored paper, each 
of four inches square, ':"ith which to illustrate si~1ilarity and dissimilari~y in form 

·an~ contents. The ch1ld uses the ruler and kmfe to separate the des1red parts. 
This exercise teaches not only the discriminating of shapes and contents, but also of 
fractional parts . 
. While the knife gives easy exercise pre1)aratory to the more difficult work of 

W?_Od-cutting and paste-board work, th~:~ accompanying chart may suffice to make 
.tdir~IS s~s:tem perfectly clear ; but for t he less experienced the following few words of 
· ect10n may not be amiss, especially ns it l S intended to illustrate the deductiYe 
method br which self-help may be developed in the child. Experiments that have 
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for years been made_ in the writer's own school, prove that this method is not only 
possible, but easy. 

ANALYTICAL COMPARISON. 

Having developed the understanditig of a straight line which might logically be 
derived from the previous use of the curve (see Emma Marwedel's " Circular Draw
ing System"), the square, and the oblong, it will be easy to lead the child to a clear 
idea of the wholes, halves, and quarters and the multiplicity of corners and their 
inside points, called angles. 

FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE "'F THINGS. 

· Fundam.ental _knowledge of position, direction, and dimension, by_ means of 
measurement and the accurate use of terms, have not been enough considered in 
their practical value in the kindergarten or in our fublic schools. Modern educa
tion begins to lay great stress· upon the necessity o impreSl!ing the child with the 
full meaning of terms and their connection to 1ts environment, requiring accurate 
description and comparison of objects in the child's own words; thus making him, 
so to say, self-training in thought and 1·eason and preventing hinl from stringing 
words proTot fashion. 

EXERCISES IN DRAWING LINES. 

Lines may be drawn by the use of the tuler, by the aid of dots to be connected, 
and by using the eye-measure only. · 

EXERCISES IN CUTTING STRAIGHT LINES. 

It is necessary to follow the lines of the ruled paper carefully 'vith the knife, 
using the right and left hand alternately, to prevent one-handed development. 
This should be · practised until a cut can be made which leaves the edges perfectly 
smooth and straight. . . 

PAPER CU'ITING AND ANALYTICAL COlllPARISON OF CONTENTS. 

The illustrations of ·paper folding as found on Plate I explain themselves. Ac
curateness, neatness, and a clear understanding of the meaning of the terms edge, 
corner, angle, whole, half, quarter, squan', oblong, horizontal, vertical, and oblique 
must be insisted upon. 

The descriptions of the .illustrations must of course be omitted. 
That of the preliminary work in par>er and ·paste-hoard, in which 
the knife instead of scisso1·s is used, IS followed by similar descrip
tions of the illustrations in the woou work; of which the introduc
tory paragraphs follow: . 

WOOD-CU'!'7'J.NG IN A GRADED SERIES OF FORTY-TWO MODELS. 

Of all teachers who should be visited," said Dr. W. Gretze (Director of the 
· ' Ha.ndfertigkeits" Seminary at iLeipzig), ''Miss Eva.. Rodhe deserves the first place. 
She is a" tlue teacher, von Gottes Gnaden," as we Gemtans say. She preaches tho 
gospel of a happy childhood, not merely by words but by _language of the heart 
whtch creates life and joy where the eYery-day human being finds only insurmpunt
able hardships and impossibilities. Miss Rodhe has proved her knowledge of child 
nature by introducing familiar forms in work', representing toys and the forms of 
life and of its environment, in exclusive preference to dead geometric combinations. 
thus establishing a link between the school and the home- between labor and en
joyment-whereby the combined interest of parent and childis greatly increased. 

Miss Rodhe is the very life-source of the" Missing Link." She kindly furnisl~ed 
the writer with the patterns for wood cutting on the accompanying plates, winch 
will be furnished as a completed series in wood to schools ordering them. 

To those who may doubt the possibility of such practical results being accomJ>· 
lishetl by young children, the wnter may state that she has seen similar work. mad.e 
from old cigar boxes, in Berlin, a t the kindergarten of Frmbel's niece, Mrs. Henn· 
ett~ Sbraders, president of the Pestalozzi-El·m~l Association. . 
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DESCRIPriON OF THE ACCOMPANYING DRAWINGS-GENERAL REMARKS. 

The figures illustrated in the accompanying drawings are a few forms which may 
be used to illustrate this system, and the teacher may invent other forms, those 
shown serving as models. As it is the object of the system to teach children the 
use of their hands in manipulating wood, the figures to be made by them should com
mence with the elementary form of nature (a circle), and gradually work up to one 
more complicated and composed of several parts, which are loosely joined together, 
'],'he figures as shown are two-thirds of the size they should be made. 

MATERIAL. 

The wood used should be one which is soft, not easily split, and cht>ap, such as 
'IVhite pine or cedar. The latter may be obtained from old cigar boxes, the nails of 
which are also admirably adapted for fastening several pieces of the wood together, 
when any such fastening is required, as they are generally round and of the same 
diameter from head to point, and will not, therefore, split the wood. If in any 

. case it should be necessary to buy nails they may be obtained at hardware stores 
under the name of ' ' wire " nails, No. 18, this size being about the proper length. 

· The wood should be planed !!lllOOth on both sides, and should be about one-eighth. of 
· an inch in thickness. 

TOOLS. 

· · The most important of the tools is the knife, which should have a sharp edge, 
. and, if the·age of the child permits. a sharp point also, which may be used in mak-

ing holes in the wood when the holes are required to be of a lat'ger size than can be 
··made with the awl. A brad-awl, which may be bought in any hardware store for 
.a.t~w centB, may be found useful in making holes for the insertion of the nails, 
especially when the latter are to be used as pivots upon which parts turn, as are the 
JUdls in figure 17. The diameter of the awl should be about equal t{) that of the 
nails, and the advantage of its use is that it will make a hole in the wood with less 
danger of splitting it than will the latter. 

OPERATION • 

. . :r'he teacher should draw upon the wood the outlines of the figure to be made by 

.. the pupil, or if the fi.gure consists of several parts, the outline of each part, taking 
· care to have the greater length of the figure run in the same direction a.c; the grain 
or fiber of the wood. If, in any case, a hole or recess is to be made in the wood, it 
should"be made before the outline is cut out. as there is then less danger of splitting. 
If .the hole is intended for the reception of a nail, and a brad-awl is not at hand, 
the nail may be driven in and then withdrawn. leaving a hole where it has been, 
and in which it may be afterwards placed. If a recess, such as the recess a, in 
figure 9, is to be made, a small hole should be first made with the point of the knife 
and .enlarged with the edge. This having been done, the pupil should follow the 

. out~e drawn by the teache1·, cutting off the superflous wood with the knife, after 
· wlu~h the work may be finished smooth by rubbing with sand or emery paper of 
me~hum coarseness. If the figure consists of several parts, all the parts.o;hould be 
fimshed as above described; and if any are to be nailed together. the nails should be 
<_:arefully driven in the holes previously made for their reception. If the nails pro
.Ject through the wood. their points should be bent over and rest against the side of 
the ~ood. When driving the nails the wood should rest upon a solid base. 





v. 
VIEWS OF SOME FOREIGN EDUCATORS IN REGARD TO KIN-

. DERGAR'l'ENS. 

INTERNATIONAL "CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION, LONDON, 1884. 

· In Part I of this Report was given the inaugural address of Lord 
Reay, delivered August 4, 1884:, at the OJ>ening of the first great Ed
ucational Conference held in London during the" Health Exhibi
tion." 

The report there given was from the " Schoolmaster" of August 
16, 1884. Many volumes of transactions have since been published 
in a series entitled, "Health Exhibition Literature." From volume 
XIII* of this series, which opens the reports of the Educational 
Conference (contained. in four volumes), and is given to the meetings 
of "S8ction A," on " Elementary Education, etc.," the following 
extracts from the papers and discussions ou the subjects of "Kinder
garten" and "Infant Schools" are taken. Seventy-five pages of the 
volume are given to these topics. The discussions, participated in 
by ·aflrman, French, and English educators, are full of interest . 
. The. following extracts from two of the papers are quoted as giving 
an exposition of the aims of the Kindergarten instruction, the phi
losophy underlying its methods, and the connection which this sys
temhas with all after education, and especially with its ?'elations to 
the Arts and Industries. Want of space prevents fuller quotations 
froni. the very interesting discussions which followed the reading of 
the various papers. 

The opening paper of the session, devoted to the consideration of 
kindergarten and iilfant schools, follows : 

I NFANT TRAINING AND TEACHING. 

(Tuesday, August 5th, "10 a.m.) 

Chairman: 1\fto. J. G. FITCH, H. IIi. Inspector of Schools. 

(a) WHAT FROBEL DID FOR rOUNG CHILDREN. 

By Miss MANNING. 

It cannot be necessary in an assemblao-e like this to dwell on the facts of the life 
of Friedrich Frobel; I will only remimt you that this German thinker, writer a.nd 

. scl~oolmaster dit!d in 1852, at the age of seventy. And, without regard to. the young 
children under consideration, I shall at present simply state that the age referred to 

*International Health Exhibition, London: -1884:-·;_rj~~-He~tl1Exhibit~1~ Liter;~ 
tllfe, Volume XIII. Conference on Education, opening meeting, and introductory 
Bfldress. · SectiQn A, organization of Elementary Education, etc. Printed and pub
~hed for the Executive Council of the International Healt h Exhibition, and for the 

H 
unci! of the Society of Arts. by 'Villiam Clowes & Sons, Limited, International 

. ealth Exwbition, and 18, Charing Cross, S. W. , 1884. Pp. 512." 
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is from about three to six, and that children of that age in all cla!I$6S of society are 
included. Before I try to show in what manner these little children, unconsciously 
indeed on their own part, are indebted to Frobel, I am anxious to disclaim any 
intention of overestimating him at the expenpe of other writers on education- as 
Locke, Comenius, Jean Paul Richter, Pestalozzi. When we are seeking to ur~e the 
value of certain ideas rather than to elucidate the source and history of those tdeas, 
we are, no doubt, apt to identify them too exclusively with a single individual. 
The same happens in all fields of human work. It is often by accident, or from 
mere convenience, that we mention one name instead of more, and perhaps, by de
grees, the others do unduly fall out of view. But while it is true that Frobel was 

· only one in a line of philosophic thinkers- and no one could be more ready than 
he was to acknowledge what he derived from his educational ancestors and contem
poraries- yet, I think it is quite just to give to him special prominence in regat·d to 
the training of children of three to six years old. And this partly because he did more 
keenly observe and more fully understand them than others have done, and partly 
because he invented certain practical methods which have rightly become associated 
with his name. Frobel, therefore, naturally takes a distinct and a distinguished 
place among the benefactorS of young children. 

WHAT FROBEL DID FOR CHILDREN. 

My subject is, what Frobel did for these children. · I wish to show very briefly: 
First, that "he explained their characteristics. . Secondly, that he indicated for them
(1) an ideal; (2) a position; and (3) a training; and I shall conclude with a few prac-
tical questions. . • 

I . Frobel explained their characteristics. He had much to say about the real 
infants- under three-as we find from his suggestive book " Mutter und Kose
lieder," and he had had wide experience wi~h boys over the 3-6 age, but he also 
devoted earnest thought to the capacities and instincts and impulseS of this inter
mediate time. ' He did what every one does who has to do with children, only his 
investigations -seem to me to have been more thorough, more sympathetic;:, and 
more fruitful than those of most. In order to show later the bearing of his edu
cational principles, I will refer to three points which especially struck Frobel in 
the nature of young children. These are: 1, their activity; 2, their faculty of imi
tation; 3, their dependence. 

THE ACTIVITY OF YOUNG CHILDREN. 

(1) As to activity, we see that a child from three to six seldom rests but in sleep. 
Its delight is to be iii continual movement, and to experiment with its limbs as with 
a new toy. Hands or feet, or both, must be always busy-climbing, running, 
pulling, cutting, jumping; and the voice is in constant merry use. At the same 
time the child's senses are most lively. The little eyes and ears take note of all that 
passes, and everything accessible is made a subject of touch. Thus knowledge is 
collected, and experience deepens, so that relatively; it has been. well said, children 
learn more in their first five years than in any other period of life. Now the 8-6 
children are often blamed for being restless and mischievous, but Froebel comes 
forward as their dl,lfender. ~e fully approved that they should learn the art of 
keeping themselves still, but he explained that their activity is a natural condition 
of rapid healthy growth-an innocent effort to make themselves strong and capa
ble. If they are troublesome, something is wrong, but the fault does not lie with 
the activity. . 

THE IMITATIVE FACULTY OF THE CHILD. 

(2) Then there is the faculty of imitation; We know what clever little mimics 
these children are. Whatever they see, whatever they hear, they try to reproduce. 
In the presence of anything that moves, theit legs and arms can not be quiet. 
Not a sound strikes their keen ears, shrill or deep, beautiful or discordant, but they 
must become its echo. The whole day long they are ready, if they are town chil
dren, to tum themselves into sparrows, horses, or policemen; if country children, 
into cocks, gardeners, or wheelbarrows. Their voices instinctively repeat the dog's 
bark, the milkman's cry, or any other sound that comes within their ken. They are 
always " pretending," but very honestly pretending, to keep shop, to write letters, 
to drive coaches, and to engage in all occupations for which they are as yet unfitted. 
Most unintentionably, but accurately, they copy the tone, the expression, the man
ner of their parents and nurses, and especially of their brothers and sisters a few 
years before them. By means of this useful faculty we mould their early habits 
much more than through direct commands. It enables them, as it were, to slide 
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"liith the happiest ease into the social ways of those around them; and yet the imi
·tation is no unimaginative copying. It results from children's strength of fancy. 
For the moment they throw themselves into another personality. Their muscles 
are flexible. their perceptions sharp; their whole existence is in the outward. It is 
thus pleasanter to them ·to be_some one or something else than then· insignif¥:ant 
selves. But in the exercise of imitation the 8-6 children are not unfrequently pro
noun.ced "silly" and trifling; and here, again, Frobel comes to the rescue,•point
ing out that this faculty is an invaluable magnet, which draws the children joy
oUsly along the· uphill path of learning and of doing. 

THE DEPENDENCE OF THE YOUNG CHILD • 

. (8) The third characteristic I have called dependence. The child of S-6 can not 
stand alone in life. Nor does it wish to do so. It has a sage consciousniss that its 
own insufficiency must be supplemented by the experience, the skill, the wisdom of 
those who have lived longer, and it looks especially to its mother for this indispen
sable aid. By means of its clinging confidence in its mother, and its desire for her 
approving smile, the moral and religious sentiments awake, and it becomes obedient 
a;nd _gentle. . I need not enla~ge upon this point. No question ~longing to human 
life lS less· disputed than the unportance of the mother's early mfluence. Indeed, 
we might expect that here Frobel could have to undertake no cbamJ?iOnship. But 
the relation, while recognized in theory, is not always carried out m practice·, so 
Frobel tried to recall neglectful mothers to their duties. He reminded them, too, 
that if they could not give all needful attention to these S-6 children, they should 
can in only such helpers as could represent for the time the mother's judicious and 
tender care. He considered that the child is justified in demanding that during the 
8-6 age motherly love should always shield and guide it. 

Thus Frobel explained, or, I might say, vindicated young children in respect to 
their characteristic impulses, urging that it is through acthity in its various phases, 
through imitation, and through dependence on the mother's care, that the "baby" 
of two or three becomes changed into a capable, thoughtful little boy or gil'l of six. 

· I will now try to show what he did for these children besides obset·ving and com
prehending them. 

II. Frobel indicated for children of 8-6 an Ideal, a Position and a Training. 

FROBEL'S IDEAL CHILD LIFE. 

(1) I will refer to his ideal for them. There is a poetic id'3al for young children, 
very pleasing and to a certain extent true, which represents the age as one of sim
plicity, of joyousness, of ~ace and of indescribable charm. But poets treat evet·y
thing with regard to emotional effects, and then· picture has more to do with the 
outsider than with the children themselves. Besides, it is evidently sketched from 
a distance. In daily life we find that children, with all their charms, can be selfish 
and wilful, fretful and exacting. Thus the poetical view is partly contradicted by 
reality. Now Frobel's ideal for children was imaginative and yet true. He saw 
the~ just as they are, but his standard for them was high and beautiful, because he 
always connected childhood with manhood, and viewed their young age in the light 
of the future. In fact his intense interest m education was founded upon his love 
of goodness. It arose from his desire to promote the development of noble charac
ters-from his wish to make the world better-and seeing, as he did, that life is 
an indissoluble chain, the first few years of that life became invested in his eyes 
with an importance, a dignity, a value, which regarded in an isolated way they can
·not possess. He traced back every faculty, every capacity, to its earliest sign of 
activity m the young child, and he realized that the first start determines the road 
the foundation affects the whole building. At the same thue Froebel perceived most 
cJearly that every portion of existence has its own separate ideal. His favourite 
comparisons were drawn from the growth of plants. As there is in each stage of a 
plant's life a lovely completeness, so should it be with human bein~s. The infant 
must be an infant, the child a simple merry child, the boy a high-spnited boy, and 
so on. This conviction made Frobel patient in his educational gardening. He 
could avoid forcing, because he dared to trust Nature, aml thus was able to wait for 
the unfolding which would come in due course. His ideal for children rested, then, 
on the Ol!eness of life, and on the typical distinctness of its steps and stages. 

FROBEL'S INVENTION OF OCCUPATIONS FOR YOUNG CffiLDREN. 

(2) Further, Frobel indicated for these children a position, by which I mean a 
sphere suited to then· powers. Now the position of the 3-6 children is often anom-
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alous and unsatisfactory. What do we find it to be? The nursery, in families 
where there is one, is their ordinary sphere, but how little scope it affords for their 
active imitative growing faculties ! The cry " What shall I do?" is more often 
asked than answered m the nursery, and scantiness of occupation leads to ingt-nuity 
in :miichief. The nurse is continually assailed by the What, H ow and Why of these 
eager children, to which, from want of knowledge and press of occupation, her re
plies are curt and disappointing. Their treasured odds and ends are despised as 
rubbish, and it is generally assumed that good behaviour is the exception rather than 
the rule. The discipline is one of alternate spoiling and scolding, while nursery 
storms are of frequent occurrence. No doubt there are numbers of excellent kind 
nurses, with plenty of common sense, under whose rule the children thrive, but 

·. there are many more who look on steps in growth as steps in naughtiness, and who 
Wish that all under their charge would sleep and play in baby fashion. The worst 
risk, however, of nursery life lies in its moral influence. The nurse may be very 
capable as to her ordinary duties, but who can ensure that she has judgment, tact, 
and refinement of nature, or such habits of speech and action as these wide-awake 
little ones ought to imitate ? As an alternative, the 3--6 children are perhaps intro-

. -dilced into the school room, but this also proves an uncongelilil.l sphere. " Lessons" 
are not suited to their stage of growth, and by their brothers and sisters they are 
looked on as restless "disturbers of the peace. Or, if they find a home in the draw
iu?!-room, it is to be treated as rretty play things, and to be petted by strangers, 
Without compunction or sense o responsibility. These children are perhaps best 
off in families where there is no nursery, because theythenhave more of a mother's 
care. But even mothers and elder sisters seldom recognize enough of their claims 
to occupation, and their need of space and of out-door life. It is grievous to see 
the listlessness and the fretful ways which are the result of confined and restricting 

· surroundings. Again, by mothers of the poorer classes this intermediate stage is 
ignored, and almost as soon as a child can speak or walk it is utilized as a nurse to 
an infant brother, and it has to take a share beyond its strength in household work. 
In the ordinary Infant School, too, notwithstanding improvements, the discipline 
is, on account of the numbers, very rigid for such young children. They can re
ceive little of the motherly care that they-so much need; vivacity is almost necessarily 
discouraged. They have small scope for observation except in set object lessons, 
and not sufficient employment for their active hands. Though they may be far bet
ter off than in an empty fireless room, or than playing in t4e streets, yet the Infant 
School seems to me by no means thoroughly adapted to secure the growth of infant 
faculties. Very many children, thus, of every rank and degree are without an ap
propriate :position during these three or four years. Frobel, however, by his re
markable mvention of the Kindergarten, showed what the position of the 3-6 children 
may and ought to be, whether at home with their mothers, or temporarily else
where. 

THE TRAINING OF THE CHILD. 

(3) Thirdly, Frobel indicated for these children a training- r" might use the 
word education if that word had not become so limited in meaning. Now Frobel's 
idea for little children's training was freedom in the exercise of faculty under 
kindly guidance. We have seen what their characteristics mainly (l.re- bodily ac
tivi~ of every kind, manual power, fancy, imitative action, and loving dependence, 
leading to moral development. All these characteristics, all their opening capaci
ties should have room to expand and improve; W e must not try to do the edu
cation of these children for them. They are educating themselves every hour and 
every day. But, said Frobel, we must give them opportunitie,<~ for investigation 
and for action, and we should sunound them with loving influences, which are as 
sunshine to these little human plants. In the Kindergarten such aims are carried 
out. The teaching is not direct instruction. It trains the senses and the observing 
powers through handling and doing; it exercises the muscl.s and limbs, it takes 
advantage of the imitative faculty, it appeals to the fancy by means of stories and 
talk, it works through the affections, it draws forth helpfulness and self-respect. 

•In consequence the chi_ldre~ adv~ce impercepti\;!ly but surely in health and 
strength, m knowledge, m skill and m conduct. Frobel devoted much thought to 
the devising and organizing of suitable occupations and games for this early age, 
which are most successful in application. Still it is his them'Y of training which 
is the most important matter to bear in mind. 

I have here to make two observations as to the Kindergarten. It is sometimes 
called a mere place of play. I think tllis accusation must come from those who 
have noticed it cursorily. The children · are beginning to understand real work, 
and it is quite amusing to witness the earnestness with which the smallest in the 
class tries to induce its tiny unaccustomed fingers to weave a paper mat or to model 
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a bird's nest. . If the children are happy in their learning and their doing, should 
that be a cause of complaint?· Work ought to' be pleasant in every age, and as
specially should it be made so for the little ones, to whom merriment is as essential 
as ftesh air. 

Again, the Kindergarten ought to be looked on as a supplement to home-life, not 
as a substitute for it, except indeed in the case of those neglected children in whose 
homes bad influences prevail. For a part of the day it-offers advantages which 
ev.en the home does not. Owing to its gentle discipline, its large family, its practised 
staff, it can do in some ways more than the home alone can do, as a vreparation 
for school and for life. But one of Frobel's objects in founding the Kindergarten 
was that it might·enable mothers and young girls to gain hints as to the training of 
children. And in any case, unless home influences are in harmony with the teach
er's efforts, her work is disappointing and arduous, and in a measure thrown 
away .. * * * . • . 

·Miss Manning·here suggested as a topic for discussion the. cause of 
the neglect of ·Frobel's methods in England;-and askea why English 
Infant Schools were not more successful in affording opportunities 
for the suitable development of their little pupils ? 

The question is a very simple one, and it ought to be brought to an issue. Are 
children's self-educating methods right or wrong? If right, let us follow their in
dications; if wrong, let us continue to neglect or to work contrary to them. One 
09uld almost wish that all nurseries and Infant Schools, and even all Kindergartens, 

· were suddenly sweJ?t away .and forgotten, in order that those who direct early edu
cation might place 1t upon a new basis. The educational views of the present day 

. are theoretically in favour of natural rational training, and I fully believe that the 
reconstruction would be arranged in accordance with Frobel's ideas. In that case, 
young children would have to acknowledge a debt of gratitude not only to their 
German benefactor, but to those who in their own country had enabled them to 
prepare during a happy childhood for a. life of developed capacity, right conduct, 
~d useful action. . . 

After a spirited discussion participated in by eight speakers, the 
· second paper was read, which is here quoted at length. 

'(b) THE KINDERGARTEN IN RELATION TO THE VARIOUS INDUSTRIAL 
PRODUCTS OF A COUNTRY. 

BY Fraulein ELEONORE HEERWART, M. F. D. H. 

The Kindergarten system of education is generally understood to apply to children 
of fom· to six .. or three to seven years of age, but as these years form a portion only 
ol the life-a link between early infancy and youth- the education of children dur
ing this time is only a part of the whole course. No one now denies that education 
begins with the cradle and continues after the child is se,•en years old; it is under
stood that the impressions of the first se,·en years are lasting, and that the forma
ti.on of character begins early. 

Comenius, Pesta.lozzi and Frobel assigned to the mother the important office of 
commencing the education, and those who follow in her steps are agents, no less 
important, in moulding the child's disposition and turn of mind. All the child's 
powers come unaer the notice of the first educators, who, therefore, must study what 
the "gentle hints of children" mean. Sometimes these hints are signs of mental 
life, or indications of the will and affections, of physical strength ot· weakness. In 
a.hy case they teach us what the child requires and we are the learners. 

SOCIAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN MET BY THE KINDERGARTEN. 

The mother cannot al.ways be with the child: others help to influence it, and there 
is the Kindergarten either at home or near at hand where opportunity is given for 
the complete unfolding of the child's nature. The assembling of little children to
gether, tends, 1st, to preserve their happiness, simplicity, and hea lth; 2nd, to let 
them unfold their various powers without outward pressure; and 3rd, to prepare 
them for the next stage they have to enter upon. The means for this process of 
education must be suitable, and these we have received from Frobel in his " Gifts 
and Occupations." They are simple and correct, and are t hus calculated to be a 
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basis for w~t the child has to learn afterwards. They contain not only the ele
ments of future school studies, but ·also of all kinds of work, for they consist of the 

. same materials as are used for works of art and industry. Even a superficial ob-
server in a Kindergarten sees a variety of employments that are within the reach 

. of children's ca.pal:iilities; at any rate, he cannot help seeing that the children are 
happy over their. work and pia:r .. But let a p~rent speak who has, sent a child ·re~
larly to a gOOd Ki.nder~arten; his JUdgment Will be a .more accurate one - something 
.of this kind: "My child is stronger in health since he began going every day, sum

, mer and winter, to the Kindergarten, since he learned to play gymnastic games that 
stimulate his physical powers; he now comes home full of information about the 
objects he has handled and the new hymns and stories he has learned; he finds 
plenty to: do, he can turn a piece of paper into a windmill, a table or a pretty sym
metrical figure, he can sing and play wHjJ1 his little sisters, his memory is improv
ing, &c." .A.nd what sa~ a teacher who receives a child from a Kindergarten? He 
finds that the new pupils hands and eyes are to be depended on; that he is eager to 
learn and ready to work, that he can listen and attend, and understand the meaning 
of many words. 

RELATION OF KINDERGARTEN WORK TO IIANDICRAFT. 

Artizans who have sent children to a Kindergarten look closely at the work that 
is brought home, for they recognize therein the elements of their own handicrafts. 
Many a workmen has reason to wish he had been in a Kindergarten when young, 
and many an artist has had to overcome by years of practice those obstacles that 
a flexible ha d and a trained eye would have easily mas~red . 

. The historian will see in the child's first efforts a resemblance to the crude attempts 
of nations; he will watch the stages of development as history has witnessed those 
of barbarous tt·ibes, who have afterwards e:x:celled in arts and industries. 

The philosopher will trace his own lines of thought to the early imp1·essions of his 
childhood; he will recogilize in the child the working of the expansive mind; and 
if he attaches importance to the healthy growth of the body, he will not expect that 
the child's intellect should be out of proportion to his· physical powers. Tliose per
sons who know not the manifold nature of the child, unduly develop one faculty to 
the detriment of another. 

The pedagogue, who is parent and philosopher at the same time, sees the impor
tance of harmonious development, and he pleads for sufficient time for the unfolding 
of all the faculties. 

Thus the visitor to a Kindergarten will each find points to iuteres.t them; thev 
will see that, while the child t>lays, it learns; it n1akes acquaintance with tools and 
materials; it sees the result of its own efforts, and feels bappy, because it is con
scious of progress; it sees the fitness of certain shapes, and is delighted with sym
metry, order, and neatness. Success in small efforts produces joy and the wish to 
improve; idleness, with its evils, is no longer heard of. 

'' WORK " AND ''PLAY" DEFINED. 

Work is an outlet for ideas, and it establishes harmony between knowing and do
ing. Play, too, is a means of expression for what is in the child's mind. If you 
want to know children, watch them at their play; their dispositions and theh· no
tions are portrayed therein . 
. True the process of education is slower if you let the children act out what they 

know, instead of letting them learn from boOks and from people, tlws accumulating 
knowledge by being simply the recipients of it. In this way they may learn much; 
but they will not become practical men and women in these days when doing is re
quired of the learned and the unlearned. 
If the child has received talents and powers, it also needs opportunities to make 

use of them; if it has learned to know, it must also learn to do. Knowing and do
ing ought not to be separated; the one would be isolated knowledge, the other mere 
machine work; but, if combined, they help to make a complete man. 

Activity is natural and necessary to mankind; it means progress, life, and it shows 
itself early in the child, who, by grasping and seizing hold of an object, by stretch
ing the limbs, develops physical power and places itself in contact with the outer 
world. This is one point on which Frobel dwells, namely, that their movements 
should be encouraged, regulated, and .made useful. But how seldom are parents 
and nurses conscious that these movements are hints indicatin~ that the child needs 
some one to support its moving limbs, some one to talk and smg while it moves. 
Few remember that the child needs an object for its empty hands, in order to ex· 
ercise and strengthen it; empty space is not sufficient. 
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THE BEGINNINGS OF EDUCATION, 

Frobel saw·that something educational must be done for the smallest child; and 
when ·P.a.rents and nurses understand that whatever they do should designedly further 
the child's develgpment, they will find it easy to direct their attention to it from the 
beginning; great will be the difficulty if they wait till the precious powers have run 
wild, and must either be checked or roused by strong means in later life. 
: FrObel teaches us in his book for mothers how to commence the early education, 

and. he provides us with the means. The first of these is a ball, in which.form, colour, 
and movement are combined-the very characteristics of the objects that surround 
the child. Later on he provides materials out of which something can be made, for he 
believes in the creative power of the human being, a gift inherited from the great 
Creator. Why should other people- strangers--: make the toys for children? If they 
were made in the presence of the child there would be the advanta~e that the child 
sees how they are made-then its powers of imitation would come mto play. 

Who does not know that the child will say, "Let me do it," when it sees the 
father water the !$arden, or the mother make a pie. Imitativeness is given to the 
child-it is a Divme gift, a great power ·that helP.s to move the current of life. 
Why do some people kill it by preventing the child from imitating in play, as it 
will some day have to do in actual work? · 

The child is a link in the huma.Jl chain, which chain it will have to strengthen by 
its own efforts when it tali:es its place among gro,vn-up people. It is provided with 
organs of sense, and with that wonderful instrument, The Hand, to enable it to con
nect itself with the outer world. It takes in impressions in order to reproduce 
them in some form or other. -Every work of art, every day's humble task is a proof. 
of the productiveness 'of the mind. 

Work is our privilege. The child must be prepared for work, that it may not 
appear 1;0 him a tro:uble, as is the case with those who have no mastery over the 
material, and no control over their hands. There is beauty in the smallest work 
well executed, and children can do small things well, if taught. 

Frobel says: "There are three reasons why we should work; first, God works, 
.and His works are perfect, the great as well as the small; secondly, Christ worked,. 
every day He did some good, and those who bear His name should follow His ex
·ample; thirdly, God has endowed us with talents, has given us opportunities, has 
granted us time. It would indeed be a sin if we did not work. The child too has 
all these gifts, only in a smaller degree; .its work is called play, which, nevertheless, 
is imr.ortant; it feels it has a share in the busy world, but uses its opportunities for 
actiVIty unconsciously; it plays at the sea-side, in the garden, in the street, in the 
house, and e_verywhere the little hand is easily filled. ·with g1.1idance it learns to 
do better, and with every improvement its powers grow. Let no one despise first 
~ttempts, they are. the starting-points of those wonderful structures that we admire 
Ill every country. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SHOWING OF CHILDREN'S WORK IN THE EXHIBITION. 

' 
It is therefore a great step, which Frobel's followers will greet with joy, that at 

this International Health and Educational Exhibition, the child's work has found a 
place amidst the nation's work. The future artizan and artist is represented. The 
" child is father of the man." 

In various departments, foreign as well as English, the small attempts of children 
are recognized as forming a link in the cliain of human etforts, artistic, practical, 
and useful. The little fin&'ers have done what they could. The industry and pa
tience of the child are exh1bited side by side with the perseverance and progress of 
the nations. It is not meant that the child should be early employed in factories, 
by turning machines for the sake of cheal? htbour, but that it should have oppor
tunities of unfolding its powers and of bemg happy over prodnetive play. 

Neither luxury nor comfort is the aim of this Exhibition, but beauty, us€1fulness, 
and the promotion of health; in all these the child is included. If exhibitors and 
visitors are pleased with the result, no less pleased are the children who contributed 
their mite to this International Exhibition. 

· Frobel's words have come true. The child's play is no foolish trifling; it has a 
deep meaning. 

THEIR RELATIONS TO ARTS. AND INDUSTRIES. 

The promoters of this Exhibition have done right in admitting children's work, 
they have given public recognition to the Yalue of f<mall beginnings, as illustrated 
by the Kindergarten system. In it they see the foundation of the nation's industries. 
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It is easy to trace the elements of school lessons i~ the various Kinderga:rten occu
pations, for we see that by means of number, form. and colour, the ~ay 18 paved to 
reading, wnting; ·arithmetic, needlework, geography, geometry, hiStory, n~tural 
history, freehand drawing; but it is also evident that every profession and art IS rep
resented in Kindergarten work, for they too are based on these simple elements. 

Place what the child has formed in clay side by side with the potter's vase and the 
sculptor's work, and the connection _is at on~e established. ~orm i;B the chief el~
mept in these gradations. The plastic ma~~al ~ay be of va-r:10us kmds- butter m 
the dairy-dough at the baker's. The child umtates them with sand o.r clay. The 
practised hand can give for.m to any shapeless mass; from soap, wax, sugar, dough, 
chocolate upwards to metal and Carrara marble, we see the progress of mind over 
matter. The child soon imitates this kind of work if you give him soft material to 
suit the soft, weak fingers. Give·him the raw material, as Nature does, and some
thing will soon be produced.. Many !"tands remain awkward and s~iff from want of 
early.practice, which would have g~ven mastery over the maten al. How many 
persons are discouraged and disheartened ?ver their work, ~Je<?ause they have J?O 
power or facility ; how much clumsy work 18 done, how much time lost, when stiff 
fingers attempt work that would othe:wise have been an easy task or a pleasure.· 

VALUE OF SmPLE FORMS AND SINGLE IMPRESSIONS. 

The child trained from the first according to the principles of Frobel (who held, 
~ether with Locke and Rousseau, that necessity is the mother of invention), that 
child is not s~iled nor confused by many toys of miscellaneous shapes; he has re
ceived clear unpressions from a few sin1ple, concrete forms, namely, the ball, the 
cube, and the cylinder, called the "second gift;" an accurate picture of solid forms 
is produced on his mind, so that he t<an recognize them everywhere in his surround
ings; they will be starting-P.?ints for o~her forms which he has to learn by-and-bye. 
This clearness is, in Frobel s opinion, of .great importance; it has also a moral bear
ing, for the child is not exacting, but is content to make the most of small means. 

The solid form is the most tangible to the child, and the most easily distinguished 
by hi.m; less tangible are the surfaces or planes which, in sy"stematic order, come 
next to the solids, as they are their faces or parts. In the Kindergarten they are 
represented by square and triangular tablets, which are in right proportion to each 
other, and accurate in angles; these tablets of coloured wood or card board can easily 
be arranged into syrumetfical designs, and, as such, they remind us of inlaid wood 
and stone work, of mosaic, fl.oor-cloth, carpets, and wall-parer. Architecture, with 
its d¢corative art, with its mason's, carpenter's and glaz1er s work, has its elements 
in Froebel's ~upations, and why? Because the material which he uses is accurate 
and geometrical ; it is not fanciful and confused, but regulated by a mathematical 
plan, similar to that which the bee and the spider instinctively follow out in their 
structures. 

THE AESTHETIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD CARED FOR. 

The crystals of snow and of precious stones were in Frobel's mind when he pro
vided us with ·SUch means of guiding the children's inventions and combinations, 
thus establisfi.ing a harmony between our teaching a nd the beautiful forms of God's 
creation. Indefinite and fanciful materials would not lead us direct to the source of 
beauty and of truth. The sense of the beautiful is early roused, and the child soon 
appreciates order and fitness ot arrangement in form, colour, number, and sound. 

Good taste will become natural, and will not have to be acquired by later efforts, 
neither will bad taste have to be correc~d. Nature's forms are tme; that is why 
Frobel offers them to the child; moreover, he follows Nature's Jaws when mak
ing use of them; he builds his forms of bricks so that they seem to grow out of 
each other ; he adds nothin~ but what is in the nature of the material, or can be 
developed from it. Thus lus Kindergarten occupations are not a heterogeneous 
mixture of toys like those in a toy-shop, but a logical sequence from the whole to 
the parts and then from the parts to the whole again . 

Just as he derived the surfaces from the solids , he derives the edges or lines from 
the surfaces, and these edges or lines he utilizes again in various ways; we see 
therefore among the Kindergarten occupations the line made use of in his course of 
drawing, or more tangibly illustrated by threads and sticks to make it plain to the 
power of vision and to the mental stage of discrimination in the child. The con· 
crete must precede the abstract. 

Paper-tWisting, stick-plaiting, stick-laying, the jointed lath, pea-work, ring anrl 
thread-laying, drawing and se-wing on card, bring the lines into every position an!l 
proportion before the chil<l who h~~on~les thelll itself; ban<l and e;re are trained; jt 
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makes its o}Vtl discoveries whilb measuring, arranging, combining the given ma!e
riaL The beautiful outlines of leaves, flowers, animals, as well as of works of art, 
are henceforth a deli~ht to the child. · 

As Frobel dealt wtth form, ~o he dP-als with colour, sound, and number, fot· 
which he devises occupations and opportunities. The child early distinguishes 
objects by their colour, and delights in it; from want of cu ltivation, however, the 
power of distinguishing colour is often weakened or perverted, and bad taste, if not 
colour-blindness, may be the consequence. 

Frobel wishes to prevent this by offering his balls of pure and simple colours 
.from the first as they leave a clear impression upon the child's mind. The first play 
has therefore its educational value, although it seems a sin1ple amusement when 
the movements of the ball are accompanied by the rhythmical movements and ·by 
the simple song of the mother and the child. 

' Later on the child chooses colours for mat-plaiting, sewing with wool, or it 
mixes them when it paints simple desi~s and outlines of objects. Colour-blind
.ness may thus be early detected and posstbly checked. This would certainly be one 
advantage, but the application of colours to such designs as lead to decoration, to 

·painting as an art, will certainly be of great value to every child; and if every one · 
cannot become an artist in colour, every one may at any rate be led to admire the 
hues and tints of a landsca~ or the ha.rmonious arrangement of colour in works of 
art. Why do we pity a bhnd person, if it is not that he is deprived of the pleasure 
colour affords to the eye, and of the power of distinguishing objects by their colours? 

THE KINDERGARTEN OCCUPATIONS CLOSELY RELATED TO TECHNICAL TRAINING. 

. A closer survey of Kindergarten occupations may help us to appreciate their 
value in relation to the work that can be derived from them, and we hope we ha>e 
shown that Technical Education is closely connected with them. The Kinder
garten viewed in this light, commends itself to the notice of employers in every 
country. "The difference between the work of the adult and that of the child 
lies in the more skilful execution and the more matured thought of the adult, 
as well as in the texture of the material used; but it is easy to trace the connection 
between the element and the finished design. To a child, we give material not only 
softer and more pliable, but in smallet· quantity or of smaller size; such material 
it can easily handle and master, which would not be the case if it was too stiff, too 
4!-rge, or too fine, or in fact unmana~eable for the little fingers." (See: "The aim 
of Kindergarten Occupations.") By mtroducing the Kindergarten occupations into 
schools, and graduating th~m according to the ages of the children, we help.to 
counterbalance their mental work, and to illustrate many abstract lessons by the 
manifold uses of the concrete materials. Hand work would rise in the estimation 
of many pupils if they themselves experienced the difficulties and the beauty of it . 
Many hours that would otherwise be spent in idleness may be filled by some man
~al employm~nt, and much additional happiness and health may be procured by 
mdustry. 

Eight persons · took part in the discussion that followed. From 
the remarks by Mr. Severn, a few words of personal experience show
ing the actual results of the training upon his own child, are quoted; 
as, also, a part of the concluding remarks. with which the distin
guished Educator vd10 presided, Mr. J. G. Fitch, LL. D. , H. M. In
spector of Schools, summed up the subjeet. 

(c) Mr. SEVERN, speaking in regard to the inferiority of yonng teachers, ventured 
to think that the more the Kindergarten system was adopted the more mat·ked 
would be the improvement of the young teachers. He had noticed for some years 
that the Kindergarten system inspired children with a strong desire to teach. Some 
years ago he constantly found his little girl, who was about seven years old, and 
his little boy, who was perhaps a little older, tl·ying to teach the baby geography. 
They got a paint box, and made the baby hold the brush and colour maps, and also 
made him repeat the names of the counties of England. Soon after that, one after
noon, when he came in, he found his little girl explaininl' to a small visitor how to 
make an equilateral triangle. As she had not a pair of compasses she made the 
necessary ctrcles with a penny, and haYing made a spot at the centre she showed 
~tow it was done. Afterwards he found her trying to explain other simple figures 
m the same way. 

THE KINDEIWARTEN ATTRACTIVE TO CHif,ORE~. 

His children at first liked the Kin<lcrg-artt-n l·~·ttN tlia:1 il\l:m•. A gt·ntleman one 
afternoon called who was very much interestec.l iu sport. His (Mr. l:)evern's) little 
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boy, aged then about six years, asked him what ~n he shot with, an{l he replied 
that he shot with central fire. The boy then sa1d that his father shot with a pin
gun, and that he liked' the pin-gun best, because the pin stuck out and showed 
when the gun was loaded. The visitor remarked that lie was a clever boy, and he 
supposed went to school. The boy replied that he did not go to school~ but he 
went to a Kindergarten. The visitor asked if that were not the same as school. 
"Ohl dear me, JIO," said the boy; "we go there to play." The visitor then asked: 
" Do not you do any lessons at all?" " Oh, no! " the boy answered. " If there 
were lessons it would be a school, and I would not go then. " "Well, what do you 
'play at?" The boy answered: ''We play at all sorts of games, geography, hbtory, 
arithmetic, modelling and drawing.' He mentioned this anecdote to show that 
the English Kindergarten system-though it might not be exactly in accordance 
with the principles of Frobel- was a source of real amusement to children; and 
h ;} rea.lcy did think that very young children ought to be taught in an amusing 
way or not taught at all. Their home lessons were of very great importance, but 
they should be made easy and comfortable. * * * . . 

THE CHAIRMAN (Mr. FITCH) said he thought he nu~ht congratulate the Sect~ on· upon 
having had an extremely interesting and valuable diScussion. Before saying a word 
as to the proceedings of the morning he ought to read a sentence which had been 
put into his hand by a lady-: " I regret I did not hear the papers read, but I would 
like to say that from expenence I ani convinced that Kindergarten and object teach
ing with finger, hand, arm, and trunk exercises are the only teaching that should 
be attempted in schools for all classes. My children have had a Kindergarten 
governess since they were two years of aqe, and my son, who is five years old, told 
a builder that his mother would not take nis house, and on being asked why, here
plied, 'You have not disconnected your drain-pipe.' · He then explained that the 
drain-pipe ought to be cut off, with an open gully underneath." That was only one 
example of the way in which this sort of teaching might be made an organ for the 
development of observation in young children. Any one not convinced of that be
fore must have been convinced of it that morning. 

TRAINED TEACHERS ESSENTIAL FOR THE KINDERGARTEN. 

With regard to the necessity for trained teachers, a point which had been urged 
with great force, the Chairman observed that Frobel's method was not a mechani
cal art which could be acquired by purchasing a shilling handbook descriptive of his 
metli.ods, or by buying a box of models. It was a philosophy, a theory, a principle. 
It required to be learned by those who had thorough sympathy with childhood, 
and who had something of the spirit of Him who said, "Take heed that ye despise 
not one of these little ones." He was sure that unless they could get a good sup
ply of thoroughly sympathetic and well-qualified teachers, they would never do 
what they were aiming at. Therefore the true solution of the difficulty was to 
make the principles of Frobel more intelligible to those who were to be the 
teachers of the next generlJ.tion. He was glad to know that in training colleges, 
from which the large majority of their teachers went out, increased attention was 
~iven to this subject. No training colleges had done that better, or were earlier 
m the field, than those connected with the British and Foreign School Society, and 
they would, in the afternoop., have the advantage of hearing from Mr. Bourne, the 
active secretar.v of that society, what had been done, and what might be done under 
existing conditions. He would ·suggest to them that they must not be impatient. 
They could not deal with a great question like this except with such instruments as 
they already had. It must be remembered that it took a long time to fill the schools 
of England- the eighteen or nineteen thousand elementary schools-with well· 
qualified teachers. They must therefore proceed cautiously, and not be disappointed 
if the progress made were comparatively slow. He for one, having had occasion 
to watch the growth of this movement for many years, was only too thankful at 
the rapidity of the progress which was being made. 

IMPROVEMENT IN ALL INFANT SCHOOLS DUE TO THE KINDERGARTEN MOVEMENT. 

Every infant school that he had visited, though very far from the ideal which had 
been sketched to-day, was distinctly better, and on its way to much greater improve
ment, owing to the discussions and observations that had been and were being made 
through the press and through public meetings, through the efforts of the Frobel 
Society, and of such teachers and writernas they had had before them to-day. There 
was ~eat reason for congratulation, and if their efforts were directed steadily to the 
traimng of teachers, what they wanted to achieve would before long be attained. 
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He had been particularly stntck with the valuable observations made· by M. Buls, 
and he hoped they would be presented to the members of the Conference in a per
manent form. That gentleman had shown that Frobel's own personal experience 
was necessarily rather limited, and that while his principles were capable of univer
sal application, the particular way in which they should be applied depended very 
·much upon the country, and upon the special swToundings of ~he childJ:en. Do 
not let th~m suppose because Frobel was so wise and so far·seeing that he had ex
hausted the whole subject. Do not let any Frobel teacher suppose that there " ·as 
no room for further development, and for that adaptation to special needs and re
quirements which was _spolien of so forcibly by IlL Buls. 

From the paper to which the chairman referred, as the one to be 
read by the Secretary of the British and Foreign School Society, the 
followmg passages are taken; the first, as showing the ve~·y large num
ber-of very young children who are sent to the English schools, and 
also a "paragraph showing that the very large proportion of ·all chil
dren in the schools are under thirteen years of age. It is these few 
years of school life that are enjoyed by the great majority of c.hil-

. dren educated in the public school, which intensifies the importance 
.that should be given to infant and primary instruction. 

It is because, in this country as well as in England, so large a pro
portion of children leave school before reaching fifteen years of age 
that a vast amount of educational talk is fruitless. Men are talking 
and growing excited over educational questions which concern only 
youth of fifteen years of age and upwards, while the majority of school 
children have, long before reaching that age, ended all theiJ: school 
~days l Certainly, in this view, too much attention cannot be given 
to the very youngest pupils, and the training of the infant and pri-

-mary schools is of far more importance to the country than the put
ting •of a few boys of fifteen years of age, and upwards, in Manual 
Training Scho6ls. • 

In all other matters sensible men recognize the paramount im
portance of laying sure foundations, but, in the most important of 

·all earthly matters, the building up of the character of the coming 
generation of men and women, theyseem, forthemostpart, to ignore 
·this fundamental truth; and to think that nurses, servants, and t-he 
·poorest paid teachers, are fully adequate to give all the instruction 
needed oy the younger children. To those who realize how much 
more difficult it is to unlearn, than to learn: the first shaping anc.l 
development of the awakening intelligence of the child seems by fur 
the most important work of education. Such enli~htened educators 
w~uld secure the wisest, best trained tea~hers, for trw y~mngest 
children; but the wisdom of school comnnttees, school boa.rds a.n<l 
'of parents- almost nui versally- seeks the cltenpe::;t teachers for 
younger children! · 
· A mistaken economy whose results are far more destructive than 
those of ordinary wastefulness. 

(~ INFANTS' SCHOOLS UNDER THE CODE OF 1884. 

By ALFRED BoURNE, B. A . 

. It may appear strange that the British and Foreig-n School Society should con~ne 
1ts ~bit10n to the i!lustration of a single branch ?f school wor~ ; that a soc1~ty 
~hich has ~en labourmg for 76 yean; to promote umYersal educat10u, whose pr~n
Clples of local government and religious freedom h:we been t.;ken as a model fpr 
the .S~hool Board system inaugurated ~4 years ago h): t.ltH Lcg1slature, and who~~ 
Trauung Colleges educate nearly one-s1xth of the trmnell teachers of the country 
~or all classes of schools, should, as far as the Ex}l~bi~ion !Jilt~ c:;:;ouference are can, 

ART-VQI-1 ~ . '!-!: 
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cerned, ignore all but Infants' Schools, and give special prominence to·the Kinder
garten 13ystem. · The limitation, however, is quite consistent with the Society's tra
aitional policy. The Committee was ftrst formed in 1808 to develop and spread the 
Lancastl:ian svstem at home and abroad, in the belief that the methods of Joseph 
Lancaster woUld be found to be of universal application- as desirable for one 
country as for another; and the Society has been more concerned during the three
quarters of a century of its existence to discoYer and recommend method!! by which 
education may be improved than to hold any gigantic operations in its own hands. 
It hns always aimed to stimulate and direct local effort, meanwhile testing and 
commending any new and " more excellent way " which might be able to prove its 
_excellence, and show itself to be consistent with the fundamental principle of civil 
and religious liberty. 

INCREASING ATTENDANCE IN INFANT. SCHOOLS. 

Several reasons may be alleged for giving· special prominence at this time to 
· qu~ons connected with Infants' Schools. There is, first, th~ actual nu~n~r of the 
children who are sent to school under 6 years of age. This number·lB given for 
England and Wales in the latest returns of the Committee of Council as 841,128 in 
5,962 departments of schools. There is, further, the fact that the nUDiber is steadily 
increasing. In 1874 the number of children under 6 years of age on the registers of 
schools receiving grants from the Education Department was 617,910. The increase 
is 36 per cent. in 10 years. It must be remembered, too, how large a proportion of 
our population has its home in large cities, overgrown towns, and crowded neigh
bourhoods, away from the sweet, bright, and wholesome in.B.uences of the fields 
and the flowers. The little ones who are ~athered into the schools ought to be 

· specially cared for, to counteract the .depressmg influenc-es outside. .Are we doing 
-our best for· this rapidly increasing host of baby scholars? Does our treatment 
tend towards tne healthy development of body and ·mind, the formation of good 
tastes, disposition, and character; ·or are we embittering their young lives, and put
ting a drag on future educational progress by laying upon them burdens heavier 
than they can bear? Whatever may have been the case under previous codes, the 
Code of 1884, with its commentary in the instructions to ins~tors lately issued, 
~ems likely to give satisfaction to teachers of in!ants. * * · . 

. -
IMPORTANCE OF KINDERGARTEN TRAINING. 

This, then, is the time for those who approve of the Kindergarten system to put 
forward·its claims to attention, to expotmd, exhibit, and exemplify. For one thing 
is certain: we can no more afford to waste the time before 6 years of age than the 
cultivator of the soil can neglect the preparation of his fields. The early years 
are very precious, and theit· use or abuse will be felt all through school life and 
afterwards. The school age is short in En~land among the lower classes. Only 
12.32.per cent. of the ~holars on the registers m 1883 were over 12years of age, and 
only 4.52 over 13. If there is to be education worthy the name, some, and no in· 
significant part, must be done in the Infants' School. And that education wust 
be good -better than it has been- if we in this country are to ma.intain the 
English· prestige, and· the manufacturing pre-eminence which natural cause~; have 
given' us, admits of no doubt." 

Much, whic.h refers to the details of the requirements of the Eng
lish code of regulations, is here omitted; as of no special value to 
American Educators. The general statements in regard to the 
merits of the Kindergarten, per se, -are given ; because they are of 
universal application and interest. 

I am pleading for the latter course-for the Kindergarten as a preparation for 
the school. Let us have for the little ones happy home-like places with plenty of 
room, plenty of fresh air, plenty of light, varied forms of beauty, and nothing ugly 
or slovenly, or suggestive of grossness or selfishness or misery- gardens in which the 
human plants will grow. Let us have a sufficiency of loving teachers touched with 
a feeling of childhood's weaknesses, with " hearts at leisure from themselves to 
soothe and sympathize," and glowing with delight at the budding of higher nature, 
with minds sufficiently enriched and active to excite and satisfy the curiosity of 
awakening intellect. Let us have organized and well directed play, so that every 
l!mb may have its exercise, and the various phenomena of nature and the ~C';!J:Ia• 
t19ns 9f ~he ~rown-up people a._round ma.,Y be ll5-'IOCi~te4 witlJ, the pleas~t ~t!Vltl~ 
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of the restleSs and growing children. Let us have carefully graduated work for 
enquiring ·eyes, and listening ears, and busy fingers- work which shall at once 
11.w8.1ten enquiry and satisfy the natural crl).ving for results, while it teaches lessons 
of patience and perseverance, cultivates accuracy and dexterity, and rewards in· 
dustry by creating new and higher ideals, and opening up new fields for exertion. 
"The child" (says a wise lecturer on teacliing) " who has learned in infancy to look 
steadily.at the forms and aspects o"f things near him is, later in life, a better ob- ·1 

server of nature and student of physical science. He gets more enjoyment, and 
. more cl,llture, from seeing pictures or fine scenery, than if he had been accustomed 
to gaze aimlessly and ~aguely at the things around him. He who has been taught 
by exercises ever so childish, steadiness of hand, and precision of touch, is bettei.· 
fitted hereafter to be a draughtsman or musician, and no training of the ear to the 

. finer difference of vocal inflection and expression is without a very important bear
ing on literary perception and taste. We know that the development of greater 
senaitiveness to sight and sound is aceompanied, almost n ecessarily, with the devel

. opment of intellectual power; that outward expression is a great help to inward 
clearness; and that whether we call the quickening of physical sensibility a part of 

. lower or of higher education, it is too important a factor in the life and usefulness 
of &.man to be disregarded by any teacher whether hi~h or low." What we ask is 
that a child may have some such development before 1t is set to school tasks. Let 

·the preparatory work be thoroughly done, and the child will comP- to school-work 
ready to learn rapidly, and go on step by step to the highest education which can 
be· put. within its reach. * * * . 

DIFFICULTIES WHICH DELAY THE SPREAD OF KINDERGARTENS. 

The real difficulties in the way of the spread of Kindergartens are to be found in 
. ·insufficient premi~es, insufficient staff, an~ a l~ck of l_tppreciation on the part of 
· teachers of the rational method of educatmg little children. Small classes, each 
witli a ca.Pable and sympathetic teacher, are expensive, yet they are essential to the 

. study of mdividual peculiarities and the adaptation of the training to each of the 
little ones. This is the gist of the matter. And this difficulty will not permanently 
stand in the way. No money is so well invested as that which is laid out in ma k

-ittg each successive generation better than the preceding one. And the va lue of the 
Kindergarten system will appear more and more. In the words of one of its ablest 
exponents, "Frobel's ideas are be~inning to spread in England. We are noting 
more than formerly the fact on wh1ch he laid so much stress, that defects in power 
and character·may be greatly traced to original defects of training. We are be
ginning to believe, therefore, in the iminense and lasting strength of early influ
ences. And the value of a right guidance of infants grows upon us, too, as we 

. Diore constantly bear in mind that, as Frobel used to say, the child is the seed-corn 
of the future. We must look at life as a linked whole. Those babies that sit so 
quietly in the ir mothers' arms, those little ones in pinafores and jackets, that 
shov.t, and laugh, and quarrel around us, will be the statesmen, the teachers. lhe 
mothers, the shppkeepers, the handicraftsmen of thirty years hence. The infant of 
to-day may have to edit the newspaper that it now delights to tear and crumple, to 
legislate for the school in which it is at present the youngest pupil , or to analyze the 
snow crystals that it merrily stretches out its hand to eatch. The greater part of 
the business of the world will be in the hands of these children. No efforts then 
can be too strenuous that their minds may· become wise, their conscience steadfast., 
.their hearts unselfish and kind. And it is surely important that a ll who desire such 
an end should give careful consideration to the thoughts and plans of F1·obel, a 
man who spent his years in trying to promote rational ed\ICa.tion simply from an 
ardent wish to help towards the realization by mankind of a high ideal of life. 

. A ver'/ excellent paper on "The app~ratus needed for play and for 
mstruct10n," by Miss Celia Ellis, followed, omitted here because sim
ilar information is readily accessible from Kindergarten handbooks. 
A very valuable paper on ' 'Infant Schools in France" was then rea<l 
by" Madame Dillon, Inspector General of Infant Schools, France," 
~ving the history of their growth from 1770, the date of t he open
mg of the "Knitting School" in the Vosges Mountains by Pastor 
Oberlin, A discussion followed. A few 1'emarks of one of the 
~peakers ar-e here quoted as bearing directly upon some of the phys· 
1ological benefits of proper infant training: · · 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL RESULTS OF· INFANT TRAINING. 

(e) MR. ROWLAND HAMILTON said he thought that one of the best results which had 
arisen from the decision at which the country arrived some twenty years ag~. as to 
bringin~ education within the reach of aU classes and capacities, was this apprecia
tion of infant culture. Modern physiology had come to the conclusion that there 
were certain pursuits which were most fittingly acquired at-the very earliest age. 
And out of these. primary perceptions more complex and advanced conceptions were 
built up, rea<?hing a.t last the high_est exertions of which the l;mman min_d _was capa- · 
ble~ It was 1mposs1ble to overestimate the advantages of that earl;r trammg whtch 
began even before the child could speak, and was gathered by mstinct from the 
well-<>rdered mind of the mother. It was this which more than anything else mod
ified that idea of heredity which had lately been so much talked about. By begin
ning ~ the earliest stages very much could be done to supply early deficiencies, and 
so put a curb upon those faculties, and upon those de.~ires which, by reason of their 
excess, were likely to disturb the future of the child. He remembered that :Mr. 
Routledge, one of the School Inspectors for East Kent, wrote to the Times some five 
or six years ago, when a great deal of discussion was taking J>lace in reference to 
colour blindness, stating that in his experience he had met w1th no case of actual 
colour blindness where a child had received instruction in a good infant schQOl. 
This accorded with the ex:perience that it was very rare indeed for any one of the 
faculties to be totally wanting, but it was by no means uncommon for one of them 
to be so far deficient that the exerci.se of it required peculiar labour from which we 
all instinctively shrank, whether in childhood or in mature a~e. These were mat;. 
ters which should be the subject of careful training. Attention should not be de

. voted solely to the development of those faculties which were strong, but there should 
be some system of persuasion by which irksome exercises might be rendered as 
pleasant, as they were strengthening and stimulating. 



VI. 

VIEWS OF SOME AMERICAN EDUCATORS IN REGARD TO KIN· 
DERGAR'l'ENS. 

A few. extracts from papers read in 188G before a recent American 
conference follow, showing the mpid growth of free and public 
Kindergartens in the United States. These papers are supplemented 
by the report o~ ~ we~l-knOWJ?. ~uperintendent of the schools of one 

· of the most thnvmg mland c1hes of Massachusetts. 
While, as already stated, no attempt is here made to treat exhaust

ively the subject of Kindergarten, the literature alone of which is 
extensive, the following extracts from the report made to the National 
Conference of Charities and Corrections at St. Paul, Minnesota, in 
the summer of 1886 give a summary of the growth and extent of the 
movement in thA establishment of f1:ee Kindergartens in the United 
States to that day. This report appears in the official publication of 
proceedings.* 

(a) FREE KINDERGARTENS. 

By CONSTANCE MACKENZIE. 

The past thirteen years have been m emorable for the free kindergarten movement 
in the United States. Previous to that time, the work was largely private, eXperi
mental, and within the limits of the well-to-do classes. "Kindergarten" was the. 
shibboleth of the few. It was new, strange, mysterious, and consequently made 
slow progress, often slipping back, often standing still. It needed free 'vork, on a 
broader basis, to insure 1t careful, unbiased investigation and adoption by the many. 
The year 1873, which found the new educational movement scarcely astir , was to 
witness the initial steps of a large work in the right direction. In the fall of that 
year, Miss Susan E. Bfow of St. Louis, Mo., made the generous offer of her services 
to the Board of Public Schools of that city, consenting to supervise and direct an 
experimental Kindergarten, if the board would provide the room and the salary of 
one kindergartner. * * * . At the end of five years there were two Kinder
gartens in nearly every first-grade public school in the city; and, to-day, St. Louis 
gives training to over four thousanu little children , preparatory to sending· them 
into the public ~hools. . 

From 1873 until1877, St. LoPiR stood as the Bole representative of free kindergar
ten work in the country. In 1877, Mrs. Quincy A. Shaw opened two Kindergartens 
in the vicinity of Boston, Mass., at her own expense. She gave largely, also, to
ward the support of two in Cambridge, and in 1878 OJlened fourteen others, in 1879 
twelve more. Since then, changes have been made; and there are at present 
twenty in and riear Boston, with an enrolment of about thirteen hundred of the 
poorest children. These are, as they have been from the first, supported solely by 
the liberal charity of Mrs. Shaw. 

Then follows a brief summary of the work done in San Francisco, 
credit for the initiation of which is largely given to an address de-

*Proceedings of the National Conference of Charities and Con ection, at the 
Thirteenth Annual Session, held in St. Paul, 1\Iinn. , July 15-22, 1886. Edited by 
Isabel C. Barrows, Official Reporter of the Conference. Boston: Press of Geo. H. 
Ellis, 141 Franklin Street. 1886. Pp. 457. 
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livered in 1878 by Prof. Felix· Adler of New York, urging upon the 
citizens the urgent need iu their city of a · system of free Kinder· 
gartens. This beginning was wisely supplemented by the eff(n·ts of 
"Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper, and her Bible Class," so that 1,000 poor 
children are now reported as attending free Kindergartens. 

Chicago followed in 1R79; Mrs. E. M. Blatchfield was the pioneer 
in this city, where 2,300 children .are reported as attending these 
schools. 

In Philadelphia, the same ye;J.r, Miss Anna Hallowell, who had 
been much interested in the- Boston experiments, began the work. 
The aid of President Steel of the Board of Education and of Super· 
intendant MacAlister, in promoting this movement is gratefully 
acknowledged. One. thousand children are reported as in these 
schools and the plan of establishing free Kindergartens, as a part of 
the city school system, is urged upon the Board of Education. 

In Cincinnati, free Kindergartens were begun in 1879; 300 pupils 
are reported in attendance. 

In 1880 the city of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, took up the movement 
with Mrs. Sarah A. Stewart, a former principal of one of the public 
schools, in charge of the first Kindergarten; 1,550 children are re· 
ported as attending the City Kindergartens. 

New York can probably boast of a greater number of free kindergartens within 
her limits, outside of kindergarten associations, than any other city in the Union. 
Oakland and San Jose, Cal.; Denver, Col.; Hartford and New Haven, Conn.; Port
land, Me.; Pittsfield and Florence, Mass.; Louisville, Ky.; Baltimore, Md.; Detmit, 
Mich.; Minneapolis, Minn.; Buffalo and Oswego, N.Y. ; Providence, R.I.,- are, in 
addition to the cities cited above, giving free training to more than two thousand 
children in and out of institutions. · 

As a basis for this report, a carefully prepared set of questions, asking for infor
mation on free kindergarten work, was distributed to all who were believed to have 
had practical experience. These were responded to with a promptness as gratifying 
as it was helpful. 

An examin~tion of the replies shows an average age for each kindergarten child 
of four and a half years. The classes reached range from those in " moderate 

,circumstances" to ·• our future criminals," with a strong majority in favor of the 
latter. Between these two extremes are" children of the working classes," "the 
poor," " the very poorest," making the average class of those of " low and deg1:aded 
parentage." From these, we exclude the public school kindergartens of St. Louis 
a11d Milwauk~e. 

The replies to a series of questions showing the influence of this 
training in various directions are given. The. report closes as 
follows: 

HOW KINDERGARTEN TRAINING DISCOURAGES PAUPERISM AND CRIME. 

Kindergarten training continued would aid in reducing pauperism by developing 
self-helpful activity. The beginnings of manual training are part of the kind~r
garten. The child's hands and eyes are ever busy to produce and observe. 

Nearly every trade and art has its place in Frobel's system, which gives the 
· child the alphabet of them all by calling upon him to master the mat~rials and 

_principles common to all. Hence, the manual training side, developed and con
tinued, would give all people the desire for and the power of self-supporting activity . 
and in this way reduce pauperism. 

Others answer that the kindergarten does prevent crime and pauperism: " by 
teaching the child to respect the rights of others"; " b:v developing the power of 
invention, with ability to execute"; " by preventing idleness, and encouraging in
dustry"; "by training the hand to work, and the mind to love and respect that 
work"; "by training the child to be self~ependent "; " by teaching energy, 
despatch in work, and diligence." 

From 1873 to 1886, the number of kindergarten children in this country has bel'n 
steadily increasing, from a handful of one thousand, to twenty thousand. The 
kindergarten system is now old enough and strong enough to speak for itself. The 
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preJudice !>f the few. ~ho W!ll not se.e the hurtful ~eal. of unwise a~vocat~, who 
claun for 1t mor~ than 1t claims for Itself, though 1t d1d much to hmder 1ts first 
uncertain steps, now holds it back no longer. 

With the practical experience of ~ublic kindergarten work contributed by two 
cities;* with a State law passed withm the last few months in Connecticut, to the 
effect that three years sh8Jl be the legal roinimun1 age of admission to the public 
schools of that State; with pr~essive men and women awakening to a rea'lization 
of the value of good early trainmg for children,- the future is full of hope that the 
k!ndergarten will become the' baSis of public education, as well as the introductory • 
step in all work for the reduction and prevention of crime and pauperism. 

The Rev. R. Heber Newton, D. D . , of New York, followed with 
a. ~a.pEjr on "The bearing of the Kindergarten on the prevention of 

-crtme." A paper which begins with this sentence " Education is 
the true preventive of crime, and the foundation of a. normal edu

. cation lies in the Kindergarten." At the close of his interesting 
dElscription of the actual work and influence of the Kindergarten, 
a.~ong whic4 he insta.nc.es the "laying the found~ti~ns of industrial 
skill", he -says: "The g1st of the whole matte·r hes m the one word 
with which I opened." He repeats the sentence and acids: " The State 
would find it a cheap investment to found free Kindergartens as a 
pre-primary department of our public school system. What it would 
spend there it would save in our prisons." 

(b) THE KINDERGARTEN IN RELATION TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

~y SUPERINTENDENT A. P. STONE. 

[A Report presented to the School Committee or Springfield, lllnssachusetts, by the Superintendent 
of Schools, October 30, 1886.] 

·To the School CmnmiHee : 
GENTLlUilEN- At your regular meeting in June the following YOte was passeil: 
".Ordered, that the superintendent be requested to investigate and report to this 

board, at the October meeting, whether the kindergarten system, Ol' any portion of 
it, can be adopted in the Primary grades of our schools; and, if so, at what ex
pense?" 

There is an opinion somewhat prevalent, that the kindergarten cannot be legally 
supported at public expense, insomuch as it is not, strictly speaking, a school, 
although it is as much an educational agt-ncy as any school 1s, or can be. The 
statutes of Massachusetts nowhere define a school. as such. They require schools 
to be established and kept for the public: and they specify certain !Jmucht-s that 
must be taught; but our highest courts hal"e decided, more than once, that those 
studies do not.constitute a definition or a limit of the schools, but that they are the 
minimum required, and that towns and cities have a b1·o:uler power which may be 
used .to extend the province and scope of the schools. There is. tht-refore, no legal 
objection to the public support of the kindergarten. As a matte1· of fact one was 
established by the city of Boston in 1870, and was suppor ted for se>eral years from 
the school appropriation. 

A CONCISE STATEMENT OF KINDERGARTEN METHODS. 

The kindergarten is a peculiar system of elementary training, designed to lead 
the child by simple and natural methods to a voluntary exercise of its po~\·t>rs, so as 
to make those powers self-active. Books are not used and no attempt IS made to 
furnish the children with words or ideas. Ad vantage is taken of their natural 
fondness for play, to make their surroundings such that they will he constantly in-

. terested, and will take delight in whate'l'er is to occupy their minds; and then by 
a number of objects, called gifts, they are directed in a seri<'s of occupations that 
are calculated to give a gradual and harmonious development of all the powers of 
t~'i! mind. Th!l child is not <.lealt with as a pnssiYe being. but~~~ onp whose self
activity is to be encouraged and directed. Abstract ideal:!- am! worth; nre discarded, 
~nd the Ieamer works at first through the senses alone. 

*St. Louis, Missouri: and ~Iii~~,;~k~~~Wisconsin . 
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Good habits of observation are cultivated, and gradua1ly the children liegih to 
aoquire and express ideas of matter, color, form, position, direction, distance, etc. 
Physical exerc 'se, ventilation, personal cleanliness anc,l the control of the passions 
and feelings receive constant and careful attention. The chUdren are not taught 
individually, but in groups, that they may become unselfish and leat:n to submit 
their wills to the greater number of their fellows. Discipline is not maintained by 
repressive measures, but by keeping the children XJleasantly occupied, and by sug
gestions rather than by comm.ands. Willing obedience and ·healthful moral train-
ing are constantly the leading objects aimed at. · 

RESULTS ATTAINED BY KINDERGARTEN TRAINING • 

. Those who . have studied this system and observed its results generally concede 
the following: 
· I. The children trained by it are more submissive to school discipline. . 
II. They are more intelligent, more exact observers, and grasp ideas more readily 

than others. · 
III. They make greater progress in school work, especially in arithmetic, drawing, 

the sciences, and in the use of language to express -their own ideas. 
IV. This kind of training, better than any other, leads directly to industrial edu

cation. 
The impression usually left upon the mind of any careful observer, by a group of 

kinde~rten trained children, is that they at·e very cheerful, i.Iitelligent, active, and 
exceedmgly fond of school work. In Europe, the period most appropriate for this 
kind of training is thought to be that from the age of three years to the age of six 
or seven. 

REQUISITES FOR A KINDERGARTEN TEACHER • . 

None but those of rare qualifications can succeed,a.s teachers in tlus work. In
deed, it would seem that a kind of instinct and a genius ~or teaching, as well as 
careful training, are here necessary for the highest success. But in the hands of a 
teacher, with such endowments, the kindergarten, whether judged in reference to 
its principles and philosophy, or its results, is probably one of the ·most successful 
edupational agencies ever put in practice. But it nevertheless remains true, that a 
poor kindergal'ten tttacher will inevitably m11.ke a stupendous failur£>. But the-kin
dergarten is not a school, and a school is not a kindergarten. Neither is the kinder
garten a substitute for home training, although it is intended to round out.and 
complete such training. 

THE KINDERGARTEN AND PRIJI!ARY SCHOOLS. 

Can this system be introduced into our Primary schools? 
I see no obstacle to its introduction in this way: Let there be established one 

kindergarten in connection with one of OUl' Primary schools, where there is suffi
cient room for it and where it would become a kind of feeder to the school, in which 
the results of the training, as shown in subsequent school work, could be carefully . 
observed and tested. The probable cost of such a trial would be about as follows: 

For teachers, from $500 to $600 per annum; for kindergarten gifts, $70; forma
terial used ttp, $60. These last two items are sufficient for a period of three years. 
The cost of fumitUI·e, tables and chairs would be about $35. This would make a 
total outlay to begin with, for the first year , of from $665 to $765. For subsequent 
years it would cost less, probably about $540 to $640 a year. This would provide 
for a class of 2!i children, the usual limit of a kindergarten class. If the teacher is 
a. good one, subsequent classes could oo added to this without much extra expense 
for teaching, by employing unpaid assistants who would be willing to work gratu
itously for six months for the sake of preparing themselves for kindergarten 
teachers. . 

Kindergarten training will shorten the time necessary to complete the Primary 
school course. But I do not think that American parents will generally allow 
their children to be taken from their ·homes for this purpose, at the age of three 

. years. Better say four and one-half or five years; and then lessen the kindergar
ten course. 

An attempt to introduce this system at once into all our Primary schools would 
meet with two objections; the first of which is, the large expense necessary to pro
vide additional rooms, appliances and material, furniture and teachers. The 
amount of this expense can at present be only conjectural , but it woulu certainly 
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reacli a number of thousand dollars. Then, as a second objection, there is the diffi
. culty of obtaining a sUfficient number of well qualified t eachers, one of the greatest 

obstacles everyw}).ere tp the success of the kindergarten. 

THE. PRD.U.RY SCHOOLS MAY BE ~lODIFlE~ BY KINDERGARTE~ METHODS. 

· But my belief aud hopes in the possibilities and usefulness of the kindergarten 
are not in the adoption and use of it altogether in its present form. Education is a 
progressive science, and some of the best features of our schools to-day are the 
results of changes and improvements that have been made by the adoption of more 
practical ideas and methods, and by discarding things that are irrational and -use
less. And why should the kindergarten be regarded as a fixed institution and a 
finality? Why cannot some of its best features b<! incorporated into our Primary 
school and made to harmonize with whatever of good there is already in them ? 
Many Primary schools have already been modified and improved in this way. 
Kiridness rules the little children more than formel'ly, the use of books is delayed, 
anJ objects of Yarious kinds are used for illustration and to lead the pupils on to do 
their own thinking. It is possible for the city to train her own Primary tejl.chers at 
no great expense. Let those teachers be imbued with the kindergarten spirit, one 
of the best things about the institution; let the children. be taken at the age of five 
years and trained for a year witho.ut books, but with some of the gifts of the kin-

. dergarten and other similar appliances. Upon this training a better s;y-stem of in
struction ~ay follow that will utilize some of the best features of the kmdergarten. 

These last remarks are my answer to your inquiry whether any portion of the 
kindergarten can be introduced into the Primary grades of our schools." 

PAPERS .AND DISCUSSIONS BEFO:RE THE KINDERGARTEN DEPART-
' MENT OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL .ASSOCIATION .AT CHI- . 
CA(JO, JULY, 1887. 

The latest public expression by American Educators concerning 
the Kindergarten, occurred during the holding of the annual meet
ing of the National Educational Association, in Chicago, in . .the pro
ceedings of the Kihdergarten Department of that association. It 
may be of interest to compare the papers and discussions at Chicago 
in 1R87 with those of the conferenee held. in London in 1884, given 
in Paper V. of this Appendix, as affording a comprehensive view of 
the attitude of educators generally towards Kindergarten training. 
It is, of course, principally in the relation of the Kindergarte~1 

both to Industrial Education generally and to Industrial Art training 
particularly, that so much space is given to this topic in this Appendix. 

The :proceedings and addresses of the Kindergarten Department 
are of mterest in connection with the paper~ on Kinclergarten just 
preceding. · · . 

The following summary of proceedings recites these papers and 
discussions : 

KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT. 

FARWELL HALL, Chicago, Ill. , J11l?J14, 1887. 
The department was called to order at two o'clock, p.m., President 'N. N. H ail

mann in the chair. 
· In the absenc.e of the regular secretary, Miss Alplm 0. Smith, of Iowa, was ap

pointed secretary pl'O tem . 
. The president then delivered the annual address. 
Miss Clara A. Bul'l', of Oswego, N.Y. , then rea<ln. paper on" The Value of Kin

dergarten Training in Normal Schools.'' 
Miss Kate L. Brown, of Boston, followed with a paper on " The Application of 

Froebel's Educational Principles in Primary Schools.·· 
In the \iiscussion of these papers. the following took part: 1\:fr. Bothwell, of Al

bany, Miss Curtis, of Kansas City, Miss Dickey. of Utah , ami other~. * * * 
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SECOND SESSION. 

The dei>artment met in the same place, on Friday; July 15th, and was called to 
order at two o'clock, p. m. , the president i.!l the cha ir. 

MisS Eleanor Beebe, of Louisville, Kentucky, read a paper on '' The Kindergarten 
in the Education of the Blind." • 

DisCussion followed, participated in by Mrs. Little, of . Wisconsin, Mr. B. B. Hun
toon, of ·Kentucky, and the president. * * * 

(c) OPENING ADDRESS.* 

ALPHA 0. SMITH, 
Becr;,etm-y p1·o tem. 

W. H . HAILMANN, PH. D. , Superintendent of Schools, La Porte, Indiana. 

This is the last time I shall have the honor of addJ:essing you from the chair. 
Under these circumstances, it may be well for me to reiterate a few points which I 
have from time to time brought before you. * * * . 

. If kindergarten children do not fit the primarv &ehools, it may be that the pri
mary schoolB are at fault, or it may be that the 'kindergarten is at fault. 

* * * Of course the kindergarten system must "not be Judged by any one kin
dergarten. Each kindergart~n is but an approach to the 1deal. There are good 
kindergartens and bad kindergartens, just as there are good schools and bad 
6chool8- w.e do not conclude from this that school systems are a failure . . There 
are good hotels and bad hotels, good churches and bad ones, good men and bad 
men. Because one man is bad, we do not turn against all manl1ood. This would 
be superficial judgment. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD KINDERGARTEN. 

I 
Permit me to direct your attention to a few reliable criteria, however. In the 

first place a good kindergarten in all its work is l>reeminently religious and ethical. 
Work in the kindergarten from beginning to end has reference to the religious 
promise in the growth of the child. 

Again at every point of the work the teacher must act in full sympathy with the 
child, must place himself on the child's plane, and from· this labor toward tlw 
child's (the human) ideal. If the kinde1·gartner sees in the gifts and occupations ends 
instead of means of instruction, if she makes weaving, building, or foldmg, matter~ 
of instruction, and subordinates the child to these,-she has not the spirit of 
Frobel. 
It was said yesterday that we must go down to the child. I would say, go up to 

the child; lift yourself if you can to his level of innocence, of singleness of purpost>. 
of' pure and simple enjoyment of all things; follow the child, be led by him; care
fully and thoughtfully seek to know the direction in which he drifts,-- then help 
hirn in. his upw_ard tendenc~es, and ~uard hi_m against_ all that looks do'':nward. 

Agam, the kmdergarten IS essentially ethical. Alltts work must build up char
acter,- benevolence, justiceJ ri~hteousness, in every sense of the word. For this 
purpose its surroundings are adJusted. " Then," say some of the critics, " you do 
not propose that children shall know anything ?" Know ! . We want them to know 
vastly more than they know now; their knowledge shall not be merely verbal, but 
practical, entering the pupil's very life . 
. If the kindergarten has any quarrel with the school-though I cannot see that it 
has,- it is not that the-school teaches too much , but that it fails to put into the 
leamer's life the knowledge it does teach. 

THE KINDERGARTEN PRACTICAJ,, NOT THEORETICAl ,. 

We have been accused of being theoretical and visionary, but it will be found that 
the school is eminently practical. It says, "Go to life, to nature; come in contact 
with thing:~, gather experience, make experiments; think and do; whatever you 
learn, use." Is this theoretical and visionary, or should not those terms be ratTier 
applied to the bookish school of grammarians, of the ready-made sciences ? 
. Frobel does not condemn science, but uses it. He would lead the learner to use 

all h is knowledge for the glory of God and the good of mankind. He seeks unity 
in all things. Matter and force, body and mind. the spiritual and physical, work 

*Reported by the Sem;etary p1'o tem. 
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hand in hand. Thus, too, there is to·him no antagonism between science and re
ligion, between light and lo,•e. The one seeks the Most High from without, the 
other seeks for him from within. In everything Fl·oebel seeks unity, an inner 
anQ. an outer harmony, training the lower for the sake of the higher possibilities, 
and: all for the highest ideal. . 

I 'wa.s asked in the council "But, if a child has a good memory, would you go at 
something else and not develop that?" I would develop that to its legitimate out
com~, turning the memory into the intellect, into insight, into conduct. If we stifle 
memory before it reaches conduct, we stifle the child's wul. 

Are not men's principles at variance with their conduct~ Tllis should not be so; 
man should be m harmony with himself in all his life utterances. So, too, he 
should be in harmony with mankind, with nature, ·with God,- obeying their laws_, 
limiting himself by the righteousness that binds him to these. 
· A few words of warning to the kindergartner may not come amiss. She is ex

posed to-many dangers, and among them one of the most serious is self-aQ.ulation. 
She is not a better teacher because she professes Frobel, and can handle the gifts. 
There must be within her the living spirit of growth. I have seen better kindet·
gartners in district schools where the ~ame of Frobel has never been heard, than 
in many kindergartens which boasted of costliest outfits, and were labeled with 
FrObel all over. 

·THE RESULT TO THE CHiLD THE ONLY ESSENTIAL THING. 

· The child, not the first or third gift, is to be developed. I haYe seen children 
worried time and again for laying a stick in a way not in the books, a lthough his 
way was much better. There is still too much schoolishness in our kindergarten. 
time tables, sequences, laws of opposites, logic.al development, and the like. They 
ar_!l beautiful in adult science, but only hinder child growth. 

Again, many yield to the objection that the kindergarten makes work too pleas
ant to the child. And is there harm in this ? Did Hercules gain his great physical 
power thro~h physical worry? Was Siegfried worried into his superiority? Or 
was not his life one round of vigorous, cheerful, pleasant activity? And with us, 

. does strength ever come from worry? 
Is it prol>able that a child will work less for being cheerful? Why, if worry is 

the only price of work, then is wark the activity of the slave, and play the activity 
of tbe free man. Shall your child be a slave? Children and gods play; in play 
·man· 'is most like God. · Let the child play himself into harmonious, cheerful, 
.benefieent, fully developed manhood, and womanhood, and work, true work, god
like; creative will be his heaven, his greatest joy. 

One word more and I am done. Permit me to warn you against mere culture 
·for its 'Own sake, against culture that does not tend to action; against cultUJ·e that 
admires itself for wasting life over the inane intricacies of a Browninj!;, or that 
hovers over its treasures of learning or its art-love, in a miserly inactivity. The 
kindergarten wants culture, it is true, social culture, human culture, divine culture, 
b11t all: of them in streams that lead outward and upward into truly beneficent, 
active lives. 

The first paper on .the training of teachers in. Kindergarten methods 
is here given entire. The training of the teachers, as the Massachu
setts people fol,lnd in their efforts to introduce Industrial Art Draw
ing, is an essential prelimina-ry to the successful introduction of new 
studies or methods, in the public schools. If tlte advocates of in
dtistriai training are right in considering the methods of the Kinder
garten as the best elementary training for their purposes, then they 
c_an hardly lay· too much stress on the importance of ha viug the pub
hc school teachers thoroughly trained in these methods. 

(d) THE VALUE OF KINDERGARTEN TRAINING IN NORMAL SCHOOLS. 

Miss CLARA A. BURR, O:rwego. N. Y . 

The question to be answered by the State normal and training school is, Ho'" in 
tl).!l p~escribed time can the student be trained to such an appreciation of educational 
pnnc1ples as will enable him to apply his knowledge to the education of others? 

link:
The attempt to answer this question has led to an endles.'l chain of ue\'ices, each 

of which possesses an identity of its own, because forged from the necessities of 
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the special school. The chain binds togethe1: th~ entire system of State training 
schools, by the strong pmpose to do honest work. A question of interest to one· be
comes the interest of all, therefore the first step in consideration of the question, 
how to secure higher professional training for teachers, is one of general interest. 

Each training school has its standard of excellence and its special measures for 
.attaining the end in view. Where can one be found, however, that does not admit, 
by its com'Se of action, the fact that its Work cannot be tested, until the student 
attempts to teach what he has learned? The management of the crude material, 
which is admitted to the State normal and training schools, causes difficulties ihat 
are unknown in the city training school; but the very fact of pupils of the city 
schools having been trained in a uniform high school systeni brings difficulties that 
are unknown to the· State school. But in botli city and State institutions the prac
tice department alone reveals the defective training. This test will expose crude 
scholarship of State pupils, if it exists,. and the mechanical teaching of those 
pupils who have been trained.in large classes according to the public school system. 

DIFFICULTIES CONFRONTING NORMAL SCHOOL PUPILS. 

Perhaps in no department of the training school is it possible ·to do the young 
teacher such irrevocable harm as in the practice school. The difficulty of putting 
the mind in a twofold relation to the subject and the child to be taught is of such 
magnitude that it involves the whole art of teaching, and special attention should 
be directed to this point before the student begins to do practical work. Every 
department teacher ·in the training school should elucidate the principles of his sub
ject, with the idea of having the pupil place himself in the relation of student and 
teacher. When this habit has been acquired in the ordinary recitation room, he is 
ready to attem,Pt the experiment of placing his mind in relation to that of a child 
and to the subJeCt which he is to-teach. · 

Whatever -the influence brought to bear upon the practice teacher, his first mo
tive will be that of meeting the requil·ements of the SUJ?E:rvising teacher, for he 
seldom feels free enough to think of the needs of the child, and never, in the be
ginning, has any appreciation of how to meet them. His failure to consider the 
individuality of the child is but the consequence of his own want of trainin~ and his 
inability ·to know himself. If it is true, as asserted, tbat the American public school 
system is a machine, then should the training echools root out the tendency to 
mechanicaf work by training students as men and women should be trained, up to 
the full measure of their capacity to understand the human mind. To do this the 
student must be placed unaer such conditions that he can 1·eadily appreciate what 
he must be in order to do. · · · 

The practice department does not afford opportunity for studying child life, 
because of the restrictions necessarily imposed. The teacher in charge of this de
partment must pay tribute to the State, the city, to parents, to pupil teachers, ant.l 
to the children. What wonder if her own sense of justice is dlShonored, in her 
effort to pay the hundred weight of flesh demanded ! 

Since the practice school, which apP.lies the final test, does not afford facilities to 
t~e pupil in training for a study of chtld nature, he mustreceiveadiplomaentitling 
him to teach, wnen the most important part of this work is yet unlearned. He 
must of necessity take it up without intelligence sufficient to guide l•im in preserv
ing the child's individuality; hence his teaching is mechanical, and his school must 
be a machine where the child is not developed to the best advantage. 

Nowhere can the opportunity be found for studying real children, excepting in 
the true kindergarten The word "true" has significance in the fact that the 
American people in ac~epting the kindergarten must discriminate between the real 
and the imitation. Between the sunset upon Ontado's pulsating watet'l'l ami the 
representation of the scene upon canvas, there is a mighty difference. One is felt, 
the other is studied. 

A TRUE KINDERGARTEN DEFINED. 

A true kindergarten is, then, indispensable in the training of teachers for t he 
1mblic school; and the pupil t.eachet· should come directly under its influence nnd 
should, therefore, work in "the practice school under the direction of the kiwler
gartner. In order to direct this work the kindergartner should be a training teacher, 
with experience in public school work and its difficulties, and with a thorough 
knowledge of the normal course pursued by the pupil teacher. She should under
stand the application of Pestalo~zian principles and be an expert in applying 
those of Frobel. A comparison between the ideas of these two reformers will re
veal the characteristic differences which should be illm;trated abundantlv through 
the childt·en of the kindergarten. During this illustt·ative work the pupii teacher, 
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as an observer, sho~d notice 'vhat the. child does, should discover the motive and 
draw a.n inference as to what this indicates, and determine what use this knowl
edge is to be to the teacher. Since each normal and training school should be con
·ducted according to it.s particular conditions, although the general plan of work 
may accord with that of every other State trainin~ school, so the kindergarten of 
each of .these training schools should have an in<livitluality. Games and occupa- · 
tiona should bear the impress of originality, which necessarily follows ideal work, 
and is the only kind of teaching that should be observed by the pupil teacher. The 
stereotyped work so commonly found in books and the imitatwn kindergarten, is 
most pernicious in its influence upon the teacher, the child, and the ~:chool at large. 
The object of studying the child in his natural environment is to learn the law that 
regulates. his development, and the kindergartner must free herself from all tram
mels, in order to illustrate this law and to lead the child to that degree of develop
mei;tt of which he is capable. Pupil teachers, as well as kindergartners, should be 
trained to an appreciation of the philosophy of Frobel's system. There is not too 
much sentiment, but kindergartners often unconsciously fortify themselves behind 
a bulwark of false sentiment, and show a lamentable want of philosophy in their 
work. 

"THE KINDERGARTEN MUST BE RELATED TO THE PRIMARY PUBLIC SCHOOLS TO SUCCEED. 

Unless kindergartners can be trained to a broad, deep conception of educa
tional principles, and to recognize the fact that the kindergarten system is but the 
underpmning of· the great educational structure, there can be no hope of having 
this system made a part of the J)ublic school. If this is not done, the kindergarten 

'cannot be an educational factor. The State normal and training school, the foun
tain head, does and should' refuse to recognize training work in the kindergarten, 
that is not put upon a basis that must command the respect of educators. Since the 
failure of. young teachers is from want of power to apply their knowledge to the 
unknown mind of the child, then they must know the mind of the child, and since 

·the o~y place where this knowledge can be gained is in the kindergarten, and since 
training schools demand philosophical work. here the conclusion is reached that 
.through philosophical work in the kindergarten the training of teachers and the pub
lic school system is to be elevated. To train kindergartners and primary teachers 
to \Vork in sympathy, and at the same time to keep the two lines of training dis
tinct. and yet related, both kindergartners and primary teachers, and the schools 
wherein they practice should be under the direction of the kindergarten training 
teacher. The course of study in the primary, junior, and senior grades should be 
related to that of the kindergarten, because all should be e~olved from nature. 

The law of relation, which gives to the kindergarten its spirituality, is even more 
. advantageously applied in higher grades, and is the key that unlocks the secret of 
making work play and play work. Frobel's gifts reveal this law so plainly that it 
seems almost tangible, and primary teachers readily appreciate its value when 
studied thus, and soon learn to recognize it in their teaching, and through its appli
cation grow to a knowledge of the child. 

RELATION OF THE KINDERGARTEN TO INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

The occupations of 'the kindergarten are unnecessarily stereotyped, yet as they 
now stand, they form a·basis for any branch of industrial.educatwn that may be 
unde'rtaken; and the primary teacher should understand tlus -course, that she m!tY 
be prepared to receive kindergarten children, and that she may the more reau1ly 
execute the industrial work entrusted to her grade. 

The effort to r elate the kindergarten to the public school through lectures and dis
connected wo~k has ~roved hurtful rather .th.an helpful. Pupil teac!ters receive 
about enough mstruct10n to lead to a deprecmtwn of the work of tl~e kmdergarten, 
and are ready to accept positions to teach as kindergartners or prnnary ~each_ers, 
guided in their choice by the matter of salary, when their training and quahficatwns 
have fitted them for but one. 

The admission of pupils to the regular kindergarten training class, who h~ve. not 
~ad m>rmal training, is often advisable. They should. however, be sent f:<> reCltatwns 
m departments of the normal school that may have bPal'ing upon the kl~tdergarten, 
an~ ~ive to it depth and scope. The stamlanl of admission. to the kmdet·gartcn 
trammg course should be higher than that c<Jmmonly recogmzed, antl more s~1~uld 
be demanded of graduates than the completion of a course of manual trammg, 
familiarity with games n1any of which cannot stand an educational test, and se-
quel}~_:~§ with gifts. -
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THE KINDERGARTEN METHODS SURE OF ULTIMA!l'E APPRECIATION. 

The faith exhibited by educators in their repeated efforts to sound the depths of 
Frobel's philosophy, and its bearing upon education, only proves that it will yet be 
established throughout America. The failure to make the kindergarten as yet 
scarcely more than. a preventive criminal measure is due largely to the fail lire of the 

·State to make this department of training a feature of the normal and training 
school. 

The State has not recognized the value of the kindergarten in training primary 
teachers, because tim& and favorable conditions have been wanting for.proof of its 
worth: But the day dawns when wise legislation will secure the needed appropria
tion to put the ordinary· p_rimary teacher in possession of kindergarten ,prmciples, 
and to send out kindergartners who will work in sympathy with the public school 
system. Time a,lone ca.ri- and will prove what can be accomplished through the 
mission of the true kindergarten in the training of teachers in the State norma] and 
training schools of our country. 

From the next paper which discusses at some length th~ relations 
of the primary school teacher to the kindergarten methods, and im:i
dentally illustrates something of the ideals and of the practical work
ings of the plans of Frobel, the following extracts are taken: 

(e) APPLICATION OF FROBEL'S PRINCIPLES TO THE PRIMARY 
SCliOOLB. 

Miss KATJ? L. BROWN, Boston; Mass. 

* * * We need to feel , first of all, the absolute necessity of the kindergartners 
and teachers drawing nearer together, and cultivating mutual knowledge and sym
pathy. There has not been, and is not even now, any vital and sympathetic union 
hetween these-two stages of early education. Both the kindergartners and teachers• 
have regarded their work as a separate, isolated thing. Each must do his work 
independent of the other, with scant reference as to any possible connection that 
may be between them. '' The kindergarten is not a school, it baa none of the school 
aims, it can have nothing to do with the school," ,has been the c1-y from some on the 
one side. By the primary teachers on the other hand, the kindergarten has eitht·r 
been ignored, or regarded with suspicion, some maintaining that its influence is 
detrimental to good work in the schools. All these objretions are groundless, and 
show only misapprehension of the relations of things. 

The kindergarten as a separate isolated fact, will never be more than a pallid little 
blossom, that scarce knows whether to live or die. Taken in its proper connection 
and relations with school life, it is destined to become a beautiful flower, whose rid1 
beauty is prophetic of even future bloom. 

The deepest value of kindergarten traupng is not always apparent in the kindPr
garten itself, but further on in school life, when the well trained reason and jud!!;
ment act in conjunction, with every developed perception on the alert, with 1111 

imagination at once richly dowered and sensitive. The kindergarten alart fwm the 
school is like the heart or brain separated from the body. The schoo apart from 
the kindergarten is a torso, a body shorn of ita most impressive features. " There-
fore, let not the hahd say to the foot, I have no need of thee." · . 

Let the teacher strive to find out the principles that underlie the occupations HIHl 
plays of the kindergarten. She will find them the beacon lights by wh1ch her hnrk 
must be steered. 

Let the kindergartner cease to regard her fraternity as having alone attaine!lnnto 
and applied these principles. She may find in many primary schools, that whil'h 
would have delighted the heart of Froebel himself. * * * . 

·But did Frobel claim to be anything but a most untiring seeker after tmth ? Did 
he seek for Wmself the notoriety of having been the sole discoverer of universal 
11\w? Was he not a learner among learners? * * * . 

In this work thereisneitherhigh nor low, for each is but a part of one great whole. 
The farther we advance, the more are we indebted to those who have wrought 
before us. W e are simply building upon their broad foundation . 

We see the first workmgs of these principles in the nursery life of a well ortler<'cl 
home: The mother watches her child, delights in it11 opening intelligence : and 
through the love of her wisdom and the wisdom of her love, she furnish<'s the o('ca
siQ~!i. for this natural development. Her one concern is, "W)lp.t is Ood's thought 
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for this,little being? How does he work with it? Only let me find out that, and I 
:will gladl~join hands with him all the days of my life.'' 

We see this ~e divine energy as it were in the kindergarten, where the child 
-has ·his first contact with the world and society; where he becomes conscious of his 
wid~ rel~?ons. The primary school marks but another phase in the development 
of· this spmt, and the ~ood work does not stop here. Wherever we may be placed, 
we hold the same things in our hands. The humblest kindergartner, the most 
obscure teacher, may feel that her work is just as important to the great whole as 
the_ professor's from his learned chair; as the college president's from his responsi
ble position. Should this not make us feel more at one? * * * . 

HOW MAY KINDERGARTEN METHODS BE APPLIED IN PRUIARY SCHOOLS? 

. Ho~ may the p~~iple~ of Jfr6bel be apJ?lied to primary school work?. This 
question naturally d1VIdes 1tself mto two leadmg topics: 

First.' How shall the child be transfelTed from the kindergarten to the primary 
~hool, without any change. of the developing principles there wisely inaugurated? 
. Second~ How shall the prrmary teacher treat the child who has never enjoyed the 
perceptive training of the kindergarten? 
· It is true that some children sustain more or less injury in passing from a genuine 

kindergarten to some primary schools. 
It is .a similar expe~ence to that of the young child•fresh from an active, sunny 

home life, ul><?n entenn~ the school. This fact has been deeply felt by the kinder
~ners, al;ld in many kindergartens there exist what are commonly termed " link
mg classes" designed to properly and gradually introduce the child into school life. 
This is a wise provision as things are now. But if the kindergarten and primary 
school are .but two phases of the same spirit, the passage from the one to the other 
should be made natural and harmonious. 

The primary school should continue and apply, under new forms perhaps the 
principles of the kindergarten, at the same time adding its own peculiar features in 
_due season. And let us state here, that this can never be done without mutual 
concession. And yet, what a cry of dismay has risen whenever this idea of conces
sion has been touched up0n. 
· Now, we do not mean to say that the kindergarten as formulated by Frobel and 

developed by his disciples . is to be so essentially changed as to become in any sense 
anew thing. Neither is the primary school to lose its characteristic features. But 
some modification must surely be made in both these departments of our school 
system. • 

The kindergartners must extend their vision onward toward that chilly little 
height of scholastic eminence, where the primary school has planted itself like some 
juvenile academy. But the spirit of the primary teacher must meet the kinder
gartner more _than half way. The teacher must descend from her height to the 
stmny plains of childhood, and there amid its birds and flowers; it.~ laughter and 
song, she will find a fellow-worker, and these two forces must heartily unite their 
interests and sympathies. . 

In the kindergarten tnere is the outpouring of a spontaneous life. The senses and 
perceptions have sway and their activity is constantly excited. 

In the primary school the memory, reason, and judgment are supposed to be 
specially cultivated. There are many primary schools where the training of the 
perceptions is largely ignored, where the imagination is neglected. Can the child 
pass from the kindergarten to such a school without positive detriment to his better 
culture? 

Why cannot the kindergartner in her work begin the cultivation of those powers 
. which the primary school is supposed to represent? It will only be taking a short 
step farther than her prescribed limit. And if tlwre be an arbitrary limit, does it 
·not prevent in spirit at least that vital union which we urge as absolutely essential 
to the securing of· the best results? 

We do not recommend the turning of the kindergarten into a semi-primary 
school. But we do hold that the kindergartner should be thoroughly versed in 
pedagogic principles and methods, in the special application of foundation J1rinci
ples fleyond her own circle, and that she should begin to prepare her charge for 
coming changes. 

Just what this preparation should be in detail will become evident to the kinder
gartner who has this look ahead. For illustration: The kindergarten is pre-emi
nently designed· for the development of the first powers of the child that unf1)ld under 
natural and kindly conditions. It is the plowing of the ground, the enrichment of 
~e soil, Jn i~ ex~~Yis~s the perceptions ~tre lllainly cultivated. The school should 
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continue this work, and in addition apply itself to ·the powers. of memory, reason, 
judgment. In the kindergarten the child is led to control himself unco!tsciously, in 
the school more consciously. It is true that too much of the arbitrary element has 
entered into our elementary schools, and in the kindergarten possibly ha.rdly enough. In our schools there should be more of that wise winning, by which a child is 
led to do the right cheerfully and willingly: Still, even in the kindergarten the 
little ones should feel the power behind· the throne. 

I 

RESPECT FOR ·AUTHORITY DESffiABLE. 

We believe that children have an intense respect for law and order however care
less they may be themselves. It is right, it is imperative that a child shall feel 
himself obliged to do certain thin~, and refrain from doing others, because it is a 
required ot· expected thing. And if the kindergartner or teacher be as firm as she 
is winning, the children will not chafe under her little restrictions. 

There· should be times in the kindergarten when the children are required to re
main quiet for a time, while in some position not irksome. If such little devices 
are no~ employed, how else can the child become accustomed to the long sittings 
in the primary schools? 

Do not some kindergartens err from an excess of patience? We have more than 
once seen the kindergartner stand over a naughty child for half an hour, striving 
to win him to do·a thing; whereas, a wise mother would have settled the matter in 
about thirty seconds, by insisting upon prompt obedience both as duty and privi
leg~. We believe most heartily in that wise direction of the will that secures a 
voluntary obedience from the child. Personal issues are to be avoided in the school 
and kindergarten as well as the home. · 

. Still the child must realize that obedience is . not always to be a choice with him; 
that he owes it to others who ha-.e a right to expect that unquestioning, cheerful 
service. •Some of our most lo,ral kindergartners have maintained that we do vio· 
lence to the child's nature by tnsisting. : Yet how shall he escape this great burden 
laid upon him by nature and life ? . . 

The human being is hedged about with inexorable laws, in whose supreme ten
derness lies their very unswervingness. 

·.And the truest, manliest part is always the prOII~pt and cheerful obedience COO· 
sciously rendered to those sources to ·which we as conscious, thinking beings owe 

. allegiance. Children respect infinitely those · people who control them firmly a s 
well as tenderly. They secretly scorn those who allow the slighter, more freakish 
nature to dally with rightful authority. 

So we would say to tlu!' kindergartner- train the will, teach a reverence for au· 
thority. ' ' Liberty under law " should be your motto. We have spoken of a moral 
issue which, if met, will help sol ve the question undet· discussion. There are ques· 
tiona of the intellect that have a place here: The work of the kindergartner is 
chieft.y development; that of the school is to continue this process, and apply and 
formulate what has been developed. . 

MEMORY, REASON, iUDGMENT. · 

"Never ask your children what they remember," say the kindergartners. Why 
not? Does not the memory in some degree awaken with the perceptive faculties'! 
The child has examined and played with the cube many times. His attention has 
been called to its distinguislung characteristics of faces, edges, cornet'S. Suppose 
the kindergartner says to her pupils, "You remember our little friend the cub<'. 
You·have seen him so many times that you know just how he looks. I wonder if 
you can tell me anything about him ?" Will not the children delight in describing 
the form, each adding his mite of information concerning faces, edges, corners, 
right angles, etc.? If the kindergartner has clearly in mind what should be the 
legitimate result of all this knowledge, she may, by skilful questioning, lead her 
pupils to that invaluable hallit of applying and using that which has come to them 
through observation and experiment. 

We have heard both primary teachers and kindergartners say: "We never ask 
our pupils for reasons." Again we inquire, why not? Do not the reasoning pow<>rs 
also awaken very early, and do they not demand some recognition even in the kin
dergarten? 
" Thi~ is just s ix inches long," . said a little five-year-old one day in the kinllcr

garten, holding up a red stick. " How do you know?" we inquh·ed. Quiek as a 
flash the s.tick went down on the table against the black lines that ruled it off in 
squares. '' vVhy, don't you see? H ere are six inches on the table, a.ml the stick just 
fits," was the triumphant reply. 
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Let the kindergartner go on dealing with sensations an4 perceptions, but lit the 
same time work toward tlie memory, reason, and judgment. By working carefully, 
balancing wisely, she does more than develop the child, she assists in the solution 
of this most important problem. 

THE BUSINESS OF THE TRUE TEACHER 

. But the primary teacher has her part. In receiving children from the kinder
garten she must not ignore their past training. She must continue that develop
ment, leading the children gradually into the conditions and workings of her own 
department. There are kindergartners and primary teachers who work together in 

·this sympathetic union. In many of the free kindergartens this problem of the rela
tions to and union with the public schools has been earnestly considered. Even now 
the fruits of this well doing are not wanting. . 

How shall we deal with the child who enters school without previous . training? 
Does he always come to us, every power of mind and heart on the alert, ready to 
rEl!!P<>nd to our leading ? Does natw·e alone and unaided give him this opening and 
wifolding ot the faculties, so imperative if one is to be broadly educated? 
· To one fact all obaerv4tg teachers will bear witness. It is the blindness, the 
obtuseness, the pa.saive acquiescence of the majority of children, even many wl10 
come from cultivated homes. They have eyes, but they see not; ears have they, but 
they hea.i""not; they have hands, that either lie idle or engage themselves in destruc
tion. Theil· cur.iosity never having been directed, resolves itself into mere mischiev
ousness. 
· We must take this semi-developed being, and in some sense supply this lack of au 
earlier, and what would have proved in its time, more valuable training. And we 
must do this in order that our own teaching may prove effective. The primary 

.school has not always felt itself. called upon to supply these lacks. In consequence, 
results have been partial, unsatisfactory, entailing weaknesses that have been felt in 
the higher grades. 

. Our· work presupposes a certain development, but that development has not been 
a'f!lcl-yet we go on presenting truths to minds not prepared to receive them, to 
the blinded eyes that see not. And we are eatinf.i out our own hearts because of the 
failures thnt are the inevitable lot of these poor little ones. It is a clear case of the 
making of bricks without straw. 

THE KlNDERGARTEN A DESIRABLE l'l >RT AL OF THE PRIMARY SCHOOL. 

_ Such experiences have not been in vain. It has dawned upon us that we must 
begin at the beginning. What pro~essi>e teacher will not rejoice when her work 
shaJ.l-be preceded by a. judicious kiridergarten training? But that day is still in the 
future. One fact, however, is patent: The primary teaclwr should understand the 
kindergarten, and, if possible, receive the training. In no other way can she see 
the relations between the two, and what principles are common to both. To apply 
FrObel's principles to her own work. there must be a change in its os~ensible aims. 

The parents are looking mainly for utilitarian results; the number of books rcau 
through, the amount of arithmetic compassed, the products of pen and penciL In 
the teacher's mind these things, however admirable and necessm·y, must not becon
sidl\red finalities. All this may be done with very little training of the child's fac
ulties. 

The true test of a child's training is in other directions. How thoroughly is he 
alive? Does he use his faculties? Does he delight in investi~ation? Is 1te full of 
resources-an intelligent talker, an agreeable companion? Is he manly, courage
ous, upright, pure, and refined in thoughts, language, actions? Is he 'kind to his 
mates and dumb animals, respectful to his elders, regarding rightful authority? Is 
he personally tidy, tasteful, polite, and thoughtful? 
It is to the formation of character that the primary teacher mustaddres~ herself, 

and to correct habits, both moral, mental, and physical. Let us make n~ good 
readers, writers, and reckonars as knowledge, skill, and patience will admit, but 
never let us remain satisfied with what is still only secondary. With this new aim 
firmly established, it will become evident to the commw1ity that the schools and a 
school system exists simply and solely for the benefit of the children, not the children 
for the school. It wilt thl\n be impossible to crowd and cram children for the sake 
of that grim and.relentless iuol. yearly promotion. In that day. the developing of 
~ child's mind will seem of more moment than ·the crowding into and the extract
mg of facts from the wind. 
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THE PRINCIPLE!? OF FROBEL APPLICABLE TO ALL PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 

When this change of base is established, at least in the teacher's consciousness, 
there is hope that the prinqiples of Frobel may be applied to our primary schools. 
* * * i As long as teachers yield to unjust demands they will suffer them. 
Let them then take as it were their lives in their hands, and, if needs be, stand alone 
against the popular clamor. The world grasps at the husks, mistaking show for 
substance. But the life of man cries out for living bread. See well, that we give 
no stones. * * * 

Let the atmosphere of the school then be homelike, free, affectionate. Never be 
afraid of showing your children in countless tender ways how much you love them. 

The atmos~here must also be a busy one. Develop in your pupils the real love 
of and a gemus for work. Teach them what an untold lu.'\:ury good hard work is. 
You may rouse in them ll- perfect enthUHiasm for doing. In short, make your school 
a ·live one, let ita atmosphere be that of joyful striving. Make every child feel that 
you reverence his honest thought and effort, but that you have no sympathy with 
dishonesty of purpose, half-heartedness or laziness. * · * * 

We have 1iow a teacher fired by the true ideal,. and a band of children who love 
their teach&r and work with freedom and enthusiasm, in a school whose atmos
phere is cheer and inspiration. Is this sufficient? ·The teacher must know 
thoroughly the human mind, its powers, the order of their development, and what
ever excites their activity. Then she must resolutely plan and carry out her work 
on the line of this natural de\"elopment. She must never forget that her busines..q 
as well as the kinder~rtner's is development. She must be too wise to fret and 
worry over the guestion of results, knowing that if she attends carefully to the 
power she is cultiVating, the best results will follow. Two aims must be ever before 
her: 1. To awaken ideas. 2. To lead the child to express these ideas in various 
ways. 

The pupil must have a constant association with objects, and by his own investi
gation (guided of cout'Se by the teacher) he will ~ain ideas of form, color, size, 
number. By closer experiment the qualities of obJects, such as heat, cold, rough· 

. ness, polish, sweetness, sourness, and the like will be gained. 
In the dealing with the various gifts of the kindergarten, the colored balls repre

sent separate ideas to the child. The sphere, cylinder, and cube suggest the ideas 
of opposites or contrasts . . He is delighted to find in life abov.t him forms based upon 
these three types. The divided cubes suggest the idea of taking a part t.o combine 
again in new forms. Thus the first tw•> aeries of gifts follow the first aim men
tioned, that is, the awakening of ideas. The rest of the gifts and occupations em· 
body the second aim, that is, the original expression of the child's ideas. There is 
not an exercise in primary school work that may not be made to embody these two 
aims. · . 

Lead your children then to an acquaintance with objects-in form, color, size, 
number, and other qualities. In all this work encourage the child to continually 
express himself. 

He may mould the forms he has examined in wax, clay, or snow, developing from 
theru the objects he sees in real life. He may .draw them on his alate or paper, add
ing color to h is drawing, if encouraged. He may tell or write st;ories about them. 
He may hold them up before the claSs and lead others to see the same things. Origi
nal investi~tion and full expression on the part of the child are the two main points 
to be kept m mind by the teacher; they should be aimed at in every exercise of the 
school. 

The child reads a sentence silently; a-new and amusing idea is awakened. With 
flushing cheek and laughing eye he repeats the idea to you. He has investigated 
and expressed. 

He works with his counters, solving some little problem, and perhaps illustrates 
its solution by his own rude drawings. The same process has been repeated. Tho 
two parts are wedded by nature. Let not the teacher put asunder what God hath 
joined. · 

In all exercises of the school encourage the child to illustrate by pen, pencil, 
grouping of objects, in plastic form, or by his own words the ideas that have been 
awakened. 

It is the development and constant exercise of the faculties, expressive, creative, 
and social, that ends in true culture, and these are the very foundation atones of 
Frobel's system. This is the very heart of the kindergarten carried on into a new 
condition of work. Let us stretch out om· hands toward those stranger hands, that 
after all are but carrying the other end of our burden. W e are too near to pass each 
other by in chill indifference. The cause is too dear to be risked by coldness, sus· 
picion, misapprehension. 
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. DISCUSSION. 

A MEMBER. I cannot repress a hearty amen t.o the last paper. Primary teachers 
East and West have the same work to do. Children need the kindergarten train· 
ing. Our school board furnish me with all materials, but require me to do first and 
second grade work also. I am delighted with the result of the kindergarten work. 

:We must begin at the beginning. When pupils first enter school, we must find what 
knowledge they have already gained, and proceed from that. 

Miss DICKEY, (of Utah.) The kindergarten prepares for the work of the primary 
school. The teacher must work upon the plane of the child's understanding; enter 
into sympathy with him. There is too much sentimentality about the kindergarten. 
Call out a. spontaneous activity. The imagination colors the whole life. Through 
songs, games, and little ac.ts of kindness the imagination is cultivated. We must 
make the kindergarten practical, teach the child the u~e of all his faculties, and 
.through stories and in other ways cultivate his ima~ination rightly. When I see 
children on the street, and realize how their imaginatiOn is being colored for all their ' 
after life, I feel that we must work more and talk l~:>.ss. 

Mr. BOTHWELL, (of Albany, N.Y.) We have not in our Albany schools the pure 
kindergarten, but we have found this to be a fact, that, if a child of four years is 
put into a kinder§arten for three months and then put into the primary department, 
he can do a years work in that grade in six months. W e have the kindergarten 
work adapted to little children but not to larger or older pupils. 

· Perhaps some of you have read" The Evolution of Dodd." I want to tell one 
story from it. Dodd was six years old, and the son of a Methodist minister. He 
had never attended school but had learned much. His t eacher's idea was that 

· every child should go to the kindergarten, and he was accordingly gi>en some sticks 
.and peas, which latter he proceeded to eat. 

He was then put into a class where the word method was being developed. The 
· . word was girl, and the teacher had the picture girl, the word girl, and the real 

girl, and the children were asked to point to each of these. After three or four had 
answered, Dodd waa called upon. To the amazement of his teacher, in answer t{) 
her request, he replied, " I won't do it." When asked why he refused, he said, " I 
knowed all that before I came here." W e should be careful to f.nd out where to 
begin, go down to the child, and base our teaching on the knowledge he has pre

·.viously acquired. The influence of one kindergarten spreads to our primary 
teachers, and is felt in our schools. 

Miss CURTIS, (of Kansas City, Mo.) I liked and want to enforce the expres.Sion 
used by Prof. Hailman, "Going up to the child." Not," going down," as the last 
speaker said. 

Mr. BOTHWELL. The criticism is accepted. . . 
Miss CURTIS. In regard to Miss Brown's paper, she speaks of kindergarten work 

stepping up, and primary work stepping down. The primary rooms of to-day are 
beautiful, bright, and ornamental. If primary teacher,; would call for kindergar
ten materials for work, we would receive it. * * *. 

The next paper was one of very great interest in its detailed 
account of the gradual awakening of the intellect of the blinll chil
dren, by means of an adaptation of the kindergarten methods. I 
have space for only the opening and closing paragraphs of this most 
touching and suggestive recital of how by patient loving kindness, 
the barren doors to the mind can be unlocked; as was shown, years 
ago, by the good and gifted Dr. Samuel H owe, in the world-famous 
case of Lau:t:a. Bridgman, who was gifted with no sense but that of 
touch. 

(/) THE KINDERGARTEN IN THE EDUCATION OF 'l'HE BLlND. 

Miss ELEANOR BEEBE, Institute fm· tlle Blind, L ouisville, Ky. 

Thinking of the children I have livNl with during the greatl:'r part of the last six 
years, I am reminded of Hawthorne's "trumpPter.'' who Hurnnwned by some com
mon bond of brotherhood a various company to w;llk tog4•tht•r in the • · Pro<:!·~sion 
of Life." 
' In this little band, gathered hy tlw eommon tiP of hlinclness. fmm num~ion, alms
house, and all the grades between, there are of necessity many incongruous ele
ments, * * * 
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To enable such children to grow harmoniously, to nourish each according to 
its needs, is a difficult task. But, starting with some experience with sighted chil
dren, and proceeding "from the known to the unknown," I "learned to do by 
doing," hearten~ by the conviction that some phase of the joyous and versatile 
life of the kindergarten would arouse these different natures- some turn or· this 

. many-faceted jewel would send a ray into each darkened mind. 
The blind are popularly supposed to be gifted--:-as a kind of J?rovidential atone

ment-with wo)l.derful delicacy of touch and hearing, and special talent in music. 
Were this true it would simplify the work of the teacher very much. The loss of 
one sense naturally stunts the companion senses and stupefies the whole being, 

. until" second nature," the good foster-mother, by the long and varied use of the 
remaining senses, perfects them through the need for substitution. The popular 
view is unjust to the blind, preventing a fair appreciation of the long, long effort 
necessary on their part to reach the ability they do. 

The" kindergarten games" have been of the greatest importance in quickening 
them into life. Most are immediately attracted, and none fail in time to respond to 
their vitalizing power. 

* * * * * * * Most of these abnormal children will accept memory lessons with fatal ease. 
Before the kindergarten was introduced into the institution, one such child was 
taught to recite the bones of the head in rhyme. And that well-meanin~ teacher 
did not know that such work was as innutritive, as resultless as chewmg gum I 
Shall we give these starving cbildre, the primer and the multiplication table? For 
bread, shall we give them worse than a stone?-for they might learn to play with 
that-shall we give them opium ?-The weak, helpless bodies must be strengthened 
by variety of use, the limp fingers made -tense with intention, the feeble, wandering 
minds attracted, the whole nature roused and made happy. 

The world is seeing now what the kinaergarten can do for its natural children. 
The time is pl¥!8ing when men will look upon it as did a rich man some years ago, 
who, when asked to send his children to my kindergarten, exclaimed, " No I I can 
get my children herlkd all day for half the money ! " But the world does not yet 
inow what Frobel can do for her defective, abnormal children. There is sore need 
of him in every school for the blind, for the deaf and dumb, for the feeble-minded. 
Who can equal him in teacpjng us how the natural, wise, and loving working of the 
humane upon these little ones, can make them human? 

A story tells of some far embassy, dispatched to buy the favor of an Eastern 
kin~; and how the gifts they offered proved but dazzling dust shed from the ore-beds 
native to his clime. 

" Shall the production of form out of unshaped stuff be art, and to evoke a soul 
from form be nothing?" 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The somewhat miscellaneous character of the papers comprised in 
this Appendix arises from the change in the arrangement of this 
volume, due to the introduction of the topics connected with the In
dustrial Education movement in public schools. References to these 
present papers are scattered through the first two hundred pages of 
this volume. 

The first papers relate to the movements in England and France 
for~the artistic adornment of school-rooms and buildings, referred 
to on page 9, in connection with the account of the Boston experi
ment, which preceded the English movement here recorded. These 
are followed by an account of the famous English School of Upping
ham, in which both industrial training and artistic surroundings 
have been added to the studies and surroundings formerly thought 
all sufficient in the time-honored classical public schools of England. 

The extracts which follow from the Century Magazine article, by 
Mr. Leland, in which he describes his experiments in Philadelphia, 
are referred to on page 35; these, in connection with the accompany
ing letter to the author of this report, and the extracts from tho 
report of his somewhat recent address, on the occasion of the award
ing of prizes to. the pupils of a local art school in Brighton, England, 
will be found of interest, especially by those who may be consider
ing the wisdom of introducing any forms of elementary industrial 
art training in the lower grade sehools; :ts, in these papers, his 
methods are further explained and set forth. 

An interesting phase of the discussion in regard to the essentials of 
a practical education appears in the extracts give1i. from the little 
book of suggestions for the self-education of mechanics, by a mechanic. 

The excellent account which follows of 'fechnical and Industrial 
Education in Switzerland, with a description of the Swiss Trade 
Schools, is taken from a recent report made to Ron. Thomas F. Bay
ard, United States Secretary of State, by Ron. Boyd Winchester, 
United States Minister to Switzerland. For reference to these ex
tracts, see page 66. 

The abstracts from the recent work, by Herr Seidel, on Industrial 
Instruction, seem to follow, most naturally, n.fter the official show
ing of the Swiss system by the United States Minister. The extracts 

. from this interesting work relate, however, to the philosophy under
lying this whole movement, and are limited by uo nn.rrow bounds of 
a country or nation. 
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The final paper, an extract from the article in the New York Tri
bune on "Technical Education in New York," in which, incidentally, 
the definite trainins- of European Artisans in the use of American 
tools, as a preparatiOn for their emigration to the United States, is 
asserted, is here given in confirmation of the statement previously 
made in this volume. See references on pages 60 and 88. 

The succeeding series of the Appendices which relate to Industrial 
Training in Public Schools follow in what it is hoped will be recog
nized as a logical arrangement. 



II. 

THE "ART FOR · SCHOOLS ASSOCIATION," MANCHESTER, ENG· 
LAND. 

INTRODUCTION. 

In the first chapter of this volume a brief account is given, in con
necti.on with that of the earlier movement in Boston, of a movement 
in France and in England, for the general introduction in schools of 
pictures, and other works of art; both to adorn the school-rooms and 
as educational objects, valuable as illustrative of other studies, and 
for their utility in awakening and directing the minds of the children 
to a perception of the beauty of natural objects, as well as in culti
vating, by their direct and indirect influence, correct taste. 

At a session of Section "A" of the International Conference on 
Education· held in London, August 4th, 1884, * a paper on this sub
ject was read, followed by a spirit ed discussion. 

This paper ·gives a striking picture of the lack of a lmowledge of 
natural rural objects on the part of the children of the poor in En
glish cities, and forcibly illustrates the dwarfing effect on the intellect 
of such ignorance; since a person ignorant of nature, is deaf to all 
i$uggestive references to nature in literature, blind to the representa
tions of natural objects in art; and so, forever shut out from a world 
of innocent enjoyment. 

It may be that the author of the paper somewhat overstates the 
moral effects and the social inter-relations, which might fairly be 
expected to follow the general adoption of the mflans for art culture 
which he describes; and it will be seen that his first critic is very 
strongly of this opinion. The lat ter, however, wholly ignores t.he 
educational use proposed by the pictures of natural objects, and, in 
so far, fails to do justice to the plan. 

Nevertheless, there is so much of value in Mr. Horsfall's paper, as 
well as in the general views advanced by his critic, Mr. Thomas, par
ticularly in what the latter says as to the importance and value of 
n_oble .a~t s~10wn in public buil~ings in co~1trast wit}~ a certain s~u~dy 
s1mphmty m contemporary pnvate dwellmgs,-wh1ch was a stnkmg 
characteristic of the art cities in the Lest times of the Republics of 
Greece and Italy,- that it has seemed advisable to quote from them 
both at length; while, in the comments of the other speake~·s~ not 
only are the criticisms by Mr. Thomas themselves freely crihc1sed, 
~ut D?-any other topics, bearing direct rebtion to the subjects treated 
m th1s volume, are touched 011. . 

Mr. Horsfall's paper, in its pictures of the ignorance of Engh.sh 
town children, in its statements of the material11Sed h? the associa· 

*See VoluJUe XIII, Health Exhibition Literatme. Pages 54- 77. 
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tion, and in the account of the results observed, is of . great value. 
His sug~estion of the need of training school children to a knowl
edge ana perception of what the citizens owe to the community,- in 
the way of combined effort to secure the provision of parks in the 
crowded towns, and of other public desirable facilities for the health, 
enjoyment, and instruction of the peoJ?le,- contains a seminal idea, 
well worthy the thoughtful consideratiOn of American educators. 

There has long been evident need for some training to teach the 
majority of men and women how to carry themselves towards others 
in public conveyances and places of resort. T)lis could be easily given 
in the schools, .and it would not be easy to overestimate the aggre
gate addition to comfort and happiness which would result from a 
general reform in this matter of heedless indifference to the comfort 
of others so commonly shown; and shown by many who would resent 
an accusation of selfishness. 

It is as easy to see that, if a~ intelligent interest in matters which 
relate to public health, happiness, and convenience, should be com
monly sliown by a .majority of citizens; as mig)lt well be, if the 
children were instructed in the schools in regard to such matters, a 
great improvement in the living surroundings of the dwellers in 
towns and cities, would be speedily effected. 

What has been accomplished in many towns and villages by the 
"Village Improvement Societies," in New England and elsewhe1·e, 
is an illustration. of the beneficial results of such local action; while 
the s:plendid Metropolitan Museum in New York shows how the 
combmed efforts of a few public· spirited liberal private citizens may 
benefit, not' only their own local community but a whole country. 
The great public library of Boston with its clu,ster of brancli libra
ries distributed in different neighborhoods, is another example of the 
benefit a populous community may derive from the far-seeing efforts 
of a few citizens influencing the civic authorities. To these striking 
instances many illustrations could be added of similar good results 
of combined action. 

In another form of government where the laws are imposed on the 
people, due obedience to law may be all the instruction required. In 
a Republic, where the yeople are the law-makers, and where the law 
rests upon public opimon for its efficacy, it would seem to be an im
perative necessity that the education of every citizen should be such 
as will not only enable, but will impel him to take intelligent action 
in all matters which affect the health, education, and comfort of the 
community. 

The manners, morals, and civic virtue of the future citizen, are 
then as legitimate subjects of the child's training in school as that 
intellectual knowledge of "words," to which the training of the 
school was formerly limited; or as is that familiarity with " things," 
which the school reformers of to-day so ardently urge. Whatever, 
within the scope of childish capacity, will serve to make better citi
zens, that clearly falls within the proper province of the public 
schools, frequented by the children of the people. 

That the child's attention can be ·directed to the perception of 
beauty and harmony, and that the development of the higlier intel
lectual and spiritual powers of the child can be begun in early child
hood, has been abundantly demonstrated by kindergarten experi
ence. 

That natural objects, and the artistic representation of natural ob
jects, can be made use of to awaken the child's curiosity, and to 
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train the c.hild's perceptions, is undeniable; that pictures and other 
objects might remain in a school room w1th little more of educ!l.
tional power than the plastered. walls is doubtless as true. The 
value; the influence, of the school in all its powers depends almost 
·wholly upon the teacher. If the teacher's eyes have not been opened 
to ·the beauty of nature, how can the child's perception be awakened? 
It will be the blind led by the blind. 

·The various suggestions, with which this paper, and the discussion 
concerning it, abound: as to possible ill effects of inartistic pict
ures; as to the desirability, in an educational point of view, of fre
quent changes of pictures and objects; as to the J?OSsibility of de
veloping. in all the children the capacity to discrimmate colors, just 
as it has been shown that general training in music develops in all 
the pQwer of discriminating sounds ; as to the broadening iriJluence, 
looked at merely in its use as enabling the pupil to understand allu
sions, to natural objects or to art, in literature; and, as to the vari
ous uses in illustrating the ordinary studies, and in instructing chil
dren who had no other opportunity of obtaining any knowledge of 
the objects of animate, or manimate nature, depicted; will be found 
full of interest and value . 

. The use of such objects in developing the imagination, and in 
awakening the child to a perception of higher things than the mere 
animal needs of man, is fully set forth in the papE:\r read by Mr. 
Horsfall. 
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(a) "THE USE OF PICTURES AND OTHER WORKS OF .ART IN ELE
MENTARY SCHOOLS." 

By T. C. HORSFALL. 

In this paper I shall first mention some of the advantages which I believe school 
· children and the rest of the community would obtain by the right use in elementary 

schools of pictures and other works of art; then I shall give some of my reasons for 
believing that those ad vantages would be gained; and next, I shall indicate the kinds 
of works of art which I believe to be suitable for use in schools, and explain what, 
in my opinion, constitutes the right use of works of art in a school. 

I believe that the right use of works of art in elementary schools will effect an 
improvement in the taste of English workpeople and emplo;rers, which all persons 
conversant with English manufactures kno\v to be very desirable ; 

That it will reveal to many children who live in the crowded parts of large towns 
some of the highest qualities of their own nature and that of their fellow-creatures, 
of the existenee of which most such children, and many also of those who live in 
pleasanter places, are not aware; 

That it will soon make the homes of many workpeople more attractive than 
workpeople's homes generally are now, and will do much towards creating a fuller 
and happier family life amongst the workpeople of towns, by opening to them 
many pleasant occupations and amusements wliich parents and children can enjoy 
together, and which will therefore create between parents and children the bonds 
of common interests and pleasures: 

That it will make schools more attrac!ive for children, and add to the brighter 
side of the culture of teachers, and, while making their work pleasanter, increase 
their influence over their pupils. · · 

Improvement of Taste.-Two conditions are needed for the development of good 
taste in a person who has the qualities needed for its acquisition. One of these con· 
ditions is, that from childhood onwards he shall habitually see beautiful things ; 
and the second condition is, that in childhood and youth people whose opinions he 
respects shall make him notice the difference between beautiful and ugly things, 
and make him feel that they regard beauty as a thing of great value. 

It is impossible to insist too strongly on the dependence of good taste on the ex
istence of these two conditions. The co-existence of both is quite necessary. The 
second cannot, of course, exist unless the first does also; but the first exists for 
many persons without the second, and then exists for most of them in vain, so far, 
at least, as development of taste is concerned. All children in the country habitually 
see beautiful natural forms and colours, but this does not suffice to make most of 
them even perceive the difference between good and bad form and colour. * * * 

ANALOGY DRAWN FROM RESULTS OF MUSICAL TRAINING. 

For there is no reason to doubt that the power exists in almost every one. The 
relation existing between om· brains, or the whole of our nervous system, and 
colours and forms, ·which makes some color and combinations of colours, and 
some combinations of lines and curves pleasant to most of those persons who 
habitually give much attention to the effects caused by forms and colours
this relation must be of the same kind as those fixed relations between sounds 
and our ner"l'"ous systems which make certain sounds and combinations of sounds 
pleasant, and others unpleasant, to all persons who have had good musical training. 
Because a great many grown-up persons find it impossible to learn to sing correctly, 
and others cannot even perceive any pleasantness in music, it used to be supposed that 
a considerable part of the race are born without the power to gain love of music and 
skill in it. Now it is known that it is a question of early training, and that there 
are not half-a-dozen children in every thousand who cannot gain the power .of 
singing correctly and of enjoying music if they are well taught in childhood, ,~Jnle 

. their nervous systems can easily form habits, and have not yet formed the habit of 
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not noticing differences of sound. There is, then, good reason for believing that 
the power of discriminating between good and bad colour and form can also be given 
to almost every one by proper teaching in childhood. On the othet· hand, it is nearly 
certain that few of those who, when childhood is over, still lack a keen sense of the 
difference between good and bad colour and form, will be enabled to gain it to any 
marked degree by subsequent training in schools of art, the chief function of which 
is not to create a sense of beauty, hut only to develop it and teach it the best modes 
of expression. . 

WHY BEAUTIFUL OBJECTS ARE NEEDED IN SCHOOLS. 

It is only in schools that we can hope that most children can be enabled at pres
ent to habitually see beautiful tbings and feel the influence of persons respected by 
them, who, perceiving the difference between beautiful and ugly things, can lead 
the children to feel that beauty is a thing of great importance. 

Pictures are amon~t the beautiful things needed for this pmpose in schools- I 
will say later what kmds I believe to be most suitable- but I feel sure that other 
things are needed also, and that examples of beautiful textile fabrics and beautiful 

. simple forms of pottery and glass. can be made means even more efficient than pict
ures for teaching children to think about and feel the difference between good and 
bad form and colour. 

Useful as collections of works of art in schools would be if they only develOJ?Ccl 
good taste in a considerable number of children , the development of good taste 1s a 
result of but small value in comparison with those other advantages which I said 
the use of good works of art will probably give. In order that I may show that 
they a re needed for the gaining of those other advantages, I must trouble you \Vith 
some evidence to prove that at present a great many English children cannot know . 
inuchabout some of the highest q_ualities of human nature. cannot. know that such 
a thing as full, wholesome life extsts, and cannot leave wany of the occupations for 
leisure time which are needed to creat€ strong bonds of loving compamon ship be
tween parents and children, husbands and wives, brothers and sisters. 

ENGLISH CITY CHILDREN IGNOltANT OF FLOWERS, AND BEES, AND BIRDS. 

' ' .Some time ago Mr. H. E. Oakeley, Her Majesty's Senior Inspector of Schools for 
the Northern District, after reading a paper issued by the Committee of the Man
chester Art Museum, wrote to me: " It is perfectly true, as you state in yow· paper , 
that a very large number of children in Manchester and Salford are living in places 

. where they never,.or very rarely, see anything which is beautiful. I have often 
found in places like Ancoats and Bradford"- parts of Manchester -" that children 
scarcely know what a flower is, and have seldom if ever seen a primrose or violet." 

Then Mr. Oakeley went on to tell me that in one sch ool in Ancoats he found a 
whole class of children who had never seen a bee, and had ilo idea. what it was like 
or where it might be found. · 

In a later letter, Mr. Oakeley says: 
"I had an experience at a school to:day which caps the bee story. In some lines 

learnt by boys in the Gth Standard there was something about a skylln·k. I told 
the boys who had ever seen a lark to hold up their httnds, and four out of about 

- tWenty did so. I said to one of them, ''Vhere did you see :t larl' ?' He replied, 
' In a cage at the public-house at the corner of the street. ' Poor lark, and poor 
lads!" ' ' ' 

During last summer a woman who lives in Manchester, whom I had been telling 
about squirrels which come into my garden. asketl we, "And what ldnd of birds 
might them be?" And a few weeks later a Manchester girl , who was passing un
der a mountain-ash tree, the red ben·ies of which hung close to her face, asked if 
those were roses. The Rev. Mr. Lund told me that a Manchester Sund;ty school 

· teacher and one of the scholars who had c'aught a dragon-fly, thong;ht-the one 
that it was a kind of bird, the other that it was :t serpent. A lady " ':'ho worked at 
Milamay, in London, told me she found that ~nany of the children she taught did 
not know what a lamb was like. * * * 

It is of course impossible to know how many of the inhabitants of large towns 
have ignorance of thls kind, but it is quite certain that it is very common. Some 
of the persons to whow I have spoken on this suhject lun·e told nie that the ig no
rance is not as complete ns it seems to be, and that, for example>, the childl'en who 
did not know what a bee wa.s like kne>w bees by si~ht. though not hy namC'. I <lo not 
think that thL'! is so, but even if the ignoranCl' nf many town pt~pltc• re>spe>cting the 
common objects found in the country wore <~onfineLI to inability to connect names 
and things, even that degree of i~norance would he, as I shall show latt!r, a very 
great evil. . · 
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I need not argue here that Wordsworth's well-known words: ''We live by admi
ration, hope and love," are literally true, if by "live" we mean the higher part of 
life; nor need I prove that it is by admiration and love that we gain our highest and 
most sustaining hopes. But though no thoughtful person needs proof of the truth 
of these general statements, and though vrobably every such person remembers to 
the end of life the keen pleasure he received in childhood from daisies and butter
cups, from birds and butterflies, Ifearfew even of the most observant people realize 
how much the degree and nature of love and hope depend on early familiarity with 
beautiful things. 

EARLY PERCEPTION BY CHILDREN OF BEAUTY. 

We see in our children that in those earliest years of life, of which in later life 
we remember nothing, beautiful things give delight, that a child a year old already 
enjoys the bright beauty of flowers and leaves. .And it is impossible to doubt that 
this early delight in beautiful things is one of the principal agents in developing 
the power to love both things and persons, and that it co-operates with our love of 
persons to make us know that there is such a thing as wholesome life, well worth 
living, and to make us know always, as we grow up, that what most makes life 
worth livin~ is the activity of our highest powers· of admiring and loving. 
What can gtve the knowledge that there is such a thing as full wholesome life to 
children whose early years-those in which they are forming habits of thought and 
feeling, which may afterwards be modified, but never quite got rid of-are passed 
in places where nothing more beautiful than the ordinary contents of an English 
back street is to be seen? No human life is likely to escape .moral shipwreck which 
is· not directed from the first by desire for rightness, and what can give desire for 
rightness to children whose powers of admiration are never exercised by admirablt' 
things? It may be replied that love of people is in the childhood of all of us a 
stronger ~ent in developing the higher powers of feeling and thought than admira
tion of things can be, and that the children of town workpeo~le, among whom a 
generous mutual helpfulness and charity are common, have their powers of admira
tion, hope and love, developed by love, from and for, parents, brothers and sisters 
and friends. . 

ETHICAL VALUE OF A PERCEPTiON OF BEAUTY. 

But for the training of the higher powers thus given to the children of the 
people of our towns Eng:and would be in poor case, but it is at best an imper
fect, inadequate training. Those limits to the action of imagination which in the
ology reveal themselves in anthropomorphism force us to create conceptions of our 
fellow-creatures in our own in\age. It cannot occur to the child who knows of 
nothing more admirable than mud pies, marbles, and things which are good to eat, 
that his fellow-creatures have higher pleasures, and his love of them must lack 
reverence, and his conception of the best life open to him must be too low for the 
power of gaining it to seem worth the cost of much effort and self-denial. Stir his 
nature with admiration of beautiful things, and you give him not merely a new 
pleasure, but also new fellow-creatures, able like himself to admire. Enable him 
to enjoy a picture which he could not make, and he feels vaguely that among his 
fellow-creatures are people of higher powers than his own, and his conception of 
life rises to a higher level. It is no exaggeration to say that to enable a child to feel 
joy in the beauty of nature and art who has never felt it before, is in Coleridge's 
words to give him "a new earth and a new heaven." .And till this is done, the 
conception of human life framed by the "average" child of even loving parents in 
a crowded town must be low. 

IMPORTANCE OF CULTIVATING RESOURCES FOR INNOCENT SOCIAL PLEASURES. 

It is certain that those who are ignorant of beautiful things cannot enjoy the 
best kinds of recreation, and are thus deprived not merely of pursuits desirable 
because they facilitate resistance to the temptations of drinking and gambling, but 
are also devrived of some of the influences best fitted to strengthen family love. 
Sorrows endured together, of which town people get their full share, are doubtless 
the most potent agents in giving strength to love betwee~ members of a family, 
but those agents cannot alone complete the task. Counties.~ memories of innO<'cnt 
pleasures enjoyed together, the habit of expecting companionship from each other 
m the pleasures looked forward to, a store of pleasant knowledge held in common, 
!\nd the habit of discussing with each other the thoughts a nd feelings rising fr~un 
th these thin~ are also necessary t o create ties of love between members of a fauuly. 
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· · Which of the best kinds of recreation that can weave these bonds of family love, 
and at the saine time lessen the temptations of sensual indulgence, are available 
for -:persons who have hardly any knowledge· of the commonest objects of nature? 
MuslC and physical exercise are almost the only ones, and pleasant physical exer
cise is not at Rresent obtainable by the greater {>art of the people of large towns, 
and opportunities of hearing ~ood music are st1ll rare, though ha.J?pily becoming 
more numerous every year. Conversation, except of the poorest kmd, is impossi
ble without such knowledge. Picture galleries and art museums cannot be attract
ive to. those wpo do not know the elementary forms which art combines. Visits 
to the country, though pleasant, can have but a comparatively small degree of 
pleasantness for those to whom country things are almost unknown and unen
deared by early associations. 

BOW ENJOYMENT OF LITERATURE DEPENDS ON KNOWLEDGE OF NATURAL OBJECTS • 

. We are apt to believe that our elementary schools and free libraries are opening 
the best kinds of recreation to our working-classes, and that a few yeai'S hence al
most everyone will gain much pleasure from the best literature. Those persons will 
not share this pleasant belief who will try the experiment of placin~ the poetry and 
prose they care most for in the relation totheirbrainsand hearts wh1ch it must have 
to the brains and hearts of those who know nothing about the country and its re
flection in art. Imagine each picture blotted out which is brought before the" in-

· ward eye"- by each word that IS for us the name of some well-known thing; imag
ine all the vague feelings suppressed which rise in us at the mention of each familiar 
~g that for us has innumerable pleasant associations; and the finest poetry, the 
best talk seems to be little more than" as is a landscape to a blind man's eye." The 
reading of empty names must be dull and unattractive. It is, I am convinced, im
possible to think about the subject without seeing that familiarity with beautiful 
things is one of the conditions needed to enable literature to add much to the welfare 
of the community. 

We cannot ho.J?6 that the majority of town children will have as much familiarity 
wjth nature as 18 desirable until, the air of our towns having been made yurer, 
every new block of houses near a town has its plot of garden ground; unti open 
spaces are cleared within easy reach of all old blocks of houses; till plants are more 
generally grown in town dwellings; and till winter gardens, botanical gardens, and 
art galleries are much more numerous than they now are. But changes so great 
cannot be effected unless the greater part of the population desires them, and those 
of us who have tried to obtain open spaces and art galleries for the people know 
that at present the greater part of the population is not even aware that these things 
.are desirable. At present, therefore, we ca.n only hope to obtain the measures 
needed to so train the children of to-dar that they shall know the value of beauty, 
and when they grow up seek to bring it mto towns for themselves and their children. 

KINDERGARTENS RECOMMENDED. 

The means which can now be most effectively used for making knowledge and 
love of beauty common are, I think, the substitution of the Kinder Garten system 
of training for the old system in all infant schools, and the careful direction of the 
new system to the purpose of makin &' children know and admire as many natural 
forDIS as possible, and of training the1r hearts and minds to desire to see such forms 
often; the teaching of drawing from objects in all schools; and the providing of 
every elementary school and every Sunday-school with a. collection of gOod works 
of art. As the Committee of the Manchester Art Museum have lately been taking 
the course which seems to me to be that needed for gaining all the advantages ob
tainable Ly the use of pictures in schools, I will describe their system. First, I must 
speak of the system of their central collection, that of the Art Museum, to which 
as many references as possible arlj made in labels attached to the pictures lent to 
schools. 

THE MANCHESTER MUSEUM OF ART OBJECTS FOR SCHOOLS DESCRIBED. 

The ~rt Museum, which was opened last m~:mth hy Mr. 1\fun~lella, c~mtains as 
many pictures as we can find l'Oom for of beaut1ful scenery and mteres tmg }Jlaces 
fu the neighborhood of Manchester. Some of theRe pictures are in oil colours, some 
are water-colour of drawings, etchings, engravings, ph?tographs. In o~der ~o 
show workpeople that they can easily get pictures for then· own homes ~vluch w11l 
pleasantly keep alive recollections of places and things which have g1ven them 
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pleasure, we state the price of the cheaper kinds of art;shown in every part of the 
Museum. 

There is a collection of pictures of common wild and garden flowers; one of pict
ures of common kinds of trees; one of pictures of common wild birds; one of pict
ures of other animals; one of pictures of well-known places in djJferent parts of the 
world; one of beautiful landscapes; one of seascapes; one of w!if=scenes; one of re
ligious subjects; one of port1'a1ts; one of copies of works by Turner, chiefly illus
trating English scenery. In some of these groups of pictures, representations of 

.the same subject by different kinds of art-·etching;;, engravings, water-colour 
drawings- are placed side by side, in order to facilitate careful comparison of the 
effects obtained by different processes. Many of the pictures- the plates of the 
Liber Studiorum, and those of the Harbours of England, for instance-have fult 
descriptions and criticisms hung by them. Each of the other pictures.has, or will 
have, a label containin~ a short explanation of the subject, and a statement as to 
\Vhether it is an engravmg or etching, or whatever it may be. One set of pictures 
illustrates the development of architecture and sculp~ure, one that of Italian paint
ing. In cases, there are sets of the tools, &c., used in the various art-reproducing 
processes:-:- plates etched and prepared for etching, engraved plates with impres
sions from the plates, wood blocks for wood engraving, the stones used for lith
ography, the blocks used for colour-printing; and a brief explanation of each of the 
processes. Short lectures on the processes and on many other subjects will be given. 
A. band of explainers is being formed. There are also cases of examples of well
shaped, pleasantly-coloured pottery and glass, metal work, and textile fabrics, many 
of them of the commonest kinds, fitted for common use. There is, too, a model 
small house, fitted up with well-shaped, well-made things by Mr. W. Morris and Mr. 
W. A. S. Benson, and there are some casts of Greek i>Culpture, shown to advantage 
by having richly-coloured stuffs hung behind and on each side of them. 

I have been obliged to speak rather fully of this central collection as it is virtu
ally part of each of the collections lent to schools in Manchester, but I have had to 
leave many important features unmentiqned. A description of the scheme of the 
Museum has been printed, and the Committee will gladly send a copy of it to any 
one who desires to have one. The system of the Museum includes the lending of 
small collections of works of art to all the elementacy schools in Manchester and 
Salford. · 

OBJECTS COMPRISED IN THE LENDING COLLECTIONS. 

It is intended that each of the collections lent to schools shall eventually contain 
a few examples of beautiful textile fabrics, beautiful common pottery 'and glass, 
and casts from sculpture, but U present they consist of pictures only. We lend 
pictures of beautiful scenery and interestinj? buildings near Manchester,- these 
pictures are chiefly photographs,- chromo-lithographs and engravings of other 
beautiful landscapes and sea scenes, pictures of scene3 in the Holy Land and Egypt, 
of historical scenes of beautiful wild and ga.rden flowers, of trees,. of common birds 
and butterflies, of fairy tales - good examples, in short, of almost every kind of 
picture. Many of the pictures are, all are to be, provided with labels which tell 
what the subjec~ is, and of what process the picture is a product; if it is cheap, 
what its price is, and that of its frame. The labels also make as many references 
as po~ible to the Art Museum, to books, to our local Botanical Gardens, and other 
pleasant places open to wor!rpeople. Th\L~ one of the labels to a picture of a swal
low gives a little information abOut the habits of the bird; another tells that the 
picture is. a lithograph coloured by hand, that an explanation of lithography and 
tb.e things used in it can be seen in the Art Museum, that pleasant information 
about, and good pictures of, birds are found in White's 'Selborne,' a copy of which 
can be bought for sL"<pence, and in John's 'English Birds in their Haunts,' which 
cost 6s. 3d. The label to a frame containing pictures of garden flowers tells that 
the pictures are chromo-lithographs, speaks of the imperfections of this process o! 
representation, and re~ommends that the pictures be compared with water-colour 
drawings of the same flowers in the Art Museum. It tells also that some of the 
flowers will grow in houses in Manchester, and that they are to be seen in the Do· 
tanical Gardens, and in some of the public parks. The label to a set of photographs 
of Greek sculpture tells that casts of the sculpture are in the Art Museum, and 
praises their beauty. 

Each school can have its collection replaced by another one in three months. 
There ic; a collection of our pictures for school~ and in the Health Exhiuition, but 

it was hurriedly f()~med, and does not contai!l ·examples of pictures o~ Engli~h 
scenery, or of other ·nnportant classes of our ptctures. Nor are all the ptct\.lres m 
it yet provided with labels, the preparation of which takes much time. 
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HOW THESE MAY BEGIN TO INSTRUCT THE CHILDREN. 

. After what I have already said, I hardly need add that we do not expect that 
pictures of beautiful places and things can at first have much meaning for those 
children who know nothing, or almost nothing, about the things represented. 
The child for whom real buttercups and daisies, the flight of swallows and the song 
of'larks have no happy associations, who has never felt gladness in fields or on hiiis, 
will' see very little in pictures of flowers and birds, fields and hills. But still pictures 
of these things will be of great value even for such children. Some natural beauty 
iS within reach of almost every child, most children have some of it sometimes 
before their eyes. Ignorance of it is so common partly because their eyes have not 
gained from heart and mind the power to see these things, partly because "what 
the eye never sees the heart never longs for," and opportumties of seeing natural 
beauty at a little distance from home, and of bringing it into homes, are not used 
or sought for. 

The words, now so often quoted, which Mr. Browning puts into the mouth of 
Fra Lippo Lippi are, I believe, perfectly true: 

We're made so that we love 
First when we see them Pl\inted, things we baTe passed 
Perhaps a bundretl tillles, nor cared to see; 
And so they are better, painted- better to us, 
Which is the same thing. Art was given for tbnt
God uses us to help ench othe1· so, 
Lending our minds out. 

' ·If a child is led in school, as he easily may be by a few words spoken by his 
teacher , to notice the form and colour of a flower in a picture, or the forms and · 
colours in a picture of landscape, and to find a little pleasantness in them, he will 
be sure to notice with pleasure the next flower or place of the kind he meets with, 

. and pleasure in the tbirig will make him care more for the picture, and will give 
meaning to the name when he next reads it in a book, and thus will begin for him 

. that interaction of art, literature, and nature, to which each of the three owes most 
· of its power to give us ennobling pleasure. 

HOW THESE ART WORKS MUST NEEDS INFJ,UENCE AND INSTRUCT THE TEACHERS. 

One of the good results that will be obtained from the use of works of art in 
schools will be due to the fact that unless they are explained J?y teachers they will 
be comparatively useless. Now that the Art for Schools Association * has made it 
possible to obtain good pictures at low prices, ever~good school will soon be pro
vided with a collection, and teachers will be expected to make use of them. 

This will involve the acquisition by many teachers of some knowledge of art proc
esses, and some love of beautiful colour and form. E very intelligent manager of a 
school will agree with me in believing that the acquisition of this knowledge and 
love will be a very great gain. The acquisition of t hem by teachers for communi
cation to children, far from adding to the burden on teachers and taught, will 
greatly lessen it, and the results will, I am convinced, do much towards prodng the 
superiority of education of powers of feeling anti t hought to mere instruction. 

. -
*The Hon. Secretary is Miss Mary Christie, Kingston House, Kew; and the office 

of the Association, where its pictures can be seen, is at 29 Queen Square, Blooms
bury, London, England. 
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pictures. He said, "Some of us come half an hour earlier to see them, especially 
when there are any fresh .ones." Mr. Mellor, the master of the Manchester Free 
Elementary School, told m e that our pictures not only brighten t he schoolrooms, 
and make them pleasanter for teachers and children, but also enable him to give 
the children , in a way which is pleasant for both sides, clear ideas about many 
things,- ideas which, thus given , he says, a re never forgotten. He pointed to one 
chromo-lithograph , which has taught many children the meaning of ''plain" and of 
"river" and "group;" and to another which has given clear ideas of " a glade," 
"tree-trunks,"" foliage," &c. 

I have spoken almost exclusively of pictures of beautiful objects of nature. I have 
done so, because in a short paper I could not speak of many classes of pictures, and 
the advantages obtainable from the intelligent use in schools of pictures of thisdass 
are less obvious, and, in my opinion, more important than even the great advan
tages which will be obtained from using in schools good pictures of historical, re
ligious, and other subjects. 

CHILDREN SHOULD BE TAUGHT AS TO THEm RELATIONS TO THE COMMUNITY, 

There are t wo points on which, in concluding my paper, I wishtosayafew words. 
It is of so much importance that all children shall receive the training of heart and 
brain, which can be .gained only through knowledge of nature and good art, that 
children ought to be taught in school that it is a duty which they owe to their neigh
bours as well as to themselves, to go into the country as often as they can, and to go 
also to botanical gardens, picture galleries and museums. 

All children ought also to be taught in schools that it is the duty of every com
munity to provide itself with public gardens and art galleries. Many persons think 
it dangerous to teach children their pleasant duties, and to teach them that others 
have duties to~vards them, but until we teaca children their pleasant duties wo 
shall get little attention f1·om them to what we tell them of their onerous duties; 
and only by teaching the individual citizen what are the duties of the community 
to him shall we be able to make him learn what are the duties which he and his fel-
low-citizens owe to others. -

SUGGESTIONS AS TO USE OF PICTURES ON SUNDAY. 

The second point I wish to refer to is this. We cannot hope that manr children 
and young people will form the habit of spending pal·t of their leisure time in ac
quiring familiarity with beautiful things; we cannot expect that many members of 
workpeople's families will form-t;be habit of enjoying those innocent pleasures to
gether, which are needed to strengthen family bonds, so long as the community 
prevents the doing of these things by closing the only places where it is possible for 
most people to do them on the only day on which they can be done. 

Icannotuse here the arguments which seem to m e to prove that public gardens 
and art galleries ought to be open on Sundays, but a t least I must say that it is of 
such immense importance that children shall gain familiaritJ with beautiful thinf,'S, 
aml that parents and children of the working-classes in towns shall be enabled to 
have pleasures in common, t hat, if gardens and art galleries are not to be opened 
on Sundays, we ought to lose no time in transferring their contents to those places 
which are open on Sundays,- to Sunday-schools, churches, and chapels. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. CAVE THOMAS said: I regret to have to take an opposite view to that of 1\Ir. 
Horsfall ; not, be it recollected, againsttheteachingof dmwinp;, within well-(lcfinctl 
limits, for from 1851 till the present time, I have ndvoca.ted this as the proper gpu
nastic for the sense of sight-as one of the m oJSt important items in p;eneml etluc:a
tion. But I am totally opposed to the introduction of pictorial art into schoo!H, for 
at the school-age one is liable to be biased by some special form of art before tho 
judgment is matured. l\fodern notions about education in taste and art would 
appear, for the most part, to be founded on the fallacy that the beautiful is the sole 
aim of nature and of art. Upon this point the late Sir John Herschel once wrot.e 
t o me: "The Creator had other objectE in \'icw in creation than that of the beantt
ful," or in words to that effect. AJ\(.1. upon slight reflection we may perceive that 
without the contrast of the ugly, the beautiful-as the beautiful-could h:we had 
no recognition. This proposal to introduce pictorial art into the decoration _of 
schools, hospitals, &c., appears to me to be an invertebrate notion, and would, w1th 
similar well-intentioned but mistaken mov~ments, tend to r a ise a gelatinous human-

·. 
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ity equally destitute of backbone. The beautiful, as Sir John Herschel correctly 
observed, is not the whole and sole purposl) of creation. Our modern resthete!'l 
appear to poss\)ss"a vanity equal to that attributed t o Kneller, who, on it being 
suggested by a noblJ'l lord, his sitter, that it was a pity he was not present at the 
Creation, r~plied that he thought it was, as he could have suggested some improve
ments. Stars do not cover the heavens-the world is not entirely m ade of diamonds 
and rubies. Flowers do not en vel ope the landscape, nor spring from every tree, and 
flowers themselves differ in degree of beauty as one star differs from another. 
Neither is animate nature one continuous exponent of the beautiful. The beautiful 
should be regarded as the bright oasis in nature, to be looked forward to, to be 
admired, and to be enjoyed as we go laden forward in the serious business of life. 

DANGER OF MAKING ART COMMONPLACE-A VERY DIFFERENT THING FROM "CO?tl· 
MON. " 

Or, to speak of it in a more familiar sense, the beautiful, in the form of art, should 
be reserved for contemplation on high days and holidays. vVe have to consider the 
constitution of the human nature, anc.l that familiarity breeds contempt. Beauty, 
notwithstanding the dictum of the poet, is not a joy forever. Let the most beauti
ful object be placed in our common room, and we shall after awhile take no note 
of it. Music is charming; nevertheless, we do not desire to perpetually hear it. 

·The drama is entertaining and instructive, but we do not wish to be always at the 
theatre. Art is delightful to contemplate, but we would not have it ever present to 
our eyes. It would seem to be entirely forgotten that there should be a time anu a 
place for art as for other entertainments. Public buildings, museums, exhibitions, 
are the ;proper places, aml when the eye can be permitted to make holiday the 
proper trme. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF PUBUC ART. 

Public art iS vastly more important than private collections, though the wealthy 
may indulge in these. It is the character of public and contemporary art that gi•es 
tone to taste. For my own part, I would insist upon a Spartan simplicity anu pro
portion in the homes and schools of the masses of a rolmst people. I have no 
sympathy with the proposal to bedizen cottages, hospitals and schools with art; 
it is the offspring of a morbiu restheticism, and a pwposal which, if carried out, 
would, instead of promoting, demoralize the taste of the people. The power of 
discriminating between beauty and ugliness is intuitive. The classes about whom 
o:ur would-be at-t reformers are so solicitous have, as the classes above them, that 
faculty of discriminating the beautiful implanted'.in their very nature, but they 
·have this advantage, that they are free from those affectations of taste which are 
the engrafting of fashion. It would in my opinion be far better to leaYe all scholars, 
students and working-men to form their own taste. If a sense of beauty were not 
a part and parcel of our intellectual constitution, we shouhlncwr have had to talk 
about the beautiful. It is not in the powt>r of human being-s to create this sense, it 
is implanted and progresses 11m-i 11Ct.~su with the de,·elopment of the huuian nature, 
as the power of presenting the beautiful by art does. The most pcrf~ct art is not 
the root and stem of civilization, lmt its crowning gracr, its flower-the effect, not 
the cause. 

THE EXALTATION OF BEAUTY IS NOT THE SOLE MISSION OF ART. 

The apprec-iation of the beautiful, as Christianity has fully recognized, is not 
the difficulty. 'l'hat is easy enough. It is beauty and p~casnre that the world 
runs after overmuch. But who shall learn to care for uglmess, nnd to !mow that 
this must also necessarily exist. The aim of Christian art, therc>forc, has rm:cly
very rarely-been the presentment of the beautiful. It wns seldom the mm ~f 
Raphael, and never that of either Michael Anp;elo, Ruhens, m· Rembrandt. Art m 
th~ qhristian ages has had to occupy itself with the ~lelinea.ti.on of h,mww ~atnre, 
a.<J 1t 1s, ugly, deformed, and maimed , rather than w1th the H~eal. fhe ObJect of 
modern art is not solely the presentment of the beautiful. It ,gtves form and colour 
~o every variety of character and of incident. Modf'rn nrt IS, 1W7" e.wellence, the 
Illustrator. Our modern critics have got into a muddle, and have confounded the 
Christian art motive with the Grecian. The hpauty of childhood, of youth and of 
manhood, and not only of these bnt of animal>'. &c., nrc eYer before the eyes of all 
classes. Of what use then woultl it be for the Dcpnrtm(•ttt of Science anu Art to · 
issue a few photogra1;hic b~auty pattt>rns for thl\ anwlk>mthl!l <:>f the trn;te of the 
masses? Nature's mu!;le~m i~? ever open to the lX'oplc, 
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A PROFOUND TRUTH SUGGESTED. 

What art reformers should do, and what they therefore persistently refuse to do, 
would be to make art public by having the national edifices decorated with great 
subjects, in painting and sculpture. This is the only true way to' move the people 
through the eye to great thoughts and acts-to thoroughly enlist art in human pro
gress. The pursuit of the beautiful is the pw'Suit of the pleasing, and the pursmt of 
pleasure as a sole aim, either in art or in life, does not tend to efevate but to demor
alize. The progressive development of Grecian and of Italian art was not, as any 
one may learn from even a cursory glance at their monumental remains, brought 
about by the contemplation of perfect art, but step by step through imperfection 
to perfection. The best art came last, both in the Grecian and in the Italian 
epochs. We may perceive, then, that this art progress was not brought about by 
the contemplation of the most beautiful handiworK in art, but by the progressive 
development of the human nature. 

I would say, then, let us above all things be solicitous about the general education 
of the peoplE~, and let us talk less about art. If the general education of the people 
be proceeding on 1ight lines we may be quite confident that the fine arts will, in the 
progress of time, by the process of the suns, come to be rightly cared for and rightly 
appreciated. If any apolo,!y be needed for these somewhat rough words, it should 
be recollected that Diogenes was the necessary antagonist of the luxurious living 
and the tall talk of a Plato. 

Mons. EAST, Rector of the Academy at Perigueux, said he was quite of Mr. Hors
fall's opinion on the question. In all schools beautiful pictures were a most int
portant aid to education. There were inside pictures and outside pictures. There 
was an old monastery at Brantome, in the South of France, which had been changed 
from a monastery to a school. The building was so situated that looking out on one 
side they looked over the valley and the river , and on the other hand they saw the 
mountains. That was a grand outside picture. * * * 

Mr. WHITE. I regret very exceedingly the tone and intention of Mr. Thomas' ob
servations except that they grve one an oppor tunity of saying a word or two on the 
other s~de. I am afraid that he must have grown up under very morbid infiuences, 
and I do protest that at this day we ought not all to aim at being Spartans or Stoics. 

PLATO VERSUS MR. THOlllAS. 

Plato had a very different notion of things. He said, "Present your pupils with 
ev~rything that is beautiful." If he were not a successful teacher I do not lmow 
who could be; but I think that Mr. Thomas has taken the wrong ground entirely from 
the beginning to the end. He says that art ought to be the crowning of tbe edifice, 
and I should like not umta.turally to know how we are to arrive at the crowning 
stone unless the foundation be well laid; and there is no foundation in art which can 
be well laid except by the constant contact of t.he influence of art from the very earliest 
years. It is perfectly true that we have an intuitive perception of art, of beauty, of 
music, and, I will even say, of knowledge and intelligence, and the same argument that 
woul<l apply to keeping our children from that fufluence in school would equally 
apply to the step-by-step influence which the presence .of everything good and beau
tiful has. It is not a mere question, either, of pictures and ornamentation in the 
rooms from which children would be able just to cull.the rest without the technical 
and early teaching which is necessary to enable them to appreciate it to its fullest 
extent, although tl1ey may have a certain amount of intuitive knowledge of it. A 
child has an intuitive power of speech, but he has not the power of speech at all 
without the constant contact and influence from those with whom he associates 
from his earliest infancy; and I say that argument applies equally to art. It may 
be said, ''But you forget that I have 1mt a safeguard to that by saying that art 
should be taught by drawing. We will have drawing instruction, not drawings." 
I say that is not art. Education in art is derived from the constant contact with 
the beautiful. 

VALUE OF PICTURES IN HOSPITALS. 

Dr. MouAT said that 1\!r. Thomas would banish pictures, he understood, from sick 
rooms and hospitals. Very well, but he was afraid 1\ir. Thomas neve1· could have 
been sick in a ward in a hospital, to experience the depressive effects of bare, blank 
whitewashed walls . . He would not confine himself to that. He wouid tell a little 
anecdote on the subject to show how wrong such a view was. On his way home 
from India dw-ing the Franco-German war, he visited the city of Amiens timing 
the armistice. There he found a large nwnbe1· of wounded men in the museum, 
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which was also the art gallery of the city. The German soldiers told him it was 
without exception the most delightful sick room they were ever in, with such 
beautiful objects always before them. This incident alone disposed of the argu
ment for banishing art and pictures from the walls of sick rooms. · 

Mr. FITCH said the true test of what I\k Thomas had urged was to be found in 
personal experience. Were they not better for having been taught to admire what 
was beautiful? Did it not add variety and wealth to their own life to find that 
they understood pictures better than they did before? If it was true for them it 
it must be true for the children coming in their schools. If they were able to carry 
out the projects so admirably devised by the Art for Schools Association, they might 

. keep out Qf view maps, diagrams, pictures of the internal conformation of the body, 
and objects of that kind, until they were wanted. He believed that a ll tllis was not 
the true kind of decoration. He doubted very much whether the objects that were 
necessary for teaching ought to be constantly before the eyes of the scholars, and 
whether with regard to that it might not be tme that fan1iliarity breeds contempt. 

THE ART OBJECTS SHOULD BE EXPLAINED BY THE TEACHER. 

Bunyan's '' Pilgrim's Progress" might well remind them that it was of no use to go 
into the House Beautiful unless they had an interpreter. The advantage of having 
pictures for young children depended upon having somebody to guide them and 
point out to them the beauty or the meaning of them. They in London had g reat 
opportunities which he was afraid they did not all appreciate. They had in the 
National Gallery one of the most beautiful collections of pictures in the world. How 
many teachers in London organized little parties of their scholars and took them 
round and explained them ? Until t hey used such opportunities they had much to 
learn as to the best means of cultivating the love of art and beauty among the 
children of our schools. · 

Miss BAILEY (of the Doreck College) sa.id that she was much struck by what had 
"been said by the two preceding speakers. Without wishing to be one of those peo
ple who could agree with e>erybotly, she thought they were both right. The first, 
however, had put the cause of m;t so st.rougly that it could not but provoke the re
bound which followed. She agreed with the first speaker as to the general value 
of pictures, but she really came to hear what he considered to be their right use in 
schools. She hall tau~ht long in schools herself, and earnestly advocated all that 
·Was necessary to teact\ the elements of art there. It seemed to her that, by the 
plan described in the paper, textile fabrics, as well as art objects, were to be pre
sented to the notice of school children. Considering how many of ow· people live 
by manufactures, this would be quit~ right. In fact, the variety of beautiful things 
wb.ich the Manchester Society proposed to show was very great. 

KNOWLEDGE AND LOVE OF ART COMPATABLE WITH SIMPLICITY OF LIVING. 

· She felt, however, that it was going a. little too far to say that the study of art 
· would deepen family affection. Affection between parents and children, and be

tween husband and wife, had surely a stronger hold upon our nature itself than to 
depend upon ru·t culture, though such culture tlid reline the national mind, and 
m1ght very much affect our untionnl industry. The great thing in art education 
was to steer between two thini:,>'S -cultivation of taste, and the introduction of need
less luxury and of a variety of wants into the homes of the people. If we could 
cultivate the one and avoid the other, it would be a very happy thing to do. 

She could not but thiul•, during the address of that French gentleman who had 
spoken, how much elegance of tnste the French people must have deri'l·ed from 
their splendid museums, and yet how much simpler the habits of liYing were among 
the middle and poorer classes in France than with us. She quite belie'l"ed that 
simplicity in food, in habits of life, in dress, in fumiture, was quite consistent with 
the possession of high artistic taste. l<· * ·~ 

Perhaps it would be allowed to her, as a t eacher upon Froebelian principles, to 
say what she would consider to be the right use of pictures i?t scho.ols. . 

1st. Tlu~re should not be too 11W11?J, l>ecnuse that would be thstractmg to at~nt10n. 
2nd. They shouhl sometimcs be changecl, so as to bring Nature's own teachmg be

fore the children. If possible, the pictures shoultl accord with the season. Thus, 
at the proper time of year, pictmes of han·est or Yiutage work mig!Jt be shown, so 
that the clilldren might take home with them ideas and conceptiOns they could 
never have had. before. She would illustrate the value of pictures by her own ex
perience. When she first saw the Rhine, it di.d not seem new to her, for. sh~ had, 
long before, seen some very lovely pictures of 1t; a.ncl as she went along, It did not 
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diminish her enjoyment, that she seemed to have seen so much before under the 
artist's instruction, for he had chosen so many of the very finest views. 

3rd. Portions of the pictw:es, &c., might be CO]Jied by the children. It might only 
be possible for them to co:py a po~·tion of a pattern or picture, but it would encour
age them if they might Imitate something done by a more skilled hand. They 
would the better realize what is meant by the saying, "Whatever man has done, 
man may do again." * * * 

THE CHAIIUIAN (REV. DR. GRAHAM) said he was glad the pa:pers had been listened 
to with so much attention, and had provoked an interesting discussion. H e begged 
to thank the audience for the time and patience they had given to the various 
speakers. 

PRESS OOMMENTS ON THE EXHIBITION. 

The following notice of t he exhibition of the art material for the 
adornment of school-rooms, and for the use of schools, provided by 
the Manchester Art Society, is from a communication by a corre
spondent of the Manchester (England) Guardian, which appeared in 
that journal July 8, 1887, and is the article referred to in the note 
to page 9 of this volume. 

The absence of all beauty in many of the homes of the English 
poor in cities, and in. mining and manufacturing districts, and the 
existence of the repulsive ugliness incident to so many phases of the 
industries of modern life, against which Ruskin so eloquently in
veighs, is clearly indicated in this article. The rural beauty, due 
to abundant verdure and to the high culture which is so commonly 
associated with English country scenes in contrast with much of 
American scenery, is, in the mining districts, tlie "black country," 
re,.Placed by unmitigable ugliness and desolation; while, in the busy 
seaports and in the thronging cities, there are vast numbers of chi1-
dren whose lives are passsed amid squalid surroundings, and who 
grow up in absolute ignorance of the existence of the more com
mon flowers, birds, and animals, and of all knowledge of rural sights 
and beauties, as Mr. Horsfall points out in the preceding ;pages. 

The development of the imagination, the healthy exerc1se of that 
imagination which is inherent in the child, is, undoubtedly, as the 
writer in the Guardian points out, an alleviation of many of the ills 
of actual life, and may be the lever which will lift the child into 
better conditions; . for, to apprehend the ideal of better things, is the 
:first step towards an endeavor to gain them. 
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(b) "PICTURES FOR SCHOOLS." 

An exhibit at the Exhibition which deserves something more than a passing . 
glance is No. 68. It consists of a set of pictures intended for use in elementary 
sehools, and shown by the Manchester Art Museum, which has actually lent pict
ures of this kind to elementary schools in Manchester and Salford. It is perhaps 
)Veil to adll that the exhibit is situated on a wall facing the carriages on the right 
of the great clock, to which spot it is to IJe hoped that lovers of art and all who are 
interested in the education of children will make theil· way. 

PURPOSE OF THE COLLECTION. 

The idea of the Art Museum Committee, to which the pictures belong, is to lend 
them from time to time to the various national schools in .Manchester and Salford, 
hoping that the children of these districts may thereby gain some lmowledge of 

' the beauty of form and colour in nature and art which "civilisation" has blotted 
out of their.everyday surroundinbrs. That the object is an excellent one no one will 
deny, and it seems to be catTied out on sound working principles. 

CHARACTER OF THE COLLECTION. 

The works of art are of the m ost varied character , consisting of chromo-litho
graphs, wood engravings, line engravings, casts of statuary, and decorated textile 
fabrics. The picturelj may IJe roughly divided into three classes. Those of birds, 
trees, flowers, architecture, and historical portraits are strictly educational. in the 
pedantic sense of the word; they show form of colour, but tell no story; this is a 
large class. Then there are landscapes ·with direct educational tendency, showing 
places of geological or geographical interest. And lastly there are pictures pure 
and simple, whose educational tendency is indirect. To our thinking these are most 
valuable, if the children can be got to care about them. There is much ' 'irtue in 

· that" if," and the question can only be answered by personal experience. We must 
not forget a very striking feature of the collection- the labels, on which are written 
e~lanations of the pictures. These are in general excellent, though occasionally 
a. httle too technical and difficult for children; but doubtless the children's teachers 
will profit by them. 

USES OF SUCH COLLECTIONS. 

The collection has two uses - to teach facts and to inculcate fancies. The latter 
object is certainly the one with ·which I have most sympathy. The great dif
ference between life in the middle and upper classes and life among the lower 
classes is that the latter is almost wholly deficient in fancy and imagination. The 
griefs , sorrows, and toil of both rich u.nd poor have a strong family resemblance ; 
but whereas education and a good income give one class the means of possessing, 
or at least enjoyin~, art treasures, ignorance and poverty :u·e left to grind through 
life without the a1d that art can undoubtedly afford. The society for providing 
pictures for schools is desirous, then , of stepping in and equalizing matters as much 
.as may be between rich and poor by teaching t he children in the schools t{) enjoy 
pictures. I must, however , venture to tloubt whether t he examples of Turner, 
Watts, or Walter Crane, m·e of a. natm·e to lead children to love pictures. 1\iore 
examples of Caldecott are what iR wanted-clear , simple, Jnuuorous sketches of 
children and animals,- or .some of Tenniel's "British Lions," or ,reproductions of 
his " Alice in W onderland " sketches. if those were obtainable. Bnt perhaps for 
most children Caldecott is best, because he is funny, and f un is fancy's poor rela
tion. Walter Crane is too involved, and I neYer remember children enJOying his 
pictures by themselves. And . that is the test. Val~able as the ~ngnwings from 
Watts and Turner may be, then· fancy needs explanatwn to the clulclren; and even 
if they comprehend the teacher, their imagination has not been aroused to half the 
same purpose as it would be by some of Caldecott's dog pictures, which they enjoy 
by themselves, without labels or instruction. Vve should recommend adding to the 
third class simpler and, if possible, humorous pictures for the use of infant classe~. 
Caldeco~t's dogs will be enjoyed by children of two years of a~e and un~er, and 1f 
once a ptcture-hunger is induced at such an ear~y ~ge as that. the qonmntte~ of tJie 
Manchester Art Museum may feel sure that t heu· further e!Iorts w1ll not be m vam. 
That the Art llfuseum will spread information having its practical commercial 
value we have not the least doubt, 'tntl for this it desetTeS support. But it aims at 
higher things. Its endeavour to infuse the light of fancy and imagination into the 
dark lives of the children of the poor is a work of cha rity, for which it deserves 
encouragement at the hands of those wealthy and cultivated people whose life iE 
spent among things of beauty. 
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(c) "ARTISTIO SCHOOL SURROUNDINGS IN FRANCE." 

In a recent number of The American Teacher, a Boston Monthly, 
occurs the following instance of the estimate in France of the value 
of beauty in school surroundings. It is an article in the March, 1888, 
number, by Dr. L. R Klemm, of Ohio, entitled "Chips from Edu
cational Workshops in Europe," with a sub title of "Making Beauty 
Contagious:" 

* * * Many are the indications which tend to prove the progressive spirit thnt 
has entered the French school, but I cannot enumerate them here for want of space. 
One instance may suffice, one which will be found characteristically French. 

Let roe tell what I saw in a convent school that had been changeu into a city 
school. The city authorities, either the council or the school authorities, when 
assuming control over the school, ordered the walls of the class-rooms to be deco
rated with fresco paintings. That ordf:!r was carried out regardless of cost. It is 
a charming si~ht to see these walls beautifully bedecked with exquisite workman
ship, truly art1Stic allegorical fi[Ures in glorious, luminous colors ! It was said, 
when the matter came up for deliberation, that many pupils never had the chance 
of seing beautiful rooms at home, living in squalid, filthy houses. They shoulu 
therefore be SUt'l'ounded by beauty in rooms where they were obliged to live six 
hours every day. · 

I mention this fact because it is freighted \vith the suggestion to imitate it. The 
American people, perhaps the richest nation on the face of the globe, can well 
afford to BUlTound its children, the hope of the future, with· thin~ of beauty, 
which are "joys forever." ..<'Esthetic education, however, is yet in tts infancy in 
America. The children need to see beautiful things to learn to appreciate them. 
Much is done with us by beauty-loving lady teachers, who succeed with hardly any 
means at their disposal to decorate their schoolrooms with pictures, flowers, etc., 
but it should be preached from the housetops that the schools ought to be perfect 
treasure-boxes of art and beauty. Money spent in that direction is never thrown 
away. We must accustom our children to beauty and make beauty infectious, 
just as Superintendent H owland of Chicago says that the good should be made 
contagious. 

A previous article· in the same issue illustrates from an actual 
school-room in Boston, how, by the free use of bright colors, effected 
by placing Japanese umbrellas, fans, panels, etc. , on the walls, a 
room which, owing to its surroundings, had little of sunlight, was 
made to seem cheerful, bright, and attractive. There is a world of 
suggestion in these two examples as to the important relations of 
school-room surroundings to education. If the costly French way 
is not possible, certainly the inexpensive adornments used by the 
Boston school teacher are within the reach of most, if the requisite 
taste and tact are possessed by the teacher. To make the school
room attractive, to make the daily surroundings such as will train 
the taste ansi awaken a love of beauty, these are certainly desirable 
and attainable objects. 
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(d) INDUSTRIAL TRAINING AND ART SURROUNDINGS AS EXEMPLI
FIED IN A FAltWUS ENGLISH SCHOOL. 

In a most interesting illustrated article in the September, 1888, 
number of " The Century" Magazine, Mr. George R. Parkin 
describes the now famous school of Uppingham, England, as" an 
ancient school worked on modern ideas." It is a recital of the life 
work and wonderful success of a areat teacher who, in 1853, took 
charge of this boys' school, founded two hundred and seventy years 
before, and having, at that time, twenty-five boarding and five or 
six day scholars. When the article was written, early in 1887, Mr. 
Edmund Thring, headmaster, to whose inspiring energy and practical 
Wisdom the steady growth and surprising development of the school 
was due, was still at his post, though in October, 1887, before the 
article appeared in print, he died. 

Of the school as it was when he was first appointed headmaster, 
Mr. Parkin says: "The field was small, but a man had come who had 
decisive views about education and with faith, courage, and will to 
niatch .the strength of his convictions. Around such a man the 
horizon widens.~' Soon there were three hundred scholars, a limit 
w~ich he would never enlarge however great the pressure. The 
limit of a class was twenty. The boys were domiciled in different 
~ou:ses, thirty in a family, and each boy was sole master of a small 
study room apart from the sleeping or living rooms. This school, 
in which the pupils remain until ready to enter the Universities, 
entering the school at ten years of age and r emaining till nineteen, 
is of the same class of EnglisT1 public schools as are Eaton, Harrow, 
an4 Rugby; to which the great American fitting schools, such as 
Ph1llips Academy, Andover ; Williston Seminary, Easthampton; 
Phillips, Exeter; etc., are analogous. 

. It differs from the free public schools of America in b~ing the 
home, as well as the school of the pupil, and much that adds mterest 
and value to the account of tho methods of the school, is of neces
sity inapplicable to the conditions of our public school education. 
Still, as Mr. Thring adopted in his classes the graded system of our 
best public schools, so there are some lessons of value for our public 
schools to be found in his methods. As an educational writer of 
authority Mr. Thring is well known to American educators as the 
author of the two works, "Education and School" and "Theory and 
Practice of Teaching." 

Whatever in the way of buildings, or apparatus, h.e thought con
ducive to the best interests of the boys, was secured; without :·e&'ard 
to ~rouble or expense. Speakin~;S of the various groups of bt~Ildmgs 
which have grown up in conneetwn with the school, Mr. Parkm says: 
"The fact that durin a· Mr. Thring's mastership about half a million 
of dollars has been h~v-ested at Uppingham in perfecting the ~chool 
~achinery proves that he has~ in this respect, tried to reach h1s own 
1deal." 

But interesting as is this account of a remarkable teacher and a 
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·phenomenal Hchool, it would have no place here were it not that 
having the will and the means to adopt freely whatever methods he 
thought desirable, Mr. Thrin~, although in charge of the kind of 
school usually devoted to a str1etly classical course of education, did 
not hesitate to ·enlarge that course in many directions. 

Among these innovations were those which this Report is especially 
designed to promote throughout the free public schools of the United 
States, and it is extremely gratifying to find such support and such 
precedent as is here recorded. As an essential ~art of the general 
education of boys intending to enter the University, there were pro
vided all the means for such an industrial practical education as is 
given in our American Manual Training Schools. The development 
of the ::esthetic faculties are also carefully provided for, as well by 
special instruction, as by the artistic adornment of the Great School 
Room,- the general meeting place of the whole school,-and the 
architectural beauty of the Chapel. 

In each of the Assembly Halls attached to our large public school 
buildings there is the same opportunity, and equal room, for like 
artistic surroundings; an opportunity that has been availed of, as 
we have already recorded in the opening pages of this volume, in a 
gids High School in Boston; and aH is to be seen also, in some degree, 
in many· school and class rooms throughout the country. 

The reasons given below for this enlarging of the curriculum of 
school studies and occupations being based on the essential charac
teristics of human nature, are as applicable to every public school in 
the United States, as to this particular English school. 

"In training the roung, plenty of employment is the secret of a 
healthy moral life. * * Where a school receives some hundreds 
of boys, each one of whom, stupid or clever, it is intended to train, 
provision must be made for diversity of taste and ability. This is 
necessary, because, as every teacher knows, or ought to know, it is 
essential to the happy life and healthy moral development of a boy 
that he should always have some field in both work and play where 
he can maintain his self-respect among. his fellows. A lad who has 
not the capacity to excel in the main studies of a school, or strength 
to distinguish himself in its llf:l.rdier sports, may often achieve ex
cellence in minor subjects of study, or acquire skill in other recrea
tive employments. A school is not a perfect training place which 
has to crush the weak in the process of developing the strong, either 
at work or at play. 

"It is for these reasons, and in his effort to do justice to each boy, 
that Mr. Thring, although the staunchest of believers in the pre
eminent value of classics as an instrument for high intellectual train
ing, was yet among the first to break through the tradition of Eton 
and the great schools generally, by making large provision for other 
subjects. French and German, science and mechanics, drawing, 
painting, and music, are thus provided for. On music, especially, 
much attention is bestowed for the sake of its humanizing tendency 
and its power of adding to the happiness of school life. * * * 
One-third of all the boys in the school learn instrumental music. 

* * * I believe that U ppingham makes fuller provision than 
any other existing school to meet the necessity for d1verse employ
ment or healthy amusement outside of study hours. * * * The 
gymnasium, opened in 1859 under the care of a competent gymnastic 
master, was the first possessed by any public school in England. 

"For many years the school has had in operation a carpentry, 
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where any boy, by th!l payment of a small fee, can secure regular and 
competent instruction in the working of wood and in the use of car
penter's tools. In 1882 this field of useful manual occupation was 
enlarged by the construction of a forge and metal workshop, where 
skilled instruction is similarly given, and a boy can go far towards 
making himself a competent mechanical engineer. 

"In the same category may be included the school gardens. These 
gardens, opened in 1871, cover some acres, and are laid out and 
planted with much taste. H ere a boy may have alloted to him a 
small plot of ground for the cultivation of _Plants and flowers. 

"In connection with the gardens is an av1ary, where the lad with a 
taste for natural history has an opportunity to observe the life and 
haLits of a considerable collection of birds. * * * 

"There remain to be mentioned two important, and in Mr. Thring's 
view, essential, parts of the school appliances. The first of these 
is the great school-room, erected at a cost of £7,000, and opened in 
1863," * * * (the common assembly r oom where the whole 
.school is to meet). "At Uppingham it is made to serve a further 
purpose. In accordance with Mr. Tlwing's idea that the surround
mgs of school life should be as beautiful as possible, and such as to 
give honor to learning, this room has been decorated with a series of 
elaborate paintings done under the direction of Mr. Rossiter, chiefly 
illustrative of the great names in anciei1t and modern literature. 
Presiding at the celebration of F ounder's Day in 1882, Earl Carnar-
von said of this room: 'Since the days of the Painted Porch in 
Athens, I doubt whether training has ever been installed more lov
ingly, or more truly, or in a worthier home.' Besides the school
room is the chapel, built after the designs of M1·. Street, at an 
expense of £8,000." 

It thus alJpears that, in this school, where judging from other 
schools of its class it would hardly have been anticipated, practical 
training in in,dustrial education has been introduced; and, also, that 
the value of noble artistic surroundings has been fully appreciated 
and splendidly illustratecL . 





III. 

MR. LELAND'S EXPERIMENT-HAND WORK IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

Mr. Charles Godfrey Leland, of Philadelphia,-who long ago es
tablished an enviable reputation · as a writer and acquired a recog
nized position as anAmericanauthor,-after many years' sojourn in 
foreign lands, where, as it appears, he utilized his opportunities for 
observation to good purpose, returned a few years smce to reside in 
his native city. ·His attention having been called to the needs of some 
industrial training for children both in Great Britain and the United 
State.s, he conceived the idea that many of the "minor arts," as he 
calls them, commonly practiced during the middle a~es in. producing 
the profuse ornaments in vogue at that period, whiCh have in our 
d!l-y been either superseded by machine-made products or numbered 
among the "lost arts," might be successfully rediscovered, and, 
through the medium of children, popularized. After giving the 
subject much attention in England and elsewhere, he published the 
results of his studies and experiments in a little book called " The 

· Minor Arts," in which the practicability of establishing industrial 
art schools for the training of young children in these artistic in
dustries was urged. He put his theories into practice in Philadel

. phia by gathering a class of children under his personal supervision. 
This experiment was thought by some as only one of the vagaries of 
an enthusiastic wealthy amateur, but he so far succeeded as to get 
his school adopted as :part of the public school system of the city, and 
has given an mterestmg account of his methods and re~mlts in an 
article :211blished in the Century Magazine, October, 1882. This ar
ticle, "HandWork in Public Schools," is profusely illustrated with 
examples of the pupils' 'vork. Both this m-ticle and the little book 

. before referred to are worthy the careful attention of all interested 
in this matter of industrial art training. The following extracts 
from the" Century" article explain the manner in which the chil
dren are taught to draw, and sets forth t he results of this novel ex
periment: 

(a) "HAND WORK IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS."* 

* * * The visitor to Philadelphia, who will on Tuesday or Thursday afternoons 
enter the Hollingsworth School Building, next door to the Acn.demy of MusiC, may 
~ee a~ interesting sight which is at present without its exact cou~terpart anrwhere 
m thJS countt:y or even in Europe,.namely, sixty or seve11:ty ~ubhc sch?Ol children, 

. fro!ll ten to Sixteen years of age, g1rls and boys, engaged m differ~nt k1~ds .of deco
rati':e wot:k. At one long table the little OJ~es are bnsr ~nodellu~g, pamtmg, and 
glazmg faience, or ornamental clay-ware, winch when fimshecl will go to the pot
tery to be fired, and return as elegant vases, grotesque lll:onste:rs for .match-saf~s, 
tlower-baskets, or such other caprice as the fancies of the Juvemle artists .mar dic
tate. And what they execute is no bungling work; it brings a good pnce m the 

*Century Magazine, October, 1882. 
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market. One little damsel, small for her twelve years, has a giant Frankenstein of 
a frog before her, which she ·is deftly shaping, and which with its gaping jaws 
seems almost able t o swallow her. There are others, nearly all without even a 
drawing to guide them, covering cups with flowers, and making cw·ious ware with 
all the confidence of the most expenenced workmen. After .all, it is nothing more 
than. many a visitor has seen done by little children in the art-potteries of Spain; 
but, strange enough, one never thinks of American youth as able to do what seems 
natural in foreigners. . · 

ART NEEDLE-WORK. 

At the next table are girls engaged in art-needle-work. Tlll.s certainly is natural 
enough employment for such little maids, yet if the stranger will look into it, he 
will find even here a novelty, All the pupils are obliged to draw their own pat
terns. Another strange idea is also promulgated here: to those who say that plain 
sewing should be the first needle-work for children, 111iss Elizabeth Robins and Miss 
)foss, the teachers, will reply that crewel-w'ork and outline embroidery are· much 

. easier, and that by familiarizing little girls with the needle in what t hey most readily 
learn, they do better in the end with more practical work. There is also another 
reason for not putting plain sewing strongly forward: of late years in every ragged 
school and drunkards' children mission, such work has been given so much promi
nence that the parents of pupils in the public schools have a not unnatural aversion to 
having it said that their children are taught it gratis. "Let us respect prejudices," 
as. Mirabeau said, and also the methods by which these little damsels are led from 
;:.esthetic art up to housekeeping. We shall find this principle cropping out again 
in the school in all its branches. 

WOOD CARVING AND REPOUSSE WORK IN BRASS. 

Near them boys are carving walnut-wood panels, which will be made into cabi
nets. They are not of the ~ost elaborate Italian or French finish, but they are 
quite as good a.s the old gothic originals which they imitate. It is a curious fact 
that the average boy, when accustomed to the same kind of designs, ttu·ns out very 
much the same kind of work as the grown-up artisan of the middle ages. He is 
readily familiarized with the best style of design, but it is hard to teach him ma
chine-finish. This is even more perceptible in the 1'1!1JOUSSe work, brass vlaques for 
the wall, made by these boys. They can repr.ocluce admirable imitatiOns of old 
Get·man brass salvers, quaint and curious or beautiful, but without long practice 
they do not approach anything like the stamped braos plates which are now so com
mon. It may be worth observing, however, that the revival of sheet brass Te.2Jousse 
work, in these plaques, and in this country, dates from this school. As the art is 
spreading extensively and rapidly, I trust that I may be allowed to mention that 
Mr. Karl Krall, of the· firm of Barkentin and KI·all, the famous artists in hand
made metal work of Regent street, London, has given me credit for reviving, in a 
book called • • The Minor Arts," this interesth1g industry for amateurs. Embossed 
sheet brass is used for finger plates to doors, for panels in cabinets or chests, for 
strips or bord~rs by fire-places, for bellows, and, in fact, wherever ornamental sur· 
faces are required. These boys have frequently filled orders for such work, and 
there is more than one in the class who has earned five dollars by three how·s' 
labor. 

MR. LELAND'S METHOD OF INSTRUCTION IN DRAWING. 

At the next tables a number of boys and girls are engaged in drawing. The sys
tem pursued here is ~omewhat peculiar. The new·comer is first carefully taught 
how to draw a free-hand line with a hard pencil. Are there tnany of my readers 
who were taught anything of the kind under the old method? I certainly was no~, 
even by the best drawing masters. The pupil is told to make a line fine as a hmr 
or a cobweb, full-flowing, without rubbing or" stumping,"" painting" or" scratch
ing." In the first stage, tracing on ground glass slates, or on thin pa1)er , is enco.ur
aged, until the pupil can hold the pencil with ease. As soon as he ca.n copy a sm1· 
pie leaf a·ccurately and lightly, he is told to make a circle and repeat the leaf twenty 
times in different positions and in different sizes, so as to make a wreath. Com
pa.sses and rulers are allowed, or rather their use is encouraged to verify the w~rk. 
It is rather remarkable that when pupils are obli~ed to use these forbidden atds, 
they soon get tired of them. Those who draw in hght free-hand, or what may lle 
called the Callirhoe, or "fair-flowing" style, learn to draw accurately in hnlf the 
time which was required by the old method. It is said that in mountain passes 
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the' fastest mules are the surest footed, and' those who draw most rapidly are the 
most exact. It is almost needless to say that in elementary decorative drawing 
like this, no shading whatever is allowed. There is no copying of worn-out litho
graphs of cows and castles; landscapes and bouquets. The development of simple 
outline from spirals and wa•es into lines of construction, and so on to Gothic, Moor
ish, or Renaissance arabesques, form the first step, and from the beginning, the· 
pupil having the finial given, or selecting one, develops all the design without aid. 
I have known one very exceptional case in which a girl at her third lesson designed 
in free-hand a very· elegant pattern. It is not unusual for the pupils to manifest a 
perfect ability to design, even before they can draw the lines respectably. It is also 
a curious fact that, taking one with another, there is a greater fondness for , and 
mo3t ability manifested in, the Moorish or Oriental styles of design. My own taste 
inclines. to Anglo-Saxon and Neo-Celtic in dec.oration, and I find that the elder pupils 
follow me in this, but that their instincts are Eastern. 

It may interest the reader to know that in drawing and design the two sexes are, 
as regards skill, absolutely equal. * * * 

.AP. design is the foundation of all sucli work, every department of it being noth
ing but simple drawing worked out with tools, the fact that girls design quite as 
well as boys is ve::y significant. 

AMERICAN IMPATIENCE. 

Beyond this I have a still more intevesting general conclusion. I have for many 
years closely observed children as reganls their capacity for such pursuits, and I 
have arrived at the conclusion that the American, while quite as clever as the Euro
pean, and almost equal to the. Oriental, is sadly handicapped by an impatience which 

. m many cases entirely precludes real excellence. This is especially the case with 
women. I have spoken of Oriental children as excelling in decorative art. I have 
never seen anywhere children who were capable of such work as I have looked at 
by the hour being made by little girls and boys of six and seven years in Cairo. 

WHY ABT WORK. SUCCEEDS BEST IN THE TRAINING OF CHILDREN. 

It was in Cairo, and at Miss Whately's school, that there came upon me, as by 
inspiration, the solution of a problem which I had been seeking for years. This 
was the possibility of training children of both sexes, while yet in school, to learn 
how to make a living, or at least to teach them to use their hands. That this was 
allied to developing quickness of perception, or cleverness in general, I also believed, 
for great writers long ago held that this might be true. The first and most natural 
thou~ht to a practical man would be to teach "trades "-shoe-making, carpentry, 
printing, and filing metal. But I found on inquiry that the practical men had 

· tried all these in schools, and in vain. Such work required too much muscle, an4 
brain, and time, and though they might succeed with sturdy boys, what were the 
weak ones to do ?-and, above all , what could be done for the ~iris'( * * * 

In this school I saw children. almost babes, working vi:,;-ci-vt:~, with a frame be-
· tween them, the most beautiful double embroidery" out of their heads," without 
patterns. Subsequently I saw this in the bazaars, where I also found small boys 
with tools as rude as those of English tinkers, making exquisite jewelry. I had 
before in Switzerland, Bavaria, the Tyrol, and in Italy, found children quite as 
young carving wood with exquisite skill. I learned that it was the same as regarded 
pa& md.cM in Persia, potter.v in Spain, and soap-stone and varnish work in India. 
Cli~dren could also set mosaics and inlay wootl. In fact, I found that all the deco
ra?ve arts, such as make a house beautiful, were all within the })Ower of women and 
childt·en and the weak-<>f those who in this life are generally mere idle dependents. 

PERSONAJ, EXPERIENCE. 

But i.t was necessar:l:' to test all this. Of all th~se arts I knew nothing pra~tically 
but a little wood-carvmg and a very little drawmg. I went to work. t? verify m_y 
theory. I hammered brass ancl worked in waxed leather. Mr. W1ll1am Morr1s 
spoke to me of the latter as a lost art. So it was; but by research and inquiry I 

· f?und how to revive it. I experimented with young pupils. I came to the conclu
SIOn that as the flower precedes the fruit, so, in education, decorative work must 
precede the practical, simply because it is easier. We can set children o~ six_years, 
pr?fitably, at modeling in clny and setting mosaic cubes, the latter bemg m~eed 
akin to some of their favorite games. Very soon they will carve wood or embrOider. 
All the time they are becoming gradually familiar with working drawings or pat· 
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terns and tools. The different arts are so easy, that within a. few months many 
pupils can master several of them. As the boys grow older they can be advanced, 
step by step, to teclmology or the most practical mechanical pursuits. Even if a 
boy has only carved panels or modeled in clay, he does not find himself like a cat in 
a strange garret when taken into any kmd of a work-shop or factory to learn a 
trade. It has been said by experienced and practical men that, in nine trades out 
of ten, a boy who can draw well has a vast advantage over one who can not. It 
has been demonstrated iD. the Philadelphia school that every child can not only 
learn to draw, but to use tools; nay, to earn money while at school. * * * * 

The gratitude of the pupils and their general good behavior is remarkable. There 
are among them representatives from every public school .in Philadelphia., and 
their quiet d~meanor is remarked by all visitors. They are all ladies and gentle
men.*** 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING IN SCHOOLS SURE TO COME. 

I pointed out long ago in a published lecture which I am happy to learn has given 
a su~gestion and an impetus tO others, that the present decay of the apprentice sys
tem lS rapidly rendering industrial education in schools an absolute necessity. The 
education of the future will embrace hand-work at every stage, from the kinder
garten upward. It will be artistic at first, because art is easy, but gradually it will 
ripen into the practical or technological. It is proposed in this Philadelphia school 
gradually to enlarge the scope of· instruction with the annual appropriations, until 
all that .is most practical wh1ch can be· taught shall be included m the course. 

It was due to Mr. Edward J. Steel, the President of the Board of Education, and 
Mr. William Gulager, with his colleagues of the industrial art committee of that 
board, that this experiment was established, and that the funds were appropriated 
to carry it on. So little was then known of the subject that.the fact that these 
gentlemen n.t once grasped it in all its possible results, is very much to their credit, 
and testifies to their fitness for the influential positions which they occupy. In 
England the great art schools had been tried and found insufficient, and then came 
the industrial schools in Russia, England, France, and Boston. This was better -
but something still remained to be done. This something was to make hand-work 
a part of education in all public schools. And this is what the Philadelphia experi
ment has demonstrated to be perfectly practicable. * * * 

In his late annual report before the. School Board of Philadelph~, .~resident St:eel 
says that " Mr. Leland has been ass1sted to demonstrate the feas1bility of makmg 
industrial education part of the training of the public schools. It is now generally 
conceded among enlightened people that manual training must form a part of every 
system of education which aims at developing the faculties. This manual training 
must, of course, be of a .Preparatory character - the training of the eye and hantl 
in design, and the ,Principles of construction. The progress of the work has been 
steady and promismg." Mr. Steel here announces a truth, which he was one of 
th~ first to grasp, that such work is inevitably destined to form a part of all public 
school education. Some years ago, m England, when I was engaged in studying 
and experimenting on this subject, I discussed it with Mr. Antony J. Mundella, M. 
P., who at once suggested that the subject should be brought before Parliament, 
and expressed a hope that he himself might be the means of doing so. It is no ex
travagant prediction that the time will come when every legislative body in the 
world will take cognizance of manual labor, based on drawing, design, and decora
tive art, as an essential part of education in every school. 

Shortly after the publication of this illustrated article in the Cent
ury, Mr. Leland, at the suggestion of General J ohn Eaton, then U. 
S. Commissioner of Education, prepared a practical treatise upon tho 
topic of "Industrial Art in Schools," with a view to the promotion 
of the introduction of such art istic industries as are suitable to chil
dren. This paper appeared as one of the regular Circulars of In
formation of the Bureau of Education.* By those interested in the 
educational and economical problems of the present day, this little 
pamphlet will be valued as an original and very practical contribu
tion to the discufision now going on as to what, if any, modifications 
are needed in the training given in the public schools. 

*Circular of Information of the Bureau of Education.- " No. 4. 1882. Indus
trial Art in Schools, by Charles G. Leland, of Philadelphia. Washington, Govern
ment Printing. Office, 1882. Pp. 38." 
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(b) LETTER FROM MR. LELAND. 

A note of inquiry addressed to Mr. Lelap.d ~n the eve, as was then 
supposed, of the publication of this Report, as to whether he desired 

. to add any further word to the "Century" article, or to "Circular No. 
4, 1882," elicited the following- letter, which, with exception of a few 
personal references. is given m full: 

INTERVALE HOUSE, 
White Mountains, N. H., Sept. 19th, 1883. 

Dear Col. CLARKE: It is with very great pleasure that I reply to your kind letter 
of Sept. 11th * ~ * . I have inde~d something very important to add to the 

· Circular No. 4, and~! have been wondering how to get it properly before the public. 
* * * . 

In a late. number of the Vienna Montagsblatt Review, t he very eminent Carl 
Werner, in two long articles, reviews the circular. He puts my method in advance 
of all others, and says that Germany is behind hand in never having really recog
nized the principle that all the minor arts are only applied demgn. 

Teachers advertise to teach separate branches such as drawing, wood carving, 
·etc. I profess to teach design and with it 50 arts if you will;- stencilling, mode1-
ling, etc., all being possible and all easy, if the pupil can design. Many of my pupils 
have thus learned in one session to design, carve panels, repororser metal and work 
in leather, .well.* 

But Professor Werner objects that my system only embraces m·t and is not appli
cable to agricultural industry. He might have added housekeeping or domestic 
economy etc. Yet all this formed a part of my ori~inal system, only it seemed to 
me that it would overburden the Circular, had I wntten it all out. This is what I 
projected. . 

1st. That by means of a very elementary hand-book, boys in all country schools 
s~o11ld have· their attention called to farming as a very simple science. They should 
·be told what a farm is, what are its subdivisions; what a farmer should know and 
.what his duties consist of. This is, so to speak, the Design which he will apply to 
.the many arts of agriculture. It is a great mistake to suppose that theory or rules 
interfere with practice. Very young children can be made to think even of farm-

' ing as a whole, more clearly, by having their att ention called to it in this way. I 
would have the Bureau prepare and issue such hand-books in connection with the 
Bureau of Agriculture. 

2dly. A girl who is to be a housekeeper should have her attention called to do
mestic economy as a science. She should be made to realize that it means to under
stand several branches, all regulated by book-keeping and carried out by careful 
attention and consideration. Her mind should be called to cookery, washing, pur
chasing supplies, cleaning, etc., as parts of a whole. This would be simple and 
easy enough, and it would be again the Design to be applied to these minor art:;. 
· Decorative design is a theory- it calls the attention of the boy or girl to the smaller 
ar_ts as a point of departw·e. One can, in a like wanner teach a very simple and 
easy theory of agricultw·e or housekeeping. Book-keeping is "business" in the 
form of a general elementary design. 

*The following item, just now making the round of the press may ser ve, in a 
measure, to illust1:ate and confirm Mr. Leland's statement that his fundamental art 
of Design comprises the training readily applicable to " fifty arts."- The writer of 
the paragraph it will be noticed uses the words " trades" as an exact synonym for 
"arts" as used by Mr. Leland.- I. E. C. 

A JACK OF ALJ, TRADES. 

· qharles R. King, of No. 66 Charter Oak street, may be said to be the most multi
farlOus tradesman in the State of Connecticut, having mastered no less than twenty
two distinct trades, and being , what is s till more strange, a first-class workman in 
every one of them. He is not yet 70 years old, and is vigorous and hale and able 
to do a man's work any day. Here are the vocations he lias leamed: Blacksmith, 
.ho_use carpenter, cabinet maker, ship joiner, ship carpenter, glass·cutting and 
gnnd~~. shoe making, harness making, wheelwright, iron machinist, wood 
mac~t. mathematica1 instl'llment making, wood car ving, pattern waking, clock 
making, cooper, caniage maker, gardener and florist, moulder, patent office model 
maker, plumbing and locksmith. He is a genius in mechanics, and ascribes his 
ease in learning trades to " an accurate eye and a m echanical head." In addition 
to all the above-named useful avocations may be added the fact that Mr. King is a 
good musician and one of the best rille shots.- Hartford Times. 

ART-VOL 2--47 
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" But the general principles of any business, of shop keeping, etc., admit of being 
practically described, and therefore of being taught. - _ 

This is what I would state as introductory to my theory of Industrial Art in 
schools. As regards _the time question, all these thing!; are now taught with great 
waste of time. A boy or girl will learn anything in less time, if he or she has begun 
by t hinking it over as a whole. It-is like studying the map of a country beftfe a 
battle, or before travelling. If any object, that this is too "theo1·etical," I canorily 
reply that the ss.me was said by many of my system of teaching the Industrial 

. Art-s- which ha-;> now been thoroughly tested_. I have. practically proved that I 
can teach any child of from 12 to 14 to learn while attendmg school e1ther to ·make 
$8 a week on leaving school or to be so prepared for some calling as to form its 
equivalent. * · * * 
~ should add that there should be a hand-book, or manual of housekeeping, for 

all girls to study. Of course it should be very simple, but sueh as to make them 
think of housekeeping as an art. . 

The Circular No. 4, 1882, has been extensively read in England, and bad atten
tion called to it in the reviews and by men in Parliament, etc. By the way, I ob
serve that there is great impression among the educational reformers in England 
as to education in cookery-art - farming, etc., which makes me regret the more 

. that I did not distinctly state in the Circular that there is one clear principle in all 
practical, or manual, Education- i. e. that Design, or a system, underlies it all, 
and that this should be can:ied out by teaching children in simple form the theory 
of a calling, or occupation, or art. · 

By design, I make children think of and comprehend, many arts. By a little 
easy teaching you can make them think of agriculture or housekeeping or business 
as a whole, and thereby simplify the practice. 

Hoping that all our efforts in the cause may prosper aml with very sincere grati
tude to you for your kindness, I remain 

· Yours very truly 
CHARLES G. LELAND. 

P. S.-There are a few facts not in the Circular worth stating. 
1st. That I find that any child of from 12 to 15 years can, in 50 lessons of 2 hours 

each, so learn _outline decorative design as to be a desirable assistant designer, or 
salaried pupil, in a carpet factory. 

2dly. That, in a majority of cases, pupils can in from 60 to 80 lessons learn so 
much of design and modelling in clay, as to be able to secure paid situations in 
metal founderies and many other ateliers where the art is pr::~ctised. 

3dly. That I have a class of 25 pupils, girls and boys, every one of whom could 
to-day earn $8 per week by steady work. 

4thy. That boys and girls who .can desij!;n even a little, are Yery well qualified to 
become salesmen or buyers in dry goods establishments, that they are preferred by 
dealers in artistic materials, and in many kinds of business which would not seem, 
at first, to need any know~edge of art. All of this has been fully proved by in
stances of my pupils having obtained such employment through their knowledge of 
design, color, modelling, etc., I am fully prepared to give a number of instances. 

· It will be observed -that Mr. Leland makes some suggestions in 
harmony with the dflsire expressed by Professor Runkle,- (in a sim
ilar letter, given in the account of the mechanic art school of the In
stitute of Technology*),-that some one should show the philosophy 
that underlies all teaching of art, and so help to solve the perplexing 
problem of how to modify the course of public school instruction to 
meet the practical needs of the present day, without too great in
novation; conserving what is undeniably excellent in the existing 
system, while adding those elements that are so urgently demanded. 

That the comprehensive view of each subject of study which Mr. Le
land suggests, would lead to a better knowledge of the relation of its 
various parts, is undeniable, whether such compreh ension is within 
the capacity of most school children may perhaps be questioned;
much would depend upon the ability of the individual teacher. 

The statements as to the progress of the pupils in acquiring the 
art knowledge and of the'direct gain in wage earning power, are im
portant as well as interesting. 

*!;lee Par~ III, Chapter VIII, of this Report, 
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(c) MR. LELAND'S BRIGHTON ADDRESS. 

·Sometime after the-preparation in manscri:rt of the foregoing pages, 
Mr. Leland took up I1is residence in England; where he hM been 
busied in preparing and publishing various books on his special art 
training .topics, and in connection w1th "The Home Arts Institution;" 
a society established to promote the dissemination of his art educa~ 
tional ideas by the distrioution ''of models, and the forming of classes 
in the minor arts, all over England." · 
- It appears that he has for some time resided in Brighton, and just 
as this work is passing through the press, an interesting glimpse is 
had of him, through a copy of an English journal just received, as 

. he appears in his English home, and among his English friends; 
· who seem to have welcomed. him as kindly as the leading educators 
of Boston welcomed the English Walter Smith in 1870. Thisj'our~ 
nal, "The Sussex Daily News, Brighton, England" (issue of anu~ 
a.ry 13, 1888), contains a full report of the distribution of prizes to 

. the successful pupils of "The Brighton and Hove School of Science · 
- and Art"; on which occasion Mr. Leland had been asked to deliver 

theaddressand distribute the prizes. 
Such occasions, as is shown by other similar accounts quoted in this 

Report, are made important in England by the addresses delivered 
by distinguished speakers; often by Royal-Princes, Prime Ministers, 
or other high government officials. These addresses are frequently 
to be ranked among the best contributions to the live educational dis~ 
cussions and literature of the dav. 
· This address by Mr. Leland furnishes no exception to this general 

statement, and is of sufficient interest and importance, and so admi~ 
rable as an example of artistic literary workmanship, .as to justify 
very full quotations here; since the speaker not only gives a clear, 
succinct statement of his own syf:ltem and experience in introducing 
his special methods of training in the Minor Arts, but places in 
.effective contrast the situation of the world as it existed in his youth, 
with the surroundings amidst which the youths he was then address~ 
ing are placed. . · 

'rhe amazing changes effected, in less than a half century, through 
the discoveries made by scientific investigators and the practical ap~ 
plications of such discoveries to the needs of man, which contribute 
in countless ways to the health, comfort, convenience and material 
prosperity of the race, are all clue, as the . speaker eloquently shows, 
to Education; to that kind of training in science, and the direct prac
tical application of the knowledge acquired by individualresean~bes, 
which it is the province of the English Schools of Science ~nd A~·t to 
promote; and ·which, in all countries of the civiliz.ec1 wo1·ld, charao. 
terizes what is known as the ''New Education." 

This address is, therefore, of far more general interest and signifi~ 
cance than if it had been confined to the single purpose of setting 
forth the speaker's particular hobby in art education. 

It should, perhaps, be re-stated here, that the purpose and province 
o! this Report is, to set before the reader, as fully and fah·ly as pos~ 
s~ble~ the various systems of industrial education~ and o~ indust.rial 
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art education, with the arguments and opinions of their promoters 
and opponents; so as to furnish to students the material requisite for 
forining for themselyes an intelligent judgment upon the plans pre
·sented. There is no intention in this Report, as there has never oeen 
on the part of this Bureau in any of its publications, of- announcing 
any ea; cathedra decisions concerning mooted educational questions. 

This plan of the Report leads of necessitY' to the collection of ·a 
very large and somewhat miscellaneous body of material. It is 
hoped, however, that those interested in the study of the subjects 
inCluded, n:iay each find in this collection something of special inter
est and value to themselves. 

One of the most important functions of the United States Bureau 
of Education, as set forth in the enactment creating it, is to collect 
and disseminate educational information. It is nowhere charged 
with the duty of proclaiming any creed, or of setting up any shibbo-
leth. . 
· The "Circular" ("No.4, 1882,") written by Mr. Leland, giving 
an account of his Pbiladelphia experiment in teaching children the 
Minor Arts, was published by this Bureau, as is the material here · 
collated, to furnish information as to the new methods of education 
which he had adopted; not with the intention of giving any endorse
ment by this Bureau as to the value of those methods, other than the 
evident one that they were considered by the Commissioner to be of 
sufficient importance to warrant their in:vestigation by Educators. 

The following are the extracts referred to from the report in the 
Sussex Daily News: · 

BRIGHTON .AND HOVE SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND ART. 

DISTRmUTION OF PRIZES. 

The annual distribution of prizes and certificates in connection with the Brighton 
and Hove School of Science and Art, Grand-parade, Brighton, took place in the 
Music Room at the Royal Pavilion, Brighton, last night, and as on former occasions 
the gathering was a very large one, almost every seat on the floor of the room being 
occupied. Mr. F. MelTifield, Chairman of the Committee, presided, and there were 
on the platform Councillor Colbatch Clark.t Mr. 0. A. Fox, Mr. Daniel H ack, Mr. C. 
G. Heathcote, Mr. E. H amblin, Mr. W . R. Lee (Members of the Committee), Mr. B. 
Lomax (Hon. Secretary), Mr. C. G. Leland, Mr. J . W. Carden, jun. (Clerk to the 
Brighton and Preston School Board), Mr. Sullivan (Head Master of the School of 
Art, Hastings), and Messrs. Alderton, E. J. Bedford, F. E. Clifton, H. Edmonds, A. 
Fisher, W. Jago, A. King, and E. Young (Masters at the School). 

' * * "' * * * * 
MR. C. G. LELAND then proceeded to deliver an address to the students. On ris-

ing, he was received with 1oud applause. 
* * * * * * * ' 

He said: * * * Work is the watch,vord of this half of the 19th century. 
To-day it is the workman who is the wal'l'ior. When we think of those ages when 
every man took a turn now and then at stabbing, lancing, or archering at other 
men, we are thankful that we live in more peaceful times. But we do not- on the 

. contrary, we are fighting more generally than ever. And according to the standard 
even of those wild and early ages, our battle is grander and more god-like. For 
what was it that Odin and Thor and all the deities of our ancestors were really 
r epresented as doing? It was in overcoming the giant foes of Nature-in levelling 
mountains, making roads, destroyin~ the monsters of barbarous vice-in replacing 
flint with bronze or iron. True the Iron was not very good. In the I celandic Saga 
of Gisli we are told that the famous sword forg~d by the dwarfs, which killed anum 
every time it wM used, was of such soft metal that the warrior who wielded it was 
obliged every now and then to straighten it out under his foot - in fact, it was quite 
as bad as some modern bayonets, furnished by contract, of which you may have 
read. History repeats itself. But it was after all a. great strife for culture - aml for 
this strife you are now in training and destined to take, as I hOlJe, no mean part. 
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THE MODERN ERA. 

I met lately in tw.o very di1ferent publications statements to the effect that about 
fift.y Yea.J:'S ago the world was still to all intents, as regards daily life, about where 
it had been durin~ the middle ages. At that time I lived in Philadelphia,- the 

. ~nd city as to SlZe on the whole continent of North America. I can remember 
w-hen steamboats·.were few and far between, when railways were to us unknown, 
when friction-matches, and percussion-caps, and sewing machines, and-omnibuses, 
and steam reapers, and telephones, and saccharine, and oleo-margarine were all in 
the dini. and remote future. I had travelled over Europe, and I was of age before 
I even saw an electric-telegraph wire. Yet all of these things put together were 
not of so much real value as that which I now see here before me. 

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES OF THE PAST AND PRESENT CONTRASTED. 

Let me explain myself. To create all these wonders, Education was needed
Education in Science and Art-for few men now realise the extent to which that 
was then wanting. When I think of the extraordinary difficulty which George 
Stevenson bad even when he was not in difficulties as regarded time and money, to 
get li little scientific learning, the work of all the great inventors of those days 
seems to me to border on the miraculous. It is the old story of Odin and Thor over 
again. And yet what has been said of those days will be said again of these. You have 
better weapons-handle them so that in turn and time you too may be remembered 
as having made yoUr mark. For to make a mark in something is now possible for 
every one of you. In this School in Brighton, which is one.. of the very best in 
England, you enjoy advantages of education which were not, a very few years ago, 
attainable anywhere in the world. The younger among you who have grown 
naturally into it cannot realize how much better off you are as regards your future 
than were those- I do not say of the last generation- but-e•en of a decade since. 
It is not ve~ long ago since " a first class education" was, for all practical purposes, 
more of a hindrance than a help. As one who l'tudied at four Universities, until 
he·was 25 years of age, and who has since been (as I trust) not backward in advanc
ing the new system of technical and art-education, I venture to say that I speak 
from experience. Scholarship and. Translation-Translation and Scholarship!
what is all this endless shuffiing of the old cards into new games, and tricks, but· 
mere play when compared to the stupendous miracles which are being wrought b;r 
Science and Art? Remember that in a practical education you are all being quali
fied to make not only a living but what 1S11W1'e, to make...:.a life, to do something if 
you earnestly determine on it which has never been done before you by any one. 
For so endless are the opportunities of Science and Art that it is not possible for 
those who pursue them earnestly to miss finding at one timP. or another tl1e mystery 
which we call fortune. There is an Italian story to the effect that to every man, 
once in his life-time, comes the. Fairy of Opportunity. Some neglect her advice 
through vanity, others from ignorance, but to those who have the sense to seize her 
teaching she comes again and again, with new gifts. Another form which tllis 
fairy takes is that of a good Education, which has been made the most of. 

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF OPPORTUNITIES . 

. Now let me say somethin~ to you as to how you may easily make the most of the 
admirable opportunities wh1ch your school affords. Some years ago I attempted
I am happy to say with success-an experiment which had never before been car-

. ried out. It was to introduce industrial Art-work as a branch of education to pub· 
lie schools. It was not long before I found that if design and drawing were taught 
together from the first lesson, the pupil advanced far more rapidly in both than if 
they were taught separately, and that the less mere copyil1g there was the better. 
This stimulus to inventiveness made the children think- it awoke quickness of per
ception-it excited attention and interest. You all know how fascinating it is to 
feel that while drawing you are also creating or composing something quite yom· 
?WD, and tllis pleasure attains its height when you know that what you are design
mg is absolutely con-ect, because it. is according to correct principles. Thus he who 
makes an outline decorative design on the principle of the vine, of growth-of the 
development of segments of a circle or spirals attached according to space and bal
ance-cannot by any earthly possibility form omaments which shall not be beauti
ful or even perfect. Using a few ornaments-the simpler the better, such as clover 
or i_vy for finials and crochets-it is possible in a few lessons to rival Early English 
des1gns, and produce work in keeping with four-fifths of the best ornamental design 
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of any age. Before Ferguson wrote his great work on the Alhambra, great scholars 
had not solved the problem how the appalling intricacies of Moorish interlacing 
were formed, but you may, in a little book by Lewis F. Day* master the whole secret 
in half an hour, and, if you can draw at all, produce them yourselves. After the 
pupils had attained some familiarity with. such design, no curves, whether of the 
human form or of animals, presented any very great difficulties. If you will reflect 
you will see that to design is to do something original- to think- to lift your mind 
above mere copying to creation. It is an awakening of will, and a beginning of 
thought. I have observed that in children the creating, the consciousness of being 
able to make correct original designs acted on the whole character. They became 
more generally intelligent. The School Board ascertained, by careful inquiry, that 
the pupils who attended the art-school, stood higher in all studies than those who 
did not. It may be said that such development of the power to design according t o 
the law of organic development, is like making genius by rule. This is perfectly 
true, and it is also quite as true that the greatest genius is the one who makes the 
most of rules, or of the laws of Nature to produce from them new combinations 
and results. Now this admirable education which you are receiving, and which is 
far beyond anything of the kind which was generally available when I was young, 
is the supplying of rules and principles which, if intelligently mastered, should 
awaken in you originality, interest, and action. Do not think, as it was taught of 
old, that rules can do everything for you; it is you who must do everything with the 
rules. Lay this to heart; you cannot think it over too deeply. And how to do it 
Will be taught you by the rules themselves, if you study them earnestly, and with 
interest. Where there is a will there is a way. 

NEW OCCUPATIONS OPENED BY ART AND SCIENCE. 

We read every day that all the paths of employment are over-crowded and that 
emi~ration is the only remedy, while on the other hand there is as loud a cry that 
fore1gn labour, guided by superior education in. Science and Art, is the true cause 
of this competition. The real cause of the struggle is not a fight between Protec
tion and Free Trade so much as a battle between education and ignOiance. This is 
the great battle of the age. You are here arming yourselves in a great arsenal to 
fight for your Fatherland. To me there is more romance in it, more chivalry, than 
there ever was in all the knighthood of the Middle Ages. That was after all based 
onlY' on prize-fighting between muscles with weapons, you are to contend.with brains. 
and intellect, on a higher and nobler field. 

* * ' * * * * * 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN TEACHER.<; OF THE MINOR ARTS. 

Now if you have studied Science or Art practically, there are innumerable call
ings where you will be wanted. There is a great deal said about governesses 
who cannot make living wages by teaching English, French, and music; but I have 
found in America, as in England, that a lady who is really qualified to teach and 
execute the minor arts, such as any one may master in a few months, if she can 
draw as well as most of the pupils in your school do, need find no difficulty in ob
taining work. For there is a rapidly-wakening wide-spreading desire to have chil
dren taught how to use their hands in useful arts. There the vintage is abundant, 
but the labourers are few. And even here, in over-crowded England, manufactur
ers of many kinds do not find it a very easy matter to obtain young people wl~o 
have been properly trained to design patterns, or who have been prepared to begm 
to learn how to do so. For this reason I always in teaching urge the pupil, even in 
early efforts, tc. adapt his picture to some given object such as a vase, the cover of 
a box or a book, the back of a chair or plate. Few who have not tried it can realise 
how much this system of always adapting drawing to some definite purpose is itself 
adapted to making practical artisans. It will be no difficult matter for anyone 
trained as you are to do this. It is characteristic of the present age that it is always 
striving to blend the useful with the agreeable, and Art with daily needs. 

HARD wt>RK ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS. 

I have been over your school of Science and Art and I find it admirable. It is an 
honour to Brighton. The familiar sight of all the appliances of Art and Science 

*The book here referred to is probably the following. "Every-Day Art: Short 
Essays on the Arts not Fine," by Lewis Foreman Day, author of "Instanc~s of 
Accessory Art," etc. "De gustibus EST disputanclum." Numerous illustratwns, 
chiefly by the author. London: B. T. Batsford, 52, High Holborn. 1882. Pp. 283. 
I . E. C. . 
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awoke in me m~mories of the past, and. I longed to be again at my old ·l;bours . 
.And as the carpenter is known by his chips, so I saw by the work of the pupils that 
the teachers are able, earnest, excellent; inspired with interest in the scholars and 
in their capacities. I find a defect, however iii the school, and I am confident that 
it is one which will be very difficult to remedy. Singularly enough it is a . fault 
which is generally to be found only in the most excellent institutions of the kind. 
U is that there are not quite enough rooms. And so long as it shall be so well man
aged, I trust that the complaint I?ay never cease_, aml that all the halls may be full 
to overflowing. I dare say that if th~re were tw1ce as many they would all be full. 
It speaks well for-Brighton that there is here such an appreciation of a good thing 
when they have it. I have spent altogether about two years of my life in this little 
London-by-the-Sea-long enough in some countries to entitle me to citizenship
and having left in _the due cow·se of living my little mone- here, aw glad to see that 
some of it has been so well applied. 

* * * * * * * 
EDUCATED LABOR IS HONORABLE • 

. Lives of mere indulgence, however refined, are no longer regarded with the rev
erence which was once a~corded to them. From the poor man to the peer, work is 
rapidly becoming essential to a good character and to human example of every type 
and station. And as I pointed out many years ago in a pamphlet written by me fm· 
the Bureau of Education of the United States Government, and as it was repeated 
by the great AU&trian writer on education, Carl Werner, nothing tends so much to 
.ma.ke work popular and dignified as the Schools of Art, Science, and Technical In-

. dustry which are rapidly extending their influences to every child in the comlllu
nity. This factor in educati<:m; this familiarising every child with the elements of 
some practical kind of work; thjs blending of the useful and agreeable, is destined 
eventually to do more good than has been effected by all the inventions of the age, 
vast though their scope of usefulness may lle. To 111e the most attractive point in 
the nmeteenth century, is its increasing disposition to houow· work, and t{) i·aise in 

.the social scale all who have deserved it. 
* ' * * * * * * 

SCIENCE AND ART STUDIES CONDUCE TO BROADEN CULTURE. 

. I speak of tlus growing humanity and this elevation of work in the social scale 
becauae an fustitutiou like the Brighton School of Science and Al·t is one of the 
temples of the doctrine. It is a great thought that evet·ything in this world which 
is good for anytlling at all, is so in more ways than one. * * * And so in 
teaching Art as something belonging not to the privileged few but to all who 
choose to avail themselves of your school, you teach much more tha-n Art. He 
who raises such homes of culture at the present day builds better than he knows, 
and marks higher than he means. These are reasons, which a re seldom discussed, 
why schools like yours should be extensively patronised :mel generally attended. 
One of these is the fact that training in Science and Art actually enlarges the mind, 
quickens the intellect, and makes a youn~ man fitter to fill any station. This is 
generally accepted as a commonplace trmsm- not one person in a thousand ever 
realizes its tremendous truth. 

I have found by my own experience that children who studied Art industries 
were at the same time in advance in all other studies, while in general observation 
and mtelligence they were far beyond what they would otherwise have been. It was 
the old theory that every child has by nature just so much intelligence, just such a 
quantum of intellect, which might be cultivated, but not enlarged. If a boy had a 
so called gift or genius for Art he should study it - not otherwise. The most ad
vanced and practical thinkers of the prl'sent day have far more hopeful and en
couraging views. They believe that Science is capable of developing, I may say 
of creating intellect. 'l'here is in fact not one child in thousands who has any in
~ate gift for .Art, but among thousands I never found one who could not become 
tn some way a clever artist. It is easier to learn to draw well t han to write .well. 
There was never yet in this world a career worth hn.vingwhich could not be aided 
by familiarity with Art and Science. I have heard of a little American girl who came 

- :to her mother with the great discovery that the word Art was n port-ion of the 
~eater word Smart, which in America means clever in eYel'Y sense. Metaphor
lc~lly you cannot spell Smart without Art nor fit a man to pass cunent in life in 
t~IS age without cultme. And so, thanking you for this opportunity which you have 
giVen me to express my admiration of your school, which adds yet another attraction 
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to the very many of "BeautifUl Brighton," as your city by the sea is properly 
called, I conclude. . · 

At the close of his address, Mr. Leland was loudly applauded, as indeed he had 
been at many points during its delivery. He then proceeded to distribute the prizes 
to the successful students. · 

The report of the proceedings ·subsequent to the distribution of the 
prizes is here given· first, as showing . .the English custom on such 
occasions; and secondly, as showing the esteem in which Mr. Leland 
is held by his Brighton neighbors, and also as giving a glimpse-of his 

. varied acquisitions in other fields of study. · 
The compliment paid by Mr. Heathcote to Mr. Leland's mastery of 

English, furnished the text for some sneering paragraphs against 
American authors in the subsequent issue of the same journal on 
June 16, in which .the sweeping assertion is made that America" has 
yet to produce her first great thinker," an_d has had no writer to 
compare with living or dead English authors ! 
· As a typical instance of the occasional survival of individuals 

belonging to the Paleozoic period of En~lish development, when the 
general contempt then felt for the whilom American colonists by 
tne true Briton, was fearlessly outsr>oken, this assertion is well wor
thy of the days of Mrs. Trollope and Captain Basil Hall. 

The leading article in the same :paper upon the " Prize Disb·ibu
tion" is, however, very appreciative and complimentary to Mr . 
. Leland, who, as perhaps the editor h~d forgotten, was himself one 
of the despised "American authors," elsewhere so contemptuously 
dismissed . 

. The following are the genial remarks by Mr. Heathcote, which 
drew forth the captious sneers of the paragraph writer: 

At the conclusion of the distribution, 
Mr. C. G. HEATHCOTE, who was received with applause. said that no doubt all of 

them were acquainted with the old proverb, " Duty first, and pleasure afterwards." 
He thought they had reversed that process that evenin~; because he thought they 
had put pleasure first, and now there was a duty devolvmg upon them, though he 
was bound to say that·that duty was of a pleasant and gratifying character. 

They had had the pleasure of listening to Mr. Leland's address - an address which 
he did not hesitate to say was one of a most masterly kind (applause), couched in 
language which he thought supported to a great extent the clrum which was some· 
times made by Americans, or on behalf of Americans, that they alone understood, 
or understood pre-eminently, t he English language. Both in form and in substance 
it was an address from which he was quite certain they had received the greatest 
gratmcation, and from which they would carry away much both of pleasure and 
profit. That was one of the pleasv.res which they had received that night, but 
besides that tllere was the pleasure that so many of those he saw around him had 
participated in either personally or by proxy, namely, the receiving of prizes and 
rewards of merit, and intelligence, and industry which they had displayed during 
the past year. · 

Now · there came a duty, though, as he had said, it was a duty which carried 
with it very much of pleasure, and that was to recognise by a vote of thanks t he 
gratitude they felt towards Mr. Leland for coming there and addressing them as he 
had done. He had told them in the course of that address that he had lived long 
enough in Brighton to be almost naturalised all a Brighton citizen. He (the 
speaker) might say this, that he was sw-e that they would by acclamation nat
uralise him that night (applause); that they would by acclamation recognise the 
pleasure it gave them to add to the roll of wealthy citizens of Brighton (applause), 
that they would by acclamation testify to him that he must at once, and without 
any formality, take up the citizenship of Brighton, not delivered to him in gold 
boxes, nor paid for by fees, but earned by the service that he had rendered to them 
that night (applause), and ungrudgingly and with the greatest pleasure conferred 
upon him by an audience who had so attentively listened to him (applause). They 
knew by that time that Mr. Leland was an accomplished artist, that he was a 
man of science, that he was at home where literary men resorted, where scientific 
men resorted, or where artists were found, that he was essentially a rum1y-sided 
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man. He had shewn to them that evening. that he was as much at home with stu
dents of art as he was with the most accomplished professors of art, but there was 
another side to his character, to which, if he was not afraid that the Chairman 
would rule that it was irrelevant, he would like to address their attention for a few 
moments. 

MR. LELAND'S SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE GYPSIES. 

Profitable, and instructive, and interesting as Mr. Leland's address had been, he 
was sure if he could only turn his attention to a field in which he was quite as much 
at home as he was in Science or .Art they would be kept there until midnight. In 
the pursuit of that branch of knowledge, in the pursuit of that train of thought, he 
must have seen as much he thought of picturesque England as any dozen of them 
there. . He would like him to tell them what he had seen in the way of picturesque 
character and scenery in the pm·suit of a study which he did not share with other 
people, but which he had made absolutely his own. 

He was more deeply acquainted with the. gypsies, with gypsy lore and gypsy Ian
. guage, than any man now living (applause). . He was not only primus inter pares; 
he had· no pares at all. There were none like him. If he had thought fit to talk 
to them in the gypsy language he could not only have done so in one kind of gypsy 
language, he could have done it three times over in three separate gypsy languages, 
and he (the speaker) did not suppose they would understand a word of any of them 
(laughter). Therein he thought there would be some resemblance to some profes
sors of art whom he had met, and heard discourse, for it had· happened to him that 
after hearing discourses on Art he had wondered whether they were addressed to him 
in the gypsy language or what (laughter). That had not been the case that night. 
No doubt Mr. Leland's. address was in some respects technical and no doubt it ap
plied more to certain forms of Art taught in the Brighton School than to some other, 
bu't nevertheless it was perfectly intelligible, and he thought inculcated principles 
which were· as valuable in all branches of Art as they were in that to which he 
was particularly referring. 

IMPORTANCE OF A KNOWLEDGE OF DRAWING. 

Design, accuracy, and form were just as important in all the branches of Art and 
of Science as they were in the particular branch to which he was specially alluding, 
and that was a thing they could not remember too well. The whole science of their 
teaching now, as contra-distinguished to what it was some time ago, was that they 
attached much more importance to form-design and accuracy. They did not try 
to make great colourists with a wave of the hand. If they did they would fail. 
The greatest colourists were born, but good colourists could be made and good 
draughtsmen could be made, though again the greatest draughtsmen were born. He 
was not going really into the question of A.rt that evening, because their time was 

. short, and they had heard perhaps, enough, but. that was the ma:xim which he 
thought underlay the a.pplication of Mr. Leland's adru·ess to those who were practis
ing a branch of .Art wh1ch was only distantly alluded to. Well, he would not take 
up any more of their time (hear, hear, and laughter). They were welcoming there 
a distinguished native of England beyond the sea (applause). They had heard his 
address, and it only remained to thank him for it. He was sure their thanks to 
him would be cordially and enthusiastically expressed (loud cheers). 

The CHAIRMAN said the motion would be seconded by one of the greatest friends 
of education in Brighton, Mr. Daniel Hack (applause). 

Mr. DANIEL HACK said it was not necessary, after the excellent speech of Mr. 
Heathcote, to say much in seconding the vote of thanks to Mr. Leland. He thought 
from what they had heard they would understand that he had a full acquaintance with 
Art and the principles of A.rt, but it might not be in the knowledge of some of those 
present that he was doing almost as much as any man in England at the present 
time, as he had done some years ago in America., to popularise Art, and bring it, in an 

·ornamental and useful and valuable form, into the houses of the people (applause). 
¥or this he, and he knew all of them, thanked him, for it was just in the direction 

· m which they were beginning to move themselves, and they might hail him as a 
resident in the town for many reasons, one because it was a great honour to have 
sue~ a distinguished man there, and again because he had proved, by coming there 
so kindly, that he was willing, not only to reside, but to help forward the work that 
was going on in Brighton (applause). For this their th~nlcs were doubly due to him. 
He always felt when he met with such a man, and found he was willing to be use
ful, that their thanks went forward as- it was Disraeli's definition- as a lively 
sense of favours to come (laughter), and he hoped it would not be the last time they 
would have his help and assistance in that and kindred institutions in Brighton 
(applause). 
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The motion hav~g been put and carried unanimously, · . 
Mr. LELAND rose to acknowledge the compliment, and was again loudly applauded. 

He remarked that he need not say he was deeply gratified by what Mr. Heathcote 
and Mr. Hack had said. He was gratified and deeply touched by what he had 
heard, for he did not anticitl8.te anything of the kind. He came to quietly read his 
address, and expected nothmg more, and he was overwhelmed. 

Mr. Leland continued at some length, stating that much of his 
study of the Gypsies had been made in Brighton and vicinity, during 
the sixteen years since he had first begun his investigations. H e 
closed by saying that now-

Education occupied a prominent position, and was coming more to the front every 
day. The labours of the Education Commission in London had lifted it wondel"fully 
in one single year, and if there was anything that he had done in his life that he 
had to be thankful for it was that he ha.d worked hard in the cause in which they 
were all interested (applause). 

* * * * * * * 



IV. 

HOW TO BECOME A GOOD MECHANIC. 

As most of the literature accessible, relating to industrial educa
tion, has been written by ed,ucators, I have read with much interest 
a little book: entitled " How to become a good Mechanic," etc., by an 
old apprentice,* both for its sensible and practical suggestions for 
self-teaching, and for the opportunity it affords for seeing what kind 
of training a practical mechanic thinks most desirable for mechanics. 
The followin€i extracts are suggestive, and of interest as bearing 
upon the feasibility of some preparatory industrial training in con
nection with the public schools, and for their approval of some such 
provision as is met by the Manual Training School of Baltimore, for 
example. The element of time which he emphasizes as a most essen
tial factor in the development both of mind and muscle, is one that, 
in many discussions of these topics, seems to be commonly over
looked: 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN COIIUION SCHOOLS. 

A great deal has been said about introducing a mechanical education into our 
common schools. By mechanical education, however, is generally meant the art of 
Designing - a s\lbject which really affects but a small portion of our industrial 
pursuits, and for which but a small number of persons· are fitted. To mix such 
-subjects with our common school studies, would be to spoil both; but to engraft a 
provision for a good technical education upon our common school system, would 
answer the purpose completely. 

SPECIAL SCHOOLS DESIRABLE. 

This education should be given in separate schools, for the simple renson that all 
the pupils are not intended for m echanics, and many of them are not fitted to profit 
by the subjects which form a proper study for mechanics. 

These schools should be open in the evE>nings, and the classes should be taught by 
the best teachers that can he h tt<.l. They would afford young m echanics the same 
opportunities that the children of the wealthier classes r eceive at the public expense 
in our High School~. and it is but justice to the working men that they should get 

~ their share of the public educational funds. But, as a motlel for these sclwols, we 
hope to see ere long a school of arts established by private munificence in some of 
our manufacturing towns. Who will be the first to lead in the good work? 

SPECIAL TRAINING LONG SINCE SUGGESTED BY COMBE. 

It'di.d not require any very keen powers of obsen·ation to see that the old appren
ticeship system involved a great waste of time, and it was long ago suggested that a much better plan would be to teach young men a trade in a thorough and scien
tific manner, just as they are taught to read and write. Comue, the author of '' The 

--------··--- ·· -··-----~-----·-·--~-- ----.. . 
*"How to become a good Mechanic. Intended a~ a, practical guide to self-taught 

Men; Telling what to study, etc., etc., by an old apprentice. Price 15 cents. New 
.' York. The Intlustrial Publication Co. 1883. Pp. 45. Copyt·ight secured, 1883, by 
John Phin." 
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Constitution of Man," was a strong advocate of this system~ and since his time it 
has been frequently urged by so-called reformers. When carried to an extreme, 
however, the system proves a failure, because it leaves out of co1;1sideration one of 
the most important elements of success-time. · 

TIME A MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENT IN EDUCATION. 

It takes time for the untrained muscles to acquire the power of guiding tools 
properly, and all the knowled~e in the world will not make up for this. Therefore, 
any attempt at reducing the time required to learn a handicraft, to the mere time 
required to impart a knowledge of that handicraft, will prove a failure. Even 
knowledge itself cannot be communicated without ample time. In one of his works, 
Combe says that it requires only alout fifty hours to listen to a course of lectures 
on chemistry, and that, therefore, any intelligent· person ought to be able to acquire 
a knowledge of the scienc~ of chemistry in that time. Every practical teacher 
knows the absurdity of such a statement. A proof-reader will read a large work on 
chemistry in less than fifty hours, but he is not a chemist when he gets through. 
Mental food resembles material food in this, that time is required to digest and as
similate, as well as to eat it. And to a still greater extent IS this true of such ac
quirements as skilled handicrafts. They cannot be taught in a few hours; months 
and years of practice must be endured before efficiency can be attained. 

THE OPPOSITION OF TRADES UNIONS TO APPRENTICES CONDEMNED. 

We feel confident, therefore, that the apprenticeship system will always prove the 
moat e61-cient in turning out good mechanics, and it is greatly to be regretted that 
thet Trades Unions have taken the selfish stand they have in prev~:nting any young ' 
man from acquiring a trade by this means. Such conduct is· not only selfish and 
mean, but criminal, for it tends to manufacture criminals, it being notorious that 
the ranks. of criminals are chiefly recruited from those who have no trades. But 
we warn them that other means will be found to give our. young men a sound 
mechanical training, lilld as these young men will be brought up with a stern hatt·ed 
of the unions, it will only be a question of time when the latter will be overpowered 
and their memoors held in contempt, if they pursue the criminally selfish policy 
which at present characterizes thelll. 

TECHNICAL TRAINING ESSENTIAL TO ALI; GOOD MECHANICS. 

But while knowledge alone will not make a good mechanic, it is very certain that 
no man can become a really _good mechanic until he has learned a good deal more 
than is taught in our common schools. The first thing, therefore, that a young man 
who seeks advancement must do, is to acquire this advanced knowledge. 

WHAT SHALL I STUDY ?-" What shall I study?" and "How shall I begin?" are 
the great questions which present themselves to the minds of young mechanics who 
desire to advance themselves in life. U a young man wishing to fit himself for the 
battle of life applies to one of what are called the well-educated classes, he will be 
given a long strmg of studies, prominent among which will be moral philosophy, 
history, geography, etc., etc. If he adopts this advice his time will be frittered 
away in useless effort, and he will never have that overpowering mast!:ry of any 
one subject which can only come from concentrated effort directed to a single study. 
Moreover, these studies, the ones upon which our civil service examinations are 
chiefly founded, are of very little use either in practical life or as a means of mental 
discipline. The refined subtleties of moral p11ilosophy rarely serve to guide men 
in a straightforward path. They are the favorite studies of our defaulters and 
embezzlers, while the hi~fibest authority gives us the whole moral law in three line~, 
which any intelligent child can remember. As for history: What difference does It 
make to the ordinary man 'vhether it was Brutus that killed Cmsar, or Cresar Brutus? 
The learning of such facts as these adds nothing t o the power of any human mind. 
The history of great works, like the Pyramids, the Erie Canal, the Atlantic Cable, 
and similar undertakings, would be of great value if we could get them; but where 
can we find them in the ordinary ran~e of literature? Historians delight rather to 
record with minute detail the degradmg and disgusting episodes in the history of 
humanity. · 

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS ABOUT LEARNING GEOGRAPHY. 

Geography is well enough to a small extent, but unfortunately it is usually placed 
at the wrong end of most courses of study. To young men who have a fair kn<?wl
edge of geometry and natural philosophy, aml who are familiar with the outlmes 
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of chemistry, .the study of the principles of geography is a ~ght task-as ~Y as 
reading a novel. But to remember the mere names and locatwns of the promment 
places on the glQbe is a different thing. This is a ~atter of simple memory, and on 
most minds such isolated facts take but a very shght hold, so that the labor spent 
in committ.ing to memory two or three thousand names is in reality thrown away. 
Unless the· student is a J?<>St-office clerk or the mailing clerk in some large house 
such knowledge is practiCally of rio use, and will be forgotten in six months. And 
yet, the same amount of mental effort applied to some more useful study, such as 
chemistry, would not only serve to gi;ve strength to the mind and scope to its ideas, 
but it·would open up to the student anew range of thought, new views of the world 
in which he lives, and would place within his reach new facts, all of which are sus
ceptible of practical application, the results of which might be of incalculable benefit 
to humanity. What use could be made of the fact that Lockport is west of Brock
port, except by a raih·oad man or post-office clerk? The traveller will get it from 
his time-table, and if it be true, as has been asserted, that the human mind is· capa
ble of retaining only about 80,000 to 40,000 names, to the ordinary mind such a. 
knowledge is an encun1brance rather than a benefit. . 

THE KNOWLEDGE ESSENTIAL TO :MECHANICS CLASSIFIED. 

The knowledge which the mechanic requires may be classified as follows, and as 
this arrangement helps to give clearer ideas of what the student should do, we shall 
give it in detail. His object is to acquire a knowledge of the properties of the ma
terials which he is expected to use and mould into form, and also a knowledge of 
these·forms-the latter, however, coming first in the course of study. 

MATHEMATICS. 

The first idea which we entertain in regard to any object is one of mere size and 
form; or, as the mathemat1cians say, quantity. Mathematics, therefore, lie at the 
foundation of all science, and should be taken up first. With one branch of mathe
matics-the science of numbers, or arithmetic-the student is already famili'.l.l'; but, 
as we shall hereafter show, he should extend his knowledge greatly beyond the ele
mentary rules taught in common schools. 

The first department of mathematics that demands attention is plane geometry
.tlle science of lines and surfaces. Upon this depends our knowledge of drawing, of 

. surveying, and indeed of most elementary m easurements, and, if we include trigo
nometry (which is merely a sub-division of plane geometry), this branch carries us 
over most of the available ground this side of spherical trigonometry, solid geome
try, and algebra and their applications. 

Solid geometry goes a step higher , and while lines have mere length, and while 
surfaces have only length and breadths, solids have a third dimension added, which, 
of course, increases the intricacy of the subject. 

Distinct from geometry, as involving a slightly different mode of·thought, is alge
bra. Algebra is the bug-bear of most young mechanics, who shun its cabalistic hiero
glyphics as if they were the implements of necromancy. But a lgebra is an abso
lutely essential factor in any sound course of study, as it enables u s to arrive at 
general laws and rules in cases where we would otherwise have a knowledge of 
mere isolated facts. Algebra , when applied to geometry and trigonometry, enables 
us to secure general results which could only otherwise be obtained with great diffi
culty; and when we apdly om· preceping knowledge to the more difficult branches of 
mechanics, we are forced to call to our aid the differential and integral calculus. 

"PHYSICS" OR "NATURAL PHILOSOPHY." 

>But besides mere quantity, matter has other properties, such as weight, color, 
hard~ess. etc., and upon these depend certain phenomena, which, when properly 
class1fied and their laws ascertained, give rise to the science of physics or natural 
philosophy, as it is more commonly called. · 
· Natural philosophy divides itself into several branches, such as Mechanics, or the 

relation of motion, and pressure to mass; Hydrostatics and Hydraulics, which tell 
us o~ the properties of the air; Electricity, Magnetism, Light, etc., which tell us of 
spectal forces known by these names. 

CHEMISTRY. 

But after we have fully examined the properties of quantity, weight, color, hard
ness, etc., we find that they do not fully explain many of the phenomena which 
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daily come under our observation. We find that iron rusts, wood rots, and stones 
crumble and decay, and· after these processes have gone on for some time we find 
no visible trace of the iron, wood, or stone which was. originally present. Each has 
apparently changed into something entirely different,from the original substance, 
and on examination we find that bulk, color, and all other properties hav:e changed, 
too. When these changes are investigated they reveal new facts and principles, 
which, when classified and al'l'anged, give us the science of Chemistry. 

BlOL<'GY. 

These three branches of science, then, are t he key to all our knowled~e of the 
physical world around us, until we reach that higher department where life comes 
mto play, and the organic sciences of Botany and Zoology w{th their subdivisions 
of anatomy, physiology, etc.,are developed. But even these cannot be well under
stood without a knowledge of Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, and Chemistry. 

Our readers may feel surprised that we have left out, without so much as men
tion, such sciences as astronomy, geography, etc. But astronomy is merely math
ematics and· physics applied to the heavenly bodies; ~eography, in so fur as it is a 
science, is the application of mathematics, natural philosophy, and chemistry, to a 
knowledge of the surface of the earth. So far .as mere location of places is con
erned, geography cannot be called a science, many of them being located by mere 
accident of purchase, possession, etc. * * * . 

METHODS OF STUDY. 

How SHALL I STUDY?-We feel very certain that one of the defects of our present 
school system is the multiplication of studies. It is not uncommon to find children 
of 12 to 14 carrying on seven or eight studies at once, the consequence of which is 
that their attention is divided and their minds enfeebled instead of being strength
ened. Instead of taking eight studies abt·east it were better to drive them tandem; 
in other words, if three years be devoted to a cour:e of study let the studies so fol
low each other that there will never be more than two. or three in the student's 
hands at once. Let him concentrate on these while they are in hand, and by regular 
and judicious reviewing see that he does not forget what he has previously learned. 
This rule, which is exemplified and confirmed in all our lar~e schools, both by its 
observance in the most successful establishments and the evil results which follow 
when it is violated, gives a good hint to th~:~ self-taught stude>nt who wishes to achieve 
success. Such a student ma.y have to labor during the day and h.is time is probably 
very limited. This being the case let him devote a certain number of hours to 
study, and faithfully adhere to them. Two hours will probably be as much as he 
can spare-probably only one or one-and-a-half. Let this be devoted to not more 
than two studies at a time and let the entire course be mapped out at the start. An 
hour and a half or two hours during two or three years, faithfully devoted to a 
judicious selection of studies, will place the student in possession of more practically 
useful knowledge than is possessed by half the college graduates who enter upon 
business life. 

It is wonderful what intelligent, even though unaided, effort.'! will accomplish. A 
famous scientific man who acquired a wide and thorough education by studying alone 
in moments snatched from more pressing cares, said that he knew of no branch of 
knowledge which was not within the reach of any one who had perseverance ancl a 
knowledge of the twenty-four letters of the alphabet. Armed with this very ele
mentary preparation he himself acquired a knowledge of mathematics and phy~ics. 
Finding that there were valuable books in other languages which it was necessary 
that he should read, he set to work and acquired these languages so that he could 
read and study their books. We do not expect such success on the part of all om· 
readers, for men differ in ability, but energy and perseverance will always produce 
wonderful results-genius or no genius. 

In this country of common schools 've may fairly assume that our readers know. 
something more than the alphabet. We shall take it for granted that the student 
bas a fair knowledge of the three elementary studies-reading, writing and arith
metic. 

The importance of suitable preparation in these elementary studies is very great. 
All high schools and colleges make their students pass through a thorough exami
nation before they are admit.ted and the young mechanic should be as severe with 
himself as any board of examine>rs would be. He should have such a knowledge of 
English grammar as will enable him to be mode>rately certain of the meaning of any 
:pro}led:y ex_{lress~d ~nt~nce~ ancl b.e slwu.ld a.lsq be able to ext>ress himself on pal_>er in 
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.such a way that there can be no doubt as to his meaning. . Indeed this part of a me
chanic's education is quite as important as any other, for, whether he be in business for 
himself or conducting the business of others, it is absolutely necessary that all con~ 
tracts and descriptions be plainly expressed on the one hand and clearly understood on 
the other, or endless trouble will be the result. That he should be able to write plainly 
and rapidly needs no argument, and his knowledge of arithmetic should include a 
fair acquaintance with V\llgar and decimal fractions. The commercial portion of 
arithmetic-such as percentages, interest, etc., ma,r be safely omitted for the present, 
for they have no relation to the fundamental pnnciples of arithmetic pro:per, and 
are mere special applications of the general prineiples. They will give no a1d to the 
young mechanic in his other studies, and will themselves be far more easily under
stood at a more advanced stage of the course. Fractions-both vulgar .a.nd decimal
t~Xe of the utmost importance, but will probably prove puzzling subjects until the 
student has mastered the first elements of algebra, when everything will become 
plain. · 

It is not sufficient that the student should be able to ''work" the various rules by 
rote as it were; he must not rest satisfied with anything short of a clear understand
ingot the how, and the why;of every step; and this he will bestobtain·bytheappli
cation of good sound practical common sense and the use of actual examples in 
which the numbers are represented by things. 





v. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND TRADE SCHOOLS IN SWITZER
LAND. 

By Hon. BOYD·WINCHESTER. 

The following description of the Technical and Industrial Education 
of the Swiss is taken from the very interesting report on this subject, 
in which their Tra-de Schools are described, made by the Hon. Boyd 
Winchester, U. S. Minister to Switzerland, to the Ron. Thomas F. 
Bayard, U. S. Secretary of State, dated " Legation of the United 
States, -:Berne, February ~6, 1887:" 

This question has received much iutelli~ent consideration in Switzerland, and 
under the Constitution, the Confederation 1s authorized to establish and maintain 
industrial and t1·ade schools. The Polytechnicum or Technical University at Zurich, 
a government institution, where instruction is given in applied mechanics, physics, 
and art, embracing a general and thorough scientificcm-riculttm, is well known, and 
_has been frequently presented ·to the Jiublic as a model school of pr(!.Ctical life. 
But trade and iildustrial schools as distinguished from pol~echnic, genuine establish
ments for teach in{? homely trades, a1·e being made a consp1cuous as well as compulsory 
feature of the Sw1ss public educational system. They are to be found in every Can
ton furnishing instruction in numerous branches of handiwork-the boys preferring 
to become skilled workmen, and foremen, and many a girl, though an indifferent 

J!Cholar, by being taught cutting and thorough needlework, cooking and cleanliness, _ 
a11d methodical habits, that bear so· much upon the happiness and existence of the 
home, is prepared to prove a good, happy, useful, sensible wife and mother. Some 
Cantons with a population not exceedmg 300,000 are reported as having as many as 
one hundred of these schools with over il,OOO pupils. . . 

TRADE SCHOOLS HAVE BEEN LONG ESTABLISHED. 

Trade schools in Switzerland are of ancient origin, having an intimate connection 
with the great impulse which the watch industry of French Switzerland received in 
the latter half .of last century. . 

In the year 1770, a journeyman watchmaker, nan1ed Louis Faegare, applied to 
Prof. Saussure for some information connected with his trade, which the means of 
ordinary public instl'Uction did not afford to his class. The Professor readily com
plied, and t he result was a series of lectures or rather conve1·saziones held in the 
great scientist's own drawing-room. The audience soon increasing, a suitable local
ity was rented and a sort of club formed under the title of Societe cles arts cle Geneve. 

THE W .ATCHMA.KERs' SCHOOL. 

This ciub, so modest in its beginnings, has survived all the mighty political tem
. pests of a troubled age , the violent annexation of the Genevese Republic to France, 
and its restoration to the Hel-vetic Union, and to-day it occupies a high rank among 
learned societies, and numbers among its honorary members and associates nmny 
of the foremost names in· modern science. This is the parent of the celeb1·ated 
Watchmaker's School at Geneva, with branches at Chaux-de-fonds, Bienne, Neu
chatel, and Soleure. Pupils are received in these schools when they are passed their 
14th year, 'and must remain from three to four and a half years. For the proper 
1!-rtistic education there is provided a special techuical school at Chaux-de-fonds, 
devoted to the art of decorating, which now constitutes a very important feature of 
the watch industry. · 
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STRAW-PLAITING SCHOOLS. 

1\{ore humble in their first stages, but scarcely inferior as to p:r;actical results, are 
the Swiss straw-plaiting schools, which have succeeded in developing a veritable 
new industry, commanding markets in the utmost corners of the earth. · Some of 
the poorest portions of the subalpine districts ha,ve become well-to-do and flourish
ing, and it is said at least one· litt1e hamlet which was not to be found in the guide
boOk a few years ago, is now, from this trade, a thrifty town of some 10,000 inhab
itants. The higher instruction in tlris particular branch extends to the cultivation 
and ooclimatization of various kinds of foreign grasses, furnishing from the coarsest 
to the finest qualities of straw. In Zurich there is a Dress-mak~rs' Institute which 
annually "graduates" some 30 or 40 qualified Parisian mistresses and 11/SSistant 
mistresses. 

WOOD-CARVING SCHOOLS. 

But to turn to tra.d~ which either by law or immemorial usage are assumed to 
require some years' apprenticeship. First in order of importance comes Wood
carving, a Swiss product that enjoys a. world wide reputation, and has long been a 
source of no small part of the country's revenue. 

These schools for wood-carvers seem to have a. fully organized faculty. The word 
Faculty is used advisedly, for the courses have an almost amusing resemblance to 
an academic course. There are lectures with manipulatory demonstrations in the 
use of the plane, sa.w,lathe, and all needed tools, and also in the distinctive cba.rac
teristiQs of various woods. A school for ornamental work and designs in wood
carving is at Breeng, supported by the communes and Canton jointly , and at Inter
laken the wood-workers enjoy the services of a" master-modeler," paid by the Canton. 
The~ there are schools for the study 9f wood-engraving, sculpture, and art cabinet
making. 

SHOEMAKERS' SCHOOL. 

There is at Winterthur a Shoemakers' School, with an average attendance of 40-
and it has a peripatetic staff of instructors. These instructors give lessons at va
rious towns, where cla,sses can be organized, continuing from 4 to 6 weeks. This 
school also issues publications relating to their trade, one of the latest being on 
the structure of the human foot, and the technical reMOns of the Swiss military' 
authotitie!l for the new regulations concerning the contracts for boots and shoes for 
the army. · 

Other handicrafts have followed the example set by the shoemakers, notably 
joiners, cabinet-makers, silk-weavers, basket-makers, jewellers, even to umbrellas 
and parasols, each having its cheap training schools. 

DRAWING A R EQUIRED STUDY. 

Drawing, industrial, as distinguished from artistic, is taught in all the Swiss 
schools, not a8 an accomplishment, but is considered a necessity. It embraces Ule· 

. chanica! and persFctive, frequently extending to a course of construction and 
designing. * * As an essential par t of popular education, its claim is uni-
versally recognized in all of the Swiss schools. 

SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE. 

The Agricultural and Forestry department of the Federal Polytechnic Institute, in 
its " technology" as signifying science applied to industrial arts, has advanced those 
interests to positions that otherwise could never have been a ttained. Switzerland in 
physical respects is not a bountiful mother-land, neithet· the climate nor soil is good 
for agriculture, yet it is surprising what good results are obtained by the general 
diffusion among t he agricultural class of much technical knowledge. With them 
the cultivation of the land ea; necessitate rei could not be a simple routine, but 11. 
science. Mere practical farming would not return the labor and expense expended, 
but a,s an intelligent, educated industry, it has become quite prosperous and profit-
able. · 

The agricultural course in the Polytechnic is therefore looked upon as one of ~ts 
most important, and the course is very thorough and comprehensive as to the Sw1~s 
conditions, covering the mechanical and chemical composition of the soil , the sc.l
entific basis as to rotation of crops, the periods of growth at which plants take the1r 
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.nitrogen, how draining improves land1 and many other similar questions varied in 
their applications, but ruled by fixed laws, and which can be learned only by some 
technical instruction outside the daily routine of farm life. Take even the single 
question of" gra.Sses," in which Switzel'land is so much concerned on account of if.s 
extensive dairy interest, and the technical information scattered through the influ
ence of the Polytechnic has been of incalculable value. 

It would be incredible to an American farmer, to whom nature is so prodigal, to 
see the extent and varied use made of the gt·ass crop of the Swiss. To do tllis, how
ever, he must know something of the chemical analysis of the grass in both the 
natura l and dried st.a.te, the feeding values of like weights of the different species, 
in an equally moist or dry condition, at the final stage of gro~-th which they ought 
to be allowed to a.ttain; their suitability for permanent or other pastures. The 
adaptability of some kinds of grasses for certain soils, the amount of growth at
tained, the time of maturity, their duration, ability to resist drought, strength to 
overpower weeds, and other circumstances that must be taken into account. Then 
there are questions relating to the extension of pastures, the drainage of grass land, 
cultm·al preparations, the selection of grasses, l~ing down pastures, the manage
ment of old and new grass lands, hay-making, grazing, ensilage, and temporary 
pastures, are all subjects on which the Swiss farmer is enlightened arid kept abreast 
with the most advanced ideas. It may be added that for the benefit of the same 
class in a great n1easure, are the weekly lectures given at the Polytechnic on the 

· subject of " pisciculture." 
· The e:Kpenses of the ·distinctively industrial schools, not including the Polytechnic, 
for the year 1885, were 522,425 francs, paid by ·the Cantons, and 152,041 by the Con
federation, a total of 674,466 francs-the chief appropriation of the Confederation 
is to the Polytechnic, which it entirely sustains. • 

SWISS EDUCATION. 

From what has been said in this report, and a previous one on the " Public Schools 
and Education in Switzerland," it must be conceded that the countr~· enjoys a sys
tem of education aptly described by the Educational Comnlissioner of France, llS" 
existing in that country-"at once enlarged and simplified, instructive and attract
ive, for it does not o'Uit even music and singin~; healthiest, for it takes care of the 
body as well as the mind, and includes gymnastic aild manual exercises; more prac~ 
tical, for it teaches drawing, which is the key of all industrial and mechanical pro
fessions; and rnore.moral and patriotic because it is founded on love of countl-y." 

To.this might be supplemen~d a summary of the special benefits of the technical 
. and industrial tra.i$g so conspicuous in the Swiss system. 

It tends in addition to imparting dexterity of hand, no less to develop the child 
physically, ;~Dentally and morally. · 

It encourages a love of work in the cllildren. 
It inspires respect for the rougher kind of work. 

.It cultivates spontaneous activity. 
It habituates to order, accuracy, cleanliness and neatness. 
It accustoms to attention, industry, and perseverance. 
It develops the physical strength. · 
It acts as a counterpoise to too much sitting. 
It trains the eye, and cultivates the sense of form. 
It leads the child to the conception of harmony and beauty. 
It stimulates a love for intellectual honesty. 
The following abstract of a treatise on "Industrial lnstrPction," 

written by a Swiss educator, recently published and lately translated 
into English and issued in this country, is inserted in this volume 
because of its general bearin~ on the questions at issue, while, as it 
is espec.ially directed to the discussion in Switzerland, it seems nat
urally to follow the exposition of the Swiss system, as given in the 
pages immediately preceding, by the Hon. Boyd Winchester, at 
present U. S. Minister to the Sister Republic: 
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INDUSTRIAL INSTRUCTION DISCUSSED BY A SWISS EDUCATOR. 

By the publication of a translation of a recent work. on "Indus
trial Instruction," by Robert Seidel, a Swiss teacher,* an interesting 
and somewhat important addition is made to the scanty literature 
upon these topics accessible to American educators, 

. In connection with the many reports of the addresses and discus
sions upon these subjects by American and foreign authorities, so 
freely given in these app~ndices, some quotations from this little 
work seem desirable,. as it is a serious and thoughtful consideration 
of the questions that arise in connection with this discussion by a 
practical teacher and by a thinker who, in his European home, is 
more directly confronted with the menacing IJI'oblems that begin 
already to a larm far-sighted observers in these United States. 

To those interested in following this movement this little volume 
by- H err Seidel will be found well worth their study. 

Herr Seidel, who is evidently a "socialist," using the term in its 
better sense as opposed to ''nihilist," begins with the philosophical 
proposition that the system of education adopted by any people 
stands in the closest relation, to their social and political conditions; 
indeed, is directly evolved from 'them. He succinctly traces this 
proposition through the classic and medireval eras, when classed
ucation was the distinctive feature, and asks : 

Is it not true that between the factory hand and the educated man of to-day 
almost as great a gap exists as between the slave and the philosopher of ancient 
Greece? How much of literature, art, and science does the mass of our people un
derstand? Who reads our classics? Who al?preciates our art treasures? Who 
comprehends anything of the enormous acquisitions of modern science? 

Every one who knows the .circumstances can answer the question only with deep 
sorrow and confusion. 

So long as such gaps yawn between the members of a nation, the demand for gen
eral education appears to us, and to many thousand others as well, to be no mere 
phrase, though a thorough schoolman may find it too indefinite. 

In the face of the fact that ~t is still possible to set people against each other like 
wild hordes, it can be no mere indefinite phrase. If general education were 
achieved, this would be simply impossible . 
. ·Indeed, we should be careful of speaking slightingly of general education, for the 

reason that our noblest and best men have struggled and suffered for it. 

INTELLIGENCE AND FREEDOM ARE CLOSE ALLIES. 

The fact that the p1·omulgation of human dewlopment goes hand in hand with 
t~e promulgation of hmnah ?'ights, proves the close connection between great educa
tiOn theories and social revolutions. About the time of great social transformations, 
~eat educators always make their appearance. Hence, each form of society begets 
~ts form of education, and each stage of the economic development of mankind 
Implies a definite system of education and instruction. 

*Industrial Instruction: A pedagogic an_d_s_oc_i_a_l -ne_c_e_ss_i_o/._•_to_g_e_t-he_I_' Wl-. t_h_a_c_r-it-iq-uu-e 
upon objections advanced, by Robert Seidel, Mollis, Switzerland. Translated by 
Margaret K . Smith, State Normal School, Oswego, N. Y. Boston: Published by D. 
C. Heath & Co., 1887. Pp. 160. . . . 
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We no more have a constant, unchanging pedagogy than we have· an unchanging 
form of societr; both are in a state of continual movement and continual develop
ment. Now, m the matter of social development, what is our position to-day? 
Whoever has capacity to understand and interpret the sighing an<!. groaning in the 
rushing loom of time; knows that a mighty social revolution is in the near future. 
The present economic form of capital, private production, ~ree competition, and 
profit of men by men, has expired; it bas become an anachr9riism, and must go the 
way of slavery and feudalism. We already find ourselves in a transition state, 
ready for new economic forms, for common interests, intelligent co-operation, aild 
assistance of all for all. 

MANUAL TRAINING A NEW PRINCIPLE IN EDUCATION. 

In proportion to the realization of this new social form wili a new system of edu
cation and instruction make its way. The new element in this system ~ill be the 
principle of band labor. The principle of socialism, to make co-operative profitable 
labor the ground work of soc.ial and political life, demands recognition and realiza
tion in the educational department. We do not consider industrial instruction to be 
merely occupation for otherwise idle boys, still less an opening of new sources of 
profit or income for poor pa1·ents, or the improvement of handicrafts; but the intro
duction of a new principle, that of labor, into public instruction, exactly as the 
Rousseau-Pestalozz1an movement was considered with regard to the principle of 
natural development and observation. · 

We are neither afraid nor ashamed to assume the prophet's role, and to predict:
So surely as with civil sociE>ty the ideas of the culture of mankind, natural devel

opment, and ol::servation make their way into the pedago~y of the time, so surely 
with the new order of society will its principle, labor, ach1eve its citizenship in the 
system of education. Struggling against it is vain. The future in the state, as well 
as in pedagogy, belongs to labor. 

We should not be guided to false conclusions by the historical evidence that, dur
. .ing the last hundrec;i years, industrial instruction has several times vainly demanded 
admission into general education. Whoever, on the plea of its worthlessness, would 
exclude thi~ branch of study, together with its method, or would be misled into the 
belief that industrial instruction will never be admitted into the plan of public edu
cation, would only exhibit a very unflattering evidence of his own historical knowl
edge and judgment. Ob~ective instl"Uction was obliged to wait nearly two hundred 
years for general recognitiOn and adoption, yet to-day no one will question its value. 
Sometimes the good triumphs late, also sometimes not at all. Success is a standard 
not to be employl!d by critics. 

M. JULES FERRY ON HAND LABOR IN EDUCATION. 

As a sign of the times, we q.uote a selection fron1 the discoUJ"se of M. Jules Ferry 
late French Minister of Pubhc Instruction, upon the occasion of the laying of the 
corner-stone of the school for primary, superior, and professional instruction (at 
Paris). He spoke as follows: 

"We desire to ennoble hand labor. We have written this motto in large letters 
· upon our programme, and we have chosen the surest, indeed the only means of 

securing th.e recognition of the nobility of hand labor, not only fmm those who 
exercise it, but also from society as a whole. We have introduced hand labor into 
the school itself ! 

"Believe me, when the plane and file are accorded their place of honor by the 
side of the compass, the map, and the text-book in history, and when they become 
the objects of rational and sytematic instruction, only then will a. great amount of 
prejudice die out, and much of the spirit of caste vanish away. Soci!\1 peace will 
find a place upon the seats of the elementary school; and harmony, with her beam· 
ing light, will illuminate the future of the nation !" 

Truly, if this has been. declare!! by the leader of public instruction for a great 
nation, and if, as we see to-day in France, the word has become flesh, then this mat
ter cannot be an·ested by a few apt phrases of schoolmen, but with or without the 
mediation of official pedagogy, must make its way through the educated world. 

In succeeding chapters our author takes u~, serin.tim, the argu
ments of the opponents ·of the proposed new mstruction. He sees 
clearly that many of the ec.onornic. conditions which embarrass t he 
present generation result from the fact that, in accordance with the 
ll'resistible tendency of the age, manufactures and agriculture a.re 
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rapidly ~oming under this control of combined capital, and that 
there is, in consequence, less and less opportunity fo~ the profita:ble 
industryof small manufacturersand farmers; therefore heconcludes 
that the arguments for handwork, as an economic method, are fqJla
cious, and that industrial instruction in schools is to be urged chiefly 
on account of its pedagogic value. 

Industrial instruction is in no way opposed to general education, but is itself a 
means for secw·ing the same. We are not dealing with home labor as a Utopian 
means for removing social cala,mity, but with the highest and deepest pedagogic 
questions. 

Many of his arguments are urged against special propositions 
advanced by German and Swiss opponents of the new movement, 
and are :not such as have been urged in this country. 

Here is a very suggestive paragraph in relation to the educational 
value of labor: , · 

All labor is not educative; that only is so which is·pu1·sued pedagogically; that 
which is pursued mechanically is' stupefying; and mechanical elllployments, eten 
when pedagogically pursued, are of comparatively little educational value. 

This may well be taken as a warning against the indiscriminate and 
thoughtless advocacy of any, and all forms of industrial training, 
as equally important in education. 

From the division in Chapter V , urging the " disciplinary and edu
cational value of drawing, industrial, and science instruction," are 
taken the following arguments for "constructive" drawing and for 
hand labor: 

EDUCATIVE VALUE OF HAND LABOR CONTRASTED WITH THAT OF DRAWING, 

The self-activity of the child is rightly represented as the most important educa
tive momentum of instruction in drawing. Instruction in drawing which does not 
rise above spiritless copying is of no worth; that instruction by which the self-activity 
of the child is exercised is the best. Well, as little as any one has presumed to doubt 
the value of the self-activity of the pupil in drawing, just as little can one question 
the eminent importance of production in industrial instruction. If producing in 
drawing is educative, it must be as much so in hand labor. Indeed, hand labor must 
be more educative than drawing, because in it the self-activity is greater. In draw
ing, one must constantly deal with the mere form; in labor, one has to do with the 
form together with the material. In drawing. only two dimensions are considered; 
in labor, the three dimensions must be equally obsen-ed. Hence, the man who con
structs an object receives indisputably livelier, clearer concepts of it than the one 
who merely draws, for he must umch more accurately comprehend the form as well 
as the nat.ure of the material. Apa.rt from works of art, however, the material of 
every object is quite as important a~. the form. and ofteu muclt more so. . 

'fhrough the following considerations, the great educative power of hand labor a~. 
contrasted with c).rawing may he much more clearly perceived. In working, I 
must .touch the mate):ial, analyze it, perhaps smell and taste it; in drawing, not: in 
workmg, I must learn the properties of the material: in drawing, not: in working, 
I must·choose the tools, and also the manner of work, according to the material; in 
drawing, not: in working, I must, as a rule, exert myself physically; in drawing, 
not: in workinl;i, I must give great attention to the material; in drawing, very 
little:· in short, m working, I must set many more senses and powers in activity 
than in drawing. Hence, the construction of objects implies much more knowl
edge and understanding, enriches the concepts in a much higher deg1·ee, and awak
ens and exercises many more powers and talents, than drawing . 
. Instruction in drawing trains the tMte and the eye, says one. We admit that 
mstruction in drawing, pedagogically pursued, secures the training of the taste and 
of the eye, but industrial instruction, pursued according to pedagogical principles, 
tnust secure this training in a much higher degree. In regard to the training of the 
eye, there is no doubt that by the construction of objects the eye must in every way 
be much more exercised than by drawing. The proofs of this lie in what has al
ready been said. That industrial instruction must be calculated to train the eye 
and taste better than drawing can furthermore be shown in the fact that the ob-
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jects, according to the material used, show different natural colors and lustr~, while 
drawing is silent upon ti:Jese important qualities of object.s. Drawing trains really 
only the taste for form. The constmction of objects trains also the taste fot-color, 
and for .the combination of color, form, and material. For artistic hand work, and 
for .the artistic forms of life, taste in combination is most important. Taste can 
at all events be very much better trained with objects themselves than with drawings 

. of objects. Forthis reason, we visit places of art and beauty, and shall visit them 
even when graphiQ. art shall be much more highly developed than at present. 

Finally, and from an educational point this is most important, it cannot be de· 
nied that constmctive embodiment of form in some material appeals to the nature 
of man, and especially of the child, much more than constructions on paper. Before 
men could sketch they could construct , and bejo1·e chi ld1·en touch the drawing"]Jell-
cil they build and construct objects according to 1·ea1Uy. · 

If we proceed according to nature, hand labor and modelling must be introduced 
into the school, and both should precetle drawing. If one really intends to train 
the taste, eye, and hand, in the school, then hand labor is needed; if one wishes to 
bring the principle of self-activity in a most comprehensive manner into the school, 
so that it may be of worth, it can only be done by hand labor. If professional 
drawing in the school is to be attractive, then it must be followed by execution; if 
the child is to be satisfied by instruction, the most effective weans for this purpose, 
hand labor, must not be excluded. 

The following passages well illustrate how our philosophic author 
blends political and social topics with this educational question: 

But the man who bas no conception of hand labor can have no self-acquired and 
correct concepts of the hand-laboring class of people (industrial population), and of 
the .objects constructed by them. In consequence of these incomplete concepts, 
he despises labor and laboring people, and becomes prodigal and wasteful of labor 
products, just as all the ruling classes of ancient states, in consequence of the dis
use of hand labor, notwithstanding moral pt·ecepts and philosophy, have, and ac
cording to psychological laws nm.st have, become. The final result of this disuse 
of hand labor, with its consequences of prodigality, gluttony. and drunkenness, was 
the complete bankruptcy of society. In proportion as the disuse of hand labor in
creased, contempt of labor and laborers, prodigality, and drunkenness increased. 
It could not be otherwise. Men who are strangers in the whole world of concepts 
growing out of hand labor, and who arE\ incapable of thinking, judging, arguing, 
and feeling, are dangerous to the well-being of a state, especially of one foundeJ 
upon the labor and equal rights of all citizens. 

Now, if the common school does not make them acquainted with it, a number of 
citizens axe at present growing up ignorant· of hand labor. Generally, these are the 
citizens who will be educated and chosen for the guidance of the state. In view of 
this fact , can we wonder that la bor is so little esteemed ! Certainly not. 

According ly to what has been said, industrial instruction, from an educational as 
well as from a social, political stand-point, is a necessity. From an educational 
stand-point it is necessary, because hand labor secures knowledge and understnml
ing, which cannot be secured by mere observation, but which for mental training 
and for life is, however, of the highest importance. From a social, political. and 
~dagogic stand-poiq_t, it is indispensable, because hand labor serves in the forming 
of concepts which, fOr the peaceable intercourse of humanity, for moral couuul't, 
and for the existence of the state, are of the greatest si~titicance. 

This recalls a statement recently made to.Hon. Chauncy M. Depew. 
when in Holland last summer, in which an intelligent citizen of that 
country accounted for a change of policy which had proved ·disns
trous to their industrial interests on the ground t hat the indm;t.rial 
producing classes had no voice in ci irecting the policy of the conntry. 
while the rulers mnde mistakes from lack of any experimental lwowl
edge of the situation and needs of the producers-the very dangt>r:> 
that our author points out and seeks to r emedy. 

In the section entitled "School hand-labor and choice of a proi'Ps
sion" occurs a note showing that in Germany, as well as in the Uni t-t•<l 
States, the percentage, of th e whole population, who receive the high
est education, is extremely small. As in the Assem blv of the Stut.es 
General of France, called by Louis XVI, it was founcl that the" third 
estate" comprised 97 per cent. of all the people of France, antl t hl're-
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fore, to the terror of the royal, noble, and priestly classes, the third 
estate declared itself to be the National Assembly; so, if they have 
the interests of the great body of the people at heart, it is upon the 
instruction of this immense majority of the pupils who are found 
only in the lower grade elementary schools, that educators and leg
islators must concentrate their attention and efforts. 

The educated classes may mostly be trusted to look out for them~ 
selves to see that higher education does not perish from out .the land. 
though, most fortunately, in many States of this Republic, this great 
duty is not left to the care of any classJ· but it is recognized as the 
duty of the State itself, thanks, largely, to Thomas Jefferson, the 
great founder of the University of Virginia. · 

The importance of the training to be given in our. public schools to 
this great body of coming citizens can not. be exaggerated. How 
shall the best service be rendered to the children who stay but the 
fewest years in school, is a far more pregnant question than whether 
manual training schools shall be given to boys who can stay in school 
till they are 18 years of age. . 

The passage referred to follows: 
In the end, a peo~le does not live by literature, science. and art, but by labor; and 

the small per cent. · of us possessing middle and higher education can enjoy these 
beautiful things only because the hand labor of the great mass of the people makes 
it possible. Then, from a social, political stand-point, it could be more easily and 
with more valid reasons proved that the education provided by the state ought to 
consider hand-lahar from the first, than it could be shown that from the first it mu~;~t 
exclusively provide for mental training. 

The introduction of industrial instruction in schools is also urged 
for the opportunities given for ascertaining the pupil's l;>ent of mind, 

. and for enabling boys dull in stu<ly of books to show superiority in 
mechanics, as often happens; with obvious good results in developing 
self respect and in equalizing the standing of the scholars among tliem
selves. The question of who shall teach the new studies is then con-
sidered. "-' 

Xl. THE DECLINE OF THE TEACHER'S POSITION, 

The question, By whom shall iudustl'ial instruction be imparted? is by the ma
jority of the opponents correctly answered. The teacher , and not hand laborers 
who are pedagogically untrained. In this respect they place the pedagogical stand
point at t.he head , but only in order to more effectively unite to it their lamenta
tion O\'er the decline of the teacher 's pos ition. Even now, they say. the time in 
the training school is not sufficient for the teacher to acquire the necessary educa
tion; but what will it be if he has to learn c:npentJ:y, l9ck-making. book-binding, 
turning, carving, etc.? In this case the teacher must degenerate into a mechanic. 

*According to Dr. Engel, Journal of the Imperial Prussian Bureau of Statistic!3; in 
1871, the male population over ten yeat'S of age in the Pmssian States were distrib
uted in the different grades of education ~they are ordinarily distinguished , as fol
lows: 

Classes. 
·,-~------· 

Persons. Per cent. 

1. ()-23 
2.12'2 

Sti. 703 
10.152 

Then, 3 and 4 together . equal 96 per cent. of the population possessing only ele
mentary education, or none at all . 

. If the female population were reckoned, there would be a still lower ratio of 
h~gher o.nd middle and a greater proportion of the lowet-. (See Starke, Privy Coun· 
cilor of Justice, Crime, and Criminals in Prussia, from 1854-78.) 
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He will become a bungler, and the consciotlsness of l?rofessional dignity will be 
lost. What a frightful outlook for the teacher's po!>itton! Fortunately, it is too 
fanciful. ·· Let us be calm! The learning of all trades in their full extent can and 
will not be necessary; but only the learning of the elements of a number of hamli
crafts, or rather, we shall say, of hand labor. The elements of all handicrafts, 

· however, are as simple and as like each other as the elements of all sciences are 
simple and like each other. 

. Then follow a few statements in regard to the progress made by 
children in acquiring the new studies. Herr Seidel, in this, strik
ingly corroborates thE;~ statements of Mr. Leland, as to the readiness 
with which young children acquired some of the minor ants. 

By a few hours' instl'Uction, weekly, in the different departments· of hand labor, 
it is astonishing to an impartial person what readiness chilQ.ren .will in a short time 
acquire. We have ne idea what rich treasures of practical capability lie hiQden in 
our children, and what immense productive power we, to the injury of the chil
dren and of the nation, allow to be arrested and ·perverted to dead knowledge, in
fectious wearines.~, crippling precocity, and poisonous idlenes..'l. :May we. soon gain 
this knowledge. 

Let us compare the quickness and ease with which children appropriate skill 
and practical knowledge with the slowness and difficulty with which they advance 
in mental capacity and theoretical knowledge. If we inquire after the cause of 
this slow progress in the last. and the quick advance in the first case, perhaps no 
other than the following ground of explanation can be discovered. 

Child nature implies action rather than abstraction, meditation, and receiving; 
the child's interest and capabilities are greater for practical than. fm· I heoretical in
struction; by the first h~ is better satisfied and incited than by the last. 

-Now, should not the quickness with which children ad,•ance in industrial in
struction, and the pleasure with which they work, be a suggestion to educators re
garding the excellence and naturalness of this instmction? And should not educa
tors who make, ot· l)retend to make, the nature of the child the ground-work of 
their educational principles and efforts, first of all turn th~ir most earnest attention 
to this subject? We think so. 

After fully indorsing tl1e educational plans of Frijbe1, and quoting 
from Rousseau and Pesta1ozzi, our author concludes by an affirmatiYe 
resume of the arguments in favor of the new Industrial Instruction 

· as follows: • 
Industrial instruction is throughout not only a powerful means for the promotion 

of objective instruction; it is not only the best kmd of objective instruction; it i~ 
not only an extension of objective instruction, as has already been said by its advo-
cates; but it is more than all that, for it has:- · 

First. A great educational value. · 
Second. A significant mental and physical disciplining power. 
Third. A deep reaching social and moralizing influence. 
The great educational value of industrial instmction consists in:-
1. That it satisfies and cultivates the child's instinct for activity; that it nourishes 

tllis instinct and directs it towarc!s the beautiful and the useful, and that by it the 
most important part of the child's nature will receive justice. ,.. * *. 

2. That it awakens a lively interest and pleasme in labor and its products, :mil 
enables the child by its own efforts to secure this interest and pleasure. The arti
cles produced by the labor of the child, articles of real use, create in him a feeling 
of capability, awaken his self-confidence, and give him inner satisfaction. i' *. *. 

3. That it, without artificial means, forces the child to conc.eutration, attentiOn, 
and perseverance. Whoever will accomplish anything by labor must concentrnte 
himself, must be attentive and persevering, othr!rwise it will not succeed, nnll the 
mistakes are more easily manifes:ed than in school work. Besides, he who is in~er
ested in a thing observes gladly, concentrates himself willingly, and perseveres with
out murmur. 

4. That it nourishes thought and will, and directs it towards the good nnll the 
useful, and permits and teaches to transform both into the deed, which again war
rants a high satisfaction and awakens dignity. 

Thought needs a subject; the will needs an aim. If no attractive, permissible ob
ject be offered the thoughts, then they seize upon improper ones, and if no rationnl 
.aim be set for the will, it chooses for itself an il'l'ational and bad one. History and 
ex~rience satisfactorily prove the correctness of what hns been said. A worthy 
obJect of childish thought, however, is labor. 
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The significant educative po,yer of industrial instruction lie~ in:- . 
1. That it awakens and trams the powers and talents wh1ch would otherwiSe 

remain dormant and untrained. 
It is a fact that many talents, if at an early age they are not properly fostered, 

become arrested. Once arrested, it is very difficult for them to be called forth 
ao-ain, and still more so for them to be developed. The present school for study 
h~rdly awakens and trains the artistic talents at all. Thousands of talented persons 
and hundreds of artistic geniuses miss their destiny and are lost to humanity, and 
fail in their callings as well as in their lives. The history of many a disappointed 
life and even of many a criininal's life is nothing more than the _tragical hi~torY: of 
arrested artistic talent or genius. Oh! they are often heart-br~k1~g, thos~ luston es! 

Shall the rich artistic powers always be lost for the bEoaut1fymg of bfe? Shall 
thousands forever stagnate mentally because the point of Archimedes from which 
theil' mental life would have originated (we mean artistic interests) was not suffi
cient! v fertilized? 

2. That it sets in activity the greatest imaginable number of senses and powers, 
and secures knowledge a:1d information which no other ins1;ruction can secure. 

There are knowledge and undertsanJing which can only be gained by labor, and 
it is an educational experience much too lightly valued that the minds of many 
children only rise by practical activity, ancl that· the mind so aroused is of the 
stronger and more progressive ·kind. Only the original mind, however , is progress-
ive; only the original mind can educate itself by self-activity. · 

3. That it first gives· a foundation for much theoretical instruction, and places the 
aim intelligently before the children. · . 
. 4. That it must sarve as a test for much theoretical instruction and ns sufficient 
reason for. its necessity and practical utility,-at least for the understanding of the 
children. 'What appears to us established, necessary. and practical does not neces
sarily seem so to the child. If he is not educated to he a faithful echo, then the 
proofs for everything must be lahl open before him. His mind as yet is too weak 
for theoretical proof, or he does not believe in it , or the theoretical proof is difficult 
to produce; then it must be practically performed. 

5. That it secures knowledge and understanding much more easily, quickly, im
pressively, and hence more lastingly. That which is apprehended through many 
senses and powers gains admittance into the mind more quickly and easily, makes 
a greater and more lasting impn•ssion. That which has gone through the hand, 
foot, and head, so to speak, is only really our property. 

6. That it teaches the child to value. observe. investigate, test, conware, and invent. 
He who will constt·uct an object, whether after a model or a drawing, must take 

careful account of the important relations of the three dimensions; the working 
material must be chosen and tested in regard to size, color, and quality; then the 
tools must be chosen and examined as to usefulness; and finally , in working, he 
must keep in mind the measure, and compare the form of the whole as well of the 
individual parts. 

During the work, involuntary observations of the materials and tools will be made, 
and investigation and comparison will be employed; contmually estimations, meas
urements, a nd verifications are uecessary. During the work a crowd of contin
gencies and difficulties which compel obser>ation, im·estigation, comparison, and 
invention, make their. appearance. 

7. Th~t it exercises the senses, hands, and rnPrnbers, makes them skilful in prac
tical activity, and keeps the body sound and fn?sh. 

All that has been said of the educative value of industrial instruction applies :J,lso 
to its refining influence, for everything that educates also refines; as conYersely, ull 
culture educates, although to a much less degree. All education is discipline, but 
1\0t all discipline is education; whether and to what degree culture is educative,~ 
depends materially upon the process of attaining it. * * .,.. 

Furthermore, the moralizing social influence of industrial instruction lies in:-
1. That it comprehends the whole man from the good side of his nature, and 

brings only his good powers into action. 
2. That, in the most significant manner, it demands and exercises the self-activity 

of the worker. Self-activity, however, is the way to morality. Only action can 
train the character, and only in action can it become apparent. Also, only by ac
tion can morality come to light. A mere passive morality, which only avoids the 
bad, but does nothing good, is but the beginning of true morality. The great 
Florentine (Dante) places in t he fore-court of hell those who ha>e aYoided the bad, 
but have not earnestly striven after the good. 

3. That it places a barrier against idleness as against the beginning of all crimes. 
* * * 

4. That it teaches the child to know, love, and respect labor to appreciate cor· 
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rectly the value of labor products, and so to comprehend the secial value of hand
laboring people. 

H e who has never performed hand labor does not know how to value it, its prod
ucts, and the working class of people. The exchange or money value of a thing 
furnishes a poor standard by which to judge of the trouble of its manufacture, 
for it depends upon existing economic laws, and not upon the industry, capability, 
and trouble expended. The .. dch man seldom knows that to construct an article 
which he buys for one or two marks or francs, one must have given a long day's 
trouble, and have sweat or frozen and starved over it. Indeed, if everything could 
give the history of its construction, we should often shudder over human misery, 
and we should think and act humanely. It is a great misfortune for a state that 
the classes ca)led to its guidance have seldom learned hand labor. If this were the 
case, we should have attained a true social reform and greater morality among the 
whole people. Our moral conduct depends materially upon our valuation of men 
and things. 

5. That it leads the child to a recognition of its powers as w~ll as to a recognition 
of their limits, and teaches him to value the powers of others as well as the people 
themselves. • 

. Knowledge puffs up; labor, on the contrary, elevates, and at the same time pre
serves us fmm conce1t, for only by doing do we become conscious of the limits of 
our knowledge and capability.· 

6. That it makes a proper choice of calling possible, for only by self-activity, and 
not by reception and reproduction, is the individuality of the pupil developed, and 
only self-activity teaches the pupil to know his powers and inclinations. 

7. That it promotes the interest of the parents in the school, and compensates for 
the contrast between school and life. 

Because for the majprity of the people the school is so little an institution for 
preparation for l.ife, are so many oi the pat·ents without interest in the school, and, 
indeed, unfriendly towards it. When the propertyless man goes out into life, his 
school knowledge as a tule is of very little use to him, and so he gains the idea that 
the school is of no use at all, or that it is really injurious. But if the school, by 
means of industrial instruction , prepares better for life, then the interest of the 
great mass of people will increase, and their antipathy disappear. 

CONCLUSION. 

W e hope wP. have succeeded in proving the educational value of and the social 
necessity for industrial instruction. 'fhat, howe'l'er, which has become necessary in 
the world , whether by progressive knowledge or by changed relations, does not 
admit of refusal, but like a power of nature breaks its way. Hence, the subject of 
industrial instruction, notwithstanding the antipathy and prejudice of capable 
school men, will make its way. We understand these men well. By officeg and 
honors they are tOo much connected with the school, and also by trouble and struggle 
they have ever grown too old with the school to be able to enter upon new ways 
with satisfactory mental freshness. They yield to a law of nature, and remain 
behind. Their past will be for them the drag-chains of progress. We honor the 
labor of these men, as of all labor that has helped to build up the public school, but 
we do not consider it as complete and finished; we wish to continue it. 'Ve wi~h. 
above all things, to repair all neglect, to advance all that has been retarded, ami to 
prepare a place for labor in the school. In doing this, we act according to the view~. 
and in the spirit of our great educators, and fulfil the high aim of the public school
to train the chilrb·en to be mentally act-ive, socially useful, and morally good men. 

Labor! thou that raiseth the humble, consolest the sad, guidest the erring into the 
path of virtue; thou comfort of the weak, salvation of the poor, and joy of the· 
strong; thou help of the fal\en, staff of the stumbling, and comfort of the good; thou 
im.age of the highest power that raisest us to a likeness to Divinity; thou that hast 
reared all mankind, and brought tlll;m out of barbarism; thou wilt exercise thy 
mighty disciplinary and educative power upon the plastic material of the rising 
generation, and through thee will be developed .a more beautiful and better youth, 
that shall be a joy and a blessing to the worltl. 



VII. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN NEW YORK. 

Undoubted evidence of the increasing interest taken by the general 
public in all questions i·elating to industrial education is afforded by 
the space now given to these topics by the press. . 
~he followin~ extr acts from a column article in t~e New York 

Tribune of April 3, ·1887, are here quoted as confirmmg the state
ments made in this Report as to the difficulties which are put in the 
way of American youth who desire to learn a trade. 

The article also briefly describes several of the schools to which 
r eference is made. As accounts of these are given elsewhere in this 
Report, they are here omitted. · . 

The article is headed" Training that is H elpful-Technical Educa
tion in this City." 

When an exhibition of the handiwork of trades schools was given in New York a 
year ago, and people were talking learnedly of the value and importance of indus
trial education, there was general inquiry as to what New York had been doing in 
this direction. In the exhibition there were displays of the work of other large 
cities, in com:{lar ison with which the exhibits of tlJ.is t{)wn made a small showing. 
There were pnvate schools of New York, however, that maintained its credit. They 
had been in existence quite as long as those of other places and had done fully as 
well. The exhibition·had the result of arousing a wider interest in industrial schools. 

Mechanics themselves were among the first to see the importance of these reforms. 
In the last quarter of a century the trades have undergone great changes all over 
the country. Trades unions have become so thoroughly organized that they now 
control nearly every branch of labor. By their regulations only a specified number 
of apprentices are allowed to learn the trades. An employer cannot place his son 
in hiS own trade as an apprentice unless the rules of the union are complied with 
and the boy waits his turn. This control of apprentices tends to keep down the 
number of mechanics and to keep theil: wages up. In spite of all their efforts the 
trades unions have found that there is a large and rapid increase of skilled mechanics 
due to immigration. It was ascertained that eTery year a large number of me
chanics came to the United States and generally to New York, where they remained 
for a few months or years, reaping the benefits of high wages and returning to their 
homes when the demand for labor diminished. 

The number of apprentices was so few that only a comparativel:y; small number 
of boys could secure a chance while they were of the right age to learn a trade. 
They became clerks or even common laborers. · It was found that other countries 
had taken advantage of American inventive genius. 

Technical schools had been established all over Europ~ which appropriated and 
taught the latest improvements in this country and elsewhere. Immigrants who 
landed in Castle Garden as skilled laborers knew American methods quite as well as 
American mechanics. 

Such information turned attention to the need of technical education in the United 
States. It began to be understood t hat the day for the old-time apprentice had 
passed away. Institutes for· technical instruction were established. in some manu
facturing towns, and plumbers, carriage-makers, and other trades formed associa-
tions for the proper instruction of tht-ir helpers. · 

Several of these organizations have been established for a number of years in New 
York. 

The list of schools described includes the school, for their appren
tices, of R. Hoe & Co., referred to in Part I of this Report ; the free 
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classes of Cooper Union, the workshop in the City College, the New 
York Trade Schools of Mr. Richard '1.'. Auchmuty, the classes held 
by the Industrial Educational Association at No.9 University Place, 
the aebrew Technical School in its new buildings in Stuyvesant 
street, and the Art Schools of the Metropolitan Museum. The art~cle 
ends with the following summary: 

ln addition to these schools in which technical instrUction is given there is also 
the Gramercy Park School, which includes a polytechnic course, and a technical 
school in Glass Hall, in Thirty-fourth-st. , near Third ave. The Wilson Industrial 
School at Eighth-st. and Avenue A has sewing, cooking and housekeeping classes 
for several hundred girls from five to twelve years, whose parents live in the tene
ment houses of that neighborhood. The Children's Aid Society maintains an Italian 
school in Leonard-st., in which boys and girls under fourteen are taught. Further 
up-town the society has established a brush factory in which crippled boys are 
instructed to make bnlShes. Cl~.s have also been organized and are taught in 
theSe practical studies in connection with several chw-ches in the lower part of the 
city. Felix Adler's kindergarten and technical school haYe large classes; the Rev. 
R. Heber Newton has extended this work in his church, and on the East Side the 
Rev. D. C. Potter established technical classes seYeral years ago, and the Baptist 
Tabernacle, of which he is pastor, expects to erect a large building this year for this 
Pur:{>OSe. Superintendent Jasper and his assistants are engaged on a report, aftet· 
haVIng in..,pected the technical schools of New York and its vicinity, with the view 
of introducing manual training in the public schools of New York. Last fall $35,000 
was appropriated for this purpose and the Board of Education expects to pt·epare 
son1e plan for making a beginning during the present year. 



APPENDIX L. 

VARIOUS PHASES 
OF 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
lN RELATION TO 

THE ·puBLIC SCHOOLS, 
AS SET FORTH 

By AMERICAN EDUCATORS 

IN 

PAPERS, ADDRESSES, DISCUSSIONS, AND CONFERENCES. 

I. Introduction. 
II. Extracts from reports of various addresses on Manual Training made in 

connection with the reception given to Professor ·woodward, of St. Louis, 
in Boston in 1885. 

(a) General Francis A. Walker, President Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, introduces Professor Wood ward to a Boston audi· 
ence, December 16th; 1885. 

(b) Professor Woodward's address on Manual Training. 
(c) Report of speeches by eminent educators at Banquet given to Pro

fessor Woodward by Mr. JohnS. Clark, December 17th, 1885. 
III. Report of Discussions concerning Industdal Education in the Common 

Schools held in Boston, Massachusetts, early in 1887. 
(a) Report of session of Conference of ARSociateu Charities January 

20th, 1887. 
(b) Address by Dr. J ohn W. Dickinson, Secretary State Board of Edu-

. cation. 
(c) A Plea for Industrial Education in Public Schools, by Francis A. 

Walker, read before this Conference Feb. lOth, 1887, in reply to Dr. 
Dickinson's address. 

(d) ReJ?Ort of session of Feb. lOth, 1887. Address by 1\'Ir. Edward At
kmson in reply to Dr. Dickinson. 

IV. "Manual Training Schools." A paper read by Superintendent Seaver, of 
Boston, before The Boston Trade Club, February 3rd, 1887. 

V. "Manual Training in Public Schools.'~ Extracts from an article by Professor 
Thomas Davidson, in " The Forum," April , 1887. · 

VI. Industl'ial Education as presented before the National Educational Associa
tion in Chicago, July, 1887. 

(a) Address of welcome by Hon. Allan G. Story, President of the Chi· 
cago Board of Education. 

(b) '' Manual Education in Urban Communities," by General Francis A. 
Walker. · 

(c) "Kinds of schools to be introduced and practical methods of in
struction " by Miss L.A. Fay, director of drawing in Schools of 
Springfield, Massachusetts. 
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Industrial Education at Chicago- Continued. 
(d) " The Function of the Public Schools," by Professor C. M. Wood

ward of St. Louis. 
(e) Discussion of the preceding papers participated in by many educat

ors. 
(j) Report of Sessions of the " Industrial Department." The discu.s

sions were participated in by a large number of educators. 
(g) Report of the Educational Exposition. -

VII. Industrial Education discussed by the Superintendent's meeting in Washing
ton, D. C. February, 1888. 

(a) How and to what extent can Manual Training be engrafted on our 
system of public schools? by Nicholas Murray Butler, PH. D. 

(b) Discussion participated in by Superintendents Powell of Washing
ton, D. C. and Marble of Worcester, Massachusetts; by Director 
H. H. Belfield of Chicago Manual Training School, by Mr. Charles 
H. Ham of Chicago, Tilinois; by Hon; M.A. Newell, State Superin
tendent of Maryland, by Mr. Henry Randall Waite, of New York; 
by Superintendent Kennedy of San Francisco, California, by Dr. 
Jerome Allen of NElw York, and by Superintendent Anderson of 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

VIII. Industrial Education as presented before the National Educational Associa-
tion in San Francisco, July, 1888. . 

IX. The Swedish Slojd Instruction. A compilation by I . Edwards Clarke, from 
various authorized publications, showmg the development of Slojd ; with 
an account of Dr. Otto Salomon, and the Schools of Niiiis._ 

X. The Physiology of Manual Training. A lecture on " The Value of Instruc
tion in Manual Dexterity as regards bodily development of hygiene," deliv
ered before the Manual Training Association at Leipsic, by Dt·. Birch
Hirschfelder, Professor in the University at Leipsic. 

XI. The Psychology of Manual Training. A paper read before the Department 
of Superintendence, National Educational Association, Washington, D. C. 
March 7th, 1889, by Professor Wm. T. Harris, LL.D. 

XII. "Industrial Education as a part of the Common School Course" critically 
_considered by A. P. Marble, Esq., Superintendent City Schools, of Worces
ter, Massachusetts, (1885.) 

XIII. The new Educational Methods criticised by an experienced Educator. "Which 
Ideal"? by H. C. Missimer, Esq., Principal High School, Erie, P ennsylva
nia. ("The Academy," March, 1889.) 

XIV. Report on" The Educational Value of Manual Training;" made by the Com
mittee on Pedagogics to the .National Council of Education, in session at 
Nashville, Tennessee, July 15th, 1889. 



I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The papers grouped in this Ap_pendix relate wholly to t-opics in
cluded under the ~neralterm of Industrial Education, and mostly 
treat of "Manual Training" proper, though in one or two instances, 
such as the faper read by Mtss Fay, at Chicago, the whole subject 
of industria training for boys and girls in all grades of schools is 
considered. 

In the reports of the discussions, at the meetings of conference held 
in Boston; at the sessions of the National Educational Association 
in Chicago; and of the Department of Superintendence in Wash.: 
ington; the opinions expressed by many experienced American edu
cators will be found, · 

As the advocates of Manual Training have long felt the need of 
filling the hiatus now existing between the occupations of the Kinder
garten and those of the Manual Training School m·oper-a period 
of six or eight years of school life - witli some suitable methods of 
intermediate training by which the facility acquired in the Kinder
garten shall be progTessively developed; and as, in the judgment of 
some, tlhis desired method exists in the Wood Slojd Instruction of 
Sweden, the paper on this subject compiled by the Editor of this 
Report from various· authorized publications, mostly- from those is- · 
sued by the New York Industrial Educational Assomation under the 
Editorship of Dr. Butler, is here inserted as Paper IX of this 
Appendix. 

The two papers which follow this, Nos. X and XI,.on "The Phys
iology of Manual Trainin~,'' and on "The Psychology of Manual 
Training,'' the first by a distinguished German medical Professor, 
and the last by a no less distinguished·American Professor and Edu
cator, explain themselves and will be found full of interest and sug
gestion. 

As so much space has been given in this Appendix to the state
ments by leading advocates of the new meth~<ls, it is due to a truth
ful. presentation of the present situation of these educational ques
tions that the fact that they are not suffered to pass without question 
should appear. In the two papers of this Appendix, numbers XII 
and XIII, by Superintendent A. P. Marble, of Worcester , Massachu
setts, and Principal H. C. Missimer, of Erie, Pennsylvania, respect
ively, the whole situation is reviewed, and the arguments advanced 
by the advocat es of Inqustrial Training are taken up seriatim. 

The criticism by Superintendent Marble of the various plans pro
posed for putting industrial training in the public schools makes 
what Horace Greeley used to term "mighty interesting reading." 
The judgment of such a clear-sighted observer and experienced edu
cator- sufficiently pro~ressive to have been among the earliest sup
porters of Walter Smith s plan of teaching drawing in public schools-
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·is not to be snuffed out with a sneer, but is worthy the thoughtful 
c·onsideration of all who are intelligently interested in the movement. 

The thoughtful paper by Principal Missimer, whose valuable sta
tistical contribution to . the defence of the public schools, given in 
Appendix I, paper VII, sufficiently attests his fidelity to the interests 

· of the Common Schools, may well furnish food for thought. 
The Report by the Committee on Pedagogics to the Council of 

Education during the annual Meeting of the .National Educational 
Association at Nashville, Tennessee, July 15, 1889, on "The Educa
tional Value of Manual Tra~ning," received barely in season for in
sertion here, gives the latest official word by American Educators on 
this interesting subject. 

The paper read by Dr. Harris, at the Nashville meeting, concern
ing the intellectual value of tool work will be found a valuable con
tribution to the discussi<'n which is, just now, of such interest to 
educators. · 

With t.hese four papers to ro~d out and complete this Appendix, 
it is believed that a satisfactory showing of the views of the most active 
and advanced American Educators concerning all phases of the in
dustrial training movement has been here made. · 

As Professor W oodward, of St. Louis, is recognized as a leading 
pioneer in the advocacy and establishment of Manual Training 
Schools in the United ·states, ably supported by the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, it seems fitting that the words of President 
Walker and Professor Woodward should be first given in this Ap
pendix, as spoken . on the inte.resting occasion of Professor W ood
ward's visit to Boston in response to the invitation of many leading 
citizens, ·as herein r~corded. 



II. 

MANUAL TRAINING. 

EXTRACTS FROM AN ADDRESS DELIVERED IN BOSTON DECEMBER 16, 
1885, BY PROFESSOR C. M. WOODWARD, OF ST. LOUIS, WITH REPORT 
OF SPEECHES AT 'l;HE BANQUET GIVEN IN ·HIS HONOR DECEMBER 
17, 1885.* 

In response to a requeit signed l)y the Governor of Massachusetts, 
the Mayor of Boston, the City Superintendent of Schools, and anum
ber of other leading citizens prominent in educational matters, Pro
fessor C. M. Woodward, principal of the Manual Training School 
connected with Washington University, St. Louis, delivered in Bos
ton, in Huntington Hall, ~n December 16, 1885, an address on the sub
ject of Manual Training:. General Francis .A. WaJker, President of 
the Massachusetts Inst1tute of Technology, presided, and after a 
fe:w preliminary remarks introduced the speaker . 

. {a.) INTRODUCTORY REMARKS BY GENERAL WALKER. 

General Walker rose and spoke as follows: · 

FORMER SCHOOL MEl'HODS ·QnJTICISED. 

There has been for m~ny years a great and a growing discontent with the course 
of instruction in our public schools,- discontent arising not from the fact that the 
studies and exercises. actually pw·sued are deemed to be not in t hemselves worthy 
of the attention of scholars, but because that course of instruction fails to include 
other studies and exercises which are by many deemed to be equally important as 
means of mental training, with those which are included in the curriculum of the 
schools, and even more important, so far as conc11rns the personal and individual 
intet·ests of the scholars in later life, and the economic, and even, I might say, 
the political interests .of society itself. If I niay indulge in a reminiscence, I en
tered the public school of Massachusetts when four years of age; I entered colle~e 
when I was 15 years of age. I cannot now recall that in the intermediate time m 
any school Under the control of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts I ever passed 
one quarber of an hour in any exercise which was disposed or calculated to train my 
powers of perception, or to cultivate the habit of observation, or to gi"c hope a.ud 
strength to that faculty which is the one divine facul ty in man,- the power of crea
tion, of doing and making. It seems, perh11.pe, an extravAgant assertion, but I think 
if any gentleman in the room of mature al?e will look back 30 or 40 years and con
sider what were the exercises and studies m which his school life was spent he will 

. *The reports from which these exh·acts are taken appeared in the columns of the 
Boston Advertiser on Decemi.lct· 17 and 18, 1885. 
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find it difficult to recaJl any exercise which was calculated to develop that side of 
the man and those powers of the will,-observation and perception. And yet I 
make bold to say tliat in practical life the men who succeed do so more,- except 
in one or two overcrowded professions- by acute powers of perception, a well 
trained habit of observation and the ability to interpret phenomena. 

HOW SCHOOL DEFECTS WERE IN PART COMPENSATED. 

At that time travelling about the village, roaming in the woods did their part 
to make up for these deficiencies of instruction in the school in developing the 
powers and faculties to which I have referred. Unfortunately, our boys in the cities 
have not those resources, and unless the school gives them the systematic training 
and the powers of perception, cultivates for them the habit of observation, puts into 
them the perceptive facUlty, that part of the .mind is likely to remain almost com
pletely neg1eqted. Since that time much has been done to improve the traditional 
course of school studies. · · . 

THE ADVENT OF THE KINDERGARTEN. 

The kindergarten has come, and, in spite of many needed modifications- in spite 
.of a simplicity which seems to presume a childishness and degree of ignorance and 
innocence which no American child was ever guilty of- the kindergarten has come 
to stay . . It has done much for ;rounger children, and the kindergarten method has 
influenced instruction in the prnnary years of the public school. 

THE TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY SCIENCE. 

On the other hand, the study of science has introduced into our publi~ schools 
much in the way of tra.ining those facu1ties which were so much neglected in the 
earlier time. Still there remain grave grounds for amending our system of school 
instruction, because of the neglect of certain exercises and classes of study which 
are believed to be essential to the thorough training of the inind . .and a better prep· 
aration for the work of later life. . 

MANUAL TRAINING SCHO~LS. 

These needs have been felt and remarked with increasing freedom during the few 
years past; but while we in Boston have been talking of this matter our Western 
friends have been actin~. [Ap:plause.l And Boston stands now in the somewhat 
unusual position of bemg distinctly oohind in educational matters, so far as this 
great needed reform in the curriculum of the public schools is concerned. During 
the past few years several schools of very high character have been instituted, and 
have been developed in several of the important cities of our country. The earliest 
of these schools, so far as I am advised, in anything like its present ·form, which 
offers, in my mind, the best model and example for institutions of this character 
(which, I believe, are in the course of the next few years to be found almost as widely 
distributed as the public schools of the past), the earliest, the most successful and 
the most worthy of imitation of all these schools, is that which is connected with 
the Washington University of St. Louis, and of which the director is Professor 
Woodward. 

Professor Woodward took charge of this school in 1880, with the promise that it 
should be no charge upon the regular polytechnic school, and he has been eminently 
successful. With this preface, I have the honor and the pleasure to introduce Pro
fessor Woodward. [ApplatiSe.] 

(b.) PROFESSOR WOODWARD'S ADDRESS ON MANUAL TRAINING. 

Dr. Woodward was warmly received, and during l1is lecture was 
frequently interrupted by applaPse. He said : 

Forty years ago Ralph Waldo Emerson charged popular education with a want · 
of truth and nature. He complained that an education to things was not given. 
He saw that literature , far from being the Only factor in civilization was not even 
the chief one. Said he: "We are students of words; we are shut up in sc~ools 
and colleges and recitation room from 10 to 15 years, and come out at last w1th a 
bag of wind, a memory of words, and do not know a thing. W e cannot use our 
hands, or our legs, or our eyes, or our arms." And again, speaking of the exclu· 
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sive devotion of school tO Latin, Greek and ppre mathema,.tics, "which by a won
derful drowsiness of usage " luid been '' stereotyped education," he says: '' In a hun~ 
dred high schools and colleges, this warfare against common .sense still-goes on." 

THE ltlODERN ADVANCE IN EDUCATIONAL IDEAS. 

This man of clear vision pointed out the road which the next generation was to 
follow. With wonderful unanimity the educational forces of America are facing 
in the new direction. Formal education is much broader than of old, and the meth
ods and materials used are so new or so changed that we call the result the new 
education and insist . that some manual training should run through the entire 
course from the kinder~n to the.high school. The necessary apJ?lianc~ for ~he 
primary and grammar grades are Sl~J?le and few, the most essent1al thm~ bem.g 
teachers into whose preparatory trammg manual elements have entered m the1r 
due proportion. By the eighth or ninth year of school life th~ pupils are ready.for 
the svstematic and comprehensive work I am about to descnbe. The school t1me 
of the pupils is about equally divided between mental and manual exercises. 

DIVISION OF STUDIES AND OF TIME IN ST. LOUIS MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL, 

The daily session begins at 9 a. m. and closes at 3.30 p. m., 30 minutes being 
allowed for lunch. Each pupil has daily three recitations, one hotu· of drawing and 
two hours of shop fractice. The course of instruction covers three years, and em
braces five paralle lines, three pUl'ely intellectual and two both intellectual and 
manual, as follows :- . 

First. A course of pure mathematics, including arithmetic, algebra, geometry 
and plain trigonometry. · · 

Secon:d. A course in science, and applied mathematics, including physical geog
raphy, botany, natural philosophy, chemistry, mechanics, mensuration and book
keepmg. 

Third. A course in language and literature, including English 'grammar, spell
ing, composition, literature, history and the elements of political science and econ
omy. Latin and French are introduced as·electives with English or science. 

Fourth. A course in penmanship, freehand and mechanical rlrawing. . 
Fifth. A course of tool instruction, including carpentry, wood turning, mould-

ing, brazing, soldering, forging, and bench and machine work in metals. . 
Students have no option Ol' election as to particular studies, except as regards 

Latin and French. Each mtJst conform to the course as laid down and take e"ery 
branch in its order. You will see, then, that we have no mean or narrow object. 
"The education which the manual training school represents is a broader, and not , 
laS the opponents of the new education assert, a narrowe1· education." We put the 
whole boy to school, not a. part of him, and we train him by the most invigorating 
and logical methods. Pure literature is a matter of books alone. The study of 
science in the new education involves both new materials and new methods. 

THE LIMIT OF ATTENTION THE LIMIT OF PROFITABLE STUDY. 

W~e1.1 the limit of sharp attention and lively interest is r:eached, you have reached 
the hm1t of profitable study. If you can hold the attentiOn of a class but 10 min
utes, it is worse than a waste of time to make the exercise 15. The weary intellects 
will roll themselves up in self defence, and suffer as patiently as they can, but the 
memory of those moments of torment lingers and throws its dreadful shadow over 
the exerc~e as it comes up af?ain on the monow; and how automatically, as these 
overtaught children take the1r places again, do they roll themselves up into an at
titude of mental stupidity. Intellectual growth is not to be gauged by the length 
or number of the daily recitations. I firmly believe that in most of our schools 
there is too much sameness and monotony, too much intellectual weariness and 
consequent torpor. 

I would make school attractive and indispensable to a. large class of boys whose 
controlling interest~:~ are not in the study of words, the forms of speech, or the bound
less mass of information which is given in books ; and I would give such boys a fair 
chancE' of adequate development. Such boys are not necessal'ily blockheads, nor 
even dull. Their intellectual powers may be stl·ong, though their strength lies not in 
the dh·ection of memory. The claims of this class of boys have be~n set forth by 
no one so eloquently as by General Francis A. Walker. Sa>s he, and I give almost 
!hs exact words : There is now no place, or only a most ·uncomfortable one for 
those boys who are strong in perception, apt in manipulation, and .correct in' the 
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interprelle.tion of phenomeBa, but who are not gOod at memorizing, or rehearsing· 
. the Qpinions and statements of others ; or who by diffidence or slowness of speech 
are unfitted for ordinary intellectual gymnastics. These boys are quite as numer
OuS as the other sort, and they are quite as·deserving of sympatht and respect, besideu 
being rather better qualified to become of use in the industrial and social order. 
And yet for this class of boys "the school offers almost nothing upon which they can 
employ their priceless powers. Now the manual training school proposes to culti-
vate and harvest both kinds of boys. · 

Hence, if we abridge, in some cases, the hours given to books and the time wasted 
tn idleness, and introduce exercises of a widely different character, the result is a 
positive intellectual gain. There is plenty of time if you will but use it IU"ight. The 
students of a well conducted manual trainin~ school are intellectually as active and 
vigorous as in any high schooL The educatiOn of the hand is the means of more 
completely and efficaciously educating the brain. 

Manual exercises, which are at the same time intellectual exercises, are highly at
tractive to healthy boys. If you doubt this, go into the shops of a manual training 
school and see for yomselves. Go, for instance, into our fm·ging shop, where metals 
are wrought through the agency of heat. A score of young Vulcans, bare armed, 
leather aproned, with many a drop of honest sweat, stand up to their anvils with an 
unconsciops earnestness which shows how much they enjoy their work. What are 
they doing? They are using brains and hands. They are studying definitions in 
the only dictionary which really defines. Where else can they leam the meaning 
of such words as" iron," " steel,"" welding,"" tempering,"" upsetting,"" chilling," 
etc.? And in the shop where meta,ls are wrought cold (which, for want of a better 
name, we call our machine shop), every new exercise is like a delightful trip into a 
new field of thought and investigation. Every exercise, if properly conducted, is 
botli mental and manual. Every tool used and every process followed has its his-
tory, its ge1;1esis, its evolution. · 

A GRIEVANCE AGAINST DICTIONARIES, 

I am almost r~dy to say," Confusion to the memory of Sam John,son," for since 
he started the fashion of making dictionaries, pupils have been set.to learn about 
substances. products and processes from dictionaries rather than from things them
selves. When we reflect that every verb in the dictionary relies for its mean in~ to 
us upon our personal experience in being, doing and suffering, we shall realize 
something of the importance which personal physical experience bears to educa-
tion. · · 

The first stel? of the .new education was the introduction of explanatory pictures 
and diagrams m the books studied and read. This was a great gain, and many of 
our illustrated text books are to-day marvels of excellence. As books they JeaYe 
little to be desired. But words, neither alonE\ nor with pictures, can supply the 
want of things themselves. Next came the introduction of apparatus and models 
which the teacher could handle and show to his pupil$, and sometimes, if he knew 
how, could use before them. The lecture method was another important gain, and 
it has accomplished much good. The difficultiE\s attending it, howeYet·, have been 
such as to prevent its general adoption, and its use has been limited to schools of 
high grade. . 

The next step, and the one we are now taking, is the adoption of the laboratory, 
the putting of things, materials, apparatus, tools and machines into the hands of 
the pupils themselves, and giving them a conscious knowledge of properties, rela
tions and processes. This is the crowning feature in education. 

It was formerly supposed that the manufacturer, the miner, the builder of houses, 
or bridges, or ships, the millwright, the farmer, the man of commerce, eto., needed 
no education beyond that gained by actual work at his· trade or desk. Now, how· 
ever, such strides have been taken in all these callings, through the application of 
the principles of modern science, that none but carefully trained and educated 
men can. expect to secure and keep places of honor and profit in them. Now, 
without neglecting to train our lawyers, engineers and physicians, literary men 
and gentlemen of leisure, should we not at least as directly aim to train these other 
men for their work? 

A GENERAL NEED AND DEMAND EXISTS FOR MANUAL TRAmiNG. 

From the observed influence of manual training upon boys and, indirectly, upon 
the parents, I am led to claim that, when the last y~ of the gramlll.ar ami the 
high schools include manual tt'ilining, they will meet a wider demand; that the ed· 
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ucation they afford will be really more . valuable, and consequently, that ~he 
attendance of boys will be more tha11 doubled. Add the wanual elements, With 
their freshness and variety, their delightful shop exercises, their healthy inte~ectual 
ancl moral atmosphere, and the living reality of their work, and the boys w1ll stay 
in school. Such a result would be an unmixed good. I have seen boys doing 
well in a manual tra ining school who could not l1ave been forced to attend an · 
ordinary school. 

THE PURPOSE OF MANUAL TRAiNING DEFINED. 

The object of the introduction or' manual training is not to make mechanics. I 
have said that many times, and I find· continual need of repeating the statement. 
We teach banking, not because we expect our pupils to become bankers; and we te~ch 
drawing' not because we expect to train architec~, or artists, or engineers; and we 
teach the use of tools, the properties of materials, and the method!; of the .arts, not. be-. 
cause we expect om· boys to become artisans. We teach them the United States Con
stitution and some of the.acts of Congress, not because we·expect them all to become 
Congressmen. But we do expect that our boys will at least have something to do 
with bankers, and architects, and artists, and engineers, and artisans, and we ex
pect all to become good citizens. Uur great object is educational; other objects are 
secondary. That industria.! results will surely follow I have not the lea.c;t doubt, but 

·they will take care of themselves . . Just as. a love for the beautiful follows a love 
for the true; and, as the high arts cannot .thl'ive except on the firm foundation of 
the'low ones, so a higher and finer development of all industrial standards is sure 
to follow a rational study of the underlyi~g principles and methods. Every object 
of attention put into thll school-room should be put there for two reasons, one edu

. cational or (to use a word I much dislike) pedagogic, the other economic. Training, 
culture, skill come first; knowledge about persons, things, places, <:ustoms, tools, 
metho(!s, come second. It is only by seeming both objects that th~:~ pupil gains the 
great pr ize, which is power to deal successfully with the w en, things and activi
ties which surr~md hm1. 

A word in regard to the moral effect of our combination. Its influence is whole
some in three wa>·s: It stimulates a love for intellectual honesty; the good moral 
effect of occupation is most marked; a third moral benefit is self respect and a 
respect fo1· honest, intelligent labor. Without going into the perplexing questions 
of labor and capital, I feel sure that the only way to prevent such conflicts in the 
future is to properly train the children of the present generation. The men who 
make up mobs are deficient in eithet· mental or manual training, or both. They 
never had a chance t o get both.side by side in a public or private school. . 

THE OLD-TIME MANUAL LABOR SCHOOL. 

The so called " manual labOr" schools have been fmmded as semi-charitable in
stitutions. Then~ h3:v~ been attemp~s to sol~e the problem, How shall a poor boy be 
enabl~d to earn !us livmg and get his education at the same time? In my judgment 
there IS no solution to. that problem, and the sooner we recognize the fact that a good 
education costs money. and that in every attempt to shift the burden of support 
u.pon children under 17 years o~ age we nre guilty of cruelty and neglect. Of neces
Sity, the form of labor adopted m these labor schools is that which involves a mini
mum of training and skill and a quick return. The pupils learn some of the ele
ments of a narrow occupation, but on the whole their education, whether mental or 
manual, is between very narrow limits. Such institutions have few points in com
mon with a manual training school. 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EUROP.EAN AND AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS. 

As .to the ~dusn:ia1 sch?ols of Europe, ~ve all know they are intended to foster 
cer!-Rm established mdustr~es. There are m Europe many apprenticeship schools 
wluch are generally of a 1ugher grade than the industrial, and which have a some
what broader aim, though.in every case the definite object is to make every boy who 
atf:ends, no matte.r what Ius natural aptitude, u. skilled. practical mechanic. Now 
netther the ~me:Ican manual labor school, nor t he European industrial school. nor . 
t~u! apprenticeship school comes very near the manual training school. With them 
either self support o~·. a trade is the great and nearly the sole end. The trade scl1ools 
lu'-ve ~ wortl~.v ~md, a~d they are successful. . They ha,·e g reatly improved the grade of 
techmcal sktll.t~ Europe, and they ha:ve accomplished much for their industries. I 
ha~e.no oppositt.on t~ ma ke. to them, ~ut i wish it to be well understood that a manual 
tramm~ school1s qutte a c.hffet·ent thmg. Insteau of the two grand objects we have 
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in view-one general and educational, the other economic-~hey have but one, the 
economic. In our school the manual elements are subordinated to the intellectual. 
One hour .of drawing and two hours of shop work daily is the maximum demand on 
the manual side. On the other side, there are three recitation hours and private. 
study enough to learn three 'lessons. All the band work, like all the book work, is as 
"human" as possible. Not every tool, not every book, .not every art, not every 
science is crowded into our curriculum. We teach a few things, and we try to teach 
them well. I think we have introduced enough to secure the development of power. 

' 
FALLACIES · EXPOSED. ·. 

· Two old fallacies have stood in our way, and they stand yet in many minds. 
One is that all the manual arts, except penmanship and free hand drawing, should 
be learned at home or in, connec\ion with some business establishment. They al
ways have been so learned, it is urged, if learned at all, and there is no good t·eason 

· to suppose that they can be acqUired to any useful extent in any other way. Cer
tainly they cannot be taught in school. There is little need for me to answer this 
objection here in Boston. It bas been answered in many ways. It has been proved 
a hundred times that the logical methods of the school-room are as applicable to 
the theory and use of tools and · implements as to chemistry or algebra or book
keeP.ing, and that no business establishment is willing to train a boy solely in the 
boys interest. The oth~r fallacy is that the moment one introduces manual train
ing he must bring in the idea of self support. The notion is inherited. Every ap
prentice boy, every counting-house fag was supposed to pay for his training by his 
labor. So every stranger who looks in upon our school asks what we do with the 
boy's work; and, can we not make things to sell? They forget, in the first place, 
that one's first results in a new field are always valueless; and, in the second place, 
that the more an establishment is.!). fact9ry, the less it is a school. No attempt hns 
ever been made, to my knowled~e, to make a school of penmanship, or English 
composition, or surgery, or medicme, or law, self supporting. 

• 
. THE TRADES TO WHICH MANUAL TRAINING OPENS. 

Now, as to the relation which our instruction bears to the crafts in most frequent 
use. During the total allowance 9f 880 hours, which, in the first year, every boy in 
the class must devote to wood work, the boys are learning some of the preliminary 
ste.Ps and eSsential features of several wood working trades. The sharpening of 
chisels, gouges, bits, and planes; the filing and setting of saws; learning t o square 
up and lay out work with precision; the cutting of mortises and tenons: the details 
of mailing, gluing, pinning, and dovetailing; various kinds of inside and outside 
turning, chucking and fitting. etc .. etc. All these belong equally to the cabinet
maker, the chair maker, the pattern maker, the wheelwright, the house carpenter, 
the stair builder, the cooper, the car builder, the wood carver , and so on. While . 
thus learning the intelligent use and care of tools and materials, our boys become 
very proficient in making and using what are called "working drawings." This 
last accomplishment is essential to intelligent progress in aDJr trade. The tl·aining 
given during the second year of school in the forging shop is equally fundamental 
and equally broad in its application. The study of form as related to strength and 
economy of material; the operations of drawing, upsetting, bending, punching, 
breaking, welding, tempering, brazfug, and soldering are fundamental in character 
and preparatory to a score of distinct occupations the special business and conven
tional details of which we do not J?retend to teach. Our machine shop, in which 
the third year students spend the1r 380 hours of shop time, is quite appropriately 
named. To be sure, there are benches where regular exercises in ch1ppmg and 
filing are done, but the greater part of the attention is given to the study, use, and 
management of machines. To this end machines with great range of adjustment 
and always requiring precision and the exercise of forethought and good judgment, 
are employed. The materials wrought are those of which machines are gener~lly 
made, viz, iron, cast and wrought steel of various grades, .and brass. Their cutting 
tools the students generally make for themselves at the forge. We have in all 21 
iron cutting machines, and a 60 horse power Corliss engine. It is no small thing to 
be able to use all these machines intelligently, not to say skilfully, and in this age, 
when many new machines are to be made and all sorts of machines are to l>e used 
in the arts, there can be no surer way than ours of developing that '' directive power" 
whichisgenerallyconceded to be one of the chief fruits of a good education. Now, 
whether •our "boys become mining or civil or mechanical engineers, farmers or 
mechanics, merchants, manufacturers, lawyers; or statesmen, it seems clear that 
this training will give them additional power, both in moulding circumstances and 
in their intercourse with men, taught and untaught, skilled and unl!killed. 
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COST OF THE NEW METHOD. 

· A single word as to the cost. I do not recommend manual training because it is 
cheap, or. because it will result in an immediate saving of money. In the long. 
run 1t will sa.ve ·much mone;r, but its establishment and maintenance are expan
sive. To begin with, a buildmg with school rooms and desks, drawing rooms and 
stands, shops and tools, cost more than one with only school rooms and desks. Our · 
working sections have from 20 to 24 students each, and. for each section there must 
be a teacber. In the St. Louis school there are 230 pupils and 11 actual teachers. 
Again. the current expenses of shops and laboratories are considerable. In my school 
it costs from $5 to $7 per pupil per year for materials. But I strongly insist that 
the added value is worth the added cost, and that no community in which a man
ual training school has once been well established would allow its expense to be an 
argument against it. · . · · 

It almost goes without saying that the varied exercises of a manual training 
school are highly conducive to physical health. On the intellectual and moral 
sides I hope I have shown that the effect must always be good. A training which 
enables a boy to make the most of himself in a broad and high sense must be re
garded as healthy. A.manual training school has many windows, and it looks out 
upon aJarge circle ot human activitbs, and the kindling light shines in on every 
side. As with its windows, ·so with its &oors ; its pupils step into the busy world 
in all directions, each choosing a career where he may be reasonably certain of suc
cess. There are many avenues to culture and to success in life. We strive to keep 
them all open. 
· When the formal lecture was over, Dr. Woodward answered a number of ques
tions put to him by.gentlemen in the audience. As to the effect of his .system of 
training on the classes that had graduated, he said that nearly half of the students 
were now students in other schools, which .showed that the love of study had not 
been killed in them. Those at work drif.t into industrial pursuits. They are in 
some cases farmers and in some cases in machine shops, but they are rather apt to 
be employed as draughtsmen and pattern makers. Th('y are found exceedingly use
ful in large establishments where a boy is wanted to do many different kinds of 
work. Where one of these boys has been employed, they have generally sent for 
another one. [Applause.] The boys on a farm immediately find that all the farm 
machinery is put into their care, no matter how young they are. Dr. Woodward 
said the system of manual training could be grafted upon the public school system 
by means of a separate institution or by a building in connection with the high 
school. The latt3r plan had been adopted in Toledo, and courses of study were 
marked out with the option of taking manual training or not taking it. This train
ing increased the cost of education per scholar about 50 per cent., but it would be 
more popular than the present high school system, the speaker thought, becau'le it 
would appeal to a wider constituency. · 

The next evening a complimentary dinner was given to Professor 
Woodward by Mr. John S. Clark at the Hotel Vendome, attended 
by some seventy guests. In the speeches following the dinner the 
topics suggested by the address of the previous evening were treated 
by several speakers whose names are authoritative in the educa-. 
tiona! world. 

(c.) THE AFTER DINNER SPEECHES. 

After the coffee had been passed Mr. Clark rapped for order and saiJ :
GENTLE)IIEN :-We meet to-night to do honor to a man who has done signal service 

i~ the cause of ~ucation. Most of you remember about 10 years ago, on the western 
s~de of the Institute of Technology, along, low building with no architectural preten
SIOns. Many of you in passing by may ha"e heard a sound as from a blacksmith 
shop ot; the rumbling of machinery, and you, perhaps, mav have thought, "What 
an unsightly building in this part of the city and so near such a tine structure as that 
of the Institute of Technology !" In that little, unpretentious building was born, I 
may !!3Y· one o.f the most important educational 1deas that perhaps has come to 
Amer1ca. It was not favorably received in Boston-! doubt if it was understood. 
~ut the idea that Dr. Runkle began to work out there spre.ad rapidly elsewhere, and 
m the West it was repeatedly caught up and examined with the utmost scrutiny on 
the J?&l't of those who were charged with the direction of public education. I remem
ber m 1878, in visiting St. Louis, I paid a visit to one of her eminent citizens, whe 
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surprised me by the extent and thoroughn·eS!! of his information in regat·d to the-be• 
ginning of a feature in education of which we knew but little here, in Boston ; and · 
I .was not surprised a short time after to find that gentleman one of the donors to the 
St .. Louis Manual Training School; of which our guest is the principal and the dit-ector. 
JApplause.] That idea established at St. Louis rapidly spread elsewhere. Shortly 
after th~ Commercial Club of Chicago, visiting St. Louis, was shown this school. On 
their return, at a meeting addressed by two gentlemen, both of whom I hoped to have 

.here this evening, the claims of this school were presented, and before the company 
dispersed $65,000 was raiSed and the club pledged itself to raise $100,000 for the cstab
_lishment of another such school as that at St. Louis. and to-day on Michigan avenue 
you will find as one of the principal interests of that city another manual training 
school. Our guest is fresh from the inauguration of another similar school a:t Toledo. 
l3altimore has one in operation ; and at Columbus, at Indianapolis, at Milwaukee,
lmight say at a dozen or more pll/.Ces in the West, they are already discussing this 
feature of education, and I doubt not that within a. year we shall see a number more 
in ful~ operation. . 

CAUSES WHiCH HAVE GIVEN RISE TO THE AMERICAN MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS. 

Now what does this mean? Is this a mere spasm of educ:ttion;- somethiqg that 
_will soon pass by? Let us look for a moment at the social conditions out of "'hkh 

· these schools have grown, and of which they are. in a measure, the expression. \Vo 
frequently have discourses upon the chang-es taking place about us ; but do we fully 
realize the changes that have taken place-within the memory of some gentlemen at 
this table,- social, political, industrial? To go back to a starting ]Joint, suppose we 
take the year 1814, when the nations of Europe broke down, exhaust~d after nearly 
a century of military struggle. For that century the individual was simply regarded 
from the point of view of the sohlier,- as a fighter. The pathetic lines of Wonb
worth indicate what was the condition of England, the most favored of all the nations 
taking part in this long warfare :- ' 

or_.tbe rich many became poor, . 
And of the poor did mauy ceas<• to be. 

llow if we consider the point at which the military idea. broke down and the 
industrial idea began to come forward,_ you have a starting point for comparison in 
tlus wonderful development of the ln.st 60 years. Speaking broadly, there has been 
comparative peace, and ~you see that the governments, instead of regarding the in
dividual as a soldier, have come to regard him as a citizen, as a 1,1nit ar()und which 
the state centres, out of which the state grAws. It was ]Jertinently r emarked the 
other day at Toledo that the two greatest social evils are a king at the _top and an . 
ignorant man a.t the bottom. The social organization to-da.y has got rid of its king, 
but it has not got rid of the ignorant. man at the lx>ttom. The unit must be a pro
ductive unit, which the soldier was not. In the industrial type of society, man is 

·given to production and preservation. The contrast between the two is so immense 
that we see at once the cause of our prosperity in the last 70 years. You find here 

. in the logical order of development, freedom to think, freedom to labor, a~d tlo~
ing from it freedom to exchange labor, as the last or one of the later results m soc~al 
deYelopment. Let us be just to the public f!chool. . I think the idea ~nder whi~h ~t 
l~as been founded is the noblest. The development of all the facult1es· of the md~

·vidual is the idea. of the public school as r epresented by so many gentlemen at th1s 
bo'ird. The question is, Is giving the child the the~re~ical idea in. regard to_ l_ife 
the best way to enable him to meet the demands of hfe! In the ~<>?Jal compet1_twn 
1t is of prime importance that the individual shall be self sustammg and s~lf re
specting, and in order to do that it is of iruportance,tha.t he be able to earn Ius own 
living. · . · 

If I understand rightly the idea. of the manual training school, it is not to tear 
down but to broaden the base of the public school, and snd1 a. school is th;~ one rep
esented by our honored guest. The idea, therefqre, that· went out fro~u ~oston tn 
weakness, in dishonor, retmns to-night in strength . and in power. ,W1th ,~·hat 
strength and what power I call upon our friend Dr. Woodwanl. Qf St .. Loms to 
describe •. 

DR. WOODWARD RESPONDS. 

Dn. WooDWARD was received with enthusiastic applause as he rose to reply. 
When quiet had been obtained he said:- · . . 

MR. CHAIRMAN AND KIND FRIENDS,- I assure you that this welcome touches m.e 
very closely. I am so thOl'O\lghly a Massachusetts boy that I can not l!t.and or stt . . . . . . 
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in a company of Ma~achusett.a men with ·whom my heart throbs so harmoniously 
o.s· with your~> on an .occasion like this, without being deeply touched. It is not my · 
first return from a !ong wandering, but it is m;r fir~t opportunity to st.and before 
my fellow laborers_ m the great field of education m the State of Massachm;etts. 
It has always been my. pride to say that I was a Yankee; and ·even in the presence 
of nieri to wliom the word meant. something ver~ unpleasant, I l)ave always insisted 
that I was a full blooded Yankee. (Applause.J You may be interested t? know 
that I am not the only one who takeR that pnde. We are. not all barbartans, or 
cowboys, or candidates for the presidency. Those from east of the Hudson River 
are associated .into the New England Soc~ety, and Tuesday it will be my duty to 
say something to that society, and I assure you that to that meeting I ~hall recall 
this with a good deal of pleasure. 

TBE YANKEE. 

Every good idea out there is supposed to be a Yankee idea, and in England I find 
that they have a similar notion. They not only regard us as being exceedingly 
sharp, but they think we are the most wonderfully inventive people they know of. 
One 1ady asked me in an e''ening gathering, "Professor Woodward, are there any 

. gentlemen in America who have not taken out patents ?" I rubbed my head a 
while,"Iknowone." " Who is that?" "It is my brother. It does not follow 

· that ·he is ~ot a man of inventive power. He has a g reat deal of it, but then he is 
a man of remarkable self control." [LQ.ughter.] 

After alluding to the changes which had come over Massachusetts during his 20 
years' absence, Dr. Wood~vard quoted from Theodore Winthrop, a private in the 
Seventh New York in the late Civil War. an account of the way in which Massa
chusetts ·men in the Ei~hth Massachusetts Regiment came forward to lay tracks, 
build bridges, and repau· locomotives and steamboats. Tl1at, said the speaker, is a 
tribute to the Massachusetts men that su~gests a point which is very near my 
heart-that is, the subject of manual traimng. Now, gentlemen, I gave you last 
night a whole page of manual training; but between you and me the whole thing 
can be expressed in five words. My whole theory of education can be expressed in 
six monosyllables: "Put the whole boy to school." I can ask nothing more. The 
boy is a very complicated machine. He needs to be trained on all sides, and all I 
ask is that he shall have the light shine in on all sides of . him. Last night 
I used a phrase to this effect, that the manual training school has many windows 
and that the light shines in on every side. With your J?6l'Illission, I will elaborate 

·that idea a moment. You know how pla.nts that stand m the window and receive 
the light on only on9 side grow defornJed. On the light side they are bloo1)ling 
and prosperous and fresh, but on the other side they are· wanting. As with the 
plant, so with the child. Not that I would shut off one ray of light. I ask not 
that you shall close that windO\v, but open the other. Let the light come in at the 
further side. Let all light ·shine in upon our boys. 

INDICATIONS OF APTITUDE. 

There are other gentlemen to speak whom I am anxious to listen to; but there are 
OJ?e or two things which I will just touch upon which I could not touch upon lo.st 
mght. The subject is a very large one. In certain circulars that I haYe sent out I 
have made this remark-and it has raised a question in many minds-I say that in 
the exan1ination for admission no account is made of mechanical tastes. Some peo
ple think that is very strange. They think that I ought to give those boys a prefer· 
ence who claim to have special mechanical tastes. We do not take that into account 
at all, l;>ecause the developments of the early years are more matters of ac9ident than 
they are of natural aptitude. I have had pupils come to me who were said to be 
utterly without mechanical taste. They were brought to me that it U:Jight be fairly 
learned whether they hacl any mechanical tastes or not. Now, such boys are just 
!IS. apt to develop into good workmen as thnse who are reputed to be g:rE>.at geniuses 
m the mechanical line. I have had boys come to me wl10 were befriended by wealthy 
people because thE>y were so given to mechanics, because they never ·could be· kept 
away from machinery. I have one in my mind who went out a \VOrthless workman. 
He had a morbid desire to see the wheels go round, bnt he never could be made to do 
W?rk accurately or with lJI:ecision. There was no tlewlopment in him. I do not 
Wish to be understood as saying that there are no such things as aptitudes, because 
the1·e are. I merely say that the probability is t.hat we cannot get at them much 
previous to 14 yearn. I think that in the course of the training they get in our school 

·the thing settles itself, and those who at·e unfit for ntechanical work find it out. That 
' ' 
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is a point which is worth cOnsidering-that the boys know themselves when they 
leave our school as they cannot in any other kind of school that I am acquainted 
with. At Harvard the only training on the physical side I got was on the cricket 
field and in fhe boat. . . 

HOW AN .ENGLISH MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL CAME TO BE ESTABLISHED. 

I have. tried to make it ciear. also, that there is no secondary object that comes in 
sight compared to training· the boy. In Europe they have done differently. In · 
England they have not known what to do. They have not wished to adopt the 
technical schools of France, Germany and Belgium. They have tried apprentice
ship schools. When I ·went to Manchester last winter I-found an apprenticeship 
ilchool for very young boys, where the sole object was to learn particular industries. 
I discussed this question of manual training on three sepa1·ate occasions. Six weeks 
afterward, when I was on the Continent, they determined to close the technical 
school, but in its place, in the same building, there was opened in September a 
manual training school exactly on the plan of the school of St. Louis, in America. 
[Applause.] And that school is now in successful operation. So that our ideas have 
fllready taken root and are springing up in England. Now, I have only one word 
more-to call attention agam to the balanced plan of our schools. Some of you 
may have heard of our motto. It was writtep. under the inspiration of the enthu
siasm of the moment by the Rev. Dr. Eliot, president of Washington University. 
It is very simple, and it stands over the door of the manual· training school:-

Hall to the skilful, cunning hand 1 
Hail to the cultured·mlnd! 

Contending for the world's command, 
Here let them be combined. 

In closing, Dr. Woodward paid a deserved complinlent to the courtesy of the host, 
Mr. Clark, and his zeal in educational matters. 

REMARKS BY EX-GOVERNOR RICE. 

Ex-Governor ALEX4NDER H. RICE was the next speaker. He said that it gave 
him great pleasure to attest his appreciation of the character and services of the 
distinguished guest. He paid a high compliment to the address of Dr. Woodward 
Wednesday evening, and said he believed that it was· a valuable contribution to the 
cause of education. Nature had not been lavish in her gifts to the inhabitants of 
New England; the soil was rather unproductive and mineral wealth was not abun· 
da.nt. In consequence, the people of the New England States we1·e compelled to fol
low industrial pursuits. The world had grown considerably since the days of the 
apprentice system, and if an attempt was made to return to that method it would 
be foun~ entirely out-grown and inadequate. A larger amount of intellectual and 
manual training was now required than ever. Just how to combine the two was 
one of the most important questions for educators to decide. Competition now is -
between nations rather than between States, and this competition is becoming a 
very interesting study. The arts are now on an equal basis throughout the world. 

- A great change in the arts bas taken place within the past 50 years. 
· Mr. CLARK then read a letter from Edward T. Steel, chairman of the board of 
. public education of Philadelphia, in which he regretted his inability to be present; 

and expressed himself in favor of manual training, and hoped that the day was not 
far. distant when this system would be adopted throughout the State of Pennsyl van in. 
Mr. Clark said that he had been able to obtain the presence of Mr. Steel't:> able col
league, Mr. Mac.A.Jister of Philadelphia, and he would call upon him as the next 
speaker. . 

REMARKS BY MR. MACALISTER, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS IN PHIL.ADELPffiA, 

Mr. MACALISTER said that he desired to speak of the benefits of manual educa
tion froni the standpoint of a public school master. If the manual training school 
is to make blacksmiths, carpenters, or any kind of operatives, it is not wanted. 
The business of education is, according to the definition of Herbert Spencer, to ~t 
men and women for complete living. No man can live a complete life u.nless Ius

1 whole nature has been educated. It would seem that thus far the pubhc schoo 
falls short of accomplishing this purpose. It will be seen, however, that t~1e tend· 
ency of education has been in the direction of the objects to be accomphshed by 
m~uual training. The problem of education to-day is the same as it has always 
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been- the coordination of the education of miiid and matter. If manual training 
does not accomplish this it has noflace in the public schools. There is. now amos~ 
liberal feeling in the recognition o new ideas in advancing education. The condi
tions of society are chan~ed and are very different from what they were 50 years 
ago, and for this reason It ought to be insisted that the public schools should edu
cate a man for the social conditions in which he is J>laced. The best education is 
cultured education .. The effect of manual training m the schools is to make labor 
more respectable, and to carry into the world a sympathetic intellig~nce with labor. 
This is the chief end of the practical aspect and outcome of manual training. 

THE AMERICAN PUBLIC SCHOOL OF MASSACHUSETTS ORIGIN. 

The public school was hom in BoSton, and in this city, ·above all other cities, pu~ 
lie education has been fostered. To day in the West it will be found that the New 
En~land school has been placed a.'! the foundation of growing localities. There is 
no mstitution now at the command of the state that will so effectually mould into 
American d'tizens those who shall come to this country from every clime. The 
greatest aim of the public school is to educate a man on all sides. There was a 

-prospect, the speaker thought, that soon the schools in England would be modelled 
. after the American sjrstem, and there was no hope for the future of France or Italy 

.unless the American method of education was made the foundation of the public 
schools of those countries. There is now in operation in Philadelphia a manual 
school, and in the GiJ;"ard College, and in a Catholic institution in that city manual 
training has been introduced as one of the principlalleatures. 

General WALKER, of the Institute of Technology, the next speaker, said, in a few 
' remarks, that he believed, with all his heart, i' manual training, bt>ginning at the 
bottom and. extending through all the various branches of a lad's education. . 

Mr. SEAVER, the superintendent of the public schools of thi~ city, added his tes- . 
timony as to the benefits of manual training in the public schools, which had come 
under his personal observation. The time had now arrived, he said, when the ad
vocates of this method of education could show what had been accomplished by the 
results seen in the outcome of the St. Louis school and the Institute of Technology 
in this city. What Wl\5 now needed was EOme generously disposed millionaire or 
.corporation to aid in establishing a school of manual training in this city. In clos
ing Mr. Seaver advocated a movement to secure the Franklin fund, now held by 
the city of Boston, for the purpose of erecting a public school building for the ad-

. vancement of manual education. 





III. 

INDUS'rRIAL EDUCATION IN THE COMMON SCHOOLS. 

DISCUSSIONS HELD BEFORE THE CONFERENCE OF ASSOCIATED CHAR· 
!TIES OF THE CIT\ OF BOSTON, DURING THE MONTHS OF JANUARY 
AND FEBRUARY, 1887. 

(a) SESSION OF JANUARY 20, 1887. * 
In room 15 of the big building of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology yester· 

day afternoon (January 20th , 1887) gathered about lOU ladies and gentlemen, nearly 
all of whom are known prominently as being much interested in educ~ttional. chari
table and religious work in Boston. The subject fot· discussion was announced as 
•· Industl"ial Education in Our Common Schools. " Gen. Franci:; A. \ Valker presided , 
and there were present Rev. ·P hillips Brooks, Rev. A. A.llliner; Dr. John \V. Dickin
son, secretary of the state board of educa t ion : Mr. Edwin P. Seaver, superintendent 
of the public schools of Boston; Gen. J. F. l\Iarsha\1, lHr. Robert Swan. and a large 
number of ladies from the \Vomen's Educational and Industria.! Union. After the 
records of the last meeting had been reacl, Gen. \ Valker said that the meeting was to 
be an informal conference on industrial education. So genuinely was it a confer
ence or communion of Yiews, that Dr. John \V. Dickinson had been-inYited to giYe his 
views, which the speaker thou~;ht wight be in direct opposition to those held by 
many. He would like to hear his reasons for not desiring a ehange, and l1e would 
like to have lum say why he does not look forward favorably to tlui innovation in 
education. a:; proposed. Dr. Dickin~ou spoke a s follows: 

(b) DR. DICKI1\'SON'S ADDRESS. 

Tbe~:e is doubtless a wide difference of opinion among educators concerning the 
end:;. w hich the public schools shoul<l lahor to attn in. Sotnl' a ftinn that the public 
schools lmvc failed to accomp.li!:ih their purpose unless tht>y have prepared t.lw c hil
dreh ·ror their special places in life. or h:we Lrained them in some of the ~pecial appli
ca~l,)ns of their acti\·c power. Others helie\·e t.hat, in the l{~ncral education of e\·ery 
child', lie ~hould be con~itlered an t•ntl unto hirusC'lf rather than au instnm1<.> 11t for the 
produet ion of some end ou t:sitlc of him~t>lf, w hich would tlirc~,;t him to those <'Xercises 
1>hich havE' a tt>ndem·y to produce ;L ><)'IIIIIH' lrkal deq•)opmt>u L of a ll his fanrltie~. 
This. they think. is the IC'git.illlate work of t !1e public schools antl the tlil·ect e11tl to be 
sought in all tli~dpliu:u·.\· study. 

In the firs t ca se, tho t•t iHca!,>r wonltl <lin•l't his a t.tcntion to the cormnnnica!ion of 
knowledge ami to ! rai11ing; his pupil in some of thR <X'<'Upatiom; of lifE'. In (.he sec.· 
ond ca.~e. lu~ mimlr:; fixe• l o11 whatl1n canll'ad tho pupil tobecorue. Onac.t•onntof 
t he existence of Lhest• t.wo opin ion:<, a nd of 1 h<" two plans of instructions that grow 
out of them, we ht>ar JIIHt:h oH thl' one hantl of tlw 1\tlvanta.gt>s of pract.ical knowl
edge, a JHl on t he other of t.Jw \·a iHt' of a sy ntnwtri<·a.l tiP\·clopmentof tlw mind. It 
seen1s necessary. tlunefore. for t hotitl who ll<tH' anythi11~ to do in funning; puhli<~ 
opinion on educationa11Uethods to dt•t t>nuinc what t.he pul.lit' "''hools of the enuntry 
shall attempt to aceonrplish for the ir pupib. Th is appt •ars LhC' more nPers~ary when 
we become aware that a cho ice of cntls to bt· Sl'<.:lll'l'd hy school life w ill dt>tcnnine 
~subjects of s tu.Jy or oecupat.ions sha ll hecom .. t ltC' ot·c-a,;inlls uf public sd1ool 

*From re1JOrt in Bo~ton H emlt.l of January ~ 1 , 188·7, 
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exercises. If it is the function of the public school to prepare the children for some 
special mode of gaining a living. tlili! would graft upon our common· school work the 
professional and industrial elements, and the schools would be 

NO LONGER COMMON SCHOOLS. 

. The next generation would be composed of citizens who might practice and pur~ 
·sue the trades with skill, but all would be done with special reference to supplying 
the wants of life. That intelligent desire for a higher life of the individual and a 
higher civilization of the state, which is stron~ in every rightly trained mind, 
would be obscured, and men would be moved chiefly by the mechanical and animal 
principles of action. But no system of public schools can be maintained for pri
vate utility alone. All social institutions must be founded on the idea of promoting 

. public as well as private utility, and in the administration of the system the public 
good must not be sacrificed for private ends. It is because there is a human educa
tion which should pervade this acquisition of special professional or industrial skill, 
and which will have a tendency to elevate the individual above the natTowing 
effects of any profession or trade or occupation, and bring him to his special work 
with a trained mind, a strong will and a manly spirit, that we may establish public 
·educational institutions, to be suppor~ by a general tax, and may gather all the 
children into them for a common course of study. 

The spirit which the individual brings from the public school to his special work 
is of more importance, as far as either public or private utility is concerned, than 
that sort of special skill which the public schools will ever be able to communicate; 
for this spirit will determine the use he will make of his skill after it is acquired. 
Mill sar.s that if we can succeed in the disciplinary schools in making sensible men, 
_they w1ll be sure to make of themselves sensible laborers in the pursuit of what
ever occupation they may· choose, 

It has been found that those who take up the work of life with minds trained to 
observe, to analyze, to generalize and to reason, joined with that self-control 
which enables one to turn his full attention to whatever he desires to do, soon out
strip all others in the amount and character of their efforts. Boys have been known 
to pass through the preparatory schools and the university with great. credit to 
thenLBelves as scholars in the branches of learning pursued in those institutions. 
In their courses of study they were trained to 

USE THEIR "ACTIVE POWERS. 

in gaining a personal knowledge of the real objects and subjects of their thoughts. 
In this way they formed the habit of accurate observation for facts of performing 
with skill all those acts by which the mind passes from individual experiences to a 
knowledge of geperal truth. They left the university with that enthusiasm for 
practical life which a consciousnes.~ of the power of self-activity and a love for ex
cellency always produce. Their collegiate education had not made them shiftless 
or indolent or dE)Spisers of hard, honest labor. Their acquired knowledge excited 
in them a love for more knowled~e. The development of their faculties and their 
modes of thinking had created within them the power of an intelligent and an in
definite progress. With this general preparation for a ny application of their active 
power they entered the mills in a manufacturing town to learn all the mechanical 
processes that work up the raw material into the finished product , and with the 
1dea of sometime becoming the directing agents. With minds trained to observe 
and generalize by the exercises of the schools now directed to the particular opera
tions of their. business. they at once became conscious of what must be generally 
true. The experience and testimony of these young persons and of their o>erseers 
prove that general intelligence and the power of self-control form the true basis of 
all high success in the practical applications of active power to the business of life. 
The term practical is sometimes applied to knowledge. This use of language often 
leads us into error, for by it vie are in danger of attributing to knowledge that 
which belongs to power only. 

A philosophical system of education, then, should provide for a general culti
vation of the individual as a human being before hisactivities are turned into an 
unnatural channel by the pursuit of any trade or profession. But the idea of in
troducing into the public school any exercises that have for their immediate end to 
train the children for special phases in life has been quite generally abandoned. and 
for two reasons: First, it has been discovered that a. citizen of a free State has no 
special place for which he is to be prepared, and. to which he is to he assigned. The 
place that he is to fill is not to be determined by the accidents of birth, of race, or 
of wealth, but by the · 
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QUALITIES OF HIS MIND,. 

and the use be makes of his power. The children, as they enter tbe·public schools, 
do not bring 'with them the facts from which the teachers may infer what special 
instruction the future of each one will. require. Second, there is a growing senti
ment in favor of directing public instruction toward that general develoi,>ment of 
the individual which will make a man of him, and in accomplishing this end fit 
him to enter with intelligence ·upon any service to which his capacities and his in
clinations may finally lead him. 

It seems now to be generally admitted that any system of J>Ublic instruction that 
does not make human development, with all that is implied m it, an end, is false in 
theory and a failure in practice. To justify the support of a system of public 
schools by a general ta.x there must be some common end which they are adapted 
to accomplish, and which is necessary to the well-being of the people. This is the 
only sound ground nJ??n which the public school may rest and expect public sup
port. Suppose, then, 1t be the concurrent opinion of those best !1-ble to judge that 
the .proper function of the public school is to furnish the occasions of a symmetri
cal human development, it still remains to be determined what are these occasions. 
Human development is produced by the ri~ht exercise of power. In school the 
occasions of this exercise are objects and subJects of thought. These collected and 
ri~htly arranged constitute our public school courses of study. The schools are 
cnticised for the poor quality of their products. Their graduates, it is said, pass out 
of their classes into active life with ?rave defects in their education. They know 
something of books, but they have ne1ther the ability nor the inclination to produce 
anything. ·They can understand what is explained to them, but they cannot invent 
for themselves. They may have some power of thinking, but they cannot realize 
their thought in any product outside their own minds. Their capacities have been 
trained, but their faculties have been neglected. The criticism, while it is largely 
the product of an active imagination, has some foundation in fact, and directs our 
attention especially to one defect charged against the work of the schools. This 
defect consists of a failure to tr~in the children to an independent use of their 
powers. It is proposed to r~medy this defect by adding to our public school exer
cises a manual element, in the form of training in the use of mechanical tools. 
The most enlightened advocates of 

THE NEW EDUCATION, 

· as it is sometimes called, would not occupy the attention of the public school with 
manual exercises for the manual skill which would result from them, but for the 
sake of that general development of active power which an orderly use of tools is 
said to be adapted to produce. For no other reason than this could the practice 
with mechanical tools find a legitimate place in the public schools. Admittmg that 
the defects supposed actually exist, it docs not follow that they are due to defecth·e 
courses of study, or that they may be removed by adding the operations of the 
workshop to the list. Both of these things are assumed, but neither of them has 
yet been proved true. 

Great manual skill is not infrequently found with those whose general intelli
·gence is not of the highest order. In my experience I find instances of the exist
ence of one without the other. Some minds are conscious of that knowledge only 
which they have obtained by experience, and of that power only which they have 
acquired by repetition. They may become skilled in imitation, but they will be 
wanting in independent and progressive power. They will also be wanting in that 
general intelligence which is necessary for the regulation of their private condttct 
as Christians, or of their public acts as members of a free state, The publio schools 
of Massachusetts were established, that the learning necessary t o the successful 
practice of self-government might not be buried in the graves of our fathers; that 
the learning necessary to set the people free from the bonds of those prejudices that 
enthrall the reason and the liberty of man might not be lost. It appears from what 
has been said that in every complete system of public instruction ample provision 
s~ould be made for the cultivation of general intelligence before the attention is 
d!l'ected to any special mode of life. This is because the individual is of more con
sequence to himself, as a well·developed man, than he is as a mechanical instru
~~nt, and because he is more valuable to the State as an intelligent and virtuous 
Citizen than he can be as a skilful artisan. It do~~ not appear that the culti vati<;m <!f 

A~T--VQL ~50 . 
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MERE MECJI,A.NICAL DEXTERITY 

holds any necessary rela.tion to general intelligence or virtue. It does not appear to 
be necessary to prepare the individual to pursue his disciplinary studies with greater 
facility, or to enter upon the race for life with the ability to acquire for himself the 
highest order of either professional or industrial skill. A distmguished president 
of a.n industrial institution recently said: " I do not find that the exact construc
tion of a box leads to "the exact construction of an English sentence. I have not 
found that students' in mechanical courses were especially good in their mathemat
ical work." Is it not possible in these materialistic days -that we push the methods 
of the laboratory too far ? May not the gross a.nd material concepts gathered in 
the shop so stand as ·to obscure the clearer and more exact intellectual concepts? 

What changes do we need in the conduct of the public schoo~ that they may do 
their own work in the productive manner? If it is true, as affirmed, that the chil
dren are not able to do any independent work when they leave the schools, it is be
cause they were. not permitted to work independently in their class exercises. A 
skilful analysis of the mind of a. school graduate will expose the processes to which 
it has been subjected during the periods of its tuition. In the examination we should 
inquiJ:e for the nature of the knowledge acquired , and for the kind of training the 
faculties have received. Pupils who have been brought up on books alone will 
show when they take their places in the world that the world is a new object of 
thouf;ht. Books are said to be the storehouse of knowledge. By which is meant 
the signs of knowledge, for knowledge itself is nowhere outside of some mind, and 
the signs of it can be interpreted by those only ;who already know what they signify. 

From these statements it will appear that in t he acquisition of knowledge words 
were never intended to take the place of things. When used exclusively"in schools 
they seem to 

CLOSE THE SENSES 

and the understanding against the true objects of knowledge, and the individual 
passes through the world without seeing it. If we turn our attention to the effect 
on the mind produced by the abstract use of language in study, we shalrtind that 
such a use is adapted to cultivate the passive powers only. The mind is active in 
receiving effects whenever it uses language as a substitute for objects and occasions 
for ideas. In such a case, its labor is simply to discover the ideas invented by other 
minds. The result of such an exercise of the faculties is to prepare them to obtain 
information rather than knowledge ; to feel impressions, but not to produce them; 
to be controlled, but not to govern; to imitate the acts of others, but not to invent 
a.n independent course of conduct. .All this is changed when things take the place 
of .words. Then the mind becomes conscious of knowledge and of obtaining it by 
its own efforts. Under a system of objective teaching the learner is brought in 
direct contact with whatever he is to know, with natural objects, language, abstract 
truth and states of mind. These are a ll made objects of consciousness as a condi· 
tion of knowledge, and the pupil in this way becomes an original investigator. We 
already have two exercises in the schools that are adapted to train the m ind to a 
skilful use of the eye and hand. I refer to drawing, and to the practice by the 
pupils of constructing their own simple illustrative apparatus. Drawing is the lan
guage of form, and may take the place of written s~>eech as a m ode of expression. 
It implies a careful and prolonged observation of thmgs to be described. It presents 
occasiOns for free exercise of judgment , imagination and invention. It is one of 
the best means of cultivating the taste by requirin~ that exercise of the faculties 
upon which the activity of taste depends, and by dn·ecting attention to the beauti
ful in the works of nature and· art. In constructing the means of physical phe
n~mena to be obser ved, the mind is most thoroughly exercised in the 

STUDY OF THE PHENOMENA 

themselves. The exercise of making the apparatus is not now a simple imitation 
of a few mechanical motions. It is an invention of the m eans of illustrating ideas, 
and of bringing the forces of nature into a convenient form of a prolonged and 
systematic observation. The object of public school life, then, is not to teach 
special professions nor occupations nor trades, nor those exercises which produce 
m ere manual dexterity, but to develop the child and bring him to his special work 
with trained faculties and an honest purpose. After the powers a re sufficiently un· 
folded and good habits are formed , and independent ability to acquire knowledge 
from the study of things, and information from communication with other minds 
has been acquired; after t he foundation for a true manhood has been established 
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· by' the disciplinary exerciSes of the public school , then let the teChnical and indus
trial schools offer to all who ·desire the opportunity of preparing for special places · 
in life. The public common schools of the country must not be confused and 
bw:dened unnecessarily with the work of the home or of society or of the church. 
Theese schools will fail of accomplishing their purpose, and will have their hold 
on public confidence weakened if they attempt to teach that knowledge which is 
not desirable for all to know, or to produce that cultivation which is not necessary 
for all to acquire. The common schools are necessary for the state, special schools 
for the indivipual. The one should be made universal, and the attendance upon it 
compulsory; the other should b<> offered to all who desire to enjoy its advantages. 
Let the work in the public schools, as they are now organized, be done in accordance 
with the true philosophy of teaching and study, and tl~e children may graduate 
from them prefared to enter, with every prospect of success, upon the performance 
of the duties 0 either public or private life. [Applause.) 

MR. SEAV$R'S REMARKS. 

General Francis A. Walker then introduced Mr. Edwin.P. Seaver , Superintendent 
of the public schools of Boston, as one who, perhaps, held somewhat different -Mews 
from Mr. Dickinson on the subject of manual traming. Mr. Seaver did not under
stand that he was expected to reply to a paper by the Secretary of the Board of Ed
ucation. I will only call attention, said he, to one distinction which may be drawn, 
and, if it is kept in mind, I think it will be found that the Doctor and I do not differ 
so very much, after all. I would suggest that manual training be introduced after 
a boy or girl has passed beyond the age of 14 years. When a boy or girl has 
reached and passed beyond the age of 14, isn't it a good idea to do something to fit 
that boy and girl for thf:'jr future lives? Put the boy at a trade and teach the girl 
to do domestic work. If we lay down the distinction between those below and thoSe 
above 14 years of age, I do not think there will be so great a distinction. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING FOR GIRLS IN BOSTON SCHOOLS. 

· I propose to show in the few words I have to say what is now being done in the 
BoSton schools, and suggest what I should be glad to see adopted. There is now 
BO!Jl.e good training for domestic industry in the sewing and cooking taught to the 
girls. For several years sewing has been a regular school exercise in the three 
lower grades of the grammar schools. A girl li~ing in Boston can hardly reach 
the age of 14 without having passed through at least one of these grades. Mo'st 
girls pass through all three. In two schools-and soon we shall be able to say in 
three-the instruction in sewibg is continued in the upper grades, and there in
cludes the cutting, fitting and finishing of various garments. 

Another domestic art; the ignorance or neglect of which entails much unconfessed 
misery or visible wretchedness, is cooking. A number of cooking schools have 
been establiHhed for the benefit of the older girls, and they have proved very suc
cessful. The idea is popula1·; the school authorities are interested and have, in fact , 
est-ablished one school to be supported by public money, and expect soon to provide 

. for the support of others in the same way. There are now about 1000 public school 
girls receivmg instruction in cooking. At the Tennyson street school there are 300; 
North Bennet street , 150; South Boston. 400, and at Jamaica P lain, 150. 

There are those wbo see nothing intellectual in work with the hands, and would 
therefore give no place in the schools to industrial training. On this I join issue, 
and say ihat industrial training consists simply in bringing the mind to bear on 
hand work; and that is the very reason why it may properly ha~e a place in schools. 
Industrial n·aining is intellectual or nothing. With proper attention to cooking les
sons, a girl gains not only good intellectual and moral training, but she becomes a 
good cook and an excellent manager of t he kitchen. Some lessening of the " book 
time" ihere must be, ana some diminution in the amount of book knowledge ac
quired may result, but this loss I do not regard as serious. I consider, therefore, 
that th~ scheme of giving mdustrial training to girls is neither revolutionary nor 
expens1ve. 

THREE FUNCTIONS OF THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL • . 
The question of inclustrial tra ining for boys is neither so f:'.asy nor yet so far ad

vanced toward a solution as is that for girls. It is proposed that a general course 
of training be instituted , calculated to bring out the mechanical aptitudes of the 
b_oys and prepare th .. nn in a measure for many imlustrial occupations. As prepara
tiOn for prolytechnic schools, t he value of manual training is rapidly coming to bu 
recognized. 'J,'hese tlu'ee f unctions, tlum, t he wam1n.l training school seems fit~d 
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to discharge: First,' to give a good ground training' for those who wish to become 
skilled artisans; second, to give a good preparation for entrance to polytechnic 
schools; third, to give a good training for general purposes. 

Persons familiar with the needs of boys in our cities and large towns are looking 
with hope to manual training for a solution of some serious diffi,culties. The ways 
to many skilled handicrafts are practically closed, and it is next to impossible to 
serve a proper apprenticeship. The conditions of employment are such that a youth 
cannot hope to become an all-round workman, but ·must remain a one-process man. 
Almost ali the wsitions in highly skilled labor in New York are filled with foreign 
workmen, because Americans are not well enough trained manually to perform 
that labor. The plan of a. manual school came from abroad, but it has been modi
fied until it now suits American ideas. In Baltimore, Toledo and Philadelphia the 
manual training schools are a part of the free public system. The proposal for a 
manual. training school is not revolutionary, it is evolutionary. But, unlike the 
sewing and coo~ing, schools for boys will be somewhat expeD;Biv:e. ~in itself is 
enough to explam why Boston has been less forward than Pluladelphia. 

I shall not, however, cease to cherish the hope that the boys of Boston may have 
such a school as I have suggested. Whether it comes by action of the city ~overn
ment or by voluntary gifts of public spirited. c~tizens, matters little, provided the 
means and equipment be ample for the trammg of some 300 school boys. [Ap
plause.) 
, Other speeches were made by Mr. Robert Swan, master of the old Winthrop 

school; Mr. Atkinson and Gen. J. F. Marshall. . 

.A,t a subsequent meeting General Francis A. Walker read a paper in 
reply to that just given by Dr. Dickinson. The following extracts 
from General Walker's paper are ·from the pamphlet copy subse
·quently published: 

(c) A PLEA FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SlfHOOLS. 

BY FRANCIS A. WALKER, LL.D.* 

Those of us who attended the Conference of Jan. 20 heard some very strong 
arguments presented by the learned Secretary t of the State Board of Education, 
in {)pposition to the general views and purposes entertained by those who favor 
the incorporation of more or less of so-called Industrial Education with the public
school system of the Commonwealth. While objections from such a source could 
hardly be welcome to those who are deeply interested in the projected reforms, 
there should yet be no resentment at their being offered. If our purposes and plans 
are in general sound and wholsome, they will bear challenge and criticism, and be 
the better for it. Discu~ion, direct, sincere and earnest discussion, is in the inter
est of the very cause itself; and the sharper the challenge, and the more cogent the 
presentation of any and all objections, the better for us, if indeed we are right on 
the main issue. 

Especially is it the duty of the Secretary of the State Board of Education to stand 
up for the integrity and purity of the schools of Massachusetts, if he deems them 
threatened from any quarter ; and in his main contention, Dr. Dickinson is unques
tionably right. The primary purpose of our public-school system was education ; 
and it cannot in any considerable degree be made to serve any other purpose than 
education, without a perversion of agency, and almost an abuse of trust. The good 
old principle that education. so far as the public-schools are concerned, should be 
general, not special ; should be liberal, not te.;:hnical ; should be directed to the com
plete and harmonious development of the faculties of the child, and not to the me~e 
acquisition oi arts and knacks which can easily be turneci to practical uses,- this 
principle I believe to be as true and as important to the integrity of our school sys-
tem, as at any time in our history. . . 

And I must beg you to excuse me for going farther and for saying frankly in th~ 
presence, remembering that I am addressing a Conference of Charities, that the public 
schools should be expected to do little directly in the way of relieving the commu
nity from the burden of pauperism. The best which the schools can do, for the 

*A Plea for Industrial Education in the Public Schools. Addressed to the Con
ference of Associated .Charities of the City of Boston, February 10, 1887, by Francis 
A. Walker, Boston: Cupples, Upham & Company, The Old Corner Bookstare, 283 
Washington Street, 1887. Pp. 34. ' 

t Hon. J, W. Di<,:kjnsou1 LL. p, 
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interests which you have so much at heart, is to perform their proper educational 
work with thoroughness, mth efficiency, with enthusiasm. While I am far from 
saying that no burden should be put upon the public schools, for the general good, 
yet I believe that the principle wliich has been laid down should be strongly adhered 
to, in good faith and gOod feeling; and that those who propose any exception thereto 
should be required to prove their case, against a stJ:ong presumption in favor of the 
purely educational character of all school work. 

While thus amply conceding that which Dr. Dickinson claims, regarding the 
proper purpose and scope of ou:r schools, issue mny fairly be taken with him as to 
.the eJucational character of the proposed new studies and exercises. 

THE. SCHOOLS OF FORTY YEA.RS AGO. 

In order to clear the ground for such adiscussion. it may appear not pedantic and 
not unreasonable to go back thirty or-forty years in our history. Perhaps ,also, it may 
not appear impertinent to offer here a piece of personal experience. I ente~:ed the 
schools of Massachusetts at four years of age, and left them at fifteen to go to col
lege. In all the interval I do not remember ever to have been set to any study or 
exercise which I could not have done just as well if born without bands, except 
solely for the convenience of holdin~ a book and tu1·ning ov&· its leaves, or of writing 
on paper, slate, or blackboard; which I could not have donE\ just as well if atllicted 
wltb total blindness, except solely for the greater difficulty of learning lessons by 
bavin~ them read to me, instead of reading them myself out of books ; indeed, lut 
for this, a blind boy would have had an advantage ove1· me, as \Jeing less subject to 
have his attention distracted by surrounding objects. I do not recall any exercise 
which I could not have performed equally well without the use of bearing, except 
only for the purposes of communication with the teacher ; and, indeed, a d.-af child 
would, but for that, have bad an advantage over me, as being less subject to inter
ruption or distraction from without. 

Now, who will say that there can be a complete education of the child where the 
· senses are thus neglected? Let us not, even for a good object, exaggerate the part 

performed by the perceptive powers, but we may 1·ightfully insist that there should 
be, in every day and in almost every hour of school life, exercises which call the 
senses into active operation, and hold them in strict attention, while from above, 
the mind, their master, gliide, and helper, observes, records, and interprets all that 
the senses have to tell. 

But this was not all that was lacking in the old education. While the memory 
. was _fostered into an abnormal and monstrous growth, nothing was offered which 

even tended to tl·ain the judgment. Indeed, the enormous body of facts which the 
pupils were- expected to receive and cherish , solely upon the authority of others, 
constituted a d1rect discouragement to the faculty of Judgment and to the spirit of 
self-reliance. 

Moreover, there was absolutely nothing in the school studies and exercises of those 
days which tended to direct and develop the executive faculty; the power, that is, 
of doing things, as distinguished from thinking about them, talking about them, 
writing about them. No one familiar with the laws of mind will be disposed to 
deny that there is at least a tendency, in the protracted study of any subject, apart 
from putting that study to a practical use, toward producing a :I?artial paralysts of 
the will, shown in a disposition to procrastinate, to multiply dtstinctions, and to 
Rtand shivering on the brink of action. Finally, and worst of all, the school stud
~es and exercises of that age ga ve no play to that constmctive passion which is 
inherent in every healthful child's mind- a. passion which is so strong that it is 
r eadily J?6rverted, through lack of opportunity and exercise, into the passion for 
de:;truct10n, just as every good thing is susceptible of perversion into an agency of 
eVll or mischief. When, in 1843, my father for the first time visited Europe, he 
brought home with him a box of toys, which bore this inscription:-

Boys in Holland love to make 
What boys in England love to break. 

It is only fair to say that the boy who breaks is the same boy. ill taugl-.t and ill 
trained, as the boy who makes; and that the boy who breaks most is the boy who, 
if his energies were properly directed, would make most. 

HOME WORK IN THOSE YEARS PROVIDED PLENTY OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE • 

• Such was the New England school of forty and thirty years ago; but the results, 
m education, were not as bad as might be conjectured from this rude description. 
A great majority of our people lived in isolated farmhouses, or in small vill!lges, 
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where ae.cess to i:he land was easy. Out of whool, every boy had his stint of work, 
and his opportunities for play in the barn, over the fields, through the' woods, -ivhere 
his senses were continually quickened, the faculty of judgment called into exercise, 
the executive power strengthened, the constructive passion given scope and swing. 
By these means, accessible to all, much was done to supply the defictencies and to 
offset the evil tendencies of the strictly school education. It would be idle to say 
that the senst>s, the faculty of judgment, the executive power, the constructive pas
sion, can be as fully and as harmoniously developed and trained in unregulated 

·play, or in ill-regulated and unsupervised work, as they lnight be in well-considered 
studies and exercises directed by capable teachers; but, clearly, what the boys of 
forty and thirty years ago enjoyed in this way 'Xas vastly better than nothing. 
· This last, namely, nothing, is about what the greater part of the boys of to-day 
enjoy in these respects. The majority of our people now reside in cities or large 
towns. The boy, when out of school, can no longer resort to the carpenter's bench 
in-the barn; for there is no barn, not even a wood-shed,- only a coal-cellar. He 
may at times be found in a vacant, unfilled lot, having a very poor time playing a 
very poor game of hall; now and then he may make a laborious expedition to some 
park or skating-pond for amuSement": but during the most of the time he has no 
resort outside the house except the sidewalk. 

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN INDUSTRIES .AND IN POPULATION. 

Even in the country the state of things has greatly changed within the last forty 
and twenty years. Formerly the population was ahncst entirely of native New
England stock, possessing wonderful dexterity, great inventive l)Qwer, and a me
chanical insight which amounte.l to genius. At the same time, t 1e mechanic arts, 
and even the factory industries, were then carried on in such a way that almost 
every person employed might be regarded as a skilled workman. How great the 
change! To-day these regions are peopled by tens of thousands of Irish and French 
Canadians, who have inherited little mechanical insight, and almost no inventive 
power, and have themselves had small training in the arts of industry. The special
IZation of manufactures has been carried so far that, in some departments, tm 
o_perative often need not be a mechanic in any sense of ~hat term; using only a 

· smgle tool, and performing only a single simple operation, ft·om one year's end to 
another. Even the mechanic arts have been differentiated, until individual skill 
has largely gone out of them. * * *. Moreover, the general adoption of draw
ing, as a school exercise, is doing much to quicken the geometric sense of the pupils, 
to cultivate their perception of form, and to stimulate the interest of large classes 
of children who find little to enjoy in the traditional studies of grammar, arith
metic, and geography. 

THE PROPOSED CHANGES IN METHODS CONTRASTED WITH THE EXISTING SYSTE~I. 

It is at tllis point that we part company with Dr. Dickinson. He would trust to 
the continued use of drawing, and to the incr<)ased use of science-teaching, to train 
the senses, to cultivate the habit of observation, to strengthen the judgment, and to 
.make the hand and eye more ready and faithful servants of the mind. The use of 
tools he deprecates as injurious to the proper purposes, and as disparaging to the 

· dignity of the public schools; while he adm1ts sewing and cooking only as burdens 
w:.hich the schools may be asked to carry for the general good. Most of us, on the 
contrary, believe that the use of tools in appropriate form and degree, and the teach
ing of cooking and sewing, are as truly educational as any. even the mosL approved, 
of ~he familiar fe!-1-tures of the pu.blic school; th.at they sulJply desirable eleme.nt~ 
whtch can be obtamed at all, or wluch can he obtamed as we I, ft·om no other som ce, 
and that they are not only compatible with the integrity and dignity of the school
system, but that t~ey promise greatly to increase the general interest in the Sllhools, 

·if not to become the very salvation of the school-s,vstem itself; while the incident~! 
advantages resulting therefrom, in raising the industrial quality of our people! 111 
creating respect for labor, in quickening the sense of social decency, in securmg 
a greater economy of the means and the resources of the very poor, and in promot· 
ing good citizenship generally, are, a.'! we esteem them, beyond all price. 

Lil111TATIONS TO INFLUENCE OF SCIENCg TRAINING. 

First-While it is freely and glauly admitted that the objective study or natural 
science," by modern methods, affords an admirablP training of the powers of pe!·cep
tion, of the habit of observation, of the faculty of juclgnwnt, it cannot be dauuet.l 
that it does any thing towards directing and strengthening the executive faculty, 
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which is so important·a factor of success in life; or that it gives any scope or play 
whatever to that creative or constructive passion, which is the highest and most 
useful instinct in the child's mind, but is readily perverted into a force ~9r evil. 

INSPmrriNG INFLUENCE OF MA..o.'WAL TRAINING. 

Second.-While the efff'.ct of science·teaching in grammar schools, is, theoreti
cally, what has been above admitted, I believe it to be true that it is much more diffi
ccult to obtain good, fresh, original, spontaneous work in tllis dil·ection, than can be 
had in school exercises of the character we are proposin~; and that, even when the 
beSt of teaching-talent can be secured, a smaller proport10n of pupils will have the :r · 
interest fully aroused, and their mental activities fully enlisted, by the study of 
natural science, than by exercises in the mechanic arto;, where the perceptive pow
ers and the· faculty of judgment are equally called into use. but where, also, the 
creative or constructive passion is brought into play, to furnish both object and im-
pulse to the youthful student. . 

INDUSTRIAL E DUCATION INCREASES RESPECT FOR LABOR, 

Third.-While the objective study of natural science tends strongly and tends 
directly towards moral earnestness, simplicity of character, and intellectual truth
fulness as contrasted with the cultivation of mnemonics, dialectics, and rhetoric, it 
cannot, I think, be claimed that it has any immediate and direct influence in re
moving that snobbislmess of feeling , and that dislike and contempt for manual la
bor, which are so unhappily prevalent among our half educated classes; which are 
so injurious industrially, so dangerous socially and politically, and which bear an 
enormous annual crop of ruined Jives in the case of tens of thousands of the gradu
a~ of our public schools who have been made too fine for manual labor, without 
having become qualified to take any higher or more useful places in the industrial 
order, and who thus come to swell, each year , the throng of useless and unhappy 
applicants for the comparatively few positions in shops, stores, and counting-houses, 
where a generally poot· living may be obtained without soiling the fingers . 

. On the other hand, no one, I think, can look upon a class of bright young boys , 
working at the carpenter's bench or around the blacksmith's forge, their paper caps 
upon their heads, leather aprons and jean overalls protecting their bet ter clothes, 
their faces flushed with the excitement and delight of construction and creation, 
without having his heart glow within him at the spectacle, and without the serious 

. conviction that this is as it should be; that it is good for these boys, and ~ood for · 
the State, that they should learn to do such things, in the name of educatwn, anti 
under the authority of the Commonwealth. 

VALUE OF THIS TRAINING TO THE COMAIUNITY. 

Fourth.- When we come to the advantages to b"e derived Ly the community at 
large from "the improvement in the industrial quality of its citizens , through the 
mechanical education of the whole body of our youth, ami their acquisition and 
mastery of the elements which underlie all mechanic arts, we reach ground made 
so familiar by r ecent discussion that it only requires mention in passing. To the 
industl'ies of New England in especial, this is a matter of transcendent importance. 
With a harsh climate and a sterile soil, producing few of the materials of its own 
manufactures, importin~ its cotton, wool, silk, and flax, without ores of the use(ul or 
the precious metals, witnout even coal fo1· power, New England must rely, for its 
continued. supremacy in manufactures, upon the skill , energy, and foresight of its 
employing class and upon dexterity, neatness of manipulation, care of materials, 
and mechanical aptitude, on the part of its laborers. We cannot afford to tolerate 
a generation growing up, as Governor Ames has said in his inaugw·al message, in 
ignorance of the use of tools. 

INCIDENTAL ADVANTAGES. 

Ji1i.fth.-Among the incidE:ntal advantages to be expected from the introduction 
of the proposed studies and exercises into our public schools, is one which has 
always seemed to me of great impot·tance. but which is seldom alluded to in dis
cussion of this subject; namely, the maintenance of that sense of social decency 
which was once of so strong a savor in the life of New England. No one can pass 
through any of our villages to-day without being painfully struck by the contrast 
there afforded with the villages of a generation ago, when, almost without excep-
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tion, every house was in order and in repair, the fence entire, the gate hung, the 
shutters i.n place, the sasb fully glazed. Around the house the ground was graded 
and grassed, and almost everywhere some little garden-patch testified to the uni
versal desire to have things neat, agreeable, and decent. The man then who kept 
his house and grounds squalid was little less than a public enemy. I need not 
s~nd words in showing how great is the contrast in many of our New-England 
v~es to-day. The men, who, on every hand, allow their premises to remain 
shaboy and squalid, a reproach and ,blemish to the street, receive higher wages than· 
our fathers ever dreamed of. The reason why they are content to live amid such 
miserable surroundings is because they have come from lands where nothing better 
was known, and, secondly, because they have not the dexterity and knowledge of 
the use of tools, which would enable them to do those simple jobs of construction 
and repairs which were to our fathers a matter of course. If we are to reform this 
state of things, which is alike disgraceful and dangerous, and are to bring about a 
gradual return to thaJ; bett. r and happier condition when a strong sense of social 
aecency, ins~iring and controlling all the members of the community, constituted 
the best poss1ble guaranty of peace apd order, of industry and fru~ality, we must 
teach the children of these men the use of tools; and we can do it m no other way 
than through the public schools. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION OF Gm.LS • 

. Si:cth.-On the subject of sewing and cooking, there are m~y who can speak 
with much m.ore of intelligence and of authority than myself ; but I yield to no one 
in aJ?preciation of the importance of these exercises, as an integral part of the au
thoritative curriculum of our schools. So vast appear to me the advanta~es, social 
and physiological, to be derived from this 130urce, that, were these exermses in no 
sense and in no degree educational, I would still lay this duty on the-schools, as a 
burden to be carried for the general good, and would employ the authority of the 
Commonwealth to train every girl within our borders in these all-essential domestic 
arts . . 

If, as Horace Mann said, it is a crime for a boy here to grow up in ignorance of 
reading and writing, what sort of an offence is it, pray, for a girl here to grow up 
in ignorance of cooking and sewing? Think from what kind of ho~pes tens of 
thousands of our children in the public schools every morning come, - rooms dis
ordered and ill-kept, amid foul surroundings, presided over by a mother who can· 
not decently patch or darn a garment that is beginning to give way, and who only 
knows enough of cooking to take the perhaps abundant materials supplied her , and 
render them, by dirty and wasteful processes, into disagreeable and indigestible 
messes, productive of dyspepsia and scrofula, and provocative of a craving for strong 
drink. As a mere matter of public safety, can we afford to breed such a population 
in this Republic? 

But, in fact, cooking and sewing in the public schools can be made, and, so far as 
they have been carried, have been made, as t111ly and a s strictly educational as the 
three R's of the primitive school house. Can any one look into the rooms of the 
Winthrop School , when sewing is going on under its wise and benign master,* with· 
out seeing that the powers and faculties of the children are most actively and har
moniously developing; that character is rapidly and happily forming, as hand, eye, 
and brain work together, all inspired by the acute delight which the child always 
feels when creating something useful or beautiful ; that, in a word, education in 
the largest and best sense is here taking place? Can any one look into the Tenny
son-street cooking-school, without seeing, in the care and economy with which fuel 
and materials are used; in the order and neatness which pervade the room, not less 
th~ cupboards and lockers than its open parts; in the ·reasoning which precedes 
every operation, and the subsequent explanation of effects by well-approved causes, 
an example of the very best kind of education? 

INCREASED INTEREST_IN THE SCHOOLS DUE TO TIDS MOVEMENT, 

Seventh.- * * * . · However strictly we may hold to the doctrine that Lhe sole 
sufficient justification of school exercises is found in their educational character , 
we cannot deny that the maintenance of the schools themselves, and their ample 
endowment and support, are considerations which may properly, and which prop
erly should, be admitted to qualify, so far as occasion exists, the organization of 
schools, and the cuiTiculum of their studies. 

*Robert Swan , Esq., to whom Boston owes a debt it can never pay, for the part 
he has taken in introducing sewiug in the public schools. 
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· i heartily believe that the introduction of the mechanic arts, and of sewing and . 
cooking, into the public schools, will do much, very much, not only to increase the 
interest of the pupils in their work, as has been already indicated, but to win for 
the schools a far larger degree of interest on the part of parents, and a far heartier 
support of the system on the part of the general community. 

DANGERS MENACING THE CO!OlON SCHOOLS, ARISING FROM DIRECT OPPOSITION AND 
FROM INDIFFERENCE. 

Indications are not wanting, that powerful elements of hostility are beginning to 
array themselves against free public schools, with compulsory attendance, main
tained under the authority and at the expense of the State; while, perhaps more 
dangerous still, appear signs of disaffection and ·indifference among vast numbers 
who have no reason to be actively hostile. I believe that nothing will go so rlirectly 
to the root of this evil, as the reforms which· this meeting has been called to con
sider; and that not less for the schools themselves than for the scholars, will there 
be found great virtue in the admission of the elements of industrial education into 
every school house of the State, however humble,.and however remote. 

The' following is the newspaper report of the meeting before which . 
the address by General Walker, just quoted from, was delivered. 

Dr. Samuel -Elliot called to order yesterday afternoon a meeting of the Asso
ciated Charities at the Institute of Technology to listen to a discussion of the sub

. j_ect of "Industrial Education in the Public Schools." President Walker was the 
first speaker. . 

.This report of General Walker's remarks is omitted, as the quota
tions from this address have been just given from his published 
pamphlet. After giving an abstract of President Walker's remarks 
the Herald r eport proceeds to give those of the other participators in 
this discussion. 

(d) "INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS."* MR. ED-
WARD ATKINSON REPLIES TO DR. DICKINSON. · 

President Walker was followed by Mr. Edward Atkinson, who criticised the 
recent address of Secretary Dickinson of the State Board of Education. Mr. Atkin
son said: I defer with great respect to his position and to his judgment; he has-had 
very much greater experience m the matter of school instruction than I have my
self; but it may happen that I have had more eJ.."Perience in watching the applica
tion of that which bas been taught in the schools to the daily work of life than he 
has, and that I can judge as well as he the difference between instruction and edu
cation. With all due deference to his judgment, I submit that he has set up a 
shadow which he has straightway proceeded to demolish, and that he has missed 
the two most important points which are at issue. In the opening of his address 
he says: "Some affirm tT1at the public schools have failed to accomplish their pur
pose unless thev have prepared the children for their special places in life or have 
trained them iti some of tl1e special applications of thell' active power." Later he 
(iefines what he means by this sentence by saying: "If it is the function of the 
public school to prepare the children for some special mode of gaining a living, 
this would graft upon our common school work the professional and industrial 
elements, and the schools would be no longer common schools. The next genera
tion would be composed of citizens who might practice and pursue the trades with 
SpE:~ial skill; but all would be done with special reference to supplying the wants 
of life. 

I know of no intelligent advocate of manual or industrial training who would not 

SCOUT WITH CONTEMPT THE VERY IDEA 

of converting the common schools into trade schools, or into merely special schools 
of any kind. 

Dr. Dickinson's most excellent definition of education is this .- " In the general edu
cation of each child he should be considered nn end unto himself rather than an in
strument for the production of some cntl outside of himself, which would direct him 

*See Report in Boston Herald of February 11, 1887. 
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to those exercises which have a tendency to produce a symmetrical development of 
all his faculties." 

But it is not only theoretically but practically, true that there are boys and girls 
who may have more brains in their fingers than there are in their heads, or whose 
true brain cannot be reached by the ordinary methods of teaching from books, by 
text book instruction, by memorizing, or even by object lessons; they must touch, 
test and handle the subjects through which medium instruction is to be given to 
them. Who among us does not know individual boys who have been held to be dull, 
stupid, unteachable, until by way of manual instruction the way had been opened to 
reach their intelligence, and who have thus been developed not into instruments, 
serving simply personal needs, but into men of the most valuable and useful kind, 
holding high place in the community, and serving others even more than they serve 
themselves? . 

The other point; which it seems to me that Dr. Dickinson wholly missed, is the sim· 
ple fact that the common schools cannot be made use of by the vast majority of boys 
and girls for the development of what is called the higher education, but must be 
made use of, whether we will or no, under the present narrow conditions of life, to 
fit boy.; and girls for the places which necessity will require them to occupy when 
they begin to get their own living, or to aid their parents in supporting them. 

THE KNOWLEDGE MOST ESSENTIAL FOR THE GREAT MAJORITY OF PUBLIC SCHOOL . 
CHILDREN. 

Now, what do we find to be the facts? I do not know what the exact statistics 
prove, but I suppose there is not one boy or girl in 100 of all who are taught in the 
common schools who can afford to stay in them long enough to pass through the 
high school. What I do know is tllis: that while the average family in the United 
States numbers five persons, one in every three is at work for gain, and the work of 
more than 1,100,000 children was required in the year 1880 even for the attainment 
of the moderate condition of welfare which then prevailed throughout this country .. 
What these children need is not accomplishment, or the direction of the schools to· 
ward the higher education, as it is called; what they need most is not to cram them 
with useless knowledge, but to develop capacity, aptitude, ability, gumption, so that 
they can make use not only of the head, but of the hand also, under the direction of 
a well trained eye. For the very reasons by which Dr. Dickinson justified object 
teaching in the schools, may the true method of manual training be even more fully 
and completely justified. 

THE GREAT TROUBLE 

has been, until very lately, that from the Secretary of the Board of Education down 
through the teachers of the high schools, of the grammar schools and of the pl'imary 
schools, there was no one who knew how to do it; and it is only within a very few 
years that a few have learned how. 

I suppose that the figures would show that even as 90 per cent. of the population 
of this country occupied for gain must mainly depend for their welfare upon the 
power of using their hands in their application either to machinery, to tools or to 
the handling of the goods and w .lres which are dealt in-so, also, wore than 90 per 
cent. of the cllildr('n who begin in the common schools must leave them either be· 
fore or at the end of the grmnrnar school course, from necessity and not from choice. 
Think of the insignificant fraction of those to whom the higher education of ~he 
university or of the technical school is possible; then consider the vast proportiOn 
whose power to susta.in themselves after they leave school must be, in part at leas~, 
developed in th(' school, and may even be marred if the direction of the school Is 
not the right one: then, remembering that the world is always within one year of 
starvation, and within two or three years of being naked, shall we not devote a part 
at least of the time of the school to preparing men and women to feed the hungry 
and to clothe the naked. 

I trust that those with whom the influence of Dr. Dickinson may rightly be ve_ry 
great, as well as he himself, may ere Ion~ more fully comprehend the object ~f m
dustrial training and of manual instructwn in the schools, and will look at 1t. all 
round before they condemn it, or use-their influence to retard its progress. It IS a 
grave misfortune to the cause of true education that the Secretary of the Board ~f 
Education of the state should so completely misinterpret the object aimed at in tlns 
discussion. 

After a few remarks from other speakers, this meeting adjourned. 



IV. 

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS.* 

THE OBJEOT AND BENEFIT OF WORKSHOP INSTRUOTION, BY SUPER
INTENDENT E. P. SEANER. 

The monthly meeting of the Boston Trade Club was held at Young's Hotel last 
evening; and was rendered especially interesting and significant by the reading of 
a paper on "Manual Training Schools" by Supt. E. P. Seaver of the Boston public 
schools. Among the prominent gentlemen present were Prof. C. R. Cross of the 
Institute of Technology, Gen. Hobart Moore, W. A. Couthouy, Hon. C. A. Camp
bell, H. H . Merriam, W. W. Rawson, Dr. A. M. Dudley, Dr. L. D. Shepard, N. P. 
Beaman and James Munroe. After justice had been done to an excellent dinner, . 
President L. G. Burnham introduced Supt. Seaver, who spoke as follows: 
· A manual training school is a sort of hi&"h school for boys, in which the workshop 

shares with the recitation room the time g1ven to instructipn. Intellectual develop
ment"is sought not only through the usual study of language and science in books, 
but.even more througlr the use of the pencil in designing and of tools in executing 
various forms apd constructions in wood, iron or other material. It is the active or 
pri!-Ctical side of the mind that is chiefly brought into play by exercises of the latter 
kind. The aim is .to bring out the mechanical aptitude of the boys, and thus to"Se
cu.re for them a wore symmetrical trmning. than book studies alone would afford. 
Mere manual skill-that kind of automatic power which comes from one operation 
or set of .operations oft repeated for a long time-is not the kind of skill sou&"ht to 
be cultivated, as some have mistakenly supposed. It is rather that higher kmd of 
skill wp.ich consists in the application of thought to the work of the hand. In so 
far 1!5 thought is brought to bear on hand work does that work cease to be drudgery 
and the worker an automaton. With observation, judgment and reason all awake 
he becomes mentally absorbed in his work: he plans, improves, beautifies and in
vents, he is no longer the mere artisan, but becomes conscious, in a degree, of the 
motive and feeling of the true artist. There is 

A NATURAL TENDENCY 

in most minds-often very strongly mm·ked in boys-to seek development on the 
active side by exerdsing the perception, the judgment and the will through the eye 
and hand as instruments. "Manual labor," said Emerson. •· is the study of the ex
ternal world;" and Lord Bacon described it as "making the outward show of things 
?Onform to the desires of the mind." It is precisely because the proposed manual 
mstruction is chiefly intellectual that it is hardly les!l beneficial to those who are not 
going to become artisans than it is to those who are. Thi~ is the theory, and the 
experience is showiug the theory to be well founded. 

THE ANALOGY BETWEEN LABORATORY AND WORKSHOP INSTRUCTION. 

Consider for a moment the principle involved in this workshop instruction. It is 
the same principle that underlies the modern laboratory- methods of instruction in 
chemistry, physics, biology and other such sciences. No college, technical institu
tion, or high school even, 'is thought to be properly equipped for its work unless it 

*From "Boston Herald." February 4th, 1887. 
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has laboratories, in which the students of these sciences may do the observing and 
the experi..lllenting mainly .for themselves. It is no longer supposed that science 
can ba imbibed by reading or hearin,!!; statements of others, or witnessing the brilliant 
pt>rformances of clever lecturers. All this is good in its way. Very interesting and 
tiseful , usually, _ is the information so-gained; but such information is not real 
knowledge, and, therefoce, not science. To gain . real knowledge, the mind must 
be brought to direct personal experience with forms of matter and m~ifestations 
of force. This is what the laboratory does, and this is what gives laboratory 
methods their great educational efficacy and value. Now, laboratory and work
shop are the ijarne word, and have the. same meaning fundamentally; When it 
was discovered to be necessary. to g ive stUdents in civil and mechanical engineering 
some preliminary knowledge of the materials and processes they would have to 
deal with professionally, the method of instruction chosen was the laboratory 
method, and the result was a generalized mechanical workshop presided over by a 
professor of mechanic arts. This wQS the origin of the school of .mechanic arts in 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in this city, and of its Russian prototype; 
and this is the leading idea of the manual training schools which have sprung up 
in various parts of the country during the last seven or eight years. Given a man 

·who is a true teacher to preside in the workshop, and the whole work becomes 
educational, and the place a school. It is no matter for surprise, then, if this work
shop instruction is found to be good for purposes other than those originally con
templated. The coarser materials, implements, and operations of the workshop 
afford excellent means of preparation for the finer processes of the scientific labora
tories later, whether these be in tile polytechnic school, the college, or elsewhere. 
It might seem like taking high ground to sa.y that the workshop should furnish a 
part of • 

EVERY BOY'S FITTING FOR COLLEGE, 

and yet such a position would be not without good reasol}s to sustain it. Amo11g 
the 1()0 graduates of the St. Louis Manual Training School whose occupations (De
cember, 1886,) were known, there were 29 who were students in higher institutions 
of learning; 16 of these were students in technology, 10 were general students in 
colleges, two were medical studenta and one was a law student. These facts sho'v 
that the manual training school has been used to some extent as a factor in general 
education. This appears still further in the fact that the 100 graduates just referred 

·to include 24 who were in mercantile pursuits, mostly as clerks, and who appear 
ro have used the manual training school as a substitute for the ordinary high school. 

THE VALUE OF THE TECHNICAL FEATURES OF THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

Thus far we have kept in view the general educational character of the manual 
training school, and have outlin&d the function it may be expected to discharge 
when used for general purposes. But let us turn now to the most important special 
function such a school would have in any large city at the present time. The 
manual training school seems to be the most promising substitute yet devised for 
the apprenticeship of former days now so much fallen into disuse. Among the boys 
to-day growing up in the city th~Jre are many who will beco·ne artisans. Their 
number will exceed that of the boys who will become professional men of any kind. 
Now, whether these boys become artisans of g reater ot· less skill, whether they un
derstand their craft so as to direct others, or, failing, must submit to the guidance 
of superiors, whether they may aspire to the higher or must be content with the 
lower "l'ewards of their labor, all this will depend on the kind and amount of educa
tion they can bring to that labor. The schools do much for those who will enter the 
professions. Can they do more and better than they are now doing for those who 
will become artisans? It is not a question of making artisans of those who wou_ld 
not othe~wise be such; but it is a question of bette1· .l>repam.tion for those who w1~ l 
be such many event. Now, there are many who w1ll say, Give your futw·e artl
sans a high school and a college education. There is, they say, one course ot 
studies- the humanit ies - which is best for all to pursue, to the end, if possible, and 
if not, then as far as w ay be. Without pausing to refute this one-sided view, or 
even admitting the excellence of the road thus pointed out, it is enougn to remem
ber that the road is far too long, and the journey too costly in time and money for 
most boys to think of startin~ upon it. The problem is simply this: Given a hun
dred boys and three years of tm1e, say, from14 or 15 to 17 or 18 years of age, to tur~ 
them out at the end of the time with the maximum of preparation for skilled handi
craft. Experience is be~inning to show that the best solution of this problem is to be 

· found not in classical lugh schools and colleges, not in any school devoted to book 
work alone, but in the manual training school with its union of 
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BOOKWORK, DRA. WING AND SHOPWORK. 

Out of the 100 graduates already referred to, there were (December, 1886,) 82 at 
work in trades, for which their three years' instruction in the manual training school 
had been a direct preparation. Some were working as journe1men, others, although 
still quite young as foreman. Among them were 18 mechamcs (mostly machinists), 
5 farmers, 5 draughtemen, S architects, and 1 practical electrician. To these might 
'be added some of the clerks above referred to as en~aged in mercantile pursuits, for 

. they were holding positions in which their J¥echamcal knowledge must be specially 
useflil. If to these we add nine graduates who were engaged in teaching the me
chanic arts in other manual training schools the result is that nearly one-half of the 
~aduates of one ftourishin~ manual training school were prepared to enter at once 
mto paying occupations, w1th a comfortable propect of reachmg the better posiLions 
in their respective trades- of being the leaders rather than the led. · . 

THE INTRODUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN OmARD COLLEGE. 

·An interesting piece of testimony was picked up last year by me while visiting 
Girard College. This great institution then contained 1135 boys of ages from 16 to 
18 years. About 300 of the older boys were receiving mechanical instruction in the 
best equipped workshops I have ever seen. In regard to the method of instruction, 

.let me quote a fassage from the last annual report of the directors : 
"The plan o instruction * * * is to commence with the draughting room, 

where the beginner will be required to make a drawing of some simple article or 
piece of machinery, which he will then take to the wood working Ol' turning de
partment, and as a model for the foundry, where he will be taught to cast it in metal. 
From the foundry he will take his casting to the metal bench, and there complete it 
for the purpose of its design. This finished, he will begin again with some more 
complicated pieoe of work in the draughting room, going through the same routine 
again and again, untildraughtsman, wood worker, tumer, forger and skilled worker 
in metal, he either goes out into the world competent to earn his living at least in 
some one of these employments; or if, in the judgment of. the superintendent, the 
lad, still unde~;" the age of 18 years, is sufficiently instructed in each branch , and 
shows a preference to one, and has not yet found a suitable place, he may be per

. mitted to make himself more perfect in that one which he prefers." 
· The directors·go on to say in general: "Our introduction of this m~hanical in
struction seems almost providential, in view of the scarceness of apprenticeships. 
Up to almost the end of the year 1884 mental work al9ne was tauf?ht, and during 
that year only about one-third of the boys who left college entered mto mechanical 
pursuits ; of those who left during 1885, and since instruction in ordinary wood
work and turning has been introduced, two-thirds have obtained work in mechanical 
occupations." 

Now, as to the 

VALUE OF THIS MECHANICAL INSTRUCTION 

in comparison with ordinary apprenticeship in the great machine shops of Phila
delphia: One large establishment of this kind, in which five years' apprenticeship 
is the rule, takes the boys who have had the furl• course of mechanical instruction 
in Girard College, crediting them 'with three years' time on the apprenticeship. 
Now, this mechanical instruction and drawing in the college would not occupy, ac
cording to the best estimate that could be given me. more than 10 hours a week for 
t!u'ee years. The average was considerably less than that. Put against this the 

. time spent by the ordinary apprentice ; call it, at a low estimate, 50 hours a week 
for the same period of three years, and you have the elements for a comparison. 
Result, the value of school instruction in mechanic arts is to that of apprenticeship 
as five is to one. .And this is the judgment, not of theorists or educational men, but 
of practical business men on the r>asis of dollars and cents. Surely, if experience 
like this accumulates, we may soon reach a conclusive demonstration that the manual 
~ining school is the correct solution of the apprenticeship question. Persons familiar 
wtth the needs of boys in our cities and large towns are looking on with hope that 
such schools may offer a way out of certain serious difficulties. These difficulties 

, are felt by many parents, and by some teachers who are much consulte1l in regard 
to the choice of occupations for boys. There are many skilled handicrafts, the ways 
~ wh!c~ are practically closed now, except to a favored few. There is no appren
ticeship m the proper sense, a.ncl the ordinary conditions of em~loyment are such t hat 
lhe y-out_h ~n pardl! expect to learn the whole trade, ~e <,:aq u~rdlr ev~r ll~om(l P:Q 
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"all round" workman, but only a" one-job man," or a mere machine tender. It 
is sometimes said that the American boy hates the bondage of apprenticeship, will 
not endure it, and so voluntarily shuts himself out from many des1rable occupations. 
The truth probably is that the American apprentice sees .quite as clearly as his mas
ter whether their relation is mutually beneficial or not. He is quick enough to see 
the advanta~es of good instruction, and to know when he is cheated out of it. So 
he is apt to rmagine that he can better pick up a trade by working here and there 
than to learn it· regularly by serving his time, even where apprenticeship exists. 
Now give this keen American boy a fair chance to learn skilled handicraft, give him 
the preparatory instruction of a good manual training school, and he will soon 
enough find his way to profitable employment. 

THE IMPORTANCE TO A COUNTRY OF SPECIAL TECHNICAL TRAINING IN ARTISTIC 
INDUSTRIES. 

Mr. Peck, the labor commissioner of the state of New York tells us in his recent 
report that the skilled handicrafts in that state are passing out of the hands of native 
Alllericans into those o' well trained foreigners. The higher the degree of skill re
quired and the higher the wages, the less likely is tb,e workman to be an American. 
In some manufactories where the highest grades of skill are d!lmanded not one Ameri
can employe is found. There can be no doubt that this state of things has been 
brought to pass by a neglect to provide suitable manual instruction for American 
youth. In the cotmtries from which these highly skilled artisans are imported, the 
old apprenticeship system is rapidly decaying. Already the necessary instruction 
has been provided in other ways. In the sharp industrial competition there going 
on, eaeh nation sees very clearly that success is in tht\ head and hand ·of the skilled 
artisan. To let his race dwindle or die out means industrial ruin. It is to be hoped 
America will learn the lesson before it is too late. 

1\'h'. Edward Atkinson has.lately.given some striking figures to show how much 
better off all classes of laborers are now than they were in 1860. The purchasing 
power of their wages then and now has been reckoned in terms of an average daily 
portion of food materials, and the comparison stands thus: (a) For foremen, over
seers and mechanics of special skill there has been a rise from 2374 {>Ortions in 1860 
to_4000 portions in 1885-6; (b) for machinists, engineers, blacksnuths, carpenters 
and painters, from 1512 to 2400 portions; (c) for operatives in factories, workshops, 
fu~naces, rolling mills, &c., from 1290 to 1800 portions; (d) for common laborers, 
from 980 to 1400 portions. All classes are much better off now than they were in 
1860, but 

THE SPECIAL POINT 

I wish now to present is the relatively larger share iii this improvement that highly 
skilled labor enjoys. The improvement is greater in proportion as the skill is 
greater. In the class of highest skill the improvement was 69 per cent; in the next 

. class 59 per cent; in the next 40 per cent., and in the lowest 43 per cent. · Facts of 
this kind, becoming generally known, ought to draw more youth into skilled me
chanical industries, and no doubt will do so when suitable opportunities for prepa
ration are offered them . 

• 
THE USES OF A MANUAL TRAl'NlNG SCHOOL. 

There are three general functions which a manual training school seems well 
adapted to discharge. 

1. To give a broad ground training for those who will become skilled artisans. 
2. To give a good preparation for admission to higher technical and scientific 

schools. · . 
S. To give a good training for general purposes. 
The time in such a school is usually divided into 111 hours a week for book studies, 

5 hours for dra'\ving and 10 hours for shop work. The course should be three years 
long for boys of a~es from 14 or 15 to 17 or 18. The place for such a school in our 
school system is s1de by side with a nd on the same level with the Latin and high 
schools. Boys would pass into it after completing their gramma.r school studies. 
Such a school Philadelphia has lately made a part of her free public school system; 
Baltimore did the same somewhat earlier; Toledo has one, and perhaps other 
places. The excellent manual training schools in St. Louis and Chicago are en
dowed schools, and there is a charge for tuition. Enterprising business men in 
these two cities; seeing the merits of. Prof. Runkle's school in this city, quickly sub-
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scribed the money and established these· two schools, and, further, provided.some 
free scholarships in them. My hope is that Boston will follow the example of Phil-
· adelphia in this matter, and set up a perfectly free school for Boston boys' benefit. 
The next best thing would be for Bost.on men to follow the examples of Chicago 
men, endow a school and partially support it by tuition fees, which, however, 
should be moderate, and in proper cases wbolly remissible. In either case, a great 
educational need of this city would be supplied. 

:At the conclusion of Supt. Seavel"s address, Prof. Cross was introduced; and made 
a short and instructive address upon " The Practical Results of Electricity." · 





v. 

MANUAL TRAINING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

BY PROFESSOR THOMAS DAVIDSON. 

Tl;l.e evidence of a general interest felt by the public, no less than 
by the educators themselves, in the discussions of the proposed new 

-methods of Industrial Instruction is seen in the articles relating to 
. its various phases which are given in the public journals, maga-
zines, and·reviews of the day. . 

The following thoughtful article contributed to the Forum* by a 
-well-known author and educator, is commended to all interested in 
the subject as containing the conclusions of a competent observer, 
familiar with educational theories and methods, and accustomed to 
consider a subject from many points of view. It is a comprehensive 
and suggestive treatment of the topics considered . 
. · Professor Davidson begins by showing that the changes in the sit
uation due to the developments of modern civilization necessitate 

· corresponding changes in education, referring especially to broad 
ec~momic considerations. . 

THE TERM "MANUAL TRAINING" DEFINED. 

Manual training, in its broadest sense, means the training of the hand for any 
purpose, and extends to writing, drawing, and exercise in the liberal and mechan
Ical arts, 
Pi~no-playing demands an enormous amount of manual training. But. in ordi

nary usage, the phrase means only the training of the hand in the arts of design 
and of manufacture. In this sense it is but one branch in a system of practical 
econoJllic education, and requires to be supplemented by others. 

These remarks are in no way intended to disparage manual training but to show 
its proper place in economic education. 1\!(l.nual training is the favorite of the day, 
and there.IS no harm in this. At the same time, we must be ca.reful not to give too 
much importance to it, lest we end by provoking a reaction against it, when it shall 
prove not to accomplish, by itself, a ll that is expected of it. 

In any case, seeing that a very large portion of our citizens must earn their liveli
hood by manufacturing. and that success in tllis requires manual training, such 
training must be included in our systems of educat10n. But it is not merely our 
!lCOnomic system that demands manual training; our whole view of life demands 
1t. Two thin~ are essential to life as we conceive it-culture and freedom. With
out these life IS not h~Jman. Now, manual training is at once an essential part of 
culture and an &sential condition of tl'Ue freedom. It is simply the culture of one 
set of the active human po,vers. At present, even among so-called cultured people, 
th~re is a large number of manual incapables and ignoramuses, who, so far from 
bemg ashamed of their incapacity, rather look down upon those who possess man
ual culture, forgetting that the man who cannot use his hands skillfully is cut off 
from one of the most fundamental conditions of independence. 
It is a settled fact, then, that manual t raining is ·demanded as an essential part 

of modern education, both~ economiu and liberal. The question that remains is, 
~ow shall this training be imparted? That it will involve a considerable outlay of 
time a nd money may be regarded as certain. It will, of course, a lso call for a large 

*The Forum, April, 1887. 
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number of teachers capable of imparting manual instruction. It does not. how
ever, follow that we shall have to add either to our scliool-budget or to the number 
of our teachers. · · 

He then refers to. the complaint of "overpressure" of studies and 
says: 

. SUGGESTIONS FOR ECONOMIZING SCHOOL TIME. 

But we need not add even an hour's work to that now done there, in order to 
introduce it. Let us do away with what is nonsensical and hurtful in our prt>sent 
courses, and plenty of time will be left for all the manual training that is dt>sira
ble. Do away, for example, with a great deal of the arithmetic, a great deal of 
the formal grammar, the whole of the elocution and elocutionary rea~ing that are 
now taugb,t. Above all, do away with the whole wicked system of school exhibi
tions, which not only waste valuable time, but teach so many evil lessons of vanity, 
envy and selfishness, and whose cheap, vulgar applause so tends to unfit young 
people for the sober, unapplauded dutie.'l of real life. Do away, also, with the 
whole marking and ranking system, which goes so far to misplace the motives for 
study,,encpurages cramming and display, and occupies so much time. 

If these things and others of the same kind were removed, plenty of time would 
remain for manual training. Nay, more, much of what would be left after such 
removal might be taught more readily and effectually in connection with manual 
training. The very learning of the alphabet ought to be made a lesson in manual 
training, and indeed it is so, whertli._er children learn·the letters by writing them. 
Instruction in writing is manual tdining. We know that in the ancient world 

.reading was taught by writing, and a ~eat deal of manual dexterity thereby 
attained. But other forms of manual traming might. be introduced in connection 
with the learning of the alphabet. .Children might be taught to mould the letters 

"in some soft material, or to cut them out in paper, card-board, or wood. Again, 
the elements of arithmetic ought to be taught by mean.s of an abacus, as was done 
in ancient times, and each child ought to be made to construct its own. Geograph,Y 
ought to be taught by means of map-drawing or globe-making, and so on. 'l'h18 
method of instruction would not only impart manual training, and cultivate the 
active, in connection with the cognitive, faculties, but it would, moreover, be the 
most effective mode of teaching, insuring accuracy and retention. Indeed, there 
is hardly a branch of useful instruction now given in our schools that might not be 
imparted better by being connected with manual training. By thus connecting 
mental with manual training, the teacher could do awa;r with all that is so weari
some and unwholesome in class recitations, devote spec1al attention to each pupil, 
promote each as soon as he was ready for promotion, and make them all interested 
doers, instead of timid or vain babblers. And, even if this method should require 
more time than the other (which it would not), it would be quite safe to draw upon 
. the time now devoted to mere useless play or foolishness. Play is an excellent thmg1 
and every child ought to have a fair share of it; but there are many kinds of manual 
employment which might with advantage take the place of a· good deal of play, 
and, indeed, would soon come to be regarded as the most interesting play, for 
.example, sawing, turning, planing, ca~ving. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR OUTDOOR EMPLOYMENTS FOR PUPILS. 

But the arts of primary production,-espeeially gardening, would furnish some of 
the best substitutes for play, as they could be carried on in the open air. I have been 
in Italian schools, where each boy had his own garden-plot to cultivate and tt>n~, 
and in almost every case I found the boys interested in, and benefited by, theu 

·work. 
It is certain, I think, that ma}lual training might, under judicious manageme~t, 

be introduced into our schools of every grade, with great advant!age to the pupils 
and without calling for any additional time. This disposes of the first objectio~;~. 

THE QUESTION OF ADDITIONAL COST, CONSIDERED. 

The second takes this form . . The public treasury cannot afford the means to pay 
for the additional school accommodation, and the addj.tional trained teachers that 
would bec<;>me almost a necessity, were a system of manual training introduced into 
the schools. Now, this is simple, unmitigated nonsense. The public could well 
afford three times the sum it now pays for education, and be richer afterwa~ds. 
Indeed, no public money is so well investod a& that which is invested in educatton. 
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AN .iMERICAN llllSTA.KE. 

It is a strange 'American peculiarity, however, that we are willing to invest 
means in anything rather than in men. The result is that we have big railroads, 
big bridges, big steamers, big hotels, big fires, big accidents, big frauds, big 
"boodlers," and little m en. We have everything but the main thing. · 

But, knowing ~hat the public considers anything a safer object of investment 
than itself, I hasten to assure it that the sums at present devoted to public educa
tion would, if judiciously applied, be amply suffici~nt to secure all the accommoda
tion and all the teachers necessary for manual training. 

ELEMENTARY MANUAL TRAINING CAN BE T~UGHT BY THE REGULAB TEACHERS. 

Jil the first ;place, as regards the teachers: there is no reason in the world why 
every teacher m the schools should not fit himself or herself to impart elementary 
manual training. Every normal school ought to have a department of manual 
_training, and every candidate for a position in the schools ought to pass a satisfac
torr examination in that branch. Teachers, above all other persons, ought to have 
umversal culture, and of this a very essential part is manual culture. I believe 
that a great deal of manual training might be introduced into our school curriculum 
witqout the appointment of any new teachers, except in the highest grades, and of 
these I shall speak further on. ~lso as regards accommodation: a great deal of 

.manual training might be introduced without calling for any more or larger school 
rooms. Already arawing, one of the most important branches of manual training, 
finds room in many schools. To be sure, it is very often badly taught; but it would 
not require any additional room if it were well taught. And the same is true 
of other branches. I have before me a pamphlet written by an Italian country 
school master, from which I translate the following most apposite passage: 

WHAT A. TEACH.ER IN ITALY HAS SAID. 

~ · r-am advocating a work-school, not a workshop. To turn the primary school 
.into a training-school for mechanics would be to fall into a very grievous exceBB 
-• * * Manual labor was introduced, some time ago, into the houses of cor
l'ection and into the orphan asylum. Why, then, should the children in the.ele
mentary schools. the sons and daughters of those who contribute to swell· the con
tents of the public treasury, be less expert workmen and worse educated than those 
miserable creatures who fill our institutions of public charity? Does not this seem . 
a grave social injustice? 

" How shall we provide tools? you will ask. How shall we fit up the work
shop? Where shall we find teachers to instruct in the various mechanical arts, if 
we have no pecuniary means? * * * I repl;y : Every little workman, once in 
love with his work, buys his own tools, as soon as he is able to make u se of them, 
or else he sets about persuading his parents to buy him, at _one time, a file; at an
other, a pair of pincers; at another, a hammer ; and he will find this an easier task 
th!'fl that of the school master who tries to persuade them to buy a grammar, an 
anthmetic, or a geography. And be assured that the boy, once in possession of his 

· tools, will occupy his hands, and find work for himself. Instead of buying )?lay
things, he will make them ; and, what is more, he will not break them to p1eces 
next day, m order to see bow they are made inside. * * * For the purposes in 
9.uestion, the school rooms at present existin(!; are sufficient, if only slight modifica
tions were introduced into the desks, rendermg them serviceable for \VOl'k, as well 
~for study, as they now are in many well-regulated girls' schools. Again, the 
eunple use of the more common implements may be taught by the common-school 
ffi!18ter, without his pretending to be either a mason or a carpenter. * * * This 
will answer in the lower classes. For the higher classes, on the other hand, in which 

. the pupils will have to proceed farther in the learning of handicrafts, a separate 
- w;orkshop, with special teachers, will be necessary. We must erect shops as an ad

dlt!-on to the school-building, and grant the free use of them to workmen distin
gwshed for good conduct; morality. and ability, on condition that they teach their 
trades to those school-children who desire to learn them. This is already done in 
t~e boys' Orphan Asylum at Milan ."* 

·- Though these remarks are intended t o apply to the country schools of northern 
. Italy, they will, with slight modifications, apply to the city schools of the United 

States. Elementary manual training- not only writing and drawing, but also the 
u~ of tools- can unquestionably be taught in our present schools without any ad
d.ltJOnal space or teaching force, if we will only economize wisely in other direc
tiOns. 

·---·- _, __ - -- .. -- --- --.. - --·-·---
*Luigi Poll, '' U La voro Manuale nelle Scuole Elemental'i Rurali." Varese, 1886, 
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To emphasize the great importance in his opinion of higher tech
nical education Professor Davidson makes some statements that 
seem rather extreme; though he seeks to guard himself from the 
charge of extravagance in statement, by affirming that 119 such ex
treme measures will, in his judgment, be required. He, however, 
closes his article with a very wise caution; 

WHILE MANUAL TRAINING IS DESIRABLE AND PRACTICABLE, IT IS BY NO M~S 
A PANACEA FOR ALL SOCIAL EVILS. 

It appears, then, that while both our modern life, as a whole, and our present 
economical condition demand that manual cultu,re should form a part of our sys
tem of education, all the obJections usually urged against its introduction can be 
readily met. At the same time, those persons who are championing manual train· 
ing. as if it were the most essential part of education- as if by means of it all the 
ills that flesh is heir to were to be cured- inust bear three things in mind: (1) that 
practical training is but one branch of education; (2) that manual training is but 
one branch of practical training; and (3) that even the roost practical training can· 
not by itself greatly better any large number of persons, unless at the same time 
other conditions are fulfilled. * * * It is of' the utmost importance, then, that 
while we seek, by every means in our power, to promote manual training, we do not 
allow ourselves to forget that it is but one element, and by no means the most mo-

. · mentous, in the solution of the great social and econdlnic problem which now pre
.!M!nts itself to us. 



VI. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION BEFORE THE NATIONAL EDUCA· 
TIONAL ASSOCIATION IN CHICAGO, JULY. 1887. 

INTRODUCTION. 

·. From the official report* of the 1887 session of theN ational Educa
tio.nal Association the following account of the attention there given 

_. to the various phases of the Industrial Educatiqn movement, have 
'Qeen compiled. This handsome, well printed 'volume, of ·over 800 

. pages, is very similar in the character of its contents, to the volumes 
. before referred to containing the account of the transactions of the 
International Conference on Education, held in London, in 1884. In 
.addition to the general rn eetings of the Association before which 
·papers were read and discussed, the nine special Department~ which 
. compose the Association held each their separate sessions. This 
. volume undertakes to give all the report.s made, papers read, addresess 
. delivered, and discussions which took place, in all these meetings; 

and, so doing, comprises very valuable contributions to the literature 
of .education, in many phases. It is not possible to give, in this 

··appendix, more than a few extracts from this valuable collection, 
·nor is it essential; since the volume published by the Association is 
readily accessible to all who desire to obtain it. t 

. The papers and discussions relating to the Kindergarten,! to In
du~trial Education and Manual Training, to. Drawing,§ and to the 

· v~ry large and notable Educational and Industrial Art Exhi\Ution 
shown at this meeting, are all germane to the topics treated in this 
volume and will be quoted from in their appropriate connection. 

· At this, the seventh annual meeting of the Association, which was 
opened July 12, 1887, the Mayor of Chicago, the President of the 
.Board of Education and the Superintendents of the City and of 
Cook County, illinois, each made appropriate addresses of welcome. 

(a) ADDRESS BY HON .• 4.LLAN 0. STORY. 

From the address by Hon. Allan C. Story, President of the Chi
cago Board of Education, the following passages, relating to the 
- ---··---- --- ---- -------------
. *The J ournal of Proceedings and Addresse:s of the National Educational Associa

tion, session of the year 1887, held at Chica~o, Illinois. Published by the Association. 
Salem, Mass. Observer Book and Job Prmt, 1 City Hall Avenue, 1888. Pp. 829 . 
. t Address Profesilor James H. Canfield, Secretary National Educational Associa

tion, Lawrence, Kansas, U. S. A., for copies of this Report of the Chicago meeting, 
1887. . 

Re
t See Appendix J, paper VI, (c) to (f) in~lusiYe: of this Volume, "Art and Industry 
~ort, Part II." · 
§See Appendix Q, paper YI, of this volume. 
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topics comprised under the general term of Industrial Education, 
are quoted: . to 

Whether we are doing as well for the coming generation is the teachers of the 
present did for us is a. question that time alone can determine. 

The virtue of every nation is measured by the intelligence of its people. 
The perpetuation of our own system of government depends upon the education of 

those who shall succeed to the present generation. What can be of greater impor· 
tance, therefore, than the proper training of our children? 

With the exception of drawing, very ltttle is now tau~ht that serves to give even 
an insight to the mdustrial pursuits of the country, in whtch so large a. portion of our 

·people must be engaged. 
For the benefit of this large number, this important class the curriculum of gram

mar-school work should be so modified that pupils may be given facilities for acquir
ing scien~i1:l.c knowledge, u~ful to them in the employment which each is to follow 
through life. 

These cl).ildren leave the school-room and are compelled to waste years that should 
be devoted to study in learning the practice, often without theory, of the trade or 
employment chosen for them, and the technical knowledge or manual dexterity, 
necessary to enable them to become ''bread-winners." There should be in addition 
to our present course of study·, a special or sci"'ntific course, in which all pupils, who 
from inclination or other circumstances prefer it, may receive· instruction in the ele
ments of simple mathematics, mechanical drawing, physics, chemistry, electricity, 
magnetism, and such otqer studies as will bear directly upon their future employ· 
ment. 

MANUAL TRAINING OF IDGH SCHOOL PUPILS IN CHICAGO. 

During the past year classlls of high-school pupils in our city have :received ins true 
tion in mechanical drawing; combined with wood-working with tools, with the most 
astonishin~ results, and at trifling expense. Samples of their work are here to-night 
on exhibition. · 

It is not contended that it is eith~r necessary or proper to teach a trade at the ex· 
pense of the State; but, rather, that, by combining industrial work with the teachil)g 
of the school, a better method of training the intellect is obtained, insuring greater 
efficiency in the workman and a saving of time to the pupil, both of which are of 
benefit to the State. 

The tendency of such a special course would be to make our scholars either com· 
mercially or industrially a success, in that each will possess some scientific know I· 
edge which can be utilized, as he passes out from school into the active world, in 
which thenceforth he is to be a factor. 

Experience teaches that boys thus trained more readily compt·ehend the oral 
teaching of the schools, and have a better understanding of what they read. Those, 
also, 111:ho take the mechanical or manual course of study, are enabled t{) cany along 
the same studies of tlte course as those who do not, thus demonstrating that the ex· 
ercise incident to manual education is a stimulant to intellectual development. 

In France, since the war of 1870-71, this feature of school work has received 
marked attention, and added materially to the development and industrial resources 
of the people. 

The British nation has also given attention to this feature of developing the re· 
sources of its laboring classes, by providing a course of practical instruction in the 
fundamental principles underlying the various mechanical industries of the country. 
And it is said that boys from twelve to fourteen years of age, in' the "new .board 
schools~· of any of the large cities in England, will exhibit as much knowledge of the 
studies referred to as those sixteen and seventeen, in the high schools under the for· 
mer course of study. . 

When it is remembered that the larger proportion of pupils in grammar schools 
get no other opportunity for an education, the importance of making their educa· 
tionallife as useful as possible must be apparent to all, and I think the working peo
ple of the country have a right to ask tllis of our school authorities. 

It is the complaint of many employers that they cannot keep our American boys 
at their work, that they do not like manual labor. It should be the policy of our e~u
cators to change this. Our public school system should be so conducted as not to gtve 
the children of our working people the idea that labor is either low, uninterestit~g. OJ 
vulgar. We must give this rising generation an opportunity to become acquam.te 
with the scienti1:l.c principles underlying our mechanical employments, and thus1Dl· 
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· bile them with an interest in. them, and an intelligence which will ma."ke their em-
ployment attractive. . · 

. That this can be done without materially increasing the expense is believed; but if 
not, when the results. are fully seen and appreciated by our people, the fullest author
ity in this direction will" be granted. 
· It has been said by those competent to judge that the _proficiency exhibited by 

our high-school cla.ss in wood-working during the past year JB equa to three years' in
struction by the ordinary apprentice system; and, aft_er seeing the specimens of their 
work on exhibition here, I am prepared to concur in this view. 

This demonstrates that, by giving more attention to scientific instruction and to the . 
training of the hand and eye, our public schools may be made to do much toward 
meeting the present requirements of industry, while the healthy reaction upon the 
schools themselves wil,l be beneficial, in giving to intellectual training a higher value 
in all classes of society. . 

If it can be impressed upon our people, young and old, that to be a successful carpen
ter, machinist, or moulder, is as honorable, requires as much skill, and can be made as 
profitable as to be a doctor, a lawyer, or clerk, the demand for apprenticeships in our 

-~shops will be increased, and educated labor supersede the " rule of . thumb," 
which now holds such despotic sway among our mec~ics. 

. The morn_ing session of the fourth day was given to the consid
ei'_ation of "The Place Manual Training should occupy in a system 
-of Public Schools." 
_ Papers were read by President Walker, of the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology; by Miss L. A. Fay, director of Dra;wing in 
the Schools of SJ?riugfield, Massachusetts, and by Professor C. M . 

. Woodward, prinmpal of the Manual Training School of Washington 
University, St. Louis. 

The discussion which followed 
was 1 participated in by Messrs. Miner, of Massachusetts; Ol'_dway, of Louisiana.; 

·.AllisOn, of Nova Scotia; Ham, of Illinois; Soldan, of MiSSQuri; Peabody and De 
Garmo, of Illinois; Mrs. Rickoff, of New York, and others; President Walker 
clOsing. · . . · 

(b) MANUAL EDUCATION IN URBAN COMMUNITIES. 

BY FRANCIS A. W .A.LKER, LL.D. 

The speaker began with the statement that the need for "me
chanical" education, as he prefers to term it, increases with the in
crease in the size of towns and cities, while the difficulties and ·cost 
of establishing it greatly diminishes; that in the country, or in small 
villages, it is neither so much needed nor is it at present practicable 
to introduce it. Having graphically pictured the present conditions 
that surround the town and city boys of to-day, as contrasted with 
t.hose existing a quarter or half a century ago, he continues: 
· This brief survey will, I trust, be held to justify my assertion that, as we pass 
from rural districts and small villages to large towns and cities, the need of what is 
~lle~ manual education, in connection with the school system, palpably and rap
Idly mcreases. 

On the other hand, the burden of instituting and maintaining instruction in the 
!Dechanic arts diminishes as we pass from rural to urban communities quite as rap
Id!y as the need of such instruction increases. This is due, not alone to the compar
ative poverty of agricultural populations, although the inability of many districts 
of this class properly to support schools, even of the trarlitional type, constitutes 
o~e of the gravest educational problems of the time. This result is, in a much 
·higher degree, due to the concentration of population in commercial and manu
facturing communities, allowin&' the same amount of apparatus and supplies, and 
the same amount of skilled serv1ce to do a vastly greater work of instruction, than 
would be possible in mral diRtricts. It is not necessary to contrast the small school
h~uses, w1dely scattet·ed, which serve the purposes of an a~ricultural population, 
wtth the twelve-room buildings, thickly set, in which the children of our cities and 
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large ·towns receive elementary instruction, in order to show the greatness of the 
~v~tage which would be enjoyed l;ly COIJ?-munities o~ the class ~der con~idera
tion, m the matter of manual or mechamcal education. The d1fference, m this 
respect, between city and country must be obvious, on the merest mention. Where 
children, by thousands, are concentrated in narrow districts, the question of pro
viding the means of instruction in the mechanic artS is little more than the question 
whether such instruction is itself desirable. The technical teacher, who, in the 
country, could reach only a few small classES, for a single lesson in a week, would, 
in the city, find his power of instruction limited only by his own strength and vital 
force. The apparatus and tools, which in the country could serve but a few score 
of pupils, would, in the city, serve as many hun<h·eds. Even tbe supplies, purchased 
at wholesale, and requiring little transportation, would cost the city school board 
much lees than·the rural school committee. 

SCHOOLS OF MECHANIC ARTS READILY PROVIDED IN CITmS. 

So great is the total effect of these differences of condition, that it may be safely 
said that a city of ten thousand inhabitants, or more, could proyide· instruction in a 
variety of mechanic arts, under the best teachers, with the choicest apparatus, tools, 
and machinery, and could carry its pupils from stage to stage through an extended 
mechanical education, at less expense than would be required to give the same 
number of pupils, in rural districts, a rude course in a single art, under the cheap
est arrangements that could be made as to teachers, t ools and supplies . . 
. The concurrence of the two conditions indicated, namely, the greater need of 
manual Ot' mechanical education in cities and large towns, and the diminished cost 
of instituting and maintaining such a system of instruction in communities of this 
clas.~ , and, I might add, the greater financial resources there available to do what
ever may be fairly determined to be for the good of the rising generation: this con
currence of favorable conditions, seems to me to establish the expediency of begin
ning in our cities and large towns whatever it may be decided to undertake in this 
matter. Here it is the machinery should be earliest set up and put to working. 
Here it is we may most fully and ~onclusively determine the capabilities of the sys
tem, ascertain the uiifortunate liabilities, oil any, to which it is subject, and create· 
that body of experience which is essential to its full and perfect development. Here, 
too, it is we should train the teachers who will be needed for the extension of this 
kind of instruction., outwards, stage". by stage, from more to less compact commu
nities. 

METHODS AS YET EXPERntENTAL. 

Whether, within urban communities, the development of the system of manua 
education should be by a gradual extension downwards from the high school, or 
upwards from the grammar school, is a question deserving the careful considera
tion of all interested in this subject, a question on which light may perhaps be 
thrown by experience. The most popular procedure at the present time, in pro
motion of manual education, appears to be the institution of high schools of the 
mechanic arts, as in St. Louis, Chicago, and other Western cities, the question of 
such instruction in the grammar schools being left to the future. · 
. In Boston, in addition to a small private high school of mechanic arts, we have 
introduced instruction in carpentry, to a limited extent, into the grammar schools. 

When Lady Hamilton asked the sailor who had brought her a message from Lord 
Nelson, whether he would have a glass of ale, o1· a little rum, or should she brew 
him a punch, Jack, with a proper pull a t his forelock, replied, " Well, your lady· 
ship, I'll take the ale now; and be sipping my grog while your ladyship mixes tho 
punch." I am disposed to think that we should deal with this question of the in· 
traduction of manual education in our schools, in somewhat of Jack's rather grasp
ing spirit: that we should take all we can get, and this, as soon as }lOssible. Not 
that I am anxious to hasten the complete result, viz., the universal introduction of 
manual instruction into our public schools, for at least, all scholars above the 
age of twelve; not that I am sanguine of immediate success in whatever may be to 
this end undertaken; not that I overlook the probability that some part of what 
may be attempted will result in failure; but it seems to me that, where so great a 
task is before us, the sooner we get to work, somewhere, somehow, almost any· 
where, anyhow, the better . . In such a case there is more was te in delay, in doing 
nothing, than in many mistakes made in doing something. This is not a situation 
to which Davy Crockett's maxim applies; first be sure you are right and then go 
ahead. The very thing we have to do is to make experiments, to create experience. 
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NEED OF MODIFYING PRESENT METH<?DS GENERALLY ADMITTED. 

. We. know w~ are right in our ~eneral principles. The best expert opinion coin
cides with the increasing convict10n bf the community, that the tradit10nal curric
ulum of the schools needs· to be essentially modified through the introduction of 
studies and exercises which shall train eye and hand; · which shall cultivate the 
perceptive faculties, so long and grievously neglected; which-shall create a respect 
for manual skill and dexterity, and for taste in design; which shall afford scope 
and play for the creative and constructive instinct. Just what these studies and 
exercises shall be, in character and order of· succession, is to be determined by ex
periment rather than by forecast. The question is one which requires to be worked 
out, rather than to be thought out. The most that is likely to be~oii.e in the imme
diate present will not be more than is needed to accumulate the experience, which 
shall determine the direction which our efforts in this interest shall ultimately take. 

WOOD WORKING. 

One thing seems reasonably well established, namely, that carpentry and wood
turning are the. arts with which we may mo.o:;t advantageously begin with gram
mar-school pupils. Work in these lines is sure to interest both scholar and parents. 
lt is easier to get competent teachers than iu any other arts. The expense of ma
chinery, tools and supplies comes fairly within the means of any urban commu
nity. The practical value of the acquirement of these arts is palpable to the least 
instructrd mind. The last consideration is, however, one on wh1ch the advocates 

.of manual training must not greatly dwell, since the strength of their position lies 
in-the claim that such studies are, truly, purely. and highly educational, being ac
tually required,~ addition to the familiar studies of the public school, to secure 
the complete and harmonious development of the powers and faculties of the mind. 
- That the introduction of these or any other mechanic arts into the grammar 
schools would give new direction and a fresh impulse to the study and practice of 
drawing, is certain. 

I agree with Dr. Runkle, that drawing in the public schools, not directed upon 
work in the mechanic arts, is not one-half of what it would be as an educational 
force, had ·it a definite object. I· look with confidence to see this most interesting 
an\1 promising study receive a new inspiration, wherever the use of tools is intrO
duced into the scltools. 

One thing more I will say, though not without hesitation, re~arding the inaugu
tion of this ·system, which is, that the friends of the neweducat10n should refuse to 
_accept less thar. two exercises of an hour and half or two hours each, per week, in 
the mechanic .arts. Wherever committee-men and teachers are not prepared to 
grant so much as this, cannot see their wav to clear at least this amount of space 
for the mechanic arts, it would be well in n1y judgment, though I speak with some 
hesitation, to ·await a more fortunate time, and a better disposition on the part of 
those who control the schools. . • 

MANUAL EDUCATION IN ffiGH SCHOOLS. 

Whatever other arts may, in the development of this system, come to be asso
ciated with carpentry and wood turning in the grammar schools, it appears to me 
that, at the very beginning, we may demand a complete course of both wood and 
metal working for that smaller number of advanced pupils who go forward into the 
high school. 

He then argues at length the desirableness of this training in 
the bo7s High Schools, after which he thus considers the needs of 
the gir1s. 

WHAT PART SHALL GIRLS TAKE? 

Thave, thus far, spoken only of the educational needs of our boys. How far the 
traditional courses of study shall be modified in the case of girls, is a nicer question, · 
respecting which it will not be unreasonable to await light from whatever experi
·ments may be tried with children of the other sex. It would seem to be the dic
tate of wisdom to solve the easier part of the problem first. 

That young women may become heartily interested in studies and exercises in 
mechanic arts, and make themselves proficit>nt at least in carpentry, is established 
by our experience at the Nol'lnal Schools of Bridgewater and Salem, Massachusett&. 
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That such instruction, for those who are to become teachers, yields a professional 
accon1plishment of prime importance, enabling · the school mistress, especially in 
the rural districts to make and repair much of the apparatus for teaching natural 
and physica~ science, is evident. This work ta.rmot be too strongly pressed, in all 
n-ormal and training schools. · 

SEWING AND COOKING • 

.A.s regards grammar-schools, I confess that my ambition would be satisfied, for 
the present, by the introduction of sewing·and cooking, until the full capabilities 
of these two kinds "of school exercises should be fully developed and fairly tested. 
The triumphant success which has attended the extension of sewing through the 
lower grades of the grammar schools of Boston, and the admirable results which 
have l>een attained, so far as the cutting, fitting, and making of plain garments 
have been introduced into the upper grades of three districts,- have put this school 
exercise beyond the stage of experiment. No intelligent and candid person, who 
thoroughly knows the work done in this department, any longer questions either 
the practical ut?ity of the results achieved or the appropriateness of sewing in the 
school curriculum, as a strictly educational agency. · 
. Of equal promise of good to our citizenship and, as I believe, not less suited to the 

· prime purposes of instruction, is the newer school exercise of cooking. So transcen
dent are the social, sanitary, and economic advantages of instruction in this art, in 
enabling the very poor to husband their resources, in preserving the' health of the 
community, in removing baleful and destructive appetites, in promoting the com
fort and decency of the family home, that any educator would be abundantly justi
fied, were that necessary, in making this an exception to the rule that all school ex
ercises should be distinctly educational. Especially in view of the great and painful 
change in our citizenship which is making such rap1d progress before our eyes, does it 
become a patriotic duty to _seize upon the only opportunity which the State enjoys of 
reaching the members of the rising generation, and to employ some portion of the 
time of the children in the public scbools for instruction in domestic economy and in 
the art of preparing food. The practical value of such an accomplishment, in the de
gree in which it may be acquired in a single brief course, is incontestably greater, to 
any girl coming from a poor and squalid home, as se many tens of thousands do, than 
all else she could possibly learn in school, beyond reading, writing, and plainciJ?her
in~. The importance to the State of such a girl acquiring this art iJ!, from a samtary 
pomt of view, from an economic point of view, and from a political point of view, 
greater even than the importance of her acquiring the elementary knowledge just re
ferred to. We are threatened, to-day, in tbe United States, with a lowering of the 
standard of living, and with an impairment of the sense of social decency which 
would together constitute a greater industrial and political evil than we have known. 
All the letters that ever were taught in our public schools will not do so much to 
oppose and counteract the unfortunate liabilities, as the two arts of sewing and cook
ing, properlY' taught under the authority of the State. 

But we are driven to defend the introduction of cooking into the public schools as 
an invasion of the proper field of education, justified by dire necessity. No one can 
spend an hour in the cooking schoolS of Boston, as they have been maintained, first, 
through the philanthropic enter~,>rise of Mrs. Hemenway, and afterwards at the ex
pense of the city, without being IIDpressed by the very high educational value of the 
instruction given. * * * . 
· The next paper, by Miss Fay, who is in charge of the drawing 
taught in the schools of Springfield, Massachusetts, is the paper al
ready referred to on page 133 of this volume. 

As it is a practical!aper by an experienced teacher, and attracted 
merited attention an commendation, it seems desir~ble to include it 
in this Appendix; and it is given in full. It should be stated that 
the"address as here given has been revised by Miss Fay, which will 
account for some slight discrepancies between the present copy and 
that given in the Association Report. 



(c) KINDS OF SCHOOLS TO BE INTRODUCED, AND PRACTIOAL METH 
ODS OF INSTRUCTION. 

MISS L. A. FAY, SPRINGFIELD, 1\!AssACHUSE'J.'TS. 

A.n ideal course of study, in which ·manual training is reco::?;nized as necessary to 
the complete development of the child, and given the time its relative vall)e de
mands, is, in most places, at present unattainable. Many experiments in this direc
tion are being tried in our schools, and their results, with those obtained by the few 
who propose to work otlt this problem under favorable .conditions, for the benefit 
of the public schools, will prove that the whole child is worth educating ; and, that, 
to do this, is not only: the right but the duty of the public schools. 

The average pup1I spends eight or nine years in the primary and grammar 
schools, and may receive manual training by means of writing, drawing with all 
th(lt it comprises, sewing, and the use of mechanical tools. 

THE STUDY OF DRAWING. 

The place of writing, as a feature of manual training, needs no mention. Every 
live teacher recognizes the fact that good writing is the result of correct position· 
and movement, and aims to secure it by training the muscles of the hand and arm. 
Drawin~, viewed in this light, with all that belongs to right teaching of it, claims 

o~ attention, because it is the chief means of manual training in the lower grades, 
and the foundation of its best advanced work. 

Since drawing is an expression of form, the knowledge of form must be obtained 
from the solid before it can be expreSsed. Manual training begins with this form
study when the child first enters school. 

What w.e have done in this direction convinces me that a radical change ahould . 
be made in the first year's course of study, particularly if children are rer.eived at 
the age of five. The work and methods of this grade are already greatly modified 
in many sections, by an earnest attempt to base all . teaching on the needs of the 
child's mind; and the principle that a child's most complete development is through · 
his activitie8 •. is everywhere accepted. Yet, 'vhile the fact that these activities are 
not best reached by reading and writing is admitted, we go on making the power to 
read and write the end of the first year's work. 

THE Kl.NDERGARTEN SPIRIT. 

With moot of us, the kindergarten cannot, at present, become a department of 
the public schools. But upon its princ.iples ahould be hased tho first year's course 

.of study. 
Such a course, in the hands of teachers who are imbued with the kindergarten 

spirit, and who understand ita aims and methods as thoroughly aa they do the con
ditions of a primary school, will develop the child's power to think and to expre8!J 
his thoughts, as the present courllC never can; and it will ahlo la.y a strong founda
tion for manual training. 

In the first and second years, the conception of form i~ obtained by handling the 
solid, and expressed by modeling in day, laying sticks and tabletH, folding and cut
ting paper, and by dr<~.wing. 

Let the drawing be UP.?n paper from tho fir11t. A child five years old finds no 
difficulty in drawing w1th a lead pencil , if he i11 taug!Jt gf'KJ() fX>!!itinn and free move
ment, patiently and persistently, and a 11late hUJI no huliineijij in tho school-room . 

. Much may be done for manual training by HYH~matizing the bu~y work of the 
prinlary grades and making it an applicatitm or the drawirig lt,HI!Oilll, not a device 
for keeping rcstlC!JS children out of miHChillf. 

"But," say11 the earnt'!lt, bard·work1,d t.caclwr, "H1,w can anything tliat really 
counts for work be s,;iven to thirty <:hilrlren In tlu;ir Hm11.H, while twenty are occupy
inf my attention upon the flood" 

answer, by U>~ching the uoir1g which con.~t.itute!:l t hiu busy. work in the time of 
the regular drawmg l(l!J:i<m>~, until tho PUI,iJH ar!l uhlo to W(Jrk JDtlependently. 

811 
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Said one of our teachers of the sewing on pricked cards: "Those little cards are 
the best means of discipline I have ever used." · · 

Cutting and pasting are as yet the best manual training in the third and' fourth 
years. · · 

USE OF CLAY MODELLING. 

During the ~ and second years, the child expresses in clay his conception of 
the geometric solids ~ wholes, and its use is discontinued when he knows these 
solids. · · 

A part of the time devoted to drawing will be well spent in the continued use of 
clay. • 

The forms should now be built up by packing on bits of clay, using both hands 
constantly. We ask a place for this work, because of its relation to the develop
ment of the eye, mind, and particularly, the muscles of both hands. Those ex~
rienced in this building with clay. claim that it is the best possible means of tram
ing both hands. For this reason alone, it seems worth while to overcome the diffi
culties that will arise, and continue the use of clay as long as possible. How long 
is a. _question ~ be answered by results. · · 

Whatever increases the efficiency of the left hand is worth doing for its effect on 
that hand alone. If my left hand were as much my servant as my right, I should 
gain minutes in every hour. Only vigorous and systematic effort will give this 
power. Is it not worth acquiring? 

In the fifth year, working ch-awings are made from the simple geometric solids, 
· and in the making of these from their developments a most practical feature of 
drawing is commenced. This making, with tlie paper cutting and pasting for de
signs and clay, constitutes sufficient manual work for the fifth and sixth years . 

.After the fifth year, the systematic study of working drawings occupies one third 
the time of.drawmg, an,d each object studied should be made by the pupils, when-
ever possible. . 

In the last yea.r, it is desirable for each pupil, to make something, showing some 
practical use of drawing. 

With this end in view, the girls use their original designs for decorative purposes, 
while the boys make whatever objects they choose, always drawing first the plan 
from which they work. · 

By making these objects, the fact is emphasized that directions can be received, 
or one's own thought expre~d, by working drawings. The pupil also learns that 
tools and instructions as to their use are needed, to produce good work. 

The grammar-school lessons in mechanical drawing should prepare the boys, who 
go to the manual classes, to make, without special instruction, the drawings from 
which they work. To do this, T squares, triangles, and boards should be used. 

In the high school a pupil, who has studied mechanical drawing throughout the 
course, should be able to make, from · his own sketches, working drawings from 
which a mar.hine could be made; or the plans, elevations, and perspective drawings 
ot a house that he has designed. 

The free-hand training should give the power tc see values and express them 
simply, not to make a few pretty things. . 

SEWING. 

In our schools, sewing co~ences in the fourth year, .and should be taught, step 
by step, as systematically as any other study. The time given is one hour per week; 
the outfit called for comprises thimble; paper of needles; blue, red, yellow, and 
white thread, No. 40; pins; and one-half yard of hal f-bleached cotton cloth. The 
teacher explains each new stitch by making it with colored worsted on coarse can
vas, held upon a frame, in sight of the entire class. Each stitch is learned on the 
practice cloth, and applied directly in m .king some simple article. 'l'he first year's 
work is to fold, baste, backstitch, and overcast on pieces of cloth, to fold, narrow
hem, and hem a handkerchief . 

.A wide hem is folded; hemme~, and applied in making a bag. Over-and-over 
sewing and basting are followed by the making of a pillow-case. The fifth year 
calls for material for aprons. To be able to make an apron, gather or running
siitch must be learned, to lay gathers, and to baste and sew them on to a band. 

Stitchihg, fellin~, tucking, catstitching, cross and feather stitchiu~ occupy the 
eecond term; darmng, patching, and joining pieces bring us to the sixth year, in 
which buttonholes are allowed one term. 

. Next , cutting by patterns and marking seams are taught; and €.ach pupil makes 
a garment from pattern, doing her own cutting, marking, and basting, and using, 
as far as possible, all stitches learned. 
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· '.~;his elementary work we hope to see followed in the upper grades, by instruction 
. in cutting to measure, i~ making dresses, and in more elaborate needle-work and 

knitting. 

A SCHOOL OF CARPENTRY IN SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS. 

It would be absurd for me to follow the gentlemen to whom we have listened 
this morning, with any theories of mine for teaching boys to work in wood or 
~etal. I can only state, for the encourflgem~nt of those .who feel t~at small begin
ningS are useless, what has been done With a bttle money m a small City. An appro
priation for manual training of $1000 was made in March, 1886, and an instructor 
engaged for three days in the week. The Rchool opened in September, with ninety
six pupils, volunteers from the highest classes in the grammar schools and from the 
first and sec.ond years in the high school. These were divided into eight classes, 
each reeeiving one lesson per week. An outfit of thirteen benches, thirteen sets _of 
tools, and cupboards for keeping each pupil's work, was provided. This cost one 
half the appropriation, and the remainder carried the experiment through its first 
year. _ .. 

Precision and accuracy have been required from the first. The teacher holding 
that, unless each step is taken correctly, both the mental ·and manual training are 
bad. 

The fir8t, because simplest lesson, the use of the hammer, is taught in a set of 
boxes of prepared material. · 

The use of try-squares, is taught in lining, at every quarter-inch around a block; 
of the gauge, in gauging at every sixteenth of an inch around a block. 

Saws and planes are explained, and cutting to exact width and length learned. 
The knowledge gained is applied by each pupil, in making a set of five boxes of 

various sizes. 
Next, surface planing is taken up, and a set of five blocks made; block-planing 

being taught by planing the ends. 
_ The study of joints is followed by their application to various useful articles . 

. A Saturday afternoon class for younger boys has shown that a profitable beginning · 
can be made by boys of eleven or twelve, but not with those of eight. One of these 
little lads, when told that he was to take lessons Saturday afternoons, declared that 
"it was mean to take away a fellow's Saturdays, and leave him no time for play." 

After a time he was not satisfied with working Saturday afternoon, but begged 
permission to work night's after school. 

Some conclusions have been drawn from the experiments of this year, that we 
.would like to make the basis of the manual work that the increased appropriation· 
of 1887 will enable us to do. . 

. Some of the simplest work, requirin~ no benc11 and causing no disturbance, can 
be taught in the regular classes. Wh1le the girls of the sixth and seventh grades 
are sewing, the boys ca.n· be taught to use the rule, ~uge, arid try-square, squaring 
with both knife and pencil, and to cut to · a line w1th the jack-knife. Pieces pre· 
pared in this manner may be taken horne, and with a little previous instruction 
put to~ether successfully. By doing this we reach a class of boys, who will never 
enter the grades from which they would be sent t o the manual school. They leave 
school early, compelled to add their earnings to t.he family income, or ashamed be
cause they are too dull to be promoted with their mates. The chances are that the 
first will be unskilled, poorly-paid laborers all their lives, while the latter lounge 
about the street corners, as lazily as they leaned on their desks at school. Bringing 
a. taste of manual training to these boys would open new possibilities to many of 
them. · 

.From the two higher grammar classes, pupils should be sent once a week for their 
manual lesson to the regular instructor, and should, by the end of the second years' 
work, obtain such command of tools as to be able to make good joints and any 
article needed on the school premises. They should also be able to keep their tools 
in condition to do such work. 

MANUAL TRAINING COURSE IN A HIGH SCHOOL. 

The high-school course should consist of daily lessons in the workshop and in 
mechanical drawing. Turning in wood, pattern-making, and iron-work mall its 
details, should be studied. 

A boy who has completed such a course can work as skilfully with wood or 
_-metals, as one who has mastered arithmetic and book-keeping can with figures, and 
he· often excela in mental work the boy who has studied only books. But our 
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ri~ht to place manual training in the public schools is not based on the fabt that it 
will make good workmen. _ 

We claim that it is needed to give every person an intelligent understanding of 
things he deals with every day. A man should be as much ashamed of ignorance 
of the simplest facts andJrinciples of mechanics, as he would be of not under
standing one of the politic or financial questions of the day. 

VALUE OF MANUAL WORK TO A TEACHER. 

A college professor is the last man who would be supposed to feel the need of 
manual training. Yet, recently, one obtained the privilege of wor!Qn~ at the lathe 
in a shop, that he might be master of all the work done by classes in rus laboratory. 
In my,own teaching, I found when pla.nning and criticising objects made by the 
boys, that I needed to understand making them as a workman does. To learn this, 
I began using carpenters' tools in a friend's shop. The knowledge I thus gained 
helped dra,ving, not only where construction was studi~, but in evt"ry room in the 
city. The value of this work, as an aid to my teaching, was ·so great that my 

· Saturday mornings since the manual school opened have been spent at a bench, in 
a class comJ?OSed of school-boys and grammar-masters. From my observation and 
experience m tltis class, I a m convinced that in no other study is every faculty so 
entirely employed. - . 

The whole attention must be upon the work, and it must be done just right, or it 
is worthless. . 

A boy can keep an eye, or an eye and a half, on his neighbor's business, and learn 
a lesson in history or arithmetic, but when he has spoiled three or four hours' work, 
by "having fun " as he saws or planes, he decides that it pays to mind what he is 
doing, and for this r eason the manual-training school disciplines itself. 

Since such development and self-discipline are gained by manual training, should 
it be restricted to bOys? Why should not girls be taught the use of tools, wood 
carving, clay modeling, technical design, and practical cooking, in connection with 
chemistry? ' • 

That all this can be done, and at the same time proficiency attained in science, 
mathematics, and English, has been proved; and the best answer that the advocates 
of manual-training can give to those who question its utility and fitness, is, to point 
to the splendid results obtained by those pioneers, to whose thought and labor 
manual-training owes its position to-day. 

The next paper was by Prof. C. M. Wood ward~ the veteran pioneer 
in the movement for Manual Training, who tooK for his theme-

(d) " THE FUNCTION OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL." 

. Professor W oodward discusses the topic at length, takine; occasion 
to controvert certain propositions that have at various times been 
advanced by the Rev. Edward Everett Hale, of Boston, and by Dr. 
Dickinson, the present Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Ed
ucation. Concerning the topics of Drawing, of home training, and 
the comparative value of the method of apprenticeship and public 
ManualTraining, he says: 

I have often spoken of the comparative inuti.lity of drawing, when not supple
mented by laboratory work, or wood, ·or pl8ater, or clay, or other suitable material. 
No teacher, who under favorable conditions has added executive, constructive work 
to drawing, can be for a moment in doubt of its beneficial effect upon the drawing. 

I cheerfully grant that much good has been accomplished by these movements, 
though I regret the use of the word " industrial" in connection with drawing. 
Drawing is scarcely more industrial than arithmetic, or chemistry, or physics, or 
penmanship. Nevertheless "industrial" drawing has helped to prepare the way 
for the broader and more comprehensive system of manual trainmg, which it bas 
been my privilege to help mtroduce. This is not brought forward as an exclusive![ 
industrial feature, and I decline to call a manual-training school an industrial schoo . 
In it we have endeavored· to bring together the education of the hand and the edu
cation of the mind, in such a way that each is the gainer thereby. · And we have 
found it v.ossible to bring together into one, the two educations, which some have 
thought 1t necessary to separate. In other words we have extended our scheme of 
education so as to include those manual elemenw wlUcb are of universal utility m 
·the education of youth. 
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And. we have discovered (and here is the principal :{>Oint in the discussion), we have 
found tlmt these manual elements can, at the very time they are most needed, be as 
successfully and economically taught in school-rooms, by ordinary cla.ss ·methods, 
as reading or arithmetic are taught, and vastly more thoroughly and cheaply than 
the manual elements can be taught anywhere else. The burden of complaint· has 
been that they have not been taught at all anywhere. There can be no comparison • 
between two systems, one of which suceeds while the other fails. . 

HOME TRAINING INADEQUATE, 

But, it may be urged that iii well-to-do families children are sometimP.s given 
. manual instr.uction at home; and the sons have received a species of manual train

ing as apprentices in a. commercial establishment. It is thought that these methods 
are better than the methods I recommend. Let me examine them. 

Against the results of the family method nothing can be said, if it is well carried 
out. It may be thorough, generous, and wholesome in everv way. It may possibly 
lac~ the spur and stimUlus of a score of other minds, what br. Harris so admirably 
calls the "leverage of the cla.ss." But. it is exceedingly expensive. None but the 
rich can give what we place within the reach of all. The cost of a private tutor 

. always exceeds tuition fees and school taxes; much more would home manual train
ing exceed its cost in a good school. But the supposition that home manual training 
is well done is quite unusual. Suppose rather that a father does his best and teaches 
his son the petty details of his own craft or occupation. On the average, how 
wretchedly narrow that trairun~ must be! In the average family the parents are 
incompetent to teach much that 1t is highly desirable that the children should learn. 

Go into the first public school you see, and learn the occupation, or craft, or call
ing of all the fathers of the boys therein. You will find that one half of them have 
no well-defined craft or professional training. You will find under the head of 
"clerks" and " laborers' · tlvo-thirds of the whole number, if correctly reported. · 
Now'l say, suppose these men do teach their sons just what they themselves know, 
what a sorry preparation they have for an intelligent choice of occupation! It is 
clear that they have no choice at all. It is merely the European idea of an inherited 
occupation, and must ever result in the establishment of the worst kind of caste dis-
tinctions. · · 
. The experience of Europe has abundantly shown that home training for life not 
only perpetuates caste but degrades the industries of a people. They have found 
that even when a father has a trade and wishes to teach it to his son, he can not 
teach it as intelligently and thoroughly as it can be taught in a trade school. . 

. Hence a school.is better than home training in handiwork. I will now show that 
a manual training school is better than any system of apprenticeship, and hence 
l>etter than any trade school. 

OBJECTIONS TO APPRENTICESHIPS STATED. 

To the commercial method, of more or less formal apprenticeships, several very 
serious objections arise. First and foremost, the apprentice stops going to school . 

. His mathematical, scientific, and literary training, stop the moment he enters upon 
his effort to secure manual training. This fact alone ought to kill apprenticeship . 
.It has degraded all mechanical pursuits-not simJ:?lY brought them into bad repute, 
but has actually degraded them -and has given nse to the notion that a mechanic 
needs no education beyond the rudiments of the grammar school, aside from what 
he picks up at his trade. 

Then again, in apprenticeship at any kind of tool work, the boy is not taught 
drawing as a part of his trade, and yet tool work, however skilful, without draw
ing is the thinnest, lowest sort of apolggy for manual training. Not one journey

. man mechanic in a. hundred is as good a draughtsman, or as intelligent in reading 
'drawings, as the graduate of a manual training school. 

Thirdly, the or~inary apprentice gets at best a very narrow kind of manual train
ing. He is made familiar with a very limited range of work, and he is kept at that 
far beyond the needs of intelligent mastery, till the mechanical habits of a rapid 
workman are fully formed. Henceforth his handiwork is the result of habit, not of 
thought, and his intellectual J;>rogress as connected with his work is at an end. 

Can the value of such a traming be compared with that given in a school where 
the intellect is ever on the alert, and where we introduce the widest possible range 
of tools, materials, and processes? 
. But, it may be urged m reply to all this, that the apprentice is all the while earn
mg some money, a.nd again ht;l il/sa.ving muQh time by gettingintogoodpayingem· 
ployment. 
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. :· There if! tr.uth in the first observation. The apprentice usually does get, I am 
sorry to say, some pay even for the first year. It may be only $50, but it is some
thing, and it works badly in two ways. On the one side, it reconciles the parent 
who .may be very poor, or lazy, or indifferent to the h<?y's highest welfare, to a very 
poor and unprofitable arrangement; and it may gratify the boy1s dangerous appe-
tite for spending money ; on the other side, it appears to justify the em:ployer in 
keeping the lad at unprogressive work, pn the plea that he should earn his wages. 

As to the saving of time in reaching good wages, it is very doubtful if such is the 
case. It is the bird in the hand in preference to several in the bush. 

But there is a fourth argument against the commercial way of getting manual 
training, which, to some, may outweigh· all the rest, serious as they appear to be, 
and that is this : To put a bOy fourteen or fi(teen years old to learn a trade as an 
apprentice is as a rule to commit him to that trade for life, without intelligent 
choice of occupation and with little chance for correcting a mistake if one is made. 
It is a crime against freedom and hwnanity. 

Few people, ·not forced by cruel necessity, are willing to take such serious risks 
for such questionable gain. · 

.There are plenty of people whose mental make-up is such that, while they may 
succeed fairly in other paths of labor, they are unfit to be mechanics. They have 
not the ability, the proper mental qualities. To set such people to learn· trades is 
most unfortunate. They are sure to be low-grade, indifferent workmen, always 
struggling against a fate, which a better knowledge of their capacities would have 
avoided. The fact is that, until one has had an opportunit,r to develop his facul
ties, neither he nor his ~hers can tell what his " bent" 18, nor what there is in 
him. 

, The stndent of a manual training school takes all his work without bias. There 
is no presumption either for or against a particular line of work in life. He is as 
free as it is possible to be. He probably changes his mind every year on the sub
ject of what occupation he is best fitted for. At the end of his school course, how
ever, he is likely to see clearly where he is strong, and where he is weak, and to 
direct his choice in the direction of his strength. 

OBJECTIONS TO APPRENTICESHIP RECAPITULATED. 

To sum up the objections against the commercial method of getting manual 
training as compared with the school method : 

1. The apprentice givt>.a up all further mathematical, scientific, and literary 
trainjng. 

2. He failS" to learn practical draughtin~. 
S. He gets a very narrow training , lim1ted to the details of a single trade, often 

less than a single trade. 
4. He hazards all on a single choice of occupation, without trust-worthy knowl-

edge of his abilities or his tastes. 
The conclusion I reach may be thus concisely stated : · 
1. Every child should have systematic mental training and manual training. 
2. These two kinds· of training, should be given side by side and simultaneously 

in school. · 
3. The manual training thus given is far more thorough, far more valuable, and 

far better supplemented by other culture, and is gained far more cheaply than that 
gained in any other way. · 

I am not acquainted with the various objections urged against the introducton of 
manual training in public education. Some claim that it would introduce the idea 
of caste. Some people do not realize the extent to which caste already exists in 
connection with educatiQn. The very objection• suggests that, in the mind of the 
objector, manual training is socially low-grade as compared with ordinary high aca
demic school training. In point of fact, I doubt if such is the case to any ~eat ex
tent; and to the extent that it may be true, it is the result of a false estunate of 
what manual training is. I doubt if, in any well-or~ized manual training school, 
or in the community around it, there has been any mcrease of the caste feeling in 
consequence of the school. On the contrary, I believe the effect is just the other 
way. * * * . 

He further prote!!ts against the Manual · Training School .being 
characterized as a "special school," and closes his paper thus : 

But I do not admit that a manual trainin_g school is a " special" school. It is 
the Latin school and the English high that' are special. Take a list of the Boston 
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boys- between fourteen and eighteen years of age, and see how many of them need 
Greek and how many· need manual training. Then take the graduates of a high 
school and of a manual training. school, which have stood side by side long eriough 
to afford a basis of comparison and see which set of graduates has scattered most 
widely into occupations requiring cultivated brains. 

No, I am clearly of the opinion that the high-school people have no right th call 
the manual a ' 1 special" school. It is not. 

In conclusion, let us not fear to build our own house. Let us not fear to strike 
out for ourselves. when the age demands something new. Progress is essential to 
life, as Browning says : 

'Tis a life-long toll till our lump be leaven. 
Tbe better! What's come to perfection pet•ishes. 

I see nowhere, in either ancient or modern times, a people whose youth have been 
trained as ·our youth should be trained. Neither Babylon, nor Athens, nor Rome, 
With their pinnacles of culture resting .on the barbarous foundation of human slavery; 
nor the blooded aristocracies of more modern times, buttressed and supported by 
niillions of laborers, ground down in ignorance, pove1ty, and superstition; none of 
these can teach us how to educate, construct, and adorn an American citizen. We 
mu~:~t not expect aU our boys to rule, or to be ruled ; to direct, or to. be directed ; to 
employ, or be employed. No narrow, selfish aim, no prejudice of caste, no false 

· cl!Um of high .culture must mislead om· pupils. · 
Give them a generous, symmetrical training; open wide the avenues to success, 

tousefulne s, to happiness, to power; and this age of scientific progress and material 
wealth shall be also an age of high intellectual and social progress." 

~ in 'the discussion which followed many interesting and varied 
opinions were expressed; so diverse n.s to show that no agreement 
among educators, or even among the several advocates of Industrial 
Education in some form, has, as yet, been reached; it has seemed ad
visable to give this in full, as one of the latest and most comprehen
sive expressions by educators in regard to these related questions. 
M;r:· J@h.n S. Clark, of Boston, it will 'be observed, brought out very 

- strikingly the fact of the rapid progress made in commanding the 
atten~ion of educators; since, only five years before, it was impos

. sible to get this same association to g!ve any consideration to the 
subjects included under the term Industrin.l Education. 

· Dr. Peabody, calls attention to the confusion of terms which arises 
in these discussions, and utters a gentle warning to the enthusiastic 
advocates of manual training who are ready to claim that it has a 
moral, and seem almost ready to assert for it a religious, influence 
upon the pupils, that it will not do to cla.im for it too large a peda
gogic value. 

(e) DISCUSSION.* 

DR. MINER, of Ma.ssachusett.<>. They are not altogether crazy, they get things 
mixed. General Walker is a member of the Massachusetts Board of Education. 
Dr. Dickinson is Secretarv of the Board of Educ.1.tion. General Walker has not told 
you that manual training· should go into all the public schools, the l'Ural districts 

. mcluded; he flatly excluded them. It is not a question of manual training or no 
manual training. Dr. Dickinson does not object to the cooking school; Dr. Hagar's 
carpenter school, in the Massachusetts Normal School is under the direction of the 
Board of Education, and they· do not object to thi t-; matter; Dr. Boyden, of Bridge
water, is also under them. These are not the questions in controversy in Ma.ssachu
~tts, a~d many other States. The general school law makes the school curri~ulu!ll 
liDperative. Dr. Dickinson says, "Why should the general law make educatton m 
carpentering imperative any more than make imperative the engraving on steel, on 
fililver and gold, or painting a flower upon china and porcelain?" It is a question 
not of what is valuable, but how to get at it. Gl'n. \Valker showed us how to teach 
Dlamlal training without bringing confusion into the public school. Now, I am not 
committing myself as to my own judgment as to what may be done. I believe we 

*Reported by a stenographer . 
. ART-VOL 2--52 
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·are in a transitory condition, and we need a little patience and a little experience, 
all round. 
- I can hardly speak concerning the last paper. The gentleman did not make quito 
clear whether he would carry manual training into the schools under all circum
stances or not. He shakes his liead. Now, if Dr. Dickinson were here, he would 
shake hands with him, I have no doubt ; perhaps, use five minutes in doing it. How
ever , the truth is, experiments are ~oing on in various quarters. Massachusetts is 
in the path of improvement, and it 18 either going down or coming out on one side 
of this question, Dr. H agar will be able t.o say which. The Board of Education is 
not dispose(! to judge anything before its time. The Board of Education, as Dr. 
Dickinson suggested, has nothing to do with the schools of Boston, directly, or with 
those of any other city or town. The Board of Education is directly connected with 
the work of the Normal School including the Normal Art School, which is a train
ing school to a certain extent. - The whole end of the manual arts is taught in the 
Normal Art School; that SW'ely does -not show distrust of manual training; it is 
rather along with it. Besides, two years ago .we got leave of the Board of Educa
tion to introduce a class of practical a1'tisans in which the principal of the school, 
Mr. Geo. H. Bartlett, took a very active interest. Of course the sch~ols can teach 
many practical arts, such as designing wall paper, the decoration of porcelain or 
china: . everything of that sort is open before us, and is possible to us as we come to 
it. So we are shaking hands with these gentleme~, and I am glad we have had this 
discussion of the subject. 

Dr. ORDWAY·, of Tulan~ University, New Orleans, Louisiana. I feel that it has 
been good to be here to-day, for I feel much encouraged for. the future in the way 
of manual training. Some of you think, perhaps, that we who have so much to 
·say about it are not entirely clear. I must disclaim the idea that manual training 

- is a craze with me. I am not a crazy carpenter or a blacksmit-h. ll1y business is a 
chemist, and I was brought up in the laboratory, and so physics and psychology are 
not my specialties. There is nothing like handling the t hings you study about. 
There is nothing like seeing the action of chemicals once in a while. Now, as to the 
study of chemistry in the laboratory, not one-tenth of those who study, will ever 
u se chemistry directly; but I do think that chemistry as a science is or ought to be 
taught as a means of mental disci_()line. We have had chemical laboratories for the 

- last thirty years in our schools and colleges. Everybody should study these things, 
not to make chemistry a business, but for its educational value. 

I hold now, in respect to ·manual training, having had this matter brought to me 
incidentally, that we have, if you may so term it, the mechanical laboratory, where 
everybody who takes a higher course may pass through. But that does not go so 
far as the higher educatbn fo1·wed on manual training. It has been said that it 
ought not to be carried into the grammar school or the lower schools. I leave that 
aside. We are here to discuss the propriety of int roducing zpanual training, to 
review the argument in its favor. I believe we and the world at lar~e have come 
to understand now that the manual training and most of the institut10ns of educa
tion, of the 17th or 18th century, are not suitable educational apJ?liances for the 
men of the 19th century. If they are, the efforts of you teachers m trying to im
prove your methods often have been wade in vain. What is the use of elementary 
and primary instruction? We do not hear of Roman constitutionn.lity, we are not 
quoting the Roman constitution. We are going to discuss the introduction of manual 
training. It is an absurdity j;o talk about the const1·uction of wood work as leading 
to the making of carpenters, and saying we might as well teach engraving, etc. 

· That is not the thing; we do not teach wood work. We do not establish a school 
. to make carpenters. We teach them for the sake of making them use their hands 
and minds. Give them accuracy of idea. Besides intellectual training, manual 

_ training has a great moral influence. We all know how easy it is to vary from the 
truth a little, and to get by and by into habits of disre~ard for the strict truth. 
What we want to inculcate is accuracy in everything. The student who malieS a 
thing like that [indicatin~ 1 must be accurate. It must be true. If he is accustomed 
to that sort of thing, it w1Il follow him through life. 

Wit h regard to this subject, we are here broadly to discuss how this manual 
training should be introduced. I am glad we are getting such good light on th.e 
subject. There has been a great advance made, and we shall get more light on thiS 
subject as the men and women of the country take it up. I might be pardoned f~r 
saymg something in regard to manual training in the South, where certainly it 1S 
needed more than anywhere else. I am connected with a preparatory department 
of a university, and I anxiously look forward to every reform. We should like to 
have every student of the high school know something of manual training. There 
is nothing optional about it. If a boy does not want manual training he c:u_1 go 
somewhere else. If he comes to us, he must practice with his han.ds i.I\ d1:awmg, 
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an hour and a half every day, and an hour and a half in the shop every other day. 
He must have manual training in both forms. Now this matter of drawing is a 
very important thing in itself. When you remember , it is a very good exerci~ of 
the hand and it tra.ins the student to accuracy , We must have manual trainmg. 
and I ho~ the time will soon come when it will occupy a more conspicuous place, 

THE VALUE OF SEWING. 

M:ns: REBECCA D. RICKOFF, of Yonkers, New York. To speak five minutes on 
. this great question, after listening to t~e able papers. so carefully prepared, is tr;r
·ing. I can not hope to do more than g1ve you five mmutes of rest. As I have hs
tened to these papers, I have noticed that no one of the able gentlemen has yet been 
able to decide whether all the boys in the country shall be taught blacksmithing or 
carpentering, but I have not noticed that a single one of them has beE!n in doubt as 
to the great impOrtance of teaching every girl cooking and sewing. A young man 
with whom I was talking about the importance of giving up the practice of smok
ing replied," w ·hat shall I do if I quit smoking? I haven't any sewing to do." 
Think about that, ladies. Take this question of what the boys shall be taught . 
home with you1 and picture it in your hearts, and at our next meeting let us hear, 
from you on this question of whether or not the boys sha ll a ll be taught blacksmith- . 
ing and carpentenng. Suppose that there were to-day a law passed that no woman 
in the land should do any sewing, what would be the •·esult? How would you all 
feel, ladies, if you were ·forbidden to sew ? How much restlessness would t here be 
in your lives! How much of a soothing and peaceful occupation would be taken 
out of them ! Think of that pair of scissors that lies at home in your w01·k basket, 
and that little thimble you use ev~ry day of your lives,- are t hey not really very 
dear to you? W ould you be willing to give them. up, and never see them al?ain ? 

There are many at the present dav who do not like to do sewing. They find it a 
task, and why? The dear mothers -of the last generation worked hard ; they were 
overworked most of them; they made even t he clothes that their boys wore, and 
sometimes those that their husbands wore. There are men living to-day,- the wife of 
.a disting uished professor told me a few weeks ago, til at it was the pride of her early 
married years when her husband stood up and said, "Every stitch of clothes I have 
on except my boots was made by my wife.'' . That woman didn't have much time -
left for Higher culture ; and it is the daughters of those mothers who have been rest
ing with the idea that it is a good thing to be tid of the ta.sk of sewing. Those over
worked mothers, and those overworked fathers too, of the last generation, found 
.for their children something better than they had, something to relieve them from 
their heavy tasks , and so they said, " You shall not dn the sewing ; you shall go to 
the high school ; you shall have an edueation that shall lift you above those things." 
That was a great swing of the pendulum, and now in this movement the pendu
lum swings back again and the time keeps on. 

HOW WOMEN OF LEISURE MAY SERVE THE COMMUNITY. 

I believe in sewing. I believe that it is a restful occupation. I believe that we 
shall save our young men from many hours of temptation , when \ve shall find 
something to occupy them, as sewing and knitting occupy the young women. When 
a nation has r eached that point, tha.t its material p1·osperity is well taken care of, 
there is formed a class which has leisure, and that class already exists in this coun
try. There are hundreds of wealthy women who have hours in which to do nothing; 
and what are they doing? They are found in all of our large cities. 1\Iany of them 
are tUrning their thoughts to the cause of education in all its phases, for the uplift
~g of those who are less fortunate. In the city of New York, there was sta.r ted a 
httle schopl calle<~ the" Kitchen Ganlen," in which the children of the poor were 
taught housework, and a.s the work extended , there came a cry that these children 
were being trained for servants; and a company of wise women in New York, under 
the name of the Industrial Educational Association of the city of New York, took 
llp that question, and they met it in this wa.y : Into all t he fashionable boarding 
schools of New York city they intl'oduced the subject of sewing, and cooking, 
t!lugl~t by the same teachers who t aught the children of the poor; and now the ques
tiOn 18 which one is to be the mistress, and which one is to he the maid. 

These women of culture and the women tl':tehers of the United States have their 
· ~ands on the lever, and I call upon you to give this subject most thoughtful atten

tiOn, a:nd prepare yom·selves by your own thinking, nnd by your own observation of 
what IS going on, to decide this great quE>stion. 

·.· DR. ALLISON, Superintendent of Education, Nova Scotia. ! appreciate very deeply 
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the honor of being permitted to 5ay a word to so august and impressive an assembly 
as thi!l. During the thirty years which have passed since I graduated at one of your 
American universities, I have taken a profound, I may sa,y an increasing interest in 
all that concerns the progress of education in the United States. During the years 
of my college course in Connecticut, as far as I recollect , common-school education 
was then in a somewhat somnolent condition. The great revolution inau!plrated by 
Horace Mann had largely accomplished the objects for which it had been mstituted. 
and those who advocated it had been resting on their oa.rs. I have been amazed, 
however, with the rapid development shown by the people in this matter, during 
the last ten or fifteen years. I have no doubt that the ~reat interest which has been 
~wakened on this subject has been largely. due to tlus Association, under whose 
auspices this immense number of teachers has convened here, in this great and won-
derful city of Chicago. · 

INTEREST TAKEN IN EDUCATION BY THE GOVERNMENT OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I know how valuable your time is. I know: how oppressive 
the heat has been on this audience dw·ing the discussion; but I wish to say that this 
discussion seems to me to have been exceedingly pertinent. I have been charged by 

• the government which I serve, with the duty of considering this subject of manual 
training in the public schools: 'vhether or not it would be advisable for us to enlarge 
our CWTiculum of studies, to include this subject of manual training. Now, from 
that point of view, I have been listening with intense interest to the discussion this 
morning, and I will say that I have been highly pleased with the remarks of the 
ladies and gentlemen who have come forward here, evidently under strong com·ic
tions, and spoken to us on the subject. I think I am justified in saying that no 
national government in the world during the iast ten or fifteen years has taken such 
an interest in the study of national education as the government of Great Britain. 
For a lo~ period of time there has been a disposition on the part of our most intelli
gent and mfluential men to consider and study what is going on in other nations, 
connected with the great question of public education. If you will look at the last 
report of the commission appointed to consider the subject of technical education, 
that part of the report bearing on the in vesti~ations which were made in connection 
.with the study and development of educatiOn in this country, you will see what 
Horace White has to say. I am speltking now for the encouragement, not simply 

·of those who are interested in manuil training and the increased attention given to 
it, but I am speaking rather for the encouragement of those who are more deeply 
inte~;ested in the ordinary bmnches of instruction. What do these gentlemen sny 
in their report in respect to thts: That while they find the workmen of the United 

·States l1ave not as great advantages in the way of t echnical schools as the work111en 
of England, in which every city of ten or fifteen thousand inhabitant<; has its tech
nological school, yet they say that this deficiency is more than counterbalanced to 
the American by the superior general education which you in America· hav.e before 
the sharp work of life begins. 

EVIDENCE GIVEN BY lllR. 11WNDELLA. AS TO VALUE TO WORKMEN OF ELEMENTARY 
EDUCATION. 

Just allow me one moment to sa.y this much further: that Mr. M:undella, the 
Government Secretary of the Board of Education of Great Britain, a German hy 
birth, but a British subject, and a man who has taken thE> deepest interest in c•ln
cation, and has done great work for the cause of public education in Great Britain 
in the last twenty-five years, and who is also one of the largest employers of labor 
in the United Kingdom or in the world, employing some five thousand workmen in 
his manufactories at Sheffield, before this same commission, gave his testimony 
that, as between apprentices and young people coming to the factory for the pur
pose Of offering their services and seeking employment, as between such pc1·soBs, 
having received an elementary education, haYing received training in grammar, 
or aritl1metic, or any science, as between these and those who come there without 
any such general education, and yet perhaps with some little manual skill, that the 
chances were as a hundred to one in favor of the formei·. I do not say this h)' w:.l)" 
of argument, because the position I hold on this subject is exactly that of the •lis
tinguished clergyman from Boston, Dr. Minor, who just spoke. It is only h.r a 
careful study, wise generalization, and a. deduction from facts upon which w<' ca_n 
base a judgment, that it will be wise to introduce this new element into our pubhc 
schools. 
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CLASSIC AND BACONIAN EDUCATION CONTRASTED. 

MR. HAM, of Chicago. Mr. President, Ladies ami Gentlemen: Th~re are and 
always have been two theories about education. One theory was stated the other 
day in the abstract I read in one of the morning papers on the Socratic Method, 
which dat~ back from the t ime of the Greeks: that is where that system came 
from. 'The point was, in this way: that by bringing the mind of the .J?UPil and the 
mind of the teacher into contact, the mind of the pupil was so vitahzed, that he 
gained power to do things. Now the other theory of education il'l that of Bacon: 
that is, it has been stated by Bacon, .I think, as well as by any member of this ABso-

.-dation. Bacon says the true definition is, the legitimate familiarity between the 
· · mind and things. 

After listening to the papers read this morning, especially those by Gen. Walker 
and Miss Fay - of course, Gen. Woodward, is not to be mentioned, as he is a vet
eran pioneer in manual trai:J;ling- but after listening to those statements and seeing 
this exhibit of work, I conclude that this concrete system, the Baconian idea, is the 
ruling factor in this audience, because the papers were so well received. I conclude 
tl.ley have .adopted that idea rather than the Platonic idea of education. If so, then 
the advocates of manual training should feel very much pleased, and it gives me 
much pleasure to appea~: before you a moment to say so, and .to note the progress 
made in the last three or fow· years, and to tell you of the gratification I feel in 
seeirig how Bacon's theory of education is being carried· out. I also feel, with 
Carlyle, that to work is to worship; and here is work all about us. We heard from 
Miss Fay how the work is a discipline for t he mind. Work is worship. Now, 
ladies and gentlemen, if we teach work, we shall teach a love of work, and that is, 
in my opinion, the hi&'hest morality that can be taught,-and so I believe in manual 
training. The moral mfiuE-nce of manual training is the greatest :influence that can 
be exerted upon mankintl. I believe, of cow-se, that education should go to the 
formation of character: that is the great thing to do; we are not simply to make 
better mechanics. I have undertaken to say that our mechanics are as a class the 
best educated men in this or any other community. What we want to-day is the 
eradication of that self-consciousness that has been a sou_rce of misery in the world, 
that has been a source of destruction of all civilization. We never shall have a 
civilization that will last, unless we cure self-consciousness; unless we eliminate 
·from the human mind this quality which makes life a struggle between man and 
man- a struggle to see who will reach the highest point. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING OF GIRLS IN GERMANY AND ENGLAND. 

PROF. DE GARMO, of Illinois. As a student of the philosophy of education, I 
have often wondered why this manunl training movement in America has not 
moved along the line of least resistance. In Germany for the last hundred years 
there has been manual training such as has been advocated warmly and received. so 
kindly to-day. I t has been, however, a manual training for one sex;, and not for the 
other. Germany has no manual training for boys, as an elemrnt of public school 
education. There are indeed a few private eleemosynary institutions , established for 
poor ancl vicious boys, but not in general. But the girls han• prima.rily r~ceived 
this manual tmining which has been advocated here to-clay, and I am glad the 
American girl is so well represented. I wish, however, to speak of another country 
across the sea. We think sometimes that Germany is an autocratic, a des1Jotic 

.government, and what Germany does you cannot do, but there are a people across 
the water who are tl1e peers of this nation in democratic sentiment. We are con
serv~tive, united, democratic, to-day; yet in that country, the fountain of demo
cr~t!c principles, this matter of manual training for girls ha~ been for a long time 

-faithfully and successfully prosecutetl. Cooking schools are established in every 
Normal School in England, and they are as fine as they are in Germany. In the 
State schools, ladies are employed to go from one sehoul to another. They give a 
l~tm:e to about si.xty girls at <linner-hour, cuYer:ing the main le;;son, explainiug its 
prmc1ples; and then the: have those pupils come to them in groups of ten or a 
dozen, and go through that work. 

I hope to see, in every Normal School in this land, this great de1Jartment repre
sented. 

Miss HIGBEE, of Te1messee. I am not accustomed to the ).Jlatform, and I came 
here to-day simply because I could not get a seat in the aULhence. Sitting at the 
feet o~ Gamaliel, is, to me, much preferable to trying to aiel him in any way except 
by domg what he says: you know we learn bv doing, n.nd that is the theme of to
day. It is tlifficnlt to re1Jresent Tennessee. 'l'here we have been working in this 
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cause for twenty years, and I cannot tell you in three or four minutes a ll we have 
accomplished. The thought that has impressed me most this morning is this: I 
think one of op.r speakers 1·eferred to the fact that we go back to the old civilizations 
in educational matters as we do ih the arts, in Ecience, and in literature. So with 
our present system, I think if we look back, we will find the germ of this manual 
trainin~ communicated to us. I remember a thought of a German philosopher, 
sometlnng like this: AU education consists in the answers to these three. questions: 
What can I do? What ought I to do? And, What may I hope for ? Now it seems 
to me that the answer to the first question, "What can I do, 1" is here being exem
plified. We must-teach . the children what they can do. You perhaps all remember 
the old saying, a sort of paradox," I lmow what I know, and I know what I do 
not know..' ' Well I think if you know what you know, that embraces half of edu
cation; and the other half is to know what you do not know. If you know what 
you know, if you teach the children to know what they know, then we will have 
accuracy, and we will have the tl"Uth. 

Again, if we know when to stop, if we do not assume to know what we do not 
know, if we know how much we know, then we have the first answer to " What 
can I do?" Then comes" What ought I t o do?" Very pla inly I ought to do only 
what I can do. Teach the children after they learn, then to do. The command
ment is, after they learn to labor; put them to it. Then there will be no question 
of discord. That is what we are trying to do in the South, to teach the1n to labor, 
to be useful, not only as helpful to themselves, but as much m ore helpful to others, 
and to lead usefulli ves. · 

PRESIDENT SOLDAN, of St. Louis. Udies and-Gentlemen: I am glad to see that 
a new _force has made its appearance in education, that of ma nual training. I am 
glad, not for the reason that new r esults will follow, not for the r anson that things 
may be made for the eye, but for the reason that it deepens the thought process, 
which is the training, the education of manl10od and womanhood for life. For the 
reason tbat it attracts more attention, and enlists stronger sympathy. You have 
now the electric light, and you can tru-n out the old gaslight. It is a new force. 
I treat this manual training as a new force ·which will send light to what is now 
dead matter. That light begins to shine already, and I h ope that when the new ed
ucation is. completed that. we can turn out the gas of the old education, and be 
guided by the new electric light of manual training. 

DR. BELLOWS, of Illinois. I only have this to1>ll.y. God has given us bodies and 
minds, and whom God hath joined together let no man put asunder, is the advice 
of the preacher , when he stands you and your lover up on the floor and pronounces 
you husband and wife. WhE-re the education of one begins, the education of the 
other begins, and where you begin ·to leave the one out of acount it will get behind, 
and prove a burden tO the other. I a m glad of this opportunity to say to you that 
I earnestly believe you cannot leave one out of account without hm-ting the otlwr. 
My text to begin with and to close with, in the education of the mind and body, is 
that God has, united them, never let them be put asunder in your system of educa
tion. 

PRESIDENT SHELDON. The platform has had its way thus far , this morning. 
Now, have you•any questions to ask these learned ladies and thE-se humble gentle-
men? . 

MR. GREENWOOD, of Missouri. Will the boy or girl, who spends a.n hour or two 
each day in work, make mot·e rapid progress in other studies ? 

PRESIDENT SHELDON. What say you, Professor Woodward? .. 
PROFESSOR Woonw ARD. My observation is, they make equal if not superior pro· 

gress, particularly in mathematics. 
A VOICE. I wish to inquire if any of this work can be <lone successfully, without 

a· special teacher? 
DR. ORDWAY. I think not. 
A VOICE. Yes, it certa inly can. 
PROFESSOR GREENWOOD, of Missouri. Do not th e girls genera lly from th e coun

try know how to sew, how to make garments, and how to cook ? 
MRs. RICKOFF. No. 
PRESIDENT SHELDON. No, says Tennessee. No, from K ansas. What say you , 

ladies-do you know how to u se the needle and scissors ?. 
A CHORUS OF VOICES. Yes! yes! yes! 
PRESIDENT SHELDON. Let all teachers who can sew raise their hands. All hands 

up, and it is unaninlous. All can sew, and I knew it would be so. 
MR. CLARK, of Boston. It is about five years ago, ladies and gentlemen, as the 

President of this Association can testify, that I undertook a pri>ate job of log-n~ll 
ing with him to get the subject of industJ·ial education discussed by th is Assoc1a-
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·tion at one of its annual meetings, and be told me then it \vas utterly impossible to 
carry it out. 

PREsiDENT SHELDON. And I told you the truth, sir. 
MR. CLARK. I do not know what to say after such papers as you have heard here 

this morning. There seems to be but little that can be said in addition to what you 
have heard, but I could not help feeling, as I listened to the words of tile president 
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. I could not help thinking of the 
battle some years ago at Spottsylvania. There was a magnificent charge of Han
cock's corps, and in that charge Gen. Walker bore a most conspicuous part, if I 
am not mistaken. I thought as I listened to his remarks here this morning regard
ing the charge upon the public education of America here to-day, that it was only 
equalled by the military record which he has left behind. 

Only one.word more. I have referred to the fact that five years ago this question 
could not get a footing in this Association. I am now commissioned by Mr. Will
iam Mather, who five years ago was a member of the Board of Great Britain, and 
reported upon technical education in America; and who within the last two months 
has been supplementing his observations, and who will report before the British 
Association about the first of August (he sails to-morrow from New York)- I say 
I have been commissioned by him to report the opinion of tlus meeting on the sub
ject of industrial education, in order that he may lay it before the British people. 
Now, ! .want for a moment to tyrannize over your chairman, and ask if it is the 
opinion of this audience that the question of industrial education is one of suffi
Cient importance, to be ~·egarded as the most important of all questions of public 

· education. In other words, if this question of industrial education is the one to 
which attention should be prominently directed. Is it yow· opinion that it is? All 
those in favor of it, say aye. 

I think it.a favorable vote. I think from what I have heard said on tlJ.is impor
tant feature of public education, that the world is moving. 

PRESIDENT SHELDON. I would like to ask how many persons in tlJ.is audience 
were present at the great meeting of this Association held in Chicago, in 1863,
twenty-four years ago. Will all who wer~ present at this meeting please rise ? 

Ten persons rose. 
· How many at that time ever thought of introducing manual training or the use 
of tools irito a public school? Let them rise. 

No response. 
They have all come since. 
Now, we are in the State of Illinois, a State that has treateu us grandly, and 

dealt with us gloriously, and we want to close this discussion (except for the final 
summing up ot Gen. Walker) by having the President. of the State University of 
Dlinois, Dr. Peabody, say his good say. . 

THE ECONOMIC AND PEDAGOGIC FEATURES OF MANUAL TRAINING STATED. 

, · DR. PEABODY. For thirty years I have been patiently laboring in such a way as is 
possible for me, with the principles of science on the one hand and the practical 
application on the other, that they should go forward with one pace, step by step, 
in ~ducation. I have endeavored in every way to pl'Omote harmony, and with that 
~b~ect in view I have strong sympathy for this whole subject of manual training 
I?- Its broad. character. I find that there has been in this discussion a sort of jumb
lmg of terms; that if one was satisfied that there was a propriety in the general 
establishment of manual training, practica.Ily he must accept t he theory that a ll 
boys, and perhaps all girls should be sent through t he shop of f~ machinist or a car 
penter. I do not believe that that is an honest answer, I do not believe these things 
nec~arily go together. I belie\'e the work shops of manual training have a peda
gogiC and au economic value; that the economic side of that work is that it should 
enable the person who had done it to do better work, to l)l·iug out better results, to 
a~CO?J-plish something in the way of getting his lh·elihood; anu that the pedagogic 
Btde IS to do something towards making him a larger and nobler, mot·e perfect and 
~ore complete man. Undoubtedly this question of manual inl:ltruction has its uti!· 
.tty; on both these sides. There cannot be anything in the way of instruction, any· 
thmg in the way of training or discipline, which shall not have its pedagogic value. 

THE CHIEF VALUE OF MANUAL TRAINING IS ON ITS ECONOMIC SIDE. 

Yet it appearR to me that the chief value of this manual training belongs on its 
economic side, and I am disposed to protest right here aga inst the assertion that is 
sometimes made that they do not cure to discuss the economic side, that they will 
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have nothing to do with this. I believe the time is rapidly coming, and we are being 
forced to it by the circumstances round about us, when young men and young 
women must get in schools their instructions in trades; because there will be no 
other possible way in which they may get that instruction; and that boys and girls 
will come out .of those institutions ready to earn their daily bread. I cannot see 
how this is to be got at entirely except through education. 

!J'HE ESTIMATE OF ITS PEDAGOGIC VALUE SEEMS TO BE EXAGGERATED. 

On the other side, we have a ·pedagogic value. I am unable to follow some of the 
lines so far as they have been fOllowed in this discussion. I am unable to say that 
there is that result in its pedagogic force which is claimed for it. I have had some 
practical experience in this matter. I earned the money by which I went to college, 
by such an unplement as that (holding up a c.arpentel"s hammer), working fourteen 
hours a day, and I think I have some experience in that direction. I fear that in 
the use of that implement, and most of the implements here, there is little of that 
pedagogic value. That there should be some instruction is beyond question, but it is 
slight as compared with some other methods of training which might be adopted. I 
would prefer, if I could have my way, to have these young men disciplined thor
ou~hly mentally, and then possibly I should put them at this work. 

PRACTICAL UTILITY OF THIS TRAINING TO THE BOSTON CLASS OF 1877. 

I think the best class work I have ever seen was brought from the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, in the spring of 1877, when the first class of that institution 
was put upon shop work, ·being young men who had had the discipline of the entire 
course. I have had in my hand some of their specimens, I have known what they 
have done, and some of their work i'l shown in this city. I once went with one of 
these young men down into the machine shops of the Illinois Central Railroad, and 
there Mr. Jeffreys declared that he had but one man in his shop who could better the 
specimens that were presented to him; yet this work was practically the work of 
twelve days' instruction, of twelve hours each. These young men having been 
trained in that method, were then competent to put themselves to that work, and to 
accon1plish in a short time vastly more than they could have accomplished in months 
of time, in the eady part of their course. 

PRESIDENT SHELDON. Of what significance is that wonderful work in the exposi
tion, by the feeble minded children? 

DR. PEABODY. I submit, the President of tltis Association has no right to encroach 
upon my time. 

PRESIDENT SHELDON. I would like to know what it means. Is all mechanical 
work, work without thought? I think you, as the master of ceremonies in industrial 
work in Illinois, ought to answer my very simple question. 

DR. PEABODY. So far as I understand, sir, that is work which has been produced 
under carefUl and elaborate training of special teachers, who have watched that 
work, and have brought it out as mecharucal work. That is the result of brain work, 
under the intelligent guidance of the teacher. . 

PRESIDENT SHELDON. Is it like a man who can't write his name, and gets another 
to sign his will?· 

DR. PEABODY. I should say the other man had instructed him how, probably, to 
make his will. · 

PRESIDENT SHELDON. Then you do not claim it to be intellectual work at all? 
DR. PEABODY. I do not know what they claim for it: I cannot think that it ha.s 

a large amount of intellectual character. 
PRESIDENT SHELDON. I want you all to observe that work. 
DR. PEABODY. It certainly is the most remarkable exhibit on the floor of the 

exposition. 

DANGER OF OVERLOOKING THE INTELLECTUAL SIDE OF EDUCATION. 

There is but a sin~le thought more I would present at this time, and that is in the 
nature of a suggestion. It appears to me that there is a liability and more than a 
liability, that our lines are drawn aside in this discussion from the very important 
matter, that we are inclined to attend too much to the· material side of our students' 
work, and that in so doing we forget the more important, the higher, the nobler, 
the intellectual side. Or, if .it be true, that the greatest thing in this wodd is man 
and the greatest thing in man is mind, it is our business in this training of min~ to 
see that mind shall dominate and control in all our training. As the mind is tramed 
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and developed, it develop~ the body. It is impor~nt that we shoul_d tt:ain t~1e mi~d, 
that we may be uplifted mto that nobler and lngher sphere of thmkmg, m wluch 
the most glorious element of our human life <md of om· human thoughts reside. 

··PROFESSOR WooDWARD, of Missouri. I am not very well satisfied with the way 
the question of Mr. Clark was received. You understand that he represents a mem
ber of the Royal Commission investigating for the British people the subiect of 
manual training. There was introduced into parliament a resolution looking to the 
equipping of manual training schools and the introduction of manual training into 
tlie common schools of Great Britain; and what he wants, to-day, is the verdict of 
the .American people as to the value of manual training as an element of public in
struction. 
· PRESIDENT SHELDON. Ladies and Gentlemen: Those of you who think manual 
training is of value and importance in a system of education in the United States 
will please manifest it by saying aye. 

A unanimous response. 
- PRESIDENT SHEI,DON. Now, General Walker, you -have a minute and a half to 
saithe last word in this discussion. You opened it, and you close it. 
· .GENERAL WALKER. I will not use the minute and a half to impose upon an audi
en~;e·that has borne so long, and so patiently with me in the opening exercises, by 
13<!-ying a single word beyond expressing my profound gratification at the manner in 
which the teachers of the United States' here a.~sembled have met and treated this 
subject . 

. In the condensed report of the two sessions of the special " Indus-
. trial Department,'~ the several phases of Industrial Education are so 
succinctly presented by so many practical educators; the speakers, 
in fact, including among themselves representatives from nearly all 
the leading special schools of Manual Training in the country, that it 
is here given in full: · 

(f) INDUSTRI.4L DEPARTli!ENT. 

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, Ju.ly 14, 1887. 
The Industrial Department met in the Chicago. Opera House, at 2.30 p. m. The 

President, Professor J. M. Ordway, of Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana, 
opened the meeting with an extemporaneous address, in which he reviewed the 
progress of manual tra.ining, related his own experiences and observations in rela
tion to it, proffered suggestions, and spoke of his hopes for the futme of the great 
educational question of ~nanual training. · 

EDUCATORS AGREED AS TO NEED 01!' SO?tiE INDUSTRIAL TRAINING IN SCllOOLS . 

.All educators, he said, are agreed, to-llay, that there should be industrial schools 
and i~dustrial education. The past score of years has settled this question. Other 
ques~wns have presented th P-mseh·es, however , and in casting about for answers we 
are hk~ly to go astray, unlPss we keep clearly before us tlw ultimate purpose of all 
eduC!it!On, the tiymmetrical development of the pupil in bo<ly and mind. The com
mumty cannot train to spt•uial trades directly, Lut should teach the elements of all 
:work. · · 

It is a good thing, of course, for the boys and girls to learn to work, and to be
~on1e c~pable of earning n, living; but those who advocate the fnrthemnce of 
mdu~tnal education fm· the Role end of making money, are not on the right track. 

It IS ~ot the intention, to-day, of the advocates of industrial edueation, to teach 
the pup1l any special trade or profes;~ion. Such would be entirely out of the sphere 
of the public expenditure of money. This idea has been n. bar "to true progress 
wherever introduced. 

THE RUSSIAN SYSTEM INADEQUATE TO JI!EET ALJ, NEEDS. 

Nor has there been satisfactory progress 1·eported where the so-called Russiru1 sys
tem ha.~ been tried -a system experimented with in Boston. This system teaches 
the puptl merely to make a part of anything. intiteacl of allowing him to make the 
whol!'l thing where he could see the defects of any part. It is a systematic attempt to 
?lasstfy the work in the work shop, by separating it from the making of actual ob
Jects: But shop work cannot be classifietl like the work of literary branches. The 
Russtan system may be the proper one for older classes; young people, however, 
want to make something whole. They tlo not analyze enough to understand parts. 
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EUROPEAN COUNTRIES STILL EXPERIMENTING-THE SWEDISH SYSTEM COMMENDED. 

Some years ago I visited the European countries, and found that industrial educa
tion was as much in its experimental state there as it is with us. In Germany, I visited 
a number of Gewerbeschulen, expecting to find regular manual-labor schools; but 
I founu very little actual manual work done there. Prussia has a few trade· schools, 
but these generally neglect the education of the man. In Sweden, I found a far . 
better system. The Swedes come nearest to my ideal and the ideas we are trying to 
work out. In teaching arithmetic, we carry the work along so that pupils can take 
step after step without much help; the Swedish system does the same thing. 

Comenius, during the Thirty Years' War, originated the Swedish idea. by trying 
to revive the old hand-work carried on during the long winter days. During the 
last few years, the Germans, the French, and the Hollanders, have sent commissions 
to Sweden to study this system, and the press of Germany reports that they are 
making great progress in the adoption of the· new method. 

Industrial education has many friends in this country, but too many know very 
~ttle.a?out t~e work. It is bec?mi?g poJ?ular. Gove1nors and mayo~ .li~e to men
tion It m - ~herr addresses, and 1t b1ds farr to become the prey of politicians, from 
which may the Lord deliver us ! 

The question is being debated whether the State has any right to teach industrial 
e~ucation. Many insist that the ·public schools are already attempting too much, 
and that some studies should be thrown out rather than new ones introduced. We 
can answer these objections by claiming that a boy needs a variety of exercises. He 
needs physical exercise; and, if left alone, he will get it on the base-ball ground. 
Now this same time, or a part of it, used in systematic work, will,P.ve better results. 
It is the eXperience of all who are best informed, that a certam amount of sys-
tematic manual work is very helpful to general mental growth. . 

The question, to-day, is not so much what shall be done, as who should be so 
trained, and where; and how can tllis work be introduced best? In Sweden, they 
begin with the age of ten years; in New Orleans, at twelve; but it is my experience 
that even at this age, too many cannot use men's tools, and I would never permit 
the use of boys', or toy tools. Nevertheless, many kinds of work might be done be
fore fourteen, the age at which wood: working tools can be best introduced. 

WHAT IS TO BE DONE FOR THE INDUSTRIAL TRAINING OF GffiLS? 

In all of these experiments the girls ha.ve been ignored. What can they do and what 
can we do for them?. Sewing, to mention a line of work which will come up as a 
subject for debate to-molTow, is a sedenta~:y occupation, and our girls need a tlif· 
ferent kind of- work to develop their physical constitution. Happily the time is 
rapidly approaching wheri women will not be confined to one kind of work. The 
old work of women has been encroached upon by man in the fields of weaving, spin· 
ning, and sewing. We have .displaced them in their former sphere; and the time 
i.'! coming rapidly when every human being will do what he is fit for without con· 
sidering the sex. Old-time prejudices are wearing away. It is a fact that the wo· 
men attending college are as healthy as the men, and hold their own in the recita· 
tion room, and in the laboratory. The girls should be given a chance to live as they 
may choose. The moral gain will be grand beyond contemplation. . 

The time is coming when we must develop both the mind and the body. Gym- · 
nastics might do the latter, but I believe that there are other ways. The wood· 
working tools are the things that willrdo this. If we come to develop this matter 
fully, I believe that nothing will meet the wants as completely as the use of wood· 
working tools. In casting about for ways and means, we must lay aside all preju
dices and look to the eternal fitness of things in all directions. I hope that in fu· 
ture meetings of the section, the question will not be, shall industrial education be 
taught? but How can we teach it? · . 

THE PRESIDENT then announced the subject for general discussion: "In Schools 
of what Grade, may Manual Training be most Properlr, Introduced?" 

He began by stating that he favored commencing w1th high schools and working 
downward. As we have had more experience with older pupils it would be les:,j 
difficult to teach older classes. -The expense is an important item also ; and the 
high-school classes being smaller, would require less apparatus and less room. Such 
a course, too, would wonderfully increase the attendance in high schools, ami would 
make manual instruction popular. 

PROFESSOR RICHARDS, of Washington, D. C. , dwelt on the idea that a.ll indus· 
trial education must look in the direction of general results, and of a symmetrical 
education of the man and the woman. He favored the starting of manual train· 
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ing with the child in the kindergarten, so that he should grow up to be familiar 
with the industries of life, and talk knowingly and sympathetically with the shoe
maker, cook, or carpenter. Industrial education should bring people into sympathy ·· 
with labor. There are- a thousand ways to do this. · 

PROFESSOR KILBOURNE, of Springfield, Mass., said that successful experiments 
h!W. been tried there, with young pupils, by first teaching them to use a hammer, 
then a gauge, then a try-square. Next they were taught to cut wood into lengths 
and breadths, and then·to make boxes. . 

VALUE OF KINDERGARTEN METHODS. 

PROFESSOR C. M. WOODWARD, of the Manual Training School of St. Louis, sug
gested that no one should speak over five minutes, so as to give every member a 
chance to express himself. He then stated that he had great faith in the kinder
garten .as a field in which to plant the idea of manual training ; but he also warned 
against expecting and attempting too much in the public schools. Manual training 
is not cheap, and no one advocates it on this ground. It costs money and time, and 
should 'be done most parefully under the guidance of those who have taught it for 

· twelve or fifteen years. Do not try to teach a boy eight years old what ought to be 
left to a boy fourteen years of age. Do not try to teach trades, and do not select 
the life-work for a boy too early. Give him his early training first. If properly 
and !ntelligently introduced, manual training will be worth all it costs, and work 
itself into favor with parents and tax payers. 
- H. M. LEIPZIGER, director of the Hebrew Technical Institute of New York, ex

cused himself, on the ground of lack of time, for not presenting his paper as adver
,· tised in the programme, and offered instead an oral statement of his experience. 
· He thought manual training was not a new, but rather a neglected, part of educa
tion, and maintained that there was suitable work for each grade, from the kinder
garten to the college. It is necessary, however, to adjust it closely to the course. 
The gap between the work of the kindergarten and the work with wood-working 

· tools of the higher classes, he would fill with pasteboard work, based upon geom
. . try. He would make everything from drawings, and have the mathematics of all 
. forms well understood. Pupils were fond of such work, and his experience had 
· taught rum that they preferred long hours under the manual system, and that their 

health was better. 

MANUAL TRAINING IN TOLEDO GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. 

PROFESSOR MILLER, of Toledo, thought that manual training could be profitably 
introduced into the grammar school. Three years ago, when they commenced in 
the schools of Toledo, pupils of the high and grammar schools did the same work. 
At· the ·beginning the high school was ahead, but at the end of the year the younger 
boys were benefitted equally with the others. At first we ga,' e these pupils two 
hours in the shop and one hour in the drawing school each day. Next year we cut 
down the shopwork to one and a half hours; and, upon finding that the intellect-

.. ual work of the grammar school was inferior to that of the high school, we reduced 
the time to forty-five minutes per dav for each of the two branches, which l con-
sider as the best arrangement. • 
· Professor Miller's experience was interesting in regard to so-called dull boys, upon 

whom the effect of manual workw as especially good. All classes liked the work 
very much, and the removal from the shop was considered a very severe punish
ment. 

After referring to. the work on exhibition in the exposition hall, the professor 
~tated that at Toledo, the girls did nearly the same work as the boys. Carving 
IS added for the former. Both sexes have in addition a good deal of laboratory 
practice. All seem benefitted in health by the work, especially the girls. And all 
"honors," except one, were carried off by members of the mu.nual training classes. 

DR. ·GILLETT, of Jacksonville, Illinois, spoke of the economic value of the new 
erlucation and the powerful influence upon the boy of his knowledge that he is 
learning something which can be put to use. 

PRESIDENT ORDWAY acknowledged that industrial education had an economic side, 
but he warned the teachers against looking at that side first, last, and all the time. 

PROFESSOR WOODWARD advocated freedom upon the part of the pupil to enter 
the manual training classes, and spoke with feeling of the lifting up of the mechanic 
to a higher level of manhood. 

PRESIDENT ORDWAY disagreed with Professor Woodward in regard to elective 
courses in high schools, but thought that here, as elsewhere, the teacher must know 
what will be best under the circumstances. 
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DR. THOMPSON, of Indiana, expressed the hope that the new education wouldg1ve 
the city boy that will-power and .vigor which wins the prize for the country boy in 
nearly every race of life. 

At the close of the meeting the president appointed· a committee composed of H. 
111. Leipziger, of New York; and Dr. Thompson and Professor W. C. Latta, of In
dian',!., to nominate officers for the ensuing year and report at the meeting of Friday. 
Professor Leipziger having left the hall, the name of Professor J. D. Walters, of 
Kansas, was substituted. 

FRIDAY .AFTERNOON, JULY 15th, 1887. 
PRESIDENT 0RDW A Y called the meeting to order. After reading the programme 

of the meeting, he stated that Dr. Felix Adler, of New York, who was to read a 
_paper, was prevented from being present, and that the discussion of the subject, 
"Can the Teaching of Needle-work in Girls' Schools be Advocated on Pedagogic 
and Sanitary Grounds?" would be taken up at once. . . 

The teaching of needle-work, he said, is much like the teaching of reading or 
writing-it must be taught. properly, or it will not be learned at all. But it is a 
question whether it is of sanitary advantage. Needle-work includes, of course, cut-

. ting, fitting, knitting, crocheting, etc. The proper learning of this work is of great 
economic importance. Cooking is of a similar character, but it requires more physi
cal work, that is, more varied exercise. The latter has been taught in many places 
very successfully; and, if utility were the end of education, I would place cooking 
alongside, or even ahead, of sewing. If we put the study of reading or writing on 
economic grounds, we might do tlie same with sewing and cooking. Girls are nut 
often permitted (?) to learn this work at home, and there ought to be places provided 
where instruction in these essentials can be had. Both studies have evidently some 
pedagogic value. They will benefit as diversions from pw·ely mental wot·k, and 
tend to enable the pupil to concentrate his mind on a single subject. . · 

SEWING AND COOKING AS SCHOOL ST'UDIES. 

Mrs. NELLIE S. KEDZIE, Professor of Household Economy at the Kansas State 
Agricultural College, urged the propagation of the cooking and sewing idea as es
sentials of the proper educational development of girls. In the past years, she de
clared, few mothers had taught their daughters the proper method· of household 
management; and it therefore devolved upon the school to do so. It is hardly right, 
she said, to take the entire time of the pupil for mind work. A fair proportion 
should be devoted to learning practical things. Girls should be instructed so .that, 
if it should become n ecessary for them to become servants, they would be good oneH; 
and if they were to be mistresses, they would be capable of properly managing their 
servants. The difficulties of arranging proper courses in this work are not so great 
as they may seem at a distance, and the educational, aside from the practical gain 
is· the same as that derived from the shop-work of the boys. In the cooking , es-

. pecially, there is a great advantage in that it takes the girls entirely away from the 
mental work and gives them a rest by changing the direction of thought. To my 
mind, the education of girls includes the work as well as study; and five years of 
teaching sewing and cooking, have but strengthened me in this direction. 

As for the cost of starting classes in hand-work, I think that ways can be found 
to provide for the means. My department at the Kansas State Agricultural College 
expends less than fifty dollars a year; and this is an entire cost for teaching thirty 
girls. The first expense for the plant, incluP,ing range, tables, china, etc., was but 
one hundred and fifty dollars. 

We teach cooking to the girls during the winter term of the second year. All the 
work is done according to a schedule. On Monday, we cook a "faculty" dinner, 
and serve it at noon; and on Friday we prepare a lunch of sandwich, cake, and 
coffee, for all who wish it. For the dinner, we collect twenty cents of each mem
ber of the faculty, and for the lunch tickets we charge ten cents. The tickets must 
be obtained a day beforehand. In this simple way we dispose of the prepared 
food, provide for those who have to stay at the college in the afternoon, on Momlay 
and Friday, and meet the actual expenses of the department. 

We also have a term of dairy work for which the farm department furnishes tl_w 
necessary milk and illustrative apparatus. There has not been the least trouble m 
managing these classes during the last ten or twelve years. Of course, in a l::i tate 
institution many things can be done which can not be clone elsewhere. . 

Girls must learn to wait on others, either to become servants, or that which JS 

harder still, to become mistresses. . 
PROFESSOR POTTS, of the Toledo manual training school, agreed with Mrs. Kedz1e 

that it was just as difficult to become a master as to become a servant, and that the 
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· girls .are sadly deficient in matters pertaining to the household. In sewing a great 
. deal might .be done to make the work more healthful. He spoke of the necessity of 
confronting this second question in industrial education: that of providing for the 
girls. We have an arrangement at Toledo for teaching sixteen girls at a time; and 
th~ experiment at our institution in cooking has been an unbroken success. The 
parents are converted. . 

PROFESSOR HATCH, of, Chicago, held that the great obstacle in the way of the 
successful introduction of sewing into the schools was the lack of knowledge of this 
art among the school-t;ea,chers. It is one of the darkest signs of the present, that 
so many daughters do not care to learn how to run the household. '!'here is a preju
dice against :work among the young women of nearly every stratum of society 
which will be hard to overcome. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING OF GmLS IN SOME EUROPEAN COUNTRIES. 

PROFESSOR J. D. WALTERS, of the Kansas State Agricultural College, spoke of 
· the industrial education of girls, and more especially of the instruction in sewing 
in continental Europe, He said that such instruction had been given by some in the· 
states of Germany and a number of cantons of Switzerland, for the last thirj;y years, 
and that it had been successful from the first. Two afternoons are given to sewing 
each week, under the care of the regular lady-_ teacher, who usually has charge of 
the lower classes of the communal schools. Where male teachers are employed in 
ungraded schools, a practical seamstress is employed, but no one is permitted to 
teach without a certificate. It is self-evident that the normal schools give instruc
tion in handwork to theu· lady pupils. Examinations are held at the close of each 
term. _Cow1ty exhibitions of such work are held occasionally. The instruction 
includes all kinds of handwork. Great stress is laid upon mending. Sometimes 
short-courses are given at the end of the year in cooking and vegetable gardening. 
The arrangement is very popular, especially in the rural districts. I believe we can 
do as well as our neighbors on the other side of the Atlantic; and the way to do it is to 
begin with the normal school. Unless the teacher is fully in sympathy with manual 
labor, his instruction amounts to little,- it is charlatanry and mimicry. It is to a 
lack of sympathy with actual work that I ascribe the greater part of failures in 
industrial and agl'icultural schools. · 

PROFESSOR PARTON, of Nebraska, spoke of the waste in the American kitchen, 
reading statistjcs in proof of his statement. Reducing the value of food consumed 
in different countries to bushels of wheat, Russia ' uses but nineteen bushels per 

· inhabitant per year; France, twenty-three bushels; Germany, nearly as much; while 
the United States are credited with forty bushels. Certainly we are more in need 
of cooks than dress-makers. We do not know how to produce economic meals. I 
venture to say that a cook can earn as much or more than the best lady teacher. 

Several speakers admitted that the American kitchen wasted a great deal, but held 
that at the same time the American was better fed than the European. Where food 
is cheap and all refuse matter goes to the pig-pen, waste on the table is not a com
plete loss. 

PROFESSOR LEIPZIGER emphasized the idea that only high-grade tea.chers should 
be entrusted with industrial education, and that the best teachers should be placed 
in charge of the lower classes. The normal school is the school in which to begin 
any reform. To teach drawing or manual work requires experts, and it is the busi
ness of the normal school to furnish these. I do not believe that, as has been stated 
here, boys and girls ought to receive the same manual training. There will ever be 
a radical difference in the life-work of the two sexes. 

Some speaker having made the statement that the superiority of the German 
. army was due to plainer and better cooked food, and to better physical training, 

!lrew out quite a discussion on the. merits of material and intellectual food. 
PROFESSOR MuncH, of Ohio, stated that he believed in separate technical schools, 

but does not want to introduce manual work of any kind into the public schools, or 
. have it taught at the expense of the State. The public school cannot a fford to cater 
to the bread and butter question. It cannot do everything for the pupil; it is simply 
a supplement to home education. . 

?ROFESSOR RICKOFF maintained that the future of industrial ellucation was very 
br1&'ht .. Wherever we go we find the life of activity in work of this character, 
:Which 1s very encouraging. Why is it that the interest in this education is advanc
~g? The world never moves backward. Aside from reasons of a more practical 
~md, there are many pedagogical reasons for the introduction of the new educa
ti<?n· We require of our pupils more mind work than t hey can do. and cram them 
~th more facts than they can comprehend, hut we do not develop them symmet
ncally. In teaching a child we must meet it where its kuowledge leaves off. In 
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many directions we do not go far enough, in many too far. Industrial education 
will round out the course for both the boys and the girls. We need instruction of 
the eye, the hand, and the mind- all. . 

PRoFESSOR BROWN warned against going too far. It is a serious question whether 
"\Ve can afford to change from the purely intellectual to the ·extremely practical; 
and sewing and cooking belong almost wholly to the sphere of the latter. We may 
have drifted too far away from the material, but there is danger lurking on the 
other side; let us go slow. · 

DR. THOMPSON, of Indiana, thought that sewing and cooking might be intro
duced after the gap between the work of the kindergarten and the high-school shop 
had been filled. He spoke of the comparatively small cost of object teaching and 
object making. In modelling, for instance, a great deal can be done with such 
materials as soap, potatoes, and paraffine. 

. · A general inquiry concerning the cost of manual training in public schools brought 
forth several statements, asserting that three cents per hour for material, and five 
to fifteen dollars for tools, per year, for each pupil, would more than cover the ex
pense of high schools work:ing in wood. 

Discussion closed. * * * . · . 
PRESl.DENT 0RDW AY then appointed a committE.>e, consisting of Miss Fay, Professor 

Leipziger, and Professor Rickoff, to report at the next session on" Manual Educa
tio~ Connecting the Kindergarten with the Workshop," which was elected. 

The committee on nominations then reported as follows:
President-Professor George T . Fairchild, of Manhattan, Kansas. 
Vice· President-Professor H. M. Leipziger, of New York. 
Secretary- Professor R. S. Thompson, of Pennsylvania. 

. Meeting adjourned. 

(g)J:lEPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL EXPOSITION AT CHICAGO, 1887. 

To WM. E. SHELDON, 
President of the National Educational Association. 

. DEAR SIR: The following reports from the different members of the committee 
appointed by you to examine the educational exhibit at Chicago are respectfully 
submitted. 

. GEORGE P . BROWN, 
Chairman. 

GENERAL REPORT. 

The president of the Association appointed the following persons members of the 
generl!J committee: George P. Brown, of Illinois, Chairman; W. A. Mowry, of 
Massachusetts; Aaron Gove, of Colorado; Jerome Allen, of New York; Albert 
Salisbury, of Wisconsin; F. Louis Soldau, of Missouri. 

. Mr. Mowry was appointed chairman of a sub-committee to report upon the 
exhibit made from manual training and industrial schools, and schools for the 
d~fectiveclasses. He called to his aidE. W . Coy, of Ohio; Thos. J . Morgan, of Rhode 
Island; and J . H. Baker, of Colorado. · 

Mr. Gove was made chairman of a sub-committee to report upon the work from 
city graded schools, high schools, universities and colleges, and normal schools. 
He chose as his assistants R. W. Stevenson, of Ohio; H. S. Jones, of Pennsylvania; 
J . M. Greenwood, of Missouri; and Henry Sabin, of Iowa. 

Mr. Jerome Allen was made chairman of a committee to report upon the exhibit 
of school appliances and educational literature for. teachers. 

Mr. Salisbury was chairman of the committee to report on rural schools, and 
called to lus aid W. J. Brier, of Wisconsin. 

Mr. Soldan was made chairman of the committee on the kindergarten and ~rt 
exhibit, but was unable to give the matter his personal attention. Miss Joseplune 
Locke, of Missouri, and W. N. Hailmaun of Indiana, prepared this portion of the 
report. The reports of these different committees are published substantially as 
th~ were presented to the chairman. 

The exhibit of the educational Alroducts and appliances of the diffet·ent classes C!f 
educational institutions and publishing and manufacturing establishments of t lus 
country filled one-half of the great exposition building. While the exhibit co_uld 
not claim to be national in its extent, and in all of its departments, it wns fatrly 
representative of the present status of educational thought and endeavor in some 
departments of school education in the more advanced Sta,tes of the Uuion. For a 
detailed statement of what was exhibited, the reader is referred to the reports of 
the sub-comn1ittees that follow, 
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. From the nature of the case 'only a few of the products of a school can be displayed 
in an exhibit of this kind. Nor are these the immediate products of the school. 
Those are the children in so far as ~hey have been educated by the school. And to 
the extent that the products displayed are the work of the pupils, and the result of 
school" instruction, they may properly stand for the degree of education attained in 
the schools in th~ departments of instruction there represented. If it should be es
tablished, as it is sometimes asserted, that exhibits of this nature are no true repre
.sentation of what the child is able to do of himself, but are the results of the com
bined efforts of teacher and pupils, the educational value of the exhibit is not 
lessened thereby, sin<;e it shows the end toward which the schools are struggling, 
and represents approximately the ~hought of the_ teacher of wh~t _his pupils oug~t 
to be able to do. These products, m that case, frurly represent hlS tdea of what his 
pupils should accomplish in the department of school work exhibited. And it may 
be pretty safely assumed-that, in f$'eneral, an educational exhibit of this kind will 
fairly represent this ideal. Anythmg which does not will not be shown. 

It must also be borne in mind "that what is displayed in such an exhibit will be, 
for the most part, those products in which manual skill is involved. These can be 
displayed in a more attractive manner than can be results that are purely psychical, 
and observers are more interested in them, for the reason that they know that they 
are not merely the reproductions of a text. The exhibition of that which can be 
learned directly from a book, when· no rules are prescribed for the manner of its 
reproduction by- the pupil, is a matter of comparatively little interest to teachers, 

. because of therr ignorance of the rules that were observed in the preparation of 
these specimehs of knowledge. Many of this kind of products were exhibited that 

. ·were fraught with valuable suggestions to teachers, as to both the matter and the 
!llethod ?f te~hin~ in the different grades ~f. school. But the exc~s~ive hea~ dur
mg the time m which the doors of the expos1t10n were open, made 1t tmpract1cable 
for any adequate examination of that portion of the exhibtt that taught these lessons. 

The inability of teachers to make an attractive exhibit of school work that does 
not involve manual effort, and the relative ease with which an attractive exhibit of 
manual work can be prepared, will account, in a. large measw·e, for the preponder
ance of 'the. latter in this exhibit. This fact needs to be borne in mind in order to 
avoid the conclusion that the schools are making manual instead of intellectual 
_training their chief object. But after this allowance has been made, the exhioit 
. may be properly construed to signify that the schools are r esponding in a very en
cour~g manner to the growin~ conviction inside and outside of them, that more 
attentiOn must be given to this kind of education. 

This exhibit teaches the important lesson that drawing has not yet become to any 
large extent. a,Janguage of the pupils. But it shows ~ncouraging signs of progress 
in that direction. In the work from the schools of Cleveland, Columbus, and Chi
cago, there are notable evidences. of an intelligent movement toward tlris end. It 
is evident that the greatest educational value of drawing will nevet· be realized 
until the child can use it as a language for the expression of his thought. The use 
that is made of drawing in some of the schools of the cities named, and in some 
others, for illustrating reading lessons, is indicative of what it may become when 
the teacher shall be able to use it as a language. ·when the~e possibilities sha ll be · 
realized it will be seen to be the manual art pm· e.-ccellence, and one t hat has an edu
cational and economic value common to all classes and condit ions of w en. 

Industrial Education.-The very full and able report of the sub-committee upon 
this portion of the exhibit will enable the reader to form a cle.·tr conception of what 
it contained. What is the lesson in full which it teaches it will not be e.asy to state 
at this stage of our educational devevelopment. It is not difficult to determine the 
significance of the work of the polytechnic school, of the school for the defective 
classes, and of the special industrial schools for boys and girls in our larger cities. 
But what is the true meaning of the work-shop as connected with and a part of the 
o;rdlnary: common school, as illustrated by the report from Peru. IlL? Has it any 
s1g:nificance for the common schools in genera l, and has it u1orc than a tempomry 
exiStence in the schools where it is introduced ? How much reliance is to be placed 
upon the assertion that the work-shop has come into the schools to stay ? What is 
the meaning of the statement that the children are made more ·• practical "? and 
what is the real value of this thing called ' ' practical " ? Questions like these must 
be auswered eventually from another standpoint than that of sentiment, and from 
one more fundamental than that of the supposed vocation which the pupil is ex
pected to follow. The ,,ita! question is, What is the matter a nfl method of :lle
mentary education that will do the most toward fi tting the pupils of the common 
schools for right thinking and right acting-that is. for right li\·ing in this world? 
What is to be added to, or expunged from, the common school cmriculum must be 
de~rmined primarily and solely from the answer made to this inquiry. No one can 
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say what shall stay or what shall go until he knows what is the true function of 
the common school: in our civilization. What is theoretically true must. be pl·acti
cally true in this as in all other matters. It is admitted that what goes into this 
curriculum must :fust prove its right to admission by demonstrating its value to 
general education. Upon this point the educati(Jnal world are we6d. A rational 
curriculum poorly taught milst not be supplanted by an irrational one, merely 
because it may chance to be well taught. The evident remedy in that case is the 

·improvement of the teaching. 
. It did not appear that this. exhibit shed much light upon this question of indus
trial education as a part of the ~urriculum of the common school. But it did much 
to emphasize the imPQrtance of manual training in these schools. The chief differ
ence that developed wa.'! in the kind and amount of this training. Shall we seek to 

-improve and perfect the manual training alreadyp rovi<;led in the accepted common
. lichool course, or shall,we add other forms of manual training to an already over-

burdened curriculum? 
Art Department.-The necessary absence of the chairman of this committee, Dr. 

F. Louis Soldan, of St. Louis, during a large portion of the time, prevented him from 
giving to this exhibit that personal attention that its importance demanded. But 
the excellent report prepared by Miss Josephine Locke, of St. Louis, for the com
mittee, leaves little to be desired. She was requested to report upon the history of 
the development of art in the common schools of this country, and upon its present 
status as shown by this exhibit. The report will be read with great interest and 
profit by every teacher interested in the resthetic culture of children. 

Kindergarten Exht'bit.-Because of the sickness and necessary absence for a large 
·part of the time of the chairman of the sub-committee to which was assigned the 
duty of reporting upon the kindergarten exhibit, no extended report of this has 
been made. Prof. W.· N. Hailmann, of La ·Porte, Ind., has kindly furnished an 
enumeration of the different exhibits and ·what thev contained. It would be of 
great' interest to know to what extent the kindgarte:ri has contributed to the im
provement of primary teaching in the country. Much kindergarten material of one 
kind or another is now employed by primary teachers. But how much of the kin
. dergarten idea has been seized by the primary teacher? The work from the primary 
schools would undoubtedly reveal this, but only to the eye of an expert. At least, 
he alone could make an adequate and satisfactory statement of it. 

Illinois Exhibit.-The exhibit from the State of Illinois was more extensive by 
far than from any other State. There was in it a good representation of the prod
ucts of every grade of school, from the primary to the university, inclusive. It was, 
probably, the most complete school exhibit ever made from any single State, and 
was especially valuable for the reason that it may be regarded as a type of what the 
other States of the Union, 'that have long-established and well-organized school 
systems, could produce. There were extensive exhibits from twenty-eight differ
ent counties, many if not all of which contained work from the rural schools, as 
well as from the cities and towns. The value of this exhibit to the country would 
have been much greater but for the intense heat. Any prolonged stay in the build
ing, which a thorough study would require, was practically impossible. 

We .cannot speak in too high praise of the efficient manner in which the local and 
State committees, appointed to organize and display these products, performed their 
duties, under the leadership of the general director, Albert G. Lane, of Chicago. 
The building was admirably adapted to the purpose, and the facilities supplied by · 
the committee left nothing to be desired. 

It may be said of this as was said of the exhibit at Madison, '' It was a grand ~uc
cess in all of its departments, and foi'lned a very important feature in the greatest 
educational gathering ever held in tlus country." · 

Respectfully submitted, 
GEORGE P. BROWN, 

Chai?·man General Committee. 

REPORT ON EXHIBITS FROlll MANUAL SCHOOLS AND SCHOOLS FOR 'l'HE DEFECTIVE 
CLASSES. 

GEORGE P. BROWN, Esq., Chairman. 

DEAR Sm: To me was assigned the duty of making report upon exhibits from 
"Manual Schools" and "Schools for the Defective Classes.'' I beg leave to present 
the following report: 

In accordance with instructions from the committee, I called to my aid in the ex
amination of the various exhibits the following gentlemen: E. W. Coy, PH. D. , 
Principal Hughes High School, Cincinnati, Ohio; Gen. T. J.Morgan, Principal State 
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Normal School, Providence, Rhode Island; and J. H. Baker, A.M., Principal Public 
High School, Denver, Colorado. 

I found exhibits from the following institutions which seemed to come within 
the department assigned me: Omaha. High School, Nebraska; Springfield Hi~h 
Schoof. Massachusetts; Toledo High School, Ohio; Chicago High School, lllin01s; 
Hebre'~ Technic~! I~stitutE.> , Nt:;w Yor~; ~hicago_ Manual Training Sch~ol,. lllinois; 
University of Illm01s, Champa1gn, Illin01s; public schools of Peru. Ulinms; State 
Reform School, Pontiac, Illinois; Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Indiana; 
Deaf and Dumb Institution, Jacksonville, Illinois; Wisconsin School for the Blind, 
Jonesville, Wisconsin ; Illinois Asylum for Feeble-Minded Chiluren, Lincoln, lllinois. 
It is possible that other institutions had exhibits which, in part or in whole, should 

·be included in this department, but in the few days in which the committee were 
in attendance, and with the gigantic proportions of the exhibit as a whole, it was 
impossible to be a bsolutely accurate or exhausti~e in examination or report. 

There were several exhibits whil:h the committee would have considered as belong
ing to their department, but which they WC're told would more properly be classed 
u nder another head, and therefore they were omitted in our investigations. 

So far as we could secure lists of articles on exhibition, they are presented below. 

LISTS OF ARTICLES ON EXHIBITION FROM MANUAL SCHOOLS AND SCHOOLS FOR THE 
DEFECTIVE CLASSES. 

FROM THE UNIVEUSITY OF ILLINOIS, CHAMPAIGN. 

From the ·wood S.hop.-1. Specimens made with the plane, flat, square, octagonal 
and round. 2. SpeCimens showing joints, mortise and tenon, several forms,
through, blind, double, with relish, oblitJUO. etc. 3. Cabinet makers' joints, bevel, 
drawer, dovetailed, nipper, etc. 4. Dados, with and without dowel pins. 5. Mould
ings, frames, and miter boxes, all worked with hanu tools. 6. Carved and inlaid 
mouldings. 7. Turning, cylinders, rings, with various cuts. 8. Turning, rosettes, 
and newel heads. 9. Veneer work, iulaying, overlaying, panels, etc. 10. Brass 
cutting. About fifty pieces, made in tel'lus first and second of freshman year. 
Time -twenty-five weeks; five lessons per week; two hours for a lesson. Third 
term. Stair work, and cutting of blocks of plaster-of-paris in forms of stone-work. 
The exhibit shows a rough block , several blocks cut, and a monumental design in 
this material. The object sought especially in the instruction , is accuracy. 

Front the Imn Shop.-Freshman yeal'. Three terms; ten hours per week. 1. 
Wood work, planed, tenoned. turned, cut with chisel and gouge, leading up to sim
ple pattern forms. 2. Blacksn1ith work,-drawing out, upsetting, square from 
round, round from square, ang-les, rings weldeu, staples, eyes, tools, as cold chisels, 
and lathe tools. 3. Chipping of ~;nst and wrought inlfi in ' '<ll'ious forms. 4. Filing, 
squares, hexagons, cubes, and pieces of various forms, r egular ami irregular; square 
~octagon, and octagon to round; screws and tops cutfree-hand. 5. Tumingsmall 
rron and brass JJieces in the hand lathe. G. Turning larger pieces, cylinders. cones, 
and irregular forms, on engine lathe; turning insides, ends. nnd outsides. 7. Planing 
wi_th th~ planer or shaper, flat, square, groon:d , crosscut, racks, etc. 8. Accurate 
fihng w1th file and sh;~per. Moulding nn1l casting of iron nnd brass, is practised. 
~n. secoml year, some machine of importance is huildt•d, as a large drill-press, a 

mil!ing machine, an engine, etc. Several models of mechanical movements, the 
~e;;1gn ancl workmanship of seniors. Among- these are Brehins coupling, Hooks 
JOmt, old hains coupling, stop wheels, elliptical surface wheels, variable and stop 
gear on spherical surface; rachct , belting to shaft.-; at. right angles; link motions; 
slot and pin motions; Prancellier's cell. These are ~.:ar<'fnlly made working models, 
~nd ar~ mostly designs worked out in size ami proportion , I.Jut not otherwise original 
mvent10ns. 

Drawings in both departments arc shown inln.rge numbers, with thesee and books 
of tracings, sketches, etc. . 

SCHOOLS OF PERU, ILLINOIS. 

Exhibit of work done at the w01·Tcshop ancl sewing 1'001n of the public schools of 
Pe1'1t, flliuoil!. 

W?rkshop.-One plain foot-r est; one sled; one comb-box; two knife-boxes; one 
penc1l-box; one splice: one mortise and tenon joint: one SPt of drawing models; one 
sm~.ll walnut folding tAble ; nne check<>r-boarcl t:thln top: one foot-rest with em
brOidered cover from sewing class; one tilippt~r-box. emhruitlered t·o,·ct· from sewing 
class; one small ~>team engine. 

F!·om Se.wing Room.- One sample of dnming in <)Ill towel ; one sample plain 
sewmg, p11low C'-ase; one calico apron, plain sewing; one linen apron, insertion 
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work; one linen napkin, marked; one g irl's dress. The abo•e work wa:; all done at 
r egular recitation times in workshop and sewing room. It was designed to show 
the various steps through which the work passes, rather than anything ornamental. 
In fact, no ornamental work was attempted, or evidently desired. Plain work with 
carpenters' tools, aml hand work with the needle ·was evidently the aim. The man
ual training department has been in operation four years; and has proved popular 
with both parents and pupils. "No part of the day," sa.ys the superintendent, "is 
looked forward to with so much interest as that in which the industrial classes 
come. We have spent , on an aYemge, one hour a day, during the year ju:;t 
passed." The school district owns all the appliances used, a nd buys material whkh 
each pupil pays for as he uses it. The industrial department has come to om· schools 
to stay. Nothing so tends to make the boys and girls practical as this work and in
struction. It costs the dish·ict but a trifle, but is producti•e of fa r-reaching results. 

FROM STATE REFORJ\I SCHOOL, PONTIAC, ILLINOIS. 

Boat made by boy who has not full use of his arms; picture frames made from 
cigar-box wood (nine); chairs, caning (th-e seats ami one back); thec.:ker-boanl and 
men; tidy made by boy; one pair of shoes made entire by same boy ; one pair of 
shoes made entire by two boys; ten pairs of shoes nm through fac tory in the ordi
nary way; one walking cane. 

The following work was done in tailol' shop, by boys without an o\·ersecr: One 
sheet; one coat; one pair pants; two CaJJS; one shirt; two fans (wood); one fancy 
hanging basket; one white shirt and collar, la undry work. 

FROJ\I THE OMAHA HIGH SCHOOL. 

1. Cross, halved together. 2·. Exercise in sa,wing to knife line, and use of -vari
ous sized chisels. i:l. Exer0ise in mortising and chamferii)g. 4. Half do..-etail 
joint. 5. Half dovetail joint. 6. Brace joint at angle of sixty degrees. 7. Don~
tail joints, lapped. 8. Frame, joined by mortise and tenon joints. 0. Open ami 
closed mortise and tenon joints. 10. Square frame, joined at each corner by ditrer
ent joint. 11. Exercise using chisels to cut to knife line, wake open and clo~e·l 
mortises and tenons. 12. Miter joint, with open mortise and tenon joint. l ;J. Tri
angular frame. 14. False dovetail. 15. Exercise in double mortise and tenon, 
joint and hlind mortise and tenon joint. 16. Box do>etailed at corners. 17. Uate. 
18. Jack-plane. 19. Smoothing-plane. 

The teacher in charge adds the following: 
"The work was begun in Omaha., in 18l:lli, and till May, 1887, was only in cm·pen

try. At that time wood turning was 'hegun. The next branchL•s to he taken np in 
this school are carving;, pattern-making and moulding. The pupils are fl'Om eighth 
grade, and the high school classes. 'l'wo l?irls have taken the course, and their work 
is in every way equal to the boys'. Drawmg is a. part of the course, and no Pxt•rc.:ise 
is begun till a working drawing is m ade by the pupil. An>ragc age of pupils, 
thirteen and one-half years. Time in shop, one and one-half hours per day. En•ry
thing is furnished by the Board of Education, and pupils ha,·e no expenses. 

ROSE P OJ,YTECHNIC INSTITUTE. TERRE HAUTE, INDIA:'\A. 

In the exhibit of t his institution are sho,~n examples of students' work in wood, 
exercises in framing, cabinet and inhtitl work, aml a greictt variety of pattern~ hy 
freshman class. For~ings of bolts, hammers, irregular shapes, ancl machine tools. 
Castings in brass, fimshed bolts, nuts, parts of machines, and small hench lathes 
completed hy sophomore class. Small upright driJI press, SllCCil lathe, cut g-ears, 
and pm-ts of turret lathe by junior class. A link and cam mo<lcl, turret lathl' corn
pleted, taps and dies, a dynamo for fifty incandescent light'>, reamers, euttPr~. ami 
fine tool work made and tempered by seniors. 

Designs and working drawings for emery-wheel stands, Tah·e motion. patlt•rn
makers' lathe, anti small upright drill press. Result<; of work done wiLh lht• 
dynamo metre and steam-engine indicator. Reports of tests of water \\·orks and 
electric light plant, also by seniors. . . 

A map and profile of location of railroad surYey through Madison County, Illn•o•s, 
which location has been accepted by the company. . 

In drawing, the freshman class show outline drawing from model. 'lllll ~halllng 
from model, and sketches from machines. 

The sophomore clns.<; show drawings in sepia and pen-anti-ink drawings fo•: pho~o
engra.ving work with proofs of the plates. A large numher of problems in tlt•scnp
tive geometry, line and brush shading, and working drawings made from (!:1 ta 1!:! ,·en. 

Tlw juniors show 1lrawings of gears, cams, stone cutting, working ami limshcd 
drawing, with original designing in parts of wachin~:s. 
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OMAHA HIGH SCHOOL. 

The superintendent of the schools of Omaha, where a careful experiment has 
been tried in the high school, makes the following remarks in his last annual 
report:-

" The introduction of manual training into the high school and eighth grade, has 
been one of t he most interesting featur~s of the work of th<' year. The ends to be 
accomplished by this kind of training, ha,·e been much di::;cussed, but there has been 
g-reat uncerta inty as to the lwst ru~ans of securing the desired results . Technieal 
schools in la rge numbers ha.Ye been established ancl conducted with excellent suc
ces:s. hut the pupils in those schools differ widely from those in c ity high schools. 
The best anthon ties are not agreed as to the desirability of m a king inuustdal train
ing a part of high-school education. And, with this point conceded , it is not certain 
what the character of the training should be. One year's experi~nce is :\ ,·aluable 
contribu tion to the discussion now going on, but under the circumstances, all un
dertakings of this kind, must be looked upon ris experimental. Since the 1st of 
October, 1885, seventy-nine boys. about evenly divided. between the high school and 
the eighth g r:uk>, have had the benefit of this instruction. The course has been 
optional, those taking it doing the same academic work as the r est of the school. 
Arranged iu classes of twenty each , they have spent one and one-half hours dail.v 
in the shop under the care of <\ competent instructor, learning light carpentry and 
how to use and take care of toois. The teache1· has been enthusiastic , and the in
terest of the hoys has heen lively and well su Rtained. The aggn•gate amount of 
time s1wnt in the shop amounts to less thnn a month of nine hourR a day, and yet 
the progress of the boys has been remarkable. Few a.pprcntices, after a full year 
in t he shop, acquire more pntctical skill. 

" It is 1!\'ident, that manual train in~ school:;; ca nnot he conducted without consid
erable expense. lmt for this year, one shop has not co~t more than some of the regu
lar studies of the high school. 

Expense fm· the Carpentering and Joining Dt'partment: 
Twenty henclws for 80 boys ................................. . .... . 
P er bench .... . ...... .... ................. . ...................... . 
Tools for 80 boys .. . ............ . . ...... .......................... . 
Tools per boy ... . ........ ... .. ............................. ... ... . 
Expenses for gas and wat.er sen·ice ........................... .... . 
llfaterial used .......... . ....... . ................ . ... ... .... ...... . 
Teacher's sa lary ... . .. . ...... . ....................... . ......... . 
Expense per boy ....... .. .................. ...... .. .. .... ..... . .. . 

For Wood-Turning Department: 
Twenty lathes ......... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... .. ........ . 
Shaftings, pulleys and belting ...... ....... . . ..... .. .............. . 
Engine and boile1· .... ... .... ...... . . ... . .............. .. .... ..... . 
\-Vood-turning tools .......... . ... .... . ... .. . . .... : ............ . .. . 
Setting up lathes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 

Total expense for wood-turning d!·'part nu•n t. ................... . . . 
Expense per boy ............ ... : . ....... . ... ................. ... . . 

Expense apart from Permanent IIwestme nt: 
For 1:!0 pupils, tuition ..... . .. ..... ........ . ............. ... .. .... . 
Material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ...... ......... . ......... . .... ... . . . .. . 
'Vear ancl tear of tools ...... . . .... ....... .. .. ... ........... . . ... . . 

Total expense ... . . . .. . ........... .... . ..... ......... .. ......... . 
E xpense })Or pupil . . . . . . . . . . ... . .... .. ................. . ... .. . .. . 

$286.00 
14.25 

510.00 
6.35 

92.00 
200.00 
900.00 

24.85 

581.00 
188. 4ii 
225. 00 
1<10.05 
200.00 

1, aa:u;o 
J(i, 68 

l , O:'iO.OO 
200.00 
2(10.00 

1, -l:'iO. 00 
18. 12 

"A llepartment of this kind hns a tentlencr to holt! hoy:-; in school at n, time w ht•n 
tl.~ere is a stl'On A' in~linat!uJ_l to IP:t\'l' ancl g;., into hnsil i <'s~. Our high :-;chool and 
e1ghth ~nulc haYc felt t ins mfltll'nce, ami s1df!•rell from it as much as all\' :;clwol in 
the land ; yet uf the 'l!l l>oys who took mmma I training last ~·c:u· . 'j';) n:•mained in 
school to the close of the year . This is a n'markal>le fact in tlw history of tho 
Omaha schools. 

"On tht' whole, our experiment wit-h a m anual training tleprutment in our hig-h 
sc~1ool, as far as it has gonc:o, must bo consiclerecl :\ sun ·PsK. I t has not interfered 
w1th the. regula r academic work; it has not ht•f•n exc·pssin •ly t>X pt>m<i,·e; its inliuence 
on the ln~h school genc:o!·ally. ha!:<, on th t• \\'hnk, lwc•n fa'<'or:tltlc•. a nd the pn•grt>ss of 
the boys m the meehamc arts haR b!'Pn :::a t isfndOI'\'. "It is not too much to sav 
that the hopes of i t:; friencls han' bet>n fully realize;!." · ' 

Fol' more cai·eful study, after a. general exam ination of the cxhiuits, it was agreed, 
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that Dr. Coy should write a special report upon the exhibit.c; of The Defective Classes; 
Genera ll\Iorgan, upon the Illinois State University; and Mr. Baker, upon the several 
High Schools. Their repo1ts a re given below in full. 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 

[Report of '1'. J . Mor-gan.] 

The exhibit of students' work from the State University at Champaign, Illinois, 
showed clectr ly , both their method a.ncli·esults. It comprised mechanical drawing 
in its various stages, :mc.l construct ion in both wood and met.al. 

There were three very noteworthy featur<'s. First , it was quite evident, that t he 
work was directed by a rigid method. It was the work of the hand . but of the hand 
guided. by the mind. Thought preceded act.ion. The brain led , the hand followetl. 
There was an order of succession, a pro~ress from lower to higher. There was a 
reason for everything. It was an embodiment in lines a ml material of ideas. This 
training c ulminates in the solution of \lifficult problems, uy t he invention of curious 
machinery for the accomplishment of some w01thy end. 

Students thus trained, do not become mere copyist.<;, blindly following the pattern, 
but intelligent workmen , competent to execute, to plan , and to direct. 

Another feature was the character of t he work itself. lt was w ell done. Even 
that performed by beginners, ~howed :signs of care accuracy, finish. The usc of 
tools may be as pernicious iu tleveloping slovenly habits, inal'curacy, carelessness
precursors of failurt>, as the most vicious system of rote Jeaming. It was appan•nt. 
that the stutleuts whose work was on exhibit ion, had a lively industrial conscience, 
as well as a busy brain and skilled hands. It seemed to be a maxim with them, 
that what is worth doing is worth doing well. Not ,·nriety but fi n i~h , not quantity 
but quality. Workmanship, excellence was stamped on en•rything. 

And this leads me to note the third characteristic featme of the work. Its honest 
simplic ity. Nothing seemed to be done for show, even the ornamental work stoorl 
for just what it was . There were 110 flourishes, 110 trickery, no pretences. En.•ry
thing bore the marks of a firm. moral purpose to do honest work. One could not 
help feeling that such a training would g iYe us honest a nd pfficient workmen. who, 
as architects, would not r epeat the abominations of many modern buildings that 
try to call attention from their ugliness hy high-sounding names, and bl'idge build
ers whose work would stand t he test of hard usage. 

Altogether , the exhibit was m ost excellent, and justified the wisdom of maintain
ing such institutions as the industrial university. 

Respectfully submitted, 

EXHIBIT OF \ VORK OF TilE DEFECTIVE C LASSES, 

[Report o[ E. W. Coy. J 

T. J . ll:lORGAN. 

This included exhihits hy institutiouH for the Deaf and Dumb, for the Blind , and 
for the Feeble-l\Iinded. 

The Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumh, at Jacksom·illc, Illinois, 
had on exhibition: 

1. Scltool1cork.- Ten vohuues of examination papers, showing the regular work 
of twenty out of the thirty classes in the school. This work was ,·ery c reditable 
and Vt'ry intt•resting. 

2. Physical aids to Tl c>a1'ing.-These consisted of tubes nml combilmtions of tubes 
of va.riou!'l patterns, anrl o ther tlcl'iees designed to facilitate communication !Jet ween 
personf! with impaired hcm·in~. 

3. A 1·t wo1'li:.-Pl·n-and-ink sketches from nature ; crayon from cast. and ehart'oal 
sketches f rom nature; oi l portrait , a. copy; studies in oil from nat ure; eharcoalpor· 
trait from nature, takt•n in one a nd nne-half hours ; photo-crayon por trait . . 

The Institution fm· the Deaf and Dumh at Delavnn , vVisconsin, exhibited spt'<'l· 
mens of class work and photograplu;; boots and shoes; crayon and charcoal skckhcs 
from nature . 

The Wisconsin School for t he Blind , at Janesville, Wisconsin, had a Vl:'ry fnlll•X· 
hibit. Two departments were represented , namely, the Literary, and t he Indust. ~·ial. 

1. The Litel'al'lJ.- Dissected map, and pricked outline m a ps, made for the !Jiu ~ cl . 
Also. pape1· maps, ami chty maps made by the blind. Penc il writin~ and pnmt 
writing. They use the New York point instPau of the Braille point, whid 1 i~ us('(! 
in the Illinoi.; institution. Ki111lerga.rten work , clay modellin~. The celtohmt 1o11 of 
W ashington's Birth• lay, of Decorat ion d:1 y represented in clay; farm-life in clay: farJU 
products : ''Jack and the hean stalk''; wca,·ing, cu t ting, and sewing, tlaisy c ha ins. 

2. The Indt1st1ial.- Carpet weaving, lntuullock, and fly-nets; cane-seating , broollls, 
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specimens of sawing by hand and by machine; crocheting and knitting, plain and 

fa~f[e· Illinois Asylum for Fceble-l\Iinded Children, at Lincoln, Tilinois, exhibited 
specimens of kindergarten work and other school exerciselS, and a large number of 
articles from their industrial department, among which, way be mentioned gar
ments sewed, and stockings and mittens knit by the inmates; boots and shoes, ham
mered hrass, and s pecimens of wood-car.,ing. Some of the work in this department 
was remarkably well done, and those in charge spoke tuost hopefully of the benefit 
which they expected would come to these unfortunate ehildren f rom this source. 
The over-zealous advocate of manual training might find here some impoi'tant 
suggestions as to the degree of mental capacity requisite for success in this work. 

No intelligent teacher could study theRe exhibits of wha t is being done for the 
defective classes without deriving from them many valuable lessons. W e will men
tion here, but one of these le:>sons, viz : that of patience. The teachet·s who have 
to deal with these classes, find that many of the avenues of approach by which 
ordinary minds may be reached, arc cut off or obstructed. But with a patience 
that is a lmost eli vine, they discover and invent ways and means of awakening the 
dormant intelligence; and they succeed so well in developing and train ing it, that 
the result:> accomplished are a source of wonder :md admiration to every beholder. 
If in ~pile of t he obstacles and discouragement that beset their path , the teachers 
of these pupils a re able to do so much, surely the orditmr.v teacher, in the far less 
di ft1cult Lask of dl'aling with those who arc in possession of all iheir natural po,Yers 
and faculties, shoulu not lose heart or hope iu his work. 

1\fANUAL TRAINING. 

[Report of Jam<'S H. Raker.] 

E. W. CoY. 

The special work assigned me upon your conunittce was to examine and report 
u pon the l\'!anual Tmining exhibits of t he high school,;, including those of the Chicago 
Manual Training School and the H ebrew Technical Institute of New York. There 
were r t-pre»euted the high schools of Omaha, Springfield (l\fass.), Toledo, Chicago, 
ami Eau Claire. I viewed the exhibits and noted in a very general way the charac
ter of the work. Thinking it to be the duty of the committee not to discriminate 
in regard to the. excellence of the exhibits. but rather to obtain an idea of the 
methods employed and the general educational value of ma.i.mal t raining, I a lso sent 
a list of questions to the school officers of each town mentioned and obtained r eplies 
whid1 are presented in the accompanying table. I may state here, however, that 
I found no good rea.son for founding a report upon eomparison of the work of the 
different schools, because essentially the same irlea was the basis of all the exhibits; 
anu the extent and excellence of the drawing and the work in wood and metal 
seemed to depend upon the facilities and the amount of time gi,-eu to this depart
ment. Of t he high schools, the Toledo matle the be.-;t ~!towing;, IJeeause t he depart
numi is. fully equip ped and more t ime is allowed it than in the other high gchools. 
Tho Clncago manual tmining school givPs approx im:\t('ly ha lf it,; time to manua l 
work, and conselJUI.mtly produces morl' ad.,ancetl results in that l ine. 

ln Lhe 'l'olc<lo high school there is also a llomestic l'l'OIHHny tlqmrf.nwnt for gil'!s, 
in which instruction is given in " cooking upon sc- it•nt iti~ prinei plt•s and in cuttin"' 
and fi tting of garments." The girls are pcnnitte<l to take the dmwing and wood 
work in the boys' department. ·· 

From. answers to the circulars sent to t hese scl tools, and from rC'ports forwarded, 
I draw m substance the following statements assig twd ns n•ason:s for Uw introduc
t ion of manual t raining:-

1. It develops certai1i facult ies not dcn•loped in onlinary HChOl>l work. 
2: lt makes !Joys appt·eciate the pract ical ,·nlue of t lw olht•r studil's: t hey perform 

~hen· •:tlgula r cia~ work with more intelligC'IlCt'. It itH'rl'aSt•fl the int t!rest of pupils 
m thea· school work, a tlll tenth; to keep bon; in the high school. 

.a. It g ives an illea or t he d ignity of labor. It makt•s boy,; more manly. It fur
nt~hcs wholeso1.11e emplo_yment fm· lei~ure hours . It IJrings the pupil in contact 
w tth tht! realities of pracitical life. 

4. Scholars who tlm·ote half their study hours to rua nua l exercises make equal 
pr~gress in mental w~rk w ith those who give all thcit· stwly hom·s to it . 
. Ho ~ar , I have J!e~·mttte•l the schools to speak for i lu.>msC'h ·es, e~~tll':woring to pre
sent facts antl O )lli\HJIIS as forwar1led to me. I shonltl hartlly nuranl my report as 
co!~ Pll'te, howe~·er, without a brief 1liscussion of the subject. o 

. I he work of !ugh s~hools may be classetlund•~r t lw hC'ads of mathematics , science, 
!ustory, an1l the Enghsh language an<! litcmturf'. fon·ign langua~e. phy::;ical tra.in
ll~g. 'I he work of theso department.~ may he ul'iefly ~tatl·d. ( I) llfatlwmatics: The 
lugh school period, approximately from fourtt'en to eigl1teen, is the time wheu the 
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generalizing and reasoning faculties are first susceptible of a considerable degree of 
development. The power of exact deductive reasoning is to be trained by means of 
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. (2) Science. Scientific generalization is 
taught by means of elementary zoology and botany, while physics, physiology, ami 
chemistry furnish the best exercise in inductive reasoning. Geology and astronomy 
furnish further exercises in the latter process, but find their highest use in an en
larged knowledge of the material world. (3) History and the English Literature 
and Language. While history and literature may be the means of cultivating mem
ory, imagination, generalization, and reasoning, their most important use is in en
larging the limited view of the pupil with the experience of the past and inspiring 
him with some of the best thoughts of the world's great minds. History furni~llt's 
materials for correct inductions in regard to State and society. In connection with 
history comes the study of civil government and political economy, which are nece~
sary for the proper understanding of the relations and duties of the citizen. History 
and literature more directly than any other studies, lead to the study of mental 
science which may teach invaluable lessons as to the control and use of the faculties. 
As a part of mental science there should be presented a brief statement of the laws 
of reasoning-logic. The instrument of thought, lano-uage, cannot be neglected. 
Study of the English language, both the grammar and the rhetoric, is needed for 
accurate and forcible expression. In the high school this work may be done in con
nection with literature. (4) Foreign Language. To this point our way seems clear, 
but there is a great controversy about the value of foreign lan!!llage in a high school 
course. The classical languages are a more direct road to '' cuiture" than any other 
line of work mentioned. The latin is in an important sense the key to several Juod
ern tongues; it may be used to train memory, judgment, generalization, allll 
reasoning, and to gain a knowledge of the principles of language. The incidental 
value of modern languages is not so great, and the chief argument in thdr defence 
is that of utility, that is, they may be the means of intercourse and of acquaintance 
with foreign literary, and scientific thought. (5) Physical Training. Such exerci~es 
as speaking, singing, writing, drawing, gymnastics, military drill, tend to give the 
mind control of the bodily organs, which control may afterwards be directed to 
special aptitudes. 

In the above statements the use of studies as a discipline has been matle promi
nent. The knowledge obtained of important facts and principles is understood abo 
to be -an essential feature of a course of study. 

Let us see the results of the different lines of study. The reasoning pow<•r is 
developed; the other intellectual faculties are further cultivated; incidentally Lhe 
emotions and the will are trained, that is, the taste is cultivated ancl charadPr is 
formed, an elementary know ledge is gained of nature, of m an, in state and society, 
and of man as the individual self; language, as the instrument of thought, is sharp
ened and polished. The doctrinal religious clement is left to th~ church ami t:he 
family. There is hardly a study in the typical high-school course by which all the 
intellectual faculties are not cultivated directly or indirectly to a consitlerahle degn~e. 
except perception, and this powe1· is trained in special ways, as by drawing. ln 
regard to perception most educators now agree that, from the kindergarten up, the 
mind is to be brought in contact with things to an extent sufficient to train the sense
discrimination and give clear ideas. Hence the visual and tactile senses arc exer
cised upon form, figure, and dimension, by drawing, moulding, etc., and the obser
vation is directed to specimens allCl experiments. It is hardly uecessary to state 
that perception is trained at an early period; that memory and imagination are ~uc
cessfully cultivated before the grammar-school period; that abstraction :wd gene~·
a.lization are considerably developed before the high school is r eached; and that tlus 
development of faculty is effected. by mean~ of the regular studies of the sclwob. 

Now, when any advocate of manual tra.ining states that it develops certain facul
ties not developed in ordinary school work, I must think that the subject ha~ I~ot 
been analyzed. There is no mental f:tculty of power known to the psycholo~I~t 
which is not systeumtically trained by regular school work, and the only sen~e wlueh 
manual work in wood and metal trains to :t much greater extent is the mu~cular 
sense. Moreover not a single eoncept is furnished by manual work whieh is not 
acquired in drawing. As to the statement that manual-training pupils, giving ouly 
half-time to regular studies, accomplish as much with them as pupils giviug full 
time to them, I must, in view of the principle of conservation of t•uergy, n ·ga rd 
it aH a case of enthusiastic mal-observation. The statement that manual work 111ay 
make pupils more intelligent in their regul:tr studies may be true as to a few appli
C!ttions of mathematics and physics; and the fact that the taste of many IJo.w; ~UI:ns 
towards construction way make it possible that manual work will increasu thl'Jr In
terest in the school as a whole, but hardly in their r egular studiP;;. That lll:tiiHa l 
work gives an idea of the dignity of laboi· and brings the mind in cuntacL with the 
realities of practical life cannot be douhteu. 
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If I understand the advocates of manual training for high schools, most of them 
claim that its purpose is general education as contrasted with special educat_ion; that 
is, it is equally good for the boy who is to be a lawyer and the boy who lS to be a 
mechanic. Assuming this to be so, and that it is not the purpose of the State to 
educate in t lle professions, trades, and industries, since there would be no limit to 
specia l demands, if our previous analysis is correct, manual t raining can claim but 
a small place or no place a t all in high-school work. From the nature of the case 
and from an examination of courses of study in schools where a large portion of 
the time is given to manual work, in order to make room for this work the tendency 
is to lop off such sciences us botany, geology, and astronomy, to limit the study of 
history and literature, to omit entirely psycholOf5Y and logic, and even foreign lan
guages, both classical and modern. Such omissiOns seem of no small consequence, 
if the high school is to maintain its position as the" college of the people." 

It seems a plain fact that manual training can be defended only as special educa
tion; it is general only in the sense that it teaches the elements of mechanics and 
may thus open the way to special pursuits requiring skill in the use of tools. Should 
it be int1·oduced into high schools for a limited class of pupils who have little apti
tude for literary work, but have a leaning toward manual skill and intend t o be 
mechanics in the capacity of workmen, overseers, or inventors? I conceive that 
thi;; depends upon the wishes of the people, the cost, etc. If it sllould be introduced, 
certainly boys should not be unduly urged to choose this work, anu the time allotted 
to the department should be C..'lrefully Jimitetl. 

No doubt the tendency of manual training is to wake m echanics. Much is said 
about th!'l fact that many boys, graduating from high schools, continue their studies 
in college, enter the professions, or accept clerkships. Has any one yet disco•ered 
a reasonable objection to this·: I have inYestigated the occupations of the graduates 
of one typical high school: the occupations were various and iu most c..'l.Ses well 
chosen. Engineers, fanners, mechamcs, ;;tockmen, etc., were by no means wanting. 
Are not all the occupations crowded ? Are mechanics in greater ueruand than any 
other class of sldlled laborers ? 

Prh•ate manual training schools have a place, but they are schools of S}Jecial edu
catiou. The amount of time given to work with tools m akes them one-sided, and 
pupils entering them should ha,·e a definite purpose in \iew. 

I will ventw·e to ma ke a few summary statements:-
1. 111anual training, that is, work with tools in wood and metal, does ver y little to 

educate mental faculty, in addition to what is accom plishetll>y regular studies and 
exercises. It cannot be defended upon the ground of general education. 

2. It furnishes no concepts not acquired in drawing. 
3. If a large amount of time is spent in this department it must be at the sacrifice 

of other work. 
4. Manual work in its broader sense shouhl be a pa1-t of the regular studies from 

the kindergarten to high school. 
5. Private manual tmining schools in which much of the time is giYen to manual 

wor~ may be an advantage to ~t class of boys whose t ime for education is limited, 
prov1ded they have chosen then· occupation. 

6. If a manua l train ing school is supported at the public e>xpense in connection 
with any system of schools, it sh.oull~ ue ct•Htrally located, anti he opt?n to the upper 
grammar grades as well as c:ertam !ugh-school dassel;. ThP wurk should be volun
tary , and should be performed outside of Rchool hours. The time should be care
fully limiteu, that it may not interfere with regular ;;tilt l ies. 

Respectfully submitted, 
JA~[ES H. BAKER. 

Tl_te. exhi?it as a_whole was probably the tuost extensive anti the most creditable 
exlubtt of 1udu~tnal and manual work in scilools eve1· matle in this countL-y. It 
showed conclus•:v~ly that we lmve taken a long step forwat·•l in t his direc:ti1m, and 
that m!l-nu!l-1 tr~mmg ha_s secured a permanent place in the hca.rt~ of the friends of 
~ducat10n m th~s repubhc. It is no longer a. question wlwther manual training is 
lmpor~nt, but 1t ~an scarcely yet be rt?gardetl as tleterminetl that it should take its 
plac_e m our pubhc sc;:hool system by the sitle of the spellin.!{·uouk nllll the arith
m~tlC; \Ve are mnkmg rapid strides in a.ll educational matters, both as reg-ards 
p_rmctples and methods, but thet·e a re many lJLH~st ions detnanding; e;~refnl and cou
stderate thou~ht. Such gathering-s as that at Chicago, aml such exhibits as were 
there made, md materially in solving the great problellls with which the educators 
of our cou ntry haYe to deal. 

All of which is respectfully submitted, 
W. A. MOWRY. 

Ohai1•inan. 



Table showing the work and results in th£ six manual training schools reported by Mr. Baker. 

Name of school. 

Is manual 
training intro
duced in the 

grades below the 
high schools ? 

Work 
voluntary 

or com
pulsory? 

Are any Hours per 
academic week given to 

studies manua l train-
omitted ing. Pur-
for shop sued how many 
work ~ yenrs of the 

course? 

Work done 
in school hours 

or outside? 

Per cent. of 
boys 

choosing this 
work ? 

How does 
the manua l train

ing affect 
the excellence of 

the academic 
work ? 

Manual 
training defended 

upon what 
ground? 

0 m a h a H l g h I Sth grade (next I Voluntary. I No .. . ... 17! hrs . per I In school hours, I About 40per I Favorably if atall. l On the ground of 
School, Neb. high school). I week,4yrs. exceptoneclns.~ cent. general ednca· 
(Course4 years.) t hour after tion; a lso prep· 

school. a ration for in· 

Springfield Hi gb 19th grad!' (next I Yoluntary.l No .. .... llt to~brs. per I Hi g h s c b oo I 
Schoo l, )lass. high school.\. 1 wk,3 yrs. classes outside 
(Course4 years.) of school hours; 

grammar sch. 
classes in school 
hours. 

To I e do High I Begin with n I Yolul!tary.l No. · .. .. . , In high ~chool, I t hours daily out· 
Sch oo l, Oluo. g rn mmnr 7t hi'S. in si(le of school 
(Course 3 years.) grade. sh0p; 3! in hours. 

drawinlfj 3 

Chicago High 
Schools. (Course 
4 years.) • 

yrs. of . S. 

No .............. I Voluntary. I No ... ... 110 hrs., one 
year. 

Partly in school 
b ours, partly 
outside. 

About 40per 
cent. of 
the grades 
mentioned. 

About 50 per 
cent. 

About 75 
highschool 
boys take 
the work. 

Not unfavorably; 
increases inter· 
est in school 
work. 

Unfavorably at 
first, but not 
after syste m 
was adjusted. 

Reported by one 
school unfavor
ably ; if manual 
training is in
troduced, some 
other studies 
should be omitr 
ted. 

dustrial pur· 
suits. 

General education 
value, and be· 
cause certain 
aptitudes are 
thus discovered 
and developed. 

Wholly on g round 
of ~eneral edu· 
catlonal value. 

Educational value. 

Character of tbe 
work in each year of 

the high school? 

lst yr., carpenter work; 
2d yr·., turning a nd 
pattern making; 3d 
yr., work in brass; 4th 
yr work in iron· 
mechanical drawing 
throughout the 
course. 

Carpenter work thus 
far; classes from t ile 
9tb grade and from 
the tlrst and second 
years of the high 
school. 

Jst year (a grammar 
grade), use of tools, 
plain wood work; 2d 
yr. (H. S.), wood turn
mg an() carving; 3d 
yr., ;pattern making, 
forgmg, brazing, etc.; 
4th yr., \VOrking met
als, iron; free hand 
and mech'l drawing 
t hroughout the 
COUI'Se. 

1st year, wood work; 
drawing. 
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Hebrew Technical 
Institute of New 
York. (Course 3 
years.) 

Chicago Manual 
Traming School. 
(Founded by the 
Commercial 
Club. (Course 3 
years.) 

Admitted after 
having passed 
3d grade of 
grammar 
schools. 

Admitted at 14 
years; exam
med in read., 
spell., wril.ing, 
comp., geog., 
and aritb. 

18 brs. per 
week, of 
which Bare 
given to 
drawing; 
full work 30 
hrs. per 
week. 

Intention tow
vide time 
equally be· 
tween tnQn
ualand men
tal work. 

.. .. .. . .. . .. ....... , Re.:b~red of Not unfavorably .. J As a training for 
industrial pur
suits. 

R'i:itredof .......... . .......... .................... . 

1st yr., work in wood, 
modeling in clay; 2d 
yr., as abO\·e, also 
work in IJ'Ou1 wood 
turning, wooo cru-v· 
ing; 3d yr., as above, 
also forging, pattern 
making, and some 
special work; dl'aw· 
ing throughout 
course. 

1st yr., carpentry, join· 
ery, wood turnin£, 
pattern making; ~d 
yr., moulding, cast
mg, forging, welding, 
tempering, soldering, 
brazing; ad yr., cbip· 
ping, filing, fitting, 
turning, drilling, plan
ing, etc.; study of 
machinery; drnwing 
throughout course. 
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VII. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION DISCUSSED BY THE SUPERINTEND
ENTS IN WASHINGTON D. C. FEBRUARY, 1888. 

INTRODUCTION. 

As supplementary to the consideration given by the National Asso
ciation, during its meeting in Chicago, to the topics related to Indus
trial Education, it seems fitting to 1·ecord here, that, at the eustomary 
annual meeting held in Washington, D. C., by The Department of 
Superintendence of the "National Educational Association," which 
was held February 14 to lG, 1888, the opening session of the first day 
was given to the consideration of Manual Training. Mr. Charles 
H. Ham, of Chicago, author of a work on this subject, based on the 
experimental Manual Training School of Chicago, Illinois, under the 
direction of Mr. Belfield, read a carefully prepared paper entitled 
"How and to what extent can Manual Training be engrafted on our 
system of Public Schools?" 

Much of Mr. Ham's paper was given to the task of abusing the 
systems of education of the past, and to depicting the evil influences 
of a study of the classics; a line of argument upon which the advo
cates of scientific, and latterly, the friends of Industrial Education, 
seem inclined to expend undue energy; since, batl as the system of 
education pursued for the past few hundred years throu~hout Ch ris
tendom may have beeu, it is well enough to remember tnat it was all 
there was, and, moreover, that it is the men bred in that learning, 
thoroughly trained in the chssics, who luwe spoken the creative 
words which gave birth to the new eclncation: for Fr<Lncis Bacon 
n.nd Charles Darwin were thoroughly trained after the old methods. 

'l'he advocates of Industrial Training have, however , a more prac
tical reason for avoicling such inconsequeut discussions, in the fact 
that ruost of the pupils in the public schools, whose interests they 
are seeking to promote, run no risk of being exposed to the danger
ous influence of the classics. Indeed, one of the great advantages 
offered by this movement for imlustriaJ education is that it will have 
a tendency to keep public school chilclreu longer in attendance; so 
that, remaining till their minds are mure mature, they will thereby 
be enabled to get more of value from the other sbdies which accom
pany the instruction in the use of tools. 

Mr. Ham thinks the age of fonrtcenahout as early as the boy should 
enter the Manual School; uefore thn.t hi~ museuhtr system is not su f
ficiently <.levelopecl .tu m~able him to beg~n tl.le use of tool~ ~vith ad
vantage. He rdsu 1s ev1tlently strongly mclmetl to the opmwn that 
these " Manual Training Schools" shoul<l be special schools, accessi
ble to pupils <le~irous of such training. 

843 
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He also suggested that no finality as to the public schools had been 
reached; that in the present movement they were committed to uo 
hard and fast rules; that such methods as proved unsatisfactory could 
readily be dropped till a satisfactory programme was reached. 

The responsibility for a thorough and successful systemizing of 
these new studies was now upon the school superintendents. 

In the beo-inning of his paper Mr. Ham made the extraordinary 
assertion "that there is no longer occasion for directive intelligence," 
because, forsooth, that was a characteristic of the education given in 
"the slavery epoch," and "is not suitable to the epoch of freedom !" 
One wonders whether the Faculties of the various Schools of T<.>eh
nology, Mining Schools, and other like educational institutions, are 
quite ready to accede to this proposition. It would have seeme<l that, 
on the contrary, a strong plea for the increased superior training of 
intelJigent directors of labor could have been based on the premises 
laid down by Mr. Ham, of existing increased intelligence on the part 
of the laborers! 

Mr. Ham made the following statements in regard to L~tbor: 
Labor is as sacred as manhood, and hence a fit basis for education. Labor is not 

a commodity, because no powe1· can 1·ednce it to possession in the hancL~ r~f the 
alleged purchaser; it is a spark of divinity. * * The social a nd economic conditions 
which confront us are of the most alarming nature, and educators cannot rscnpe 
responsibility. * * The labor question has been raised and it must be settled justly. 
It will press more heavily upon our children than it does upon us. Let us prepnrc 
them for the discussion by making the schools the workshops of humanity. 

He closed by urgin~ that this industrial training of children woultl 
greatly tend to dimimsh child labor. 

The question of questions remains: How shall all children be gathered into the 
schools and kept there from the Kindergarten age to the age of physical maturity ? 

Superintendent Mac Alister, of Philadelphia, who had been ap
pointed to open the discussion on the paper, being absent, l::lnpcriJI
t endent Marble, of Worcester, who was in the programme as the snc· 
ond disputant, followed with a Jlaper wittily contesting many of the 
cherished propositions of the advocates of " the carpenter shop iu 
the school basement." As Superintendent Marble's serious ~tn.t.e
ments on these topics are to be found in paper XII of this Ap-pelllliX, 
n·o abstract of these remarks will be given,- but, as many <)f t.he 
more earnest advocates of Manual Training seem to infer from Mr. 
Marble's caustic criticisms on the shifting arguments that have lH:-en 
presented by the friends of Manual Training during the past. few 
years, that this energetic eclu?ator i~ opposed to all progt'ess; ~t .~:w<'ms 
proper to state here a fact w1th whiCh the early advoc.ates of Inllus
trial art drawing are familiar, namely: that Snperintenrlent Ma.rhle 
~as one of the .em·1iest and n:wst .efficient promoters of t.he int.J'<Hl n?: 
b on of Indnstnal Art Drawmg m the schools of W orcest.f'r. H ~~ 
also to be noted, that, while not an advocate of making Mn.nual 
Training a pm·t of the Public Sehool system, he is, at prosent. pro
moting the establishment, by private citizens, of a SJ?ecial Manual 
Training School in his city, to which the boys of smtahle age can 
be given access. 

DR. NICHOLAS MuRRAY BuTLER, PH. D., President of the ~n
dustria1 Education Association and of the Colle~e for the Tmi111Hg 
of Teachers, New York City, next followed w1th a scholarly :t!Id 
practical exposition of the way in which the requisite ti11w for In
struction in Manual Training and the kindred stmlies gTOUI.Jetl uutler 
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the general head of Industrial Education can be secured in the 
schools. Dr. Butler illustrated his topic by a diagram on the black
board. His remarks were all too brief, owing to the time limit nec
essarily enforced in t he discussion of papers. At the request of the 
writer, Dr. Butler , who adds to his other duties that of "Lec.:turer 
on the History and Institutes of Education" at Columbia College, 
New York, has kindiy consented to prepare for insertion here a sim
ilar diagram with the requisite exposition, which is offered as a con
tribution towards a practical solution of the problem which presents 
itself to every teaclier when a new study seeks admittance to the 
school curriculum. 

The following is Dr. Butler's paper: 

(a) H OW AND TO WHAT EXTENT CAN MANUAL TRA INING BE EN
GRAFTED ON OUR SYSTEM OF PUBLIC SCH OOLS f 

Webster defines engraft as "to fix or set firmly or deeply" and this question 
above ra ised is not one of theory, but of ways and means. It may be paraphrased 
thus: How and to what extent can the t raining of the child's powers of expression 
by delineation and by construction, be fixed or set firmly anrl de<>ply in out· public 
school course of study. Vve are not now discussino- tho philosophy of manual 
training. That stage is passed. It has been incontestably establislwd that the pow
ers of thought, expression by delineation and con~truction , the judgment and the 
executi,·e faculty must be trained as well as the observation, the memory and the 
powet· to learn. The history of education, the history of ci \'ilization and the science 
of psychology a ll focus upon this point. It is no a rgument against the above 
sound conclu~ions to deprecate tur ning the sehools into shops, to urge that the pu
pils are already on!rcrowded and that t he teachers are O\'erworkefl . No one of 
sane mind proposes to turn the schools into shops by the introduction of manual 
training any more than ..it is proposed to train Ra.nkes and Bancrofts when the pu
pils are taught history. If shop-work is used as a m eans of manual t raining, it is 
because of its disciplinat·y value not because of its utility. It is only a means, n ot 
an end. It will be discarded whenever a nything better adapted to aceomplish the 
end in view is discovered, just as an old geography is thrown away when a better 
one is made. 

MANUAL TRAINING URGED AS AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT IN A RATIONAL COURSE OF 
STUDY. 

Manual training cannot be treated as an annex or appendix to the traditional 
course of study. It does not claim admittance as a favor : it demands it as a. right. 
The a t tempt now working in certain localities to add manual training as an exten
sion to the present course of study eannot ha\7 e full measun• of Rucccss. if any. If 
manual tmining i ~ ps.vchologically and pedagogically necl'S~ary. then the curricu
lum must be overhauled with reference to its admi$ ion. We n mnot inC'rease the 
length of t he school cour~e. nor the length of the school day, nor the tasks now im
posed on teacher and 1mpil. Therefore the engrafting of manual training in
volves the whole question of the eourse of study , and opens up a way to p·ut the 
course of study in our common schools on a scientific and rational uasis instead of 
its present empirical and haphazard one. This I believe can be done. 

THE PRESENT COURSES OF STUDY, TRADITIONAL NOT SCIENTIFIC. 

Any one who studies critically the development of the present course of study 
must be impressed with the fact that its growth has been artificial not natural, by 
accretion not by assimilation. Originally it consisted of what,,.(' call the rudiments. 
As more advanced instruction began to commend itself and oue hy one new subjects 
clamored for admission, a. process of compression was used to makCI a. place for them 
all. The result is what we may call the traditional course of study. 

Its only excuse for existing is that it is traditional. In the l•;·oad attempt to 
crowd a something of everything, Loth the useful a nd ornamental. 'nto the school 
course, the principle on which alone such a comse can be ba~ed am defended has 
been utterly forgotten. A course of study exists to de,·<•lop the me11tal faculties 
all of them, not an empirical selection from them. I t usel:l for thill purpose certain 
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means-studies which can oo shown to appeal to the Yarious faculties and to fur· 
nish food for them to live and grow upon. Psychology furnishes us a list of the 
mental faculties; psychology and experience together furnish us the proper means 
for their development. These means should be the finest possible consistent with 
proper mental development. not the greatest number possible, as those w ho preach 
the gospel of cram think. They should be selected on a scientific basis. 

RELATIVE RATIO OF PROGRESSIVE STUDIES AT DU'FERENT AGES. 

The outline for the tlraughting of a rational course of study is as follows: 

.lleadrirg,Writing.PhylltcalExt~rci.ses, 
.Drawing, Con,ytrucil'on-Work. 

10 9 8 7 6 :;yrs. 

The figure represents, by its height.'>, the length of the school days; by its width, 
the length of the school comse. The school course is taken to include the primary 
and grammar grades. as the number of pupils who pursue a higher course is inconsid
erable in comparison with the total number; and that stage need not be considered 
here. For our purposes t he child's menta.I powers may be classed as rccepti>e and 
expressive. By the former he is put in possession of new facts, by the latter he ex
presses them and thus makes them really his own. By means of the expressive pow
ers he uses what he learns, and pt·e•ents his mind from becoming, like a dark attic, 
a receptacle for all the old. useless and worn-out articles tha t come in his way. 
Moreover, the stuffing a chilcl with facts is not education. H e must understand, 
realize, express or use these facts in order to derive the desired benefit from the pos
session of them. In the diagram the shaded portion represents tho training of tho 
receptive faculties, the unshacled portion represents the training of the expressive 
facu1ties. The line, CD, whic h dh·i<les them has not been drawn h:tphazard. 

It is drawn as the science of psychology directs that it should he drawn. It repre
sents graphically the fact that at five years of age, when as a rule the child is ready for 
the lowest primary ~rade, the powers of expression are more strongly markCll thau 
his powers of receptwn. At Jive years of age the only important faculty among tho 
in-taking or receptive powers is sense perception, whereas the expres.c;ive powers 
are well r epresented by the rudiments of almost all human activities. Tlll'reforo 
the major portion of the school training between the ages of 5 and G should appeal to 
the powers of expression. Vlriting may be taught, the rudimentary steps of draw
ing, also, physical training should be given and instruction in reading begun. As 
the main receptive power at this age is sense-perception, the object Ies.<;on a.nd Kin
dergarten methods will be used to develop it. As the child grows older the wlati~o 
importance of the receptive powers incren.c;es, and gradually the ability to use the 
higher mental powers , conception, judgment and reasoning is gained. The course 
of study must adapt itself to this fact a nd the studies which exercise t hese powers, 
numbet·, language, geography , history and elementary science , assume the place that 
belongs to them, and reading, writing, physical exercises drawing aml con~truct i~n 
work will not occupy so many h ours each clay. This fact is represented in the d1a· 
grao1, and by examining it t he relative im11ortance of the two sets of study at any 
age between 5 and 14 m ay be readily determined. 

THE TERM "lllANUAI, TRAINING" DEFINED. 

That part of the training of the expressive faculties which is'inclucled in thP ter~ns 
" drawing " and "construction work " is what is meant nowadays by IJJ<tnual tr.aJ~
ing. If the term manual training is used in antithesis to mental tminin~ 1t ~s 
wrongly understood. Manual training, as I use the term. is mental trainin~. It. JS 
mental training by mPans of manual traininp;. It is included in the psydHll o~ic;tlly
determine<l course of stu<ly because it reaches important mental facnlt iPs whieh no 
other studies reach. It is a lso a most valuahle and important stinmlns t;o t)l(' n·rep
tive faculty of obsen·ation. The chiltl can n either <lraw accurately no1· <'onstrnct 
correctly unless he observes acutely. Drawing is the basis of all so-called J)lanual 
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training, and develops the power of expression by delineation , which is more universal, 
more accw·ate, less difficult than expression by language. Delineation is the uni
versal language. It knows no diverse speeches, no diu1ects. By means of the con
struction work the power of expression by construction is trained, as are also the 
judgment and executive faculty. The latter, whose importance cannot be OYeresti
mated, receives absolutely no training from the traditional course of study. Facts 
are learned as facts. It permits no handling of material, no knowledge of force in 
act.ion, no adaptation of means to ends. Construction work provides all of these. 

Drawing and construction work are reciprocal. They go OJ;J. side by side through
out the course of study. They occupy more time proportionately when the child is 
5 vears of age; than when he is 12 or 14. But they ll!'e never absent from the 
coi.trse at any age. The drawing increases in difficulty as t.he thought which it is 
used to express increases in complexity. The construction work follows the same 
line of development-that of thought-complexity. It is re1Jresented at the various 
stages of the course by materials within the power of the . child at each stage to 
handle and to use. Experience shows that the construction work is best represented 
by block-building, stick-laying, paper folding and simple clay work in the Kinder
garten and lower primary grades, by paper cutting and clay work in the intermedi
ate grades, and by wood-work for boys and sewing and cooking for girls in the 
higher grammar grades. 

THE PROPOSED CHANGES ARE IN NO SENSE REVOLUTIONARY. 

This course of study omits nothing that is really valuable in the traditional course, 
while in thoroughness, flexibility and completeness it is far superior to the latter. 
It has a plan for arithmetic, but not for logical puzzles and algebraic abstractions 
when taught under that head. It would teach rending and history together, and 
also writing and spelling, to economize time nnd labor. It would have the teacher 
teach and not merely stand by to help the pupil out of an unusually deE>p hole. 

It is not for a moment asserted that any one of the studies named above is inde
pendent of the others and appeals to a singie faculty only. The instruction and inter
dependence of studies is as complex and as complicated, as the interaction and inter
dependence of thP. human faculties. Nevertheless each element in this course serves 
some main purpose and serves it better than it could be served in any othE>r way. 
Such a course is not final. It is subject to change to accord with increasing scientific 
knowledge and increasing experience. But it is fully abreast of our present know l
edge and our present experience. The course which it is designed to supplant is 
abreast of neither. Nor is this course Procrustean- unqualifiedly alike for all 
localities and for all schools. It contains a principle and that principle is susceptible 
of various applications to suit divergent needs. The course it is designed to supplant 
contains no principle. It is an accident. · 

Superintendent W . B. PowELL, of Washington, D. C. , followed 
with a few remarks, urging the necessity of a continual logical course 
of industrial instruction through all the school years from the Kin
dergarten to the Manual Training School. and stated hriefly what 
had been done in this city in beginning inclustrial eclucation in the 
public schools; showing that the plan for introducing Manual Train
mg, cooking, sewing, etc., as recorded on })ages 112 and 113 of this 
volume, had been successfully put in operatiOn; thus bringing Wash
ington into line with Baltimore and Philadelphia, in its provision 
for industrial training in the public shools. 

Mr. H . H . BELFIELD, Director Manual Tra ining School, Chicago, 
Illinois, who followed; began by announcing the proposition that 
"no system of culture is worthy the name· that is not broad enough 
to cover the idea of discipline and utility." H e said that there 
should be Trade Schools, for entrance to which the public schools 
should fit the youn$'. 

He gave a b_rief, mteres.ting statement showing how the C~icago 
School, of wlnch he was m charge, "was founded by an association 
of merchants who knew the practical needs of the age. It was first 
advocated in the public press by a lawyer, Col. Augustus J acobson 
and by Charles H. H am, neither of the two being a teacher." ' 
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He suggested that, possibly, teachers a.JH1 many eollegc-bred men, 
held too narrow, technical views of the natm·e of education, and 
queried: " Are not we schoolmasters clisposed to believe t.l)at there 
is no education except book education? Do we not act on the 
hypothesis, even if we disclaim it, that the ohject of education is 
knowledge, ignor ing the fundamental fact that the g reat end of edu
cation is action th~·ouuh knowledge? P estalozzi said, ' · EdncfLtiou is 
the generation of Power." H uxley says, "What men nee-d is as 
much knowledge as they can assimilate and organize into a basis for 
action." H e closed with the following sen tences: . 

The child is mischievous because he has nothing else to do with his hcmcl.~. In 
my judgment, manual training would pay its cost simply as an aid to di~cipline. 
In no school are there such opportunities for practical joking 0\nd otlter forms of 
mischief as in a manual training school, aml in no sehool is there so litth•. The 
kindergarten is the great advance step in the proper training of lht:' young child , hut 
there is need of an intermediate class between that and the primary ~rade. The 
public sentiment has at length been reached on this subject, and the 1uture is not 
in doubt. Manual training is uemanded and will be granted. The schools will soon 
furnish this culture. 

Ron. M. A. NEWELL, LL. D., State Superintendent of Maryland, 
being called on to continue the cliscus~ion , commented humorously 
upon the sarcastic utterances made by Superintendent Marble in his 
witty address antagonizing the propositions of the advocates of pub
lic Manual Trainiug Schools. 

HENRY RANDALL WAITE, of New Y ork, expressed a belief in 
Manual Training, but was doubtful as to its general introduction in 
the schools of the country. 

Superintendent WILLIAM: E. ANDERHON, of Milwaukee, Wiscon~iu, 
urged some practical action, a1ul saicl that without t l1is it was of 
little avail to thrash over the same stm w in ann nul debates. He 
therefore made a motion that. the chair should appoint H, eummittee 
of seven, who should report at the next annual meeting some }'rae
tical methods of in troducing industrial education in all g ratles of 
the public schools. · 

Mr. KENNEDY, of San Francisco, California, agreed very eam estly 
in the opinion that little of practical value had been said. 

Dr. J EROME ALLEN, of New York, heartily supported Superin
tendent Anderson's motion , and enlogizecl the Kindergarten training 
as the first step in a continuous course through ~tll g rades of puhl ic 
schools. Superintendent Anderson's resolut ion for the appoiutment 
of the comtmttee wa,s passed unanimously. 

Mr. HAM then closed the cliscussion in a few worch; iu n •pl y to 
Superintenden t Marble's paper. H n ~eemccl to have somewhat mis
apprehended the position uf Mr. Marble, in that ln1 supposed !t im 
opposed to any industrial movem(IJJt or to any progress in ecluca
tional methocl s, apparHntly not being aware that Mr. Marhlt< was 
one of the first p romoters of the instnwtion of Indust.rial Art Draw
ing in the public schools, having, as school superintendent of the 
City of Worcester, Mas:-;achuset.ts, been mnoug- the fi rs t in Ma~sru;hu
setts to put drawing iu all the city sehools, autl, at this very ti !lle, 
being active in aiding in the establishment iu Worcester of a, Manua~ 
Training School similar to that in Chicago, in uut heillg n pmt of 
the public school system. 

The crit ic, even if friendly, who uses the Socmtie met),ocl, t.lwn~l1y 
obliging- too sn,ngninc :o;npporters of 11ovol ideas n.JIC1lmt ri l'c1 scllClliCS 
to carefully review t heir arguments and to make sure of enc.;h :;t.ep, 
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is not always a welcome guest, as Mr. Marble may occasionally hav~ · 
suspected; but, nevertheless, his provocative contributions to such 
discussions are by no means the least useful ones offered, even if 
they did no more than impart life and fire to the debates. 

The session was an interesting one, and the discussion was ani
mated and amusing, largely by reason of Mr. Marble's bristling 
paper. 

The principal contribution likely to be of permanent value to edu
cators for its practical suggestions will probably prove to have been 
the paper by Dr. Butler, given above. . 

Much will be expected from the labors of the committee appointed 
by. President Dougherty, as directed by the resolution of Superin
tendent Anderson. This committee on Manual Training was an
nounced the next day, as follows: W. E. Anderson, of Wisconsin; 
D. L . Kiehle, of Minnesota; W . B. Powell, of District of Columbia; 
Henry A. Wise, of Maryland; Superintendent Compton, of Ohio; J. 
W. Dickinson, of Massachusetts, and George Howland, of Illinois. 

ART-VOL 2--54 





VIII. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION BEFORE THE NATIONAL EDUCATION 
AsSOCIATION IN SAN FRANCISCO JULY. 1888. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The volume* containing the report of the 1888 session of the N a
tiona! Educational Association, which was held in the city of San 
Francisco, California, in July of that year, not having come to hand 

- until the proof sheets of the articles in this A~pendix had been re
ceived from the pl'inter, the notice of that meetmg here given must, 
of necessity, be brief. This is the less to be regretted from the fact 
that the several features of Industrial Education were so fully co~l
sidered during the session held at Chica~o the year previous ; as the 
copious extracts from the papers read ana the discussions held at that 
meeting, given in the preceding paper, No. VI of this Appendix, 
abundantly demonstrate. 

_ The reception given to the Association in San Francisco was char
acteristic of the renowned hospitality of the dwellers on the Pacific. -
At the opening of the session the Governor of the State, Hon. R. W. 
Waterman; the Mayor of the city, Hon. E . P. Pond; the State Su
perintendent of Education, Hon. Ira G. Hoitt; and the President of the 
State Teachers' Association, Professor Albert S. Cook, made speeches 
of welcome, which were re~onded to, on behalf of the visitors, by 

- President Gove, Secretary Canfield, U. S. Commissioner of Educa
tion Dawson, Mr. Sheldon, of Boston, and Superintendent F. M. 
Campbell, of Oakland, Vice President for Cahfornia. These ad
dresses are given in full in the annual volume issued by the Associa
tion for 1888, already referred to. 

In this volume some two hundred pages are given to the papers 
and discussions before the General Sessions of the Association. The 
topics treated in these meetings of the whole body were, First: " Lit
erature in the Reading Courses of the Common Schools." Several 
papers were included under this title as was the case under each of 

· the general "themes"; different phases of the common topic being 
treated in different papers, followed by a general discussion. Second: 
"How can our schools best prepare law-abidin~ and law-respecting 
citizens?" Third: "Current Criticism of Pubhc Schools, a:ncl what 
Answer?" Fourth: "Practical Education." Under this head the 
special papers were "The Psychological View," by J ames H. Baker, 

_of Denver, Colorado. " The Popular View; Education as a prepara
tion· to earn a living," by R. K. Buehrle, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 
·"Where should general education cnll an!l specia,l ellucation begin," 

*National Educational Association. Journal of Proceedings an(l Addresses. Ses
sion of the year 1888 held at San Fmncisco, California. Published by the Associa
tion. Topeka, Kansas Publishing House. 1888. Pp. 794. 
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by J. M. Greenwood, Kansas City, Missouri. Miss Josephine Locke, 
of St. Louis, and Messrs. Thompson, of Indiana, and Fairchild, of 
Kansas, took part in the discussion which followed the reading of 
these papers. 
' Important I?apers were read and discussed by the National Coun

cil of Education. The report of these fills a hundred pages. The 
remainder of the volume is mostly given to the reports of the sepa
rate proceedingl? of the nine Departments into which the Association . 
is divided. Three of these, namely, "Kindergarten," "Industrial," 
and n Art," relating directly to the special topics considered in this 
Report and in the papers and discussions given, ai·e seen in a marked 
manner to in\erblend; the Kindergarten contemplating in its scope 
the possibility of Mechanical Industrial, Industrial Art, and High 
Art development. 

In the Kmdergarten Department the opening address by the Presi
dent,· Mrs. Eudora L . Hailman, of La Porte, Indiana, was read in 
her absence by Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper, of San Francisco, who followed 
this with a paper prepared by herself, entitled: " A Brief Resume 
of Kindergarten Growth," in which due credit was given to Miss 
Peabody as the pioneer Kindergartner of America, and to Hon. Wil
liam T. Harris, who, in 1873, as Superintendent of Education in St. 
Louis, recommended the adoption of the Kindergarten plan; and 
later, in conjunction with the generous aid given by Miss Blow, 
effected the establishment of the public Kindergarten in that city. 
This action by Superintendent Harris gave the impetus to the ex
tending of this class of infant schools throughout the country, which, 
up to that time, had made little/rogress. The subsequent rapid 
spr'ead of these schools has resulte , says Mrs. Cooper, in their estab
lishment in nearly every State and Territory of the Union. 

The other papers were, '' The Educational Value of the Beautiful," 
by Nathan C. Schaeffer, Kutztown, Pennsylvania, and "An Ideal 
Professional Training School for Kindergartners and Teachers," by 
C. H . McGrew, San Jose, California. This last is a carefully 
wrought-out plan of systematic training from the Kindergarten to 
the University, illustrated with two charts, one entitled "Harmoni
ous Education," and the other " Psychology of Childhood"; in 
which, arranged in concentric circles, the studies and occupations 
of the succeeding years of the child's training are set down, after 
the J?.lan of the arrangement of the main building of the last Paris 
Exh1bition, where the exhibits were arranged in similar concentric 
circles, the same class being on its own circle by what.ever country it 
was shown; each country occupied a larger or .smaller segment of 
the circles and extended to the extreme circumference. 

In the discussion, Mrs. C. W. Dohrmann, of California, spoke of 
the service r endered by the Kindergarten in fitting the child for the 
public school, and Mrs. Kate D. W iggin, also of California, St)oke of 
the value of this Kindergarten Department, in Mr. McGrew·s Ideal 
Professional School regarded "as a school of life for women," a very 
suggestive theme thoughtfully treated, namely, the impetus given 
to the development of the true woman in the girl, by the exercise of 
the motherly instinct in the care of children in the Kindergarten. 
A striking incident of the meeting of t his department was when the 
Pundita Ramabai, a most interesting High Caste Hindu woman, 
was introduced to the audience and spoke concerning the proposed 
Kindergarten work which she sought to introduce among the child
widows of India. 
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The Department of · Industrial Education held only three sessions. 
In his opening address President George T. Fairchild, of Manhat
tan, Kansas, presented the important subject he had chosen for his 
theme so clearly that I have thought it worthy of insertion here. 
It is entitled: 

"SOME LlMITATIONS IN INDUSTRIAL TRAINING.'' 

" Being a known champion of industrial training as a part of education. I trust 
that no one will regard the title of this paper or its subject-matter in any other light 
than that of true enthusiasm. I believe most heartily in the idea, and in its suc
cess on tlial. More than a do11en years since, a paper of mine before this very body 
committed me as a witness to its usefulness in agdcultural colleges; and every year 
since, with far wider range of observation and more extended responsibility, has 
added to the Ct!rtainty of my cor1victions. I believe the world needs far more of 
this training in the things of life along w ith its learning about life. 

A WARNING AGAINST UNDUE ENTIIUSIASlll. 

Yet the very earnestness of this faith in the idea makes me cautious. I am jeal
ous of every unguarded rush of zeal which leaves wide gaps in om· line of advance
ment open to attacks from the enemy. I believe that many grand ide.'\S are retarded 

. in the march of progress by over-zealous adherents, whose vaporings, being noisy 
in ebullition, a1·e mistaken by earnest thinkers for the idea. itself. The conquest is 
to be won, not by a rush anu hurrah, but by the pervading influence of a real growth 
in our ·own methods of training. We do not need even to denounce the old methods; 
they have made our success. We need to carefully secure for each improvement a 
recognition on its merits, the universal principles of etlucation being the tests, still, 
of every merit. For human nature has the same basis for all time, though added 
knowledge of that nature enables us to use it better. That is new truth which in
cludes the old truths; " new, but not true," is t he verdict upon that wh ich contra
dicts the old in order to find itself a place. Sometimes, therefore, in such gathet·
in~ as ours, I luwe felt like pleading, "Save us from over-zealous friends." Indeed, 
it lS with something of such a feeling that I ask you to-da.y to consider the neces
sary limitations of manual training as a means of education. The more carefully 
we draw for ourselves a true statement of the actual conditions, unfavorable as well 
as favorable, the sut·er we are to win a proper ~;>laee in the world's work. Confused 
ideas are as useless as incomplete· ones. Our dtstinctions must be definite, and our 
adaptation ·of parts perfect. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING LIMITED IN TWO DIRECTIONS. 

Now, judging from experience in many lines of training as a most interested 
observer, I find the range of real eduC<\tion in manual arts clearly limited in two 
directions. What can be done tlepends largely upon the inui\'idual human nature 
with which we have to deal; ami, almost as la rgely, upon the 1)eculiar socia l condi
tions under which we have that nature to tra.in. 

First, industrial training is a.lwa.ys limited in its reach by human natme in indi
viduals. Soul and body both are to be wrought upon at every stage of progress, or 
we miss our object. Working is not thinking, and thinking is not working, though 
both must be combined in accomplishment. The thinkers may be another set of 
men from the doors, as President Angell, of Michigan University, used so eloquently 
to prove. We wish to so combine thinking and doing in the training of youth that 
the great thinkers can lead in doing as well , and the tlm•rs can follow at least the 
thoughts of the great t hinkers. The solution of a problem is not in the manipula
tion -of the fig ures, but it is incomplete without this: so the manipulation of figures 
into the required answer is not the solution at all, unless clear thought has tt·a<'.ed 
the logical necessity of relation in the steps of the process. 1\fa.nual training as a 
part of education is like the rnanipnhttion of figures, an embodiment of a thought. 
!t must and does find this genera/limitation to the medium ground between think
Ing and doing. Accm•acy of calcnhr.t'ion with l"tCf:lti 'CtCff of J)el:fOI'IItance makes the 
educational feature. That act of mind or hand which inYol•es mere imitation has 
but little of educa.tional value, lwwevt>r useful. The precision of t he Chinaman is 
an important element of utility, but he can scarcely be said to be euucatetl into it. 
vve must not be so dmwn into admiration of the monkey-ingenuity of children and 
youth in imitation as to helie,·e such tmining will pro,·e an :uh-ance in educational 
'methods. ·w e are in more dang-er of accepting :t neat imitation in wood, or clay, 

-~han we are in ligunls or lt!tter;;, utJcausc th<! wow set!rns to have a utility of its own. 
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We are in danger of overestimating the exact imitation· in comparison with the less 
exact independent work. · 

For these reasons the gradation of problems to the psychological and P-hysiological 
development of each pupil is even more necessary than in the more familiar problem 
of mathematics and the natural sciences. The youth whose perceptive faculties are 
untrained must have problems of which he can perceiv:e the parts exactly, or he 
simply does as the rest do. His comprehension must be kept in constant view while 
laying out work. If his thought is not clear beforehand, failure will be his best 
teacher; yet in such work he may succeed admirably to all outward appearance by 
a quick eye for simila.I'ities. I have found this fact to be a partial explanation of 
the seemin~ advantage which some dull students gain in such training. We must 
make our limitation clear to the embodiment of only such thoughts as can be com
prehended. The q,ualities of a perfect square must be more real than those of any 
approximation to 1t in handicraft; and yet training may put the first. The best 
workman we ever trained was constantly tempted to put his tools in place of geo
metrical principles. He had worked in advance of his comprE-hension. 

Again, for educational purposes, the problems of manual training must conform 
to a student's powers of generalization. The result of his effort is an illustration of 
a multitude of applications. The mortise and tenon are not simply two bits of wood 
fitted to each other, but an embodiment of a thought covering a host of necessities 
in building. The process of generalization must hav.e reached out toward these many 
applications, or the work does little in the way of education. With this, the work 
g1ves precision to his thought. So much for the first point of strict limitation to the 
development of psychological faculties. It will bear indefinite study in the practical 
devising of systems of instruction. . 

THIS TRAINING TO BE EFFECTIVE MUST BE INDIVIDUAL • 

. The second limitation grows directly out of the first. Individual peculiarities of 
thought wei~h more in such training than where the result is less thought of; and 
yet we are likely to consider them less. The effect is that instruction, to be real, 
must be more directly individual. The teacher in such work is compelled to push 
himself into the individual thoughts of his pupils, and the namber of a class is limited 
by his power. I find that the best teacher must provide for a division of attention 
in spite of the most ca1·eful classification. While the discipline of a well-arranged 
shop may be perfect with forty benches, the hold of the instructor upon his pupils 
reaches no further than his interest in their individual thinking inspires them. A 
mere mechanic teaches but little, though he may mak~ a grand show of finished 
work. On the other hand, the mere id~alist may hold so near his pupils the abstrac
tions on which their generalization is based that a large number gain no distinct 
training in the concrete illustration. We are limited to the moderate number, 
varying with ability and experience of the teacher, which can be inf)uenced directly 
through insight into each peculiarity of thought. Classification .ought to be well 
defined. 

REPETITION ESSENTIAL AND YET MERE REPETITION IS NOT EDUCATIVE. 

Third, in order to train as well as teach, the various steps of progress must be 
often repeated. The nervous and muscular system through wluch all skill is ex
hibited gain exactness, precision, only by repetition. At the same time, mere repe
tition is not education. Hence, in manual training as we think of it, there must be 
a limitation to such details as can be repeated in variety almost indefinitely, s~ that 
new problems stimulate thought while similar motions approach perfectiOn m re
sult. The limit is the same a.S every one has found in teaching writing or drawing. 
Much ingenuity must be exercised to extend the range of definite problems, pro
gressive in their succession, and still affording indefinite training by repetition. I 
am glad to see the friends of shop-training stimulated to comparison of · plans and 
devices. · 

Out of the third limitation there grows a danger from which I take a fourth. 
The few deta.ils mastered by repetition enough to give skill are most readily found 
in some particular line of work, as cabinet-making, or mechanical en~ineel'ing. The 
result is then a technical, not a general, education-an unnatural bias in childhood 
that may hinder real education. The limitation is to such classes of problems as 
suggest a multitude of applications in all sorts of trades. This complicates the 
difficulties of indefinitely extending, off-hand, the advantages of such training. It 
is easy to find illustrations of the tendency toward the narrowing spirit of a. trade 
where the shops are managed by most competent mechanics, and the better the 
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- work done the stronger the tendency. When classes are required to pursue such 
colirSes, those who fancy the trade follow it, while the rest get little training and 
less instruction. 

DANGER THAT THE "PLAY" IDEA MAY PREDOJIIINATE. 

· The fifth limitation and the last of those growing out of student-nature which I 
will dwell upon, is from the ease with which such exercises dwindle into play. It 

- has been observed that kindergarten practice sometimes turns out to be only a high 
type of amusement, rendering a child dependent upon amusement for incenti'l"e to 
diligE~nce. I have seen shop-work of various kinds degenerate in a similar way. 
The Yankee boy whittles as he whistles, not so much for results in tune O! toy, as 
" to k~p his courage up"-to drive away ennui. It is easy to work upon· this de-

. sire for plav in the shop, to devise trinkets, and puzzles -to turn handles and spin
dles-to turn sticks into shavings even with the semblance of diligence and with 
little progress in either skill or intelligence. Industrial training, as a part of edu
cation, must show how each detail is related to correct thinking. Either the re
su!t, or -the process, or both, .must be. c.onnected with the world's w~nts by some 
eVldent relat10n. The perfect10n of a JOint m wood-work has a meanmg, and that 
meaning ought t;o be illustrated in the work by either success or failure. The out

' line-of a chair-spindle has its unity, and that should be tested in the work. In this 
way the successful trainer finds his limitations, just as every good teacher does, in 
the necessary adaptation of means to ends for each student brought under his tute
lage; and the danger of missing the mark in such a work, where the lines are new 
and untested, is far greater than in the more familiar kinds of instruction. 

Another series of limitations is dependent upon the surroundings of the under
taking. All things are relatively good, or bad. This training is no exception. 

THE INFLUENCE OF PUBLIC SENTIMENT. 

First. I mention the general tone of sentiment in the community. Both trainer 
aad· student find the prevailing opinion either a stimulant or a sedative to enthusi
asm. What the trainer can do with his pupils depends largely upon the expectations 
of all interested, and his efforts as well as his accomplishment are limited by these 
expectations. If the patrons of a school are afraid their children will be turned out 
mechanics by a course of manual training, the best teacher and trainer must first 
convert the sentiment before his training will do its best work. If the community 
see dollars in every blow of the hammer, and every stroke of the chisel, education 
will :flag ; for when the whiiT of machinery sings to a neighborhood -like the canter 
of his horse .to Tennyson's Northern Farmer-only" propotty, propotty, propotty," 
there is little range to be given to mechanical training beyond what will put a boy 
at the machine in the shortest time. False ideas of gentility sometimes crowd one 
to his wit's-end for devices that shall train against the shame of drudgery. 

Secand. The peculiar mechanical drift of particular localities suggests lines of 
least resistance in manual training. The ingenuity of the teacher is strained to 
overcome a t.endency against the best interests of his students; for education needs 
to broaden the range of abilities~ At the same time, to ignore this evident advan
ta~e in ready accomplishment is to lack good sense. So we have to acknowledge 
thiS limitation to what we can do most in. 

THE QUESTION OF UTILITY; "CUI BONO?" 

Third. Popular opinion of what is useful varies in different places and times. 
We find that the actual influence of training upon young people depends in no slight 
degree upon their ideals of utility. Just as they object to certain studies as without 
utility, so they decry certain forms of training as impracticable. This objection 
has with them all the more force from the acknowledged relation of such training 
to practical life. It is most difficult to persuade a youth whose ideal life is in the 
printing-office that his actual accomplishment in life will be increased by a year's 
training in wood and iron work. You and I may have no doubt of it, may even 
enforce the authority of our opinion upon him; and still his own opposing opinion 
brings an inertia which almost proves our judgment false in his particular case. 
Only~he establishment of faith by a long series of experiences can remove such 
inertia, and even then the limitation remains, that yotl can do no more for a youth 
than his ideals of utility permit. 
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THE L."iCREASED INFLUENCE OF THE INDIVIDUAL TEACHER. 

Fourth. AB we all know, successful instruction involves the personal force of the 
instructor, In my experience such force is more noticeable in manual training than 
in other teaching. Any pecularities of habit, manner, form,.infiuence more in such 
effort, when the 11tethod is of first importance. The shop-instructor is far. more a 
handler of his pupils than any class-room teacher can be. This fact , while it adds 
importance to this kind of instruction, at the same time places limitations upon its 
extension. The choice of such trainers is more important for the unconscious tuition 
overshadowing all the rest. Thus the personal equation, after methods have been 
fully settled, will always remain large, and make the system a delicate one to han
dle. Especial limitations are to be felt in this direction by those to whose responsi· 

· bllity the pioneer wot·k belongs. , 

INCREASED DIFFICULTY OF CLASSIFYING PUPILS. 

F'i.fth, there is an almost endless variety of circumstances in the outdoor or home 
life of the J;>Upils, any or all of which may have a bearin~ upon their progress. 
~his is true m all forms of education, but is more felt in thlS training because the 
outside doing is more likely to fall into line with school doing than with thinking. 
T~is brings, not a new but.a larger element of uncertainty into the teacher's plans, 
a'nd c.alls for greater tact and judgment. Some boys are so related to work at home 
that more than twice the practical insight that others have is gained from their 
daily lesson through double application. This makes more difficult the classification, 
a,nd brings new problems into the methods. This limits the immediate application 
of such training to towns where the measure of such outdoor training can be most 
easily taken, or to central schools where most of the pupils depend wholly upon 
-their classwork for training. _ . 

THE EXPENSE OF EQUIPPING SUCH A SCHOOL. 

· Sixth, the work in this line must be satisfactorily equipped •with tools and fit 
places for work. The .plant is of considerable importance - far more than in ordi
nary teaching of intellectual truths. " Dr. Hopkins on the end of a log" might 
expound a perfect philosophy; but it takes more than the ingenuity of an Edison 
even, to train for the arts without some of the tools of the arts. So there are places 
where the needed equipment for any training worthy the name cannot be had. 
Luckily the log academy and the " dug-out " college exist where the ordinary strug· 
gle for life is a manual training fitted to the necessities of r.ioneer youth, and we 
need not worry over the fact that all cannot share equal fac!lities. Yet it must be 
granted that the costly fittin!pl for a. thorough training school are necessarily limited 
to communities where wealtn can be depended upon to bear its proper burdens for 
popular education. With the almost perfect communication ovet· the world, a 
greater uniformity is certain in the means and modes of living. Expenditures for 
schools and school furniture more than keep pace with the rest of life's necessities 
in our :pioneer states; yet who can believe that Western towns ought to do with 
industrial training all that older cities must. In othe•· things the youth cannot wait; 
in this they may. 

PREJUDICES AGAINST THIS NEW PHASE OF EDUCATION RECOGNIZED. 

Again, there is still unconquered prejudice to be met all over the land. It lingers 
in the minus of !!Orne of our most thoughtful e<lucators. The best students of edu
cational methods have not all yielded assent to the claims of this new contestant 
for our faith. .The aristocracy of learning has held aloof some who might other
wise have taken kindly to the n ew-comer. For, dispute the fact as we may, a large 
part of our most respected friends- educated, refined, wealthy, influential, the very 
cream of society-look upon manual training in every form as a cateri~g to lower 
wants; a bread-and-butter policy, suited to the wants of the drudging masses, but 
in no way elevating to the whole people. · There are people whose sympathies go 
out toward the weak and unfortunate, and a charity school of inst1•uction in arts, 
or trades, or domestic acquirements, will gain their hearty indorsement. But they 
cannot !p"asp the notion that men and women need development in doing as well 
as in bemg-in fact, for the sake of being. To them, the very sight of such facilities 
~or training as a. well-equipped industrial school furnishes, suggests only " hewers 
of wood and drawers of water,"-hirelings, journeymen, and kitchen-maids. 
Within this month, I have found this suggestion crowding uppermost in an ardent 
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admirer-from a distance- of my own college. Now, it is no disgrace to such insti
tutions to be ranked as philanthropic advances 'for the multitude. I am glad when 
all will concede that such training lifts above the danger of poverty ; it is a proof of 
its. utility to humanity, and of its adaptation to the needs of the race. But ~his 
feeling is a limitation upon the spread of useful means and methods. We have no 
right to expect our proofs to be readily accepted against the odds of all this con
servatism of thought and sentiment. We need to feel, ourselves, this limitation in 

· all its reality, and meet the difficulty with the calm planning, and explanation, and 
devising, by which all progress in scientific learning has been made. 

EXPERIMENTS ARE NECESSARILY EXPENSIVE. 

Finally, experiments are necessarily costly in this good work. W e need to make 
them with all the careful insight of a Faraday or a Henry in science. The actual 
results, not our wishes, are to decide upon the permanence of our hold upon the · 
progressing world. If we do true .work-hold to the line of absolute truth-our 
success is not uncertain. The world is ready to accept our methods as they are 
proved worthy. But too hasty generalizations, and too exuberant expectations, 
will bring waste- waste of money in unsuccessful undertakings ; of enthusiasm, in 
disappointed hopes ; of faith, in dissatisfied friends ; of opportunity, in multiplied 
"I told you so's." The more clearly we point out to ourselves the weak points in 
our aims and methods, the more accurately we estimate the limitations of our un
dertaking, the surer our progress is. It \Vould take but a few failures, compara
tively, to bring us backward many years in the struggles for a fair recognition, and 
false hopes must fail. 

WE MUST BUILD ON THE BED FOUNDATION. 

· In conclusion, let us accept the fact that all our new improvements must be built 
upon the old establishment. We are not going to ma:,e the race over, to use our 
improved methods upon. All that past centuries have gained we need still, as the · 
foundation of our new civilization. We came out of barbarism by means of bar
barism. So our best educational methods have grown out of the crude ones by 
means of the crude beginning. We can move to higher points only by standing 
upon those already reached.. Let us, then, welcome our conservative friends as the 
means of severely testing our supposed improvements. 'N e cannot afford to do with
out them. We cannot afford to build our establishment like the cheap tenement
house, to have it crush us all in a heap when story after story is filled. We can 
know em what we build, to what we build from day to day, and so r each the heaven 
of our hopes; but every inch of progress must be tested by the established princi
ples of education. 

The -above paper, by President Fairchild, which is especially to be 
commended to over-zealous advocates, is well worthy the considera
tion of all, either friends or critics, who are in any degree interested 
in the present movement. It is n. calm, dispassionate, intelligent con
sideration of the situation of this movAment by one of its earnest 
supporters. · 

A brief discussion, participated in by MESSRS. WooD\VARD, of St. 
Louis, RICHARDS, of Washington, and ORDWAY, of New Orleans, 
followed the reading of this paper, each concurred with the state
ments of President Fairchild. PRoFESSOR J oHN M. ORDWAY, now 
in· charge of the· Mechanical Department of Tulane University, in 
closing the discussion, said: 

That damage to manual training has been done by over-zealous atb·ocates, who 
have maintained that manua l training is a panace't for all the evils in education. 
The mistake has been made of a.d>ocating the establishment by the State of trade 

· .schools; which should be maintained by prh·ate means. The erroneous idea that 
manual training is designed to teach boys to earn money existed in Europe, as well 
as in the United States, but has been abandoned there. The argument against 
manual training- that it is not education- was used for years against drawing; but 
there are more arguments in favor of manual training as a means of education than 
there are in favor of drawing. He agreed with 1\Ir. \Vootlwanl, that a mechanic, 
as teacher, was inclined to take the vlew of the " boss mechanic" rather than the 
view of the teacher. 
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MR. R. S. THOMPSON, of Pennsylvania, read a paper entitled "A 
brief Summary of the Progress of Industrial Education during the 
y~ar ending July 1, 1888." Messrs. Richards, of Washington, D. C., 
T. 0. Crawford, of California, M. C. Fernald, of Maine, J. D. L etcher, 
of Ore~on, and J. M. Ordwav, of New Orleans, took part in the 
brief d1scussion. • 

MR. ORA WFORD said the four years experience in the Oakland 
schools, of work in wood and iron, had proved the experiment a 
success. MR. F ERNALD noted .the omission of any mention in the 
paper of the work done in the Maine State College of Agriculture 
and Mechanic Arts. . 

MR. ZALMON RICHARDS, of Washington, D. C., read a pa_per enti
tled "The Relation of Industrial to Intellectual and M01~al Training 
in our Public Schools," drawing largely for illustration from personal 
experience in teaching. MR. T. 0. CRAWFORD, of Oakland, California, 
read a long carefully prel?ared paper on "The Educational Power 

. and the utility of Industrial Education, and of Manual Training in 
our Grammar Schools." From the following opening sentences of his 
paper, the general trend of his argument can be known. 

In order that there may be no mistake as to the common ground of this discus-
sion, I present what I understand the word ed1t~ation to mean. . 

* * * * * * * 
· The unfolding of the life-principle in the seed by the organizing force at work is 
the oak. So it seems to me, it is with the result we call eduration. It is the unfold
ing of the infolded,·organizing life. It is not something erected on a foundation 
prepared, but an outgrowth, according to unvarying law, of a life-principle. The 
more complete the environment is, the greater will the organized product be, and 
so on, till a perfected environment produces a completed organization. As a part, 
then, of an environment that is the occasion of the development of the human 
being, I am to offer industrial-education and manual training. I mean by industrial 
education, instruction about work and work in the various commercial industries 
of the world. Manual training is the employment of the great factor of human 
progress, the hand. In general terms, any organ of the body engaged in the pro
duction of wealth, is rightfully a factor under the term manual training. We find 
in the human body three of these factors: one directive the eye, and two construc
ti"f"e, the hand and the foot. When-these three are brought into actual operation, 
working to~ether for the accomplishment of some end, the work and the result to 
the factors 1s manual training. 

Believing, as I do, most firmly in the educating force as well as in the usefulness 
of a system that shall develop by doing, I do not hesitate to offer it as the best means 
to a real education to those who believe the end of education is bein~, and as of 
the highest utility to those who believe that the end of education is domg. Being 
and doing embrace all there is to be drawn from any life, and that system which 
produces these in their highest development is the one to be adopted. 

It is quite evident, I think, that in order to unfold !tnything, and make it sin1ple, 
we must thoroughly understand the order of infolding. ~ we get hold of the right 
end of the wound skein, we shall have no trouble in unwinding it. If we can find 
the natural m ethod of development, our work is confined to preparing the right 
environment. Premising, then, that the natural development IS the true one, and 
that all educational force is along that line, I inquire, What is the natural method? 
Let us, if possible, consider this as a child does. 

His positions were illustrated by many anecdotes showing the 
results of awakening the interest of scholars in natural objects. He 
closes his plea for this training as follows: 

MANUAL TRAINING DEVELOPS HABITS OF EXACT OBSERVATION. 

I take it that the power to observe, brought forth and trained by any system, is 
good for all investigation. How can this necesSD.ry faculty be so thoroughly trained 
as in making experiments with things? Every experiment is a question. That 
which comes is an answer to some question, whether it be to one we ask or not. 
When we have once acquired the habit of experimenting we become independent 
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thinkers-then and only then does real education begin. We claim. for manual 
trainin~ that it cultivates as nothing else can do habits of exactness. There can be 
no cutting of corners if we would have good work. Tho use of the rule and of the 
square in measuring patterns, it may be, will do more to train the eye to exactness 
than all the text-books in the world. After the marking, the actual practice in 
sawing, planing, filing, boring, mortising, is the best royal road to the education of 
the hand. The properties of things are made plain only by work in those things, 
an.d an acquaintance with the laws of matter, as to mass and molecule, is gained 
only by a hand-tu-hand struggle. Another result of the real work in manual train
ing, is the creation of a love of reading and of study along in the line of any partic
ular wotk. Only last week I listened with a great deal of interest to a conversation 
between two young architects concerning the wonderful work of another architect, 
and it came out that both had been studying the published life and works of this 
man, one of them paying over one hundred dollars for a certain edition. 

MANUAL TRAINING LEADS TO A WIDER KNOWLEDGE. 

Thus it is that some definite line of work laid out and followed almost compels 
the careful study of the work of like craftsmen. 

Not only is this true along the same line of wo~k, but it increases study of con-
. tributing employments. Thus the miner must, if he be intelligently successful, 
stuay geological formation; must know in what kind of rock to look for gold: must 
understand the effect of different kinds of explosions; must be able to use intelli
gently and economically the quicksilver; in short, must read and study and experi
ment in many ways outside of his real work. 

• · .The machinist is interested in and studies moulding and forging iron, and is quite 
likely to understand mining and smelting the ore. The miller , besides being up to 
the times in his own particular trade, studies the use of machinery, its proper care 
and setting-up, the proportion of work done by one machine compared with that 
done by another. He is interested in the diffet·ent 1.-inds of wheat or other grain 
that he uses, and must know of the climate and soil of a particular place before he 
will contract for his year's supply, for he knows that a few days more or less of 
sunshine, the absence of certam elements in the soil, will show at the end of the 
year on the hundreds of thousands of bushels of grain that he has ground, a gain or 
loss on his balance-sheet. This habit of studying what others know about a thing 
is very important; for what we know about a thing and what others have published 
about it, is all that is known about it. 

· In the school in every school district in the land I would have as adjuncts thereto 
the studying and practice of every industry that could be reached by its pupils. I 
would call in as helpers the carpenters, the joiners, the blacksmiths, the machinists, 

' the farmers, the doctors, the lawyers, the merchants, the book-keepers, the bank
ers, and the capitalists. If any of these citizens could not come to the school-house, 
~en I would take the pupils to them. I would ·make the generation, full of -expe
rience, that is moving across and off the stage of busy life, help by its advice and 
ex.P.Crience those coming on. There has been no such closeness between the real 
budders of society and the young growing up into society as there should have 
been. 

TBE MORAL VALUE OF INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATION. 

lcome now to the last thought of this discussion-the moral power there is in a 
system of manual and industrial training. ' ' The devil never goes where he hears 
the anvil's ring," is an old saying; meaning of course, that industt·y and cl'ime are 
not companions. The old saying, "Idleness is the mother of vice," sings in the 
same strain. In a conversation with John Macomb, the warden of the California 
State prison at San Quentin, I stated to him the ascertained fa.ct in a neighboring 
State, that only fifteen per cent. of the inmates had, prior to being c01mnitted, 
learned a trade, while over sixty per cent. had a grammar-school education. He 
answered that from his observation he had no doubt a like percent.'l.ge of non-trades
men would be found in the one or two thousand convicts found there. These sta
tisti0;'3 mean a great deal. If the public-school system has been. instrume~1tal i!l 

. starting forty per cent. of the boys in the right road, what would 1t not do 1f to 1t 
.were added the real educational force of manual training? 

Our boys do not, in both cases, go to perdition because they want to go there. I.n 
mi!Jly cases, by a lack of training in anything that will enable them to get t he1r 
da~y bread, they are forced to acts of dishonesty in order to provide thP necessary 

. things of life. As I stand before you to-day, I believe it to be a crime before God to 
educate any boy or girl up to a state of want, and cultivate appetite, and not at the 
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same time put in their hands the means of· honestly supplying such wants and appe
tites. When boys and girls are taught directly, or indirectly, that they are above 
manual labor, that it is beneath them to earn their daily bread by the sweat of their 
brow, not only is a wrong done to the State in depriving it of a working factor, but 
a wrong is done to the child, and the foundation laid for idleness, vice, and crime. 
Our system maguifies the nobility and worth of labor. It points to our farms, to 
our granaries, to our work shops, our warehouses, our ships, and our met·chandise ; 
to our commerce, to our railroads, canals, bridges, our tunnels, our s~am engines, 
our pavilions, our fair-buildings, and to our homes, and says : "Behold my handi
work." The earth produces the raw materiaJ; man is to mould and to fashion it, 
to subdue it; and his crown of excellence is emblazoned with these words : "Behold 
what my hand hath wrought." _ . 

The question which confronts us is a grave one. What shall we do with the ten 
millions of school children in the land? Shall we train them to remember simply; 
to get what somebody else has digested; to toil for naught; or shall we take hold 
of them and ask them to see, to observe, to compare, to classify? Shall the most 
perfect of all things in the material world-the hand-be exercised not at all, or 
only in play, and thus lose the power to do? Shall we not rather educate every 

, power of the whole being, and ,by the use in manual training of the hand, guided 
by the eye and put into active operation by the busy brain, educate fully and sym
metrically? 

' A lively discussion, participated in by a large number of speakers, 
followed, in which any moral influence of manual training, as dis
tict from that of other kinds of education, was questioned; the work 
for girls was discussed and instances of instniction in sewing, cook
ing, wood-carving, and even in one instance in carpentry were re
cited. 

A paper on "The Relation of Manual Training Schools to Techni
cal Sch·ools," by Professor C. M. Woodward, of St. Louis, Missouri, 
completes the list of papers read before this Department. From 
this paper the following paragraphs, defining the classes of schools, 
are taken: 

And first, let me clear up some of the confusion which exists in the public mind 
in r!'gard to the functions of a manual-training school. 

To begin with, it is not a technical school. Technical schools, schools of tech
nology, polytechnic schools, are all the same, or should be all the same. If we wish 
our schools to be generally understood, we must give them intelligible names. 

* * * * * * * 
To be sure, we have plenty of "industrial schools," but falsely so called. Just as 

no school for boys under thirteen years of age can properly be called a ''technical" 
school, so no school for general training in drawing, and the use of wood-working 
and metal-working tools, can properly be called either technical or industrial. The 
school bas a new function, and it must have a new name. 

ORIGIN OF THE NAME OF THE "MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOJ~.'' 

The name I proposed for the St. Louis school, in 1879, was that of "Manual
Training School.'' It has met with much favor, both in this country amlin Eng
land; and though the etymologists have been trying to maktdt cover a great c:leal 
that was not intended, it is likely to be generally adopted. Hence, I urge upon all 
teachers and school officers who are responsible for the names apt)lied to their 
schools, to adopt this name for those higher grammar or secondary grades which 
systematically incorporate line-drawing and instruction in the theory and use of 
tools into their course of study. . 

THE SEVERAL CLASSES OF SCHOOLS DISCRIMINATED. 

We have, then, to recapitulate, three kinds of schools which are to be clearly 
distinguished: 1, manual-training schools; 2, trade or industrial schools; and 3, tech
nical schools. 
. The first and last are related as successive members of a system. The graduate 
of the manual enters the technical school as a freshman. The relation of the trade 
school to the others is not clearly established; it does not exist suffi.ciently to render 
a definite statement pos..<;ible. It may be parallel with the manual or it may follow 
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it, according to its grade and purpose. If it sets out ·to train ordinary first-class 
journey-men, using for that purpose training shops and the class methods of in
struction, it runs parallel with the manual school, but reverses the ruanual pto
gramme of two hours per day in shop and all the rest of the time in study, recita
tions, and drawing; and gives six or eight or ten hours per day to shop-work, and· 
the rest of the time to drawing and study. Of cow-se the journeyman turned out 
under such circumstances is a very different thing from the graduate of the man
ual. He has learned a trade and he is prepared to follow it, and he is prepared for 
nothing else. His shop instruction has not taken a wide range like that of our 
manual boy who has worked impartially at the wood-bench, the speed-lathe, the 
anvil. the moulding-bench, the engine lathe, the planer, the drill-press, the vi.se, and 
the draughting-stand, as well as carried on his work in science, literature, and 
mathematics. 
· If on the other hand the trade school is of a higher grade, and proposes to train 
foremen and master workmen, it w!ll follow the manual-training school, taking its 
graduates, or such as find themselves fitted and disposed for such careers, and give 
thelll the full details of_ a mechanical trade in short order. The superintendent of. 
the Missouri Pacific shops in St. Louis wrote me that he had tried several manual 
training boys as apprentices, and that he would gladly fill his shops with such boys 
if he could get them. He found them apt, alert. ambitious, and attentive, and they 
soon distanced boys of the same age who had spent as many years in the shops as 
the manual boys had in their school. This gives some indication of the general and 
special value of the training the school gives. It shows that those who enter me
chanical pursuits after a course in a manual school are to raise those pursuits from 
the level of mere trades, and to make them take on some of the characteristics of 
professions. This to my mind is one of the great missions · of manual education. 

* * * * * * * 
THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL INSPIRES TO HIGHER EDUCATION. 

But in point of fact, very few of the graduates of the manual-training school be
come mechanics in the ordinary sense of that word. While profiting greatly and 
consciously by their contact with tools and practical methods, they find brighter 
and more promising fields than that of the worker for daily wages. Their drawing, 
their tool-work, their mathematics, and their general intelligence, fit them to be 
valuable assistants in a great variety of semi-clerical, semi-industrial work which is 
both pleasant and lucrative. . 

But the most popular choice of manual graduates is that of higher education; and 
in courses of higher study, so far as my observation goes, they are eminently suc
cessful. At present, the largest feeder of the university is the manual-training 
school. Its graduates are found in every cla~s-freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, 
and fifth-year; and in all they are characterized by clear-thinking, and fondness for 
severe intellectual work. In view of the great influence which manual-training 
schools are thus exerting upon technical schools, the question of their relationship 
is very pertinent. * * * 

THE VALUE OF A KNOWLEDGE OF LATIN TO TECHNICAL STUDENTS. 

No technical student should be ignorant of the elements of Latin, and a fair read
ing command of at least one modern language in addition to his own. No study of 
words is so fruitful in clear mmlysis aml a hi~?:h appreciation of the importance of 
slight changes of form, of endings, and amnliaries, as that of Latin. It matters 
comparatively li~tle whether the student remembers in after years the vocabulary 
or the exact forms of Latin verbs; the important thing is that he will never look 
upon any language without feeling the influence of his Latin study. Either French, 
German, or Spanish, should be carefully studied at least one year before entering the 
technical school. 

IMPORTANCE OF A THOROUGH TRAINING IN DRAWING. 

Experience has shown that the drawing course can be carried much farther in the 
preparatory schools than was formerly supposed possible. The drawings now on ex
hibition in the Pavilion show what can be done with boys of high-school grade in a 
manual-training school. In tlw first place, tht>y re:ulily master orthographic and 
isometric projections, and employ them naturally in both freehand and instrumental 
work. They rapidly become expet-t in the use of tee-square, triangles, drawing-pen 
and brush, using India ink or colors. Accuracy, clearness and finish are acquired 
by systematic study of elements, and there is no lack of interest, though picture· 
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making is very rarely indulged in: A certain numer of very instructive· drawings 
must be made by each student to illustrate abstract principles and to represent ideal 
forms; but in all cases where it is possible to draw from objects, objects only should 
be used. ' 

In the selection of objects, great care should be taken to find simple ones, and yet 
. a wide variety. Pupils are rarely fit to make their own selections. Some of the 

elementary principles of descriptive geometry may be introduced. With the ex
ception of a little conventional perspective, so called, I woulQ. leave perspective for 
the technical school. · -

UTILITY OF TRAINING IN ELEMENTARY TOOL WORK. 

The elements of tool-work in woods and metals I regard as eminently appropriate 
· to the educational work in the manual-training school. It is admirably fitted to 

meet the physical, mental, and moral natures of all healthy boys from the age of 
thirteen to eighteen. I make this statement without any reservation whatever. I 
am speaking now about manual training-schools, but were I talking about classical 
schools which do not have tool-work in their course of study, I should say the same 
thing ; nay, I think I should say it with greater emphasis in reference to those 
classical schools which afford so little opportunity for dealing with the concrete, 
and for getting primitive notions of the laws and properties of matter and force. 

The discussion following this paper is given. here in full and com
. pletes the account of the proceedings in this Department. 

W. G. RAYMOND, of California, said that the most· prevailing fault of our common 
method of education is the turning out half-educated men. The object of the tech
nical school is to teach men to manage the forces of nature. What better way to 
teach a man to handle things than to have him handle things? In the teclmical 
school the student is tau~ht the theory of strength of materials ; he learns this much 
more easily and readily if he has worked in and with these materials. 

MR. KRoLL, of St. Louis, spoke of the danger of a popular opinion that a ·man
ual--training school is simply a tool-using school, while 1t lS in reality a high school, 
with certain studies omitted and others added. Mr. Kroll claimed that the manual
training school gives a general education, and illustrated by reference to the curric
ulum, and criticised the technological school curriculum as too narrow. 

JOHN M. ORDWAY, of New Orleans; said, that while the manual-training school 
does fit for the .teclmological school better than any other school, it also fits for all 
other schools, and for actual life. In biology and chemistry, the best students are 
those who have had such culture, which iS a training for laboratory work. The 
skill acquired in the manual-training school assists in and prepares for laboratory 
work in many departments. In Tulane University every student must take drawing 
and manual training, no matt~r what course is contemplated; and the result is very 
perceptible and very beneficial in leading them to think. 

· A question having· been asked by GEo. H. ATKINSON, of Portland, in regard to 
manual training for girls, MR. WooDWARD gave a brief account of the g irl's work 
in the Toledo high school, and PRESIDENT FAIRCHILD described the work of the 
Kansas State Agricultural College, including dressmaking and cooking, both of 
which topics are taught scientifically and practically. The cooking follows a course 
in chemistry. A course in the dairy follows, including the domestic manufacture 
of butter. The course in drawing is the same for both sexes. The work with com
pound microscope has been found to be aided by the preceding work with the 
apparatus of the various laboratories. 



IX. 

THE SWEDISH SLOJD INSTRUCTION.- A COMPILATION BY I. 
EDWARDS CLARKE. 

INTRODUCTION. 

This phase of manual training was first brought to the notice of 
. American Educators generally by the special report of a Committee 

of the Massachusetts Board of Education, given in the F orty-sixth 
Annual Report of the Board, issued January, 1883, introducing and 

. commending the brief account, with accompanying ~apers, by Prof. 
John M. Ordway, of the Massachusetts School of Technology, of a 
visit to Sweden in the summer of 1882. The translated papers com-

. prised a brief article in an educational journal in 1882, by Otto Salo
mon, PH. D.,* and a very full report of an extended tour of inspec
tion throughout Sweden, undertaken in 1880 by H . F. Kjennerud, 
School Superintendent of Christiana, Norway. 

The report by the Norwegian School Superintendent is entitled 
"Work Schools for boys in Town and Country, their object and 
arrangement." Professor Ordway's brief introduction is entitled 
"Hand-work Instruction in Sweden." The special report by the 
committee of the Massachusetts School Board entitled "Manual 
Trainiag in the Common Schools" was given in full in Part I of 
this Report (see Part I, l?age 67), as an indication of the awakening 

· interest in industrial traming. · 
Doubt was, however, there expressed by the present writer as to 

whether the methods adapted to Swedish communities were exactly 
suited to develop the artistic nature of young Americans, which, it 
was pointed out, was the main purpose had in view by the advocates 
of the introduction of Industrial Art Drawing in the public schools. 

It seems clear, from the report of the Norwegian educator, that in 
a very large proportion of t he schools in Sweden the industrial mo
tive, rather than the pedagogic, prevailed both with teachers and 
parents. The SU:ijd schools were at first popular, partly because the 
children made articles which were useful at home, and for which,. 
if not needed for home use, they could get money; it was thought, 
too, that this work directly fitted them to earn money in after life, 
and the peasant parents could understand the practical worth of such 
training; but, as might be anticipated, by and by t he demand for 
~uch articles grew less as the supply increased and as mach~nery was 
mtroduced in the trades of wood working, and the practiCal value 

*This was the latest of a series of four articles by the same author, who is the well
known Director of the Norma.l School fo1· Slojd Instruction at Nii.iis, Sweden, on 
'' Slojd Schools and Common Schools," published respectively in 1876, 1878, 1880, 
1882. 
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of the school training was thereby lessened. Various trades and in
dustries were attempted, but with indifferent success. 

Director Otto Salomon, of the Naas school, seems to have first 
seized on and developed the peda~ogical idea, and, after many ex
periments, t.o have settled on a series of classified progressive model 
forms for the exercises in wood cuttin~, designed only for their peda. 
gogic use, which are known as "SlOJd in wood," and are taught in 
the "Seminary for Teachers" at Naas, of which he is the Director. 

As by degrees the American advocates of Manual Training in 
schools have come more fully to urge its adoption on pedagogical 
grounds alone, the methods adopted by Director Salomon have at
tracted greater attention. In the desire to find some practical method 
of continuing ~he infantile hand training of tb.e Kindergarten 
throu15h the intermediate schools till the child is old enough to enter 
the High School and the Manual Training School proper, attention 
has been turned to the SlOjd methods, and, in the opinion of some, 
this knife work in wood furnislies the long-sought desideratum. 

As appears in Miss Marwedel's paper in Appendix "J," that en
thusiastic Kindergartener thinks the desired" missing link " has been 
found in the special forms of knife work in pasteboard and wood 
·cutti:p~, which are taught by Miss Eva Rodhe, of Gothenburg, Sweden, 
and Director Franz Hertel, of the Manual Labor Training School of 
Zwickau, Saxony. · · 

Miss Marwedel recognizes more fully than many of the advocates 
of a "practical" industrial education seem to do, the importance of 
developing the ~:esthetic nature of the child simultaneously with his 
acquisit.ion of manual dexterity, which is a fundamental feature of 
Frobel's methods. 

In the admirable series of contemporary educational publications 
issued by the New York Industrial Association, in which the latest 
movements in the educational world, especially those relating to In
dustrial Education, are recorded, under the careful editorship of 
Dr. Butler, the President of the Association, "SlOJd" has recently 
filled a large place, no less than five "Leaflets" and three "Mono-

. graphs" having been given to this subject within a single year.* 
From these, and from the brief )_)aper by Director Salomon, t~·ans 
lated by Professor Ordway, the following statements are compiled: 

SLOJD, THE WORD AND THE METHOD. 

The meamng and the pronunciation of this new word are alike 
problematical to English-speaking people ignorant of the Norse lan
guages. Professor OL·dway gives no clue to its pronunciation, and 
says that he adopts it because it has no exact equivalent in English. 
It means, he says, work with the hands with simple tools. The Nor
wegian Superintendent, whose report he gives, also informs his coun
trymen that "SlOjcl, a word derived from the old Norse, is, in tho 
signification in which it will be used here, a peculiar Swedish word, 
the meaning of which is very comprehensive and difficult to define, 
but which it is convenient and natural in this paper to adopt from 
the Swedish." He tells them also that they must learn its meaning 
from the context. 

*See" Educational Leaflet.c;," Nos. 8 and 10, 1888; Nos. 26, 29, and 36 of 1889. 
"Monographs," No. (l of Vol. I, 1888, and Nos. 1 and 2 of Vol. II, 1889. These 

inexpensive publications, of interest to all Educators, can be obtained by addressing 
the Registrar of the College for the Training of Teachers, No. 9 University Place, 
New York. 
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Principal Robert P. Keep, ·i; an article on Swedish Ma~mal Train- · 
ing, published in the Academy, September, 1887, says : 
. "SlOjd (etymoloj?;ically identical with English ' sleight'), manual dexteritY, 
'sleight Qf hand,' 18 the Scandinavian word which designates manual training, 
given in the common schools of Sweden, to volunteer scholars outside of school 
hours. This training is now considered an importan t item in the equipment of a 
Swedish teacher." 

Director Sluys, of Brussels, Belgium, r eporting to his country
, men, says: 

The. word Slojd is a purely Swedish expression, and it is impossible to translate 
it into any o.ther tongue ; it designates manual work peculiar to schools, and domes
tic work, and in itself proves that tbi!l education is really national. Slojd is applied 
to all :work which does not belong strictly to any definite trade. Thus, there are· 
many bodies of tradeSmen who work in wood- carpenters, turners, car vers, basket
makers, etc. ; and while the Slojd is no one of these in particular, yet it touches all, 
in that it comprehends all. Another character of the SlOjd is that it does not admit 
of the division of labor, or piece-work. 

When the construction of an object calls for a combination of several branches 
of trades; it does not belong to the Slojd. In the Slojd the same individual com-· 
pletely finishes the object, even when the latter calls for work in different kinds of 
raw material. 

It seems, then, it is not only English speaking people who find the. 
word untranslatable. ·Our thanks are due to Dr. Keep for the clear 
est suggestion of an English equivalent; yet that is not wholly free 
from an unpleasant significance, for " sleight" is dexterity used for 

·an unworthy lurpose ; for deception, rather than merely an exercise 
of . honest skil . 
· None of these writers have condescended to enlighten us as to t he 

pronunciation of this strange word till Dr. Carpenter, translating 
an article by Director · Salomon, for a " Monograph," get s over the 
difficulty of definition by claiming that the word has become nat
uralized in English and needs no translation, but kindly condescends 
to remark-" once for all" that the Swedish '·' oj is practically 
equivalent to the English oi "; -for which grace, much thanks. Our 
word is, then, in English, sloid, or sloyd, as some prefer to spell it. 

From the several educational author s we may fairly draw the de
duction that, while Slojd means many other things, even as aJ?plied 
to many of the schools of Sweden, as well as in its wider signifi
cance, it means only, when used by American eclucators,-and this 
includes also the English educational writers on the topic,- a pro
gressive course of exercises in wood workin~ as taught by Director 
Salomon, in the " Seminary for Teachers of Manual Training" at 
Naas, Sweden. 

A course in an English school gives a series of thirty-three ar ticles 
to be made by the pupils instead of t he one hundred models used in 
the course at Naas; but the principle of n,rranging the models in a 
progressive series is the same. 

As to the" method". On t his point M. Sluys, in his report, which 
is freely quoted later in this paper , says : 

THE 111ETHOD OF NXXs.* 

If we call that method which is a rational and systematic progress towards. a well
defined object , manual training in the school of Niiiis const1tutes a method mdecd, 
and one that possesses an unquestionable claim to originalty. Nothing in this sys-
_ ......._ __ ·--·-·-·-··-·-··-- --·- --- .. . - ----· 

*See page 39. volume II , No. 2, of l\1onographR of The Industrial Education Asso-
ciation, New York, l\Iarch, 1889. . · 
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tem ia left to chance. It ia·tbe result of experiments covering many years, :with 
. the constant desire of giving llractical form and efficiency to primary instruction in 

· manual work. M. Salomon lS in favor of the modem conception of -the common 
school, and bas endeavored to be-faithful to the fundamental pnnciples of the science 
of education conceming w bich there baa been little ground of difference since Mon-
taigne, Comenius, Rosseau, Pestalozzi and Frobel. . 

* - * * * - * . * * 
Several pages enforcing the necessity, and stating the purpose, of 

introducing Manual Training in the primary schools follow; in which 
the wisdom of thus taking advantage of the natural activity of the 
young child to train the hand is suggested, thEI teaching of trades 
1s contemned, and the pedagogical value of Manual Training enlar~ed 
upon, while esl?ecial emphasis is given to its influence in developmg 
in the minds of the children respect and love for labor. Its hygienic 
value is also dwelt ·upon as furnishing a counterpoise to too close 
mental work by the pupils in the schools of higher grades. -This 
section of M. Sluys's report closes thus: 

Such are the important general considerations which together characterize the 
work of manual training from the p~ogic point of view. We sum them u p in 
saying that its object is: (1) That the child may acquire general manual dexterity. 
(2) To awaken in him the habit and love of work. (3) To promote spontaneity and 
originality. (4) To convince him that order and correctness are essential elements 
of progress. (5) To develop the faculties of·attention and perception. (6) To make 
the clilld earnest and persevering. (7) To waken the aesthetic feeling without 
allowing it to become perverted or exaggerated. (8) To ne~tralize the baneful in
fluence of intellectual studies and the sedentary position maintained in study hours 
upon the general organism. 

While the words of Director Sluys in reference to the "method" 
are so explicit as to lead to their quotation here, thus anticipating the 
fuller reference to his valuable reyort, which w.ill follow in due course 
in the later pages of this paper, 1t nevertheless remains that the most 
direct statement concerning the Slojd "method" and purpose is given 
in a "Leaflet" (No. 36}, reprinted by the New York Industrial Edu
cation Associatwn, from the publications of the English SlOjd·Insti
tute, which, in answer to the question, "What is Slojd?" says: 

Slojd ia a carefully graded system of manual training. Many different kinds of 
educational band-work have been tried in Sweden; but the kind which haa proved 
far the most successful, and is now universally practiced throughout Scandmavia, 
ia Wood.Slojd, or Educational Carpentering. 

Slojd aims at the following results: (1) To implant respect and love for work in 
general. (2) To implant respect and love even for the coaser kinds of honest manual 
work. (3) To develop activity. (4) To foster order, accuracy. cleanliness and neat
ness. (5) To encourage attention, industry and perseverance. (6) To develop the 
physical powers. (7) To train the eye and sense of form. 

It ~roceeds to state that Slojd is the ABC of technical education: 
that 1t fits for practical life; that it tells with advantage on the or
dinary school subjects; fosters home life; develops the physique,· de
velops the mental powers,· has a marked influence on character. Under 
each. of these heads a few confirmatory sentences are given. It will 
be noticed that no claim is here made that this method in any way 
tends to develop or train the resthetic nature of the child. Indeed, 
it is evident that, at the beginning, any tendency towards beauty 
had to be sedulously avoided, because the Swedish peasant parents 
thought it useless. It was not till the children brought home such 
simple wooden utensils as they could see the utility of, that they gave 
consent to the new teaching. This fact lets in a flood of light upon 
the situation. 
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The·report of Superintendent Kjennerud, before referred to as given 
by Professor Ordway, recites numbers of. experiments in various 
kinds of Slojd work in schools, and states incidentally that Director 
Salomon had then 216 models in his course in joiner work. 

In Norway, at Fredrikshald, the superintendent states they have 
red \iced the list to 32 numbers. This closely corresponds with the . 
modification made by Miss Chapman in the English school at Bed
ford, already mentioned. 

It is evident, then, that this '' method" as now existing at Naas 
was, at the first, largely empirical and tentative; that its present 
development is almost wholly due to the genius and ability of Di
rector Salomon, and that it is a method still open to discussion and 

· to Jp.odifications. In a recent statement by Miss E. P. Hughes, 
·Principal of the Cambridge (England) Training College (reprinted 
in Educational Leaflet, No. 26, J anuary 5, 1889), which is a summary 
of the economic advantage of the Naas system, as claimed by its 
founder; the claim is advanced that-

.(d) It tends to develop the ~BSthetic sense. There are two kinds of models made 
at Niiiis; first, such as can be made by exact measurement , use of a ruler and a 
pair of compasses, and secondly, those which contain curves. The second kind 
have the sam~ educational effect as modelling in. clay, with the additional advan
tage of requiring greater care. The teachers at Niiiis distinguish between beauty 
of form in an object, and beauty of form on an object-i. e., in the way of deco
ration. They urge it is very desirable to cultivate, first an appreciation of beauty of 
form in an object, and hence in carpentering every care is taken to make the out
line of the obJects beautiful, but no decoration, such as carving, is allowed until 

. the pupils have worked for a considerable time. · 

The assertion that the making of any or these models can be su
perior, as a· means of resthetic education, to modelling in clay, will, 
I think, seriously be questioned. Nor are the models in themselves 
at all calculated to charm by their intrinsic beauty of form; the avoid
ance of excess of ornament is, in itself, admirable, but it does not 
appear that the Swedish Sl<>jd occupations can, in anyway, compete, 
as a means of cultivating in the child taste and the perception of 
beauty; with the Iudustrial Art Drawing introduced by -walter 
Smith. That the two may be combined, or rather may be taught 
contemporaneously, is indeed possible, and if Slojd js to be adopted, 
as its advocates hope, as a step in the instruction of our public 
schools, it is to be hoped that it will be so modified and combined 
with instruction in drawing as to secure to the children the advan
tages of resthetic instruction which were afforded by the Smith 
syst~m of I~d';lstrial Art Drawing. . 

It 1s very ev1dent from the accounts given by the wnters on the 
Slojd movement that their enthusiasm has been awakened by the 
remarkable personality of the director of the school and by the 
charming surroundings of the place. · 

The benevolent merchant Herr Abrahamson, whose wea.lth and 
generosity have given to Director Salomon his opportunity, and the 

. enthusiasti~ Teacher himself, seen in the midst of their beautiful 
sur,roundings, form a most attractive picture. In reading the pages 
wrttten by the pupils of this remarkable man I have been con
stantly reminded of" the personal influence of the lamented Walter 
Smith, who$e very presence was an inspiration to hjs pupils, and 
who was gifted with a rare power of influencing any audience. 

Dr. Otto Salomon seems, indeed, a born teacher. The story of 
_ Naas and somewhat of the details of the methods there followed 
.will now be given. 
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In t'883 Messeiurs A. Sluys and H. Van Kalken were sent by the 
then Minister of Education of Belgium,. M. P. Van Humbeeck, on a 
tour of inspection of the methods of teaching manual training in the 
p1:imary schools of Sweden. 

Owing to the abolition of the office of Minister of ,Education, ef
fected by the clerical members of the Chamber, the report made by 
M. Sluys was not published by the Government. It was subse
g_uently privately publish ed, and has, with the author's permission, 
been translated and issued in their series of " Monographs" by the 
New York Industrial Education Association.* This work gives a 
concise statement of the movement for the introductio-n of Industrial 

. Training- in many of the countries on the continent of Europe. From 
his spec1al account of the schools founded by ::\{. Abrahamson, the 
following descriptive extracts are taken: . 

THE ·SCHOOLS OF N.A.As. 

Niiiis is an ancient courtland, situated in the district of Elfsborg, near the line of 
railway which connects Gothenburg with Stock,tolm, and fifty kilometres from the 
former place. The castle sLands upon the crown of a headland which juts out into 
Lake Sii:fveliingen. It has no .particular architectural style, but is admirably situ
ated in a most picturesque r.egwn, upon a height which commands a vast horizon, 
the details of which are defined by a pure and limpid atmosphere. The lake, in its 
somewhat capricious circuit is bordered by gmnite rocks forming the base of, a pla
teau, partially covered with dark forests of oak and birch trees, alternating with 
fresh pastures where herds of cattle dot the green turf. Here and there may be 
seen through the foliage pretty farms and isolated villas, with an air of simplicity 
and comfort quite tmusual. Leaving the high way from Gothenburg to Stockholm, 
we reach the castle by a beautiful avenue. We then climb a series of U>rraces or
namented with balustrades, antique vases, groups of old pine-trees, and parterres 

· gay with. the choicest flowers. On the right extends a park where nature and art 
seem, to 1.\ave rivalled each other to produce effects both grand and beautiful. Then, 
.from occasional points of view the lake presents an indefinable charm in its ever 
changing as)Ject; now with the sunshine sparkling upon its limpid waters and bring
ing out every detail -of the picturesque banks; and again when the silvery moon· 
light renders still more mysterious the vague outlines of the rocks and trees, mak
ing them seem fantastic silhouettes engraved on the horizon. But what at Nl'iiis is 
most worthy of admiration is not the castle filled with noble works of art, where 
've were received as friends and treated with charm in~ hospitality; nor yet those 
beauties of nature which recall to mind those of the Belg1c forest of Ardennes. That 

. which appeals directly to the heart is the number of philanthropic enterprises which 
have been built up by the proprietor of this domain. 

THE BENEVOLENT ENTERPRISES UNDERTAKEN BY M. ABRAHAMSON. 

M. August Abrahamson is, indeed, one of those rare men whose constant endeavor 
it is to ameliorate, both morally and substantially, the condition of the common lleople. 
He has shown in many practical ways how a man may efficiently benefit his country 
and humanity when he has at the same time large nteans and n sottliJenetrated with 
a desire for progress. He began, when he had acquired the manor of Nl'iiis, fifteen 
years ago, by having the cottages of the peasants rebuilt, and introducing into the 
neighborhood the most desirable systems of cultivation and im]Jrovement. He 
founded three free schools which he endowed with the sum of 315,000 francs. His 
aim was not merely to afforcl primary instruction to girls ami boys, living in the 

. locality, but also to propagate at home and abroad the idea of manual training, as pre· 
conceived by its greatest teachers. The primary school for boys was opened in 1872. 
It is attended by children from ten to fourteen who have already gone through a lower 
grade.t Twenty-two hours a week are given to the following branches of instruc 

*"Manual Training in Elementary Schools for Boys," by A. Sluys, Director of 
the Normal School, Brussels, Belgium. In two Parts. Part I , pp. :n. Part II, 
pp. 86. These are numbers 1 and 2, Vol. II, of the Monoj!;mphs of The Industrial 
Education Association, New York, Jnnuary and March, 1889. 

t Primary instruction has been obligatory in Sweden since 1842; it is given in two 
gradeR of schools, the elementary for children from six to ten years, and the primary 
for those from ten to fourteen. 
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tion: Swedish language, history, geography, natural science, wt·iting, drawing, sing
ing, gymnastics, military drill and horticulture. Besides these the pupils work two 
hours a day in the shop. The manual work does not tend specially towards prep
aration for any trade. There is no idea of apprenticeship connected with the course, 
whkh is purely pedagogical. The work is regarded as an educating prooess, equal 
in its importance to any otl;ler branch which is taught. It is the principal who 
teaches it. By a regular system in the use of tools, the construction of a hundred 

·objects forms a progressive series, by means of which the pupil acquires skill and 
general rea~in~, which renders him fitted to undertake la~r, on leav~g scl1<~ol, 
the apprenticeship to ll:llY trade whateyer, and to P.erform, ~1th no ou~1de ass_lSt- ·. 
a.uce, every practical kind of work which the expenence of life may brmg to htm. · 
Moreover thl8 instruction implies .active physical exercise, which, with gymnastics, 
properly so-called, contributes to establish that physical equilibrium which is al
ways more or less disturbed by studies purely intellectual. In short, it inspires in 
the pupils a love of work, and develops the faculties of observation and intuition. 

* * * * * * * 
M. Abrahamson, in 1874, founded a primary school for girls. Its object was to 

provide for girls from ten to sixteen years at the same time with the ordinary in
struction the .required degree of skill in all feminine occupatioilS, such as spinning, 
weaving, hand and machine sewing, the ordering of the household affairs ; the 
preparation of food, etc.; in a word, the pupils are fitted for all sorts of occupations 
wh1ch will be of constant use to the mother of a family. This year (1884) there was 
introduced into this school a course of wood-work, occupying two and a half hours 
per week. The school year is ten and a half months, and there are eight hours of 
study and of work each day. The pupils are separated into two departments; in 
the upper class 24 hours a week are given to the ordinary studies, and ten to manual 
training. In the lower class fifteen hours are g iven to the domestic work, and 
twenty-One to theoretical lessons. This school is now established in a pretty villa 
n.~:· the lake, a kilometre from the castle, from which one sees its gay front. 

THE SLOJD NORMAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

The normal school for manual training, S!Ujdlarareseminarimn, * is a unique insti
tution. A complete study of its history and organization, the application of its prin
ciples, its m ethods and its programme, will be, we think, rich in suggestions of all 
kinds bearing upon the important question of primary schools for manual training. 

We will begin by giving a rapid exposition of this remarkable sch09l, reserving 
for more thorough treatment in another chapter its pedagogical system. This nor
mal school was established in June, 1875, and fi,·e years later , because of its in
creased numbers, was located in the building which it now occupies. It is an ele
gant structure of wood, in the Scandinavian style of architecture, the principal 
ft>.atures of the facade being a flight of stone steps overshadowed by a sloping roof 
which covers the main entt·ance. On each side of the door are three windows of 
carved wood with casements of wood in the bark, the whole being crowned by a 
jutting gable; the two wings being of equal dimensions and extending se,·eral me
tres upon the line of the middle stm·y. The g round-floor consists of two wo1·kshops, 
at the right, one containing 19 tables, and the other 12; a t uming lathe, a grind
stone, and joiner's tools, as well a.s those used for tuming tmd carving in wood, 
being lnmg upon the wall with orderly arrangement. 

THE CLASS ROOMS. 

There are two class-rooms, in which ordinary pl'imary instruction is g iven; the 
t~hers who follow the course of Slojd, meet there to listen to pedagogical lectures 
gtven bf M. Salomon and to discuss questions which pertain to the subject of primary 
manua training. 

The desks of the class occupy n. portion of the space, and cn.n be grn.dually raised 
or lowered to suit the height of the pupil. We take pains to point out this partic
ular feature, which ap{>ears to be a most ingenious solution of the question of 
school desks. Beautifu geographical charts, colored prints of plants and animal
the Deyrolles collection -adorn the walls. A collection of minerals and precious 
stones is enclosed in a ~lass case, together with geometrical forms and other speci
?Dens which S,!Jggest obJect teaching , and on the wall facing the pupils are engrav
Ings of the kmgs of Sweden and some noted teachers. In shor t, the aspect of the 

* Literally, Training-College fur Teachers-Slojd. 
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class-rooms is cheerful, the laws of health having been scrupulously observed in 
their construction, and the entire school properties showing that the instruction 
there given is on the plan of the highest conception of a modern public school. 

THE WORKSHOP AND THE MUSEUM. 

The classes pass to the workshop through a large corridor where the pupils meet 
at certain hours for singing-lessons, accompanied by the organ. The two wings 
are separated by a grand hall- the museum- which contains models for technical 
work and a numerous collection of every kind of to;rs, furniture, tools, etc., which 
have served as models dw·in~ the expenmental penod. The Naas method is not 
the product of pure theory; 1t is the fruit of long and serious practical study, and 
of research to which such men as M. Salomon, and his colleague M. Jolmson, in 
order to attain a practical formulation of the Slojd system, have given years of in
vestigation, with a rare perseverance which has at last been crowned with success. 
The upper part of the school is furnished with well arranged dormitories ; a beau
tiful reading-room, where the instructors find the different journals and books 
treating of the subject of industrial education ; apartments for the p1·ofessors, and 
rooms for the servants. On one side of the principal building is the storehouse for 
wood, and in front of it the home of the director. 

PUPILS FROM VARIOUS COUNTRIES. 

·Around the school-house are flag-staffs, from which float the fla~ of the countries 
representod by the students pursuing the normal training. Durmg our sojourn at 
Niiiis, the flags of Sweden, Finland and Belgium reminded us that teachers from 
these three countries were brought together here for mutual study of a question of 
the highest importance- as affecting the future moral, intellectual and material wei-

. fare of the people. During the first five years, from 1875 to 1880, the normal school 
of Nii.iis had for its objects the instruction and full preparation of men capable of 
giving instruction in schools of technical character, whether these were independent 
or annexed to primary schools. 

Observe what were the qualifications for admission. Students were required to 
have reached the age of 18 years at least; . to have sufficient physical strength to 
perform the duties for which the course provides; to have already had !l<)me prac
tice in manual training ; to be acquainted with all the subjects that are insisted on 
in Sweden at a final examination in the primary schools. 

THE FORMER COURSES OF INSTRUCTION. 

. The instruction comprehended two courses-one theoretical or general, and the 
other practical. The former included Arithmetic, Geometry, Physics, Mechanics, 
Linear Drawing, Pedagogy and Methods; the other comprised the practice of trades, 
the execution of such work as teaches the use of different tools, as those of the car
penter, the turner, the wood-carver, and the smith; familiarity with the use of 
tools; the making and the mending of the simple instruments and utensils required 
in the establishment; the making o( carriages and wheels for common carts; work
ing with the larger edged tools and with the file. 

The course covered one year, occupying fifty-four hours per week; of which thirty
six were given to manual work and eighteen to scientific studies. Those who fol
lowed this course were exercised in special instruction in manual training, by giv
ing daily lessons to the pupils of the primary school constituting the practice school. 
The final examination included three tests- one in theoretical studies, one practical 
test in linear drawing and the work of the shop, and one didactic examination in 
the school of practice. A diploma was given to such candidates as acquitted them-
selves with success. · 

THE COURSES AS CHANGED IN 1880. 

In 1880 this system was modified, the theoretical course suppressed, and the entire 
instruction concentrated in the exclusive study of manual work. Since that period 
the school no longer consists of teachers merely; but exception is made in favor of 
those with diplomas, who wish the practical knowledge required for teaching the 
Slojd in the schools where they are employed. 

This change is because of the purely pedagogical character of the Niiiis method. 
The manual work not being considered a direct preparation for fixed trades, but as 
an educational means, forms no special part of the course, and the instructor teaches 
it to his pupils when instructing them in drawing, writing, ciphering, and so on. 
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PEDAGOGICAL VIEWS HELD BY M. SALOMON. 

:Mr. Otto Salomon thinks that the special mission of the primary school is the forma
tWa cultivation of the faculties; that the different branches of education must be 
considered as a proper means to.attain this end, and that no one can claim to be 
·special. All are to be ~thered in one harmonious whole, and the fundamental 
condition essential to this result consists in charging a single instructor with the 
teachin~ of the entire course to the pupils of the same class. According to this 
conception, there can be no question of applying to the primary school the principle 
of the division of work, since in spite of the apparent· diversity of the subjects 
taught, the system forms, as a whole, an indivisible unit. The system of employ
ing special professors is inconsistent with the object Qf primary teaching. 

THE COURSES FREE FOR SWEEDISH TEACHERS. 

The consequence of this system is the necessity of preyaring teachers for the man
ual instruction. This is the role assigned to the norma school at Niiii.s. It is >pen 
to all instructors who desire to introduce industrial education into their schools. 
Both the course and the lodgings are free. Teachers take their meals at a restaurant 
adjoining the school, at a cost of a little over a franc a day. Generally the Swedish 
teachers who pursue the course receive for their traveling expenses subsidies from 
economic societies, which are associations formed for the promotion of every kind of 
work having for its object the moral and material welfare. of the people. 

RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF SLOJD WORK IN SCHOOLS OF SWEEDEN. 

. For several years the subject which occupies our attention has made considerable 
· progress in Sweden, which has at present (1885) nearly 700 schools where the Slojd 
is taught. There are not in all of them teachers who give the full course, their nec
~y preparation having been defective; but the general tendency is toward that 
·result. Although the official programmes of the normal and the primary schools do 
not definitely prescribe manual instruction, the Swedish government is interested in 
the subject, and there are many teachers of that nationality who voluntarily put 
themselves in a way to introduce it into their schools. Since 1878 many teachers have 
been initiated in the Niiii.s method. The temporary normal course lasts six weeks; 
and the review which takes place the following year covers five weeks. In general 
these two courses suffice for the preparation of teachers in the construction of the 
hundred models of the series, if they continue the tool practice during the year which 
intervenes between the two. As in Sweden the vacations do not occur at the same 

· time in all the schools, they have provided at Niiiis for a numbet· of temporary or 
partial courses each year. . 

, In an historical chapter M. Sluys traces the growth of the idea of 
manual training in Education from the "manifesto" on the training 
of all boys and girls, issued to the cities and people of Germany by 
Dr. Martin Luther in 1524; he then cites Comenius, in his great work 
on Education, early in the Seventeenth Century. Then the great 
English educator, Locke, followed by the Frenchman, Rousseau in 
"Emile;" by Basedow, in Germany in 1774, and by Salzman, the 
same year, in founding the Institute at Schnepfenthal; by Blasche, 
. who two years later was put in charge of the t.echnical training given 
in this Institute, and then by Pestalozzi. 

All of these educational authorities realized and urged the impor
tance of Manual Training simultaneously with Intellectual Traimng; 
want of space frevents fuller citation from these interesting pages of 
~he account o the beginnings of this movement. His statements 
concerning Frobel, and the account of the efforts of Oygnaeus, of 
Finland, are so closely related to the topics comprised iu this Ap
pendix that they arehere quoteu in full: 

FROBEL AND KINDERGARTEN METHODS. 

To .Frobel belon~ the distinguished honor of havinfi' established the ~rue princ_i
ples of the educatton of children and of having concetved a method sutted to thetr 
nature. If many of his ideas do' not defy criticism, there is one which will suffice 
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·to insure for Jilin, an ever-increasing renown in proportion as it becomes bettec 
understood. It is that principle of aqtion which combines "to know" with "to do" 
in that methodical, progressive, intelligent activity based upon the spontaneous 
enet·gy of the individual. Gifts and occupations provide their own peculiar means 
for developing the human being ha:rmomously in, the domain of art, science and 
industry. The occupations of the .k.i.r\dergarten. tend to increase general technical 
aptitude. They not only develop manual dexterity, but they alc;o appeal to the 
intelligence and to the heart, and are conducted on resthetic principles. Frobel, 
in "The Education of Man," says on this point: "The pupil is to train himself to 

. external and material manifestations, according to rule and law; that is to say, 
going always from particular Ia ws to general laws. It is hert> that are to take plnce 
the manifestations produced by more or less substance, the constmctions, the work 
in paper,in card-bOard, in wood, or clay modeling." And again: "Pupil· of this 
age should be gradually taught domestic affairs, and the different trades of the 
workshops, 6r of agriculture; they may be guided in this by a judicious father who 
is in.telligent and apt at these kinds of work. Later on, they will be led by their 
parents or teachers to produce alone, no matter what, following out their own idea
and to construct also by themselves, some little objects for which they will thus 
gain experience and a necessary kind of routine. It is important to reserve for a 
young boy at least an hour or two a day, that he may apply himself to some serious 
manual work having a definite object. This will prepare him for the important 
life-work, and it is one of the greatest evils that we have to complain of in our 
public schools, that they prevent the pufil from taking any share in domestic affairs, 
and from all participation in externa productions. It will be said, on the other 
hand, perhaps, that the pupil of that age, if he would acquire a certain degree of 
knowledge, should devote to this. end all his time and faculties. That this is an eiTor 
is plainly proved by experience; for manual training not only fortifies the body, but 
exerts a salutary effect upon the mind; an influence so happy, that when the pupil 
is invigorated, if we may so express it,·by a bath of manual Jabot·, he finds himself 
more fresh and vigorous for intellectual work." 

The principles of Frobel are not merely adapted to elementary schools and kinder
gartens,-they should penetrate the primary schools, and even general education. 
We are still far from a method entirely based on the Frobel theory; that will be 
the work of the future. But we see the breaking forth of the dawn of this trans· 
formation of the primary school in many places. 

In France and Belgium, they ha~·e adopted some of the exercises of the Frobel 
method in the recent programmes of their primary instruction. It is true they are 
mutilated, thereby losing much of their value, because they belong t~ an organized 
whole, of which each part is intimately connected with the othe1-s. 

UNO CYGNAEUS OF FlNT,AND. 

In Finland, Frobel found one apo::;tle who was convinceu of the truth of his ideas. 
In 1858, the Finlander Uno Cygnneus was entmsted by the government of his coun· 
try, with a mission of pedagogic~~~ stuuy throughout the connt1·ies of Europe. 
Frobel's ideas, especially those in regard to manual training, exerted a deep influ· 
ence upon his mind, and he 1·esolved to introduce manual training into all the 
schools of his country. In theRhe·innische BUitter fiir E1·zeilumg 1md Unte~Ticht, 
1882, Heft lll, there is an open letter by Cygnaeus to Dr. Wichanl L.1.nge, in which 
we learn that the study of Frobel's writings convinced him of the necessity of in· 
troducing manual training into primary instruction. He chose work calculated to 
awaken resthetic feeling, to develop manual dexterity and to impnrt general skill. 
He included carpentering, the turning-lathe, work in iron, and basket making. 
He does not consider any of these as a preparation for any trade; they are only 
means for a general development. 

Cygnaeus tells us, that he everywhere met oyposition, especially in Sweden and 
Denmark, when he desired to introduce manua training into the schools. The old 
schoolmasters shm~ged their shoulders and decla\·ed that it was an effort to revive 
the futilities and cluldishness of the Basedow system. Only the partisans of Frobel 
showed themselves favorable to the proposed reform. In a proposition addressed • 
to the $enate of Finland, Cygnaeus insisted upon the necessity of introducing man
ual training into the normal schools, and his wish was gratified. From that time, 
manual education has been widely diffused throughout that country. In 1870, the 
question was seriously agitated in Sweden, Norway and Denmark. 

In one of his writings, Cygnaeus makes the remark, not without bittem ess, that 
these countries seemed to ignore the initiative which was taken by himself in Fin· 
land. Nevertheless, we cannot help saying that this assertion appears to i.Je exag· 
gerated. From the lips of M. Salomon we have learned what admimtion and higlt 
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· esteem he felt for the persevering efforts of U uo Cygnaeus. In his work, " Ha.nd
fertigkeit und Volkschule,'~ he says: It is to Finland, that the honor belongs of having 
recognized before all other countries, the pedagogical value of manual training, and . 
of.havingputthe idea in practice in its public schools; and it is toM. Uno Cygnaeus, 
that Finland owes this benefit.* The efforts of Uno Cygnaeus bore bountiful fruit 
in his own country. The law of 1866 made manual work obligatory in all primary 
'and normal schools. It is the regular instniCtor who teaches it. The teacher-pupils 
are exercised in carpenter's work, wood-carving, basket-making, work in iron, and at 

. the forge, . 
Although it is undeniable that Cygnaeus has exerted an influence in Sweden, it 

is none the less true that in that country manual training developed spontaneously. 

An interesting description of the situation in Sweden follows. The 
rapidity of the growth of this form of school training is shown by the 
statement that while in 1876 there were only 87 schools which adopted 
the. Slojd, in 1884 there were 700. To the sculptor, Charles Ahlborn, 
who, .for several years, travelled over the country, urging by public 
lectures the adoption of Slojd in schools ; to Count Erick Sparre, as 
well as to M: Abrahamson, and M. Otto Salomon, whose schools 
he has particularly described, credit is given for this remarkable and 
peaceful development. The closing paragraph of this chapter1 which 
here follows, evinces clearly that it is the pedagogic quality of this 

. training which gives its value in the judgment. of M. Sluys. 

THE PEDAGOGIC VALliE Ql<' SLOJD. 

· In the be~ning the economic conception was generally adoJ)ted. Everywhere 
· manual traming was looked upon as a means of preparing the c 1iluren of the com
mon people to earn their living. Butg1·adually the question took on its true aspect. 
It w:as recognized that manual training has a more elevated purpose, and one indeed 
more useful, in the deeper meaning of the term. It came to be considered as an 
educational process for the complete moral, physical and intellectual development 
of tlie child. Thus was realized in Sweden the dreams of those illustrious teachers, 
Comenius, Rosseau, Pestalozzi and Frobel, in seeing combined in the primary school 
programme; manual training and the teaching of purely theoretical subjects, so as 
to ensure the integral cultivation of all the faculties and all the aptitudes which 
make up the complete man. 

· In the Second Part of M. Sluy's report, the methoJs followed in 
the school!> of Nalls are descrihetl , and a resum6 of t.he lectures ~ ven 
by M. Salomon to his pupils, is wrought inLo the text; thong11 the 
:parts separately due to the teaehel', or the writm·. are not at all clearly 
mdicated. · 

The opening passage of Part II. has alreatly been tlnotcll. See 
ante, pages 865-13. 

Several pages on "the necessity aml aim of Manual Training in 
the Primary Schools" follow. Then comes a chapter in "the choice 
of Manual occt!pations," for use in the schools; several quotations 
from Rosseau's Emile precede a statement about the stupefying effect 
on the worker of the modern economical division of work. Howevel' 
necessary this division of labor may be in effecting cheap prolluction, 
it ~s clearly unfit for developing the faculties and deftness of the 
ch1ld; the occupations for the training of children must then be such 
.as the child can perfonn by himself. 

This matter of selecting· occupations for school work is further 
considered as follows: 
. *Finland has already sent to Niiiis. ~ome students to ue in~tnu..:tt:!d iu manual train

.. ,mg· af~r the method of M. Otto Salomon. 
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THE SELE_CTION OF SCHOOL OCCUPATIONS CONSIDF..RED. 

It is sufficient to point briefly to the necessity of giving to children only such oc
cupations as are in proportion to their physical strength. If. they demand too vio
lent or fatiguing effort, they debilitate and exhaust them; but if they are too easy 
and excite no sustained ·attention, or do not present ever increasing difficulties of 
execution; they do not exercise the faculties sufficiently, do not promote bodily 
health, and will not form habits of persevering effort. . 

On the other hand, the exercises should consist of an inductive series, gradually 
mcreasing in difficulty of execution, exciting energy demanding more and more 
attention, so that each eff~rt may be a little more difficult than that whi~h preceded 
it, and so prepare for the work which is to follow. This is the necessary condition 
for cultivating emulation, Zeal and perseverance, and insuring constant progress on 
the part of the pupil. 

USEFUL HOUSEHOLD OBJECTS ONLY TO BE MADE. 

The nature of the objects to be manufactured by the. children is also important. 
It touches considerations of a high order, which at first sight do not appear, and in 
connection with which we are about to make some sugl?estions. .At Niiiis, every 
work of luxury, of pure fancy, or for mere ornament, IS prohibited; the method 
only includes the construction of useful objects which can be employed in the fami-
lies of the 'children attending the school. · 

Their nature is determined by the social position of the parents of the pupils; they 
belong generally to the farming or working class, as do the great majority of those 
in other places who go to the public schools. Such an object, while useful in the 
home of a rich citizen, would be out of place in the humble lodging of a workman 
or peasant. For these last everythin~ was a luxury which has no direct value in 
the housekeeping. But we have in view the education of the children of the must 
numerous social class, that which lives by manuallal>or. It is in the highest degree 
important not to cultivate in them a taste for frivolities and useless things. The 
time they spend at school is too short, the practical necessities of life too imperious, 
for us to rationally think of teaching them to construct objects of mere ornament. 
Besides, this question has a moral aspect which should engage our attention. Ex
:{>6rience proves that children who have been altogether taught construction of ob
Jects of luxury feel afterwards a strong dislike for making useful and indispensa
ble ones. Hence young girls who have begun with embroidery and work of that 
description, will be more disinclined to engage in the housekeeping cares, mending 
of garments, making of shirts and everything which they consider unworthy their 
attention. In the same way most boys after being assi~ned to the making of ob
jects of ornament, such as boxes, frames, and other things of questionable choice, 
cut from wood and card-board, show a disdain for wore serious work. There are 
formed in their minds, unconsciously, false notions concerning the object and the 
dignity of work; they come to look upon heavie1· tasks as unworthy of their elforts 
an~ distinct from what they consider noble work, whereas it is desirable to pene
trate their minds at the earliest possible period with this profound moral princi\Jlc, 
that all useful work confers honor upon those who do it. We insist upon the Im
portance of this principle, because m highly civilized countries many children of 
workmen and peasants show a strong tendency to despise manual labor, aspire to 
abandon the condition of their parents and to embrace professions that they con- · 
sider much superior, such as clerkships in mercantile houses or public offices. 

THE CHILDREN THEREBY LED TO FOLLOW THE OCCUPATION IN LIFE OF THEill 
PARENTS. 

In organizing manual training in a school for the people, and in excluding from 
it wholly such occupations as have no other object but luxury or ornament, we 
shall inspire the children with a respect and liking for the useful occupations fol
lowed by their parents. We think that the principle laid down in the above should 
also be applied to schools frequented by those in easy circumstances. They have 
already too much inclination in these modern times to occupy their attention with 
futile objects, and to attach to them a merit that they by no means deserve. In 
having them perform useful work we may counteract, in a certain degree the bad 
effects of an ill-directed home-education. We are asked if it is not proper to teach 
children to make toys. This kind of work has been condemnE>d at Ni'tiis for many 
reasons. First, the instruction given in Slojd is to children from ten to fi fteen, 
sons of peasants or working-men ; they have a life before them for which they 
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.: must be prepared; the making of things so trivial and transient as toys is not con
sistent with such an object. Then, too, toys at this age onl;r give a brief satisfac
tion. Children find no more pleasure in making them than m the useful articles to 
be given to their parents, and which serve useful purposes in their homes. Parents 
do not value the toys, while they do prize the useful articles. When the child 
brings from school an object of this kind, they show satisfaction and congratulate 
and encourage the little worker. The object is at once utilized, and they make use 
of it with pleasure that is ever new. The toy falls short of that general satisfac
tion which is to the child a lively stimulant. At first, in the Niifu! school, they did 
cause the children to construct mere objects of ornanl"nt, and toys; but the parents 
showed themselves quite averse to this kind of work; they said it was to their chil
dren a loss of precious time; it became necessary to pay them fifty-six centimes a 
day to engage them to send their children to Slojd, After this experience, objects 
having no practical utility were en~irely suppressed, and from that time the parents 
have taken pleasure in seein~ the it· children pursuing the course of manual training. 

At the Teachers' ConventiOn held at Upsal in 1888, tllis subject was under dis
cussion, ·and the views of M. Salomon, concerning the nature of objects in the 
course of the Slojd was almost unanimously approved. Hence we may affirm that 
the Slojd is thus deeply rooted in Swedish soil because of its utilitarian character, 
and .has been for this reason commended to the mass of people; wlule its principles 

-are in strict conformity with those of a serious education. Here, then, Rousseau 
was right; " I wish above all that Emile should learn a trade. A reputable trade 
at least, do you say? What does the word mean? Is not every trade that is use
ful to the ~ublic1 respectable ? · I do not wish him to be an embroiderer, a gilder ol.' 
varnisher like the gentlemen of Locke, I prefer that he should build high ways rather 
than make flowers on porcelain. So retuming to the first expression, let us choose 

·11- respectable trade, but let us ever remember that there is no respectability with
out utility."* 

It will be noted that the avowed· object of this Manual Training 
Education in Sweden, as stated in the preceding paragraphs, is to 
tet~in the children of P easants in the peasant class! However valid 
such an educational purpose may be in a kingdom of Europe, it is 
not to be- tolerated in the school training of children in the Ameri
~l:l.n Republic. 

·' In manual work the construction of objects should tend to develop the esthetic 
feeling by their pure forms. This theory is not in contradiction to those whicli 
prohioit objects of mere ornament or luxury. Useful household objects are capa
ble of a certain degree of good taste when constructed exactly, correctly, and with 
neatness. It is not in superfluous ornament that we find true beauty. It has been 
said with reason that " the beautiful is the splendor of the tl11e." Ornamentation 
in excess shows the decadence of art. One may safely assert this in regard to many 
modern conceptions, artistic so called, such as monuments, mat·bles, etc. We must 
guard against this carefully in primary education in general, and particularly in 

• manual training. True beauty consists in that harmony and symmetry, which 
provides that everything be perfectly adapted to its use, that it occupy exactly the 
necessary space, so that there be none too much or too little, all parts being balanced 
and sustained .by unity. Every useful object, however common it may be, may 
illustrate by its structure, either vulgarity or good taste. So in the composition of 
a series of models, we should consider first ol all their utility from the point of 
view of the social condition of the pupil, but give to them always the most elegant 
form possible. In this way the SloJd may have a truly educating influence. Not 
only will it develop the skill of the hand, but the exactness of the eye, and it will 
~ratify the sense of the beautiful while it will prevent it from misleading, corrupt
Ing, or predominatin~ too exclusively. 

Sucli are the prine1ples which have guided M. Otto Salomon in the choice of 
trades to be introduced into the primarv school. We make n. complete review of 
thenl when we say that the manual occupations of the primary school are to an
awe~ the following conditions: 

First. -To exercise as completely as possible manun.l skill. 
Second. -To fix the attention and awaken the intelligence. 
Third. -To give habits of order, exactness and neatness. 
Fourth.-To lin1it the constt·uction of objects to those of general utility. 
Fifth. -To develop the esthetic feeling without exaggerating or perverting it. 

*Rosseau, Emile, Book III. 
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· Sixth. - To undertake the construction of complete objects, t{) be finished with• 
out division of labor. 

Seventh.-The work to be in proportion to the physical strength of the children. 
Eighth. -To be w holesoine, to develop general strength and to be calTied on as . 

fa~: as possible in the standing position. 
Ninth.-To present a progressive series, that is, graduated according to the diffi

culties of execution. 
In schools of primary manual work, the choice of the means has generally been 

limited to the following: · 
Work in iron at the forge- locksmithing. 
In straw and rushes -basket-making. 
In paper, card-board- book-binding. 
In wood-turning, carving, carpentering and coopers' work. 

Each of these forms of work are considered in turn. and the con
clusion is reached that "work in wood," Slojd, meets more of the 
requisites than any other. * * * . · 

THE WOOD SLOJD TAUGHT AT N.:V:s. 

It is to this conclusion that they have come at Niiii.s: 
The Slojd there includes the making of a hundred objects of wood. It is not 

joiner's work, properly speaking; it is a combination of carpenterings, cooperage, 
turning and carving. There are 46 tools.* They comprise the u sual joiner's tools, 
besides the knife, the tvabstrinque, a curved knife, which is used to carve SJJ<>Qns; the 
chisels and gouges of a turner, and the turning lathe. The knife, which is unknown 
to joiner's work properly so-called, is very much used in the Sli:ijd. The Swedish 
peasants use it to carve a multitude of objects in wood and then· children are long 
accustomed to the use of this instrument, before entering school. . They profit by 
this preliminary acquisition, as the knife is often used in the manufacture of the 
. objects in the series. Carving and turner's work, however, occupy but a limited 
place in this method; they do not answer the requisite conditions. Carving is done 
in a sitting position, and exacts slight movement of the l1and. The time is, more
over, too short to give any number of special exercises in carving. Y-et there is a 
sufficient quantity of it done to give to a few objects a certain artistic value by a 
very simple ornamentation. The turner's work is always difficult and not without 
danger; besides it calls for a one-sided effort; we cannot therefore give to it a nromi
nent place in school-work. In a word, wood-work, without carving or turning, is 
sufficient, to attain the general result sought. Taken togethet·, the exercises of the 
Sloj(l give opportunity for the ha!~dling of all the tools employed in wood-work, 
and for all the nec~sary manipulations peculiar to work of this class. When they 
have executed the hundred models, we may say that the pedagogical object of the 
work is attained; they have acquired the general manual dexterity which finds such 
i'requent application in practical life, and whatever manual occupation they may 
choose, theu· apprenticeship in it will be more rapid and they are prepared for the 
successful practice of many trades. The objects made by the pupils are neither 
polished nor colored. Experience proves that children from 10 to 15 years of age do 
not generally succeed well in applying colot· or polish to .wood. Another more 
important reason militates in favor of J>r~;>hii.Jiting this. The child has a natural 
propensity to conceal the defects of his work, and he may succeed by the application 
of this paint ot· polish in giving a presentable outside appearance to an object whose 
merit is doubtful. He thus acquires the habit of not doing his work consctentiously, 
and of attaching more importance to what appears than to what is. If the objects are 
to be wrought in wood without the intervention of special weans to ·give thPlll n. 
deceptive appearance, he will give his whole attention to the details and s tl"ive to 
renuer them perfect. He will also see all the defects of his work and grauually 
correct thew . Besides, it is not true that an object is more beautiful fot· being 
painted or polished; it should be beautiful through its form and because of correct 
execution. It has been w-ged that polish tends to keep the household article den.~; 
for this very rea.<~on it is advisable to disptmse with it, thereby habituating the clul
dren to keep tlH'I objects which they construct in the greatest possible t.legree of 
cleanliness. Pupils can use in their work but a limited quantity of raw materia~. 
It is a. principle of economy that they should leam to use it iu the workshop, and tlus 
habit should be formed at an early age. This raw material iR exclush·ely wood, 
because it has been shown that work of this sort is most available for the purpose; 

*For this list see seq. pages 891-2. 
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·also beCause it is an ordinary material, easy to obtain, and in short, because in general 
education, it is well, as far as is consistent, to limit expenditures, to render simple 
and maintain the unity of the material. In the series of a hundred models at N iiiis, 
a few objects only required the use of any other material, such as nails, tacks and 
hinges, but even these are used in carpentry. · 

The pupils learn the use of the different kinds of wood, hard and soft. They are 
inclined to think at first that soft wood yields more readily to the action of tools ; 
but practice proves that in many cases it is easier to work in hard wood. The uses 
to which objects are devoted render hard wood necessary ; for others soft wood is 
required. The use of different kinds of wood permits of gradation in the difficulty · 
of the work. 

·vARIETY OF OBJECTS GIVEN TO SECURE CONTINUOUS INTEREST OF THE CHILDREN. 

The greater number of objects have their reason for being in the necessity of sus
taining the-interest of the child ·in the work. We have already said this many 
times, and we do not hesitate to repeat how important the principle is. The 
child who has to construct a number of experimental objects, whatever they 
may be, bOOomes wearied, works without enthusiasm, makes no progress. One ob
serves in the Niiiis series, objects of the same kind; many spoons, many boxes, many 
boot-jacks, many plain mlers; but they do not follow in succession, and they are 
made to present different degrees of difficulty to the pupil without his passing di
rectly from one to the other. We a.Iso insist upon gradation in the Slojd. It 1sa general 
principle of pedagogy that all instruction should advance from the easy to the diffi-

. cult, from the simple to the complex. This principle is strictly observed in the Niiiis 
method. This may not be clearly obvious to those who see the models exposed in 
the school museum. This was our own first impression. But we copied the work, 
and in a few weeks we had constructed thirty of the models in their order ; hence 
·we can declare with scientific certainty, that the gradation not only really exists, but 
that it could scarcely be improved upon. Let us remember moreover, that this series, 
as we have already said, is not tiie product of a mere theory - ahuost always defect
ive when it concerns material things- but it is the fruit of long and patient expe
rien~. M. Otto Salomo.1 and his colleague, 1\'L Johanson, tried many hundreds of 

. models before fixing upon this series. The gradation is accomplished now by 
the use of a new tool, again , by another style of manipulating a tool that has 
already been used, caused either by the nature of the wood, as to its being soft 
or hard, or by giving the objects a larger size, or by different grouping, or by 
use of the tw-ning-lathe or carver's tools. The pupil who has executed the 
first twenty-five numbers would not he prepared to undertake at once the fifti
eth in the cow"Se, the intermediate work being strictly necessary. 'J.'here is no 
break found in it. 

ADVANTAGES OF A PROPERLY GRADED SERIES OF r.ESSONS. 

· The child who goes through the com"Se regularly, nevt>r finds himself in the pres
ence of an insurmountable difficulty. He begins without hesihmcy, for the first 
ef;Iorts are designed to be simple and easy. From the first lesson of the Slojd, he sees 
his efforts end with a good result, which encourages him and stimulates his zeal. 
He aspires continually to execute the most difficult models, and he is, from day to 
day, more convinced of his ability to do it. In the description that we ha\'e given 
of a lesson in Slojd, we have minimized the part of the instructor. We start from 
the principle that the child's development should proceed by his own spontaneous 
ef;Iort, so that he may learn to make use of his powers, and to conquer alone the 
~fliculties and problems which present themselves. It is the application in teach
Ill~ of the principle of self-help that makes men original and energetic. The teacher 
will .not reach this result by simply imparting his own knowledge to his pupils, 
by aiding them directly in their efforts, by undertaking himself the more difficult 
parts of the model, or by giving the final touch to a pupil's work. In the Niiiis 
system the child begins and completes his work unaided, <t!l(l he can do this because 
of. the perfect gradation. · The instructor shows how the tool should be handled in 
th1~ or that case, but does not make his demonstration on the object in ])!'Ogress. 
';l'his being furnished, he submits it to a comparison with the model, again sets forth 
1ts defects, which if possible, are at once corrected h,\' the pupil; if they cannot be 

_ rectified, the teacher breaks the piece, it is cast aside, ami the pupil begins over 
~ain. When the child has finished his model correctly, he takes it <tway with him; 

- It is ~1is work; nobody else has contrilmted to it; he can ::;how it with pride, for he has 
~pphed his intelligence and activity to a useful thin~S which will he receiYed with sat
Isfaction by his parent..'4. The modest hm.ues of the pea:;ants of Niiiis arc thus con-
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stantly enriched by the work of the children. Is it not an admirable arrangement, 
calculated to render a school truly popular, to introduce into the family habits of 
serious industry, and to inspire the children, at the same time, with respect for handi
work and love of the domestic fireside, which is the true basis of happiness and of 
morality. 

SUGGESTIONS AS TO POSSmLE APPLICATIONS QF DRAWING TO THIS WORK, 

We must, howeyer, mention one ·lack in this system. The pupils work only 
after wooden models; but they follow at the school a course of linear drawings; 
why are they not taught to apply this dra,ving to their manual work? True, just as 
it is, the Naas Slojd gives excellent results; we have said this before and now we re
peat it. It develops, in great degree, ID6.I1Ual dexterity, earnestness, attention and 
perseverance, and inspires a love of work. But it confines the pupil too strictly to 
the production ne varietur of given models. The child becOrues an active, correct, 
careful and conscientious worker, but he has not sufficient opportunity to develop 
his originality; his imagination cannot take the least flight; he is encircled with an 
iron band. We believe that manual training would &'&.in much as a means of educa
tion, if it were intimately connected with the teaching of design and of· geometric 
forms. It is necessary·to train the pupils to work not only after models, but also 
after designs. 

EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF DRAWING. 

The educational value of drawing is indisputable. The systematic teaching of 
this branch of study, trains the mind to habits of attention; t eaches it how to ana
lyze and combine forms; gives to thought a correct, clear and exact expression; 
makes fertile the imagination, develops the taste and limbers the hand. In its 
connection with manual training, desi~ has an importance which can escape no 
one's observation. It leads by purifymg the taste and by multiplying and em
bellishing forms, to the direct application of art to industry. It is the fundamental 

·basis of all manual occupations, which have for their object the materialt·eproduc
tion of forms; As it is independent of conditions foreign to form, its finds its appli-

. cation in all the industries, whatever the ra w material which they call to their aid. 
This is what one perceives in all the trades. The tailor draws his patterns; the car
penter works after his outlines; the sculptor begins by designing the outlines of his 
ornamental work, which are to be reproduced in wood, stone or metal. For all the 
manual arts, design is the language par e:x:cellence; it has a clearness, a precision 
and a conciseness which words cannot attain. In his work on The Instructton of the 
People, M. P. Tempei.S has made perfectly clear the importance of drawing in edu
cation. No one denies these principles; why then are they not applied in school 
workshops? They tell us that this application, so evident in theory, meets with 
great difficulties in practice; that children from ten to fourteen cannot draw well 
enough, nor sufficiently comprehend designs, to work correctly after graphic repre
senta-tions. 

DEFECTS IN PRIMARY SCHOOL METHODS OF TEACIIING DRAWING. 

To what must we attribute the slight progress generally made in drawing by 
pupils in primary schools? To the method, and to the small amount of time given 
to instruction in this branch. Drawing is an art which requires a variety of ex
·ercises, and their daily application. Where pupils draw but an hour or two in a 
week, results cannot be satisfactory; and they are altogether useless if they d~ not 
conform to a natural and progressive method. The method of the academy IS no 
more suited to the primary schools, than is the method of the universities suited 
for the instruction of children i,n the simple ideas of grammar, geometry, history 
and the natura l sciences. H ere, more especially, it is essential t<> start. with the 
psychological principles established by Pestalozzi and Frobel, to follow tl1eir applica
tion through the entire system of primary instruction , and to J?repare a progressive 
series of designs from nature, without enterin~ upon the domam, inaccessible to the 
minds of children, of plans, projection.'! and sc1entific perspective. It is the eye and 
the hand that must be exercised in the exact perception and faithful reproduction 
of material forms, in going gradually from the simple to the complex. The child 
does not at first distinguish objects in their totality; the relief escapes it , and it does 
not see the the surfaces, but rather the limits of the surfaces. The tracing of out
lines is the point of departure for a system of drawing in the primary school; con
tours as they are, and not as they present themselves to the eye, with the deflections 
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_(iue, to pe~tive. · This drawing of outlines is the natural method; watch the 
efforts of children left to themselves; they reproduce the outlines of the objects that 
the:r,. see, such as houses, furniture, animals, etc., tracing the lines that describe their 
limits without troub~g themselves with the relief. 

DIFFERENCES DEFINED BETWEEN ADVANCED AND ELEMENTARY DRAWING. 

Perspective drawmg is for the advanced stage of instruction, and can only be 
entered upon with success toward the close of primary studies. But linear draw
in~ applied to plans, carvin~ and out~es, ~tc. , ma:y be tau~ht. successful!Y to 
chlidren, as well· as the more srmple combmatwns of lines furmshing the basis for 
omamentatj.on, and it is exactly this kind of drawing which should be combined 
with manual training. According to our ideas, the progressive order to be followed 
in instruction in manual training based upon design, comprehends, first, working 
after models and the concurrent reproduction of models by linear drawing; secondly, 
·work .after the models thus drawn; third, the construction of new forms, conceived 
and designed by the pupils and reproduced in substance. Our experience at Niiiis 

_ has confirmed this opinion. The pupils have drawn on a scale of one-half the 
-dimensions, {llans and carvings of two objects that they were not familiar with, 

· and which did not form part of the series. They ha\'e at once been set at work in 
constructing after their own designs. The results were very satisfactory." 

Questions relating to the teachers, the pupils, the place, the time, 
and the material are then discussed at length, and the following 
conclusions are reached. Teachers, not workmen, must give the in
struction, and the teachers must be taught in Manual Training Slojd 
Schools. As a mle, the regular teacher must also teach Slojd. 
It will be remembered, in this connection, that the only hope for the 

· general introduction of Industrial Art Drawing in American schools 
lay in the fact that the regular teachers could easily acquire sufficieut 
facility in elementary drawing to enable them to teach the new 
:Study. . 
· As to the pul>!ls, M. Salomon thinks all school children should be 
tau~ht Manual Training, but in Sweden they began with the older 
pupils in the higher classes first; as a rule, pupils must be 12 years 
of age to take Slojd in Swedish schools. 

As to the ' ' place," it is stated that a special room or building is 
needed for the Slojd instruction. 

As t'o the "time" the pupil should pass in this work, he says two 
hours a day should be given to this training. 

· Astothe' ' materials,,-' ''tools, models, and the raw material, it isim
.portant to reduce their cost to a minimum. The r aw material con
sists of nails, glue, and wood of various kinds. The wood is taken 
in the rough and with the bark on." The list of tools and of models, 
which are given in two tables, will be found at the end of this paper. 

An account of Manual Training in the schools of Stockholm fol
lows. From this the closing pages are quoted: 

MANUAL TRAINING IN THE SCHOOLS OF STOCKHOLM. 

* * * * * * * 
The primary schools of Stockholm are very well organized. For twenty-five years 

a ~an of high intelligence and rare energy, M. Meyerberg, the inspector-general, 
has spared no pains to bring them up to the highest level of modern progress. These 
schools· are not externally remarkable for the imposing aspec~ of their fa~ades; so 
far from appearing to be more than t hey are, they are more than they appear. 
TheY: are generally surrounded by large grounds devoted to recreation. What 

. particularly impressed us was the neatness, the fine bearing, and the .politeness 
of the pupils, and the order and discipline which everywhere prevmled. The 
cla_sses are provided with good geographical charts, prints of geological SJ!ecimens, 
obJects in .natural science or natui·al history; collections of geometnc forms; 
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weights and measures, apparatus of physic·s and chemistry, and all objects 
necessary to give the lessons according to the very best methods. Gymnastics are 
taught by a system very different from that of Germany, France, and Belgium. 
We were present at some of the lessons, and can testify that the exel'Cises are ener-· 
getic, methodical, full of entertainment and life: There would be, as we thought, 
a real utility in studying, on the spot, this system so little rinderstood with us, which 
owes everything to science and nothing to fancy or routine. The pupils of aschool 
are. organized into companies for the practice of military drill including use of fire
arms. This instruction which forms habits of discipline, and prepares pupils for 
service in the army, has not, we are assw·ed, inspired warlike tendencies or taste 
for vain parad~:~, consequences which have been much feared elsewhere. At Stock
holm many classes of boys are taught by women. It is thought that women of 
equal education have generally more aptitude for elementary teaching than men; 
on the other hand the recruiting of the ranks of female teachers is more easily done, 
because they can, more easily than meli, live on tl1e minimum of salary appropriated 
for these positions. 

SLOJD IN THE PRI!tlARY SCHOOLS. 

All the boys in the higher classes of the primary schools pursue the course of Slojd. 
It seems useless for us to relate in detail the circumstances of our visits to different 
schools, where all follow the same method . .. We shall confine ourselves to the gen, 
eralities which it seems most important to make known. On the 30th December 
1875, the school committee published a report addressed to the board of direction in 
which it advocated the principles of primary manual training. It declared that 
this instruction ought to be made a pa1t of the pedagogical school course; that its 
object was, like the other branches, expressly to cultivate the child's powers; that 
it should be so organized as to train the eye and the hand, to give to the pupils habits 
of order and attention, to develop in them courage, energy, judgment, a spirit of 
observation and a sense of the beautiful. 

THE ADOPTION OF THE NAAS llETHODS. 

During the first period of organization these principles were not fully understood 
by the persons engaged in teaching; they did not follow a. systematic course, going 
from the easy to the difficult; the pupils worked \Vithout plan or method, and re
sults were not satisfactory. Many trades were taught in the schools. In 1882, the 
board of managers authorized M. Berg, inspector of instruction in theSlojd to visit 
the principal schools of the country, in order to report concerning reforms to be in
troduced into the system of manual training at Stockholm. On his return, 11-I. 
Berg proposed to adopt the Niiiis method, which he considered the best, most com
plete, and best adapted to the pedagogical purposes which he is anxious to -accom
plish. "This is the only method," says his report, "which c.an sene as an exam
ple for a good system according t.o the views of this board." The pupils of the 
Stockholm school are now engaged in the manufacture of objects after models of 
the series of Niiiis. A greater part of these models remained such as they were; 
a few only have been modified or replaced, because while excellent for the country 
they are of no use in a large city. Each school is IJrovided with tool~:~ for carpentry, 
turning and carving. 

LESSONS IN WOOD CARVING. 

In the NicoHii school, there is a special shop for carving; and th1 re we find pupils 
who, having finished the course of Slojd, show special talent for tllis branch of the 
work. They begin with geometric forms, and when the pupils have acquired a cer
tain degree of skill, they pass on to the antique style, and it is only after this that 
they make ornaments in rustic work. We were prese.nt at an interesting lesson in 
carving given at this school by Mlle. Ne11Jin, to about a dozen pupils. The manual 
work is independent of the drawing instruction. Inspectors Meyerberg and Berg 
tell us that it is essential in the higher classes to continue instmction in free-hand 
drawing and in linear design at the same time with instruction in manual training. 
We entirely agree in this opinion. It was not possible to charge the regular in
structors 'Yith the SlOjd teaching, because ther. .. were un.r.repl!red. The cit;v there
fore· sent mstructors to follow the course at Naus. It st1ll employs a certam nulll
ber of special teachers, but this is only a provisional arrangement. In the near future 
this instruction will be given exclusively by the teachers. 
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PEDAGOGICAL PRINCIPLES PRESENTED. 

Tlie ~cal principles of Niiiia are also rigorously put in practice at Stock~ 
holm. The pupil is proprietor of the object made by him; but if ill made, he can
not take it away; it 18 broken. The oversight of th_e training is rendered efficient 
by two measures which suit admirably. When an object is finished a ticket is at
tached to .it, bearing the number of the series, t}le number of hours given to its 

· construction, the name of the pupil, the exact appreciation of the teacher, stating 
· ·whether it. is " well done," " with ~reat successt or " with the grea~est su~ess." 

When the InSJ>6Ctor comes he exammes these obJects, and consults thiS cer tdicate. 
His approbation authorizes the return of the object to the pupil. The teacher pro
duces a register in which are inscribed the causes of abseuce, the progress of pu
pils; and the time they give to the construction of each object. These registers also 
Show that the average age of the pupils in Slojd is 11.8 years and that about 76 per 
cimt. quit school after going through the complete course. In the Slojd rooms the 
too~ &.Te placed in their racks in perfect condition and order; one can at once &nd 
1the:tool he requires, and a glance suffices to decide whether they are all in place. 
(Joq~,pi!J'tments are arranged for placing temporarily any unfinished models, or to 
pr~r~e for inspection such as may be finished. Raw material is supplied by the 

}'.dministration at t~e opening of the year, and sent into the schools. 

A SLOJD TRADE SCHOOL. 

· In every school of Slojd there are four sections of twelve pupils each, classifica
tion -being according to aptitude. Each section works three times a week for 2~ 

_hours each session. Pupils who pursue the course of carving are occupied at this 
work five hours a week. We vistted also a school of Slojd founded by 1\f. Winborg, 

- manufacturer, Adolph Frederick School, in which they teach several trades; work 
in metal, locksmithing, carpentry, and turner's work. The children are from ten 
to (ourteen years of age. The metal work comprises the construction in copper 

_ wire of objects sucb as bottle-cases, bottle-racks, key-rings, baskets, bird-cages, etc. 
· 'l'he_pqpils learn also the use of the-file, to bore holes, to put in rivets, and springs, 
,to .~e -boxes of tin, watering-pots, sleds, fire-escapes, etc. A steam-engine sup
Pll~- power for the turning lathe and other machines. The pupils are intrUsted, by 
-tunis, with-the duties of firemen. It will be interestin~ to know the results of thi.~ 
eXperiment. In review, the instruction in manual trainmgatthe Stockholm schools 
p_roduces excellent results. It is generally conceded that the Niiiis method is supe
nor to any other, from a pedagogical point of view; but the inspectors think it iR 
essential to combine closely the Slojd and the instruction in drawing. 

Several " conclusions" from this report were submitted to the Bel
.gi\lm Department of Education. 

_- ';l'hese were, in brief, that Manual Training should be given in all 
- P,n_~a.ry schools-should be taught pedagogically as are all other 
stud1es, and by the refo·ular teachers of the schools, who should be 
taught Slojd inN or rna Schools. The following were the closing con
clusions, in which the arrangement of the SlOjct in the schools of dif-

. ferent grades is outlined: · 

CONCLUSIONS. 

* * * * * * * 
V. The programme of instruction in industrial training comprises 
·A. First grade, primary schools, pupils from six to eight years old. Occupations 

of the Frobel method, three hours per week. 
-.B. Second grade, primary school, pupils from eigM to ten. The same occupa
tipns, but Ill Ore especially the modelling in card-board a]l(l paper,- t hree houn; per 
week. 

(i. Third and highest grade primary school, as well as t.he schools preparatory to 
the-normal school, pupils from ten to sixteen. Work in wood after the method of 
-M. Otto Salomon, from three to six hours per week. . 
. ·D. N~rmal schools. Practical and theoretical training of future teachers m the 

_course given under A, B, and C. 
VI: Instruction in manual t1·aining should be closely combined with that in geo

llletrtc forms, and in drawing. 
ART-VOL 2-o(j 
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v.n. In order to insure good instruction in this in<!_ustrial training in normal 
achools a temporary course should be organized. · It would 'be useful to send some 
instructors to Naas in order that they may pursue.there the entire course. 

Several pages, containing a record more or less brief, are given to 
the progress of Manual Training in primary schools for boys in the 
following countries: Belgium, Sweden, Finland, Norway, Denmark, 
Germany, Saxony, Holland, France, England, Switzerland, Austria, 
Spain, Russia, and Japan. This, with tlie· tables already referred to, 
completes this very interesting report . 

.tJ.N ENGLISH SLOJD NORMAL SCHOOL. 

In the Academy article by PrincipaJ Keep, before referred to, a 
concise account is given of the Slojd school opened in Bedford, Eng
land, by Miss Evelyn Chapman, who associated with herself Miss 
Nystrom, of Stockholm. Miss Chapman having gone to Stockholm 
to study Slojd, brought back her teacher and opened, during the 
summer vacation of 1887, an experimental normal class in SlOjd. 
The following statement by Mr. Keep of the tools use'd and articles 
made is of interest. It will be noticed that the 100 models of Naas 
are here reduced to 33. · 

SLOJD TOOLS AND MODELS. 

* · * * The indispensable tool used by the sleight worker is the knife. The 
Swedish knife has a blade two and one-half inches long, immovably fixed in the 
handle, and terminating in a long, sharp point. Besides the knife each worker l1as 
a pencil, a square, a saw, an awl, perhaps a pair of dividers, and hammer and nails. 
For general use there are work-benches of Swedish pattern, b.ut not much unlike 
those used in our best cabinet shops. Besides there are sets of bits, chisels, gouges 
and planes. ·One work-bench and one set of tools suffice for four scholars. 

MODELS USED IN THE BEDFORD (ENGLAND) SCHOOL. 

The following is a full list of the articles which are to be made by scholars as a 
result of a course of sleight training: I. Pointer. 2. Flower stick. 3. Penholder. 
4. Bird's perch. 5. Flower stick, (square). G. Key-label. 7. Slate-pencil holder. 8. 
Dibbler. (Pointed stick for setting out flowers). 9. Forked clothes-pins. 10. Paper 
knife. 11. Flower cross. 12. Ruler. 13. Knife-handle. 14. Pen-tray. 15. First 
spoon. 16. Hammer handle. 17. Second spoon. 18. Bracket. 19. Stocking stretcher. 
20. Trencher. 21. Flower stand. 22. Butter beater. 23. Footstool. 24. Corner 
bracket. 25. Nail box. -26. Sugar scoop. 27. Boot-jack. 28. Shoe-brush box. 

- 29. Stool. 30. Knife box. 31. Salt box. 32. Teapot stand. 33. Match box. 
These articles are carefully arranged in the above list irt the order of their diffi

culty, and each article is made in a manner and by steps definitely prescribed by 
the teacher. So simple are the first tasks, and so exact the method, that it is not pos
sible for one who follows it to fall short of a certain standard of excellence. The 
wood used is at first a soft wood like white pine; afterwards a harder wood is em
ployed. Each worker keeps in his own drawer every article made by him or her, 
marking each with his own name, and receiving all at the end of the cow·se for 
permanent preservation. 

The issue, by the New York Industrial Education Association, of 
the Monograph, already referred to, * giving the translation by Dr. 

*The Slojd in the Service of the School, by Otto Salomon, PH. D., Director of the 
Normal School for Slojd Instruction, Naas, Sweden. Translated by William H. 
Carpenter, PH. D., of Colwnbia Colle&"e. Edited by Nicholas Murray Butler, PH. 
p., President of the Industrial Educat10n Association. New York Industrial Edt~
cation Association, November, 1888. "Monographs." Vol. I , No. 6. Issued B1· 
monthlr, Pp. 28, 
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C&rpent~r of an ~uthoritative ex_position of Slojd in~truction in 
some· of its various relations to the general subject of Education, 
by Director Salomon himself, enables me to close the description of 
. this kind- of elementary Manual ·Training with the words of the 
enthusiastic teacher to whom its popularity is largely due. 

It will be seen that, however much some of the enthusiastic Amer
ican advocates of Manual Training may seem at times, in their zeal · 
to promo:te this new method, to overlook the relative claims of older 
methods of instruction and to ignore the existence of underlying 
pedagogic principles applicable equally to all sound methods of edu
cation; Director Salomon commits no such error. He sees an,d states 
clearly the relative value of different method,s. He urges Manual 
Traimng only on pedagogical grounds, and treats it as but a single 
step;-one factor among many others equally important,-in a COJll
plei;e system of education; nor does he I~nore the need of providing 
for the oosthet.ic development of the child. His argument is that 
so far from admitting the claim yut forward by some zealous advo
_ca.tes of a purely practical traimng, that certain things should be 
·taught at school because they can be practiced at home in after life; 
.that very fact often furnished in itself a reason why they should 
not be tau~hti while, if certain desirable features are probably not 
to be a.cguirea in the later life of the child, that is a very good reason 
f9r teachin~ them in school. There are many points of resemblance, 

~ between this essay by Dr. Salomon and the paper on "The P sy
chology of Manual Training," recently read by Dr. Harris before the 
~eating of Superintendent~ i.n Washington; ~nd ret, som~ earnest 

: promoters of Manual Trammg have felt dissatisfied with what 
· seemed-to their impatience the too conservative attitude assumed by 

Dr. Harris towards the Manual Training movement. · 
Dr. Harris, as it seems to the present writer, recognizes in the 

·blind energy·given by some to promoting the introduction of mere 
industrial work in school a danger lest the more important develop
ment of the oosthetic nature of the child may be ignored. He 

·realizes that the great educational interests of the people are to be 
best promoted b¥ the preservation ·of their proper relative relation 
between the various studies taught in the public schools, and that 
su9cessful education must be based on the ascertained truths of Psy
·?hology. In this fidelity to the principles of sound P edagogy he is 
m full accord with Dr. Salomon. 

In the paper entited '' The Slojd in the Service of the School," first 
published in German in 1886, which is given in the " Monograph " al
ready referred to, Dr. Salomon begins with the following quotation 
from Fichte: "Public education is the real vital question of our 
time," Briefly referring to the present activity in all educational 
matters, and pointing to the Catholic reaction in Belgium and Aus
.tria, and the reaction towards radicalism and free-thought in France, 

. in evidence of the importance to the State of the educational ques

. tion, he shows how the whole subject of education is in commotion. 
Qf the main topic of his paper he says: 
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THE SWJD IN THE SERVICE OF THE SCHOOL. 

·BY OTTO SALOMON, PH. D. 

* * * * * * * 
One of these questions, and certainly not the one least capable of attracting to 

itself the attention of the public, is the SlOjd, physical labor in the service of the school. 
It is beyond doubt a great error to reg~:U"d this particular educational question, 
which is coming more and more into the foreground, in any other manner than in 
connection with other contemporary {lhenomena in the field of pe~ogy. By 
means of its material nature and cond1tion, if one c~ so use the term; oecause of 
results from certain points of view already visible, the Slojd, perhaps in a higher 
degree than any other existing or suggested branch of instruction, has been able to 
attract attention and a warm enduring interest, and this by no means in the lowest 
degree among those who have no connection with the school. This is, without a 
doubt, the condition of thin~, but just here one must take care, from a pedagogical 
standpoint, not to give to thiS movement for Slojd instruction another significance 
than with right belongs to it. It is, namely-and the manner of .its appearance in 

. different countries proves this point-nothing else than a definite side of the uni-
- versal reform of instruction, and is, accordingly, not to be considered or treated in 

any other way. . That this point should be established is of decisive weight; for 
othenvise it might easily come about that the centre of gravity of the question 
might be shifted, and it would, consequently, be less to the purpose to place the Slojd 
in the service of the school, than._the school in the service of the SlOjd. 

THE TWO CLASSES OF SLOJD ADVOCATES • 

. In th~ discussion of these opposing points it cannot be strongly enough empha
sized that the present movement for SlOjd instruction is never to ·be viewed in the 
same light with a similar effort tending in the same general direction. As a whole, 
this agitation for Slojd instruction is divided into two different movements, which, 
although confused by a superficial obsP.rver, in reality have nothing in common 
except the name. The one 1s of purely national-economical significance, in that it 
.is based upon the fact that domestic industry is decreasing more and more, and sets 
itself the task of taking measures to teach the rural population, especially fitting 
SlOjd labors for home occupations, whose products may be applied either in the 
house itself, or may serve directly for sale. This Slojd movement sees in the school 
the means for extending Slojd skill. The universal and real object of the school to 
be an educational institution for the training of its pupil must, in accordance with 
this movement, r eth·e into the background before the design to give to the pupil the 
requisite skill to prepare cer tain objects destined either for sale, or for domest1c use. 
In the choice of sucl1 labors, then, the decision must be made from ~oints of view 
quite other than pedagogical. It can neither be taken into considerat10n, nor should 
it be, whether the kind of labor, or the method of instruction employed are of a 
character to influence profitably the education of the child. The objects produced 
become the essential part; the worker himself, on the other hand, is an incident.'\! 
part. The surport of domestic industry is the solution of the problem, and the 
most powerfu factor thereto, the school, is withdrawn from its actual, definite task 
and compelled to sen ·e purposes foreign to it. 

It is wholly different with the other movement that desires to place the SlOjd in 
the service of the school. Manual labor arranged on pedagogical principles is, in 
many respects, an extremE>ly efficient means for the education of children. It de
sires, therefore, to introduce the SliUd into the school, not for the furtherance of tl.le 
Slojd, but because it believes that the school by means of this branch of study, w1ll 
exert an influence, in a manner more perfect and as many-sided as is possible, upon 
the development of its pupils. Not the products of labor, but the laborers them
selves are, according to tllis idea, the most important part. Whether the· objec.ts 
produced during instruction have a higher or lower market value; whether the cl~~~
dren shall in the future perform the same labors, or not; whether the kinds of Slo;d 
with which the pupil is occupied in school are the best fitted for trade and home oc
cupation- all tli.ese, and other points of view, are but incidental. They are as lit~le 
to be taken into consideration in the arrangement of instruction as though, form
stance, in the adoption of a school-book its practicableness after the completion of 
school should be considered; or as if the black-boards, ruled writing-books, and 
copies shoul~ be removed fr<;>ll!- ~h~ school-room beca,uee the children must, in thq 
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·future get along without their aid. The kinds of SlOjd and their methodical ar
rangement a~ here only means and must be so regarded. They have, so far as the 
School is concerned, in themselves no other right, save in the measure they are fitted 
to pEtrform the- especial educational purposes to the attainment of which the school 

·applies· them; and the educational value that they have is the only standard by 
which to judge them. 
· .A. not unimportant part of the opposition, which -perhaps less in Sweden than 
in other countries-:- has arisen against the introduction of the SWJd into the school, 
is, without a doubt, based upon a very explicable confusion of these two move
ments, so different in means and purpose, on the part of such teachers as stand aloof 
from the movement. Many a teacher, perfectly well cognizant of the difficulties 
·met with in carrying out, even approximately, the many and weighty requirements 
that· are the specific task of the school, perhaps mistakenly believes that SlOjd in

·Btruetion will necessarily decrease the efficiency of the school and will turn it aside 
into directions foreign to its educational aims. It is not strange that he will not 
give his co-operation if he, with all respect for the advantages of domestic indus
try; still douots whether it is right to lead the school away from its own high pur
pOse on to foreign. ground, however worthy of attention the same may be. The op

·position, or, at least, the impassiveness toward the question of SlOjd instruction m 
. which teachers often persist, is based, accordingly, to no slight degree upon a false 

· conception· of its real meaning. . 

THE EDUCATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF SLOJD, 

· What educational signification has, then, the SlOjd, and what are the purposes that 
·may be claimed for it; if it enters into the service of the school? The answer to this 
is-naturally to be stated differently, according as the one concerned represents this or 

~that pedago~cal point of view. The disciples of Herbart will intensify the views 
·and ®nceptions which the course of instruction treats by means of the self-depend
ence of the pupil. From this stand-point manual labor will be a new bond to unite 
concentrically the different courses of instruction, without its being necessary on 
.this account to renounce the fruits that SlOjd instruction produces in and by itself. 
·The; supporters of the pedagogical system of Frobel desire, in so far as they follow 
·.out the consequences of the teachings of their master, to introduce into the actual 
'school, in this direction too, the method of the Kindergarten, where occupations 
·form the real. foundation of education and instruction. Others, by whom the dif
ference between primary and technical educational institutions is not clearly enough 
aQCentuated, desrre that the SlOjd shall assume in the school the form of a kind of 
preparatory mechanical education, in which the trades shall be represented as much 
as possible. Others, again, -and most of those connected with the school who 
have gone to the heart of the matter belong, certainly, to them....:.. see in the Slojd 
arraDifed according to pedagogical principles, an efficient educational means of 

· !Ugh·sJgnificance. They know and acknowledge that manual labor rightly arranged 
and rigntly conducted is capable of awakening and strengthening in children cer
tain qualities of unconditional value, not only for the school, but also, and before all 

· else, for life. What they desire to attain by means of the SWJd is, accordingly,
~he expression may, after all, not be understood by those who are able to grasp this 
1dea from the one side only-a formal education; and all may be tolerably well 
_convinced that principally m this characteristic, as an efficient educational means, 
· the SlOjd will later on be able to conquer its rightful place in the curriculum of the 
·school. 
· " The aim of education is, beyond question, to bring about a development as 
~ny-sided as possible. The pedagogica1 value of a subject of instruction or prac
?ce easil:r shows, when viewed in connection with other subjects, to what degree 
1t can ass1st in this development. Since, in consequence of the many-sidedness of 
the qualities and powers which the educator has to regard, no subject alone is cal)a
ble of taking into consideration all sides of the formal education, such a choice of 
the different educational means must naturally be sought that they shall mutually 

." supplement each other and together form a whole. If, then, a new subject, as such 
~n e:?ucationa1 means, is to be introduced into the school, then it is necessary to 
mqu~e .what side of the development it can and must pro!ll?te; as well as wheth~r 

. ~om 1t IS to be expected a complete educational r esult. If 1t Is then shown that tlus 
Blde had already sufficient attention, then the suggested subject is, in this respect, 
superfluous. If the contrary is true, it is to be and must be given place with the 

. other subjects, unless the effort for a harmonious education is to be with the edu
cator only a meaningless catch-word. The history of the introduction of drawing 

· and gymnastics into the school furnishes pertinent examples on this point." 
- The value of the SZOjd as an· educational means is, comparatively speaking, many-
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. aided. Beside the skill to turn the hand to useful labor, which. is taught the chil
dren to their undeniable advantage, it is also capable, in o~her wa~s of assisting to 
a notable extent in the development of various powers and qualities valuable in 
after life. Among these are to be mentioned love for labor, and, as-a direct conse
quence, industry and persistence. Self-reliance, exactness and attentiveness are 
other characteristics that are demanded in the SlOid, and, accordingly, also attain 
development through it. That the Sltijd, like drawing, helps also to sharpen the 
eye and to educate the sense of form is obvious. Finally, as an object of Sliiid in
struction may also be cited that through it the pupil will be inspired with a respect 
for manual labor; as well as that the school through it will be better able to further 

. the so necessary physical education than has heretofore been the case. 

· ·Several pages follow in which the advantages and disadvantages 
of various kinds of occupations are considered. Many reasons are 
advanced in the end for the decision reached in favor of "Slojd in 
·wood"; as finally developed, and now taught in the Training School 
at Naas. · 

In the following "{>ages the value of this method and the philosoph
ical reasons whicli JUstify the preference are given. He closes with 
a word concerning the most essential factor in all education, the 
Teacher himself. 

PEDAGOGIC ADVANTAGES OF WOOD SLfuD. 

* * * * * * * 
Another, and when it concerns a subject of instruction, not insiJmificant advan· 

tage in the kind of SlOfd in question is that it is well·fitted for metnodical arrange
ment. There can thus, after the neceBBary investigations and preliminary labors 
have been made, be set up a aeries of wooden models, in which the accompanying 
exercises I?roceed by degrees; from easy to difficult, from simple to complex. This 
fact is of rmportance, because a kind of labor can thus be first placed m the serv
ice of the scliool and made use for its purposes when it is capable of being subordi
nated to the laws that didactics recognizes as universally binding. Finally, it 
must not remain unnoticed that Sltijd in wood requires a number of tools and gives 
an opportunity for many different manipulations, in consequence of which it, per
haps, before every other kind of SlOfd, is. best fitted to give at least a relatively 
umversal skillfulness of hand. 

The more tools and manipulations a kind of SlOjd requires, the greater is the ed
ucation of the hand that is able to carry it out. This is a matter of course; just, as 
~ewed from the same stand-point, it is an advantage if the pupil, in the execution 
of a task, is allowed to make use of as many tools and manip,ulations as possible. 
The criticism that is not seldom made by so-called " practical ' persons against the 
Sltijd pursued for pedagogical purposes, that the object could be prepared much 
more easily and quickly without the use of this number of tools JB, accordingly, 
irrelevant. It should be placed in the same cate11.ory with the charge against a 
teacher of gymnastics, who, in certain exercises should direct jumping over obsta· 
cles, when the pupils could have gone their way much more easily without them. 
Such and similar remarks only show that the critic regards the Slojd from points of 
view other than purely pedagogical, and that he places the finished work and its 
sale value higher than the development that the pupil has acquired during the work. 

ADAPTABILITY OF VARIOUS KINDS OF SLUJD TO SCHOOL PURPOSES CONSIDERED. 

Concerning SlOid in wood, it was previously stated that it comprised within itself 
as kinds of SlOid, partly SlOjd in cabinet-work, partly SlOjd in wood carving and 
turning. On a nearer examination it will, however, be found that it is in reality 
the one first named, SlOjd in cabinet-work, that is perfectly capable of fulfilling the 
above mentioned demands for a manual labor applicable as a means of education ; 
neither tuming nor wood carving answer in themselves to the demands that must 
necessarily be made of them. Many friends of SlOid instruction have, as fat· as 
wood carving is concerned, overlooked just this point and consequently, have allowed 
this kind or SlQjd to occupy a place in instruct10n that ought by no means to fall to 
its share. It may, perhaps, be here in place to enter briefly into some of the most 
essential, but not, however, weighty reasons, that are generally advanced to prove 
the usefulness of wooJ carving as a principal branch of instruction in the school. 
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It is at the outset, claimed that wood carving is of especially important significance 
for the education of the resthetic sense, and that, therefore, w1thout regard to its 
manifest faults, this kind of SlOjd should be diligently pursued. .Against this, the 
following is to. be said. Wood carving may be, indeed, of incontestable importance 
for the education of the sense of beauty, but from this it by no means follows that 
tWs is the case precisely at this particular stage. Such a conclusion is just as unwar
ranted as if, for instance, we should say, that because the theory of fractions is of 
~eat importance for the development of mathematical conceptions, it must preeede 
m .. the school, instruction in arithmetic and geometry. Such a proceeding were fool
ish, and it would be just as lmreasonable to make use of wood carving as an resthetic 
educational means at a stage \vhere it does not belqng. If this resthetical develop
ment shall be somethin~ other than an empty catch-word, then one must necessarily 
begin with the foundation ; that is, the child must, in the first place, be accustomed 
to perform every labor with order and exactness, and it must be made intelligible to 
him, that it is a peremptory condition only to regard a thing beautiful when it is 
well executed, and that, therefore, an object carelessly made, be it decorated with 
as many ornaments as it will, is, and must be ugly. Experience shows distinctly, 
that if one really wishes, in complete seriousness, to develop the sense of the beauti
fUl, one must proceed' precisely in this way. In schools where it is overlooked that 
ornamentation always belongs to a last stadium, that it should crown the labor and 
not be the starting point, and where one begins early with wood carvings, work 'is, on 
account of bad execution, very often smything else but tasteful. He must be truly 
sanguine, who will imagine, ot· cause others to imagine, that such bung lings, in the 
execution of which, form and composition pass wholly into the background before 
ornametltation, can work to the advantage of an resthetic education. 

May not these superficialities, which often appear to have no other purpose than 
to attract the eye and to divert attention from the details of execution, on the con
trary, ~nstil into the pupils a wholly false idea of the nature of the beautiful? Might 
not the foundation, thereby be laid for a superficiality of observation, which, to a 
certain degree, might act injuriously upon the domain of the purely moral, in that 
the young would· be systematically led to lay greater weight upon appearing than 
upon really being? 

EDUCATION HAS HIGHER AlMS THAN AMUSEMENT; OR, EVEN, FITTING FOR LIFE OC-
. CUPATIONS . 

.Another reason that it is customary- to bring forward when the ques~on has to 
do with giving to wood carving a dommatin~ place in Slojd instruction, is that such 
labors are better fitted for home occupation tnan those that are included within the 
p~ovince of Slojd in cabinet-work; and since the school ought to work for after life, 
·the pupils should perform precisely such labors as they can later carry out inde
pendently during, and after the time for going to school. This reason, too, as can 
easily be shown, has only an apparent value. In the first place, the Slojd, regarded 
as a means of education, has far higher and weightier purposes than to serve only 
for an amusement in l~isu.re hours. Several of these purposes lm ve been previously 
in4.icated. If, in order to promote home occupation. wood carving should be favored 
in the school above Slojd in cabinet-work, with the notion that it would be 
e&.!!_ier to find room in the house for a wood carver's ta.ble than for a car penter's 
bench, it would manifestly have the s.'l.me significance as if in the school in instruc
tion in gymnastics- which, indeed, also has physical development for its material 
aim-the gymnastic appointments should be excluded because the pupils have no 
opportunity at home to place such appliances, and, accordingly, could not execute 
there the motions exercised in the school. A pedagogically educated gymnast, 
however could scarcely entertain such a view. On the contrary, he might say that 
precisely because the home can probabl v not provide such apparatus, without which 
·a satisfactory advantage from gymnastics is not to be expected , the school must 
~ve its pupils opportunity to make use of the same in the appointed exercises. It 
IS the same, too; with the employment of cabinet-making in the service of the 
school. So far from its being a fact that the difficulty- a difficulty, moreover, 
more apparent than real- of procuring at home the tools necessary for the pursuit 
of this kind of SlOjd should compel the school to throw its wetght upon wood 
carving, which, from several points of view, is less fitting; the absolutely opposite 
mode of thought is, on the contrary, the right one. One must, indeed, conclude as 
follows: SlOjd in cabinet-making, but not in wood carving, is the most fitting kind 
of labor for the development of the child. Children might conceivably be able to 

·occupy themselves at home with no other Slqjcl in wood than wood-carving; ~c
cordmgly the school, if it can, must choose SlOjd in cabinet-making for its pupils. 
Moreover, they who have their eyes upon what a SlOjd, rightly pursued, can and 



must accomplish, would scarcely 'recognize wood carving as an especially fitting 
household labor. The evil consequences of- too long sittin~ still during develop· 
ment, have been so often set forth that it is univei·sally considered dPSirable to ob: 
viate it to the greatest extent pbssible. Can, then, a SlOjd that is exercised sitting, 
and that, besides, must apparently overtax the eyes, he really pronounced a good 
domestic labor ? AI·e not pupils, as well in the school as during household tasks al· 
ready obliged to sit still enough? Only one answer to these questions is possible. 

But even on the assumption that wood-carving is an excellent home occupation, 
one ought, nevertheless, by no means to draw the conclusion that the school should 
practice it, and in order to make way for it, should ne~tlect genuine educational 
ends. E\'erything should have its true place and its proper time. It is with wood
carving as with many feminine decorative labors. Simple crochet-work or art em· 
broidery, if the necessary·conditions are at hand, can be learned very quickly. The 

-school does not need to concern itself about them. Let it confine itself to its own 
task, namely to this, to lay the foundation. Then, will the kind of labor which, 
from the one point of view or·the other, is best fitting for "life," be easily taken up 
when the time has come for it. Let the endeavor also be made that, at the expense 
of that which to-day may be useful for the development of the child, that is pursued 
which possibly may be serviceable to-morrow. Every day has its own care, This 
may be considered for all educational instruction, whatever branch it may concern, 
a correct fundamental principle. 
. If, furthermore, one will go somewhat nearer to the heart of the question, he will 
find that it is in a high degree doubtful whether the school by the introduction of 
this household labor that is suggested, will reallv derive advantage from that from 
which i~ proposes to derive advantage, especially lf, as bas, indeed, been recommended, 
this home occupation should be made obligatory. 

Has, then, an extended experience not shown, alas, more than sufficiently; that 
the text-books and occupations of the school, in no way become, in general, so 
attractive to'the pupils tha~ ther, after their entrance intv active life, choose pre
cisely those for amusement in le1sure hours? Might not one, on the contrary, assume 
with a very great degree of probability, that if the school wishes to deter the chil
dren from a certain occupation, it needs only to compel them to practice it as much 
as possible, during the school period? The effect of the operation of this principle 
will, certainly, never be absent. 

Much might still be added to the thoughts just expressed, but since this essay has 
al,ready become more comprehensive than was originally intended, it is plainly time 
to close. · · 

· THE PARAMOUNT INFLUENCE EXERTED BY EACH INDIVIDUAL TEACHER. 

A further element might still, however, be touched upon, because it is indisputably 
the weightiest where educational instruction is concerned, be it in SlOjd or in another 
department. . . 

This element is the teacher. As I have earlier intimated that nearly all questions 
run out into a question of education or are solved by it, in the same manner wight 
every system of instruction, or the method derived froni it, be said to run out into 
the personality of the teacher. System and method are, in themselves, onlr empty 
forms; to the teacher it is reserved to breathe into them the life-bringing sprrit. To 
give the most admirable method to a bad teacher, would be like placing a good 
sword in the band of an inexperienced fighter. In the strife over different concep
tions and over a different manner of proceeding, let this not be left out of sight, 
and let one, at the same time, always remember that as the teacher, so is also the 
school. 

An authoritative statement issued in English by the Normal 
School at Naas, follows; this will be given at the end of this paper, 
in connection with the "tables,"-givin~ lists of the tools and models 
used at Naii.s, which were appended to tne Report by )I. Sluys. * 

The following sentences from the farewell address to his.fupils by 
Director Salomon, on September 1, 1887, afford a glimpse o the pur
pose, character, and personality of _ this remarkable teacher, who is 
himself a striking illustration of the value of the Teacher, set forth 
in the quotation given above. · 

.The address from which the following words are quoted is given 
in full in "Educational Leaflet," No. 29, issued ]'ebruary 16, 1889, 

*See seq. pages 889-891. 
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by tht) New York Ind~strial Educational .Association, and with its 
suggestions of the warm personal relations existing between pupils 
and master, fitly closes th1s account of Slojd and the Schools of Naas. 

FAREWELL ADDRESS TO THE STUDENTS AT NAAs. 

BY HERR Orro SALOMON, PH. D. 

* * * * * * * 
Ladies and gentlemen i You are now not about to finish , but to begin. At least, 

if I have been understood by you -and if not, the fault has undoubtedly been 
mine, not yours- you must have seen that it is the intention of this institution to 
make self-reliance an agent in every work, for every development produced by this 
work. * · * * 

Do not forget, however, that our instruction forbids every uncritical, slavish im-. 
itation; that as I have said many times, you can follow our system without using 
our models. .-For the models are not the principles, but the temporary expression 
of them; the models are the word, which may kill, while the spirit alone can give 
life, progress, development. · · 

Development, that is, in a double meaning, the aim of the instruction. To rear 
the tender plant, to develop the manifold powers that are enclosed in it, to awaken, 
form , strengthen, to make more ca.I?able, more virtuous, to lead not so much for
wards as upwards, is the aim of the mstruction, an aim to which you may sacrifice 
joyfully your life's best "thoughts and powers. 

"He who has planted a tree has not lived in vain," is aHindoo proverb, and it is 
true, for he who has by his work multiplied the useful, the good here below, has 
left b-act's of his life, and it .is not a matter of indifference if he has lived here or 
not; but still more tllis expression may be applied to the teacher, to him whose aim 
is to mnke man himself the best, highest and most godlike here on earth, better and 
consequently happier. * * * 

I said that our system of instruction must in a double sense write on its fiag, de
velopment. It is a sign of life, &tanding still, a sign of death , and consequently 
there is nothing more dangerous for the teacher than to regard his own develOJ?
~ent as finished, than to fix once for all his opinions, his mode of proceeding. This 
IS to knowingly prepare the gmund for a. most inflexible enemy to teaching, 1'0ttfine • 
. Take care! as we have triP.d during these weeks by discussions to clear up and . 
Improve-and I am most grateful to you for all the valuable contributions you 
have made- so must every one of you give something of his own personality and 
thus to the dead form give the vivifying spirit. From this point of view -we now 
are pres~nt, n?t' _at the end, but at the beginni11g of work, and if you go to it with 
~al'llel!t mtentlons, though the hour of farewell is near, still our work may be done 
m common; for fortunately, it is not bound by the limits of time and space. 

May the blessing of the Almighty, that falls from heaven like rain, continually 
rest ou the'beginning of your work, that is the feeling that now fills my heart and 
takes away tlie_ bitterness from tllis parting. 

~he .Appendix to the Monograph of the New York Industrial Edu
catiOn Association, already quoted from, and entitled " The SlOjd in 
the Service of the School," and the "Tables of the Tools and Models 
used at Naas," which last are given at the end of Part II of M. Sluy's 
report, (''Monograph No. 2, Vol. 2," March, 1889}, follow here. 

SWJD INSTRUCTION-AS SET FORTH BY THE AUTHORITIES OF NAAs, 
SWEDEN. 

APPENDIX. 

Th!l following exposition of the aim, method and means of SlOJd instruction, is 
the reprint of a pamphlet issued in English by the Normal School at Niiiis: 

A. Am OF THE INSTRUCTION • 

. Whilst the elementary schools prepare the children indirectly for _life, the c:hief 
aun of the _teaching of Slojd is to give the pupils formal_ instl'llct!on, that 1s, ~ 
deve~op then· mental and physical powers. It hns. also, for 1ts mater1al and practi
cal a.un, the acquisition of general dexterity of hand. 
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This formal education which Slojd has in view, aims principally at instillin~ a 
taste for, and love of work in general; inspiring respect for rough, honest bodily 
labour; training in habits of order, exactness, cleanliness and neatness; accustOming 
to attention, industry and perseverance; promoting the development of the physi-
cal powers; training the eye and sense of form. • 

B. THE METHOD AND AIM OF INSTUCTION. 

I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES •. 

Attendance at Slo}d instruction s:10uld be voluntary on the :part of the pupils. In 
order to insure this, the work must fulfill the following cond1tions: 

1. It must be useful. 
2. It must not require fatiguing preparatory exercises in the use of the various 

too~. . . 
S. It must afford variety. 

' 4. It must be capable of being carried out by the pupils themselves. 
5. It must be real work, not play. 
6. It must not be so-called knick-knacks, that is, articles of luxury. 
7. It must become the property of the pupil. _ 
8. It must correspond with the capabilities of the pupi~. 
9. It must be of such a nature that it can be completed with exactness. 
10. It must admit of neatness and cleanliness. 
11. It must exercise the thinking powers and not be pw·ely mechanical. 
12. It must strengthen and develop the bodily powers. 
18. It must assist in developing the sense of form. 
14. It must allow of the use of numerous manipulations and various tools. 

II. THE TEACHER. 

1. The instruction must be given by a trained teacher, if possible, by the same 
teacher who instructs in intellectual subjects. 

2. The teacher should conduct, superintend and control the work; but guard 
against directly putting his hand to it. 

III. THE AGE OF THE PuPIL. 

In order to follow with advantage the course of instruction, the pupil ought to 
have reached that stage of development usually attained at the age of eleven. 

IV. BRANCHES OF INSTRUCTION. 

The simultaneous Elmployment of several kinds of Sli>jd, acts detrimentally for 
the following reasons: A sufficient· number of subjects are already taught in t::c 
school and every different branch of Slojd is a subject in itself; 

The time to be devoted to this work is short and limited; 
By different kinds of work, the interest of the pupils would be easily directed,

therefore, the instruction in Slojd should be confined to one branch. 
For the above mentioned standard of a~e, wood-SWjd is the most suitable. I t in

cludes carpentry, turnery and wood-carvmg. 
SlOjd carpentry differs from trade-carpentry in the following respects: 
1. As to the character of the objects made; in general, the obJects are smaller 

than those made in the trade. 
2. The tools which are used; for instance, the knife, is the most important tool in 

wood-SUifd- in carpentry it is ro.;·ely used. . 
S. The method of working; in trade-cnrpentry there is division of labor - in SWjcl 

none whatever. Turnery may be taken as a different branch of instruction, and as 
such be quite well separated from wood-Elojd. 

V. THE N UMBER OF PuPILS. 

Individual instruction is generally advisable. This is especially the case withSW;'d, 
which on fundamental and practical grounds can not be taught as a class subject; 
therefore the number of pupils taught by one teacher must be limited. 

VI. THE MODELS. 

In order to make the instruction as intuitive as possible, models ought to be used 
tn preference to drawings. The form should be sketched either directly by placing 
the model on the piece of wood, or by m eans of a diagram drawn with ruler and 
compass on the wood. 
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In alT8Jlging a series of models the following points must be observed: 

A. As TO .THE CHOICE OF THE MODELS. 

1. All.articles of luxury are to be excluded. 
2. The objects made are to be capable of being used at home. 
a. They are to be such ob~ects that the pupils can. finish them without any help. 
4. Tb.ey are to be such obJects as can be made entirely of wood. · 
5. The work is not to be polished. · 
6. As little material as possible is to be used. 
7. The pupil,s are to learn to work both in hard and soft woods. 
8. Turnnery and carving are to be used as little as possible. 
9. The models are to develop the pupil's sense of form and beauty. 
In order to attain this, the series must include a number of examples of form, such 

as spoons, ladles and other curved objects which are suitable for execution by the 
hand alone, guided by the eye. 

10. The whole series must be so arranged as t<> teach the pupils the use of the 
necessary tools, and to know and carry out all the most important manipulations 
connected with wood. 

B. As TO THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE MODELS. 

1. The series·must progress without break from the easy to the difficult, from the 
simple to the complex. 

2. There must be a refreshing variety. 
B. The models must follow in. such progressive ord r that by means of the pre

ceding ones, the pupils may obtain the necessary aptitude to make the following 
ones without direct help. 

4. The models must'be so graduated that at every stage the pu.Pil is able to make 
an exact cop_y, not merely an approximate one. · 

5. In making the first models, only a small number of tools must be used; as the 
work progresses, the number of tools and manipulations should gradually increase. 

6. At first the knife, as the fundamental tool, should be mostly used. 
7. Rather hard woods should generally be used for the first models. 
8. At the beginning of the ser1es, the models should be capable of being quickly 

executed, and grl;l.dually, models which require a longer time should be given. 

TABLE I.-Tools used at Nii.as. 

Tools. 

11~ 1 :: : :;: :: 
10 ~und-no11e Pincers .... .. . .. ...... .... . ... .... ..... .... . . . .... : · · .. 

i~ ~i:~;m:::i~: : ::::::::::::::::::: :: : : : ::: : ::::::::: :: : :::: : : ::: : 
l~ 8e t of Paring Chisels ........ .. ..... ... ... .. ..... . .. . ..... .. .. . .. . .. le 

00
tuof MortiSe Chisels . .. . ..... .. ....... .. .... . . .. ... .. .. ... . ....... . 

~fit~ / . YY. <••• ~ A nter-btt and Augers (24) .... ... . . . .. . . . . .......... . .. .. . .. . . .... .. 

~~~T~ n: ::: :n ::: :•:n::: 

1 Number of this 

Price of tools ~~elm~ 
In Swedeu. ous work iD 

class of 12. 

K. 0 . 
l 30 
1 40 
1 70 
o 78 
2 25 
2 80 
1 Oil 
160 
2 00 
0 ll2 
0 35 
0 70 
0 60 
3 40 
4 25 
3 !lO 
0 55 
0 55 
0 55 
0 25 
6 25 
0 90 
0 35 
l 00 
0 M 
0 55 
1 00 
0 60 
0 14 

3 
s 
4 
1 
3 
8 
8 
8 
1 
:.l 
2 
2 
s 
2 
1 
1 
4 
6 

" 4 
1 
s 
6 
8 
8 
6 
2 
ll 
6 
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TABLE I.- Tools used at Niiiis-Continued . . 

Tools. Price of tools 
in Sweden. 

Number of this 
tool necessary 
for simultane-

80 Screwdriver : ... ... ....... .. . . ................ ... ................ . .. . 

~ ~~~We· <art:met:Yi ;;~ siJ<>iti <oei-: ':Uiireieliie'tii::::: :: :::: :: :: :: 
·=~~:~~.:::: :: :::::::: :: ::::.:: :: : : ::::: :: . ::: :::·: : ::: : ::: : : : ::: 
=~~e~~~::::::: ::::: :::::: :::: : : :::: :::. :::::: : : : ::::: :: : : : : 
~ ~e~=iiBmihes: :: :::. ::: :::::::: ::::.:::::::: ::::: : : :: ~ : ::::: 
~ 8=~~~ :::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·: ::::::: :::::::::::: ::: 
41 J oiner's Bench .... ............... .. ..... .. . .... ...... ........... .. 

~ =~e.c1,t:e~'-::: : :: : : :::: ::::: :::::::::: : ~:: : : ::: : ::: : :::: : : 

~ =~~:~~: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

K . 0. 
0 80 
0 45 
0 25 
1 00 
2 00 
0 50 
0 65 
0 25 
1 60 
4 50 
0 45 

2500 
0 45 
6 00 
5 00 
1 65 

70 00 

160 '19 

At Nli.lls a complete outtlt for 12 pupils costs eOO froncs. 

TABLE II.-Series of 100 mode_ls used in the Ntiiis method. 

ous work in 
class of 12. 

8 
6 
6 
2 
1 
8 
:l 
8 
1 
1 
3 
8 
4 
1 
1 
1 

[All these objects are in wood. Those marked with a • are turned. Price of entire collection, 50 
crowns, or about 7Q francs.j 

Modehl. 

1 Pin ... .... ........ . . .. .. .. .. .. ...... ... . . . 
2 Prop for flowers (round section) ... ....... . 

~ i!~~~~.~~ -~~ ~~-~-~~~-~~~~-::::: :: ::: 
5 Clothes-pin (without spring) . ... .... ..... . 
6 Pin for horse-collar ........ . . .. ........ . .. . 
7. Paper-knife (or cutter) . .. ...... . . ... . ... .. 
8.Ciothes-horse (or frame) .. ..... ... . ....... . 
9 Butter-Paddle ... ....... ........ .. .... . . . .. 

· 10 Small tlat rule .. . ...... . .... .. . . ..... .... .. 
11 Cross-bar support for flower-pot ... . ..... . 
12 Spoon ... ... ... ........ .. . .. ..... .. .. . . . .. 
18 Handle for hammer . ........ ... . . . .... ... . 

~~ ~~f-li8,i;'dl8 :: ·::::::::: :::: ::: ::::: ::: ::: 
16 Butter·Spoon ....... . ........ ... ....... . . .. 
17 Board on which to cut bread . ............ . 
18 Sock-form (for laundress) .. . .. ... . . . .... . . 
19 Sugar-scoop . . . . . . . . .. . . ...... ...... .. . . 
20 Stocking-frame (for laundress),. . . . ... . .. . 
21 Scythe-whetter ......... . .... . . . .... . . . .. .. 
22 Pegs .......... . ........... . . .. ...... .. .. . 
23 • Pegs turned, mushroom shape .. .. .. .... . 
24 • Piri or plug for horse-collar .. . ... .... . .. . 
25 Axe-handle . ~- ..... . . .. .... .... . . ....... . .. 
26 Small dish for soft soap .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. 
27 Peg to darn stockings on . .......... ... .. .. 
28 Sugar spoon ...... .. ....... ..... ......... .. 
29 • Bread-pricker (Swedish "Stapp") . .. .. .. 
80 Open-work for ftower-pots . ... .. .. .... . .. . 
81 Stool for TrellJs .... . .................... . . 
32 Rake-bead . ...... ... ... .. . . .... ... ... ..... . 
83 Pot Spoon .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. ... . 
84 Beetle .................. .... . .. .... . . .. ... . 
85 l<lour Spoon . .. . ... .... .. . . .. . .. ..... ... .. . 
86 •Weaver's Pulley .. .. .... .... ..... . .... . 
87 Mallet ...... ..... .... .................... . 
88 B~·Shovel ... . .. ..... .... . .. .... .. .. .. .. 
89 Large ftat rule ... .. . . .. . .. ..... .. .. ... .. . . . 
40 *Bo()t.-jack,.with. spur . . . ... .. ..... . . ... . . . 

Tools employed in·makin~ each object . 

[The numbers correspond to those of first column, 
Table I .) 

8,84,23 
8,23,26 
8, 6,87,85,23,18 
8, 7, 6,87,85,27,28,21,18 
8, 8, 1,85, 7,23,18,29 
8,87, 1,28, 14,21, 5,18 
1, 6,85, 3, 28,18,29 
2, 7, 6, 21,85,81,28,18 
1, a. o,85,2i,85,14,28, 18,29 
a, 6,87,85,27, 5,14,28,18 
8, &,87,85,27, 5,14,23,18 
8, 84, 7, 1,14,23,16,26, 82,29,18 
2,81,23, 6,18 29 
8,84, 7,14, 28,16, 26,82, 29, 5,28, 18 
8,84,25,21 
8,84, 7, 1, 14,28,16,26,82, 18 
8, 7, 6,87,85,27, 1,14, 17, 8,21,29 
8, 2, 7, 6,21,85,81, 8, 18,29 
8,84, 7, 6, 1, 14, 8, 28,2i,16,82,18,29 
3, 2, 7, 6,21,25,81, 8, 18,29 
8, 6,87,85, 8,28,18, 1,81, 5,18 
8, 7, 6,80,85,27,21, 8, 5,28,14, 18 
8, 7, 6,87, 85,27,21, 7, 5, 2, 3 
8,84,25 
8,84, . 6,85,24,81, 8,87, 3,18,29 
8, 7, 6,10,82,29, 85, 8, 14,18,29 
8,84,25 
8, 84, 7. 14, 28,16, 28, 82, 29, 5, 18,21 
3,84,25,12 
8, 7, 6,87,85, 5, 8,2!>, 18,23 . 
8, 7, 6,87,85, _5, 8,27, 1,21,16, 18 
2, 6, 8,31,28, 18,87,85,15,27,21,18,29 
8,84, 7, 1,14, 8, 16,82, 29,24, 5,81,28, 18 
8,84, 6,85,29, 8,87,21,23,27, 1,14, 17,29 
8,84, 7, 2, 16,32,29,24, 31, 5,14,28, 18 
8,84,25,27,87, 5,21 , 14 
8, 6,87,27, 2, 8,17,85,21,29 
8,84, 7, 6l),28,85, 5,14,31, 8,18,29 

See Moael r<o. 10. 
87, 6, 87, 85, 28, 5, 14, 8, 18, 29 
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. TABLE U .-Seriu of 100 models used in the NtJJls method-Continued. 

LAll these objecta are In w_ood. Those marked with a • are turned. Price of entire collection, 150 
crowns, or about 70 francs.] · 

Models. 

41 Shuttle ............. . .. . ... .. .......... . . .. 
4ll NaU-box ...................... . ...... .. ... . 
·43 •RoUer for pastry ..... .. ................. . 
44 •Boot-jack (turned feet) ................. .. 
45 Hatchet-handle ........ .. ..... . .......... .. 
46 Fl&henna.n 's reel .... ...... .. .... .. . . .... .. 

· 47 SmaU hand-cart ........ ...... . ..... .. .... . 
48 ·Salt.. box . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. ... ..... ....... . 
·49 Egg-rack or wash-tub (porte-senfs on 

Ouvierl. · 

~ :i.trxc~t~fiJ>~~~~~~.~~-~~~::::: 
6! Match-box with friction.. .. .. .......... .. 
M Box with friction ..... ... . ............... .. 
64 Peg~~ ..................................... .. 
65 Beetle for linen fastened on pin .......... . 

· li6 Skimmer ......... . ...................... .. 
&7 Boot.. jack ................................. . 
ll8 Fl&h-spoon (grooved handle) ... . ... .. ..... . 
li8 Covered box (two compartments) ....... . . 
eo Pen-box, for school use ..... . .... . .... . .. .. 

. 61 Knlf&-box.. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .... , . 
62 Box for dish-washer ................. .. ... . 

~ ·= Ec·~:·:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
116 Qarpenter's square . ... ..... . .... .... .. .. .. 
67. Qarl>enter'A square, 4.50 ............. .. . . . . 

=~:.::::.::::::::::::::·:::::: : : 
to Spoon for skimming cream (clasped) ..... . 
71 Oval bread-board ......................... . 

.g~Jg~~:: ::: ::: :: ::::::: . ::::: 
74 Meat-beater ..... ................ .. ....... .. 
711 Carved bread-board ....... .. .... .. .... . . .. 
76 Water-bucket ............................ . 
77 D6clm~tre cube .......... . ..... .. .... .. .. .. 

~ ~~g:pin .:::: :: :::::: .. ::::::::::: :.:: :::: 
80 Spoon for scullion (large size) ... ... .... . . . 
81 ~box for soft soap ........ ... ..... .. . 
h'.l •Swedish coffee-mill ... . .. .. . ............. . 
88 Foot-stool with slanting feet .... .. .. .. . . . . 
84 Drawing-board .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. 
85 Box witb .compass O•lnged cover) . . ....... . 
86 Box with sliding cover ... . . ... .. ... .... .. . 

-: Mlf!n's le vel ..... .. . .. .. .. .. ........ .. .. 

! !~!~~~~~::: ~ :: :·: :~:~·: :~~ ~~ ~~~~ : ·: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ 
92 Kneading-trough ...... .. .. .... . .... ...... . 
93 Chopping-tray ..... ....................... . 
94 Tap (or plug) .......... .... ....... . ...... .. 

I ~i~:: ~ : ::~~:: ~ ·:· : : ~~:: : : :::::: :- :. · · 
100 Bucket with handle .. ... .. .. .. ........... . 

Tools employed in making each object. 

[The numbers correspond to those of first column, 
Table I.] 

2, 6, 37,31,23,18,27,16,85, 1,23,14,22.18,29 
3, 7, 6, 37,85,27,23,14, 5, 2, 6, 8,25,29 
3,34,25 
3, 2, I, 6,31,23,21,35,18, 8,29 
8, 2,24,31, 6,35, 8,18,29 
I, 8, 3, 1,23,27,21,18,29 
3,34, 7, 7, 2, 37,35, 5. 14, 26, 18, 29,23 
3, 7, 6,37,35, 5,1, 23,18, 8,22,25 

3, 7, 6,37,27,21,35, 8, 14,17 
8, 1, 6,81,14,18,85, 7, 6,23,41,29 
3, 6,37,85,51,14,26,18,29,23 
8, 6,37,85, 1,23,1!1,21, 5,85, 8,17,29,25 
3, 6,37,35, 1,23,21, 18,21, 5,27,14,25,16 
3, 1, 2, 6, 8, 31,23. 18,27,21,85,14,29 

See Model No. 34, and add 24 and 19. 
8,34, 7, 1,14,16,31,23,26,32,29, 2,24,18 
3, 7, 6,37,35,21, 2, 1,31,23, 18, 8, 14, 5,29 
3,34, 7, 6, 1,14,16,82,30, 3,23,31 ,21, 18, 9 
3, 7, 6,37,3:;, 5,14,26,37, 8,21, 1,23,18, 2 
3, 6,37,35, 5,23,14, 8,26,33,29 
3, 7, 6,37,85,2.5, 1,23,18, 5,14,26, 8,29 
8, 7, 6,37,85,23, 1, 18, 5,14,26, 8,25,29 
3, 7, 6,37,35,27, 14, 8, 25 
a, 7, 6,37, 35, 8,86,27,21, 2,2i,t8,14, 5, 4, 1,25,29 
3, 7, 6,37,35, 5, 1,23, 18, 5,14,26, 8,21, 1,33, 12,25 
3, 6,37,35,14, 5, 8,29 
3, 6,37,35, 14, 5, 8,29 
3, 6,87,35,27,22,15,26 ... 14, 1,16,18,29,23 

See Model No.12 and No. 4P. 
3, 6,37,85, 5,14,23,27, 8 
3, 6, 2 7, 6,85, 8,31,17,29 
3, 34, 7, 3, 1,14, 2, 8,14,16,82,29,21,23 
3, 2, 6,35, 7,81 ,14,23,18,29 
8, 6, 37, 35l. 8, 14, 18, 21,29 

See Model No. 78, and add tools 23 and 14. 
3, 1, 6, 8,14,16,17,29, 2,23, 18 
3, 7, 6. 37,3:;, 5,14,27, 8,23,21,29 
3, 7, 6,37,1!.5, 5, 8,27,21,23, 18,34,25 

See Model No.43; ndd 21 ,37,27, 5,14,18 
See Jllodel No. 72,and add tools 5 and 21. 
3, 7, 6, 8,37,27, 14,21,16,18,2!1,36, 2 
3, 7, 6,37,3.';,14,26, 17,29, 8 
3, 7, 6,3i,S.5, 8,27, 1,23, 14,1fC, 5,29 
a, 1, 6, 37,85,~, n, 14,36, 8,29 
3, 7, 6,37,85, 5,14,26, 8,32,2.5, 18,29 
a, 1, G,3i,35, 5, t4,26, s,23,8.3,!.lfl 
a, 7, 6,37,35, 5. 15,20,25,2t,2i, I ,J8,36,~ 

See Model No. 43; add tools 27,21,2.;, 23 
3, 7, 6,37,:!5,36, 5, 8,14,2.;, 1, 16,18,29 

See ll(odel No.H!I ; add tools 23 nncl21. 
3, 6, 37,3.~. See Model No. 10. 

See Model No.89,nnd ndd tools 21,23,31 
3, 7, 6,37,85, G,14,26,2:J, 8, 18,29,2.'; 

See :Uoclel No. 27 plus tools 1~ ,23,18,2'3 
See Model No. 89. 
3, 7, 6,37,35, 5,23, 14,27, 1, ll1, 1R,29 
a, 7, n,s.-;,37,27, 21, 4,23, t8,26, 5, t, 2!l 
3, 7, 6.37,35, 15, 14, a, t , tR, 8,27,Zi,21,29 
3, 7, 6,37,:3.;1, 15, 5, 1 .2:~, R,21, 1R, 29 
3, 34, 7, 6,:l5,27, 1,36,23, 14, 12, 18, 16,32,2'.) 





x. 

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF MANUAL TRAINING. 

INTRODUCTION. 

·. The following paper, which is given in Miss Marwedel's pamphlet, 
"The Missing Lmk, "* as an abstract of a lecture delivered oefore 
the Manual Training Association of Leipsic by a distinguished pro
:fessor of the University of Leipsic, is here assigned to this A_ppendix 
by a sort of natural affinity, in connection with the paper by Dr. Har
.ris, which immediately follows it, on " The Physchology of Man
ual Training." These two papers alike possess the quahty of sug
gestiveness, and can hardly fail t.o interest thought.ful educators. 

Dr. Birch-Hirschfelder shows clearly the value of the direct train
ing of the senses as furnishing an equipoise to the cultivation of the 
higher mental functions of the brain, the activity of which, otherwise, 
may tend to become dangerously excessive. ·He thus furnishes a 
strong argument, based on the nature of the organs and faculties of 
the brain, to those who regard Manual Training as an essential de-
partment of general education. · . 

There is at first sight, apparently, a striking difference between 
the assertion by Dr. H arris, that an act is educative only "when first 
learned," and this by Dr. Birch-Hirschfelder, that " All education 
rests, from its positive point of view, upon practice-methodical prac
tice. The development of the organs is promoted by orderly activ
ity," but by the instance given by Dr. Harris of Dr. Prayers's child 
which,- in its delight at the discovery, placed and replaced the cover 
on the box seventy-nine times in succession, and by the context which 
follows, it appears that Dr. Harris considers that this phase of the 
education of the senses should be mostly limited to the earliest years 
of the child's development. So that there is substantial agreement 
between them as to the fact, only Dr. Harris objects to a repetition in 
primary or higher schools of the training which the child has already 
given itself at home in infancy. 

The value of the Kind ergarten method~ for very young children 
was long. since fully endorsed by Dr. H arris. The question as to 
how far these methods are suitable for older pupils and whether a 
logical J>rogression through all stages of education on Kindergarten 
lines and methods is practicable or desirable, is the mooted question; 
which, under protean forms, is now discussed wherever educators 
meet. The desirability of some form of manual t raining in the 
primar:y _grades of ~ublic schools as a preparation for the High 
School Manual Traimng classes, is admitted by all the advocates of 

II See Appendix "J." Paper IV, Page 670, 
8115 
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those higher schools; this is not, as we have already- had occasion to 
know, however, by any means conceded as desirable by all educators. 

There is another pomt concerning which our author-physician dis
criminates with a precision which commends his judgment to cai!e
ful consideration; and that is when treating of the value of bodily 
exercise as furnishing a "compensation for the one-sided exertion 
of the activity of study" he distinguishes between athletics, per se, 
and such· rational gymnastic exercises as may conduce to the training 
of the body as an essential part of a complete education. 

As educators, he declares that "It cannot be our purpose to strive 
for the education of' athletes;" wh~ch proposition, while It would, per
haps, hardly be accepted as an ax1om by many Yale and Harvard un
dergraduates, will scarcely be denied by educators as a class. The 
physiological rationale underlying the necessity for sufficient mus
cular trainin~ i-; clearly stated, while the adion and consequences of 
s_pecial athletic training are also plainly. shown, and the arguments 
deduced therefrom in favor of" Instruction in manual dexterity," and 
the statement of the physiolo~ical pur-poses of such instr~ction, are 
noteworthy. His final summmg up can hardly fail to please the ad
vocates of Manual Training. 

:I'HE VALUE OF INSTRUCTION IN MANUAL DEXTERITY AS REGARDS 
BODILY DEVELOPMENT AND HYGIENE. 

BY DR. BIRCH-~IRSCBFELDER, PROFESSOR IN THE UNIVERSiTY OF LEIPSIC. 

! _speak as a physician, or rather as a medical ~hoolmaster. The physician looks 
at the question -from two points of view: First, as it concerns the physicolo~cal de
velopment. of man, including the development of the bodily £unctions m their 
relation to the mental. This may be called the anthropological point of view. 
Secondly, he considers in bow far instruction in manual dexterity is of value for the 
healthy development of the body. This may be called the hygienic point of view. 

Considered anthropologically, instruction in manual dexterity is pre-eminently 
adapted to the education of the senses. Though the education of the senses is so 
often advocated, I believe 1ts full meaning has not always been fully comprehended. 
All education rests, from its positive point of view, upon practice -methodical 
practice. The development of the organs is promoted by orderly activity. Now, 
the education of the senses has two aspects; m the first place, it deals with the ex
ercise of the peripheral organs of .sense,_ the tools of. the sense activity. For instance, 
we can educate the eye to measure dimensions better and to appreciate color im
pressions more exactly than is possible to the uneducal;ed sense. The hearing, touch, 
and.other senses can be educated similarly, but it would be a mistake to consider 
these gymnasti!'S of the senses as the essential 1;1art of the education of the senses. 
The sense organ is an auxiliary of our mind; 1t takes cognizance of external im
pressions, but the impressions are conveyed to the brain through the rierves. There 

·at·e receiving stations in the brain for the separate nerves of sense, and these al?ain 
are connected with the central station, where the sense perceptions pass over mto 
consciqusness. Iu this sense-practice the capacity of the peripheral brain stations 
to act upon those which are connected with the activity of the senses is exercised. 
But, of course, there are other connections between the central receiving stations 
in the brain and those pmtiollJ! of the brain which serve as the instruments of the 
higher menta,l functions. Here a central process takes ph1co in connection with the 
sense-activity, and the sense-impression elaborated into an idea at the periphery be
comes a mental possession. I believe that when the high value of the education of 
the senses is emphasized, this cultivation of the connection between the central 
sense station and those parts of the brain which subserve the highest mental func-
tions, is meant. . 

THE TWO METHODS BY WHICH KNOWLEDGE IS GAINED. 

We can acquire knowledge in two ways: First, through the word (verbal, sym
bolic impression); and, second, by inspection. Therefore, the aim of the education 
gf th~ 6~~ <;oin<;id~ w!~h t4at wh.ich is c~~oll\lq in~~<;tion by- inspection, The 
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great importance of this method of instruction by inspection is very familiar to us 
physicians. Our medical academical instruction will have no other. We can 
observe very frequently how mere verbal knowledge differs from that which is 
gained by inspoot10n. For instance, one may learn a great many anatomical facts 
from a book, but, if he tries to make practical use of them, this mere verbal knowl
edge is found immediately to be wholly unfruitful. There are often in our classes 
(and partly in consequence of the whole directioa of their preceding education and 
culture) a number of persons who are so accustomed to identify learning with verbal 
reception of knowledge, that the:y have no adequate appreciation of the importance 
of education by inspection. It IS an important fact of experience also that even 
good illustrations are no substitute for the inspection of the object itself, but only 
of Yalue in refreshing and fixing the memory of that which has been seen. But 
our experience carries us still farther. The exact knowledge of certain relations 
which is r~quired of the physician can not be gained by the· mere inspection of the 
natw·al object of preparation. Manual dexterity must be brought in as a means of 
instruction. It is only by the methodical dissection of the natural object that the 
learner gains that certain knowledge of shape and connection which fits him again 
to construct the demolished organism in his mind. The conditions are very much 
the s.1n1e in instruction in manual dexterity. For as the anatomist arrives at the 
clearest knowledge of the natural object by dissection, so the scholar learns to know 
most exautly the object which he constructs. 

THE FOU~ STEPS IN THE GAINING OF KNOWLEDGE, 

Four stages of thorough knowledge may therefore be distinguished: (1) the knowl
edge of the objeet from a verbal description; (2) from a natural figure; (3) from the 
inspection of the object itself, and (4) from the personal spontaneous construction 
of t he same. No other means can perfect the relationship between sense activity and 
the higher spiritual functions as well as instruction in manual dexterity. 

NEGLECT OF THE EDUCATION OF THE SENSES. 

Instruction has done but little, as yet, for the education of the senses. The only 
sense which has been given preference in this r egard is that of hearing. Musical 
culture has not been neglected, but extraordinarily little has been done for the other 
senses. There are many more people who have learned to hear than of people who 
can see, who can observe. Right here, I believe, instruction in manual dexterity ca.ti 
do a great ~ork. It exerts muscular activity on the one hand; but, not as in ath· 
letics, a combined and more refined muscular activity is employed here fot· a definite 
purpose. Here also an important sense is exercised, namely, the muscular sense. 
The cultivation of skill in a matter which exercises the hands does not depend, for 
the most part, upon the increase of the strength of the muscles, but upon the finer 
cultivation of the muscular 5ense which always, and, indeed, unconsciously informs 
us what the muscle is doing, and this muscular sense becomes exercised in a fine 
and many-sided way by suitable hand-work. But in instruction in manual dexter· 
ity the sense of sight is necessarily exercised in a high degree, much more t han in 
the single subject ·of instruction which has hitherto worked in tllis direction, i. e. , 
drawing. 

RELATIVE VALUE OF INSTRUCTION IN DRAWING, 

I do not mean by this to question in the least the great value of instt:uction it\ 
drawing; indeed I wish its value were more appreciated for the educahon of the 
senses in the courses of instruction in the higher schools. Nevertheless, I must 
insist that the material essence of the object is more fully comprehendP.d by instruc
tion in manual dexterity than by the symbolic reproduction in dra'' :ing .. Here I do 
not take any a.ocount of mere artistic considerations, for, of course, m tlus regard no 
com~aiison can be made between drawin.~S and the production of objects by ~auual 
de:.;terity. A celebrated sculptor has told me hin1self_that usually the ~xper1enced 
a~ can not model a simple object correctly from h is me~ory. l\Iakmg use of a 
trtvml example he said "I could not even model a bootJack correctly from my 
memory." But I belie~e that if he had made a bootjack he would be able ~o model 
?ne from his memory. This exam ple may serve to show in what way I believe that 
mstr~ction in manual dexterity is of much greater value than ~ere repr?~uctwn by 
drawmg for the cultivation of the senses, and for that combmeu actiVIty of the 
senses which fructifies in the favorable development of the internal activity of tht: 
senses. · 

ART-VOL 2--57 
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WHY DEFINITE INSTRUCTION OF THE SENSES IN CHILDHOOD IS SO DESffiABLE. 

The objection might be made that while it is true that the education of the tenses · 
is extraordinarily necessary, yet ordinary life gives of itself so man;r educational . 
impetuses that it is. not necessary for instruction to aim especially at this point. The 
first and m ost special answer to be made to this objection is that practice can pro
duce no such effects in any other age as it can in the age of childhood; and that, 
therefore, putting off this education of the senses until a later period of development 
will entail a. loss which can never be made UJ?- And, furthermore, it is by no means 
true that the unmethodical exercise of the different senses has any such effrct as to 
bring about that adaptation for sharp perception and mental elaboration of the im
pressions of sense which is desirable. Simple experiments with cultivated and un
cultivated men of the different classes would demonstrate with surprising clearness 
that very few individuals who have not been exercised methodically in the proper 
direction ru·e adapted to receive and elaborate the simplest intuitions of space. 

: :-

MANUAL TRAINING THE BEST FORM OF SENSE-EDUCATION. 

By instruc"tion in manual dexterity the different processes of the activity of the 
senses can be correctly carried on in a methodical way. Handiwork, cabinetmak
ing, carving, etc., exercise the muscles, and especially those of the arms, in many · 
·ways, and at the same time give many kinds of practice in measurement by the eye . 
.And here also, in addition, the higher psychical functions can be acted UJ?On. and 
attention can very easily be called in the course of the work to the resthet!Cal side 
of the things which are worked upon. I will not go any farther into this. I believe 
you can, from your own experience, already supply sufficient material to demon-

. strate that instruction in manual dexterity is in the highest degree suited to exercise 
the activity of the senses methodically. And we shall make no mistake in asserting 
that"the reaction of such a methodical exercise of the activity of the senses upon tho . 
higher mental faculties deserves especial appreciation. 

THE ADVANCE OF MODERN TIMES DUE TO . THE GENERAL ADOPTION ·oF THE METH· 
ODS URGED BY FRANCIS BACON. 

There was a time when verbal knowledge, culture by words, dominated the 
mental world. The greatest change which ever was brought about in the history 
of mankind has been accomplished in the cow-se of the last two centuries, and 
certainly because natura l philosophy has been developed in a way previously un· 
anticipated. But natural philosophy rests, in its ultimate basis, upon ·induct ion. 
Proceeding from the observation of particulars (of occurrences under natural con· 
ditions or those determined by the observer), the inductive method leads to the 
knowledge of the natural law. The progress of the knowledge of natural law is 
promoted by the broader cultivation of method and by the perfecting of the appa· 
ratus of observation. Certainly, along with this is also to be considered the capacity 
of accomplislunentof the sense orga,nsand of the nervous apparatus therewith con· 
nected. which has been trained from youth and thereby perfecteu. The better 
schooling of the growing generation for the inductive method will be promoted 
when the influence of natural philosophy upon the farther development of man
kind is recognized. Do not expect me to jom those who refer all complaints about 
the deficient capacity for accomplishment of our generation, and its disposition to 
sickness, to the gymnasia, to the so-called overburdening. 

THE ADJUSTMENT AND NOT THE AMOUNT OF SCHOOL WORK AT FAULT. 

I do not believe in the overburdening in the sense in which it is many times en· 
. tertained. I do not believe that our higher schools, in general, impose upon the 
youthful capacities absolutely too great tasks. But, nevertheless, a relative over· 
loadin~ frequently is produced, and that, indeed, by the one-sidedness of the practice. 
There 15 a lack of sufficient impetuses of compensation as an offset to the require· 
nlents which are not in themselves too high but yet are always one-sided. This lies 
many times in the modern formation of our lives, in the wanner of life in the great 
city communities, in the many necessary claims which are otherwise made upon 
the time of the scholars. There is lacking that natw·al compensation for the evils 
of pure instruction by study w hich, under simple circumstances, in the coun try, in 
smaller cities, often comes quite of itself. For this reason, I believe, now there is so 
much the more necessity of emphasizing ow· duty, since the natw·al imvetuses <>! . 
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compensation are-continUally diminishing, to introduce something into education 
which, while: promoting the. mental development of 'the scholar, may also at the 
same time act as a means of compensation for the one-sided demands of instruct.ic;m 

byl 
8!i~~b~t the second point of view from which the physician regarded instruction 

in manual 'dexterity was the hygienic. If we can look upon th1·ee kinds of things as 
the aim of therapeutics in general, in the words of Bacon : "To lengthen life, to 
maintain health, and to heal disease," then the second, the promotion of the main
tenance of health, corresponds to the contents of what is included in hygienics. 

ONLY TWO WAYS OF PRESERVING HEALTH. 

If we now ask in what way we can maintain health, there are only two ways 
possible : We can 'either protect the body from evils which threaten it, or we can in· 
crease and exalt the resisting capacity of the body. Every reasonable care of health 
must be developed toward these two directions. The mere following of rules which 
contribute to the protection of liealth would, in its ultimate consequences, lead to 
the most extreme effeminacy of mankind. If such a ~oal were practically attaina
ble at all, the absolutely protected man would be depnved of the educational good 
influ~nce which the struggle for existence exerts. Important for the public health 
as is the annihilation of evils which, for instance, can affect health in the dwelling 
or other environments of man, yet I consider the second aim, making the body 
more resistant to ev.ils, as more important for the health of the individual, because 
this second aim presupposes directly also the highest possible activity of the man. 

HEREDITY, FOOD, ACTIVITY j THE THREE SOURCES OF HEALTH. 

But how dQeS the body and how do the several organs attain an exalted power 
of resistance against evils? There are three momenta which contribute to this. 
First, the resisting power of the single individual. The resisting power of each sin
gle organ depends upon inheritance, in a certain degree, upon the sum of capital 
which the individual man has brought \vith him into the world , which is due, in 
great part, to his parents and ancestors. In the second place, this resisting power 
depends upon the nourishment. The nourishment depends upon the quantity and 
quality of the means of nourishment in the widest sense, including the air. But 
this certainly very importantfactor is not the only determinative one; for, thirdly, 
the power of resistance is determined by the activity of the argans. Absolutely no 
normal development can be given to an organ, however well developed, an organism 
which might have the best and most favorable conditions of now·ishment, if this 
factor of activity be left out. Every organism which is inactive, upon wl1ich there
fore the physiological stimulus of activity does not act, becomes stunted. If a limb 
is placed in a plast.er bandage it will become almost entirely immovable in half a 
year ; if ;rou fasten a muscle completely, the muscular substance disappears entirely, 
and so it 18 with all the organs. Weare, therefore, dealing here with a relation which 
in good part is under the influence of our volition. Therefgre, while our ancestors 
are answerable for whatever sum of life-material we have at the outset, and our 
conditions of nourishment in the widest sense are many times beyond our control, 
yet we can, to a certain degree, promote the development of our bodies as we wish 
by the excitation of activity even in the most limited spheres of life. Indeed, it may 
~said, that an excitation of the bodily activity alTano-ed according to the end to be 
~ed, and carried out in this sense, may even do won~ers in conditions of life which 
m and by themselves are. defective. It is only in this way that we can explain how 
a great part of the poorer men who live under unfavorable conditions of income, 
and are, by their circumstances, compelled to a vigorous bodily actiYity, very com-. 
monly surpass in health and in power of resistance to evils, the spoiled rich. 

In this regard the nervous system acts like the other organs. Along with the 
original condition the influence of function is a very essential factor, and one of 
the greatest importance, particulal'ly at the time of growth. 

INACTION AND OVEREXERTION ALIKE DELETERIOUS. 

There are two extremes which finally produce the same result. Perfect inactivity 
of an organ leads to stunting, but excess1ve strain involves the same danger. There
fore, also lack of exercise of the brain in a determinate direction leads to the stunt
ing 9f its capacit;r of performance. We have enough examples of this in practical 
life that certain mdh·iduals by a one-sided activity of the brain in a determinate 
direction can do extraordinary things in this direction, while by the neglect of ex
orcise in oth~r directions they are in many ways inferior ~o the nc;>nnal m!l-n. One-
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sided demands made upon the activity of the brain must have a,n especially injuri
ous effect when they take place at the time of the greatest brain developm';lnt. ~ere 
is often certainly laid the foundation of a diseased weakness of the brain and ner
vous system. No connoisseur will deny that the characteristic of the disease of our 
time is weakness of nerves. And the question has already been asked from very 
many sides what are really the causes of this wide-spread weakness of the nervous 
system·, which shows itself in the most diverse forms? Doubtless .there are very 
different causes for this, but one factor lies quite certainly in the one-sidedness of 
the demands which are made upon the nervous system at the time of its develop
ment·. If any one by preference make demands upon determinate parts of the 
brain, and exercise the nervous system very little in other directions, there easily 

. arises from this one-sidedness of the strain a disturbance of equilibl"ium wp.ich does 
not prevent the brain from producing eminent results· in ce1-tain directions, but 
which always involves the danger of disease. Now, itmay be said, that the dan
ger of a one-sided influence of mental strain is to be worked a.gainst by intervals of 
rest adapted to the purpose. It is indeed quite correct that every rational hygienic 
measure is founded upon the alternation of rest and work. We can, by continuous 
muscular practice, cause our muscles to increase in volume and their capacity of 
work to be raised in acol'l'esponding dt>gree. ·This increase in mass and this access 
of capacity for work is caused by the muscles in their activity receiving mor~ blood 
than m their rest. 

ALTERNATION OF REST AND EFFORT DESffiABLE, 

Now a removal of the detritus, which is produced by the activity and a restora
tion of new substance, is only possible when rest follows activity. By an uninter
ruptedly continuous contract10n the muscle becomes at length exhausted and 
lamed. Now; just that which can be understood very easily about the muscles is 
true a bout the nervous system. In regard to this it is certainly true that every 
hygienic measure demands an al~ernation of work and rest. But the best kind of 
rest (in the waking hours) is that in which while the organ involved is recovering there 
is not perfect rest all over, but activity in other directions. Evidently the nervous 
system recovers more favorably if we do not let absolute rest follow strained, one
sided nervous activity, but occupy ourselves in other ways. And when, therefore, 
any one who is obliged to exert the higher functions of hlS brain continually. and to 
do this in a sitting and quite improper position, wants to have the best kind of re
storative to compensate for these evils, we can only advise him to substitute move
ment for sitting, and work in other directions, and especially work of the muscles 
and nerves, for the one-sided exertion of certain mental activities. 

ATHLETICS CONSIDERED. 

It may be said that in this regard gymnastics and athletics offer the best· compen
sation for the one-sided exertion of the activity of study. I do not in the least deny 
that athletics have a gr~at hygienic value, and that the school athletics of our gen
eration have had an extraordinarily favorable effect in this direction; and that we 
would notice yet much more the injurious effects of the continually sitting method 
of life of our youth, if school gymnastics had not been taken up as an authorized 
subject of education. But athletics is not, from its nature, a means which suffices 
perfectl;y- as a compensatiort in.the sense spoken of. Athletics is concerned princi· 
pally w1th energetic muscular activity. Apart from its influence in promoting 

·muscular development itself, this acts upon the activity of the breathing, the move
ment of the heart, etc. As t '1ese means have a very beneficial effect upon the 
young body, a very valuable stimulation of all the functions of the body may be 
attained thereby. But athletics in and for itself, just because it is concerned with 
energetic muscular activity, is not a means which can be applied continually. It . 
can not be our purpose to strive for the education of athletes. We see that just the 
highest increase of muscular practice brings again the same dangers as from a de
ficient practice. It may be observed at this day that the disposition to disease of 
men with excessively practiced muscles, such as athletes and jugglers, is very much 
~reater than in the average man. Plato calls attention to the same fact. I believe, 
m fact, that children from nine to fifte~nyears of age ought not .to have more than 
four hour:< of real athletics in a week. 

Instruction in manual dexterity stands midway between athletics, which ex
cite a too energetic activity of the muscles, and instruction in study, with its one
sided activity of the central n ervous organs. Instruction in manual dexterity in
cludes ~ynmastics, and, I believe, that ce1-tain subjects which are practiced in 
instruction in manual dextel'ity are also beneficial in this· sense. Joinery, for 
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instance, contaitl8 a good proportion of valuable muscular practice; but it is neces
sary that in instruction in manual dexterity, as in athletics, as all-sided an activity 
of the muscles as· possible should be excited, and where that is not possible to the 
same degree, a.~ least, in regard to the groups of muscles which are set in activity, a 
certain alternation of occupations· should prevail. It is, indeed, not to be feared 
that in the conducting of instruction in manual dexteritr, those peculiar malforma
tions will result which are produced by a one-sided pos1tion of the body, and with 
which we are acquainted in different handiworkers, as in locksmiths, shoemakers, 
smiths, etc., but these consequences of a one-sided strain will always induce us to 
take care that all one-sidedness be avoided. 

HYGIENIC VALUE OF MANUAL TRAINING AS A PART OF EDUCATION. 

Instruption in manual dexterity, however, acts in a much higher sense upon the . 
nerves than upon the muscles, and this is very especially to be considered. It works 
upon the organs of sense, such as sight, muscular sense, taste; etc., which it brings 
into continually combined activity, and it works upon the peripheral regions of our 
nervous system. It might, therefore, be said that purely mental instruction in 
study exercises the central parts of our brain, the finest tools of our mind. Manual 
dexterity exercises the sense apparatus, the peripheral nerves as tools of the senses. 
Athletic gymnastics act essentially through the powerful excitation of muscular ac
tj\itr. According to this, instruction in manual dexterity is in a higher sense gym
nastlcs of the nerves, and just because it is a gymnastics of the nerves, it has an 
especially unburdening effect upon the brain, wltich has been strained b.v one-sided 
activity. 

This consequence of the hygienic effect of instmction in manual dexterity is at 
any rate of the highest importance for the position of this subject in education. 

What I have said may be summed up as follows: 
(1.) Instruction in manual dexterity is a very praiseworthy means of cultivation of 

the senses as the tools of the mind. It completes that part of instmction by which 
the development of those parts .of the brain which serve for the higher mental fac
ulties are excited, while, by methodical exercise in the elaboration of the impres
sions of the senses, it reacts in favor of a harmonious cultivation of the mind. 

(2.) Instruction in manual dexterity promotes sound bodily development when a 
suitable choice of work is made. It serves as a counterpoise to the influence of 
study-work, which is connected with mental strain and continuous sitting. willie 
by the activity of the senses and nP.rves it has a diverting and unburdening effect: 
and, at the·same time; excites the activity of the muscles as a lighter form of gym
nastics, which certainly does not make athletics superfluous, but supplements them 
in a desirable way. 

NOTE.-Among the hygienic benefits of manual tl·aining might be enumerated 
the joy of doing what is pleasant in constmcting and fashioning the product of our 
own brain and hands. 
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THE PSYCHOLOGY 0~' MANUAL TRAINING. 

READ BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF SUPERINTENDENCE, NATIONAL 

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D. C., MARCH 7, 1889. 

BY WILLIA!'II T. HARRIS, LL.D. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The appointment, during the annual meeting of the Department 
of Superintendence held February, 1888, of a Special Committee on 
Manual Training, who were instructed to report upon the subject at 
the meeting in 1889, was a clear indication of the int erest taken in 
this subject 'by leading educators, and of their desire for some p~ac-
tical outcome of the·discussion. . 

In the programme prepared for the meeting of this Department, 
held in Washington, D. C., March 6th, 7th, and 8th, 1889, Manual 
Training was given an important place and papers concerning its re
lation to education in general, as well as to free public school educa
tion in particular, were announced to be read by Superintendent 
Mac Alister, of Philadelphia; Professor William T. Harris, of Con
cord, Massachusetts; Professor Jerome Allen, of New York City; and 
Superintendent Seaver, of Boston, with discussions to follow each 
paper. 

The names of those announced to qpen the discussions in each 
case comprised several of those best known among educators as lead
ers of the Industrial Education movement. 

The absence of several of those so announced, and especially of 
Superintendent Mac Alis~er. whose paper on " The Relation of Man
ual Training to Body and Mind" was to intro<1 nee the topic on the 
first evening, was a di:;appointment. Professor W oodward, Director 
o.f the Manual Training School in St. Louis, who, with Superintend
ent Dutton of New H aven, had been announced to lead in the dis
cussion of Superintendent Mac Alister's paper, read, in his absence, 
a carefully prepared paper on the same topic. 

An animated questioning of the speaker with oral discussion of 
the various topics raised followed, in which a number of speakers 
took part, among them were Dr. E. E. White, of Cincinnati; Mr. 
Maxwell, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mr. Sheldon, of Boston; Mr. W. E. 
Anderson, of Milwaukee; Mr. N. C. Dougherty, of Peoria, Ill.; Dr. 
Hancock, and Professor Leipziger, Principal of the Hebrew Tech-

90S 
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nical School, of New York City; who made a lengthy response to-some 
objections suggested by Dr. White. · · · 

'fhere was large attendance of the leading educators of the coun
try and the occasion seemed to offer an unusually favorable oppor
tunity for the presentation and discussion of the topics comprised in 
the general term of School Industrial Training. The programme 
~ad evidently been prepared with a view to bring out the ablest pre
sentation of all phases of the ·subject by both the advocates and · 
critics of the new movemE:lnt. The large number of papers on vari
ous topics announced for this meeting left little opportunity for oral 
discussions. 

The failure of the committee, on Manual Training in. Schools, ap
pointed at t.he previous annual meeting, to agree upon a report, was 
a great disappointment to those especjally interested in the subject, 
who had ho.J?ed for some satisfactory solution of the problem at the 
hands of this committee, whose chairman, Mr. W . E . Anderson, of 
Milwaukee, Wis., announced the inability of the committee to re
port, and asked for further time, which was granted. 

Professor Francis W. Parker had been· announced to lead in the dis
cussion of the important paper by ProfessorW. T. Harris, which was 
the opening paper . of the second day. In the absence of Colonel 
Parker no other person was asked to discuss the paper, but the next 
paper in order on the programme was called. Tliis was a paper by 
Professor Jerome Allen, of New York, on the subject of ''Manual 
·Training in Ungraded Schools." This was followed by a paper by 
Mr. George P . Brown who had bePn _appointed to open this discus
sion. Pa:Qers were also read by Principal Ford of the Baltimore 
School and by Superintendent Compton of Toledo. 

These papers and discussions, in which the advocates of Manual 
Training were largely in the majority, will be found reported in the 
forthcoming "Circular of Information No. 2, 1889," to be issued by 
the United States Bureau of Education. 

Owing to the absence of Colonel Parker, as just recited, the paper 
by Dr. ·Harris was not orally discussed. 

This paper, as was to be expected from the mental characteristics 
and habit of its author, and, indeed, as is clearly indicated by its 
title, treats of Manual Training as but an individual phase of educa
tion, to understand which the philosophy underlying all ed~cation 
must first be comprehended. 

It is rich in suggestiveness and can ·hardly fail to be of value to 
all educators wise enou~h to perceive the subtle and far-reaching 
suggestions with which It abounds, even if they take little interest 
in the topic of Manual Training. The single sentence, "An act is 
educative when first learned, and then only;" has wide significance 

. and application. . 
This paper reveals as with Ithuriel touch the ugly demon of rna· 

t er ialism which lurks within some of the arguments advanced in the 
interest of Manual Training; though it may well be doubted whether 
many who have adopted tb.e arguments have suspected their hidden 
tendency. · 

. In view of the fact that the Slojd instruction has recently been 
commended by some of the ·leaders of the Manual Training move
ment, as affording the connection between the Kindergarten and the 
Manu~l Training school, which all admit to be so desirable, the exam
ination given by Dr. Harris to this method of manual instruction is 
timely. 
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The suggestions as to the need for the culture of taste, for distinc
tive educational effort to develop and train the child's apprehension 
of the ·beautiful, so concisely indicated in the closing sentences of 
this thoughtful paper, seem especially apposite to the present writer, 
to :Whom .the growmg tendency towards ·mere mechanical develop
ment, as contrasted. with the resthetic ideal set up by Walter Smith 
and his associates, gives serious concern; lest the purpose, so earn
estly sought by them,. of developing in Americans the art sense, 
shall ·be wofully perverted. . · . . 

Although this paper appe{l.red in " Education" for May, 1889, and 
will doubtless be included in the published "Proceedings" of the 
meeting of the Department,* it is so intimately related to the topics 
discussed in this Appe11dix, that it could hardly with any propriety 
be omitted from a collection wllich is designed to include the most 
thoughtful expressions of the leading American educators who have 
spoken upon this particular department of education. · 

THE PAPER. 

BY WILLIAM T. HARRIS, LL. D'. 

In briDging forward my thoughts ~n the Psychology 9f Manual Training, I desire 
to say in advance that I shall endeavor to assume and tnaintain a judicial attitude 
towards this important educational question. I shall avoid the position of advocate 
or polemic so far as I am able. 

· .As persons interested practically and theoretically in the management of schools, 
~e m~t 'from year to year to discuss the vital questions that may arise in our prov
ince. Practically and theoretically, it is our fortune and our choice to find ourselves 
arrayed on different sides of each question. A free comparison of opinions in a 
friendly spirit gives us each matters for further reflection and may lead to partial 
reVision of o~ons previously held. A free comparison of grounds or reasons for 
opinions is still more profitable. All search for grounds, all search for principles 
goes back out of the region of surface, and diversity of facts- goes back out of 
the multiplicity of ·details, towards unity. From differences we converge towards 
agreement when we begin to compare the grounds of our opinions. Principles and 
fundamental grounds are held in common by all minds, and this is necessarily so in 

· case of ultimate principles at least. . 

EDUCATORS CLASSIFIED AS "CONSERVATIVE" ·oR " PROGRESSIVE." 

'Now as a class of people interested in the management of schools we have two 
opposite trends of opinions before us - we may divide here, one class of us tending 
~wards conservatisu~, and the other class tending towarus ne\~ expe1·iments with a 
vte.w to progress and Improvement. One class holds by the her~tage·of the past and 
stnves to conserve its power. What is established has been established through 

· struggle, and the victory of the strongest. A study -of the grounds for the exist
ence of :what is, discovers many and powerful reasons for the continuance of the 
existing order even in presence of the fact that defects are everywhere visible. The 
conservative sees the defects, but attributes them to inefficient administration, and 
not to eSsential shortcomings in the ohl system itself . 

. On the other hand, the party whose watch-word is progress bends its mind on the 
discovery of what is inadequate in the old system. It marshals the shortcomings 
and r~~ers them to vicious methods inherent in the old system. It looks about for 
!emedies and undertakes radical changes, bravely confident of their success. And 
masm}lch as the teaching profession is for the main part eri~aged during its daily 
tas~B m the work of repression (inhibition), holding back pupils from · doing wrong 
0! lDlproper things, teaching self-control and that action of the will which psycholo

. gu;ts, call inhibitory it (the teacher's profession,} tends toward the conservative side 
- too readi~y. It is engaged in struggling against caprice and arbitrariness, against 

. -~The report of the Proceedings of the 1888 meeting of the Depru-tment of Super- . 
mtendence was published by the U. S. Bureau of Education as "Circular No. 6, 
1888." The report of the 1889 n1eeting will be similarly published as" Circular No. 
2, 1889." 
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raw, unformed habits and manners, against thoughtless disregard of the interests of 
others. This effort is apt to swallow up the teacher and ·cause neglect of that other 
side of well-training-the side of spontaneous, original activity. It neglects the 
pqsitive for the negative, because the negative is the first and indispensable, while 
the positive may appear of itself without any education, after the school period is 
over, or outside of the school. Mere positive will-power without thenegatlve or in
hibitory power will produce only anarch;r. The new human being must learn to 
inhib~t or hold back by'an effort of will hlS native mere animal impulses and desires, 
bavirig due regard to the requirements of social existence- cleanliness of person 
and clothing, courtesy and decency of manners towards others, purity of life, tem
perance, prudence, fortitude, and ~ustice, all requiring this inhibition (or self-re
straint· over ~pulse), and conformity to pre-ordained ideals of order. Mere spon
taneous originality attacks all these things and runs riot. 

CHINESE CONSERVATISM. • 

On the other hand, mere prescription, mere inhibitory will-power developed to ex
tremes produces only a mechanical civilization - a dead mechanical state of social 
existence. We look upon the Chinese education as productive of such a condition. 
All is cut and dried and &"iven to the pupil as a ready-made form into which he 
must fit himself by inhibition of natural caprice and inclination. The consequence 
is the least pos8ible progress and the completest administration of the old system. 

· What the philosophy of history must rej!;ard as the ideal standard of projn'ess 
among nations is therefore not a mere perfection in ad w inistration,for this is achieved ' 
in the_perfectly stationary empire of conservatism. 

The Ideal standard of progress is found in the form of government which secures 
the greatest degree of individual development while not losing the centralized power 
of the whole . . In the patriarchal empire the social whole is perfect at the expense 
of individual freedom. We Americans are apt .to think that the German.empire 
sacrifices to some extent the development of the individual for the sake of the per
fection of the administration of the will of the social whole. Certain it is that the 
German statesman looks upon our American regime as sacrificing the welfare of 

. the social whole in order to give an unreasonable margin for individual whims and 
preferences. 

'- The Anglo-Saxon doctrine (expressed in French words)-laissez faire-is 
thought to go too far when it permits parents to choose illiteracy for their children, 
or when it permits an illiterate community to substitute lynch law for the regular 
judicial process. 

However this may be regarded there is certainly a mutllal relation between the 
form of government, with its administrative process, and the self-activity of the 
individual; and that government is best which secures the greatest perfection of 
central administration through the greatest development of individual freedom. 
But it remains true that the self-activitr of the individual must be strictly limited 
by the necessity of perfect central admmistration for the good of the wi?-ole. . 

TRUE E DUCATIONAL PROGRESS. 

May we not in like manner name our criterion of Educational Progress as the 
approach towards a system that secures the greatest individual self-activity of the 
pupilwhile it builds up in his character perfect obedience to law, divine and human, 
and a sacred re.~rard for truth. 

While our progressive wing of superintendents do not always move forward in a 
straight line, for not all change is progress, yet on the line of cautious experiment 
there is most advance to be hoped for. I think that the friends of progress will 
adinit that out of one hundred changes not more than one real gain results. Yet 
without experiment there might be no progress at all. 

In the present question, that of Manual Training, we have eminently able men in 
our body taking stron~ grOtmds in its advoeacy and initiating bold experiments in 
the direction .of adoptmg it into the system of elementary instruction. On the 
other hand we have men who look upon the experiment as unnnecessary for various 
reasons, or else aw:ait the issue of the experiments, thinking that it is safe to adopt 
the new system after it has been proved a success. Experiments are so costly that 
one must be cautious in undertaking them. Ninety-nine fail and one succeeds. 
Meanwhile debate and discussion will aid us in interpreting the results of experi
ment as they appear. It is safe even for conservative-minded men to approach the 
subject theoretically. 
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MANUAL TRAINING IN RELATION TO PSYCHOLOGY. 

. I . 

The Psychology of Manual Training is concerned chiefly with the mental effect ot 
such training and a comparison of its results with those of other branches of the 
course of study pursued m school. What is called the '' educational value " of such 
training in the use of tools is a matter for psychology. Social nooilSSity, the neces
sity for useful labor to provide a subsistence, this is not a psychological matter in 
its primary aspect, but only in its secondary, or indirect relation to mind- the 
effect of a consciousness of possessing the ability of independent self-suP,port in ele
vating the tone of character, or the effect of shortening the era of childhood and 
hastening the day in which the child assumes the responsibility of self-support. 
Whatever the ground for introducing a branch into the course of study, there is 
evidently a direct or indirect psychological question involved. 

M. Sluys, of Belgium, tells us that in Sweden, " In the beginning the economic 
conception was generally adopted, and everywhere manual training was looked 
upon as a means of preparing the children of the common people to earn their liv
ing. But gradually it came to oo recognized that manual training has a more ele
vated purpose and one indeed more useful in the deeper meaning of the term. It 
came to be considered as an educative process, for the complete moral, physical, 
and intellectual develo{lment of the child." He affirms that in Sweden the combi
nation of manual trainmg and the teaching of purely theoretical subjects " ensures 
the integral cUltivation of all the faculties and all the aptitudes which make up 
the comple~ man." . 

The expression which we often hear used by the advocates of manual training
"put the whole boy to school," states in a plain, forcible way the meaning of the 
phrase "integral cultivation of all the faculties and all the aptitudes which make 
up the complete man." 

A MISLEADING DEFINITION. 

It'.has been fashionable in educational treatises since the days of Pestalozzi to de
fine the province of education as " the full and harmonious development of all our 
faculties." This is, however, a survival of Rousseau ism, and like all survivals from 
that source, is very dangerous. It is of first importance to consider this definition 
in the).ight of psychology. 

At first glance we see that it makes no discrimination among the faculties them
selves; all have a right, each has a right to _cultivation, and the only limitation of this 
cultivation is found in the word "harmony." What the harmony should be is not 
said . . It is implied, however, that the harmony o.nce reached, there would be a 
perfect human l':leing. Harmony implies a sort of balance, and that there is no fac
ulty·'of the soul which may be developed supremely- no faculty like that of Divine 
Cba.rit,r for example, which should be supreme. 

A.gam, this definition ignores the great distinction between our higher and lower 
faculties, between our faculties that are means to Ands above them and those facul
?es which are ends in themselves. Sound psychologf for example looks upon eth
Ical insight as higher than insight into what is usefu as a means to an end. The 
a.d!'ptation of means to ends- the use of physical strength, industry, eating and 
d.rmking, any sort of bodily trainin~ is subordinate to the question of the end for 

: which it is used- moral purpose bemg esteemed higher. Moral faculty is supreme 
as regards all such things and is not a coOrdinate factor. 

&thetic faculty, taste for the beautiful, is not regarded as coOrdinate with moral 
faculty by any people since the Greeks or before the Greeks. Gracefulness was the 
supreme end of life and esteemed to be even higher than morality in Hellenic art. 
It was in the Greek thought that this notion of harmony arose as a symbol of per
fection. For in Greek art alone, the physical and psychical are in perfect balance. 
~ot .so in Christian art,- and far otherwise in the Christian religion. For Chris
t!aru~y teaches that food, drink, raiment- or creature comforts of all sorts - yea, 
life Itself is infinitely beneath consideration when weighed against the spiritual 
servic~ of humanity. Bodily health and vigor, sound digestion, good sleep, keen 
sense-perception, are all good if rightly used, or subordinated to h igher faculties; 
but to speak of them as form in~ a harmony with the higher is placing the soul and 
body on the same plane, and thiS is a fundamental error in educational psychology . 

. In the third place the definition ignores the distinction between man as an indi
Vldu.al and man as social whole, the state, the civil comruunity, the church, the 
fa!fitly. It fancies man the individual to be something complete in himself and 
W1~hout relation to society- just as we can speak of a clock or any piece of mech
amsm as complete when all its parts are present and properly adjusted. Man 
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has-two selves; one his natural selt as puny individu~l; and another his higher sell 
embodied in institutions. This-is the worst defect in the definition, because it leads 
the thought of the educator away from the essential idea of. education, which is 
this: Education is the preparation of the individual for reciprocal union with So
ciety- the preparation of the individual so that he can help his fellow men and in 
turn receive and appropriate their h elp. 
· The "· harmony~' definition· is abstract, this definition is concrete. An abstract 
definition is ,liable to misinterpretation, the concrete one is not. Reciprocal help of 
social whole and individual in the first place implies both special and general edu
cation. To help one's fellows one must get skill in some useful occupation. This 
may be in any realm of human labor, physical or intellectual. But to be able tore
ceive the help of one's fellow men implies general (',ducation, the capacity to receive 

· and appropriate the llel p of institutions-the spiritual help of the race-in science, 
w:t;, literature, and moral and religious ideas, as well as in the matter of creature 
comfort. The world market yields t6 the individual man for his day's labor a share 
in the productions of the world; necessary food, clothing, and shelter, luxuries, 

· 'amusements, churches, libraries·, lectures, -newspapers, and books. The prudent 
man buys wisdom and develops his lower faculties only to the extent that they are 
means to th;s higher end of acquiring wisdom and dispensing it to others. 

Thia criticism of the definition of education which looks toward a harmonious 
d evelopment of all our faculties does not rule out manual training from education, 
but the contrary. Manual trainin~fits very many for some useful occupation which 
they may fill as their special vocation. Neither does it l?rove that manual training 
.is pot of a general educative character. That is somethmg to be i.Iivesti~ted. 

THE SLOJD INSTRUCTION OF SWEDEN. 

The Slojd instruction, according to Dr. Otto Salomon, the director of the famous 
Manual Training Normal School at Niiii.s, in Sweden. secures the following educa
tional results:-

. 1. Skill in the use of tools; 2. Love of labor- industry-and persistence; S. Self
reljance; 4. Exactness; 5. Attentiveness; 6. Sharpens the eye and sense of form; 
7. Good bodily training. . 

In another connection he gives its educational results as, -
1. Acquisition of general dexterity of the hand; 2. Instillin~ taste for work, and . 

respect for rough, honest, bodily labor; S. Training in hab1ts of order, neatness, 
exactness, cleanliness; 4. Accustoming to attention, industry, and perseverance; 
5. Promoting the development of the physical powers; 6. Training the eye and sense 
of form. 

There is no disputing the assertion that the Slojd is educative when we consider 
that all work and all play of every kind are educat ive in one. way or another . 

. When the domestic work (Hus-s!Ojd), which formerly flourished in til(' households 
of Sweden - it copsisted in the making of knick-knacks chiefly out of wood- wh('n 
this failed because of the introd,uction of more elegant machine-made goods, far 
·more tasteful and elegant in form, at a very low price, the peasant could not afford 
to compete, and househol4 work tended towards neglect and disuse. It is said that 
more attention was given to farming as a consequence, bnt farming could not oc· 
cupy all the time in the season of long nights and short days. Hence the rise of 
an association to restore-the S!Ojd or domestic manufacture of knick-knacks, in 1846. 
In 1'872, the government began to encourage education in this branch of labor. At 
first, wood carving was urged; but only to provoke resistance. But later it has been 
decided that variety of work is essential, and at the Slojd normal school at Niiiis the 
various tools of the carpenter are taught, and also those of the wood turner, and the 
blacksmith, besides wood carving; the making and mending Qf simple articles is 
practised; even wheels and carts are constructed, but mostly sucharticlesaswooden 
spoons, boxes, boot-jacks, mallets, and netting shuttles. The number of schools in 
which this w.ork is taught had increased to seven hundred in 1884-, from eighty-seven 
at the time of our Centennial. 

When we admit that the use of tools in the manufacture of articles of wood or 
iron is educative; we do not say much for it. All games of boys-like marbles, 
quoits, base-ball, ·jack-straws-are educative,. especially in the matters (a) of de· 
velopment of phys~cal powers; (b) the acquisition and dexterity of hand and ac
·curacy of eye; (c) in perseverance; (d) in attention. 

A game of whist cultivates circumspection, careful attention, the calculation of 
probabilities, and· such matters. 
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THE -I'SEGINNiNGS OF .INFANT ~UCA,TION, AS STUDIED BY PROF!!:SSOR PREYER. 

The first beginnings of these things in children are of great interest educationally. 
The s.cientific observations of Professor Pl·eyer have taught us bow important is the 
epoch when the human infant ceases to clutch objects only with the four fingers 
like most of the ape family, and learns to u se his thumb over against his two fingers.: 
This contra-J?OSition of the thumb began in the case he records about the twelfth 
week of the infa.ilt's life-at first a sort of reflex action without the will, and then 
soon after produced by the will so that contra-position of the thumb was quite at· 
t&ined by the fourteenth week. The infant rejoices in each new power gained , 
and incessantly practises it with voluntary attention until it by degrees sinks into a 
hAbit. . . 

Tho first look of attention on the part of the child of Doctor Preyer was given to 
some swinging tassels on the thirty-ninth day. On the ninth week it noticed and 
gave attention.to the ticking of a watch. 

Other important epochs are the following: 1. Holding up its head by the act of · 
will ih the eleventh week. 2. Standing alone in the forty-eighth week. a. Walk
ing in' the fiftieth week; 4. Recognition of its mother on the sixty-first day. 5, 
Recognition of its own image in a mirror in the sixth m onth- stretching out its 
nand to the image-also recognizing its father's image and tuming to look at the 
real father and compare him with the image. 6. In the seventeenth week is noticed 
the first recognition of self, indicated by at tention to his own hand; and six weeks 
later an elabOrate series of experiments of touching himself and foreign objects al
ternately. 7. The discovery of itself as cause when it can produce sound by rattling 
a J!Bper, or by striking one object with another, or tearing asunder a piece of paper
thl'!l is a most delightful discovery to the child. 8. But imitation, which begins 
about the fifteenth week and by-and-by develops into the use of language, is the 
m<JI!t interesting evidence of the growth of the intellect. 

Tl.Jis glance at infant life reminds us that in education things that are very trivial 
at one l)poch are of exceeding importance at another. In cases of aiTested develop
mE'nt. the educational value of such matters as the contra-position of the thumb
the exertion of the will in supporting the body erect, and in imitation, is coming to 
be well understood, a.s one may see in recent schools for the feeble-minded. 

EDUCATivE IMPORTANCE OF METHODS DEPENDENT WHOLLY UPON THE ORDER OF 
THEjiR DEVELOPMENT. 

- But the order of development of these things is all important. An act is educative 
when first learned, and then only. After it has become habit it is a second nature
a ne:w nature produced by the will, and is no longer educative. Man as a bundle 
of ·habits is a self-made bemg. · 

· ·· . Profe559r Preyer's child was so delighted with the discovery that it could put a 
co.vet on a box, that it deliberately took it off and replaced it seventy-nine t imes 
With<?ut an interval of rest. It was an educative step in its development-a step in 
the discovery of its selfhood as an energy, as well as a step in the discovery of 

· ~ptation in the external world. 
Many ed'ucational devices have been proposed for schools, which merely repeat 

l~ons that the child ha.s already made for itself in infancy. The so-called object 
l~sson& of school are quite frequently of this character. So lessons on the proper
ties of objects..,--the qualities of wood, stone, met.als, etc., are not of much use in 
school beCause such thin~ are provided for in the child's self-education. I do not 

. of course refer to .the smentific study of such things, which classifies and exhausts 
t~~ qualities, and gives the history and geography of the object-science is a very 
d~erent_ matter. The cultivation of the powers of observation in our schools
this too, 1s very often the farce of repeating lessons which have been learned by the 
child before he could talk. · 

.Now all the lessons of infancy involve such training in dexterity of the hand, 
· accuracy of the eye, the sense of form, industry, perseverance, the gaining of the 
powe~ of careful attention, and t he development of the body-such training as 
18 cla1med for the SlOjd education. Moreover, the lessons of cleanliness, and neat-

. n~, and industry are taught by t he good mother quite early to her child. The 
c~d learns to use knife and fork and spoon very early. By-and-by he learns to 
~the jack-knife , and ;o,ve all know the self-education that goes on in the use of 
t hlS tool among Anglo-Saxon boys. · 

But what of all this? one inquires. Although it is educative, it is not properly 
sc~ool education. How does such infant education differ from reading, .writing, 
artth~etic,_geography, history, yes, even from grammar? Here is the vital point of_ 
our discusswn. ·. 
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: THE POWER OF ABSTRACT REASONING THE . DISTINCTIVE CHARA<.,"l'ERISTIC OF MAN. 

Man elevates himself above the brute creation by his ability to withdraw hie 
attention from the external world of the senses and give !J.ttention· to energies, 
forces, producing causes, principles. He.can look from the particular to the general, 
without losing the particular he ~a.Sps together the whole realm of the particul8.1' 
in the general-or in· more signfficant language-in mastering the cause of any
thing he grasps together and comprehends an indefinite series of effects. He is not 
obliged to hold the details, that is to say, memorize all the facts and hold their details 
in a store-house. He can see them all in a princi,Ple- he can see in a cauRe its pos
sible CODJ?6Q.Uences. Understanding the meteoriC process, he can readily explain 
any step in 1t-clouds, rain, snow, evaporation, fo~, et cetera. Without this knowl
edge of the general, which always rests on some msight into causal process real or 
supposed, man would be bound down to the present fact before his senses. But 
with this knowledge man is able to see in the preRent fact its past histo:y; he is able, 
moreover, to see in the present fact its future as a possible fact which he may realize 
by an act of his wilL 

Man differs from the animal in this great power of seeing ideals and in reinforc
ing sense-perception by adding to each thing or fact before his senses the vision of 
its past and the vision of its future. Man thus becomes comprehending; he explains 
the fact by its process of evolution, he becomes l>ractical or a will-power through 
effecting some change or modification in the thmg or fact in order to realize his 
vision of its ideal. 

RADICAL DEFECT OF A FALSE PSYCHOLOGY POINTED OUT. 

A false psychology tells us that we derive all our knowled~~;e from sense-percep
tion. We see form or shape, and color; feel, taste, smell, or bear, hardness, flavor, 
odor, and sound; but we do not by any of these Jearn the idea of causal .process. 
This comes through thinking, and is an original acquisition which thinking mind 
brings with it. By this idea f'f causal process all the data of sense are transformed 
radically. They are. given us in sense-perception as independent realities. In think· 
ing them by the aid of causality, we make all these matters of eense-pE:rception into 
phenomena-or effects and manifestations of underlying causes wh1ch are not visi
ble or tangible -·not flavors, sounds, nor odors. 

No generalization is possible without ascending from the immediate thing or fact 
to the causal energy. By their common causal energy we unite objects into classes,. 
we unite the various heterogeneous things, such as acorns, oak-leaves, roots, sap
lings, trees, oak-wood, in one causal process of the oak. 

Without the idea. of causality we could never distinguish external objects from 
our feelings, and hence, experience never could begin. 

Man goes back from the fact to its producing cause. But he goes back of its pro
ducing ca:uee to a deeper. cause that unites two or more series of producing causes
back of the oak and pine to tree in general; back of tree, and grass, and lichen; 
to plant in general; back of plant, ana animal, to life in general. Man's power of 
thought rises from thing. to cause, Q.nd from cause to cause, l~ving a smaller and 
smaller residium of mere sense-data, and yet getting nearer the underlying reality 
which causes all these sense-data. 

BY THOUGHT, AND NOT BY SENSE-PERCEPTION MAN PERCEIVES TRUTH. 

This is the great point for educators to observe. We do not get at the true reality 
by sense-perception, but by thought. Force is never perceived directly by the 
senses-a thing is here and a thing is there, but motion 1s not perceived-only in
ferred; force is only inferred. Thought puts together this fact and that, this pres
ent one and that past one, and unites them by the idea of causality, and the idea of 
force is born. 

So thought produces the idea of space, ,PUre space containing all, infinite in ex
tent, and yet not material, not to be perce1ved by any of the senses. With the ideas 
of space and time - ideas that thought generates of 1tself in order to think the data 
of sense-perceptiol). into a consistent whole- with these ideas of space and time the 
idea of quantity is evolved and mathematics becomes poBBible. 

In mathematics man beholds not merely a few data of sense-perception, but tl.1c 
universal conditione of all sense-perception. The laws of quantity as formulated. Ill 
arithmetic, geometry, and the calculus give us the logical conditions of the exlst
en?e of all matter ;~.nd aU motion, not onl;r all that exists, but ;~.11 that may or cal\ 
eXlst, 
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DIFFERENCE SHOWN BETWEEN TH~ NATURE AND RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF V ARI• 
OUS EDUCATIVE PROCESSES 

· Now this must be borne in mind when we make comparison of the educational 
effect on the mind of a child produced by leaming arithmetic and geometry with 
that produced by learning how to make a box or a joint, or weld two pieces of iron. 

· Grant that all these processes are educative, at least in the first process of their ac· 
quirement. To make a box requires special applications of knowledge of a special 
kind- measurement, adaptation, dividing with the saw, the use of the hammer and 
nails. It is special, and there is something learned r egarding the texture· of wOod 
and nails, some skill or knack acquired in the handling of tools- some pleasurable 
feeling of self at the consciousness of what one can accomplish b;r his labor. But 
in the study of mathematics there is an immeasurably higher feeling of self in the 
perception of the power of the intellect not merely to know passively, but to know 
actively, not m_erely to know the small portion of the universe presented to its im· 
mediate senses. but to know the conditions or· existence of all matter near and re
mote, now, in the past, and in all future t ime. What a glimpse of the dignity and 
commanding eminence of· mind arises through the study of geo!lletry I . The three 
angles of any triangle a1·e equal to two right an~les -the pupil need never meas· 
ure one real triangle to know this. On the bas1s of the ratios of the sides of -the 
right angled triangle to one another, man proceeds to measure all things inaccessi· 
ble-to manual measurement- he measures the distance of the sun and of the fixed 
stars. Compare the feeling of selfhood that is gained by the soul in the use of the 
tools of thought with that gained by any form of manual labor. · 

· In learning arithmetic the boy learns to q\lalltity and measure all things numeri· 
cally. I t is not coordinate with the knowledge of carpentering, but it underlies it; 
at least, there· can be no use of the carpenter's rule without some arithmetic. 

MAN'S CAPACITY FOR SOCIAL ORGANIZATION THE BASIS OF ALL EDUCATION, 

But the school studies a1·e for the most part given to a knowledge of human na
ture and human combination, rather than to a knt)wledge of mate.rial things. This 
is due to the fact already seen, namely: that man is a social being, and is all that he 
is as a spiritual being-an educative being- through this fact of organized existence 
in institutions. All science, a ll literature, all art, the whole world of learning · in . 
fact, takes its l'ise in man's dependence on society. Society is the miraculous in· 
strumentality by_ which each individual aids every other and in turn is aided by all. 
In food, clothing, and shelter, he brings by commerce all productions of all climes 
to his market, collecting from all and distributing to each. · 

In matters of human expe1;ence it is still better, because the aggregate of human 
wisdom does not have to be divided in distributing it. Each man may receive it 
whole if he will only learn the symbols in which it is stored up. If the child will 
learn how to read and write, he may learn the exl?erience of the race through the 
countless ages of its existence. He may by scientific books and periodicals see the 
world through the senses of my riads of trained specialists devotmg whole lives to 
the inventory of nature. What is immensely more than this. he way think with 
their brains and assist his feeble powers of observation and reflection by the gigan· 
tic aggregate of the m ental labor of the race. This is the g reat meaning of school 
education; to give to the pupil the use of the means for availing himself of the 
mental products of the mce. Compared with what he receives from the race the 
productions of the most ori~nal of men are a mere speck in a wide field of view. 
Every one may add somethmg to the aggregate of the world's knowledge, but he 
~ust, if he is educated and rises aboYe the brute, receive infinitely more than he 
g~ves. 

INFINITE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE RESULTANT VALUE OF KNOWING HOW TO 
READ, OR, SIMPLY, KNOWING HOW TO l\IANIPULATE .THE TOOLS OF THE CAR· 
PENTER. 

Hence, in comparing the educative effect of learning to read with the educative 
effect of learning the carpenter's trade, we must consider this difference of scope. 
The one leads to l.nowledge of a few tools and a limited sphere of the botany of 
trees-an empirical, but not scientific knowledge of a few wood textures. a few sim· 
pie processes of combination into shapes for use or ornament-all of which brings 
!iolso a limited knowledge of self and of human nature. Its whole educative effect 
If! exhausted in a brief time at the manual training school - for we are told by authori· 
~tes ~~!I>~ ~anual training for edw;:~~ttjve :purposes I!lul?t not be carried far enough to 
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produce skill.* On the other band, the education of learning to read,-although it 
IS·an efficient process of education while in school, yet it is followed by its greatest 
educative effects afterwards throughout life. For the person is destined to use this 
knowledge of reading daily as a key by which to unlock the treasures of all human 
learning. The schoo1 has given him possession of the means of permanent and 
continuous self-education. It is ths difference between a piece of baked bread 
which nourishes for the day and the seed corn which is the possibility of countless 
harvests. 

TO IMPART 'IRE ART OF SELF-EDUCATION IS THE MAIN PURPOSE OF SCHOOL JN· 
STRUCTION. ' 

Education that educates the child in the art of self-education is that which the 
aggregate experience of mankind has chosen for the school. The course of study 
involves the mastery of letters or the means of intercommunication with the race, 
the means too of preserving the harvest of observation and reflection. It moreover 
involves the use of letters in certain fundamental studies- so as to show the pupil 
how to master the great general classes of books. It initiates· him into the use of 
mathematical book, showing him how to understand them by persistent attention 
and thought- showing him that memorizing the words of the arithmetic does not 
master the books, but that it is necessary to think out for nne's self every statement 
and see the necessity of it. The mathematical province oJ lette1-s reveals to the child 
the realm of man's . victory over nature, because having i ovented mathematics it is 
only a question of detail- " 9ivide and conquer" - to suodue all nature. 
· Then comes geography, lifting a cuttain and showing the child his race divided 
into peoples and nations round tne globe, all workin~ at something that he himself 
neells, and the spectacle of the world-commerce brmging to him over all seas the 
desired articles. · 

Then there is history, lifting anothing curtain and showing the doings of man in 
the past. Man reveals human nature by his actions. Each one reveals to himself 
a small fragment of human nature, but he does not know much of human nature 
till he looks into history; for history reveals the higher self of man as organized in 
institutions. For the first time man comes to know his substantial self when he 
pomes to study history. His little self beholds his colossal self. 

Then there is lite1·ature, which shows in its prose and poetry the collisions which 
individuals have made with institutions- Macbeth and Othello, Paris and Helen, 
<Edipus and Faust. It completes for us the revelation of human nature and more 
than all other studies is humanizing and civilizing. The school initiates the child 
into this realm through the intense bm-sts of impassioned rrose and poetry that the 
school readers contain, showing in these all the varieties o style to be mastered and 
how to master them : how to ascend from the mere colloquial vocabulary which 
the child brings with him from the family to the literary styles adequate to express 
deep thought or fine shades of emotion. · 

WHAT THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE MEANS. 

The school also makes a study of language in itself -it teaches grammar, the 
most difficult of all school studies and the most educative of subtle powers of 
thought. 

But, it is objected to me here : Does not nature give us the material of thought, 
and language only the sym~ols of thought? . Is. not l.anguage an arbitary symbol 
and nature the eternal reality? I remember saymg this once myself when I was a 
youth in college, and the thought so oppressed my mind that I did not have patience 
to remain and graduate, but I left college midway in the com·se. 

Afterwards, when I carne to clear up my thoughts, I began to see that I lived irl 
two worlds-the world of nature and the world of man. Moreover, the world of 
man was much more complex than that of nature, and, strange as it then seemed, the 
world of man wasreal1y much closer to me than the world of nature, It enwrapped 
rue, so to speak, like a garment- a clothing for the mind. Think of natm·e with 
its two kingdoms, the organic and inorganic, and the human world with it~ th_ree 
provinces- the realization of (1) the will; (2) of the intellect; (3) of the creat1,·e m1· 
agination. For example, there is the province of institutions with laws, and cus
toms, and usages, national forms of government, religious systems, moral codes, 
political 'methods, etc. , a8 the embodinlent of human will, revealing the nature of 

*See Professor Woodward's excellent remarks ou the educative limits of manual 
training, in his book. 
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human will just as the habits of ants and bees reveal ant and bee nature. U things 
and realities are the material of thought, what material of thought is so important 
for our examination as human institutional growth. Is it a product of arbitrary 
will ? It is at least as much a reality as the habits and actions of anll;nals and plants 
in which the botanist and zoologist discovers the nature of animals and plants. 
More than this, these laws and customs are the most dread reality that we know 
of. It is a matter of life and death to ignore the laws of the state- it is a matter 
of wasting all one's strength uselessly to disobey the behests of custom however 
slight. What is so close to man as his 'vrappage of customs and usages? This is his 
bond of union with his fellow men. 

U it is adnlitted that these products of man's will are realities and material for 
thought, tllink of their vast complexity and extent. But the products of man's 
intellect are the multifarious sciences and fragments of science, all his philosophic 
theories and all his inventions in the arts. W ithin this division there is the prov
ince of language- a vast complex system with a structure all its own, and yet re
vealing the structure of thought itself just as forms, and usages, and laws reveal 
the nature of the human will. And is not language a rE:ality- is it not the material 
vehicle of thought, and does it not exist as an object for tllought and scientific con· 
sideration? In its language lies embalmed the deepest peculiarity or idiosyncrasy of 
a people's growth. It is worth while to study a steamengine- an. arbitrary prod
uct of man's inventive mind. Because the steam engine is the instrument for 
the annihilation of distance and separation. It renders intercommunication easy 
and cheap. It assists ·to producing civilization by bringing about spiritual com
munion. But infinitely more important to study is the structure of language, 
because it is the invention of the soul as a direct and adequate means of expressing 
its internal acts and states- its thoughts, volitions, and feelings. By language, 
social union and civilization a re realized. To study the grammar and vocabulary 
of a language is to gain an. insight into the stt·ucture of soul itself and at the sama 
time to gauge the spiritual development of t he people who sp.>ke it. Even ths 
smattering of grammar taught in schools has the great educative effect of turning 
the mind of the pupil inward so fat· as to seize definitions and classify words by 
the meaning that they have. It is a study of the effect which form has upon the 
meaning of words. Moreover, a training in grammar gives one the power to some 
extent of discriminating the accidental from the substantial - a training which fite 
the mind to enter successfully other fields of subtle thought. 

The province of literature and art fw·nishes wonderful material of thought- for 
it furmshes the symbol of human ideals and aspirations, the grand impulses that 
move at the bottom of our civilization. 

SOME CLAIMS CONCERNING THE 1\IENTAL ACTION PRODUCED BY l\lANUAL TRAINING, 
·CONSIDERED. 

It has been claimed by some of .its advocates that we have in manual training an 
executive action of the mind while we have only a receptive activity in the other 
school studies. 

There is a distinction in psychology between efferent and afferent nerves-nen·es 
that convey outward impulses from the brain to the muscles, and nerves that con· 
vey impulses from the smface inward to the brain a nd give rise to feeling. These 
are named also motor nerves, anc.l uerves of sensation- or centrifugal a nd centripe
tal nerves. This distinction between executive and receptive activities seems to be 
based on this difference of net·,•es. It would be assumed in the first place that the 
most essential forms of human activity are sensor and motor. The individual should 
be receptive of impressions from without through his nerves of sensation or else he 
should be executive through using his muscles. Moreover, in order to make t his 
theory apply to manual training it must be held that manual training co,·ers the 
gro~d of the motor, or executive. The use of the tools for wood working and men tal 
w:orking- such use of a portion of these tools as the manual training school fur
Dishes is in fact supposed to be an executive training in an eminent degree. But all the 
metal workel'S in the country, according to our last census amounted to only 585,493 
(counting the twenty-two important trades), out of a total number of 17,392,099 re
turned as engaged in gainful occupations. This is less than three and one-half per 
~nt. of the laboring population, and yet the annual product even of this small frac-

. ~ton of our people exceeds the home consumption of metallic goods. The workel'S 
m wood, counting t wenty-five trades, numbered only 763,81•! ou t of the seventeen 
an~ one-half millions of laborers -about four and one-half per cent. But it is 
clarmed that skill in the use of the tools of these trades would be valuable to all , no 
matter what their employments might be. This, however, is a position that cannot 
be maintained, for the following reasons : Every trade has its special knack or skill, 

ART-VOJ, 2--58 
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and not only requires special education to. fit the laborer to pursue it, but it reacts 
on the laborer and fixes in his bodily structure certain limitations which to a greater 
01; less extent unfit him for other. occupatiq_ns. Even within the trades devoted to 
the transformation of metals it is found that a long apprenticeship to blacksmithing 
unfits one for fine work on jewelry or for engraving. Too much work at planing and 
sawing, moreover, would injure the skill of the wood carver. Out of the ninety-two 
per cent. of laborers not engaged in any form of wood or metal work, nearly five per 
cent. are enga~ed in the manufacture of textile fabrics or clothing. Counting to
gether those wno have to do with these manufactures and with the care of clotl1ing 
and with leather manufactures, there are seven per cent. in all whose occupations · 
wanld be m ore or less injured by an apprenticeship in blacksmithing and carpentry. 
For a certain delicacy of touch is required in the manipulation of textile m aterial, 
that can be acquired only by long-continued and one-sided training. Trade and 
transportation empl<>y eleven per cent. of the laborers ; agriculture forty-five per 
cent. Manual training, if it includes only wood and metal work, fits only eight per 
cent. for their vocation, and more or less unfits for their vocations a large part of 
the remaining ninety-two per cent. of laborers. 

DEFECTIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL REASONING. 

But the psychology on which this distinction of executive and r eceptive activities 
is based is not sound. It omits the elaborative faculties of the mind altogether. 
The nerves of sensation may bring in impressions and the nerves of motion may carry 
impulses outward, but what connects these two activities? Physiological psychology 
informs us that the brain and the great ganglia at the base of the brain are used by 
the soul in receiving, coordinating, and comparing these impressions - in short, in 
thinking upon the data furnished. Moreover, before a decision is reached there 
must be internal impulses consulted, such as proceed from desires and wishes, and 
then a comparison of ideals, for one does not act in order to make a thing into what 
it is, because it is that already. He acts in order to change some real condition into 
some other condition that exists only in his mind as an ideal possibility. The pur
pose or ideal being fixed, and the means of realizing it being chosen, the will acts 
and the motor nerves are called into use to set the limbs in motion or to utter words 
of command. That the ordinary branches of instruction in school relate to this 
function of elaboration of data into plans of action far more than they relate to the 
mere reception of sense-impressions or to the exercise of the motor n erves, is obvi
ous. It is obvious, moreover , that in the perfection of this function of elaboration 
lies the culture of tme directive power. The general who plans the battJe and directs 
the movement of his troops so that they secure victory is of course the executive 
man in a far higher sense than the private soldier who mechanically obeys what be 
is ordered to do. The general may use his motor nerves only in issuing the words of 
command, while the private soldier may exert to the utmost every muscle in his 
body-yet the real executive is the general. 

RELATIVE RANK IN VALUE OF EMPLOYMENTS SHOULD NOT BE IGNORED.- THE TRUE 
FIELD OF USEFULNESS OF THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS DEFINED. 

It is not desirable that children shall be taught that rough hand labor is in itself 
as honorable as the elaborative toil of thought which gives rational direction to the 
hand. The best function of the manual training school is its training of the elab
orate faculties of the mind - its studies on the rationale of the construction and 
use of tools- its study of mathematics and science. This points out the road of 
permanent usefulnesR for such schools. They may fit master workmen for the sev
eral trades and occupations and thereby furnish overseers who not only can direct 
but can teach besides.* 

*It is sometimes claimed that the educative effect of the manual training school 
is the remedy for a prevailing distaste for manual labor. Professor Woodward 
phrases it " the overcoming a most humiliating repugnance on the part of so-called 
educated people to using their hands." To this it may be said, that if it is the ob· 
ject of the manual training school to cure dudes of their contempt for honest labor, 
1t should first get some compulsory system of attendance for that class of the com
munity. Professor W oodward declares that " The manual training school is not an 
asylum for the lazy." Indeed, his entrance examinations carefully sift out all boys 
who do not give evidence of past industry and good habits- in short, a ll boys who 
arP. not already in love with h onest hand work. If the object of the school is to fit 
ordinary boys for the trades and cure them of aspir~~otion fo~· cle~;kships and pro· 
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it is evident that the elabomtive function of the mind is the true source of ex
ecutive power. The problems of life must be solved by though.t before they can be 
reduced to action without waste of energy. . 

THE COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATIVE AND ECONOJIUC VALUE OF THE JESTHETIC. TRAIN· 
ING RECEIVED THROUGH DRAWING PROPERLY TAUGHT. 

There is one phase of the psychology of manual training which deserves special 
commentary. }Esthetic t!aining through drawing properlr taug~t gives _a~ edu
cative effect of a far-reachwg character as respects all of our mdustrres. In 1t lS also 
containt>d the solution of the economic problems that lie deep down under the man
ual training questions here considered. 

By proper instruction in drawing one must mean the cultivation of the hand and 
eye by the use of the pencil- but this is only the first and least important part - i t 
is more manual and less mental than the second requisite which is an instruction in 
the ideals of tasteful and decorative form which should be taught in parallel les
sons in connection with the practical ruie of the pencil. 

Once trained to recognize the beautiful a nd graceful in form and arrangement 
and to criticise all defects in this particular, the pupil has acquired a precious qual
ity of xpind useful in eyery occupation and in every station in life, whether subalt
ern o-. directive. Culture in taste, such as drawing gives, fits all laborers for more 
lucrative stations and helps our industries by giving our commerce a firm hold on 
the markets of the world. Not merely wood and metal work profits by this culti
vation in taste, but all manufactures, whether of food, clothing, or shelter. 

The educative effect of art is also .ennobling, for it leads to the preference of an 
ideal which is not a selfish on:e. 

LACK OF ART TRAINING A SERIOUS DEFECT OF THE SLOJD METHODS. 

If we could see in the Slojd trainin~; a more prominent place offered to art stud
ies* we could predict with some certamty the rise of Sweden from the low rank she 
holds among manufacturing nations. Instead of furnishing raw material to other 
nations - she sends us pig and scrap iron, and ragst- she would begin to send out 
finished goods, as Belgium and France have sent out for a long time, and as Eng
land has sent out since the foundation of the South Kensington Museum. 

fessional work, the statistics show an alarming influence in another direction. In 
the Chicago Manual Training school, out of the eighty-seven graduates in the three 
years, 1886, '87, '88, there were fifty-one at least who are reported as looking higher 
than manual labor, namely : four teachers, t wenty-eight students in higher insti
tutions, seven entering the professional work of archit~t or engineer, a nd twelve 
clerks, while only twenty-five appear to be engaged in manual work, either as over
seers or workmen. Of t he one hund1·ed graduates of the St. Louis Manual Training 
school in the years 1883, '84, and '85, it a ppears that sixty-five look above manual 
labor (six teachers, twenty-nine students in higher institutions, t wenty-one clerks, 
nine professionals), while only twenty-five are reported as engaged in work of farm
ing and mechanical pursuits as laborers or overseers. 

* In the Slojd work it is stated that the chief tool used is the jack-knife, tllough 
it is the object of the training schools of Sweden to secure skill in the use of other 
tools. The political economist cannot commend the encouragement of home man· 
facture of knick-knacks, though he may admit that it is better than sheer idleness 
during the winter mont!IS. Far better would be the introduction of manufactures 
requiring skilled and combined labor- that would draw the peasants into villages, aa 
our own manufacturing establishments have clone. To some extent work can be 
given out by the large manufacturers to the families of the rural population, as for 
e:x;ample, as is done here with the manufacture of clothing,-and such work is 
found far more profitable than knick-knacks, especially when the latter are not mada 
of graceful patterns, or from tasteful designs. - · 

tIn the official report of Comlll,e'rce and Navigation of the United States for 1881, 
the imports from Sweden and Norway are reported as pig iron, $111176; bar iron, 
$517,959; old nnd scrap iron, $114,883. Total, $744,01!l. But of m~nufactuers of 
iron a nd steel, only $111,749 are reported. It is surprising to note that we imported 
wood manufactures from them only to the small amount of $137, while we im-. 
ported rags for paper manufacture to the amount of $39,090, but no manufactured 
clothing to sp!mk of ! The sawe year Belgium sent us wood manufactures to the 
value of $118,146, or nearly one thousand times the value of the same item ftom. 
&weden a,nd Nqrwa;r t (See pp. 43, 59, 60, 63, 78, 79.). · 
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However this may be, it· is pleasant to record the fact that .American manual 
training schools give far more attention to the study of drawing, although perhaps 
not enough to the analysis and discussion of the forms of ornament and free de· 
sign, or in other words to the theory of art. 

Whether manual training schools shall develop into industrial schools for the 
training of apprentices to the several trades, or, on the other hand become incor
porated into the school system as a general discipline, depends of course, upon the 
answer which Educational Psychology finally gives to the question. 



xn. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AS A PART OF THE COMMON SCHOOL 
COURSE. 

BY A . P. MARBLE, ESQ. 

INTRODUCTION. 

In questions relating to a proposed new de_parture in the manage
ment and studies of the common schools, it 1s proper that all phases 
of the discussion should be here presented. With this intent the 
following extracts from a paper read before the New England Asso
ciation of School Superintendents in Boston May 29, 1885, by A. P. 
Marble, Esq., the able Su:perintendent of the City Schools of Worces
ter, Massachusetts, are given . . 

This paper, since published, is entitled "Industrial Education as 
a part of the Common School course." In it some of the arguments 
urged by zealous friends of the Manual Trainin~ movement are 
com batted in the trenchant manner character istic of this well-~nown 
educator, who has always shown the courage of his convictions. 
· It will be observen that, though opposing the idea of "basement 

workshops," Superintendent Marble believes fully in the value of 
the study of industrial art drawing, and that he also believes in 
Technical Schools. The latter to be undertaken by private enter
:r>rise until their success has been so fully demonstrated as to justify 
their adoption by the public. So that the difference, as he states it, 
practically narrows down to the question of what it is wise to teach 
boys under 14 years of age, and is wholly a question of expedh::mcy. 

With much that he says about the various schemes for piling all 
sorts of reformatory theories upon the public schools, many of the 
most earnest advocates for Manual Training will heartily concur; 
while a somewhat general disposition to throw off upon the schools 
all responsibility for the training of children, is one that can hardly 
be too severely condemned. H e says: 

The clamor for industrial education as an "annex" to the public schools has 
now been heard, off and on, for about a dozen years. * * * It may be known 
to some of you that I have none of the itching for this anne:x: which bas disturbed 
some of our friends. The demand for manual training does not come from the 
people for whose children the training is designed; it comes chiefly from a class of 
self-constituted philanthropists who are intent upon providing for t he "masses" an 
education which shall fit them for t heir" sphere." And the aim of industrial edu
cation is not well defined by its advocates. On the one hand, we are told that such 
training is necessary in ordet· to develop the muscles of the hand and other parts of 
the bodr, that is, industrial education is a sort of gymnastics. On the other hand, 
it is clrumed that manual training is required as part of the common school system, 
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in order that pupils may learn the rudiments of a trade or trades~ And again it is 
asserted by the advocates of industrial education that such training is a necessary 
part of a complete education. The defenders ·of the manual trainin~ annexes have 
shown great facility, when dislodged from one of these ~ositions; m transferring 
their base to another-whichever they first select-and m finally coming back to 
the first position, if necessary. The only mode of attacking them is with a kind of 
Gatling gun which sweeps the whole field at once. 

It is true, no doubt, that education in its widest meaning does include the com• 
j>lete and harmonious development of all the human powers, the physical, the in• 
tellectual and the moral. But who has ever been educated in this wide sense? Not 
even the colleges pretend to secure such an education. It is the work of a life
time, and it is never attained. Underlying the discussions, by the self-appointed 
critics of the public schools, not only respecting this question, but concerning 
numerous other phases of .the alleged short-comings of these schools, there is the 
preposterous assumption that they aim, or should aim, at education in this all-com• 
prehensive sense of the term. What the best colleges do not attempt, should not, 
however, be admitted to be the function of the public schools. * * * · , 

TO TRAIN THE INTELLECT THE FIRST OBJECT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS, 

The public school is primarily a place for intellectual training, and incidentally 
for moral and physical training. In its moral teaching it is confined to the general 
principles of morality and virtue; it can not teach religion specifically. Nor uoes 
it follow because we have a threefold nature- moral, intellectual and physical
that the catechism must be taught in the same school and at the same time w ith the 
arithmetic, nor that the use of the hammer must be taught at the same time and in 
the ~arne school with the gl'ammar. * * * , 

THE VAGARmS OF THEORETICAL EDUCATIONAL REFORMERS. 

It would be amusing, if it were not sad, to notice what throngs of schemes are 
proposed to improve society by some novel attachment to the schools , which already 
have more to do than they can accomplish. Recently it has been proposed to inau
gurate a system of savings banks, where pupils may deposit their small earnings, 
and thus acquire habits of frugality- every teacher to become the cashier I Scien• 
tific 'temperance is now before the legislature, and the effect of alcohol upon the 
human system is to be explained by every teacher in the land, according to a the
ory which may or may not have been demonstrated, as if that could be a bar to in
temperance. There is a wide field still open for the ambitious; for the catalogue of 
virtues to be cultivated and vices to be shunned is by no means exhausted. Why 
not show, scientifically, to all public school children, the evil effects upon the social 
system and upon private character of lying, of theft; and physiologically, of want 
of chastity, of opium, tea, coffee, tobacco, etc.? It may well be doubted whether 
a knowledge that drunkenness, or any. other vice, is harmful, restrains any one 
from the gratification of a passion. The wise authors of our constitution have left 
the duty of " public schools and grammar schools in the towns" about where it be
longs: ''to countenance and inculcate the principles of humanity and general 
benevolence public and private charity, industry and frugality, honesty and punc
tuality in their deal~gs; sincerity, good humor aud all social affections, and gener
ous sentiments among the people." 
If under this clause t eachers will not do their duty, it is very doubtful whether 

special laws for the cultivation of particul<tl' virtues will accomplish more. 

WHAT PURPOSE IS TO BE GAINED BY TEACHING CARPENTRY? 

To take up more directly, now, the question at issue : If industrial education is 
not necessary to give completeness and symmetry to common school education, it 
remains for us to inquire whether suc.h trainin~ should be intl·oduced to secure dex· 
terity or a knowledge of the tl·ades for the pupils. For a flood of light on this sub· 
ject we are indebted to this very city of Boston in which we meet. The recent ex· 
periments here have attracted so much attention and awakened such interest, that 
a few of us have hardly been able to resist the temptation to experiment too, in the 
same line. 'fhe Commercial Bulletin has· recently published an account of one of 
the most interesting experiments in m anual training in the public·schools of Eos· 
ton-a carpenter shop in the basement of the Latin school building on Warren 
avenue. This report, deriving as it does the facts and statistics from the teacher of 
the spop, is a ll the more valuable because it is maue by an outsider, in no way con· 
nected with the school; and it is a kind of public judgmentin the case. It appears 

First-" That fully one-third of the pupils are the sons of wealthy parents." It 
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is safe to assume that half of the r est are not sons of.carpenters o~ ~ther mechanics; 
and hence we may conclude that the demand for this kmd of tranung has not come 
from that class of people-it comes from the J?hilanthropists, as said above. 

Second-'' It is not wise to experiment in thiS kind of training with boys unller14 
years of age, since the work would be too hard ·for them." Boys 14 years of age 
are in the highest grammar and the high schools. Here then, at a single stroke, in
dustrial education, so far as it is conducted in the carpenter shop annexes, is removed· 
from more· than ninety per cent. of all the public schools, whether the purpose of 
this kind of education be muscular training or the knowledge of trades. * * * 

Third-'' After the first three or four lessons it is intpossible to keep grades of 
work uniform, owing to the difference in the mechanical ability of the pupils." It 
thus appears that the teaching of the trades in these schools must be done with the 
pupils, mdividually. * * *. 

Fourth- " Instructor Smith was of opinion, also, that not more than one in 25-
of the pupils could become carpenters." That is to say, of 200 boys in this school,. 
there were eight who gave promise of becoming carpenters. Supposing the yearly 
cost, including instruction, lumber, the use of shop, tools, etc., to be '8000, it has: 
cost $1000, not to train a carpenter, but to show that a boy may become one. This 
would be discouraging to an ordinary man ; but one mounted upon the industrial
ooucational hobby, of the carpenter-shop variety, is undaunted still. We must not 
forget, however, that Mr. Smith hired 16 alleged carpenters to work for him and 
found only two good workmen among them ; but the public schools should not turn 

- out so small a per cent. of competent men. To do so would add another casus belli 
in the crusade against them. 

CONFUSION IN STATEMENTS OF ITS PURPOSE BY ADVOCATES OF MANUAL TRAINING. 

Fifth-" It is evident, however, that the purpose of a manual training school of 
this sort is not to teach a particular trade, but rather to familiarize the boys with 
the general use of tools and to increase their respect for manual labor." Here we 
have a most important result of thl:\t valuable experiment, to wit : That the purpose 
of such a school is "evidently not to teach a particular trade." It was shown, just 
a little back, that the purpose could not be mere dexterity, since only a small per 
cent. of common school pupils can _profit by it, but by a very skillful little change 
of base we find that the object now I S " rather to familiarize the boys with the gene
ra.! use of tools and to increase their respect for manual labor." How a boy's res~ct 
for manual labor is to be increased, by a somewhat promiscuous and a very limtted 
use of the hammer, the saw, t11e plane, and the chisel, I leave some one else to show; 
and while he is about it he may also explain how a'' general use of tools" can be 
learned from these few. 

Sixth-" The pupils are invariably interested in their work." The same would be 
true of the game of" hockey," or of roller skating. 

From the considerations ~hus far presented, it seems to me that the shop attach
ments to the public schools are not the best means of securing industl'ial education, 
whether the purpose be to give mere dexterity, or to teach a trade or trades, or to 
provide a complete and symmetrical education. It appears to me that, while recog
nizing the necessity of a threefold development, so far as possible-the intellectual, 
the moral and physical - we may yet hold the schools mainly to their proper sphere, 
a systematic intellectual culture; and at the same time, incidentally, and without 
any formal system, these schools may and ought to do a great deal in the way of 
moral training and physical training, or industrial education. 

The scheme of moral training has been, for the present purpose, sufficiently out
lined above, in the reference to the constitution of Massachusetts, which is followed, 
I judge, far more closely than we advertise. 

VALUE OF DRAWING IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

Industrial education is already provided for to the best possible extent with a single 
study, in the present teach in~ of drawing. This study trains the eye to see form and 
size; it trains the hand to delmeate and represent form, and it directly tends to the in
dustrial pursuits. In a recent exhibition of drawings from the schools of a city of 
this state, some architectural drawings fell under the eye of a large contractor and 
builder. He remarked that the boy who made them had more than half learned 
the carpenter's tn1.de-a result from a general training, useful in many ways, far 
more satisfactory than the special training of the shop, even in the line of the shop 
work. And at the same exhibition the work in des1~ fell under the eye of the 
agent of a mill for manufacturing prints, where a fore1gn designer is employed at a 
salary of $10,000 per year. The agent said the design from_theschoolgaveevidence 
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of ability in the pupil to do this kind of work in the mill. These instances are 
cited to show what we already do for industrial education, for which' the schools 
have too little credit. 

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS AS TO INDUSTRIAL TRAINING IN SCHOOLS. 

Having now, so far as I am able in a brief time, demolished the shop-in-the
basement ~Ian through the experiments so far made, having also tried to indicate 
the limitations of public school responsibility and public school aims, and having also 
hinted at what these schools are already accomplishing in the study of drawing, it 
remains for me to point out in what way industrial education may be still further 
advanced; and for this three means are proposed: 

First-To secure dexterity . 
. Second-To _awaken interest in mechanical and other industries. 
Third-To anticipate a little in special schools the learning of trades. 
And first, it must be assumed that children have the 'USe of their limbs when they 

come to school. They must walk to school for instance, and this is a great feat. 
Nothing equal to it is learned afterwards. Think of the nice adjustment and the 
complex mechanism of the body in play when a boy balances himself on his feet and 
steps. And what a pity that all this has been done without the aid of the schools! 
Will not some one propose the scientific study or locomotion as a branch of com~ 
mon school study? No less wonderful is the knowledge which children have of the 
use of the hand. How they will put to shame older people in playing jack-stones, 
and marbles ! It is an error to assume that children have not the use of their hands 
and feet to a very large extent. 

EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF GAMES .AND PLEASING OUTDOOR EXERCISES. 

Now the wise teacher may supplement and enlarge this knowledge, as an indirect 
part of the school work, just as he teaches morals. But each should do it in his own 
way, and not by any arbitrary system. Boys and girls take to games requiring 
muscular activity, just as naturally as ducks take to water. Every teacher has 
been, or should have been, a boy or a girl. Let him take an interest ~ and pro
mote active sports and games. The pupils will be " interested;" they will study all 
the better for it. The teacher should be able also to introduce games requiring 
physical skill and activity. The simple exercise of t~ing bean bags or rubber balls 
about a schoolroom is worth more, for girls, than any other one form of gymnas
tics. Lawn tennis is fine exercise, and dancing bas its advantages. And for the 
boys, base ball - how it trains not only the hand, but the eye, and the feet, and 
every muscle of the body, almost I I t•efer to the simple old-fashioned games where 
all the boys play, and not to the modern scientific game by proxy, where the "nine" 
take the exercise, vicariously, and the majority tire the benches. Arboriculture in 
spring, botanical excursions in ·summer, skating under the clear sky in winter and 
tobogganing are forms of exercise for boys that train muscles, and give, each in its 
way, dexterity, while they are also conducive to health and exuberance of spirits. 
And fortunately in this country the woods and fields are accessible, by hook or by 
crook, to all boys and girls. 

Furthermore every teacher has, or should have, a knack at something which re
quires the skillful use of the hand. One is deft at n eedle-work in some Jne of its 
many forms: one may be able to carve with the knife, an accomplishment which 
boys in our day were skilled in, and from which the modern boy is much restrained; 
another can handle carpenter's.tools ; another can paint, and others can mount birds, 
prepare specimens in zoology, analyze plants, arran~e cabinets of minerals, or in
sects, or fishes. In short the whole field of natural history studies is open for them. 
The movements towards these studies in our schools, notably in the lectures before 
teachers' conventions, and in the preparation of elementary text-books of late, arc 
most encouraging; the field is far more promising than carpenter shops; its fruit
age is a broad culture, and its methods of study a re likely to be the best. * * * . 

Secondly-It is far more important to create in school an interest in the mechani
cal industries than it is to give the pupils a little skill in any one of them. 'fhe 
wonderful prosperity of this country has sprung from h er inventions and her mer
cantile and manufacturing industries. * * * . 

Thirdly-The leaming of trades. The apprentice system has fallen into disuse, 
owing to the introduction of machinery into almost every kind of work, and to the 
consequent division and minute sub-division of labor. * * * . 
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TECifNICAL SCHOOLS DESIRABLE. 

'When the need of skilled·Iabor was felt in France, technical schools sprang into 
life; and from the success of these it has been falsely argued that technical or in
dustrial education should be attached to the public schools. In this country tech
nical schools of the college grade have already been organized, with marked suc
cess. The Institute of Techil.ology in Boston, the Technical Institute at Worcester, 
the Troy Polytechnic School, and the Stevens Institute at Hoboken, are notable in
stances. What the schools of. Fra:nce exemplify, and, whenever there_ is a public 
demand from the people interested, what we need is, special industrial schools of a. 
grade corresponding to the grammar schools, as the technical schools correspond in 
grade to the colle!P.es, schools where the rudiments of a trade or trades may be 
learned by an ambrtious boy during a part of each day, while he is attending school 
By devoting part of each day to study, and part to learning a trade in these special 
schools, the two might be carried on together; with mutual advantage " with boys 
not under 14 years of age." With younger boys no such attempt should be made. 
With specisJ. schools of this sort the public school authorities have no business to 
e:iperiment. The experimental stage of any branch of business ought to be left to 
private enterprise. Factories, patents, railroads, and tunnels have never been suc
cessfully mana~ed under government control, in this country. Our institutions are 
not adapted to 1t. 

After special schools of this sort shall have been established upon well-defined 
principles, and after the public demand for them becomes apparent, then they will 
become a pa.rt of the public school system as naturally and as easily as the high 
school, or as drawing, or any other branch of study. * * * . 

CONCLUSIONS STATED. 

In closinb let me briefly restate my position. 
I. The f'A>mmon schools have a sphere of their own; and it does not include shops

in-the-basement. 
II. Industrial education, in the best possible form, is a part of the course,-in the 

study of drawing. 
III. Incidentally, and in any line for which be is fitted, every teacher should 

secure a certain manual dexterity. · 
IV. The best means of securing an industrial education is the systematic, but 

not formal study of local industries. 
V. For teaching trades, special schools should be experimented with by private 

enterprise; they should be supported by the public school authorities only after 
their practicability and usefulness shall have been established, and in response to a. 
real public demand. 





XIII. 

THE NEW EDUCATIONAL METHODS 8RITICISED BY AN EXPERI~ 
ENCED EDUCATOR. 

INTRODUCTION. 

No cause which rests on solid foundations need to fear any honest 
criticism. Educators have been the sever est of critics of educational 

·methods. While this is as it should be, it has one resulting annoy• 
a.nce; namely, that people who are not educators, who do not know 
the relative value of the methods criticised, are always ready to take 
up and adopt the criticism of a particular method, or of a recognized 
experiment in teaching, as if it was a comprehensive condemnation of 
the whole system of common schools; whereas, the crit ic, whose 
verdict of disapprobation they enthusiastically accept and reiterate 
ad nauseam, is a stalwart supporter of the system. and is only criti· 
cising some t echnical detail with no purpose or idea that his words 
will be made use of as against t he common schools t hemselves. 

It is well that every new educational idea., every new plan which 
involves either a change in the ideal of education, or a revolution in 
methods of t eaching, should run the gauntlet of criticism, should 
be attacked from every side; for, if it is not able to stand this test 
of severest scrutiny it has no right of existence. 

It is well, too, to remember that each generation of men contribute 
but a very slight increment to the sum of human knowledge, or to 
the experience of t he race. A new idea in education is made known 
and taken up ;-to believe the enthusiastic advocates of the move
ment,-t he world till now 'has been languishing for lack of this new 
discovery! Yet, somehow, the achievements of t he crowding gen
erations have failed to dim the brilliancy of the ages of P ericles, of 
Augustus, of Elizabeth. While, if we turn from literature, arms, 
and art, t o the works of men's hands; t he mighty ruins that still 
remain of the desolate cities of the Orient ; the enduring majesty of 
the Pyramids ; the immortal beauty that enshrines the ruins of 
Grecian Temple and Roman F orum ; the challenge given by " Peter's 
Dome" and "Giotto's Tower ," each and all, proclaim the pre-emi
nenee of the mighty masters who raised these great monuments, 
and we look in vain for their modern rivals. 

This thought · may well give us pause, may serve to check the 
exuberant enthusiasm of the disciples of the new faith, and to mod
erate the contemptuous expression of youthful disrespect for the 
world's outworn creeds ! 

Much has been told of .the wondrous advance evidenced by the 
founding of the New W omen's Colleges; as if no woman in Amer
ica was ever educated before Vassar, W ellesly, and Smith, were 
ushered in with much blowing of trumpets ! 

923 
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It chanced to the writer one~ to witness for a few days the contact 
of an educated gentlewoman, carefully trained in the days-before 
the :first "Woman's College" had been christened, w:i,th a bevy of 
bright, enthusiastic college girls, whose daily talk was of their 

.studies, "Psychology," "Physics," et id omne genus; and, at first, 
her wonder was, like that of Goldsmith's rustics at the teacher gau-
ger, that such small heads could carry all they knew. 

After a while, however, it dawned upon her that "Psychology" 
was only her once familiar ffiend " Mental Philosophy" masquerad
ing under a new name; and that "Physics" was but "Natural 
Pliilosophy," in which she herself had been thoroughly drilled by 
the most famous Professor of the Science! Subsequent talks with 
the budding girl metaphysicians and scientists about her, soon con
vinced her that the sweet girl graduates of the day were not so much 
more profound and learned than their mothers had been, as they evi
dently supposed themselves to be; and as, at :first, deceived by the 
sonorous phraseology of the new names for the old studies, she her
self had been inclined to admit. 

With all their expressed contempt for "words" in contrast with 
their exalted estimate of '' things," the ardent advocates of the ''new 
education" evince by their rechristening of the old familiar studies, 
as set forth by Mr.Missiriler in the following pages under the head of 
"Baby Talk," a very clear comprehension of the important influ
ence of language, of words, by this coining of terms, which by their 
unfamiliar appellations would naturally lead one, used only to the 
old fashioned words, Geography, Arithmetic, Grammar, Reading • . 
etc., to imagine that whole provinces of hitherto undiscovered knowl
edge had been added to the domain of Education, and that these 
enthusiasts were brave discoverers of new truths; just as, in the 
instance recited, the college girls were, for a little, supposed to be the 
enviable disciples of a New Academy! It may be urged, in r eply, 
that the wonderful advance during the last two decades, in the appli
cations of science, has really opened new fields of knowledge and 
developed new branches of study, with a new terminology invented 
for the new needs-new names for new things, which must be mas
tered by students of science, all of which is unquestioned; these 
instances ·are, however, wholly irrelevant, since it is only the use of 
new names for the old familiar studies wlfich is here referred to. 

In the rapid spread of the Manual Training movement, as set forth 
by some of its most enthusiastic advocates, the idea that to become 
a carpenter, or a blacksmith, with a modicum of training in elemen
tary English studies, ought to be the highest ambition of the ordi
nary American boy, seems to be imminent. 

Such were not the ideals of the Elder Republics. 
It is well in this age in which the tendency to materialism is so 

strong, to question whether it is wise to turn all the training of the 
schools in the same direction. 

It- sometimes aeems, in considering all the materials brought into 
the school room as necessary implements of instruction, that t he 
very idea of the directive energy of the mental faculties, of the lead
ership of the mind, has been degraded; for, from the multiplicity of 
these helps now considered so essential, it might almost be inferred 
that the power of abstract thought, of purely mental conception, 
had been lost. 

In the following article, writ ten by a teacher of long experience, 
the new theories are frankly discussed and certain modern tenden-
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cies which seem just now to be dangerously contagious are cleverly 
delineated. -where so large a space as is given in this volume to the 
setting fprth the new methods. by their enthusiastic advocates 4as 
been accorded; it is only just that such criticisms as experienced 

· educators feel impelled to make should also be given. In inserting 
the · precedin~ article by Superintendent Marble, and the present 
article by Prmcipal Missimer, it is believed that a valuable contri
bution is made to the discussion by thus :elacing in the hands of the 
earnest student the varying views of -d1'l:ltinguished educators for 
comparison and contrast. 

Principal Missimer stands as representing the classical Academy 
idea which was the model of the early public High Schools. In the 
juxtaposition of the arguments of advocates and critics to be found 
m this· Appendix many of the discrepancies between them will be 
seen to ar1se from a misapprehension of each other's positions, and 
so be readily corrected by the reader. It is possible that when these 
errors are all eliminated the different classes of educators will be 

· found to be· standing not so far apart but that their ranks can readily 
be joined in defence of the Common Schools themselves. 

The following is the article referred to, which appeared in a recent 
number.of a leading Educational Magazine.* 

WHICH IDEAL f 

BY H. C. !lfissiMER, PRINCIPAL OF HIGH SCHOOL, ERIE, PA. 

'Plato, in his" Republic," puts into the mouth of Socrates the following noble 
w01·ds:-" Citizens-You are brothers, yet God has framed you differently; some of 
you have the power of command, and these he has composed of gold, wherefore 
also, they have the greatest honor; others of silver, to be auxiliaries; others again, 
who are to be husbandmen and craftsmen, he has made of brass and iron; and the 
species will generally be preserved in the children. But as you are of the same 
9riginal family, a golden parent will sometimes have a silver son, or a silver parent 
a golden son. And God proclaims to the rulers, as a first principle, that before all 
they should watch over their offspring, and see what elements mingle with their 
nature; for, if a son of a golden or silver parent has an admixture of brass and iron, 
then nature orders a transposition of ranks, and the eye of the ruler must not be 
pitiful towards his child because he has to descend in the scale and become a hus
bandman or artisan; just as there may be others sp1ung from the artisan class, who 
are raised to honor, and become guardians and auxiliaries. For an oracle says that 
when a man of brass or iron guards the state, it will then be destroyed." 

Two thousand years and more have passed away since these wise words were 
written, and yet the gnawing tooth of time, which eats away empires, dynasties, 
and all things human, has been powerless against their eternal truth. They proclaim 
in clear and unmistakable language the whole duty of the state in education, and 
the reasons therefor. Recognizing the common brotherhood of all men, they remind 

·us that God, none the less, bas framed us all differently with such differences of na
ture that we areas distinct, the one from the other, as gold from silver, or brass from 
iron. ·They enjoin our rulers to" 'vatch over their offspring and see what elements 
mingle with their nature," so that the son of the golden or silver, the brass or iron 
parent may be discovered, and come into his proper place in life. F'or "when a man 
of brass or iron guards the state, it will then be destroyed." 

Truth is indeed eternal I As it was in the days of Plato, so is it now. In a gov
ernment in which my neighbor and myself, each and all, are parts of the governing 
power, electors to-day, officers of state, a possible governor, or president to-morrow, 
it becomes the positive duty of the state, for its own protection and perpetuation, 

.so to educate all, that each may know what he is fitted for, and that those who 
are competent to fill the higher positions of life may be discovered. Educate, and 

• 
*"The Academy: A Journal of Secondary Education, issued monthly under the 

auspices of the Associated Academic Principal1; of the State of New York. March, 
1889. George A. Bacon. Publisher, Sy1·acuse, N. Y." 
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the men of gold and silver will certainly rise to the top: no matter what their rank 
in society, while the men of bra.'58 or iron, in spite of the artificial props of wealth 
or family influence, will, by a law as sure as that of gravitation, sink to the bottom. 
Without the education sufficient to enable e1ch citizen to comprehend his moral and 

· Civic duties, government by the people would soon come to an end, ·from the lack of 
the intelligence necessa.cy to carry it on. · 

WHAT SHALL BE THE STANDARD OF AMERICAN EDUCATION? 

Education, therefore, we must.have, but of what sort? Shall it be adjusted to the 
purely utilitarian standard, and of the earth, earthy? Post nmn.mos virtus-money 
first, vil·tue second?. Or, shall it make the development of the mind and soul the 
first consideration, and the preparation for securing the physical comforts of life the 
second? Shall it be . the standard of the man of silver and gold- Post vi1·tutem 
nummi-virtue first, money second i' 

This much is certain; If public school education is to be adjusted to the indus
trial needs of the masses, higher public school education will go by the board. " The 
sifting out, from the masseS of ordinary and inferior capacities, of those who are 
<'.Ompetent to increase the general welfare" and properly administer government by 
the people, will have to be left to individual and private enterprise. The governing 
class will cowe from the rich, because the poor will have his only chance of prefer
ment taken away from him. Industrial education for the masses- training for the 
hand -is demanded on three general g-rounds: · 

First, the bre!ld·and-butter problem being the great question of life for the ma
jopty, it is the duty of the state, if it be organized on the principle of the greatest 
good to the greatest number, to make the chief work of the public school that of 
training the great bread-winner-the hand. 

Secondly, manual training teaches the lesson of the dignity of labor, and creates 
a love for that kind of work which must be the lot of the great ma.'58. 

Thirdly, skill of the band quickens mental activity, strengthens the mind, and 
produces a stronger, all-round man than training of the mind alone. · 

All three positions are unsound. We call it socialism when men, in their self
ishness, laziness, and want of enterprise, ask the government to provide them with 
"'<>rk and the means of livin~ . . Why is it not, equally, educational socialism to 
ask the state to go into. the .busmess of instl'Ucting its children for apprenticeship to 
the trades in order to help them to something to do, instead of promoting individual 
enterprise by.educating them into the habits which shall enable them to find work 
for themselves? · · 

THE TRUE PURPOSE OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL. 

The.first and proper business of the public school, before the preparation for any 
calling,- trade, profession or hand-work, i.'l to find out the differences of nature and 
capacity that exist in children, to discover their individual aptitudes- to distinguish 
the capacities of gold. and silver from those of brass and iron. The discipline de· 

· rived from the study of reading, writing, arithmetic, spelling, grammar, the 
history and geography of OUl' countt·y, will reveal these differences ancl aptitudes; 
and until these el~ments of learning are gained, until the special bent of the pupil 

· is known and developed, and the key to the door of knowledge and success thus 
put into the hands of every boy and girl- any manual training that looks to the 
learning of a trade is out of place. 

This part of education should be well done. In most of our public schools it takes 
from six to fourteen, and in some, even to sixteen yea.rB, to get a fair knowledge of 
the elementary branches. Seven years, at the most, should be all that is· necessary. 
But unfortunately the public school has quartered upon it, at present, a cehort of 
o.tllictions in the shape of senseless crazes which distmctattention from its p1·oper 
business, are no part of its real work, and dissipate and waste its streJlgth. 

EDUCATIONAL FADS. 

A partial enumeration of these crazes is. to say the least, highly edifying. There 
is the ·~ method" craze, which has taken such hold of the entire system, that, from 
the primary to the high scl10ol , the teaching consists mostly of the application. of 
the .theories and methods of hobby-riding peda~_Sogic philosophers, to the cxchlsJon 
of common sense ancl individual thinking, which, when jomed with a thoro"\~gh 
knowledge of the subject to be taught, and a proper comprehension of the >nrymg 
capacities of children, are the chief features of really successful teaching. ~'hen 
I(Q.Ill,e th,e "ob~ect les)>Oll," qraze,, wi~h ~ts over-el.a,bora.~iOJ1 in ~caching simJ?le tlun!f-3~ · 
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and itB manipulation of splintS, blocks, beans, shoe-pegs, com, sto~es, marbles, etc., 
in learning how to add, subtract, multiply, divide; the " illustration:" craze, re
quiring that every new idea or word must be represented by an ObJect, or by a 
picture on the board, calling for importation into the school room of al~ sortB of · 
things, or pictures, rangin~ from a mouse to an elephant, from a key to a house, 
from a doll to a man,- as if the very end of education were not to enable the mind 

· to conceive of a thing without the aid of the material object. Then come the " mem
or-y-gem" craze, proposing to "inculcate a love for literature on the same principle as 
the Sunday School seeks to create a love for the Bible by the committal of verses ; 
the " civics" craze, calling upon children of eight to ten for information about 
custom-houses, postroffiCEs, city councils, officers, governors and legislators; the 
"substance" craze, by which children of even eignt years are supposed to learn 
that substances are classified into animal, vegetable and mineral substances, and 
that ~tter is organized or unorganized. Then come the. "stocy-tellin~" ~raze, th.e 
"phowc8" craze, the " word-method" craze, the " drawmg " craze, w1th 11B multi
plicity of drawing books, the " music" craze, calling upon children for original · 
composition in music, and diverting into a task what should be only a means of 
recreation and rest from · regular school work. Then ·there are · the ' ' letter and. 
busirless-form" crazes, ·the " botanizing " craze, with oral lessons on the apple, 
pear, peach, grape, orange, etc.,.the "picture study" craze, the" zoology," "form," 
"color,"" _physics" and "mental" crazes, the'' prefix:, suffix and root" craze, the 
''decla.mation and recitation" craze, and so on, il.d infinitum et ad nauseam. 

"BABY TALK." 

Even the very branches of the old-fashioned school days are now sweetened (?) to 
· the ·mental appetite by titles that savor stron§lY of Mother Goose and the days of 

baby-talk. Arithmetic is now "number work' ; geography, '' place lessons"; gram· 
mar, '' language lessons," or '' ear culture"; spelling, '' talking with a pencil" ; read
ing, "whatrdoes-the-story-say," "sentence picturing," or" talking through the eye
~ate. " The road to knowledge is no longer rocky and uneven, it is "boulevarded . 
m the highest style of the art." In short, the whole art of teaching · in the public 
school is the art of "wheedling children into knowledge without their knowing it," 
bringing everytl,ring ready-made to the mind, sugar-coating every difficulty, turning 
the teacher into a. variety show of " sounding brass and tiDkling cymbal," and pleas
ing the child with a rattle, or tickling him with a splint. ~ 

The psychologizing philosophers who are responsible for such stuff in the public 
schoolS, ought to learn at once that the human brain works also out of school, and 

· that many things now taught (?) therein are sure to be learned by the education of 
the home, the street; the plar-ground, by association, and by contact with men and 
outBide things. To spend time over matters in school, which, when school gives 
the right habits of work, are sure to be learned out of school, is sheer folly,- a frit
tering of energy, an utter waste of time. 

These men of hobbies ought also to know that '' when the J;lrinciple of making easy 
and interesting is pushed to the length of not requiring pupils to learn anything but 
what has been made easy and interesting, one of the chief objects of education is 
sacrificed." And furthermore, "The new system of teaching, as it seems to me," 
says the same high authority, "is training up a race ·of men who will be incapable 
of doing anything which will be disagreeable to t)lem." The sooner such methods 
are swept out of the schools, the sooner will the latter regain their place in the pub
lic regard and confidence. Let them concentrate their energies in the lower grades 
on the common English branches, and do that part of their work well, and the chatr 
ter about manual training· for our boys and girls will soon grow less, and the busi
ness " college" will soon grow smaller in the land. 

THE RESULTS OF SOUND INSTRUCTION IN PRIMARY GRADES, 

The right kind of instruction in the elementary branches will leave no time for 
anything else in the lower grades of the public schools. In the higher grades, which 
pupils should reach at the age of thirteen or fourteen at least, belongs the instruc
tion in higher English, languages, mathen1atics, civics and morals; because these 
subjects can be properly comprehended and understood only at the age of intellectual 
consciousness, and with the unfolding of the reasoning faculties. Even though the 
great majority of children leave school before the age of thirteen, these grades are 

.none the less valuable to the State, because they have to do with the training in 
those very matters which are necessary to the proper comprehension of the duties 
of the citizen, and to the exercise of the more important functions of government. 
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Moreover, if morality be the best guarantee of national Stability, what part of the 
public school system can be more important to the State than that in wliioh moral 
mstruotion is ~iven during the period of dawniQg manhood and woma~ood, when 
the character 18. settling into its life grooves? No J,>Olioy could be more fatal to the 
commonwealth than to out off this part of the public school system-sixty to eighty 
per cent. of whose pupils are children of the laboring poor- a.nd to put in its place 
manual training schools. Such action would take, as has been s:Ud, from the poor 

· child his only chance of obtaining the knowledge necessary to the enjoyment of 
the higher privileges and honors of citizenship, and would condemn him to serve 
forever among the hewers of wood and the drawers of water. . 

STATE APPRENTICE ·SCHOOLS. 

If the State must enter into the business of apprentice-making by establishing 
schools for training the hand, let those only be required to receive such training 
whose work in the public schools shows that they liave a bent for hand-work. To 
such only can manual training be beneficial. But why put them into a manual 
training school at all? Why not, after the question of fitness is decided, put them 
at once to the trades and callings they are individually fit for? The manual train
ing school proposes to give only skill to the hand. Can not each get that as well, 
and with a saving. of time, if he learn his trade in the shop, instead of the school
room ? . Let the State start special trade schools at once, and turn out directly our 
masons, carpenters, butchers, bakers, blacksmiths and all of our other artisans. 
Aut illud, aut nihil. 

It is true that the great mass of children in our schools are destined by nature 
·for work with the hand. That is their lot, and they will come to it, with or without 
industrial training, which can only advance them on the road. But because the 
problem of life for so many will be that of bread and butter, that does not release 

· the State from the obligation of oeducating those who are fit for the fulfillment of 
the higher duties of citizenship and for the higher positions of life. These are of 
a:s much importance to the community as the lower ones ; both are necessary to the 
public welfare. It is the business of the public school to prepare for both. That 
ninety-five per cent. of the inmates of our penitentiaries should be without trades, 
and that more than half of these tradeless criminals receive public school education 
is no argument against the inadequacy o~. the public schools. The records also show 
that ninety-six per cent. of these public school criminals leave school in the primary 
grades, between the ages of six and thirteen, before that part of public school edu
cation, of the most influence in moulding the character and establishing habits of 
work, is reached. · 

THE IDEA OF DIGNITY IN LABOR THE RESULT OF MENTAL CULTURE, NOT OF MAN 
UAL TRAINING. 

The second claim for manual training, that it teaches the lesson of the dignity of 
labor, and creates a love for that kind of work which is the destined lot of the great 
mass, is equally indefensible. -

The truth is, the idea that there is dignity in labor only comes with the broaden
ing and deepening of the mind by mental culture. Work is success, and success is 
work; that is the lesson which education is ever imparting. U manual training 
create a love for manual work, should not the farmer, and the farmer's son, stick 
to the farm, the shoemaker to his bench, and the mechanic to his shop ? Education 
clothes an occupation, however humble, with dignity, by first teachm~ the lesson 
that persistence and the right doing of work insure honor and success m any occu
pation. . To be able to read the Iliad, scan Virgil, to know how to demonstrate the 
theorems of Euclid, or even to spell well, do not make a mechanic, a shoemaker, 
or a farmer , but they will enable the mechanic, the shoemaker or the farmer to be 
a better mechanic, a better shoemaker, and a better farmer. 

Right education, too, reconciles the mind to that lot in life into which circum
stances may bring us, or to which o~ natural capacity adapts us. Is it not, there
fore, more important for those who-will have to live by manual labor to learn first, 
through education, their mental measure and fitness, than: to be trained for a life of 
manual labor when there may be a fitness for something higher ? 

SOME CLAIMS FOR MANUAL TRAINING CONSIDERED. 

The third ground on \Vhich the argument for industrial training rests is that skill 
of the hands quickens the mental activities and produces superior mental acumen. 
Q-iven the ability, through elementary instruction, to read, speak, and write the 
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English language intelligently (not correctly), put on top of that as a foundation, 
manual training, and the result is an intelligent ma.n, strong, available, practical. 
That is, any ordinary American carpenter, mason or artisan should present the best 
type. of an intellectual man, because he combines in himself this happy union of 
elementary English with manual skill. That would be the common-sense conclu
sion. But our political, theoretical, or " reform" advocate of this latest educational 
fad does not state the argument so baldly. He says: "Act induces mental e.qergi
zation and concentration; it operates upon scattered and straggling thoughts some
thing as a drumbeat does at the head of a regiment-gathers them and gives them 
nerve."* It is indeed a striking metaphor and apt to catch the most of us. But 
let us reason a little. ' ' Act induces mental energization and concentration." So 
it does, when a thought, when an idea, precedes it; otherwise, act is automatic and 
devoid of mental consciousness . . The same thing is true of muscular activity, or 
manual work, exerted continuously in one direction. It f!OOU becomes automatic 
and allows the thoughts to go a wool-gathering a thousand miles away. "A· boy 
would rather do something than think something." * Granted. But doing is always 
the result of thinking. The idea first, the act second; mind the cause, act the 
result,- that is the eternal law of effort. A well matured and instrUcted mind may 
give direction and skill to the hand, but the hand cannot impart nor coax skill to 
the mind. And when the industrial schoolmaster drops into the domain of mental 
philosophy in his search for argument, let him not begin by putting the metaphysi
cal cart before the ~etaphysical horse; 

TO WHAT DO NATIONS OWE THEm RANK IN CIVILIZATION? 

Th9 tendencies of the day are intensely practical. The short road to wealth is the 
popular one, and the short cut in education is in high favor, because it is supposed 
to start one directly on the road to wealth. The rank of a nation is popularly esti
mated by its cultivated acreage, its manufactures and its exports. But 1ts real value 
to civilization ''must be weighed in scales more delicate than the balance of trade." 
"On a map of the world you can cover Judea with your thumb, Athens with a fin
ger tip, and neither of them figures in the Prices Current, but they still lord it in the 
thought and action of every civilized man." * * * * " The measure o.f a na
tion's true success is the amount it has contributed to the thought, the moral energy, 
the intellectual happiness, the spiritual hope and consolation of mankind." 

THE TRuE IDEAL OF EDUCATION. 

What does not the world owe to those men of Athens? The laws and principles of · 
every- department of art, science, literature, and human investigation wei:e by them 
formulated and defined. Who in painting and sculptUl'e have excelled Zeuxis, Phi
dias and Praxiteles? Who in thought have surpassed Socrates, Plato and Aristotle? 
Who has written like Herodotus, spoken like Demosthenes, or equalled the grandeur 
and simplicity of Homer, the dramatic intensity and fervor of lEschylus and Sopho
cles? 

Outside of the development of the body by a system of natural gymnastics, their 
educational training, after the elementary branches, was devoted to such abstract 
~dies as grammar, rhetoric, philosophy, arithmetic, music and geometry-nothing 
practical, nothing industrial. And yet, what more practical examples of striking 
forethought and sagacity than the law-making of Solon and Clisthenes, the states
manship of ThemistOcles.a.nd Pericles, or the achievements of the great pupil of Aris
totle, the mighty Alexander? Who had broader or clearer views of the problems of 
government than these men of old, and where do we go to-day but to Athena 
for our principles of architecture and sculpture, our laws of rhetoric and reasoning, 
and our principles and methods of scientific investigation? 

Theirs was the true idea of education. Train for the duties, not for the business 
of life. Put every man in possession of the full use of all his faculties, be they 
few, be they many-and special aptitudes will be sure to take care of themselves. 
The men of silver and gold will find their places, the men of brMs and iron will find 
theirs, and so shall the State be preserved and perpetuated, 

-------------------
*Rev. C. H. Parkhurst in the '88March Forum. 
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XIV. 

THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF MANUAL TRAINING. 

A REPORT MADE BY THE. COMMI'l;'TEE ON PEDAGOGICS TO THE NA
TIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCA'J,'ION IN SESSION AT NASHVILLE, TEN
NESSE, JULY 15, 1889, DURING THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE 
NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 

As this volume is in the printer's hands, copies of the report, by 
the Committee on Peda~ogics, and of a paper read by Professor Will
iam T. Harris, are recelVed just in season to be inserted as the final 
papers of the present Appendix. The report is a thoughtful, philo
sophical treatment of the subject in many of its phases, and merits 
serious consideration. The concluding paragraphs, in r elation to 
the educational value of Industrial Art Drawing, are commended 
to all readers of this Report as in full accord with the main purpose 
of the preparation and publication of these volumes. 

REPORT BY THE COMMITTEE ON PEDAGOGICS. 

To the National Council of Education : 
The undersigned Committee on Pedagogics hereby offer the.ir report on the sub

ject of the Educational Vahte of Manual Training, a subject that has come to be of 
prime importance by reason of the strong claims set up for it by its ad~ocates, and, 
secondly, by reason of the fact that as a C.'l.use it serves to unite not only the critics 
of the educational system already existing, but also its uncompromising enemies ; 
thirdly, because the claims set forth in its behalf are based not on economic rea
eons, but on educational reasons, an assumption being actually made that the 
effect of manual tmining on the pupil is educational in the same sense as the 
branches of science nncl literature heretofore taught, or at least, if different from 
them, of equal or of supe1·ior value to them. This assumption unsettles the entire 
9.uestion of course of study, :in so far as it rests on the doctrine of a specific educa
tiOnal value for each of the branches of the cow·se of study, and in so far as it is 
supposed that the present list of branches provides for an all-sided :intellectual 

, tra.ining. · 

WHAT THE COMllllTTEE PROPOSE TO DISCUSS. 

Your committee acCOl'd:ingly have pl'oposed to themselves in this report to dis
cuss the various phases of this assumption and to inquire :in what precisely consists 
the educative value of the branches taught in the manual training school, and 
wherein they are supplementary of the work already done and wherein they cover 
the same. ground. They have proposed . to treat incidentally also the economic 
questions involved, inasmuch as the popularity of t he movement has its foundation 
in the conviction that if the schools teach manual training all pupils will be fitted 
for useful industries before the age of lc~a.v:ing school for business. 

981 
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PRELIMINARY ADMISSIONS. 

1. Your committee in t~e outset admit the reasonableness of substituting a sys
t em of manual trainin~ in special schools, in 1!0 far as it can be done, for the old 
s1stem of apprenticeship. That said apprenticeship has been and is wasteful of the 
time and talents of the pupils is conceded ; that a school devoted to the business of 
educating the youth in the essentials of his trade or vocation is superior to the old 
system that em_{lloyed the apprentice in all the drudgery of the establishment and 
postponed his imtiation in the essential matters of his trade. But your committee 
insists that such manual training ought not to be begun before the comJ?letion of the 
twelfth year of the pupil, nor before he has bad such school instruction in the in· 
tellectual branches of school work, namely in reading, writing, arithmetic, geog
raphy, grammar and history, as is usually required by those statute laws enforced 
in enlightened States to prevent the too early employment of minors in the industries 
and the neglect of their school education. . 

Your committee understand that any amount of manual training conducted in a 
school is no equivalent for the school education in letters and science, and ought 

, not to be substituted for it. They hold the opinion moreover that neither appren
ticeship nor the industrial school should be allowed to take possession of the youth 
until the completion of his twelfth year at least.; the fifteenth year is still better, 
because physical maturity is necessary for the formation of the best muscular 
movements to produce skill. 

REASONS WHY TRAINING IN THE USE OF TOOLS SHOULD NOT BEGIN TOO EARLY, 

. At too early an age the pupil with his small hands and fingers, his short and un
developed arms is obliged to acquire bad habits of holding the implements of labor, 
just as a child that commences holding a pen too early will not hold it so as to 
secure freedom of movement. Moreover, the serious occupations of life cannot be 
imposed on children without dwarfing their human nature, physically, intel· 

· lectually and morally, and producing an·ested development. Not only the games 
of youth, but the youth's freedom from the cares of mature life should be insured 
to him if the best preparation is to be made for manhood. It is sad to know that 
very many children are dwarfed by family necessity, \vhich compels them to benr 
the weights and cares of mature years. The street gamin in the city is preternat
urally acute, but is not in process of growth towards ideal manhood. Later on he 
will be found suffering from premature old age, in every respect a wasted human 
life burnt out before it could develop its moral and intellectual ideals. He will 
have a • • Punch and Judy " face such as Dickens ascribes to the stunted products of 
London street education. Students of antlu-opology tell us that man surpasses the 
animals so much in his mature life because be has a so much longer period of help
less infancy. He passes through a hundred grades of aJlCent above the brute, using 

, all his forces in learning to walk on his hind legs, to use articulate speech for in
tercommunication, to dress himself in clothes and to put on that far subtler clothing 
of customs and usages which hold back and conceal his animal propensities and 
substitute courtesy towards others for selfish natural impulse. Were it not for this 
diversion of the forces of childhood man might develo~,> like the animals the ability 
to walk immediately after birth and use his bundle of mtellectual instincts at once 
without the necessity of a long process of education. 

TO PROLONG THE PERIOD OF CARELESS CIDLDHOOD, DESIRABLE. 

On these grounds your committee deprecate the necessities which abridge the 
period of childhood, and consider this one of the first reforms that social science is 
demanding, namely the protection of children· from the premature assumption of 
the cares of life. The work of the kindergarten, the schools for waifs and this line 
of effort will stop the growth of that hopeless class of society that has become ar· 
rested below the moral stage of development. 

The ever present argument of the economical view of education calls attention to 
the fact that the great majority of children are destined to earn their living by 
manual labor. Hence it is argued the school ought to prepare them for their fu· 
ture work. The scientific view that lays so much stress on the protraction of the 
period of human infancy is opposed to this demand for filling the child's mind with 
premature care for his future drudgery. . 

In fact, this scientific doctrine has already been anticipated by the humane 
Christian sentiment which has founded public schools ; for there is a conviction 
deep seated in the minds of the people that all children ought to be educated 
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~gether in the. humane studies that lie at the basis of liberal culture. Just for the · 
very reason that the majority have before them a life of drudgery, the period of 
childhood in which the child has not yet become of much pecuniary value for in
dustry, shall be carefully devoted to spiritual growth, to training the intellect and 
will and to building the basis for a larger humanity. Such a provision commends 
itself as an attempt to compensate in a degree for the inequalities of fortune and 
birth. Society shall see to it that the child who cannot choose the family in which 
he shall be born shall have givea him the best possible heritage that fortune could 
bring him, namely, an education that awakens him to the consciousness of the 
higher self that exists dormant in him. The common school shall teach him to 
conquer fortune by industry and good habits and the application of tl:.e tools of 
thought. 

TBE WRONG DONE THE CHILD'S mGHER NATURE BY A MERELY PRACTICAL TRAINING. 

The economic, utilitarian opposition to the spiritual education in our ,schools 
comes before us to recommend that we forecast the horoscope of the child, a.n:d in 
view of his future posSible life .of drudgery make sure of his inability to ascend 
above manual toil by cutting off his purely intellectual training and making his 
childhood a special preparation for industry. · 

Your committee would at this point call attention to the fatal omission on the 
part of the economist to see \vhat is implied in his statement that the.schools should 

·fit the child for his future duties in life. For when we inquire we discover at once 
that the trade or vocation in life is but a small part of the total functions of any 
one's life. It is what goes with the trade or vocation that makes even it a success 
or failure. What does one need to know besides his trade? To this question your 

· Committee enumerate the following: 

THE INTERESTS OF SOCIETY .<I.ND THE STATE ALIKE DEMAND A BROADER EDUCATION. 

First under the head of behavior toward others, his success will depend on his 
treatment of his fellow-workmen and his employers; on his treatment of his neigh
bors, and of his familr. and children. Moreover his behavior as a. citizen concerns 
vitally all who live w1th him under the same Government; for he conditions to the 
extent of his single vote; and the proletariat class as a whole may form a majority, 
and determine altogether what sort of government shall be placed over all, rich 
and poor, Christian or heathen, humane or selfish. The dude citizen who inherits 
large wealth and believes thaHhe laboring classes should not be educated beyond 
the station they are to occupy in life will find that the manual laborers are also 
voters, and that they decide whether there shall be right of private property or pro
tection of life and limb for him as well as for others. 

The illiterate manual laborer, no matter how skilfully educated for his trade in 
wood and metal operations, cannot read and write. He cannot read the newspa
pel•and take interest in the doings of town, State and Nation, or world at large, ex
cept as he hears of it in the t\U'bid stream of personal gossip from fellow-workmen. 
He is essentially shut in and his thoughts move around in a narrow circle like the 
horse that tums the wheel of the mill. Nothing can prevent his being the victim 
of wild schemes of agitation that attack radically all the institutions of civiliza
tion. · To the observer of the newer and newest J)hases of modern history, nothing 
is so clear as the fact that the first necessity ofmvilization is a system of universal 
education, not in industry, but in the ideas and thoughts that make up the conven
tional view of the world -such ideas and opinions as one learns in studying geog
raphy and history, and ~specially literature. 

THE EDUCATIVE VALUE OF MANUAL TRAINING ANALYZED AND DEFINED. 

2. ·Your committee would now call your attention, in the second place, to the ed
ucative phases of manual training. They admit that manual trainmg is an educa
tive influence; for all that man does or experiences is educative to him, and affects 
both his will and his intellect. The education of the will takes place by fixing or 
tmfixing habits of doing; the education of the intellect takes place through the ascent 
from one thought or idea to another; from a narrow })Oint of view to a broader and 
more COmJ,)).'ehensive one; from a vague and general grasp of a subject to an insight 
that explams all the details, and sees the relations of all parts of the whole. 

In so far as manual training schools teach the scientific principles that underlie 
the practical points of their work they add intellectual education to physical educa
tion. lnstmction in the natural sciences gives knowledge of nature both as to its 
modes of existence and as to the forces that form and transform those modes of 
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_existence. Natural soi~ce, it will be readily admitted, is directly tributary to the 
emancipation of the laborer because it leads more and more to the invention of ma
chinery. Machinery does the drudgery of the work and leaves to the laborer only 
the task of supervision. It assumes the physical labor and gives him the intellectual 
labor of directing and managing it. The more complete the machine becomes the 

. more operations it includes in its process, the mo1·e mtellect is required to manage . 
it, and the greater becomes its productiveness. 

Compare the study of natural science in its general phases with its special appli
cations of the theory of special machines and it is seen that the study of the more 
general is more highly educative; and your committee would call special attention 
to the principle on which this conclusion is based. That is more highly educative 
which lasts longest and has widest scope in its enlightening effects. The explana
tion: of the special machine {the steam engine, for. example) is a.n intellectual acqui
sition for to-day, and it gives one a ready insight into all other examples to be met 
with in future experience. But the study of the theories of heat and of the dyna
mics of elastic fluids gives insight not only into the steam engine but also into a 
thousand other applications (spoutin~ geysers, oil wells, heating and ventilating 
houses, meteorology, for example) w1thin one's ex_perience and numberless thou
sands of examples possible in future experience. Hence the study of pure science 
is more educative intellectually than the study of special applications of it 

Again the studr of applications of science is more educative than the labor of 
making the machine. The theory of its operation involves all realizations of it and 
is not exhausted until all real and possible va1;ieties of constmction have been ex

.plained by it. But the construction of a machine adopts one of an indefinite num
ber of styles of construction, uses one kind of material out of many for each of the 

.parts and encounters peculia1· difficulties of one kind and another occasioned by 
temporary conditions that have nothing to do with the natme of the machine or 
with its constmction elsewhere. The laborer thus obscures his general view of the 
principle .of the machine by covt-ring it up with a great collection of details that do 
not essentially concern it. He is much more impressed with accidental matters of 
no account in the theory of the working of the machine than he is with the prin
ciples of its action. In a second experiment at constructing a machibeold difficul
ties disappear and new ones arise. The intellectual education is of narrow scope and 
limited m time. · 

The intellectual factor of manual labor is never very large even in the first con
struction of a new type of product. The moral education in manual training in 
the way of perseverance, patience and plodding industry is a far grt-ater educational 
factor than the intellectual factor.. 

The education of the muscles of the hand and arm, the training of the eye in accu· 
racy go for something in way of education, especially if these too are of a genernl 
·character and productive of skill in many arts. But it happens in most cases that 
the training of the muscles for .a special operation unfits it more or less for the other 
special operations. Every trade lias its special knack or skill and not only requir~ 
special education to fit the laborer to pursue it, but it reacts on him and fixes in Ius 
·bOdily organism certain-limitations which for greater or less extent unfit hirn .for 
other occupations. The work of blacksmithing, for instance, would unfit one for 
engraving; the work in planing and sawing would diminish the skill of the wood 
carver. Work in the trades that deal with wood .and metals {and these include the 
·entire curriculum of the manual training school) would be disadvantageous to t he 
delicate touch required by the laborer on textile manufactures, and this class of 
laborers is nearly as large as the combined classes of wood and metal workers. . 

Your committee find that the course of study in manual training, in so far as 1t 
concerns the education of the hand is limited to a narrow circle of trades in the 

·wood and metal industries. and that so far as it ·is auxiliary to trades and occupa
tions directly, it covers the work of only one in tw·elve of the laborers actually em-
ployed in the United States. . 

Indirectly, as dealing especially with the construction of machinery, it has a 
much wider application, and your committee believe that all laborers who employ 
machines or tools of any description would be benefited to a greater or less degree 
by a C{)lll'Se of manual training, and that there is something educative in it for all 
who are to use machines. This is the most important argument that can Le urged 
by the advocates of the manual training school in behalf of its educative value. 

FALLACIOUS ARGUMENTS DISCUSSED. 

Your committee would here call attention to other argumentR often used ,~·h!ch 
are weak and misleading, such for example as the statement that ma nua l t•·:umng 
cultivates .the powers of attention, perseverance and industry. These are formal 
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powers and not subs.tantial, that is to say, they derive their value f rom what they 
are applied to, and they may be mischievous as well as beneficial. The power of 
attention may be cultivated by the game of chess or the game of ·whist, or of draw 
poker, or to the picking of pockets, but it is only attention to those subjects and not 
attention in general that is cultivated. The whist player who has developed care
ful circumspection, keen attention, the calculation of probabilities in the mattex: of 
cards is quite likely not to manifest them in regn.rd to f1igher matters of observation 
of nature or the study of man. ·All games of boys, for instance marbles, quoits, 
base liall, jack straws, are educative, especially in such matters as are named as 
results of manual training, namely: (a) the development of the J?hysical powers; 
{b) the ac.quisition of dexterity of hand and accuracy of eye; (c) m perseverance; 
(d) in attention. These moreover carry with them some general training and give 
the boy a similar ability in a field of related subjects. But it would not be fair to 
expect that these qualities of mind would show themselves in the boy's work in 
mathematics or history, for his interest in these games might make him dull and 
inattentive to all school studies. Boys may love the work of the manu!l-1 training 
school and dislike history, grammar and mathematics, and all book learning, in 
fact; but to be excellent in manual training would not prevent him from being illitr 
erate and a bad neighbor and a bad citizen-even a dynamiter. 

THE EDUCATIVE EFFECT IS IN INVERSE RATIO TO THE SKILL ACQUIRED. 

· Your committee would further call attention to the fact that what is educative 
at one time may be entirely without such an effect at another, or, indeed, it may be 
deadening to· the mind. Thus the advocates of manual training admit that it is 
useful as education only if not carried to the point of arriving at skill in production. 
This feature, of course, makes a,o-ainst the economical ar~ument in behalf of such 
schools. According to the economic view skill in product10n is the primary object 
aimed at by introducing the training of the hand into schools. But M. Sluys, the 
Belgian Normal school director who reports on the Swedish system, says that when 
the child is compelled to manufacture large numbers of a given object in order to 
acquire skill in the work, the educative value of the work diminishes. " From the 
third or fourth sample his interest wanes; mechanical t·epetition invariably excites 
disgust for any work." 

Your committee would call attention here to the fact tbat if an educative OJ?por
tunity is gained by not requiring mechanical Tepetition to the point of acquu·ing 
skill, there is also an educative opportunity lost; fo1· the patience and perseverance 
that pursues its work to the end and bravely keeps down any tendencies to disgust 
at the lack of novelty is a moral education indispensable to success in any manual 
calling. No teaching in the studies of the schools as they are would be esteemed of 
ll. high order if it did not train its pupils to attack difficult studies like arithmetic 
and grammar and courageously overcome them. Mere natural disinclination and 
impatience must be conquered before the child can become a rational being. 

THE GREAT VALUE OF INDUSTRIAL ART DRAWING IN lESTHETIC TRAINING. 

Your committee would further suggest that no justice as yet has been done by the 
advocates of manual training to the claims of industrial drawing as a training for 
the hand and eye and the resthetic sense. If the pupil pursues this study by the 
analysis of the historical forms of ornament, and acquires familiarity with graceful 
outlines and a genuine taste for the creation of beautiful and tasteful forms, he has 
done more towards satisfying the economic problem of industry than he could do 
by much mechanical skill. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF ..!ESTHETIC CULTURE. 

The great problem in the industry of nations has come to be the resthetic one -
how to give attractive and tasteful forms to productions so as to gain and hold the 
markets of the world. 

The object of the studr, of drawing in our ·schools is not the acquirement of a 
" new art of expression, ' to use the stale definition put forward by some of the 
advocates of the self-styled" new education," because it is not worth the pains to 
learn the art of drawing merely to make pictw·es of what is seen or what is fancied. 
Rather is drawing the best means of acquiring familiarity with the conventional 
forms of beauty in ornament-forms that express the outlines of freedom and 
gracefulness and charm all peoples, even those who have not the skill to produce 
such forms. 
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Some nations, like the French for example, have educated their working classes 
for many generations in this matter of taste, and it has become a second nature. 
Other nations, the Anglo-Saxon among them, are not natm·ally gifted with a taate 
for the production of the beautiful, but rather with a tendency to look for the dyna
mic, the lines of force rather than of freedom. They are content to produce what · 
is strong and durable and useful. But this has led them to the discovery that they 
must alSo be content with inferior places in international expositions and with a 
virtual exclusion from the markets of the world. Only a. high tariff can force any 
considerable consumption of useful articles of clumsy and unsightly shapes. 

In view of these facts your committee have deemed it desil'able to mention indus
trial drawing and the true method of teaching it by the analysis and production of 
the standard ideals in ornament, as worthy of most careful consideration on the 
part of all, and especially on the part of all interested in manual training instmc· 
tion, either for its economical or its educative JJ.dvantages. Respectfully submitted. 

. GEORGE P. BROWN, 
S. S. PARR, 
J . H. HOOSE, 
W. T. HARRIS, 

Committee on Pedagogics. 
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THE INTELLECTUAL VALUE OF TOOL WORK. 

By W. T. HARRIS, Concord, Massachusetts. 

[A paper read before the National Educational Association, in Nashville, Tennessee, 
July 15, 1889. ] 

Man, like the animal, has natural wants, which he must gratify in 
order to live on the earth. While the animal needs food, and to 
some extent shelter, man needs food, and shelter, and clothing. In 
order to get possession of these things, he must stru~gle for them 
and wrest them from nature, depriving plants and ammals of their 
vital principles and converting them to his own uses. Whereas the 
plant feeds upon soil and atmosphere in so far as it finds them in 
Immediate contact with itself, and the animal is able to seek a new 
environment and use its limbs as tools or instruments with which 
to seize upon the means of supplying its wants, man on the 
other hand, although less endowed with strength than many of the 
animals, and with scanty natural provision for clothing, yet is 
able to surpass the animal in gratification of his wants, by cun
ningly aiding his natural forces and instruments by invented 
ones. He devises instruments out of natural materials, mineral, 
animal, and vegetable substances and their chemic elements, of 
such efficiency as to enable him to command the resources of land, 
and sea, and air. · 

Whatever seems at first a limitation to him, or a hostile might 
threatening him with destruction, or imposing upon him the neces
sity of drudgery for daily assistance, becomes by and by an auxiliary 
:power friendly to man after he has conquered it by the magic of his 
mtellect. 

Man as inventor of tools and machines, and the combiner ·of 
nature's forces, presents for us the most interesting object in the uni
verse. · Let us take a survey of him as the maker of tools and the 
wielder of tl;lem. Intellectual and moral J>OWer unite to give man 
this power of invention. It is intellectual cunning which discovers 
the powers and adaptations of things and converts them to his uses. 
It is the moral power of self-conquest that enables man to sacrifice 
the ease and comfort of the present moment and to endure priva
tion, in order by industry and patient attention to accumulate a 
capital of physical means and acquired experience sufficient to 
produce an mvention. 

The first step above the brute instinct begins when man looks be
yond things as he sees them existing before him, and commences to 
co~sider their possibilities ; he begins to add to his external seeing 

937 
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an internal seeing; the world begins to'assume a new aspect; each 
object appears to be of larger scope than its present existence, for 
there is a sphere of possibility environing it, a sphere which the 
sharpest animal eyes of lynx or eagle cannot see, but which man, en
dowed with this new faculty of inward .sight, perceives at once. To this 
· insi~ht into possibilities there loom up uses and adaptations, transfo.r
matiOns and combinations in a long series stretching into the infi
nite behind each finite real thing. The bodily eyes see the real ob
jects, but cannot see the infinite trails ; they are invisible except to 
the inward eyes of the ;mind. 

. What we call directive power on the part of man, his combinin~ 
_and organizing power, all rests on this power to see beyond the rea1 

. ·things before tlie senses to the ideal possibilities invisible to the 
brute. The more clearly man sees these ideals, the more perfectly 
he can construct for himself another set of conditions tlian those in 
which he finds himself. 

Men as tool workers, as managers of machines, participate in this 
higher kind of perception in different degrees, but all have it to 
some extent. The lowest human laborer has the dimmest notions of 
these ideals; they are furnished him by others; he is told what to 
do; he furnishes the hands to work with, and some one else furnishes 
the brains or most of the brain work. Unless a directing mind is 
near by to help at every moment with the details of some ideal, the 
rude laborer ceases his work, having no knowledge of what is 
required next. His capacity to grasp an ideal is very small ; he 
can only take it in tiny fragments-small patterns dealt out to him 
as a hand by the directing orain of the overseer or " boss." 

It seems·a waste of power to have two brains to govern one pair of 
hands. It is evidently desirable to have each laborer developed in 
his brain, so as to be able to see ideals as well as to realize them by 
his hands: . 

The development of this desirable power we call education of the in
tellect, and its chief means is science. Science is the systematized 
r esults of observation. Each fact in the world ~is placed in the light 
of all the other facts. All facts are made to help explain each fact. 
This is science. Now each fact represents only one of the many possi
ble states of existence~ hich a thing may have. When one state of ex· 
istence is real the others are mere possibilities, or~ as they are called, 
"potentialities." Thus water may exist as liquid, or vapor, or ice, 
but when it is ice the liquid and vapor states are mere potentialities. 

Science collects about each subject all its phases of existence under 
different conditions ; it teaches the student to look art a thing as a 
whole, and see in it not only what is visible before his senses, but 
what also is not realized and remains dormant or potential. The 
scientifically educated laborer, therefore, is of a higher type than 
the mere "hand-laborer," because he has learned to see~ each thing 
its possibilities. He sees each thing in the perspective of its history. 
Here, then, in the educated laborer, we have a hand belonging to a 
brain that directs, or that can intelligently comprehend a detailed 
statement of an ideal to be worked out. The. laborer and the "boss" 
are united in one man. 

There are, as we have said, different degrees of ·educated capacity, 
due to the degree in which this power of seeing invisible potentiali
ties or ideals is developed. The lowest humanity needs constant 
direction, and works only under the eye of an overseer ; it can work 
with advantage only at simple processes; by repetition it acquires 
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skill at a simple manipulation. The incessant repetition of one 
muscular act deadens into..habit, and less and less brain-work goes 
to its performance. When a process is reduced to simple steps, 
however, it is easy to invent some sort of machine that can perform 
it as well or better than the human drudge. Accordingly, division 
of labor gives occasion to labor-saving machinery. The human 
drudge cannot compete with the machine, and is thrown out of em
ployment and goes to the almshouse or perhaps starYes. If he 
could only be educated and learn to see ideals, he could have a place as 
manager of the machine. The machine requires an alert intellect to di
rect and control it, but a mere "hand" cannot serve its purpose. The 
higher development of man produced by science therefore acts.as a 
goad to spur on the lower orders --of-humanity to become educated 
intellectually. Moreover, the education in science enables the 
laborer to easily acquire an insight. into the construction and man
agement ~f machines. This makes it possible for him to change his 
vocation readily. There is a greater and greater resemblance of 
each vrocess of human labor-to every other, now that an age of 
machmery has arrived. The differences of manipulation are grown 
less, because the machine is assuming the handwork, and leaving 
only the brain work for the laborer. Hence there opens before labor 
a great prospect of freedom in the future. Each person can choose 
a new vocation and succeed in it without long and tedious appren
ticeship, provided that he is educated in general science. 

If be understands only the theory o'f one machine he may direct 
or manage any form o"r style of it. He could not so easily learn an 
entirely different machine unless he had learned the entire theory of 
machinery. The wider his knowledge and the more general its 
character, the larger the sphere o~ his freedom· and power.· If he 
knows the scientific theory uf nature's forces he comprehends read
ily not only the machines, but also all nature's J?henomena as 
manifestations of those. forces. Knowledge is educat1ve in propor
tion to its enlightening power or its general applicability. The 
knowledge of an art ·is educative because it gives one command in 
a sphere of activity ; it explains effects and enables the artisan to be 
both brain and hand to some extent. A science lifts him to a much 
higher plane educatively, because he can see a wide margin of pos
sibilities or ideals outside of the processes in use, and outside of the 
tools and machines employed. . 

Education, then, takes these three steps: First, to do what is di
rected by authority; secondly, to know the theory of the art or 
trade as 1t is and has come down by tradition; thirdly, to know the 
general science of the subjeqt, and comprehend not only the proc
esses that have been realized, but the possibility of others. 

The civilization in which we live is weil characterized as a scien
tific one, and it is making great strides toward the conquest of na
ture. It demands, too, as we see, an education for all people. There 
is less and less place left for the mere drudge, all hands and no 
brains. Machinery can do his work so cheaply that his wages must 
be very slender. The education demanded, moreover, is not the 
training in technical skill so much as in science. For the more gen
eral training emancipates the htborer from the deadening effects of 
repetition and habit, the monotony of attending the machine, and 
opens up a vista of new invention and more useful combinat ions. 

While the student is learning a method of doing something his 
brain is exercised; whel4 the process has become a habit it is com-
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mitted to his hand, and his intellect is not required again except for 
new combinations. This is true of all machine work, of all tool work, 
~ts th~ry is ~oon exhausted? ~nd the deadening ,Process of h!l'bit sets 
m. SCience IS perpetually hvmg, always educative. The mmd goes 
from principle to principle; it discovers and inventories new prov
inces of nature, and applies its principles "to their explanation. In 
reaching vaster unities of nature it finds deeper principles. 

Not the study- of tools and machinery; but that of natural science 
is more educative, therefore, because it keeps the mind in perpetuai 
activity. 

If we pause here and ask ourselves, what is the scope of the 
inquiry thus far made ? we shall be obliged to confess that we have 
regarded man onlJ in his animal nature; possessing bodily wants of 
food, clothing, and shelter. We see at once that this is no inventory 
of man's wants-it falls infinitely short of his requirements as a spir
itual being. If machinery were invented so that he could get food, 
clothing, and shelter in abundance and of the finest quality at the 
cost of a moment's labor each day, all this would be of small account 
as an item of civilization unless the human energy savetl from drudg
ery had found channels of expenditure in the vocations relating di
rectly to the .education of the spiritual nature of man. 

Here we come to the all-important distinctiorfbetween that which 
belongs only to the nature of a means instrumental to something else 
different from itself, and that which is an end for itself. The human 
mind or se.ul is an end for ~tself. Matter and the body are only 
instrumental, only means for the perfection of the soul. 

What, we inquire, are the ideals of perfection of the soul, then? 
For it would seem that all thrc;mgh our industrial processes there 
should have prevailed a guiding ,Purpose to subordinate all human 
endeavor to the interest of the mmd. We have· already taken note 
of the science of nature as a purely theoretical study, more educati\:e 
than any form of art because it is the source of inexhaustible activity 
in the intellect. Nature in time and space is one world for man's 
scientific mastery. Over against this there is another world for his 
science, the world of mind. 

Nature is before us as organic and inorganic realms. Mind reveals 
itself in three forms, thinking, willing, and feelin~ . . Leaving this 
psychological point of view, it will be more interestmg for us to look 
at the world of humanity in th-ree aspects. Human nature has re
vealed itself in institutions, social structures organized so as to make 
the strong help the weak ; the mature assist the immature ; the wise. 
the simple; these institutions are the family, civil society, the state or 
nation, and the church. These institutions are the outgrowth of the 
human will. In the business of education the youth learns human 
nature as will in studying history-history taken . in a very bt:oad 
sense. But even history jn a narrow sense gives him glimpses of all 
these institutions acting and reacting upon each of these. One sees 
the evolution of civilization by the study of history. Here, then, is a 
branch of study which we must regard as educative in the highest 
possible degree. Natural science, valuable as it is in emancipating 
us from drudgery, is rather a science of that which is a means for 
the development of man as a spiritual bein~. But history is a science 
of that which is an end for itself, because It is the exhibition of the 
structure and evolution of civilization. 

History is only one of the spiritual sciences. There are sciences 
that relate to mind as intellect in its essence such as philosophy and 
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psycholo~ and logic, with kindred sciences like comparative philol
ogy offermg to us the revelations which different peoples of the earth 
have made of their mental structure in language. This study deals 
also with that which is an end for itself. Again, there is the depart
ment of literature and art, in which man has portrayed for himself 
his human nature in the form of feelin~s and convictions le~ing out
ward and upward to thoughts and actwns. For the heart ISm a cer
tain sense the ;primitive f01mtain from which flows the life-thread 
before it is div1ded into the strands of intellect and will. Literature 
shows us this d(lepest source of civilization. Homer, Dante, Shake
speare, and Goethe reveal prophetically what after ages work out 

· .into clear thoughts and actwns. Here then is another, and a very 
im_portant study of what is always an end for itself. 

History, the revelation of the nature of human will ; philology 
and philosophy, the revelation of what is essential in the .human in
tellect, or the divine part of it; literature and the fine arts, the rev
elation of the human heart! 

First, human nature evolves a dim feeling; then develops it into 
au ide.a ; then realizes it in a deed, and it becomes an institution to 
bless the race. ·· 

There are three departments to the world of human nature, and 
two de:partments to the world of nature below man-organic in plant 
and ammal, inorganic in matter and force. · 

With this survey of human learning, we are now prepared to see 
what the school has done in the past and present tofrovide an edu
cative process for the child by giving him a survey o the two worlds 
in which he lives, the material and spiritual worlds-the world of 
means to an end outside of itself, and the world which is an end 
for itself. 

School education should open five windows of the .soul, and let it 
look out upon the two departments of nature and the three depart
ments of mind. Now it surprises us at first to see that school educa
tion has done this very thing by its course of study. Arithmetic 
gives the first glimpse of inorganic nature, for it reveals the nature 
of quantity, and quantity gives the law to time and space, and to all 
bodies. Then in geography a glimpse is given of organic nature as 
related to the inorganic on the one hanu, and as related to man on 
the other-a very educative study indeed! Then there is grammar, • 
which looks into the logical structure of the intellect as revealed in 
language; history, which reveals the human will; literature in the 
school readers, showing how the great geniuses of the language have 
revealed the aspirations of the people in impassioned prose and 
~~~ . 

The school does something more than give this all-round glimpse 
of man's five-fold world. The school teaches the pupil how to re
strain his animal impulses to prate and chatter, disturbing the work 
of others, and himself idle ; it teaches him the great lesson of indus
try and perseverance; it teaches him regularity and punctuality, the 
great virtues that lie at the basis of all human combination; it 
teaches courtesy and good social behavior; it lays greatest stress on 
truth-s:peaking, by showing the pupil in every recitation how impor
tant it IS to be accurate in statement, and to fix the exact facts by 
verification and research. 

·The studies and disciplines of the school therefore open the win
dows of the intellect upon all points of the horizon of existence, and 
they train the will to labor at what is most difficult because most 
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unU&ual for the animal nature. The lower organized human being can 
work with his hands with pleasure, while it is still a tas~ of great diffi
culty for him to contemplate ideas or undertake any sustained trains 

-of thought. If youth can be +,aught to bring their powers to bear on 
·such ideal subjects as arithmetic, grammar, history, and literature, 
they certainly can with ease give their mind to any form of manual 
training or the work of external observation, because the greater in
cludes the less, and the studies of!ure science are far more difficult 
to carry on than studies in .applie science. 
· If we now ask the question, What is the comparative value of tool 
work? _we may see our way to reply, Tool work without the theory · 
of construction is educative to some extent, especially in the first 
-stages of its practice. Tool work taught with the theory of ma
chi-Uery, with applied mathematics, is far more educative than mere 
tool work, and its educative infl.uenc·e lasts for a much. longer time. 
Tool work with its theory and with natural science is permanently 
educative, and it does much to raise manual labor above drudgery, 
and especially is this the case if it is studied with the history of 

·ornamentation and with careful cultivation of resthetic taste. 
But when compared with the present course of study in the schools 

it cannot be claimed that manual training o~ens any new windows 
of the soul, although it may give a more distmct view from the win-
dow that opens towards inorganic· nature. · 

There remains, notWithstanding, a permanently valid place for the 
manual-training school side by side with apprentice schools for r...ll 
.youths who are old enough to enter a trade, and who are unwilling 
to carry on any further their purely culture studies. Cultivate the 
huinanit.ies first, and afterwards the industrial faculties. In our 
civilization there ascend out of the abyss of the future, problems of 
anarchy on the one hand and of socialism on the other; individual
ism carried to such 'extremes that all subordination to peaceable and · 
established law is deemed a fetter to freedom. Tliis centrifugal 
tendency to anarchy is paralleled by a cnntripetal tendency that 
wishes to have the central government rerform not only all the 

·duties of establishing justice and securing the public peace, but also 
to have it own all -the property and manage all the mdustries. In 
short, the nationalists propose abolishing the sphere of competition 
'and individual enterprise. Education in the history of the world, 
and in the literature that reveals the aspirations of the human heart, 
is well calculated to prepare the youth for a rational verdict on the 
extreme issues that will continually arise among a free people. 
Above a.ll, we must never yield to the economic spirit that proposes 
to curtail the humanizing studies in our schools for the sake of add
ing special training for industries. Rather must we do what we can 
to extend ~he period of study in pure science and the humanit ies, 
knowing as we do that all which goes to develop the ability of the 
youth to see possibilities and ideals, goes to make him a more pro
ductive laborer in the fields of _industry. 
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I. 

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION MOVEMENT. 

INTRODUCTION • 

. The _papers collected _in this Ap:{lendix contain a: certain amount of 
hiStoncal matter shoWin~ somethmg of the genesis and development 
of the Industrial EducatiOn movement. . 

First. In the memorial address made by Miss Batchelder to the 
Committee of the Massachusetts Legislature in 1872, ih which the 
claims of all the children to industrial education are eloquently pre
sented. Such statements, although so familiar in thes_e later days, 
were then novel and almost revolutionary. 

Second. In the address of Professor Walter Smith, when Art. Di
rector of the State of Massachusetts, made to the State Teachers' 
Association at their meeting in Worcester, in 1878, in which the 
relation of Industrial Art drawing to this subsequent movement is 
clearly indicated. 

Third. T~e pa:per published in 1880 by P1•esident E. E. White, of . 
Purdue Umvers1ty, 1s a lan_!lmark showm~ the progre!>S of the move
ment; while Superintendent Marvel's reCital of his experience is an 
interesting account of one of the earliest experiments in putting . 
manual training in a common school. · 

There is hardly occasion in this volume for any addition to the 
account, given in previous pa~es, of the history, development, and 
work of theN ew York Industrial Education Association. The paper 
by Mrs. Paddock, the former efficient Secretary of that Association 
in its early days, contains, however, a very interesting and succinct 
compilation of facts bearing upon these movements for industrial 
education. It will be noticed that the work she contemplates is 
rather outside of and supplementary to the public schools. It re
lates to a special class of schools, is industnal rather than educa
tional, and ignores art. It refers to charitable undertakings rather 
than to efforts in the line of official duties. Nevertheless, by reason 
of the clear statements made of Eur~ean educational experiments, 
and the recital of efforts in various European countries to g ive to 
~irls and women some practical training m trades and indust.ries, it 
1s a very valuable and suggestive paper. 

The extracts from th.e paper read by Mr. Mack to his ass-ociate 
teachers, are worthy of attention as giving the results of practical ex-
perience. . 

The account of the Public Education Association of Philadel
phia, com:{liled from the official reports of that association, will be 
found of mteres~; since this voluntary coming together of private 
citizens in a single city, with the definite purpose of influencing 
public action in educational matters, furnishes an admirable ex
ample of how, in free communities, where speech ancl action are 
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untrammeled, public opinion is instructed, concentrated and formu
lated; until, finally, it results in public action; and is crystallized into · 
public institutions, or laws, as tlie case may be. ThesEiJ records show, 
also, not only what has already been attained, but what new con
quests are contemplated; what plans are gestating in the ever active 
minds of these public spirited men and women. This Association 
furnishes, by another striking illustration, proof of the truth that 
the vast educational needs of the public cannot be met by private 
endeavor, but must be undertaken by the public through organized 
instrumentalities. 

The Public Education Society of New York, a similar association 
organized in 1888, signalizes its advent by presenting a strong me
morial to the Board of Education; setting forth various needs of the 

· schools and giving a clear statement of the present situation. The 
brief accolll!-t of this new and welcome champion of the rights of 
the children is compiled from this memorial. 



II. 

AN EARLY S'l'A1'EMENT OF THE NEED FOR INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION. 

INTRODUCTION. 

It is an interesting fact in the history of the present movement to 
promote Industrial Education, that, as long ago as 1872, only two 
years after the coming of Walter Smith to Boston, a woman who 
had won her diploma as a. physician, delivered an address before a 
Committee of the Massachusetts Legislature in which the claims of 
Industrial Education were eloquently urO'ed. * 

The following extracts will show the 'broad basis upon which she 
placed the claims of Industrial Education to State support. It seems 
fitting that these initial arguments should precede the extracts given 
from the later addresses and discussions which here follow in due 
order of the time of their delivery. 

MISS BATCHELDER'S ADDRESS. 

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen :- .. 
This Republic was founded on the idea that the people are the State; therefore, it 

must rise or fall according to the character of its people. * * * 
Our public schools are certainly the foundation of our prosperity, and the glory 

of our civilization; the institution in which we have come to feel the most genuine 
pride, and which has excited the admiration and emulation of the wliole civilized 
world. We proudly boast that there is not a boy or girl throughout our land who 
is not able, not only to gain the rudiments of knowledge, but to become a thorough 
and profound scholar, at the expense of the State. 

Far from me be the wish to depreciate the good that has been accomplished by 
our public schools. 

DO THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS NOW SATISFY THE JUST DEMANDS OF THE PEOPLE? 

But here we must pause, and ask if these schools do all that we claim for them. 
Do they give us the strength and culture that is indispensable for the preservation 
of a republican form of government? Do they educate the people practically? Do 
they fit all to become self-reliant and heroic? Do they train all to appreciate and 
cultivate the beautiful endowment of nature with a view to the fulfilment of their 
destiny? Do they make it possible for every one to work according to his capacity? 

No; they do not. Their results are superficial and speculative, rather than prac
tical. True mental culture is often sacrificed to an ostentatious display of mem
ory, and the storing of the mind with dead matter that is comparatively useless in 
the practical bruiiness of life. * * * A true and complete system of education 
would give us true men and women, conscious of their own mental and spiritual 
freedom, able to shape their lives in accordance with their individual talents and 
needs, and to contribute their share to the work of creating and maintaining the 
prosperity and happiness of the whole community. 

* "A Memorial on Industrial Schools, delivered before the Committee on Educa
tion of the Massachusetts Legislature February 1st, 1872, by Lizzie S. Batchelder, 
M. D., Boston: Alfred Mudge & Son, Printers, 34 School Street, pp. 18, 1872." 
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Under the present system, a large number of children are debarred from the . 
schools by their one-sidedness, or because they do not meet their necessities. 

It is. estimated that in the city of Boston alone, there are from five to ten thou
sand children of poor, struggling families, who require their offspring to earn a 
daily pittance as the price of affording them the miserable shelter of a roof. These 
children support themselves by selling matches, soap, shoe-strings, toys, phot~
graphs, etc. They are from seven.to twelve years of age. Their average earnings 
aTe from ten to seventy cents peT_day. Ther are left to grow up uneducated, both 
mentally and physically'; theil' feelings are brutalized by habits that will ev:entually 

·render them pests to society. Then there is the small army of beg~ars, going about 
the streets, learning full early the vices that fester in every large c1ty. 

It is from the ranks of these poor little neglected children that our State prisons, 
houses ~f correction, State and city reformatories, are filled. It would require no 
amount of wisdom to pro;hesy that this would be w, but our statistics prove it be-
yond a question. * · · · . 

It is startling to think of the demoralization that must result to the community 
from th~ perversion of so large a portion of its members; an~ the. fact that these 
poor children are· allowed to be . thus perverted, surely sug~ests, or rather proves, 
that the state is criminally liable for its neglect of its most rmporta.nt duties to its 
future citizens. · 

Bancroft says: "It became the law of New England that education should be pro
vided for. Every child, as it was born into the world, was lifted from the earth by 
the genius of the country, and in the statutes of the land received as its birthright · 
a pledge of the public care for its morals and its mind." 

How is this pledge kept to these ten thousand children who, in the city of Boston 
alone, are allowed .to grow up crintinals and V~JI.nts? Where is the genius of the 
land,-which, according to Bancroft, has promlSed to every child as its birthright 
the care of its morals and its m1nd; which has promised to raise them up from the 
earth, into a self-reliant and noble manhood? Why does the genius of the country 
forget these children? Why does it suffer them to slide down into hopeless and 
U:edeemable degradation and misery ? 

WHAT PUBLIC SCHOOLS SHOULD DO. 

The state !!hould be a living mother to her children; she should rescue them from 
habits of idleness, and inculcate in them habits of industry, by methods· which she 
can very readily command. She must not dismiss them from her schools until she 
has taught them the elements of usefulness ; her schools should be such as to 
pre.Pare them to meet all the emergencies of life with credit to themselves and 
satlSfaction to others. At present, they do neither; they throw young people out 
upon the world who are untrained to work, and unable to think to any good J.>Ur-

- pose. The consequence is, they make bad citizens and often fall at once mt.o 
crime. * * * . 

HOW INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION WILL BENEFIT THE SCHOOLS. 
The introduction of industrial elements into the schools will·do away with these 

evils, beCa.use they will strike at the very root of the great wrongs that have sprung 
up into strong gigantic trees, and overshadow with their spreading branches the 
whole country. 

All the wisdom of our age proves that the body should be trained, as well as the 
mind, by a true system of education. It is equally important (except in the very 
small class who intend devoting themselves to intellectual pursuits professionally) 
that all pupils should not only be taught book-learning, but that they should be 
thoroughly trained in some useful avocation that will enable them to eam an honest 
livelihood. The hands and the eye should be trained, as well as the intellect, so 
that the pupil may not only be an apt student, but a thorough mechanic; so that he 
may combme knowing with doing; it is this combination, and this alone, that 
makes the intelligent and successful workman. * * * 

It is p;roverbial that our greatest men and women are self-made, as it is called. 
It is not from the schools, but from the stalls, the shops, and the work-rooms, that 
they have issued. Why is this? It is because they acquire, in pursuing their hum
ble avocations, health and practical industrial ability; and of the two branche~ of 
education, the intellectual and industrial, the latter is the most important. Hav
ing acquired this, the cultivation of the mind often becomes a passion with them, 
and they learn more in one year, by their unaided efforts, than an anny of medi
ocre one-sided school, boys do in a life-time devoted to books. 

We shall never know what are the spiritual and intellectual resources of the 
people; our truly great men and women will never come to the surface and be recog· 
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nized' until theSe two systems of intellectual .and industrial education are united, 
and their advantages freely accorded to all; until it has become the law of the land, 
that all the people shall have full opportunity to develop their powers. Labor 
is not a curse, but a blessing; the divine benediction that is to quicken the race, and 
prepare us for the coming of the kingdom of heaven. . 

Ambitious parents are constantly throwing away their money in trying to edu
cate. their boys as ministers, physicians, and lawyers; but with all their efforts, 
they only succeed in dooming them to a life of disappointment and failure; and yet 
these boys have all been endowed with an aptitude for, and love of, some calling; 
and if educated in the right direction, they would be able to find out what they are 
fitted for; they would choose their right vocations, and be crowned with satisfac
tion and success. 

THE REFORM PROPOSED • 

. What we want is a radical reform in our system of education; or, rather, that it 
be expanded and enlarged, in order to meet the needs of the people. . 

We want industrial schools to be established side by side with our common 
schools, or incorporated with them. They · should be established by the State and 

.'national government; established, not as a charity, but as a right of the people 
provided them by the government, to enable them to become true and good mti
zens; established not for the poor alone, but for the rich and poor alike, because all 
labor is honorable, and because the training of all ranks to it will make it felt to 
be so. We wan~ part of the time to be devoted to intellectual culture, and part to 
the study of the principles and practical application of industry; thus enabling the 
pupil to develop his natural talents according to the endowments of nature and the 
requirements of his life. This can very readily be done in our Tower schools with
out interfering with what is important in the present system, by giving children 
models, and teaching them to acquire-by simple rules and principles-the elements 
of industry. As the pupil advances and shows evidence of talent in any depart
ment, there should be special schools to receive him, and train him to perfect and 
become master of his natural gift. This would be educating according to the laws 
of God and nature, and would require no greater expenditure of money than that 
already used for the maintenance of the present system; but even if it should, how 
could money be better expended than in building up institutions that will secure 
prosperity to the country and develop the latent powers ·of the people? Surely no 
Olltlay could possibly be extravagant in order to accomplish this object. The study 
of the natural human forces becomes a necessity; for their ~mployment adds much 
to the-powers of the soul, and aids materially in the economy of time and money. 

If the main objects of life were the creation and fabrication of literature, we 
should not dispute the wisdom of so much book-learning in the foundation of our 
education. · If classical literature were all that is required to construct steam
engines, build houses, ships, rcilroads, to manufacture cotton, to ra ise corn and fit 
it for bread, then our present system of education is right; but if we have to be 
strengthened physically and mentally for the perfection and mastery of the sterner 
acts of industry, is it not right that we should be taught the natw·e of the pr~nci
ples involved in their successful prosecution? 

IN WHAT RESPECT ARE OUR SCHOOLS NOW LACKING? 

It is well to enquire, In what are we defi<:ient, and what is the nature of that de
ficiency ? Surely, it is not in the want of public liberality or private enterprise in 
education, but because our system of education is unsuited to the wants of the age. 
We must not let ~ea~national events blind us to this fact. The Roman empire 
fell because, notmshing its pride, it refused the lessons of defeat and pronounced 
them victories. The position of every nation in the scale of civilization is to be de
termined by the extent, want, and nature of its industrial developments. The con
tribution of any nation to the sum of a universal civilization, is the surplus whlch 
this diversified system yields. Civilization cannot be conferred on a people, it 
must be self-develop~>d; consequently, this American industrial system can only be 
perfected through national schools . embodying the principles of a republic. Surely, 
no nation had ever a grander opportunity than America, with her great natural 
resources, both animate and inanimate. 

It is the skilled and intellectual workman that becomes the life and soul of in
d'!lstry; but without proper appreciation and encouragement, he fails to reach the 
highest results. Industrial art must be ra ised to the standard of a profession. so 
that its followers shall have rank and social position. At present the Ix>st minds 
do not, except in rare cases, adopt it; and places of trust and of vital importance are 
left in the hands of ignorant and irresponsible persons. * * * 
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CITIZENS OF A REPUBLIC SHOULD BE EDUCATED AS TO THEm DUTIES. . . 

The great responsibility of self-government should not be thrust upon the people 
without fitting them for the task. A man having but half his faculties developed 
is but half a man; and as with an individual, so with a nation. If the principles of 
industry are false, then American republicanism becomes a failure, like that of 
Greece, Rome, and Italy, fro.m whose experience it would be well for us to borrow 
instruction and grow wise. An ignorant people can be governed, but only a wise 
people can govern themselves. . 

The problem of the day is, therefore, the education of the masses: and the solu
tion of this problem is to combine industrial with mental training . Educated labor, 
and this alone, can prevent the people from becoming corrupt and losing their 
biJ:thright as a free nation. Time is too valuable to be frittered away in so educatmg 
people as to fit them merely for the dra\ving-room: that has been done until the 
atmosphere of our social life has become insipid and foul, producing idleness, 
effeminacy, and insincerity. A glance at the condition of modern society is suffi
cient tQ show how indispensable it is that girls should be educated, not only to be 
efficient housewives, but also that they should acquire a thorough knowledge of 
some business or profession. It is to the highest interest of men, no less than of 
women t hemselves, that the latter should be more independent and self-reliant. 

But how can they become so, unl68s the industrial and professional pursuits in 
which they are fitted to take part are freely opened to them; and unless they are 
educated to a standard that will enable them to command success in these under
takings? 

A PLEA FOR THE I NDUSTRIAL TRAINING OF GIRLS. 

The present system leave3 woman too often a mere toy, a soulless automaton, a 
useless orna ment, when she should be both a worket· and a thinker, and a valuable 
helpmeet to man. It is because she is not so already that many young men who 
have to earn their livelihood are getting more and more disinclined to marriage; 
they are afraid to unite themselves tp young women, who, with their organization 
enfeebled by over-study , are unfitted to bear their share of the burdens of married 
life, and whose merely ornamental scholarship inspires them with an ambition for 
wealth, without in any way helping them to attain it. W e hear rich men say, we 
do not want our daughters to learn trades and professions. Why not? Because 
you wish to have them inferior to the children of your poorer n eighbors? The 
millions which you leave them at your death may be swept away in a single 
day. 

It is impossible in this country to predict who will be wealthy a year hence, and 
the daughter you now so tenderly love and cherish may be thrown upon the cold 
charity of relations or friends; may pine in isolation and misery, to sink at last in 
the moral mire of our g reat citie3. But if you develop her talents truly, her capi
tal will be with.in herself, and no adverse fortune can prevent her from leading a 
noble and honora ble life, attended with happiness and' health. 

THE DANGERS RESUI,TING FROM HALF-EDUCATION. 

An incomplete development, a smattering of science and accomplishments, are most 
dangerous to both men and women. They·show them a broader horizon, without giY
ing them the strength to reach it. They make them believe they know what they are 
really ignorant of, and thus entail a disturbance, a disorder, and an ostentation which 
often produce lamentable r esults. Their half-educated minds no longer satisfied 
with common life , and to which some excitement is necessary, will seek their grati· 
fication in emotions and pleasures which are always dangerous and often guilty. 
The prejudice that exists among the rich against labor, and, above all, aga inst 
allowing the women of t heir own class to engage in any pursuits that would umke 
them useful and independent, is one of the great obstacles that in t he fu ture we 
shall have to contend with. This must be remove:! by the common-sense of the 
great mass of the people, and in time it will entirely be done away with. Unfortu
nately, this prejudice has already undermined the health and happiness of both 
rich and poor. The poor, aping the manners of the rich, learn idleness as one of 
the fine arts,-an art to be exhibited everywhere, and worthy to be the aim and ob· 
ject of life! The first effect of Industrial S~:hools will be to elevate labor to its 
proper dignity. As soon as this is done, the prejudice will disappear. After the~e 
schools have been thoroughly organized, and their fruits have begun to ripen, it Will 
no longet· be considered a disgrace to work, but a burning disgrace not to be thor
oughly proficient in some useful employment. * * * 
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WHAT THE TERM EDUCATION SHOULD COMPRISE. 

Education means something broader than the knowledge and use of words; it 
means the harmonious blending of all the faculties with a view to fulfilling the de
sign of the Creator. This education the people demand, and the State has no right 
to withhold it from them; this is their vested right under the constitution; and yet, 
they are pleading for it with an eloquence that shames and beggars words, while 
thell' blighted hopes, their disappointed lives, their wasted energies, are all drifting 
towards the abyss of chaos from which there is no hope of recovery. 

Children should be taught that work is essential to health and happiness; that it . 
is not the kind of work, but the excellent way in which it is done, that gives dignity 
to it; and that the hand is important to the cUltivation of the brain, as well as the 
body. 

This education will supersede the degrading influence of pauper institutions; it 
will prevent crime, help to annihilate the almshouse, the asylum, the prison, and 
the scaffold. It will be its final triumph to do away forever with all such institu
tions as now encumber our great cities, fostering evils which they can not and do 
not propose to eradicate. 

UNIVERSAL EDUCATION THE RIGHT OF THE PEOPLE, 

Gentlemen: We cannot too often repeat that the system of education we are ad
vocating must be founded for the benefit of all classes, as a principle of national 
development,-not as .a charity for the poor, or a punishment for crime. 

It must not be under the auspices of penal institutions, for that would stamp upon 
the young and plastic mind of youth debasing impressions from which they could 
never rall,t. This education must begin in childhood, with the first development of 
its responsible consciousness, before any habit of idleness and vice are contracted. 
If you save the children, you save the commonwealth. 

HOW INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION WILL PROMOTE THE INTERESTS OF THE REPUBLIC. 

As a mea.ns of education, we believe industrial art to be the link m.issing in our 
system. As a matter of political economy, it will impart to the intelligent worker 
artistic skill, that will enable him to perform whatever he undertakes with credit 
to himself and satisfaction to others. 

The unskilled laborer is wasteful, restless; tormented with a longing for chan~e, 
because he has rio enjoyment in his work, and lacks that natural stimulus to be m 
dustrious and persevering. This is the condition of a great part of our laborers to
day, and is the cause of their outcry against capital. While the poor are crying 
for bread, the rich are complaining that they cannot find those who are competent 
to do what is required of them. 

Educated labor will do away with these complaints, and tearh the rich and the 
poor what is r ight and just. The laborer should be taught how to utilize his 
means and strength, so as -to do the most, instead of the least possible, for his re
muneration; at present he wears himself out by a routine of clumsy toil that pro
duces no satisfaction to himself Ol' his emr.loyer. But this new education will give 
him a power that will enable him to ut1lize and control all those energies which 
now, turbulent and misdirected, are either wasted, or the cause of confusion and 
actual disorganization. 

This country has been made what it is by the efforts of the people,-for the most 
part, a sober , peaceful. liberty-loving people; upon their strong hearts and shoul
ders still rests the weight of this grand, but crude structme, and their wants and 
aspirations demand the most respectful consideration. Whatever institutions are 
necessary to their well-being, or would conduce to their l1appiness, it is the first 
duty of the State to establish. This the people demand, because it is right, and be
cause, as a free people, they lo,·e liberty and hate oppression; because they prefer 
to live by honest industry rather than by intrigue and rascality. 

In Prussia , every man is compelled to sen -e an apprenticeship of several years in 
order, not only to become a soldier, but a mechanic. What is the result? Prussia, 
a small State wholly insignificant in size, is the great military power of the world; 
the power that to-clay, more than any other, controls the destiny of Europe. 
Skilled, educated labor, under the fostering and protecting care of the' government, 
comes into its true co-operative relation with all the sources of national wealth. So 
this great republic, whose watchword is peace, should require of every one of its 
citizens, both men and women, to serve an apprenticeship that will give them the 
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mastery of all their faculties. Then its grand industrial armies would sweep 
poverty from the land throughout its broad contpass, from Maine to Texas, and 
f_rom the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean. Then we would be taught to look upon the 
telegraph, factories, and the steamboats, with their machinery, mighty as the 
thunderbolt that lays prostrate the monarchs of the forest, as positive experiments 
of the power of man; as symbols, instruments, and manifestations of his activity, 

· beauty, and grandeur; as articulate utterances of his divine soul,-melodious, grand, 
majestic poetry,-raising the world h1gher and higher towards its sublime destiny. 
Then, indeed, should America· stand foremost as the guide, the protector, there~ 
organizer of the whole world I" 



m. 

THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION MOVEMENT AS CONTEMPLATED 
BY PROFESSOR WALTER SMITH. 

A BRIEF PLEA FOR THE RETENTION OF THE "ART IDEAL." 

BY I. EDWARDS CLARKE. 

That the present movement for the promotion of Industrial Educa
tion, both elementary and secondary, in public schools,--as well as the 
establishment of night classes, and of High class Technical Schools, 
readily accesf;lible,-was the logical result of the success of the Massa
chusett.s experiments in intro9.ucing the Walter Smith methods of 
teaching Industrial .Art Drawing in the public schools, has been re
peatedly stated in the present volume of this Report, and is, I believe, 
generally admitted. That the further development of Industrial 
Education based upon the firm foundation of a generally prevalent. 
knowledge of Industrial .Art Drawing, was not only early foreseen 
and foretold by Walter Smith, but that it was one of the purposes 
definitely sought by him, may be as confidently asserted. 

The following extracts from a notable address delivered by the 
late J;>rofessor Walter Smith, some teri years ago, on the occasion of 
the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Teachers' .Association, held 
in Worcester, Mass.,* ar e 4ere given, both because of their historical' 
interest, showing, as they do, the genesis of the present popular 
movement for promoting the various phases of industrial education, 
and because they fully ~upport the cla1m that such definite industrial 
training was included in the educational programmes of Professor 
Smith. It is hardly to be supposed, however, that while developing 
the purely industrial features as thorou()'hly as do the present pro
moters, Professor Smith would have suffered the art part of his pro
gramme to fall into desuetude. This ignoring .of art, this failure to 
awaken and educate the perception of beauty, and to teach the pupils 
to know something of the true standards of taste, this predominance 
of the merely useful, practical industries, valuable as is such train
ing, must, if care is not taken to retain and develop the art part of 
the programme, lead to results far below the aims set for themselves 
by the first promoters of Industrial Art Education! Philbrick, Per
kins, and Smith sought to do much more than to train a generation 
in the knowledge of manual industries only; tl;tey sought to create a 

*" Industrial Education and Drawing as its Basis. Address delivered at the An
nual Meeting of the Massachusetts Teachers' Association , at Worcester, December 
28, 181'8, by Walter Smith, Art Master, South Kensington, England, Director of 
Drawing in t!1e 9ity of Boston Public Schools, State Director of Art Education , . 
Mass., and PrmCipal of the Normal Art School of Massachusetts. Printed by Re
quest. Copies may be obtained on application to the Curator, Normal Art School, 
Boston, Mass. Pp. 81." 
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race o'£ art-lovers and art-workers. To-day, the carpenter's bench, 
the blacksmith 's forge, the se:wing and cooking classes; threaten to . 
banish all thoughts of man's ideal nature and of the divine beauty of 
art, from the consciousness of the child, and to intensify the practi
cal, material side of the American ch aracter. 

While it is· desirable to give to all, manipulative skill, the need.of 
awakening and developing the higher nature, the resthetic as well as 
the reasoning faculties of the child, the love of beauty as well as the 
love of virtue, is no less imperative; rath~r more, since the whips of 

. hunger and thescourging of the elements incite every human being 
-to exertion to escape them; while the higher nature, which alone has 
power to lift man above the brute creation, has other needs than 
mere materi~l wants, and must be aroused and nurtured during the 
formative years of life, else it will be overpowered by the lower needs 
of the body. 

Professor Smith , it fs true, claimed that all art must rest on a sure 
basis of science, since the artist must express his artistic conceptions 
in material forms; while the use of material is only possible in com
pliance with certain definite conditions, the correct knowlerlge of 
which is called science. 

To captious critics, so-called "artists," who attacked his purpose 
in teacliing Industrial Art Drawing to the children in the public 
schools, on the ground that his metp.ods were contrary to the genius 
of art, since, as thP,y asserted, art is a na_tural gift, not an acquired 
skill, and t herefore it was absurd to attempt to teach it to all; here
plied, often with ill-concealed contempt and ridicule, that sure knowl
edge of drawing was the only means by which any adequate expres
sion of the painter's, sculptor's, architect's conceptions was possible; 
while it was also at the foundation of most industrial occupations, 
and that , up to a certain point, the knowledge of drawing requireu was 
t4e same; for which reasons }le urged that a knowledge of drawing 
was valuable to every human being, and coul~ be readily acquired by 
every normal child. But however m:uch he may, in such controver
sies, have mad~ use of ridicule as a proper weapon against certain 
persons who assumed that, because they claimed to be artists, there
fore. they were competent to pass sentence of condemnation on his 
methods; he never, for -himself or his pupils, ignored the supreme 
value and importance of art. He taught his pupils to see and. love 
beauty, and he pointed out continuously the" reasons why" one work 
was beautiful and another ugly; how one work was an embodiment 
of true art, while another was but a degradation of all art. 

In this way, while not expectin~ or desiring to make many profes
sional artists, he did expect to tram the majority to look for beauty 
in nature and in art , and to recopn-ize it when t hey met with it; whicl1 
is a far less common knowledge than people generally would like to 
admit. 

In the inteusity of the present movement to teach. industries, in 
the :pressure of needs which appeal to all charitable women and men, 
the 1mperative demand for the kind of knowledge which will pro
cure. food an.d_ clothing, is in danger of _driving out all thougl~t of 
making proV1s1on for the hunger of the Immortal nature. It 1s to 
remind all that both needs can be met at the same time; that Indus
trial Art Training will meet both, and will enable the pupil better 
to combat with the world than any mere inartistic industry can pos
sibly do, that these few words are written. 
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, AND DRAWING AS ITS BASIS . 

.AN .ADDRESS BY WALTER SMITH.* 

Within the memory of people now on the earth, some of whom being alive are 
capable of noting the fact, there have been considerable changes in many things. 
* * * 

Perpetual change seems to be the law of nature, as inflexible as the law of gravi-
tation, and though the most merciful changes are sometimes so gradual as to be 
almost imperceptible to us, yet there is no halting-place between the cradle and the 
grave for us, either in the changes which we are causing, or those which we are 
undergoing. * * * There is a whQlesome and healthy love of change, which 
recognizes the necessity of transformation as a natural law, without claiming for it 
the virtue of a new inspiration, or condemning all other revelations. 

Healthy ~ple are always growing, and feel the divine irritation of growth, 
either phys1cally or mentally;. and it is the surest sign of disease and decay when 
human creatures cry out only for rest, and permission to doze away into the region 
of perp~tual slumber, crying out all the time, '·Let us alone." . 

Let us, therefore, recognize that it is human nature, healthy human nature, to be 
alive and movin&'; that to be sta~nt and averse to change is death like, and that 
the golden mean lS to accept the mevitable cheerfully, and try to grow all the time, 

·. respecting th.e past and hoping for the future, modestly desiring that our best work 
may be acceptable and that for all weakness and deficiency we may be charitably 
forgiven. This view seems to be consistent with the recognition of change that is 
progressive, and the permanence of that which is excellent in itself. 

I have been lead into this train of thought by a somewhat prolonged study of the 
actual present condition of education in this country, and by a careful analysis of 
some of the practical results of education as displayed by the nations of the world 
in the Paris Exhibition. The conclusions come to by a practical observer may be of 
some interest to you, and therefore I will ask you to excuse the im{lerfect manner 
in which they may be presented to you, for the sake of that which I shall have 
to say. · 

THE TEACHER'S OFFICE. 

And firstly, I know that I shall not ineffectually appeal to yom· indulgence for 
permission to say something on behalf of the teacher's office and character , for if it 
be true that" as is the priest so are the people," it is equally true that" as is the 
teacher so is the education." 

I think it can be demonstrat;ed that many of the failures and difficulties which 
society suffers from, and by which education is injured, are distinctly traceable to 
the very indifferent, if not erroneous opinions, generally held about the position of 
the teac.her; and it seems to me to be the duty of those who feel this to be true, to 
say so, as modestly as they can, but as firmly .as they know how. * * * Let 
me, then, remind you of a wise old saying which runs thus : 

" Greater love hath no man than this, that he lay down his life for his friends." 
I know of no higher way in which we can testify our respect and regard for an 

object, or vocation, than by laying down our lives for it, either by one great heroic 
act of self-devotion, in the jaws of death if need be, or by a long life of daily duty, 
consecrated to the work which om· hands have found to do, conscientiously and 
lovingly laying down our lives as the most cherished offering we can make to our 
God and our country- and the most perfect expression of our greatest love. 

The vocation of a teacher offers us the opportunity of doing this, in the most ex
alted manner; for neither the bar, the pulpit, the platform, nor even the press, is so 
powerful for good or evil as is the school-room and its influences. At a time when 
the human character is sensitive and unfolding, it is placed under the influence of 
the teacher to mould it into shapeliness or misdirect it into moral ruin; and tll.is 

*For title of this address see foot note on page 953. 
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mighty influence should be wielded with a sense of awe and responsibility that 
ought to crush out every unworthy thought or act from a teacher's mind and life. 

. That many teachers share in this thought and feel this gr~t responsibility we all 
lmow to be the case, for many a saintly or heroic life may be trared to the inspira
tion and example of a wacher, whose life and soul have been consecrated to the 
work of the school-room. But that this habit of thought. as a qualification for 
the vocation of a teacher, is not invariably looked,for by society, nor among the 
requirements of school committees, is proof that the absence of it is no bar to em
ployment. Yet I unhesitatingly assert, that men who do not feel the great moral 
responsibility of being teachers, or who do not regard their occupations as being 
worthy of the brightest intellect and the most devoted lives, or who are teaching 
school as a mere temporary occupation, are not fit to be teachers at all. * * * 

Reverting to what has been already said on the 'subject of change, it is apparent 
to me that there must come great changes in our time in the whole field of educa
tion, and that we must either take part in them, or be superseded by them. 

Mr. Smith here refers to the exhibitions of England in 1851, Paris 
in 1867, and Philadelphia 1876, and shows that, as England at the 
first was behind other nations, but by the definite education .of her 
workers has recovered her relative position; so now, the United States 
was seen both at Paris, and Philadelphia, · to be far in the rear in all 
artistic ·manufactures. He urges, further, that a general realization 
by the people, of this relative inferiority, would be the fir£?t step in 
the upward pro_gress of the nation toward~ the acquisition of such 
a;.rtistic skill. He then says: 1 

This is where the subject becomes interesting to us as teacherS. If the present 
condition of American manufactures is unprofitable and discreditable; if skilled 
·labor cannot, under the present educational dispensations, be produced in this coun
try and has to be imported, and the enormous importation of 'tbe products of skilled 
labor from abroad is not to be continued, discouraging as it does the native work
man and impoverishing the whole country, then it comes within the province of a 
more developed and practical education to provide the remedy; and I take it that 
we, as teachers; have something to do with this matter. I know that microscopic 
politicians have persuaded the long-suffering public of this country that teachers 
ought to have nothing to ·say about education; but I think they should have, and am 
going on to say my sbare, in spite of all the politicians who are not yet translated. 

To whom should the public look for information about education, if not t o teach
ers? If teachers are timid or dumb, can they complain if education suffers? T wo· 
thirds of the general literature of education is inflicted upon a docile public by 
plausible theorists who never strayed even by accident into a class-room; who boldly 
seize the chart and compass to navigate our ship on a sea they never saw, and by 
observations they never took. Brethren, it is high time that teachers should begin 

. to teach, and not leave themselves and the public the victims of theoretical experi
menters, who are not even yet in the early days of their apprenticeships to a very 
~;:omplex business. I notice that this latter-day cry for oral instruction only, and 
abolition of texli-books, comes from such people, who, nevertheless, have no inten
tion of touching this burden with so much as one of their little fingers. Such cries 
are dangerous to progress already made, and are like newly discovered short cut.<~ , 

'which are ,Proverbially Ion& roads. Young enthusiasts just beginning to sense the 
power wh1eh is new to them; ancient fabrics set on fire for the first time and burn
mg with a consuming fierceness; extremists who, by exaggeration, make the mild· 
est virtues into aggravating vices, a ll by their intensity bring a good thing into 
disrepute, and have to be tempered by moderation, and cooled down into steady 
and unexcited service. Oral instruction is necessary to every good teacher, and 
the younger the pupils the more it is essential to their happiness and progress, but 
you can no more abolish texli-books for proper use in day schools than you can 
banish them from universities or technical schools for adults. And there is as much 
danger to be feared from oral instruction without text-books as is found in the me
chanical use of texli-books without the life of oral instruction. Every good teacht•r 
approves of a due proportion of oral instruction, and practises it, regarding it as 
the brightest and keenest weapon in his armory; and uses text-books also to make 
his work stick, and sustain him and his pupils, in weak moment.<~, at the standard 
of their best. No good teacher avoids it, or goes fanatically insane about it, either 
for or against. He knows that if you deliberately abolish texli-books, and call upon 
teachers to depend upon oral instruction only, not occasionally, as it is now, and 
always has been practised, by good teachers, but as proposed by fanatics, namely, 
for five hours a day on five days in the week, you will kill all the good teach-
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. ers in a month, leaving alive only the sticks who are skilled in the art of self-preser- · 
vation, who neve1· teach at all, orally or otherwise, and therefore never wear out, 
to comfort you in your solitude among the ~raves of those you have destroyed. 

Su.Ppose, for exatuple, you were to try thtS wholesale oral experiment on minis
ters m churches. Make them preach without manuscript, and insist OD: their !=on
gregations singing without hymn-books, the preachers to change thetr subJcc.ts 
every hour, not for one hour a day, but for five hours a day, not only on one day m 
the week, but for five days in the week, to a congregation of lost souls, every one 
of whom has been born an infidel, and is in dire need of conversion. The clergy are 
good, self-sacrificing men; many of them approve of this idea for schools, and 
would doubtless not object to having it practically tried in churches. When stronl' 
men and adult pupils have been proved to be able to endure this strain and are im
proved by it, it ma;y, without cruelty and ic<;moclastic ~tupidi.ty, be fair to trr it on 
weak women and mfant scholars. If expenmenters will begm there, they w1ll find 
that in a year many pulpits and churches have been many times over thus emptied, 
and many graveyards ancl asylums filled, and the fragments of congregations left 
will declare that their works do follow them. In mercy, then, begin with minis
ters and churches, because all concerned will -be able-bodied adults and likely to 
exercise free-will to defend themselves; then, if it succeeds, we may try it on teach
ers and little children in our schools, without being guilty of Herod's crime, or 
breaking all the commandments at once for educational purposes, as Moses did. 

THE INDUSTRIAL ELEMENTS IN EDUCATION. 

What I want to say to you, and through you to all whom it may concern, is, that 
unless the technical education of the producing classes in America is provided for 
better than it is now, that is, general education in the elements of art and science 
for every child, and in the practice of industrial skill for youths and workmen, all 
the great natural. advantages of this country in extent and variety of native products 
will be neutralized and destroyed. 

I would impress upon you that this is a question 'of general, and not of special, 
education. The establishment of special industrial schools only, which, after all, 
is only patchwork veneering, and remedial, not organic and preventive, will not 
meet the difficulty. That has been tried and failed, and will do so again. You did 
not dispel illiteracy and ignorance by educating one-quarter of one per cent. of the 
population, but by teaching all; and you will nqt by any system of special indus
trial schools that a oommunity will willingly support, be able to educate even 
so sma.l.l a percentage of the whole people as that very insignificant fraction, 
nor accomplish more for industrial skill by them than the education of a few monks 
in the middle ages did for the general education of the people, without common 
schools. Our general education must include the elements of art and science, taught 
to every child in every school during the whole period of school life, and in reason
able proportion of time to that devoted to other profitable subjects, before special 
industrial schools are aught but playthings, which they have been and will continue 
to be whenever and wherever they have been established, without the preliminary 
preparation for them has been provided in the common schools. 

There is no country in the world to-day that can absolutely ignore public educa
tion in art and science without becoming impoverished. There is none, inhabited 
by white races, that has made so little provision for it as we have; ar.d, as a conse
quence, no other country imports so large a proportion of the products of skilled 
labor as America; and that means a national leakage where there should he a spring 
of wealth; raw materials exported, manufactured goods imported; vennies-worths' 
sent away, to pay for dollars-worths' brought here. It seems perfectly unaccount
able, that , whilst the general education of the people has been so admirably pro
vided for , even · if too limited in scope, through being too exclusively literary and 
theoretical, and the technical education o~ the professional classes developed in the 
most complete manner , yet, though apprenticeships to trades have gone out of 
fashion, the artisan and mechanic are left without technical education, and, gener
ally speaking, the American workman has t o work by rule of thumb. Yet, ' O it is. 
I invite those who do not like this condition of things to remedy it. 

Whilst you cannot find in any country a. body of men with more average intelli
gence and brightnPss than American mechanics, you can find none with so few 
opportunities of improvement, in their several crafts, by education. 

As a consequence, our public taste and industrial skill are about in a similar posi
tion as the same were in England in 1851. If we are to make a change as radical 
and complete as was made in that country, we must adopt similar means; and if 
the political economists are wise in their generation, t hey will find that there is no 
time to be lost in providing technical education for working men. 
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DRAWING, THE TRUE BASIS OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

Here I am tem.Pted, and not unwillingly, to make a distinction in your minds be
tween that drawmg as an element in education which is the true basis of all tech
nical education, whether used as a language, a weapon, or an interpreter, because 
it is the only mother tongue common to all men, and that other plaything of the 
past called picture-making, against which mock herQEls and heroines rave and rage 
m true Qwxotic fashion, oonfounding the two distinct things, and condemning 
them both because one was useless. Without a particle of knowledge of the sub
ject, even mere popularity hunters, whose notoriety is fading, will elicit the resur
rection of a little ignorant enthusiasm against drawing, by condemning something 
they miscall drawing, but which is really only the discarded toy which used to he 
called drawing; and in my experience, no branch of the real drawing which we 
teach now so rouses their ire as that upon which scientific progress is based, 
geometry and geometrical drawing. I have been called by every sort of bad name, 
because I have insisted that Science is the true foundation of Art, and have con
ducted, and now conduct, the Normal Art School of !l!assachusetts, upon tilat 

. axiom, as a corner stone. It matters not whether the art be fine art, or industrial 
art, it is equally true of both, and this view which has been criticised by some men 
called arti,!Jts, because they paint and sell pictures, but who never drew anything 
correctly in their lives, and never will whilSt they are utterly ignorant of science, 
meets strong confirmation in the words of Herbert Spencer. 

He says: " Unexpected as the assertion may be, it is nevertheless true, that the 
hi~hest art of every kind is based on science ; that without science there can be 
ne1ther perfect production no~; full appreciation. * * * Only when genius is 
married to science, can the highest results be produced. Science is necessary, not 

· only for the most successful production, but il.lso for the full appreciation of the 
fine arts." 

'fhis which is true of fine art is more than truA of industrial art and art education, 
for the scientific element in it distinguishes the true from the false, the useful and 
the fruitful from the useless and the sterile. I have endeavored to make tllis mat
ter simple by the following statement ; one of a series drawn up for the guidance 
;>f teachers: 

WHAT A KNOWLEDGE OF DRAWING SHOULD COMPRISE. 

"Good industrial art includes the scientific as well as the artistic element ; science 
securing the necessity of true and permanent workmanship, art contributing the 
quality of attractiveness and beauty. The study of practical art b;r drawing should, 
therefore, comprehend the exactness of science by the use .of mstruments, as in 
geometrical drawing and designing, and the acquisition of knowledge of the beauti
ful, and manual skill in expression, by freehand drawing of historical masterpieces 
of art and choice natural forms." 

Geometrical drawing is but the interpretation and application of mathematics to 
industry, bringing the abstract truths of science to tlie concrete form of ser vice. 
For which reason the most distinguished American art critic has said that over the 
door of every worksho~ in this land should be written the old Greek inscription, 
"None but the skilled m geometry can enter here." 

Now let us see what Herbert Spencer also says about the practical value of mathe
matics, which, let it be 1·emembered, can only be applied to the purposes he describes 
through the instrumentality of drawing, in the hands of the architect, engineer and 
designer, whose work becomes only possible of execution through the skill and 
taste which drawing alone can give to the mechanic and artificer: 

" For all the higher arts of construction, some acquaintance with mathematics is 
indispensable. The vilhi.ge carpenter who, lacking rational instruction, lays out his 
work by empirical rules learnt in his apprenticeship, equally with the builder of a 
Britannia Bridge, makes hourly reference to the laws of quantitative relations. 
The surveyor, on whose survey the land is purchased ; the arcllitect, in designing a 
mansion to be built on it; the builder, in preparing his estimates; his foreman, in 
laying out the foundations; the masons, in cutting the stones, and the various arti
sans who put up the fittings, are all guided by geometrical truths. Railway
making is regulated, from beginning to end, by mathematics ; alike in the prepara
tion of plans and sections ; in staking out of the line; in the mensuration of cut
tings and embankments; in the designing, estimating and building of bridges, cul
verts, viaducts, tunnels, stations. 

And similarly with the harbors, docks, piers, and various engineering and archi
t ectural works that fringe the coasts and overspread the face of the country, as 
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well as the mines that run underneath it. Out of geometry, too, as applied to as
- tronorriy, the art of navigation has grown; and so, by this science, has been made 
. possible that enormous foreign commerce which supports a large part of our popu
lation, and supplies us with many necessaries and most of our luxuries. . And, now
a-days, even the farmer, for the correct laying out of his dl·ains, has recourse to the 
level-that is, to geome~rical principles. When from those divisions of mathe
matics which deal with space and n·umber, some small smattering of which is given 
in schools, we turn to that other division whioh deals with force, of which even a 
smattering is scarcely ever given, we meet with another large class of activities 
which this science presides over. On the application of rational mechanics depends 
the success of nearly all modern manufacmre. • 

The properties of the lever, the wheel and axle, etc., are involved in every ma-. 
chine. Every machine is a solidified mechanical theorem; and to machinery in 
these times we owe nearly all production. Trace the history of the breakfast roll. 
The soil out of which it came was drained with n;~.achine-made tiles, the surface was 
turned over by a machine, the seed was put in by a machine, the wheat was reaped, 
thrashed, and winnowt>d by machine.>; by machinery it was ground and bolted, 
and, bad the flour been sent to Gosport, it might have been·madeinto biscuits by a 
machine • 

. Look round the t·oom in which you sit. If modern, probably the bricks in its 
walls were machine-made; by machinery the flooring was sawn and :f'laned, the 
~antle-shelf sawn and polished, the paper hangings made and printed; the veneer 
on· the table, the turned legs of the clia.trs, the carpet, the curtains, are all products 
of machinery. And your clothing-plain, figured, or printed-is it not wholly 
woven,-nay, perhaps even sewed by machinery? And the volume you are l'ead
ing; are not its leaves fabricated by one machine and covered with these words by 
another? Add to which, that for the means of distribution over both land and sea, 
we. are similarly indebted. And then let it be remembered, that according as the 
principles of mechanics are well or ill used to these ends, comes success or failure,
mdividual and national. 

The engineer who misapplies his formula for the strength of materials, builds a 
bridge that breaks down. The manufacturer whose apparatus is badly devised 
cannot compete with another, whose apparatus wastes less in friction and inertia. 

The ship-builder adhering to the old model, is out-sailed by one who builds on the 
mechanically justified wave-line principle~ And as the ability of a nation to hold 
its own against other nations depend.~ on the skilled activity of its units, toe see 
that on_ such knowledge may turn the national fate. Judge then the worth of 
mathematics." . 

If this be true, and knowledge of the kind described and the skill which comes 
out of it be as important to us nationally, as is alleged, then we should begin to see 
that drawing is by far the most pra0tical and most profitable of all the subjects 
taught in our common schools; for through it alone, as the concrete form of mathe
matics, can this knowledge and skill be acquired by the masses of the people. 
I commend this to the thou~htful attention of persistent chatterers, who describe 
drawing as an " ornamental" study wbic)1 practical people cannot afford. 

VALUE OF CRITICISM ON I NDUSTRIAL DRA WmG. 

In this matter teachers are pioneers, which in education is the modern secular 
name for the early Christian profession of the confessor, who bore testimonv 
through tribulation to his faith. Both encounter trials and persecution, and tO 
both there is now and has ever been the encouraging prospect of a reward for con
stancy and perseverance, of being finally elevated to the crown of martyrdom. 

It seems to me, that well-meaning persons interested in this subject, and anxious 
to pe useful and just in their work and views, when divided into the two sections of 
teachers and critics, are apt to oppose and misrepresent one another when they 
practically want and aim at the same thing. It may be as well, therefore, to state 
most emphatically, that the employment of art and science as an element in general 
education, because of their intensely useful natures, both esthetically and practi
cally, is altogether a new development, iu its universality and significance, here 
and elsewhere, in which ·we are all beginners, whether as teachers or as critics. 
The men who are hard at work upon it in the class-room or on the platform, 
honestly desiring to be useful and willing to learn by experience, should not be 
hampered and hindered by the carping of mere speculators without experience, day
dreamers who have visions based on nothing, and theorists whose specifics have 
never been tested. On the other hand, those who are in the thick of the fight can
not see how the battle goes, nor ought they to complain of the Judicial and compe-
ent cl'iticism of those who mean well to their Zion, but who do not know enough 
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to undet'Stand it. There is a distinction to be made between such criticism and that 
of incompetent and merely spiteful, jealous, or ignor.mt fault-finders. A hard
working teacher, toiling and moiling with a strong heart and heavlload, has, and 
ought to have a supreme contempt for the buzzing and booming o these frivolous 
flies, who think by settling on the wheels of the chariot to impede its progress by 
humming ; whilst: he should treat with respect the honest opinion of those wb,o, . 
differing from him in details, still put their shoulders to the wheel and help. 

So that whilst critics have neither history nor precedent in technical educational 
experience, by which to judge our \vork, and, thet·efore, their assaults are mere ex
plosions, not directed fire, ha,•ing little foresight and no hindsight, teachers must 
also realize that they themselves are pioneers, whose highest qualification for their 
work iS their ability to learn and make history, arid establish pre.cedents in virtue 
of this ability. If both agree as to aim and object, however much they may differ 
about details, r.rogress will be speedy ; if one assumes omniscience and the other 
claims infallibility, progress is impossible. But if between conflicting opinions, the 
public, without being skilled in the subject of controversy, has to choose which 
service it most needs, that which is constructive and serve3 as well as it knows how, 
or that which is destructive only and assails, there can be no queStion that, as half 
a loaf is better than no bread, the public will be better off with a modest half loaf 
of service than with the paper bill of fare offered to it by the critics, and written in 
gall or pQiaon. 

HOPEFUL SIGNS. 

The interest arising in industrial art and art education throughout th~ length and 
breadth of t his land, far more general and active than that which is felt in fine art, 
encourages us to hope that before long we shall witne!S a general advance along 
the whole line of secondat·y education. It is badly wanted. The budding signs of 
an artistic maturity, the forerunners of something that will become a just pride in 
the future, are not absent from the present average condition of Amencan societ,v. 
Premonitory symptoms of a return to the organic love of the beautiful, which m 
the infancy of our race built the shrines and cathedrals, are evident on all hands. 
We see indications of it in the art-manias which periodically a ttack our most sensitive 
and refined people, the visible results of which are not so valuable in themselves as 
in the evidence they furn)sh of a life that still exists for a purpose. Thus we 
have safely passed through the blacking-bottle-decoration period, if not without a 
scar, yet without permanent disfigurement ; the mysteries of China-painting and 
of over-glaze and under-glaze, (in the throes of which many of our best and fairest, 
unlike their prototypes, nave toiled and spinned,) have been ex,I>lored , and their 
inner depths sounded without danger ; the South Kensington st1tch and female 
pedestrianism have been attacked and defeated coevally, by our esthetic and physi
cal athletes, and the doctors who have watched their patients through these mild 
attacks elsewhere say we shall be the better for them when the cdses are over, for 
though difficult_ to bear whi!st they last, they are symptoms of our excellent consti
tution. These infantine troubles, like the cutting of teeth, measles or whooping 
cough, apparently cannot be avoided, must be ~one through, and are not dangerous 
if allowed to run their courses and are not mterfered with. When they have 
taken their places as strata in the formation of our progressive civilizat ion , we 
may, perhaps, be strong enough to give up the importation of pagan or heathenish 
monstrosities, playing with every plucked flower that floats to us from foreign 
sources, for the gratification of our refined taste; and then begin to patiently toil at 
the radical work of education, to develop our own r esources, which is a necessary 
condition for the growth of organic, Christian, American art. When people of 
wealth and Ieasure encourage and buy native American art-products from working
men and women, and give up playing at weak amateur })atronage and performance 
of esthetic tricks in skilled craftsmanship,-the faint E..'Choes from the other side of 
the oceans of real living arts existing there,-it will be better fo1· everybody, tho 
producer, the possessor and the race. Whilst our adults are thus harmlessly play
ing with these borrowed plumes, it is for us to lay deep and broad and strong tho 
foundation of a refined national taste, by the art education of all our children. 
Neither civilization nor skill was ever yet grafted upon a race, as a tree is grafted; 
it must come as a tree grows, from t he seed, and draw its nourishment from the 
soil which gives it both life and character. 

After working and speaking and writing on this theme of industrial art for tha 
last seven years in tllis State, and having my conclusions strengthened :md sup
ported during the last half-year in Europe, from observat ions personally made 
there, I find it very refreshin~ to sec, in the last report, just issued, of the Boston 
School Committee, t he followmg trenchant passage:-

" The question of teaching trades in our schools is one of vital importance. If New 
England would maintain her place as the great industrial centre of the countt·y, she 
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• ust become to the United States what France is to the rest• or Europe,-the first 
in t aste. the first in design, the first in skilled workmanship. She must accustom 
her children from early youth to the use of tools, and give them a thorough train
ing in the mechanic arts." 

That, in my humble opinion, is the most important utterance yet made on the 
subject of technical etlucation in this country; and if every school committee in 
New England would not only utter but adopt the sentiment, and act upon its con
clusions, the one great educational need of the country would soon be remedied. 

* * * * · * * * 
This is not said in reference to a few of her children,-picked geniuses, whom not 

even an infallible Pope could choose in their teens,-but all her children; and the 
term,'" mechanic arts" has the broad significance of the words, "industrial arts," 
creative and productive, not distributive. 

As this also is not done now, here is more work for the future, .and equally radical 
and important in its character. Then, " to maintain her place, New England must 
become the first in taste, the first in design, and the first in skilled workmanship." 

You will observe the expression, must become. not be as she is, but become so in 
the future. It ought to be remembered, in this connection, that the above language 
is employed by a body which bas already done more to bring about the objects de
scribed than any other representative body in the United States; and this expression 
of what should be sought for.in the future seems to me the most hopeful and far
seeing sign and indication that has appeared in the whole educational field, coming 
from a body which has already done so much. 

I honestly believe that it is necessary to the welfare and prosperity of this conn
try, that such· views should not only be held, but carried into execution. How, 
when, and where, are matters of detail upon which opinions would differ, but they 
are not beyond the power of judicious counsel to solve. 

Probably some school-masters, of conservative tendencies. would be shocked at 
so radical a measure as teaching the use of tools in some of their class-rooms ; and 
I once heard the master of a school in a beautiful new building, declare that he 
should oppose the use of a part of his school for a night-class of any sort, because 
he was afraid the evening students would dirty the steps at the entrance to the 
school with their boots, in bad weather! I submit, however, that in such a matter 
we are the servants of the public, and not their masters; and if, for cogent puhlic 
reasons, it be found necessary to engraft the elements of technical education both 
.upon the day-schools and in the establishment of night-classes, we ought to be ready 
to co-operate with the movement,-for dirty boots and clean; in fair weather and 
in foul. If we are not so ready, the sooner we are gathered to our forefathers, the 
better it will be for everybody, excepting, perhaps, our unfot'tunate forefathers. 

MAKING USE OF OPPORTUNITIES .AND EXPERIENCE. 

If we turn from a contemplation of the achievements of European nations in im
parting value to their great industries, through education, to inquire what we are 
doing in the same direction in the United States, where our youths do not evcnlmYe 
the discipline and benefit of apprenticeships, the prospect is indeed a gloomy one, 
for the field is almost bare. 

Yet our opportunities are as great as those of European nations, with the single ex
ception of the possession of museums ami picture galleritl5, a want soon to be supplied. 

We have as good teache_rs and as gooll school buildings as they have anywhere, 
and all we have to do is to utilb.e them. ·where our teachers have had the oppor

. tunity given to them to learn ami teach drawing. they have learnt it, and are 11ow 
teaching it more successfully than it has yet been taught in any European country. 

In this matter I know whereof I affirm; and my belief is, that the rome result 
would 'follow if they were required to teach the elements of science, as that which 
has transpired from their instruction in the elements of art. 

I have been more than encouraged by the results of our labors in the subject of 
drawing. during the seven yea.rs I have lived and worked in America, and say em
phatically that if you give American teachers a chance, they can do anything, and 
do it well, that comes legitimately within the province of public education. 'We 
have, in Massachusetts, solved one vet-y impm·tant problem. To the vexed question 
of whether drawing can be taught by the regular teachers to all pupils, we have 
found an answer of the most conclusi>e kind, by doing it, and doing it well. The 
matter has been settled finally for all who are open to conviction, in many cities 
and towns of this State, and probably in others of many other States. In addition 
to this, I am enabled to say from my investigations whilst abroad, that in no other 
country of the world besides America, is the subject of original design taught in 
all the grades of public schools. Nor do I believe that it is taught so well, even iu 
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the ~ades or countrit!s where it is taught at all, and. they are few. Exercises in 
origmal design produced by pupils in one of the public schools of this State, were 
taken by me thiS year to Europe and submitted for criticism to some of the most 
distinguished art-masters and critics. They were executed from the instruction of 
the regular teachers, by pupils who averaged less than fifteen years of age, and no 
special teacher of drawing had ever seen the exercises until they were completed. 
They were not picked, but every e..'l::ercise done in the classes was there, and, as I 
happened to be present at the examination when these drawings were made, I saw 
t)1em produced with my own eyes. These works excited the greatest astonishment 
and admiration of all who saw them, and they were many and competent judges. 
The opinion formed of the regular teachers of American schools was more compli
mentary than I can describe to you, without hurting the feelings of those who have 
never tried to teach drawing, though it was very gratifying to me to hear those 
opinions expresseq. And as a consequence of what I saw and heard, I do not hesi
tate to say, that to-day this subject of industrial drawing is better and more system
atically taught here in some of the public day-schools of Massachusetts, than it 
is in any European country, not exce~;>ting France nor England. The great trouble 
is that though it is so well taught, it IS not taught in all places, and in every class
room, in every town or city. The law of Massachusetts says that drawing shall be 
taught to every child ; and yet ruany school committees, and teachers too, say that 
they do not teach it because there is no penalty attached to a breach of the law! In 
my opinion, people who only keep the laws when the police are about, are utterly 
unfitted to have anything to do with the education of children. 

I can sympathize with and respect any one who tries to do something good 
and fails, though I never knew a teacher who honestlr, tried to teach drawing who 
did not succeed; but if there is an unpardonable sin, 1t must be that which is com
mitted by the people who are elected by their fellow-citizens to bring up the chil
dren of a community as law-abiding creatures, and set them the example of open 
defiance of the laws. · 

* * * * * * * 
CONCLUSION. 

F)-esh from a contemplation of the world's civilization as d!splayed in the Paris 
Exhibition, I can say with confidence that if we are wise enough to learn what 
other nation~; have learnt from previous exhibitions, and remedy the proved defi
ciencies of our education, by establishing technical or secondary education, there is 
no reason for anxiety about our country and its prosperity. But if we cannot learn 
this lesson, there is real peril in store for us. * * * 

I wish that the wise words of the Boston School Committee could be heard through· 
out the length and breadth of this land, and that every live educator would closely 
examine into this question for himself. We cannot see the bearings of the matter 
if we limit our observations to the horizon of State, city, or village in which we 
may happen to live. To grasp the whole significance of it, we must know what has 
happened elsewhere than in our homes, and at other times than our own. The 
wisest people are not those who live only from ha{ld to mouth, and see nothing- but 
what they run their heads against. · 

Cautious and provident folks contemplate the future and prepare themseiYes for 
it. We must do so, and find profitable employment for our people, Ol' we shall wax 
weaker instead of stronger, and our size will only make our ruin great and wide· 
spread. 

In conclusion, there is one thing which I hope to be excused for suggesting. As 
a rule, teachers, the masters of public schools, keep sadly too much in the back- . 
ground when public questions aloe discussed, especially when educational matters 
are under deliberation for legislative purpose. It used to be said that there were 
three sexes-men, women, and clergymen. I s it possible that there are two sm·ts of 
men-citizens and teachers? Is it possible that the annual election of teachers 
makes it dangerous for the best educated part of the community to take men's parts 
in public l;msiness? If it is so, then for the sake of the manhood we hold from God, 
let u~ elllailCiJN\~ ourselves from a servility that is degrading, and do men's shares 
qf _public work;, · 

.t know that in the old country an ordained clergyman cannot become a mem· 
l:ler of Parliament, and it seerns to me yoll believe that here an ordained grammar 
or high-school master cannot take part in public affairs without being dropped like 
an egg, and get into equally hot water. I say it .~eems so, judging from the way 
schoolmen hold back from their duty in helping to govern the country. But it 
would not be so if their public duties were manfully done, for education has its 
weight with both educated and uneducated people. These conventions of teachers 
are, or appear to be, ver;r refreshing, but primary meetings are both cre;ttive ;tnc;l 
recreative," · · · · · 



v. 

TECHNICAL TRAINING IN AMERICAN SCHOOLS. 
BY E. E . WHITE, President of Pm·due Unit•M·sity.* 

INTRODUCTION. 

The fullowing statements of the proper functions of the common 
schools and of the claims of some forms of elementary industrial 
education to a place in these schools, are by one of the recognized 
leaders among American educators, who, both in addresses and pub
lished articles, has more than once reiterated the main proposition. 
These extracts are from an article published in " Education " fot· 
November, 18HO, entitled "Technicf~l Training in American Schools." 
The author, Ron. E. E. White, then President of Purdue University, 
of Indiana, subsequently, and at present, Sul)erintendent of the 
schools of Cincinnati, Ohio, needs no introductwn to the educators 
of the United States. He says: 

The American people are awakening to the importance of technical training, so 
universally recognized in the older countries of Europe. The rapid exhaustion of 
the natural fertility of our ·soil , the wonderful increase in the vanety of our manu
factures,. and the marked improvement in the taste of om people, largely the result 
of general education, all demand higher technical knowledge and skill on the part 
of the American workman. 

This increasing demand for better work has been attended by a steady decline of 
the apprentice system, which hither to has been our chief reliance for the training 
of artisans. It is becoming more and more evident that if this decay of appren
ticeship is not made good by technical training, in some efficient form, the American 
manufactm-er will be at the mercy of the skilled labor of E urope. «· * * 

The necessity of technical training being conceded, how can it best be provided·~ 
* * * 

F UNDA.llEl\'"TAL PRINCII'LES UNDERLYING PUBLIC EDUCATION. 

A concise statement of a few of the fundamental principles involved may not 
only avoid misunderstanding, but may shed a clear light on the question before us. 

1. The State has a right to teach any branch of knowledge that will promote the 
public welfare. This is the broad proposition on which public education re~ts . The 
attempt to draw a line through education , and deny the 1·ight of the State to cross 
it, is illogical and futile. The Sta,te has either the right to teach all branches of 
knowledge, or it has no right to teach any branch. There is no middle ground. 

2. The right of the State to teach all knowledge does not necessarily make such 
instruction its duty. The right to teach is one thing , and the obligation to teach is 
another. The duty of the State in educatiOn is limited by its ability. l.t cannot 
teach all persons all knowledge, and it is not its duty to attempt it. When the 
teaching of one kind of knowledge necessarily excludes more important instruction, 
the State is released from obligation to teach such knowledge. If it has not the 
ability to r.over the whole ground, it becomes its duty to giYe attention to the more 
important and useful. 

3. The duty of the State to teach is also conditioned by necessit~" · Tho State has 
no monopoly of education. The church, the family, and the individual have also 
the right to teach, and every human interest may organize and support schools for 
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its promotion and benefit. When needed instruction is or will be given by other 
agencies, the State may or may not provide it. Its concern is to see that such nec
essary instruction is efficiently given. 

4. The primary ·and imperitive duty of the public school is to provide training 
and to teach knowled~e of general application and utility. It recognizes no class 
distinctions, social or mdustriP..l, but provides a general education for all classes of 
youth. It is a common school, a school designed to impart a common education,
an education open to all and useful to all. 

This primary function of the public school is of the highest practical importance 
and value. Its comprehensive aim is to prepare the child to discharge the duties 
and meet the obligations of coming manhood, including his relations to the family, 
society, and the State,-relations involving the highest and most important 
activities of civilized life. In performing this function, the public school assumes 
that every child that crosses its threshold to receive instruction is to be a man, and 
that his first and highest need is to have all the elements of manhood within him 
developed, quickened, and energized. The first element in tllis elementary training 
is character, and the second iS intelligence,-moral and intellectual furnishing 
and force. 

5. The public school, as above defined, exhausts neither the right nor the duty of 
the State in education. The State may establish higher institutions, and it may 
organize or encourage special schools to promote important industries or to meet 
the wants of classes. It has the right to supplement the public school by special 
schools for teclmical training. . 

MAY TECHNICAL EDUCATION BE TAUGHT IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

We are now prepared to ask whether any technical instruction can be provided 
by the public school without subverting its primary function, without sacrificing 
the more important and imperative for the less important and the incidental. 

The elements of technical knowledge which are of general application and utility 
may clearly be taught in the public school. These may include instruction in in· 
dustrial or mechanical drawing, the practical applications of geometry, the keeping 
of accounts, the elements of the physical and natural sciences, m odelling in clay, 
and those elementary mechanical processes which may be made an efficient means 
of general training. Such instruction is not only the basis of technical training, 
but is of great value to all youth, whatever may be their future occupations and 
positions in life. It is u>~eful as a general preparation for all pursuits. Time fo r 
this instruction may be gained by reducing the time hitherto devoted to several 
othet· branches of study. This has been done in many schools without loss, and the 
adoption of truer ideas and better methods of teaching would make it possible and 
feasible in all. 

The technical instruction above indicated may properly be called gene1·al, in dis· 
tinction to th<1-t which relates to a particular trade or pursuit, which is special. 
Special technical training involves the use of the tools and other appliances of given 
trades and occupations. In the mechanic arts, it includes what is known as" h andi· 
crll,ft,"-skill in the use of tools, machinery, and mater~al. Its purpose is not gen· 
era! training, but special preparation for a special pursuit. 

Should this special technical instruction be made an integral part of -the work of 
the public school? In the light of the principles abo1·e stated, I unhesita tingly 
answer, no. It is not the duty of the public school to teach trades, and an attempt 
to do this work on an adequate scale would subvert public education from its pri· 
mary purpose, and end in disappointment and failure. The sooner this is under· 
stood and accepted, the better for both industrial and general education. 

OIJJECTIONS TO TEACHING OF TRADES. 

Several objections to the teaching of trades in the public school may thus be 
stated:-

1. It is impossible for the public school to teach a tithe of its pupils the pursuit 
or occupation by which they are to earn a living. A glance at the list of occupa· 
tions given in the report of the census of 1870 will satisfy any one that but vel'.\' 
few of the three hundred and thirty-eight occupations therein named can be m:vle 
a part of the public school course. Of the one hundred and seventy-two occupa· 
tions classed as'' Manufactures, and Mechanical and Mining Industries," not a scl>l'C 
can be taught in a school-shop, and but few of these can thus be taught with any 
efficiency. ·* * * 

2. The teaching of a few trades to all pupils would crowd these pursuits with work
men, and reduce-the com.J?ensation oe !ikilled labor therein t;o the wages of common 
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laborers. The turning of the pupils in the public schools of our cities and towns 
into a few cha~nels 9f industry would glut these occupations, and leave many 
sldllecl workmen without employment. The haining of all the boys to be carpen
tP.rs and blacksmiths, for example, would be worse than industrial folly. Not a 
tithe of them could earn a living as hand-t{)ol mechanics. Handicraft is fast d is
appearing. and more and more mechanical work is done by machinery. The com
ing artisan will be the master of the machine, as has been clearly shown by Prof. 
Thompson, of the Technical School at Worcester, Mass. The teaching of handicraft 
in the schools would give nine-tenths of the pupils skill which they would never 
use in after-life, or use only incidentally . 

. ,. * * This objeetion does not apply to the training of pupils in the use of hand
tools and in simple mechanical processes, when such training is made a means of 
general education,-the training of the eye, the hand, the mind, for educational 
purposes. Such training is not the ~ching of trades or handicrafts, but is general 
technical training, the same as mechanical drawing, and, as such, has a pla~e in 
the public school com se. The extent of such training will depend on its value as 
an element of general education. . 

3. Another objection to a partial system of industrial training, the teaching of a 
few trades to a few pupils, is its manifest injustice. The public school can provide 
such special training only at the expenf;e of its facilities and appliances for general 
education. Why should the value of the public school to the great majority of its 
pupils be lowered to teach trades to a small number of youth ? Why should a few 
pupils be thus taught trades, and the great majority of youth be left without tech
nical training? 

The question bas no satisfactory answer. The workshop cannot be put into th~ 
public school without a sacrifice of its efficiency as an agency for general education. 
Besides, the teaching of hand-tool trades to a few pupils in the public schools is 
mere playing with the great problem of industrial training. Every productive in
dustry needs the assistance of special technical tmining. 

This objection does not apply to the teaching of trades in reformatory schools, 
orphan asylums, institutions for the blind, the deaf and the dumb, etc. These are 
special schools for classes of unfortunate youth, and the 1mpils therein may be 
taught trades at the public expense, on the same principle that they are fed and 
clothed. · 

The three objections above stated show that the public school cannot wisely un
d ertake the work of special techninal training. To do this, it must train all chil
dren for their respective future pm·suits, or it must teach a few pupils chosen pur
suits, and the obJections to each of these courses seem to us to be conclusive. 

Mr. White here quotes the extract from the report of the Boston 
school committee with Professor Smith's approving comments, as 
given in the preceding paJ>er, No. I V of the present appendix:, and 
controverts them both. H e then says: 

It may be true that e'\'ery child of the requisite age should be taught to work while 
he receives his schooling. but it does not follow that this work should be supplied 
and directed by the public school. The family has so1uething to do in the training 
of children , and a considerable po1tion of child-life is still unde1· the parents' con
trol. The public school has hithel'to recognized this fact, and it has wisely not at
t~mpted to do e"erythin~ which industry, religion, and civilization demand in the eu
ucation of each generatiOn. The public school cannot wisely be made the work-shop 
.for the training of apprentices, but it can and should give such general technical 
training as underlies all industrial pursuits. The special instruction and practice 
needed to make a coat, shoe a horse, or build a house, should be left to the shop, or 
to some special trade school, properly equipped for this work. The public school 
has done 1ts part in prepaling youth for speCial pursuits when it has g1ven them an 
efficient general preparation for all pursuits, and all industrial experience shows 
that the more fundamental and thorough this general pre1)aration, the more fruitful 
will be the special training. 

SPECIAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS SHOULD SUPPLEMENT PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

What is needed is to supplement the public school with a system of special schools 
for technical or industrial training. * ·:< * . The conditional offer of State or 
municipal aid would induce every impo1tant productive industry to establish tech
nical or trade schools for the training of skilled workmen. 

What is needed to secure a full development of this system of special schools is :t 
popular demand for technical instruction, and this is coming. Experience is demon-
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strating the practical value of such training, and every important American in
dustry will soon have its technical school, especially if the public school is held to 
its own legitimate work. , 

For the complete success of this system of industrial training the requirements of 
the public school should be so modified as to permit :pupils over say twelve years of 
age to devote a part of each day to labor or to spec1al technical training. I have 
long h eld that· the interest of education and industry would be promoted by the 
adoption of half-time courses of study, running parallel with the present full courses 
and in the same classes. The half-time course should contain only the essential and 
more important branches of study, and the daily programme should be so arranged 
as to bring the instruction in these branches into a half-day,-either the forenoon 
or the afternoon. This arrangement would avoid the organization of separate 
schools for half-time pupils, and their consequent separation from other pupils ; 
and, at the same time, it would afford the ad vantages of full-time schools without 
loss to those pupils who wish to devote full time to school work. The limits of this 
paper forbid the giving of details. It must suffice to say that such an adjustment 
has stood the test of experience in several of the German States. I received the 
idea from the school system of Bavaria. 

AMERICAN PUllLIC SCHOOLS ARE NOT INDUSTRIAL FAILURES. 

Permit me, in conclusion, to deprecate that advocacy of technical education which 
disparages the industrial value of general education, and mot·e than hints that the 
public school is· an industrial failure. If this be true of the public school, it is clear 
that neither industrial dra,ving nor instruction in sewing will prove an adequate 
remedy. But the public school is not an industrial failw·e. It has been and is the 
most effective of all agencies for the promotion of American industry. Its training 
touches both of the prime conditions of productive industry. It awakens desires, and 
incites and impels man to effort : enterprise and wealth are the results. It gives 
ingenuity to the mind and cunning to the fin~ers. Thought in the brain of labor is 
the alchemy of industry, turning everything 1t touches into gold. Intelligence and 
character· are the two great conservators of wealth. Who can estimate the in· 
dustrial value of the common schools of New England! 

· It is not claimed that the public school is doing its full duty in promoting the 
productive industries of the country . . It should give a larger place in its course to 
general technical instruction ; it should be pervaded by a more earnest industrial 
spirit ; and it should do more to cultivate a taste for industrial pursuits ami a 
r espect for honest labor. These practical advances are more important than a weak 
attempt to make artisans. 



VI. 

MANUAL EDUCATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Mr. L. H. Marvel, then Superintendent of the schools of Gloucester, 
Massachusetts, published in 1882 a pamphlet* gi vin~ an account of the 
experiment begun there through the li15erality of Mtss Marian Hovey, 
in giving industrial training to boys. The account gives, in detail, the 
lessons of the course, accompanied by four pages of illustrations 
showing the work done. Tlus is preceded by some twenty pages on 
the general topic, with quotations from various educational a.uthori· 
ties; also, an account of the Workingmen's School in Ne\v York, 
under the direction of Professor Felix Adler, with a de~ailed statement 
by Mr. Bamberger, then principal of the school, of the course of in~ 
struction; this is here omitted, as a more recent statetnent in regard 
to this interestin~ school will be found in the present volume. 

After showing b'f historical data that the common schools of to
day are in no wise mferior but are, in fact, vastly superior to those of 
two generations ago, and that the need of some change in the form of 
public school training at the present day is largely due to the changed 
conditions of enviro~ment; Mr. Marvel says: 

The importance of manual training is admitted by educational experts as well as 
by practical •( men of affairs." It is felt by the people, and attempts are made to 
secm·e such action as will remedy existing evils and supply deficiencies in the prac
tical education of the pupils of the public schools. 

In kindergarten culture the manual element is so prominent as to form a promi
nent feature of the work. The result of kindergarten training is such a harmoni
ous development of the physical, mental, and moral capabilities of little children as 
no other system of education has ever secured. In a carefully-prepared address 
upon Elementary Education in London, Sir Charles Reed says: " The best infant 
schools are t hose where the spi1it of the kindergarten has been infused into the 
whole teaching of the schools." The same results follow the introduction of kin
dergarten methods into American primary schools. 

From the kindergarten to the technical school very little is attempted, but in the 
technical schools some most satisfactory results have been attained. 

A reference to the Technical Schools of the Worcester Free Insti
tute and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is followed by a 
succinct account of tl1e work of Cooper Union; but the training 
given in the public schools is the subject in which our writer is most 
deeply concerned. 

EDUCATIONAT, NEEDS OF THE MAJORITY OF PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS. 

The mass of children in the public schools do not have the preliminary training 
of the kindergarten , and never pass into the technical and special schools. For 
them it is evident that the com won school-work should include such manual train-

*" ~{anual Education in P ublic Schools by L. H. Marvel. New England Publish· 
ing Company, No. !6 Hawley street, Boston, Mass. 1882. lll. Pp. 34." 
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ing as will supplement education of the brain by education of the hand,-a naturat 
development of such culture of the hand and eye as will lead to the best prepara
tion for any form of skilled manual labor. "Each step, from the first, should be 
educational, and, moreover, should be taken in its proper relation to those which 
have preceded and those which are to follow. In the second place the idea of con
str~tction must he \yholly ignored, while that of instrttction takes its place. In the 
third place the class system should be intl·oduced, whereby one expert, or teacher, 
is enabled to impart his inStruction to many at the same time. Lastly, the object 
S011ght is not so much the power to do this or that specific thing, as the trai11ed 
hand and eye, which shall give to their possessors the power to do anything within 
their capabilities." ' 

HOW TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW STUDIES. 

One of the first objections which is urged against such a scheme iS that the work 
of the schools is clearly over-crowded, and that there is not time for such educa· 
tion. But in half-time sc.hools(i. e., schools where pupils work ·one-half the da.y 
and attend the other half), it iS claimed that the intellectual advancement of the 
pupils is as great as iri schools .where all day is devoted by each pupil to the aca
demic work. The intellectual training derived from skillfully directed labor is . 
alleged to fully counterbalance the difference in the number of study-hours. 
· In schools where sewing is taught (sewing was taught in all elementary schools 
half a century ago, and to boys and girls alike), the testimony is essentially the 
same. .All report that the sewing does not detract from the efficiency of the other 
wor"k of the school, and all claim educational as well as practical value of the ex· 
ercise. The following points have been made by different parties who have in~ 
spected and reported upon this work: 

." Right beginnings will be secured by special attention, at first, to the posture of 
pupils, the proper holding of the work and of the needle, and the adaptation of the 
needle and thread to the material in use. With sewing, as in all branches of in· 
struction, variety and interest are essential to success." 

"The change from mental to purely industrial application during the school ses
sion affords a healthful recreation to children, without retarding the progress or 
diminishing the amourit of necessary school-work. The training of hand and eye 
to precision in doing things which children can understand, and can see the imme
diate application of, is legitimate school-work, and is a long stride toward the olr 
ject for which we strive in teachin~ writing and drawing." 

All this clearly proves that a portiOn of the school-time may be profitably diverted 
from purely intellectual employment to some form of manual occupation, not only 
witho~t detriment to intellectual culture, but as a factor for materially increasing 
its value. 

The question, then, naturally arises, To what extent and in what dire!:tion shall 
this work be attempted? · We no longer need ask," Should manual training be 
attempted throughout the school-life of our children?" but, " How shall it be suc
cessfully and economically afforded ? " 

Since manual training has been successfully introduced in classes of pupils belo'v · 
and above the grade of the common schools, the question naturally anses, Why 
has so little been attempted in the regular grades of public schools attended by 
pupils from seven to sixteen years of age? · 

In Massachusetts there is legislative enactment permitting towns and city councils 
t o appropriate money for industrial education, but the local authorities have been 
slow to avail themselves of its provisions. The first important movement tending 
to the development of a comprehensive scheme for manual training was the act 
passed in 1870, by which drawing was required to be taught in all the public schools. 
But it has. taken a Ion~ time to develop in the public mind an appreciation of the 
kind of drawing requu·ed. 

A KNOWLEDGE OF DRAWING MUST PRECEDE INDUSTRIAL TRAINING • 

. The i~ea that. drawing .is simply related to fine-artwork is so general, and its rela
tion~ mdustnal labor lS so httle understood, that it has required much demon
stra~on to. make cleat· its practical bearing in industrial education. It is now be
commg eVIdent, however, that widespread instruction in drawinrr must precede any 
broad development of industrial education; for drawing is tlH~, fundamental lan
guage by which thought or ideas are conveyed in the industrial arts. As all ar ti
sans perform their work in accordance with certain plans, it is e'l"ident that a knowl
edge of how to construct and how to interpret these planA becomes a matter of 
prime necessity to all artisans. It is as essential that the builder shall know how 
to interpret the plans, or working-drawings presented for his inspection as that he 
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shall ·be able to read the specifications which accompany them, or compute accu
rately the expense of material to be used. 'l'o him drawing is of equal value with 
reading, writing, and arithmetic; and the same is true of the mason, machinist, 
cabinet-maker, etc. 

IMPORTANCE OF CONSTRUCTION DRAWING. 

The svstem of instruction in drawing which has been adopted genemlly in this 
State, and may be noted particularly in the important cities like Boston, Worcester, 
Lawrence, and Lowell, has for one of its main objects the development of a knowl
edge of drawing as applied in constructive industry, or in industriill construction. 
It has been the mistaH:e of nearly all instt·uction in drawing, until quite recently, 
that this feature has been almost, if not entirely, ignored. H ence pictorial drawing, 
or the drawing of objects, and the practice of designing in the schools, ha"\'e re
ceived undue consideration. The attention now being paid to the subject of con
structive-drawing will soon change the whole character of art-instruction in our 
public schools. Not only will it ser"\'e to make the study of drawing eminently a 
practical study; it will also tend to develop the purely resthetic features whlch 
belong to the subjects of object-drawing and d~sign .much more educationally, and· 
much more broadly, than has been found poss•ble lutherto. · · 

Instruction in drawing, therefore, when proper attention is paid to the feature of 
industrial construction, becomes a fundamental part of general industrial education; 
but it should be borne in mind that instruction in drawing which is limited to object
drawing· and design, has but a pat;tial or incidental bearmg upon general industrial 
educationt 

The author ·then refers to the plates illustrating "construction " 
drawings, which are appended to the pamphlet, but omitted here. 

PURPOSE AND lllETRODS OF THE PROPOSED INDUSTRIAL TEACHING IN SCHOOLS. 

With the exception of instruction in sewing, provision for which iS made in a few 
schools, no other line of manual training has been established at public expense in · 
the common schools. The principal reason for this neglect is, that so few persons 
fully apprehend the scope and purpose of the instruction proposed. There is a very 
proper objection to making apprentices of the pupils, turning the schools into 
work-shops, and educating the children for special trades. Not realizing that the 
end sought is training anq not trade, and not nnderstanding that facility in manipu
lations common to all artisans may be secured without special apprenticeship at 
some particular trade, many persons have attempted to criticise the scheme of 
manual instruction while totally ignorant of the fundamental principles of the 
plans which its advocates suggest. It is by no means intended to wake blacksmiths 
of these, car\>enters of those, stone-cuttet'S, machinists, printers, etc., of others, but 
to train all a ike in a few manual operations common to all the tt·ac1es, in order that 
there may be a. normal development of the body as well as of the brain. The 
public schools are by no means designed to teach special t rades; neither are they 
mtended fnr special professional training. But they should furnish instruction as 
directly adapted to the wants of prospective artisans as to the needs of those pupils 
who propose to entet· the learned professions. This has not yet been done. But 
those educators who have given the subject the most careful attention, and have 
satisfied themselves by experiment and observation of the truth of t heir statements, 
claim that there are certain fundamental operations,-e. g., hmnmeling,- essential· 
to all trades, and of value to the several artisans,just as drawing has been shown to 
be val!lable to many classes of workmen. Pupils over twelve years of age are 
generally large enough and stron~ enough to perform many of the manipulations 
which are required, and are suffimently matured to understand the directions given. 
Without teaching a trade, the elements of the trades may be mastered, and the 
graduates of our J?Ublic schools enabled to go out into the world the better fitted to 
take up ordinary hnes of work on account of their school-training: 

Professor C. 0. Thompson, who does not favor manual educatiOn in elementary 
schools, emphatically states that, "Speaking now of pure manual dexterity, without 
any connection with invention or with auxiliary mechanism, I affirm, unhesi
tatingly, that the highest degree of this skill has been att.c1.ined by attentive, ume
niitting, prolonged, concentrated, and enthusiastic practice of a few mechanical 
motions." Tllis is said respecting the skill of the artisans in India, which excites 
the envy and admiration of the missionaries sent out to educate them. 

Professor l<'elix Adler claims that, " The•·e are certain mental operations that 
underlie manual operations. These children should I.Je taught so that their manual 
operations may become transparent to the mental operations that underlie them. 
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In modern times capable tnen have discov'efed that there is such a thing as a theory' · 
of -tools ; that tools can be classified and grouped, and that a child's mind can be 
led along in ordedy succession in learning them. It has been shown that thet·e are 
three great types of tools, involving three great principles by which, and the COD1bi
nation of these princil?~es, every kind of tools can be explained. There are reasons 
underlying manipulatiOn ; why an axe should be wielded in a particular way; why 
an axe splits, and why a knife cuts wood. The double-cuttmg edge of a plane 
exhibits a rational contrivance, and has an interesting explanation of its own. The 
children ought to be taught these reasons, and made to understand their explana
tion, even white they use the saw and wield the a..-.,::e, stlike with the hammer and 
move to and fro the plane." 

These gentlemen, the former of whom does not approve the adoption of manual 
training as a portion of the regular curriculum of common schools, and the latter of 
whom is one of its most earnest advocates, substantially agree that the practice of 
a few fundamental mechanical motions is of vital importance in securing manual 
dexterity. "Practice of using the left hand as well as the right would be of great 
practical benefit. While every one cannot become perfectly ambidexter, there is 
no valid reason why, by careful training, both hands may not be rendered neal"iy 
equal in strength, ~>kill , and usefulness. 

By special gymnastic exercises, or otherwise, these fundamental mo~ions should 
be practiced re~ularly and daily in the public schools, (1) because of their value as a 
means of phys1cal development ; (2) because of their wage-earning value in after
life; (3) because no other place affords the facilities of the school-room for regular, 
systematic, enthusiastic practice. 

Of the practicability and utility of such training, in· the schools 
intermediate between the primary and High,.he says: 

If regular instruction were given in the use of carpenters' tools in the two upper 
classes of the grammar schools, and in the lowest class of the high school, followed 
by work in iron (forging, filing, planing, etc.) during the remainder of the high
school course, boys who would graduate from such a school after thorough instruc
tion in mathematics, science, and modern languages, might, at the end of tlu·ee 
years' practical work in the regular shops, upon attaining their majority, become . 
the most efficient of master-workmen. They would be competent to construct, 
readily and accurately, from well-drawn plans, whatever might be demanded, 
and often enabled to originate valuable designs ; while their knowledge of the laws 
of mechanics and the properties of matter would be of inestimable service to them 
if attempting important inventions of any kind. The earnings of such boys, for 
five years after leav.ing school at least, would be double those of the graduates of 
high schools as at present conducted ; and this is by no means an unimportant item. 
The industrial training would furnish excellent mental discipline, as well as physical 
exercise, for any member of the school. It could not fail to be of gt·eat pecuniary 
advantage also, to pupils whose future occupation would require the employment 
of tools similar to those in the use of which they had acquired dexterity while 
connected with the public schools. · 

The general subject of the preliminary pages is summed up as 
follows: . 

In conclusion, the following brief summary of the llOints to be established is 
. presented : 

(a) .There is a constantly increasing popular demand for results of greater com· 
merClal value from our educationll.l system. 

(b) Manual instruction can be afforded, not only without detriment to intellectual 
advancement, but as a valuable au;"Ciliary t o mental progt·ess. 

(c) There are certain fundamental operations which may be taught as the basis of 
all trades. 

(d) The State has a right to afford such instruction. 
(e) All experiments in the departinent of manual training are suggestive, and 

demand the attention of the most progressive educators of the country. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AT GLOUCESTER. 

In September, 1878, Miss Marian Hovey, one of the trustees of the estate of the 
late George 0. Hovey, placed at the disposal of the school committee of Glouc~s.ter 
o. sum of money to be expended for the industrial education of boys. ProvisiOn 
was made for the instruction on Saturdays, of fom· classes of twelve members each, 
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in the use of some of the tools employed in carpentering. Mr. C. H. Dow, a prac;.· 
tical carpenter, was engaged to instruct the classes. 

In October, 1880, arrangements were made to accommodate pupi!.s· in the
arpentrv class one-half of each afternoon session on Monday, Tuesday-;. '1Jhursdaly; . 

.. nd Friday of every week (two classes each session). By this change re~ularity and 
punctuality in attendance have been seemed, and from a membership of thirty 
pupils there was an immediate advance to a membership of ninety-six in ei~ht 
classes, each receiving instruction one hour per week. .A few girls (sbc) were m
vited to join one of the classes in 1878. There are now two full classes of girls, and 
there is one class composed partly of each sex. The work of the girls is equally as 
good as that of the boys and tliey seem to enjoy it heartily. 

The attendance is entirely optional, nearly one-half the pupils in the first and 
second classes of the two larger grammar schools desiring to attend. There is no 
com:r-ulsion whatever, except that, while members of the industrial class, the :pupils 
are required to be as attentive, ind!lstrious, and orderly as during any portion of 
their school work. 

THE PROGRAMME OF THE PRACTICAL LESSONS IN MANUAL TRAINING, 

.A shop was fitted up with benches to accommodate twelve workmen; and. in 
addition to the vise and bench-hub, the following set of tools was furnished for 
every member of the class: a rule, try-square, hammer. jack-plane, jointer, 
smoothing-plane, bit-stock, bit, mortise-~uge, mallet, one-half inch mortising
chisel, one and one-quarter inch paring-clusel, chalk-reel, rip-saw, panel-saw, screw
driver, brad-awl, oil-can, oil stone, bench-hook.* 

The pupils were assigned places at the commencement of the course of lessons,
students using the same set of tools in succession,-and were held responsible, 
throughout the whole course, for keeping the tools in good order , for using them 
carefully. and for returning them to the proper place at the close of each lesson. 
Habits of neatness. carefulness, and order are thus established; and the acquire
ment of such habits is, by no means, the least of the advantages of any form of in
dustrial tra.ining. 

Before a pupil is permitted to use the.tools, be is taught their names and uses; 
&~~ . 

THE JACK-PLANE.-The teacher exhibits a jack-plane to the class, and requires 
each pupil to take such a tool from the com12artment assigned for his use. .After 
giving its name, if the class cannot name 1t without assistance, the instructor 
directs the attention of his pupils to the several parts of which the plane is com
posed, teaching the name of each part. H e shows the class how to remove the 
·cap-iron, and take out the plane-iron. After this has been done to his satisfaction, 
he requires the pupils to adjust the plane-iron, and to set the cap-iron. The pupils 
.are then prepared to employ the jack-plane, although its use is not fully taught 
until they ·can sharpen the plane-iron, as well as adjust it. When any implement 
is employed , ju~t such an exhaustive and minute observation and study has pre
<Ceded its use as is indi~ated in tlus illustration. 

The following plan of instruction, which provides for forty lessons each school
year, proved satisfactory, and was adopted. The time of each lesson is one-half a 
regular session of the school ; four classes can thus be accommodated every day. 

FIRST LESSON.-The pupils are each furnished with blocks eight inches long, five 
and five-eighths inches wide, one and seven-eighths inches thick. 

UsE OF THE VISE.- The students place the blocks in the vises, so that the ends. 
shall be level. 

UsE OF THE RULE.-Each block is measured, and its dimensions stated. The 
width of the block is divided into five equal parts. 

UsE OF TRY-SQUARE.-Pupils are taught to square across the block, and to mark, 
with pencil, the division lines of the five equal spaces. The thickness of the block 
is halved, and a line drawn through the middle from points at the center of each 
end, making ten squares upon the end of the block. 

The following general description of striking tools may fitly precede the statement 
of what is attempted at the second lesson : 

There is a large class of st1·1:l.:'ing tools. It includes the hammer, the mallet, the 
beetle, the hat-chet, the axe, the adze, and all other tools which act by blows. Tlt1'ee 
movements are practiced in striking with the lighter tools. They are the wrist, the 
elbow, and the shoulder movements. 

In each of the first three exercises, strike a number of blows with the proper 

* These sets of tools are now loaned t<> the State Normal School, Salem, Mass., 
and the classes at Gloucester have been discontinued. · 
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tool upon a soft-wood board, .or block, or .upon a pad; repeating the exercise until 
the nature of each movement is well understood, and fixed in the memory. 

The wrist movement is suited to the use of tack-hammers, and other light tools 
with which taps .are struck. 

The elbow movement is suited to the use of tools of light and medium weight; 
with which blows of medium intensity are struck. 

The shoulder movement is suited to the use of the heavier tools, with which some
what heavy blows are struck by oue hand. 

The striking tools may be classed in two principal subdivisions. Those of the first 
subdivision do not act directly upon the wood ; but they strike a second tool or 
instrument which does act upon it. The hammer, .the mallet, and the beetle are 
examples. Those of the second subdivision do act directly upon the wood. The 
hatchet, t he axe, and the adze are examples. · They are not simply striking tools; 
they may be splitting, ctttting, or piercing tools as well. We are concerned with 
them, in tlJ.is chapter, only as striking tools. It generally requires more skill to 
swing with sufficient precision the tools of the second subdivision than those of the 
first. 

A statement of the forty lessons of the course follows in detail. For 
the description of the various processes, credit is given to "Professor 
Channing Whitaker's excellent manual,"* elsewhere referred to in 
this volume. It will be seen in the report by Professor Ware, which 
prefaces that work, that credit for valuable suggestions is there given 
to Mr. C. H. Dow, "who taught a school of this kind in Gloucester in 
1878-'79," and who used the preliminary lessons issued by the Indus
trial Science Association, on which the Manual was subsequently 
based. 

Superintendent Marvel, under whose direction Mr. Dow, a practi
cal carpenter, was employed to ~ive this instruction, closes w1th the 
following estimate of the cost of su~h lessons, and with suggestions 
as to their value to all the pupils of the common schools throughout 
the United States. 

One point of this experiment is specially worthy of note, because, 
in some instances where a pretense of introducins· manual training 
has been made in public schools, so little time-three-fourths of an 
hour once a week-is given each pupil as to make it a mere farce; as 
is likewise the case, often, in schools wher e drawing is pretended to 
be taught. In Gloucester one-fourth of the school-day was given to 
the lesson. One-half a day each week given to this study, with one 
hour of the time given to construction drawing, would seem little 
enough to warrant expectation of good r esults. 

At the close of a year nearly every member of the class can do any of the work 
which has been attempted, as constant reviews are made by the employment of 
tools, the use of which had previously been taught in preparing stock for the special 
lesson of the day. An economical use of stock renders this item of expense merely 
trifling. Lessons three to twenty (inclusive) require less than three feet of stock, and 
the forty lessons only about twenty-five feet, nearly half of which is used in making 
the box. 

The following is an approximate estimate of the expense of such education: A 
room, similar to the one at Gloucester, can be fitted up for a carpentering class at 
an expense not exceeding five hundred dollars. In such a shop, thoroughly and 
completely equipped for the purpose, one teacher can instruct four classes each day, 
twenty classes each (school) week, and do his work efficiently. Sixteen members 
may be permitted to attend each class without detriment to the progress .of indi
vidual pupils. Allowing forty weeks for the academic year, and making the salary 
of the _teacher twenty dollars per week, the annual cost of instruction would be 
eight hundred dollars. The expense of stock would not exceed fifty cents jJCI' an
nmn for each pupil. Upon this basis the pu capita expense of instructing three 
hundred and twenty pupils would be about three dollars a year. Certainly the flX· 

*"Wood-working Tools; How to use them. A Manual. Published by Ginn, 
Heath & Co., for The Industrial Science Association, Boston, Mass. 1882." Ill. 
Pp. 102. 
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pense is not very great; and, if attendance at the classes is made voluntary, those 
who do not desire the instruction are not compelled to receive it. · No argument can 
be advanced against instruction, at pui.Jlic expense., which may not be applied with 
equal force in opposition t, teaching book-keeping and surveying in the public 
schools, as required (not permitted) by the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachu
setts. 

It is not the function of the public schools to furnish special education for any 
profession or trade, but to afford the best training and culture possible for the 
thorough preparation of pupils for the general duties of citizenship; and there is no 
legitimate objection to any exercise or study which tends to the proper develop
ment of the intellectual faculties, of yhysical strength, of manual dexterity, unless 
it can be shown that it is inefficient, unpracticable, or too expensive. 

This attempt to combine intellectual and manual training will tend to dignify 
manual labor in the opinion of many young people, just at that critical period when 
so many are now wasting opportunities for practical education in a vain endeanJr 
to accomplish purely intellectual work for which they are totally unfitted. Recog
nition, in the public schools, that mechanical occupations are equally as important 
as the professions or as mercantile pursuits, and that the scheme of public instruc
tion is broad enou!;\h to afford an education adapted to the needs of all classes of 
citizens, cannot fail to leave a marked effect upon the succeeding generation. Boys 
'and girls will deem it no less honorable to be found in the fields and work-shops, 
than in stores and offices, so long as they are engaged in legitimate and honor
able occupations. 

THE PRODUCER IS SURELY AS WORTHY OF HONOR AS THE MERE DISTRIBUTOR, 
"THE MIDDLEMAN." 

Another consideration is, that by means of industrial education children will 
learn that study and preparation are required for proficiency in the trades as well 
as in trade. The ambition of tb,e pupil to make a good joint or to execute neatly 
some form of mechanical work will be excited, and his attention will not be too ex
clusively directed to the performance of arithmetical problems supposed by many 
" practical educators" to prepare him especially for business. If the public schools 
can do anything which will tend to teach pupils that it is equally as important, 
honorable, and difficult to be a successful artisan as to become a successful store
keeper, and if otu· own American boys will as willingly devote three or four years 
of early life to learning trades as to learning business, all of our important manu
facturing industries will receive a new impetus; and hundreds and thousands of 
boys who are starving "respectably" in sto»es will turn their attention to the real 
work of life and join the army of artisans. How it ever became a popular belief 
that there is more honor in exchanging commodities than in producing them is a 
question that we have not time now to discuss; but the fact exists, and if the schools 
can show our boys and girls that there is as much to be learned in the work-shops as 
in the stores, that honest labor any where is honorable, that prizes are found and 
fortunes made in manufactures as often as in trade, industrial education will effect 
a greater and wider influence for goocl than is generally conceded; ami when such 
a sentiment prevails among the people, it will exert an influence the impo11ance 
and value of which can sca1·cely be over-estimated. 
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"INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL TRAINING."* 

AN HISTORICAL RESUME BY SARAH SANDS PADDOCK. 

Any one watching the signs of the times cannot fail to see that industrial and 
teclmological training is one of the leading issues of the day. There is undoubtedly 
a grow.ing demand for industrial schoolS in the United States, although there 1S 
much diversity of opinion in regard to the agency by which they should be esl;ab
lished and conducted. Many claim that the government should establish State in
dustrial schools. Some desire special schools, giving only technical instruction in 
various branches of handwork, and some would have the trades-unions, or guilds 
of artisans, train their own apprentices, while others are equally emphatic in their 
desire to have a work-shop in every existing public and private school. 

While a larger number of industrial schools a re now in operation than peopl~ are 
aware of, the public at large greatly re~Ltires enlightenment upon the urgent need 
for this kind of tmining. Within the hmits of this paper, it will not be possible to 
do more than base an argument in its favor upon a brief outline of the history of 
industl'ial education, and a statement of some of its practical applications. 

The term " industrial education" is used to designate the training of pupils, not 
only in the common branches of instruction, but in certain industrial or business 
pursuits. An industrial school, in the widest sense of the word, denotes any school 
for teaching one or several branches of industry. Those of a higher grade are 
more generally classed under the head of technical schools. The idea of providing 
fo1· the instruction of children in manual labor appears to have originated in the 
desire to enable poor children to earn their daily bread as early as possible. 

In England, Chief Justice Hale, as eal'ly as 1676, recommended to Parliament the 
establishment of an industrial school in every parish. In 1705, Locke laid before 
the English Parliament a plan to counteract the spread of pauperism, proposing to 
this end the establishment of labor schools in each parish, in which poor children 
from three to fourteen years of age were to be prov1ded with lodging, board, sup
port and occupation. 

The bill failed, as did also one p:roposed in 1796 by Pitt. 
In Italy, Canon OdE>:scalchi founded in lGSG, a p;reat charitable institution under 

the name " Ospizio Apostolico di. San Michele," which. besides other departments, 
comprised an industrial school for boys and girls. The girls were instructed in 
needlework; and a number of workshops, among which they were at liberty to 
choose, were fitted up for boys. This example was followed by many.other institu
tions; and the instmction of girls in housework and needlework and of the boys 
in some mechanical trade became a general feature of the Italian orphan and 
foundling asylums. . 

The first practical attempt in Germany was made by A. H. Francke, who intro
duced instmction in turning and glass-grindin~. Hecker , the founder of the first 
re~l. sch~ol of this character, trained his pupils m cul~ivating mulbel'l'y trees and in 
ra1smg s1lk-worms. Froebel, the founder of the " Kmdergarten," emphasized the 
in1portance of trained industrial occupations in the common schools. 

Needlework has been almost universallv introduced into the common schools of 
Germany, and in some other countries. Two afternoons of each week are set apart 
for the instruction of girls in sewing. They begin when only six years old, and 
first use paper. From plain sewing, mending, and knitting, the scholars are ad· 
vanced to fine needlework, tatting, crocheting. They are also taught tapestry work, 
-·---- ·- -·- - - · 
*" In.dustrial ~nc~ Technological Training by Sarah Sands Paddock, Industrial 

EducatiOn Assoc1at10n No, G, East Fourteenth Stt·eet, New York. Reprinted from 
the proceedings of the eleventh National conference of charities and correction, 
:e<>s~!l; fr~ss Qf G~o. H;. Ellis, 141 Franklin $treet. 18!;14. P,P. 17." 
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The Austrian Kinderman introduced industrial instruction into the common 
schools, and succeeded, in the course of a few years, in organizing industrial schools 
in more than two hunch·ed places. 

The following account of the Austrian system of wea.ving-schools is taken from a 
monthly review of . " Technical and Scientific Education," and will be found of" 
interest:-

" The Austrian Ministry of Commerce, which supported a number of purely tech· 
nical weaving-schools in Bohemia and Moravia, confened with bhe authoritic~ of 
the Austrian Museum and the government of these provinces upon the question as 
to-the manner in which a beneficent influence in an artistic sense could be exN
cised in these schools of industry. The result of these deliberations was the establish· 
ment of schools for dra·wing and practical instruction in weaving. This effort ex
tended itself to operatives in their own homes and in factories, and finally reached 
the capital itself, where qualified teachers bestowed particular care upon this special 
branch of industry, in which about eight hundred thousand people found em-
ployment." · 

" There are twenty-four such weaving-schools in the different cities of Austrin, 
the most "important of which is that at Reichenburg, wuich is supplied with qualified 
teachers by the Ministry of Commerce. The textures made at this sc)10ol are con· 
sidered·by many unrivalled. While textile fabrics are the chief branch of study, . 
to these are added, as higher branches, wall-decoration, painting on porcelain. and 
glass-enamelling; inlaid work in wood, metal and ivory; drawing for lithographic 
purposes; and zylography. Special care is bestow.ed upon copying of tissues, 
tapestries, embroideries, etc. Another class is devoted to the education of students 

.in cabinet work, modelling, keramic art, and metallurgy. The term instruction is 
four years,-two years in the elementary class and two years in the special branch 
school. There are fixed terms for instruction." 

·At Cortena, in the Austrian Tyrol, there are two admirable industrial schools, 
where the girls. are taught gold and silver filigree work. The boys are taught de
signing, carving on wood, and the making of •· intarsia," or inlaid wood-work. 

In Athens, a Greek gentleman, feeling the importance of the education of Greek 
women, who until recently have had no educational advantages, started an indus
trial school for women and ~Is, where they are taught different branches of 
needlework, hand-loom weavmg, and the designing of fine silk dress and snsh 
fabrics and curtain hangings, also the designing and making of Turkish and Persian 
rugs. Trades are thus secured to the pupils and the school is supported by their 
labors. 

In England, before a grant is made to an elementary school, the educational de
partment must be satisfied that the girls in the day schools are taught plain sewing 
-and cutting-out as a part of the ordinary course of instruction. No fancy work is 
allowed during school hours. 

Throughout Great Britain, in all the certified industrial schools, reformatories, 
and refuges affiliated to the " Reformatory and Refuge Union," seventy-two distinct 
industrial occupations are pursued by the inmates. In carrying out these industries, 
steam power is used in many of the institutions; and the inmates are taul{ht the 
care and mana&'ement of the engines and machinery. The ordinary domestic work 
of the Home ism all cal)Cs done by its occupants. 

The following is a list of the industries, with the number of institutiuns in Great 
Britain, in w}}ich each particular industry is taught: 

Name ot industry. 

Number I 
ot insti
tutionsin1 
which the· 

indus· 
tries are 
tAught. 

Wood cho\)ping .......... .. . •.......... . · 
Carpenterwg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... . 

67 
63 
14 Cabinet making . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 

Boot and shoe making . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
List-slipper making . .. .. .. ........... . 
Broom-hBJidle malilng ...... .. ... .... .. . 

ir!~\~E·&· ;~.;~ic'.:::::::::::::::: ::::::: : 
Fann and garden work . ............... . 
Seamanship ... . · ...... ......... . ........ . 
Jewelry and precious stone setting .... . 
Reliet stampmg .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Jtag a,ud paper sorting and collecting .. . 

120 
4 
3 

131 
~ 

123 
6 
1 
1 
1 

Name of iudu~try. 

• 
Knitting ... , ............. . ...... ....... . 
Shrimp rlcking . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . . .. . 
Essentia oil dlstiUing ...... . .... • . ..... 
Bread making and baking ... . .... .. . . 
Washing and· laundry wol'k ..... . ..... . 
Plnln needle wm·k ..... ... ... . .. . . ..... . 

gr.~~o~~!king: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · : : : : · : : : · 
Bask~t and hnmper making .... . . .... . 
Papea·-bag making . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

~~~~aa~~S:~~~ : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : ::: : : : : :: : :: . 
Blacksmith's work . .. . . ..... , ........ . 

Numher 
or insti
tutions io 
which the 

indUS· 
tries nre 
taught. 

Jl1 
I 
I 

n 
200 
~'Oii 
II 
u 
7 

12 
18 
lG 
10 
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Number : Number 
of insti- . of insti-

tutions In tutionsin 
which the Name of industry. which the 

indus- ! indus-
tries are , tries are 

Name of Industry. 

------------------~--------l---~u_g_h_t. 'l----------------------------l-~--u-gh_t __ . 

r~~~=:i:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Riddle making and wire work .. .. ...... . 
Hair teasing ... · ........................ .. 
Stone cuttwg and mason .work .......... . 
Plumbing. glazing, p6intmg, and gas-

fitting . .. ... .......................... . 
Button carding ......... :>.. . .......... .. 
Bristle sorting . ........... . . . ........ ... . 
Sack making .. ... ............... . ..... .. 
Church and other embroh,lery. .... . . . .. • 
l'llanufacture of flock ........... : .. .. ... 
Nail straightenlng .......... .... .. . .... . 

· Power-loom weaving ................... . 
Crocbet,netting,and fancy needlework .. 
Dairy work Md farm.yard manage-

ment .............. .......... ...... .. 
Carpet beating ........................ .. 

&f~!emm"!fJgg ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 
Lithographlrig ......... ............. .. . 
Boys sent to moming places to clean 

knives, boots, etc . .. .... . ... ........ .. 
Harness making ............... ... .... .. 
Errand or messenger boys ... . .... . ... . 

2 i 
G 
2 
2 
lJ 
3 

I 

S o 
1 ' 21 

tl l 
~ I 
1 

45 

56 
4 
5 
1 
1 

16 
8 

18 

Work in neighboring mills and facto· 
ries ..... ....... ........... . ........ .. 

Netmaldn~ ...... ... ...... . .......... .. 
Straw plaitmg and working .......... . 
Dress making au <I millinery . . . . . . ... . 
Lace making ............ ........ .. .... . 
ntatch·box making ... . .............. : .. 
Manufacture of fire· lighters .... ...... . 
Brick making .......... : . .. .. .. . . .. . . . 
French polislilng ...................... . 

~rc~~fn'~g::::::::::::::.:::::::::::: 
»Ianufacture of p~at fuel ............ . 

~7E~L~~~ ~~: ~ ~~ ~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~~:: :: 
~~g~~;~g: ~::::::::: ::::: ::::::::: 
Bed and mattress making ............ . 
Rug making ...... ·_: ......... ... ...... .. 
Picture· frame makmg .. .. ... .. ....... . 
Bandbox making ...... . .... .. ........ .. 

~~o':':~~~~ .·:::::::: :::: :: :: :::::::: 

14 
6 
4 

31 
10 
8 
5 
2 
4 
3 
l 
l 
1 
1 

13 . 
13 
1 
l 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 

In America, it is extremely difficult to know what to do with that improvident 
section of our community, the drlft of-idlers. Our hope for the future lies mainly 
in the proper trainin~ of the young in industrial habits, that they may not lack 
the industrial capacities in which the shiftless jobbers are so deficient. Skilled labor 
only being in demand, the present most imperfect state of industrial education of 
the masses is largely to blame for the great number of unemployed in our midst. 
The trades-unions and similar organizations, having, in a. large measurE', done away 
with t~e apprentice and Journeyman of former days, th~ young people of to-day 
have little or no opportunity to learn trades and become skilled workmen. 

After briefly quoting_Jrom the special report on "Industrial Edu
cation," issued by the U. S. Bureau of Education in 1883, as to t he 
need of definite technical training caused by the decadence of ap
prenticeship, our author says : · 

The almost infinite subdivision of labor which exists in our modern industries is 
responsible for a large amount of deteriorated boy and girl labor. Learning, as the 
young do, only in part how to make any one thing, the demand for which expires 
with JJ. contract or fashion, it is no woudet· that the intermittent unemployed class 
is largely recruited from their ranks. In view of the em ergencies of the market, it 
may be this state of fluctuation in labor cannot be avoided ; but it would be well if 
parents and guardians would watch more closely than they now do the movements 
of their children, as they shift from one employment to another without the acqui-
sition of such experience as may be rendered marketable through life. . 

In some States, a law passed for the purpose has withdrawn a la rge amount of 
very young labor from the market. The wisdom of this law is unquestionable, but 
it is much to be regretted that a thorough industrial education in connection with 
the usual school instruction has not been provided for the children reached by it. 

A child, if properly drilled, by the age of fourteen can have acquired a sufficiently 
competent knowledge of some trade to secure a situation, and to enable him or her to 
work up into a thoroughly self-supporting man or woman . 

Quotations here omitted, were g iven from Mr. Charles G. Leland's 
"Industrial Art in Schools." . 

The great importance, also, of industrial night-schools for those who are employed 
during the day is too evident to need discussion. The technical instruction of an 
immense majority of mechanics is a ltogether inadequate. Such schools would be 
of incalculable benefit to young laborers who desire to pE'rfect themselves in differ-
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ent branches of the trade. These schools should be upon a thorough business footing 
and without the slightest suggestion of patronage or charity. Connected with them· 
a labor exchange, and a well-devised system of labor loans, and deposit banks 
would be a strong inducement for workmen to attend the evening classes and per
fect themselves in some branch of industry. 

It is ~atifying to learn, from the reports of the United States Commissioner of 
Education, that the number of asylums for children in which arrangements have 
been made for o:pening an industrial department is increasing. The great impor
tance of this subJect cannot be too strongly urged upon,the attention of all who 
found, support, superintend, or carry on institutions of this kind. The Kitchen 
Garden, which is so perfectly adapted to the needs of its inmates, has pre-eminently 
its mission in ~hese institutions. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING IN AMERICAN REFORMATORY INSTITUTIONS. 

Except in Massachusetts, there are no laws in this country requiring industrial or 
technical training ; but we are glad to find that, in the majority. of the reformatory 
institutions in the United States, trades are taught. The reports of these institu
tions indicate the teaching of forty-two distinct industries, while, as has been seen, 
seventy-two are ta.ught in similar institutions in Great Britain. Ordinary trade 
instruction has so far proved a great advance ; b1,1t, unquestionably, the Russian 
technologic system, as taught in the School of Mechanic Arts in Boston and else
where, if introduced into the reform and industrial schools of this country, woulJ 
result in far greater progress than has yet been attained. Under this admirable 
system, the boy not only learns a trade, but he acquires it quickly. At the same 
time, he learns, by successive and easy stages, scientific principles underlying all 
trades, so that when he leaves school he can readily adapt himself to pursuits other 
than those in ~vhich he has been especially instructed. . 
. While the feasibilit.y of such technologic training might once have been justly 

questioned, it has now passed beyond the experimental stage, and receives the en
dorsement of distinguished specialists engaged in juvenile reformatory work. It 
has been stated by one of these gentlemen that, for example, in the simple matter 
of forging, it is his belief "that the boy with his forty lessons in forging, so far as 
his knowledge of the art and his ability to apply what he has learned are concemed, 
is quite the equal of the boy who bas spent his two or three years of apprenticeship 
under the usual conditions." 

Seeing that this system of ·technologic training is the best in u se, it is a matter of 
regret that there are any hindrances to its general introduction. In the history of 
juvenile reformatory institutions, we find tf1at those first established in New York 
and three other States adopted and still adhere to the baneful contract system, 
although it has been set aside or disapproved everywhere in Europe, and by the 
majority of institutions in America. This system, which subjects the labor of the 
child to the control of contractors, must, necessarily,· be carried on in the interests of 
the contractor instead of for the benefit of the child, and cannot but be opposed to 
any industrial or technologic training which bas solely in view-the thorougli training 
of the child. 

The protest of the committee of the New York State Board of 
Charities, in 1879, against· the contract system in juvenile reforma
tory institutions, and the recommendations by the board that techni
cal instruction should be systematically taught in them, are quoted; 
the author then· says: 

We certainly cannot improve upon the Creator's design; namely, that of the 
" family system." True family life is what these poor waifs and wards lack and 
what they so much need. It is a system founded upon natural and fundamental 
principles. In the home are found the most impressive influences, which are indeli
bly fixed upon the child's mind and character. 

This is even more true of girls than boys; for the home is pre-eminently woman's 
spht>re, and it is especially desirable that every girl should be tl·ained in the various 
branches of work pertaining to the household. This can be readily done while she 
is also being trained in such other useful industries as will enable her to become as 

. self-supporting as her brother. There is no excuse for allowing a. girl in a refuge or 
reformatory or orphan asylum to become so institutionizcd that she is of little or no 
value in family service. There are riow excell~nt systems of domestic training 
which thoroughly fit girls to perform all thE' duties include«l in home life. Happily, 
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these. systems are gaining in favor; and domestic economy has its place W. the cur
riculum of· schools of the highest standing for young ladies. Into many of these 
schools throughout this country and abroad, the kitchen ~rden system has found 
its way, and is doing as excellent a work in this line as the Kindergarten in its field. 

New and carefully prepared school primers and more advanced text-books. on do
mestic work have been prepared, and deserve gener~l use.. Schc_>Ols adoptmg the 
methods advocated in tliese books can hardly fail to g1ve therr pupils the knowledge 
essential to a good housewife. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION OF WOMEN IN FRANCE. 

The history of the French movement for the industrial education and employ
ment of women furnishes the most strikin~ and at the same time the best example 
of what can be done in this direction. ThlS movement dates from about the year 
1862. Up to that time there existed no organization in France for aiding women to 
compete with men in any occupations demanding more than manual work. Female 
employmtlnt was mostly confined to infer~or grades of indust!Y· requiring li~le 
skill, and, as a necessary consequence, offermg small remuneration. '!'he attention 
of thoughtful men waB called to the subject; and in May, 1862, there was formed 
in Paris an association called ''Societe· pour !'Instruction Professionelle des Fem
·mes." This society commenced its operations very modestly, having for its capital 
about $2SO, and five pupils. At the end of the first six months there were forty 

•pupils, and at the close of the year the school had greatly increased and was found 
to be self-supporting; for it was laid down as a basis of the system that the pupils 
should pay for their instruction, the sum being fixed at eight francs, or about $1.60 
per month. The whole success rested upon rigid adherence to this rule. The work 
has steadily increased year by year, so that a system of examination had to be in
stituted, designed to favor the most deserving candidates. 

A report of this society says:-
. " At the opening of the school in Rue de la Perle, and for a number of years after

wards, the s:vstem followed was to divide the pupils into four classes. The first 
class, through which all passed on entering, supplied a general education, serving 
also to show the capacity of young women for any particular occupation; the second 
class, called" Cours de Commerce," furnished a training for pul'ely commercial pur
poses;' the third class, " Cours de Dessin," supplied the want of those who sougl;lt 
an education to be applied to industrial P~Rf,ses; the fourth class, called " .Atelier 
Confection," gave practical teaching !n · 'nery, dress-making, and all kinds of 
needlework. 

To these were added after a while several other classes, in which pupils were pre
pared more directly. for certain tra4es. In one o.f t.hem, which P!Oved very suc
cessful, wood-engravm~ was taught; m another, pamting on ·porcelam and on Ivory; 
and, in a third, the design and manufacture of jewelry and of various "Articles 
de Paris." More and mol'e as the institution developed itself, it was found neces
sary to prepare its pupils for definite occupations. The plan was adopted of placing 
such of ~he young women as desired it in work-shops and ateliers, where they might 
gain practical knowledge of the business tMy w1shed to acquire. They did not 
cease on this account to remain pupils of the school, but only quitted it for a fixed 
number of hours every day, to supplement their theoretical knowledge with that of 
practice. The result of all these arrangements was a success far beyond the most 
sanguine expectations of the original promoters of the scheme. 

The institution started in the Rue de la Perle not only turned out a large number 
of educated women,-all of whom found employment the moment they left it, the 
demand for them being greater than the supply,-but it produced a movement 
which , spreading all over France, gave rise to a vast number of institutions of the 
same kind. Of the schools for teaching particular trades, one of the largest and 
most successful is the '' Atelier de Devidage de la Soie," established by the large silk 
manufacturer M. Hamlin, in Paris, with branches at Lyons and St. Etienne. The 
Paris school has two hundred and fifty pupils who are completely instructed in the 
art of silk weaving, including the designing of patterns. 

Other trades are similarly provided. The goldsmiths and jewelers established the 
" Ecole de Dessin et de Modelage " for women, which is training a great many to 
fill not only the low, ·but the higher and highest posts in an industry of immense . 
importance in the French capital. There is still another school for the manufacture 
of metals, still another for repairing clocks and watches. 

Owing to the efforts of some of the most influential of the " Societes de Patron
age," two important State establishments, the celebrated manufactory of the Gobe
lins and the National Printing Office, have in recent years been thrown open to 
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women. The fact that wom~n should have been admitted among the highly trained 
artisans of ·these places, artists in the first case even more than artisans, is a strik
ing testimony to the value which the industrial training of women has 1!-lready 

· eached in France. · 
Female labor spread very greatly in four other branches of Parisian industry, be

sides those already named, in the years from 1860 to 1872. These were the trades 
of watch-making, of the manufacture of musical wind instruments of all kinds,
fl.utes, trumptes, etc. ,-of piano and harp manufacture, and lastly of surgical instru
ments and bandages. The increase of women in the watch-making business dur
ing the twelve years was no less than 2, 740 per cent.; while, in the manufacture of 
wind instruments, it amounted to 6,600 per cent., and in pianoforte and harp 
manufacture to 11,266 per cent. No less than sixty per cent. of the artisans were 
women." 
~his lengthy quotation from the report of Mr. Watherston shows in part what 

has been accomplished in France for the industrial education of women. Would 
that it might thoroughly incite us to imitate the example set us by the earnest few 
who initiated this grand work for women ! 

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS FOR AMERICAN GIRLS SUGGESTED. 

How much better would it be, if only those who showed a decided aptitude for 
the-" higher education of women" were admitted to a normal school with the view 
of fitting them to become teachers, while the others, who also must earn a living, 
were provided with technical schools, where they could pursue a commercial course 

· or perfect themselves in some of the many branches of industry in which their 
· ·.French sisters excel so wonderfully ! We can but be encouraged by what has already 

been accomplished and is now done fo:r the masses of those who must support 
themselves. With our growing population there is imperative demand for techni
cal industrial training, and we should make strenuous efforts to effect its introduc
tion wherever it is not given. New avenues would thus be opened to those who 
·must seek employment as soon as they finish their common school course of study. 
The present. channels are overcrowded by those who, when they are thrown upon 
the world, have had no instruction which would fit them for some handicraft. 
They are consequently obliged to follow in the crowded lines instead o.f supplying 
the steady demand for skilled artisans. · 

In the United States, Massachusetts takes the lead in industrial education. The 
legislature of that State has ordered its int-roduction into all the common schools. 
The report of the Committee on Industrial Schools, made to the Board of Educa
tion of Boston, recommends that sewing, which is now taught in three classes of 
girls' grammar schools, be carried forward into all the classes by a gradual pro
gression, care being taken not to allow it to interfere with their other studies. The 
proposed course of instruction includes shaJ?ing and fitting all ladies' garments, the 
requisite materials to be ·furnished by the mty. * * ·:.. . 

A number of admirable industrial schools, not connected with asylums or public 
schools, are now in successful operation in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and 
other cities. 

The New York Legislature in 1875 passed a law (Laws, 1875, Chap. 322, Reports) 
entitled "An Act relating to Free Instruction in Drawing." It designates State nor
mal schools, city schools, and union schools in which this instruction shall be given; 
but, upon inquiry, it is found that, with the except~on of normal schools, the law 
has not taken full effect outside of the city of New York. This is the nearest ap
proach to a law- requiring industrial and technologic training in New York. It is 
hoped legislators in all our States may be aroused to the importance of enacting 
laws requiring industrial training at least in all institutions supported by the State, 
and of providing some means for the enforcement of such laws. 

TECHNICAL TRAINING NEEDED BY ALL CLASSES IN THE COMMUNITY. 

There can certainly be no question as to its being the duty of our public instructors 
to give that training which will best qualify their pupils to be the most useful and 
self-supporting citizens. They should at least fit them to be able to return to the 
community an equivalent for what they have received from the State. 

Nor does this apply alone to those who are educated at the public expense. There 
can be no greater fallacy held by Americans (who are pre-eminently working people) 
than that technical training is only for the working classes. The sooner we di~ify 
labor by putting it into its proper place, the sooner shall we get rid of our e1Toneous 
notions about it. In the vicissituaes of life, we know not what may be the lot of 
any. Knowledge of a practical character is of immense value to every one, and 
no one can afford to I.Je deprived of it, 
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To those interested in solving the perplexin~ problem of how to get rid of the 
growing pauperism which threatens to fasten 1tself upon us as it has done on the 
older nations of Europe, this subject of industrial education is of vast importance ; 
for it strikes at the root of the evil, and, if persisted in, might be the lever to lift us 
out of the difficulty. To those acquainted with "the subject before us, the outlook 
is more encouraging than one would at first suppose. 'l'o give an adequate idea of 
simply the volunteer and private eff01t in behalf of technologic and industrial 
training in the United States would make a large and interesting volume. There 
are in New York.City alone fifty-two schools and institutions giving this instruc- , 
tion. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN, BY MRS. BRIANT. 

One of the most ingenious is an outgrowth of the Kitchen Garden, the prin
ciples of which have been adapted, by Mrs. Briant, to a system for instructing 
little boys in the elements of agricultural pursuits. They are taught. by using a 
large box of earth and by means of miniature ploughs, harrow, rakes, hoes, etc., 
the processes of preparing the ground, sowing the seed, caring for it, gathering in 
the crops, taking the corn or wheat to the mill, grinding it, and finall,Y leaving it in 
the kitchen for the bread-maker. All this is accompanied by questions, answers, 
songs and whistling to a piano accompaniment. So the work of the farmer, like 
that of the housemaid, is made bright and attractive to children. 

For asylums or orphanages in rural districts nothing could be better for the very 
little bOys than. this early . training in the pursuits they would natumlly follow. 
* * * 

Any information regarding any of these schoqls can be had from the Industrial 
Education ·Association of New York, the object of which is to disseminate informa
tion on industrial training and to endeavor to stipmlate a general public opinion in 
its favor. 

Those desiring to study the subject of Industrial Education would do well to 
procure a copy of the special re,{>ort of the United States Bureau of Education on 
Industrial Education in the Umted States; but there is no more valuable and ex
tensive source of information on this subject than the report of the Royal Commis
sion on" Technical Instruction" in Europe, recently presented at the command of 
her Majesty to the Houses of Parliament in London. One cannot read these volumes 
without feeling that we in America are yet in the infancy of this subject. But we 
are slowly coming to believe that there is no tl:uer maxim than that which is re
corded as a saying of one of the wisest of the rabbis, "He who would not bring up 
his son to a trade was as if he forced him to be a thief." Nor is that which was 
said by Wilhelm von Humboldt less true : "Whatever we wish to see introduced 
into the life of a nation must first be introduced into the life of its schools." Hence 
we are;ue that all schools should be provided with technical and industrial in
structlOn." 





VIII •. 

HAND AND EYE TRAINING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

BY SUPERINTENDENT W. S. MA~K, MOLINE, ILL. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The following extracts are from the interesting paper read before 
the Illinois State Teachers' Association, Dece~ber 31, 1885, by the 
School Superintendent of Moline, Ill., an account of whose experi
ments in promoting and exhibiting the industrial work of pupils in 
the public schools of that city, will be found in Chapter XVII of 
this volume (see pages 220-225). 

Superintendent Mack, after briefly reviewing the educational phi
losophy of several countries, the Chinese, the Greeks, the Romans, 
and the Elll'opeans of a later age, and suggesting the sources of our 
modern educational ideas, thus concludes that part of his paper and 
proceeds to set forth the various arguments in favor of the develop
ment of the industrial features in the elementary schools of the 
United States. As an early statement of these arguments by a very 
competent educator, these extracts are of value. 

EVOLUTION m METHODS OF EDUCATION. 

We have not the time, nor is it necessary to review the work of those most fromi
nent in the evolution of education-to find what contributions of origina value 
each has made to the general fund, and to what exten:t'each was influenced by his 
predecessors, and by the social conditions which constituted his environment. We 
do know, however , that this evolution is going on unceasingly, parallel to, and as 
a result of, our widening knowledge of human capacity and destiny, and our b!lt
ter comprehension of social laws, and will continue t o the end of time; that educa
tion has a definite and determinable'value in this life; that in order to prepare its 
recipients for right living, it must meet the demands of the organization of which 
they are a part; that no absolute standard of individual excellence is conceivable
the highest standard being only the formulation of the best thought of -those who 
create it; that education does not seek to accomplish results beyonC1 this standard; 
that all the schoolmasters on the face of the earth cannot impose an education out 
of harmony with the circumstances which order our lives. These are the inevita
ble conclusions to which history leads us, and it is this which should govern our in
vestigation of the subject in hand, that we may consider it not less· from the stand
point of the citizen than of the schoolmaster. 

Returning to our· inquiry-how did the subjects now taught in the schools get 
there, and why is their claim unquestioned, we are prepareu to answer-their knowl
edge-giving value first won them a place; their knowledge-giving, combined with 
their self-culture value, has given them a permanent value as educational means. 

That these subjects were originally valued, chiefly, if not wholly, because they 
contained information more or less directly applicable to the ordinary affairs of life, 
is evidenced by the prevalence of the memoriter methods in the early schools
methods which have not entirely disappeared from the schools of our day, and 
which exalted the receiving above the potential ability of the pupil. That the best 
teaching of to-day aims to give power by exercising the mind largely upon those 
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subjects which possess the greatest knowled~e-giving value, shows, also, how utterly 
impossible it. is to l'id our educational equation of its life quantity. 

But do the present subjects furnish a basis for all the tra.inin~ that is desirable in 
the public school? Do they embrace all the avenues by which the mind is ap· 
proached, and all the processes by which the pupil's f:,"l'owth is promoted? Do they 
compass all the means by which we realize our concepts in actions? Who says yes? 

On the other hand, is not the education we are now giving more nearly in accord 
with sound educational principles than that of any previous generation ? Has not 
every one of the subjec~ we are teaching a demonstrated value in our courses of 
study? Does not each confer a training and a knowledge which none of the others 
can supply ? Who says no? 

The sound ad vocate of band and eye training does not urge the omission of any 
of the present subjects, that this, or any other-, may find a place. To him the prob
lem is not one of substi tution, but of addition,-~ broadening of our common 
school curriculum, in order that we may obtain the results contemplated in our 
most conservative definition of education. He would narrow the gap which sepa
rates the science from · the art of teaching. The nearer these approach, the nearer 
we shall come to fulfilling our obligations as educators, or r ather , the nearer we 
shall come to earning and deserving the title of educators at all; for is it not obvi
ous that the principles which constitute the scit<nce of education are of little value, 
except as they are applied to the training of youth, and does not the neglect of any 
device by which these principles may be realized in practice, imply to that extent 
a failure to educate, through the inadequacy of the art? 

IMPORTANCE OF THE SUBJECT. 

. The subject of hand and eye training, then, becomes one of the most important 
before the people and the educator of to-day. No subject of training now employed 
in our elementary schools ever had to knock so long and so loudly for admission 
as this , or was ever kept waiting so long on the threshold of our educational tem1>le, 
while its passports and letters of introduction were being scrutinized, that we 
might satisfy ourselves that it was no presumptuous intruder, instead of the bearer 
of good tidings to all-to the yupil in trainil')g ; to the teacher who tl·ains him ; to 
the community which takes 1ts character from this contact. 

WHAT IS PROPOSED BY THIS TRAINING. 

Before proceeding farther let us define ow· subject more closely-first negatively. 
By hand and· eye training we do not contemplate the teaching of trades, or the 
giving in auy sense a technical training with a view to preparing for a specialty, 
any more than we are guided by these considerations in our teaching of reading, 
arithmetic, language and penmanship. At no period could the public schools edu
cate its pupils for a specialty without impairing its highest usefulness. The years 
which the pupil spends in it are none too long for developing that power and those 
aspirations which make the man and the citiZen, and any attempt to specialize 
prior to,-or at the expense~f this training, is not only contl·ary to the spirit of the 

·public school system, but is also incompatible with the highest degree of technical 
power which is possible only when supplemented by the resom·ces developed by 

. general training. · 
MISTAKES MADE BY EARLY ADVOCATES. 

This is something we can ill afford to loose sight of, for it is doubtless just here 
that the early advocates of "Industrial," or " Manual Training" made their 
mistake, and antagonized the best educational thought, by urging what they 
intended· to be, to some extent at least , a specialization of elementary education. 
To this prejudice is chiefly due the postponement of that rational culture which our 
subject contemplates, namely, the cultivation frow the earliest years of the hand 
and eye as two of the most important avenues, over which from the beginning to 
the end of life .. the best matenal for our concepts is conveyed to the brain, and 
thence out again as materialized thought; a method of training which gives power 
to perceive clearly, to conceive rightly, and to express effectively. Pass before your 
mind's eye the matter and the methods which constitute the education of the public 

. school as now organized, and say, if you can, they are adequate fo1· the full, or 
even the reasonable accomplishment of this purpose; or say, if you can, that the 
results here proposed are outside the l~gitimate province of the public school. 

V A.RIOUS DESIRABLE METUODS SUGGESTED. 

Once the necessity for this tl·aining is admitted, the appropriate and adaptable 
means for giving it will be at once suggested. Drawing and moulding ; the real
ization of form in materials which are easily fashioned and combined as paper, 
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cardboard, wood, etc.; many kinds and varieties of needlework, and the cuttin~ of 
patterns for the parts of garments; and finally, as soon as the pupil's phys10al 
development adm1ts of it, the workshop,-the "crowning glory" of all ,-where the 
boy may learn the qualities and possibilities of constructive materials by being 
exercised in the manipulation of tools, are some of the more obvious mean.'!, already 
tested; for giving this training. 

Let us now specify some of the more important and pressing reasons for according 
to this training gf:!teral and permanent recognition in our school work : 

TRAINING IN DRA WINO QUICKENS THE PERCEPTIONS. 

I. It will increase the perceiving power of the pi.Ipil, or in othe1· words, it will 
enable him to get a larger number of, and at the same time clearer impressions, 
from the multitude of objects with which he contes in contact, and which are the 
basis of his thoughts. · It is true the brain absorbs by means of all the five ijenses, 
which include of course the functions of the hand and eye ; but the quality of these 
impressions depends entirely upon the delicacy and accuracy of the absorbing 
medium, whioh in turn are the result of frequent and proper exercise. 

. The pupilhas been getting his knowled&'e of different subjects chiefly through 
the eye and ear-through the eye by reading the p1·inted page, and to a meagre 

·extent relatively, by contact with, and by the production of gt·aphic and concrete 
illustrations. 

DRA WINO A.'S AN AID IN TEACHING OTHER STUDIES. 

Arithmetic, Geography, History, and Scienoe cannot be efficiently taught with
out the frequent aid of form- a language which oftentimes conveys more ac
curate information to the mind through the eye, than the written medium. Draw
ing clears away many of the difficulties incident to operations with fractional 
numbers; drawing, combined with the production of concrete forms, is indispensable 
to the in~lligent solution of many problems in mensuration ; drawing and mould
ing vitalize the facts of geography and history, and. fix the observations and deduc
tions in natural science; drawing and the construction of apparatus lead to an 
easier and clearer comprehension of the principles of physics and chemistry. Is not 
a training which gives to pupils this equipment, worthy of recognition for this, if 
for no other reason, and is it not evident also that two_ of the most important means 
of getting information have been made only partially available? 

TRAINING IN DRAWING ADDS TO POWERS OF EXPRESSION. 

II. It will mcrease the expressing power of the pupil. Mr. John S: Clark of 
Boston, in an address delivered before the Philadelplua Board of Trade, June, 1881, 
covers this point admirably. He says, "The force or character of a brain is 
measw·ed entirely by what comes out of it. The brain absorbs through all the five 
senses, while for expressing purposes it makes use of but two of these senses, or 
rather of but two organs of these senses-the tongue and the hand: We find that 
provision has been made for greatly distending the absorbing side of the brain. 
while for the expressing side the provision has been limited to the use of the tongue 
in speech, and the band in writing. A remedy for this defect is indicated in the 
addition of the study of graphic and esthetic art through drawing, and of training 
in the manual arts, to the previous brain eCJ.uipment. These features come into the 
scheme on the expressing side of the bram and in the service of the hand, thus 
giving the brain ample power to discharge thought in its most complete form for 
use or for beauty." . 

In the quotation cited, the regulative value of the eye in the execution of all 
form, is assumed to be self-evident. The concrete forms which man creates are no 
more the product of one than the othe1·. The hand is the machine, the eye the con
trolling and regulating agency, and the brain the sow·ce of motive power. -If we 
stop to consider how much expressing power is comprehended by the hand and eye, 
and to what extent the people of the world are required to express thought by 
means of these in the economic arts we cannot fail to perceive the paramount 
importance of developing by every proper means the efficiency of this medium. 

TRAINING IN DRAWING PROMOTES HABITS OF ORDER AND EXACTNESS. 

III. It will develop habits of method and exactness. Train the eye to appreciate 
form, and the hand to represent and create it in all its varied applications to deco
ration and construction, and in accordance with the established principles of art, 
and you will find that along with this practice, you have cultivated a precision in 
t~e combination and anangement of details to secure the final result, which will 
affect all the operations of the mind, whether in the realm of the concrete or the 
~bstract. The intelligence and the application which will enable a pupil to work a 
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good button-hole, and hem a handkerchief evenly, regularly and neatly; square 
two pieces of wood and unite them by means of a close joint, following the details 
of · a working drawing; represent on a flat surface the appearance of an object in 
space, ~th the proper proportion and convergence of lines, or combine form units for 
purposes of ornament, with a due observance of the laws of proportion, symmetry, 
balancing and adaptability to space, will tend to make the same child more accurate 
in his numerical computations, more concise and precise in his oral and written ex
pression, and more methodical in this and all other school work. 

We are as positive that proper training of the hand and eye will do much tore
form our loose habits of thought and expression, 'as we are that the proper study of 
science will develop .o.abits of observation and classification. 

TRAINING IN DRAWING DEVELOPS THE PERCEPTION AND LOVE OF PROPORTION AND 
OF BEAUTY. 

IV. It will develop the esthetic nature of the pupil by bringing him into intelli
~ent communion with form, without which contact a cultivated and refined taste 
lS impossible. No training the school can give will do ]Ilore to enlarge the pupil's 
capacity for enjoyment, tban that which puts him in sympathy with the subtle 
qualities of form. Without this sympathy half the sunshine of life is intercepted 
liefore it reaches us. Without this sympathy and the knowledge that comes with 
it, man is deprived of one of the strongest incentives to the improvement of his 
surroundings-to making them attractive to the eye and the understanding, and 
thereby to the creation of an atmosphere in which character cannot help but thrive. 
A simple illustration will make our· meaning plain. 

Did you ever notice what abominable taste, or lack of taste is displayed by the 
average community in the care of streets and yards, and in the construction, deco
ration and furnishing of dwellings-with streets outside the wagon track grown up 
with weeds; the lawns and shrubbery unkept; monotonous parallel stretches of 
picket fence approaching in the dim perspective; the single, staring, nightmare
producing gable, alwa;rs facing the street; the square windows and red blinds; the 
abortive attempts to unitate natural forms in carpets and wall papers; th,e sham 
furniture, and the gaudy lithographs and chromos on the walls, which shock the 
eye more than the patterns they partially cover. . 

These things indicate a low order of taste in matters of mere form, whose con
tact we caunot avoid, that is wholly incompatible with the development of those 
emotions and sentiments which constitute the highest refinement of the home and 
of society. 
. Only the training we are now discussing, working on the esthetic nature of the 
masses throu~h the public school, will make our homes more attractive, and their 
inmates happier through their increased capacity for enjoyment. 

TRAINING IN DRAWING TENDS TO DEVELOP HARMONY OF CHARACTER. 

V. It will develop the moral along with the esthetic nature. It is difficult to re
fine the taste in matters of form, without refining to a considerable, if not to an 
equal extent, the aspirations and the conduct. The numerous objects upon which 
the individual may exerci,;e his self-activity at all times, will, by the very occupa
tion they furnish, leave little room in the mind for low aims and desires. " Gradu
ally, and almost insensibly," quoting Felix Adler, the foremost advocate of hand 
and eye training, or the" Creative Method of Training," as he calls it," the analogy 
of the work performed on· outward objects will be applied to inward experience. 
A delicate sensibility to true and harmonious relations will be engendered, and the 
impressions thus obtained, can later on be raised into convictions by direct moral 
instruction. The pupil, when of sufficient age, can be taught that in the world of 
thought, and feeling, too, truth and harmony of relations are the sole ends to be 
sought. Thus, while he is shaping the typical objects which the instructor pro
poses to him as a task; while he poses silently, perslStently and lovingly over these 
objects, reaching success by dint of gradual approximation, he is at the same time 
shaping his own character, and a tendency of mind is created, from which will 
eventually result the loftiest and pW'est morality." 

TRAINING IN DRAWING REVEALS NATURAL CAPABILITIES OF PUPILS. 

VI. It will help to reveal the adaptability of the pupil. If there is anything that 
educators are agreed upon, it is that the education of the common school should 
lead the pupil to exercise the latent power of his nature in as many different forn~ 
as possible, in order that he may choose intelligently that occupation for which lns 
organization adapts him. This he certainly cannot do, unless, as has been previ
ously stated, he has at his command the means for expressing himself, for assertin~ 
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his peculiar bent. It is equally certain that the training we have been giving, by 
ignorin~ the principles and materials of form, and the relations which these sustain 
to the life employments of the majority, has made the school in a multitude of 
cases, a hindrance ratper than an aid to right living, or as has 1·ecently be said of the 
university in a late Review-'.' A place where pebbles are polished and diamonds 
dimmed." 

IT STIMULATES THE ATTENTION. 

VII. It will give zest to ab'etract study by serving as a recreation. The recreative 
value of hand and eye training is not the least important of its recommendations. 
To the pupil wearied with the study of books, with interest lagging and senses 
dulled, 1t is a welcome and a restful change. The vital forces are b.rought to bear. 
on other organs, and with new exercise comes renewed interest and pleasurable 
sensations. Only by combining manual with mental exercise, carrying neither to 
the extreme of tiresomeness can we securo that harmony of proportions in school 
work, which is so essential to healthful activity. 

IT ENCOURAGES AND DEVELOPS THE INDUSTRIAL SPIRIT. 

vm. Lastly' hand and eye training carried on during the school life of the. pupil, 
in the mannet· described, and with the immediate results enumerated, will do more 
than the combined training now given, to make pupils orderlr and self-supporting 
members of society.-to prepare them for that citizenship which our highest stand
ard contemplates, and which after all is the ultimate aim of education. Educate 
the :pupil so that he can estimate his own l?owe1·, and you give him the ability, and 
the mclination to be a producer-to be a g1ver as well as a taker in society. 

An education which cultivates the indttSt1'ial spi1'it is the best education the 
school can give; it is the only all around education; it is the onl;r humane edu
cation; it is the only education based on the self-activity of the pupil, and is there
fore the only education which will satisfy t~1e demand of our day and generation, 
potent beyond anything we have yet tried to diminish and prevent pauperism and 
crime, which are increasing out of all proportion to 'th~ growth of population, in 
spite of our present methods of training. If you think we go too far in this par
ticular, and claim too much, read Royce's" Deterioration and Race Education"
not for its literary qualities, not for its conclusions, but for its overwhelming mass 
of data, collected from every civilized country, from our own especially, and formu· 
late your own conclusions. 

There will be several minor advantages accompanyin~ this training which we 
have no time to discuss, chief among which is the economtc one of constructing a 
large part of the apparatus and appliances needed in the school-room, and the in
ducement offered to a large number of pupils, especially to boys, to remain longer 
in school. 

* * * * * * * 
After a succinct recital of the few experiments which had then 

been begun in various places Mr. Mack concludes. 
Enough has been said to show the drift of public sentiment in different parts of 

the country, widely separated by space and local conditions. Enough has been said 
to show that this movement is in the direction of a broader elementary training, 
instead of the narrower education of a specialty. Enough has been said to show 
that hand and eye training is designed to supplement and not supplant the present 
literary training of -the schools. Enough has been said to show that unless our 
literary training be thus supplemented, we shall, in the estimation of those most 
prominent in the new movement, fall short of training yo"Qth for the responsibilities 
and emergencies of modem life. 

As a parent, as a teacher, and as a citizen, then, we plead for systematic training 
of hand and eye throughout the public school course-as a parent, because we 
want our children to go out of the public school with the best possible equipment, 
and· with the ambition to be somebody, and to accomplish something through hon
est labor, of whatever kind; as a teacher, because we want to prepare our pu~ils 
for the highest standard of right living; as a citizen, because we believe educatton 
should make men not only more intelligent, but more order-loving, through the 
cultivation of the "industrial disposition," a consummation which we have no rea-
son to think will ever be attained by means of our present litet·ary training. · 





IX. 

'rHE PUBLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA. 

INTRODUCTION 

This Association; which for the epast few yeal'S has been a potent 
factor in arousing, informing and airecting public opinion in Phil
adelphia concerning matters affecting the education of children, 
and especially in regard to those changes in the methods of school 
training which characterize the "New Education," had its origin 
in a report made in 1880 by a sub-committee, to the Central Com
mittee " on the care and education of dependent children," of the 
Society for Organized Charity. This comprehensive re})ort was pre
pared by the chairman of the sub committee, Miss Charlotte Pendle
ton, who has since become the secretary of the association to which 
it gave rise. 

It is significant that this charitable organizatlon, being of neces
sity confronted with the problems presented by the children of the 
poor, found itself for:ced not simply to consider how its own e~rts 
might be exerted directly to their solution, but to a full realization 
that the problems were so .difficult, the needs so great, and an im
mediate solution so essential to the welfare of all, tij.at only the 
Community, through its organized instrumentalities, was capable of 
successfully meeting the issues. The most cursory examination of 
social phenomena in the United States can hardly fail to enforce 
and emphasize the fact, that, however it may be elsewhere in the 
world, it is certain that in this country the education of the children 
of all the people can only be undertaken by the people. 

In large cities the number of the needy children of school age 
whose training is imperative is so vast that no associations of private 
individuals can hope successfully to provide for their educational 
needs ; while in rural communit1es fopulation is so scattered that 
only by combining all the children o a neighborhood in a common 
school can any of them receive the necessary school training. It 
follows then that, whatever may be the ingenious and specious 
theories of the various classes who oppose the free public common 
schools, the underlying common sense of the people, recognizingthe 
necessities of their existence, will guard them against. all assailants. 

It by no nieans follows that the private efforts of charitable citi
zens have therefore no field of labor, and that all matters relating to 
education may· safely be left to the automatic action of public organ.: 
izations. So far is this from being the case that the instances 

. already recorded in this Report, in which private benevolence, enter
prise, sagacity, have blazed the way for public action, are' so numer
ous that to note others is to run great risk of wearying the reader. 
The present is a notable example. 

989 
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The Association formed in consequence of this report, and which, 
at first, comprised not more than half a hundred of those citizens of 
Philadelphia who took active interest in the educational welfare of 
the city, began at once to collect and disseminate information on 
matters relating to certain features of education in which they held 
the city system deficient. · . 

First, the proper organization of the school authorities was con
sidered and the absence of any directive bead noted, such as was 
bad in other cities in the City Superintendent of Schools. Second, 
the im:{>ortance of the adoption in the schools of some form of 
industrial training, then the topics of Kindergarten, of Sewing in 
Schools, of Manual Training, of School Hygiene, of the Pay. of 
Teachers, of How to reach all"the children of the City, were, in turn, 
taken up and thoroughly investigated. · 
. In, the preceding volume of this Report and, also, in Chapter X-IV, 

of this volume, there is abundalft evidence of the readiness shown 
by President Steel, of the Philadelphia Board of Education, to study 
new educational methods and to advocate such as commended them
selves to his jl;tdgment. It was not surprising then to be informed 
by Mis$ Pendleton, in the note accompanying ·the Reports ·and 
aecounts·which were kindly put at the service of the writer, that the 
r eport just referred to "attracted the attention of the President of 
the Board of Education, who came to see me, and we· both agreed 
that our efforts should be united to introduce Manual Training into 
the Public School system and not to establish especial charity schodls 
for this p~rpose." . . 

The wisdom of this combination of forces in a common purpose 
has been abundantly justified by the results. 

"Wnile the report made by Miss Pendleton, as chairman of one sub
committee of the lar~e society for organized charity, has resulted 
in the creation of this Public Education Association, the report of 
Miss Hallowell, the chairman of another sub-committee of the same 
charitable association," on the Care of Dependent Children," led to 
the organization of The Kindergarten or "Sub Prh:i:tary Society," 
which has resulted in the connecting of the Kindergarten with the 
Public School system. 

The definite formation of the Public Education .Association was 
due to the adoption of tb~ closing r ecommendation made a year later · 
in a second Report, by Miss Pendleton, as chairman of a sub-commit. 
tee on " Compulsory and Industrial Education;" this was adopted 
by the assembly and a committee of three citizens, Messrs. George 
T. Harrison, James S. Whitney and Miss Pendleton, were appointed 
to consider the advisability of forming an association for advancing 
public education. This was done to remove it from the field of 
charity. The Committee invited some twenty men and women, 
leading citizens, to advise with them, who thus became the nucleus of 
the Association subsequently formed. 

It is by r eason of the remarkable results effected in the develop· 
ment of the public-school system of the city of Philadelphia, which 
are admitted by all to be largely due to the intelligent and enthu· 
siastic efforts of the members of this Association, that it has be~n . 
thought. desirable to devote so much space as is here given to 1ts 
official history ; in order that public-spirited citizens, in other to~s 
and cities, ·may see by what methods these citizens of Philadelph111 

were enabled so speedily to hring ::tbout such far-reaching changes, 
;tm.l to effect such desirahle results. 
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In the latest issue in Dr. Butler's series of Educational Mono
graphs; March, 1890, entitled "Manu:t.l Training in the Public Schools 
of Philadelphia," fust received as this proof comes from the printer, 
Superintendent MacAlister, the author of the pamphlet, pays · a 
hearty tribute to . the good work of ~his Association; and to that 

· of the Sub-Primary .School Society; to whose efforts be credits the 
establishment of the City Public Kindergartens. He also says: 
"Philadelphia has been peculiarly fortunate in the possession of 
associations formed to co-operate with the Board of Education in 
promoting improvements in the J?.ublic schools," and recalls the fact 
that seventy years before a similar body of distinguished citizens 
effected the founding of the public-school system of the city. 

All the changes made since 1880 in the direction of the new de
parture of the Philadelp)lia Schools, especially those looking to In
dustrial Training in schools, etc., have been discussed ab.d aided by 
'this Association in connection with other citizens. The remarkable 
exhibit of school work shown in May, ' 1888, referred to on pa~es 
232-236 of this volume, was due directly to this Association wh1ch 
generously undertook to meet all the expenses incurred. 

It is claimed, also, that the similar society in New Orleans, 
Louisiana, and The Public Education Society of New York, are · 
modelled upon their Philadelphia precursor. Surely all this is a 
somewhat surprising outcome of a report made by a sub-committee 
of a charitable society in a single city. 

From this seminal "report," and from the subsequent eight annual 
Reports, the followin&' account of this initiation and growth of The 
Public Education Somety of Philadelphia is compiled. 

From its record it would appear that the motto of thi& extremely 
active association might well be "Altiora Peto," since success in its 
undertakings seems to serve only as a stimulus to greater conquests; 
its latest initiative bein&' the publication of an elaborate "Scheme for 
a Girls' High School," m which· it is proposed that the principles 
underlying the domestic industries of the home, shall be taught to 
girls; JUst as those underlying the mechanical industries, are taught 
to boys in the Ma~ual Training Schools. 

The following abstract from the report by Miss Pendleton, gives 
the origin of the movement which r esulted in the organization of 
the Association. 

REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE ON SEWING TO THE CENTRAL 
COMMITTEE ON CARE AND EDUCATION OF DEPENDENT CHILDREN 
OF THE SOCIETY FOR ORGANIZED CHARITY. 

It is recognized broadly that oppOl'tunities for instruction hitherto offered to all 
through our Public Schools have fa:iled to prepare the citizen for self-support. The 
number of persons in our prisons who have r eceived intellectual tuition merely, is 
found vastly to exceed those who have received instructions in handicrafts. It was 
thought until very recently that the demand for labor and the great r esources of 
this country, united with our system of government precluded all danger from 
Communism; which was supposed to be the uprising of the hungt·y and of the op
pressed against those in power who withheld from these the fruits of their labor. 
But we have been rudely awakened of late from this fatal sense of security, and 
we recognize in Communism the baneful forces. of ignorance and indolence united 
by artful schemers for dangerous ends. How is this new peril to he met? This is 
as far as public sentiment ha.s gone: but our statesmen. scholars, philanthropists, 
and all who a re in any way brought to reflect upon the question of popular instruc
tion are deeply aroused to the need of industrial ~>rlucation in its various forms. It 
has ah·eady passed the stage of tleruonstration.· and in the multiplicity of counsels 
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and of methods is only awaiting some formative mind or principle to become-an 
integral part of o~ system of education; whether within or without the Public 
Schools. _ 

'J;'hese are the first thoughts that formulated themselves in my mind from the 
great amount of matter connected with Industrial education that has passed under 
my hands since I undertook to furnish your Committee with some data on the sub-
ject of Sewing Schools. _ . 

This simplist form of manual instruction is so intimately connected in principle 
and application with the whole question of manual instruction that I h ave not been 
able to glean matter in relation to it without covering inore or less the whole field. 

- The work seems to be springing up simultaneously in different parts of the country 
in such an isolated and empirical fashion that there is still much confusion of ideas 
and consequently of terms. The term manual instruction seems to cover all that 
is meant by Technical, Handicraft, Indust1-ial, etc. _ 

I have 110t looked into any of the old charity methods of teaching s.ewing, as I 
am convinced that this like all other branches of manual instruction, in the words 
of Dr. John D. Runkle in his paper on the manual element in Education (page 190, 
41st Report of the Board of Education of Massachusetts) must be "approached 
from the instructive and not from the constructive side." " In each case the details · 
must be worked out simply as an educational problem, and the instruction put in 
charge of an expert specialist, who understands theoretically and practica.lly the 
particular manipulations." 

SEWING AS TAUGHT IN BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

Sewing is taught in the Public Schools of Boston only, so far as I can ascertain; 
where it was introduced in 1875. I will read you portions of a letter from Miss Lu
cretia P. Hale on the results of this experiment. '' * * * . It is astonishing how 
much is learned by the instruction of two hours a week, because it is systematic 
and regular. In this it is a great improvement on Mission Schools which cannot 
secure a steady attendance. In the Public Schools, we do have the girls there regu
larly. And we saw the advantage of the reform when this committee took the 
matter in hand and required that all work should be prepared, thimbles provided 
(if forgotten by the puJ?il), needles, etc. Indeed it is now perfectly systematic; not 
a moment of the hour JS wasted; the baskets are brought into the room as the hour 
be~s, the work distributed directly, and the sewing be!rins promptly just as the 
wnting or any other instruction does. W e found that this had not been the case 
before; if a ~irl had not her thimble, or if she broke lier needle, the teacher put her 
upon somethmg else. · 

But now the regular two hours a week give more systematic instruction than 
could be got at any home, even the very best; and there are many homes where 
the mothers would not know how to teach it. 

Last year an effort was made at retrenchment in the school committee by cutt~ng 
off the special teachers from the committee on sewing, and petitioners from onts1de 
prevented any change. Special teac4ers are valuable because they prepare the 
work out of school hours, and because a class of fifty needs the supervision of both 
the regular class teacher and the special teacher. The good effect of all this teach· 
ing is shown in improvement in the homes, as the children bring their lessons there. 

In a. school in South Boston, in the poorest part of the-city, where sewing has, 
however, the longest been taught, the teacher finds it much easier to teach her 
younger classes, than a few years ago, because they have learned from their older 
sisters how to use the thimble." 

Miss Hale is well qualified to speak as she has been on the Board of Public In· 
struction during this interval, was largely instrumental in estabhshing the Boston 
School of Art Neddle-work, and has recently compiled from publications prepared 
for the use of teachers in the public elementary schools of Engla.nd the admira~le 
Manual on Plain Needle-work which establishes the proper methods and gradat~on 
of instruction, and which seems to answer every purpose of a text book on sewmg 
in schools. 

SEWING TAUGHT IN OIRLS' REFORM AND CHARITY SCHOOLS. 

Sewing is taught in all the reformatory and charity schools for girls whose re
ports I h ave examined. Knitting is taught to the yotmger boys as well as to the) 
girls in some of the reform schools, notably in the um·ivaled Public (Reform 
School of Michigan. It is an unfortunate circumstance that these institutions are 
very generally assuming the title simply of industrial schools; thus seeking to_ re
move the stigma of thP.ir reformatoty character, but by this rlausible euphellll~~ 
it is to be feared they may cas t renronch upon other Industria Schools. Indnstnn 
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Reform Schools would of course, be unobjectionable; and we shall have taken a. 
. great step in advance in this country when we learn to call things by their true names. 

In the report of the Children's Aid Society of New York for 1878 it is stated that 
4,756 girls were in attendance in their twenty day, and twelve night schools, and 
that 5,177 garments were made by them during the year. Of the 403 girls taught 
in their_ Machine School 303 found employment in machine sewing. There were 
fifteen hundred applications for servants, half of these were for general housework, 
including washing and ironing; numbers of these could not be supplied. " * * 
not from lack of girls but because of their incompetence."· Then follows a plea for 
help in training girls. 

The question of sewing in schools may be classified under three heads:-First, 
Sewing in the Public Schools and Reform Schools. Second, Sewing in Industrial 
Schools. Third, Sewing in Charity Sewing classes, or Sewing in Charity Classes. 

. In relation to the first of theser sewing in the Public Schools, I will quote from 
the same paper alluded to above by Dr. John Runkle. 

' On what ground can we justify the introduction ·of the manual element into 
the 'Public Scbools? Solely on the broad ground of its iiltellectual value to all. It 
is only on this ground that we can justify the introduction of drawing, either free
hand or mechanical into our Public Schools.' * * * ' The manual element 
either in graphic or mechanical arts must be taught by such methods as will culti
vate the other powers tlu-ough the acquisition of manual skill.' 

.If the introduction of drawing is justified on the grounds of its fundamental 
principle and general application in so many trades and of its influence in educa
tion, how much stronger are the same arguments in favor of sewing as a part of 
the education of girls in the Public Schools. After the three R's no other acquire
ment is of such universal use among women; none other, I venture to affirm, could 
have so much influence in developing a woman's faculties and her dexterity in the 
direction of any manual employment; none other is so intimately associated with 
her needs,· h~r nature, and her character. 

Miss-Pendleton, then q notes from "Circular No. 2, 1879," of the 
U.S. Bureau of Education, the remarks by President Wickersham, 
in the discussion which followed the reading of the paper on" Popu
lar Education in Switzerland," by .Mr. John Hitz, the Swiss Consul. 

·Quotations were also o-iven from various educational authorities, 
amongothersfroman a~dresson" Popular Education in France," by 
Dr. Wines, and from a paper by Hon. E. A. Apgar, Superintendent of 
Public Schools for the State of New Jersey, in which the latter op
posed T~chnical Education in Public Schools, but heartily ~ndorsed 
the study of drawing. Miss Pendleton remarks,in reference to this last 
paper, in which the value of drawing as underlying all mechanical 
arts was urged, that "it would seem that sewing, and cooking, are 
quite as fundamental in principle, and universal of application." 

The address by Professor W alter Smith on "Tecbnical E ducation 
and Industrial Drawing," given in paper IV, of this appendix, is 
freely quoted from. Miss Pendleton then urges the adoption of sew
ing, as follows : 
. I would therefore urgently recommend to this committee the propriety of taking 
mto consideration methods tending to the introduction of sewing in our Public 
Schools. 

In relation to sewing in Industrial Schools I can only say in the classic phrase of 
Mrs. Glass:-" First catch vour hare." 
If such schools should be' established, however, it might be well to associate them 

with the proposed nurseries or kindergarten as is done in the schools of the 
Children's Aid Society in NE>w York to enable the older girls on whom devolves the 
care of younger children to leave their little charges in good hands while they 
attend the Industrial School. 

Sewing in charity classes ~eeds but the endorsement of this committee and the 
approval of the organization at large to be put into immediate effect. 

A high order of charity schools was established recently in Syracuse, N. ·Y. 

The description, by Superintendent Smith of Syracuse, of these 
sewing classes, as given in the Circular No. 2, 1879, of the U. S. 
Bureau of Education, follows: 

ART-VOL ~63 
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In this it is recorded that, failing in attempts to teach. sewing to 
adults, a sewing school for poor children was held by 'the ladies in· 
the public school building, every Saturday afternoon, with great 
success. Miss Pendleton closes her report as follows: 

If the effort to introduce sewing in the public schools fails this is no doubt the 
best method of charity instruction; but, as a supi_>lement to the instruction given in 
the Public Schools, or, as a temporary measure, 1t might be advisable to establish 
sewing schools under the auspices of the organization. It has been suggested that 
such might be held in the afternoon in the rooms used for the kindergarten, but be
side the extra. expense for rent of room, the classes held in the ward rooms would 
no doubt reach a lower class·of children, those whose parents will not enforce at
tendance at school. The moment schools are suggested to them they ma.ke the 
old excuse: the children are not fit to go, they have no shoes, and etc.; but they aJe 
in the habit of going and of sending their children to the ward rooms and' do not 
consider that it requires an especial toilet. More than all the visitors of the ward 

· are interested in seeing that the children attend, it is work done by themselves for 
their own little charges, and the visitor, the teacher, the little scholar, are all in · 
natural relations to each other. 

There are many boys who come to the co-operative .Association, and it would be 
an excellent plan if a whittling school could be established for them. 

CHARLOTTE PENDLETON, 
Chairman of sub-com'tee on Sewing, etc • 

.A second report, the following year, contained the direct sugges
tion which led to the organization of the Public ·Education Associa
tion. From the abstract of this report, issued by the Philadelphia 
Society for Organizing Charity [as No. 45, April, 1881,] the follow-
ing extracts are taken: ' 

.ABSTBACI' OF mE REPORT OF THE ASSElllliLY COMMI'M'EE ON THE CARE AND 
EDUCATION OF CHILDREN. 

[Prepared and read by Mise Pendleton, Chairman of ita Sub-Committee on Compulsory and Industrial 
Education.} . 

The subjects which we have considered come under four heads : lt?w.t is taught 
in the Public Schools ; What should be taught in the Public Schools; How many 
children are out of school; and Why they are out of school. 

There were 108,567 children attending the public schools of Philadelphia in 1879, 
viz: 

Inth&- Boys. Girls. 

f~~l~~~itJL:;; ;;;~;;;; ::; ;:: ; ;~;: :t::: :::;: :: ;; :::: ::;~: :;:;: ;;:; ~ :-~~::: · ::: :i;;: · ·· ·;;m 
Secondary Schools.. ........ .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . ... .. . .. . . . .. . . .J2, 724 l3,585 
Primary Schools.......... ............. .. ... .... . .... .. ... . .. . ........ . .. ....... .. .. 27,1!18 25,84.2 

The grade of these schools is not uniform, owing, among other things, to the lack 
of a superintendent; but some of them have reached a high degree of proficiency. 
The absence of manual instruction is, however, observable. Drawing is the only 
instruction given with a view to develop the dexterity of the hand. 

This is followed bv the statement that 21,000 children are not 
attending school, 5,000 of them are refused .for lack of suffi.cie~t 
accommodation, an unknown number are Illegally employed Ill 
factories. Of the remainder, some are truants, owing to neglect of 
-parents and the absence of any law compelling attendance; the 
larger number, however, are the neglected children of the shiftless 
and criminal classes. 
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* · * * There was in Philadelphia here and there a church, or mission school, 
but no general recognition of the needs of this class of children, or efforts to pro
vide training schools for them, until last winter, when Visitors of the Charity 
Organization opened several. Kindergarten and day-nurseries. During this winter 
the 6th Ward .Association has gathered a number of children into four schools; 
two of them kindergarten, the other two training schools for older children. 
$ewing and house ~ork are the industrial fea~es of these. J;n oth~r ~ords th~re 
are kindergarten, kitchen gardens, day-nurseries and schools, m which mstruction 
in sewing and house work ax:e given to g~ls ~nd boys. There are ~wo we_ll-m~~ed 
kindergarten for colored children, and, m v1ew of the lack of mdustr1al trammg 
for the colored r ace in this city, these two schools are a hopeful sign. The rapid 
growth of this movement has attracted friends of education outside our ranks, and 
steps are being taken to incorporate the schools. 

There is also an admirable kindergarten in Filbert, above 20th, under Miss Bur
ritt, established to test the system practically in connection with the regular system 
of public instruction . . 

COMPULSORY AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

We now approach with diffidgnce the problems of Compulsory and industrial 
education. · 

So far from attacking the public schools, our researches have strengthened our 
opinion that public schools are the most powerful agents for preparing free com
munities for self-government ; but the school system which sufficed for former 
years must be modified to meet the new conditions of to-day. The time when in
dustries were taught in workshops and at home, and when letters were the only 
neglected branch of education, has passed away . 

.As a basis for our opinions we consulted persons throughout the country especially 
qualified to advise us. .Among them were Mr. Charles Francis .Adams, Jr., Dr. 
J ohn D. Philbrick (Commissioner of Education at the Paris Exposition), Miss 
Lucretia P. Hale (of the Board of Education of Boston), Mr. J.P. Wickersham(State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction in Pennsylvania), Mr. Edward T. Steel (Presi
dent of the Board of Education ~ Philadelplua), Mr. George L. Harrison and Mr. 
Charles G. Leland, of Philadelphia. 

The queries submitted to them were : 
1st. Do you approve of compulsory education? 
2nd. If you disapprove, how do you propose to fill the schools? 
3rd. If you approve, do you recommend the public school system, or a semi-in

dustrial system? · 
4th. Do you approve of drawing, the use of tools and sewing in the Public Schools? 

If you approve of other forms of manual instructwn, what other? 
5th. Do you approve of Froebel's Kindergarten system, and, if so, do you advise 

introducing it into the public school system? 
6th . .At what age should the education of the child by the State begin? 
7th. Do you approve of State schools of handicrafts, or of subsidies from the State 

to such schools? 
On matters of theory, such as the power and r esponsibility of the State, the 

answers differed widely ; from one who believes that the State should only provide 
the rudiments of education, to another who holds that all education should be by 
the State ; bnt in matters of practical application there is absolute unanimity of 
opinion. Compulsory education, sewing and other manual instruction; the kin
dergarten in connection with public instruction ; and schools of handicrafts are 
approved in every instance, with the sole exception of the one writer who disap
proves of all but rudimentary public instruction ; in his opinion schools of handi
crafts should be established by private charity or enterprise. It is universally ad
mitted that the hand should no longer be ne~lected in education. 

Compulsory education is only directed agrunst derelict children and the parents of 
neglected children. But important as the training of such children is, hasty action, 
in enacting a compulsory law without appliances for its efficient enforcement, 
would retard the end in view, and the law would be inoperative. 

* * * * * * * 
The system of elementary education for neglected children devised by the 

Children's Aid Society of New York, and adopted by the women of the Charity 
Organization to Philadelphia, is practicable, m eets the wants of to-day, and, if 
properly sustained, offers the channel through which such children are to be reached 
here. 

W e earnestly commend to all interested in such philanthopic efforts the" Phila
delphia Education Society" to support and multiply these schools, which have been 
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snatai.ned thu8 far by prooarious charitr.. In New York, the City grants subsidies 
· to the Children's Aid Society, and indiv1auals become responsible for certain schools. 

The generous donatious recently made to our schools lead us· to hope for such sup-
port from the philanthropists of Philadelphia. · 

The kindergarten system has received such high endorsement, and has been so 
thoroughly tested, that we hope it will soon be adopted into the curriculum of our 
public schools. Children in factories merit the attention of that best of modern 
Societies-the Society to Protect Children from Cruelty; but we would not recom
mend any hasty action, !rS these children may be better off as they are until schools 
are prepared for them. The factory even is better than the street. 

THE NEW ASSOCIATION SUGGESTED. 

For all these problems we suggest but one solution, that the friends of education 
organize themselves into an association to further wise methods of public instruc
tion, and to become a centre of woi'k and a powerful agent for forming public 
opinion. · · 

The authorities, the Board of Education, and all connected with the administra
tion of the schools, would no doubt welcome such a body as a valuable ally. The 
hour is auspicious; public attention is aroused to public wants, and good and wise 
men are in power. Let it not be said that the friends of education were laggards 
in the movement of reform, when they have so recently witnessed the power of 
right thinking grow, in a few short weeks, into right acting. Such a society would 
contribute toward right thinking on questions of public instruction. The field for 
its work is already indicated, but there are many other pressing questions; such as 
the compila~on of laws bearing upon school q_uestions, as, for instance, a law 
against relatives of school officers receiving appomtments as teachers, etc., and the 
dangerous condition of the colored po.Pulation from being practically excluded, un
der the present system of apprenticesh1p, from the trades. Such a society should be 
formed outside of this Organization, and it may be well that a committee should 
be formed to consider its advisability . 

. In conclusion, we would draw your attention to the specimens exhibited on the 
platform from the apprentice schools of Paris, brought to this country by Mr. Geo. 

· L. Harrison. There 18 one, however, a small bracket rudely carved in wood and 
varnished, which is of peculiar interest to us, as it was made by a child in one of 
the London Schools for Neglected Children. Can it be claimed that the gutter 
child of London who made this bracket is" not being educated? 

As already stated, the suggestion that an association be formed 
for the direct purpose of influencing public opinion on questions re
lating to _public education, met with approval and led to immediate 
action. The first public announcement of this new movement was 
the issuing of the following circular. 

CIRCULAR OF THE PUBLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF PHILA· 
DELPHIA. 

It is the object of this Association to promote the efficiency and to perfect the 
system of public education in Philadelphia, by which term is meant all education 
emanating from, or in any way controlled by, the State. They propose to acquaint 
themselves with the best results of experience and thought in education, and to 
render these familiar to the community and to their official representatives, that 
these may he embodied in our own public-school system. They seek to become a 
centre for work and a medium for the expression of opinion in all matters per· 
taining to education, as, for instance, the appointment of superintendents; the com· 
pilation of school laws; the Kindergarten in connection with public education; 
manual instruction-how much is desirable, and what it is practicable to introduce 
into the public-school system; the hygiene of schools; the adequate pay and the bet
ter qualification of teachers; and, above all, to secure, as far as possible, universal 
education, by bringing under instruction that large class, numbering not less than 
twenty-two thousand children, who are now growing up in ignorance in this citJ:. 

These objects the Association hope to attain through appeals to the local authori
ties and to the Legislature, and by such other means as may be deemed expedient. 
The management of the Association is vested in an Executive Committee, consist
ing of nine persons, elected by ballot from among the members of the Association
three members of said Committee reth·ing each year; these vacancies to be filled 
by ballot, and the retiring members to be eligible for re-election.. · · · · · · 
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' It will be seen ftom the concise statements of this circular how 

comprehensive were the plans of the Association. The Eight An
nual Reports which have followed, show how thoroughly and suc

·cessfully this initial programme has been carried out. 

FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE 
PUBLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA. 

JANUARY 16, 1882. 
When the Sub-Committee of the Committee on the Care and Education of De

pendent Children of the Assembly of the Society for Organizing Charit,Y, were pre- · 
paring their Report on Compulsory and Industrial Education, great mterest was 

, shown in their work by those interested in public education throughout the City. 
Public men and educators here and in other parts of the country gave them valu
able assistance. Unexpectedly to themselves, the meetings of this Sub-Committee. 
became a little centre for work, and for the discussion of matters pertainin~ to 

· public instruction. The library and the statistics of the central office of the Soc1ety 
for Organizing Charity offered peculiar facilities for carrying on their work. Be
fore they had finished their report it was recognized that lrere was a field of great 
usefulness; that it should be extended beyond the limits of dependent children to 
the whole field of public instruction; and that the impetus gained during the work 
of this Sub-Committee should not be allowed to di~ out with the completion of their 
report. · 

The report, which was read at the meeting of the.Assembly on the 7th of March, 
1881. contained a clause suggestmg the formation of such an association; and the 
meeting af>pointed a Special Committee, consisting of Mr. George L. Harrison, Mr. 
James S. Whitney, and Miss Pendleton, to take charge of the recommendation. 

A certain number of persons who were considered qualified to advise in this mat
ter were invited to meet with the members of this Committee. These approved of 
the formation of such an association. A committee was appointed, conilisting of 
Mr. James S. Whitney, Mr. Charles G. Leland, Mr. Edward Shippen, and Miss 
Pendleton, to prepare rules and by-laws. The Special Committee of the Assembly 

- Teported that steps had been taken to form the Association, and asked to be dis
charged. 

Those persons who had met to discuss the advisability of forming it, became the 
nucleus of the Association. The Committee on Rules submitted their draft of rules 
to these persons at a meeting held early in May; Mr. Philip C. Gan-ett in the chair. 

Under the rules adopted at this meeting and subsequent meetings of the Execu
tive Committee, the following Executive Committee were elected: 

To serve one year, ... .... .. . . ...... . . . . ............ . . Mrs. Robert Harford Hare, 
Miss Pendleton and 
Prof. Barker. 

To serve two years, . .. . ........ ..... . . ............... ,Mr. Robert E. Pattison, 
Miss Meredith, and 
Mr. Charles G. Leland. 

To serve three years, ...... .. ..•.. ...... .. ... . .. .. ... . Mr. James S. Whitney, 
Miss Irwin and 

· Mr. E. Coppee Mitchell. 
The t:rm of service was determined by lot. 

Eight Rules, stating the name, purpose, organization, and times 
for the stated meetings of the Association, were adopted at this 
meeting. Those relating to the "object" and the "management" 
were substantially stated in the preliminary circular issued by the 
promoters of the proposed society as already quoted here. The other 
rul~s relate simply to usual details, except the following "Rule 6 ;" 
wh1ch states the powers and duties of the Executive Committee.of 
nine! elected by the Association, a.nd divided into three groups 
servmg terms of one, two and three years, respectively. The mem
bers of one group are elected each year. 

* * * * * * * 
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RULE 6. The Executive Committee shall elect a Chairman, Secretary and Treas
urer ; shall fill all vacancies in its body and make all rules for its management ; it 
shall hold stated meetings at least once in three months, at which it shall receive 
and vote upon the names of all persons proposed for election to membership in the 
Association ; and it shall make a written report to the Association at each stated 
annual meeting of its transactions for the previous year. 

* . * * * * * * 
THE WORK OF THE SOCIETY, 

The Society naturally took up that work with which the members of the Associa
tion were occupied when the Association was formed. So far, they have acted 
only in matters connected with Industrial Education, and the appointment of a 
Superintendent and Assistant Superintendents of Public Schools. Members of this 
Association have, as individuals, been able to render some assistance to the Board 
of Education in introducing sewing into the Normal School. It is as members of 
the Committee of the Society for Organizing Charity, and of this Association, that 
they become qualified to render any service in this matter. 

A Sub-Committee of this Association is now conferring with the Board of Educa· 
tion, with a view to securing the concerted action of the Board and the Associa
tion in an effort to procure an appropriation from Councils for the appointment of 
a Superintendent and Assistant Superintendents, and to contoider the advisability of 
urging upon. Councils the establishment of a school for instruction in the use of 
tools and studies related thereto, as is now practiced on the Russian system in the 

. Boston School of Technology. This method is oonceded to be the best, indeed the 
only method of teaching the principles of the use of tools. It obviates all the objec· 
tions raised against apprentice schools. The teaching of trades, as such, with the 
embarrassment of workshops for actual construction, the objection of competition 
with regular trade by the sale of articles produced, and the impracticability of 
teaching a large number of trades, are entirely removed by this excellent method. 
Under this system the principles underlying the use of tools have been evolved 
from the cumbersome machinery of actual prOduction, and a person who has passed 
through the various phases of this system is prepated to enter actively upon any of 
the many trades in which ruachinerr or carpenter's tools are used, · 

The fundamental. principle of this system and the varied trades for which it 
qualifies, are so well shown in a letter recently received from Professor Ordway, 
Vice-President of the Bosto:q School of Technology, that I will read the entire letter. 

PROFESSOR ORDWAY'S LETTER, 

¥ASS. INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 
Boston, Mass., January 2, 1882. 

DEAR FRIEND :-The instruction in carpentry is of direct use to those who have 
to work in wood, because the wood-working tools-the saw, the plan!3, the chisel, tl.1e 
draw-knife, the hammer, the auger, the squar~, the rule, and the line-are used m 
many trades. One who has had this practice may become a house-carpenter, a 
ship-carpenter, a cabinet-maker, a wheelwright, a carriage builder, or a millwright. 

The wood turning and pattern making extend the range to these very important 
branches · 

Though we do not at present include wood carving in our course, we may sa.y 
that one who has gone through ·with carpentry and wood turning, having had at 
the same time instruction in drawing, is well prepared to learn the art of carving. 

The foundry work which the students do, gives them a good beginning in the 
business of the iron, brass, and bell founders. 

Blacksmithing is essential for the boiler maker , the nail and bolt maker, the 
chain maker, the c.utter, and the iron bridge builder. 

The vise work is important for locksmiths, gunsmiths, and watch-makers, and of 
course for the general machinist. · . 

The engine lathe work is thatof machinists, and is a good preparation for takmg 
care of any kind of machinery. 

We ought to have a paint shop and a department of soldering and brazing, but 
we are at present short of room. I hope we may sometime get more land and add 

these things. 
Our course makes no provision for the textile manufactures, for the work of the 

saddler, the printer, the bookbinder, the engraver, the brick-layer, the plasterer, ~ 
tanner, the currier, the glass-blower, or the chemical trades. But the gene 
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training of the hand and the eye gives a dexterity and accuracy wlrich lies at the 
foundation of all good and profitable work. 

In all the arts the hands must be used as well as the brain, and the handling of 
tools ~ves a more practical control of .the muscles than gymnastic exercises, or ~o 
exermses at all. . 

Nature indicates the use of tools to the growing boy, who must have at least his 
jack-knife. It is important that r~ght habits be ~ormed, and that the. b?Y s)lould 
use his muscles to some purpose wstead of workmg at random. Trammg m the 
accurate use of tools affords a good mental discipline a!iide from its every-day prac
tical use. 

Yours, very truly, 
- JOHN M. ORDWAY. 

Professor Ordway has informed the Secretary of this Association that a graduate 
of this school, after two years of work in practice and related studies under this 
method with one year of experiencd in the trade which he may select, is better 
qualified than by an actual apprenticeship of five years, with the immense additional 
gain of studies and drawing which have accompanied his course in practice, and 
the broad and varied character of his training which render b..im independent of 
the precarious demands of any one trade. • 

Professor Ordway thinks this system peculiarly suited to be grafted upon public 
education. He is seeking to have a State Normal School, on this system, estab
lished in Massachusetts, and hopes to see it a part of the Boston system of public 
education. . 

Professor Ordway is especially qualified to form an opinion in this matter. He 
has the practical ex(lerience of an apprenticeship of five years, actual connection 
with a manufactunng industry, and the experience in matters of education of a 
professor in, and Vice-President of, the School of Technology. 

He thinks that t his method should be taught in a school of the grade of a high 
school, and that it should be a post grammar school course of three years. .As 
there is not accommodation in the high school for more than half the number of 
pupils applying, and the propriety of establishing a second high school has been 
suggested, it would seem that no better time could be selected for establishing such 
a school. It would give young men who contemplate entering any of the trades 
the opportunity of securing a high order of mental instruction, which would at 
the same time bear directly upon their pursuits in life. 

Chemistry, natural history and drawmg are some of the studies embraced in. the 
course. 

* * * * * * * 
The following paragraph shows the previous peculiar organiza-

tion of the public school system of Philadelphia. · 
Before entering upon a consideration of the objects specifically enumerated in· 

the circular, it is necessary to state the general condition of public education in 
Philadelphia. The public school system of Philadelphia is supported by City taxa
tion, is entirely independent of the control of the Superintendent of Public Educa
tion of Pennsylvania, and subject only to the laws of the State. The general ad
ministration of this system is in the hands of a Board of Education appointed by 
the judges of the Courts of Common Pleas, and serving without remuneration. 
Each ward has a Board of School Directors, serving also without compensation 
and elected )>y the people. 

It is estimated that the number of children of school age not at
tending any school has increased and in 1882 numbers 27,000 or 28,-
000. The objects of the Association, as given in the Circular, num
bering seYen in all, are then separately recited with comments; 
the final one, which closes the report, is given as follows : 

THE EDUCATION OF ALL CmLDREN DEMANDED, 

7th. The question of universal education, or of bringing under instructioa that 
large cl!IS$ who are now growing up in ignorance in our midst, is one which occupies 
most earnestly the attention of this Association. The Committee on Care and Edu
cation of Dependent Children, and that admirable Society recently formed, and 
called the Sub-Primary Association, have taken up this matter and are establish
ing Kindergarten and half-time schools. Many children of this unfortunate class 
will no doubt avail themselves of these schools, but it is doubtful whether all will 
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voluntarily do so. In Boston there is an efficient compulsory education law; in 
New York there is such a law on the statute books, but it remains inoperative, 
owin~ to th~ lack of any provision for applying the law. There are 40,000 children 
growmg up in illiteracy in Pennsylvania, exclusive of Philadelphia, which wakes 
an aggregate .of illiteracy of between 60,000 and 70,000 children for the whole 
State, if we accept as correct the only data yet furnished on this head. The ques· 
tion of school facilities is closely allied to tllis question of universal education. 
Phlladelphia refuses instruction annually to several thousand children owing to 
lack of these facilities. A city that is increasing in population at the rnte of 25,· 
000 persons a year must needs be on the alert to keep the schools equal to these 
rapidly inc1·easing demands. 

It is difficult to determine which of these various matters is of most importance. 
We cannot lop off any one branch, and say this is vital to the community. From 
the roots far down in the sub-primary schools to the topmost flower of the Univer
sity scholarships this sytem is an integral whole. Roots, tl·unk, branches, leaves 
and flowers are only new phases or developments of the same life principle. 

This Association has been formed with a limited number of members for the pur
pose of secw·ing the intelligent interest and efficient work of the membe1'S, and to 
avoid large and cumbersome. macllinery. It hopes to become a centre for work, n 
medium for the expression of public opinion, and an auxiliary of all organizations 
occupied with matters pertaining to public education. If it shall be found advisa
ble to increase the membership beyond single additions at a time, affiliated societies 
might be formed throughout the City. It is at present thought that the society 
should be small in numbers, and executive in character. Those who have been in
vited to join the society have been carefully selected for their qualifications for use
fulness in such an organization. 

The importance of this question of public education cannot be overestimated. 
Stein said long ago that "What is put into the schools of a country comes out in 
the manhood of the nation afterwards." ·Perhaps no other statesman, with the ex
ception of President Garfield, has so well understood the influence of education in 
moulding the destinies of a people. President Garfield stated in his inaugural that 
in his opinion "the perpetuity of our institutions is endangered unless education is 
made co-extensive with the suffrage." 

The Second Annual Report of the Executive Committee rlatecl. 
January 13, 1888, opens with the following lists, the first given, 
which.are quoted here in order to pe-rpetuate the honored names of 
those public spirited citizens who thus actively interested themselves 
in the needs .of education, and endeavored to bring about desirable 
changes, so as to bring up the Common Schools of Philadelphia in 
line with those of the most advanced communities. 

·LIST OF THE OFFICERS •. COMMITTEES, AND MEMBERS OF THE P UB· 
LIC EDUCATION .ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

Mr. JAMES L. WHITNEY, Chai7'1nan, 
Miss PENDLETON, Secl'etal"y, Mr. DALTON DORR, T1•eaSU1'er, 
Mrs. ROBERT HARFORD HARE, Miss IRWIN, 
Miss C. K . MEREDITH, Mr. PHILIP C. GaRRETT. 

Mr. E. COPP~E MITCHELL. 

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE WITH BOARD OF EDUCATION. 

Mr. PHILIP C. GARRETT, 
Mr. EDWARD SHIPPEN, 

·Mr. DALLAS SANDERS, 
1111'. PHILIP C. GARRETT, 

Mr. JAMES L. WHITNEY, 
Mr. E. COPPf:E MITCHELL, 
M1·. ROBERT E. PATTiSON, 

Mr. DALTON DORR. 

C O.r.IMITTEE ON LA. ws. 

Mr. EDWARD SHIPPEN, 
Mr. WAYNE MAcVE.AOH, 
;Mr. A. SYDNEY BIDDI-E. 
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COMMITTEE ON SCHOOLS. 

Mr. E. COPPEE MITCHELL, 
Mrs. MUMFORD, 
:Mrs. W . C. H EAD, 
Miss FLORENCE KELLY, 
Miss CORNELIA HANCOCK, 

Miss ANNA HALLOWELL, 
Mr. LOUIS WAGNER, 
Miss PENDLETON, 
Mrs. GILLINGHAli. 

CORRESPONDING MEMBERS. 

Mr. EDWARD T. STEEL, 
Dr. WILLIAM T. HARRIS, 
Dr. JOHN D. PHILBRICK, 
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SECOND ANNUA.L REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE 
PUBLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHI.4. 

The Committee of Conference with the Board of Education report, through their 
Chairman, that : 

" The special committee appointed to confer with the Board of Education on the 
appointment of Superintendents and the establishment of a Technical School re
port that they held, dm·ing the early part of the year, a conference with a commit
tee of that body appointed for the purpose. in which both these subjects were very 
fully discussed. The committees of the Board gave us a very full and courteous 
hearing, and appeared thoroughly impressed with the importn.nce of these ques
tions and the necessity of securing in some wa.y the r esults which we urged would 
follow favorable action in the directions proposed. 

" At a subsequ ent meeting of the Board of Education a. By-Law was adopted 
constituting the office of Superintendent and Assistants, and City Councils have 
since made an appropriation of $15,000 for their salaries for 1883. 

"At the las t meeting of the Board, held 9th iust., a. communication from the 
Spring Garden Institute was presented, offering to provide at a moderate cost in
dustrial and art training to the pupils of the Public Schools. This communication 
is now under consideration by a committee of the Board. 
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"Without knowing how far these facts are due to.the appointment of your com· 
mittee, we yet may congratulate the Executive Committee on the .facts themselves." 

In the circular of this Association it is stated that " we hope to become a centre 
for work and a medium for the expression of opinion in matters pertainin~ to edu
cation." It is not too much to claim for the Association that it has realized this 
object in the matter of superintendence. . The very general feeling throughout the 
community in favor of such supervision was formulated by them; the Association, 
through this committee, was the mediUlll,Of expression of that opinion, and they 
have been somewhat instrumental in securing favorable action in this important 
IOatter. . 

The qllestion of a choice of Superintendent is the keystone in the whole arch of 
Public Education. The community that has. a large idea of public education will 
place a great IDan at the head of the schools and will give him sufficient liberty of 
action to insure the success of his IOeasures. .A. wise IOan once said that he had 
always found a great IDan or woman behind every great· work. It is the same in 
the schools, no matter how perfect the system IDay be, it will be no greater in its 
results than the IOen and women who administer it. The importance of the choice 
cannot be overestimated. There are a very few names that naturally suggest 
t;4emselves to those acquainted with the subject. 

In view of the IDany important subjects connected with education which will 
naturally present theiDselves for the consideration of all who are interested in public 
education at this juncture, the Executive Committee venture to recommend to the 
IDembers of the Association certain papers which they have found useful in aiding 
them to form an intelligent opinion on the matter of superintendence, etc. It is to 
be hoped that the Association will inform themselves of these 'luestions, that they 
IDay be able to form a critical opinion of the IDeasures from tiiOe to time recom· 

. IDended by the coiOmittees. In pamphlet No. 2, 1880, of the circulars of inforn1a· 
tion of the Bureau of Education on the Proceedings of the Department of Superin· 
tendence, etc., Dr. William T. Harris, lately Superintendent of Public Education 
in St. Lonis, and Mr. Smart, Superintendent of Public Education in Indiana, have 
valuable papers on the Tenth Census from an Educational Point Of View, and the 
Best System of Education for a State. These important papers are most valuable 
to all who seek to acquaint themselves with matters of public education. Dr. 
Harris, in his paper on the Tenth Census from an Educational Point of View, shows 
a wide range of vision and a firm grasp of -details, worthy of the old Greeks in 
comprehensiveness and.profound simplicity." 

The report of the Committee on Laws with their draft of the _pro· 
posed bill is recited; and the subject of a revision of the school laws 
1s then considered at some length. 

* * * * * *. . * 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

There have been three resignations from the Executive Committee: Mr. Charles 
Godfrey Leland, owing to pressure of work in connection with the introduction of 
his method of art instrv.ction in the public schools here and elsewhere ; Mr. Robert 
E. Pattison, owing to his election to the office of Governor of Pennsylvania, and 
consequent absence from toWll, and Prof. Geo. F. Barker. The places made vacant 
by the resi~ation of the two first-named members of the Executive Committee 
have been filled by the CoiOmittee in the manner prescribed in the By-Laws. The 
latter vacancy, occurring just before the annual meeting, has been left for the 
Association to fill by election to-day. · 

* * * * * * * 
The increase of work and the employment of a clerk is noted, and 

various plans for future usefulness considered. 

CORRESPONDING MEMBERS. 

In seeking to form intelligent opinions in IDatters of education, the Executive 
Committee have found occasion at various times to consult with expert educators. 
They have, therefore, added a certain carefully selected number of corresponding 
members to the Association. The advantage of advice from such men as Preside~t 
Gilman, of Johns Hopkins University ; Dr. Harris, lately Superintendent of Publw 
Education in St. Louis; of Prof. Ordway, Vice President of the School of Technology, 
of Boston; of Dr. Philbl'ick, Commissioner of Education fm· the United States at 
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. the P&is Exhibition, and others cannot be overestimate~. Thes~ have all ~n 
consulted by, and have all advised the members of, this Comnuttee at variOUS 
times. . · 

The subject of illiteracy is then considered at length, the· final 
paragraphs on this topic follow. 

* * * * * * * 
Can it be doubted that the State which should secure for these1 children the 

benefit of education and trailllng in school, would be ·extending the regis of protec· 
tion over those little ones? How. to do it is a difficult problem. We may com
placently moralize over the fatuity of the Fathers, who l~ft Slavery in the i?OOY ?f 
our politics for a future age to solve th~ problem when 1t had gr~~ to g.~tic 
proportions ; we may shake our heads Wl86ly over the problem of illiteracy m ~e 
South ; but, as of old, the Greeks are at our doors. What do we propese domg 
here in Philadelphia ? 

There is a. singular apathy in this city on this subject. Other cities are at l~t 
seeking to solve the problem. Congress is alive to the importance of the question. 
As yet Philadelphia scarcely realizes that there is such a question, With a very few 
honorable exceptions, notably Mr. George L. Harrison. May be live to see all these 
neglected children, for whom be bas been so deeply concerned, gathered into the. 
schools of this city. · Mr. Smart, in the paper already quoted from, states that: 
" If it were left to each locality to establiSh _schools o~ ~ot, at its will, the system 
would in no sense become a general system. A pei1I11SStve system would soon be
come no system at all," and on 

" The doctrine of equalization.-All the citizens of a State are governed by the same 
system of laws. The laws of the State are an ·outgrowth of the intelligence of the 
citizens. A limitation of intelli~ence is a li.Initation of citizenship, and ignoran~ 
on the part of some is an abrtdgment of the liberty of others. Hence, every 
citizen is benefited by, and therefore bas an interest in, the intelligence of every 
other citizen. 

'' Thus an equalization .of benefits arises from a uniform school system; upon this 
is based the doctrine of equal obligation." 

· THE INCREASE IN NUMBER OF ILLITERATE CHILDREN IS A. MENACE TO THE COM· 
MUNITY. 

If there are, as is estimated, from ten to twelve thousand boys ~owing up in this 
city who can neither read nor write and are therefore not qualified to make any 
intelligent use of the ballot, it is evident that one of two things must occur sooner 
or later; these men, increasing in ratio as time goes on, will prove a serious menace 
to this comm\mity, or will be excluded from the use of the franchise. Professor 
Goldwin Smith has already advised this latter course as the best method of. induc
ing parents to send their children to the schools and as the wisest safeguard of the 
suffrage; but it is not likely that any large number of parents who are now indif
ferent to the welfare of their children would be induced simply by this additional 
deterrent motive to place these children at school, and it seems more in the spirit 
of this age and this people to extend education than to restrict the suffra&e· 

The objection has been made that the labor of these children is essential to the 
parents. We have seen by the table furnished us by the Bureau of Children's Aid 
that there is a large class who neglect their children, to whom this argument can
not be made to apply~ For the rest, however effective this argument may be in 
England, where it is also used, it is not of general application here. In rare in
stances, such as the illness of parents or the widowhood of the mother, it is feasi· 
ble to make exceptions, but even here the child may get rudimentary instruction in 
the' kindergarten or the primary school before reaching the age when he or she can 
earn wages for the parent; and the baby who has heretofore required minding may 
now be placed in a day nursery. In considering this matter are we not apt to over
look the rights of the child in our too great consideration for the privilege of the 
parent? Is it not a reminiscence of the old patriarchal order of society, when it is 
still deemed the prerogative of a parent to doom his child to ignorance? And do 
we imagine that any one of the 28,000 children now deprived in their unreasoning 
infancy of such opportunity would on reaching maturity be found to consider that 
his liberty had been unlawfully abridged? If, on the other hand, this evil is left 
without remedy, it is not too much to anticipate that some historian of the future 
may point out the fact that a large number of the people were allowed to grow up 
in i~norance, and that this undisciplined, populace became a dangerous class, who 
in tunes of depression or public peril fell an easy prey to demagogues and political 
achemers, and were the ultimate cause of the downfall of the Republic. 
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KlNDERGA.RTEN. 

The Sub-Primary School Society has invited our co-operation in bringing this sub. 
ject into public notice. These schools have passed the stage of experiment. They 

· aim to reach children below the school age. We sugp;est that one of the meetings 
of this Association shall be devoted to this subject. The S. P. S. S. will furnish a 
paper for the Occasion. * * * " 

. The report closes with the following in reference to Industrial Att, 
. etc. 

INDUSTRIAL ART. 

' It is hoped that the Association will make some effort to draw public attention tG 
· the Pennsylvania Museum of Industrial Art. The exhibits of this museum are in. 
valuable to the decorative and industrial art student, and the high salaries com · 
manded by the graduates from their School of Design testify as to the excellencu 
of this departlp.ent. It may be well not to overlook the claims of this S!)hool in re 

· lation to normal training in design. 
A member of this Association who was interested in the introduction of sewin!\ 

· into the Normal School, reports that this measure has been completely successfu l. 
· The students are in their second year and are now receiving instruction in cutting 
. and fitting on the Taylor system, so called for the originator, and will graduate in 
· sewing, just as they do in other branches, at the conclusion of the cow-se of four 
years. Sewing is about to be introduced i.J;l.to the School of Practice. . 

The School of Industrial Art, of which Mr. Leland is the originator and tl1e 
director, will, no doubt, develop a system of instruction in the principles of deco

, ra.tive art which will render it practicable to introduce it into the schools generally, 
or such a special school as is suggested in the central schools. 

In conclusion we su~gest that this Association agree to meet at stated inter"als 
for discussion, the SUbJects to be fixed beforehand, such as Revision of Laws; Pro
posal to Raise Funds ror Competitive Plans. 

Central Schools-for which Mr. Lewis, of the Board of Education, shall be in
vited to prepare a paper. 

· Tire Methods of South Kensington MttSetwL-Mr. Dalton Dorr to be requested to 
furnish a paper on this subject. 

The Subject of Kindergarten-The Sub-Primary School Society to be invited to 
furnish a paper on this subject. 

Then fllitemcy, and any other subject which may be deemed advisable. 
Miss PENDLETON, See1·etm'1}. 

JANUARY 18, 1883. . 

The Treasurer briefly reports for the year subscriptions of S-!8.00 
received and payments of $4. 50 .. 

THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMJlfiTTEE OF THE 
PUBLIO EDUCA'l'ION ASSOCIATION. 

JANUARY 21ST, 1884. 
The Society for Organizing Charity co-operated with the Public Education Asso

ciation to procure public discussion of the revision of school laws, for which the 
Assembly of that Society served as a nucleus. * ·Jt * . Improvement in the 
schoolS may readily be traced from the creation of the Central Board whereby suffi· 
cient unity was attained to make possible the appointment of a Superintendent. 
If the Public Education Association has in any measure contributed toward secur· 
ing a Superintendent who has so happily vindicated the usefulness of tl~e offi?e 
itself, they are then morally pledged to procure, as far as may be, laws winch will 
make his work effective. 

A sub-committee of the Executive Committee was appointed in May last, !1-nd 
charged with· the duty of organizing a course of lectures bearing upon var1ous 
problem<> of Public Education. 

The Secretary reports that four lectures were delivered in this course during No
vember and December, as follows: 

PUBLIC EnuCATION,-by James Mac Aliste1·, Superintendent of SchoolH of the 
· First School District of Pennsylvania. 
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THE OLD .AND THE NEW EDUCATION,-by G. Stanley Hall, Ph. D., Lecturer on· 
Pedagogy at Harvard College, and on Psychology at the Johns Hopkins Univer-· 
sity. 

HANDWORK IN EDUCATJON,-by Professor John M. Ordway, 'Chairman of the 
Faculty of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

THE FINANCIAL AND AmmnSTRATIVE AsPECTS OF PUBLIC EDUCATION,-by Pro
fessor E. I. James, of the Wharton School of Finance, of the University of Penn
sylvania. 

The expense of these lectures was defrayed by a special fund. There have been 
requests made to the Executive Committee that this course be continued, and sub-
jects for other lectures suggested. * · * * · 

Our society is attracting attention elsewhere, and an association similar in charac
ter has recently been formed in New Orleans,~ whi?h we have, ~y request! fur
nished Reports, By-laws, and other papers of this Society. If special conumttees 
could be formed in these two Societies looking to the introduction of an exhibit of 
handwork in schools at the Exposition which will take place in New Orleans during 
the autumn of 1884, it is believed that the value of trainmg the eye and hand in edu
cation would thereby be demonstrated. 

Educators admit generally that the Russian method in the use of tools may be 
introduced into the system of Public Education. The elimination, by this method, 
of the principles underlying the use of tools gives it an educational value which 
does not appertain to empiric methods of manual training. * * Wherever the 
Russian system has been introduced into the higher grades of Public Schools the 
experiment has been so successful that it has been continued and extended. 

* * * *· * * * 
A resident of St. Louis has recently left by will to the Washington University of 

that city fifty thousand dollars for the maintenance of thet>e schools. The value of 
private endowments to extend the scope of public education is incalculable. Surely 
there can be no objects for endowment with stronger claims upon the American 
citizen than Kindergarten, Manual Schools or Scholarships; which would enable 
one or more graduates of the city scholarships of the Umversity of Pennsylvania 
to carry their studies beyond the college course, either at the Johns Hopkins Uni
versity, the Berlin, or other Universities of the Old World, or at the Pennsylvania 
Universitv. 

School architecture and hygiene are too much overlooked at this time. The group
ing of schools with the object of securing certain academic advantages will doubt
less come before many years. The setting apart by Councils of property on which 
it is intended, at some future time, to erect a group of Central High Schools, is a . 
step in this direction. The advisability of connecting with such a school instruc
tion in the Russian system in the use of tools has already been referred to. We 
recommend this important subject to the consideration-of the Association. 

C. PENDLETON, Secretary. 

FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE CO,lfMITTEE OF THE 
PUBLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, OF PHILADELPHIA. 

MONDAY, January 26th, 1885. 
The Secretary of the Lecture Committee reports that a course of three lectures 

has been delivered under the auspices of the Association, as follows : 
Friday, December 5th, 1884,-WHEN AND HOW SHOULD THE EDUCATION OF 

CHILDREN BEOJN?-byJames .Mac Alister, LL. B., Superintendent of Schools in 
Philadelphia; 

Saturday, December 20th, 1884,-PRINCIPLES OF HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY AND 
RELATED STUDIES,-bv Miss Maria Parloa; 

F'l'iday, Janttary 9th, 1885,-A YEAR'S EXPERIMENT IN PRIMARY EDUCATION 
INTENDED TO LEAD TO A SUPERIOR EDUCATION,-by Mrs. M. Putnam Jacobi, M. D. 

The Executive Committee note with satisfaction the continued interest shown in 
these lectures, and recommend that a course be organized for the winter of 1885 
and 1886. 

If such of the lectures as bear upon immediate issues in the practical adminis
tration of systems of education were published in pamphlet form by the Association, 
it is believed that their · marked local influence could be widely extended through 
the country. The Actuary of the Bureau of Children's Aid has asked for copies of 
the address of Mr. Mac Alister. In her travels through the State she finds all the 
agencies and societies interested in the care of children prepared to introduce day 
nur~ries &nil Kindergarten, and seeking information on Kindergarten methods. 
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The lecture of Mr. Mac Alister meets this de~and for practical information. The 
remarkable lecture by Dr. M. Putnam Jacobi would be a valuable addition to peda-
gogic literature. · . 

During this year, as in former years, the Association bas been applied to for in
formation on the various matters with which it lias become identified. The Exec
utive Committee have furnished such information to the Industrial Association of 
New York and to the corporators of a school in Louisiana, who have received a 
subsidy from the State of forty thousand dollars, to be by them applied to the in
dustrial education of women. The information sought relates generally to manual 
instruction. * * The Executive Committee presented a petition to Councils 
in support of the proposed school for the instruction of boys in the use of tools. 
The happy results attending the introduction of sewing into the Normal School 
have more than realized the anticipations of the most ardent advocates of a system 
of manual training for girls, which shall bear as close relation to their usual occu
pations as that of the use of tools to those of men. · * * * 

PROGRESS MADE IN INTRODUCING INDUSTRIAL TRAIN!NG. 

· In looking over the year 1884 we find that ·instruction in sewing has boon intro
duced into the girls' departments of the Grammar Schools ; and that Councils have 
appropriated seven thousand five hundred dollars for the establishment of a school 
for boys in the use of tools. It is stated in the circular of this Association that the 
chief objects for which it was formed were to assist in securing the superinten
dency, manual instruction, universal education, and the revision of the school laws. 
It will be seen that the two last named are the only objects that remain to be at
·tained. In the direction of universal education the want of school facilities for those 
attending is an impediment to any project for extending the enrollment. . The Sub-

. Primary School SOciety, which was organized about the same time as our own 
Association has accomplished valuable reSults in the twenty-seven Kindergarten and 
day nurseries established by the Society. 

The revision of the school laws is the subject pressing most immediately upon the 
consideration of this Society, as well as of all persona and agencies occupied with 
the question of public education in this city. * * * 

C. PENDLETON, 
Corresponding Secretary. 

-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE 
PUBLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA. 

MONDAY, January 25th, 1886. 
The Lecture Committee, through the Chairman, report that two demonstration 

lessons were arranged by the Committee on Household Economy, and were de· 
livered by Miss Corson in May last at the Normal School before the Normal School 
Committee of the Board of Education. The Committee on Household Economy 
were gratified by the reception extended to them by theN ormal School Committee, 
and with the favorable impression made by the demonstration lessons. They are 
encouraged in the belief that one more department of Household Economy will 
shortly be added to the curriculum of the schools. Professor Woodward, of the 
Wasbmgton University Manual Training School, delivered an address on Manual 
Training in connection with General Education, under the joint auspices of tl~e 
Social Science Association and the Public Education Association. This lecture JS 

now in the hands of the Social Science Association for publication. 
Two objects named in the circular of the Public Education Association amo~g 

the objects for which the Association was formed remain to be attained. They wJll 
demand the earnest consideration and the concerted action of all agencies interested 
in the betterment of the schools. Universal education. the existence of illiteracy 
and the solution of the problem of bringing illiterates under the-unfluence of educa.· 
tion are important questions for the consideration of this Association and of the 
deliberative bodies of the charity organization. The Women's Conference is already 
en~aged in considering the relation of the schools to the neglected juvenile popuf· 
latlon. Illiteracy exists only among neglected children, and the women visitors o 
the Charity Organization are more advantageously placed than any other body to 
assist in forming an opinion as to the actual wants of these children, and the a~
visability of withdrawing them from the factory and home service to place them uf 
school. There is on the statute book an ineffective law against the employment o 
children under fourteen years of age. 
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The practical step which must precede all intelligent action in this matter is the 
taking of a school census, and the Executive Committee submit to the .Aasociation 
the following resolution : · 

" It is moved that this Association take action, in connection with the approach
ing recommendation of the Board of Education, requesting Councils to make an 
appropriation for the purpose of taking a school census." 

The Committee elected Mr. W. W. Wiltbank and Mr. A. Sydney Biddle to fill 
the vacancies in their numbers occasioned by the resignations of Mrs. Dundas Lip
pincott and Mr. James S. Whitney. 

The Executive Committee are very sensible of the great loss to the Society caused 
by the death of Mr. George L. Harrison, who was one of the Committee of three. 
appointed by the Assembly of the Charity Organization to consider the advisability 
of forming, and who actively encouraged the formation of, the Public Education 
Association. 

C. PENDLETON; .. • 
Corresponding Se&retary. 

SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE 
PUBLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA. 

FRIDAY, Februa1y 18th; 1887. 
Owing to a misapprehension in regard to the preparation of the report, it became 

necessary to defer tmtil this time the annual meeting of the Society, which, under 
the rules, should have been held on the fourth Monday of January. 

During the past year, Mrs. J. Dundas Lippincott and Dr. Herbert M. Howe have 
been elected to membership of the Executive Committee to fill vacancies. 

Mr. William W. Justice was elected to the chair, to fill the vacancy caus~d dur
ing the previous year by the resignation of Mr. James S. Whitney, incidental to hiS 
appointment to membership in the. Board of Education, and Mr. William W. Wilt- . 
bank to the vacancy created thereby in the Recording Secretaryship. 

Mrs. J. Dundas Lippincott was re-elected to the Treasurership. 
We are bereaved by the death of Professor E. CoP.pee Mitchell, one of the organ

izers, and a member, of the first Executive Comrmttee of the Society. * * * • 

After reciting the objects of the Association as given in the Circu
lar the rep9rt proceeds. 

There were those who felt that the scope was too comprehensive, the field 
too large; but, on reviewing the work of the Society at the cfose of the sixth year 
of its existence, we find that it has made use of all the means, and that its work 
may be traced in all the various departments therein set forth, with the single ex
ception of Kindergarten in connection with public education. This ground was 
completely covered by the Sub-Primary School Society. 

These two societies, one growing directly out of the conditions revealed by the in
vestigation of the Committee of the Society for Organizing Charity on the Care and 
Education of Dependent Children, the other having had an independent rise, but 
not less in sympathy with the object of that committee, occupy the broad ground 
of education untrammeled by the limitations of a charitable association. 

In the first year of their institution it was proposed to unite these two l~:indred 
efforts, but this was abandoned owing to the alien functions of the administration 
of a chartered system of schools of the one, and the purely abstract functions pro
posed to itself by the other. 

The recent transfer of the Kindergarten system of schools to the Board of Edu
cation,-is the culmination of the untiring labors and the generous contributions of 
the members and friends of our sister society. In this department alone of the 
object set forth in the circular we have had no part. 

We have appealed to the local authorities and the legislature on various occasions 
too numerous to recapitulate ; we have conferred with the Boards of Educa
tion and committees of Councils; we have instituted three several lecture courses 
bearinguponall thesubjectssetforthin the circular; we havesetinmotionaproject 
to procure a census of the school population, looking toward the solution of the 
problem of brin~ing the entire juvenile population of the city under instl·uction. 

It will be read1ly perceived that there have been many co-operating agencies at 
work in Philadel~hia during the past five or six years tending to the advancement 
of public educatiOn in this community; and with the result that Philadelphia 
stands to-day in the front rank of all American municipalities on the various lines 
of what is called the new education. 
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If we ask ourselves what has placed us in this advanced position we find the two 
controllin~ causes to be: first, the wise law which raised the system above political 
complications by providing that members of the Board of Education 'Qe appointed 
and not elected; and secondly, the intelligent, devoted, and disinterested Jabot s of 
the present president , supported by the WJflinching and zealous co-operation of the 
members of that Board. 

This Society, originated without reference to that Board_, has foWJd their truest 
means of advanci-ng their objects to be in its support; supplementing their work of 
administration by' becoming a channel for the expres!lion of public opinion and an 
agent for bringing before the community from time to time the questions at issue. 

Owfug to the protracted illness of the chairman of the Committee on Laws, they 
have been WJable to present the bill which they bad _P.roposed to offer at the present 
session of the legislature, looking to the further unification of the school system. 

* * * * ' * * * 
Reference is then made to certain proposed legislation. The Report 

closes with the. following Rumma,ry of recent desirable changes ef
fected. 

It w~ not do to underestimate . the extent of the calamity which would befal 
this commWJity in case of injudicious legislation on the subject of education. 

N.ot only are the welfare, the education, and the formation of character of the 
children attending these schools-of whom there are now enrolled one hundred and 
ten thousand-continuously at stake, but there is involved that truest of all forms 
of ·rrotection to the industries and liberties of a community, a system of education 
which, will tend to place us in the lead in that near future when the growing coot
petition and struggle for supremacy must be largely affected by theit· character of 
education. · 
· A brief statement of what has been accomplished in public education will not be 

out of place in this report. 
· 1. The institution of the department of superintendence, with the recent increase 

of force by which the efficiency of this department has been largely augmented, 
and thoroughly organized. . 
· 2. The selection of a superintendent whose ability is recognized as well in the 

collegiate centres as in the field of public education. 
S. The introduction of sewing into the curriculum of the Normal School, and its 

more recent introduction, based upon the success of the earlier experiment, into the 
lower grades of schools by which twenty-five thousand girls are now receiving regu
lar, systematic instruction in needlework. 

4. The universal acknowledgment that the most complete and satisfactory exhi
bition of this work ever made- in the country was the exhibit of the sewing done 
in the public schools of Philadelphia made in the spring at the Industrial Exhibition 
at New York. 

5. The institution of the Manual Training School, now entering upon its second 
year, the recent increase of its facilities for instruction and the number of teachers, 
by which two hundred and fifty boys are now under this instruction. 

6. The revision of the course of instruction by which the primary, secondary, and 
grammar schools have been brought into accordance with the most advanced and 
approved methods of instruction. 

7. The introduction of the study of government, with the object of preparing 
pupils for the intelligent exercise of their rights as citizens ; and which has met with 
very general approval. . 

8. The progress of the reorganization of the schools under supep·ising princi
pals, by which a considerable number of the largest schools have been placed under 
the direction of able and experienced principals. 

9. The lectures of the superintendent on the history and philosophy of education, 
which have been largely attended by the teachers during the past year, and in which 
they continue to manifest great interest. 

10. The assumption by the Board of the Kindergarten system of schools, ren
dered possible by the liberal action of Councils in appropriatinp: $15,000 to enable 
the Board to make a start, which will no doubt demonstrate the advantages of 
carrying the work of training to the masses of young children who have heretofore 
been outside of the reach of the public school system. 

11. The vindication of the present method of selection of the Central Bonrd, ~y 
the recent appointment t.o that Board of a woman so eminently qualifieu to asstst 
in the administration of public education. 

We note with satisfaction the r~nt act of Councils by which the pay of teachers 
bM ~n mcr(laseQ, . . . . . . • 
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In conclusion we would recommenu to your consideration the project for pro
curing a school census; and we especially urge upo~ you at this meeting, to devise 
a plan for calling forth an expression of public opinion on the matter of tlie bill now 
pending to abolish the Central Board. · 

C. PENDLETON, 
Corretponding Secretary. 

SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE · 
PUBLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA. 

MONDAY, February 13th, 1888. 
The work of this Association· in 1887. if not more useful, is more apparently our 

work than that of any previous year. · 
Members of your Executive Committee, fearing to lose by delay the impetus 

gained during the past two years volunteered to contribute $1500 );o meet the ex
penses of a school in cooking for the session of 1887-1888. 

The Board of Euucation accepted, and, as a result, we point to the admirable 
classes in cooking at the Normal School. A viSit to this school will be more con
vincing than any statistics upon the subject. The class instructed is the third of 
the High School grade; so ·that it is not given to the class in Normal training 

·proper. In view of the probable approaching demand for teachers,-this Committee 
hope that the Board of Education may deem it advisable to give to the girls who 
go forward next winter from this class into Class A or the fourth and graduating 
year, further, special instruction in Normal methods of Cooking. 

The State Commission appointed by Governor Beaver to examine into the ques
tion of manual·training will submit their report January, 1889, and if they recom
mend the introduction into the girls' schools throughout the State of any form of 
household economy, the question of supplying teachers will become an important 
consideration. If this class shall receive Normal instruction in cooking as well as 
in sewing, they will haYe new avenues of usefulness and profit opened to them, 
and Philadelphia will have rendered a valuable service to the State by supplying · 
this need. 

The projectors of this school and the Board of Education must feel encouraged 
and stimulated by the interest shown in it, and especially by the high commenda
t ion of the members of the Commission. When sewing was introduced in 1881 into 
the Normal Schools, we then defined our purpose and scope as being to evolve, or 
work but, in our own Normal School a system of instruction in the elements of 
household economy and related studies which shall hold the same relation to the · 
education of girls, as that of the Russian method in the use of tools as applied to 

·· the education of boys. Our hopes seem to be rapidly realizing themselves and the 
r esults are of general application. 

The Treasurer has submitted to you the report of the expense connected with·the 
introduction of cooking into class B of the Normal School, for the winter of 1837 
and 1888. 

Our satisfaction at the recent betterment of the schools is not lessened, but rather 
increased, by the reflection that we have been only one of the ltgencies concerned 
therein ; for we are thereby convinced that these efforts are in conformity with the 
trend of the age. As the workers within antl without the official machinery become 
better acquainted with their scope and limitations, they must recognize more and 
more the value of all these complex but harmonious agencies. The President and 
his Associates in the Board of Education, Members of the Local Boards, the Super
intendent and his Staff, the Kindergarten or Sub-Pl'imary Association Society, and 
the Public Education Association have seen the attainment of many of the objects 
set forth nearly seven years ago in the circular of this Society. When we look back 
and recall the fa.ct t l)at there wc:-re then no Supcrin ten<lents . no Supervisory Prin
cipals, no Kindergm-tcn. no i\-Ianual Training Sehoul, no Sewing and Cooking 
Classes, it is with justithtble pride that we call the ttttentiou of the public to the 
present condition of the schools. 

-~ * * * * * * 
C. P ENDLETON, 

()orres:pondiny Ser;retw·y. 
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EIGHTH ANNUAL REPOR.T OF THE JPXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE 
PUBLIC EDUCATION .ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA.. 

JANUARY 21st, 1889. 
The re~rt of the Treasurer will indicate the amount and the direction of the work 

accomplished during the past year by this Association. 
The experimental claSses in cookfug in the Normal School, of which we assumed 

the expense, proved admirably successful, and have been continued as part of the 
regular curriculum, under an especial appropriation of Councils. 

We then agreed to meet the expenses for one year, of a certain number of central 
classes.in cooking. in the Normal School building from Grammar Schools grades; 
and these classes have proved so successful, the demand far exceedin~ the facilities 
of this one Central School, that we invite you to consider the advisability of offering 
a sufficient sum to the Board to enable them to open one or more Central Schools of 
a like character, so that this important department of education may be extended 
at once; to meet the unexpected demand. 

THE EXmBITION BY THE MANUAL TRAINING DEPARTMENTS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOlS 
IN 1888. 

The SOciety offered the Board of Education a sufficient sum to cover the expenses . 
. of an exhibition of the Manual Training Departments connected with our Public 
. Schools. In pursuance of this suggestion, tile Board held an exposition at Horti· 
cultural Hall from Tuesday to Friday, the 8th to the 11th of May (1888). The notable 
feature of this exhibit was the presence of classes under instruction. Eager specta· 
tors crowded about the drill of the Kindergarten, the little seamstresses u sing their 
needles intelligently and skillfully under the verbal direction of a teacher, the 
Normal School Cooking Class, the Industrial Art Classes, and the busy workshops 
of the Manual Training SchooL Eighty thousand V1Sitors passed through the gates 
from the opening to the close of the exhibition. Classes were kept at work day 
and evening, and yet there was not a single breach of discipline requiring the inter· 
vention of the police. All that army of little workers was easily controlled in 
these new conditions by the teachers of our Public. Schools. The exhibition was 
visited by many persons from all parts of the country, and its importance was so 
generally recogniZed that there were propositions to send the exhibits to California 
and Australia, at the expense of these States. It was felt, however, that the life of 
the exhibit was the working -classes, not the numerous ·interesting specimens of 
work, and it was not thought advisable to exhibit the accomplished work without . 
the educative method. 

We feel a just pride in the reflection that we were able to offer to the Board of 
· Education the opportunity of making this important exposition of the great work 

which they are accomplishing in the schools of Philadelphia. ' 
We do not d well at length upon what we have achieved during the past year, for 

we are more nearly concerned with that which remains to be done, and the rest of 
this report will be devoted to the consideration of the important project we have 
now in hand. · 

. We have submitted to the Board of Education a project for the establishment of 
a High School for girls in Applied Household Science. 

Such a school should answer a like purpose in the education of girls, as the ad
mirable manual high school, in the training of boys, and should cover similar 
ground. 

It will not do to assume that this ~ound is generally understood. Professor 
James s~tes it ably and succinctly in hts article in the Andover Review for October, 
1888, under the heading of " Manual Training in the Public Schools in its Eco-
nomic Aspect." . . 

The words of Profes.'!or James, as a member of this society, appeals to us w1th 
peculiar force, and his membership and sympathy lend weight to our recomwen· 
dation. 

After quoting a few paragraphs from the article by Professor 
James urging the educational value of Manual Training, the report 
proceeds to advocate the founding of the proposed High School for 
Girls. 

* * * * * * * 
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The subject is so new, so technical, and so important, that it is difficult to bring it 
.within the compaserof·areport. · · · 

We will treat of it under two heads : that of organization an!l that of demand and 
need. 

THE ORGANIZATION OF SUCH .A SCHOOL. 

· It must be educative, must eliminate co ·struction, must cover a sufficient num
ber of the underlying principles of the functions and occupations of wo::nen, to 
make it of general and not special application, must lead to many-sided activities 
and abut in diversity of employment, must educate the hand and the brain . . 

What are the functions and occupations of women? 
We answer in one sentence: The family , under the economy of the house. 
Vihatever enters into the house; whatever emanates from it. Light, fuel, ven-

tilation, food, material structure, and· appointment on the one hand; and ·on the . 
other that to which all these minister, the entity of the family. 

What group of principles. underly these high functions .and occupations? 
The underlying principles of Applied Household Scienc~. 
Such a school should have three departments: Letters proper, Science, and Man-
~~~- . . 

The Department of Letters should, as in the case of the Boys' Manual Training 
School, be sufficiently advanced and comprehensive to entitle the graduate to enter 
advanced institutions of learning; and should be, in its historic and practical train
ing, directed towards the evolution and administration of t]1e house. 

'!'he Scientific Department should be· based upon chemistry, by the expe1imental, 
and not by the text-book, method. · 

The Manual Department should train the eye and the hand in drawing, in model
ing, in carpentermg, in weaving, staining, dyeing, &c. 

At the erose of the term there should be the application, in original work, of the 
principles acquired. 

The graduate would thus have designed, woven, dyed, and made a costume, or 
curtain, or carpet, or sofa, or model for room or house. And now we begin to see 
how training m these various principles would lead to diversity of employment, 
and how the girls who have been led by the old method o~ the schools to · be
come saleswomen, type-writers, and telegraph operators, would be led to seek 
employment in dyeing, in weaving, for the weaving that is now done is merely a 
mechanical feeding of the machine, as forewomen, eventually, in factories, as house
keepers, meaning by this term not the women who stand superintending the shak
ing of carpets, but those who superintend the whole admimstration of the house. 
There is no valid reason why women should not be qualified for the positions of 
housekeepers and caterers in private houses and public hotels. 

Here are possibilities and fields of employment not only entirely new to women, 
hut entirely new in any excepting a limited and empyrical sense. 

What is this new, unused, dormant, potential force which we are about disen
gaging, to the infinite and incalculable benefit of mankind? 

It is the latent energies of trained and disciplined womanhood. 
If we develop these in the direction of the functions and occupations of men, not 

only do we overcrowd these fields, but we lose all that entirely unused, unde
termined force which we call, in the concrete, woman. 

There is in the effort to adjust the liberty of women to the new political aud social 
conditions this great possibility of incalculable value; but we must not ovel"look the 
correlative fact that there is, in the repugnance which many women feel toward 
their own emancipation, a wholesome apprehension that they may be r emodelled, 
instead of regenerated. Out of thes11 conflicting extremes, that liberty which means 
law, that development which means growth, must come, or we shall see our civil
ization fail in the direction of the overthrow of the family as the unit in the State. 

No other agency will be so potent to arrest such a catMtrophe; and we speak with 
some authority as we are, so far as we know, the only body who have been for the 
past seven years working upon this problem. 

If in this matter of the relation of women to the family and the State, we vindi
cate the eulogium of Matthew Arnold that in "what concerns the solving of the 
political and social problem we see clear and think straight," we shall not fail, for 
this is the solution of a problem that is clamoring for an answer. 

WHAT .ARE THE DEMAND .AND THE NEED FOR SUCH A SCHOOL? 

First, there is the conscious demand which must necessarially lag far behind the 
actual need. 

There is much of this demand. All over the country a casting about for depart· 
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ments of manual training for women ; 6chools of arts and industries eStablished 
here and elsewhere ; weaving, &c., introduced into the classes of the Pennsylvania 
Museum of Industrial Art ; minor arts, sewing, and cooking connected with the 
system of public education. 

All these are admirable, but it will not do to flatter ourselves with the idea that 
the introduction here and there of one or more departments in the occupations of 
women , either in public or private schools, is a solution of th(' problem. It is no 
more a solution than the placing in the schoolroom of a bench and tools with in
struction in carptmtry would have solved the problem of manual training for boys. 

Manual training for women is, from two causes, in peculiar danger of falling into 
this pitfall of construction or training for special industries. 

There is no jealous apprehension on the part of women of the overcrowding of 
their occupations, and, as yet, no educative system in practice answering to the 
Russian tpethod in the underlying principles of the use of tools. It is this educative 
system, adapted to the nature of women, that we now propose to the Board. It is 
between the Scylla of ignorance on the one hand, and the Charybdis of special con-

. struction on the other, that we show you a channel where you may pass m safety. 
Sewin~, cooking, drawin~, modelling, are sought with eagerness by the pupils. 
When 1t was proposed to mtroduce sewing into the Normal Schools the pupils in 

four classes were asked to indicate their interest by raising the right hand ; all but 
four of those one hundred and sixty hands we1"e raised in eager approval. 

When the central Cooking School for Grammar School girls was opened this 
winter at the Normal School building, there were six hundred applicants in excess 
of the facilities, and the applications ceased only because of the impossibility of 
securing admission. · . 

The importance of this question of industrial education has been recognized by 
the legislature in the bill creating the Industrial Commission, and in the addrt-.ss of 
the Governor at the recent OJ>t:ning of the present session. The report of the com
missioners is awaited with mterest. Sufficient is known of their probable recom
xpendations to show that such a school as we propose will be in harmony with the 
general movement. · 

We have spoken of the demand ; let us show somewhat of the need of such a 
school. . 

The decadence of apprenticeshi\> and the paralyzing influence of the machine 
upon tlie mechanic, whose whole mtellectual energy and hand-skill are employed 
in one mechanical,. often·repeated, unvaried occupation, led mep to devise a method 
of education which should rescue the manhood of the nation from this degradation, 
and the laborer from his ignominious position as the mere slave of the lamp which 
science has lighted and capital evoked in this nineteenth century. 

The liberal education which was given formerly to women within the home, 
where they wove, spun, weaved, pres(.>rved, baked, sewed, and mended, has also 
fallen into decadence. . 

All these diversified occupations have been specialized. The fibre is spun in one 
factory, woven into textile fabrics in another, cut and made up into garments in a 
third and, finally, sold by one ignorant woman behind a counter to another as 
ignorant in front of it. 

Yeast is manufactured by a company; bread is baked in a shop and sold to a 
housekeeper who does not know the difference between dry and fresh yeast, and 
who supposes fineness and whiteness in flour to be synonymous with sweetness and 
nutrition. 

Unsa>ory odors greet the fretted mistress upon the threshold of her house, and 
little does she imagine that a proper understanding of ventilation would remove 
them altogether, or that a little skill in cooking would convert them into appetizing 
and delicate aromas. 
· She has never heard of the five degrees of boiling reco~ized in France. 

She does not know that it is possib1e to boil a cabbage inoffensively. How should 
she, when she does even not know that she can increase the temperature of boiling 
water by the simple addition of salt ; and, never having heard of essential oils, how 
should she know that she has liberated them? 
. She accepts moths as a scriptural dispensation, and, even if she clearly appre
hends that they live upon her woolen fabrics, . it hn.s never dawned upon her 
darkened intelligence that they originate in the impel'fectly-cured hair which she 
has so innocently and confidingly bought of her upholsterer. 

It is not too much to say that if a thousand wowcn in Philadelphin l:Jor ·:.- ! 1.'0 
cause ami understood the prevention of moths, there would not be a singl<' l:t<llh Ill 
any house in this city. 

The same applies to poisono\15 dyes, imperfect dyeing, split and defective threads, 
&c., &c. 
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It will be asked, are you running amuck against modern methods, subdivison of 
labor, &c.~ 

Not at all! 
If you educate one hundred girls in such a school as we propose we are ready to 

let the economic question of labor settle itself. 
It will then be immaterial whether one of these girls, grown to womanhood, 

makes all the yeast, and another weaves all the cloth, for each will know all the 
processes, and will be intelligent in purchasing and skillful in using the articles 
which enter into her house. . . 

A few women have, no doubt, with difficulty, solved these questions more or 
less perfectly in their own interests, but their n\llllber is too small to be anything 
but exce.I?tional, and entirely inadequate to making a general impression upon the 
commumty. 

It is from such women that this project receives the greatest encouragement, for 
they alone are qualified to understand the importance of the introduction of 
educative methods in the training of women for the administration of the house. 

If the decadence of apprenticeship creates demand · for manual training as being 
essential to the harmonious development of the boy, how much more important is 
it that mental and manual training should be given to the girl, in view of . the 
deplorable condition of unthrift, clumsiness, dullness, which is falling upon women 
'from the decadence of home training iuhousehold economy. 

Such training as we propose, wl,.ile tending to lucrative occupations, so far from 
disqualifying women for their natural duties, would prepat·e them, as they have 
never yet been prepared, for the administration of their own homes. 
· So far public education in this community leads only to one career for women. · 

The profession of teaching is one of the highest, and should be one of the liberal, 
professions, and, moreover, it is no doubt essential to the very life of the schools, 
but it is not the whole destiny of woman. · 

The whole system of education for women is practically a feeder qf the Normal 
School ; but such a hio-h school in Applied Household Science as we propose would 
lead to lucrative empioyments as bookkeepers, designers, housekeepers, caterers, 
dyers, bakers, upholsterers, decorators, dressmakers, forewomen in factories; and 
the graduates of the first model school of this character would be, as were the 
graduates of the first manual training school for boys of the Boston Institute of 
Technology, in demand all over the country as teachers of the new method. 

There is a demand, in view of the overpressure upon women who are the heads of 
households, in this day of such complex and varied interests, for relief from the 
supervision of the details of the admmistration of the house-for trained managers ; 
and the introduction of ~aduates from such a school as forewomen in factories is 
probably the only practical means of reaching the factory girls and solving the 
difficult problem of this dangerous social condition growing up in our midst. 

CHARLOTTE PENDLETON, 
Corresponding SecretartJ of the Pnblic Educat·ion Association. 

A large well-printed pamphlet of 34 pages entitled "Scheme for 
a Girls' High School," contains the schedule of courses as given in 
the Boys' High School,-The City Manual Training School,-afte1 
which the proposed girls' school is closely modelled. . 

The pamphlet is printed in Roman type, which is a copy of the 
schedules of the courses in the City Manual Training School for 
Boys. Such additions, or changes, as are proposed to be made in the 
Boxs' course, to adapt the school for the needs of girls, are printed 
in Italics. The principal changes are here given. 

SCHEME FOR A GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOL. 

The p1-inciples o.f the tt.9e of tools, underlying the large number of trades and in
dttStries entering into the house, 11tay be g1'0npecl in such a manner as to bear the 
same relation to ellncation as the principles of the ttse of tools, m tderl.•,ing the trades 
common to men. 

Training fm· tvomen in the principles of applied household science. would ltave 
the pecnlia1· advrmtage of p1·eparing for the occnpations tt•hich enter into the ad
mini.~tration of fll e hou.se, as well as lead to many lucratit•e tmdes beming upon the 
CO'Mt?·uction oj the house. 
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It is impossible to ove-restim,ate the importance of selecting principles underlying 
such tradU and occuyations which, leading to ltwmtive employments for woinen, 
may not lead away from their important functions as home-makers, 
·· The tools from which we seek, therefore, to extract the underlying principles are 
those which enter into the construction and administration of the house. 

Many of these are the same as the Manual Department conne<Jted with the Boys' 
High School. . . · 
·' We have taken the annual catalogue of this school and modified it in. those dir~ 

tions which we consider desirable in connection with manual training of girls. 
'l,'he matter in roman type is from the Catalogue of the Manual Training School 

for Boys. 

Five parallel lines of study are given in the Boys' course of three 
years. In the first, "Language and Literature," the only chanJ?e is 
to substitute" and one modern foreign language" instead of'' Oer
man." In the fifth course "Tool Instruction," etc., "pottery, card-
ing, spinning, and weaving" are added. · 

In the detailed courses under Language and Literature the follow-· 
ing is added : 

Literature should .t1·eat of social customs, as in the Canterbury Tales, the Rape of 
the Lock, John (}ilpin, the Old English Ballads, Miles Standish, Hans Breitman, 
The Commemoration Ode, and the students should be led to search for literary treat
ment of subjects of which they have acquired a scientific and histmical knowledge. 
For instance: Ho1ner's women, Penelope and her web, the_ loom, spinning and weav
ing in pure literature, the grain in Egyptian burials, etc. The essays should treat 
of the science, art, literature, history or ethics of the house. 

In the course under history is added : 
The department of history s1Wltld trace dmn.estic and social custo1ns, and the his

torical evolution and administration of the house, rather than 1·ecords of dynastiu 
and campaigns. 

In the" Course in Science," the following sentences especially in 
·the sciences underlying the construc!i.on and administration of the 

. house and "especially as to food, heat, ventilation, sanitati9n, 
hygiene," are added. 

Under Chemistry: 
Chemistry should be somewhat enlarged, as it is at the basis of so much that enters 

into the construction and administration of houses. 

* * * * * * * 
Action of alkalie!i, acids, etc., upon tins, textile fibres , etc. 

* * * * * * * ., 
In place of metallurgy we propose a course in advanced chemistry, that is, in the 

nat1tral m·ganic processes, such, for instance, as the processes of fermentation in 
bread, wine and vinega1·, in decomposition of milk and simila1· .food products ; 
demonstration of physical condition of impurities found in air and water ; use of 
the microscope, especially to discover the forms of woods, C?-ystalll and textile .fw1'es. 

We advocate teaching these bmnches by tracing pt•ocesses, in the spirit of the new 
education, rather than by text precept and analysis. 

Under Physiology : 
We u•ould modify this study so as to throw out them-y and dissection, and to make 

it a truly moral agency by demonstrating effects of heat and impurities introduced 
into the atmosphere, and by .~howing the p1·inciples underlying the moral laws en· 
acted by church and state at various times! yroving that these are not based upon 
arbitrary edicts, but on some natural scientific conditions; as, fm· instance, the laws 
o.f the Jew governing tlr£ eating of pork, the reasonableness of such a law in hot 
Eastern countries, and tlr£ dangers, with remedy, in this country, alway11 showing. 
the underlying principle rather than the dogmatic law. . 

In the "Course in Drawing,'' all the introductory paragraphs are 
here given; the proposed additions to adapt the instruction to the 
new girls' schools are printed in italics. 
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FOURTH.-COURSE IN DRAWING. 

The importance of Drawing in its application to Manual Training cannot be over
estimated. It is, in fact, the first step in manual training. Without drawing, the 
u8e of tools becomes a mere mecha.ntcal imitation, and Jlll8 little value as an edu
cational factor. From the conception of the idea to its expression in the concrete 
material, the drawing is the medium through which the mechanical processes are 
logically developed, and brought to a definite and practical form. · 

From the begiiming, therefore, the pupil is taught to interpret working drawings, 
and to reproduce from them the indicated forms. He must understand the lan
gua~e in which they are described, and acquire by education and experience the 
abihty to obey it. 

While drawing underlies all indust.rial work. its application is not limited to me
chanical construction. Throughout all the departments, drawing is the common 
language used in explaining facts, ideas and principles. By means of historical, 
botanical, and topographical maps, literary and economic charts, gevmetric dia
grams, anatomic&l and geological sketches, the pupil graphically expresses the 
lessons taught in the class-room. · ' 

Drawing is at least as valuable in the manual training of girls in ;Principles of 
tools underlying the household handicrafts as in the principles underlymg the trades 
followed by men. We would ma.ke this branch more educative, and less imitative 
tlUJ.n heretofore, seeking always to develop in the direction of the ml.d~n·lying prin
ciples of art as well as industry. We would n~ake decorati·ve drawing bear a true 
relation to such a school b'IJ taking the forms 1·evealed by the microscope as the sub
jects. The girl should dmw the underlying fm·ms so 1·evealed in the cereals, textile 
fibres, crystals, etc., which pass unde1· her hands. By tTttts incorp01·ating them in 
their appropriate fabrics she will not fail to have a correct idea of the relation of 
form. color and texture. For instance, by drawing the underlying forms in flax, 
silk, cotton mid wool, and then weaving these forms magni}Wl into the linen, silk, 
cott01t and woole!t f.roducts, and by combining with the favorite bird' s-egg blue, the 
texture of the shel , she will produce entirely new and lovely effects. 

The principle of 1·educing large objects for deco1·ation is tvellunderstood, but t1~ 
principle of magnifying underlying forms has never be~nt exploited ; and it would 
have t1~ htghest value in leading the mind to perceive that beauty is integral and not 
superimposed. It tocmld lead to a true can01l in art, and correct much of the confu
siun which distorts modern art and industry. It would be in the highest sense edu-
~~ . 

The Course in Drawing has three general divisions:-
First.-Constructive drawing, as the basis of all industrial pursuits. 
Second.-Representative drawing, designed to educate the sense of form and pro-

portion, to teach the eye to observe accm-ately and to train the hand to delineate 
rapidly the forms of objects. 

Thirp.-Decorative drawing, used as a means of cultivating the taste, and de· 
veloping an appreciation and love of the beautiful. 

MODEUNG IN CLAY. 

(Third Year.) 

* * * * * * * 
In clay modeling, instead of merely copying the complex forms of highl11 developed 

art periods, we wo·uld have them origina,te simple forms, the principles of tvhich they 
- have learned in the hi.~to1·y and literature of the first developments of lttstoric races, 

in vessels for cooking,porotts wate1·-coolm·s, such as tvere ttsed by the Egyptians, etc. 
Here again the magnified ·underlying form could be used in decoration. 

In the "Course in Tool Instruction" the following is added : 

In place of the tool instruction omitted from the catalogue, we would introduce a 
bale of cotton, a bag of wool and flax, and a quantity of silk. and pass all these 
through their several p1·ocesses. TVe tvottld also carry construction in wood articles 
further than in the bo11s' school, and. we would introduce the pott~n·'s wheel. We 
would thus keep the balance of training in mental processes and hand skill. 
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In the list of "Equipments," under . "Mechanical Department, 
Wood Shop," the following change is suggested: 

In place of forge shop we would have 17 loorns, sufficient for classes of 48 gi7'1s. 
·The use and care of these would teach something of power, enginee1-ing, etc., withrYUt 
which no one can go forward to any mechanical employment. 

Under "Foundry:" 
Desks for gas fr.:x;tures to be connected with the cooking appamtus constructed by 

the girls. _ . 

The pamphlet closes with the following acknowledgment: 
. We wish to acknowledge here formally the assistance rendered us in the prepm·a· 
tion of this scherne by Mo1'1'is Longstreth, Esq., M. D.; Profess01' Sayre, Pnncipal of 
the Bmjs' Manual Training School; Professors Henderson and Entwisle, of the 
Manual Training School, and Miss Stewart, the teacher of Kindergarten .llfethods 
in the Nor1nal School. 

CHARLOTTE PENDLETO!<', 
ALICE LIPPINCOTT, 

From the Executive Committee of the Public Education Association. 



PUBLIC EDUCATION SOCIETY OF . THE CITY OF NEW YORK. 

INTRODUCTION. 

This Society, which seems modeled after the Philadelphia Associa
tion whose history has just been given, is of very recent origin. 
From the "Memorial" presented by it to the New York City Board 
of Education, on the 6th day of February, 1889, are taken the follow
ing extracts, which must serve to set forth the organization and 
purposes of this new body which seeks to become an active element 
in civic life. 

While the executive official bodies in charge of the direction of the 
city schools of the MetroiJolis, are in no such need of re-org_anization 
as were those of Philadelphia when, in 1880, the Public Education 
Association of that city was formed,-since the office of Superin
tendent of City Schools, then unknown in Philadelphia, has long 
existed in New York City,-there is, nevertheless, not only in New 
York, but in every large city, ample room for such intelligent watch
fulness of school management as public-spirited citizens, cooperating 
with experienced, capable educators, can properly undertake. Such 
associations, making it their business to furnish to the public accu
rate information in 1•egard to all matters affecting the interests of the 

· public schools, serve to create an enlightened public opinion which 
will sustain the educational officials in their efforts to develop and im
prove the schools of the people. So la rge and diverse are the 
numerous legitimate expenditures of a great city, and so onerous is 
the flurden of taxes, that each interest is forced to struggle to obtain 
its due proportion of the public monies. So many are the demands 
whose claims are· obvious and irresistible,- such as provision for the 
care of the sewers, the streets, the docks, the pubhc buildings and 
the parks, and for the pay of firemen and police, that the cry of 
little children for the bread of knowledge is hardly heard amid the 
clamor of strong men earnestly contending for their special needs. 

The schools are always the first to suffer if retrenchment is the order 
of the day. On the pret ext of the necessity of economy, the salaries of 
the teachers are relentlessly cut down, the building of new school houses 
is at once stopped, and so the expenditures of the city are lessened, 
just exactly where they should oe increased; for, in every growing 
town, the needs of expenditure for the schools, are always growing; 
both because t he number of school children is increasing, and 
because the progress of the world is so rapid, that new studies and 
new methods of training the pupils to meet the changing conditions, 
are continually and imperatively demanded. The teaching of draw
ing, the movement for m:tnual training, the introduction of public 
kindergarteu, each and all of which are changes and additions to the 
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educational forces of the- community, and each of which inqreases 
the first cost of the schools, are yet, in the judgment of those who 
have given most attention to educational needs, urgently demanded. 

If this statement of _the situation is correct, it is evident that there 
is ample room for the activity of such a Public Education Society in 
every city; that is, in the rU&h of private enterprise and in the press 
of demands of the various public needs, there is a necessity for the 
combination of public-spinted citizens to care for the needs of the 
schools, whose relation to the financial interests of ind.ividuals and 
communities is not so immediately obvious, though by no means is 

-it le~ essential. The needs of such public interest in the schools, 
which arise from the internal management of the schools, and relate . 
to the di!!cipline, methods of instruction, examinations, etc., are 
sufficiently set forth in the memorial itself. The Memorial of the 

· New York Society begins as follows: 

To the Boa,rd of Education of the City of New York: 
The Public Education Society of the City of New York, organized to" inform 

the public mind in regard to the current systems of educ.Ltion, and to suggest such 
impro.vements therein as may from time to ·time appear expedient," respectfully 
presents the folll)wing facts and suggestions for your official consideration. 

The Public Education Society ~lieves that tlie present public school system of 
· the City of New York is defective, (1) in respect to accommodations provided; (2) 

_-in respect to courses and methods of instruction; (3) in respect to administration . 
. In support of. this belief, we would submit the following statement: 

Several pages follow of carefully compiled statistics. under the first 
head-' 'I~ respect to accommodations provided;" -showing the school 
population, number and distribution of the teaching force, etc., and 
the number of school sittings afforded by the city. · 

From this the final paragraph is taken.-
Under the head of deficient accommodations, we are of opinion that the subject 

of. play-grounds for the pupils, or the lack of them, should receive your attentiOn. 
For the preservation of health and for thll necessar,r relief from the confinement of 
the ~;~Chool-room, some place should be provided m connection with every school 
building where the children may freely take exercise in the open air. If the value 
of real estate in the city is so great that purchases of ground adjoining the school
houses cannot be made for this purpose, we call your attention to the fact, that in 
London, similar conditions prevail; and there, the problem has been successfully and 
satisfactorily solved by placing play-grounds upon the roofs of the school buildings. 

Under the second topic, matters germane to this Report are dis-
cussed, as follows : . 

As to Courses and Methods of Instruction: A comparison of the course of study 
pursued in the New York City Schools, with those in use in the elementary schoo!s 
m FI'a.nce, Prussia, Baden and other European countries, makes it plain that in tins 
city less progress is made in the various branches of knowledge by pupils of the 
same age .than in foreign countries; and this is so, despite the fact that the school 
children here, are bard-worked and the school curriculum overcrowded. In the 
foreign countries just referred to, reading, spelling, and ·composition writing are 
better and more effectually taught than with us; geometry (Raumle1we), in so far 
as it involves the study of simple and familiar space-relations, is taught very early 
and with excellent results; universal history, illustrated by biographical sketche~, 
follows the study of the history of the mother-country, and in outline at least, IS 
taught to children of the same age as those in our grammar schools; geography _is 
far better and more practically taught than here, unless we make an exception m 
favor of certain individual teachers who have adopted the newer methods; natural 
science is taught systematically and with continual reference to observation and 
experiment; drawing is far better than here, and is treated as a most importa~t 
and not as a subsidiary subject of inStruction; and, finally, vocal music and phys•
cal training are looked upon as important factors in the child's education, and not 
as non-essentials to be provided for if possible, after everything else has been con· 
sidered. · 
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The poi~t is then made, that in New York City some sixty thou
sand school children leave the schools before they reach the age of 
twelve years, and, in the light of this fact, the arrangement of 
1:1tudies which only looks to continuous progression through all the 
school grades, .is criticised as. follows : 

Some of the evils of the methods now in use are these (a) The arbitrary rule .Qf 
.the manual leaves no room for original work, but deprives principal and teachers 
of discretionary power, and enforces needless uniformity. The mannal might be 
useful·with others of its kind if taken as a suggestion, but it is now used as-the one 
absolute authority for the education of more than 150,000 children, and has been so · 

· used for many years with very few changes for the better. Great advance has 
been made in educational methods during this J?Elriod, but little or none of this ad

. vance haS'found its way into the manual in use m this city. 

THE SACRIFICE OF EDUCATION TO EXAlllNATION. 

(b) .The cha:racteF and kind of tests imposed upon pupils and teachers as a means of 
ascertaining t4e success of class-room work, are bad. In this connection, we would 
call your attention to the protest against the sacrifice of education to examination, 
which is printed in the Nnwteenth Century J?eview for November 1888, and signed 
by several hundred of the leading educators and thinking men and women of Great 
Britain. The objections which they urge. against the use of examinations as an en i 
instead of a means, apply with the greatest force to the condition of affairs in New 
York City. The annual examinations by the Assistant Superintendents, are merely 

·memory exercises upon the part of the pupils, and are marked as such ; they have 
no reference to the general growth of the pupil's mind from year to year, nor to 
their increasing powers of observation and reasoning. 

THESE EVILS ILLUSTRATED. 

The standard of perfection set in these examinations, is often reached but always at 
great cost to the pupil, since it means almost endless drill and cram. This evil is great
est in the primary grades. Children of five and six yea.ra of age are subjected to an 
examination in thirteen subjects and marked upon them, when many of the little ones 
have not been in school three months. It is true, that these thirteen subjects may easilr 
be ~ouped under three or four heads, but they are not so taught, nor are the exatru
nattons so held. The persistent and inhuman cramming required. to bring seventy 
or eighty such young children up to a high class average in all these subjects, 
crowds out the possibility of rational teaching from the first hour of the day to the 
last. In a class of 75, hesitation on the part of 12, puts the teacher in the second 
rarik. In a class of 50, seven or eight failures will have this result. On this 
marking depends the teacher's rank and chances for future promotion, and from 
these markings there is no appeal. It is made an object to the teacher, both 
financially and otherwise, to overcrowd her class room. In the grammar 5«hool, 
the same end is kept in view and the same means are employed to reach it, The 
nervous strain on the pupil is the greatest in the highest ~rades, as here, there are 
two sets of examinations which must be crammed for. Ftrst, the Superintendent's 
test, and then the examinations for tho Normal and City Colleges. The questions 
given at these last examinations may not be difficult ; they may fall far w1thin the 
limits of the candidate's knowledge, but this does not lessen the evil of allowing and 
encouraging thousands_of children to enter into competition for the few hundred 
vacancies, thus putting a premium upon crammin~ for admission to a higher insti
tution. This, of itself, destroys the mdependent hfe of the schools and effectually 
cripples them. 

The features of administration are then discussed at some length 
and the suggestion is made, that an additional "Council of Educa
tional Experts" could wisely be associated with the City Board of 
-Education. In conclusion, the committee appointed to prepare this 
Memorial sum up as follows : 

We have thus, in outlinE\ given a statement of the facts on which our opinion 
concerning the deficiency of the school system is based. We earnestly recommend 
that they be investigated, and steps taken to improve the efficiency of the 
schools in the direction indicated. We are of opinion that this investigation can be 
best undertaken by a Special Commission appointed for the purpose, which Com-
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mission should include some members of recognized reputation and authority in 
matters of education. The recommendations of such a Commission, made after 
thorough and ·impartial investigation, will afford the Bo..1rd of Education a most 
excellent and most satisfactory basis of action. For the constitution of such a 
Commission, legislative authority may be necessary ; but we believe that the public 
interests demand, and that public opinion will commend such steps. 

Should this suggestion meet with the approval of your Honorable body, the Pub-
. lie Education Society will be pleased to appoint a committee to co-operate with a 

committee of the Board of Education in drafting a bill to be submitted to the Legis
lature now in session, providing for the appointment of a Commission to investi
gate the operations of the school-law in this city, to revise and codify the same, 
and to recommend improvements in the school system. 

All of which is respectfully submitted on behalf of the Public Education Society. 
February 6, 1889. · 

NICHOLAS MURRA. Y BUTLER 
HENRY Y. SATTERLEE 
JOHN B. PINE 
KATE V. THOMPSON 

Committee. 

· The fact that ·nr. Butler, the energetic President of the "New 
Yo'rk College for the Training of Teachers," is chairman of thtJ 
committee presenting this statement, is conclusive evidence that 
the interests of Manual Training and of Drawing will not be neg
lected by this new society. 
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APPENDI~N. 

PAPERS 
RELATING TO VA.JiiOUS PHASES OF 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN ENGLAND 
AS SET FORTH BY 

SOME LEADING ENGLISH EDUCATORS AND 
EDUCATIONAL OFFICIALS. 

I. Introduction. 
II. Liverpool Council of Education~Prize Distribution to Elementary Schools. 

(1886.) 
(a) Opening address by the :Mayor of Liverpool. . 
(b) Conditions of scholarships announced by the Secretary. 
(c) Address on "Technical Education" by ProfellSor Sir. Henry Roscoe. 
(d) Brief concluding remarks by local authorities. 

III. Extract from Inaugural Address of Professor Hele-Shaw, University College, 
Liverpool. (1887.) 

IV. Prize Distribution in Sheffield, England. (January, 1888.) Two Addresses 
by Educational Officials. 

(a) Address by Mr. Mundella at the Technical School. 
(b) Concluding remarks by local authorities. 
(c) Address by Sir. W . Hart-Dyke. 

V. Technical Education in Board Schools . by Rosamond Davenport-Hill. Con
temporary Review, May, 1888. 

VI. How to gain t ime for Industrial Studies.- Practical Suggestions by an En-
- glish Educator. (1887.) 

VII. Inaugural Address and Discussion on the occasion of the or.ening of a new 
hall in the College of Preceptors, London, England (Apnl1887.) 

(a) Preliminary words. 
(b) Extracts from report of proceedings and from the Address by J. 

G. Fitch, LL. D., on "Socrates and his Method of Teaching." · 
(c) Discussion of the Paper. 

VIII. "Educational Freedom," extracts ft·om a notable historical address by Dr. 
Wormell, M. A., before the London College of Preceptors. (June 1887.) 

IX. A Conference on Technical Instruction, held in London by Educators and 
practical artisans. (1887.) 

(a) Preliminary words. 
(b) "The present position of the Technical Instruction QUC'!<I:ion.'' A 

paper read by Professor Silvanus P. Thompson, Pre:;idcat of the 
Finsbury Technical College. 

(c) The diS<iuSSion of the paper, 
1021 
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X. A notable discuBSion concerning Technical .Education held in the pages ol 
'' The Nineteenth Century" durin~ the year 1&l8. · 

{a)" The Vague Cry for Technical Education," by Lord Armstrong, 
. July 1888 . 
. {b) " Lord Armstrong and Technical Education," by Sir Lyon Playfair, 

M. P., September 1888. 
{c) "The Cry for Useless ~ow ledge," by Lord Armstrong, November 

1888. 
· (d) " The Sacriti,ce of Education to Examination." A strong protl'St by 

Professor Max Muller, Edward Freeman, l''rederic Harrison, and 
a Ion~ array of the authors, educators, and statesmen of Great 
Britam. " The Nineteenth Century," November 1888. 



I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The papers comprised in this Appendix illustrate the attitude qf 
a number of distinguished educational authorities in Great Britain 
towards the various phases of Industrial and Technical Education 
which are considered in this volume. 

It is noticeable that a similar confusion in the use of terms, when 
referring to the different phases of this new educational movement, 
is as prevalent among English educators as it is in the discussions 
among American educators, referenee to which will be found on 
page 68 of this volume. 

In the opening paper,-a report of the proceedings at Liverpool 
on the occasion of the distribution of prizes to the pupils of Ele
mentary Schools, and of the address of Professor Sir Henry Roscoe 
on" Technical Education,"...:._it aj>pea.rs that the speaker, in using 
that adjective "Technical ," clearly means to indicate such simple 
elementary training in industries as is given to pupils in schools of 
a class similar to our common schools of primary, mtermediate, and 
grammar grades; whereas, by the term" Technical Education," as 
used in this country, the training given in the Institutions of Tech
nolo~y,-the professional training of Mechanical, Mining and Civil 
Engmeers,-is commonly understood; thou~h the term "Technical 
Training," is also used to designate definite mstruction in a particu
lar trade or industry. 

In the brief extract from the inaugural address by Professor Hele~ 
Shaw, also delivered in Liverpool, the definition of this term is 
directly considered. The extracts which follow, from the two ad
dresses ·delivered in Sheffield on similar occasions, treat also of the 
proper meaning to. be given to the term" technical."-The names of 
Mr. Muudella, the well-known English statesman, whose interest in 
educational matters is known the world over, and of Sir. W. Hart
Dyke, Vice President of the Committee of Council of Education, 
are a guarantee that their words on these matters are worthy of most 
serious attention.- These gentlemen evidently referred to a feature 
in this new form of education analogous to that which characterizes 
the American Manual Training School, with reference always to the 
further definitive training in special trades; to which the excellence 
of the Swiss, and other European artisans, was attributed. The arti
cle from the "Contemporary Review," giving an account of what is 
being done in beginning industrial education in the London Board 
Schools, commences with a frank statement of the two meanings 
which attach to the term "technical education," and clearly indi
cates which definition is followed in this article. 

In connection with such admitted confusion in the use of terms, 
the transition to a consideration of the methods of Socrates as a 
teacher, can hardly be . considered as abrupt; and the extracts from 
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_the admirable paper read by Dr. Fitch, on the occasion of the op_en
ing of the New Hall in the College of Preceptors, will be found not 
only- most· interesting,. but to have a direct be~ri_ng on the discussion 
wh1eh the movel'D:ent m regard to manual trammg has called forth: 

The extract whiCh follows from the eloquent address by Dr. W or
mell, is both suggestive and inspiriting, in its view of the promise 
and reward of the true teacher, while it has an encouraging word for 
the advocates of elementary indus~rial education, and a word of warn
ing against a danger to which all public schools are especially ex
posed. 

The paper which follows is most interesting as giving the views 
and expressions of practical workers in the industrial arts, which were 
drawn out during the discussion upon Professor Thompson's !Japer; 
while that paper itself is very valuable for the succinct view 1t pre
sents of the recent activity in London in providing facilities for the 
definite technical training of artisans. 

The extracts from the papers contributed to the Nineteenth Cen
tury by· such di~t.inguished authorities as are Lord Armstrong and 
.Sir Lyon Playfair, M. P. ~ .during the year 1888, will be found of 
great interest to aU who are. considering the · needs and demands of 
modern education; while the brief excerpts from the astonishing 
protest against the abuses of examinations, which have grown UJ1 by 
reason of the adoption by the English Government, some forty years 
ago, of this plan of ,entrance into Government service, are com
mended to the careful consideration of aU thoughtful citizens 
throughout the United States. · 



II. 

LIVERPOOL COUNCIL OF EDUCATION. 
PROFESSOR ROSCOE ON TECHNIOAL EDUCATION. 

I NTRODUCTION. 

The following extracts from the report given in the Liverpool Post 
of January 30th, 1886, are here inserted, as showing what has been 
done in the elementary schools in that city, which seem to closely 
correspond to the lower school grades of the public schools of Ameri-
can cities. 't.. 

'fhe account of the proceedings illustrates the .tijnglish custom of 
payment to teachers " by results, " and of stimulating the pupils by 
the public award of ·medals, prizes and scholarships. Professor Sir. 
H enry E. Roscoe, M.P. , who presented the prizes aud deliyered the 
achlress, is, I believe, the grandson of that. once famous merchant 
prince of Liverpool, who is known to the world as the brilliant 
bio:Eapher of the illustrious Merchant Prince of Florence, Lorenzo 
De medici, and as the author of other famous historical works, which 
form the chief claim to literary distinction that can be advanced for 
t he commercial city of Liverpool. Professor Roscoe himself, has long 
been identified with the cause of Education, and more particularly 
with scientific and Technical Education; having been a member of 
"The Royal Commission to enquire into Technical Instruction," 
whose Second Report, issued in 1884, is such a storehouse of informa
tion concerning the contemporary efforts made to promote Technical 
Training throughout the c1vilized world. It will be observed that 
in this address, the dis tinguished Professor uses the term " Techni
cal Education "-which, in this country, is reserved as defining the 
courses of the higher institutions ·of Scientific Iustruction,- in· con
nection with the elementary schools. He does not, h owever, wish 
to ignore the higher schools, far from it; but on this occasion argues 
the need of laying the foundation of higher scientific and technical 
education in the primary schools; thus, in this address occupying 
the same ground and arguing from the same premises as do the 
American promoters of some forms of industrial education in our . 
own public schools of. all grades. 

Incidentally, he shows how little progress had, at that time, been 
made iu the introduction of any form of industrial education in 
English primary schools,-Manchester, and Sheffield, being the only 
places in which these studies had been attempted. 

In Sheffield, something corresponding to our "Manual Training 
Schools" proper, seems to be on t rial and meets, it is noted, with 
success. 

The "Council of Education" seems to be a volu ntary association 
of citizens 'vh o in their efforts for education co-operate with the city 
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educational authorities,-a unique instance in England of such co
operation, as Professor Roscoe states, but, in some of its features, not 
uncommon in the United States; as there has been frequent ·occa
sion to state in this Report . 
. The extract which follows from another address also delivered in 

Liverpool, the recent Inaugural ·address by Professor Hele-Shaw, of 
the University College, Liverpool, is given for its discussion of the 

· meaning of the term "Technical Education," which is also discussed 
by Professor Roscoe. These two extracts are here inserted in con
J;lection with the statements previously made in Chapters VII and 
VIII of this Volume (see pages 55-69 Art and Industry Report, Part 
II), as to the desirability of a clear definition of the several terms used 
to designate the various and distinct forms and stages comprehended 
under the general term of "Industrial Education." It will be seen 
that while Professor Hele-Shaw gives to the term "Technical" a 
very general meaning; he yet points out that Manual Training, and 
its preparatory studies, are not "Technical" at an. It was in view 
of this fact, that the author of this Report sought, in the chapters 
just indicated, to define and limit the terms characterizing the ::;ev
eral phases of thiq Modern Educational Movement. 

PRIZE DISTRIBUTION. 

The d~tribution of scholarships and rewards presented by the Liverpool Council 
of Education to the children· attending the various elementary schools in the city 
took place, yesterday afternoon, in the Small Concert-room, St. George's Hall, 
which was well filled. His Worship the Mayor (Alderman D. Radcliffe) occupied 
the chair, and supporting him, besides Professor Sir Henry E. Roscoe, M. P., were 
the Bishop of Liverpool (Dr. Ryle), the Ven. Archdeacon Bardsley, Chancellor Es· 
pin, Canons Lefroy ahd Rycroft, the Revs. J , W. Diggle (hon. secretary), with a 
Jarge number of other leading citizens. 

(a) ADDRESS BY THE MAYOR OF LIVERPOOL. 

The Mayor, in opening the proceedings, said he had the P.leasure to \)reside at the 
Town Hall over the annual meeting of the Liverpool Council of Education, when the 
eleventh report was presented. It was now his privilege to take the chair at this 
annual distribution of their scholarships and prizes [applause). The object and work 
of their educational council and their success were now so we!l known that he need 
not detain them by doing more than tlim~ briefty refelTing to them. H e might, how
ever, mention that he had been gratified to observe that the council, in the conclud
ing paragraph of their report, attributed the large measure of general success which 
had unquestionably of late years attended the progress of elementary education in 
Liverpool chiefty to the sympathy and zealous co-operation which had existed between 
the COuncil of Education and the School Board La pplause). In the best interests of 
their great and unitea educational work that meeting would, he was sure, heart!lY 
join with him in the hope that friendly relations between these two important bod1~ 
might be long and cordially maintained [apP.lause]. For the distribution of thelf 
scholarships the council had always happily succeeded in securing the valuable 
services of some distinguished stranger. Last year the Archbishop of York kindly 
and ably fulfilled this duty. In the previous year, as they all s,c'l.dly remembered, an 
able and interesting address was .delivered and the prizes were distributed by the 
late lamented Duke of Albany [hear, hear). 

THE MAYOR ANNOUNCES 'l'HE ORATOR OF THE DAY. 

That day the Council of Education and the City .of Liverpool were honoured by the 
presence of Professor Sir Henry E. Roscoe, M. P., of Owens College. 1\Ianches_ter, 
who had the honour to ser ve upon the Royal Commission on technica l instruct10n, 
and who was in many ways eminently fitted to fulfil the duty which he had that 
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day so kindly ~nd~rt.a.ken r applause]. He couid not sit down without adJing one 
word about a subject which the name of the late Duke of Albany always brought 
to his mind-he meant technical education. The subject was one in. which his 
Royal Highness took a deep interest, and it was one with which. they in Liverpool 
hoped to connect his lamented memory still more intimately by the foundation here 
out of the surplus funds of this year's exhibition of a Leopold S~hool o~ Technic~! 
Education [applause]. He felt sure that both because of the 1mmed1ate good 1t 
would do in educatin{$" the l?eople by_ fa~iliarizing theJI_l with the !Jest work in _every 
kiud. and because of 1ts ultunate obJect m the foundation of the school to wh1ch he 
haJ referred, the exhibition must have their hearty and cordial support [applause]. 

({>) CONDITIOf!S OF THE SCHOLARSHIPS ANNOUNCED BY THE SEC
RETARY. 

The Rev. J ohu W. Diggle, M. A., ·honorary secretary of the council, then read the 
report,. and explained that the scholarships were both for girls and boys, and con
nected the pu~iic elementary schools with the sc~O?ls of the Liverpool 9ollege and 
Liverpool Iust1tute. They were or.en to compet1t10n by each of the e1ghty-seven 
schopls in union with the counc1l. Fifteen scholarships, the total number being 
forty-five, were awarded in each year. Each conferred free education for three 
years, together with an annual grant of £12 in aid of the schola1·'s clothing and 
maintenance. Of the fifteen scholarships four were open to competition by girls 
and seven by.boys, of s••perior industry, intelligence, and attainments; two alike to 
girls and boys, for special attainments in history and ·geography; and two, specially 
to boys, for knowledge and aptitude in elementary science, mathematics, and draw
ing. The success achieved by many of. the schola1·s in the higher ·schools, and in 
the Oxford and Cambridge Local Examinations, was the best evidence of the care 
which had been given to their instruction. Two of the scholars, after successful 
careers at Oxford, had taken degrees in honours. A third was pursuing his studies 
at Cambridge; and a fourth had gained a sizarship at that University, where he 
entered into residence in October. A fifth scholar had greatly distinguished him
self at the University of Edinburgh; a sixth being now a promising student at the 
Aberystwith University. Two ot.hers had recently gained scholarships at Liverpool 
University College, and would proceed to a degree either of the London or Victoria 
University. Aided by pecuniary grants from the council, some scholars had become 
pupil teachers in the public elementary schools of Liverpdo~, most of them, after 
the completion of therr. apprenticeship, having taken high places in the Queen's 
Scholarship examinations. The reports from the principals of the higher schools 
continued to be in the highest degree satisfactory and encouraging. The examina
tion for the general scholarships was again conducted by the Rev. T. A. Stevens, 
M. A., of Magdalene College, Cambridge; and that for the elementary science 
scholarships by Dr. 0. J. Lodge, professor of physics in Liverpool University College, 
who reported most satisfactorily upon the work done by the ctmdidates. Following 
the scholarships and prizes, the rewards for regular and punctual attendance would 
be &"iven. A certificate of merit, the lowest of these was awarded in every case in 
whwh 410 attendances had been made within the year. A white medal, the next and 
higher reward, giyen to eYery holder of a certificate of merit, who in a second year 
should have made the like number of attendances. The third reward, a bronze medal, 
·was given to all who, having already gained the second reward, a white medal, should 
not have been absent from attendance in·the current year more than five times. 
The gilt medal, the fourth reward, was gained by the same high standard of attend
ance by those who already possessed the bronze medal. The final, and highest 
reward was an ornamental parchment certificate, conferred upon those who, hav
ing gained the previously named should in any future year maintain this highest 
standard of regularity. The aggregate number of good attendance rewards ~;,rained 
durilig the past year by the board and voluntary schools was: Certificates of merit, 
7,552; white m edals, 4,053; bronze medals, 1, 150; gilt medals, 660; and ornamental 
parchment certificates, 347; making together a total of 13,762. The individual cer
tificates and medals gained in each chool would be sent to the managers to be dis
tributed at such time and in such manner as in their judgment might best promote 
a spirit of emulation among the children, and give the greatest pleasure to their 
parents and friends. 
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(c) ADDRESS !JY SIR HENIJ,Y ROSCOE: "1'ECHNIC..!.L EDUCATION." 

Professor Sir Henry Roscoe, who, on rising, was· received with loud applause, 
said: 

Mr. Mayor, Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,-When your president was 
kind enough to ask me to come down. to Liverpool this day to distribute the prizes, 
and address to you a few remarks on the subject of the work of the Council of Edu
cation, I felt that nothilig short of absolute duty elsewhere should prevent me from 
accepting the very kind and ftatterin~ invitation. I felt it, sir, a great honour to be 
asked to follow in the steps of the distinguished men who have during the last tt>n 
or eleven years performed the task which I now have the pleasure of fulfilling [ap

,plause], I think, sir, that we may congratulate ourselves, and that Liverpool 
especially may congratulate itself, on the most satisfactory work which has been· 
done during the past year by this association. I look upon this association as one 
of the very greatest importance, especially at the present moment. I believe, in 
the first place, I am right in saying that this is, a unique association-that there is 
nothing like it in any of the other towns of our country or elsewhere. Its aims, as 
y:ou are all aware, are, in the first place, the combining together-and this, I ~ke 
1t, is most important-in work for a special and particular object of the board 
school and the voluntary school association (hear, hearl. At the present moment, 
when the question of the mode of working the great Education Act of 1870, with 
which the name of Mr. W. E. Forster will be always connected, is under considera
tion, it is, I think, of special importance that the work which is being done in this 
great city by your association should be brought fonvard in the forefront before the 
Royal Commission which has just been appointed, and I may congratulate you on 
having a representative on that commiss~on worthy' of the importance of the city 
[applause]. But, sir, this is not the only object you have successfully attained; we 
also know that you have a second object equally important, and that is your en
deavour-and a successful one-to raise the stand:n·d of educatibn in both t he board 
schools and the voluntary schools [hear, hear]. The result of your endeavours to ob
tain a more satisfactory attendance in all elementary schools of this city-and that 
a more satisfactory attendance is achieved by compulsion-is shown by the numbers 
of school attendances given in the report of 1871-the first year of the association
and also in the last report of 1884 [applause]. The first year's report shows 72 per 
cent. of attendances made by the. children on the rolls, and in the latter year it is 
seen that the number has -increased to what I may call the satisfactory one of 82 per 
cent. [applause]. Let us not, however, now hold our hands, or imagine, because 
the numbers have risen to the figures I have just mentioned, lhat we have succeeded 
in our efforts altogether [applause]. 

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE IN CONTINENTAL COUNTRIES. 

-In the evidence which we obtained in the commission to which you, Mr. Mayor. 
have alluded, we had the pleasure and satisfaction of visiting a. large number of 
different countries, and we found that in most of these the school attendance is 
much higher even than the number I have given, and that the total number of chil
dren in attendance is larger on the number of children of school age. Thus, for 
example, in Switzel'land no less than 97! per cent. of all children of school age at
tend. a public school [ a11plause J; and I may add that there are practically no ab-
sentees at all. · 

PROFESSOR ROSCOE COMMENDS THE PRIZE SYSTEM OF THE COUNCIL. 

Th~ meth~ by which the as..<;OCiation accomplishes this most desirable object has 
already been refened to in the report of your secretary. I should wish, however, 
to mention the method, as it seems to me one deserving of attention by other great 
educational authorities. Now, in the first place, there are five grade of certificates 
given by your council-first, for voluntary schools, and by the School Board, on the 
same system, to the board schools. And the report which your ))resident has 
been good enough to send me gives a very satisfactory account of the result of these 
awards. It is very gratifying to learn that even these very highest awards-the 
highest step in the ladder-the ornamental parchment certificates, are now increas: 
ing in number. In the last year the total number obtained was 292, of whkh 10•J 
were awarded by the School Board and 187 by the counc:il. In 1884 the total nuu1-
ber of youths awarded certificates of merit for goOI'l attendance amounted in the 
aggregate to 8,298 [applause]. Now, Mr. Mayor, it seems to me this is a most use
ful a.nd a most successful por tion of the work of the association, hut it is h,v no means 
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th~ only part, and I would next be al.lowed to call your attentio~ to the sc~olar
ships whwh are awarded by the counCil for the pur.po3e of connectmg the pubhc ele
mentary schools with the secondary schools ex1sting in your midst. Well, sir, this 
is really of the -very highest and very greatest importance. What we want now is 
a general method of connecting t~ese two great departments [hear, hear]. What 
we require, in my opinion, is a natiOnal system by which the young Faradays and 
young Herschels of the class which are not bern to affluence,-the boys, I mean, 
who show real talent-shall be picked out not only for their own good but for the 
good of the nation [hear, hear]. And let us trust that the Parliament which is now 
abo.1t to begin its labours anew may not pass away without some step being taken 
not only to connect the elementary with the secondary schools but to give a system 
of secondary instruction to the country which is at the present. time non-existent. 
Our secondary schools are excellent. but they require systematization. They require 
to be brought into connection with our elementary system, and the higher system 
of university education of the country [hear, hear)., 

The speaker here .referred at some length to the prizes awarded. 
He then dwelt upon the necessity of having trained teachers, if it was 
desirable to introduce a new study successfully, and commende.d 
the Council for the opening, in 1883, of a "Pupil Teachers College;" 
which step has been most successful. 

SCHOOLS OF COOKERY. 

I should like to express my satisfaction on one point, and that is on the instruc
tion of practical cookery. This is a matter for the girls, and especially of the lower 
classes, of the very highest importance, and the Education Department now give a 
grant of 4s. to every girl in a public elementary school who, having been previously 
presented for examination in reading, writing, and arithmetic, shall have attended 
cookery classes not less than fortY hours during the year; and here the report is 
most.satisfactory. The value of instruction in cookery has been great. No less 
than 500 girls have passed the examinations and have 1·eceived grants during last 
year for this most important branch of fem tie education. Again the council ex
press ~·feeling with which I must entirely agree'-the hope that increased efforts 
will be made as far as possible for the elder girls of elt>mentary schools to receive 
this instruction, as great domestic and social benefit cannot fail to result from this 
branch of practical knowledge and learning. * * * . 

THE WORTH AND NECESSITY OF TECHNICAL t:JtAINING. 

Well, sir, next comes n subject to which I have, as you have &tated, Mr. Mayor, 
given some attention-the subject of technical education. I would like to read the 
words of a para~raph in your report which, nre a;; fbllows: " While attention is 
centred on the pnmary education, it should be borne in mind that the industrial 
future of this country and of the colonies depends upon the judicious technical in
struction of the people." I d<m't think more pregnant words on the subject have 
ever been written, and they may serve as a text to bang a few remarks upon. In 
the fh·st place, I should wish to congratulate the city of Liverpool on the probable 
forthcorning-;-or I should say the certain forthcoming-foundation of a technical 
school to winch you, Mr. Mayor, have alluded. * * * * . 

MEANING <?F THE TERM TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION, 

In the first place, what do we mean by technical instruction? Perhaps it is as 
well to say what we don't mean. We don't mean teaching trades. We don't at
tempt to teach special trades such as shoemaking or tailoring. That is not what is 
wanted in our elementary schools. What we want in these schools is instTuction in 
the principles of natural science, the pri~ciples of freehand and mechanical dmw
ing, and instruction in the principles of hand labor - working in wood and 
iron-and in the use of tools. If in our elementary schools we restrict ourselves to 
these three principles, we shall do a-very great deal towards building ur from the 
bottom a foundation and a system of technical instruction which wil be of the 
highest importance. Don't misunderstand me and imagine that I think these prin
ciples will be sufficient all over the country. We must have technical schools of the 
highest class. and they must be connectNi with the university instruction whieh is 
springing up in our midst. But I will confine my attention this afternoon to the 

. teac4ing of this matter in primary schools. Now, sir, it is all very well to teach 
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children to read and write and to cipher:._that is necessary beginning-but in the 
present day we need something else, something more ; we need that the it1struction 

· m the boards schools shall be of a more/ractical character. We must remember 
that we are sending out from Englan every year thousands of young men and 
young women to the colonies to do a totally di!ferent kind of work to that to which 
the;r have been accustomed at home, and it is absolutely necessary, in order that 
therr lives may be made happy, an&. that they shall be useful, that they shall have a 
training which will enable them to supply themselves and make themselves useful 
in any circumstances tmder which they may come. 

IMPORTANCE OF TEACHING ELEMENTARY DRAWING. 

We ought to teach .them the principles of science, of draw~g. and the use of 
tools. Object lessons ought also to be given, and I think that the principles of 
agriculture ought to be explained. We are too apt, ! · think, living in large centres 
of population, to forget that the greatest of all the industries of the country is agri
culture, and y.re are perhaps not anxious enough to see that the scientific principles 
of agriculture are brought home to our rural populations. So important did the 
Royal Coliunission, of which I was a member, tleem these practical subjects in our 
8chool curriculum, that in their report they referred especially to these matters, 
and in the recommendation which they made to her Majesty they suggested that 
elementary drawing be incorporated with writing as a single elementary sttbject, 

·and thatinstr)lction in rudimentary drawing be continued tlrroughout all the stand-
ards. It is a fact, of which I think few are aware, that at the present moment in 
fewer than one-fourth of the elementary schools of" England drawing is taught, or, 
in other words, that in three-fourths of the schools of this country drawing is not 
taught at all, and even in those schools in which it is taug_ht, it is taught in a very 
perfunctory manner, and the timE~_ and attention given to it is not by any means 
sufficient, whereas the time spent in writing is very considerable. We have it on 
very good authority that, if a. portion of the time occupied in teaching writing were 
devoted to the teaching of drawing, the handwriting of the children would not only 
not suffer, but would probably be improved, [applause]. I am glad to think that 
some steps have already been taken by the Education Department in this direction; 
but I am afraid- it will take some little time before we find our schools at all on a 
pa.'r with the schools on the Continent in respect to drawing. I think we must a!l 
ad.rnit that the importance of this question of drawing to every branch of hand!· 
craft can hardly be overrated; yet very few of even intelligent artisans-joinei'S", 
carpenters, or stone masons--{)an put pencil to paper and make a sketch or under· 
stand what a plan is. 

IMPORTANCE OF ELEMENTARY TEACIDNG OF SCIENCE. 

Well, the next question is the introduction of the principles of natural scien~. 
We believe that science governs the principles of this century, and that we distin· 
guish our century from others by the spread of the knowledge of nature, (apJllau~e]. 
This would be seen from the changes which have taken place from the beginnmg 
of the century until the present time-changes due to the great principles of the 
laws of nature. And yet in most of our schools the children are taught the seven, 
I think, rivers of the Punja.ub, and if they are not able to tell these they are not 
allowed to. pass their simple examinations [laughter]. But they are never aske~ 
<J.Uestions about the atmosphere, or the bm'nmg of a candle, or the earth's compos!· 
t10n-questions of natural science. Their minds are vacant on these subjects, a?d 
that has happened, perhaps, because many of the schoolmasters or the schoo~ m· 
spectors do not know much about it themselves (laughter]. Liverpool, Birmtnfd 
ham, and Manchester, had now taken a lead in this matter and other towns_wo? 
no doubt now follow. In Liverpool you have an admirable system of sc•ent1fic · 
instruction. I have listened with great pleasure to the instruction giYell in tl!esj 
matters, and the answers given by the children (applause]. Now, if the tecluuca 
schools were introduced, and the boys who distinguished themselves in the elemen· 
tary science S<'-hools were drafted into them, you will be on the high road to do a 
great good to the community at large [applause]. What now were the recommen
dations of the conmiission? Here we have to face another difficulty, because _we 
come on the question of the introduction of new subjects-which was almost 1111{ 
possible. We are constantly hearing so much about pressure that it is a n!lttter 0 

difficulty to know how the subject of elementary science could be introduced, YTou 
have succeeded in Liverpool though, and why not in other towns [appln.use]? 0 

overcome that difficulty the commission have made principles, that only two clnse 
subjects be introduced instead of three in the lowet· division of elementar~ 
school!!, and that these shall include the subject of geography. This is now one 0 
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·the selected or class subjects. Our object was to include geography as a science. 
Geography is the science of the earth-not political geography so much as physical 
geography-and we desire to include in that class all the principles of elementary 
science in every department. 

MANUAL TRAINING LESSONS IN SHEFFIELD AND MANCHESTER. 

Next comes the question of profici~ncy in the use of tools. The recommendation 
made by the commission is the following:-" That proficiency in the use of tools for 
working in wood and iron be paid for as a specific subject; arrangement being made 
for the work being done, so far as :practicable out of school hours [hear, hear], and · 
that special grants be made also in a1d of schools for the collection of objects, -costs, 
etc.-suitable for school museums." I should like to say a word or two on the sub
ject of proficiency in the use of tools and working in wood and iron. At the present 
time I think that the only cases in which this recommendation has to some extent been 
carried out are in the schools of Sheffield and Manches~r. In Manchester, in two of 
the ordinary elementary schools-one, I think, a six penny school and the other one of 
a. lower class-instruction in the use of tools is now given after hours. Tne boys take 
it up most heartily. They enJOY the work [hear, hear]; and the experiment, so far 
as it has gone, has proved a great success [applause]. It has not, however, been 
carried out fully yet, and· I trust the Manchester . School Board will see their wav 
to increase. this most important part of a child's instruction[hear, hear]. In Shel
field this question has been tackled in a rather different ~anner, for there the boys 
in their Central School~that is to say, the higher board school, where the boys 
passing the higher standard continue at school- have a very complete system of in
struction in manual exercise in the use of tools. There the drawing is made first; 
and the actual work which is carried out afterwards is really very remarkable, and 
shows-that the boy!': not only appreciate the work, but that they can do it with an 
'accuracy which certainly is most commendable [hear , hear]. But, in order to en
courage the spread of these manual exercises in schools, something requires to he 
done, because it is quite impossible to expect that school managers or that the 
School Board will take up the subjec.t unless they are likely to get something for it, 
and therefore it seems to me most important that grants should he made for manual 
work [hear, hear]. There is no reason at all why grants should not be made, for) 
as your president is already aware, grants are made for girls' sewing, and I do not 
see why boys should stand at a disadvantage against the girls [hear, hear]. 

IMPORTANCE OF MANUAL TRAINING RECOGNIZED ON THE CONTINENT. 

And this is. a matter which has long been acknowledged to be one of importance in 
the schools on the Continent. There we find a great many schools in which manual 
work is part and parcel of the school system, and I trust and hope this may before 
long become part and parcel of our own primary school instruction in this country. 
·r find in your report that our esteemed friend, Mr. Samuel Smith, whom, I am sure, 
we will all, of whatever political opinion we uiay belon~, reg1·et was not again re
turn.ed by this city [applause], brought forward this subJect, which as you know he 
has so much at heart, before the House of Commons during the last session of Par
liamen~ in a proposa.l to establish a scheme of industria l training for the destitute 
classes, to enable them to earn their living, either at home or in the colonies [ap
plause]. It was brought before the H ouse of Commons by Mr. Smith, but he d1d 
not press his motion to a division-still there was by no means an unfavorable dis
cusslon on the subject. As Mr. Smith is not now able to carry this out, it will give 
me the greatest possible pleasure to carry it out myself [applause]. But I should 
like to strike out of Mr. Smith's motion, before it comes before Parliament, the 
words "destitute classes," for I don't see why the children in our elementary schools 
might not, with advantage, receive instruction in industrial training in the principles 
of handicraft work, so as to enable the children who have capacity for it to take up 
a particular work. In England the people are much too fond of thinking that the 
real use of education is to fit them to wear a black coat and go into an office [ ap
plause]. What we want to do is to show the people the true dignity of labor [ap
plause]-that it is by the labor of our men's hands that· we have accomplished what 
we have done, and by that that England has attained to her position. It was by the 
cunning hand of the English workmen that this great posit10n has been taken, and 
that is the direction in which we ought to look with confidence for the future of 
the country [applause]. 

The Bishop of Liverpool here took the chair, which was vacated by the Mayor, 
who had to leave the meeting in order to fu lfil other duties. 

Professor Sir Hemy Roscoe then distributed the scholarships aml prize11 to the 
successful candidates, after which 
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(d) BRIEF CONCLUDING REMARKS BY LOCAL AUTHORITTES. 

Mr. Christophe.- Bushell (president of the Council) moved a cordial vote of thtlJ!ks 
to Professor Sir Henry Roscoe for his able and highly valued address, and in doing 
so said the Council of Education was persuaded that the time had come- anu prob· 
ably the country was ready to recognize that the time should come-when the sub
ject of industrial training and technical instruction should have most important 

·attention [hear, hear, and. applause]. · ~ 
Probably in none of the great towns of England had elementary education made 

greater progress and more substantial progress than in Liverpool during the past 
ten or twelve years. * . * * . . . . · 

The address given by Professor Ro'scoe would have a beneficial effect on public 
opinion not only in Liverpool, but throughout the country [applause]. 

Mr. S. G. Rathbone (chairman of the Liverpool School Board), in seconding the 
vote of thanks, said he was glad to see Professor Roscoe .encouraging education in 
this city,·in which his grandfather first moved in this great causf:' [applause). He 
believed that by technical education, in the sense in which Professor Roscoe had 
used it, they should be able very much to diminish over-pressure in the schooiA. 
He thought the danger of over-pressure in a child's mind was very much lessened if 
the work became interesting to the child [hear, hear],· and he was inclined to think 
thai; .the 'IUOSt serious and dangerous kind of over-pressure arose from overstrain on 
the memory and by ni.aking children remember things in which they had no interest. 
They were on the eve of great imp ovements in the system of elementary education 

. which would be far•more effective than it bad been in promoting the intelligence of 
the children [applause]. 

The vote of thanks having been warmly accorded, 

SIR HENRY ROSCOE RESPONDS. 

Professor Sir Henry Roscoe, in acknowled&ing the c.ompliment, expressed his in
debtedness to Mr. Rathbone for the kind way m which he had referred. to his family, 
an<l be could assure him it was always a great pleasure when he came to Linwpool 
to do anything he could to assist in the great work whic.h, as :Mr. Rathbone had 
stated, was begun by his grandfather [applausel. In continuation of the remarks 

. he had made, he wished to say that the effect o( this technical instruction, was well 
understood on the Continent, and on one occasion, while travelling, some intelligent 
foreign manufacturers expressed to h im the greatest anxiety and fear that England 
should some day or other awaken to the necessity of placing her industrial instruc-

. tion on a similar footing to that existing in their cotmh·y Llaughter]. One of the 
manufactlll"ers remarked that if that were accomplished by England, with all her 
advantages and her stalwart population, competitiOn for them would become most 
serious, if not impossible. He thought these remarks would perhaps bring home 
to them the enormous importu.nce to this country at this moment of the great ques
tion of technical insh·uctiOn [applause]. 

The Rev. Chancellor Espin (Vice-President of the (',ouncil) next moved, and 
Professor Rendall (Liverpool University College) seconded a motion thanking the 
Rev. T. ·Stephens, M. A., and Professor Lodge for the services they had rendered to 

. the cause of education by conducting and ably reporting upon the schola.rship ex
aminations, which was cordially agreed to: 

On the motion of the Bishop of the Diocese, seconded by Mr. Clarke Aspinall, a 
vote of thanks was passed to the Mayor for presiding over the first part of the pro
ceedings, and a similar compliment having been accorded to the bishop, the meet
. ing terminated. 
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INAlTGURArJ ADDRESS m' PROFESSOR HELE-SHAW. 

The following extracts are taken from the address* by Pr.ofessor 
Hele-S'~a.w, referred to -in the introduct~on to the preceding account 
of the Liverpool distribution of prizes. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

* * * In the first place it may be well to ask what the term "technical edu
cation" really means? Most people have, no doubt, a ~eneral idea on the-subject, 
but there are a. great many who freely discuss the question , who would be woefully 
at n loss if asked for an exact definition ; and if any one doubts the truth of this, let 
him try the experiment on a few friends. The answer which will generally be 
given, with some hesitation, will probably have some not very distinct reference to 
instruction in "the use of tools, backed by allusion to carpentering by way of illus
tration, or will, perhaps, be some mention of chemistry, or other branch of science, 
or, as a final resort, "something to meet the German competition." Now the fact is 
that the first of these may not be really technical instruction at all, but only manual 
training as part of a general education, as, for instance, is now given out of school 
hours in the working of wood to the boys at most of our Colleges, partly to keep 
them out of mischief and partly to train the hand and eye, but in which case there 
is not the slightest intention or idea. that any of the boys shall actually become a 
carpenter. The last answer, however grot esque it may seem, is much nearer t11e 
·truth, as it connects technical instruction with a special object in view. Now that 
this is r eally the idea of tbose who have thought most carefully over the subject is 
made clear by the terse and excellent statement of the aims of the Association for 
the Promotion of Technical Education,t one of which is" to effect such reforms in 
our educational system as will develop in the best way the intelligence of those of 
all classes upon whom om· industries depend," the Association itself beil1g formed 
because of "the general expression of O,Pinion throughout the country as to the 
necessity of a reform in our system of natiOnal education, with the object of gi dng 
it a more practical direction ." Thus we may accept the following definition of a 
writer on the subject, that " by technical educat ion is meant special instruction in 
some scientific, artistic, or mechanical process or handicraft as distinguiRhed from 
purely literm·y instruction;" or that by another writer, who defines ft as" special 
trainin~ for an industrial pursuit as distinguished from a ~eneral preparation for 
any calling hereafter to be chosen." Thus technical education will comprise a very 
wide range of subjects, not those merely taught with a view to manufacturing, 
mechanical, and al"tistic pursuits, but will compl'ise the instruction given in a med
ical school, in an agricultural college, and even commercial education , which last 
now forms a distinct feature of our own College, and the reform of which branch 
of education is one of the special objects of the Association above alluded to. It is 
therefore at fi1'St surprising to. the unin itiated that we find the following definition 
in the recent Bill fo1· Technical Education: "The expressi.on technical instruction 
means instruction in the branches of science and art with respect to which grants 
are for the time being made by the Science and Art Department, or in any other 
sub,iect which may for the time being be sanctioned by the Department." This 
definition is nc;> doubt quite satisfactot·y to the authorities of the Department, 

*Part of Inaugural Address of seflsion of Univet"Sity CollegP. delivered at St. 
George's Hall , Lh·crponl, on Octo't~.•r I , l l~i. !,~· Prof. Hele-Siww, 1\i. lnst. C. E., 
of the University College, Liverpool. 

t See ante, pages 85-6, for reference to this Association. 
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although it savours strongly of the opinion attributed in a well-known series of 
rhymes to a certain emintmt University don, who is made to assert-

.. I am the Master of this College 
And what iso ' t taught here lsn •l knowledge." 

And though this definition happens at present ·t<) exclude manual and workshop 
instruction, concerning which the movet· of the Bill, Sir Wm. Hart Dyke, expatiated 
somewhat eloquently and at considerable length when moving the second reading 
of the Bill- but this is a trifling matter, as no doubt when the Science and Art 
Department has had time to go into the matter, and to study the subject, and has 
made arrangements for teaching and examining it, it will be "sanctioned" with 
the rest, and become technical instruction. It must, however, be recognized that 
the Science and Art Department is the most important institution in this country 
for the promotion and encouragement of technical education, and has done a work, 
especially in the direction of evening: -class teaching to the artisan class, which must 
have proved of incalculable benefit. 



IV. 

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND, PRIZE DISTRIBUTIONS. 

TWO ADDRESSES ON "TECHNICAL EDUOATIO"N" BY ENGLISH EDU
CATIONAL OFFICIALS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The following abstracts of recent addresses, delivered by two dis
tinguished members of Parliament, who are also two of the leading 
English educational authorities, are from " The Schoolmaster " of 
January 7, 1888. They are of interest to American educators as 
showing incidentally the progress already made in Germany, and 
other Contiiiental countries, in providing definite technical training; 
and, also, as testifying to the pract ical results of that training in ena

-bling the manufacturers and artisans of those countries to success-
fully compete with the English ; who, formerly, were easily their 
superiors in all that related to the "manufacturing," as distinguished 
from the "artistic," industries. Whatever arguments, based on 
these facts, are urged by these gentlemen in their advocacy of the 
adoption of similar methods of education by English communities, 
the same are," mtttatis mutand-is," equally applicable here in Amer-

- ica. -
Mr. Mundella testifies to the surpassing importance of introducing 

the study of industrial drawing in all elementary schools, as an in
dispensable preliminary to all later technical training. 

He touches upon the question as to what is meant by "technical 
-education," and he is very clearly of the opinion that it cannot he 
given in the elementary day schools. H e therefore urges that pupils 
when they have finished the course, he encouraged and assisted to 
supplement the training they have received in the elementary day 
schools by atten,ding, after tl1ey begin their apprenticeships, ni,~ht 
classes in t he Technical School, where they may enter courses h ke 
like those g iven in the American Manual Training Schools; so that 
pupils leaving the elementary "Board Schools" at 14 years of age 
should be able to take a three years' course in Manual Training Night 
Schools. 

Sir William Hart Dyke is as emphatic in expressing his convic
tion that this modern educational movement is based on a real de
mand; that it has arisen out of the pressing needs of modern life, 
and is, therefore, no mere ideal of visionary enthusiasts, but an act 
ual problem which must be met. and satisfactorily solved, unless the 
nation is content to lag hopelessly behind in the race for commercial 
supremacy. _ 

Reference to this Sheffield School will he noted in the address by 
Professor Roscoe, which, with that of Professor Hele-Shaw, on the 
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meaning of technical education, is given in the opening papers of 
this appendix. 

The address by ;professor H;uxley, of which ~r. Mu~1della spea~ 
such words ·of pra1se, was dehvered at a pubhc meetmg "held m 
the Town Hall, MaJ;l.chester, November 29, 1887," in response to a call 
by the Mayor to consider and take action upon certain prOJ?OSals made 
by the National Association for the Promotion of Techmcal Educa· 
tio;n. This address, as it deals with the subject of "Technical Edu. 
cation" in the sense of special training for the development of tech· 
nical skill, which is its usual meaning in the United States, as 
distinguished from the term "Manual .Train.ing,"·will be given at 
length in one of the appendices to Part III of this Report. 

(a.) .ADDRESS BY MR. MUNDELLA ON "TECHNICAL EDUCATION." 

[Rei>orted for " The Schoolmastel·. "] 

The medals, prizes, and certificates won by the students at the Sheffield Tech· 
nical School were presented by the Right Hon. A. J. Mundella, M.P. The occasion 
attracted a very large attendance. * * * After addresses by the chairman (Dr. 
Sot·by) and Professor Greenwood, Mr. Mundella proceeded to address the meeting 
as follows :-

Let him congratulate them on ·their school. I t seemed a long time before one 
had the opportunity of doing so, for though he had been working 'in this cause for 
twenty-five years, and for nineteen years had urged it on Sheffield, he felt, after all, 
that they had been very slow in obtaining a good technical school of their own. 
He congratulatt-.d them, howeve1·, that they were now met to'iether within that 
very useful building, so well adapted for technical te.aching. * *. It was much 
satisfaction to him to find himself within the walls of a Sheffield technical school, 
for he had been afraid that, after all, thet·e would not be in his time sufficient cour· 
age and liberality to produce such a building. But educa tion was moving upwards 
rather than downwards; and they owed technic.c1.l education. very much to the im· 
petus which had been given by the Elementary Education Act. Every branch of 
education had received a considerable impulse, and his opinion was that every 
branch of secondary education would M greatly improved as the result of the ele· 
mentary education which was now being given to the whole of the population. * 
* *. The Hon. gentleman then referred to a recent speech on technical education 
delivered by Professor Huxley at Manchester. It was, he said, one of the most re
markable addresses ever delivered on the subject, and he urged members of the 
School Board and other practical educationists to obtain copies of it, in order that 
they might see what Professor Huxley, Sir Henry Roscoe, and other eminent men 
of science had to say. · Profes..qor Huxley began with elementary education as the 
foundation of all higher education, and of technical education especially. His 
(Pt·ofessor Huxley's) criticism on our elementary education was that it was too 
bookish and not sufficiently practical. He agreed with Professor Huxley, who 
meant by elementary education beinlil' too bookish, that it wai too much a matter 
of reading and memory and the teachmg of books, and too little of oral demonstra· 
tion and teaching by object lessons. The latter induced the thinking faculty of a 
child, which was, aftet· all, the object~f all education. 

KINDERGARTEN :METHODS EXTOLLED. 

The method of teaching, by which chiltlren in the infant sch ools were taught to 
plait straws, to make cubes, and to do other little things which caused the brain and 
the fingers to work together, was of the highest importanct> as regarded their future 
teaching. But this object teaching and the teaching with the blackboard, implied 
an excellent staff of t eachers. They could not commit such work to pupil teach· 
ers. It required an able teacher to keep the attention of an audience of young 
children, and to bring the lessons down to the standard of thPir minds. This, there· 

. fore, meant expense. Of that there could be no doubt, and Professor Huxley dealt 
with that part of the subject wrth much significance and much effect. One ~bing 
was stated by Professor Huxley which he thought any one who had had expenence 
of elementary schools would agree with, namely, that it was impossible to teach 
11echnical education in elementary schools. The chairman had remarked that peo-
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ple were asking, "What is technical educati_on?" Many people had -.;;ery erro
neous views about it, and they thought that 1f a boy went to school until he was 
fourteen, he could be taught not only literar,r and artistic, but technical e~ucation 
besides. No greater mistake could be collllllltted. They could add techmcal edu
cation to the education of the elementary school. 

DRAWING SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN EVERY SCHOOL. 

What they could and ought to do, and what they must do, was to teach draw
ing in their schools, and make it obli~atory in ~very school. H e was not speak
ing of artistic drawing, but of geometrical drawmg-the work of the eye and.the 
hand. That teaching was of infinite value to every industrial pursuit. ·In Get·
wany it wes taught, not only to boys but also to girls; and he had no doubt it 
would soon be taught compulsm:ily in our o~vn schools. Their central sch?Oill. were 
eminently schools that were des1gned to tram boys for commerce and for mdustry. 
They were not intended for ?lassi.cs; that was the work ?f the gt'll;mmar schools, 
intemied to lead up to the umve1'S1ty. H e could not say 1t was a kmdness to take 
boys from the working classes-boys who would find a better field in commerce 
and industry-and give them a classic training and send them on to a public uni':'er
sity, where they had professional aims, and become poor curates or teachers, With-
out any means behind them. . 

HOW TO RAISE UP SKILLED WORKERS. 

Send these clever· boys to the central school, there to get a good practical knowl
edge of modern languages, book-keeping, and arithmetic, if they were designed 
for commerce; or to get a knowledge of chemistry, drawing, and a general outline 
of the science of light, heat, and electl·icity, if they were designed for industry. 
·Then if those boys when they went into the work-shop, or to the mill, or to the 
manufactory, could be got to continue their training at the t echnical school for 
tliree years at ni~ht, they would have the opportunity of becoming valuable men, 
the non-commiss10ned officers of the industl'ial army, and of raising themselves in 
the social scale, and becoming useful citizens. ' 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION DEFINED. 

The question was often asked," What do you mean by technical education?" 
Well, technical education, as the chairman· truly said, was not teaching boys a trade, 
but it was teaching them the science which underlay their particular industry. 
What had science done for other countries ? The English people had had greater re
sources, gt·eater natural resources, than any other European people: but science, in
telligence, could compensate even for the lack of natural advantages, and it had been 
found so. We had been doing a great deal of l\•ork for other nations; we had been 
providing them with a large amount of raw material, from which they had been 
able to find em11loyment for their people, and to develop new industries. Take, for 
instance, the products of English gas works. The greater part of the products of 
English gas works went to Germany, and came back to us in the shape of dyes and 
other things .• Great fortunes had been made in Germany out of t he products of the 
English glJS works. When he was sitting on the merchandise Marks C-ommittee 
they had the watchmakers before them. Sheffield steel had a reputation on the 
Continent. which he hoped it would always preserve, but the whole of the springs 
in every watch in the count,·y were manufactured abroad of Sheffield steel. Why 
should we not make them at howe? We had seen trades move in a most extraor
dinary manner. Let them take for instance the marvellous change in the production 
of sugar. The Germans had applied a process which had completely revolutionized 
the sugar trade. A few months ago he had had staying with him a. gentleman who 

· was drawing many thousands a yea.r f rom the French sugar refiners for the appli
cation of this method. They had extracted more sugar from beet than had e '•er 
been accomplished before by any other process. These men were persevering and 
earnest men, trained in technical schools. · 

RESULTS OF THOROUGH TECHNICAL TRAINING. · 

While we had been talking about technical education the Germans had been 
doing it, and they had done it so effectually that'they had reaped a very rich har vest 
as the result. It was much easier to show the advantage of applying art to indus
try than science. Everybody could understand what a beautiful thing art was as 
a~plied to industrr. hut everrbody did not see the immedi~te advantage of applying 
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science. Art, as applied to industry, commended itself to everybody. Science was 
not so obvious, but -it was more effectual. It had this infl.uence, it rendered in- 
dustry more efficient. What had happened withln the last twenty years? Why, · 
the-quantity of coal required for producing a. ton of steel had been diminished by 
somethlng like two-thirds. That was an enormous economy, an enormous benefit 
to the world, and an immense saving of our coal resources. After referring to the 
electric light, he remarked that the effect of technical teaching was to give increased 
efficiency to industry, and to enaBle those who were technically trained to take ad
vantage of new inventions, and to provide for new wants. It moreover enabled 
them not only to retain their industries, but to diversify them, to give greater varie
ties, and sometimes even to produce new industries. -Technical training was a great 
social question as well as an educational question, because in a country like ours 
-w:e could only feed the people, by the people producing something which they could : 
exchange for food. It was of the highest -importance that we should retain our 
commerce and our industrial superiority, so that we might be able to hold our own 
in all the markets of the world. He hoped he should be forgiven if he spoke faith
fully as to Ws apprehensions. about thls scl1ool. The school had had only a short ex
perience, but that experience had been most satisfactory. Each year there had been 
an increased number of students ·and an increased an1ount of fees. But what be 
was afraid of was lest the young men of the town should not sufficiently appreciate 
the advantages which the school afforded. - · 

WHO ~HOULD SECURE "TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 
- -

, What was the school intended for? There were many persons who thought that 
technical education was only desirable for the artisan class. There could be no 
greater mistake. The class that should first avail themselves of it should be the 
sons of manufacturers who intended to take their place as the captains of industry 
at the head of great commercial concerns. They would be much better employed 
in that way than in yielding to the temptations which beset them. If they d1d not, 
they migh~ make up their mind to the fact that the class below them would do it, 
and would ultimately· step' into their shoes-and they_deserved to do so. When he 
visited the school that day, and remembered the numbers that had been read out, 
he felt here was a capable school, capable teaching, excellent apparatus, but a great 
waste of power. By that he meant-and Professors Greenwood and Ripper would 
agree with him-that it was no more difficult to teach a large than a small class. 
That institution could train five times as many students as now attended it without 
any very considerable increase of e::rpense. How long was that to continuei' He 
put it to the youth of the rising generation- " Are you ambitious? Do you wish 
to rise above the sphere of the ordinary artisan? Do J'Ou -wish to be a non-corumis· 
sioned officer or subaltern in the army of industry? If you do, you must work
you must stoop to conquer." The radical defect of the age and ~eneration with 
young men was that they-did not -work-did not throw their souls mto their indus
tries as was done by their fathers. The temptations of the social club, of the thea
tre, of amusement, of the evening cigar were too strong for many of them; and as 
a result they lived, so to speak, on their capital; they were not doing the work they 
ought to do in their day and generation. Qthers would pass th!lm unless they 
showed more courage and more Spartan-like training and character. 

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE IN GERMANY. 

Just before he left the Councit Office he was making inquiries throughout different 
German provinces of the numbel'!l at school, and the numbers that attended after 
6Chool age. ~e found that in the little province of Darmstadt, with a population of 
987;-ooo, one in five of the whole population wns in regular attendance at school. That 
was from six to fourtf>.en, as no child left school before fourteen years of age. Then 
he inquired about night schools, and he found that 27,000 odd of the population were 
in attendance at these higher, scientific, technical schools. They went from those 
schools from fourteen to seventeen years of age. That-meant that in Sheffieltl there 
ought to be 9,000 young men, between fo~rteen and seventeen, at work in the niglyt 
schools for three years. Had they anything of the kind to compare with that m 
Sheffield, and if they had not, why had they not? Need they wonder that the Ger
man plerk was in our city counting bouse; that the German chemist was a ll ov~r 
the world; that German ·mdustry made progr-ess-? And our own young men we.e 
wasting their precious hours-he would not say in idleness and neglect, hut in self· 
indulgence and in pleasant ease. A great deal of it was not their fault, because they 
had not had the advantage of institutions like that. Now he hoped tht>y would 
turn over a new leaf. If they were to do so, not only the young men but the par· 
ents am1 the business men must be alive to it. Employers of labour ought to 111ake 
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it a; rule that their young men should attend such classes, as was done in ~ge 
establishments on the Gontinent. The Right Hon. gentleman alluded to the gen
erGus assistance the German Government rendered to technical instruction, and 
urged that there should be a resolve on the part of employers of labour in Shef
field that that school should be filled, and that every one of their young men should 
be trained and inte1ligent men. Prof. Greenwood had alluded to the imperfect-
character of the education of the young men who attended the classes; but he 
hoped the time wa8 not far distant when they would have an excellent grammar 
school in Sheffield that was sufficiently large to accommodate a very large propor
tion of those in Sheffield who sought secondary education. He hoped, too, that the 
central school would do what it coul.d to keep itself in touch with the technical 
school. That was what it should do; for he felt sure that next session Parliament 
would pass a measure giving authority to School Boards to establish technical 
schools and to subsidize them. . 

OFFER OF SCHOLARSHIPS IN THE TECHNICAL SCHOOL, BY THE SCHOOL BOARD, SUO-
. GESTED. 

Wh~t he would recommend the Sheffield School Board, then, to do was to give 
some seholarships in the technical school. They were not costly; he believed tech-. 
nical education could be obtained there for a pound ot· two a year-(Prof. Green
wood: " Yes.") They should give three years' scholarships to the best trainro boys, 
who were willing after leaving school to come to the technical i!Chool at night after 
finishing their day's labour. These scholarships would do much good, for although 
a pound or two mal not seem much, it was a good deal when it had to come from 
a .poorfamily. * * He expressed an earnest hope that this condition of things 
would be remedied, for hEl was certain that Parliament would put into the hands of 
School Boards the power to remedy it .. In conclusion , he referred to some letters 
in TM 7'ime8 written by Mr. Samuel Smith, late member for Liv.:rpool, descriptive 
of his visits to German schools. Mr. Smith, he said, had stated that he saw none of 
the. squalor, misery, and wretchedness which he saw at home. The people seemed 
all hard at work and prosperous, although wages were very much lower than they 
were in England. The truth was, said Mr. Mundella, the Germans had descended 
in commerce to what we shall have to descend to in agriculture-petit culture. 
They would not have to dispense with small trades . . They woul<l have to engage 
in all trades that were.requisite or necessary to employ the masses of our popula
tion; and i;n order to attaill that end they could not do a more useful work than to 
enlarge the knowledge of our people in applying science to industry. 

(b.) CONCLUDING REMARKS BY LOCAL AUTHORITIES. 

Sir Henry Stephenson, in the a~sence of Sir Frederick Mappin, proposed a vote of 
thanks to Mr. Mundella. H l"l sa1d that for many years the right hon. gentleman 
had been like a prophet crying in the wilderness to a stiff-necked people, and he must 
now be glad to see that at last his exhortations had been listened to. We appeared 
to make little progress in new inventions, applications, and industries, and he (Sir 
Henry) confessed that he did not grudge the Germans their success, for they de
served it. The Germans showed great adaptability and enterprise. and he hoped 
we should take the lesson to heart and emulate their example. He thought the 
ceutral school was a matter of great con~ratulation to the town. They all acknowl
edged that it was specially aimed at fittmg those who went there for commercial 
pursuits, and they all felt the necessity of technical education being taken up in 
earnest by the Government. The technical Rchool would languish, and he would 
go further, must ultimately fail , unless there was some support given ·beyond an-
nual subscriptions. , 

The Mayor . in seconding the motion, said he quite agreed with Mr. Mundella that 
they should not send children of our artisan class to the grammar school, with a 
view to their being sent to the university. It was quite true that one or two suc
ceeded ; but experience had shown that the great bulk of them did not succeed, and 
they became curates or poor teachers. Whereas, if they had gone to the central 
schools and had struck out a course for themselves, not strictly professional, they 
might have made. their mark in the world. He heartily approved of the suggestion 
of scholarships in the central schools; pointed out the absurdity of the proposal of 
a po~l to enable the School Board to l;Dake a grant in aid of teclmical educatiOn, and 
in conclusion expressed the hope that the scholarships obtained from Birley's Charity 
would be well and 'Visely given. 

The motion was ~;arrit:d with loud applause. 
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Mr:Mundella was again very cordially received on rising to acknowledge the vote. 
. He did riot, he said, wish to be misunderstoo4 on the uni-yersity question.. He did 
. not say that there might not be occasionally some genius from any class who might 

distinguish himself at a university, and b~come not only an honour to his town,_ 
but to the nation. But, as a J:Ule, it would be a greater advantage to a gifted youth 
of the artisan class, [to be thoroughly trained in a knowledge of science and of its 
applications to the industries,) and they should get a practical education to be fol· 
lowed up by the excellent technical teaching they would get fu those schools, so 
that they might carry their intelligence into the walks of commerce and industry, 
and serve their generation in a way poor struggling scholars .having a university 
education could not do. He could conceive of nothing more trying for a young 
man coming from the artisan class, than that he could have won his scholarship,· 
gone to a university, and then find himself without friends-a scholar and an asso
ciate of gentlemen and no career before him. SheffiP.ld had this week lost two of 
her' ablest and noblest citizens. They were men-Mr. Jessop especially-who pos· 
sessed that kind of .genius we wanted more of;-the application, ability, and intel· 
ligence which knew no difficulty, and the possession of which made successful and 
honourable men. 

(c.) ADDRESS BY SIR. W. HART DYKE. 

Sir W. Hart Dyke, Vice-President of the Committee of Council on Education, 
visited Sheffield, and distributed the Lancasterian Scholarships and the principal 
awards gained in the day and evening departments of the School Board Central 
Higher Grade Schools. The gathering was11eld in the Albert Hall, the largest meet· 
ing-place in the town, and, despite the unfavourable weather, there was a Yery large 
attendance. * * * . 

Sir W. Hart Dyke, after referring to education at Sheffield, proceeded-He be· 
lieved that the movement with regard to technical education was a real substantial 
demand for a change in our educational system, and not a sham. Why l Because 
in Sheffield, Bradford, Manchestt>r, Huddersfield, Preston, in Yorkshire and Lan
cashire-throughout all these vast industrial communities a gap had been detected 
in our educational system. In these places the shoe pinched, and the loss was felt, . 
It was discovered that we had been long heavily handicapped in our struggle for 
commercial mastery against our Continental rivals because of our deficiencies in 
respect to technical education. Our hard-headed "Dlen of business had found _out 
that they were not having fair play when brought into competition with foreigners. 
It was therefore a healthy sign that the movement should have come from the large 
centres of industry, and in· his view it was one which should be fairly met by the 
Legislature. It was a matter we could not long neglect . During the last session 
he was on a committee to deal with the difficult problems of school endowments. 
Incidentally most conclusive evidence was given that the watch-making and coach· 
making industries had suffered extraordinary loss in this country, because the tech
nical knowledge r.nd training of foreigners had enabled them to gain such a. start 
and show such extraordinary results that we had to follow hopelessly in the rear, 
or be content to go to these foreigners and take a leaf out of their book, instead, as 
in the good times of old, of being the great leaders in those industrial matters. ~e 
would not detain them in trying to establish the absolute necessity for legislat~on 
on this subject. It was the firm determination of the Government not only to br!nP 
in a Bill, but to carry it through during the coming session. But thP.re were diffl
cultier. There was no doubt that in Sheffield, as Sir H . Roscoe had said, a Yery 
small amount of imperial assistance or aid f1·om the rates would enable them to 
carry out an excellent system of technical instruction. But 1\fr. llfumlella and 
others were a littl~ too anxious, perhap!j, that we should carry ou" a vast and com
plete system that would come into working order at once. His own opinion was, 
both when he introduced his late Bill and now, that if we endeavoured to carry~ 
large ·and comprehensive scheme which would to-morrow emhr-~e every .class o 
the community, we should fail in our endeavour. But it would be han! on com· 
munities like t hat of Sheffield that no Bill whatsoever should heconll' Ia\\'. He 
was anxious that we should lay a firm and sure foundation, upon which a g-oml and 
successful structure, which could have national application, might ultimaLely I.Je 
built. . 

* *· * * * * * 
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TECI;INICAL EDUCATION IN BOARD SCHOOLS. 

BY ROSAM<)ND · DAVENPORT-HILL. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The following extracts from the article on Technical Educati.on in 
the London Board Schools, which a.J?peared in the May, 1888, num
ber of the Contemporary Review, w1ll be found of interest as show
-ing the existence and the· progress of a movement towards the gen
·eral introduction of elementary industrial training in Schools iii 
·England, as well as in the .. United States. · 

Where the systems of -public education are so different as are those 
of Great Britain, and the several States which are comprised in the 
United States, comparisons are necessarily inaccurate and mislead
ing. In a general way it may, however, be stated that the Board 
Schools of English cities, bear some resemblance to the public school 
system of the cities and towns in the United States. An important 
_difference, however, is found in the fact that in this country, all 
public schools are free; and all children, not otherwise taught, are 
expect~d, or required, to attend them, as a matter of r ight and duty; 
while, 'in Great Britain, tuition fees are exacted from all children 
who attend school and, if any are exempted it is, generally, only 
.after the humiliating proof of t he poverty of the parent has been 
set forth. In other words the education of the childre'n is, in Ameri
can communities;regarded as the right of the children, and the duty 
of the community; while, in England, the education of the child is 
left to the parent; and the free instruction of children is there re
garded as a " char ity," whether exteuded by individuals, or by the 
community. 

Perhaps no more essential and characteristic differences betweeu 
the two countries a.nd people exist, than are to be found in their 
diverl$ent views of popular educatiou; nor any more far-reaching in 
their mfluence. • 

The article in question opens with a frank recognition of the two 
meanings which are attached to the term " Technical Education," 
·and clearly defines the que with which it is concerned, as follows: 

The words Technical Education have now two distinct meanings-one, the teach
ing of a specific art or trade·; the other, instruction in elementary science bearing 
on all arts or trades, and the trnining of the ha.nd and eye, which together facilitate 
the acquisition of any art or handicraft the yupil may select when he quits the 
school for the workshop. It is with Technica Education in this latter sense the 
following pages endeavor to deal. 

· The growing need for some form of industrial training is J?lainly 
set forth in words which might well appl y to the situation m this 
country: · 

. For several years a feeling of alarm has been growing up in this coimtr,Y that ~e 
shall lose our position as one of the first, if not the first, industl'ial natwn in the 
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world. Foreign· manufacturers, it is said, are driving our ~oods from the marketa 
abroad, whlle foreign artisans are taking the place of British handicraftsmen in 
our very midst. Free Trade has opened our ports to all foreign-made goods, while 
the Protective policy pursued by most Continental nations prevents a like sale of 
our goods abroad. Our complete political freedom also naturally attracts foreigneni 
to our shores, who, it is alleged, are, by the superiority and cheapness of their work, 
able to undersell our o'''n artisans. 

If these allegations be true-and, though there may be some exaggeration, they 
have no doubt a large substratum of truth-what must be done to prevent our los· 
ing our place among the nations? Free Trade we cannot abandon, and we must 
console ourselves under our present trials by the fact that our sufferings from bad 
trade have not been greater than, if so great as, those of other countries in which 
a Protective policy has prevailed. Nor can we prevent foreigners from settling 
among us. It would indeed be most unfair in us to drive them away, when our 
own sons and daughters go to seek their fortunes all over the world. Moreover, 
such a course would be shortsighted in the extreme, as we should. without doubt, 
provoke reprisals from other nations. Happily for us, the alarm lest we should 
lose our rsition has created the desire to 1ind some means of averting the threat
ened evi . This desire has been slowly spread in..; until recent events seem to show 
that the nation is at last thoroughly aroused and will hurriedly seek the remedy 
we need. It must be borne in mind, however, that in our haste we may fall into 
errors we might have avoided had we been earlier aware of our danger, and had 
we been able to adopt our remedial measures with greater deliberation. We may, 
therefore, expect that false steps will be taken, sooner or later to be retrieve1l, before 
we succeed m affording to our artisans the means by which they may hold their 
own against other nations. * *' * . 

WHY DO FOREIGN ARTISANS COME TO ENGLAND? 

The foreign artisan comes to England because he has a reasonable expectation 
that he will be able to support himself here by the work of his hands. What reason 

. bas he for entertaining this expectation? It must be confessed that he can work 
cheaper, and in some cases better, than our own artisans. The cheapness of his 
labour I do not propose to discuss. It is a characteristic which will cease as soon 
as the foreigner appreciates the greater co.mfort our artisans enjoy, the shorter 
hours thev work, and 'the better sanitary conditions under which they may live
all requiring a lar~er income than is sufficient to procure the bare necessaries of 
life. The superiority of work is the real point to which we must turn our attention. 
We cannot admit that the intelligence of the foreigner is greater than that of our 
own countrymen. Is it not that his intelligence is more completely drawn out by 
'the better education he receives-an education more fitted to prepare him for the 
struggles of his future life than that which we afford to the children of the working 
classes at home? 

While providing a certain education .for the head, we have neglected that of the 
hand. Our neighbors have been wiser in their generation, and hence the superi· 
ority of the foreign artisan. I must, however , on no account be understood to 
be making a sweeping assertion that every foreign artisan, of whatever kind or 
from whatever cotmtry, excels his English collaborator. In many trades, I believe, 
·the British artisan is inferior to none. Nevertheless, the foreign hamlicraftsman 
in some departments of trade is beginning to take the place of our nati~e worke~. 
For instance, it has been stated by master tailors that the foreign journeyman IS 

· driving out the native workman. Our lads, except those brought up in reforma
tories, industrial or pauper schools, or orphanages, are not taught to use the needle 
sufficiently early to give them the dexterity essential to make a goou needlen~an. 
Doubtless, it is this lack of manual dexterity which binders our artisans in varioUS 
employments from becoming as good workers as their foreign compeers. Efforts 
are, I believe, being made in various parts of the country to supply this want in our 
primary education. I will deal chiefly with those of the London School Board, 
because I have but little acquaint-ance with what has· been achieved in the prov-

. inces or among voluntary schools in the metropolis. 

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD INFANT SCHOOLS. 

In the infant departments under our Board, boys have for many years bee~ more 
or less taught to use their fingers .in sewing, knitting, modelling, and other Kinder· 
garten occupations; but at seven years of age, when they enter the boys' depart
m ent, they drop all the manual occupations they have before practised, with tl!e 
exception of drawing and writing, which only exercise the right hand, and tbatin 
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an incomplete. manner. Girls have, meanwliile, ha.d an advantage in this respect 
over their brothers-one of those rare instances in which the female bas been better 
treated than the male. The hand training calTied on in the infants' department is 
continued in the girls' school hy means· of plain sewing and elelllentary cooking
handicrafts, if we may so call them, which are intimately connected with the occu
pations of theil' future life. This instruction gives girls that dexte.rity of hand 
which prepares them at a more mature agE.' for the specific training by which they 
may become skilful profes3ora of the culinary or the dressmaking art. But when 
a lad of thirteen or fourteen begins to learn his trade, be has tost any little manual 
dexterity he may have acquired in the infant school; and this he must regain be
fore he can achieve success in his hancl.icraftr-often a tedious, and sometimes, it 
would appear, an impossible process, because, in the lapse of time, his fingers, for 
want of exercise, have become clumsy. It is to avoid this obstacle that children 
are made to begin their factory life at a tender age. 

VARIOUS AUTHORITIES ON VALUE AND METHODS OF TECHNICAL TRAINING. 

AIJ long ago as February 1883 a Special Committee was appointed by: the London 
School Board " to consider and advise how far the Board might facilitate techni
cal education, m· co-operate with those bodies who were carrying it on." The Com
mittee examined several witnesses, well able from their knowledge and experience 
to gi,ve valuable evidence on the subject. Among them were Professor Thompson, 
~·Trueman Wood, and Si,r Philip Magnus. . 

Mr. Thompson, Professor of Natural History at University College, Bristol, now 
PrinciP.al of the Finsbury Technical College, strongly recommended the teaching 
of drawing, especially mechanical drawing, and also modelling in clay. He sug
gested, too, that the experiment might be tried, on a small scale, of teaching handi
craft in our schools, and he believed that some of the ordinary trades which work 
in wood-or stone might be thus introduced. 

Mr. Trueman Wood, Secretary to the Society of Arts, recommended the teach
ing of mechanical drawing in all elementary schools. Elementary science and 
mechanics should also be taught, illustrated with suitable a.rparatus; but he did not 
consider it advisable, even if it were possible, to teach specific trades in elementary 
schools, though he quite agreed " that general instructiOn in handicraft would be 
useful, by teaching the children the use of tools without reference to special trades," 
and he believed that the experiment of fitting up a workshop in one of our schools 
was worth trying. 

Sir Philip Magnus, in answer to the question, how the School Board could aid in 
the development of technical education. said : 

"He thought it might render such assistance in various ways. Instruction should 
be giv.en in the elementary schools in machine drawing. Better instruction might 
also be given in freehand drawing, of the defects in which the Institute's examiners 
in teclmology generally complain. In a large number of schools workshops might, 
with advantage, be established, in which a certain number of the more advanced 
boys might have the opportunity of gaining instruction in the use of tools in the 
same manner as is done in the primary schools in France under the new Act. It 
woulcl be a great advantage to the boys on leaving elementary schools, be their oc
cupation what it may, to have acquired the facility of using their hands, and to 
have gained a· knowledge of the properties of different kinds of wood, as well as of 
iron and other metals, which could only be obtained by working these substances 
themselves. By the establishment of workshops in schools the boys, when appren
ticed, would advance more quickly in their career, and reality would be given to 
their scientific instruction as well as to their lessons in .mechanical drawing. He 
considered the great want of this country to be higher elementary or intermediate 
~chools of a technical character * * . * * Pupils in elementary schools, hav
mg a taste for art, should be taught modelling, the study of which is not sufficiently 
developed in this country." 

He thought "that the Board might further aid in assisting technical education 
by the loan of its rooms for the formation of evening classes, it being always un
derstood that, in order that the instruction should be of any use, it must be of a prac
tical character, and that the classes should be well furnished with all necessary 
models, apparatus, &c." 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION I N OTHER CITIES. 

Communications were also received from the Clerks of the School Boards of Glas
gow, Manchester, and Sheffield. In the two forme1· cities local associations had 
relieved the Boards from the ne_s:essity of .affording technical instruction; but, never-
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theless, in Manchester the Board had introduced a lathe and, a group of joiners' 
benches into class-rooms of· two Of their schools, and each ECho!&· in the higher 
standards of the school takes his turn at the manual exercises, receiving one or two 
lessons a week, a joiner being present to give the instruction. No extra charge is 
made for this. One of the schools is the lowest under the Board, for two-thirds of 
the children are admitted free, while the other is attended by the sons and daughters 
of artisans and small shopkeepers. 

TECHNICAL TRAINING IN SHEFFIELD. 

The Clerk to the Sheffield Board gave tnformation respecting the admission, the 
examination, the fees, the subjects of instruction, and the results o.f the Central 
Higher School established in that town. In the workshop attached to the school 
the practical work contemplated includes (1) the production of simple but perfect 
geometrical forms to teach. accuracy and skj.ll in the use of tools ; (2) the construction 
of models in wood for u8e as examples in model drawing; (3) the construction of 
simple apparatus to illustrate, by actual experiment, the principles of levers, pulleys, 
wheel and axle, the crane, and strain on beams with different positions of load; ( 4) the 
mechanics·of. the roof, arch, and bridf?e; (5) for more advanced pupils the construc
tion of apparatus illustrating lessons m machine construction, applied mechanics, 
building construction, and mechanical engineering. He added that there is a sys
tem of scholarships by means of which from fifteen to twenty specially clever boys 
and girls are enabled., to pass from the ordinary schools to the technical instruction 
at the Central Higher School. 

. I have just learned from the Clerk to the Sheffield Board that girls, in addition 
to the ordinary subjects, learn iu this school physiology, hygiene, theoretical aml 
practical chemistry-a few take mathematics, and cookery is to be intr9duced next 
year. For girls in Standards VII and ex-VII, physiography and French are also 
added. · 

There is no doubt that the opportunity of attending this school induces both boys 
and girls to ·remain much longer under instruction than they otherwise would. 
Such trainin~ is found to be no less useful to those who apply the special knowl
edge they gam in industrial pursuits than to those who become teachers. Indeed. 
by far the greater proportion of female pupil teachers em:ployed by the Sheffield 
Board come from the Central Higher School. The educatiOn they there receive 
prepares them to pass through their career as pupil teachers without undue strain 
on their health and strength. 

From the evidence adduced the Technical Committee of the London ~chool Board 
arrived at the conclusion that it was not desirable to teach special trades or handicrafts 
in the schools of the Board. They believed that such teach~ng was beyond the scope 
of a body whose duty it is to ilir~ct elementary education, though at the same time 
they were convinced that elementary education ought to include such subjects as 
should prepare the pupils for learning the trade or handicraft they might choose 
when they had quitted the school. 

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE BY THE LONDON SCHOOL BOARD. 

These views were adopted by the Board and conseguent improvements in our 
methods of teaching have ensued. We appointed a penpatetic science teacher, thus 

. following, but only to a limited extent, the practice of the Birmingham School 
.Board, which, for several years past, has given instruction in elementary science 
in this manner in all its schools, to both boys and girls. Tllis peripatetic science 
instructor is a professor, so to speak, who visits certain schools once a fortnight and 

. gives practical lessons in mechanics, illustrated by suitable apparatus, to boys in 
the upper standards. Like instruction is carried on by the schoolmasters between 
the fortnightly visits of the science teacher. The instructor visit.ed about twenty 
schools, and the experiment has proved so successful that, in the early part of 1887, 
three more science teachers were appointed. This number will enable about eighty 
schools (boys' departments) to be brought under the practical teaching of mechanics 
at a cost for the whole number of nearly £1200 a year. Eighty, however, is but a 
small proportion of our schools, numbering now nearly four hundred. 

A carpentering class has been formed at the Beethoven Street School at the re
quest of the head-master, and has proved both popular and successful, and what is 
of greater importance, is the means of retaining boys longer in the school than t hey 
would remain if no such class existed. The master, speaking of the lads not yet 
old enough to share its benefits, says : " Many wistful eyes are turned towards the 
open workshop door by the youne:~r bovs during playtime, and they speak of the 
time when their turn shall come. ,y • · 
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THE ·sWEDISH SLOJD TRAINING. 

Before the Technical Committee closed its deliberations, it received evidence bear
in~ on a method for training. the hand and the eye based on scien~c prinC?iples which 
or1ginated in Sweden. Th1s method has been nall?-ed the SloJd by 1ts founder, 
Herr Abrahamson of Niiiis; near Gothenburg.* It 1s now well known on the con
tinent of Europe, has been described in educational reports in the United ~ta~, 
and adopted in souie sehools; but it has only recently begun to attract attention m 
this country. Slojd is a Swedish word which has no equivalent in English. It, 
however may be translated by the term education through the hand, or "hand
training 1, as a means of education as distinguished from hand-training as a means 
of learning a trade. 

Perceiving that the education of the head, unaccompanied by tha~ of the hand, 
would not prepare the rising generation of men :md women for therr future battl~ 
of life Herr Abrahamwn founded a school on his estate in which teachers could 
study ~ method of developing the powers, both mental and physical, of their pupils, 
with the definite object of giving to them general manual dexterity and of . im
planting in their minds both respect and love for labour, even for the rougher kinds 
of handiwork. Slojd is also intended to foster a love of neatness, order, cleanli
ness, and accuracy; to induce habits of attention, industry, and perseverance; to 
develop the physical powers, and train the eye to the perception of lorm and beauty. 

· Among other phases of the subject it will be observed that the 
writ~r points out the bad result to the boys in the loss of dexterity 
which they suffer, owing to the gap that exists between the Kinder
garten traininS" that ends at six or seven years of age, and the time 
when, after th1s omission, for several years, of any form of manual 
training, the learning of a· definite trade is attempted. 

This article, in thus contrasting the experience of the boys and 
girls in their occupations during this period of their training, 
illustrates the need that exists for the discovery and. adoption of a 
continuous, progressive, logical system of manual and mechanical 
development, extending through all grades of schools; from the first 
occurations and games of the l{:indergarten, to the time when the 
pupi is qualified to enter the door of the workshop, or factory, and 
ready to be there taught the speci~l skill of any trade. 

The need of such progressive methods is equally apparent whether 
the peda~ogical or the practical aspects of the subject are considered. 
As alreaay recorded some very J?romising ~xperiments looking to 
this end have been begun in the public schools of Washington, Dis
tdct of Columbia. Whatever else ma;v be desirable it is believed 
that the courses of Industrial Art drawmg after the methods indi
cated by the late Professor Walter Smith, are of the greatest value 
both educationally and practically; and that, if thoroughly persisted 
in, they will go far towards supplying the needed training during 
the yea.:s _that must elapse between the Kinderg.ar~en and the Man-

. ual Trammg Schools of carpentry and blacksm1thmg. 
Incidentally, in·this account of what is being done in the schools 

of London, the ·efforts in some other English Qities are succinctly 
described. A most interesting account of the Swedish system of 
industrial training in woodworking, called '' Slojd," with a descrip
tion of the personal experience of an English scholar, Miss Warren, 
a?d of . a s~bsequent visit to the school at Naas by the author, are 
g1ven, wh1eh want of space compels me reluctantly to omit. 

This Swedish wood-working system was fully described by Pro
fessor Ordway in an Appendix to the 46th Annual Report of the 

*Tlie dt>finition· of the object at which Slojd aims. and tite description of the 
.method J?Ursued in the attainment of this object, are taken from a paper sent to me 
by the Drrector of the School at Niiiis The whole of this paper was printed in the 
Journal of Education for Feb111ary 1887. 
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Massachusetts Board of" Education (1882) and is referred to on pages 
66-70 of Part I of this :Report. · 

An account of the s.:hool at Naas, antl of the present devel0prnent 
· of Slojd, compiled by the author of this Report f:rom various authori

ties, is also given in the present volume. See Appendix L, Paper 
IX, pages 863-892. 

OBSTACLES TO THE INTRODUCTION: OF EDUCATIONAL EXPERIMENTS IN Tim SCHOOLS 
. OF LdNDON. 

* * *. The School Board was so much impressed, by Miss Warren's evidence, 
with the imJ>Ortance of Slojd teaehing; that it was decided to establish a Slojd class 
as an expenment, and Miss Warren was to be its head. She, however, very soon 
quitted our service to become Superintendent of Kindergarten method undet· the 
Leicester School Board. Her departure and other unforeseen delays prevented our 
commencing our exp_eriment till the autumn of 1887, when Miss Clark, Miss Wnr
l'en's companion at Niiiis, gave a course, lasting three months, of instruction, at one 
of our schools, to a small number gf boys and girls, who attended a.s volunteers on 
Saturday mornings. Its success encourages us to continue the class, but we have 
been met by a difficulty which is an obstacle in the way both of tltis exyeriment 
and of the one carried on at Beethoven Street School. It is tllis: technics instruc
tion. with the exception of the teaching of sewing and cooking, is not one of the· 
subjects included in th~ Educational Code,_ and, in pr~vidin"? ~he necessary material 
_and·tools for our expenments, the Board overstepped Its legtttmate powers. Never
theless; it. was considered advisable to try whether the Department would sanction 
manual training, a subject of instruction so JIDillifestly adv.a.ntageous to children in 
eleme~t.;l.ry schools. The result has proved-what has pr .. viously been the case
that the Soard must act as pioneer to the Education Department. The cost we 
have incurred was, in the first instance, surcharged by the auditor, and. though, on 
our petition, it has been since allowed, it is on condition that we spend no more money 
on manual training. Consequently, the expense must be defrayed from our private 
purses, or our experiment must be abandoned. In order to leave no stone unturned, 
we sent a memorial to the Department, in which we have asked whether cer
tain articles of the Educational Code may not be so construed as to permit man
ual trailrin~. But the Department has answered that it could arrive at no decision 
on this subJect wltile the scheme for technical instruction laid before Parliament 
last session was still under discussion. This Bill was discharged before the House 
rose last autumn. But as in all probability the same or a similar Bill will be brought 
in during this session, we need no further response to our .memorial for the present. 

PROGRESS IN' ADOPTION OF ;r'ECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

The question of technical instntction has progressed with so great a rapidity dur
ing the last few months, that we may look forward with confidence to a change in 
the law which will enable the Education Department so to modify the articles of 
the Code as to pennit manual traiping being calTied on in all elementary schools. 
But here a danger rises against which we must guard. The Bills discharged Just 
session-one brought in by the Government and the othet· by Sir Henry Roscoe
deal exclusively with schemes for affording technical instruction to those boys who 
shall have reached the upper standards, omitting those whom unfavourable circum
stances prevent from attaining to a position sufficiently high to share in this in
struction; thus, in fact, helping those only who are best able to help themseln•s. 
Again-a more serious defeet-they postponed manual training until thirteen or 
fourteen, an age, as has been seen, too advanced for dexterity to be easily obtained. 
It will be therefore necessary to watch the new Bill, and endeavour to adapt its pro
visions to the_real needa of the children of the working classes. 

CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE CLASSES. 

In the spring of 1887 classes were opened at the City and Guilds of London Insti
. tute for the purpose of giving instruction in the use of tools to masters engaged in 
elementary schools. They were largely attended by teachers under the London 
School Board. Professor Unwin, under whose general guidance these classes wet:e 
carried on, is of opinion that the pupils not only exhibited an enthusiasm in tlw!r 
studies, but a facility in acquiring practical- skill he did not expect in men of the1r 
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profession. A good proportion of the students, who had taken an elementary 
course during the spring and !<ummer, returned to the Institute when the autumn 
srosioy. opened, and joined another advanced course, while at the same time fresh . 
pupils formed a new elementary class. Thus are our masters preparing themselves · 
for carrying on the technical instruction of our elder pupils so soon as the necessary 
alteration in the law permits. · 

Happily, however, the Board is not compelled to await the decision of Parlia• 
ment before; at least, trying to introduce manual instruction in our boys' schools. · 
The City' and London Guilds have contributed a sum of £1000 for the purpose ·of 
establishing classes for teaching the use of tools. The experiment is to be contin· 
ued for twelve months. Six centres for such instmction hav& been chosen-three 
on north and three on the south of the Thames, in which classes are carried on in 
buildings belonging to the School Board. They were opened in January of this year, 
and are· under the joint control of a committee representing the Institute and the 
Board. But here, again, is a possible danger to be guarded against-that, namely, 
of giving instruction in a particular trade in contradistin.ction to preparation. for 
handicraftship generally. We must ·not turn our pupils into premature artisan~ 
while they are yet in schools and too young to choose their vocation in life;. more
over, they will learn their trade far better in a workshop than in a school, where, 
to a certain extent, the work must partake of an amateur character. 

It will be seen that the" City and London Guilds," have come for
ward to aid in the new educational experiments, just as many citi- . 

. zens and corporate associations have done, from time to time, in the 
United States. 

The article sums up with a statement of the technical education 
now given in the Board Schools, and concludes with a full endorse
ment of the value and feasibility of the proposild industrial train
ing in schools. 

* * *. Elementary science, under the name of "object lessons," is one of our 
compulsory subjects, though it requires a much greater development and far better 
methods of teaching. Freehand drawin~, which should develop a taste for art, is 
taught in all boys' departments, though it 1s taken in only a few of the girls' schools. 
Social economy, as Mr. Ellis .designated the truths he taught, need not absorb a 
large amount of time, while the moral lesson they convey should pervade the whole 
government and discipline of the school. With regard to manual training-for the · 
girls we have sewing and cooking; some sweepin~ and cleaning mi!jht be added. · · 
A good beginning in such training may be introauced into the boys departments 
even under the present COde, though, as we have shown, it will need modification 
for the fuller development of education through the hand. The time spent in this 
training will be no real loss to the literary side of education, for the change of 
tl>ought and employment necessitated by manual occupations will enable the pupil 
to return to the schoolroom so ready for hard study that he will soon make up for 
the interval which has been devoted to the education of his hand. 

Improved methods of teaching will make learning easier to the pupil, and, what 
is of far greater importance, draw out his intelligence, thus enabling him to acquire 
knowledge by himself long after his school education is finished. That there is 
great room for improvement in the subjects we teach, and in our methods of teach
ing them, is }>erhaps apparent to no one more clearly than to members of the School 
Board the1nselves. It is tlris conclusion, the result of years of experience, wlrich led 
to the appointment, in March 18:n, of a SpeCial Committee" to consider the sub
jects and modes of teaching in the Board's schools" with a view to their improvement. 
To help us to attain our aim, the Committee has sought the advice of those whose 
knowledge and experience on the subject have been proved in various ways-teach
ers in elementary schools, professors from technical colleges, persons whose occu
pation it is to train teachers and examine schools, gentlemen and ladies whose 
mterest in education has led them to observe and consider the merits and demerits 
of various methods by which it is carried on both at home and abroad, and work
ing men, whose opinion we sought on the kind of hand-training it is advisable to 
~ive. The evidence we have received has convinced us that henceforth hand-train
rug must occupy a place in our school course, while we have arrived at the same 
conclusion as the Committee of 1883, that the teaching of definite trade is entirely 
beyond the scope of our work. 
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THE KINDERGARTEN PRINCIPLE APPLICABLE TO PUPILS 01" ALL AGF)S. 

The Committee also believe that the Kindergarten principle should no longer be 
limited to infant departments, but that it should govern the whole school life of the 
pupil. The old-fashioned mode of teaching by words and not by things is fast giv
mg way to the new one-that which teaches by experience instead of by dogma. 
Such is the Kindergarten principle, as fitted to the boy or girl of fifteen as to the 
infant of five; needing only that its application shall be adapted to the age of the 
pupil. This principle is embodied in the Report the Comnnttee presented a few 
weeks since to the Board. I t.!! adoption is under discussion at the present moment. 
Should its recommeqdations be carried into effect, we shall at least have grasped the 
soundest principle of education yet discovered, and may hope to better prepare our 
pupils for their future vocation than we can under our present system. 

The objections on the ground of increased expense are considered 
at some length and finallY: disi?osed of _by t_he following terse state
ment of the argument wh1ch, m Amertca, IS thought broad enough 
and w-eighty enough to justify the entire system of public education. 

. * * * The public must decide. It should, however, bear this fact in mind. 
that the cost incurred in education is spent quite as much for the benefit of those 
who pay it as for that of the persons educated-ignorance being most costly to the 
community, as the chief source of poverty and of crime. Is it not wiser, then, if 

'we consider the subject on no higher ground tban as a pecuniary question, to spend 
money in making good citizens rather than in repressing bad ones? 



VI._ 

HOW 'fO GAIN TIME FOR INDUSTRIAL STUDIES. 

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS BY AN ENGLISH EDUCATOR. 

That our American advocates of the introduction of industrial 
training in the public schools, are not alone in tJ!inking that by wise 
changes both in the method~ of teaching and in the studies taught, 
time for the new studies can be_ gained ; and·, also, that some training 
in the practical application of the studies taught, lookin~ to their 
immedtate utility in the transactions of every-day life is aesirable; 
is shown by the accompanying extract from the letter of a corre
s_pondent which appeared in a recent issue, July 1st, 1887, of "The 
Educational .Times, and Journal of the College of Preceptors," a 
well known English authority. The writer inveighs against " The 
old school Table-Book and Sum-Book," and protests against com
pelling the children to memorize obsolete tables, retained in the cur
riculum of the schools only by the fact that the examiners continue 
to question.upon theru. · 

CHANGES SUGGESTED IN TOPICS STUDIED. 

* * * Fo1· my own part, I should like to see banished from our schools, not 
only illegal Weights and Measures, which I hold to be clearly indefensible, but also_ 

. those which , though recognized by law, are not in common use. How few are the 
occasions when ordinarv persons require to make calculations in Troy Weight, 
Apothecaries' Weight, Cloth Measure, and the minutim of Ale, Beer, and Wine 
Measure t How soon these things, learnt in school, are forgotten when pupils have 
gone out into the world, and what a waste of time the whole bnsiness is ! 

One of the greatest boons conferred by the French Revolution, upon the people 
of France, was the abolition of the old system of Coinage and Weights and Meas
ures, and the introduction of the present Decimal System, which has done so much 
to facilitate trade, and to simplify arithmetical calculations. What Frenchman, in 
his senses, would think of reviving the use in schools of the old discarded Weights 
and Measures, simply in order to supply additional practice for children in calcula
tion? Yet that is what is gravely done and advocated by many English examiners, 
school inspectors. and teachers who, as Herr Dummkopf, with pardonable exag
geration, says, " worship the horrid thing (the Table-book) as if it came down from 
heaven, and who would sooner pluck out their right eye than give tlp the pleasure 
of torturing innocent children with it." 

No harm, so far as I am aware, has occurred in France to the study of t he Math
ematics by the abolition of tl1e old Weights and Measures ; nor wouid anybody be 
the worse, but rather the better, in England, if we ceased to teach Tables which are 
either false in themselves, or not worth learning or remembering, and which are, 
for the most part, mere relics of barbarism, reta.ined out of a stupid adherence to 
old custom, or a sentimental belief that they are valuable instmments of intellectual 
culture. 

IMPORTANCE OF ARITHMETIC. 

This matter of the Weights and Measures is, of course, only part of the larger 
question, whether Arithmetic generally should not be made a more practical subject 
of instruction than it is at present. In view of the great competition and struggle 
going on all around us, the pressing demand of the present day is that our children 
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should go forth from our schools better equipped than formerl;r ror the campaign 
of life; and few subjects of school instruction have a more drrect bearing on the 
future career of children than the art of calculation, which to many furnishes the very 
tools by which they earn tbeh· daily bread, and to all is, in various ways and degrees 
indispensable. Many may contrive to rub on, in a flll?hion, with little knowledg~· 
of Geography, History, Grammar, or Literature; but few can with im.{>unitv dis
pense with an acquaintance with commercial Arithmetic. It is the qu1ekest and 
most expert calculator that is likely to win the p1·ize, now-a-days, whether in the 
mart, the warehouse, the workshop, or the coWtting house. It is very true, as 
examiners and school inspectors are fond of reminding us, that in the Unive1-sities 
our future clergymen, lawyers, and statesmen study the Mathematics, not for its 
applied uses, but for its mental discipline; though ·some of these, we may suspect, 
might with advantage exchange a little Cpnic Sections for some acquaintance with 
the graces of elocution and oratory. No one denies that Arithmetic is a science as 
well as an art, and that children should be duly instructed in the mtionale of the 
various processes they employ; but what· is wanted in our schools is a closer appli
cation of the teaching to the requirements of daily life. ~ 

GRAMMAR AND COOKING. 

When the learned lady in Moliere's play complained that her cook spoke bad
grammar, her husband replied that he 'did not mmd that so nmch, as long as she 
~ompoWlded htJr dishes of th~ correct ingx:edients, an~ d}d not ~ut fio? much salt 
m Ius soup. The whole play lS a clever satire upon the lnghfalutm not10n of seek
ing lofty idools, while neglecting the common-place affairs of life. In much the 
same way, we talk a good deal about Technical Education, and would pursue it in 
some grand style; by the erection of palatial buildings, costly laboratories, and the 
institution of high-class lectures. But this is only to chop wood with razors. What 
is really wanted is to make the present imperfect system of ed.ucation of our ordi

. nary schools more conformable to the work to which most of the scholars will after-
wards have t o devote themselves. 

WHY NOT ADAPT ARITHMETICAL EXAMPLES TO DAILY NEEflS? 

In Arithmetic, for example, we could well do with a little less of complex and 
co~tinued fractions, circulating decimals,· puzzles, conundrums, and other academic 
problems never met with anywhere qutside the class-room and the school sum-book. 
In the place of these, we might have more questions framed in the language atd 
phraseology of the market and the workshop. Such things, for instance, as calcu
lations of the price of goods, making out estimates for work, the average daily, 
weekly, or yearly takings of a tradesman, the fluctuations in the weekly wages of 
artisans. and such like computations, with perhaps as milch of Book-keeping- a~ 
relates to simple examples of receipts, and the use of a balance-sheet and a ledger. 

An indipation of the strong feeling setting in for a reform of our common school9 
is to be seen in two Bill!! now before Parliament to give-local authorities powers to 
establish day-schools and evening classes in which shall be taught t.he use of onli
nary tools, commercial Arithmetic, commercial geography, book-keeping, French 
and German and other modern languages, freehand and machine drawing, and any 
othElr subjects sanctioned by the Committee of Council on Education. These Bills, 
introduced by Sir H enry Roscoe and Professor Stuart respectively, are not liltely to 
pass this session; but when they do Herr Dummkopf may console himself with the 
reflection that there will be some schools where the objectionable old Table-book, 
Sum-book. and Spelling-book will no longer hold the high position they have so 
long held in· our English system of education. 

F. H. 



VII. 

THE OPENING OF A NEW HALL IN THE COLLEGE OF PRE· 
. CEPTORS, LONDON • 

• 
INAUGURAL ADDRESS AND DISCUSSION. 

(a) PRELIMINARY WoRDS. 

As, in these .Appendices, much has been inserted with a view to 
show the variety of opinions held in this country, by educators and 
others, in regard to the question of Industrial E ducation in its many 
phases; because these topics are still undetermined and, therefore, 
the various arguments adduced and reasons urged by the disputants 
on one side and the other, in !"elation to the very different problems 
which are, as yet, grouped under the one general head, relate to live 
questions; so, it has seemed not inapprol?riate to include one or two 
similar illustrations of the present attitude 'of English educators 
towards like quest ions. 

The high standing of Dr. J. G. Fitch, who is one of "Her Majesty's 
Principal Examiners of Schools," as a leading authority on educa
tional matters is well understood by American educators. Dr. Fitch 
was chosen to read the paper upon the subject. for discussion, on the 
occasion of first opening the new hall in the London College of Pre
ceptors. In the scholarly and admirable address t hen deliver ed by 
him upon the life· and methods of Socrates, there occurs almost in
cidentally a reference to Industrial Education, which is taken up in. 
the subsequent discussion , and which is of interest as showing how 
the subject is looked at by the two classes of contestants; yet, in the 
end, it is seen that there is a substantial agreement that the combi
nation of both intellectual and manual t raining is the object to be 
aimed at. 

Many of the ardent advocates of "Manual Training," etc., in this 
country, have themselves been so thoroughly trained in the old fash
ion of book learning and feel themselves so wanting in manual and 
mechanical dexterity, that. t hey appear, in t heir advocacy of t he new, 
to unduly decry the value of the old ; while they occasionally seem 
inclined to magnify, out of all just proportion, the potency of mere 
manual t raining. One of th~ ablest advocates for t1le new methods 
goes so far as to draw a very striking picture of his own school days, 
affirming tha.t, as for any training in their use, he might just as well 
have been without hands, except as they were useful to hold a book! * 

T o those familiar with his life history, his g reat practical executive 
ability, or to those even who knew nothing of the author beyond the 
very address in which this pathetic plaint of early educational de-

- ·- - - -
*See extracts from General Francis/;... Walker's Address on" Industrial Educa, 

· tion in Public Schools," Art and Industry Report, Part II, Appendix L, Paper III (c)-
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privation· is u'ttered; he has proved too much. The strength and 
vigor of this very" argument fur~1ishes the . best proof of . the ex
cellence of the training of his youth, and shows how possible it is 
for one to have taken a great part in aiding the world's progress 
without having had this vaunted training of the hands ! 

The great need of some forms of direct manual training in the 
public schools, the admitted value of scientific technical training for 
specialists, should not be allow!3d to obscure the greater importance 
of the general culture of the mind, nor the truth that now, as ever, the . 
need of the State for noble men and women, is even greater than the 
need for trained mechanics. Never was the need of broad general 
.training so absolutely essential to the welfare of the community as 
in this day of ever-growing specialties. Our modern man seems 
rapidly tending towards a condition of Intellectual Myopia. 

It is because this Report .. is devoted to urging the importance of 
Education in Industrial Art, and especially because this volume is 
so largely given to showing the desirableness of. definite training in 
the elements of industries; that there arises greater occasion for em
p}lasizing the importance of never losing sight of the higher needs 
of man, and of developing the intellectual and moral faculties. It 
is for these reasons that I have not confined my quotations from Mr. 
Fitch's paper simply to his references to technical training; but have 
venturei:i to include his striking :picture of the life and surroundings 
of the citizens of Athens, and h1s endorsement of the estimate Soc
rates -placed upon the right use of words, as .being of quite as much 
concern to mankind as the right use of tools. A truth which, as I 
have noted, seems just now in danger of being overlooked. 

(b.) :coLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.* 

e EVENING MEETING, April 20th, !887. 
The Chair having been taken by Rev. Canon Daniel, a Paper was read by J . G. 

Fitch, Esq., M. A., LL. D., on 

SOCRATES AND HIS METHOD OF TEACHING. 

It seems to me to be a significant circumstance, and one of good omen for the future 
of the College of Preceptors, that the subject selected by your Council for the first 
discussion in this new hail-a hall dedicated to the investigation of the science and 
philosophy of Education-should be the l~fe and work of Socrates. His name is 
identified w1th some of the earliest dialectical exet·cises on record; and the arts of 
evolving and communicating truth, and of establishing a right relation between 
learner and teacher, were the arts to which he devoted his chief attention. These, 
too, are the arts which the members of this College desire to acquire for themselves, 
and to communicate to others; and in entering, as we may reasonably hope, on a 
fresh career of honour and usefulness for the teachers of the future, it is well that we 
should seek to put ourselves in closer relation with the great teachers of the past. 

ATHENS THEN THE CHIEF CITY IN THE WORLD. 

At the risk of recounting some things which are already very familiar to most of 
my audience, it may not be unfitting to remind you of one or two facts respecting 
the condition of Athens in the fourth and fifth centuries before Christ. '£he state, 
of which it formed the capital, was little larger than a moderate En~lish county, 
and the whole of it.'l subject territories were not equal in area to Great Bntain. In the 
time of Pericles, however, it was the most influential city in the world. Its out
ward aspect was, as you know, very remarkable. The houses of the priVl\te citizens 
were, for. the most part, plain wooden tenements, in striking contmst to an _.~l~ 

*From " The Educational Times and J ournal of the College of Preceptors. May 
1st, 1887. London." 
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buildings associated with the public life of th~ State; for these were costly and mag
nificent. Near was a fair harbour, teemin_g with commercial life; and down the slope, 
leading to the Pirreus, were~ t~o st~cly Jlarallel walls, which secured access to the 
sea in time of war, and which, as they betoli:ened the prudence of the citizens, had 
also borne witness to their prowess in many a conflict. .hnd .towering high above 
the city, overlooking the common paths. and homes of men, stood the sacred citadel, 

· the dwelling of the gods. There was the Parthenon, dedicated to the virgin ~od
dess Athena, whose name the city bore; and near it wet·e the temples of Jup1ter; 
Olympus, of Theseus, and Apollo-buildings splendid even in ruins. but then all 
fresh and perfect, overlaid with gilding and bright colour. Yet, 2,300 years ago, 
the stranger who had sailed from Tyre or from Syracuse, to see the city, would not 
have gathered from all these outward signs of prosp!lrity a true conception of the . 
power of Athens, or have understood why she dommated the world. · . 

IN WHAT THE GREATNESS OF ATHENS CONSISTED. 

The greatness of Athens lay in the character of her people, in her freedom, and in 
the way in which she maintained it, in her mental activity, and in that desire for new 

· knowledge which, long afterwards, so impressed the Apostle Paul when he addressed 
the people from Mars Hill. She had lately baffled the councils and dispersed the host, 
of the King of Persia. Wfth the little band of confederated Greek patriots, Athens 
had resisted an army twenty times the size of her own, and had done it so success- · 
fuQv that no Oriental ruler ever -t~.fterwards repeated the experiment. The names 
of Platrea and SalamiH were keenly remembered by the Greeks; the tactics of 
Marathon and Th!lrmopylre were often discussed by them. Indeed, every matter 

-of public concern was freely discussed. It is true they had no press, either to fur
nish them with materials for fortning their opinions, or to save them that trouble 

-by presenting them with opinions already formulated. All discussion was oral; 
not only in the legitimate popular assembhes, but; in the market-place, in the forum, 
and under the porticoes of temples, groups of eager disputants might be seen anx
iously investigating some difficult problem in morals or politics. Every act of the 
governing body, every detail of 11dministration, evP.ry judicial decision , became, in 
turn, the subject of open public disputation. And the Athenians prided themselves 
on doing everything with their eyes open. andon beingabletogive areason,notonly 
for the acts of themselves and their party , but also for all the public policy of their 
beloved States. A man who had not an opinion on these matters, or who could not 

_d~fend it, was considered to be a discredit to the community. * * *. • 
THE DAILY EDUCATION OF AN ATHENIAN. 

· The sort of mental discipline through which an Athenian citizen passed, differed 
very much from that with which we are familiar in the nineteenth century. H e 
could not read or write, but he could listen to the h :n'<tngues of t'he orator, or join 
a group of enquil:ers ~rho sunounded a philosopher pacing t he groves of Acade
mus. He saw the plays of Sophocles ;tml Aristophanes, of which representations 
were often gratuitously provid~d by l'ich citizens, ;ts :tn honourable public duty, and 
as a contribution to national education. He walked amid the friezes of Phidias and 
the paintings of Zcuxis; he heard the rhap>odist at the street comer declaiming 
about the heroism of Hecto1: or the wan•lerings of the much-enduring Ulysses. 
''He was a legislator, conversant with high questions of international right and of' 
public revenue; he was a soldier, carefully trained by the State under a severe but 

. generous discipline; he was a judge, compelled often to weigh hostile evidence, and 
to decide complex questions of right and wrong. These things were themsP.lves an 
education, well fitted, if not to form exact or profound thinkers, at least to give 
9.uickness to the perception, delicacy to the taste, fluency to the expression, and po
hteness to the manners." 

An Athenian knew that his beloved city was dedicated to Athene, the goddess of 
Wisdom, and he wished to make his city worthy of this distinction. Hence, to many 
of the people, -philosophy wa.'! a pastime, and the search after wisdom one of the 
main duties of life. And, as some men would go to a bath or a gymnasium to brace 
up their physical energies, others would resort to the rhetor or the sophist to gather 
strength for intellectual contests, and to practice in the porch or the agora the 
·,,noble art of self-defence." 

And here it may not be unfitting to reflect for a moment on the fact that 23 centu
ries have not. in this one respect, witnessed the improvement which we may hope 
has been visible in other departments of instruction. Education in citizenshiJ?, 
training in the art of forming and expressing opinions on matters of high pubhc 
interest, the discipline which helps a man to explain, and, if needful, to maintain 
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. . and defend the opinions he is supposed tO hold-where is our provision for attain-
ing these objects? _ Where are the teachers who, not content with making their 
pupils receivers of truth, help them also to elucidate it, and to enforce it upon others? 
I think that from Athens w'e have still. in this one respect, something to learn. 

Here followed a graphic picture of the person of Socrates, a man 
of good lineage and of good repute, who began when about 40 
years of age, to go about among the citizens in t he. Agora, and to 
JOin the groups of. listeners surrounding· the philosophers, and the 
teachers of Rhetoric, in the groves of Ac_ademe; occasionally asking 
seemingly simple, but, in reality, most searching questions. The 
characters of Socrates, and of his two disciples, Plato and Xenophon, 
are described and clearly discriminated; and many illustrative quo· 
tations from the conversations are given. 

THE " SOCRATIC METHOD." 

You observe that Socrates' method of interrogation was often of a humbling 
and painful kind; it forced home to h is collocutor the very unwelcome conviction 
that he was more ignorant than he supposed. There arc three stages in the intel· 
le~tual history of a man in relation to the knowledge of any subject. The first, and 
lowest , is unconscious, satisfied ignorance . . The next stage is one of ignoi·ance.too, 
but of ignorance unmasked, awakened and ashamed of itself. The third, and 
highest, is that which follows the possession of clear and reasoned truth. But the 
second condition is necessary to the last. We cannot vault out of ignorance into 
wisdom at one bound, we must travel slowly and toilsomely along the intermedi
ate steps: and Socrates thought he did a service to an enquirer if he could only suc
ceed in helping him to reach the second step, and so to be fairly on the right road. 

• 0 

IMPORTANCE GIVEN BY SOCRATES TO ACCURACY IN THE USE OF W ORDS. 

A very significant feature of h is teaching was the great importance he attached 
to the right and accurate use of words. Many of the dialogues which Plato has 
recorded for us turn almost wholly on ~he definition of some word or phrase. Few 
"f us know, until we try, how hard jt IS to give a concise and perfect defu1ition of 
even the most familiar word, and how much harder it is to make sure that we 
always attach precisely the same meaning to it. Now Socr.:~.tes thought that an 
examination of these difficulties would be of great use to people generally and to 

·disputants in particular. * * * . And, at the end of this pitiless ct·oss-examina
tion, it 'vould often appear that the respondent, after vain effor ts to extrical;(' him
self, admitted thM he could give no satisfactory answer to the demand which at 
first had appeared so simple. ' 

AN ACCURATE KNOWLEDGE OF WORDS, AND FAMILIARITY WITH BOOKS, ESSENTIAL 
. TO MODERN SCHOLARSHIP. 

And I am sure that we, as teachers, have a special interest in that part of the 
Socratic teaching which bore upon the exact connotation and the right use of words. 
Grammar, verbal and logical analysis, rhetoric, style- aU these things will still, 
notwithstanding the occasional satire and remonstrances of the modern professors 
of science, hold their own as among the chief instruments in the training of a hu
man being for an active and a thoughtful life. And why ?-Because, a copious vocab
ulary is a storehouse of thoughts. Because, whatever we are hereafter to learn, 
whether about History, Politics, Astronomy or Physics, must, to a large extent, bo 
learned from books; and beca.Ut>e whatever gives us greater command of the lan
guage of books, and a more exact conception of the significance of that language, 
enlarges our L"esources as thinking beings. · 

THE SOCRATIC METHOD NOT THE BEST FOR USE WITH CHILDREN. 

And yet the Socratic method of pUl'suing a general term into all its hiding places, 
of amending, expanding, and contracting a definition, until it fitted exaclly ~he 
qualities of the thing defined, was-thovgh useful as a method of confutation ~v1th 
grave men, especially with superficial pretenders-not a model for us to im1tate 
habitually with children. Occasionally, I have no doubt, it is useful to take ales-
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. son on a single word,-! will say co~titution, vi1·tue, experience, proof, law, inftu
ence,-trace it through all the s~es of its development, and the shades of its mean
ing; and then ask the scholar himself, after thiS inductive exercise to define the 
word, and to take care that the definition shall cover all its legitimate applications. 
We want, of course, that our scholars shall know the meaninl$ of the words they 
use. But the meaning of a worJ as learned by heart from a dictionary or a spelling
book is of no value. It is, indeed, owing to its necessary brevity, often worse than 
useless. · The true way to teach to young learners the significance of a word is aftet· 
a brief explanation, to tell them to take the word and use it. "Write four or five 
sentences containing the word." " Give me a short narrative in which this word 
shall be used three times in different senses."· Or " Take these two words, which are 
apparently synonymous, and employ them in such· a way as to show that you see 
the less obvious distinctions in their meaning." I think that the same object that 
was aimed at bv the Socratic eleuchm among grown-u~ controversialists may be 
attained, among young scholars, by this simple and less 1rritating process. 

We now come to the quotation relating to technical knowledge. 
A disciple of Socrates had asked the Oracle at Delphi whether any 
man was wiser th~n Socrates, and received a negative answer. "In 
his defence at the trial, Socrates described the 'effect of this news on 
himself." He said: · · 

" WhY. what enigma is tlus? For I am not conscious that I am wise, either much 
or little. • What can the god mean by saying that I am the wisest? So I went for 
myself to one of those who have the reputation of being wise, thinking that there, 
if anywhere, I should confute the oracle." 

He recites his visits to various people; at last, he says: 
''But when I went to the artizans, I said to myself, 'Here, indeed, is something 

in which I am inferior to these men, for they possess some very beautiful knowl
edge.· And in this I was not deceived, for they knew things which I did not, and, 
in this respect, were wiser than I. But even the best of these men, because he ex
celled in the practice of his art, thought himself knowing in most other matters, 
anti this mistake obscured the wisdom he already possessed. So I asked myself, on 
behalf of the oracle, whether.! should prefer to continue. as I am, possessing none, 
either of their special knowled~e or of their ignorant estimate of themselves, or to 
have both as they have. And 1t seemed to me, on the whole, that I had best con-
tinue as I am." · · 

The following suggestive comments by Mr. Fitch are commended 
to the thoughtful consideration of all who take interest in these 
topics; especially is this the case in reference to the few words he 
puts into the mouth of Socrates. 

You will see that, on one point much discussed among the educational reformers of 
our time-the educative virtuA of mere handicraft-Socrates would probably not 
have agreed with the current opinion. He would not have regarded ruauual train
ing as a good substitute for intellectual discipline. He had seen that cet·tain me
chanical dexterities might easily co-exist with complete stagnation of mind, with 
great poverty of ideas, and with a curious conceit as to the proportion a.nd relative 
worth of the sort of knowledge the artizan did not happen to possess. I think, if 
he were to be consulted in our day by the advocates of technical education, he 
would say,-" Train people's hands and eyes by all means, but train the under
standing at the same time. Let your pupil know well the properties of the mate
rials he is using, and the nature and limits of the forces he employs. Let your hand
work be made subservient to careful measurement, to the cultivation of taste and 
intelligence, to the percep~on of a;rtistic beauty, a~d then it will play a real {>art in. 
the development of what lS best m the human bemg; but, unless you do thts, you 
will get little or no true culture out of carpentering, modelling, or needlework." 

Nor from those studies which have of late years appropriated the name of Science, 
did Socrates hope very much. 

After this, Mr. Fitch proceeds with instances illustrating the teach
ing of Socrates;· then, considers the theory of a pre-natal existence 
as put forth by Socrates and Plato, and re-echoed in the famed ode, 
" On Intimations of Immortality" - by Wordsworth, passages from 
which are quoted. The immediate story of the trial, condemnation 
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and touching death scene, is briefly .told; and the speaker thus con-
cludes: _ 

This is an ancient and a hackneyed story-so ancient and so hackneyed, that I felt 
a little diffidence in bringing it under the notice of this audience, among whom are 
some who know it much better than I do. Yet it bas not wholly lost its moral sig
nificance. Much. of the teaching of Socrates is now obsolete .. Some of the objects 
he SO)lght to attain. we have long learned to regard as unattamable; but the diffi
culties with which he was confronted exist more or less in all ages of the world. 
He saw around him men who had never harboured doubts simply because they bad 
never examined, who held convictions all the more an~ily srmply. because those 
convictions had never been verified. The mere associat10ns accidentally connected 
wi~h the truths men loved, he saw were constantly mistaken for the rt-al living 
truths themselves. He chose for the objects of his attack opinions without knowl
edge, acquiescence without insight, words without meaning, and dogmas without 
proof. And, until these phenomena shall have become wholly extinct in the world, 
there will always be a place in J2hilosophy for the Socratic dialectics, and an 
honoured place in history for the life of the philosopher himself." 

(c) DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER. 

: "The Chairman said he was sure the meeting would agree with him in'thanking 
Mr. Fitch for his admirable lecture upon Socrates and his method of teaching. The 
lecturer stated that the subject was too ancient and too hackneyed to bring before 
a modern audience, but no subji!Ct could be so described if treated in the way in 
which the lecturer bad handled it; and one effect that it would have upon the audi
ence would be to send them back with renewed interest to the perusal of the Pia-

. tonic dialogues. Many would remember their first introduction to those. dialogues 
and the great interest w:ith which they perused them; and some might, perha,ps, 
also ~remember how at last they had closed the volume with the feeling that, after 
all, these dialogues were eminently of an artificial character. He remembered 
sympathiZing with De Quincy when he somewhat audaciously said: " I wish_ I had 
been able to have a turn with' Socrates." For you will remember that many of the 
characters who formed the _interlocutors with Socrates are men of straw; they are 
put up for the e~ress purpose of being knocked down, and one cannot help feeling 
a certain amount of unfairness in the treatment. of the subject which represents all 
the truth on the side of Socrates, and all the errors and confusion of thought on the 
side of those who conversed with him. 

IMPORTANCE OF A CORRECT COM.PREHENSlON BY THE PUPILS OF THE WORDS USED 
BY THE TEACHER. 

· The lecturer had shown·, however, that there wa~ a great deal to be learnt from 
these dialogues, and the first point to which he had called attention was that Socrates 
insisted upon finding out what ideas underlay the words employed by his inter· 
locutors. That was one of the first things which teachers had to do. ThertJ was 
nothing which so frequently led pupils and teachers astray as the im_Proper use of 
words. Teachers might go on teaching bOys for half an hour, explaming and re

-explaining, and find out after all that their efforts had been thrown away owing 
to the fact that some of the words which they ~ad used from the beginning to the 
end of the lesson had nevt:r been properly understood. It was assumed that pupils 

· were as fallliliar with the meaning of the words as the teachers, and it constantly 
happened that the words were most familiar as sounds t o children were the most 
ob:;cure as regards the ideas which the words conveyed. Another point to which 
the lecturer had called attention was the great service Socrates rendered by making 
people aware of the extent of their knowledge, and the extent of their ignorance. 
He remembered Mr. Gladstone, many years ago, speaking of a peculiar kind of 
ignorance which he designated by the namll of "compound ignorance "-that con· 
dition in which a man was 'vhen he was hot only ignorant, but was ignorant that_he 
was ignorant. That was a state of mind in which teachers often found their · pup1ls. 
and before new truths could be imparted to them it was necessary that their m inds 
should be disabused of old errors. In inviting discussion, he suggested that the 
3peakers should deal specially with the following question: What are the subjects 
to which the Socratic methods are applicable in modern education ? 
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DR. WORMELL SPEAKS FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

Dr. Wormell said be responded to the appeal of the Chairman, although he 'vas 
not quite in a suitable mood for opening the discussion. The subject of the lecture 
and the voice of the lecturer had awaltened memories of eight-and-twenty years 
ago, and had t·enewed the feeling, as well as the pleasure, with which he had then 
listened daily to similar teaching from the same teaclier. He wondered whether 
such teaching was still to be heard in the Training Colleges, or whether the wither- -
ing influence of recent codes had completely replaced it by the driest ..routine. He 
regarded it as another good omen for the future of their College, that it had secured 
for the first lecture in the New Hall one so high in tone and so graceful, indeed, 
be might say fascinating, in form. 

He ventured, however, to cross foils with Mr. Fitch with regard to his reference 
to Technical Education. Whoever, amongst practical educators, thought of "sub
stituting manual training for intellectual education?" He thought no one. As 
regards the lower schools, there was reason to think the present methods tended 
to produce a love of a sedentary occupation and a distaste for handicrafts. The 
advocates of technical education wished to remedy this by- int oducing into the 
system what would not only counteract this tendency, but would provide a useful 
form of relaxation, and would strengthen the intellectual powers and give them a 
practical turn. This they wished to do without in the slightest degree lowering 
the intellectual education at present attainable. Mr. Fitch has proved that Socrates 
was an advocate of technical education; for the first dialogue he had read, in which 
a would-be politician was told to visit the mines which brought the country's reve
nue, and the fortifications which served for its defence, was an excellent illustration 
of the main tenets of the Technical Educator." 

Interesting comments on various parts of the paper were made by 
several speakers. When all had finished Mr. Fitch then ended the 
discussion by the following remarks: 

MR. FITCH DISCRIMINATES BETWEEN TWO KINDS OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

"Mr. Fitch, in reply, said he was afraid he had been unfortunate in not suffi
ciently conveying his meaning upon technical education. There were people in the 
world who used the phrase technical education to mean mere manual instl·uction 
as a substitute for book work, and not as an instrument of general development. 
Against that he had the strongest objection, and that was the objection he had 
sought to set forth in the few words he had uttered upon the matter. . . 

'' He did not object to technical education, in its true sense; the right development 
of the hand and eye and of the bodily powers was an essential part of education; 
but if you discredit intellectual work, and say, as was sometimes said, that a very 
large part of the time now spent in intellectual work ought to be spent in carpenter
ing, modelling, or cutting paper~ into patterns, then all he had to say was that he 
believed that would be an entirely retrograde step, unless intt'llectual exerci:;e of 
some kind was associated with it . 
• " A good deal had been said about the applications of the Socratic method, and it 
had been hinted that probably the meeting would have been usefully employed if he 
had tried to fix the kind of subjects and lessons to which the Socratic method was 
particularly applicable. No doubt that might have been extremely useful , but it 
would have occupied an entire evening, and would have been incompatible with the 
somewhat humbler scheme which he had laid down for that evening's paper. He 
had merely sought to lay before them some facts in the life and character of Socrates, 
rather than to call attention to the applications of his particular method. If Socrates 
were living now·, and heard them talking, his first question would be, What do you 
mean by tf1e Socratic method ? There would be a very great difficulty in answering 
such a. question. He had desired this evening to accentuate two or three funda
ment.'ll principles which underlay all true methods, and which, when understood, 
would enable them to devise plans of instruction as applicable to the pupils of the 
present time as the Socratic method was applicable to the pupil in the time of 
Socrates. In conclusion he expressed his pleasure at delivering the first lecture in 
the new building, and he believed that there was a great future of public useful
ness before the College of Preceptors. 

"A vote of-thanks to the lecturer was then passed by acclamation," 
A-RT-VOL ~--67 . 





VIII. 

EDUCATIONAL FREEDOM. 

The following eloquent passages, emphasizing the importance that 
the individual characteristics of the pupil should not be ignored and 
suppressed throu~h the machinery of tlie school,-a very real danger 
and one which, m the opinion of many, is evet menacing in our 
American public schools,-are from a paper read by Dr. Wormell, 
M. A., before the London College of Preceptors at a meeting held 
June 22nd, 1887, which was published in The Educational Times of 
July 1st, 1887. . 

The Title of this long and able paper was "Educational Progress 
during the half century, from a Teacher's Point of View." 

The closing passa&e of the address is quoted for its noble portrait
ure of the enduring labor and high reward of the true teacher. 

A very few years is sufficient to produce great changes in opinion on matters of 
education. I could name a period of less than twenty years, at the commencement 
of which nobility, ~earning, and orthodoxy declared the majority of the human 
race ou~ht never to read and write; while, at its termination, all three were em
ployed m building schools for the humblest of mankind. At·e we not, then, to keep 
a keen eye upon probable changes? and does it not concern us and all public teach• 
ers, to be fit to face future, as well as pre.sent, opinion? . 

DANGER OF DEVELOPING A MONOTONY OF .MEDIOCRITY. 

1. We need not fear that the desire for education, which has now been ·fairly 
aroused, will subside; but there is danger in the t ':'ndency to require all men to pass 
through the saJDe mould and the same gauge. If we may trust what we heat· and 
what we read, this danger has taken deep root in the public elementary schools. 
There, we are told, Procmstes will have his victims. He is the government, and 
the teachers are his henchmen. His victims are the dunces on the one hand, who 
are stretched beyond their powers, and the geniuses on the other haDd, who are 
.stunted to an average capacity. We should ha.,·e thought it a libel on teachers, and 
contrary to the spirit of justice, impartiality, and fidelity, which is an essential 
characteristic of a good teacher everywhere, to hint that they, as a body, bad made 
their compact with the irrational robber, if they did not {lersist in tellinl$" us so. We 
should have thought that they would have rebelled agamst a uthority if it ordered 
such a compact. Rebellion is usually sanctified by success and damned by failure, 
but this rebellion would have been a righteous struggle in any case. 

A TRUE EDUCATION WOULD SO ADAPT TRAINING AS TO DEVELOP EXISTING GERMS 
OF INDIVIDUAL EXCELLENCE, 

We should rather have expected that teachers would err on the side of Mr. Rus
kin, who tells us that-

" True justice consists mainly in granting to every human being due aid in the 
development of such faculties as it possesses for action and enjoyment * * * 
' Due' aid * * * not ' equal' aid * * * In education * * * true jus
tice is curiously unequal * * * The right law of it is that you are to take most 
pains with the best matedal * ·• * NeYet· waste pains on bad ground; let it 
r main rough, though properly looked after and cared for it will be of best service 
flO; but spare no lauou1· on the good, or what has in it the capacity of good. The 
~ndency of modem help and care is quite morbidly and m:ully in reverse of this 
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gre~ principle. Benevolent persons are always by preference busy on the essen
tially bad; a nd exhaust themselves in ejJorts to get maximum intellect from cre
tins, and maximum virtue from criminals. Meantime they take no care to ascer
tain * * * the continuous sources of cretinism and crime, and suffer the most 
splendid m aterial in child-nature to wander neglected, until it has become rotten 
to the degree in which they ~eel prompted to take an interest in it." * * *. · 

The kind of liberty we have now to contend for seems to be the libet·ty of free 
growth to the gifts of intelligence and P?wer. It is a new phase of that liberty for 
which Cranmer contended when he satd- . 

" To exclude the ploughman's son and the poor man's son from the benefit'! of 
learning, as though they were unworthy to have the gifts of the Holy Ghost be· 
stowed upon them as well as upon others, is as much as to say that Almighty God 
should not be at liberty to bestow His great gifts of grace upon any person, nor no
where else, but as we and other men shall appoint them to be employed, according 
to our fancy, and not according to His most godly will and pleasure, who giveth 
His gifts, both of learning and other perfections in all sciences, into all kinds and 
states of people indifferently." 

The mOdern notion is, that the Almighty may bestow His gifts to the extent of 
the seven standards of a legal code, but no further. That what we may call the 
liberty of capacity may be as perfect as possible, we must have schools of various 
types in .each grade, as well as of various grades. To quote again from the ' ' Stones 
of Venice:"-
. "One man is made of agate, another of oak; one of slate, another of clay. The 
education of the first is polishing; of the second, seasonin&'; of the third, rending; 
of the fourth, moulding. It is no use to season the agate; tt is vain to try to polish 
slate; but both are fitted by the qualities they possess fot· service in which they are 
honoured." ' 

2. There is some little danger, perhaps, tha..t demands which it was necessary to 
urge at one time may be overstrained. Hints have lately been given that the move
ment for Technical Education in the lower schools may be carried too far. But, 
indeed, it has not yet gone far enough. The system of education in many places 
produces but very weak machines, fit only to be puny clerks, who have a distaste, 
or even an abhorrence, of healthful labour. To correct this defect is the aim of the 
advocates of Technical Education. * * *. 

There is hope for the future of the Educator. H;is labours will be better appre· 
ciated, his difficulties better understood, and his office will be more respected. This 
should encourage those who are now qualifying themselves by general and profes· 
siona.l studies, to take up the work heartily and hopefully. * * *. We rejoice 
at the great progress which has been made, because the teachers who will follow 
us will have opportunities which were never within our reach. But there is a hope, 
a prospect, an expectation which the teachers of the next generation and the teach
ers of this have in common, and I venture to suggest a picture of this in the case of 
an ideal teacher, for the encouragement and consolation of those who feel that our 
labours are arduous and responsibilities great. 

THE REWARD O.F THE TRUE TEACHER. 

There will come a day for each in which he shall relinquish his work, and the 
school-room shall know him no more. Under these circumstances, imagine one 
who has been throughout faithful to his calling; how pleasant then to him will be . 

· the retrospect I He will leave behind him many of a generatio'l whose characters, 
by his hand, will have been moulded to intelligence and virtue. The departed Poet 
has made men dance to h is lyre ; the deceased Philosopher has gathered round him 
an admiring and chosen few ; the Statesman may have made a nation his debtors
but the zealons and faithful Teacher will have taught many to walk in the true 
light, and will have excited an everlasting appetite for tmth. He will have left 
impressions on character more enduring than breathing marble. Some quiet grave 
may receive his ashes, but grateful hearts will embalm his memory, and living 
m en memorialize his work. He will rest from his labours in the affections of his 
former pupils. and in their thoughts of childhood's days. And in the still more dis
tant future, when the silence of the grave shall be passed, shall he not see uprisen, 
as a valley of golden corn full in ear·, the fruits of l:).is labours, in the bliss and the 
intelligence of .mmortal minds?" 



n. 
A CONFERENCE ON TECHNIC~L INSTRUCTION. 

HELD IN LONDON BY EDUCATORS AND PRACTICAL ARTISANS. 

(a.) PRELIMINARY WORDS. 

The following report of this interesting conference, taken from 
the London Times of November 8, 1887, is here inserted by reason 
of the. admirable summary, contained in the address by Professor 
Thompson, President of the Finsbury Technical College, who is a 
recognized authority on Technical Education; both of the institutions 
for Technical Trainmg which have been recently founded and of the 
present educational movement in England for promoting the spread 
of all grades of technical instruction among the people generally; 
for it will be seen from the Professor's statements that this move
ment includes, not only the establishment of the highest class of. 
Technological and Engineering Schools; but provides, also, for the 
needs of youth who propose to become apprentices, and for those who 
can only.attend night classes. 

Professor Thompson's r ecital of the like activity in providing op
portunities for technical training which every where prevails on the 
Continent, is impressive to American readers. All that has been 
done towards establishing in13titutions of higher technical training 
in the United States-with its population of sixty millions, mostly 
workers-seem~ insignificant, in comparison '\vith the provisions made 
by these different European countries. It is, however, conceded by 
the most competent judges, that the few high Institutions of Technol
ogy which exist in this country hold equal rank with t he best Euro
pean schools. It is when these are considered as affording the 
only home opportunities for obtaining the best advanced train
mg in Science, and in Engineering, that, as contrasted with the provi
sions thought necessary in other coun tries, it is seen how inadequate 
is the provision for high scientific education in America. Nor, do 
the several Mechanics Institutes, night schools, and like make
shifts for supplementing the work of the public schools, which are 
recorded in the sueceedin~ volume of this Report, hold a much larger 
proportion to the populat10n. 

It is only by the activity of the present movement for the general 
introduction of elementary industrial training in all public schools 
t hroughout the United States, that any evidence is sho,vn that the 
people of this country are awakened to a realization of the most 
pressing educational demands of the present day. If elementary 
t raining in the Arts and Sciences related to industries, can be thus 
made general, the subsequent increase of institutions giving oppor
tunities for advanced training in these Arts and Sciences, may be 
confidently predicted; for, just as classical Academies, High Schools, 
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and private fitting schools, are the indispensable feeders of the clas
sical colleges and universities; so, elementary and secondary schools 
of science must be made generally accessible, before any great devel
opment of scientific institutions of equal rank with the existing clas-
slCal colleges and universities, becomes possible. · 

When the elementary instruction in these preliminary studies is 
given in all the lower grades of the public schools, and such direct 
preparation for the Colleges of Science is given in the public High 
Schools, as is now given to those pupils desiring to enter the Classi
cal Colleges, then the Higher Institutions of Superior Instruction in 
these studies will not be found wanting. The progressive ad vance 
of the older colleges in .affording increasing facilities for the study 
of the Sciences, and for Mechanical as well as Mining Engineering, 
affords ample proof that any real demand for Schools and Institu
tions affording the highest scientific education will be met. 

Those, then, who desire to see the Institutions for the most advanced 
studies in Science established and multiplied in the United States, 
are the very persons whq should most urgently promote the move
ment for the general introduction of this elementary industrial train-

. ing throughout the public schools of the country. 
It will be noticed that, in the discussion which followed this ad

. dress, one of the speakers points to the relatively large sums expended 
. for education in the United States as contrasted with the amount 
· s~ent for soldiers, and reads England. a lesson thereon; of course, the 

d1verse conditions of the two countries readily accounts for this dif
ference, since the Government of Great Britain, through her world
embracing colonies, is every where exposed to the attacks of hostile 
countries; while, thanks to the patrwtism which preserved their 

· Union with Freedom, the United States, whether the Nation is con
sidered, or any one of the individual States composing it, has no 
external enemies to fear; and fortunately, owing to the form of pop
ular, elective, representative, constitutional government which pre
vails, neither the Nation or the States are compelled, as is the case 
in some countries, to support a large standing army as a guard against 
internal dissensions. All this is apparent to the most careless ob
server. 

It may not, however, be so generally realized that, for the past 
quarter of a century, and for a long time yet to come, the people of 
these United States have paid, and must continue to pay, a war tax; 
not wholly insignificant even when compared with that of the most 

· war ridden of European Governments ! 
If the sum of the principal and interest of the war debt paid off 

during the past twenty-five years, the similar.amount of the present 
bonded debt of the United States, both almost wholly the result of 
the war of 1861-5, and the immense annual payment of soldiers' pen
sions which must continue for years to come, are all computed; it 
will appear that the present generation of citizens of the Unitecl 
States have had no such immunity from the burdens of war, as is 
inferred when nothing is taken into account beyond the present 

· annual expenditure for the s.mall naval and military force supported 
by the United States in time of peace. 

That this great war debt has been so rapidly paid off simultane
ously with the a-rowing prosperity of the people as evidenced by the 
wonderful deveYopment of internal improvements, furnishes the most 
emphatic endorsement of the soundness of the American policy, 
and of the wealth vroducing capabilities of the American people. 
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The criticisms by Professor Thom,Pson of the South Kensington 
methods, and his desire for the creat10n of a comprehensive Educa
tional Depa-rtment under a responsible Minister, in place of the pres
ent "Lords of Council," are of interest· as affording an inside glimpse. 
of the opinions of English educators concerning their own Educa
tional Governmental System. 

The views of the English workers as shown during the discussions, 
are of interest as revealing the practical conditions caused by the 
prevailing demand for cheapness; regardless of thoroug~ workman
ship, or the real value of the article produeed. A demand, which 
means the destruction of good work, the decadence of good workers, 
and universal wastefulness, wherever it prevails; against which, all 
the educational forces of the world must be arrayed if the civiliza
tion of the future is to be of any value. · 

It will be noted as significant, in view of the sug&estions advanced, 
that Professpr Thompson, in closing the discusswn, reiterates his 
confidence in the worth to the workmen of thorough technical train-

inft is, also, extremelyinter~sting to. see how, a~ Professor Thomson 
relates in his account of the new Institutions, the'' Guilds" of Trades, 
in London, and elsewhere in E:t;lgland, which date from the Middle 
Ages, and have long seemed to possess only historic interest and a 
traditional vitality, have suddenly burgeoned into life; and have 
become active participaonts in the conflict which the champions of 
civilization to-day are waging against the dragons of ignorance and 
poverty. 

For generations, these ancient "Guilds" have seemed as useless 
and archeological as the old suits of armor in the Tower of London; 
but now, as if waked to life by the touch of some enchanter's wand, 
they appear in the van of the conflict; leaders and champions of the 
educational and civilizing forces of the present era. 

THE PRESENT POSITION OF THE TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION QUES-
TION. . . 

(b.) A PAPER BY PROFESSOa THOMPSON READ BEFORE THE CONFERENCE ON TECH
NICAL EDUCATION. 

A conference on Technical Instruction, in which working men t ook a prominent 
part, was held on Saturday evening, at the Finsbury Technical College, Leonard
street, Finsbury, and an adclress was read by Professor Silvanus P. Thompson, Prin
cipal of the College, on '·The Present Position of the Technical Tnstruction Ques
tion." Mr. Ja mes Rowlands, 1\'I. P., occupied the chair , and the1·e was a large 
attendance of students and others, interested in the progress of the College. 

The College was founded and is maintained by the City and Guilds of London In
stitute, and the foundation stone of the present buildings was laid by the late Duke 
of Albany in 1881. 

Professor Thompson, before reading his paper, stated that he was solely r espon
sible for calling the conference, and briefly r eferred to the legislative efforts for the 
improvement of technical training. Before the question was dealt with by Parlia
ment, it was desirable that the views of those most capable of offering fruitful sug
gestions should be made known. With respect to that college he was amazed at the 
comprehensive foresight displayed by Sir Philip Mag-nus, in sketching the outlines 
of their work, in his address at the opening of the college, and the plan then laid 
down had been followed in nlrnost every detail. In the course of his paper, the 
reading of which was frequently cheered, Professor Thomp!lon sa id : During the 
ten past yea1'S we have seen the establishment and the successful development of 
many real technical schools in the provincia l towns of England- in Leeds, Bradford, 
Huddersfield, Keighley, Oldham, Manchester, and Macclesfield. In many instances, 
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notably in the case of the va1·ious technical schools for the textile industries, the 
greatest assistance has been rendered by one or other of the ancient Guilds of Lon
don; notably, the Clothworkers' Company, who are spendin? £14,000 or £15,000 a 
year in some of the provincial towns, and also the Drapers Company have come 
.forward to promote these most admirable institutions and to encourage local efforts 
by large pecuniary contributions. After referring to the generous work of the 
Merchant Vintners' Company at ·Bristol, and to the classes established at King's and 
University Colle~es, the Crystal Palace School of Engineering, the Hanover-Square 
School of Electrical Engineering, the Bow and Bromley Institute, the Aldenham 
Institute in the St. Pancras-road, the Young Men's Christian Polyteclmic Institution 

· in Regent-street, and the People's Palace. 

COMPREHENSIVE PLANS OF THE CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON. 

Professor Thompson came to the group of agencies now established by the City 
and Guilds of London Institute for Technical Education. He said:-The Institute 
has founded three Teclmical Colle~es-viz. (a) The Central Institution, in Exhibi
tion-road; (b) the Finsbury Techn1cal College, in Leonard-street, City-road; (c) the 
South London Technical Art School, in Kenn:ngton park-road. 

The Central Institution, opened in 1885, is a sort of Technical University designed 
to give to London a collE!ge that shall be a centre for the highest kinds of technical 
education; for the training of teachers for technical classes. and for giving to those 
who have already served their time in one or other of the scientific indush·ies or 
manufactures, that hi~her training which will enable them to become managers, 
superintendents, or prmcipals of manufactuling works. The instruction includes 
engineering, civil and mechanical, chemistry, physics, mechanics, mathematics, 
drawing, manufacturing technology, workshop practice, and modern languages. 
The cost of erecting and equipping the institutwn l~s been about £96,000; and a 
sum of £10,000 per annum is allotted for its maintenance. The FinsburyTechnical 
College began with the classes in applied chemistry and applied fhysics established 
in the adjacent Cowper-street Schools in 1879. The real work o the college began 
in 1883 with the opening of the present building in Leonard-street, when the scheme 
of instruction of the day classes was first elaborated. The college building cost 
about £35,000; the grant for annual maintenance from the City and Guilds of Lon
don ln.<1titute is £6,000 per annum; and the income from students' fees is about 
£1,700 per annum. 

THE TWO PROVINCES OCCUPIED BY THE FINSBURY TECHNICAL COLLEGE. 

The operations of the Finsbury Technical College consist of two entirely distinct 
portions- the day classes and the evening classes. The day classes are attended by 
155 young men, whom I may describe as young engineers, mostly between the ages 
of 15 and 17 , who have·all passed an entrance examination and are making syste
matic study the business of their lives for two years or in some cases three years ; 
not as apprentices, but to fit them to become apprentices and to enable them to 
shorten the period of their apprenticeship. They mostly come direct from school
a few from public elementary schools, but most of them from middle class schools. 
The fee for each year is £9. 

THE DEPARTMENTS OF THE COLLEGE. 

The college has three departments-(!) mechanical engineering and applied math
ematics ; (2) electl'ical engmeering and applied \)hysics ; (3) industl'ial and technical 
chemish·y. A fourth department, that of apphed art, and a fifth, for the building 
trades, remain to be added when space and funds permit. The work of the college 
is self-contained, as the college does not prepare students for any external exam
inations. The cow·se of instruction in the day classes is intended to preparH youths 
for entering the factory or workshop, there to complete a modified sort of appren
ticeship. It takes them as they leave school and fits them to enter on the praetical 
work of their life, with aptitudes already in part methodically acquired, ami hav
ing a grip on the scientific principles underlying their future work of a kind that 
no amount of book-learning or theoretical study could impart. It is this first wasted 
two years out of their apprenticeship that is gained by being spent at the Technical 
College, where they can learn to work well and carefully, with full explanation 
of principles and with illustrative appliances for facilitating learning such as no 
factory or workshop would possess. 
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THE AIM OF THE COLLEGE. 

The a.im of the college is to prepare its students to become eventually foremen-or 
managers, because it fits them to become good and intelligent workmen when they 
pass from it to their places in the factory or the works. They pick up in the shops 
m two or three years more than they would have done in five or six years, under 
the old apprenticeship system. In many cases they enter at once as improvers, 
earning from the first, wages varying from 5s: to 25s. per week. Many of them 
can at once earn their salt in the works, laboratory, or drawing office. Their col
lege training stands them in better stead than an expensive premium, because it fits 
them to enter, not as premium pupils, but rather as workmen, and they can gain 
the confidence of older workmen as premium pupils. very rarely can do. The even
ing classes of the Technical College during the past session were attended by 912 
students, the vast majority of them being occupied during the day in industrial 
employments. Though there are some not much over 14 yeru·s of age, the average 
age is considerably higher than that of the day students, and their previous attain
ments are very varied. Of the 912 students, 265 entered as apprentices at half fees. 
There are no entrance examinations- to restrict admission to the classes ; and there 
is nothing to prevP-nt students who cannot give as many as three, four, and five 
evenings a week from attending some single class on one night a week. No trades 
are taught in the college, the nearest approach to trade-teaching ·being the practical 
instruction given in tbe ,Plumbin~ and metal plate classes . . Down to the present 
date classes have been organized giving technical and scientific instruction for the 
following trades:..:._Cabinet-maker's work, carpentry and joinery, metal plate work, 
plumb!lrs' work, brick layin~, and brick cutting, brick work and masonry, and build
ers' quantities. The followmg topics have been taken up in this way dUl'ing the 
past three winters:-In the department of mechanical engineering, gas engines, steam 
boilers, and the indicator diagram; in the department of electrical engineering and 
a pplied physics, optical instruments, electric bells, solders and fluxes, electro-plat
ing; in the department of t echnical chemistry, gas manufacture, coal tar products, 
soap and alkali manufacture. The special topics for the current winter are electric 
belli;, photogt·aphic chemistry, and the design and manufacture of dynamo-electric 
machines and electric motors. 

INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN BY ARTIZANS NOT PEDAGOGUES. 

In conclusion three points may be emphasized: Firstl;r, all the instructors of the 
Finsbury Technical College are men who have learnt the1r ·work from the industrial 
side, and who can therefore show how theory can be applied in practice; they are 

· trained workers, endeavoring to teach the principles of their craft, not school mas
ters trying to teach trades. Secondly, the main work of the college is conducted, 
not in the lecture-room or class-room, but in the laboratories, workshops, drawing 

.offices, and studios. Thirdly, there is no cramming for examinations, therefore 
none of the baneful effects of striving after payment by results; no inducement to 
superficialism or dilettantism; in a word, students and instmctors alike come to 
the college not for amusement, but for work. 

I n the South London Technical Art School, which cost £2,200 to erect, and has a 
maintenance of £1,650, the following subjects are taught:-Drawing, design, model
ling, wood engraving, china painting, house decoration, upholstery cutting, and art 
meta.l work in iron and brass. The number of studE'nts in attendance last session 
was 187. 

Turning to Scotland, we find that the technical education u1ovement is progt·ess
ing, as may- be seen from the reorganization in Edinburgh of an old endowed school 
as a techmcal school, and from the consolidation at Glasgo\v into the West of Scot
land Technical College of three excellent institutions previously separate-the An
derson's College, the College of Science and Art, and the Allan Glen's Institution. 
Unhappily for the cause of technical education in Scotland, a so-called Technical 
Instruction Act was last y~r hurried through Parliament without due considera
t ion. The effect of this Act is to declare that technical instruction consists of in
struction in the subjects prescribed by the Science and Art Department at South 
Kensington, virtually abolishing all loca.l powers to determine what subjects and 
what kind of teaching are appropriate to the needs of the locality. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION ON THE CONTINENT OF EUROPE. 

If we look abroad to the efforts made on the Continent to promote technical in
struction, we may well be amazed. In every country-France, S\veden, Russia, · 
Italy, Belgium, Austria, Swi~zerland, and Denmark-but above all in Germany, the 
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most extraordinary sacrifices are being made to promote the technical as well as the 
scientific training of the rising generations. The reports of the Royal Commissioners 
of Technical Education bristle with statistical facts that cannot be gainsaid. The 
elaborate volume recently published by Mr. E. C. Robins gives some idea of the mag
nitude and number of the buildings erected during recent years in Continental 
towns. 

HOW SHALL TECHNICAL EDUCATION BE ORGANIZED I·N GREAT BRITAIN? 

But the immediate question before us is, What is the best form to give to the 
national organization of technical instruction? At present there appear to be three 
claimants to the honour of directing the future organization. 

1. · The City and Guilds of London Institute, who have a claim by vh·tue of being, 
as it were, in possession of the field, by virtue of the large sums which they have 
expended upon the promotion of technical instruction, and by virtue of the fact that 
they have already, in their scheme of technological examinations, the germs of a 
national organization. But the maintenance of the work it has undertaken will 
soon overtax its present means. · · 

2. The National Society for the Promotion of Technical Education, a body recently 
formed under the presidency of the Right Hon. the Marquis of Hartington. The 
claims of this body cannot be based upon anything that it has yet done, or upon the 
intimate knowledge of the subject possessed by its members, who are mostly emi
nent politicians. It is, nevertheless, a very powerful body, and its appearance upon 
the scene at this jw1cture should be considered as an important factor. 

8: The Department of Science and Art,.situated at South Kensington. A power
ful bid for the future management· of technical instruction was made by the Depart;. 
ment of Science and Art during the last Session of Parliament in the introduction 
of the abandoned Technical Instruction Bill. To understand aright the real impor
tance of this move a little knowledge of the operations of the Science and Art 
Department is requisite. · 

SOUTH KENSINGTON METHODS CRITICISED. 

It is notorious to all who have had anything to do with the South Kensington 
organization, whether as students or teachers, how completely stereotyped are a!l 
the methods and ideas of that Department. Their training in art appears to be 
based upon .the assumption that all originality must be ground out of the student 
by putting all students through the same mill. In science their assumption appears 
to fie that any man who has passed an examination in a subject is fit to teach that 
subject; and that every graduate of an English University is fit to teach every sub
ject in the· whole round of the sciences. What, then, must be done for the national 
organization of technical instruction ? 

A NEW EDUCATION DEPARTMENT PROPOSED. 

The first and most important point of all is to secure the creation of a r eal Educa
tion Department under a real Minister of Education. At present we have no Min
ister of Education, only a Vice-President of Council, whose duties appear to be ex
tensive and peculiar. They comprise apparently the work of looking after the 
regulations for statute fairs and diseases of cattle, of supervising the Elementary 
Education Department and the Science and Art Department, and of superintending 
the proceedings of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. What is wanted 
is a real Minister of Education, presiding over an organization in which the Ele
mentary Education Department, the Science and Art Department, and the Depart
ments of Secondary, including technical, and Higher Education should all talce 

· their appropriate places under officials responsible directly to the Minister himself, 
and not to that mysterious body" My Lords of Council." No attempt by Parlia· 
ment to organize technical instruction can be satisfactory unless it involves the 
appointment of a responsible Minister of Education ~nd a reconstruction of the 
whole departmental machinery. -

(c.) THE PAPER DISCUSSED. 

In the discussion which followed, the Rev. H. SOLLY pressed the importance of 
an organized system of apprenticeship by which good technical training should be 
afforded to all the apprentwes. . 

Mr. MoRGAN, a working cabinet-maker, expressed his general agreement w1th ~he 
professor's remarks, from which he had learnt much. lt was oue of the t~taudmg 
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disgraces of the democracy of this country that so little was spent in technical train
ing. In his own i.ndustrv, unhappily, slipshod work paid better than honest and 
thqrough labour. In 'l'ottenharu-court-road and elsewlu~re this cheap system was 

. the only one which met any acceptance. In this country we spent twice as much 
on war as on education, whereas in America they spent nine millions on war and 
eighteen millions on education. 

Mr. RICHARDSON (boot trade) said, unfortunately the Bill which Professor Thomp
son rightly denounced was not scotched, but was to be reintroduced next Session. 
In addition to its other defects, the Bill was only permissive, and its application 
llli~ht be prevented or delayed by 50 dissentient rate payers. It would be better to 
wa1t three or four years for a good Bill than to accept the miserable attempt of last 
Session. (Hear, hear.) · 

Mr. LUCRAFT, of the London School Board, wanted to know how the children 
of working men were to get technical education. It would be much better that the 
scholarships riow given for literary attainments should be transfened to technical 
schools. (Cheers.) In ihe cabinet-making trade, with which he was familiar, all 
the best work of the present day was but an imitation and reproduction of that of 
the last century. (Hear, hear.) 

Mr. PETTIFER, amid laughter, said it was a pity that a college where building 
was taught should be one of the worst ventilated buildings he bad ever been in. 
Unfortunately, the competition we were suffering from was not the competition of 
superior but of cheaper articles. How, then, would technical education help us? 
Take the watch trade-their uhairman's trade, he believed. No better watch could 
be bought than the Clerkenwell lever. Yet it was beaten by watches the work
manship of which would be a disgrace to an old roasting jack. (Laughter.) In the 
same way Sheffield knives were beaten out of the market by articles made in Switzer
land and elsewhere which would do any mortal thing but cut. (Laughter.) That 
was a question which he should like the chairman to solve. 

Mr. AYTON (carpentet} doubted the utility of the proposed soholarships, Many 
of the most successful men had learnt their trades without apprenticeship-e. g., 
Cubitts, the builders, never had any apprentices. H e advocated a limitation of the 
number of learner:i! of each trade. (Hear, hear.) 

Mr. PARNELL (cabinet-maker)thoul?ht a revolution of public taste in favour of good 
instead of flashy work was necessary oefore technical education could do much good. 
The danger was that we should have an overcrowded market of foremen and man
agers from technical schools. He knew many first-rate mechanics who could not 
earn their living simply because they were first-rate. (Heat·, hear.) In speaking 
thus he by no means undervalued tecl~cal teaching in itself. 

Mr. WHITTY (cabinet-maker) said in this part of London ther~ were hundreds of 
boys and men learning to make one article only-e. g., a hall stand or towel rail. 
(Hear hear.) Such men were at the employer's mercy, and were crushed down 
because they had had no technical education. As a t1·ade unionist he thought that 

· none but practical workmen should teach tt·ades in technical schools. (Hear, hear.) 
In Ireland, in this respect, they were somewhat ahead of Great Britain. 

1'he CHAIRMAN spoke with admiration of the industrial school at Galway taught 
by the Christian Brothers. 

Mr. Pn: (gold-beater), of the London Trades Council, said that institutions like 
that college had the hearty support of the trade unions. But he was in favour of 
confining the advanta$e of such special training to bonafule workmen in order to 
lessen competition. 1n the cabinet tt·ade skilled men were actually only getting 
lOs. for a week of 60 hours. 

Mr. OWEN RoBERTS, clerk of the Cloth-workers' Company, in reply to Mr. Lu01·aft, 
said that the Clothworkers had last Monday come to the determination of turning 
all their literary scholarships into technical scholarships. (Cheers.) As to the lim
itation of apprentices, he would remind his hearers of Lord Derby's recent reminder 
that w e had the great Malthusian question upon us. 

Professor THO&fPSON, in 1·eply, said that technical education gave the short cut , 
and in that way cheapened work, as well as made it better. Geometry, for example, 
was practically applied, and not taught as it was at Cambridge. 'fhen t ime was 
saved by machinery, and it was by machine competition rath<'r than by foreign 
competition that the watch trade of Clerkenwell had been injured. As to the cut
lery competition, he was afraid "no technical education would do away with the 
fact that there was an enormous number of fools in every country. (Laughter.) 
Technical education \vould tend to improve taste, though he ne,·er pretended that 
it was a panacea for all the evils f1·om which we were suffering. The taste for 
infet;or furniture had de,·eloped in consequence of the depression of the last ten 
years. The pendulum would spring back, and with renewed prosperity the demand 
fot· good work would revive. (Hear, hear.) The foreign work1~1en were beating ours 
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because they were better tau~ht; and if the Finabury College turned out good fore· · 
men they would protect British workmen. Sixty or 70 per cent. of our coal tar 
products were actually sent abroad in order to be convel'ted into dyes for the use of 
our Lancashire and Yorkshire manufacturers . . In furniture it was said the West
end beat the East-end in style. There was no reason why it should be so, and they 
had a. treasure in Mr. Brophy, whom they had captured, and who designed a great 

. deal of the best furniture made in the West-end. tHear, hear.) In conclusion he 
moved a. vote of thanks to the chairman which was seconded by Mr. Robins, heartily 
given, and briefly acknowledged by Mr. Rowlands. 

The conference, which had occupied three how-s, was then brought to a conclu
sion, and many of the visitors exa.mmed the workshops and apparatus of t.he college. 



X. 

A NOTABLE DISCUSSION CON,CERNJNG TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

HELD IN THE PAGES OF "THE NINETEENTH CENTURF" DURING THE 
YEAR 1888. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The following extracts are from papers recently published in ''The 
Nineteenth Century" which comprise a notable contribution to the 
contemporary discussion of the proposed new metliods of education, 
in which the distinguished contestants present several phases of the 
subject in a most interesting and suggestive manner. Incidentally 
the to;r;>ic of the pernicious influence r esulting from t he adoption of 
Civil Service Examinations in Great Britain, is introduced; and the 
significant change in the attitude of English Educators and States
men, towards this long boasted catholicon for all governmental ills, is 
strikingly shown. This appendix will, it is believed, be found of 
exceptional interest to all concerned in the solution of the problems 
herein discussed. 

LORD .ARMSTRONG ON· TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

The conclusions of one who has been successful iii carving for him
self a distinguished place in any profession or occupation , upon any 
topic in regard to which his avocation has afforded peculiar oppor
tunities for obser vation, are always of interest. 

It is this which lends special interest to an article in a recent num
ber of an English Review;-the "Nineteeth Century,"(July, 1888.),
by Lord Armstrong, upon whom the Peerage is supposed to have 
been conferred in recognition of his distinguished services to his coun
try as a grflat Mechanical Engineer, Inventor, and Manufacturer; 
as, in short, the English compeer of the German Krupp. ·· 

In the very t it le given his paper,-" The Vague Cry for Technical 
. Education,"- Lord Armstrong happily outlines the situation. 
Vague indeed, it commonly is, in th.is country as well as in Great 
Britain. Yet in this very vagueness, this blind groping for some 
remedy, t here is shown an almost pathetic consciousness of a gen
eral and pressing need. The popular instinct reaching out for some
thing, it knows not definitely what, to relieve a situation of which 
it is very definitely conscious and which it feels should be bettered. 

The article begins as follows : 

"THE VAGUE C RY FOR T ECHNICAL EDUCATION. " 

There is at the prese.ut time a great outcry for technical education , although few 
people have any aistinct idea of what they mean when they use that term, O l' any 
definite opinion either as to the class of persons who will he chiefly benefited by it, 
Ql' 11.5 to the time of life at which it ought to be acquired. * * *' . 

· tooe 
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In expressing my own views on popular education I must address myself in the 
first place to the present system of primary or elementary education, which is now 
very generally considered to be ill adapted as a preparation for the business of 
life. That system has, in my opinion, the radical defect of aiming at instruction 
in knowledge rather than the training of the faculties. A man's success in life 
depends incomparably more upon his capacities for useful action than upon his 
acquirements in knowledge, and the education Qf the young should therefore be 
directed to the development of faculties and valuable quaHties rathet· than to the 
acquisition of knowledge, which m~~oy be deferred to more mature age. Not only 

. should the mind be trained in habits of thought, and in quickness a nd accuracy of 
perception; but the hand, the eye, and the ear should all participate in training 
exercises calculated to make those organs more available as instruments of the 
mind. Nor should the development of the physique be ne~lected, for with the great 
majority of both men and womea personal vigour and acttvity are theforemostfac- . 
tord in making a living. Except in teaching the art of writing-which, as a rule, is 
very imperfectly done in elementary schools-no attempt is at present made to edu
cate the hand. The addition of drawing would be a step in the right direction, and 
would afford a useful accomplishment, but would not supply all that is needed for 
giving dexterity to the hand. Appropl'iate exercises ought to be devised for culti
vating its mobility, precision, and delicacy of touch; and if, in so doing, the ability 
to use simple tools were acquired it would be advantageous in any line of life that 
might be ultimately adopt~d. Every man and woman would be the better for pre
acquired manual dexterity, but to attempt to teach children special trades and pro· 
cesse.s of manufactur~ would, I conceive, be a mistake. It would involve great 
expense, would be a misapplication of time, and would only forestall .the more 
efi:ectual tear-bing which at a more suitable age may be attained by actual practice 
in factories and workshops. As to the thinking faculties, they are to a certain ex
tent at present exercised in learning al'ithmetic, but it would be better if this were 
done more by reason than by rule . . The late :M:r. Bidder, who as a youth was called 
the calculating boy, used to say that he never learned a rule of arithmetic in his 
life, but taught himself to comprehend the relations of numbers to each other and 
the result of their combinations by handling groups of peas in such a manner as to 
visualize a system of arithmetic which his mind could grasp with perfect distinc· 
tion. It is by methods such as this, rather than by books and rules, that the minds 
of children should be led on to the forming of clear ideas and to the exercise of rea
soning power, A rule may be committed to memory for convenience of use, but 
the first object should be to make the learners understand, as far as possible, the 
r easons upon which the rule is founded. But the present system of elementary 
education doe3 little else than burden the memory with facts, rules, and informa· 
tion, which for the most {)art are of little use for developing the intellect or preparing 
it for the ordinary vocatiOns of life. Such instruction excites little interest in the 
minds of the pupils, and in the vast majority of cases is speedily forgotten. Even 
in the case of the few youthful minds that appreciate knowledge as thus leamt and 
display superiority· in acquiring it, t.be effects are by no means invariably beneficial, 
seemg that such superiority tends to create a fastidiousness which makes manual 
labour distasteful. Successful scholars, if boys, generally think themselves too good 
for mechanical work, and aspire to be clerks or teachers, and, if girls, they shun 
domestic service, and aim at employment as shopwomen, milliners, telegraph ope
rators, and so forth. Thus the elite of the popular schools seldom enter the field of 
manual labour, and when they do, their school acquirements are not conducive 
either to efficiency or contentment. 

The teaching of reading, writing, drawing, and arithmetic are all distinct from 
instruction in knowledge. They are means to an end, and are necessary both to 
the attainment of knowledge and to its utilisation. I do not mean to say that the 
inculcation of knowledge should be wholly-excluded from popular schools. but I 
think it should ba limited to knowledge of a very fundamental nature, such as mar 
serve as a basis to build upon in adult life. Juvenile lectures on experimental SCI· 
ence followed by ea<.~y examinations would also serve a useful purpose by exciting 
the interest of the pupils and leading to habits of observation and reflection favor
able to future acquirements." ~ * *. 

I need hardly say that the ear as well as the eye can have its capabilities exalted 
by the operation of training. The power of minute discrimination can be given to 
both, and the one can be awakened to a sense of symmetry, nnd the other to that 
of harmony, where those perceptions are na tually dormnnt or defecth·e. In f~ct, 
all organic development, including the functions of the brain, tums upon exercise, 
and youth is the most favorable time for the application of exercise. In ele,·er.ness 
of hanu and eye, and in promptitude of action, children at pre!len t learn more from 
their games than from their teachers, and I nm inclined to think that trnining asso-
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ciated with amusement might be so systematized as to produce excellent results. 
both in mental and bodily development, as well as in the promotion of health and 
vigour; but in relation to these I may observe that a sufficiency of food and cloth· 
ing is especially necessary. Indeed the want of it in the children of poverty· 
stricken parents is already a serious difficulty in populat· education." 

In the foregoing analysis of what it is in education which is essen-
. tial to success in life, and to what education should be directed, it 
will be seen that our author is in substantiR.l accord with the advo
cates of Industrial and Manual Training among American Educa· 
tors. 

It is, however, in his review of the classes for whom technical edu
cation is best adapted that the main interest of his article i~ found; 
because, in this, he may be credited with having stated the results 
of his own observation and experience. 

*. * *. " I think it must be conceded that where a man fails to get on in the world 
it is not from want of knowledge so much as from want of natural capacity, and of 
zeal, ener!?y, and perseverance. If he possesses natw·al capacity, combined with 
these qualities, he will not suffer himself to be defeated by want of knowledge; but 
will surmount all difficulties. in attaining it. If there be capable men striving after 
knowledge necessary to their advancement and unable to obtain it, they have not 
come within my observation, and as to the incapables, it would be no advantage to 
them if they had it. Many people imagine that genius is kept down from want of 
knowledge, and that in many cases it is thus lost to the world. This I entirely 
dispute. G1lnius is irrepressible, and revels in overcoming difficulties. 

DANGER OF lllSDffiECTION OF POWER AS THE RESULT OF ERRONEOUS EDUCATION. 

Except in what are called the learned professions, few men who have risen to distinc· 
tion hive owed their success to book knowledge thrust upon them in early life. 
Amongst engineers I may instance J ames Watt, George Stephenson, Smeaton, Brind· 
ley, and Telford, as men who have made a great mark in the world, some of them a 
transcendent mark, and yet none of them were loaded with information at school, 
but were left to educate themselves in after life, with scant facilities, in such knowl
edge as was necessary to the exercise of their talents and the attainment of their 
ends. Their receptive faculties might have been quickened by early cramming; 
but their originality would probably have been impaired. and their natural talents, 
instead of being concentrated upon the line of thought for -which they were best 
fitted, would have lost effect by diffusion in unprofitable channels. The well-known 
dictum that if the Romans had had to learn Latin they never would have conquered 
the world, is suggestive of what our loss might have been if these self-made engi
neers had frittered away their energies upon inappropriate studies forced upon them 
at school. What I have said of en~neers may be said with equal truth of men who 
have attained success and reputatiOn in the various phases of mercantile life, and 
also in the nava l and military professions. Take Wellington and 1\farlborough 
amongst generals, and Nelson and Blake amongst naval commanders. Surely none 
of these would have directed the armies and navies of England with more effect if 
book knowled&e had been crammed into them at school, and it is highly probable 
that their serv1ces would have been lost to the nation if success in competitive ex
aminations, such as are now in vogue, had been made a condition of their entering 
the army or the navy. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION OF SERVICE TO THE CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY, NOT TO THE 
MERE LABORERS. 

If I were to ask the question , for 'vhat class of persons is technical education 
more especially required. I suppose most people would say, the working classes; but 
I think a little consideration will show that this answer would not be correct. It 
mllilt, I conceive, at once be admitted that in the numerous class of labourers fig
uratively styled 'hewers of wood and drawers of water,' no man would be rendered 
more efficient by the possession of any kind of technical knowledge. although the 
value of his labour would undoubtedly be enhanced by his having been, as a boy, 
trainfl<l in the t>xet·cise of his hands and limbs. l\faking one step in atb·ance of the 
wholly tm~killed labourer, let us take for example the case of :\ " hewer of wood" 
in the t"Qore special sense of a woodma11 skilled in the t\Se of his ~xe. To do hi.~ 
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work properly would require skill, though of a humble kind, and some degree of 
intelligence, as well as stJ;ength of arm; out it can not be said that technical educa
tion, distinct from that which he acquires for himself by his own practice and ex
perience, would add to his skill and etficien~y, whether he be an u:nlettered labourer 
working for wages, or a distinguished statesman practicing as an amateur. As
cending a step higher in the scale of labour, we may take the case of artificers, such 
as joiners, carpenters, fitters, and all othe1'S w!J,o work in wood and iron fvr con
structive purposes. Here again we find manual skill, intelligently used, the chief 
criterion of the value of their labor. These men in general work under direction, 
and so long as they do so, it is their manual skill , and not their knowledge, that 
comes into play. It is, therefore, not easy to see how knowledge distinct from man
ual skill can add to the value of their labour. A.s to those whose office it is to direct 
such labour, they are men chosen for their superior intelligence as well as skill to 
act as foremen, and whose duty requires them to work more with their brains than 
with their hands. They, in fact, are persons who emerge from the class of manual 
workers, and it is here where the value of technical knowledge first comes in. But 
even in their case all the information they require can be fow1d in a condensed and 
tabulated form in hand books applicable to all kinds of constructive art. Such 
technical inforrnation is in this form available to every m an who can read and do 
arithmetic, however ignorant he may be of the scientific methods by which such 
tabulated r esults have been arrived at. No doubt these handbooks will fulfil their 
purpose more completely if those who consult them can work simple algebraic 
formulas or have a slight acquaintance with geometry; but these limited accom
plishments can easily be a.cqurred by private study, and are quite within the reach 
of self-education. In fact experience shows that it is men of this stamp who, on 
leaving school have voluntarily availed themselves of the facilities offered for self
education in order to qualify themselves for positions of responsibility and super
intendence. The next class we have to consider is that of managers and designers, 
who require technical education in a higher degree; but even here it is only in rare 
instances that high attainments if} science are essential to practical r esults. It is 
only in pursuit of research and discovery that highly advanced scientific knowledge 
is r equired, and not even then in all branches of science. 

Upon the whole I am of opinion that the number of persons who would be ben
efited in business by scientific education of a teclmical nature, and who have the 
zeal, capacity, and perseverance necessary to its attainments, constitutes a very 
small proportion of the population." 

After reviewing the opportunities now existing in English towns 
for the voluntary acquisition of technical knowledge such as the 
Mech;:tnics Institutes, Lectures, and Free Libraries, he ends with an 
approval of Evening Science Classes suggested by Professor Huxley; 
but is very conservative as to the founding by Government of other 
educational instrumentalities. 

* * *. " I do not under value technical knowledge voluntarily acquired as a 
means to an end, but it is the brain-workers and not the hand-worket'S who will seek 
to attain it and benefit by it. Compulsory education is neither justifiable nor prac
ti.cable except in childhood, and without compulsion I am satisfied that it ia only indi
viduals of superior intellect and fi tness for business that would perseveringly avail 
themselves of new educational facilities. Such new facilit ies should wait the demand 
for them, and be supplied ~P:adually and tentatively; for it would be folly to rush into 
new and costly projects without any certainty of their resulting in adequate benefit. 
I most heartily concur in Professor Huxley's commendation of the great services ren· 
dered by the Science and Art Department in the promotion of evening classes for tl~e 
teaching of art and practical science; and if Government intervention be needed In 
other branches of technical knowledge, I think it would be wise merely to expand 
in the same economica l a nd unpretentious line of action. 

In the preceding remarks on popular education it must be understood that I am 
viewing the subject in a purely utilitarian aspect.'? 
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(b)" LORD ARMSTRONG AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION,'' BY SIR LYON 
PLAYFAIR, M. P. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The challenge thus issued by Lord Armstrong to the Advocates 
of Industrial Education, was not likely to remain long unanswered. 
A formal review of his article, and reply to his indictment, by no 
less a champion than the Right Honorable Sir Lyon Playfair, M. P., 
who has long been in the advanced rank of the Education.al Reform
ei;.S of England, appeared in the September, 1888, number of the 
Nineteenth Century. 

Very full quotations are given from this article, not only because 
it meets so fully many of the objections urged by Lord Armstrong, 
but because it shows, incidentally, how much is doing in England in 
the very line of education also illustrated in this volume; namely, 
in the way of evening drawing schools for mechanics. It is of in
terest, also, to note the illustrations which are drawn from a single 
American Institution. Sir Lyon Playfair finds,·as has already been 
here said in considering the article he reviews, that in essentials, 
Lord Armstrong is largely in accord with the advocates of indus
t rial training. The article begins with a consideration of this point 
as follows: 

LORD ARMSTRONG'S POSITION REVIEWED. 

In the July number of this Review, Lord Armstrong throws a da1;h of cold \vater 
on the warm efforts which are now being made, to promote technical education. 
This is a serious discouragement, coming. from a mao of his eminence as a great 
manufacturer, and lover of science. * * *. All that he recommends, the pro
moters of technical education recommend also. He condemns the primary schools 
of this country because they do not train the faculties of the working classes. The 
eye, the ear, the hand should be exercised; thE~ body should be kept in sanity; ver
balism and usele.'IS knowled&e should be lessened in the schools. Lord Armstrong 
would remedy these defects m public elementary education, by introducing a more 
extended teaching of drawing , by the use of tools, by popular scientific lectures, 
and by arithmetic, taught more practically and less abstractedly. In other words, 
our primary schools should be made less bookish and more objective. Wherein 
does Lord Armstrong differ from the l'romoters of technical education in these 
aspirations? We have been long strivmg to obtain these ends, and he onl?ht to 
have patted us on the back aw.l encouraged our efforts. The Bills recently mtro
duced in the House of Commons, by the Government and by Sir Henry Roscoe, 
were mainly to effect these pmposeR, as their object is to tmin the eye and the hand 
to be more efficient instrument:; of the miwl. ::>uch teaching is the basis of tech
nical education, though it would be better to find another name for it. It forms 
a valuable preliminary to instmction in science and art, because it develops facul
ties which a t·e much neglected in the elementary education of this country. In 
one sense, technical education should begin in the 'Kindergarten,' and end at the 
colle~e, for its great object is to teach working men to observe, to appreciate, and 
to thmk. So far, Lord Armstrong and the promoters of technical education are in 
perfect accord. 

He thinks that he div.erges from us in the secondary or continuation schools. Let 
us analyse the recommendations which Lord Armstrong gives in his article; they 
are as follows : -

1. Schools of Science and Art under the Government Department at South Ken-
sington. 

2. University Extension Lectw·es. . 
3. Above all, Public Laboratories for teaching the Experimental Sciences. 
4. Associations of a scientific character, and others applicable to particular lines 

of business, in which lectlU'et·,; and papers are given. 
5. Higher Colleges founded in the large towns; but they should embrace more 

J>ractical instruction than they do. 
§.. 1,'echnical Schools, or other instruction in agriculture in the rural districts. 

ART-VOL 2--68 
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When I examine these six recommendatiollS', I wonder how it is that Lord Arm
strong is not a member of-our-Tec_hnical Association, or why he wrote the article. 
These are the "\Tery things that some of us have been advocating and promoting all 
our lives, both by voice and by deeds. * * * What can be the motive of Lord 
Armstrong's fears? I fancy it is his apprehension, that we are trying to substitute 
the school for the workshop. I have laboured to promote technical education for 
fift,Y ;rears, and have constantly opposed even the introduction of any_ kind of actual 
trammg in industries into our schools and colleges. To a limited extent I admit that 
I haye been wrong, but I will discuss the reasons for my change of views later on. 

Sir Lyon Playfair then treats of the point made by Lord Arm
strong, that the great steps of scientific industrial development have 
been taken by men who liad had no advantage of technical training, 
and admits that educational methods are, of necessity, directedfort)le 
benefit of ordinary human beings, and-do not, or can not, take into 
account, wholly exceptional individuals endowed with the gifts of 
transcendent genius. . · 

In the meantime, let me discuss an argument on which Lord Armstrong lays 
great weight. He state.'l, that the great discoveries in science, and the great appli
cations in industry, have been made by men of genius who never had any techmcal 
education. He is quite right in statin~ that men of commanding genius have made 
their mark in the world_ without technical education, and that they have profoundly 
altered important industries, though he does not prove that theit· ·difficulties would 
not have been lessened had they possessed it. He might have gone further aml 
pointed out, that these great revolutions of industry are generally produced by ou~ 
side men of genius, who were not driving in the usual ruts of an industry, but 
viewed its needs from without. Possibly, technical education might have con· 
tracted their originalty and power of work, though I do not think it would, for 
·genius is irrepressible. Nevertheless, the fact is true, that the great revolutions of 
industry come from without and not from within. Watt, who transformed the 
steam engine, was a mender of philosophical instruments, and first thought of the 
engine when called on to repair a mOdel for the Andersonian Institution in Glas
gow, There, he got lectures m science, and the cross fertilisation of this with his 
_practical aptitude, bore its glorious fruit. George Stephenson, the founder of the 
railway system, was a collier, having had no facilities for early education-a. sub· 
ject of much regret to him in after life: he took care that his son Robert, the emi· 
nent engineer, should have the fullest scientific education within his reach. Ark· 
wright, who revolutionized cotton-spinning, was a barber, and from want of edu
cation, lost much time in trying to discover perpetual motion, but at last triumphed 
in industrial invention by his mechanical genius. Cartwright, the inventor of the 
power loom, was a cle~gyman , and certainly was not educated in technics. Har· 
graves, the inventor of the cardin~ machine and spinning-jenny, was a hand-loom 
weaver, and may be said to be an mventor from the inside of the industry: he was, 
unquestionably, il~terate. Many other names in science and industry, as Davy 1!-nd 
Dalton the druggists, Faraday the bookbinder, Wheatstone the maker of musiCal 
instruments, Bell of the telephone, who was a teacher of deaf mutes, are instances of 
genius from the outside, illumining the science of industry which they advanced by 
such gigantic strides. I do not at all dispute the fact, that men of genius can over· 
c_ome the defects of their education, and can surmount difficulties which would 
prove fatal to men who had not the gift of genius. The latter are rare in the his· 
tory of the world, and education is not modelled to suit their needs. The men who 
carry on the great industries of nations, are rarely in this category, and do benefit, 
by a training of their intelligence in direct relation to their respective occupations. 

Our author then proceeds to state the purpose of this technical 
training, and to show how large in the city of London, itself, is the 
demand, by .the workers themselves, for the knowledge given in the 
evening schools for mechanics. 

The object of technical education is, to fP.ve an intelligent knowledge of the s?i· 
ences and arts which lie at the base of all mdustries. It is best given ea,rly in hfe 
before the youth goes into the workshop for his practical training. This is tl~e 
character of the course given at the Finsbury School. Instruction of this kind ts 
founded on the principle, that the chief object of technical education is, to teach 
the student to understand what he sees, and not to teach him to produce what he 
has not seen. Advantageous as this method is, it is difficult to get hold of boys at 
this early stage. It is therefore necessary to give instruction in e~~n,ing- classes, to 
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young men actually engaged during the day in trades or manufactw·es ; and then 
1t is found advantageous to apply science and art to the explanation of their own 
special industries. In this way, technical education becomes the rationale of em
piricism, while the knowledge imparted, dignifies and fructifies labor. This is the 
form of instruction which most commends itself to working men, as is seen exem
plified in the large polytechnics which are risin~? with such astonishing rapidity all · 
over the metropolis, and to a less degree in provmcial towns. When tens of thou
sands of young working men in London, are found to give up their whole evenings 
to acquire such knowledge in relation to their industries. it is impossible to deny 
that the system must suit theil· requirements. These evening classes have actual 
workshop3 in the several trades, and the scientific teacl1,ing is employed in direct 
illustration of the industry. · 

In illustration of this modern tendency to combine theory and 
practice, in teaching relating to the industrial arts, the American 
S~hool, known as ' ' The Lq'Yell Free School of Design," connec~ed 
With The Massachusetts Inst1tute of Technology, in Boston, of wh1ch 
General ~,rancis A. Walker is the president, is thus alluded to, and 
the adoption of a like system in several English colleges noted: 

Even in the most thoroughly organised technical schools, such as that in Boston 
(New England), actual industrial work has become part of the traming. I select a 

.single instance for illustration. A student is being trained as a designer, but his 
instruction is not limited to art. He is taught the principles of science involved in 
calico printing; he then makes designs ; has to cut them in wood; has to block 
them out in mordants, and has to follow them through the actual processes of dye
ing or steaming, so as to see the ad'aptabilities of matelials to the effectiveness of 
his design. Tllis mode of practical teaching, obviously suits the industlies of Amer
ica, for a successful student can immediately obtain employment. In all cases, the 
industrial illustration is only a supplement to the scientific and artistic instruction. 
In EngJand, a similar practice is arising in the higher colleges. Thus, the York
shire College has a department for weaving and dyeing. I have before me, as I 
wdte, twenty-four letters from pa.-;t students-of thls course. Some of them are the 
s ms of manufacturers, others are men who have gone into employment. They all 
write in the warmest te1·ms of the practical advantages which they have experi
enced by the weaving and dyeing classes, combined with the scientific teaching of 
the college. The first letter that I take up by chance, is from a Canadian who had 
returned to Ius father's business, and he says, that his technical education has ena
bled him to double the output, and greatly to improve the character of the goods. 

The presence of actual working mechanics in London, in attcnd
itnce on evening schools devoted to their specialties, is then recited, 
and several reasons for this given : 

Let me return to t he popular polytechnics, such as :M:r. QuenLin Hogg's institution 
in Regent Street, in which, some thousands of a.ctnal working m t>n go thron~h work
shops of their 0\\"1\ trades in evening classes. What should itulttce brickla_rers t.o 
attend a class of bricklaying~ Why should tailors pass t hrough a course of cutting 
and fitting , or watchmakers go through a class of watchmaldnlf? All this clashed 
with my old ideas and gave them a rude shake. By talking to t11e men, I gmdually 
came to an understanding of their wants, and I sum up theil· explanations as shortly 
as possible. 

In all industries, there is much division of labor, so that a workman may be put 
on one small par t of a. trade and understand nothing of it as a whole. In making 
watches by machinery girls are employed to put the wheels into the case, and 
experts may make nearly 2l. weekly in this occupation. Skilled as they are, they 
may know nothing of the na.tw·e of a watch or the conditions of its movements and 
regulation. To the manufacturer, the scientific ignor:mce of his skilled operative 
matters little ; but the workman, kno,ving that he is put into the world as an intelli
gent bein~, is not content to remain in ignomnct>, because he desires to dignify and 
fructify his labour by understanding it. It is surely creditable to \vorkingmen, that 
they should wish to have an intelligent acquaintance with the whole industry in 
which they a.re engaged , and not to remain satisfie(l with the m ere empirical skill 
spent upon the small corner of work allotted to them in the didsion of labour. In 
addition to this desire, there is also, a practical necessity for a. more extended knowl
edge of their industry than is attainable in the workshop. The rapid improvements 
in machinery are producing constant dislocations in labour . 
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Our author remarks -that new inventions frequent![ result from 
strikes in particular traQ.es,-an additional example o the truth of 
the old proverb, that "necessity is the mother of invention." He 
shows how the constant dislocation of labor, resulting from theso 
new inventions, necessitates the increased education of the workers, 
if they would rise, and remain above the lowest grade of manual 
laborers: · 

The machine takes the place of brute animal force. This is ultimately beneficial 
to humanity, becau'Se the sweat of the brow and the mere labour of the body are 
relieved by the intelligence of the brain. Labourers, however, suffer during the pro
cess of change. In fact, the too rapid dislocation of labour, caused. by recent devel
opments of applied science, has been the chief cause of trade depressions. This has 
dtvided labour into two categories-labour of quantity and labour of quality. The 
labour of quantity· represents Lord Armstrong's hewers of wood and drawers of 
water, for whom, he thinks technical education is wholly useless. It is true, that 
their labour is little more than brute animal force, which is being steadily pushed 
into· the background by invention. Such brute labour is continually decreasing in 
value as a factor in production. Labourers of this kind, pushed aside by machin
ery, are too familiar to \lliUnder the name of the' unemp~oyed '-a class that is likely 
to increase in a dangerous way; unless we cultivate their intelligence by a better 
education, so as to en:1ble them to pass from the ranks of labourers of quantity into 
those of quality. Let me illustrate my meaning by an anecdote. An Irish hod 
man wrote to his friend in Irelanq, the following letter: 'Dear Pat-Come over 
here and earn your money. All that you have to do, is to carry bricks up a lautlcr, 
for there is a fool at the top who takes _them from you and does all the work. ' The 
labour of the poor Irish hod man has been destroyed by the steam-engine, which 
now hauls up the bri<;ks, though the labourer of quality still holds his own in build
ing the house. 

Even though the labour of quality, guided by trained and skilled intelligence, 
contrives to have ample employment in production, it also is subject to dislocations, 
sometimes of a violent character. When Bessemer invented his new metllod of 
making steel, thirty-nine thousand workmen formerly engaged in making bar iron 
in puddling furnaces, lost their means of making a living, because the industry took 
a new direction. 

·Our author then urges at some length, that for all above tho low
est grade of laborers at least, a higher grade of trained intelligence is 
most desirable, in view of _the constantly recurring dislocation of 
industries consequent on new inventions. In this desire, he ventures 
the opinion, that Lord Armstrong would concur. · 

He then proceeds to consider the reasons why Lord Armstrong, 
in common with other distinguished en()'ineers, is comparatively in
different to the imvortance of this technical scientific training in 
educational institutwns, and refers again to the practical working 
of a department of the Massachusetts- Institute of Technology. 

Lord Armstrong belongs to that distinguished body of engineers who ha,·e ad
vanced so much, the industries of this country. They are generally indifferent to 
technical education, because they feel w:ith just pride, that their offices ancl work· 
shops have been schools for engineers and have producel admirable men. It is 
true, that the office of the engineer aims only to teach the apprentice tho ma uipu· 
lative skill and constructive work, leaving him to pick up scientific knowled~e 
where and how he can. When engineers see that schools and colleges m·e actually 
furnished with workshops in which mechanical drawing is thoroughly taught, and 
where pattern making, moulding and founding, form part of the curriculum, ami 
an intimate acquaintance with the use of ordinary machine tools, is given ~imul
taneously with· scientific education, the old engineers shrug their shoulders, and 
approve of Lord Armstron~'s attacks on the new modes of technical ctlucat.!on. 
Every one admits, that Engbsh engineers in the past, have efficiently trained young 
men by their system of apprenticeship. There are many other industries, like t!tose 
of metallurgy, chemical manufactures, and textile fabrics, which have UC\7 er gmc>n 
methodical training within their factories. For those who have to follow their pur· 
suits, outside technical education is necessary. Even in regard to engineers, a 
growing demand for more methodical instruction than that given in the workshop, 
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has arisen. It is stated, by those who have especially attended to preliminary 
instruction in engineering, that three years at colleges of this kind, combined with 
two years in the workshops, tw·n out better men than five' years apprenticeship in 
the latter. The proof of this is, that there is an active demand for men trained in 
this way. On my last visit to the great technological school of Boston, I found a 
display of competiti"'e designs for a particular kind of bridge. While I was looking 
at the drawings, the largest builder of bridges in America. came in, and being much 
struck with the excellence of one of the designs, he sent for the student and engaged 
him at a good salary. The hundreds of students who pass through that school, find 
no difficulty in obtaining employment, though at first, their salaries are moderate, 
for they have much useful experience to learn in the actual workshops of indU~:;try. 
The reason for this is obvious: the object of a school is to teach, while that of the 
workshop is to pay, so the purposes of both must be brought into combination. In 
former tunes, all industries were taught by apprenticeships, which really afforded a 
good teclmical education suited to wst periods, when industries were carried on by 
rule of thumb, and not on scientific prmciples. * * * Industrial occupations 
are acquiring the dignity of a profession, because they are now based on a knowledge 
of science. Science has, in recent times, produced so many applications, that the 
modern manufacturer stands at a great disadvantage when he is ignorant. 

He shows how the capitalist manufacturer is apt to be indifferent 
to the importance, that the workmen of all grades, shall have the 
scientific training offered by the technical schools until he is aroused 

· to the perception of the fact, that an intimate r elation exists between 
the prosperity of trade and the scientific skill of the workmen: this 
is ilfustrated as follows: 

While Coventry and Spitalfields were losing their silk industries, the town of 
Crefeld, in Germany, was spendin.,. 215,000l. on its lower schoo.ls, aud42,500/. on a 
special weaving school. It has doubled its population and quadrupled its trade, and 
now sends to us as imports, the silks which we have lost by a failure of oui' own 
industries. 

In an article entitled "Applied Science and Trade," which was pub
lished in another periodical, (the Contempora.ry Review of March, 
1888,) Sir Lyon Play fair made use of an instance which so emphasises 
this blindness of people to the importance of trained industry that I 

' quote it here. It is given in connection with the suggestion, that it 
is not by- fiscal laws, but ~mly by trained intelligence, that nations or 
cities can, in the present day, hope successfully to compete in the 
world's industrial contests for trade. H e says: "It is a melancholy 
spectacle to see a town like Norwich, once famous for i ts shawls, 
.actually contending with the Charity Commissioners, because they 
wish to utilize its fine endowments, by creating a system of technical 
education, while the civic authorities struge-le for alms houses!" 

This reply to Lord Armstrong's article, closes with a statement of 
~he En~lis~1 s~stem of fo~ding, by p1:iv~te. e~ort, local technic~! 
mdustr1almst1tutes, by which plan, thell' mdivHlual development 1s 
secured; since each institution has been the outcome of the perception 
by some public spirited individual, or association of individuals, of 
the special needs or opportunities of the ()'ivenlocality. 

The mechanics' evening schools, as wefl as the institutions for giv
ing the higher branches of technical education, have in the United 
States, had a similar origin and development. It is to be hoped, that 
these American local institutions will rapidly multiply all over the 
country, each adapted to the local needs 

Incidentally, a most important condition is suggested; that is, 
that owing to the wonderful cheapening of transportation, the local 
advantages of the possession of raw material of any kind, are largely 
neutralized; and, consequently, the element of skill continually as
sumes a larger ratio as a factor of success. 
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We have not auopted the type of apprentice-schools in France, because Wtl think 
that trades are better learned in the workshop than in the school. ·we have not 
taken the type of the foremen-schools of France and Germany, partly because we 
have not the means for supporting such a system, and partly, as we think it is best 
to let technical education grow naturally out of the colleges for general education. 
We have not even tried to force upon our Government, great polytechnics for train
ing managers, although we have seen Munich erecting one at a cost of 200,000l., and 
Bel'lin, another at 450,000Z.. The promoters of teclmical education in this country, 
prefer to see schools for industrial training t..'<king root in the manufactllring towns, 
and growing according to their s~ecific wants, without any uniform system of 
planting. We are mindful of Popes maxim, that it is wise to" Consult the genius 
of the place in all .. " 

We would rather see Manchester, Liverpool, Bristol, Birmingham, Nottingham, 
Leeds, Sheffield, Newcastle, Glasgow, and Dundee, working out their salvation in 
their own way, even if that be ' vague,' and not specific. They may make mistakes 
which in time, they will rectify by experience, but they will certainly make fewer 
mistakes than they would do, if their schools were all moulded on a uniform 
plan emanating from the Central Association for the P1·omotion of Technical Edu
cation. 

When it is seen, that all the nations of Europe, as well as the United States, are 
vying with each other to promote technical training, and that they are spend
ing vast sums from national resources, in order to get ahead of each other· 
in the race, perhaps Lord Armstrong may regret that he has tried to check our 
modest efforts to effect, by private energy, results which elsewhere have been 
accomplished by strong Governments. I am sure, that he is the last man in 
England, who would desire that th~ working men in England should continue to 
remain in reality what they are in name-the mere ' hands' of workshops, without 
having their heads full of trained intelligence to guide their work. They should 
have an intelligent knowledge of the industries in which they a1·e engaged, and not 
only of the fragment allotted to them in the division of labour. A workman should 
not be like a single wheel in a lar~e machine, useful in one place only but usel!o!SS in 
every other ulace. The mere acCldent of local advanta~es, such as the possession 
of coal and iron, cotton and wool, is now a small factor m the industrial competi-

. tion of nations; for trained intelligence, 1·equired to convert them into utilities, has 
become the great and growing factor of production. The competition of th(.>in· 
du:>trial world has no doubt resolved it.~lf into making commodities of superior 
quality in the cheapest way. Luckily for humanity, that is not to be att.ained by 
tl1e cheapest labour. On the contrary, labourers with low wages produce Ue:u· 
things, and those with high wages, cheap things. It is only the skilled workmen, 
who, in the present keen competition of the world , can obtain high wages: they are 
cheap at the price, because they bring a trained intelligence to bear upon their 
powers of production. 
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(c) "THE ORY FOR USELESS KNOWL~DGE ," BY · LORD ARMSTRONG. 

PRELIMINARY WORDS. 

The reply by Professor Playfair to Lord Armstrongs first article, 
was met, in turn, by a rejoinder from the latter, which, under the 
above title, appeared in the November, 1888, number of the Nine-
teenth Century. . 

From this it apfears that not only Sir Lyon Playfair, but several 
other advocates o the new Technical Education had taken up the 
gauntlet thrown down by Lord Armstrong in his former article. 
This 1·eply is also of interest not alone for the manner in.. which it 
directly meets the criticisms and propositions advanced "by these ad
vocates, but also by reason of the additional topics and ·statements 
presented. Some of these are partially set forth in the following 
quotations from this latest contribution to the discussion. 

The fact that this particular number of the Review in ·which Lord 
Armstrong's second article appears, opens with· a · very remarkable 
protest by t~e leading educationalists and publicists of Great Brit
ain, against the system of competitive examinations which has grown 
up during the past half century, has had its influence upon this 
article. 

The description of the educational instrumentalities set on foot by 
the Elswick Company, is in the direct line of the subjects included 
in this volume of the Report; for, in this second article, Lord Arm
strong incidentally gives a most interesting account of the schools 
established for the benefit of the l>eople employed in the great works 
which have grown up in connectiOn with his own inventions. 

His references to the importance of the movement. which has 
arisen in oppositipn to the system of competitive examinations; sad
dled upon En~land, by the adoption, some forty years ago, of that 
method of gaming .entrance into the public service, prompt the in
troduction later in this appendix of a brief resume of the protest 
itself. This topic of gov~rnmental entrance examinations, not other
wise pertinent to this Report, having thus been suggested, is timely 
in connection with the consideration of any problems of American 
education; because, without the reasons which gave plausibility to 
such a plan in Great Britain, theorists and s0lf-termed ''Reformers'' 
have already succeeded in partially introducing the self same system 
in the United States; and are, at present, seeking to fasten it upon 
the Am.erican peo~le. It is, therefore, highly proper that a knowl
edge of this signi :cant protest, by the very class in En~land whose 
American prototypes are the propagandi~ts, ' par excellence,' of so 
called "Civil Service Reform," should be widely disseminated among 
the educators and friends of education in the United States. These 
English authorities speak from bitter experience; the American 
advocates, who s.eek to im.Pose upon the people of the United States 
a like burden to that which their English friends so earnestly seek to 
be rid of, speak only from theory! 

This English Protest, is entitled "The Sacrifice of Education to 
Examination," and is signed by hundreds of the leading educatOl's, 
statesmen, and authors, of England. Professors Max Muller, Edward 
A. Freeman, and Frederick Harrison, comment at length upon the 
evils thus developed. These papers not only give unusual mterest 
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to this number of the Review but directly challenge the considera
tion of all thoughtful American educators and statesmen. 

If we look at the proposition to declare that the only entrance into 
government employ-ment is to be by competitive examination, we 
shall see that this IS to take, by apparent indirection it is true but 
none the less positively, such a step toward the government direc
tion of all education as may well give pause to American legislators; 
to whom the following: suggestion by Professor Frederic Harrison, 
may be commended, when he says: " As a rule, I think people whom 
we trust to govern must be trust-ed to select capable agents. If we 
can not trust them to do this, let us not trust them to govern us. 
If examinations are required to restrain jobbery, I prefer to deal 
with the jobbery face to face and by direct means, and not to per
ver-t all public and private education, in order to checkmate the 
wicked Jobbers, and reward the best crammed ones." 

In this connection, also, the following pregnant words by Lord 
Armstrong are worthy of heed: . 

"The schoolmaster element is indispensable for children; but 
after childhood the less we have of it the better. Men should not 
be carried- where they can walk, and independence of mind ami 
action· are essential to vigorous and active life.". Such independence 
is impossible when, as Frederic Harrison again says, "The exami
nation, thus made the fountain of honour, governs the whole course 
of study." When entrance into the public service depends on the 
passing by the applicant of a civil-service examination, what else 
can that essential examination be termed other than the'' fountain 
of honour; " nor will its influence be by any means limited to the 
applicants for these positions, the schools of the people will inevit
ably, sensibly or insensibly, be ~odified and shaped in accord with 
such examinations; for, since here the· people are the rulers, ought 
not all the people to have an equal chance for holding public office 
and, therefore, ought not all public schools to fit their pupils for the 
necessary examinations? What the results have been in England, 
as shown by such a cloud of witnesses, should be carefully eon
sidered before final legislation imposes such bonds on the free people 
of the United States. 

In En!Jland, the result of .throwing open the government positions 
to the wmners in competitive examinations, was a conquest by the 
common peo:ple of an opportunity to obtain, as a right, some of those 
positions which had hitherto been distributed as a gift, by the upper 
classes. It was, therefore, in England, a method of gaining power 
by the people; . but, in this country, where the people themselves 
have ever been the sources of all political and governing vower, t.he 
analogy fails utterly ; and here, we shall have little of gam to offset 
such evils as, after years of experience, have forced the former ad va
cates of the plan in England to such emphatic protest. 

Nothing is more delusive than to legislate as if the same methods 
were equally applicable to citizens of the United States and to the 
people owing allegiance to the Queen of England. The framers of 
the Constitution of the United States, whose wisdom succeeding 
statesmen of all countries unite in praising, purposely established 
essential differences between this written constitution and the un
written constitution of England, which have profoundly affected the 
development and character of the people of this American commoJ!-· 
wealth. It is not the par~ of wisdom, or statesmanship, to ignore thiS 
elemental difference between the two countries. 
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This matter of" civil-service examinations" ~trikingly illustrates 
the underlying difference thus created between the two nations by .· 
the founders of the new Republic. 

In England this competitive examination for entrance into official 
position was a hammer with which to shatter some of the barriers of 
caste. In the United States it is, on the contrary, a subtile, potent . 
instrument for buildin~ up a separating wall of caste; for, utterly 
inconsequent and illogwal as it is in its presE:nt inchoate state, it is 
seen to be perfectly designed for such a purpose when the full intent 
of its framers is unmasked ; and the plan of establishing a separate 
class, or "caste," of life-long office-holders, stands revealed. 
If the people of the United States wish to create such a privileged 

class, analogous to the bureaucratic classes of European despotisms 
and monarchies, no surer plan can be ima~ined than the one com
prised in the civil-service regulations; With their provisions for 
exhaustive entrance examinations, and for the exclusion of all per
sons over forty-five years of age from this competition. Retiring 
pensions of all officials would .naturally follow, in due time.. It is 
not to be denied that this plan offers many very desirable advantages 
to the fortunate individual office-holder, who has, in the past, suffered 
certain needless injustice, which ought long since to have been cor
rected. It is a knowledge of the evident defects of the former system 
which has given surprising impetus to this movement. 

It is a little curious, however, to recall, in this connection, the cir
cumstances which led to this new movement, which had its birth in 
the city of New York, and was fathered by Mr. Dorman B. Eaton, 
with Mr. George W . Curtis, of Harper's Magazine, and Mr. Law
rence Godkin, of the Nation, as sponsors. 

This new candidate for public favor was named "civil-service 
reform " ·and was inaugurated as a protest· against· certain sweeping 
changes in the entourage of the Federo.l offices in the city of New 
York, which had just then taken place; resulting from a succession 
of like sudden changes of the chief officials, which chanced to occur 
at that time. The ostensible motive f1.nd object of the new move1neut· 
which at that juncture especially commended it to the public,'was 
that it was to prevent, by legislation, 'removal.c:; f1"0'ln office, save for 
cause ! As it is now admitted that there is no power in Congress, to 
hamper by legislation, the constitutional I?rerogative of the President 
of the United States to appoint and dismiss his executive officials at 
his own discretion, subject only to the provision of the Constitution 
requiring that his nominees to c.ertain offices must be confirmed by 
the Senate; it is evident that the main purpose of this newly discov
ered remedy was an impossible one, and that it had, therefore, froin 
its first conception, no sufficient raison d'et?·e. The arguments now 
urged by its main supporters relate "entii·ely to entrance into public 
service, while its founders, apparently oblivious of the provision of 
the Constitution, were thinking only of controlling the methods of 
exit from the Government offices ! 

It is for the people of the United States. professedly a Republic, to 
deci1le fur themselves whether, in addition to the military and naval 
service, it is necessary, in the interest of all the people. to take up 
the burden of a third class of life officials; outnumbering, by scores 
of thousands, the officers of the Army and Navy combined. The 
tendency of a fixed class of officials to aristocratic development has 
often been remarked in the individuals comprised in these two classes, 
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which are, theoretically,-under t he control of"the civil power. Per
haps, in this connection, the story of "Sin bad and the old man of the 
sea," might be profitably considered; at all events it should be borne 
in mind that the resultant influence of the creation of this third class . 
of permanent officials will not be in the least modified by the fact that 
the change was effected by means of the specious plea that thereby 
the people would be freed from the evils of appointments made 
through personal and political influence. · 

Whatever evils may have arisen from such r.auses-and no human 
systems or methods are perfect-it should not be forgotton that the 
history of the United States officials, for a century, compares favor
ably, so ~ar as integrity and efficiency are involved, with that of those 
of any other country ! 
If the system of competitive examinations and a permanent life 

class of officers is to be adopted by the people of the United"States, 
which, by the way, can only be effected by a change in the Constitu
tion itself, it should be with a clear understanding of the inevitable 
results; what these results have been in England may be seen in the 
pages of the English Review referred to. 

A consideration of the evils against which the protest referred to 
was made, enters largely into the closing pa~es of Lord Armstrong's 
rejoinder; while, at the end, he makes a diStinct statement of his 
adhesion to the protest. 

A few brief extracts from the articles by the three professors 
already named as voicing the reasons for this formidable protest, 
will follow the quotations from Lord Armstrong's article, which 
begins as follows, under the significant title of 

THE CRY FOR UsEr.;EsS KNOWLEDGE : 

"I am glad to find that my paper on" The Vague Cry for Technical Education" 
has met ·with much more concurrence than dissent, and I am also gmtified to ob· 
serve that such of my critics as have disagreed with me have expressed r egret at 
my inability to join their cause rather than rep.oach for my having discouraged it. 
I am fully sensible that my opponents in this controversy are persons who a re actu
ated by most laudable motives, and I am quite in harmony \vith them in desiring 
to see great changes in the present system of school education , though I differ from 
them as to the form that the new system should take. I am also an advocate for 
secondary education in a limited degree, and have emphasised my advocacy by 
giving it substantial support; but my observation and experience compel me to 
value both the extent to which it is required and the benefits to flow from it at a 
much lower estimate than that of the enthusiastic supporters of so-called ' Techni
cal Education.' The author of an article in Nature, while not disputing what I 
have said respecting the vagueness of the cry for technical education, turns upon 
me and says that I am equally indefinite a.nd vague. The argument of ' tu qtWCJ!Ie' · 
is always a weak one; but in the present case it is also inapp1icable. In the agita
tion for technical education now going.on I am merely a spectator wishing to un
derstand what the agitators mean when they so indiscrimately use the terms ' Tec~
nical ,' 'Art,' and' SCience,' and it is not for me to furnish them with correctdefim· 
tiona. The same author says that in almost every paragraph of my article ' we re
cognize that we are reading the words of a true representative o~ that remarkable 
genius, the practical Englishman who has been the glory of his race in the past, but 
threatens to be its destruction in the near future.' Well, I have passed through the 
phase of being treated as an amateur and a theorist not likely to succeed for w~nt 
of practical acquirements, and now I have arrived at the contrary phase of bemgd 
treated as an old-fashioned· man of practice deadened to the claims of theory an 
new ideas. I must leave my friends to judge to which extreme I belong, or what 
is ruy place between· the two. In other respects the article is chiefly rema~:k~ble 
for the wail at the end that, if practical men r emain much longer of my opnuon •. 
' then is the fate of our nation sealed.' * * * . 
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· · He then refers t~ Professor Playfair and says that his article in
stead of being an answer is merely given to "minimising the differ-
ences of view " that exist between them. He says: · 

* * * Professor P~ayfaix is good enough. to say that . ~ would welcome my 
alliance as one who was unaffected by enthusiasm or emotiOn. I retw·n the com- · 

f:
Jiiruent by observing that I should be equally glad of his alliance on the groiJnd of 
1is philanthropy and influential name, though not on the score of the enthusiasm 
and emotion with which he treats the subject. I am afraid that his belief in the 
unison of our views will be sadly shaken by what I shall now proceed to say, and I 
shall endeavor to express my meaning in a manner which shall exclude ambiguity 
and misconception. 

Sir Lyon Playfair. declares himself an advocate of including within the scope of 
technical education tb.e teaching of specific trades and industries. I, on the con
trary, say that workshops and factories, or other places where actual business ifl 
canied on, are the proper schools for the learning of such trades and industries. 
Here at once we stand face to face in diametrical opposition. Nor is o111· agreement 
more apparent in his definition of the object of technical education, which he says 
is ' to give an intelligent knowledge of the sciences and arts which lie at the basis 
of all industries.' 'l'his is not very clear, but as he proceeds to mention with ap
proval the attendance of bricklayers in a class of bricklaying, tailors in a class of 
cutting and fitting, and watchmaket:s in a class of watchmaking, we are at no loss 
to understand the scOP:_ to be given to the education he demands. But I ask, what 
does he mean by the sciences which lie at the basis ' of these examples of industry? 
It is certainly not usual to regard tailors and bricklayers or even watchmakers, so 
far as the operatives who make the wheels and parts are concemed, as practising 
trades which are founded on science. 

WHAT TRADES SHALL DE TAUGHT? 

But let us follow up Professor Playfair's premises to their legitimate conclusion. 
If we are to give technical education at the public expense to operative tailors and 
bricklayers, from what trades and occupations can it in fairness be witheld? If he· 
will consult the London Post-Q_{fice Din~cl01',1f, he will find that in the m etropolis 
alone there are upwards of 4,000 separate industries, all involving more or less of 
art, and none of them with less pretension to a scientific basis than bricklayin~. 
Even the mere trader who only buys and sells lias to exercise a1·t in judging of h18 
wares, and might, if it were any good to him, claim to be instructed in some branch· 
of science having a shadowy association with the production of those wares. Now, 
if Professor Playfair contends for this wholesale mstruction at t he public expense, 
Ius contention is simply impracticable. If, on the other hand, he makes a selection, 
it is manifestly unfair. But what is to be gained by handing over to the school· 
master and professor the teaclting of every trade? Sir Lyon Playfair, iu a second 
definition of the object of technical education (for he adds confusion to obscurity by 
using two), says that' it is to teach the student to understand what he sees, and not 
to teach him to produce what he has not seen '-a definition which seems even less 
clear t han the first. H e goes on to say that ' technical education becomes the ration 
a.le. of empiricism , while the knowledge imparted dignifies aml fructifies labour.' 
This line of argument has the advantage of being difficult to t~nswet·, not Lecause it 
is cogent, but because it is impalpable. If, however, he give up the argument of 
utility, which alone can justify public expenditure, I will leave him in possession 
of the field on the question of dignifying labour . 

.He then takes direct issue with Professor Playfair. 
Here it seems plain that Lord Armstrong has in mind, not the 

mass of people for whom in America elementary industrial instruc
tion in thepublicschools is sought, but those few who have higher 
aims, and among whom the leaders, the "Captains of Industry," 
are to be sought. From Professor Playfair's references to the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Tecl}nology in Boston, it might be thought 
that he had also in view the exceptional few rather than the common 
many. So lono· as the terms "industrial" or "technical," are so 
ill defined as to be used at one time as synonyms for the same train
ing; and at another, as absolutely differentiatin& between methods; 
there seems no escape from confusion. This aifficulty is in this 
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cas~ increas~d, owing to the fact that the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technqlogy is rather a congeries of classes than a single institution. 
It is a miniature educational solar system, as it were, which in
cludes both planets and asteroids; the highest Tf')chnical specialties, 
and elementary Mb.nual Training, being embraced within its orbits. 
Having this wide range of studies, and Departments, the Institute, 
seems to foreshadow the future Science U mversity. 

Lord Armstrong thus states his belief: · 
" In another place he almost acknowledges the absence of utility by saying that 

' to the manufacturer the ignorance of his skilled workmen matters little,' but ' the 
workman knowin~ that he is put into the world as an intelligent being is not con· 
tent to 1·emain in 1gnorance, because he desires to dignify and fructify his la.bom· 
by understanding it.' But I deny that workmen as a body have any such desires 
or aspirations, and I reassert m7. opinion that the number of persons who would be 
benefited in business by scient1fic education of a technical nature, and who have 
the zeal, capacity, and perseverance necessary to its attainment, constitutt>s only a 
small proportion of the population. These are the words that I used in my former 
article, and I will now adduce statistical facts falling within my own Jl!'>rsonal ex
perience to corroborate what I have stated. 

He then proceeds, in illustration of his contention, to give a. state
ment full of interest in itself, of the social and educational surround
ings of the people living amid the great works which have given 
him fortune and world wide fame. 

"The Elswick Company many years ago provided extensive schools in connexiou 
with their works, and also a Mechanics' Institute which now possesses a copious 
library; and in which rooms are provided for evening science and art classes, con
ducted by able teachers. The Company have from time to time added to tht•se 
buildings to keep pace 'vith the increase of the neighbouring population, for whit'h 
they now afford ample accommodation. The subjects taught in the evening cla:sses 
are chiefi,r. those which 'b~ar upon mechanical engineering, naval architecture, and 
building construction, but they include chemistry, for the teaching of which an 
excellent laboratory is attached. They also comprise mathematics, electricity, 
sound, light and heat, together with drawing in all its branches. French ami short
hand are also taught, although these two subjects have not the advantage of cmn· 
ing within the scope of the Science and Art Department. Tho cost of the teachin;.;, 
both in the schools and in the science classes, and all the cw·reut expenses. are de
frayed by Government grants obtained under the regulations of the Scien<'e ami 
Art Department, and by a tax varying from 1 d. to 2 d. per week, on the workmen 
employed by the Company according to the rate of wages they receive. The whole 
of tbis educational establishment is open to the use of the Elswick workmen and 
their families without further payment, e:x:cept that those who attenu the e,·ening 
classes pay certain additional fees , varyingWlth the number of subjects undertaken 
by each student, and which if spread over the whole year would gi>e on a awrage 
about 2d. per week. Strangers are admitted to the classes on payment of, roug-hly 
speaking, double fees. The number of men and boys employed by the Co1up:wy i~ 
about 13,000, but the number who contribute the weekly pence is a bout lll,UUU: 
There is, also, a large adjacent population engaged in engine works, ship-yanlM, . 
foundriea, forges, .chemical works, etc., all involnng practical science in a greater 
or less degree, and some of them in as high a degree as almost any trade tha t can 
be named. And yet out of this large population the number of men ani,) boy~ who 
avail themselves of the cheap and effective instmction ·afforded by these e,·ening 
classes is on the average not more than 350 at one time. There is another impor
tant and ably-conducted establishment in Newcastle upon self-supporting principl~~ 
for scientific instruction, and also a College of Physical Science which is now doing 
very good work. I am not in a position to speak with accuracy of the numeric:Ll 
results of these two institutions in relation to the SUl'l'Ounding population; hut 1 am 
certain that the combined number of their voluntary students forms an extremely 
diminutive .:eroportion of the people who might avail themselves of the proffered 
instruction if they were disposed to do so. 

THE SMALL NUMBER OF WORKMEN WHO DESmE ANY TRAINING IN SCIENCE. 

"Now if the proportion of pel'SOns aspiring to scientific knowledge be HO small i!1 

the case of industnes like those practised 01o1 the banks of the Tyne, wha t would tt 
~in the case of industries which have no tangible counexion with scieuce? Take, 
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for example, the great national industry of cotton-spinning, in which we are so 
hard pressed_ by the foreigner. qan J!'rofessor Playf~r p~eten~ ~ say tha.t we have 
onl;r to proVIde ' large Polytechnics' m the cotton-splDB.lng distnct of this country 
to mduce the operatives to come into them in ' their thousands and tens of thou
sands ' in ot·der that theJ may acq_uire ' an intelligent knowledge of the sciences and 
arts which lie at the basis of the1r industries ? ' I would ask what are the sciences 
and arts which lie at the basis of cotton-spinning, which is only one of many in
dustries in which the same question may be asked without hope of a rational an
swer. But let me return to the Elswick classes and state the resu1ts of this technical 
teaching both as regards advantage to the students themselves and the Company 
which promotes it. Of the 350 students who attend the classes, about two-H1irds 
are journeymen an~ apprentices employed in the works. The remainder are em
ployed elsewhere, and not unfrequently leave mechanical work and become teacher11 
in schools or obtain em:{lloyment in some other capacities where literary or scien
tific tastes can be jp'at1fied. I cannot very confidently say that those who con
tinue their mechanical employment become as a rule more skilful workmen in 
consequence of the scientific instruction they have received; but when they possess 
the qualities necessary to make &"Ood foremen their acqu:iJ:ements ill practical science 
naturally contl'ibute.to their bemg advanced to such posts, and m some cases they 
work themselves up to much more important positions. They are generally men 
of ability' and good conduct, which favours their advance more than their superior 
education. 

VERY SMALL DIRECT ADVANTAGE TO THE COMPANY. 

" As to the advantage resulting to the Company from this scientific teaching, it 
improves the class of persons from whom selections are often made to fill vacancies 
in positions above those of ordinary workmen ; but it would be absurd to say that 
the silccessful competition of the Company with foreign manufacturers is in any 
degree due to the educational measures it has taken. This is a plain unvarnished 
statement of the economic advantages to the students attending these classes and to 
the Company who support them; but when the advantage to the students is viewed 
in the light of n1ental culture and refinement, it must be estimated at a much higher 
standard. Whether knowledge in science and literature be acquired by reading 
and study, or obtained throul$h the instrumentality of teachers, its effect ill elevat
ing the intelligence, expandmg the intellect, and opening out pure sources of en
joyment in displacement of evil ones is beneficial in a vet·y high degree, and I think 
1t no small thing that 350 students should m every two or three years leave the 
Elswick classes to :ilnpart a wholesome leaven to the great working lJOpulation of 
the district." ' 

It will be seen that Lord Armstron~ in no wise questions the great 
advantages of education to the ind1vidual , it is only its direct 
economic value that he is questioning. He now, however, proceeds 
to question an oft repeated axiomatic statement by the advocates of 
Industrial Training as follows : 

" It is said that amongst other reasons why teclmical schools are called for is the 
d0cadence of n.pprenticeship ; but, as far as I know, apprenticeship has only been 
discontinued in trades where by the division of labour and the use of machinery the 
functions of t he workmen have been nalTowed to processes so easily learnt as to 
render apprenticeship unnecessary, and if this be so why should we seek to establish 
a substitute, especially if that proposed be a bad one?" 

He then, in a very common sense way, takes up the question of the 
r easons why German clerks find employment in England, and makes 
n. pertinent suggestion as to the period when foreign languages may 
be most readily and economically learned ; a suggestion worthy the 
consideration· of Kindergarteners and primary sehool teachers, in 
which schools, rather than in the high schools, t he modern languages 
should be taught if Lord Armstrong is correct in his infermwe, aud 
it must be admitted that the indications of nature in teaching their 
"mother tongues" to mankind, seem to sustain Lord Armstrong in 
his conclusion. 

"Again, it is said that popular instruction in modern languages is required to 
enable English commercial clerks to hold their own against the intt·usion of German 
clerks. But I suppose that it will be conceded that German clerks will always 
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excel English clerks as German correspondl'nts, just as English clerks will excel 
them as English correspondents. Therefore, so far as the German language is con
cerned, our clerks should ta.ke their superiority in English to Germany, just as Ger
man clerks bring theirs to England. But our countrymen .would labour under t wo 
disadvantages : (1) The commerce of England being many times greate1· than that 
of Germany, the demand for German clerks in England must far exceed that for 
English clerks in Germany; and (2) the Germans are content with smaller pay. At 
any rate the number of Englishmen, however well qualified as linguists, required 
to fill the position of . corresponding clerks in all the commercial offices in this 
country is but a small drop in the bucket of population ; and self-supporting schools 
for ·the teaching of languages seem to be the proper source of supply. There can be 
no reason why rate-payers should be burdened with the cost pf providing English 
clerks conversant with foreign languages for merchants who are not satisfied with 
the cheaper services of foreigners. And here let me throw out a suggestion as to 
educating children as linguists where it may be desirable to do so. Languages are 
acquired with such extraordinary facility by young. children, that special infant 
schools might be used for the initiative teaching of modern languages colloquially. 
I know of an instance in which three children, ranging from four to seven and a 
half years of ar;e, can speak English, French and Italian with equal facility, which 
they have attamed without an effort." 

He then proceeds to add to his former list of great inventors the 
several names supplied by Professor Playfair, and afterwards thus 
questions the latter's assertion that "the men who carry on the in
dustries of nations 'are rarely in this category, (of men of genius) 
and do benefit by the training of their intelligence in direct relation 
to their respective occupations." 

Lord Armstrong says : 
" But,. in the first place, are these men entitled to the appellation of 'genius ! ' 

Certainly, not all of them, unless we adopt Carlyle's definition, that' genius consists 
of an unlimited capacity for taking trouble.' That, at all events, is the kind of 
genius that overcomes the difficulties. But, I assert, that both men of genius who 
have .made great discoveries and inventious, and men who have simply distinguishe<l 
themselves as men of business, are to be found in the same category. The self-made
men, or in other words, the self-educated men, may almost be regarded as the pre
vailing type of successful men, and it is clearly an open question whether their 
number would be materially increased by additional facilities for obtaining scien
tific and technical knowledge. 

If Professor Playfair looks around him, he will see that the men who carry con 
the great industries of nations, so far from being rarely in the category of self-made 
men, predominate in it. · 

He further says, that the 'great revolutions of industry are generally produced by 
outside men of genius, who are not driving in the usual ruts of an indust1·y, hut who 
vi&w its needs from without.' I should have thought, that the man of genius work
ing inside of an industry, had a much better chance of comprehendin~ its needs than 
the one who viewed it from without. As to the danger of getting mto industri~l 
ruts, it appears to ml', that there is much more danger of getting into academic 
ruts. If George Stephenson for example, had fallen into the hands of the professors 
at an early age, he might have got into a rut leading to pedantry instead of prac
tice ; but I know of no misleading ruts in the school of observation and experience. 
My critics do not dispute that George Stephenson's name stands out as a remarkable 
example of a man accomplishing great success without the aid of education ; but 
many of them exclaim, where is the proof that he would not have achieved greater 
success if he had had the advantage of education ? That he did achieve a gre~t 
sttccess without education , is a fact; that he would have done more if educated, ~~ 
only an hypothesis, which is counter-balanced by the opposite hypothosis that he 
might have done less. Sir Lyon Playfair makes an important admission, when he 
says, that possibly ' technical education' may contract 'originality and power of 
work.' I not only think it may, but that it does, when it assumes the form of 
cramming, for it is easy to put out fire by too much fuel. 

He remarks that Robert Stephenson's education was a general, not 
a special one, and that his father, the great George Stephenson, so 
felt the lack of his own general knowledge, that he was earnest to 
secure such for his son, with reference however, to his social status, 
not to his professional needs. 
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Lord Armstrong then considers the arguments of another disputant 
as follows: 

In Blaclcwood's Magazine for March, last, there is an a1·ticle by Professor Ramsay, 
who is one of tbe governors of the new Glasgow Technical College, which I had not 
seen at the time that I wrote my paper. Had I seen it, I should probably have 
referred to it, as it takes a much more limited, and in my opinion, more rational 
view·of the need of education applicable to productive industry, than is held by 
Professor Playfair. I have pleasure in referring to that arttele now, not only 
because it is to a considerable extent in harmony with my opinions, but because it 
enables me to point out the wide divergence of view which exists amongst the dis
tinguished.advocates of technical education. Professor Ramsay altogether ignores 
Professor Playfair's contention, that either technical or scientific education is needed 
for the multitude, and he takes the much more reasonable ground that it is only 
required for specialists and experts. The first portion of his paper is devoted to the 
inquiry. as to the extent of the alleged superiority of foreign manufacturers, and 
after adducing a great number of examples of our indisputabfe supremacy, he arrives 
at the conclusion, in which he is supported by weighty authority, that, so far from 
its being true that our foreign rivals are gaining upon us, we are, on the whole, gain-
ing upon them. · · 

* * * * * * * 
I now come to the second division of industries in which Professor Ramsay con

siders we are distanced by foreign nations, i.e. those in which success depends 
essentially, upon taste and upon the faculty of design. There is no question, that 
half a century ago, or we may even say, prior to the Great International Exhibition 
of .1851, the English people were lamentably behind their French neighbors in taste 
for decorative art; but it is equally certain, that very rapid improvement has since 
been made, so much so, that, instead of being far behind the French, we are now 
pushing them very hard, and are, in some respects, ahead of them. Tllis is not 
owing to a few schools of design being dotted about, as Professor Ramsay would fain 
believe, but to the truer realisation by the English public, of wliat constitutes good 
taste. Our manufacturers merely follow the lead of the ]:>"iblic, and find themselves 
compelled to supply what the pubfic demand. In fact, m matters of taste as well 
as everything else, supply will always follow demand. 

As to what Professor Ramsay says on the expediency of making drawing a 
prominent object of education, I quite agree with him. 

After characterizing the saying that "know ledge is power" as 
often untrue, and affirming, that "useless knowledge,-which is no . 
uncommon article in our popular schools, has no relation to power," 
he proceeds : 

And here I am brought back to ·the keynote of ruy former nrticle, which was, 
that a man's success in life depends incomparably more upon his capacities for 
useful action, than upon his acquirements in knowledge, and the education of the 
young should therefore, be directed to the de,•elopment of faculties and '\'aluable 
qualities, rather than to the acquisition of knowledge. None of my critics have 
touched upon this cardinal point, and I suspect they fear to do so, being 
aware as everybody is, that men of capacity, and possessing qualities for useful 
action, are at a premium all over the world, while men of mere education are at a 
deplorable discount. It is. melancholy to know, as I do from experience, how 
eagerly educational attainments are put forward by applicants for employment, and 
how little weight such claims carry in the selection. I can affirm with confidence, 
that had I acted upon the principle of choosing men for their knowledge rather than 
their ability, I should have been surrounded by an incomparably less efficient staff 
than that which now governs the Elswick Works. · 

Nevertheless, I do not disparage knowledge; but on the contmry, I respect and 
value as highly as any one, the vast store of human thought and experience which 
is embedded, and sometimes entombed in print, and the useful part of ·which , is ac
cessible to all through cheap literature and libraries. But that store of knowledge, 
valuable as it is, to those who seek it for an object, and desirable as it is to those 
who pursue it for the laudable purpose of mental improvement and intellectual 
occupation, has no benefit to confer on unwilling or incapable recipients, and I am 
afraid, it must be confessed, that its economic value in the ordinary vocations of 
Ufe which give employment to the multitude, is extremely small. 
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THE WISDOM OF TAKING PATTERN FROM GERMANY SERIOUSLY QUESTIONED. 

But, when I say this, I am met by a chorus of voices exclaiming, "Look at Ger
many, and see what great efforts she has made and is still making, to promote edu
cation of all kinds," and weare called upon to follow the example of tha t country 
or face ~he alternative of losing our trR.de. But I look in vain for any pt·oof that 
our commerce has yet suffered from the high-pressure edueation of Germany, and 
until such proof be forthcoming, we must be cautiouS in deciding whether her ex
ample is to be regarded as one for ~dance or avoidance. The German people are 
far from unanimous in favor of th1s educational pressure. I know for a fact, that 
many competent judges in the country are regarding it with disapproval, and are 
dreadin~ its effects. They say, as I do, that it is thrown away upon the mass of the 
population, and is at the same time debilitating both mind and body, by the Ol'er
straining of the faculties. From this, the,r apprehend not without reason, a de
generacy of race which would far outwetgh the advantage to be gained by the 
spread of knowledge. Let us give heed to these reflections. This forcing system is 

·gaining ground in our popular schools. Examinations are growing more severe and 
more extended. Mothers complain of their children returning from school with 
aching heads and puny appetites, while ratepayers groan undet· educational bur
dens for which no adequate benefits can yet be shown. 

WHY SHOULD NOT THE " INDUSTRY" OF TEACHING HAVE THE BENEFIT OF TECH
NICAL TRAINING ? 

I confess, I cannot understand how it is, · that Sir Lyon Play fair, while urging the 
claims of such trades as tailors and brick-layers to technical and scientific education, 
should be silent on the claims of that great industry with which he is himself 
associated, and which more than almost any other requires an intelligent knowledge 
of the science and art which lie at its basis. I mean the great industry of teaching. 
How is it, that tuitioh is not reduced to a science, and itt~ technical processes made 
to conform to a scientific basis? If it were so, its present crudities and anomalies 
would vanish , and education would become what its na!lle implies, a drawing out 
or development of mental .faculties with the least possible waste of energy, nnd 
with concurrent advantage to physical powers. We have already in our infant 
schools, a model to commence upon. In them, · the faculties of the children are 
stimulated by exercises suitable to their age and compatible with health and enjoy
ment. Why should this principle be abandoned before childhood ends ? Why not 
elaborate the mental and bodily exercises so as to keep pace with the growth of the 
or~nization, without losing sight of the leading principle of development? I a1l· 
m1t, that the programme for so doing is not an easy one to frame ; but there must 
be a right answer to the question of what methods woulcl best attain the object1 
which I have defined in my fot·mer page, i. e_ "to train the wind in habits of 
thought, and in quickness and accuracy of perception. Also to make the hand, the 
eye, and the ear more available as instruments of the mind, and finally to improve 
the physique." But no answer to this question is forthcoming, and never will b:~, 
until the matter be taken up in a scientific spirit and investigated by scien ti fi~ 
methods which would embrace both physiological and psychological considerations, 
and involve experiments and trials. 

ORA.MMING THE ONLY RESOURCE OF THE EDUCATOltS. 

· Bnt nothing of this sort is attempted by our educational experts. We hear ?f 
nothing but cram, and are dinned with the cry for "higher education," which 1.n 
professor's lan~age, means more knowledge, a lthoug h, knowledge in itself, 1s 
a lready a drug m the market. In the meantime we are violating nature's laws. by 
overstraining the immature faculties of children, and restricting theil· natural actn·1· 
ties, aud by so doing, we are likely to brin~ upon us, the penalty of deterioration of 
race. Of course, I recognize the need of rmpa1-ting what may be called necessary 
knowledge at school, such as reading, writing, and arithmetic; but the word kno,~·J
edge is hardly applicable to these, which merely afford enabling powers of sclf-m-
struction. · 

ELEMENTARY DRAWING AND SCIENCE STUDIES DESIRABLE. 

If drawing and other useful accomplishments can be concurrently acquired, ~o 
much the better ; nor do I deprecate rudimentary science sufficient to awaken tn 
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superior minds, a d~sire for mor~, but the great object of school education should 
be, development of qualities and character, and also preparation for the practice of 
self-education. · 

THE SCHOOL-MASTER'S PUOVINCE SHOULD END WITH CHILDHOOD. 

The school:master · element is indispensable for children ; but after childhood, 
the less we have of it the better. Men should not be carried when they can walk, 
and independence of mind and freedom of action, are essential to vigorous and 
manly life. Self-education may consist either in the acquisition of ideas which 
flow from observation, experience, and thought, or in the appropriation of ideas 
emanatin~ from the minds of others. The latter is a form of educat-ion that will be 
little soug11t for by the multitude. Facilities, however, should be gi"en for those 
who need it or seek it, and it is an iJuportant question to consider, whether the 
existing fa.cilities are sufficient for the purpose. I need not repeat what I have 
said in my forll)er article on this subject; but I certainly think, that no very am
bitious.extensions are necessary, and that additions should not outrun the demand 
for them. 

EDUCATORS .APT TO UNDER-VALuE THE WORTH OF SELF-EDUCATION. 

There is 'l.great tendency in the scholastic world, to under-rate the value and p:.~
tency of self-education, which commences on leaving school, and endures all through 
life. If I may be excused the parody, I would say: 

All the worlll 's a school, 
And all the men and women mer"ely scholars. 

In the foregoing remarks, I refer 1uore especially to popular schools where the 
exigencies of life require that the children should leave school at an early age; but 
where circumstances admit of lengthened education, knowledge may be more freely 
imparted, although in all cases, the pre..>ent craze for cram and sevet·e competitive 
examinations, is in my opinion, very reprehensible. The system has had a fair 
trial, and no results can be shown to justify its continuance. 

THIS .ARTICLE IS LIMITED TO .A CONSIDERATION OF THE DIRECT UTILITY OF SCHOOL 
TRAINING. 

I must again protect myself against the charge of looking ,only to education in 
the aspect of utility. I have done so, not from indifference tu the moral object of. 
education, but because it is no part of my subject. Moral teaching and religious 
teaching are difficult to separate, and the best school for both is a virtuous horue; 
but unfortunately, homes of that chn,racter are not of the pre,•ailing type. The 
difficulty of finding a substitute for beneficent home infiu<'nce is. I conft!SS, vc1·y 
~eat, and I do not know tlmt wuch better can be done than tu lca,·c the 111atter as 
1t stands. One thing I umy put forward as a hint ema nating- !'row 111.1' own cx\>e
rience duriug tuy school-day;;. The mast~r of the school rc:ul c '·~ry e,·cning- tu 1is 
pupils for one hour from some well-cho5en book of history or tktion, or tm,·el. cal
culated to excite their interest aud also to enlist their s.rmpathit>s fot· what wa-; ~;ood 
aud their repugnance to what wa.s ha.d. He re:td well. which greatly adtled to the 
effect, and served to improve om· own ability to n•atl. It was om· happiest hour, 
and besides the salutary relaxation it a fforded , it eontribtttcd in no sma.ll degr~e to 
the im~;>rovement of our moral taste and perceptions. This is one. of the practices 
that m1ght pet· haps, be adopted in popular schools with a view to moral cultivation, 
and I doubt not, that other methods wight be de,·ised, that woukl operate in the 
same direction; but I must not pursue the ·subject of moral educa.tion further. 

THE ' ' POWER " OF KNOWLEDGE DEPENDS ON THE "CAPACITY " OF ITS Rl!:CIPIENT. 

My subject is useful education , and my object is accompli~hed if I have s ucceeded 
in showing- that there is a tendency afloat, to over-rate t he Yahw of knowlwhre. and to 
under-rate that of capacity. In the academic ruind. the intellect of the people is 
regarded as lying dead for want of knowletlge. I speak as one from i he cliucat ion
ally dead, in saying, that I neYer had a. scrap of instruction hearing on my profes
sion, beyond what I imbibed for myself, and that I feel it has done Ull:l incomparably 
more good than if it had been administered to mP. I repwliate the imputation of 
ho.;>tility to knowledge, or to gi\'ing facilities for obtaining it to those who desire to 
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acquire it, and have ca~acity to utilize it; but I deprecate plunging into doubtful 
and costly schemes of mstruction, led on by the ignis fatuus that knowledge is 
power. For where natural capacity is wasted in attaining knowledge, it would be 
truer to say that knowledge is weakness. 

LORD ARMSTRONG SUPPORTS THE PROTEST AGAINST COMPETITIVE EXAIIUNATIONS. 

Since writing the ·above, I have been requested, and have gladly l!-greed to sign a 
protest, which· I understand is to appear in another part of this Review, against the 
mental pressure and misdirection of energies incident to the competitive examina· 
tions which pervade our whole educational system. 
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(d) THE SACRIFICE OF EDUCATION TO EXAMINATION. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The formal protest, which in the opening pages of " The Nine
teeth Century" for November, 1888, precedes the article just quoted, 
fills six pages of text, followed by n early fourteen pages of signa
tures; the fifteen pages which follow those, are given to the articles 
by the three professors already named. There is also a p age of '' rec~ 
ommendations" asking for a Royal Commission "to consider the 
whole subject of official appointments by examination," and that the 
universities and other large educational institutions appoint commit
tees to fully investigate the whole question of examinations. All 
the foregoing pages are included under the general title here given. 

From the formal protest, which opens with a stron~ statement 
" against the dangerous mental pressure and misdirectiOn of ener
gies and aims which are to be found in nearly all parts of our pres
ent educational system," the following paragraphs relating to exam
inations for government positions,. are taken: 

A PltOTEST AGAINST COliiPETITIVE ENTUANCE EXAMINATIONS FOR GOVEitNMENT 
. ' POSITIONS. 

W e protest against the assigning of Government positions by competition,-a 
system which sets an evil example throughout the country, and which does not 
ensure the choice of the most fit. That the Government should require a high 
class of knowledge and attainment from those seeking for its appointments, is rea
sonable; but the difficulties which attend the selection of candidates should not be 
allowed to bring upon us in wholesale fashion, (though indirectly) the great evils 
which result from competitive examinations. It is urged-and the whole matter 
deserves serious consideration-that it would be bettet· that some system should be 
sought out, under which, for example, those who wishecl to enter the Civil Service, . 
and who reached a certain standard. of excellence, required by the Commissioners, 
should be practically tested in such way and for such period as could be conven
iently arranged; that the most fitting should \hen be selected ori public grounds by 
the permanent Heads of Departments. It is urged, that some such a course- and 
others are to be suggested-should be preferred to the excessive and hudful stimu
lus of special training for the one purpo:;e of defeating it} a great educational con
test, other candidates, a lso specially t ra ined for the same ptu·pose, and to the conse
quent encouragement of competitive examination throughout the whole country 
by the force of Government example. Here a lso, we dctiit·e simply to point out how 
important it is, that those who are most qualified , should turn their attention to 
this subject with the view of discovering the best way of avoiding both the evils 
that belonged to the past, and those that belong the present. . 

Professor Max Mi.lller, premising that forty years ago he urged 
·this system, says he signs the protest with no li.ght h eart; he still 
thinks it b etter that the method of Govemment appointments be thus 
made, than to be made as they were before; but he pictures the great 
evil resulting from this modern multiplicity of examinations, and 
says, ''The mischief done, i s, I believe, most serious. It will poison 
the best blood· of England, if it has not done so already." 

Professor Freeman, the distinguished historian, says: "Now what 
has come of all this? Simply the degradation of university learn
ing and teaching· into a trade." H e shows the deteriorating influ
ence on both students and tutors, and says: 

Every examination is in itself, an evil, as making men read, not for the attain
ment of knowledge, but for the object of passing the examination, perhaps of com
passing its · 'pecuniary value." 
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Professor Frederic Harrison, the well-known writer and publicist, 
consid.ers the subject at length, more especially, in reference to the 
·higher education and Government appointments. In regard to the 
latter, his remarks were quite as applicable to the American as to 
the English situation, when he says: . 

As a rule, I think people whom we trust to govern, must be trusted to select 
capable agents. If we cannot trust them to do this, let us not trust them to govcru 
us. If examinations are required to restrain jobbery, I prefer to deal with the 
jobbery face to face, and by direet means, and not to pervert all public and private 
education, in order to check-mate the wicked jobbers, and reward the best crammed 
ones. 

* • * * * * * 
COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS ARE AS INJURIOUS TO THE TRUE INTERESTS OF 

EDUCATION AS IS PROFESSIONAL BETTING TO THE TRUE INTERESTS OF MANLY 
SPORTS. 

Art, learning, politics, and amusement, are deluged with shows, races, competi
tions and prizes. Life is becoming one long scramble of prize-winning antl pot
huntin~. .And Examination, stereotyped into a trade, is having the same effect on 
Education, that the betting system has on every healthy sport. I do not deny, that 
teachers may usefully examrne their own students as a help to their own· teaching. 
I do not say, there may not be one public and formal exammation in any prolonged 
educational curriculum. My plea. is against that organised, mechanical, mcess:tnt, 
professional examination, by which, education is being distorted, and the spirit 
of.healthy learning is being poisoned. . . 

Examination, like so many other things, is useful as long as it is spontaneous, 
occasional and simple. Its mischief begins when it grows to be organised into a 
trade, and the be-ali and end-all of its own sphere. The less the student be prepared 
in the technical sense, the better. The more free the examiner be to use his own 
discretion with each examinee, the more likely he is to judge him fairly. It wns 
so once. All this is now changed in the thirty or forty year1:1 since the ex:unin
ing mania set in. The myriad examinations which now encompass human life, 
have called out a.n army of trained examiners who have reducecl the business to a 
complicated art as difficult and special as chess. Like chess-playing, the art of ex
aminer and examinee, has been wondrously developed by practice. The trained 
examinee has now learned to play ten examination games blindfold. He can do 
with ease, what the most learned man of the old school could not do. Gibbon 
,would be plucked in the Modern History School. Arthur W cllesley would never 
~et into the army. And Burke would have got low marks, through not a.pp:)rt ion· 
mg his time to the various questions in the paper. I seriously doubt if many of 
our great scholars, our f&mous lawyers, his torians and men of science, coni< I '· floor " 
offhand, a high-cla.'>S examination paper. They would not put their knowlmlge in 
the sharp, smart, orderly, cocksure style which so much delights the examiner. 
They would muddle the relation of the shi1·e-rnoat to the httndJ•ed-ntmtf, or they 
would forget the point in Srnith v. Junes, or they might diffet· from the exmuini~g 
board as to the exact· number of the Isome1•ic Amyl Alcohols now known. All tin~, 

· your trained examinee, well nursed by thorough crammers, has at the tip;; of Ins 
fingers. He " floors" his paper with instinctive knack-seeing at a gla nee, how 
many minutes he can give to this or that question, which question will " /my" hest
and trots out his surface information and his ten-day memory in neat ittle pillcts, 
beautifully docketed off, with 1, 2, 3, (a) (/3) (y), the five elements of this, the 
seven periods of that movement, and the wonderful discovery ·(last month) of a 
new reading by Professor ·Wunderbar. 

H e thus returns to the topic of Examinations as t ests of fitness 
for Governmentpositions. 

Any sensible man who wanted to engage a confidential Secretary, or a literary 
assistant, or a man to send on some responsible mission, would not trust to a mark· 
sheet, so mechanical, so. hurried. He would see each candidate once or twice al01~e, 
for an hom or two. talk quietly to him, get him to talk quietly, leave him to wnte 
a short piece, set him to do a piece of actual work, try him backwards and forw:ll'ds 
in spontaneous unexpected ways, as the quality of each candidate, seemed to sug· 
gest. He would not burden himself with more than four or five candidates at~ 
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time. At the end of a week, a sensible man could perfectly make up his mind 
which of the· four or five, was the best fitted for the particular work required, and 
he would almost certainly be right. Nothing of this is possible, in the official Ex
amination. The rules are stricter than those of a prison. There is absolutely no 
"discretion." Discretion might let in the demon of Favom·itism. The candidates 
are often numbered and ticketed like prisoners, to avoid the disclosure even of 
names. The precise number of papers is pt·escribed, and theil: ·preposterous mul
tiplication leaves the examiner about one minute for each page of manuscript. 
With one or two hundred candidates to get though in a week or ten days, the exam
ination is really like the inspection of a regiment. The uniform and accoutl·ements 
must conform to the regulation standard. * * * 

He then shows how this requirement has developed a class .of 
special crammers to prepare pupils for these examinations; and how 
far all this is from true knowled~e, and how deceptive it must needs 
be, as to the real capacity and fitness for future usefulness, of the 
candidates. examined. . . 

The system of publishing. examination papers, and close stlldy of the questions 
over many years, have taught a body of experts to reduce, classify, and tabulate 
these. So many become stock questions, so many others are excluded as having 
been set last year, etc. ; and in the result, a skilled examinee, and still more, a skilled 
crammer can pick out topics enough to make certain of passing with credit. 
Knowledge css such, and knowledge to answer papers, are quite different things. 
Student and examinee read books on quite different plans, if they wisj,l to gain 
knowledge, or if they are thinking of the examination. The memory is entirely 
different. The examinee's memory is a ten-day m emory, very sharp. clear, method
ic!ri for the moment, like the memory cultiv::~.ted by a busy lawyer, full of dates, 
of three different courses, of four distinct causes, of five divisions of that, and six 
phases of the other. It is a memory deliberately trained to carry a quantity of 
things with sharp edges, in convenient order, for a very sharp period time. The 
feats whicll the examinee can perform, are like the feats of a conjurer with bottles 
and knives. The examinee himself cannot tell how he does it. He acquires a 
diabolical knack of spotting '' questions" in the book he. reads. He gains a m·arvel
lous jtai1· for what will catch the examiner's attention. As he studies subject after 
subject, his eye glances like a vultllre on the " points." Examination is a system of 
" points." What has no "points" cannot be examined. Many able and industrious 
srudents do take.the trouble to acquire this flair; some will not, or cannot acquire 
it. But certainly, a good many acquire it by an outlay of labour or money, who 
are neither able nor industl'ious at all. * * * 

The examination, thus made the "fountain of honour," governs the whole course 
of stlldy. If the teacher takes up a subject, not obviously grist for the great mill, 
the stlldent ceases to listen, and leaves his class. The instant he says something 
which sounds like an examination " tip " every ear is erect, every pen takes down 
his words. The keen studAnt of to-d<w is getting like the reporter of an evening 
journal; eager after matter that will te!1, will make a good "answer," capital exam
ination" copy." The mill governs the whole period of education, fromldc, haec, 
hoc, to the final launch in a profession. I know little boys of ten, in the ego et 

· Balbu.s stage, who are being ground in printed examination papers which I could 
not answer myself. And big men, older than Pitt when he. governed England, or 
Hannibal when he commanded armies, are still ruining their constitlltions by cram
ming up analyses, and manuscript" tips" of great ''coaches." The result is that poor 
little urchins in frocks are in training fot· some " nursery stakes," as an old friend of 
mine used to call the tl·ials of preparatory schools. The prize school boy who sweeps 
the board on Speech-day often gets a perfect loathing fot· books, and indeed for any 
study that is not "cramming"; and the youth who leaves his University, loaded 
with" Honom·s," may prove to be quite a portent of ignorance and mental babyish
ness. He has learned the trick of playing with a straight bat the Examiner's most 
artful twisters. But he cannot bear the sight of a book; and like any successful 
speculator, he has a hem·ty contempt for knowledge. 

It is hardly to be supposed that the matter will be permitted to rest 
with the publication of the'' Protest" and the accompanying state
ments. Indeed, the managers of the Review, in publishing these arti
cles, doubtless anticipate· a lively and interesting discussion of the 
several·questions so definitely raised; as there is no doubt t,hat the 
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. advocates 'of the system of examinations will have much to urge 011 
their part; while, if it is true as alleged, that the system has devel
oped a special class of ·private tutors known as "crammers," they· 
may be counted on to come to. the rescue of their threatened profes
sional interests; for, as once of old it was with Alexander the Cop
persmith, so ·now, their "craft" is endangered. 

As the openin~ of this discussion finds place here only incidentally, 
in connection w1th the second article by Lord Armstron~, those who 
are interested in its further development will seek for it m the pages 
of succeeding numbers of the Nineteenth Century; doubtless, also, 
the discussion will find place in other English Reviews and Educa-
tional Journals. . 



APPENDIX 0. 

PAPERS 
RELATING TO 

THE INDUSTRIAL TRAINING 
OF 

GIRLS AND WOMEN 
IN 

SOME EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, 

AND TO 

MANUAL TRAINING IN FRANCE. 

I . Illtroduction. 
II. "Technical Training for Girls "-Brief accounts of Schools in France, Belgium, 

and Germany. (Fraser's Magazine, March , 1879.) 
III. Cooking Schools as discussed in England. (Health Exhibition , London, 1884.) 

(a) "Practical Cooking in Elementary Schools," by Miss Fanny L. Calder. 
(b) Discussion of Miss Calder's paper. 

IV .. The Practical Training of Girls in Belgium. 
· (n) Report on the Teaching of Domestic Economy and Needlework with 

progo.mmc of com-ses of instruction by V. J. Germain. Director-Gen
eral of Primary Educa tion in Belgium. 

V. A Brief Outline of the present status of Manual Training in France: from a 
paper by the late M. Salices, Inspector General of Manual Training. ( 1889.) 
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IN'fRODUCnON. 

The three following papers in this Appendix co:ntain a con.cise ac
count of the efforts made in several European countries to give to 
girls definite industrial trainin~ ; designed in general, as it appears, 
for the dire9t t eaching of a traae or employment, rather than under
taken in accordance simply with t]le principles of pedagogy. 

rrbese are accounts of practical attempts to train women to indus-
trial employments. . 

The first, from an article in au English Magazine, gives a cursory 
view of several institutions in continental countries. 

The two succeeding papers, abstracts from the printed reports of 
the remarkable " Health Exhibition" which was held in Lomlon, in 
1884, and of th'e proceedin~s which took place in the series of " Con-

. ferences" held in connechon with it, form a part of one or two of 
the many volumes issued by the authorities in char~e of this uniq_ue 
E xhibition, in which are collected the papers reaa, with a concise 
report of the discussions which followed such reading; in which 
educators and specialists from many countries freely participated. 
The topics are the same which now occupy the attention of Ameri
can educators, and it is believed the material here provided will be 
found of interest and value. 

The final paper, which comprises ex.tracts ·from the memorial 
tribute to M. Salicis, the late Inspector-General of Manual Training 
in France, prepared by Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, and the " Mon
ograph," by M. Salicis, entitled "Manual Training in France," both 
published by t he New York College for the Training of Teachers, 
contains an interesting summary of the work accomplished by this 
distinguished educational reformer, so recently deceased; whose 
initial experiments in the municipal school of the Rue Tournefort. 
Paris, attracted the attention of progressive educators the world 
over. 

The " Monograph," by M. Salicis, which records the methods and 
r esults of this school experiment for a period of sixteen years, and, 
also, recites the steps by which the innovation has been· introduced 
into aU Government Normal Schools throughout France, and its 
Colonies, is full of encouragement and suggestions of value to all 
advocates of this modern movement for the promotion of manual 
training and industrial education. 

'!'he criticisms of the officin.l programme. the knowledge shown of 
child nature and of tl1e laws of natural dev'elopment, n.nd the general 
outline of the progressive studies as arrange1l for the pupils, &"irls 
and boys, from early childhood, will be foun<l of practical value; 
while the stress ln,icl upon the teacl1ing n.ll<l practice of drawing and 
mocleUing, throughout the entire continuance of school life, is note
worthy. 
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TECHNICAL '!'RAINING FOR GIRLS. 

BRIEF ACCOUNTS OF SCHOOLS IN FRANCE, BELGIUM, AND GERMANY. 

In an article with this title, which was published in Fraser's Mag
azine for March, 1879, over the signature B. T. , the need of such 
training for women workers which, it was sail!, had only recently 
been recognized in England as desirable for male artisans, was 
pointed out; and the fact that such special schools were in success
ful operation in several countries on the Continent was emphasized. 
The descriptions of these schools are here quoted as offering sugges
tions for those busied with the like problem of how best to advance 
the technical training of American girls. On the whole the all thor 
decides that, in the then state of general elementary education in 
England, which is contrasted very disadvantageously with that of 
Germany, "the French system, according to which the girls enter 
the trade schools young, and their tuition in general subjects is con
-tinued, supplemented by technical preparation, offers special advan
tages." 

In connection with the subject of "trade schools," these schools 
for girls, some of which partake largely of the charact er of " trade 
schools," form an interesting study. 

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS IN FRANCE. 

In France the movement datc.>s from sixteen years ago, when, attention having 
been urawn to the subject, the fi1·st school offering technical education to girls was 
started iu Paris by su ll!Scription. In a year's time it became self-supporting . In 
two years it numbered 150 pupils. It was enlarged and re-enlargetl und ga,-e rise 
to many llependencies both in Paris and other large towns. The applications for 
admission soon became so numerous that it was found necessary to introduce a 
system of selection by competitive examination. That this null numbers of such 
institutions, resting !limibrly on a sound commercial basis, not a. charitable one, 
have achieved a signal a.nd permanent success is now past dispute. Perhaps a 
sketch of t he leading regulations of one of these " Ecoles Prqfessionnelles po~tr les 
jeunes filles" will give a clearer idea of their exact nature. 

" ECOLES ELISA LEMONNIER. " 

The particular example chosen is the " Ecoles Elisa Lemonnier," 31 Rue des Francs 
Bourgeois, 37 Rue de Lava.l, 70 Rue d'Assas, and 25 Rue de Reuilly. Pupils a re 
admitted from twelve y~ars of a.ge. They must have already received a primary 
genE'ral education, which is continued in the technical school, and arranged with 
specia l reference to the industrial career for which the.v are intended. French, 
arithmetic, history, geography, elementary science in its practical application to 
common things. dmwin~. and writing an;l taught in the·' general " classes, which 
occupy t he moming hours. The afternoon each girl devotes to the study of the 
particular trade she means to adopt. · 
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THE PARTICULAR AVOCATIONS TAUGHT. 

The trade school. referred to prepares pupils for any of the following aYocations: 
Commerce, industrial design, millinery, ·wOod engraving, china painting, artificial 
flower making, painting onstuffs. The course of preparation extends over thl·ee or 
more years, according to the particular study selected. The managing body are in 
communication with employers and manufacturers, and will undertake to make 
contt·acts for the apprenticeship of pupils who have completed their terw. In some 
of these institutions arrangements have been made whereby the pupils are placed 
in workshops for a cert11-in number of hours a day before leaving school, and thus 
cany on their education and apprenticeship at once. 

The general instruction, as observed above, is so planned out as to work into anu 
help the special; thus both go hand in hand to the exclusion of useless or inelevant 
knowledge. 

HOW GENERAL STUDIES ARE ADAPTED TO DEFINITE APPLICATIONS. 

So in arithmetic the science of numbers is taught expressly in its practical appJ;. 
tion to trade and accounts. In geography the commercial and industrial aspects of 

. the different countries are not forgotten. Elementary physics and chemistry are 
taught in their direct bearings both on domestic management and the technicalities 
of special industries. Even Wl'iting is utilized, leading o.n to the tracing of orna· 
mental letters, such as may be requil·ed in artistic design.' The selection of subjects, 
the direction and the limitation of the knowledge imp'arted, m·e remarkable for the 
spirit of intellectual economy, so to speak, running tht·ough. A girl whoso? profes· 
s10nallife is to begin at fifteen or sixteen can hardly be too thrifty of her scanty 
time and m eans for regular education. In Eng:land the fact that there are tliffereut 
degrees of usefulness in kno.wledge is apt to be needlessly ignored. Instruction is 
given much on the principle on which the famous old lady in the farce bought 
cheap goods at a sale-no matter if wanted or not, they might come in useful some 
day-a pair of crutches, for instanc ?-how convenient, in case of accident, to ha,·e 
them ready for wear I Thus much well-meant labour is often virtually unproduc· 
tive. Such schools, besides affording a valuable preliminary apprenticeship in the 
practical part of a profession, secme to the scholars some knowledge of the mlion· 
ale of their t rades, which in too many instances they may find but little time to 
study when once their actual apprenticeship has begun. Thus girls arc helped at 
at an age when they are unable to help themselves, and properly qualified for mak· 
ing the best of such openings as may fall to their lot as working women. 

The pupil's fee, for attendance at the general classes in the morning, and any one 
of the special technical afternoon classes, is twelve francs a month. Admission to 
a technical class alone costs ten francs. That French parents are willing ami lind it 
worth while to expend thus much on the training of their girls, the popularity :utll 
spread of the schools amply testifies. 

We need not dwell on other private institutions of the same kind in the ~rune 
country further than to say that they are numerous, and the principl<>s on wltic!• ' 
they are conducted generally similar. In one of them cooking is taught, an.t tins 
branch of enterprise seems invariably to be attended with brilliant success. ~· .,. • 

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS l N BELGIU.IIf. 

Let us now pass into Belgium, and glance at the Ecoie Professionnellc. H.ue. ties 
Marias, Brussels, founded in 1865. It was started by subscription, but has smce 
been subsidized by the Belgian Government. It is managed by a coullnittee of 
subscribers, numbers three hundred pupils, and is reported as being in a tuns~ pros· 
perous condition. The general plan is very much on the French pattt:lrn. l'rnnary 
education is here continued ; and wo find the elements of natural histor.'·· natural 
philosophy, the chemistry of common life and domestic economy taug ht i11 the 
general classes. The cultiYation of a girl's intelligence is thus cared for , and gut;s 
along together with a thorough technical preparation for a certain tr:ull'. She !8 

familiarized in some degree with her business, before l.>ecoming dependent on •t 
for her own living. The group of special com-ses is every where 1warly the 
same. Girls in this school can be trained for commercial situations, as clt>rkH and 
bookkeepers. Industrial gesign is taught-chiefly as applicable to dress-tnakiu~:;-
china painting, fan painting, etc. The girls here obtain a very high degree of'.skJII. 
It is a matter of fact that most of these feminine handicrafts- an essential pomt ?C 
difference between these and others-can be thoroughly and practically learn~ tu 
the workshops attached to a school. The girls at t.he Brussels Ecole I)rufes.~tOI.'· 
nelle make some of the best dresses for the court balls, and specimens of ~hetr 
work have re}Jeatedly won prizes and honorable m entions at different interuat1onal 
exhibitions. 
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TECHNICAL SCJ!OOLS IN GERMANY,-THE LETTE VEREIN OF BERLIN. 

In Vienna, Munich, Darmstadt, and other continental towns will be found insti
tutions of a like kind, all of which have sprung into exil;tence of late years, but 
have not long kept their well-wishers w!riting for success. Perhaps the most re
markable is a branch of the Lette-Verein of Berlin, a society that offers to students 
of this subject a uwdel of a technical school, judiciously organized so as to suit the 
special social conditions around it, and with capabilities for wider development 
which arc already in active exercise. 

The association to which it belongs was founded some twelve years ago. It was 
wisely agreed to aim at adaptin~ the new establishment to existing institutions, 
overtlll'owing nothing ; not creatmg a school for future, more highly educated gen
erations, but to supply present wants. The success of the undertaking has been unin
terrupted , and it has received the support of the most influential members of society, 
beginning with the Emperor and Empress. From the first it has owed much to the. 
substantial aid and personal interest tendered by the Crown Princess. 

TilE LETTE-VERElN. 

The Lette-Verei.n is a handful of societies, all closely knit together , loqated in 
the same premises, and with the same main object, namely, the promotion of 
"\vomen's education, the improvement of the workin~ capacities of those who are 
self-dependent. Thus, besides the trade school, there IS the Victoria Stift, a founda
tion offering a temporary home to ladies of limited means; a !Jazaar for the sale of 
work; a registry for women in search of employment; a loan society: a lending 
library, and, quite lately, an additional school has been opened for servants, factory 
girls, and others desirous of self-improvement. 

TECHNICAL CLASSES. 

But here we have only to do with the admirable.technical classes. as the leadin~, 
&nd for us the most instructive feature of the institution. The school-which JS 
managed by a special committee of ladies and gentlemen , appointed by the general 
managing committee of the Lette-V (;)rein-is in three divisions: commercial, indus
trial, and drawing. The girls do not enter under the age of fifteen, and here re
ceive merely a technical, not a general education. The explanation of tllis im
por~ant point of difference between it and the French and Belgian institutions must . 
not be overlooked. · 

PUPILS IN GERMANY ARE WELL TAUGHT BEFORE ENTERING THE TECHNICAL SCHOOLS. 

The education of children of all classes in Germany is better cared for than in 
any other country ; the stnndard in the elementary schools is very hig h: the girls 
do not leas e so early, thus general ig norance and want of tra inecl iutelli,u:t•nee are 
not among the obstacles to t>rog ress there to be contenllerl with. W ould tha t as 
much could l.Jc saiu for England: but it had best be bom e in naillll that of such a 
desirable consummation there is no immediate prospect. 1\fauy ·,~rt• of opinion that 
it is only the low state of elementary education in England which eau~es thP. techni
cal schools to 'be felt or fancied at all; and that, when the stanclanl of t he former 
shall have been raised throughout the country, the intellect of our futmv artisans· 
having thus been duly cultivated, they may safely be left to pil'k up their trude in 
the workshops. It is significant that in Germany, where the maJ-;st•s n•ecive a far 
higher education than can fall to the lot of our own people for se\'cral gPnera tions 
to come, these intermediate institutions, offering good technical pn•paration for 
trades, so far fmm proving superfluous, should have found a field fot· great and 
fruitful labour. 

THE SCHOOL FOR COmiERCE. 

For admission to the School of Commerce division , girls must h~ a hie to proYe that. 
they have previously had a good i?eneral education. They here recein,, special 
training that will thoroughly quahfy them fot· situatiow; in mercantile houseH. 
The pupils' fees are 7l. lOs. a year, the classes arc in the morning, and occupy 20 to 
23 hours a week. The principal subjects a re: llfercantile handwriting, mercantile 
arithmetic, office work, and commercial correspondenct~ . hookkeeping. eontmcree 
by bills of exchange, ete., French anrl English, German, geography. 
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.' At a recent examination some of the pupils a.cquittecl themselves so well that 
certain heads of mercantile firms who were present at once offered the1n engage
ments in their business establishments. In general the girls, on leaving the Han
delsschule, obtain good situations as clerks, cashiers, correspondents, and so forth. 

THE DRAWING SCHOOL • . 

The ·drawin~ school is in two divisions; one of these is expressly for the trsining 
of drawillg m1stresses for similar schools in the country, the other gives a1t instroo. 
tion with special reference to certain branches of industry. The fees are 30s. a quar
ter, and the studies include linear and freehand drawing, geometry, colouring, orna· 
mental design, flower-painting, china-painting, and modelling. 

THE SCHOOL FOR TRADES AND INDUSTltlE:l;, 

· The industrial division of the school is, if we go by numbers, the rnost impor
tant, as the classes are attended by over 800 scholars. There are classes for dress
making, machine-sewing, 'the cutting-out of linen, the manufacture of artificial 
flowers, glove-making, millinery, and hair-dressing, and the monthly ft.>es for in
struction in any one of these departments vary, according to its natm·e, from 
twelve to fifteen shillings. ~1any of the pupils trained here are afterwards en
gaged as teachers in industrial schools in the country . • 

THE COOKING SCHOOL, 

The Lette-Verein has also its cooking school. The pupils pay fifteen shillings 
a month for their lessons, and do the cooking for a restau1·ant for ladies attached 
to the building. * * * 

THE SCHOOL FOR TYPE SETTERS, 

Last, but not least, there is a school for compositors, which, though in a different 
building, is an offshoot of the Lette-Verein, and under the mana~ement of the society. 
Candidates for admission must be sixteen years of age,haverece1ved a good education, 
and have sufficient means of support for the first six months, dm·ing which they earn 
nothin~. After that time they are paid according to the normal German tariff. The 
school1s in connection with a Berlin printing company, for which it works regu
larly. The best scholars earn from twenty to thirty shillings a week. The pupils 
are divided into three classes; those in the upper division are drafted off in turn 
into other printing offices, care being taken always to retain a certain number of ex
pert hands. In 1877 there were thirty pupils in the printing school all girls of good 
position in life; daughters of landed proprietors, clergymen, doctors, schoohnas
ters, and government officials. The work has proved in no way detrimental to 
their health. 

THE SITUATION IN ENGLAND. 

If, after this brief glance abroad, we turn again to England, it must be with the 
wish that the educational necessities of the female industl'ial workers were more 
thoroughly and systematically met by existing institutions. 

The Arts of Design are those best provided for. Even here it has been que~
tioned whether the present machinery, however admirable for certain purposes, IS 
the best possible for producing much direct practical effect in special departments. 
To many learners, knowledge imparted will never. bear )llUCh fruit unless gi\'en 
with direct reference to the ptU'pose to which it is to be applied. Training for 
definite occupations is still wanting; the missin~ link between general kno\\"ledge 
and technical performance-practical instructiOn adaptec.l to the scope and the 
limits of special industries. * * * . 

THE VALUE OF ELEMENTARY TECHNICAL TRAINING. 

Now girls intended for industrial careers have for the most part so little scho~l
ing time to use or abuse, that it is futile and often impracticable that their stud1es 
should go beyond a certain point. The more need that, such as they are, they 
should be directed to the special purpose they will have to serve. 

In conclusion, such preparatory schools are by no means in opposition to the ap
prenticing system in those trades where it is in force. They merely secure to the 
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apprentice or beginner a chance, ,thich may otherwise never be theirs to improve, 
of laying the foundations of future excellence. It stands to reason they will learn 
the practical part of their business better and quicker for having learnt science aud 
skill in the school. If, in some trades, there is much that can only be ac<{uired in 
the workshop, so, on the other hand, will the intellectual and practical tramin~, in 
classes where the culture and advancement of the pupils are the only ends in v1ew, 
supply advantages the workshop never can bestow. 

Briefly, to girls intended for· skilled occupations, it should be open to ente1· a tech- · 
n!cal school before embarking in their vocation as apprentices or otherwise. School
ing should not end there; but if it is put off too long the chances are that it will 
never be begun, or be pursued with the minimum of profit. It is lost labour to edu
cate work-women who are too old to learn. But girl~; whose tr1tining has been 
steady and methodical will be anxious to continue their learning. To such, the 
avenin~ classes for apprentices and advanced students-which may be in combina· 
tion with the preparatory trade school, as in several foreign institutions-will be 
of most profit, and then we may look for a distinct i-ise in the quality of women's 
work, and the estimation in which, as work-women, they are held. 

Is it too much to hope that something more may shortly be accomplished in this 
direction than has yet been attempted? · That such schools, wisely organized and 
carefully managed, may be made self-supporting, has been sufficiently demonstrated 
abroad. * * * . B. T. 
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COOKING SCHOOLS AS DISCUSSED. IN ENGLAND. 

HEALTH EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1884. 

INTRODUCTION. 

In connection with the recent discussions by educators in.Boston, 
Massachusetts, and in view of the interest which in various educa
tional centres is beginning to be shown in the industrial instruction 
of girls, as well as in the movement for Manual Training for boys;
largely due to the success of the Boston experiments in the girls' 
classes for sewing and cooking, and to the remarkable evolution of 
the "Kitchen Garden" School of Miss Huntington inN ew York, the 
considerat,i.on given to the subject of cooking in the "Conference on 
Education" held in connection with t.he Health Exhibition in Lon~ 
don in 1884, to which conference frequent reference has already been 
made in this Re_port, may be found suggestive. 

A paper by Miss Calder, given in "volume XIV," of "Health 
Exhibition Literature" (see page 171 et seq.) "was read by the Rev. 
Canon Warburton." · . · 

From this paper and the Report of the Discussion which followed, 
the following quotations are taken. The paper was entitled- . 

(a) PRACTICAL COOKING IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, 

BY MISS FANNY L. CALDER, HONORARY SECRETARY, NORTHERN UNION OF SCHOOLS 
OF COOKERY; AND HON. SEC., LIVERPOOL TRAINING S CHOOL OF COOKERY. 

At a moment like the present, when the cry of over-pressm·e in the schools is 
almost stt·ong enough to arrest the progress of the great education wheel, a paper 
that ventures to lay a comparatively new subject before the public, and to press 
upon school managers its adoption in the Elementary Schools, may perhaps need to 
spend a few minutes in self defence. 

The subject to be dealt with, viz, Practical Cookery in the Elementary Schools, 
cannot. for one moment be called technical instruction, as it forms [or ou~ht to 
form] a part of the daily occupation of the greater number of the women m the 
land, affecting their home-life even more than the" three R's and sewing," next 
after which Mr. Mundella places it in importance in the Code. 

It ·seem:!d no mere coincidence, but rathe1' a proof of the conYictions of the day, 
that while H. R. H. the Prince of Wales \vas heading a Royal Commission to inquire 
into the condition of the houses of the poor, his brother, t he late lamented Duke of 
Albany, in his last public speech, was ad~ocating most earnestly and sympathiz
ingly the adoption in our schools of Practical Cookery, as a subject well calculated 
to fit the growing generation to appreciate, and even enjoy, the house improvement 
which that Commission will doubtless shortly bring about. 

WORDS SPOKEN BY THE DUKE OF ALBANY, AT LIVERPOOL. 

On that last memorable visit to Liverpool to present the Scholarships of the Coun
cil of Education, H. R. H. also distributed to Elementary School girls the Cookery 
Certificates of the Liverpool Training School of Cookery; with these words to the 
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Council: · " I come now to another point in your. programme on which I am anx
ious to .say a few words-I mean the help and encouragement which you offer to 
the teaching of cookery in elementary schools. * * * What ~ desire is ttJ lieS 
cookery taught in the most ragged schools * * * th' s cookery of course should 
be of the simplest, plainest kind ; but it should be such as to show that with the 
coarsest material and cheapest ap~atus, a neat, clean and thrifty manager may 8et 
befo1·e a hungry man a meal which he may eat with pleasure, and with no need !if 
resort to the public-house to wash down an unpalatable and indigestible mess. 
* * * I should like to see mealS which are now mere scrambles becoming points 
of real family union, occasions for showing forethought, kindliness, and· self
respect * * * and I think that if we can train the children early to see the 
difference between what dirt, and waste, and seltishness make of a poor man's din· 
ner, and what thrift and care and cleanliness can make of it at the same cost, we 
shall be civilizing them almost more directly than by our sums or our grammar, 
and shall be taking in flank our great enemy d1·ink-drink, the only terrible enemy 
whom England has to fear." There is a standard for the home-life. 

CHILDREN OF THE POOR NOT OVER TAUGHT BUT UNDER FED. 

Now as regards the children themselves, Mr. Mundella's reply to the cry of over· 
'Pressure was, that the children are not OV€1' taught but tmde1· fed. This speaks for 
1tself. All who know the people at all, know well that in thousands of cases it is' 
not poverty that star ves the family, but the house-wife's ignorance of thrift,·or 
sanitary laws, and of the art of providing, or of preparing, proper wholesomt> food. 
Instead of· philanthropy helping to pauperize by giving food to poorly-fed children 
[or worse still, the State undertaking to do so], let efforts be directed to introducing 
mto our schools a subject of instruction so valuabl.e and important to girls, what
ever their after-calling in life may be. And to judge by what has already bePn 
accomplished, we inay confidently expect to find a verr perceptible improvement 

- in the phpscal condition of our schoof children. To this end a great deal has been 
done by the Department Schools of Cookery have through years of experience 
worked out the problem of the introduction of Practical Cookery into the Elemen· 
tary Schools; and our present purpose is to point out the simplest and most economi· 
cal methods of doing so. For step by step the Committee of the Li ,·erpool School 
of Cookery found out the hindrances and the difficulties in the way of the accom· 
plishment of this object, and for several years have given their best attention to l~te 
elaboration of plans that might meet these difficulties-difficulties as to time, room, 
utensils, expenses, disposal of food cooked, Government grant, and distance from 
a centre. · 

It is probably known to all here, that up to 1883 cookery was taught under the 
head of Domestic Economy, but by theory, and from books only. The results were 
eminently unsatisfactory to all cuncerned. * * * 

It will be seen that in the teaching of cooking as in the introduc· 
tion of·any new study into the school curriculum, the matter ?f 
pri.me importance is the securing of competent teachers, and that Ill 
this occupation special teachers are indispensable. 

Efficient teaching is, of course, the first point, and managers and hend-teachers
1 all see the perfect impossibility (as a role) of adding it to the duties of t~1e schoo 

mistresses, whose time and strength are already fully taxed, and who by no means 
desire to take up this additional burden. 

WHAT THE RIGHT TEACHING OF COOKERY COMPRISES. 

The teaching of cookery is not simply the preparation of certain dishes, which 
might be ·shown by any ordinary cook, but includes much instruction on the natlthtre 
and use of food, and in the difficult art of choosing suitable nourishing and at e 
same time economical articles of food, in order that the smallest incomes Jll~b 
stretch to meet the needs of even the largest families. Such instruction as WI 
give the children an intelligent interest in the matter, so that, understanding clearly 
the true purpose of eating and what things serve that purpose best, they ntay 
eventually become thoughtful, thrifty, housewives or servants, not merely mechalll· 
cal workers or unintelligent drudges. 

TRAINEIJ TEACHERS ESSENTIAL. 

Of the training of teachers for this subject, a most important part of our schefie, 
we hope to speak at another opportunity, but teachers are specially trained for 16 

work m elementary schools at some of our large Training Schools of Cookery, and 
diplomn.s of efficiency are o.wa.rued there. 
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A teacher can give two lession a day, i. e., ten in a week throughout the school
yea\"; and take several classes in one school. or single classes in several neighboring 

· slmools for the time required to make U.J? the Government number of foJ'o/ hours. 
· Circuits are sometimes arranged for a s1x months' course, the teacher gomg from 
place to place every week, so that several towns can combine to share the expense 

·of her services. The usual plan is 'to give one lesson a week of two hours' duration, 
so that the course is accomplished in twenty weeks, i . e., a school half-year. The 
teacher's salary for the year or half-year is then divided between the schools ac-
cording to the :1umber of classes they have had. · 

SMALL CLASSES DESIRABLE. 

It is very important that these classes should not be large, or the girls will not 
obtain sufficient practical experience to justify the terms of "Practical Cookery," 
and precious school-time may be expended with unsatisfactory results. In the 
printed plans· which are here for inspection, it is recommended that a class should 
not consist• of more than twelve, or at m~t fifteen, girls, that number being quite 
as ma.riy as even a good teacher ought to have under her supervision while they are 
themselves cookin~ ; that, with the cleanin~_and putting away of the utensils used, 
being really the_ chief part of the lessons. LNo.assistant-maid is. employed in these 

·classes,~ the g1rls are taught to clean everything and leave allm mce order.] 

WHAT THE COURSE OF TWENTY l-ESSONS COMPRISES. 

The twenty lessons comprise the elementary knowledge of the nature, use, and 
preparation of the various classes of food, as meat, vegetables, fish, soup, puddings, 
bread, and invalid cookery, with practice in the best and most economical methods 
of cooking them. The lessons are alternately demonstration and practice, that the 
faculty of imitation, generally large in children, may be called into useful exercise. 
At on~ lesson the children are shown the way·, nicely and neatly, to prepare· and 
cook certain dishes, at the same time explanation is given of the nature and use of 
the food then being dealt with, and they are questioned· as to cost, time, and 
quantities. 

DURING THESE LESSONS ALL THE ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO THE COOKING, NOTHING 
TO WRITING OR SPELLING. 

A most important point to which I particularly wish to draw attention is that 
the recipes of all the dishes taught in these classes are printed· in clear type, with 
the price of eaeh ingredient 'and the cost of the whole dish. Every gir[ is sup
plied with a copy of each recipe to which she refers during the teacher's explana
tion, and being thus saved the waste of time and thought in writing and spelling, 
is free to give her whole attention to the teacher's instructions and manner of work
ing. At the next lesson the girls cook those same dishes, with their recipes to refer 
to, and under the direction of the teacher, who generally finds herself fully em
ployed in overlooking the practice work of twelve or fifteen girls. They work 
to gethcr in sets of three, and take it in turns to do the cleaning, which is almost as 
important as the cooking itself, cleanliness and neatness being essentials to good 
.house-keeping. 

IMPORTANCE OF THESE LESSONS RECOGNISED BY THE DEPARTMENT. 

But how are the forty hours to be found when the timetables are already so 
crowded? Experiences differ , but the greater number of schools seem to take a por
tion of time from advanced arithmetic, grammar, or drawing, a plan fully in ac
cordance with the opinion of the Department, that " a fter the three elementary 
subjects and sewing, no subject is of 8'1t£h importance (as cookery) for the class of 
girls toho attend ptiblic elementary schools, and les.~ons in it, if properly given, will 
be found to be not only of practical use, but to have great effect in awakening the 
interest and intelligence of the children." And so in fact it has already been found , 
and the children wake up to the advantages of head knowledge by being thus called 
upon practic:\lly to apply it. During the lessons the children receive marks for 
work and attention. and at the end of the course go through a verbal and practical 
examination, for which certificates are awarded by the Liverpool School of Cook
ery. If through illness or other cause any girl should miss one or more lessons of 
the course, and so have failed to complete her forty hours, extra lessons can be 
given at special times on the omitted subjects. This whole plan has been found to 
work most satis factorily . 
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COST OF THE MATERIALS. 

The cost of the necessary amount of food cooked at these twenty lessons is some
thing under £1, 17s. for the whole course. This is easily recouped by the sale of 
the dishes, either to the teachers,. to the children, to the parents, or for the sick 
poor of the neighborhood. It is usually in great dew!tnd, and if in one ot· two cases 
the full amount has not been r eturned, there are others in which there is always a 
profit Ut>On the sale. In the plans before the Conference the system is plninly set · 
out, givmg exact details for those who need them, while at the same time it is quite 
open to managers to change the dishes for others more suitable to their localities, 
or to the particular season of the year. 

This detailed account of the methods and of their results is fol
lowed by practical suggestions as to rooms, utensils, varieties of cook
ing ranges, etc. , all of which is omitted as not applicable to the cir
cumstances existing in this country. The writer returns to the con
sideration of the importance of securing thoroughly trained teachers 
and describes the provision made for training them. 

Now one word more. It is very important tliat the value of special training for 
cookery teachers should be brought before this Conference, as there is no yoint con
nected with the subject on which there is so much va!!lleness in people's minds. 
· The nature of the cooking instruction is so little unaerstood, that it is generally 
imagined that a sensible, good cook, or a philanthropic lady, witla a taste for house
keeplng, will quite accomplish all that is needed. totally forgetting the vast dif
ference that lies between doing work one's self and teaching others to do it. 

In reality, special training, general culture, personal handiness and practice in 
the art of teaching are very important, we might almost say, absolutely essential, 
to make the cookery lessons efficient. The teaching of cookery, far from being a · 
merely manual work, makes great dem;~.nds on the general culture of the teacher. 
It includes much instruction in the use, nature and properties of the different kinds 
of food, and the dfficult art of choosing both nourishing and economical dishes, so 
that as much comfort as possible may be got out of, the smallest incomes. Sick
room cookery, especially, is a branch most important to teach, being almost un
known. amongst the people; and to teach it well requires, on the part of the teacher, 
a clear acquaintance with the elements of phys10logy, of hygiene, and even of 
chemistry. 

WHY SPECIAL TEACHERS ARE NEEDED. 

The grant is made by the Education Department· on the condition that the· 
lessons are properly given, which we take to mean, given by teacher:; who are quali· 
fied to do their work thoroughly. It-is not sufficient to teach girls how to do things, 
but they should know the reason of all they do, and have such an intelligent un· 
derstanding of the needs of the body, and the means of SU{>plyin~ these needs, as 
will enable them to avail themselves of every rl'source withm then· reach; and, if 
one accustomed article of food.. fails, to have the wit to turn to somfl other grain or 
vegetable equally nourishing, though different. We are frequently told that there 
is a vast amount of good, wholesome food wasted by our people, and ruany new 
things r ejected from their ignorance of their natw·e, and how to make use of thew. 

All this instruction m eans a fairly broad education· on the part of the teache~, 
with complete mastery of the practice of cookery, and the power of imparting tlus 
knowledge in a lively, attractive, and efficient manner. Experience shows that 
the more highly the student has been educated, the more general information she 
brings to her studies, so much the better cookery teacher she becomes. 

The occupation is one which highly commends itself to well-educated persons 
from whose ranks it is m ost desirable the staff of teachers should be drawn. 

It is also a work which requires a teacher's full strength and energy, and which, 
therefore. it is most undesirable to add to the present dutiel:l of our schoolmistresses, 
whose time and strength are already fully taxed. In the early days of this move
ment, when a lai·ge gathering of schoolmistresses was consulted on the advant~go 
of introducing cookery into their schools, they all agreed that it was a most desmt· 
ble subject to take up. but equally unanimously begged that no plans should be sug
gested which would require them to add cookery to theh· other duties. Of could 
there may be exceptional cases of schoolmistresses who would pass in cookery, an 
find time to give the lessons themselves. 

But we advise very strongly that if the subject is to be taught efficiently, aml.to 
the satisfaction of H er Majesty's inspectors. the lessons should be gh·<'n by spec1dal 
teachers, regularly trained in those schools of cookery where diplomas are awarde ' 
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and with particular regard to proficiency in teaching children of the working class: 
In this way only e~i.n managers feel assured that their children are taught to become 
thrifty providers as well as good cooks. 

THE NORTHERN UNION OF SCHOOLS FOR COOKERY. 

To secure a supply .of such duly qualified teachers, the Northern Union of Schools 
of Qookery was formed in 1876. When it was ascertained that there was no prob
ability of one good general standard of marks and requirements for diplomas being 
arranged for the whole country, several leading schools oi cookery agreed to unite 
in a scheme for adopting a uniform method of training teachers, and .to offe1• diplo
n;tas on such a thoroughly efficient basis that the public might always feel secure of 
good work when engaging a teacher holding one of them. As far as possible the 
same plans are followed in all the training schools of the Northern Union, due 
allowance being made for varying requirements of different localities, and .the 
diplomas given after the training in the different schools are recognized as of equal . 
value throughout the country. 

TWO CLASSES OF DIPLO:nAS. 

There are two kinds of diplomas conferred by the Northern Union, one for Teach
ei'S of .A1•tisan Cookery only, an:d one for Teachers· of all branches of Cookei'!J; aml 
in each of these departments there are first-class and second-class diplomas. The 
fee for the cour.:~e of training for the former is £17s., fo1· the latter £10 lOs. The 
standard for these diplomas has been purposely kept high, and it has proved not 
too high for the teaching provided in the schools of cookery, and whenever the 
system of the Northern Union has been carried out, it has been found most satis
factory. 

LENGTH OF THE COURSE. 

The training for a dip~oma of the Northern Union occupies from five to six 
months. After taking the diff('.rent courses of lessons required for her own instruc
tion, and having pa.sseu two theoretical examinations, the remainder of the student's 
time is employed in practising the art of teaching c<;><>kery, very special attention 
being given to qualify her to teach children in the elementary schools. If her spec
imen lessons satisfy the requirements of the committee, marks for efficiency in 
teaching are added to those already obtained for practice and theory, and all go to 

. make up the diploma.. Considerable time is given to the study of various standard 
books on science, food, and household management. 

If cookery is to be taught in our elementary schools as efficiently as all the other 
subjects authorized by the Education Department, it should be by teachers trained 
for the work, and holding some diploma which will assure the public that they are 
pro~rly fitted to undertake these classes. Some such diploma is the only test by 
wh1ch managers can judge whether a candidate for the post of Teacher of Cookery 
is at all equal to the work. · 

The reading of the paper was· followed by n. discussion ,. whieh was 
opened by Miss Robinson, who recited her experience in a country 
district, where were many difficulties unknown in towns and cities
first, in obtaining the necessary funds, then as to rooms, opportuni
ties for getting provisions in variety and small quantities, etc., her 
report of what had been done and her statement a.s to the need of 
trained teachers are here given. 

(b) DISCUSSION OF MISS CALDER'S PAPER. 

Miss ROBINSON said, from considerable experience in connection with a York
shire district association for teaching cookery, she could endorse what had been 
said, and would explain the course t hey had pursued. The question, in the first 
place, was the kind of teaching, and from some considerable experience she was 
sa.ti:lfied that no kind of elementary school teachinl.l' was of any value except prac
tical teaching. Demonstration teaching awakened their intet·est, and made them 
a.nxious for further knowledge, but theoretical teaching alone was useless and failed 
to convey a. really useful knowledge of the subject. Having decided that the tt>ach
ing Rhould be practical, Miss Calder had explained how simply and ea.<;i)y it could 
be given. * * ·* Twenty lessons wet·e given, for these lessons the children 
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paid one penny each, and those pence enabled her to pay every expense except the 
teacher's salary; the food that was cooked was sold, and she had a balance at the 
end of £3 lOs. to the good. The children were practically taught to clean; they 
were worked in sets of four, and every one did something each lesson. They washed 
up, scrubbed the tables, and washed all the vessels, but did not scrub the floors, 
although they wished to do so. Attention was paid to the taSteful serving up of 
thE~ food, and laying of the table, and they did not even grudge a little bit of pars
ley tO make the dish look nice, because she wished them to be able to serve up a 
dish in their own homes, . which should be not only palatable, but nice looking. 
* * * It was most easential to employ trained teachers ; as for expecting any 
S«hoolmistress to take it up, it would be hopeless, though it was most important to 
elicit theii sympathy. It would be no waste of time to fti ve a course of lessons in 
the evening to schoolmistresses who liked to attend. * * . 

EDUCATION AND KNOWLEDGE DIFFERENTIATED. 

Miss MAITLAND said the position sh.e held in Liverpool was t11at of examin~r of 
children in voluntary schools who took cooking lessons. It had been decided in 
Liverpool that the instruction given to the children should be stl'ictly educational. 
In attending the various meetings there, she had been very much struck with the 
continued use of the word educational, and with the fact that in many minds edu
.ca.tion was confounded with knowledge, forgetting that all the knowledge given to 
children was useless, unless with it they also had education, which was the draw
ing out and training of their powers. it was no use pouring into them a con!Jinual 
series of facts. and stuffing their minds with knowledge, without drawing out the 
powers o£ their minds. They had, therefore, made a great effort in Liverpool that 
all their cookery teaching should be educational, and, in saying this, she might 
speak also for the Yorkshire school of which. Miss Robinson had spoken. 

KNOWLEDGE OF THE NOURISffiNG VALUES OF DIFFERENT FOODS MOST DESffiABLE. 

Another point they were anxious about was that the children should be taught 
something about diet and dietaries. Every oue who worked amongst the poor would 
agree that it was not only their ignorance of cooking, but their ignorance of the sim
plest laws of diet which caused so much suffering amongst them. There were many 
mothers in workingmen's families who, in times of difficulty and distress-hard 
times as they·called them,-endeavoured to meet all the trials of their life upon a 
diet of white bread-it would be better if it were brown-and tea, when, of.course, 
as every one there knew, there were many other more nutritious diets which would 
be no more costly. It was only ignorance which kept this going ; and it must lead 
to a deterioration of the race if the mothers of workingmen's families lived on such 
diet. One word as to the teacher. In many people's minds thel1l was an idea that 
any cook could -teach cooking, and perhaps she could in a way; but she would ask 
the mistresses of middle-class homes, who knew what went on in the kitchens, 
whether that sort of thing was what they wanted to have perpetuated. The care
less and needless waste, and rule of thumb operations which went on, were not 
what they wished to have taught in schools. She felt that this was a subject to be 
approached with great diffidence in a mixed assembly, because eve1·y man bol'll 
considered himself a good judge of three things-of a horse, of wine, and of cook
ing-and no doubt that might be true; but with regard to cooking, she thought !Je 
was a judge rather of the results than the methods, and it was not posSible for an 
inspector of schools-for after all Her Majesty-'s inspecto~'S were but men-to be 
expected to understand aJl the details required m giving a lesson on cooking. 

COMPETENT TEACHERS ESSENTIAL. 

Mrs. RoWLAND WILLI.A.Ms, of Liverpool, said that Miss Fanny Calder in her paper 
had spoken of the necessity of having efficient teachers of cookery, in order that 
the scheme advocated might be properly carried out. This was a most important 
point, and one which could not be too strongly insisted upon. Failure in this re
spect would be most disadvantageous to the advance of the subject and would 
tend more than anything else to throw discredit upon it. * * * . 

By the competent teachers was meant a teacher who hnd been properly qualified 
for the practical work by having been trained in the most approved methods, ~~;nd 
who had, at the same time, studied the elements of the different sciences wh1ch 
have a bearing upon cookery, so that she not only showed her pupils how to do ~he 
manual work, but ' vas also able to explain to them Aimply and in an interesting 
manner the reasons for what they were taught to do. All this implied a great 
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deal of eduJation, and was quite beyond the aphere of the ordinary cook. They 
wanted wo1uen of education, and possessing general culture, to undertake the work. 
And it was a work which might very well commend itself to the attention of such. 

THE NORTHERN UNION OF SCHOOLS OF COOKERY. 

The · questions of ho\v cookery teachers were to be obtained, and how their 
competency·was to be guaranteed, were so important, that she desired to bring 
before the notice of the Conference the association of schools known by the 
name of" The Northern Union of Schools of Cookery "-an association which had 
been set on foot for th3 express purpose of organizin~ good systematic teaching 
throughout the schools which formed the association, wtth a system of examinations 
to ensurH its efficiency, and which formed a centre from which certificates and 
diplomas were issued to teachers so trained upon an acknowledged standard. No 
such centre had previously existe.l for the conferring, according to a uniform 
method, uiplomas on teachet·s trained in local schools, and it was the felt need of 
this which gave rise to the association. 

The Northern Union of Schools of Cookery, of which she had the honour of being 
President, held its first council meeting in Liverpool in 1876, and Liverpool con
tinued to be the heaQ.-quarters of the association. The secretaries of and other dele
gates from the different schools formed the council, by whom the examiner was 
.appointed., and other business· transacted. Examination papers were forwarded to 
the lo~al schools as required, and the examinations were arranged by the local com
mittees by whom the papers wet·e forwarded to the examiners. A uniform system 
of marks was adopted in the different practice kitchens, and the marks gained were 
added to those given for the theoretical examinations. 

LENGTH OF COURSES FOR DIPLOMAS. 

The course of training for a full diploma occupied fron1 five to six months. There 
were two diplomas, the artisan diploma for teachers of artisan cookery, the fee for 
training for which was 7 guineas; and the diplomas for teachers of all branches of 
cookery, the training fee for which was 10 guineas. The training occupied from 
five to six months. The student was expected to study the elements of physiology, 
and to acquire at least such a knowledge of the -structure of the human body and 
its functions as would enable her to teach her pupils what was needful for the 
building up and keepinO' it in health She was also required to gain some knowl
edge of the cheu1istry of food, and of different food values as articles of nutrition, 
so that she might teach how, though incomes maybe small, nourishing diets of 
great variety might be sele9ted, and svecial care be given to cookery for the sick. 
Some knowledge of the laws of heat in their effect upon different substances was 
required. .. 

TEXT BOOKS USED. 

Certain books were to be studied and attendance at lectures, and as much general 
culture as possible was recommended. The books recommended were:-" Food," 
by A. H. Church, M. A. ; "Physiology" by D. M. Foster; "Domestic Economy," 
by C. T. Bartley; "Food and H-ome Cooking," and" Health in the Household," by 
Mrs. Buckton; and "Scholars' Hand-book of Household Management and Cook
ery," by Tegetmeicr . The latter half of the time occupied in training wa~ directed 
chiefly to acquiring the art of teaching, and especially the art of teaching children 
in the elementary schools. The students were required to give a course of practice 
lessons, anti had also to give demonstl·ation lessons in the presence of competent 
judges. Two theoretical examinations had to be passed, and there was a 1h;ed 
standard of mat·k~:~ which must be gained for these, and also for work done in the 
practice kitchen, and for proficiency in giving lessons. The standard had purposely 
been fixed high, but not higher than the teaching given in the tl·aining schools war
ranted. And it would be possible to point to a number of teachers thus trained, 
and now holding diplomas, who would serve to prove the efficiency of the system. 
* * * 

UlPORTANCE OF A KNOWLEDGE OF FOODS. 

Mr. W. STEPHEN MITCHELL said he was very gla(l to hear that the subject of 
practic<J.l cookery was more and more coa1ing to include that of practical dietary as 
well. and he should like to elicit, if possible, some information as to the extent to 
which the practical teaching of dietary was carried on in schools where cooking 
was taught. * * * . As books had been mentionetl. however, he would refer 
to Professor Michael Foster's " Physiology," a portion of Balfour Stewart's " Heat," 
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and a portion of RoScoe's "Chemistry," all published by Macmillan, which might 
well be used together with practical teaching. He ho.{led to hear from some ladies 
pre5ent to what extent practical chemical demoustratwn was conjoined with the 
teaching of cooking, so as to enable the children to understand how the diet 
tables of the Science and Art Department had been arrived at, and how the,v were 
to be supplied to their every day wants. ·If this were done, there wauld be no such 
mistakes made as ha.d been alluded to with rezard to the use of bread and tea. Dr. 
Buchanan's report on the healtll of the operattves at the time of the cotton famine 
showed how people died, practically in consequence•of attempting to live on such 
adiet. · -

Ilii.PORTANCE OF EXACTNESS IN WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 

Professor GARNETT said one of the conspicuous features of the Con,ference was 
that so much stress had been laid on the importance of accurate measurements, and 
there was no subject in which its importance should be more properly brought for
ward than that with which they were now dealing. There were many plain cooks 
who could seldom produce the same thing twice over with the s .tme result; simply 
on account of the carelessness with which their measurements were made. You 
constantly saw directions in cookery books to take a cupful of this, and a tea-cupful 
of that, and a small piece of something else, and it was very important in teaching 
girls cookery that their attention should be called t,o the necessity of making accu
rate measureJpents of everything they handled. Surely there were recognized 
units of measurements which were adopted by engineers and commercial pe()ple 
which would be applicable to the kitchen too. 

Miss ROBINSON said this point was very carefully attended to in all their lessons. 
No cookery could be satisfactory without exact measurements or wei~?ht. She 
always said, in giving a lecture herself, there was no royal road to cookmg; they 
must take scales and measurements and go exactly to work, and be precise as to 
time also, or satisfactory results would never be attained.· But as for teaching 
children chemical science in twenty lessons, it was utterly impossible. Teachers 
were taught the science of dietary, and endeavored to· teach the children as much 
as they could comprehend, and those young girls, who came without any prepara
tion in science, could only have a small amount of instruction given them. 'fhey 
were, however, taught what food was most nutritious, and what went to produce 
blood, and bone, etc. , and the examinations at the end of the course showed that 
they understood it, and if questions were put on any former lessons, they could tell 
why and wherefore every mgredient was used. 

TEXT BOOKS RECOMMENDED. 

Sir THOMAS ACLAND, Bart. , M. P. , said although he was only a man , and was 
therefore obliged to judge by that which was the bane of all teachers nowadays, 
results, he did wish to say a word or two on this matter. In the first place he hoped 
the ladies would forgive him if he said they had none of them yet mentioned whttt 
he believed to be the best book on the subject, viz., one written by Miss Guthrie 
Wright of Edinburgh, with the assistance of a physician and two chemists. the 
School Book of Cookery, published at one shilling, by Macmillan. Another ntlu
able book was published by Allman, of London, for one penny, written by Miss 
Barnett, niece of Mt·. Le Neve Forster, and officially connected with the School of 
Cookery. He had hea.rd that lady teach in three places, and without any disrespect 
to men, he thought he had never heard any man teacher teach better than she did, 
if as well. She was put to rather a severe test too, because on the first morning 
she was taken out to her class she was told she was not to start with her Sout h Ken
sington ways, but to go into a cottage where there was no stove, only a wood lire, 
and no saucepans, and there she was to cook a dinner. H owever, she showed a 
great deal of good temper, and paid those she came to teach the compliment at the 
end by saying that although she came to teach she must confess she had learnt a 
good deal. H e had seen something of the cooking classes at South Kensington, and 
of what had been done by Mr. Leveson Gower, who, he believed , was a Yery good 

-~udge, and he felt very grateful for their efforts, but they wanted to bring the teach
mg of cookery close home to the cottages. In the country they had not the oppor
·tunity of going to shops and gettin~ the snippings of the fowls, the trimmings of 
fish, and so on; they had potatoes, p1gs, and their gardens, and once or t wice a. week, 
perhaps, they had a bit of meat. The labourers wanted to be tau~ht not to waste 
that meat, not to burn it in the frying-pan, and it was extremely <hfficult to intro
duce systematic teaching of this cookery into country places in schools. Tho poor 
children in the country had great difficulties in the food question all the way through, 
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and what they had to do was to teach them very simply how to make the best of 
small matel'ials. He h~ seen this result come from tbe teaching of ~ Barnett, 
and the. study of Miss Guthrie Wright's book, in a west country village, where oat
meal was never heard of, but wh!)re rice had been used for many years, being sold 
at cost price to the poor; it had led to this result, that the farmer's wives, and other 
persons in the middle ranks, were so thoroughly made alive to the difference between 
starch food and albuminous food that it was resolved at once to nse Scotch oatmeal 
and split peas as well as rice, and in that village now, for the last three years, that 
oatmeal was largely used by sixty labourers' wives. That was a practical proof 
of what might be done by bringing the teaching home to the poor in the coun-

trt:is: R;BI;SON said: In mentioning the books for training teachers, she had sim~ 
ply spoken of those used in their own schools. They did recommend " Rudiments 
of ~kery, with some account of Food and its Uses," a little manual by" A. C. M." 

Sir THOMAS ACLAND said: That in the book he had mentioned almost every book 
which had been named was included in a list recommended. 

IN COOKING, THE COMMON PEOPLE OF THE CONTINENT COULD GIVE VALUABLE 
LESSONS TO THE ENGLISH. PEOPLE. . 

Mrs. WEBSTER said: She had known a good deal of the teaching of cooking in 
the London Board Schools, having been a member of the Cookery Committee for 
8ome time, but there was one fault in the programme which she believed e:riste4 all 
over England, and it has not been alluded to, either in the paper or by any of the 
speakers, though Sir Thomas Acland had pointed out a kindred one. In what they 
were doing in teaching English girls to cook, the fault seemed to be in considering 
that English cookery was wlmt it ought to be amongst the poor. They were accept
ing the miserable dishes and miserable style of cooking which had been hindering 
England for a long time, and were not making any attempt to introduce into Eng
lish homes, not expensive cooking, but those common dishes which any one who 
baa been much abroad and seen much of the working French women or Italian 
women, or the women of any country almost, except, perhaps, the Spanish, were 
familiar with. They made a gool eatable dish out of materials which an English
women would think of no use, and not only that, but would cook you, in some lit
tle dirty hovel where you did not think there could be any fit matel'ials, a dinner 
which people, possibly having sop1e !mowledge of cooking and a refined taste, 
could eat, whereas they could not, in England, eat a meal given to them by the 
wife of a working man enjoying a comfortable income as good as that of any 
curate. She did not blame the Cookery Committee of the London School Board
she had been a member of it, and shared the responsibility if there had' been any 
'Short coming-but there was some room for improvement, not merely in regard to 
cooking, but also in regard to dietary. · 

SUCH COOKING AS WAS WITHIN THE MEANS OF THE ARTISANS TO PROVIDE, SHOULD 
BE TAUGHT IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. 

Mr. BARROW RULE said: They had only heard of women cooks, though he had 
always understood men made the best cooks, but perhaps times were chang
ing. * * * . The programme refened to the teaching of cookery in schools, 
but the general tenour of the discussion had referred simply to elementary schools, 
in which he certainly hoped tlmt artisan cookery exclusively would be ta.ught. 
Some few years ago in the distl'ict in which he lived they had had some experience 
of first rate cooking, they paid a handsome salary fol' a teacher of cookery, and she 
really did teach cookery, and all the pupil teachers were instructed how to make 
ices and all manner of very nice things, but it was found that they had not been 
taught in such a manner as to make them at all useful. If cookery were to be 
!(aught in the elementary schools, it must be artisan cookery, for two reasons: in 
the first place men would malTy, or they ought to, and as the girl.; must be pre
pared to make good wives and mothers, they must be taught to practise cookery 
such as their husbands would be able to afford; they must not t·un to them for this, 
that, and the other thing out of their wages, because Miss So-and-so had taught 
them that those were the things to use. They must be taught to make goou house
wives in the position in which God had placed them, to avail themselves of the 
means their husbands could place at their disposal. There is dan~er of cookery be
coming a hobby ridden to death, and perhaps ultimately excluded from the CodE>. 
With regard to teaching cookery in Boal·d Schools, it would be no expense at all if 
they would only allow those teachers to give instruction who had obtained certifi
cates. If the apparatus were found, the mistress herself would get all the materials, 
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make them up, and then sell them to thechlldre;D, keeping an account .whichcould 
be produced when required. He· hoped those who were at work .in this matter 
would not attempt to run ~oo fast at Brat and overset the coach. 

THE COOKING OF SIMPLE FOODS TAUGHT IN LONDON BOARD SCHOOLS. 

· Miss DAVENPORT HILL said : she had much to do with the teaching of cookery 
·u11der the London School Board, and should not like it to be supj:>osed that they 
were altogether deficient in the knowledge of the properties of food, though they 
did not understand as she could wish ; but she and her colleagues were always ready 
to learn, and try what they could do to improve the system. They were now be
ginning to train their own teachers in their cookery schools, which adjoined elemen

. tary schools, but stood by themselves in the play-grounds. The Board preferl'ed 
taking pupil teachers, who, for some reason or other, did not wish to pursue their 
profess10n in, an elementary school. They had learnt how to discipline children, 
which was very necessary ; and after six months' instruction under a good in
structor, and with attendance at a course of lessons in higher class cookery, they 
turned out very good teachers. No doubt, if the Board collld impart some knowl-

. edge of chemistry, added to a little dietary, they would be glad to do so. * * * . 
Of course the Board did nut think of teaching how to make ices. They confined 
themselves to common cookery simply. Mrs. Webster might be right, and they 
might improve their dishe.<>, but they made them palatable ; they taught how to 
warm up cold provisions, how to boil vegetables, how to cook meat in a. tasty way, 
and they also insisted on cookery for the sick, which they considered most essential; 
how to make ooef tea,' mutton broth, gruel, porridge, &c, , and how to make coffee. 
·They were · obliged to sell what they cooked ; it was no nse, therefore, to cook 
disheg which would not sell. The London School Board spent about £100 a month 
in mere food, an important item of expense. When they began, and for some years 
after, they lost money ; but they were just now beginning to avoid loss, and they 
hoped by the end of this year the receipts would balance the outgoings. They 
were always striving to improve the mode of teaching as much as possible, and did 
not at'all suppose they were yet perfect. 

A. TRIBUTE TO SIR HENRY COLE AS THE PIONEER IN INTRODUCING COOKERY 
SCHOOLS. 

The CHAIRMAN (Colonel DoNNELLY), in summing up the discussion, said he had 
hid on occasion to cook his own dinner, which brought the fact very strongly home 
to hiE! mind that if he had not been very hungry he might not much have approved it. 
A.t the same time he did not know that all men were to be considered to be ignorant 
of cookery, for they had heard of a c01·don bleu among men; at any rate, if men 
were not so often cooks as women were, they all appreciated the result of the 
women•s labour. It was really astonishing how little was done to put cookery on a 
rational footing in England, and very likely it came from the fact of our having 
such good meat, but the steps being now taken to teach cooking would no doubt, in 
time, bear good f ruit. He remembered how a. few years ago his old friend , Sir 
Henrv Cole. advocated this subject, and how he was laughed at for so doing, but 
the result ,of his laboms was now ooing seen, and it ought not to be forgotten that he 
was the originatot· of the present movement for cookery schools. He wa.q very 
glad to hear what Miss Maitland had said, that the teaching of cookery should be 
strictly educational, and he concluded by proposing a v.ote of thanks to Miss Calder 
for her admirable paper. 

PRACTICAL COMMENTS BY MISS CALDER. 

Miss FANNY CALDER said: Two or three things had been said which she did not 
like to leave unanswered. To begin with the remarks of Mr. Rule, if he would 
look at the lists of what was taught by the Liverpool School of Cookery, he would 
see that the whole twenty lessons cost £1 17s. lOd. , and he could not fear many 
ices or such high class dishes from that·. As to gas stoves, they were extremely 
useful, and, in fact, . cookery could not be introduced into some schools unless they 
were used. They never heard of any smell coming from them or any inconv~n
ience. Sir Thomas Acland had spoken of the difficulty of getting school teaclung 
into the country, but at the present time in the very hea1t of North Wales, at Fes
tiniog, the course of lessons was going on. The mothers did not teach their children ; 
they knew very little themselves, and never .took any trouble to teach. She knew 
that in Wales, and other districts, where the children were taught cooking, they 
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cooked the food at home, and the parents were very much pleased. These children 
mostly left school before they were twelve, and went out into the world, probably 
to become mothers, and they obtained much useful knowledge of how to make 
their homes clean, comfortable, and attractive, and how to make good use of the 
sma.llest amount of food which would come in their way. They did teach them 
bow ·to use the simplest utensils, for, as she had said in the paper, theywishedw 
make the smallest mcomes stretch to meet the needs of the largest families, and 
therefore they must use very simple and cheap things. With regard to dietary, if 
any one would look at the plans and lists, and copies of receipts which were on the 
table, they would see the system adopted; every sort of food was represented, and 
the children were taught how they could supply one kind of food by another in 
tim9\l of need. There was very great waste or ~ood food in En~land, because the 

· women did not know its nature and how to use 1t. The elder children were taught 
the nature of the food they cooked. She would also add that the gutter children of 
the night and .the ragged schools sometimes passed a better examination than the 
children in the elementary schools who were now receiving instruction. 

General instruction: in refe~ence to all kinds of food, so that the 
pupil may understand .why one 'class ··of food is more healthy and 
more economical than another, and may be taught how to prepare 
all food in an appetizing and attractive manner, both essential to 
true economy in food, is fully as important for children in America 
as it can be in England. The experiences recited during this discus
sion go t.o show that in England at least, the teaching of economical 
cooking can be successfully undertaken. If such knowledge could 
become general throughout the United States, the gain in!rosperity, 
in health, in temperance, and in domestic happiness woul be simply 
incalculable. The Americans have long been characterized as a 
nation of dyspeptics; but the prevalence throu~hout the country of 
cooks and housewives competent to the economwal, healthy cooking 
·of palatable food, would go far towards effectually eradicating dys
pepsia. 





rv. 

WHAT IS DONE FOR THE PRACTICAL TRAINING OF GIRLS' IN 
BELGIUM. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The presence of delegates from so many countries to the Interna
tional Conference on Education in London in 1884, resulted in a most 

. interestiug presentation of the views held by· the various foreign 
educators concerning the topics discussed. The accounts there given 
by these distino-uished educators, of the systems and methods adopted 
in their severaY countries are, in themselves, valuable contributions 
to the contemporary literature of ·education. 

In connection with the various papers and discussions by Ameri
can and English educators just given, especially those relating to the 
practical training of girls, the following paper by the leading edu
cational official of Belgium, with the accompanying programme of 
the compulsory industrial work required in the schools of that coun-
try. will be found of interest. · 

·The importance of J;lroviding a corps of carefully trained teachers, 
when any new study 1$ to be put in the schools of a countrv, is, as 
will be seen, fully appreciated by the " Director-General.'" The 
practical sug~estions, relating to the training of these i.eachers, which. 
accompany tnis paper in the forin of " notes" will be found of va.lue. 
It will be seen that the Belgium scheme comprises the whole field of 
domestic economy, of which cooking is but a part, although a very 
important part. . 

ON THE TEACHING OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND NEEDLEWORK. 

·By V. J. GERM,uN, D:1·ect01·-Genel'al of Prima1·y Education in Belgium. 

The most distinguished authorities of our time on euucationalmatters haYe laid 
down this principle, that primary education has for its object:-lst, to train concor· 
dantly the physical, intellectual, and moral faculties which, in children. constitute 
human na~urEI and dignity; 2nd, toJ>repare children not for one profession exclu· 
sively, by special training, but for a professions (though within restricted limits, it 
is trp.e) by a gen~ral education which can serve as a basis for any ultimate develop· 
ment. 

It is a great mistake to turn primary schools into apprenticeship schools for pre· 
paring children for various trades; it is ignoring the want of a previous training of 
the faculties, before applying them to manual work, to production. 

But if the task of preparing children for special trades cannot be mad~ incumbent 
on schools, care should be taken that the teaching should embrac~, together with 
the ordinary branches of study, those branches that can assist in forming clever arti· 
sans. intelligent agriculturists, and provident and thrifty housekeepers, i. e., the 
rudiments of natural sciences and agriculture, sanitation, domestic economy, and 
needlework (in girls' schools), s-eometrical figures and urawings, and the making of 
paper, millboard and wood obJects (in boys' schools). 

Besides their advantages from a practical point of view, these various branches 
of study have a highly ednr.ational value. . 

1. They promote attention and methodical obsen·ation, impress on the mind ac
curate and cleat· notions, affording to intellectual activity the elements upon which 
it will have to be dislllayed. 

1117 . 
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· 2. They offer numerous opportunities to accustom the mind to perform with pre
cision its proper functions, such as analyzing, comparing, judging, abstracting, 
generahzing, classifying. ·· 

3. They awaken and develop a taste for the beautiful. 
4. They promote a. taste for order and for work, and facilitate the intelligent ex· 

ercise of a number of professions. 
Our object is more e~pecially to examine in this paper the principles upon which 

the teaching of domestic economy and needlework may properly be organized in 
gcr~'oohoo~. . 

. DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

The development now given to the education and training of women has for its 
special object to prepare them for their domestic duties. After what may be cor· 
rectly described as their moral obligations, the most importan£ duties of women are 
to preserve their children's health; to keep their house with cleanliness, order, and 
economy; to ·make their home attractive, and, as Madame Henry Greville says, to 
provide for those around them, .at the smallest possible cost, the greatest amount of 
material and mental comfort. 

"Every wise woman buildeth her house; but the foolish plucketh it down with 
her own hands." 

This has become proverbial, and it is often said that the wives cause the prosper 
ity or the ruin of families. The oohoo~ must train orderly, saving women, who 
will know the va,lue of thrift-women who will be the cause of the prosperity and 
never of the ruin of their families-women who may be the worthy companions of 
•heir husbands-women like the virtuous woman in the Scripture, whose price il> 
:..ar above rubies. 

THE FUNDAMENTAL IMPORTANCE OF THE T]lAINING SCHOOL • 

. Trainin~:schoo~ are the foundation of primary oohoo~. We have therefore to 
examine, m the first place, what is the destination of training-schoo~ for female 
teachers, from l;he point of view of domestic economy: 

1st. ·The interior organization of the school mu.st be for the students a practical 
school of domestic economy. 

2nd. A regular course of lectures on domestic economy mu.st be given on the princi
ple of observation and practical experiments. 

First, the whole house m\L'lt be a model of cleanliness, order, economy, simplic
ity. Thus the head-mistress, teachers, and pupils must avoid studied elegance; 
they must be neatly dressed, but without such finery as would be out of keeping 
with the duties of teachers. The directress must often remind them that simplicity 
is the ideal of the beautiful. She should not forget that practice only makes good 
housewives. The students must mend their own clothes, make their be(h, set their 
things to rights; they should be made to lay the cloth in the dining-hall, and attend 
in. turns to t he furniture, the library, and the collections. Once a week, on the 
Thursday afternoon,.a certain number of students should, under the direction of 
the stewardess, and with the help of the cook, prepare the principal meal; on such 
days dinner should be served towards the evening. 

The students must often be taught the judicious use of money, In families, it 
is generally the husband who earns the money, and the wife who superintends the 
expenses ; let her exercise a wise discretion; if the money be well spent, the family 
prospers ; if not, it declines. The first care of a housewife should be to keep an 
accurate account of her expenses. In the first place, she n1ust prepare a bud(;~t. 
To make purchases first, and then to think how the money shall be obtainea m 
order to pay, is the first step on the road to ruin. Let, therefore, the t raining
schools teach a simple and easy system of book-keepin~, which will enable house
wives to see at once and accurately the assets and liabllities of the family ; let the 
students be taught not to incur unnecessary expenses, and the danger of buying.on 
credit. They must also be taught how, by saving money, a capital is formed wlu~b 
quickly increases; this can be done by practice, each student having an account m 
the savings-bank. They should be compelled to keep their accounts in a regular 
manner; the money given them by their parents to pay for the school expenses, the 
washing of their clothes, and other sundry disbursements, the Government and 
Provincial" purses," or scholarships, constitute their assets j on the other hand, they 
should carefully note all the payments they make. 

It may be hoped that, when they will become teachers, they w ill pre~erve the 
good habits they for~ed when at the training-school. Having thus been educa~d, 
they will help in training young girls capable of keeping an establishment with 
ord~r, regularity, and comfort, thus ensuring domestic peace and happiness. 
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SUMMARY OF THE TRAINING SCHOOL STUDIES. 

Second. The programme of the regular course of domestic economy, to be under
gone in training-schools for female teachers in Belgium, has been settled as follows . 
by ministerial decree of the 18th of July, 1881:-

1. On the qualities of a good housewife. · 
a. On the conditions requisite to make dwellings healthy. Ventilation. Clean-

liness. · 
8. Furniture; how to keep it i.1 repair. Kitchen utensils; their material, how to 

keep them in good condition. 
4. Heating and lighting. Practical advice. 
5. Laundry. Use of soap; on the use of liquid chlorides. Scow·ing. On the 

uses and danger of petroleum, naphtha, alcohol, oxalic acid. 
6. On the keeping in repair of !men, bedding, and clothes. 
7. Practical advice on food. Qualities of various kinds of food; how to preserve 

food: bread, potatoes, meat, fish, eggs, cheese, fat , vegetables, fruits, groceries. 
8. General notions of culinary preparations. Waiting at table. 
9. Drinks: water, milk, beer, wine, coffee. 
10. Drawing up of detailed estimate for furnishing a female ~acher's house. 
11. Young ladies' dress. . 
12. Accounts of an establishment. . Practical exercises. . 
18. Kitchen gardening. 
Note.-The necessary measures shall be taken in order that during the 'first year 

student-teachers may be practically instructed in the service of the tab!:;, the keep
ing in order of bedrooms, and the roost important culinary preparations. The 
directress shall be very careful in preventing the practical education of student
teachers from being turned into the performance of menial duties for the benefit of 
the institution. 

INSTRUCTION IN DOMESTIC ECONOMY MUST BE PRACTICAL. 

It is comparatively easy to draw up a good programme; but there is sometime~:~ 
a wide difference between the spirit of the regulations and their practical applica
tion. 

What are the fundamental rules to be observed by the teachers of domestic econ-
omy? . · 

In the first place, domestic economy must be taught in training and primary 
schools in the same manner as natural sciences, viz., on the principle of observation 
and practical experiments. 

It has been proved that purely oral lessons give but indifferent results ; the teach
ing of domestic ~nomy must be decidedly clear and practical. A few examples 
will explain QUr idea. . 

It is indispensable ·that a house-wife should be made to understand that ·she ought 
to take every precaution against sewer-gas. A simple dissertation on this subject 
is insufficient. By means of a special model it should be explained how the house 
drains are connected with the town sewers; the working of the air-valves, their 
position and use, should be illustrated by means of models ; models of sinks and 
water-closets should be shown, and their mechanism explained. As to disinfectants, 
the students should be taught to use them practically, and in the requil"ed propor
tions. 

The system of petroleum lamps, for example, should be described with gt·eat care, 
with the help of a special model showing all the details. The teacher will have to 
give the reasons for which the regular and proper trimming of such lamps is indis
pensable, and to explain the various imvrovements introduc~d in petroleum lamps 
to prevent explosions. 

It will not be sufficient, when dealing with naphtha, to say that it is highly 
inflammable; this fact must be demonstrated by an experiment. 

With regard to copper vessels, it will not suffice to say that they al"e dangerous on 
account of the presence of verdigris ; the formation of this poisonous substance 
must be illustrated by experiments. 

Again, when speaking of the advantages of filters, it should be explained how 
filters are made, and a few experiments should follow to show the absorbent and 
antiseptic properties of charcoal. 

ILLUSTRATIVE COLLECTIONS Ai'ID PRACTICAL EXPERDfENTS ESSENTIAL. 

As a consequence, it is indispensable to establish in all training schools collections 
aestined to Ulustrate the vqrious branches of study. Expel'iments should be more 
often resortetl to, and the stude!lts shanld be called upon to form for themselves 
coll~tiOili:i r~l~tiug to the various subjects tat1ght the1u. 
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In the ·Belgian section (Health Exhibition) a very exhaustive collection is to be 
found of the different articles and models which compose a museum of domestic 
economy for training schools. The objects in this museum have been contributed 
by the Belgian training schools ; the classification adopted is that of the above-
mentioned programme. · 

Another remark I have to make on tt-aining I)Chools is that the Belgian Govern-
. ment has found it necessary to include among the subjects to be taught in connec

tion with domestic economy the following subject-''..Kitchen Gardening." In 
order to teach properly this kind of gardening, training schools for female teachers 
should have a garden for growing fruits and vegetables, and laid out according to 
the most approved methods, where the future teachers may have practical lessons 
during recreation time and on holidays. 

Kitchen gardening should be taught rather to female student-teachers than to 
male teachers, to y61mg girls rather than to youn~ men, because it is generally the 
wife who attends to the kitchen garden. An emment French agriculturist, 1\1. P. 
Joigneaux, says on this subject:- " It cannot be believed how quickly horticultural 
knowledge is assimilated by women. For the very reason that they practice gar- · 
dening indifferently, ~md are fully alive to its advantagea, they would always be 
well disposed to receive favorably any advice given to them ; and it would be seen 
·that they would make more progress in a year or two than the best intentioned men 
in five or six years." 

PROGRAMME OF INSTRUCTION IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 

What must be taug~t of domestic economy in primary schools? 
In my opinion the teaching carried on by means of ·practical lessons, of lectures 

and dictations, should include the most important subjects of the programme of the 
training schools, and particularly all that refers to the cleanliness of dwellings, the 
keeping in_good order of furniture, the laundry, and the preparation of ordinary. 
dishes. A1:J in the training schools, the teachet· should illustrate her lessons by 
models, and gh•e to her teaching the most practical character possible. Care should 
be taken that the pupils form collections of samples. of various textiles, of colonial 
produce, of substances used for laundry purposes, for the cleaning of clothes, &c., 

· at the same time taking all necessary l>recautions to guard against all possible danger. 
After leaving the primary schools, It is desirable that young girls belonging to the 

workin~ classes should attend the "ecoles menageres" (housekeeping schools), the 
lessons m which are organized on the same p~an as the lectures on domestic econ
.omy in training-schools. 

In these "ecoles menageres " sewing and dress-cutting, washing and ironing, 
housekeeping and cooking are practically taught. 

Let us sincerely hope that all these institutions may prove as completely adapted 
for their destination as can be wished, and may educate young girls who will know 
how to m ake a home pleasant, cheerful, and decent. " The • ecoles m{ma.g:eres '" 

·says 1\iadame HipJ??lyte Meunier, " may and should teach every young girl that 
her future duty w1ll be to make her home happy, agreeable, aud pure; to ornament 
it with a few flowers, to decorate it; and to make it attractive by allowin~ full play 
to the beneficent rays of the light-giving and air-purifying sun ; by tncreasing 
through her constant wisdom, the resources of comfort, and by displaying the treas
ures of her ~d and heart." 

NEEDLEWORK. 

The following are the various kinds of needlework the teaching of which has been 
mad~ compulsory in the Belgian primary schools since the year 1877 :- . 

FIRST OR ELEMENTARY GRADE: 

1. Knitting a band qr garter (two needles), various stitf:hes-plain stitch ; se.·un
stitch ; ribs ; intakes ; missing and picking up stitches. 

2. Knitting circular objects (four needles)-mittens. 
a. Socks, study of the proportions ; mounting and knitting. 

SECOND GRADE : 

Going over preceding grade. . 
1. Knitting stockings; proportions of the various parts ; drawin~ of a st.ockmhg 

and its various proportionate parts ; mounting and knittinJ;" ; mode of measunng t e 
stocking whilst it is being made ; mode of strengthening heel. 

2. Marking on canvas: alphabets and ciphers. 
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3. Rudiments of sewing: running-stitch, side-stitch, stitching, sewing, seaming, 
hemming, double-seaming, selvedge seams, folded seams. 

4. Mal!ing of easy and simple sewn objects : towels, napkins, pocket-handker
chiefs, aprons, underclothing, mending, and patching. 

THIRD GRADE : 
. . 

Going over preceding grade. 
1. Knitting petticoats, vests, mittens, gloves. 
2. Marking linen: alphal>ets and ciphers. 
3. Stitching, puckering, button-holes, eyelets. 
4. Mending clothes, darning stockings, patching clothes and linen, fine darning 

of tables and ordinary linen. · -
5. Making and cutting clothing, and particularly under-clothing. 
Note :-Fancy work, crochet, embroidery, tapestry, and net-work shall only be 

taught to pupils perfectly familiar with all kinds of useful work. Notwithstanding 
th~ progress realized in t:ecent years, many ~:~chools have t.:en1ained below the mark 
w1th regard to the teachmg of needlework and dress-cuttmg. · 

The want of method is 'the principal cause of their inferiority. A number of 
teachers have adopted the individual method, that is to say, that the pupils are 
engaged during the same class on works of various kinds; sometimes, however, 
they are engaged on the same kind of work; but the teacher does not endeavor to 
obtain simultaneous exercises ; she goes from one pupil to another, and ~i ves ad vice 
to each one individually. In order to maintain dtsmpliile, reading ot· smging ~oes 
on whilst needlework is being done; it is thus forgotten that full and undiv1ded 
attention should be given to the study of needlework, as well as to any other branch 
of study. 

To ensure success t.he teacher must apply to the lessons in needlework the me
thodical principles to which we think it our duty here to call attention. 

1. All needlework indispensable in every household should be taught (in schools), 
and the task of the teachers is not accomplished until all the pupils know how to 
cut and make bed and ordinary clothes : sheets, pillow-cases, aprons, underclothing, 
children's dresses, men's shirts, boys' ves~ and knickerboc~':rs, d~essing-~owns, &c. 

· Fancy work may be taught only to pupils perfectly familiar wtth all kinds of use
ful work. 

2. The lessons to be given on the simultaneous method·. 
3. Every lesson to begin with a shorL survey of the preceding lesson. 
4. Every new kind of work shall be the object of an oral lesson including, if need 

be: (a) a study of the various detailed :parts of the object to be made; (b) the execu
tion or explanation of the work by vanous intuitive processes (afte•· Frobel's system, 
canvas frame, and diagratns on the blackboard, slate, and copy-books); (c) questions 
by means of which the teacher shall invite various remarks, draw comparisons be
tween various objects and ascertain that the pupils have unders tood the subject. 

5. After the oral, demonstrative, and intuitive lesson comes the application , or, 
properly speaking, the practical lesson, during which the tea.cher sftall allow the 
pupils considerable freedom and initiative. 

6. Accuracy in the work is absolutely necessary. Various methods may be ap
plied. In certain cases the mutual system may be 1·esorted to. Thus, fot· example, 
a pupil having made a hem on the canvas-frame, the others, after exchanging their 
work, examine, each in her own special department, whether in the work submitted 

. to them the stitches are properly and regularly made. 
7. In the higher division, the pupils shall, from time to time, write essays ac

companied by designs; they will thus compose for their own private use a guide to 
dress-cutting and making. 

8. Care should be taken that the pupils form a collection of the various objects 
they have made-garters, mittens, stockings, &c.~for the children will not fail to 
try and increase their collections. 

The application of intuitive process~ requires great attention. The fi_rst condi
tion to be fulfilled before undertaking work of any kind is to understand it well in 
its details. A teacher gifted with an ingenious disposition will be able to inwmt 
intuitive processes of her own. For knitted work, for instance, she will prepare 
objects worked with very stout yarn, and have them pasted on pieces of cardboard 
which she will use for explaining difficult stitches. 

The canvas-frame is indispensable fur the intuitive teaching of sewing, marking, 
tapestry, stocking-darning. 

Large diagrams hung on the walls for studying dress-cutting will be found useful 
to teachers who are not proficient in the art of drawing on the black-board. 

ART-VOL 2--71 
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USEFULNESS OF DRAWING IN TEACHING THIS STUDY. 

Too much stress could not be laid on the usefulness of drawing as a help to the 
study of needlework. With the help of diagr.l.tlls the intuitive study of all kinds 
of work becomes possible. The following, by way of example, are a few of the fig
ures to be dmwn on the black-board:-

Knitting.-Plain stitches. plain and seam stitches, drawing of a sock, drawing of 
the various parts of a stocking, drawing of darning stitches, dra.wing of picking-up 
stitches, drawing of marking stitches. 

Sewing.-Diagrams representing running-stitch, stitching, side-stitch, hem-seam, 
button-hole stitching; the mode of joining pieces, patching, and mending; diagrams 
showing how to cut a piece of cloth economically. 

The training schools must, in the first place, enable their students to realize the 
programme set for the popular schools. The only means of securing this result is 
to apply t4e same method to the lessons taught, both in the training and in the pri
mary schools. 

It is hardly necessary to point out that the teaching of needlework, as applied to 
student-teachers, is more comprehensive than the teaching in primary schools; stu
dent-teachers are taught more fully dress-cutting and making; they are taught to 
use the sewing-machine, as also certain fancy work; they undergo a special course 
of training; but all this teaching should be carried on in the same methodical spirit. 

In order to hasten the application of the above-mentioned principles, temporary 
training classes should be established for the teachers of primary and training 
schools. 

The Belgian Section (Health Exhibition) comprises two methodical exhibitions of 
needlework, that of training schools, and that of primary schools. The works and 
patterns are classified in the order adopted in the official pro~ramme. 

In Belgium the Communal administration supplies gratu1tously the children of 
the poor with the necessary materials fot· needlework. 

The following is the programme adopted for the training schools: 

FIRST YEAR. 

I. Stocking-knitting.-Relative proportions of various parts, diagram represent
ing stocking and proportionate parts, mounting and knitting, measuring stocking 
wliilst it is being made, mode of strengthening heel. 

II. Ma·J•king.-Marking-stitch on canvas, alphabet and ciphers, marking-stitch on 
linen. 

III. Rudiments of sewing: various stitches, hemming, seaming, stitching, puck
ering, button-holes, eyelets. Cutting and making: sheets and pillow-cases, aprons, 
and under-clothing. 

IV. Mending clothes and linen. 
V. Fancy work, tapestry, crochet. 

SECOND YEAR. 

I. Knitting.- Petticoats, vests, mittens, gloves. 
II. Sewing.- Cutting and making underclothing, night-gowns, flannel vests, 

children's dresses, men's shirts. 
III. Darning and mending stockings, fine darning (table and ordinary linen). 
IV. Fancy work: crochet, embroidered initials, etc. 

THIRD YEAR. 

I. Sewing.-Cutting and making men's shirts, boy's vests ancl knickerbockers, 
young girl's dressing-gowns and dresses. 

II. How to use the sewing-machine. 
III. Fancy work. . 
IV. The teachi~g of needlework in Primary Schools: (a) KnowiE>dge of '.uetho- -

dology to be acquired by needlework teachers; (b) Programme of Primary Schools 
(20 July, 1880); (c) Neces.c;ity of simultaneous method for teaching needlework as 
well as other branches; (cZ) Account of the intuitive methods to which tcach~rs 
must resort; (e) Application of drawing to the teaching of needlework. and pn:rtiC
ularly to dress and linen cutting; (f) On the system of teaching, explanatwns, 
questions; (g) Didactic exercises. . . 

In primary schools four hom·s weekly are devoted to needlework; in trammg · 
schools the tiine devoted to needlework is four hours wet'kly during the first and 
r;ecoud years, antl three hours weekly duriug the thirrl year. 
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MANUAL TRAINING IN FRANCE. 

BY M. SALICIS, LATE INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF MANUAL TRAINING. 

The papers from which the following extracts are taken are among 
those published by the New York-College for the Training of Teach
ers, the latest* being received just as the proof-sheets of this Ap:pen
dix are in hand, and are therefore, here added as they contam a 
synopsis of the manual work given in the Elementary Schools of 
France to girls, as well as boys. 

From the paper written by Dr. Butler and issued as a " Leaflet" t 
is taken the following brief memoir of this distinguished Educational 
Reformer. 

On December 1, 1889, there died at Paris in the seventy-first year of his age, a man 
than whom no one has more ably and persistently urged the cause of that education, 
sometimes called new which is based entirely upon a study of the nature and capac
ities of the child-M. Salicis. Not in France only, nor even in Europe alone, was 
M. Salicis known ; the upholders of the argument for a natural education and man
ual training in Enf?land and the United States gladly recognized in him an inspir
ing leader and fnend. The work to which the last fifteen years of his life were 
devoted, the introduction of manual trainin~ into the schools of France, has already 
produced abundant results. Of all the civilized nations France is to·day far in the 
van in the matter of offering to her citizens a thorough and practical primary edu-

. cation. If evidence of this had previously been wanting, the Paris Exposition of 
1889 proved it conclusively. For tllis high honor which is justly due to France, llf. 
Salic1s is fairly entitled to a large share of the credit. 

1\f. Salicis was born in the department of the Charente-Inferieure on June 17, 
1~18, and before he was twenty years of age was admitted to the Ecole Polytech
mque. 

He entered t.he Navy, saw active service in tn.eCrimea, was active 
in -Paris during the siege by the Germans, and shortly afterwards 
was a representative from Paris in the National Assembly. 

Almost immediately he began to agitate for the addition of manual training to 
the curriculum of the elementary schools. By manual training llf. Salicis did not 
mean apprenticeship or technical teaching, but manual training as the New Jersey 
Councif of Education has defined it and as the term is used in the United States by 
its more intelligent advocates. It was one of M. Salicis' favorite illustrations, when 
reproached for attempting to make a workshop of the school. that manual t raining 
bears the same relation t<> the technique of the workman or the artist that orthog
raphy does to literature or poetry. He saw that the hand is of supreme intellect
ual importance, that it is primarily a vehicle of mental expression and the instru
ment by which the mind acquires a large amount of its information concerning the 
world of ohjects. He saw moreover that in the neglect cf the training of the mind 

· *Manual Training in France by M. Salicis, late Inspector-General of l\Ianual 
Training, Educationall\Ionographs, No. 3, Vol. III., 1\fay, 1890. 

tEducational Leaflet, No. 51, January 15, 1890. Gustave Adolphe Salicis, by 
Nicholas Murray Butler. 
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through the hand, the schools were entirely overlooldng an essential part of their 
task. To the correction of the tra. titional order of things in the schools of France, 
M. Sa.licis set himself and how well he succeeded the wor.d knows. 

THE INTRODUCTION OF MANUAL TRAINING IN• PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF PARIS. 

His first experiment was in the now celebrated Ecole de la 7'Ue Tournejo1·t, a 
municipal school in Paris, where he had the invaluable co-operation of the director, 
M. Laubier. In that primary school scores of children may to-day be seen busily 
at work at their drawmg, modellin~ or elementary steps in wood and iron working. 
To these subjects half of the time m school is given and it is conclusive proof of 
their educatiOnal value to say that the pupils of the Ecole de la rue Toumefort, 
though devoting much less time than their fellow pupils in other schools to the 
more usual school studies, are found inferior to none when they come to the official 
examinations for the·~ certificates cf primary studies." After making an official 
examination of the status of manual training in other European States and writing 
exhaustive reports on what he had seen, M. Salicis was appointed in 1885 an In-

- spector of Public Instruction and charged with the duty of elaborating courses of 
study in manual training subjects for the normal schools and also for the primary 
schools throughout the country. Despite financial and other obstacles to-day all the 
normal schools of Franc~ train their students to teach the subjects known as manual 
train in~ and all over France the school is l>eing completed and rounded out as rapidly 
as posstble by processes drawn from the workshops. Just before his death 111. 
Salicis had sent to the New York College for the Trainin~ of Teachers the manu
script for a monograph on Manual Training in France, wh1ch will shortly be printed 
in the series of Educational Monogr-aphs. _ 

From the " Monograph" just referred to, the following extracts are 
taken: 

LEGISLATIVE ACTION. 

It was in March, 1882, that the Chamber of Deputies voted in favor of making 
manual training obligatory for the different grades of primary instruction. Thus 
was realized in a much larger sense the scheme which Condorcet laid before the Con
vention nearly a century ago, and which the strong heads of the time naturally 
dubbed Utopia; it was !!poken of as Condorcet's Utopia! Very happily this is the 
way with a goodly number of Utopias; to-day they are follies in the sight of barren 
scepticism, and to-morrow they are fruitfully fulfilled. . 

Up to 18B2, ma.nmtl training wao; not ltltogether wanting in France; but wherett 
did exist, it was chiefly in the fot·m of apprenticeshi{>, or rather of undivided prepa· 
ration for one special calling. The institutions offermg this training bore the char· 
acteristic names of apprentice's schools, industrial schools, technical schools, schoo!s 
of art:; and trade3, and so on. These institutions were private corporations; thetr 
number was v~ry limited and they could not give to their pupils the general stamp 
which is inherent in a nationally ordered instruction. 

Beginiug at the very foundation, aml in keeping with the spirit of the law, the 
St!l.te has organized and ~s still busied in organizing, institutions which are p1·imary 
above all; just as are those whose fundamental principles are the book and the pe~. 
The State should no tuore aim to turn out accomplished workmen after a course tn 
simple manual training, than it claims to graduate thirteen-year old literati and 
historians on a pen and book instruction. But just as it ought to provide the 
pupils a'> far as possible with the knowledge necessary to spell their language co~
rectly and also with the elements of a tolerable style, just so in manual cou~ses tt 
can spread a knowledge of the correct use of the principal tools and of the ordJUary 
operations with them. 

Given a child's nature, nothing else is needed in order to develop there the pre· 
existent germ which stimulates him to realization; he can then be roused to a taste 
for work, and this is the inevitable outcome of training and underlying skill. Tile 
whole secret is here: underlying skill, disclosure of tendencies, taste for work. 

DELAYS I N EX'rENDING THIS INSTRUCTION THROUGHOUT FRANCE. 

Far from being well under way in 1882 with this worthy end in view, all preparaf 
tions for the. journey had still to be made; methods, building, stock of tools, bodY.0 

imtructors-all this coupled to the great obstacle thfl.t on making the new studtes 
obligatory, it hacl beeu forgotten to make any appropriation for them. 
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· Thanks however to the stand taken by M. Jules Ferry, Minister of Public Instruc
tion, and by M. Buisson, Director of Primary Instruction, a Special Normal Schonl 
for manual training was decided on and was straightway created. Admission by 
competition was granted to forty-eight young school-teachers, graduates of the 
Universite de France. They were taught there for one year the following 
branches:-

SPECIAL NORJIIAL SCHOOL COURSE. 

1. Experimental physics and chemistry as illustrated in simple phenomena, i. e., 
such experiments as might be repeated in elementary schools; the instruction was 
collective but the students had the privilege of individual manipulation. 

2· Natural history, treated in the same way. 
3. Plane trigonometry, algebra, and elementary mechanics. 
4. Descriptive geometry with direct applications to perspective and to stereotomy. 
5. Drawing, modelling, moulding, and graphic designing. 
6. Treatment of wood at bench and turning-lathe. 
7. Treatment of iron in the smithery, with vice and turning-lathe. 
8. As subordinate studies; choral music, French literature, fencing, and fire 

practice. · 
This programme was to be completed at a latter period by a scientific study of 

various fertilizers in their relation to the nature of the soil and to special produc
tions. Repeated quizzes, competitive reviews, and practical trials kept these y"oung 
teachers al.ways on the alert. Although the programme was overcrowded for 
immediate needs, it was thomughly carried out, and was satisfactorily assimilated 
in all its parts. 

From an essentially manual point of view it covered about the following ground: 
Stereotom~.-Design and construction of a soffit , of a full centre, of a segmental 

arch, of a stilted arch, of a rampant arcb.; development of the same; stringer of a 
staircase. 

Drawing and modelling.-Rendering of twelve models selected from the collec
tion of the National School of Fine Arts. No modelling was done, unless preceded 
or followed by a design of the object. 

Joinery.-Besides preliminaries, twenty exercises in joining and ten summaries. 
Smithery.-Introducing details, fire-building, striking in presence of one, two, 

and three, smiths, welding, rolling, m easuring the calibre, tempering. 
Millwright's WO?'k.-Practice in fiat and ha1f-round files, mortise-chisel, graver, 

saw. 
Wood t'!'rning-lathe.-Railings of different styles, MMecis case. 
Metal turning-lathe.-Slide cylinder . . 
Every object made was to be a material r endering of an off-hand sketch . A 

memorandum of each sketch was entered iri a special workshop note-book, a long 
with the teacher's private explanations and estimates. 

TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES. 

The close of the year witnessed the establishment of a certificate of proficiency 
for such as were fit to teach manual work in the normal schools and in t he higher 
primary schools. On examination this certificate was awan.leu to most of the 
students in the first promotion ; the few backward ones obt.'l.ined this distinction in 
the following year, along with twenty-four new students of the second promotion. 

The Special School has thus graduated seventy-two professors of manual training: 
since then, the normal school in St. Cloud has swelled the list by n. few adepts, and 
some independent teachers have shown themselves <O well Yersed in the several 
requirements a.S to pass satisfactory examinations in the same. Thus it is that now, 
in strict compliance with the law, each one of our ninety normal schools, including 
Corsica and Algeria, is provided with a competent professor of manual training. 
On the other hand these schools are fully equipped with laboratories, workshops, 
and tools; with respect to the new brn.nches. the programme is identical with the 
one adopted by the Special Normal School, minus the above mentioned 3rd, 4th , 
and the latter part of 8th. The. e.ourse is completed within three years at the rate 
of four hours per week, a rate which seems very inadequate . 

..ANNUAL INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF COliPETE:-<T TEACHERS OF NORMAJ, TRAINING. 

· Still these normal schools n.re beginning now· to p:mduatc CYcry year something 
like 1,500 teachers, who are pretty well fitted to intt·oduce the new studies in the 
numerous continuation schools. The outlook for the elementary schools is also 
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bright, and it may be hoped that they will delay no longer in incorporating special 
teacht!rs in their body of instructors. Summ~r schools are even being opened grad. 
ually in the normal schools to those teachers in each department who will pfedge 
themselves to rel?ular attendance. These voluntary teachers carry back to their 
schools a manual knowledge which is sufficient inasmuch as it is primary ; their 
own works are their models and their note-book is their ~uide. The remainder of 
their equipment, which in the beginning need be only shght in the way of build
ings and tools, will depend altogether on the General Councils and on the Munici
palities. 

In fifteen years from now, nearly all our primary high schools and most of our 
40,000 elementary schools for boys ought to provide our 2,750,000 male children of 
the working-classes with the instruction which will fit them completely for the 
future they have in store.* 

This period of expectation would have been shortened, and the standard of man
ual training would surely ha~e been raised, if the Special Not·mal School for Man
ual Training, founded by M. J . Ferry, had been developed instead of suppressed by 
his second successor; unfortunately, ministers have this point in common with the 
days,-they follow upon one another without being alike. 

After reciting the attractions of the new study to the pupils, and 
enumerating various obstacles in the municipalities to its more rapid 
extension throughout the country, the official programme of the 

·study as now pursued is given; followed by some very suggestive 
comments by M. Salicis, which will be found well worthy of consid
eration. 

For the time being and awaiting further reforms, manual work enters under the 
head of physical education. A synopsis of the same is as follows : 

BOYS. 

5-7 years. 7-9 years. 9-11 years. 11-13 years. 

---------------l----------------1--------- ----- --------------
Easy exercises in plait

ing, folding, and weav
ing. 

Cutting out pieces of 
colored paper and 
uniting them In geo· 
metric designs. 

Easy basket-work. 
Combinations of colored 

worsteds on canvas or 
on paper. 

Development of dex-
terity. . 

Construction of geo· 
metric sollds out of 
pasteboard. 

Basket-work, combina
tions of many colored 
twigs. 

ModeDing. 
Reproduction of geo· 

metric solids and of 
very simple objects. 

Wooden slips adorned 
with painted pictw-es 
and colored paper. 

Easy wire-work ; trel
lis-work. 

Combination of wire 
and wood-work; 
cages. 

Modelling simple arch!· 
tectur8l ornaments. 

Facts about the most 
common tools. 

Combined exercises in 
drawing aud model· 
ling. 

Ob~ects sketched on a 
giVen scale and vice 
versa-objects repro
duced from n sketch 
on a. gl ven scale. 

Chief tools used in wood· 
work. 

Graduated exercises. 
Planing, sawing wood, 

simple joinery. 
Boxes, nniled or put 

together without 
joints. 

Turulng lathe. 
Turning very simple olr 

cJieclstOols used in iron· 
work. 

Flle exercises, paring _or 
polishing rough p1g· 
Iron and cast-iron. 

*If we do not speak of the girls, it is because they have already to n certain 
extent a suitable primary manual training, consisting of needlework, cutting out, 
and dress making. 
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GIRLS. 

f>-7 ycnr.l. 7-U years. U- 11 ymu-s. 11 - 13 YCB.I"ll. 

-· 
Eo.~y Froebel exercises. Knittin~ and study or Knitting and taking up Knitting skirts, jackets, 
J>J!'iting, folding, weav- the StitCh. loose stitches. mittens. 

mg. Meshes on the right and Marking on canvas, Marking on linen. 
Knitting small articles. wrong sides. forward stitch, side St~n~"o~~s~athers, but-Ribbed work, increns- stitch, back stitch. 

i'lfu. diminishing. Overcasting stich. M~nding garments, dam-
Ma g stitch on can- Plain seam, hem, dou- mg. 

vas. bleseam. . El~ments or cutting and 
Elements or sewing. Overcastings on selv- making up very sim-
Hems and overcastings. edge. pie garments. 
Manual exercises to de· Overcastings on turned Eleme.nts of domestic 

velop d~xtcritr. in folds. economy in its relation 
C)tttingout and JOining Towels, napkins, hand- to the kitchen, to 

colored rsaper. kerchiefs, aprons, washing clothes and 
Eo.~y tria s in model- shirts, piecing. keeping them in re-

lug. roir, to the toilet, to 
usehold duties, to 

the garden, and to the 
poultry yard. 

-Such is nowadays in France the part which manual training plays in elementary 
schools. This programme may be altered to meet the wants of any and every 
school, and in such a way that each school can select a part of the whole in keeping 
with its means. In any case the Council of every department is vested with a 
certain authority in matters of changes such as it may seem wise to bring about in 
local applications of manual training. * * * 

M. SA.LIClS CRITICISES THE COURSE. 

Personally we do not think that the type of progran1me shown a.bove should be 
maintained as a. whole, at least as far as the boys are concerned. 

It seems to us that up to the eleventh year there is not a sufficient demand made 
upon individual thought and judgment, or upon the complete subjection of the 
hand to an jnstantaneous decision of eye and will. Moreover, physical strength 
meets with no means or incentive to develop. Weaving, basket-work, plaiting,
all this is quiet work, where the fingers are trained to move evenly and mechani
cally, without any intellectual exertion. The proof of this lies in the fact that this 
kind of work is introduced with greatest ease in the asy-lums for the blind and weak
minded. We believe that the true aim of manual traming should be to accustom a 
child at an early age to work standing, and as far as possible, to bring a.Jl parts of 
his body into play. Does he not do this anyway, if left to himself? Is 1t not a 
somce of continual ~onder to see the yougest children stand from morning to night; 
they are on such a constant go that it is impossible for their parents to keep up with 
them. And then, thanks to this healthful weariness, when night comes on they 
fall into a sound sleep from which they arise at early dawn refreshed and ready to 
begin all over again. 

THE CHILD'S INSTINCT FOR ACTIVE EXERTION. 

The needs of a child are made evident by his love for hoops, tops, ball-playing in 
all its phases, and so on. A child must dig ditches, build dams, climb trees, and 
experiment with the power of his ltmgs; he must do all this and in the same day. 
He will even skip his meals, if he has a chance. 

It is very true that all this cannot be done in a school ; still the natural inclination 
of a child should not be tampered with, but this overflow of •ita! energy should be 
controlled in such a way as to direct the main course into a channel of future use
fulness. 

Thanks to the freedom of scope and means which the Municipal Council of Paris 
has ~iven us, it is on these lines that we seek to promote manual training in the 
pubhc school of Rue Tournefort. We lay special stress upon our methods, because 
this institution realizes a type whose tendency is to spread as a whole or in part. 

METHODS OF THE SCHOOL IN RUE TOURNEFORT. 

There, all children from the ages of six ot· seven years have a part in active man
ual work. As soon as they enter school they begin modelling. and they keep up the 
study during theil· entire school course. They are also taught to t reat soft wood 
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with the saw, the rasp, the chisel, and the mortise-chisel. They are then advanced 
to the plane, the turning-lathe, and,the iron-work including furnace duty. 

At a very early age they begin to sketch. on a given scale, all draughting being 
recorded in a note-book which is never to leave them. These memoranda are 
chaotic at first, but they assume rapidly a definite shape ; the accounts of daily work 
are tabulated as regards the nature of the work, its material, and the time spent 
00~ . 

The school is made up of five classes, the highest being intended for special or 
post-graduate work. 

Classes in the public school of Rue Tournefort. 

~~~~~~~. ::: :::::: .:: ::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::.:::::::.:.::::::.:::: 
~~Y~3~~~~.:::::::::::: : ::::::::: :::: ·: ::::::::::::::::: ·:::::::::::: :·:::: :::::::::: 
Fourth class .. . ... .. .... . ...... . . .. .. ... ... .. ..... .................. . .. . ............ .. 

Years. 

12-14 
10-12 

()..]] 
8-10 
';-9 

Houl'S 
pel' week 
devoted 
to man· 

unl 1\'0rk. 

21 
~ 
5 
4 
3 

No attempt is · made to specialize before the special class. Once there, students 
are given successively finishing touches in a complete general training, but besides 
that, they have access to such special bran,ches as will foster more especially an 
avowed bent. 

The new instruction involves ali additional expense of 1,500 francs a year; the 
school receives 260 children, and were it not for 1ts small quarters it could take in 
300 without its outlay being increased other than by the expenditure for raw ma
terial. · 

THE RESULTS AFTER SIXTEEN YEARS. 

This institution has been in operation now for nearly sixteen years, and the ex
periment mar be considered a success from the triple point of view of hygiene, gen
eral instruct1on, and practical results. The children thrive notwithstanding the 
fact that their attendance in school is longer by two hours than the usual regula
tions provide. Their occupations are so varied, in accordance with their mental 
and physical aptitude, that there is no sign of weariness after their exertions of 
mind and body. Ardor pervades them in a characteristic way ; their heaviest pun-
ishment is to be debarred from the workshop. · 

As regards instruction, the annual examination ordeal for the certificate of pro
ficiency in primary studies is a sufficient relative criterion ; it proves that the 
scholars from the Rue Tournefort are among the best off, as far as scholastic knowl
edge is concerned. Thus, in addition to what their comrades in other schools 
know, they are indebted to the new instruction for all the manual training they 
have acqwred. The practical results are made manifest in the facilities for finding 
good apprenticeships, for reducing their length, and for being sooner compensated. 

Besides choice workmen devoted to their calling, this school has graduated expert 
accountants, teachers, professors even of higher branches, and artists ; one of these, 
famous when twenty years old for his water-colors, is now much sought after by 
New York publishing houses. 

EXTENT OF MANUAL TRAINlNG IN SCHOOLS OF PARIS. 

Of the two hundred boys' schools in the city of Paris, about one-half are equipped 
with benches and turning-lathes, at which the older scholars do manual work. The 
Municipal Council and the Board of Instruction are both endowed with the very 
best will, and still they have not dared to settle definitely the amount of importance 
to be attached to primary training. .Ai3 a consequence, this instmction is soroe
'vhat subordinate, and up to the present time the results attained are not in propor
tion to the sacrifices made. Another cause of delay is the lack of teachers well 
qualified in point of methods and statements. As a matter of. necessity workmen 
are called in ; they are good practical men as far as their own work goes; but when 
it comes to imparting knowledge, their teaching is decidedly em1)irical. 

This state of affairs has very happily reached a climax and a sweeping change 
will take place; the teachers will now be recruited f rom the ranks of Normal 
School graduates of the department of the Seine. 
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dustrial Education (1887). · 

VIII. Criticisms of the action of the Board of Education of New York City 
. reviewed by Nicholas Murray Butler, Ph. D. (1888). 

IX. The status of the Mauual Training movement as shown by recent official 
reports (1888-1889). 
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I. 

INTRODUCTION. 
The papers here grouped supplement, and in some instances con

tinue, the history of the development of public opinion which, 
by gradual growth, has resulted in effectin~ the introduction of 
some forms of industrial education as a part of the school system of 
several American cities, and, in a few cases, to preliminary legisla-
tive action by the State. · 

The indications of an educational advance, on the lines laid down 
when the study of Industrial Art Drawing was successfully incor
porated as a part of the regular courses in the public schools, were 
evident in the preceding volume of this Report. (See Part I, pages 
63-71.) .. 

In the text of the present volume the latest accessible information 
in r egard to the status of this movement in the several towns and 
cities referred to, has been em bodied. (See Part II, pages 97-100, 
and pages 14;5 et seq., et al.) In these accounts the statement is made 
that such other material, extracts from official reports, etc., as may be 
requisite to a continuance of the history of the movement from its 
inception, and to show the methods adopted, as well as to record the 
successive steps in the growth of public opinion down to the date of 
publication, will be given in this Apl>endix. In addition, the r ecent 
movement in the city of New York 1s here recorded, as well as the 
laws passed by the legislature of New Jersey, and the fact of the 
sending a Commission to Europe by the legislature of Pennsylvania. 
A large amount of miscellaneous material relating to the various 
phases of Industrial Education all over the world is given in the 
preceding appenqices; as was also promised in the text. In accord
ance witli these promises the following extracts from various Ameri
can official reports,' ' annual" and "occasional," have been collated. 

A summary of the earliest steps taken in Massachusetts towards 
the introduction of ''the manual element in education" from 1877 to 
1882 was given, as just noted, in Part I . The history of this move
ment as set down in the annual reports of the State Board of Educa
tion, has been further continued in this Ap!;endix. 

Extracts from the annual reports of the t:)tate Board of Education 
of Massachusetts, and of the city school authorities of the following 
cities, namely: . Boston, Massachusetts; Newport, Rhode Island; 
New Haven, Connecticut;· and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, are here 
included, as well as the special report of the committee appointed 
for that purpose made to the Board of Education of New York City, 
with a review by Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, of some published 
criticisms upon t he action of the Board, in which the President of 
the Training College for Teachers states concisely some positions of 
the advocates ::md opponents of Manual Training. 

The extracts from the report of the school authorities of Newport 
serve to show how such movements begin. In the other cities, with 
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the exception of New York, where as yet the first practical experi
ments are not a twelve-month old, much progress has been made 
towards the very general introduction of some forms of industrial 
training in the schools, as is shown in the earlier chapters of this 
volume. 

The extracts here given show by what steps these results have 
been attained, and may, therefore, be found of use to those who in 
other communities are seeking to accomplish similar results. 

The final paper of this Appendix, compiled from recent reports made 
to State Boards of Ed-ucation and other bodies, summarize the latest 
utterances; and designate the advanced ground which the leading 
advocates of Manual Training seek to occupy; and thus serve to show 
_the status of the Manual Training Movement in the year 1889 as 
depicted by its friends and promoters. 



II. 

REPORTS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS STATE BOARD OF EDUCA
TION. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION FOR THE YEAR 1883-'8!. * 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

The following brief words include all that the Board said upon 
this topic in their brief formal report of 22 pages: 

The interests of Industrial Education have received no new impulse, nor has 
any especially new light been thrown upon the subject. It is a line of effort in re
spect to which the Board feels that it should make haste slowly. The experiments 
heretofore reported , are still in progress, and the results are by many fondly an
ticipated. So widely divergent are the needs of our youth of special instruction in 
the elements of the various handicrafts-a difference arising, at least in part, from 
contact with such handicrafts in the country, and separation from them in the 
cities-it is doubtful if such instruction can for the present enter as a considerable 
element into our public school work. Cherishing towards it, however, a hospitable 
spirit, we may cordially welcome the fruits of experience. * * * * * * 

. The reports of the "Visitors of the Normal Schools" follow; then 
comes the report of Hon. John W. Dickinson, the Secretary of the 
Board. The Secretary gives a bri~f summary of the Massachusetts 
School system which comprises four grades of schools, namely: 
"Primary,"-" Intermediate,"- " Grammar" and "High School." 
These grades· are described; of the last, he says: 

THE HIGH SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS . 

Our high schools also hold an important place in our system. They determine 
the course of studies to be pursued in the lower schools, and the methods of teaching 
by which the topics are to be presented to the learner's mind. 

It was a fortunate thing for the Commonwealth that Harvard College was founded 
in the first years of our political history. The existence of the college made the 
old grammar schools a necessity, and the requirements of the grammar schools 
gave character to all the grades of schools below them. If the public schools of the 
Commonwealth hold a relatively high place, it is due in no small degree to the 
early establishment of the superior schools. 

He then discourses as follows concerning 

THE PROVINCE OF THE P UBLIC SCHOOLS. 

Our public educational institutions are conducted in accordance with the t heory 
that it is their province to furnish an opportunity to all the children of the State to 
acquire so much knowledge and so much discipline of the faculties as are necessary 

*"Forty-eighth Annual Report of the Board of Education; together with the 
Forty-eighth Annual Report of the Secretary of the Board. 188~. J anuary, 
1885. Boston : Wright & Potter Printing Co., State Printers, 18 Post·Office Square. 
188.'>. Pp. 274, and cxlv." · 
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to preparo all to enter with a good chance for success upon any of the practical 
affairs of either private or social life. 

· Our public schools do no~ propose to train their members directly for the practice 
of any trade or any profess•on. They propose to do much more than that, to give to 
the children the opporLunity of obtaimng that knowledge and that cultivation of 
mental power, which will, m due time, bring them to the various occupations of 
life, ready to pursue them in the most intelligent and most productive manner. 

John Stuart Mill says, that "what professional men should carry away with them 
from the public schools is not professiOnal knowledge. but that which should direct 
the use of their professional knowledge, and bring the light of general culture to 
illu'llinate tha te;}hnicalities of any special pursuit." "Men are men before they 
are lawyers, or merchants. or manufacturers, and if the schools makt;l them sensible 
men, they will make themselves sensible laborers." We shall be in danger of creat
ing a race of mechanical men, if we do not train them to something above mechanics 
before their minds are narrowed to the study and practice of the mechanic arts. 
The public schools should aim to cultivate that _general intelligence and that phil
osophic spirit which will bring the youths of the country to their particular pur
suits in life with strong minds and good hearts. In doing this, with all that is 
implied in it, they will accomplish enough, for they will produce an education which 
will prevent a man from being lost in his business. They will furnish him with a 

. knowledge of principles and the power of self-control. This knowledge and power 
will prove the source of endless prog ress in all the affairs of practical life, and pre
vent its possessor from placing a higher value on the means of living than on the 
life itself. 

THE WORTH OF A BROAD EDUCATION IS MEETING WITH GROWING RECOGNITION. 

A liberal education has always been considered necessary to a respectable position 
in the professions, but unnecesary to success in the manual occupations of life. 
Young people intending to go into business, as it is called, frequently leave school 
before their courses of study are completed, believing that the abstraction of science 
and the refinements of literature have no appropriate place among the acquisitions 
of business men. The modern experiences of business men are leading them to a 
change of opinion, and the)' are now inclined to choose the graduates of the high 
schools and colleges, rather than the uneducated, for the business capacity which a 
generous culture is adapted to produce. Secondary instruction , they find , is as 
necessary to guide the hands to successful physical, as it is to guide the faculties to 
successful mental, labor. The artisan as well as the artist, the business man as well 
as the professional, the private citizen as well as the law-maker, must be lifted above 
the mechanical operations of their work, by a knowledge of causes, and by skill in 
the application of principles. , 

If one passes successfully through all the grades of our public schools, he will be 
fitted to make, under the guidance of · his own acquired knowledge and trained 
powet·s, all other acquisitions necessary to enable him to occupy, with credit to him· 
self, his place in life. 

The reports of "The Agents of th e Board," who supervise the 
system throughout the state, follow. From the report of Mr. George 
H. Martin, on High Schools, the following extracts are taken as tend
ing to controvert some popular prejudices against t.hese schools. I!1 
one, the school of Milford, it will be noticed that a similar exhibi
tion of scholars' work was held to that recorded in this volume as 
having been undertaken in the High School of W est Boylston. 

HIGH ScHOOLS. 

MEMBERSHIP AND ORGANIZATION. 

The high schools have been called, by one class of opponents, schools for the rich, 
where children whose parents might pay for their education are educated at the 
public expense. By another class they have been called schools for the poor, where 
children of non-taxpaying parents are educated out of their sphere at the expense 
of the tax-paying part of the community. 

I have found that the schools are composed neither of children of the rich nor ?f 
children of the poor. but of children of the people, some rich, some poor. most m 
that condition which characterizes our Massachusetts t.owns, neither rich nor poor. 
In one school I found the children of the mayor of the city, of a member of Con· 
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gress-and of a colored barber in the same classes. In many towns I have found the 
children of wealthy manufacturers side by side with children of the operatives in 
their father's mills. 

In no ca'!e is there a thought of condescension on the one side nor of undue aspira
tion on the other . The teachers have communicated to me some most interesting 
facts of the self-denial of parents in humble circumstances to secure to their chil
dren better advantages than they themselves had received. Parents whose only 
income is from manual labor, who give their boys and girls their time from four
teen to eighteen, with board and clothes, cann(lt be charged with educating their 
children wholly at the, public expense. They do their share. * * * 

INDUSTRIAL WORK IN A HIGH SCHOOL. 

In Milford last year the high school gave a public exhibition of articles made by 
the pupils. The girla showed specimens of cooking, sewing, embroidering and 
painting. The boys exhibited, besides some specimens of cooking aud considerable 
fret-sawing, a steam-engine, a telegraph instrument, a model of the gas works, ari 
electrical machine, compound levers, lifting pump an<t Barker's mill, a model of a 
derrick. Althouah this was the first work of the kind, the articles showed inge
nuity and skill. This year a still larger amount and variety of work has been done. 
The money received from admission fees furnished prizes to the most successful ex
hibitors, and left a balance to be expended for ornamenting the school-room. * * * . 

As a common charge has been that the education of the Public 
Schools and especially of the High Schools tended to dissatisfy the 
pupils with work, the following direct statements by Mr. Martin, in 
reference to this accusation, are timely and pertinent. By reference 
to page 5!l7 of this volume (Appendix I, Paper VII) it will be seen 
that the statistics carefully kept for a series of years by Mr. Missi
mei·, Principal of the High School of Erie, Pennsylvania, fully con
firm Mr. Martin's statements as to the occupations in after life of 
High School ~raduates. These facts, so carefully ascertained and 
recorded, furmsh the best possible refuta tion to the unsupported as
sertions of the pessimistic opponents of High Schools. 

WHAT BECOMES OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES? 

In view of a feeling in the community, which has been fostered by inconsiderate 
writers, that the drift of the high school was away from honest and useful labor , 
I have everywhere asked,-" What do your students do after leaving school ?" The 
answet· is always the same,-'' They go to work." More specific inquiry reveals the 
fa:ct that they enter promptly upon the employments of the communities in which 
they live. In the cittes they go chiefly to the. stores, banks and business offices. In 
the manufacturing centres they go besides into the mills, doing work requiring a 
higher degree of intelligence. A smaller number are on farms and engaged in 
trades. That they do not gravitate in large numbers towards the less remunerative 
kinds of manual labor is doubtless true. That the children of parents employed in 
such labor aspire to cleaner hands and better clothes is perhaps true. The parents 
aspire for them, a nd make sacrifices to send them to the high school, that they may 
not be mere drudges. 

But because they do not become drudges, it by no means follows that they become 
drones. The principal of the high school in Worcester has taken pains to learn 
about the graduates of that school. Of those who have been graduated during the 
last eight years, he can find but one who is not usefully employed. The principal 
of the high school in Fitchburg has published a list of the graduates of that school 
since its establishment, with tlieir occupations. All are at work. The same thing 
has been done by the Superintendent of Schools in Dedham with siruihu results. 
The work which the graduates are doing is honest and honorable, and in towns 
where the school has been long established, they are among the influential members 
of society. 

While this is the natural result of all true education , it is also due in great measure 
to the direct influence of the teachers. By precept and example they mngnify hon
est work. They help the students to form ideals of character worth strh·ing after. 
Although moral science, as a bra nch of study, is seldom included in the course, yet 
the general influence of the schools is to include sound moral principles, and to 
develop good moral character. · · 
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WHAT THE WGH SCHOOLS ARE DOING. 

In looking over the whole work, as it bas come under my inspection, I find that 
the free public high schools are doing the following work. 

They are offering to more than 90 per cent. ot' the children of the State the advan
tages of secondary instruction. 

They are actually giving such instruction to more than 15,000 pupils. 
They are giving classical instruction to mort~ than half of this number, and fitting 

for college more than 1,300 stude$. 
They are, besides this, acquainting the pupils with the results of modern thought, 

and with the achievements of modern science, so fitting them to live in the modern 
world. 
· They are cultivating the reflective powers, and developing feelings of responsi

bility. 
They are training the mind to look beneath the surface of things,-to hunt for 

causes,-to discover relations,-to search for truth. 
They are furnishing more elevated stand-p1>ints, thus securing broader views. 
They are presenting higher motives of conduct and leading to self-mastery. 
They are. holding up true standards of character, and are stimulating earnest 

effort to attain them. · 
They are cutting across social distinctions, and preventing the formation of castes. 
In a word, they are fitting their students to be useful members of a self-governing 

Commonwealth. 
To say that they have defects is to say that they are subject to the limitat-ions 

which affect all human institutions. The defects may be remedied, meantime the 
schools are worthy of the fullest confidence and the most generous support. The 
State may he proud that from so small a germ as the grammar school of 1635 she 
has evolved an institutiop. capable of accomplishing so much. 

GEORGE H. MARTIN. 



III. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORTS OF THE SCHOOL AUTHORITIES 
OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. . 

In Part I of this Report, the history of the introduction of draw
ing in the Boston schools, was given at length, as well as the first 
indications of probable further progress in industrial education. In 
this volume is recorded the present situation of the movement and, 
in this Appendix, it is proposed to show the progress of the move
mimt from 1883 to 1886. 

The following is from the school committee's report for 1883: * 
MANUAL TRAINING. 

The increasing demand in the community for suitable manual education of chil
dren whose bent of mind or the circumstances of whose families cause them to 
lea.ve school early (thereby losing the advanta~s of the studies pursued in the upper 

. grammar classes) in order to acquire instruction in trades which will qualify them 
· for self-support and aid in the support of their families, is.about to be supplied, if 

the measures, plans, and action, adopted the past year, are practically and wisely 
directed and carried into operation in 1884. .· 

A subject which has so long engaged the consideration and sense of responsibility 
of the thoughtful amon~ the public and the school authorities· must needs be very 
prudently inaugurated, m order to ensure success and lead to the desired larger ben
eficial developments . 
. That High Schools should be provided by requirement of the State for the men

tal culture of children, at an expense of about $100 a year, pe'l' ca1Jita, while no 
tuition for boys has been provided in mechanical handwork to supplement the 
teaching of industrial (hawing, and as a counterpart to High School instruction, has 
seemed an anomal;r and injustice. 

The benefits wh1ch have resulted from teaching· sewing to girls prove the utility 
and wisdom and feasibility of corresponding manual instmctiou for boys. 

A chief hindrance to every movement in favor of its introduction has been the 
difficulty of planning a right beginning, in a way to justify the authorities in grant
ing money for its establishment. 

The proposition in 1880 to found, at once, a large workshop in accordance with 
the designs of the well-remembered inventor and mechanician, Mr. Samuel P. Rug
gles, since deceased, who had intimated that after it was started he would contrib
ute largely to its endowment, failed, because of the magnitude of its proposed be
ginning, and the fact that the sum of $15,000, asked for; was deemed too large a 
ventute for such an exper iment. 

A PRACTICAL Pf,AN SUGGESTED BY THE RESULT OF THE DWIGH'l' SCHOOL EXPER

IMENT. 

Now, what is deemed the right initial plan has been devised, through introducing 
the learning of the elements of carpentry work by such members of the first-class 
in the Dwight School as showed an aptitude for it, and whose parents approYed of 
their application to it. The re~ ults, as exhibited in the interesting report of the 
master of that school, were satisfactory and encouraging. 

The feasibility of t eaching and of acquiring profita.ble learning in mechanical 
work, in conjunction with. the usual studies, has pointed out the way in which man-

*" Annual Repo1t of the School Committee of the City of Boston, 1883. . Boston: 
Rockwell and Churchill, City Printers, No. SO Arch street. 1884. Pp. 2i6." 
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ual training may be taught with ad vantage, in several schools at the same time, and 
without interference with the regular school cow·se. · . 

The study and practical treatment of this subject, contained in the last annual 
report of our Superintendent, afforded an occasion to our Board to appoint a spe
ci;;tl committee for its further consideration, with a view to its incorporation in the 
scheme of instruction. 

The report of the Committee on Industrial Education, which is the product of the 
opinions of the ~xperienced ~;>resident and professors of the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, in corroboration of those of the Superintendent and that special com
mittee, so as to adapt them to our schools a> they exist, is before the public, and its 
recommendations have been adopted. 

Modifications of the course of study, if found to be necessary in order to prevent 
overwork or harmful interference, or otherwise to better adjust the branches of in-
struction, will be adopted, as experience may advise. · 

The City Council of 1883, among its last acts, made an unanimous special appro
priation of $2,500, in response to our application for defrayin~ the expenses for one 
year of initiating and carrying into effect the plan authorizea by the Board, in con· 
formity with the report of its special committee. * * * 

Superintendent Seaver, in his report for the same year, which 
follows that of the committee just quoted, considers the subject at 
length as follows: 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

In what ways, if in any, can the public. schools be made to meet the popular de
mand for industrial education? 

This question may well occupy the att~ntion of those who care for and control 
public instruction, because such is the growing belief in the importance of indus
trial education that people are beginnin~ to invoke the aid of compulsory legisla
tion-in its behalf. Whether public opin1on in Boston is ripe for the u~troduction of 
such education into the public schools, under the permissive statute now in force, 
can best be known by submitting to the School Committee, and through that body 
to the City Council,' some definite project looking to that end. If the project itself 
shou}.d be feasible, discussion would turn on the general question, and the state of 

fublic opinion might then become manifest. Such a project I hope to submit, and 
trust discussion may show that public opinion is ready at least to make a trial 

of it. 
The importance of this subject will be appa1·ent from a glance at statistics. By 

the last census there were, in Massachusetts, about 721,000 persons engaged iu all 
the various employments. Of the.>e, almost a half were enga"'ed in manufactures; 
less than one-siXth in mercantile pursuits; less than one-tenth in agriculture; and 
less than one-twentieth in a ll the literary, profes3ional, and civic employments. 
About one-fifth are classed as domestic servants and unskillecl laborers. The.>e 
exact proportions, of course, do not hold fo1· Boston taken by itself, for here the 
commercial and professional .classes are relatively larger, while the agricultural 
class counts for nothing . . But it is well known that Boston is the centre of Yery 
large, as well as very numerous and Yarious manufacturing interesLs ; antl that, 
consequently, about as many of her youth are destined to industrial employments 
as are destined to all other employments taken together. 1'his is enough to show 
the importance of industrial education. 

Now, if it be admitted as a principle that public education should have some re
gard to the probable future employments of the young in any community, the~e 
can be little question about the propriety of including itl our scheme ·of public 
education so much of mdustrial education as can be given better at the public cost 
than in any other way. 

THE BASIS OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ALREADY IN THE SCHOOLS. 

Industrial education is even now not unknown in our schools. We recognize it 
in the drawing, which is taught, not as picture-making,-a pretty accompli_sh
ment,-but as a langua.,.e for the expression of the facts of place and form. It IS a 
training of the eye and hand as skilful servants of the intelligence,-a ti·aining of 
the highest use to artisans of every name. It is also a means of developing a sense 
9f fitness and proportion in design, a way of educating the taste in decoratiou,-;all 
w hich is industrial al·t-education. Then there is sewing, which is taught to grrls 
~vith a. very direct reference to their future employments. Introduced at firo t ~ a 
charity 1 it is now recognized as a very legitimate charge upon the whole commuruty~. 
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because it prepares so many girls to be useful members of society. Many a woman 

. gratefully remembers that she owes remunerative employment, and consequent 
self-res_{>ect and happiness, to the school-instruction she received in tllis branch of 
industnal education. · · 
· These are recent additions to the school curriculum, but the principle on which 
they are justified has long been recognized as sound and beneficial . 

. ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF THE BOSTON ENGLISH HIGH SCHOOL. 

In 1821, while Boston was yet a town, and mainly a commercial town, a school 
of hlgher grade was established to meet a want then felt for a form of public educa
tion better suited to the needs of boys whose destination was, not college and a pro
fession, but the store and the counting-room. This was the English High School, 
whlqh has, ever since its establishment, aimed to give its pupils a good couuuercial 
education. Not that its course of study has been narrowly limited to that, but that 
has always been a strong feature. Book-keeping and commercial arithmetic are 
here taught to the future accountant, and navigation used to be taught to the 
possible ship-master, for the same reason that drawing is now taught to the future 
artisan, and sewing_ to the future dress-maker or house-keeper. 

In the ;Evening High School phonography and in the Evening Drawing Schools 
drau~hting are taught to pupils who propose to make direct practical use of their 
acqwrements in their every-day employments. · 

INFERENCES DRAWN FRO~I THE FOUNDING OF THE P UBLIC LaTIN IDGH SCHOOLS. 

But the most conspicuous recognition of the principle that public education should 
be shaped with reference to the probable future occupations of the pupils, appears 
in the public Latin schools. Here futw·e lawyers, physicians, and clergymen, 
teachers, authors, and jow·nalists are helped far along on the direct road to their 
several professions. This provision for the liberal education of professional men 
and women results f.-om those generous and enlightened views of the public good 
which have shapeJ our ·educational policy from the earliest times. . 

l!'ACILITIES FOR ACQUIRING A LmERAL EDUCaTION EARLY RECOGNIZED aS ESSENTIAL 
TO A CIVILIZED,COMMUNITY. 

A thorough education for .professional men was· felt by our forefathers to be a 
prime public necessity, and this was provided for at the public cost, partly by main
taining schools to prepare boys for college, and partly by grants of money to sup
port colleges. Later the need of a liberal commercial education was recognized ; 
and that, too, was provided for in the publicschool systeru. To-day the great educa
tional want of our young people is l>etter preparation for the industrial employ-
ments which so many of them are to follow. · 

The old apprenticeship system is gone. The great re>olution wrought by steam 
and machinery, in all branches of industry , particularly by massing labOrt:ll'S in 
great establishments and specializing their work, has left little room for the general 
training an apprentice needs. Such work as an apprentice must do in order to learn 
thoroughly his chosen craft is not conveniently furnished in the large establish
ments of the present day ; and even if it were otherwise, !lttch work would l>ossess 
very little value for his employers. The journeyman of limited skill, who 1s kept 
continually at one process or part of a proqess, can earn more for his employer than 
can the apprentice, who must pass from one process to another for the sake of 
learning thew all. And so it has come to pass that the boy who wishes to become 
.a skilled artisan finds his way blocked by the unskilled journeyman. If the necell
sity of earning wages constrain him, he submits to the inevitable, learns a process 
or two, and ends by becoming himself also an unskilled jow·neyman. Tltis partly 
explains why the supply of skilled artisans in many branches of industry has 
beCome inadequate, and why employers are looking abroad to supply the deficiency. 

BROAD APPLlCATION OF THE TER~[ "LIBERAL EDUCATION." 

Now, there is such a thing as" a liberal education in the mechanic arts," just as 
there is a liberal education in science or iu letters. It is callell a lii.Jeral education, 
because it consists in learning, not the specialties of a particular t.rade, but ·the 
fundamental arts that apply in many trades. As a liberal education in science an<l 
letters is what the future pt·ofessional man most needs, so a liberal education in 
the mechanic arts, is what the young artisan most needs ns a preparation for his 
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-chosen trade. But modern shops do not.give this. Shall public instruction under
take to give it? 

Assuming the validity of the principles which have prompted a generous educa
tional policy hitherto, the questwn now is, whether it is not in the line of that same 

·generous policy to embrace in our scheme of public instruction such forms of in
dustrial education as have been proved to be practicablE' and beneficial. In other 
words, considering the number of people deeply interested, would it not be illiberal 
and unwise not to provide for such education? 

THE RESULTS OF PRA.CTICAL EXPERIMENTS IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

If this be granted, the ne~:t question is, What forms of industrial education have 
been proved to be both practicable and beneficial ? 

The answer to this question is su~gested in part by the very interesting and suc· 
cessful ex~riment made in ihe Dwight School a year ago. The use of the comwou 

. wood-cuttmg tools of the carpenter was taught to some of the boys two hours a 
week for the greater part of a school year. At the same time, the boys continued 
their regular school lessons. The experiment proved, if any J?roof were needed, that 
boys take to shop-work, under good instruction, with great mterest. The progress 
made was very ~ratifying, and, in some cases, quite surprising. 

- But the experunent has been made on a much la1:ger scale in such schools as the 
School of Mechanic Arts, connected with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
in Boston, and the Manual Training School of ·washington University, in St. Louis. 
These two schools have been in existence only a few yea1'S; but such has been their 
success in a short time as to leave no doubt that they are meeting a real want iu 
the community. · · 

In both these sehools the working time of the pupils is about equally divided be· 
. tween mental and manual training. The former includes the studies of the upper 

class of our grammar schools, and the English, mathewati,cs, and science of the 
high school course. Th!'l manual training includes carpentry, wood-turning, pat
tern making, moulding, castin~, iron-chipping and filing; forge-work, and the use 
of some machine-shop tools. uther kinds of ·shop-work are to be added from time 
to time, as the need for .them ·may become manifest. In the St. Louis school shop· 
work fills two hours a day, in the Boston school, three hours. Free-hand and me· 
chanical drawing takes one hour a day. The rest of the time is given to mental . 
training. 

· In selecting the kinds of shop-work and in the management of shop-instruction, 
the governing consideration is that all shop-work should be disciplinary .in its 
character, so that the training afforded by it should be what Professor Runkle has 
called "a liberal education in the mechanic arts,"-not a special preparation for 
·one trade, but a good general preparation for any one of many trades. 

He then quotes largely from the catalogue of the Manual Training 
School in St. Louis, a fter which he says: , · 

A TECHNICAL PUBLIC MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL RECOJ\11\IENDED. 

The foregoing quotations show something of the features ~nd the spirit of an ex· 
·cellent and successful manual training-school,-a school which would be, with some 
-modifications of details, well suit~d to the needs of Boston. The course of manual 
training given in this school is not quite so ex~nsive as that given in tho Institu~e 
of Technology, and not much beyond what might well be undertaken in a pubhc 
school of similar character. . 

The central idea of the school, that of combining into one course of instruction 
·shop-work and ordinary school-work in about equal proportions, is not one which 
can well be carried out in our grammar schools. .Even if- the purpose for which 
these schools exist-elementary general education-admitted the introduction of 
shop-wm·k, which in my judgment it does not, yet the great expense of providing 
.many separate schools with shops, tools, and machinery would make the thin_g 
altogether impracticable. Moreover, it should be borne in mind that shop-work IS 
not suited to thll strength and stature of boys under fourteen years of age ; and four· 
fifths of the boys now in the grammar schools are under that age. 

PRACTICAL SUGG~STIONS. 

The best provision, theref01·e, would be to establish, at some central point in the 
.city, one manual tt-aining-school, to equip this school thoroughly for its work, and 
.to admit to it, under suitable restrictions, boys from all parts of ~the city. A single 
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sehool, large enough to accommodate two or three hundred pupils, would be the 
most economical provisiqn that could be made. By changing the classes in accord
ance with a properly ananged time-table, the sho.ps and tools would be in use all the 
.time, and the instructors, both in shop-work and m ordinary school-work, would be 
constantly occupied. In this school the boys should continue their or<;linary school- .. 
work about two hours a day, attend to drawing one hour, and work in the shops 
two hours more. If the course were made three years long, the intellectual work 
would cover the upper part of the grammar-school course (or the most essential 
studies in it) together with some parts of the high-scho9l course. The manual train
ing could be brought up to the point of enabling pupils, on leaving school, to enter 
many manual employments with advantage to themselves and,. therefore, to the 
commwtity. Not that the school would or could teach any single trade, as would 
be done in an apprentice school ; but its pupils would be so well grounded in the 
general principles of many trades that the specialties of each ·trade would be very 
q_uickly learned. The experience of the St. Louis school, as well as that of other 
srmilar institutions , leaves little doubt on this point. 

On the other hand, a manual training-school that should undertake much less 
than is here suggested wquld be likely to fail ·from the mere inadequacy of the. means 
to the end proposed. And this is one reason more for undertaking only one school 
at first. 

PUPILS WHO WOULD FWD A MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL DESIRABLE. 

There are now about two thousand five hundred boys in the grammar schools who 
are fourteen or more years old. Some of these would be greatly benefited by joining 
the manual training-school; and their parents would doubtless be glad to have them 
allowed to do so. Then there are in the high schools, some boys who would be 
better placed in a manual training-school. Furthermore, there are many boys who 
are now withdrawn from school at or before the age of fourteen, but whose parents 
doubtless would be very glad to keep them longer in school, if the pro~pect were 
that the school would help them well on towards earning a living by s01be form of 
skilled labor. · · 

Out of the three or four thousand boys of suitable age in the city , it ought not to 
be unreasonable to expect two or three hundred pupils for a good manual training
school. 

The outlay necessary for the est ablishment of such a school need not be very 
great. The plant for the Manual Training-School in St. Louis, accommodating two 
hundred and forty boys, cost : 

Building complete, about ... .... ... . . ........ . .... .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . ..... .. . 
Tools and school furniture . . . . . . ......... ... ... .. . . .... .. .. ...... .. . . . . . 
Land (lot 150 x 106t feet) . . .......... . .................. . ..... . .. . ... . . . . . 

$33, 000 
16, 000 
14,400 

863, 400 

Boston already has a building. The basement and some of the low!'r rooms of 
the new Latin and English High School building would acconunO<late. the sd 10ol 
admirably. These rooms could probably be fitted up and furnished with suitable 
tooLs and machinery to begin with for ten or twelve thousand dollars. 

But it is unnecessary now to go into details. The project I ha,-e outlined and now 
recommend is that there be added to our public school system one manual training
school, thoroughly equipped for its work, occupying a place in t he system sidd by 
side with the high schools, and open, under suitable conditions, to boys of fourteen 
years of a~e, and upwards. This recommendation has been wade that there way 
be something defimte and tangible tc discuss and to urge upon public attention. If, 
as is quite likely, a better projec>t can be proposed, then tlus one will have served a 
good purpose by calling a better one forth. 

SUCCESS ANTICIPATED. 

I a.m aware that such41a school wvuld be regarded for n t ime as an experiment, 
and J>roperly so ; but I believe the experiment needs only to be tried under proper 
conditions and for a moderate length of t ime to satisfy the community that money 
spent upon such a school would be most wisely s~>ent. Said one of the benefactors 
of the St. Louis school. " I feel better satisfied w1th the money I have put into the 
Manual Training-School than with any other money I ha>e invested in St. Louis." 
· If Boston does not now feel quite ready to put the tax-payers' money into such a 

school, she wight accept the cooperation of any of lu~r wealthy and public-spirited 
citizens who believe that their money given to such a school would be well bestowed. 
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The following is the full text of the report* made by the Commit
tee on Industrial Education, November, 1883, to which reference has 
been made: · 

REPORT OF THE BOSTON SCHOOL SPEOIAL COMMITTEE " ON I NDUS
TRIAL EDUCATION" (1889). 

The present report, now respectfully submitted, is the result of long and careful 
consideration of a subject whose importance is so very generally recognized at pres
ent that it seems hardly necessary for us to repeat the arguments already adduced 
in its favor. We need not again explain why manual training should be given tc 
boys in our public schools, for this has been repeatedly and convincingly done by 
committees· and friends of the movement at the City Hall and in the School Board, 
through reportst and newspaper articles, and by word of mouth. What we were 
requested to do, and have here done to the best of our ability, was to propose a 
feasible and economical plan of grafting manual training upon our public-school 
system. In his last annual report the Superintendent warmly advocated this course, 
and, on the appointment of your committee, showed his hearty interest in the sub
ject by attending their meetings and giving them the benefit of his advice and assist
ance. Two public hearings were given soon after the organization of the commit
tee, with the hope of obtaining valuable suggestions from individuals known to be 
interested in the subject. Among those who attended and took an active part in 
the proceedings werP. President Walker, ex-President Runkle, and Professor Ord
way, officers of the Institute of Technology, who not only advocated manual train-

. · ing in the city schools, but gave t_he committee some reason to hope that if applica
tion were made to the Government of the Institute a large nwnber of pupils from 
the public schools might be allowed the use of benches in the Institute workshops 
on certain days of the week. It was found, however, when application was made, 
that, although the Board took a hearty interest itJ. the matter, and were unani
mously in favor of the scheme, it could not be carried out, because the ne\v Insti
tute building would not be ready for occupancy until after the commencement of 
the school year. Your committee, ,having been thus reluctantly obliged to give up 
all hope of realizing a plan which recommended itself as at once efficient and eco
nomical, had no choice but to return to their first scheme, which contemplated the 
obtaining of suitable rooms in the Latin and English High School building, where 

, instruction in bench-work, with simple hand-tools, could be given to boys from 
n eighboring schools who might be allowed to attend on certain days in the week. 

Past experience has shown that it is useless to ask for the appropriation of a sum 
of money sufficient for the establishment of a separate and fully equipped Indus
trial School, where instruction and practice in the use ,of tools could Ue combined 
with Mathematics, Drawing, and the English branches of a High School course! as 
in the Manual Training of Washington University, at St. Louis,-a model inst1tu· 
tion of its kind, whose like, it is to oo hoped, will eventually exist in Boston. 

Nothing will tend to ensure this so much as an experiment made on the smnll 
·scale here recommended by your committee, for, at a comparatively trifling ex· 
pense, the good results sure to follow from more extended operations will be mnde 
manifest, and the pressure of public opinion will then become too strong in favor 
of making them to be resisted. 

PLAN OF ORGANIZATION OF MANUAL TRAINING AS A PART OF THE 
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF BOSTON. 

SUBMITTED BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE (OF 1883) ON INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

The shop-work adapted to the purposes of general training in the JUechanic nrts 
is of two kinds: (1) That which is done at a bench with RilDple hand-tools ; (2) That 
which requires the a id of machinery and steam power. 

The first kind is elementary in character and preparatory to the second; so thdt 
it is convenient to speak of the one as Elementary, and of the other as Advance • 
Manual Training. 

*"School Document No. 19, 1883. Report of the Committee on Industrial Edu· 
cation, NovembN-. 1883. Boston : Rockwell and Churchill, City Printers, No. S9, 
Arch Street. 1883. Pp. 8." 

t See School DocutUent No. 25, 1879. 
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Advanced instruction in mechanic artS can only be provided for in a central 
school; but elementary instruction can be provided for on a large scale, and eco
nomically, in such a way as to give a two-hour lesson once a. week to all the Gra~
mar-School boys who are proper subjects for such instruction. 

Suppose a teacher of carJ)entty, for example, occupying a. conveniently situated 
room, llx:ovided with twent~ benches, twenty sets o~ tools, and.llo quantity of stock, 
to be VISited each half day m the week by successive delegat1ons of twenty boys 
from the dlfferent Grammar-Schools in the neighborhood. Each delegation would 
simply. be excused from attendance at the Grammar School ou the appointed half 
day each week, and attend the carpenter's cll,l.Ss instead. The lesson for each dele
gation would last two hours, although boys interested in their work, and not neg
lecting their other sc):10ol work, might be allowed to stay another hour. The rest 
of each day would be needed by the carpenter for inspection of the boy's work, care 
of the tools and preparation for the next lesson. Working thus, he could give in
struction to two hundred boys in the course of a week (twen.ty boys each palf"day 
for five days). The room, the tools, and the teacher's time would be in constant use, 
so that the greatest economy practicable in that regard would be secured. 

As to the number of pupils to be taught at one time, expe.rience seems to have 
shown that twenty-four is practically a maximum. The number twenty is here 
chosen, because it lS pretty clear that available school roolllS would not accommo
date m__ore than twenty at one time . 
. How many Grammar Schools coUld be accommodated by one teacher and in one 

room, as above suggested, and how many such rooms would eventually be needed 
for the whole city, are questions which canDot now, of course, be definitely answered. 
The plan would be to open one room as soon as a competent teacher can be secured; 
then another, and others, in different quarters of the city, as needed. 

The capacity of one room being, say, two hundred boys a week, each neighbor
hood furnishing that number of: pupils would have a room and a teacher. 

' There are now in our Grammar Schools about 2,800 .boys who are fourteen or 
more years old. Assuming that one-half of these boys desire and are otherwise 
proper subjects for the proposed manual training, it would take seven r_ooms and. 
seven teachers to accommodate them. But, after all, this is only a surmise as to 

. the proportions to which the plan may ultimately grow, if it should be managed 
successfully. At first only one or two rooms should be opened. 

Success being secured in these, others could be added as need appeared, and as 
competent teachers could be found. 

These Elementary Manual Training Sch~ols, as they may be called, need not of 
course confine their work to carpentry. There are other kinds of bench and vise 
work which are of an elementary nature, and provision for which would be simple 
and inexpensive. But it would probably be best to begin with carpentry alone, and 
repeat substantially the course of lessons· given in the recent Dwight School experi-
ment. · 

The cost of one Elementary Manual Training School, such as above described, is 
estimated as follows :-

Outfit: 
Tools,- twenty sets, at $25. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . $500 
Benches, twenty places............... . . ... . ................ . ......... 200 
Miscellaneous tittmgs and tools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 

$8Q0 
~unning expenses : 

Salary of instructor .............................................. . .... $1, 200 
Stock.. .. .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 
Repairs, replacement of tools, etc..................... . ............ . . . . . liiO 

$1 , 650 
Cost of instructing each boy, two hours a week, for one year .............. . $8. 2!'i 

The advanced instruction in mechanic arts, to be provided for in a central school, 
would require no other facilities than those already possessed by t he city except a 
suitable forging and machine shop. 

As the boys in such a school would spend three-fifths of their time in drawing 
and in book studies, much as is done in the 1\lanual Training School in St. Louis. 
they could be well accommodated for that part of the time in the rooms of the 
Latin and English 'High School building. There are in that building. beside some 
vacant class-rooms, four rooms especially designed for the use of drawing classes, 
only one of which is now so used. 
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In these class and drawing rooms the Manual Training High School could carry 
on all its work except shop-work. Here would be its head-quarters. 

To complete its accommodations it would be ·necessary to build, on s<>me lot of 
land in the neighborhood, a forging and machine shop, .one story high, and lighted 
from the roof. Such a building need not be expensive. 

But it is not thought necessary to go further into the details of this part of the 
plan now, since the question of carrying it out will be decided in most minds by 

·the success with which the part relating to the elementary manual training may 
be carried out. 

In conclusion, the committee submit the following orders. 
CHARLES C. PERKINS, 

Chairman. 
JOHN C. CROWLEY. 
THOMAS GAFFIELD. 

Ordered, That the City Council be requested to a.l>propriate the sum of $2,500 for 
the· equipment and maintenance of a Manual Trainmg School. 

Ordered, That the City Council be requested to fit up rooms in the basement of the 
Latin-School building where classes from the: Grammar Schools can be instructed 
in the use of simple hand-tools during the ensuing schoo~ year. 

The following announcement of the actual beginning of the exper
iment is from the r.eport by the Superintendent for 1884. * Superin
tendent Seaver says: 

MANUAL TRAINING. 

The experiment in manual training is to go into operation on the 14.th of April, 
1884. Accommodations for classes in carpentry 'have been provided in the base
ment of the Latin-school building, on Warren Avenue. From ten grammar schools 
eleven classes, containing in all 220 boys, come and take a lesson once a week. 

· The lesson is t\vo hours long, and boys are allowed to stay a part or the whole of 
a third hour if they desire. The boys are fourteen or more years old, and are mem· 
bers of the first and second classes in the grammar schools. Between .April 14th 
and the approaching summer vacation not many lessons can be given ; the work 
can only be regarded as a mere beginning. But in September next it will be possible 
to organize classes that may go through a whole year's work. 

As a next step leading towards the 68tablishment of a distinct manual training 
school open to graduates of grammar schools from all parts of the city, it is recom· 
mended to open, In connection with the English High School, what might for the 
present be called a nu:Lnual training clas.s, with ten hours a week devoted to shop· 
work, five hours to drawing, and five hours to book-wot·k. Such a class would in 
fact accomplish the first year's work of a manual training school. When such a. 
class is brought into good working order the question of addin9 other years will fol· 
low ; and then will come up the question of providing a shop furnished with power 
and maqhinery. All these things wilLcome in due time, if the first step, just now 
beginning, prove successful. 

The Scftool Committee is certainly very fortunate in securing the services of one 
who h!!S been for eight years well known as a successful instructor in carpentry 
and lathe-work, M:r. George Smith, lately of the School of Mechanic .Arts, in the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Nothing more need now be said than that 
the experiment begins under the most favorable auspices. 

The following report shows what has been done down to 1885: 

REPORT BY COMMITTEE ON MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

The Committee on Manual Training School, who were instructed, .April 28, t;o 
consider and report upon the feasibility of providing instruction to boys of the pu?hc 
schools in printing, carpenter-work, and shoe-making ; and to girls, in printmg, 
cooking, housekeeping, and laundry-work; and what appropriation .~my be neces· 
sary therefor, submit the following report :-

The committee have postponed tbis report as long as possible, for obvious t:easons . 
. They have ~iven one hearing, to which were·invited all who have taken an mterest 
in the past m Manual Training. 

* '' School Document No. 4-1884. Fourth .Annual Report of the Superintend
ent of Public Schools of the City of Boston. March,1884. Boston : Rockwell and 
Churchill, City Printers, No. 39 Arch Street. 1884. Pp. 72." 
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· There-were present Mrs. Hemenway and Fiske, Misses Homans and Pingree, also 
Messrs. Swan, Dutton, Hill, Chase, and Hardon, mastel'jl respectively of the Win
throp, Hancock, Comins, Dudley, and Shurtleff schools. 

Later we held a conference with the masters of the Grammar Schools for girls in 
the city proper. All of these girls now have the privilege of receiving lessons in 
cookery. 

We also visited Mrs. Hemenway's vacation school in cookery at Tennyson ·street, 
and were surprised . by the great popularity of the work. Many earnest, eager 
applicants were crowded out. . · 

This school , or " The Boston School Kitchen No. 1," is now being conducted, 
under the direction of your committee, at Mrs. Hemenway's expense. She will 
pay the expense of a teacher and of the materials until July, 1886, when she desires 
to present " the plant " to the School Committee of Boston. 

The girls of the Winthrop, Franklin, Everett, and Hyde schools, in all 150 per 
week, attend this school. The North Bennett-st. School of Cookery is conducted by 
the North Bennett-st. Industrial School. The girls of the Hancock, Wells, and 
Bowdoin schools, about 125 in number attend this school. . W e are about adding 
another class. This school .'vill also accommodate-150 pupils per week. 

Both of the above schools began their regular course Nov. 2, 1885,-seven weeks 
ago. · 

We have had a ~arpenter-shop under the Latin School since May, 1884. 
These three schools are being conducted as experiments, undtJr the charge of your 

committee. 
· Superintendent Seaver, in his annual report of 1888, says:-
"As many of the youth of Boston are destined to industrial employments as are 

destined to all other . employments taken together'' * * * •' The professional 
man, the lawyer , d<>ctor, clergyman, author, teacher, etc., have been helped far 
alon~ on the direct road to their several professions" by the community in the 
Pubhc Latin School for 250 years, or a lmost since the foundation of the Massachu
setts Bay colony. Talent for the store and·counting-room has been enc:mraged at 
. the English High School since 1821. 

The girls have had the same opportunities as the boys of late years. • . 
The small minority has received great advantages, while the great majol'ity-the 

workers with the hands and brain-have received no encouragement until within 
the last year and a half. · 

Given good mechanics, a country prospers. Professional men are not so necessary. 
No country has ever had enough of good worket·s with the hands. There is almost 
always a plenty of professional men. W e should especially encourage " the worker 
with his hands," because the common people are the foundations of 1·epublican gov
ernment. If the people are broad of mind those foundations will be broad and 
'immovable. 

THE STRENGTH AND PURPOSE OF THE PUBLIC .SCHOOLS. 

· The bottom principle on wh1ch our system of public education depends is the 
future profit and welfare of the State, through the lifting up of its citizens into bet
ter men and women. 

For 250 years we have appropl'iated a large part of the people's money to make a 
few lawyers, c lergymen, doctors, and the like. It would be much more profitable 
to appropriate some of this money for the benefit of the great mass of the people, 
through Manual Training. 

The three existing schools already m entioned have been an unqualified success 
every day of their existence. Every pupil has been and is an enthusiast. Their 
heart is in their work. That is always success. · 
If the common studies of our schools, i. e., grammar, arithmetic, geography, etc. , 

were optional, and were taught only at a distant point of the city, how many boys 
and girls would come? Yet our Manual Trainmg, in its incomplete condition, 
draws its volunteer boys and girls from distant parts of the city, rain or shine. 

Says a prominent English educator. "That the vast majority of mankind must 
work for daily bread proves conclusively that work for daily bread is a noble order 
of life, as it~ in accordance with a natural law." 

·This natural law, the nobility of labor, should be impressed upon all our boys and 
girls, because in many quarters the opposite obtains, and is working great harm. 
Usefulness is always honorable. . 

The building up of the future "worker" is not, however, the greatest benefit that 
will accrue to us from the establishment of Manual Training Schools. The greatest 
benefit is the moral benefit. Manual training has a great moral influence upon our 
boys and girls when their minds are most plastic. 
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Nothing develops a. boy or girl, a man or woman, like responsibility; manual train· 
ing compels responsibility. The pupil must depend upon himself. All mistakes are 
'his own. He cannot shoulder them upon another. Heisconstantly brought faceto 
face with his own deficiencies. Even self-love cannot close his eyes to them. Moral 
and mental improvement must come. A better, broader man or woman steps forth. 

We expect that in time we shHll arrive at a central school, similar to our High 
Schools, where Manual Trruning may have a fair chance to show its full merits. 
Then all who desire may attend. Now only those can attend the Manual Training 
classes who can accomplish in twenty-two to twenty-three how'S the school work 
laid out for twenty-five hours. Thus many who need this training most are shut 
out. · 

We recommend the establishment, next September, of a School of Cookery in 
South Boston, because in no part of Boston would more profitable results follow. 

We recommend a carpenter-shop next-September, at the Dudley School, Roxbury, 
because of the continuous demand from that section. · 

We recomme)ld that the School Board assume, next September, the conduct and 
expense of School Kitchen No. 1, in the Tennyson-street School building, the ex
pense of which is now paid by Mrs. Mary E. Hemenway, who has been the zealous 
pioneer of this particular branch of the work. Towards the carrying out of the 
above recommendations we beg to offer the following-order: 

For the Committee, 
. JAMES S. MURPHY, 

Chai1'7nan. 
Ordered, That the Committee on Account be requested to include in their esti

mate for the next school financial year the sum of $6,000, for Manual Training. 
' The regular appropriation has been $2,500 per annum for the last two years. 

The following extract from the Annual Report of the School Com
mittee shows the situation at the close of the year 1885: 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE'S REPORT FOR 188Q. 

The Manual Training School finished its first school-year in June last. The commit
tee having charge of the school report an increased interest on the part of pupils, 
some of whom were anxious to continue their instruction a second year ; but this 
could not be permitted, owing to the limited accommodations. 

During the year the Board has provided for the permanent maintenance of the 
Manual Training School, and ha8 provided for the appointment of a regular stand
ing committee of the Board to take charge of the school. 

Early in the year the attention of the Board was called to a petition from Mrs. 
Quincy A. Shaw, askin~ that pupils of the North-En{! schools be permitted to attend 
the North-End Industl·tal Home during a portion of the school-hours. 

The Committee on Manual Training Sehoul, to whom the matter was referred, 
reported (School Document No. 3, 1885) that the matter should be looked upon as 
an e~riment, one of the results of which would be to inform the Board on the 
question of providing extended facilities for industrial training to the pupils of the 
public schools. 

PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS PERMITTED TO ATTEND PRIVATE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS. 

Upon the recommendation of this committee the Board voted that t.he children 
attending the Eliot and Hancock Districts, whose parents or guardians so request 
in writing, be permitted to at!end, on probation, the North-end Industrial Home, 
two hours a week. On the recommendation of the Committee on the Manual 
Training School, the liberal offer of Mrs. Augustus Hemenway to maintain:" 
Cooking-School, at her own expense, in the Tennyson-street school-house, untldl 
July 1, 1886, was accepted, and the Board, at its meeting October 12, 1885, passe 
the following order : 

Ordered, That the girls of the Winthrop, Franklin, Everett, Hyde, and Wells 
schools, whose parents or guardians so request in writing, be permitted to attend,
on probatiop., the Tennyson-street Cooking-School, under· the direction of the Com-
mittee on Manual Training. · 

Subsequently the girls of the Horace Mann School fot· the deaf were permitted to 
attend the Tennyson-street ('A>Oking-School, and the girls ·Of the Wells and Bow
doin Schools were permitted to attend the North Bennett-street Cooking-School, 
under the same conditions. 

The schools were fitted up and. organized, and the committee in charge were 
authorized to prepare and print rules and regulations goveming attendance of 
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pupils in these schools. Th~ attendance of the Tennyson-~treet Cooking-School is 
about 150 pupils per week, and at the North Bennett-street Cooking-School, abdut 
125 pupils :per week. · 

The spec1al committee in charge speak in the warmest terms of the unqualified 
succe88 of the industrial schools, and recommend that other schools be established 
during the coming year, in other sections of the city. It is unnecessary for us to 
state the arguments in fa'{or of the maintenance of industrial schools. The need 

..for their existence was recognized long ago, and the work that remains is to pro
vide the best possible means of giving instruction in manual training to our school
children. Se,ving and drawing have steadily worked their way into notice, and 
have secured permanent places, in the school curriculum. The same must be the 
case with the industrial .schools, and we feel confident that the libe1·ality of our 
citizens in sustaining the public schools up to the high standard they have occupied 
for years will be extended as readily in the cause of mdustrial education. 





IV. 

INDUSTRIAL . EDUCATION CONSIDERED BY THE SCHOOL 
AUTHORITIES OF NEWPORT, RHODE .ISLAND. 

In the Annual Report of the School Committee of the City of 
_Newport, Rhode Island, for 1882-'83, * occurs the following reference 
to the subject of Industrial Education: 

The subject of industrial or manual education is receiving considerable atten
tion in some quarters. In view of the fact that so many of those in the public 
schools -are to tind their means of support later in life in some form of manual labor, 
it cer_tainly is a question worthy of consideration as to whether some attempt should 
not be-made by the public to train the hand as well as to educate the head. The 
disinclination in these days to pass through long apprenticeships, the Jack of skilled 
labor in almost all of the forms of mechanical employment, suggest the importance 
_of the subject. Its thorough discussion is not hera called for, nor is our city in a 
-position to assume leadership in the solution of 'this question. It will, perhaps, 
suffice, if we bear it in mind, having in view that the not distant futm·e may mall:e 
the question a practical one. 

This is supplemented by Superintenden~ Georg~ A. Littl~fi.eJd in 
his report as follows : 

MANUAL TR.UNING. 

The subject of manual training, to which attention is cailed in the report of. the 
School Committee, is an interesting one . . We already give instruction in the use
ful study of drawing, and a natural step from that, which has been taken in many 
places, is to introuuce sewing for the girls, aml the use of simp1e tools for the boys. 
The importance of sewing )laS already been forcibly presented to the Board in a 
letter from the Newport Charity Organization. It is no uncommon thing in schools 
where sewing has long been taught to meet young girls eleven or twelve years of 
age, who, according to the statement of their teachers, can cut and make every 

•garment they wear to school. If this is the case, when we hear so much about the 
helplessness of young women who have not learned to sew, would it not seem wise, 
if necessary, to sacrifice the involved processes of banking and the details of South 
Am~rican geography, in order to gain an hour a week for so practical a branch as 
sewmg. 

With re~rd to the practicabi.lity of giving the boys instmction in the use of tools, 
the followmg quotation is submitted from the recent able report of Superintendent 
Hanington of New Bedford: •· Some Boston gentlemen, taking t heir cue from 
Europe, subscribed money enough to fit up an unoccupied school room for exercises 
in mechanical handwork, the boys of the Dwight Grammar School were the pupils, 
a:nd the first attempt was made to graft a course of manual instruction on the pub
he school system. The room was cleared of its furniture and supplied with work 
be~ches and wood-working tools sufficient for eighteen boys, to whom was a lso 
~1gned a small amount of lumber. They were placed under the charge of a spe
mal teacher, a carpenter and builder, who· exacted strict discipline, marked ;tll the 
wo~k done by the boys, and kept a record of the same. The daily programme was 
written out each day on the blackboard, and strict compliance with it required. 
Two classes were taught, each havin~? two hours a week. As specimens of the 
work_ done, the boys were taught to dnve nail1;; to nail on a line; to use different 

* .. Annual Report of the School c~;;.~itte~-~ftlle City~f Newport, R. I. , 
to~ether with the Report of Heatl 1\:t~iste t· of the Roget·s Hig-h School, and the 
_Eighteenth Annual Report of Supt. of Public Schools, 1!!~2-'~8. Newport, R. I.: 
~ohn P. Sanborn, Printer. 1883. PI>· 212.," · 
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kinds of planes; to joint the square edges of a. board; to use th~ gauge, the cutting 
and splitting saws ; to use the chalk line and different kinds of chisels: to fit and 
nail bOards together; to make a mortise and tenon and to fit them together; to use 
sand-paper, glue, etc.; to use the bit and bit-brace, and various other operations in 
wood-working. 11 

" Mr. Paige, the master of the Dwight School, report11 that the experiment has 
been a cvmplete success. The boys have been intensely interestE.'d m the work, 
never tardy, never absent: but, on the contrary, have been frequently at work long 
before the time of beginning. And as to the effect on thE.'ir mental study, it has 
see~ed to stimulate their minds. It has made them, if anything, better scholars 
than they were before. To quote his own words : • I consider that the results go 
far to prove that manual training is so great a reliE'f to the iteration of school work 
that it is a positive benefit, rather than a detriment to the course in the other 
studies.' 11 

• 

From the report made by the Superintendent the next year, 1884-
'85, upon this subject which he had been directed to investigate, it 
will be seen that his researches have convinced him that the proposer! 
training in public schools, in the elements of industries, is both fea
sible and desirable. He says: 

INDUSTRIAl. EDUCATION. 

The subject of industrial education u pon which the Superintendent was instructed 
by the School Board to make a brief report at this time, has been carefully consid· 
ered. The elementary manual training schools in New Haven and Boston ha,·c 
been visited, and many essays and reports upon the subject have been listened to or 
read. The evidence seems conclusive that instruction in sewing and in the use of 
mechanics' tools fm· the girls and boys respectively, is a most useful line of work 
for public !!Chools to undertake. Before introducing it, we should make sure that 
in our schools as thoroughly as in any others, the subjects of the present curriculum 
are taken up from the standpoint of things rathet· than toOI'M, and then we may 
consider instruction in elementary bench or forge work as simply an extension of 
that object teaching which already characterizes the most interesting and profitable 
portions of our school work. For example, the gift!! of the Kindergarten, the pri-. 
mary modeling in clay, the concrete portions of arithmetic, the model and geomet
rical drawing, natural philosophy and chemistry as taught by experiment in the 
high school and as they should be taught to a simpl,·r extent in the grammar school, 
the collection of cabinets interesting to the student of geography aud history, etc .. 
etc. In point of utility, it is found that the training of the eye and the hand in n~1 
industrial way affords a much needed mental dia::ipline, and invigorates by practl· 
cal application much of the otherwise lifeless information gainecl from books. 
While it is not intended of course to give in the schools so much training as is rc· 
~uired in, the particular trades, it is believed to be entirely feasible t o give witl!out• 
mterruptwn of the present course such a command of the common wood and non 
working tools as shall reveal to a pupil any latent mechanical skill he may have, 
and shall prove in many cases an acceptable substitute for the experience formerly 
gained under the apprenticeship system. The spirit of our institutions forbids ~s 
to fore<ast the life work of any lad, but whatever it way be, a knowledge of maten· 
als with dexterity in the use of tools can never come amiss, and it may serve ~o 
counteract the present morbid tendency to regard manual labor as in some way d1s· 
creditable. 

SEWING FOR GmLS AND MANUAL TRAINING FOR BOYS RECOMMENDED. 

It is therefore recommended that the City Council be requested to make provision 
in the next annual budget for instruction in sewing for the girls of the gralllll?ar 
schools and in carpentry for the boys above the third grammar grade. Sewm~ 
.could be taught in the schooi rooms one hour a week outside of the present scboof 
hours at an annual e?tPenditure, for the salary of a competent speCJal teac~er, o 
about "800. The engrne house proposed to be vacated just west of the Coddmgton 
School-house would n1ake an admirable carpenter's shop, and if it could be secured 
the remaining expenses for the first year would be about as follows: tools, fiftee

0
n 

sets at $25, $375; benches $150; incidental fittings $100; stock for lessons $20 ; 
salary of instructor $800; total $1,625. If the superintending carpenter of th.e 
school department, however, could give the instruction, the cost would be mater{ 
ally lessened. After the first year, the running expenses for instruction, stoc • 
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and repairs would be about half the cost for the first year. If the engine hbuse 
should be secured, the lower floor could be furnished with fifteen individua.I benches,· 
each four or five feet long, fitted with a vise and with a drawer underpeath con
taining the princip~l handsaw, J.>lanes, chisels, etc. Two hours a week of attend
ance at the shop should be reqwred of all able bodied bovs in the classes named 
until at least they had· acquired a certain minimum of proficiency in the use of the 
prescribed tools. The hours best available for the boys of the first and second gram
mar classes would be from llt to 12!, from 1 to 2, and from 4 to 5. The high school 
boys could occupy the shop from 2 to 4. A company of about fifteen could be 
tau~ht at once, and there would probably be boys enough to occupy the instructor 
durmg the time mentioned. There would soon be a demand no doubt for an even
ing class, and if .the day experiment were successful such a class would be well 
worthy of opening as well as one in the closely allied subject of mechanical draw
ing. In the manua.T schools visited by the Superintendent the following features 
seemed objectionable: they were conducted in basements which were apparently 
damp, the sessions were held in the regular school hours, and the attendance was 
optional including only the bright pupils who as was supposed could spare the time 
for it. The instructor of such a school should be a skilful carpenter, intelligent, and 
capable of expressing himself clearly. At the outset he should inspect the manage
ment of one or two similar schools in other cities. Their method requires him at the 
open4tg of each lesson in the presence of the boys to execute upon hts bench the pre
mse·work for the day which they afterwards imitate upon their several benches 
under his oversight. The course in the Boston school last year included lessons 
upon the use of the splitting and cutting-off saws, the different bench planes, the 
makil\g, testing and use of mitre box, common and blind dovetailing, mortises and 
tenons, key tenons, etc. Among many useful things made were small cabinets with 
drawers, large tool chests, dove-tailed and glued together, with beaded trimming 
and paneled covet, small tables with drawers and square tapering legs, etc. The 
aim 1s not to make salable articles, but judging from the specimens seen, many 
boys early display the power to t~n out surprisingly fine work. 





v. 
SC:UOOLS OF NEW . HAVEN, CONNECTICUT • . . 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE SCHOOL AUTHORI
TIES OF NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT. 

An account of the latest results of the experiments in introduc
ing the elements·of industrial training in the schools of New Haven, 
undertaken in 1883 by Principals Ca~ and French, in their re
spective schools, is given in Chapter XIII of this volume. (See 
page 138 et seq.) The following quotations from the official reports 
will show the progress of,the movement from 1883 to 1885, inclusive. 
' In the Report of Superintendent Samuel T. Dutton, under date 

of August 31, 1883, * the announcement is made of the proposed 
experiments by Messrs. Camj) and French. 

Superintendent Dutton says: 

INDUSTRIAL EDUC-4I'ION AND THE KINDERGARTEN. 

There is a new element in the educational atmosphere of this country which can
not welrbe overlooked. The claim that our public schools teach too much that is 
theoretical and disciplinary, aud offe1· too few advantages to those wishing to ac-

. quire skill in mechanical labor, is not new, but it has recently been pushed with 
such energy as to arre5t the attention of thoughtful persons. It is said on good 
authority that the demand for skilled mechanics is so great relatively &,s to warrant 
some addition to or modification of our public school training, so that the ambi
tions and energies of boys may be given the proper bent, a nd so the industrial and 
productive interests of the nation may keep pace with other forms of growth. 

TECHNICAL CLASSES OPENED IN NEW YORK BY CARRIAGE BUILDERS' NATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION. 

The Carriage Builders' National Association of the United States, having opened 
a schoolin New York City for the ad>ancement of technical knowledge, in a circu
lar recently issued declares that" the advance already made ·in the mechanical 
arts in this country calls for a higher standard of taste and skill than heretofore, 
and there is every evidence that a still greater demand for skilled workmen will 
arise from year to year, in order that in our rapidly increasing productions we may 
successfully compete in the markets of the world with the manufacturers of other 
countries. At present we are dependent in great measure upon artizans educated 
in their trades abroad, but the number of this class seeking our shores for employ
ment is lessening every year, and has almost entirely ceased in many trades calling 
for the higher skill. We deem it hi~hly im{lortant to reinforce the ranks of me
chanics by a system of public school mstructwn which shall earlier fit boys to en
ter into trades with some assurance that their preparatory studies are likely to assist 
in making them intelligent and skilled workmen." 

This is a fair specimen of the opinions expressed on every hand. It will hardly 
do at present to talk about Manual Schools supported at public ex~nse. Our sys
tem costs enough already. I believe, however, that a few years will develop a. pla~ 

*"Annual Report of the Board of Education of the New Haven City School 
District for the Year ending August 31, 1883. New Haven: Tuttle, Morehouse & 
Taylor, Printers. 1883. Pp. 120." 
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whereby one or more industrial departm.ents can be opened, with teachers trained 
in !!he best technical· ·Schools, and that the plan need cost nothing additional, for 
boys and girls enrolled in these departments would be entirely withdrawn from 
others. Through the enterprise of Messrs. Camp and French, experiments are to 
be tried in the Dwight and Skinner Schools during the coming year, which 'vill 
awaken much interest and will deserve hearty encouragement. I would recom
mend·that a small appropriation be made in order that the experiment may be 
fairly made and the result honestly estimated. 

SEWING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

. I cannot refrain from expressing the high opinion I have formed of the endeavors 
so long and perseveringly carried on to teach sewing to poor and neglected children 
in our ungraded schools. The fact that for nearly a quarter of a century philan· 
thro\)iC ladies have been encouraged to carry on this work, asking no aid from the 
public funds, is to me sufficient proof of its genuineness. 

RELATION BETWEEN THE KINDERGARTEN AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

The close and natural connection between industrial education and the Kinder· · 
garten justifies my introducing the topic here. "We must begin at the beginning," 
said Froebel, " too much has to be undone in later years that has been done wrong 
from the outset." The general purpose of the system to secure the healthful de
velopment of all the faculties -of children of three years old and upwards is well 
understood. Many larger cities, like St. Louis, Milwaukee, San Fl·ancisco, have · 
hundreds of Kindergartens, supported partly by charity and partly by public money. 
In Boston the munificent charity of one lady, Mrs. Shaw, provides more than 
$50,000 annually for the payment of teachers, while the Board of Education fur
nishes necessary rooms in various s<;hool houses. If the efforts being made in this 
city to establish one or more charity Kindergartens are successful, I hope t he use of 
some unoccupied rooms in the district mav be granted. · 

In introducing this subject I am not seeking to add another expensive feature to 
our system. True Kindergartens, if they exist at all, will for a long time at least 
exist as a form of charity. It is, however, of supreme importance that our teach· 
ers as a class become familiar with the genius and philosophy of the system, and I 
see no better or cheaper way of accomplishing this end than to employ one Kinder· 
gartner as a teacher in the new Training School, and this step is respectfully sug· 
gested for the consideration of the Board. 

In the report of the succeeding year* the Superintendent gives 
the history of. the first year's experiment as follows: 

MANUAL tRAINING IN NEW liAVEN (1883-1884). 

The experiments which have been tried in the Dwight and Skinner Schools dur· 
ing the past year, and the good degree of success that has attended them, naturally 
suggest the question whether manual trainin9. cannot become more distinctly a fea· 
ture of public school education in this city. rhe question is a difficult one, as all 
have found who have ventured to speculate upon it. It cannot be l!andled success· 
fully from a narrow or simply utilitarian point of view. It is easy to deny the ex· 
pendiency of such training, and to ridicule the idea of dividing the interest of 
school boys between the three R's and the hammer, the saw, and the jack plane. 
On the other hand, some make haste to clamor for manual training in schools who · 
do not weigh su~ciently the difficulties which .such an enterprise presents, ueitber 
do. they see!? to_comprehend its true purpose. They join in the populm· cry for some
thing p~a.ctiCalm the schools, and w~uld seem to imply that the knowledge of 11: few 
tools w1ll at once open to a boy the highway to success. To ask for any consider· 
able appropriation of public money for tl~e support of a new feature in om schools to 
please n. few chronics who are always complaining of the old and clamoring for the 
new, or to furnish gymnastics for a few boys, would certainly be imlefensible. It 
will readily be agreed that if these industrial experiments are to be encouraged, 
and fu~·ther expense is to be incurred, the case must be pleaded on th~ br~adest 
educational grounds. It must be seen that something is actually wn.ntmg_m the 
present curriculum to call out all the latent energies of a boy and give hun the 

*"Annual Report · of the Board of Edue>ation of the New Haven City School 
District for the Yeat· ending August 30, 1884. New Haven: Tuttle, l\•lorehouse & 
Taylor, Printers. 1884. Pp. 109," 
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most symmetrical development of mind and body. To ·undertake the teaching of 
trades in the school room, or to emphasize the importance of any of the manual . 
arts to that extent which would give a bias to the tastes of a boy or turn his atten
tion to any particular vocation, would do violence to well accepted educational 
principles. 

TECHNICAL TRADE SCHOOLS, OF GREATEST VALUE, BUT NOT MODELS FOR FREE 
PUBLIC MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS. 

Those Technical Schools of Europe which are SUJ?ported for the avowed purpose 
of fostering certain industries or branches of skilled lab01·, as · for example the 
Technical School of Manchester, England, opened the past year, or those institutions 
run in the interest of ~ilds or great manufacturing interests, like that one sup
ported in New York City by the Carriage Builders' Association-all these will prove 
of great value to. the industries which they foster, and will be a mighty factor in_ 
strengthening the productive resources of a nation. But as educational institu
tions, they a.re necessarily narrow in scope, and afford but little help in the solu
tion of the problem before us. One principle is genera~ly agreed upon by all who 
would urge manual training in schools, and that is, that no trade can be taught. 
This dictum, although negative in form, when considered in the light of pedagogics 
is positi>e and full of meaning. It points to a broad and harmonious development, 
rather than to the narrowing of faculty. It rests upon the supreme fact that body 
and mind act and react upon each other; that any act is a thought expressed ; that 
the application of the hand and eye to systematic and artistic pursuits· produces a 

. reflex l>enefit to the mind of the worker; that hand work joined with brain work 
awakens spontaneity of feeling, strenghtens the will, and insures a maximum of 
power. 

As this is a basal principle and one to be kept constantly in mind throughout this 
discussion, I will quote from several authorities to show how well it is recognized 
by those competent to speak. 

Short quota.tions follow from the statements put "forth by the 
authorities of the Boston, Chicago, and St. Louis Manual Training 
Schools; here omitted, because given at length in the accounts of 
those schools. 

One \vho carefully inspected the lar~e exhibits of the teclmical schools made at 
the late meeting of the National Educational Association,* writes that "a noticeable 
feature was that teachers seemed to be trying to bring out the inventive faculties 
of pupils, rather than to have them copy a certain set of models." A recent arti
cle in the!' New Englander," prepared by Prof. H . W. Farnam of this city, ew
])hasizes the educational value o( manual training, and says: " It develops a fond
ness for work ; it leads children to create, rather than simply to assimilate ; it 
strengthens the instincts of cooperation ; it brings out, in a more concrete and dis
tinct manner than the dry maxims of abstract ethics, t he difference between right 
and wrong ; and in doin~ this it incidentally g ives to the boys in our public schools 
educational elements wh1ch will be of special use to thew in the careet·s which they 
will necessarily follow." Mr. Judd, the efficient instmctor of the boys at the 
Dwight School, made a remark to a stranger in my hearing which seemed to em
body the pith of the same principle. In answer to the question " What good will 
~;uch training do a boy?" he replied, " It will bring out what there is in him." 

PRACTICAL RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT IN NEW HAYEN. 

Now, giving up all idea of teaching trades, and regarding facility in using a few 
tools as a rather oommonplace accowplishment, is there enough of disciplinary value 
in such trainin~ to warrant its continuance or extension in our schools 'I Instead of 
affirming positively that such is the case, let us see what results the experiments 
made have. yielded. In each of the Dwight and Skinner Schools a large basement 
room was fitted up with benches and supplied with tools sufficient for a dozen 
boys to work at once. Each boy attended twice per week for a.n hour. At the 
Dwight School sixty different boys·selected for superior scholarship received train
ing. and at Skinner, about thirty were thus fortunate. 1\Iessrs. Judd and Loper, 
the r~pective janitors of these schools gave the needed instruction, and did much 
to make the enterprise a success by their interest and zeal. A thorough course in 
~l~~n ~~pentt,. was g~~.?· an~~-many useful m~~. orname~~<:l_ art~~~~~~er_e ~n~~u-

* Held at Madison, Wisconsin, July 15-19, 188,1. Attended by more than 6,000 
person!!. · 
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factured. More important than these visjble results is the effect upon the bearing 
and scholarship of the bovs thus trained. The principals of both scl10ols are em• 
phati.c in saying that the effect wa~ salutary both upon their mental life and manly 
bearing. Several parents testify to the same restilt and are, without exception, 
anxious to have such training continued. It is said that those receiving the train· 
ing, being the older and more influential boys of the school, exhibited a positive 
interest in their daily work, and a propriety of conduct which was helpful in ele· 
vati.ng the standard of tone in the whole school. Thus, for a maximum expense 
of $200 for each class, one-half of which sum was appropriated from school funds, 
we have these definite and most desirable results, to say nothing of skill acquired 
n carpentry. 

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIO~S. 

In view of these telling facts, and since this form of education is fairly in the 
stage of .experiment, it would seem proper fo1· the Board to consider seriously the 
wisdom of providing for a still broader application of the plan,. so that a still lare;er 
number of teachers and parents can judge of its practicability. Without argwng 
the case, or going far into details the following scheme is suggested: To let a group 
of t}yelve or fifteen boys from each of the Grammar SchoolS of the City spend one 
afternoon per week in the manual training school. The room and appointments at 
the Dwight and Skinner Schools are ampl~ for the purpose, and the plan would 
simply require that the boys from other schools should travel the longer distance 
once each week. The grou~ from the several schools would of course be assigned 
to the school nearest their own. It could not be asked or «:>xpected that the instruc· 
tion could be g!ven for so small compensation as last year. The janitors should 
receive from $200 to $800 each, in order to enable them to employ extra assistance 
which they would be obliged to do. An allowance of $100 should be made for each 
school for lumber and tools, so that~ at the outside, $80J would cover all expense 
and fairly compensate the instructors. The legal difficulty, which has hitherto 
been a convenient bar to such a project, has fortunately been removed. The statute 
which designated the studies to be taught in the common schools of this State, 
was, 11-t the last session of the legislature, so amended, at the instance of Hon. J. D. 
Plunkett, as to include "Manual Arts." Tllis difficulty being 1·emoved, I .believe 
public sentiment will sustain the Board in taking this step in ad vance. Some will 
say that the plan is faulty, as only a few will reap the benefit of it. But one hun· 
dred boys from different parts of the city, selected by their seve1·al principals on 
the ground of good scholarship, will be a good basis for the experiment, and close 
students are often persons of highly wrought nel·vous temperament, who especially 
need relaxation and physical training. Those whose surplus energies are spent in 
out-door sports, or who have active duties out of SQhool, have less need of manual 
training. The fact that the dignity of labor may thus be popularized, and that 
many boys not members of these classes will be inspired "to do something," is _a 
strong argument in favor of the l_)lan. It is the industrial and industrious spint 
that we want in our schools, and m the community as well, so that honest labor . 
may be not only respectable but honorable. 

It must be counted a misfortune that popular intelligence does not yet grasp the 
principles whicli underlie an education which begins in the Kindergarten, and 
carries the industrial and productive idea through all grades. There may be soroe 
truth in the charge, that only half the child has been educated, that the other h_alf, 
which is character founded on a body trained to action, and a will invincible agamst 
wrong, has been neglected. Is it not possible that the time has come to broaden 
the foundations of our educationa l structure, so as to make the school training do 
in part for boys in the cit,r, what is done for boys in the country by the nature of 
things? 

MECHANICAL DRAWING. 

The introduction of this branch into the uoper grades of the Grammar Scho~Jls 
and the High School by Prof. Louis Bail is an important step towards a more JD· 
dustrial education, and has given a new impulse to the subject of drawing. AI· 
though the study is made optional, over 500 boys have already availed themselves 
of the opportunity here afforded. Prof. Bail says," In the month of May, I coro· 
menced a complete course in mechanical drawing in all the Grammar SclwolR. 
giving the boys of the two upper rooms a lesson of one hour, each alternate we~k. 
The r egular teacher is required to give the scholars at least two ho.ti·s instructiOn 
every other week in Mechanical drawing, and thoroughly review all the problero~ 
~nd thus secure considerable pract!c~ in the qse of th~ mathematical instruments. 
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SEWING • . 
What better form of manual training for the girls than plain sewing? This 

'subject was once before the Board and referred by them to the Committee on 
Schools and Superintendent. My repott is here presented, to wit, that it would be_ 

.. well for one or two Principals of Grammar Schools to inaugurate experiments in 
' one or more grades, say the fifth and sixth. Let them begin by ascertaining how 
many know how to sew. If I may use statements made by several city supe~·in
tendents as a basis of prophecy, I feel sure that few wHl be found, whether of the 
rich or poor, who understand the practical use of the needle. I would also report 
that the teaching of sewing as hitherto conducted in the Fair Street and Gotre 
Street Schools should receive some substantial recognition and support at the hands 
of the Board. The same beneficent amendment to the statute before alluded to 
extends its favoring hand in tllis _direction. · 

A careful perusal of these reports by Superintendent Dutton re
calls the noble series of reports made by Horace Mann, forty years 
ago. A like high ideal of the purpose to be attained in teaching, a 
mind open to new movements and to improved methods, a readiness 

·to discard time-honored customs if satisfied that they are hindrances 
rather than helps, mark the utterances of this Superintendent of 
our day, while the credit freely given to teachers, and their conse
quent esprit ilu ~orps, make the admitted excellence of the public 
schools-of New Haven easy to understand. While the novel methods 
.of education adapted to changed conditions of life are hospitably 
entertained, the old methods of proved excellence are by no means 
discarded. The statements in regard to High Schools in this report 
are worthy of careful consideration. · 

The 1885 Report of the New Haven Bo~trd of Education* contains 
the following announcement giving very practical proof of the in
creasing_ interest in the experiments of industrial education on the 
part of one public-spirited citizen at least: 

Mrs. Lucy H . Boardman, during the past summer, 'placed in the hands of 
Trustees the very generous sum of ten thousand dollars, the income from which is 
to be hereafter applied by the' district for instruction in the industrial arts. Mrs. 
Boardman has also paid into the treasury the sum of five hundred dollars for like 
instruction the coming year: 

Perhaps other benevolent persons will greatly add to this trust fund, so that 
while a good work is being done, there will be no large expenditure by the district 
in this liile of instruction. . 
It is perhaps :(>roper to sa.v in this place that if the district shall give very gen-

. et:al instructwn m this direction, a suitable and central building should be provided 
with necessary tools and equipments. The basements of the Skinner and Dwight 
School building have thus fa.r been used for this purpose, but they are inconvenient 
and poorly adapted to this kind of instruction. 

This subject will claim the attention of the Board at an early day. 

Superintendent Dutton follows with a somewhat detailed account 
of the year's work in Mechanical Drawing and in Manual Training. 

DRAWING. 

Some changes have taken place in the teaching of dr:twin17. During the year 
ending in April, Prof. Bail taught mechanical drawing to the lloys iu grades VII 
and VITI in the Grammar Schools, and to the fourth class·in t.he High School. At 
the opening of tho new school year in May, the third class in the High Scho?l 
asked the privilege of continuing the study, which was granted. As each class m 
mechanical drawing demands one hour of the time of the instructor. his opportu
nity for visiting the lower grades is re"''l'uced. This has led to an anangem~nt 
whereby he will visit classes below grade VII once each term, the teacher bemg 
required to give the regular lessons as before. 

*"Annual Report of the Board of Education of the New Haven City School 
District for the Year ending August 31, 1885. New Haven: Tuttle, Morehouse & 
Taylor, Printers. 1885. Pp. 116." 
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As it is prqposed to hold an afternoon session· for each class in the High School, 
. a full hour can be given to mechanical drawing without breaking into the morniil~ 

session, which is quite short enough alr-eady. As an aid tO the c~asses in mechaxu
cal drawing, Prof. Bail proposes to give, outside of· school .hours, lessons in clay 
modeling. · 
. The results in free-hand and object drawing have been fully up to the high stand

ard which has long charB.C'terized the work in this. department. 

MANUAL TRAINING. 

The nature of the instruction given in the shops of the Dwight and Skinner · 
School,s was fully explained in the last annual report. At the same time a recom
mendation was made that the work be extended by having classes of boys from · 
adjacent grammar schools spend one .afternoon each week in manual training, 
usmg the rooms and tools already provided. At a meeting held in September the 
Board approved the proposition and appropriated $600 for its support. The· janitors 
of the Dwi~ht and Skinner Schools, Messrs. Judd and Loper, have each recetved $15 
per month m addition to their usual wages. This was but meagre compensation 
for the extra labor that was entailed. The direction of the work while in progres 
is but a small part of the instructor 's task. He must procure lumber, mark out and 
plan the work for each -boy, keep the tools in order and make repairs when needed. 
As·each instructor had as many as five classes, he was obliged to carry in his mind 
the progress made by each class, and be ready at each successive lesson to take the 
next ·step in advance. Classes of twelve boys each, selecte<} by the principal, 
generally on the ground ·of good scholarship, were detailed from the Wehlt~r, 
Washington, Wooster, and Eaton Schools. 

PRL'lCIP.AL CAMP REPORTS THE RESULT OF MANUAL TRAINING IN THE DWIGHT SCHOOL 
FOR ONE YEAR. 

Mr. L. L. Camp,· prllicipal of the Dwight School, makes the following statement 
regarding the result of thE'I year's work : · 

"Forty-eight boys have enjoyed the privilege of manual training each week, and 
as the classeS can be changed every two months if the principal thinks best, we 
have actually had during the past year seventy-three different boys from the 
Dwight School, twenty-five from the Webster, and. twenty from the Washington 
School, making one hundred and eighteen in all who have had the opportunity of 

· working two months or more during the year and with hardly an exception they 
have ali seemed to appreciate the privileges and improve their t1me so as to become 
quite handy in the use of tools. While teaching the correct use of tools has been 
oul' chief object and aim, yet , in addition to the numerous small articles and blocks 
upon which practice has been given, the pupils have inade 14 moulding tray tables, 
12 sewing tables, 74 stools, 4 small cabinet boxes, 3 black walnut book shelves, 2 
tool chests, 2 easels, 1 book-case, 1 lap cutting board, 1 knife tray, 1 inlaid checker 
board, 4 drawing boards, besides a great number of small articles. There are also 
now in the process of manufacture numerous tables, stools, boxes, book-cases, etc., 
so that there is a real money value to the work the pupils have done, though that 
is not the object aimed at in the formation of the industrial classes. 

' ' While the boys have been thus ·engaged in the shop learning the use of tools, 
the girls have not been neglected. A class of forty or fifty meet every week in th& 
recitation rooms, under the charge of one of the lady teachers, and leam all kinds 
of sewing, knitting, crocheting, embroidery and other work suitable for girls. We 
also have classes formed in wood carving, repousse \VOrk and modeling. 

"We are now extending this industl'ial work or manual training through all o~r 
grades, selecting the kind of work best suited to the age and capacity of each pupil, 
from the kindergarten to No. 12. . . 

" I desire to state that many of the parents take a deep interest in the industnal 
work, as shown by their visits to the classes and by their kind words of encouragMe
ment. We have had quite a number of valuable contributions of tools: From r. 
R. H. Brown a set of screw drivel'S, an el..'tension bit, ancl a draw shave. From

8 Felix Chillingworth a case of 13 augur bits, and from Wm. Norman a set of 
chisels and a draw shave, for which we sincerely thank the donors." 

PRINCIPAL FRENCH REPORTS RESULT IN SKINNER SCHOOL. 

Mr. J . .R. French, of the Skinn.er School,. reports that: 
"Mr. Loper has conducted the work with his usual skill and ingenuity, and there 

has been no diminution of interest. Pupils .have been selected who seemed to h~ve 
a taste for mechanical work, and in most instances they have shown an adaptat10n 
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to it. Occasiona.Uy a boy has dropped out, who did his work so carelessly that the 
time seemed to be thrown away. Tile class that came from the Wooster School 
was the entire .firstoclass of No. 12, and their work averaged quite as well, if not 
better, than that of the selected boys. The purpose has been to produce useful . 
article&, and most of them have met with ready sale. Many parents were anxious 
to own the oojects made by their sons, and the sale of these has enabled us to obtain 
needed supplie.s without overdrawing the appropriation. All have been eager to 
work in the shop. as much as possible, and during the intermissions and on holidays it 
has been a common thing to see some of them busj at the benches. Whenever 
there has been one session by reason of a storm, the boys have preferred to 1·eturn, 
so as not to be ret-arded in their progress. Early in May Mr. Loper started a speci.al 
class in wood carving. Begim1ing with blocks of plaster the boys were trained to 
facility with the tools and executed models with g t·eat accuracy. If the work is 
continued. for another year, I shall expect to -see them handling car\"ers' tools with 
real skill, and .proficient in executing upon wood what they have designed upon 
papt;r. A few lessons were also given in clay modeling, enough to show the possi
bihties in that direction. 

" HOW SOME BOYS H.A. VE PROFITED BY THIS L.'ISTRUCTION. 

" I have taken some pains to ascertain whether any substantial benefit has accrued . 
to the boys who have received the training. One parent told me that he dated 
the first real start of his son, in any thorough work , to the impu1se he obtained in 
the shop. He now has a shop of his own, in which he spends the hours he can spare 
from his High School studies. During the last season he has designed carefully a 
very beautiful cai:we, made all his calculations on the strength of the materials 
and the pressure ·on every p~trt of the boat, a ntl put the whole thing together in the 
most workmanlike manner. His brother has also developed real skill, and has 
made during the winter many of the model joints for the use of the classes. Another 
boy has, by degrees, saved money to secure tools, and build a bench, and now 
makes ih his leisure homs many articles of convenience for his home, and is some- · 
times emP.loyed in this way by his neighbors. One of our last year's graduates 
works in 8. patte~-maker's shop, another is an engineer, and. many of them are 
engaged in some mechanical pursuits, and are more valuable for the impulse 
obtained in the shop." 

A donation of a fu11 set of 24 planes was made by H . P. Hubbat·d, Esq., which 
will be of great service to future classes. The following is a list of articles made 
in the Skinner School shop during the year, most of which ·have been sold, and the 
proceeds applied to the }>Urchase of new lumber. The estimated value of these 
articles is $87.23. -40 knife-scouring boards, 39 foot-stools, 26 library steps, 1 book
case, 12 corner brackets, 16 easels for charts, 6 moulding tables for sand, 2 table 
tops, 3 sets mathematical blocks, 24 boxes, 38 picture frames, 7 looking glass frames, 
S5 tube holders for laboratory. ' 

HOW PRIVATE BENEVOLENCE COOPERATES WITH PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISE. 

Mrs. William W . Boal'dman, of this city, has recently shown her interest in man
ual training; and her desil·e to !1ave its benefits e"-tended in connection with the 
public schools, by a gift in trust of $10,000, the annual income of which is to be 
applied by the Board of Education for this purpose. The deed of trust stipulates 
that the amount thus donated shall be kno.wn as the Boardman Fund, which can 
be increased at any time by gifts from other persons. Messrs. Prof. Henry W. 
Farnam, C. S. Morehouse, Esq., and Henry B. Sargent, Esq., are appointed trustees 
of the fund. They and their successors ar e instructed to see that all moneys derived 

. from it are eJtpended in accordance with the terms of the trust. .M:rs. Boardman 
gave an additional sum of 8500 to be expended the coming year in anticipation of 
the interest. This generous .act is warmly appreciated, not only by the Board of 
Education, but by all who desire to see the scope of public education enlarged, so 
as to make the rudiments of an industrial education availttble for every child. The 
gift of Mrs. Boardman is also significant of a growing interest and belief in hand 
training as a legitimate part of common school education. 

A CE)ITRAL INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL DESIRABLE F OR GRADUATES OF THE GRAMMAR 
SCHOOLS. 

It is to be profoundly hoped that other philanthropic people of means will follow 
the example so wisely set, and furnish means to establish a central industrial school 
or department where boys, after leaving the grammar schools, can gain the elements, 
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' at least, of an industrial education. No particular trades should be taught, but the 
principles lying at the foundation of many of them. ·Such a school should teach 
drawing and designing, the use of tools applied to wood and metals and the various 
processes employed in handling them, the principles involved in machinery and 
pract1ce in the construction of simple machines. The course of . stuay should al8o 
include a more practical knowledge of physics and chemistry than is now given . 
.An institution would thus grow up well adapted to the needs of a large manufac
turing city, where the majority of boys pass from school to engage in some mechan
ical pursuit. The lessons of great industrial prosperity taught us by the large towns 
Qf France and England which have established such schools are most convincing 
evidence of their utility in providing a supply of intelligent skilled labor. Is there 
not some injustice done to the boy of mechanical aptitude, if at the close of l1is 
grammar school course he must either consider his education closed or else spend 
four years in the almost purely intellectual training of the High Sahool ? Four · or 
eight years more of brain work furnishe'd by the High School and College may be · 
well enough for the boy who has a learned profession in view, but for one who 
desires to be useful .through skill of hand and eye, even the Scientific School fur
nishes a training by far too theoretical and abstract. Has public education in New 
Haven not reached a point when something definite should be done to foster me
chanical 'Skill and so open the way for young men to fit themselves to be something 
else than book-keepers, salesmen or clerks? I would respectfully recommend that 
the Board take the matter under consideration and investigate, as far as may be, 
the needs of the ind.ustrial portion of the community arid see what modification of, 
or addition to, the present system is desirable. For the present, I would recom
mend the continuance of hand work in the two school shops now organized and the 
opening of a third room in some central locality, to which classes from several 
schools can go if thought desirable. Or, if a v.lain building could be erected on some 
one of the lots now owned by the district, With a room large enough to accommo- . 
date twenty or twenty-five boys, provision could easily be made for all the boys of 
the first-class in each grammar school. Were this done it would be better, in view 
of the poor accommodations at the Dwight and Skinner Schools, to use their shops 
only for the boys of these schools, and to have boys from all other schools go to the 
central shop. A competent man should be employed to give his entire time to the 
work of supervision and instruction. If classes were taught from 10 to 12 a. m. 
and from 2 to 4 p. m. daily 200 boys could be accommodated weekly. This is sub
stantially the plan now pursued in Boston and in Montclair, N.J. Enough has 
already been done to-prove the feasibility and value of this training. The two 
exhibitions of industrial work given at the Dwight and Skinner Schools last spring 
called forth, for their more practical features, certainly, universal expressions of 
approval. It is evident that public sentiment is fully awake to the wisdom shown 
in carrying on these experiments. 

Such a school as is here suggested by Superintendent Dutton as 
desirable was established by the City Council of Baltimore, Mary
land, by the passage of an ordinance dated October 20, 1883, directing 
·the City Commissioners of Public Schools to provide such a Manual 
Training School. This experiment of this special kind of "High 
School" has proved a marked success. 

SUPERINTENDENT DUTTON URGES THAT TEACHING OF SEWING BE GIVEN IN ALL 
. ' GIRLS' SCHOOLS. 

I cannot leave this subject \vithout urging that steps be taken soon to teach P!~ 
sewing to girls in the lower grammar grades. New Haven is one of the few Cities 
in New England that have not already taken this step. Sewinl> is a staple industryd 
of which a large majority of girls are said to be ignorant. If m grades IV, V, an 
VI one hour per week were devoted to this branch, I believe a great good would be 
accomplished at small expense. One teacher, at a salary of $500 per annum, could 
give the necessary oversight. As it is customary to have each girl, as a rule, furt 
nish her own materials, but little extra expense need be incurred. A half day spen 
in the schools of Springfield last spring for the purpose of investigating the met!1od 
of teaching sewing pursued there, did much to remove all doubt as to the propr!ety 
of making it a part of the curriculum . . The pleasure and zeal with which the g1rhls, 
both rich and poor, seemed to take up the work. as well as its good effect upon t e 
school generally, furnished sufficient grounds for urging its adoption in New Haven. 
I am also led to believe that the introduction of sewing, under the limitations sug
gested above, would be approved by a majority of the tax-payers of the city. 
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The note from Principal Camp dated January 1887, and the ex
tracts _ from Superintendent Dutton's report for 1885-6 given in 
chapter XIII of this volume; bring down the history of the move
ment ,in,~ew Haven, to the present time. It will b~ there seen that 
the Supermtendent's urgent advocacy for the t eachmg of sewing to 
the girls has, at last, been effective, and that the development of 
Industrial Education in the schools, since the announcement of the 
contemplated ·experiments to be undertaken by Messrs. Camp_ and 
.French, made in the Report for 1882-3, has. been rapid and contin
uous. 





VI. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA~ 

EXTRACTS "FROM THE ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE SCHOOL AUTHOR-
- !TIES OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. 

-INTRODUCTION. 

~he latest information accessible at the time (Reports for 1884 and 
1885} concerning the Industrial Education movement in the City of 
Philadelphia, is given in this volume. (See ante, page 165, et seq.) 
Referenc~ is there made to the early history given in Part I of this 
·Report, in which the account was brought- down to the official re
port.s of 1880; the further statement is made that similar extracts 
from the intervening reports will be given in the present Appendix, 
and they are accordingly here inserted. The reports for the year 
1886 having just come to hand, Deceinber 22, 1887, too late for inser
tion in the body of the book; extracts will also be given from these. 
The reports of the Philadelphia Board of Education are made for the 
calendar year, and, therefore, are not received at this office before 
the following December. In many other places similar reports are 
made for the school year, that is, from July to July, instead of from 
January to January. . 

· Such continuous and copious extracts from the Philadelphia re
,ports are here given because, in connection with those previously 
given in Part I, they illustrate the progress of such an educational 
movement from the time of its first lodgment in the minds of ad
vanced educators to its gradual dissemination through the commu
_nity and 'its final materialization in the new school buildings, appa
ratus and instructors, which are essential to, and mark, its adoption 

· as an integral part of the recognized school system of the commu
nity. 

These successive steps are clearly shown in these educational his
tories of this city without reference to the anterior movements, which 
resulted in the establishment of City "Night Schools," and of the 

. "Art.isan7s School,"-the City school authorities in due course having 
thus taken upon themselves this work of supplementing the day 
schools which, before this, had been done by the Franklin Institute; 
the genesis of this latest educational advance may be succinctly sta
ted as follows: 

First, may be reckoned the movement for the introduction of the 
. Walter Smith system of industrial art drawing in the public schools, 
begun by a few public spirited citizens just before, and immediately 
subsequent to, the Centennial Exposition; and early entertained by 
President Steel. The contemporaneous movement for the founding of 
the "Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art," although 
.wholly hidependent, was doubtless of material sEn·~ice in arousing 

. public interest in ;:tll that related to industrial art training; there 
4!1d, also, long existed in the incorporated School of Design for W o-
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men and in the drawin~ classes of the Franklin Institute, a move
ment for technical traimilg in Industrial Art; so that public opinion 
in Philadelphia had, in various ways, become familiarized with the 
general idea of technical training in Art, and in Art as applied to 
Industries; . but, latterly, not with any idea of introducing such train
ing in the public schools; though, as is shown in the historical chap
ter in Part I of this Report (see page 13, et seq.), such an effort was 
definitely begun by Rembrandt Peale as long ago as 1840. It would 
be an interesting study to trace the possible influence, exerted by 
that far-off and apparently unsuccessful effort, in preparing the 
public mind for the successful execution of the present movement. 

Second, alm0st simultaneously with this movement for the put
ting of industrial drawing in the public schools, a single private cit
izen, Mr. Charles Godfrey Leland, began an experiment in the 
"Hand work" training of ehildren,.which attracted the attention of 
the school authorities, who, finally, permitted public school children 
to attend his classes; resulting subsequently in the adojlting of the 
" Industrial Art Scnool," as one of the city schools· this school is 
under the Clirection of the instructor who was Mr. Leland's chief as
sistant in carrying on his experimental classes. 

Third, the change in the government of the cit)' school system and 
in the organization of the officials, which resulted from the creation 
of the new office of School Superintendent, and the calling of Hon. 
James Mac Alister, who had won merited distinctionasSuperintend
ent of the Schools of the City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, to take the 
;oame position in Philadelphia. · 

Superintendent Mac Ahster had been one of the earliest and most 
successful promoters of the introduction,.in public schools, of Indus
trial Art Drawing; and was recognized as an advanced leader in the 
new movement for Industrial Education. The calling of Superin
tendent Mac Alister to Philadelphia, thus bl'ought strong and effi
cient" support to President Steel, and to the Board of Education, in 
any designs for the practical introduction in the schools of elemen
tary industrial training, which they may have entertained, and must 
be counted as constituting a very potent factor in the results already 
obtained. 

Fourth, the putting of sewing in the Girls' Normal School, accom
plished through the hearty cooperation of Principal George W. Fet
ter, which was followed by the s·ubsequant putting of sewing in .the 
Girls' Grammar Schools,- and later, by the agitation of the proJect 
of introducing cooking classes. 

Fifth, the recent opening of the City Manual Training School, 
with its commodious building and its complete plant of machinery, 
as well as the adoption by the City, of .the Industrial Art School. 
These form a record of practical results embodied in the schools .o£

1 the second city in population, and one of the largest industria 
cities of the United States, as they exist in the year !SSG; and t~e 
growth of opinions which preceded such important movements 1s 
clearly tra'ceable in the extracts here collated from the annual offi
cial reports; from which, if .they so desire, others. may learn how 
such educational revolutions are to be accomplished. 

The report for 18S1 * contains the following statement by President 
Steel: 
• *"Sixty-third Annual Report of the Board of Public Education, First School J?is

trict of Pennsylvania, comprising the City of Philadelphia. For the year endyntg 
December 31, 1881, with their Accounts. Philadelphia: E. C. Markley & Son, Prm -
ers, No. 422 Library Street. 1882. Pp. 355." 
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

In addition to the introduction of sewing as a part of the instruction of the 
Normal School, the Board has also assisted an effort made by Mr. Charles G. Le

.Iand to demonstrate the feasibility of making industrial education part of the 
·training of the public schools. . 
· Mr. Leland was among the first who realized the necessity of combining manual 
witll mental instruction. 

From the consideration which this subject has received, and what has already 
been accomplished, it has now come to be generally conceded among enlightened 
people everywhere, that manual training must be a part of any system of educa
tion which can claim to serve its true pw·pose, to develop the faculties fully an\f 

e~~~rplexing problem, even with those earnestly convinced of its necessity, ~ 
·to determme how such instruction can be conducted. It is admitted that the 
needed general instruction of this kind cannot embrace the special arts of the 
trades, but must be of a preparatory or rudimentary character, such as training 
the eye and the hand, and including design and the principles of construction. 

Mr. Leland, after careful and extended study of foreign schools of this class, has 
returned to the City with entire faith in a plan of industrial education which his 

· experience and observation convince him is capable of being taught in connection 
with general education. 

The Board, in extending its aid to enable this experiment to be made, has ren
dered a service properly due from the educational department of a great manu-
facturing City. · . · 

The introduction into our schools of studies usually associated, and the prepara
tion of teachers therefor, has required a great amount of time, and we cannot 
expect to determine upon a new department, such as this must necessarily be, with-
out long and patient labor. . 

Mr. Leland has been the director and teacher in this work ; the labor has devolved 
upon him. .Among. the first to comprehend its importance, he has been the first to 
d!Bregard the claims of his own affairs, and to devote his talents and means to the 
establishment of a system of industrial education. 

The prog:ress .of this work has b~en steady and: most p~omisin~. ~· Leland's 
report; whtch IS appended,* furmshes valuable mformat10n, which WJil awaken 
and sustain a deep interest in the work . . 

In this connectiOn, and as a fundamental part of industrial education, it is proper 
to state here that marked progress is being made in the teaching of drawing. The 
work of the schools in this valuable study is of a highly creditable character. 

The teachers availed themselves of the recent opportunity that was afforded 
them to learn the system of dt·awing as applied to design and the industries in a 
spirit that only a conscientious interest in their work could inspire. 

The success which has attended this instruction has been remarkable. A large 
number of teachers made themselves familiar with the system; and drawings 
which they prepared for graduation and certificates, were so well executed, that 
they have received the highest approval from those familiar with this class of work 
throughout the schools of the country, and have served to enhance the high esti
mate of the ability and attainments of our teachers. The action of the teachers in 
this matter, and its results, are so honorable to the. school department, that the 
Board should express its approbation by the best means in its power." 

* * * * * * * 
EDWARD T. STEEL, President. 

The following statements in reference to sewing in the Normal 
School, and to Kindergartens, are from the report for the year 1881, 
of Principal George W. Fetter, of the Normal School. 

SEWING IN THE PHILADELPHIA NORMAL SCHOOL. 

The Department of Sawin~ is comparatively new, but time enough has elapsed 
fot· numerous questions to anse as to the management of large classes in industrial 
occupations, which as yet are unanswered. Are sewing materials to be furnished to 
the pupils the same as books and stationery? Large quantities of goods suitable 
for clo~hing will be needed. How shall they be obtain~;~d. aml what disposition 

*This report, by Mr. Leland, is not given in the 63d annual report of the Board 
from which this is taken.-!. E. C. 
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shall be made of the completed wo~k? ft is proposed to teach'' mending," and. the 
questions which demblld practical answers in this line of work are too obvious to 
need statement. . 
~he willin~ess with which the pupils commenced their work in this d'epartment 

was verv sat1sfactory, and their rapid improvement has surpassed the most san~e 
expectations .. . Thus far ~ood remits have been produced, while the change from 
ment8J. io' physical exertion affords a healthful recreation, without retarding the 
progress or diminishing. the necessary amount of work. Sewing tends to a .Personal 
nnprov.ement whose influence is ~elt directly in the home circle. Educatmg both 
the hand and the eye to precision and neatness, pupils insensibly learn. to under· 
stand and appreciate its importa:qce. In the lives of many the power of the needle 
must necessarily bear equ8.lity with the peiicil and the pen. Surely nothing adds 
more to domestic comfort, and is more essential in many home circles, 'than tllis 
despised, neglected, and almost lost art' of hand sewing. 

SEWING SHOULD BE PUT IN ALL GRADES OF GIRLS' SCHOOLS. 

If it were introduced into all the lower grades of the :public schools it would en· 
hance the comfort and prosperit_y of many homes. The mstruction given at school 
woUld supplement the liome training of the thrifty and supply a. great want for the 
children of the ignorant and improvident. Our employment offices are besieged 
by needy women unable to sew or perform any skilled labor, and who are con· 
stantly compelled to accept any employment, however menial. The parish sewing 
school shows great'neOO. of instruction in this art in almost every grade of society. 

KINDERGARTENS. 

The following question is frequently asked: Why not establish a Kindergarten 
in connection witli the Normal School? Usually the advocates of this system will· 
listen to no arguments against its general introduction. 

No one will deny that the great v.rinciple underlying Frrebel's method is ev-olved 
out of a profound knowledge of child life. It recognizes the existence of three dis· 
tinct naturl'!l nnited in one organism, demanding separate and different modes of . 
training, yet reciprocally acting and reacting on each other. It takes cognizance of 
the complex structure of this three fold natJ,J.re, and endeavors to adapt its methods 
to these varied wants. By songs, games, and other ingenious devices, designed with 
special reference to some purpose, it seeks to promote a healthy, happy growth of 
the whole being. No faculty of mind, body, or soul is favored at the expense of 
another. It aids physical development by creatin~ a healthy activity; it promotes 
moral improvement by cultivating the choicest somal qualities, while it favors intel· 
lectual growth by presenting knowledge in its moat attractive form .. The system 
claims, as one of its chief benefits, physical training. That it trains the eye t-? se~, 
the ear to hear, and the hands to handle; that the outcome of this edu~ation L'l 
power of observation, ingenuity in invention, and skill in execution. So much on 
behalf of the system. . . 

OBSTACLES TO THEIR INTRODUCTION IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 

Many insuperable obstacles to its introduction into our public schools interJ:e. 
J!"in;t, the expense. Frrebel's method contemplates the traininf? of the child , rom 
the earliest .age possible. "It is from three years and upwards,' says the •· Kmder· . 
garten Guide," " that the Kindergarten becomes the desideratum, if not a neces· 
sity," Thus it adds to the school population the children between the ages of thtedree 
and six. A second item .of expense is the small number of pupils that can be allot 

1
. 

to a teacher. In St. Louis , where the system has been incorporated in the pub 1f 
t!Choolsystem, the maximum of scholars to a teacher is .twelve, making a half days 
instruction to each of twenty-four children. Yet even for this small munbe_r the 
work is far too exhaustive for the teacher. How many additional teachers will be 
required to assign one to every class of twenty-four children of the population from 
three to six. Nor are these the only sources of increased expense. The s):stdie.m 
requires expensive apparatus and great increase of room. " Two x·ooms are m s· 
pensable," says the same work, •· and, if poss.ible, there should be three." New 
buildings would be needed, and the seating capacity must be more thn~1 double~. 
The average cost of instruction of the primary grade is not more than nme dolla.ts 
per capita. The cost is reduced to thL'l low figure by the large number t:mgh~ by 
one teacher at a very meag1·e salary. In this respect the public Kindergarten enJT0r 
no advantage over the private one. Large numbers are fatal to the system. 1e 
cost per pupil in :private ·schQQls ran!?es from fift;r to sevent;r-five dollars per annwn. 
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The " Kindefgarten Guide" says, " It should be understood from the first that 
Kindergarten education is not cheap." · 

A grave doubt exists in the minds of om. most e;xperienced educators, whether · 
a system exactly designed to meet the wants of the stolid and phlegmatic Germa,ns, 

. is not a positive injury :when applied ·to the excitable, mercurial tem.perament of 
American children. Where there is a large pauper element, depriyed· by grinding 
:poverty of all home irainin~, home culture, and hon1e comforts, the Kindergarten 
1s a positive blessing. But 1t is doubtful whether Frcebel himself ever intended that 
mothers should delegate to strangers the blessed l'rivilege and solemn duty of train

. ing their j.nfant children. There is a question wh1ch may well give us pause. What 
will be the effect on American home life if children are withdrawn from the family 
to find their highest pleasures in the school-room? Will not the family tie, already . 
weak from the continued strain and tension of our modern civilization, be altogether 

· destroyed? . - . · 
Time and space will permit but an. allusion to the crude and erroneous. impres

sions resulting froi:n the attempt to ~each science to babies. The loss of novelty, 
when the proper age arrives for teaching these things, is another evil which will be 
f.ully understood by every practical teacher. And last, but not least, the self-con
ceit fostered, and the false estimate formed, of the little smattering !Jf knowledge, 
are serious barriers to the formation of habits of continued and thorough applica-

. tion. 

The reports of the next xear (1882) contained in the 64th Annual 
Report of the Boird of Education, have nothing. relatipg to our 
topics, except the following paragraph in the report by Mr. Fetter, 
the principal of the Girls' Normal School. · 

SEWING. 

* * * The Department of Sewing is in. a prosperous condition, and there 
is daily evidence that the pupils appreciate the importance of this study. An 
unusual interest has been manifested in its operations by parents and visitors gen
erally, and its utility as an industrial pursuit has never been questioned. From in
dications, the close of the J,Jresent year will produce the most satisfactory results, 
and prove the great necessitY. of such work in the school. It is ultimately intended 
that those who receive certificates will be qualified not only to sew, but also to 
teach sewing. 

In the following expre.ssions by President Steel, in the 65th report, 
for the year 1883, it 1s evident that he thinks the time has nearly 
come for the establishment of a City Manual Training School. He 
says: 

"INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

I take pleasure in calling your attention more specifically than before to the sub
ject of manual instruction in connection with the sciences which apply to it. The 
mterest with which this subject is regarded by members of this Board may be said 
.to be fully shared by the community, and it cannot be doubted that the time has 
come for this Board to take the initiative step, which must be made by it, and sub
mit to Councils a plan and estimate of cost for such a school as the City of Phila
delphia should possess. Scientific and practical manual instruction, which has 
taken a deep hold upon every enlightened nation, and which may be said as yet is 
scarcely begun, is destined to mark one of the great epochs in human progress. 
While we can understand what aid this instruction will be to our youth under the 
changed conditions of the trades; how it will promote skilled labor, more in demand 
to-day than ever before, though this is the greatest age of machinery the world has 
reached (these and many other considerations of equal weight and force are suffi
c~ent to prove its necessity); yet manual and mental co·education, which is · des
tmed to become the system of general education of the future, has a far deeper root 
and foundation than the incidental conditions of the trades. It is nothing less than 
the adjustment of instruction to the enlightened purposes of life, as understood at 
the present day. 

TENDENCY OF EDUCATION TO BECOME MORE PRACTICAL. 

The world for three hundred years has been prog~·essing from what may be 
called a sentimental and abstract system and purpose of learning to a practical 
and concrete one. At one t;m.e learnin~ wD,S thought to be dishonored by any 
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al'plication to material affairs; only now they have come to· be regarded as its 
higheSt offi<-e and best use. It has long been conceded to what are known .as the pro

. fessions. In the department of science, practical education baa recently, so to speak, 
tendered gr8!Lt semce, and it now, in the progress of events, is about to attain its great
est uaefuliless in embracing industrial education; in teaching the1Ilost valuable head 
and the most .useful hand, so that they may be a united power; the head that directs the 
hand which has fashioned most that honors the human race. If you can conceive of 
this hand having a thoroughly scientific as well as practical knowledge of its work, 
you will conceive of a higher civilization tOwards which we are progressing; and 
mdustrial education is the high road to it. It means. the education of the people by 
the practical common-sense method of the people, in place of a system largely in
herited from the Greek philOsophers and the school men of the Middle Ages, which 
is entirely unsuited to the purpose of ~eneral education at the J.>resent d,ay. 

The treatment of the mental faculties separately, strengthemng and disciplining 
them in an abstract way, doubtless has its merits, but the minds which find the best 
results from such training must be the exception, and the field of usefulness to 

·which these minds are intended to be devoted must be equally exceptional. 
Mental and manual co-education is the immediate application of mental instruc

tion tO its practical use, so that the instruction shall be real, not only understood, 
but also its use, or one of its uses. It is not too much to say that no instruction ie 
understood or valued until it is applied by the learner. It is every one's experience 
that what made his studies stupid and irksome was the absence at the time of a 
clear comprehension of their application and use. 

The world has come to regard usefulness ana industry with the highest respect 
and honor, and to measure character by them. Our system of general education 
must be adapted to this enlightenment ; this is a change in the estimate of !mman 
excellence f1·om that which prevailed when our abstract system of education was 
first practiced. 

The complaints of our system of education, which are becoming more and more 
pronounced, have their justification. in the fact that its underlying principle of 
abstract teaching was devised for the preparation of philosophers and metaphysi-
cians. · 

Now that the world has come to see that wealth, honor, and happiness come from 
an industrious life. and that those industries which stand first in their practical use
fulness are of the highest merit, our system of education must be made to lead to 
and aid these. 

It doei! not follow that we should discontinue what are known as the higher 
branches of learning ; and it would be a fatal mistake to do so. Many of these are 
applicable and of the highest use in the mechanic arts, and they will never have 
such justification in our system as when thus applied; and such branches as a:re 
literary and mental may well be continued when the others have become of dally 
use to the hands. Our system of education will in this way prepare the many for 
the work the age demands of them, and the few will have at least as ~ood a prepa!a
tion as at present for the special callings they have in view. To g1ve a scient1fic 
knowled~e of the laws ana principles which enter into the mechanic arts, and t<> 
teach this by theory and practice, is what industrial education proposes. What 
different subjects to ~he student, ChemiRtry, Physics, Geometry, Mechanicala:nd 
Engineering Drawing, would be if applied daily in the work-room while bemg 
taught in the class-room. 

A CITY MANU.lL TRAINING SCHOOL DESIRABLE. 

A school with all the equipment necessary to this instruction is one of the greatet<t 
needs of the city. During the year, the City Councils transferred to this departmendt 
for school purposes a large lot of ground in the Twenty-ninth ward. which woul 
be suitable in size and location for a High School and adjoining buildings adaptedd 
for work-rooms. This school should be capable of accommodating two tbousan 
students. The work-rooms should be ample and provided · with machinery for the 
manipulation of metal, wood, and textile fabrics. All the sciences that apply to the 
manipulation of these materials into articles of use in our daily life should be t.augh~ 
in connection with their immediate practical application, from the generat1.on o 
steam to the mixing of dyes. Such a school would be an inestimable blessmg to 
the youth of the city, and would eventually pay ten-fold its cost in its influence 
upon our vast local industries. The city cannot afford. to neglect or postpone pro
VIsion for a school of this character. This feature of protection to Amen.can 
industry is quite as important as any that hru~ received legislative conside~at101 nt 
Our Government, conducted as it is by the people, would be expected to lead J_D t 1a 
which so eminently concerns the interests of the whole community,.yet in th1s par-
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ticular we are sadly behind. It probably would not be possible to find a city in 
Europe with half the industries of Philadelphia without one or more such schools. 

I commend this matter to the Board as one of first importance to the city, and 
trust it may receive early consideration. The public must depend upon this depart
·..ment for the suggestion and plan for such a school, and there is little doubt the 
proposition will receive cordia1 support from the people. 

The next publication, for the year 1883, extending however in 
this instance to June 1884:, was a notable one, being the first An
nual Report of the newly appointed Superintendent of Public . 
Schools* (see reference on page 166 6f this volume), .Hon. James 
MacAlister, formerly Superintendent of the school of Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. The introduction and su~h portions of his 1·eport as 
relate to the revision of studies requisite to make an opening for the 
J>roposed new studies, and, also, tlie very able paper contributed to 
this discussion at the Saratoga meeting of the " American Institute . 
of Instruction" the year before, are here· given. · 

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

To the Board of Public Education, First School District of Pennsylvania : 
GENTLEMEN:-lt is not without a full consciousness of the responsibilities in

volved in the act, that I submit tllis, my first Annual Report, and the first Annual 
Report .ever made to your honorable body by the Superintendent of the Public 
Schools of Philadelphia. · 

The latter fact invests the performance of the duty with an importance that would 
not otherwise belon~ to it, and impresses strongly upon my mind the peculiar diffi-
culties with which It is necessarily attended. · . 

In commencing the work of supervision in a city like Philadelphia at so late a day, 
there were many obstacles to be overcome, and it is not easy to make a statement of 
the labors which ~lave been performed or the results which have been obtained. Ten 
months is but a · short time in which to organize an undertaking so extensive in 
scope and so difficult of execution. No allusion need be made to the hindrances 
growing out of our complicated system of school administration. . Under the most 
favorable conditions, the establishment of supervision in a school system of such 
proportions as ours, after so many years of waiting, was a task of no small magni
tude; and it will require more time than the supervison has yet had, to give a con
clusive reason for its existence and to produce the fruits which the Board and the . 
public have a right to expect. Besides, it should never be forgotten that the best 
work of the educator cannot be stated in figures. Real culture of minrl and charac
ter cannot be estimated in pet·centages. The positive and valuable outcome of one 
school, or of many schools organized into a system, must be sought elsewhere than 
in the statistics which are so often put forward as the evidence of success. 

DUTIES DEMANDING IMMEDIATE ATTENTION LEFT NO TIME FOR ELABORATE STATE-
MENTS OF STATISTICS. . 

These general remarks will, it is hoped, help to explain whatever short-cou1ings 
may be discovered in this Report. My duties have been so numerous and my re
sponsibilities so onerous, that but little time has been left for making an elaborate 
statement concerning the public school system of the city. Work of a more practi
cal and pressing character was demanded. l\ly anxiety has been to get the super
vision established· as an active agent in the work of public education. The time 
for discussing what can and ought to be done by supervision had passed. and my 
sole object ·bas beev. to make it felt in the schools in every possible way, within the 
limits of its powers and duties as defined by the Board of Education. 
~ut aside from the fact that the active duties of the position have occupied 

so much of my time, it has not seemed to me advisable to go into the discussion of 
questions of a general or abstract character in this Report. That thare are many 
defects in our school system, no one, I think, will deny. There need be no hesita
tion in making this admission. The most unfortunate frame of mind for both 

*''"First Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Schools of the City of 
Philadelphia for 1883. Printed by order of t.he Board. Philadelphia: Burk &, 
McFetridge, Printers, 306 and 308 Chestnut Str~et. lS&i. Pp. 115," 
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teacher and school officer is a feeling of seif-satisf~tion with what has been dons, 
a.nd a fixed resolve to-let things remain as they are. In no sphere of huma.nactivitv 
is a sincere desire for the highest and beSt more im:(lerative tha.n in the school-room. 
H ere, of all places, is a spirit of hospitality to new Ideas, essential to sound and suc
cessful work. The Board seemed to be agreed upon some definite lines of reform 
with reference to the schools. As I understood the situation, what was wanted 
was not more discussion as to the necessity of these reforms, but a.n effort to {JUt · 
into operation such changes as would lead to better results in the .public education 
of the city. I have chosen, therefore, to take certain evils as adrmtted, and to ask 
the sanction of the Board for authority io apply without delay what appeared to be · 
the proper remedy for their removal. For these reasons it lS my purpose in this 
Report to confine myself to a succinct statement of what has a,ctually been accom.· 
plished by the supervision during the past year, a.nd to such recommendations as 
seem to me of great urgency at this time. There are many questions of general 
interest in connection with public education, the presentation of which would no 
doubt prove interesting to the Board; but these can very well be laid aside till matters 
of more immediate importance have been disposed of. 

DIFFICULTIES SURROUNDING THE INTRODUCTION OF SUPERVISION. 

Perhaps- a.n allusion to the difficulties under which the work of supervision was 
begun may be pardoned at this point. The fact that it took more tha.n a decade to 
secure such action in the Board of Education as warranted the appointment of 
a superintendent, is sufficient of itself to indicate the general sentiment which pre
vailed conceriting the establishment of the office. The public mind was divided on 
the question, and the final action of the Board, althollgh unanimous, was only se
cured by the willingness of some of the most earnest members to make a trial of 

. supervision rather than from any strong conviction as to its necessity; while the 
feeling of the great mass of the teachers was one of distrust and fear as to its effect 
upon themselves. It is needless to say that these were obstacles of the most trying_ 
character to the occupant of thfl position, but it is most gratifying to be able to state 
that not only has no opposition come from these sources, but from nearly every 
quarter havep~oceeded the kindest and most generous offers of assistance. It seems 
proper that some acknowledgment of this fact should be made here; and I may be . 
allowed to say that; the change alike in the views of the Board as a whole, and in 
public opinion, has not been without" its helpful influence in carrying forward the 
work. The different attitude which a large majority of the teachers have assumed 
has been especially ~ateful and encouraging. They have come to look upon the 
functions of supervisiOn from a very different standpoint from that occupied a year 
ago ; a.nd it affords me much pleasure to be able to say that my labor is made lighter 
every day by their conscientious desire for improvement and progress, and.the cor
dial co-operation they ~e ever ready' to give in promoting the best interests of the 
schools. · 

ON REVISION OF STUDIES IN THE " SECONDARY." (INTERMEDIATE) SCHOOLS OF PHllr 
ADELPHIA BY THE SUPERINTENDENT DURING THE FffiST YEAR OF HlS ADMINIS
TRATION. 

In revising the geography, a very large reduction in the amount of details to be 
taug1lt has been made. In the entire range of the common school curriculum, D;O 
branch is generally more barren of results than geography: and yet no study.JS 
better calculated to engage the attention and interest of pupils. Its intluen~ 1!1 
cultivating a love for knowledge is so obvious that it needs no remark; and ye~ 1~ 18 

not uncommon to find a strong dislike for the study in the schools. This conditi~n 
o' things is largely traceable w the mistake of undertaking too much in the ear~ 
grades of the study, added to the want of ?.:ood methods of teaching. A mass .. ~. 
disconnected facts is poured into the child s mind, which are oentirely beyond'"" 
power of assimilation. No distinction is made between the essential portions of the 
study and the numerous unim:{>ortant particulars which are mingled with thedro. 
So, again, the mode of instruction very generally appeals to the memory, ~~:n o. 
branch of study which, more than any other, r efers to the :world of things environ· 
ing ma.n, is taught·almost exclusively from oooks, with an occasional reference to 
a wall map. It appears to me that so long as courses of study. set forth such an 
array of details for pupils to memorize, there can be no remedy for the short com
ings of pupils in this branch, of which complaint is so often made. I have endeav· 
ored, therefore, to draw up a course of instructions for children beginning the study 
of geography. A careful selection of topics has been made, and while tllese bavd 
been systematically developed, they have been so generalized as to make a firm an 
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enauring frame-work for the details to be filled in when the pupils have reached 
the higher grades. The immediate needs of secondary ~upils have also been pro
vided for, by introducing into t.lltl Eighth grade an outline of our own State, suffi
cient to give pupils who· do not go farther; a serviceable kn'owledge of the general 
features of that portion of the earth's surface in which they are most interested, 
and which it is important that they should know most about. Objective methods 
of instruction have been largely made·u.se of; and such natural phenomena as can 
be brought within the experience of the pupils-the molding board, map drawing, 
the wall maps, and the globe, are made the basis of· all the instruction. * * * . 
'rhe geography has become so encumbered with minute details which it was· never 
intended should .be taught, that much of the pupil's force is expended in commit
tin&" to memory names and descriptions which stand for little or nothing to his in
telligence, The object-lessons have become a mass of words entirely disconnected 
from the things which they represent, and the instruction consists largely in requir
ing_ the pupils to write out descriptions of things and processes which have been 
dictated by the teacher, many of which they have never seen, and are not likely to 
meet with in their daily experience. * * * • 

RAPID EXTENSION OF INTEREST IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

In no question pertaining to public education has there been such a rapid advance 
of OJ.>inion within the last few years as in that of industrial education. Five years 
ago It was almost impoSsible to obtain a hearing on the subject before any educa
tional body; but scarcely a meeting is held now in which it does not hold a promi
nent place on the programme. The progress made in the practical application of 
the problem to the schools has hardly kept pace with this growth of sentiment, but 
the success which has attended the movement in this direction has been most satis-
factory. · 

The interest of the American people in manual training as an element of gen
eral education was, strange to say, first aroused by the exhibit of school-work 
rilade by the Russian Government at the Centennial Exhibition in 1876. The Mas
sachusetts School of Technology impressed by the educational value of this exhibit, 
took immediate steps for organizing a department similar in ita general plan and 
objects to the Russian institution. The result was the School of Mechanic Arts, 
whic~ was started in the fall of the same year, and at once began to exert a powerful 
influence upon th(:l whole country. St. Louis foll6wed with its admirable Training 
School in 1879. Chicago dedicated a school on the same plan last year. The Col
le~e of the City of ~ew York has been modifying its course of instruction so as to 
bnng it more into harmony with the practical needs of the time, a.nd has added 
manual training to the regular work of the school. In Boston, classes for manual 
training on a limited scale have been in operation in connection with the Grammar 
Schools since the beginning of the present year, and the School Committee of that 
city are now considerin~ the propriety of greatly extending the work. The little 
city of Toledo has also Its manual training school. Our neighbor, Baltimore, has 
just made a beginning with an industrial school which gives every promise of suc
cess. In our own city, the trustees of Girard College, moved at last to put the wish 
of its far-seeing founder into execution,* are erecting a large and finely-appointed 
building for the manual training of the boys; and the Spring Garden Institute, 
with au enterprise that cannot be too highly commended, has been carrying on day 
and night classes in hand-work for three or four years, a.nd has thereby done much 
to foster public sentiment on the subject in our midst . 
. . Some. remarks on the abstract question as to the value and necessity of making 
mdustrial training a part of our general education will be found below; but the above 
s!atement of-facts has been presented as the most direct means of calling the atten
tion of the Board to the matter. I need only add that there is no longer ai:ty serious 
di1ference of opinion among the leading educators of the country as to the princi
ples upon whic4 manual education should be conducted. It is now very generally 
conceded that the training of the mental faculties will be most effective when all 
the se~ses ar~ most fully brought into J.>lay ~ factors in the general process i that 
hand· mstruction, no matter of what 1..-tnd, if adapted to the age of the pupil and 
properly conducted, can be made disciplinary and a valuable adjunct to the primary 

*The will of Stephen Girard contains the following remarkable provision : " I 
'!oul~, have them (the scholars) taught facts and things, rather than words a_nd 
SJgns. These words show that Girard must have been thoroughly penetrated With 
the new educational ideas which Pestalozzi was spreading abroad, while the Phila-

. ~elphia merchant was amassing the ~reat fortune that was to be devoted to found
mg the noble institution that bears hiS name. 
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literary studies ; and that a proper amount of hand study can be introduced in our 
public schools without impaui.ng the educational value of the studies now taught.• 

INTRODUCTION OF ldANUAL TRAINING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF PHILADELIIBIA 
URGED, 

Without further argument, therefore, I beg to recommend that immediate steps 
be taken by the Board, to introduce n1anual training into the public schools of this 
city. It is needless to go into de~ils here as to the manner in which the instruction 
should be carried on. ·These can all be much better attended to, when the work ol 
or~~tion is practically taken up. It is not necessary to wait till a large appro
priation can be secured, and the work inaugurated upon an extell.l:!ive scale. It will 
be safer in every way to begin in a modest way. If a convenient school building 
not needed for ordinary purposes can .be secured, a moderate amount of money 
would equip it with the appliances needed for the first year's work of the curric
ulum, and but few teachers would be reguired. The admission to the school 
should be based upon a thorough examination in the common branches of study. 
One or two hundred pupils would be enough to make a !)tart. A year's trial would, 
I am sure, demonstrate the value of the instruction, and the practicability of 
organizing it as a part of the general educational system of the city. Councils will 

· not need-then to be importuned for funds to extend the scheme; but backed by 
public opinion, which is fully ripe upon the subject, will be willing and ready to 
promote an interest with such numerous and vital relations to the well-being of the 
community. 

Having disposed of the subject in its .practical bearings, it seems proper th.at 
something should be said of the problem of industrial education in its scholastic and 
social relations. · In spite of the fact that a very general agreement has been reached 
on the main issue, there are still some questions concerning which the discussion is 
not wholly closed. The general grounds, also, upon which the claim for manual 
training rests cannot be too often repeated. I subjoin, therefore, the more impor· 
tant portions of some remarks made by me, in opening a discussion on Industrial 
Education, at the annual meeting of the American Institute of Instruction, h~ld 
at Saratoga, a year ago. With this material at hand, it seemed hardly worth while 
to attempt a new statement of the points which are there considered. 

MANUAL TRAINING IN ITS SCHOLAl-:lTIC AND SOCIAL RELATIONS. 

THE OPENING PAPER OF THE DISCUSSION ON INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION;READ, BY SUPER· 
JNTENDENT JAMES MAC ALISTER, BEFORE THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INSTRUC· 
TION, SARATOGA, NEW YORK, 1883. 

There has been very little change in the ideas which have controlled our methods 
of education, and these ideas were formed something like four hundred years_ agedo. 
Like nearly all the great intellectual agencies of modem civilization, the establish 
system of education dates from the Renaissance, and the direction giv~n to t~~ 
schools at that time has been followed with but slight modification ever smce. 
is unnecessary to point out to this audience what were the characteristic~ of that 
important epoch, but I may be allowed to remind you that its most distinc~1ve f~at
ure was the return to the culture of the classical nations of antiquity. In lhscussm~ 
the question now before us, we should not forget that it was the extinction of ~reef 
thought a.nd Roman law that brought upon Europe those dreadful centuries 0t 
darkness, when all the progress the world had made in ·knowledge and refineme'!
sePmed about to disappear forever. For seven or eight hundred years the spldendl~ 
achievements of the two nations, which have done more to fashion the nun an 
cha.l"J.cter of the civilized world than all other influences put together, were lost f~ 
forgotten. The literature, art, and philosophy of Greece ceased to form a par 0 

the consciousness of men. It was the restoration of this classic culture, and the 
new birth of the human mind which resulted therefrom, that lifted man. o~ce J!lore 
into a realization of his inherent worth and dignity ; that recreated w1.thm hun ~ 
sense of his true place in nature, and opened his soul to its elevating mfluenc_es' 
that brought forth all that wealth of power and beauty which has been growmg 
and spreading throughout the world ever s;nce. 

*These propositions are stated substantially in the language used by Profess~~ 
Runkle in a report made to the Americ11-n Institu.te of Instruction, at the annu: · 
meeting in 1883, 
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THE BEGINNING OF THE RENAISSANCE. 

It is necessary to bear these things in mind to understand the methods which 
found their way into the schools that took their rise at this time. When the men 
of Western Europe began to read Homer and Plato and Sophocles and Thucydides 
once more ; when they began to know Virgil as something different from a wizard, 
to feel the growing style of Cicero, to study Roman life in Horace, to read Roman 
history in Livy and Tacitus, they were so fascinated.with the works of these great 
writers that they cared for nothing else. The humanists, with their glorious enthu
aiasm for the classic authors, were the natural outcome of the revivaJ. of learning. 

· It was inevitable that they should set an incalculable value upon the literary pro
ductionS of Greece and Rome. The exhaustless wealth of thought, the exqU18ite 
beauty of sty_le, which they contain are still a. marvel to us. How overpowering, 
then, must have been their effect upon the ardent spirits to whom they were first 
opened l - ' 
. It was in the midst of this intellectual ferment that the modern school was born; 
and you know what was the result. The study of the classical languages was made 
the almost exclusive OCCUJ?ation of the schools. In this particular a.1I -the schools 
were alike, the schools wh1ch were foundei by the reformers, as well as the schools 
of the church in whose bosom the Renaissance had been nursed. The Protestants 
could have got no hold on education if they had not followed the Catholics in draw
ing up the curriculum of their schools. Melancthon was a humanist, and when 
John Sturm, the leading Protestant pedagogue, came to put the new ideas into forl!J. , 
he founded a system which was purely humanistic. The model which Sturm set 
up was adopted everywhere. John Colet established the En~lish schools upon the 
same plan. The education planted in the American colonies differed in no particular 
from that of the mother country. The pattern which Sturm furnished has under
gone but little change down to the present generation ; and in spite of the reforms 
that have recently been introduced, it is in the main the standard a.pplied in esti
mating the character of all our higher education, and still controls, to no incon
sidemble extent, the instruction provided in the schools of lower rank. 

These general remarks upon the rise of the humanistic education, have been 
offered because a proper understanding of the influences which operated in shaping 
its origin serve, I .think, to account for the hold which it still retains, and the diffi

. culty experienced .in getting a fair hearing for the claims of industrial education. 

THE MOVEMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IS BUT AN OUTCOME OF THE REN· 
AISSANCE. 

I wanted also, if possible, to offer some reason for asking the more strenuous ad· 
vocates of industria1 education to be a little more liberal in dealing with the defend· 
ers of the classical system. It is not to ~inferred, however, from what has been 
said, that the movement in favor of making industrial training a part of education 
has sprun~ up like a mushroom. Its germs were planted long ago in fruitful soil. 
The Renal88ance means more than the restoration of the Old-World culture. It 
meana ·also the discovery of nature, from the knowledge and enjoyment of which 
man had for centuries been almost entirely shut out. And so Bacon, with his ne\v 
philosophy, came out of the Renaissance by a process of orderly development to 
teach the true method of investigating t~e laws of the natural world. The Bacon
~n phllosophy led to the study of things in opposition to the humanistic study of 
words, and the issue then joined has been maintained ever since. Out of the in
ductive method of obtaining knowledge grew Locke's philosophy of mind, and 
Locke's doctrines made possible a true science of education. He first of all treated 
the human mind as a natural thing,-showed the mind's relation to the external 
world, and first of all, as I t-ake it, insisted that man was to be educated by contact 

-with things. The reasoning of the English philosopher was appiied to the training of 
the young by two men widely different in character, but both of whom have ex
erted an extraordinary inftuence upon the progress of education,-Rousseau, the 
French sentimentalist, and Pestalozzi, the Swiss schoolmaster and real founder of 
all that is best in the primary school work of the present day. The Kindergarten of 
.Froebel was the natural product of Pestalozzi's teachings ; and Froebel has formu
lated a system in which the earliest education of the child is based exclusively upon 
nature, and all learning grows out of doing. 

We see, therefore, that while the humanistic system of education has been the 
controlling influence in the schools of Europe and America ever since the modern 
era of culture began, there has been silently growing up a counter theory, which 
has now become too strong to be put aside by a wave of the schoolmaster's hand; 
and it is hereto-day, demanding in no uncertain voice the recognition of its rights, 
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WHAT .ARE THE PRESENT NEEDS TO WBlCR EDUCA.TION MUST BE ADAPTED? 

We are;. therefore, brought face to face with the question 88 to what education 
means. That is really the problem that is before us for discussion. I have the 
temerity to believe that there is no occasion for any wide divergence of opinion on 
the subject. If the question could .only be properly stated, we should not fall out 
greatly in arriving at a conclusion. If we were debating what is ideally the best 
form of education, there would not, I am sure, be the slightest difference of opinion 

. in ~s gathering, or in any meetine; of educators. I take it for granted that all are 
agreed that the ideal of education IS the harmonious development of all the powers 
an4 faculties of man's nature. But we are not discussing what form of education · 

·is best in the abstract, but what .system is needed under the existing conditions of
society-what kind of schooling is best adapted to minister to the well-being of the 
i.Jldividua.l and the prosperity of the community of which he forms a part. · 

Now it seems to me that we cannot avoid the conclusion that the productive em
ployments are more and more monopolizing the activities of the great mass of men. 
If this be so, the problem which educators are called upon to solve is, whether we 
are to continue methods of training in .our schools which originated when society 
':Vas very differently constituted from what it is at present, or whether the time has 
not come when these methods should be so modified 88 to fit men and women for 
the circumstances under which they are to live in the world. We have only to look 
at the facts of history with an unprejudiced mind to discover that, in spite of all 
our theorizing on the subject, this has practically been the course followed by all 
the nations which have pretended to do anything for the education of their citi-
zens. . 

GREEK' TRAINING WAS FITTED TO THE NEEDS OF THE GREEKS • . 
Some rather disparaging words. concerning Plato and Aristotle have been spoken 

in this discussion. It is a mistake, I think, to blame these great thinkers for the 
ideas of education which they h€'ld. They elaborated the Greek system of educa
tion, which consisted of music and gymastics-te1·ms which, I need not say, had a 
wider siltllification to them than what they bear now. This kind of training was 
well ana good in its place; it produced a type of manhood which, in some respects, 
has never been equalled. The Athenians who gathered in the Pnyx to listen to 
Demosthenes were as splendid examples of enlightened freemen ·as the world has 
ever seen. But I think the point W3.!i well taken that the views of these two great 
masters of Greek philosophy should not be allowed t:> dominate the schools of to
day. There is a vast difference between the Athens of Pericles with its" sweet 
reasonableness," and the structure of civilized society in our own time. The edu
cation of the present must be shaped ~ suit the needs of the industrial masses if it 
is to fulfU its proper function in the State. We mnst not close our eyes to the fact 
that by far the larger number of men in every civilized community are workex:s, 
to whom a skilled hand is guite as important as a well-filled head. Is it not withm 
the strictest bounds 9f justice and right to ask that the schools should undertake to 
do something for the practical necessities of these millions of men and women ? I 
repeat, that so far as public education is concerned, it is the interests of the many, 
and not of_the privileged few, that must be provided for. 

WHAT ARE THE PRESENT NEEDS OF AMERICANS? 

Take tJ?.e publl.c schools of ~lmost any city .. The first year of the pri~ary sch<?Ol 
course Wlll be found to contam nearly one-third of the total enrolment; m some m
stances it is much larger. In the last year of the grammar school the enrolment 
does not generally exceed from two to five per cent. of the total. The high school 
usually has an attendance about eq_ual to that of the highest grammar grade. 

Ho'v is this marked difference m the attendance of the pupils to be accounted 
for? What has become of the children? The answer is very simple. Before the 
middle grades have been finished the greater number of these. young people have 
been taken from school and put to work. The school door has closed upon them 
forever, and they must find their way through the. world with such scanty !ntellecd
tua.l equipment as has been crowded into five or six years of their clnl_dho~ · 
With such facts as these staring us in the face, is it n ot a duty to pause and I!lq':ill'e 
whether the character of the education given to these masses of children lS JUSt 
what it ought to be; whether it would not be possible, by adapting it more fully to 
their actual necessities, to give them a better start in life? It is useless to talk 
about compelling a longer attendance at school, unless some compensati?n~ of I 
practical kind are offered. Doubtless many of these children are the v10tuns o 
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parental pupi_di~y, of th;e effo:rts of manufa?turers to ch~pen commercial P!od~cts 
by the employment of JUVenile labor; but m the larger number· of cases the1r With
drawal from school is a dire necessity. But we cannot stop to inquire into these 
eauses. . Our immediate duty is to remodel oui elementary courses of instruction 
in liuch a way as shall make them tell more directly upon the-interests of those for 
~hose benefit they are intended. 

VALUE OF GREEK CULTURE TO MODERN LIFE • 

. It must be clearly apparent to any one who takes an impartial view of these . 
things that it is·not so much a question as to whether the old ideas of education are of 
any value, as whether they are sufficient for the present age. Nothing which I have 
said should be-construed into a dis,I>?sition to make war upon classical culture. I 
believe the world could not live Without it, I believe that the poet of the ''Iliad" 
and the" Odyssey," the philosopher of the Academy, the historian of the Pelopon
nesian War, are just as important to us to-day as the scientific discoveries of Watt, 
Faraday, and Morse. I do not see why there should be any difficulty between the 
classicists and the scientists, why there should be any antagonism between the 
literary school and the industrial school. The glorious culture of the ancient world, 
with aU the precious fruit it has borne in the modem world, must be kept alive if 
nobility and beauty and refinement of mind and character are to be cherished as 
things worth thriving for. I came across a remark in an eloquent writer the other 
day, iii which it is claimed that "except the blind forces of nature, there is nothing 
moves in the world that is not Greek in its origin." This is a very strong state
ment; but I feel that it is hardly possible to exaggerate our indebtedness to the people 
which made Athens the one city that can never perish from the memory of men. 
It will not do for those who are battling so courageously for the rights of science 
to forget that its mighty acl.i.;;7ements would soon fade away, that the very classes 

· for whose interests tl1ey are eo unselfishly laboring would soon lose .that sense of 
human worth and dignity which is the best safeguard of their rights, if the culture 
which has been the inspiration of so much lofty thought and noble action were to 
be obliterated from the consciousness of the race. 

THOROUGH TRAINING IN ENGLISH PREFERABLE TO INSUFFICIENT TRAINING IN THE 
CLASSICS • 

. It seems to·me then, that the real question with which we have to deal is, what 
is it best .to do for this_ great mass of young people who leave theschoolslon~ before 
there is any opportunity for benefiting by this higher culture? I am speakmg, you 
will ~rceive, of primary education; but the question just put will apply, to a very 
cons1derable extent, to the secondary schools as well. There is no doubt a large 
amount of waste arising from the persistence with which the old humanistic model 
is still followed in our high schools and academies. But the classicists will not 
listen to any suggestion of change in this respect. It was only this morning that a 
friend said to me in talking over this matter, "Taking your own estimate of the 
value and importance of classical culture, why not put as much of it into the 
schooling of any chi-ld as you can get ? Cut off one-quarter of it,-if you like, one
half of it: the boys and !Prls will be better off with what is left than they possibly 
can be with· any other form of education." -1 do not believe it. When the late 
distinguished Senator from Wisconsin. Mr. Carpenter, came to Boston to study law, 
he went to Rufus Choare and asked h is advice about devoting himself to the study 
of the classical languages as a means of cultivating his literary taste and power of 
speech. The great lawyer inquired what length of time his young friend could 
afford to spend upon Greek. Carpenter's reply was that he did not know, but that 
he hoped to be admitted to the bar within two or three years. Mr. Choate said, 
" Unless you can afford to give ten years of hard work to the classics, you had better 
not attempt them at all ; your three ye.ars' labor will be lost time. You had better 
devote these three years to the study of Shakespeare, and Milton, and the English 
Bible ; these writers will give you the culture you covet much better than the 
smattering of Greek or Latin you can hope to acquire in so short a period of time." 
How well Mr. Carpenter profited by this advice must be known to everyone who has 
ever had the privilege of listening to his rich and powerful eloquence. I mention 
this incident because it gives the deliberate opinion of a man who was an enthusi
astic Greek scholar as well as a learned lawyer ; a lawyer who, after hard day's 
work in the court-room, was in the habit of burning the midnight lamp that he 
might nourish his indomitable spirit on the resounding Phillippics of the Athenian 
orator and the "moving accidents" of the " tale of Tl·oy divine." 
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THE ';l'IME IUS COME FOR A NEW DEPARTURE IN PRIMARY SCHOOLING. 

I am fully persuaded, therefore, that -some radical change~~ will have to be made 
'in the character of our public education. I must repeat again that these clianges do 
not m:ean the extinction of the classical system. The demand is simply that the 
primary schools shall be made to conform to the existing necossities of the people, 
and that side by side with the higher institutions of learning there shall be estab
lished schools where the sciences, in their relation to the arts and industries, shall 
be made specific branches of instruction and training. 

Let me-say here, by way of anticipating any attack which may be made upon 
this position, that I do not mean that a less amount of education should be given 
in these schools than iS provided under the present system. .All that is required is 
that it shall be different i.a kind, and that the practical purpoBfl to which the school 
is to be put shall be kept steadily in mind. I cannot stop now t.o notice the objec· 
tion often made to the use of the term education in connection with any kind of 
training other than that of the mind. I must protest, however, against the assump
tion that the craftsman is a mere machine, and that there is no intellectual advan· 
tilge to be had from manual training. Was there no mind in that wealth of beauty 
•hich the workman lavished upon the commonest articles of daily use in the Italy 
of the sixteenth century ? Was there no culture in that happy period for the worker 
when Labor was still the companion of .Art? I must confe!!S to an inability to 
understand the opposition which so many people keep up to any attempt to extend 
the limits of the school beyond what in stereotyped phrase are called the ''common
school branches." Take drawin~, for instance, a study only secondary in impor
tance to the traditional '' three R s: " it has been a hard fight to win even the p"artial 
reco$Irition accorded to it in a few cities of the United States. 

It lS ·an egregious mistake to suppose that .those. who favor manual training wish 
it to take the place of mental training, or are seeking to deprive any class of pupils 
of the portion of intellectual culture they now receive. But I would like to know 
why the hand should not be trained as well as the head? The perfectly educated 
man is he whose facile hand follows obediently the clear and ready promptings of a 
well-developed brain. The hand is the most marvellous iMtrument in the world ; 
it is the necessary complement of the mind in dealin9 with matter in all its varied 
forms. It is the hand that "rounded Peter's dome; ' it is the hand that carved 
those statues in marble and bronze, that painted those pictures in palace and 
church which we travel into distant lands to admire ; it is the hand that builds the 
ships which sail the sea, laden with the commerce of the world; it is the hand 
that constructs the machinery which moves the busy industries of this age of 
steam ; it is the hand that enables the mind to realize in a thousand ways its hignest 
imaginings, ~ts profoundest reasonings, and its most practical inventions. Why, 
then, this disparagement of the hand in the schools? Why should not an organ 
wluch forms so vital a ~art of man's being receive a due share of attention in pre
paring him for the duties and responsibilities of citizenship? There can be _no 
question about the harm that is done to society by this neglect. The trouble w1th 
so many departments of industry at the present moment is, that there are too few 
skilled artisans to put into form the ideas of .the designers,-that Ia bor and thought 
are too far apart from each other. One reason why there is so much unrest :unong 
the working classes is, that our public education does not give them all the help 
they need to enable them to pursue their work successfully and happily. 

THE KINDERGARTEN IS THE TRUE BEGINNING OF THE NEW METHODS. 

It is a great deal easier, however, to sta~ the desirability of these reforms than 
to tell how they are to be accomplished. It will do no good to say that th~re a~e 
no difficulties in the way; but if the teachers could only be brought to believe Ill 
the necessity of manual training, and would set themselves r esolutely to work to 
make it a part of the public-school system, it would be a comparatively easy D;la~ 
ter to invent the methods and appliances for putting it into practical operat!on. 
Much has alre3.dy been done abroad, and a hopeful beginning has been mad.e m a 
fe,v places in our own country. There need be no fear, I think, about the pr1mary 
schools. No better start can be made than by placing the Kindergarten at the basJS 
of the school syAtem; if that can only be effected, all the rest will follow as a mat
ter of course. There surely can not be any dissent from the proposition that a 
larger amount of scientific knowledge should be given in the elementary schools. 
I do not mean that kind of science instruction which looks so well in a pro
gramme of study, but when you get inside the school-room, resolves _itself mto 
cramming the pupils with facts and figures from a book or the dictatiOn of the 
teacher. I have known ati. elaborate scheme of oral instruction in physiology and 

·physics laid down in a course of study of which the class-teacher into whose hands 
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it was put knew but little more than the pupils, and for whose use not so much 
apparatus had been {>rovided as she could put into the crown of her bonnet. But 
in such cases our criticism should not be so much against the well-meaning in
structor as the school a,uthorities, 'vho think to quiet their own conscience and 

. ap),>('.ase the public demands by making a show of providi\lg knowledge for the 
children. The desideratum here is an outline of the fundamental principles of 
natural science prepared by a master mind (it takes a Huxley to write a pr1mer of 
biology) thoroughly acquainted with the conditions of our primary education,
such an outline as can be taught by any regular teacher imbued with correct ideas 
of scientific method. The school-room should be supplied with.an assortment of 
the simplest possible appliances for the illustration of the lesson; the "nickel
plated apparatus" is an abomination. Such a plan would require neither profound 
learning on the part of the instructor, nor a large outlay of money to carry it out. 
If the normal and high schools did their work properly, the teacher would be ready 
for her duties, and school-boards would find it a matter of economy to substitute 
the few simple articles required for the expensive and useless trash that is found in 
so many school-rooms. . 

In this way, it a:ppears to me, a substantial foundation in the general principles 
of the sciences which stand most nearly related to the industrial occupations IDJght 
be laid; and if the Kindergarten idea of learning by doing were carried up into 
the primary school, and systematic exercises in manipulating clay, wood, and iron 
were also added to the existing cuniculum, all that the friends of manual train
ing have any right to demand would be secured without causing any terrible revo
lution of the existing system. No doubt some elimination of the multiplicity of 
the useless detail in the courses of study would have to be made, but that would be 
a blessing which should be welcomed at any price. Trouble would be more apt to 
arise when we got to the secondary* schools. This is the ground on which the bat
tle between the classicists and the scientists, the idealists and the realists, will have 
to be fought out. ~ 

AN INDUSTRIAL HIGH SCHOOL TO BE ADDED TO THE PRESENT BIOH SCHOOLS, 

i am· so anxious not to be misunderstood on this point, that, at the risk of 
tedious iteration, I want to say that, to my mind , the proposal to carry manual 
training into this stage of the cow·se of study does not mean any injury to the 
high school. I have great faith in the high school. I hold that any system of 
education which does not include the high school is defective in a vital part of 
its organization, and cannot met>t the claims which ·the public- the poorest man's 
son as well as the richest-has a 1·ight to make upon it. But I am quite as strenu
ous in believing that great injustice is being done to the public, in refusing to add 
to the secondary school such instruction as shall make it adequate to provide for 

· other necessities which are equally, if not still more urgent. I cannot avoid the 
conviction that very large numbers of young persons are really debarred from 
obtaining any benefit from the secondary schools because of the limitations imposed 
upon their curricula. 

PRESENT HIGH SCHOOLS FAIL TO MEET NEEDS OF A LARGE PROPORTION OF PUPILS. 

The high school of almost any city will furnish an example. Out of the classes 
which enter only about fifteen or twenty per cent. finish the course. Nearly one
half the class leaves at the end of the first year. We shall not have to go far to find 
an explanation for these facts. The parents soon discover that the education which 
their children are getting is not gomg to be of much practical account to them in 
the business of life, and so the pupils are withdrawn and placed at work. It must 
not be forgotten that by far the larger proportion of these young people are intended 
for industrial pursuits. The professiOns get but few of them. It is facts of this 
kind, aside from any theoretical views I may entertain on the subject, that have 
brought me to the conclusion that secondary schools, a8 now organized, do not 
come up to the public demands. I have an impression that such changes in them 
could be effected as would render the figures just given impossible. I am not pre
pared to say how these modifications should be made; whether the manual training 
school should be made a separate institution, or the entire secondary system of 

· instruction should be so changed that both kinds of training, the classical and the 
industrial, could be carried on in parallel lines in the same school. 

*It is hardly necessary to state that the term " secondary" is not used here in 
the local sense applied to it in Philadelphia, but with the signification usually 
attached to it throughout this country and in England. 
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MANUAL TRAINING. IDGH SCHOOLS WILL MEET THE .NEEDS OF SUCH PUPI~. 

It is understood, of course, by every one that literacy instruction is an essential 
part of the manual training school. All that is meant by such a school is the ad
dition of a sufficient amount of work in the handling of tools and the manipulation 
of materials, to a good, sound education in language, mathematic;s, history, science, 
and drawing. I do not see that the language .stu<fy need necessarily be confined to 
English. Gernia.n or French might be added, with profit to the pupils. But while 
speaking in this qualified manner of the 11Wdus operandi of mariull.l training as a 
part of secondary education, I have not . the sli¢htest doubt of its practicability. 
The suceess of the St. Louis School has settled th1s question as. to the existence of a 
public demand for education of this kind, and we may safely trust to the future 
.for the reconcilement of its claims with those of the old system. 

. . 

WIU.T MANUAL TRAINING IDGH SCHOOLS SHOULD DO. 

· A word or two mtist be added concerning the proper. sphere of the manual train
ing school. It d~ not mean the fitting of pupils for special industrial occupations. 
Boston, Philadelphia, New Yorlc. may find 1t to thP-ir advantage to establish schools 
tot the_ training of artisans, just as they have schools for the training of engineers 
and la~ers :and doctors; but the moment the manual training-school undertakes 
tO Q.o this, it 'w:ill forfeit its place as a. part o( the general educational system. The 
establishment of trades-schools is a different question altogether. Manual training, 
~ I uilde~nd it, a.ims at ~eneral results. Its purpose is, to develop human beings 
Qn _tlie exeeutive _side of ~herr nature as well as the receptive. Its aim is to equip a 
boy so that when he gets mto. the world he will be able to do as well.as to think. '!'he 
.tra.Uiing_is to be so ·generalized in charaCter that it will prove an accomplishment 
w!»cb .will stand.. its posSessor iB good Stead wherever manual skill can be made 
available. Cannot thiSoe done? A few days ago I listened to a lecture in which 
it was contended that this general training in handcraft is impossible. It was said, 
for. ~Xan;lple, tQ&t .there ~e a. great many different kin.ds ~f- hammering in . the 
vanous tiades, and that a boy could not learn hammenng m such a generalized 
form as would be help{ul to him in taking up some one of these special kinds. 
This statement Will seem rather discouraging when I tell you that it was made by 
a . professor in an indu"strial university. He ought to know more about such a mat
ter t~n a layman like myself; but, with all due respect for his knowledge and 
:Position, I beg to differ from him. Common sense teaches that a boy who has 
learned the nature and use of. the simple tools, not as implements in specific trades, 
but as instruments for shaping the staple materials of industrial processes, ,.,m 
·possess a J>?Wer of adaptation in many directions of work, and will be able to enter 
very considerably in advance upon any industrial occupation to which he may turn 
his attention. Now that the ·apprenticeship system seems to be falling into decay, 
the latter consideration is one deserving the serious thought of those who are inter-
ested in: economic problems. · · 

You will have noticed that in. what I have s_a.id of manual tr$ing, reference has 
chiefly been made to its industrial re;lations. This course has be.eri pursued, not 
because I think it does not produce valuable results in the culture of a human bein~, 
considered as consisting of body as well as spirit, but because I am persuaded 1t 
must be honestly followed up on this line by those who are in earnest in dealing 
"With the question at all. We cannot .get away from the fact that, at the present 
time, industrialism monopolizes the lives of by far the larger number of men in 
every civilized community: It is an imperative duty, therefore, to make the public 
edncation conform to this fact. ·The conviction grows upon roe fiVery day that this 
momentous question must be squarely met by the educators of" this country, and 
that it will have to be settled in the' interest of the millions of men and women 
whose lia;{lpiness should be a paramount consideration in our social arrangements. 
The intelligence of the masses is. the absolute condition of our political security, and 
the more completely we can make the schools minister to then practical needs, the 
more certain will be the assurance of peace and prosperity for the whole people. 

After quoting- the paper just given, the Superintendent proceeds 
with his report as follows : 

SEWING. 

While considering the question of manual training in the public schools, the 
claims of the girls should nut be overlooked. The practical reasons for such train- · 
ing may not oo the same as in the case· of boys, but the argumflnts for its educa· 
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·tiona! value apply equally well. This matter has been receiving :J. good deal of 
attention in Europe of late, and school authorities are beginning to give it serious 
consideration in our own country. Even, however, where the advanta~es of such 
an addition to the E'ducation of girls are conc~ed, much diversity of opmion exists 
as to the form it should assume. It would be premature, I think, to attempt an 
answer which would cover the whole ground occupied by .this question. Problems 
as to woman's individual and sociaL activities, the limitations of sex in relatic;m to 
education and work,. an~ the economies of labor, remain to be solved·, before any 
conclusive statement can be made concerning the obligations resting upon the 
school in which girls are prepared for the duties of life. There is one form of hand
work, however, about which there need be no difference of opinion . . I allude, of 
course, to sewing,-th11ot art which has been practiced by woman in all ages and 
countries, and skill in which is so essential to the proper discharge of her duties in 
almost every relation she sustains to the household. Here, it IX'ems to me, there 
can be no question as to the duties of school boards in large cities. The objection 
will be r eady, doubtless, that.the teachin~ of sewing does not belong to the school, 
and that it is.unwise to assuine an obligat10n which can be better performed without 
its aid. But we must look at the matter as it actually stands. The fact is notorious 
that in every large center of population, there are thousands of homes in which 
there is neither time nor opportunity for giving girls this training; and any teacher 
can .WStify how lamentably deficient her girls are in the use of the needle. Sewing 
was formerly taught in all girls'. schools. It has been crowded out by tho tendency 
of current educational methods, to place undue emphasis up6n certain kinds of 
f!Chool-work which monopolize the mental energies of children, without affording 
appreciable results. We must never forget that school training should have regard 
for use as well as for discipline; and it would not be difficult to show that sewing 
would help to prepare ~iris for complete living much better than many things on 
which a good deal of tune is now wasted. • 

INTRODUCTION OF SEWING IN GffiLS' SCHOOLS RECOMMENDED, 

These are some of the reasons which have induced me to lay this matter before 
the Board ; and I would earnestly recommend that steps be taken to provide for the 
girls attending the schools, such training in this useful art as is consistent with the 
general purposes of pu~lic education and due attention to their other studies. I 
believe that instructiOn in sewing would prove useful in two ways : first, in provid
ing a means of manual training for girls, that could not fail to supply a want long 

·felt in the schools; and, second, by providing an opportunity for acquiring an 
accon1plishment of advantage to every woman in the practical duties of life. 

Fortunately, we are not without some degree of experience in this branch of 
instruction in our own city, which is of value in this connection. It took a good 
deal of earnest effort to get sewing introduced into the Girls' Norm.al School, and 
it was feared by many that it might interfere with what was regarde<l as the more 
important work of the pupils. We have learned, however , that no step ever taken 
in connection with the school has yielded more satisfactory results. The scholar
ship has not suffered ; the sewing exercise affords an agreeable relief to the other 
duties of the girls, and a graduate now leaves the school, skilled in the use of the 

·needle to an extent that must add to the sum of her happiness in whatever position 
of life she may afterwards be placed. 

SUCCESS OF SEWING I N BOSTON SCHOOLS. 

But the teaching of sewing is not to be regarded as a mere experiment. Boston 
furnishes an example where it is carried on upon a large scale. Sewing has long 
formed a. regular part of the instruction in the P.Ublic schools of that city, and a 
report made to the School Committee upon the subject contains important testimony 
as to the value of the study. The report says: "Some of the schools where sewing 
was formerly held in most contempt are to-day j ustly proud of the amount, variety, 
and excellence of the work they accomplish ;" and in another place; " Not unfre
quently young girls fresh from school find steady remunerative employment, thanks 
to their skill with the needle ; others are now able to keep their own garments- and 
those of younger sisters and brothers neat and tidy ; and many graduates of our 
schools in more fayored positions admit that they owe their skill in fine needlework 
entirely to the teaching received at school." Evidence equally valuable might be 
furnished from other sources ; but enough has been said , I think, to prove that an 
addition can be made to the curriculum of the girls' schools which would serve to 
offset, t o some e~n.t, the manual training recommended for the boys. * * * 
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RECOMMENDATIONS. 

* * * . 6. That steps be taken without unnecessary delay for the introduction 
of industrial training for both sexes, into the Public Schools, in such form as shall 
secure to the pupils a more symmetrical development of all the powers of mind and 
body, and a better preparation for the active duties of life. * * * . 

SEPTEMBER, 1884. 

JAMES MAC ALISTER, 
Superintendent Public Schools. 

Subsequent to the putting in type of the early chapters of this 
volume, in which (see, in .. chapter XIV. pages 165-180, inclusive) ex
tracts from the two annual reports of President Steel-those for 1884 
and for 11<85,-are given, the report for 1886 has been received, and 
such portions of the President's report as relate to Industrial Educa
tion, with the report of the Committee on Industrial Art Education, 
and of the prinCipal of the Industrial Art School, here follow. By 
the insertion of these extracts from this latest report, this volume 
includes the whole history of this industrial movement in Philadel
phia, frpm 1880 to 1886; while an account of the earlier phases of 
the movement is ~iven in Part l. 

No further offimal report by the authorities of that city will appear 
before Decem~er, 1888. In this volume (Part II.) of this R~port, the 
plan followed m Part I. has-been adhered. to,-namelv: to msert, so 
far as possible, the latest information that may come to hand as the 
work is passing through the press, hoping thereby to compensate for 
the unavoidable delays in publicatiOn, by the inclusion of the account 
of contemporaneous movements down to the last moment possible. 

The President's preliminary summary of progress is a very impor
tant one, since it shows the most gratifying results of the efforts 
towards the more general introduction in the schools of various forms 
of industrial training, which have been effected since, and doubtless 
largely in consequence of, the change of management initiated by the 
installation of Mr. Mac Alister, as Superintendent of City Public 
Schools ; an office before unknown to Philadelphia. This· view of 
the work accomplished by four years of persistent effort is most 
gratifying. The experiments so ardently urged by the advocates of 
Manual Training are, at last, to be thoroughly tested throughout the 
schools of the second most populous city of the Union and under the 
personal direction and supervision of one of the most earnest, intelli
gent and experienced advocates of the new methods; while the ex
tracts which have been given in the two volumes of this Report from 
the series of the annual reports of the Board of Education, area suffi
cient guarantee that Superintendent Mac Alister can count upon the 
cordial cooperation of President Steel, and his colleagues of the 
:Soard of Public Education. 

The experiment on a large scale is now to be tried up.der the most 
favorable circumstances. While Metropolitan New York is just 
timidly venturing upon a partial trial of the new methods, ready to 
withdraw at a moment's notice, this sister city, almost her equal in 
population, and popularly believed to be largely her superior in the 
extent and variety of her industries and manufactures, adopts almost 
the entire programme of the educational reformers; from public 
Kindergartens to the public Manual Training School. Sewing has 
also been successfully put in all the Normal, Grammar and Second
a.ry Schools for girls, and the only step not yet taken is the intro
duction of cooking schools; which, since the marked success of those 
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established in Boston by Mrs. Hemenway, must, it would seem, soon 
follow. 

The words of President Steel in regard to the use of machinel'y in. 
Manual -Training Schools would seem to require elucidation. How 
wood working or iron working can be undertaken to any extent in the 
absence of all machinery, other than hand tools, it is not easy to 
imagine; for the simplest lathe is "a machine," and, while I believe 
the way to the restoration and re-creation of artistic artificers, is by 
hand training and hand work, in contra distinction to machinists and 
machine ·work; it is difficult, in these days of ever developing 
machinery, to imagine how the elements of industries are to be 
taught to boy~ without giving them a knowledge of the "machines;" 
that is, of the " tools" they are to use. If tliis argument, used by 
President Steel, is to be vigorously enforced; it would seem to under
mine the very foundation arguments of the advocates for the elemen
tary industrial training of public school children. This argument 
being based on the present decadence of apprenticeship and conse
quent want of opportunity for the boy to learn any trade, therefore, 
he is to be taught in school, the elem9nts of all trades. How m11ch 
good will it do the 19th Century boy to give him only a mastery of 
the tools used in the trades of the Middle Ages, while leaving him in 
absolute ignorance of the use of the tools which are almost exclu
sively used in the industries and trades of his own time? The 
" Manual Training Schools" proper, are guilty of no such anachron
isms. In the pr1vate institutions of Boston, St. Louis, Chicago, 
and in the first public-school Manual Training School, ever estab
lished in this country, the one in Baltimore, the management of the 
steam engine, and the use both of wood working machinery .and of 
iron working machinery, are systematically taught. 

"Industrial Art Training" and" Training in Mechanical Indus
tries" are two very different kinds of education, with two very dif
ferent purposes. It was "Industrial A1·t Training" which Walter 
Smith advocated and taught, and it is this which .Presjclent Steel 
seems to have in mind when he protests against introducing "Ma
chinery into a Manual Training School" urging that it would be 
like teaching the trade of making " chromos in an Academy of Fine 
Arts." 

Now right here it is pertinent to point out that President Steel is 
most logical in his conclusion if lie starts from the premises laid 
down by Walter Smith; or from those on which Mr. Leland based 
h·is experiments. To produce art workers, to introduce art knowl
edge and art training in the public schools, was the well defined pur
pose and object of Superintendent Philbrick, Charles C. Perkins, 
and Professor Walter Smith, and nothing was further from their 
plan than the present phase of the movement which latter, although 
the germ of the present development was contained in it, has been 
diverted almost entirely from the artistic motive, which was itc; 
inspiration and main purpose, into the mechanical industrial mo
tives. It has been lowered, materialized, changed from art to mech
anism, by the very people who claim to be disciples of Walter · 
Smith, but who got from him only the lesson that you could give 
definite instruction in manipulation to large classes of children at 
once. 

It was owing to the far reaching influence· of that demonstration, 
under the inspiration and guidance of Walter Smith and his sup
porters, that the present movement for industrial education was 
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possible; for a knowledge of drawing is equally as essential to the 
mdustrial, as to the artistic phase of the movement. 

The mercantile, mechanical spirit has almost wholly overpowered 
and superseded the ideal, artistic endeayor to raise up m these United 
States a. generation of art loving children, capable of art expression . 

. With the death of the three great men who ip.itiated this artistic 
educational movement, the ideal they cherished seems to have van
ished. The movement has extended, but is more and more an indus
trial, and less and less, an artistic, movement. It is so strong that, 
although all the sympathies of the author of this R eport are with 
the artistic idealists who were making their ideal/ractical, this 
second part of this Report has been largely change to admit the 
account of the chang_ed movement. 

It is "Industrial Education," no longer "Industrial Art Educa
tion," th~t ed"!lcators now propose and emphasize;-" construction," 
the "making of things," is now the shibboleth of the reformers, and 

· in no way is the discrepancy between the two schools more clearly 
made apparent than by this protest uttered by President Steel 
against the introduction of machinery in Manual Training Schools! 

The materialistic advocates of ¥anua1 Training Schools, stipulate 
for machinery ! while President Steel, who has accepted in good 
faith the arguments of Walter Smith and the idealistic advocates of 
Industrial Art, protests !l-gainst its introduction. 

It is this contmual shifting of purposes and of arguments by tlre 
educational reformers, which barbs the brilliant shafts of satire 
hurled among them by Superintendent Marble! · . 

Tliere are these two distinct experiments, both, I believe, practi
cable, both desirable, both having some things in common,-but 
each having a definite individual purpose; so that, when they are 
referred to indiscriminately by different debaters,-either inten
tionally or unconsciously-it is no wonder that confusion ensues. 

Under cover of the. prestige of Walter Smith's fame and name. 
this later educational movement has been so diverted from the origi
nal purpose, that the materialistic, constructive, carpenter and black
smith-shop.feature, which with him was only a subordinate feature 
of the plan, has been made to appear as its only essential purpose. 

This purpose is of value, and, as it is readily -understood, appeal
ing as it does directly to utility, is the more easily popularized. It 
is, by all means, worth doing, but it is not what the mtroducers of 
Industrial art drawing were working for, in their days of arduous 
toil. It in no respects meets the needs they sought to meet; nor is 
it a worthy substitute for that which they sought. The leaders in 
the movement for general training in "Industrial Art" sought to 
develop and train the ideal nature of the child, to awaken imagina
tion:, to cultivate taste, to make the average American apprehensive 
of beauty, appreciative of Art. It was in these directions that 

. Americans were deficient; not in mechanical dexterity! 
But it is not proposed to enter upon this discussion, at this time, 

.. further than to point out the grounds of President Steel's protest, 
and to call attention to the fact that, in making use of the term 
"Manual Training School," he was using it in a different sense from 
that of most of the other authorities quoted in this volume. 

From the latest Annual Report* by the educational authorities o! 
* "Sixty-eighth Annual Report of the Board of Public Education first sch?ol 

district of Pennsylvania, comprising the City of Philadelphia. For the year endwg 
December 31, 1886, with their Accounts. Philadelphia: Burk & :M:cFetr11lge, 
Printers, 306-308 Chestnut Street. 1887. Pl)· 412." 
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~he' City of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the followmg extracts are 
taken. · 

PRESIDENT'S REPORT. 

To the Boord of Public Education. 
-GENTLE;MEN: In presenting my Annual Report for the year 1886, so many evi

dences of permanent im~;>rovement and growth press upon me from all sides that it 
seems proper to begin w1th wo~;ds of hearty cong-ratulation. The careful work of 
this Board for the past ten years is gradually maturing into form, and beginning to 
prove of gt·eat benefit to the community. The results obtained are the best com
pensation for the careful study which the Board has given to the subject of school · 
management and the plodding labor which it has expended in the improvement of 
tfle public school system. To the community it must be a source of great satisfac
tion that a depa~;tment of the City Government, which is second to none in impor
tance and on which so large a sum of mony is exl;lended, should receive so much 
care and attention from those who are entrusted w1th its administration. It is an 
admitted fact, I believe, that this Board has, in recent years, adopted many radical 
measures which have had a marked influence upon the general character of the 
schools, and have placed them fully abreast with the most imfroved methods of 
instruction, management, and administration. All good schoo work, however, is 
progressive ; and the work which has been accorupliShl'd can only be expected to 
yield its best fruits, from year to year, when the various changes that have been 
made have been thoroughly incorporated into the system, and the moral influences 
resulting therefrom have had sufficient opportunity to exert their full effect. 

GENERAL SUMMARY OF PROGRESS MADE. 

The full scope and purposes of the changes .to which reference has been made 
will be best indicated by the following summary :-

The compensation of teachers was so modified as to lessen tl1e distinction for
merly exiating among the assistants, caused by the wide differences in their salaries. 
The tendency has been towards an equalization of salary, and t herefore in the direc
tion of equal rank and honor. The plan of increasing the salary upon the basis 
of the term of service .has become thoroughly established, and has yielded many 
excellent results. · 

The organization of the schools was modified by the introduction of Supervising 
Principals. Under the old system, the Principal was vt1·tually a class-teacher, with 
little or no opportunity for directing the work of his or her school. Under the new 
plan ea.qh scl1ool is supplied with a Principal, in fact as as well as in name, whose 
whoie time is devoted to the management of the school. This system of manage
ment, adopted in 1878, ·is rapidly becoming general ; and by the wise conditions 
established by the Board for its gradual introduction, the more able and experienced 
teachers are being placed in charge of the larger schools . 

. GENERAL INTRODUCTION OF SEWING IN THE CITY SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS. 

The experiment in teaching sewing a nd cutting and fitting in the Normal School 
proved so thoroughly satisfacto1·y, that two years ago instruction in sewing was 
made general in all the Secondary and Grammar Schools for girls. The results 
obtained have been. of the most gratifying character , and it is believed that the 
work in tllis bra.nch of instruction is more extensively and thoroughly orgnized 
in this City than in any other in the country. Twenty-five thousand girh are 
now regularly taught the principles and practice of sewing by a corps of thirty-two 
special teachers. 

THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

In September, 1885, a ?rianual Training School was established, and has de
servedly attracted wide attention from all parts of the country. The system of 
training pursued in this school is believed to be unsurpassed, and its snccess is the 
most satisfactory demonstration of the fact that no difficulty need be experienced 
by any community in engrafting manual training upon its general educational 
system. 

PUBLIC KINDERGARTENS ESTABLISHED. 

Within a few months, the Kindergartens, previously managed by a body of citi
zens known as the .Sub-Primary School Society, have passed from their direc
tion to that of the Board of Public Education. The Kindergarten, therefore, is now 
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a recognized part of the public education of Philadelphia; and while it is too early 
to draw any conclusions from this connection, there can be no doubt that these Sub
Primary Sc.hools (by which name it seems to me they ought to be known) .cannot 
fail to prove a ~reat boon to the large numbers of youngclilldren whose opportuni
ties for instruction are so limited. 

NIGHT SCHOOLS • . 

During the past few years the Night Schools have greatly increased their useful
ness 88 the result of wiser and more faithful managen1ent, and this h88 so com
mended them to City Councils that the appropriation of $10,000 for 1880 h88 steadily 

, advanced to the sum of $35,000 for 1886. 

COURSES OF. INSTRUCTION REVISED. 

?-'he Course of Instruction in every department of the school system except the 
High and Normal Schools, h88, during the past three years, undergone, a thorough 
revision, which has brought the schools into line with the most enlightened views 
of educators, and the most advanced methods of instruction pursued in the best 
schools of this country and Europe. 

ADMIRABLE RESULT OF ESTABLISHING THE SUPERINTENDENCY. 

The establishment of the Superintendency four years ago h88 proved of inesti
mable benefit in ~ving stability and unity to the ~ntire department of education, 
which, .from its divided mana&'ement, greatly needed the sustaining influence of a 
PJ.'Ofessional head. The Supermtendency also has been of great · valu~ in enabling 
the Board to organize. and carry into effective operation the various changes which 
have been recited above. 

This general summary presents a record of which, I think, any public body might 
well be proud. It shows a forward march in the work of public education, un
equalled perhaps in the history of this country; and it is gratifying to be able to 
state that this progress h88 been of the most substantial character, and has been · 
warmly sustained by the most intelligent sentiment of the community. 

I pass now to the consideration of some features deserving of special notice. 

INDUSTRIAl:. EDUCATION. 

It is hardly necessary that I should say much to the Board as to the absolute 
necessity of industrial education to fairly develop the powers of a human being and 
fit him to fill his place worthily in the world. There is ~ood reason, I think, for 
the objection so generally made to the instruction given m the public schools as 
t ending to lead children away from the great industrial occupations which have so 
vital a relation to the well-being of society in our time. 

The start the Board has made in this work by the establishment of a Manual 
Training School, is of the highest importance to the community. The organiza
tion, appointments, course of instluction, and training in this school, are of the 
most admirable character. There is but one caution which I desire to make in 
speaking of this school, and that is, that great i::are should be taken to guard again~t 
anything like special training. All the work of the· school ruust be made to tend 
in the direction of the general development of the pupils, if it is to serve the ends 
for which it was instituted. There is a great obligation resting upon those who 
have led in this work, to see that no false step shall betaken by which this r eforma
tion in education may be retarded. It is the harmonious development of the. whole 
being which the school is to accomplish. This must include the training of the 
hand; and through this instruction will be revealed the pleasure of producing 
something, and the skill that may be acquired in doing it. In this \vay will be 
inculcated habits of industry and love of work. 

The enlightened observation of the times regards this instruction 88 due to every 
individual, just 88 centuries ago it became a conviction that every child had a right 
to mental training. Universal manual training is b88ed upon the principle of 
general development, which has no necessary connection with special or technical 
education. 

OPPOSED TO THE INTRODUCTION OF MACffiN;ERY IN A MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

It appears to me that the introduction of machinery as an adjunct in manual 
training would be a great error, and would evidence a confusion .of the work of 
manual training with that of technical instruction. Macliinery is a hand substitute 
--~ l~bor-sa,vtn~ s,ys~m ; it belon~ to ~he tra~es; is purel;y mecha,nical, ~nd in ~~s 
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office dispenses with the skill of the hand. To introduce machinery in a Manual 
Training School would be like the introduction of the process of producing chromos 
in an Academy of Fine Arts; it would be to abandon the end in view, not to speak 
of adopting the wrong principle. · 

It is not worth while to speak of the space required . for, or the expense of ma
chinery, when we are declaring its use is opposed to the very principle of Manual 
Training. • · 

It is reason for congratulation that this instruction can be best given by the 
simplest methods of the handicrafts . 
. These thoughts are presented bert~, because it seems to me a matter of the highest 

importance that no error should be committed during the experimental stage of the 
Manual Training School. I do not fear any serious difference of opinion on this 
subject, but have deemed it best to express clearly and explicitly my own views 
upon it. 

THE EXHIBITION OF SEWING BY THE CITY PUPILS SHOWN IN NEW YORK. 

While speaking . of industrial education, I xpust refer to the Exhibit of Sewing 
made by the public schools of this city in the Exhibition held by the Industrial 
Educational Association at New York last spring. The whole scheme of instruc
tion was admirably displayed by means of specimens arranged in frames ; and a 
large collection of work done by the pupils in every department of plain sewing 
was got together, and so classified as to set forth the whole scope and outcome of 
the instruction in sewing given in our schools. . · 

It attracted marked attentio.q, and was generally conceded to be the most com
plete and satisfactory exhibition of the kind ever made in this country. 

Special acknowledgment is due to the Superintendent of Schools for the credit
able manner in which this branch of our School Work was represented in this 
Exhibition-the first of the kind, I believe, of any importance held in the United 
States. 

KINDERGARTENS. 

It will be impossible for me to speak at as much length as I should like of the 
action taken by the Board in incorporating the Kindergarten into the public school 
system, of the city. The Board was led to take this step chiefly because it was 
discovered that the appropriation made by City Councils for a number of years 
to the Sub-Primary School Society was not strictly in accordance with law. Without 
the assistance derived ft·om the city, it was impossible for that Society togo forward 
with the good work which it had been doing m carrying education to large num
bers of little children who are entirely beyond the reach of the public school syste!Il. 
Councils showed their great interest in and approval of this work by expressing 
their willingness to appropriate money for the maintenance of the Kindergartens 
in connection with the public schools, and for this purpose ~oted the sum of fifteen 
thousand dollars last December. Arrangements were thereupon entered into 
between the Sub-Primary School Society and the Board of Education by which the 
Kindergartens under the care of the former were transferred to the latter. On 
January 1st this Board assumed the management of these Kindergartens, and 
since then a special Committee of the Board and the Superintendent of Schools 
have been diligently engaged in reorganizing the Kindergartens, and preparing 
such rules and regulations as were necessary to incorporate them thoroughly into 
the school system, and render them available to the class of children for whom 
they are intended. 

The labors ol this Committee have just been completed, and the Kindergartens 
have made a very satisfactory start. It is needless to point out the benefit which the 
establishment of these Kindergartens, or Sub-Primary Schools, will be to the masses 
of poor children in the city. They will add at least two years more to their oppor
tunities for education, besides furnishing a kind of training which will serve to lay 
the foundation, not only for the instruction that is to come after, but for a better 
type of manhood and womanhood than would be possible under other circum
.stances. I commend the Kindergartens to the watchful care of the Board, and 
trust that, with the co-operation of Councils in furnishing larger means, they may 
be built uJ[ into one of the greatest and most useful features of our public educa-
t.i9.n.. * * . 

Respectfully submitted, · 
EDWARD T. STEEL, 

President. 

ART-VOL 2-75 
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~EPORT OF THE. CfOMMITTEE ON I/jDUSTRIAL ART ED_UCATION. 

To the Board of Pu.b'ic Educatio1~ of the First Sclwol 'Di.9trict of Pennsylvania. 
GENTLEMEN :-The Committee on Industrial Al·t Education beg leave to present 

the Annual Report of the Dh·ector of the Industrial Art School, !\t Fifteenth and 
Locust streets, and invite the special attention of t1J.e Board to it. It affords the 
Committee great pleasure to state that the School was never in as prosperous con
dition as now. Having been thoroughly equipped in all its departments, and im· 
portant and highly commendable changes been made in its cwTiculum, its sphere . 
of usefulness has been materially enlarged. . Evidence of the estimation in which 
these changes are held, is shown in the large · and remarkably regular attendance, 
the interest displayed by the pupils in the several branches taught, in their cheerful . 
obedience to the rules of the School, in their observance of wholesome discipline, 
and in their consequent notable progress, as practically ill_ustrated in the many 
specimens of their handiwork, wh1ch are always open to the inspection of visitors, 
and a number of which will, in a few days, be placed on exhibition in the rooms of 
the Board of Public Education. 

In view of the important changes made in the system of Drawing in the Public 
Schools under the recently adopted Course of Instmction, and of the ·fact also, that 
a large majority of the pupils of the Industrial Art School are preparing themselves 
for the vocation of teaching, the Committee feel confident that the most beneficial 
results to the Public SChools generally, will certainly follow the instruction given 
them. The evidllnt lack of ability on the part of many of the present corps of 
teachers in the Public Schools, in the matter of Drawing in accordance with the 
requirements of the" Revised Course of Study," furnishes a most conclusive :~rgu· 
ment why the " Industrial Art School " is entitled to, and should receive, all the 
~couragement needed tQ afford it the widest possible scope for the extension of its 
valuable system of instruction. 

The School has already attracted the marked attention qf educators, not only in 
nearly every section of our own country, but of foreign countries also ; quite a. 
number of teachers and others having visited it and been in attendance for the 
purpose of gaining, by personal observation and study; a practical knowledge of its 
methods of instruction. 

The Committee would also state that all the scholarships in the " Woman's School 
of Design" and in the " School of the Pennsylvania Museum of Industrial Art," in 
the ~ft of the Board of Public Education, have-been satisfactorily filled, with many 
applications on file for the fifteen places in the two institutions, shortly to be thrown 
open to comJ?etition. 

In conclus10n, the Committee would congratulate the Board and the friends of 
common school education generally, upon the marked advances which industrial 
education has made in public favor within a few years. Each passing day furnishes 
more and more convincing proof of its intrinsic value, and demonstrates beyond 
the peradventure of a doubt, that it is destined to become an integral part of com
mon school education everywhere. In this great educational reform movement, 
Philadelphia is justly entitled to the honor of having been ·the pioneer ; the " In
dustrial Ar.t School" claiming the proud distinction of being first to adopt it. 

· Respectfully submitted, 

To A. M. SPANGLER, 
Chainnan Committee. 

A. M. SPANGLER, 
ISAAC A. SHEPPAIW, 
SA?t!L. T. CHILD, 
ANNA HALLOWELL, 
A. s. JONES." 

INDUSTRIAL ART SCHOOL, 
Fifteenth and Loc-ust Streets. 

· I beg leave to present the following:- · 
Since my last report, very material changes and improvements have been made 

in the exercises of the school, and in thP several rooms, all of which I a!lll pleas~d to 
be able to state, have resulted advantageously to the instruction and comfort of 
the pupils and must ultimately add largely to the advantages hitherto enjoyed by 
them. 

The system of rotating the classes from room to room, introduced last year, works 
admirably, the changes being made each month without any confusion. The 
pupils become eRpeciatly: interested when working in the various materiats·in the 
several uepartments, aud undoubtedly acquire more skill by boing elllployed altc1:~ 
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nately on opposed mediums. I consider this one of the most important improve-· 
ments yet introduced in schools of this character. 

The purchase of new materials, tools, plaster casts and furnitru·e for the store
room, ha.S greatly increased our facilities, each pupil now having tmder the new 
arrangement a separate -space for panels, apron, etc., the materials for each division 
bciugseparated i_n locked closets. 

THE VALUE OF PRACTICE IN FREE HAND DRAWING. 

The elementary instruction in the several branches has been systematized and 
~raded during the past season, our increased plant enabling us to give individual 
instruction to each pupil every session on the blackboard. Too much importance 
cannot be given to this work. No one pursuit will educate the hand quicker than 
firm free-hand drawing on a large scale on the blackboard. Every month the 
pupils are required to draw graded sets of elementary forms of the leading styles in 
ornament, free hand, the meaning of each being also clearly explained to the 
pupils. 

Owing to additional facilities and a thoroughly enforced system of discipline 
carried out by the Superintendent, Mrs. M. C. Robins, I am now enabled to devote 
nll my attention to the instruction of pupils and to personally examine and criticise 
every design and piece of work produced in the School, each design being marked 
by me before being considered finished. 

In view of the facts that the Metal Class on Saturdays-could only accommodate 
fifteen pupils, that it necessarily occupied the entire room usually devoted to wood
work on other days-the plant being \vholly inefficient-and, that the facilities for 
instruction were limited, owing· to lack of appropriation for expenses as recom
mended in my last report, the metal working has been abolished until more extensive 
quarters can be had. This allows the Saturday class of pupils, children and teach
ers, to rotate monthly into the wood-worliing room instead of drawing and model
ling only. . 

I still feel it necessary to urge the use of metal-work, however, as part of the 
course, for the advancement of general hand culture. 

The falling off in attendance durin~ examinations mentioned in my last An
nual Report, has been scarcely percept1ble this season, owing to increased interest 
in the work shown by the pupils, and the greater desire on the part of the teachers 
in the schools to allow the pupils to attend. 

The interest awakened Ly the school is very great; the fact that during the year, 
the rooms and method have been described in Ha1'pe1·'s Weekly, and full page illus
trations of the work shown, prove its far-reaching character. Many teachers and 
othel'S from a distance have been in attendance to learn the system. 

THE AWARD OF CERTIFICATES RECOIDIENDED. 

I respectfully recommend to the Committee, that for future terms, a system be 
devised for giving each pupil in the School who l1as been in regular attendance for 
the full tenn of-say two seasons-and has passed an examination or completed a 
certain amount of hand-work in the Depn.rtments of Drawing, Design, .Modelling 
and Wood-work, a certificate to that effect. I feel assured that this will do it great 
amount of good, inspiring the pupils to new efforts, enabling them to show that 
they possess somethlllg of value, in the fact that they are able to do something 
useful with their hands. I am .sure these papers will be valued lly their future 
employers. I would also recommend something of a similar character for the teach
ers class. 

The following statistics furnished by 1\frs. M. C. Robins, Superintendent, show 
the number of pupils dtuing the term commencing September 22, 1886, to Aprill, 
1887. 

Tues. Thur. Fri. Sat. 

--------------------1-- -· ----
Children In regular attendance . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. 1!;5 1!;5 1o5 ll5 
Teache1·s..... .... .................... . .. .... .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .... . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . ... 52 

Total scholars. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 632 

The present sessions of the school are as follows:-Tuesd;\y, Thursday and Friday 
afternoons from half-past two· to half-past four o'clock, and Saturday mornings 
from ten to twelve o'clock for school children, and for Pni.Jlic School teachers. 
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The classes are divided as follows:-
Designers .. .. ..................... . ............ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 
Modell era. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Wood-workers. ... . . .. . .... . .. . ........... . ........ .. ........... 35 

155 
J. LmERTY TADD, 

Director. 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON MANUAL raAJNING SCHOOL. 

To the Board of Public Education of the First School District of Penn81Jlvania. 
GENTLEMEN : As required by the rules of the Board the Committee on the 1\lan· 

ual Training School submit their Annual.Report for 1886. 
The number of pupils belonging at the beginning of the year , was •• 126 
Admitted during t1le year: ............... . ...... · .............. . ... 134 
Left during the year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Number belonging December 31, 1886 .............. .. ....... ... .. . . 210 
Average number for the year .. . ........... . .... . ......... :. . . . . . . . 154. 7 
Average attendance, including sick ..... . . . .......... . ............. 148.5 
Average attendance, excluding sick ...... ... .... . ... .. ............. 140.6 
Percentage of average attendance, including sick.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 

During the last summer the capacity of the School was increased by the erection 
of a one-story brick building twenty-five feet wide, occupying the space on the east 
of the old building. "This was fitted up as a blacksmith shop and. foundry, and the 
iron-work shop was removed to it, so as to gain more room in the main-buildin17 for 
the wood-workshop. The number of benches in the latter was increased to thirty
six, and four wood-turning lathes have been added. 

These changes were made necessary by the admission of the second class (C) in 
September, and th& promotion of the first class (B) to pattern work, forging, and 
moulding. Some of the appliances for these studies (and some of the study), were 
necessarily postponed until January of this year, though belonging in the course 
from September, 1886, on account of the insufficiency of our appropriation. The 
study of Physics for the same reason was not begun until January. 

The resignation of Lieut. Crawi:ord and the appointment of Prof. Sayre as 
his successor in the Principalship, have not made any break in the progress of the 
school ; Prof. Sayre beiug entirely in sympathy with the Manual features of 
the instruction, and bringing to his work as P1·incipal the experience of many years, 
both as head of a school and as a general and special teacher, part of the time in 
this school. In fact, with the inlprovements in anangewent and method which 
have come by om· experience, the class admitted in September last is now much 
farther advanced than the first class "at the con·esponding date last year. 

The number of -visitors is so large, and so many inquiries are made in regard to 
the school, that the Principal has, by the authority of the Committee, prepared a. 
Hand-Book and Catalogue, giving such information as is usually desired. Copies 
of this will be furnished to the members of the Board. . · 

Respectfully submitted, 
J. S. WHITNEY, 
A. M. SPANGLER, 
JAMES FREEBORN, 
I SAAC A . SHEPPARD, 
EDWARD LEWIS." 

The delay in the printing of this ·volume permits the insertion 
here of the following extracts from the admirable report made by 
Superintendent Mac Alister of Philadelphia, for the year 1888, which 
came to hand September 12th, 1889. This report is of great interest 
as showing the progress made since the somewhat recent introduc
tion of the various phases of industrial training in the public schools 
of the city. The pages relating to the Kindergartens would nat
urally have been included among the papers which are grouped in 
Appendix « J." (see pages 631-708) had not that Appendix been 
stereotyped before the receipt of this later report. 

These pages are, however, of so much value that they are inserted 
here. Of value, first: As showing the place of the Kindergarten in 
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a system of public education, and the Importance of tms c1ass of 
schools, in tlie estimation 'of an educator so experienced and distin
guished as is Superintendent Mac Alister, as was fully set forth in 
this paper, read by him at the public meeting held on the occasion 
of the formal transfer of the Kindergartens from the Sub-Primary 
School Society to the Board of Public Education, January 20th, 1887, 
and, second: As showing_some of the difficulties experienced in the 
endeavor to include true Kindergartens in a system of public schools. 
It is evident that the problem had not been satisfactorily solved 
during the two years of experiment in Philadelphia. What Superin
temlent .Mac Alister .says on the need of properly trained teachers 
and of having the best teachers in the elementary schools, is worthy 
of thoughtful consideration by all who have to do with schools. 

FROM THE ANNUAL REPORT BY SUPERINTENDENT MAC ALISTER .FOR THE YEAR 1888. 

" MANUAL TRAINING. 

No one having the sli~htest interest in education can have failed to notice the 
attention which the q,uestion of manual training has been exciting during the past 
few. years. Indeed, tt may be said without exaggeration to be the leading educa
tional question of the day. In teachers' conventions. boards of education, educa-
tional jow·nals and the daily papers , it is now more discussed than any other school 
problem. The necessity for some modification in the instruction and training given 
in the _PUblic schools that shall bring them more into harmony with existing social 
condittons is very generally admitted, and it is useless to deny that this demand 
points in the direction of rendering the schools more practical in the highest and 
best sense of that term. It may justly be said that this new feature of education ' 
has been more heartily welcomed, ancl that more has been done in putting it into 
practical operation in Philadelphia than in any other city of this country. A good 
deal has been said and written on the subject here; but in view of the exJ?erience 
we have gone through and the fact that no small degree of misconception still · 
exists with respect to what manual training means and what it undertakes to do, it 
has been deemed advisable to restate the leading principles upon which it rests its 
claim as one of the most important and fa.r-t·eaching educational reforms of the 
present century. 

THE OBJECT OF EDUCATION Al!."'D THE PROVINCE OF ELE~lENTARY SCHOOLS. 

· Much of the confusion which e)..ists in the public mind concerning the movement 
is due, I believe, to the want of a term which woulu adequately designate the na
ture and object of the training it is proposed to introduce into the school curriculum. 
The use of the term "industrial" is, I think, unfortunate. It has a well-accepted 
meaning, and very naturally leads to the supposition that what is intentleu is the 
teaching of specific occupations. The term '·manual training" is to be preferred, 
but that also is to some extent misleading. Speaking for myself, I must repudiate 
any intention of specializing the work of the elementary schools in the direction of 
economic l?roduction. The object of the public school is education in its broadest 
sense. If mdustrial or manual training cannot be shown to be education in this 
sense, it has no place in the public school. We have no more right to teach car
pentry or blacksmithing than we have to teach )a\v or medicine. The supreme end 
of education is the harmonious development of all the powers of a human being. 
Whatever ministers to this end is education; whate>er interferes with its accom
plishment, no matter how valuable in itHelf, belongs outside of the elementary 
school. 

A WISE CAUTION. 

It is well, also, that we should be on our guard against a kind of jJseudo _manual 
training that is finding its way into the schools. As is always the case w1th new 
movements, there is a good deal of experimenting with little knacks which. do • 
nothing for either discipline or knowledge. These ar~ put_forwar~ by ~ell-~eanmg 
persons as manual training, and great har111 is done 111 tlus way m m1sleadmg the 
public and wasting the time and energies of pupils. 
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THE PROPER CLAIMS TO BE URGED l<'OR THE INTitODUCTlON OF liiANUAL TRAINING IN 
SCHOOLS. 

Manual training is founded upon the claim that it gives a more complete educa
tion than. is afforded by the course of instruction now followed in the schools. It 
undertakes so to modify the existing methods of training as to yield an education 
that shall make the graduate of the public school a more fully developed and effi· 
cient membe1: of society. The instruction given in the schools is too one-sided. It 
cultivates chiefly the intellectual powers to the neglect of the physical and moral. 
Lord Bacon, long ago, stated the object of education to be " the cultivation of a just 
and legitimate familiarity betwixt the mind and things." No better definition of 
the office of the teacher could be given. To a very large extent the schools neglect 
the training of those powers which bring the mind into true relations with its envi
ronment. . A v~ry large portion of the time of pupils in schools of every grade is 
devoted -to the· study of words. Educational reformers for nearly three hundred 
years have been seekin~ to r emedy this defect. The intt·oduction of object lessons 
and of science instruct10n were well-meant efforts in this direction, and manual 
training is, in fact, nothing more than the further extension of the -same prinr.iple. 
It seeks to train the hand and the eye, not for the purpose of superseding the action 
of the mind, but as the e~cient agents of the mind in gaining a truer and ampler 
knowledge of the-world. That dominion over nature which the inductive philoso
phy p1·oclaimed as the object of all science can only be obtained on the lines which 

- Bacon laid down. Emerson says in his ter8e way that " manual labor is the study 
of the external world." It is in the spirit of this maxim that the new education 
seeks to widen the training of children in the direction of the harmonious develop
m~nt of mind and body through such agencies as the best experience may dictate. 

THE PS'~~:CBOLOGICAL BASIS OF MANUAL TRAINING • 

. .There is a psychological foundation for · manual training which should not be 
overlooked. All educationists are now of one mind that the first duty of the teacher 
is the cultivation of the perceptive powen:i. No matter what system of philosophy 
we may profess, we are all agreed that knowledge begins in perception. The tact
ual-and visual perceptions are by far the most important. " The former of these 
gives us the most direct mode of apprehending things ; the latter, the lll.l'gest grasp 
of external things, of any of the modes of perception."* The progress of percep· 
tion grows with the increase of the power of visual and tactual discrimination. Now 
the purpose of manual education is primarily the training of the hand and eye. 
Hence drawing, as a mode of cultivating visual perception, is ri1ade one of its prmui
nent features; and the introduction of tools m connection with wood, iron aml 
other materials is simply for the purpose of so cultivating the hand as to enable the 
mind to attain to a larger and more. exact knowledge of things as they exist in 
nature and are used in the industrial arts. It would therefore be easy to show that 
the introduction of manual work into the schools is important because of the effect 
it would have upon the mind itself. The processes of manual training afford a 
b:etter means of cultivating the faculties of reason and judgment than many thini,"S 
which now find place in.the courses of instruction. Measurements, comparisons, 
the adjustment of means to ends, the co-operation of mind, hand and eye, a ll con
duce to a broader mental culture than can be gotten from many of the studies which 
at preRent usurp so large a portion of the pupils' time. 

RESULTS IN SCHOOL WORK OF MAN1:l'AL TltAINING EXPERIMENTS. 

We do not need to depend wholly upon theory for the correctness of this view of 
manual training. Experience has shown that manual training so stimulates the 
general intelligence of pupils that the time occupied in the laboratories more than 
compensates for the amount of t ext-book work which it supplants. It would be 
easy to find ample testimony to this effect. The schools of a generation ago were 
certainly inferior to the schools of to-day as to teaching, text-books and other appli
ances ; but no one will gainB!I-Y the statement that they produced men and women 
possessing a mental and moral force of character quite equal to those of our own 
time. Is not tllis largely to be accounted for by the fact that, while the advan· 
tages were poorer and less time was spent in school, the· boys and girls, in the rural 
life which then chiefly prevailed, were brought more largely into contact with 
thin~s through work upon the farm and i~ the home, and their mental resources 

*Sully.-OuUi.nes of Psychology. 
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wer~ thereby. increased to ~ degree that the purely intellectual drill and tl)e Jnemo
xi.Zing processes of the ·present day cannot be made to yield ·~ The introduction of 
l:!Elwing into the girls' schools of this city, which occupies from one to two hours 
per .week, has in no way impaired the results obtained in t he other studies. In the 
Manual Training School, the work done ·by the boys in mathematics, literature 
and history is, -to say the least, in no respect inferior to that of schools of a simih~r 
.grade in which the whole time is occupied with class-room work. 

PRACTICAL REASONS FOR INTRODUCIN~ THIS NEW STUDY. 

· But there are more practical reasons for making manual training a part of the 
·e ·:Iucation given in the public schools. Its introduction would bring our education 
into closer harmony with the spirit and tendencies of the present age. No one '''ill 
deny that it is the dutr of the State to make tlie schools minister to the actual 
necessities of oru· civilization. Herbert Spencer declares that "the function which 
education has to discharge is to prepare us for complete living," a proposition which 
has withstood no small amow1t of adverse criticism; and Emerson, in one of his 
wise sentences, says that " the g reat. object of education should be commensurate 
with the object of life.". If we acted in the spirit of these maxims, we should hear 
less of the objection so often urged, that the education given in t he schools is not . 
sufficiently practical. · 

I would not be understood as arguing for practical education simply as such. At 
the same time, I believe that the education of a community should have direct 
reference to its social needs. This is eminently the age of industrialism. Science 
and its applications to the arts and industries of life n lign supreme. The wealth, 
power and greatness of a nation depend upon its natural resom·ces ancl the tluality 
and quantity of its skilled labor . As Carlyle says, " The proper Epic of this world 
is not now 'Arms and the Man:' no, it is now 'Tools and the Man; ' that, henceforth, 
to all time, is now our Epic."· It is impossible for the sqhools to ignore this condition 
of things. It is not our busiuess to train boys and girls to be mere bread winners, 

·-but we must see to it that the education we give to them confers the power to hold 
their own in the struggle of life upon which they must sooner or later enter. I have 

' no sympathy with those who claim that the public school gives too much education 
to the masses of the people. It is impossible to over educate any human being. The 
only question is as to the kind of education which should be furnished. We mu~t 
train our boys to believe in work ; to respect work ; to seek work. This Rhould be a 
part of their education ; and the way to do it is not to teach them trades in the public 
schools , but to broaden the general culture which those schools give in such ways 
that the young people shall begin their career in sympathy with the social conditions 
which surround them; will seek for success, independence, happiness, by striving, 
not against, but with the forces which compel success and its rewa1·ds. 

THE NEW STUDY HEARTILY ENDORSED. 

It is my sincere conviction that the best means of doing this is to put manual 
training into the curriculum of the common. schooh;. As at present constituted. the 
school~ m·e directed almost wholly toward a literary outcome. The traditions of 
the past arc still all-powerful in the common school as well as in the college. VIe 
need to make our eclucation more real. In doino- t his, we shall not make it less 
noble and refining, but we shall give to the children a wider vision ami a braver 
heart, and we shall send them forth into the worlcl better able to deal with the 
realities of life and to dischat·ge its duties fitly and and successfully. 

ONLY THE INCREASED SKILL OF THE LA.BORER CAN GIVE TO RBI AN INCREASED SHARE 
I N THE PRODUCTS OF liS LABOR. 

There is anothet· aspect in which the introduction of manual training may be 
v iewed. The great question of the hom is the struggle between labor nntl wealth. 
This question cannot be put out of sight. Vve are gradually coming to ~ee t hat one 
of the best ways to meet the difficulties which it raises is to elen1te t he workt>r 
himself. What the working-man is seeking is a larger pa1ticipation in t he fruits of 
his industry; but this can only be accomplished by the laborer putting tnom skill 
and intelligence into the work of his hands. The problem for every civilizecl nation 
to-day 'is how the largest amount of intellectual de>elopment CH.n be giveu to its in
tiustrial population. There will be no peace between la.bor ancl capital until labor 
has recognized the necessity for intelligence, and capital has reco~nized the just 
rights of labor, enlightened and ennobled by knowledge. What IS needed is to 
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bb"!!!f thought and labor to~ether; to make' every worker ' a thinker and every 
t · er a. worker; and there 18 no place where this can be done so well as in the 
school. It is here that endurin~ principles and habits can best be formed. We 
ta.lK a. good deal of the public schools a.s the nurseries of good citizenship. We 
shall have a better right to make this claim for them when they undertake to fit 
their pupils for the actual conditions of .existence; for the world as they will find it
a world in which it is a. privilege as well as a necessity to work; and in which 
work, animated and directed by the power which comes from a well-trained mind, 
cannot· fail of its just appreciation and reward. 

GENERAL ADVANTAGES TO RESULT FROM PtJ:TTING :MANUAL TRA.INING IN SCHOOLS. 

· ~ere are many other advantages which would accrue. from the introduction of 
manual training into the public schools, but to which only the briefest allusion can 
be made in this place. Not the least of these advantages would be the larger degree 
of confidence and support which the schools would receive from the general public. 
It is useless for us to conceal the growing dissatisfaction with many of the features 
of the public school system. Some of these objections are no doubt ill-founded; 
but there are others to which no valid answer can be made. What the people want 
is schools more in accordance with the real needs of society'and the principles which 
the advance of scientific methods of instruction demands. Nearly every city ex
periences difficulty in getting the appropriations which are necessary to keep pace 
with the growth of popUlation and the unprovement of the schools. I believe-a 
larger degree of sympathy and support for the public schools would be obtained, if . 
we could only make up our minds to set aside the antiquated and useless work that 
is reqUired of pupils, and substitute in place of it more rational methods of develop
ment and training. I have no doubt, also, that the period of school attendance 
would be considerably prolonged by such a course. The lament in every city is 
that the mass of the children spend so little time in the schools. The tens of thou-
1!11onds are in the primary grades; the few thousands in the upper grades and high 
schools The people, I think, would be quick to discover the advantages of giving 
their children more education, if this education could be made better in quality, 
which is the same as saying more available for the practical uses of life. I am con
vinced that the introduction of n1anual education would do more to rid the schools 
of tasks upon which the time of the pupils now runs to waste than anything we 
could do for them. The eight years of the common school course should certainly 
yield better results than are now obtained. A great deal that we persist in regard
ing as absolutely essential wilJ ·sooner or later have to be discarded, and the modifi
cation of the course of instruction, in accordance with the general principles here 
indicated, will, I am sure, tend to hasten the coming of this better day. 

MANUAL TRAUl'ING DEPARTMENTS, 

The afforts which have been made to apply the principles outlined above in our 
own schools, during the past five years, have created so much interest that it seems 
desirable to recite briefly how far and in what directions the work of organizing the 
instruction and training has proceeded. 

The manual training now given in . the Philadelphia schools is embraced in the 
following departments :-

1. Manual Training School. 
2. Industrial Art School. 
3. Sewing in Girls' Schools. 
4. Cookery in Girls' Schools. 
5. The Kindergartens. 
To these might be added Clay Modeling and Paper Folding and Cutting which 

have been gradually finding their way into the primary schools ; but as these 
branches have not yet been systematically developed they cannot be regarded as an 
established part of the regular course of instruction. Some account of the progress 
made in this work will, however, be given further on. 

A statement of the present condition of each of these departments will, I am sure, 
be acceptable. 

I.- MANUAL TRA.INING SCHOOL. 

The Manual Training School provides a three year's course of instruction in some 
respects parallel with that given in the High School. I t is less extended in the 
departments of language, literature and mathematics, so as to make room for the 
course8 in manual training and drawing which are its special feat~es. Boys are 
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ft.dm.itted after having finished the grammar course on precisely the same standard 
as is prescribed for admission to the High School. The first class was graduated 
last year. The instruction is atTanged in five courses :-
. 1. 141.ngua.ge and literature. 
2. Science. -
8. Mathematics. 
4. Drawing. 
5. Manual Training. 
As the best means of indicating the scope and character of the manual training, 

I have given in'the appendix the outline of this course, and also the course in draw
ing, taken from the circular of the school. While these two courses are the dis
tinctive features of the school, it must be borne in mind that the others are not 
neglected. On account of its novelty the manual training is apt to make the strong
est imP,ression upon visitors, and they do not always discover that the literary and 
scientific training are just as fully recognized and provided for. Anything like a . 
one-sided culture is carefully avoided, the aim of the school being to give to each 
branch, whether scholastic or manual, such relative importance as shall lead to a 
fuller and more symmetrical development of mind and body than has been possible 
under the old systems of 11econdary education. 

'.rhe success which has attended the Manual Training School from the first is the 
best guarantee of the soundness of the principles upon which it is organized and 
conducted. Beginning a little more than three years ago, in a very humble way, it 
has steadily grown in public confidence and approval. It has more than justified 
every claim that was made in its behalf. Every available foot of space. is now 
occupied, and it may safely be predicted that it will be impossible to admit nearly 
all the pupils who will be applying for admission next term. The Board will there
fore be brought face to face with the question whether the time has not come for 

"opening another manual training school in such a quarter of the city a8 may be 
deemed most advantageous to the public interests. The original intention of the 
Board was to establish four or five of these schools as fast as a just regard for the 
other departments of the school system would permit, and the growing demand for 
the kind of education which this school represents will rencfer the fulfillment of 
this purpose a necessity at no very remote date. 

H.-INDUSTRIAL ART SCHOOL. 

It was in this school that the attempt to introduce manual training into the pub
lic schools of this city was first made. It originated with 'Mr. Charles G. Leland, 
the well-known littemteu1·, who devoted himself to the experiment 'vith all the 
vigor and enthusiasm so characteristic of his nature. It was a labor of love with 
him, and he spent several years in the work without other reward than the success 
which attended his efforts to promote an interest in the educational movement 
which he so ably represented. The school attracted much attention, and its influ
ence was widely felt through the publications in which l\!r. Leland so attractively 
set forth the principles on which it was founded, and the objects it was intended to 
accomplish. After Mr. Lelaud severed his connection with the school, it was re
organized by the Board and brought into more intimate and regular relations with 
the general school system. The school is open to boys and girls who come from 
the various grammat· schools of the city. The pupils atrend two hours per week, 
permission being granted for this purpose, on the request of their parents, by the 
principals of the schools to which they belong. There are now about seven hun
dred boys and girls, from ten to fifteen years of age, on the roll. This is but a small 
proportion of the whole number of grammar school pupils ; but the Industrial Art 
School has served the important purpose of keeping up an active interest in manual 
training, and furnishing a practical demonstration of its value, till such time as an 
elementary scheme can be worked out and put into operation throughout the city. 
Mt·. J. Liberty Tadd followed l\!r. Leland as Director, and under him the instmction 
has been so systematized as to give it a larger disciplinary value as a means of gen
eral education. The revised course of instruction and training, which extends 
through two years, will be found in the appendix. 

III.-8EWING. 

Sewing was made a part of the regular instruction in the girls' schools in 1885. 
The success· which had attended its introduction into the Girls' Normal School, sev
et·al years prior, opened the way for this important step. At first a few teachers 
were employed, as an experiment, in schools situated in different parts of the city ; 
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but a few . months subsequently, the Boru:d felt warranted in extending the" 
instruction into all the girls' secondary and grammar schools. As now organized, the 
girls take up the sewing at the beginning of their third year of school, and keep on 
through the succeeding grades of the ~ocal schools, and th~ norma~ school if they 
should go there. At present about thirty-five thousand g1rls rec61ve regular and 
systematic instruction in the use of the needle. The instruction is limited to plain 
sewing, because it has been found that this yields better training as well as more 
practical results than the .fancy-w01·k which is sometimes taught. All the instruc
tion is given by special -teachers, of whom there are now forty-four in the employ
ment of the Board. The question is often asked whether the instruction could not 
be entrusted to the regular cla.sS-teachers. There is no abstract reason why an ex
ception should be made of a branch so intimately connected with the pursuits of 
women ; but exyerienc~ has shown that it is safer to intmst a new feature of school 
work so radica as this to specialists. T~e regular teacher has already so much 
responsibility that she is loath to undertake a new study, with the. methods and 
managements of which she is wholly unacquainted. Wherever sewing forms a 
feature of school instruction upon a large scale, special teachers l1ave been found a 
necessity to ensu1·e satisfactory results. Future experience may lead to a different 
conclusion ; but I am strongly convinced that at present the wise course is to de
pend upon teachers whose attention is concentrated upon this.one branch, and who 
can be held to a strict responsibility for the work. . 

The place which the sewing now holds in the schools has not been reached with
out considerable discussion and opposition. But all· this has passed away, and the 
public have accepted the results as demonsti·ating the value and importance of the 
.. training which it gives. The testimony of the principals of the girls' grammar 
schools has been unanimous as to the -beneficial influence of the sewing lessons upon 
the pupils. Th~;~y break up the monoto~y of the school ; they afford a pleasant 
relief from the pressure of the purely intellectual studies ; they cultivate respect for 
.the work of· the hands ; they train to habits of neatness and order in practical 
affairs, and they confer an accomplishment which every girl will learn to value in 
after life. One needs to know something of the methods of instruction pursued in 
the sewing class to feel warranted in making such statements ; but the many thou
sands who witnessed the exhibition of the classes at work, and the extensive display . 
of articles which the girls had produced, last spring, were surprised to discover 
how much valuable educational trainin~ can be gotten from so familiar an art, 
when its processes are developed by a skilful teacher. 

The sewing lesson is a good example of the dignity which can be given to any 
form of manual work upon which intelligence is brought to bear, and it points the 
way to methods of training that will help ·to bring the school into closer relations 
with the home, and thereby raise the general level of human culture among the 
masses of the people. 

A synopsis of the scheme of instruction and training in sewing is given in the 
appendix. 

IV.-CoOKERY CLASSES . 

. The introduction of cookery as a branch of instruction in the public schools is 
based upon reasons precisely similar to those :which may be urged in behalf of 
sewing. These have been ah·eady presented in a general way, but inasmuch as the 
cookery has riot been so fully discussed and is still regarded as an experiment. it 
seems proper that the grounds upon which it rests should be more explicitly 
stated. 

1. While much way be said in behalf of the intrinsic advantages of cookery as an 
element in the schooling of girls, it seems to me to belong to the larger problem as 
to what should be the scope and purpose of a scheme of education intenaed for the 
masses of the people. I f the view which has obtained among the most eminent 
thinkers on education for nearly three hundred years be accepted, viz.: that it must 
have reference to life in its broadest relations, it would be easy to show why an art 
which is so intimately connected with sooial well-being should find a place in the 
school. . 

Political philosophers have demonstl·ated the important bearing which a sufficient 
supply of wholesome food has upon the physical, moml and economic conditions of 
a community; yet it is a well-known fact that ignorance and wastefulness in the 
preparation of food prevail extensively among our people. The widespread interest 
m domestic as well as public hygiene which bas been growing up of late years has 
borne good fruit in many directions ; but nowhere has it proved more beneficial 
than in calling attention to the importance of cookery as one of the most important 
economies in l"ight living. · Indeed, so fully has this conviction taken hold of the 
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nlinds'.of intelligent ~ople, that no car~ful mother now c~msiders her daughte1·'s 
ed!lcation comp~eted Without a co1;u:se m o~e of the spemal ~chools for .~ching 

· this branch, w~~h are to be found m every mty. But these .private establishments 
reach only -a hm1ted number of the girls who are by and by to have the care or 
direction of households. 

It is therefore pertinent to ask whether a branch of knowledge and training which 
has so many valuable and useful features should not be recognized in the schools 
which are mafutained for the benefit of all. Tlus question is now receiving serious 
consideration in nearly every part of the country, and it has already been affirma-
tively answered in a good many places. · 

THE HOME, THE CHIEF PROVINCE OF WOMAN'S CONTROL. 

· 2. But there is a second aspect in ·which the teaching of cookery ~ay be regarded. 
·: In the multiplicity of agenc1es that are being pt·essed into service for the better· 

ment of society, we are beginning to revert to the home as the chief center of the 
noblest as well as the most practical influences that go to the building up of all that 
:is best in human life. With us, as with all the members of that branch of the Aryan 
family to which we belong, the home is the sacred place where every virtue has its 
birth and every social duty finds its strongest nudut·e. Hence the desire which 
educationists who take the right view of their work have always felt to connect the 
school with the family, the teacher with the parent. Any view of education which 
loses sight of this purpose must of necessity be partial and fail to recognize some 
of the forces which are most potent in the development and training of a human 
bein~. 

It IS because the cookery lessons, like the sewing lessons, bring the school and the 
home into line with each other in some of the most real and practical affairs of life 
that they are finding favor \vith educational authorities. The public schools can not 
much longer confine themselves to scholastic training. They must open the way to 
those kinds of knowledge and skill, and they must strive to form those habits, that 
tend to di~fy every relation and occupation of life. 

. The duttes that appertain to home must be numbered among the most important 
acquirements of a girl's education, and the school which undertakes its share of 
responsibility in supplying them is not depar ting front its proper sphere but is ful
filling one of the cllief functions t hat give it a right to exist. Surely no school can 

,.be regarded as pursuing unworthy ends in training girls to do 'vith intelligence and 
pleasure the things that are too often looked upon as involving only degradation 
and drudgery. 

EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF COOKERY CLASSES. 

3. A good deal might be said in favor of the purely educational value of the 
cookery classes. The instruction necessarily involves a good deal of scienti.'ic 
knowledge. The chemical composition and physiological effects of food are con
sidered in connection with its -preparation. and the information derived in this way 
is often of more value than if obtained from the study of the same principles as 
they are· generally taught in the school-room. The instruction partakes largely of 
the nature of object-teaching in its best form, and is calculated tQ leave a much 
stl'Onger impression upon the mind than can be made by a mere statement of scien· 
tific 'facts or even by such experiments as are possible in the class-room of a gram
mar school. 

THE PUBLIC EDUCATION SOCIETY OF PHIT,ADELPHIA. 

·The introduction of cookery into the public schools is due to the Public Education 
Society, an organization which has rendered valuable service in promoti_ng ma~1_v 
desirable educational reforms in this city. A proposition was made by t lusassocla
tion in 1887 to pay all the expense incident to conducting au c>xperimental class in the 
Gh·ls' Normal School. After careful consideration the offer was accepted and work 
'was begun in September of that year. The exper iment wa,; carefully watched, and 
by the close of the June term, the Board became :;atisfi~tl, not only of tl~e v~l!le of 
the instruction and training received by the you nl!: lad1es, but the p~·actwah1~1ty of 
making it a regular bt;anch of the ~:mrricululll.. Arranl!;el_n~r~ts lookmg. to tins ~nd 
were effected by the Board's assummg the ent1re respons1b1hty_ of the mstruct10n, 
and every young lady who now graduates from the school recmves a course of les-
so:q.s in the theory and practice of cookery. . . 

Last summer the same society came forward agam and otfered to do for the g n·ls' 
gt•ammar schools what had provetl so successful in the Norlll~l School. The Board 
acceptecl this liberal tender, and a number of classes- amountmg altogether to about 
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seven hundred pupils-were ·organized and started in October, 1888. The demand 
for admission was so urgent that twice that number could doubtless have been en
rolled if the accommodations and resources · at command had permitted. Here is 
evidence enough that the public appreciates and is ready to avail itself of this 
branch of instruction. On account of its central location the Normal School was . 
chosen for these ()lasses. · 

THE PUPILS ARE EAGER TO ATTEND THE COOKERY CLASSES. 

In spite ·of the fact that the girls have to sacrifice two hours per week of school 
time for these lessons, the classes have been well attended, and the practicability of 
organizing and can-ying forward a system of instruction that would include all the 
girls of proper age in the grammar schools has been clearly established. The girls 

·have talien great interest in the work and its value is thm·oughly appreciated alike 
by them and their parents. At present the course laid out for the classes includes 
-twenty lessons. It is a question, however, whether it would not be advisable to ex
tend the number of lessons to twenty-five, so that more time could be given to the 
scientific features of the instruction ; but this is a matter of detail which can be 
settled by a larger experience. 

From what has been !)aid it is apparent that the problem of giving instruction 
in cookery in the schools has been fully solved. A second teacher of this branch 
will be required at the Normal School next term on account of the increased size of 
the classes. With respect to the grammar school classes the experiment may be 
regarded as entirely satisfactory, and all that is needed to make provision for the 
instruction of all the girls of proper age in this depl\_rtment is the opening of a 
sufficient number of school-kitchens in such localities as will be conveniently acces
sible to the largest number of pupils. If the necessary appropriation can be secured, 
the Board can, by another year, put the cookery instruc_tion upon the same footing 
as the sewing; and bring within the reach of every girl who remains a sufficient 
length of time in the schools a valuable accomplishment which, while enlarging her 
knowledge, will render her more efficient in every relation of life that she may be 
called upon to assume. 

THE KINDERGARTENS. 

" In enumerating above the several departments of manual training, the kinder· 
gartens were placed under this general heading. This was done because the phi· 
losophy of their founder, Friedrich Froebel, furnishes the best exposition of the 
principles upon which manual training rests, and the methods pw·sued in the 
kindergarten illustrate so admirably the application of these principles to the train· 
ing of children. .The subject isRo important in itself, however, and will occupy so 
much space that, as will be noticed, it has been placed under a separate title. 

THE CITlZENS' SOCIETIES IN AID OF PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION IN PHILADELPHIA. 

The :Kindergartens owe their origin to the Sub-Primary School Society. Phila· 
delphia has been peculiarly fortunate in the possession of associations formed to 
co-operate with the Board of Education in promoting_ improvements in the public 
schools. Seventy years ago the foundations of the public school system were laid 
by a body of distin~uished citizens who had associated themselves for this purpose. 
The Public EducatiOn Society, to which reference bas already been made, has been 
influential in cultivating public sentiment when needed in behalf of movements 
set on foot by the Board, besides furnishing such tangible help as defraying the 
expenses of the experimental classes in cookery and the Exhibition of Industrial 
School Work hereafter to be described. 
· The Sub-Primary School Society was organized for the express purpose of estab
lishing the !p.ndergartens. A few ladies and gentlemen, feeling the need of doing 
something for the education of a class of young children which the public sch6ols 
did not reach, came together in 1879, and commenced the work in a quiet, unosten· 
tatious way. A kindergarten was started in the public school at Twenty-second ami 
Locust Streets, six persons subscribing $100 each to defray the expenses. Other 
kindergartens were opened, and the movement progressed to such an extent that in 
1881, the Sub-Primary School Society was incorporated to care for the growing· 
enterprise. Under its management the work grew so rapidly that in 1883 an appeal 
was made to Councils, which res:ulted in an appropriation of $5,000 for the main
tenance of free kindergartens. In 1885 the appropriation was increased to $7,500; 
the Sub-Primary School Society meanwhile raising by voluntary subscriptions a sum 
almost equal to that granted by the city. These appropriations were expended under 
the direction of the Board of Public Education, which thus came to stand as a sort 
of foster-father to the kindergartens. 
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-THE KINDERGARTENS ASSUMED BY THE CITY AUTHORITIES • 

. ··It ~a.s But one step farther to the adoption of the kindergartens by the Board. In 
1886 Councils a•ided the sum of $5,000 to the school budget for the support of kinder
gartens, and on the first day of January, 1887, they passed from-the control of the 
Sub-Primary School Society to the Board of Public Education and became an inte
gral part of the educational system of the city. The formal transfer was made at 
a P?-Dlic meeting held in the ~a.ll of the College of Physicians, January 20, 1887, at 
whtch the Bon. Robert N. Wj.!Son, Judge of the Court of Common Pleas, presided, 
and ·President Edward T. Steel accepted-the kinl!ergartens on behalf of the Board 
of Education. 

In some remarks which I had the honor to make at this meeting, an attempt was 
made to indicate the extent of the responsibility which the city was assummg, to 
state the nature and purpose of the kindergarten as a means of child education, 
and to point out the place which it might be expected t9 fill in the general school 
system, I have found no occasion to change. the views · expressed at that time, 
and prefer, therefore, to give the substance of these remarks rather than to repro
duce what was then said in another form. 

"THE PLACE OF THE KINDERGARTEN IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYS
TEM." 

REMARKS BY SUPERINTENDENT MAC ALISTER, JANUARY 20TH, 1887, ON THE OCCA, 
SION OF THE TRANSFER OF THESE SCHOOLS BY THE SUB-PRIMARY SOCIETY TO 

' THE BOARD OF PUBLIC EDUCATION. 

'I _ feel that it is ~necessary to add a single word of congratulation upon the event 
which has brought us together this afternoon. The Sub-Primary School Society 
has done its work so well, the Board of Public Education has shown so hospitable a 

· feeling towards the child whose foster-father it is about to become, the City Coun
cils have so generously attested their interest iri the movement, and the puLlic senti
ment is so well represented by this large and intelligent audience, that it would be 
superfluous for me to 83Y anything tending to increase the general satisfaction and 
joy which have characterized the proceedings. · 

I may be permitted, however, to emphasize the importance of this gathering in 
its relation to the public school system of the city. It must prove a source of great 
encouragement to those directly concerned in the management of the schools and 
an augury of better things to come, to see so large a number of citizens assembled 
to celebrate an incident purely educational in character. It must be taken as an 
evidence of the increasing interest of the public in matters which, although of vital 
importance, are apt to be neglected in the multitude of duties which occupy so 
much·of the time and energy of the men and women of a great city ; but it cannot 
be too constantly borne in mind that schools cannot grow and prosper without the 
active sympathy and support to be derived from the intelligence and morality of 
the community whose highest welfare they are intended 'to promote. This meet
ing, I am sure, cannot fail to create in the minds of teachers, school-officers and all 
who are in any way connected with the public education of }'hila delphia, a realiz
ing sense of the fact that our people are deeply interested in their schools, and are 
\villing and anxious to do anything which promises to extend their influence or im
prove their quality. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS STEP. 

It needs no prophet to say that this day will be a memorable one in the annals of 
the public school system of Philadelphia. A step has been taken which , if not 
checked by some untoward influence, will have far-reaching and beneficent effects 
upon the social well-being of the community. A great deal depends upon the char
acter of the education which our children receive. The prosperity and happiness 
of this·city stand more directly related to the public schools it n}aintains than to 
any other institution in its midst. The incorporation of the kindergarten into the 
public school system is an event of more consequence than may at first sight ap
pear. It means really a new departure in the entire system, and the future of the 
schools 'vill depend very largely upon the success or failure of the movement which 
has been so auspiciously inaugurated. 

NEW RESPONSIBILITIES ASSUMED BY THE CITY BOARD OF EDUCAT~ON. 

And this leads me to remark that there are serious questions involved in the 
.transfer of the kindergartens from the Sub-Primary_ Sc!tool S?cie~y to the _B?ar~ of 
Public Education which must not be passed over whtle mdulgmg m the feliCttattOns 
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appropriate to this occasion. In recl'iving the kindet~artens, the Board of Educa
tion has assumed duties and responsibilities which will tax its intelligel"\ce and pa
tience in new directions, and call for impolltant changes in the general aUministra
tion of the schools. · Among the questions which will come up will be the extension 
of the school system verr considerably beyond itS present limits~ The kindergarten 
means a large increase m the number of children entitled to the privileges of the 
·public.schools. You must not estimate the number of children who will have to be 
taken care of, by the few hundreds who have been in attendance upon the kinder
gartens while under the management of the Sub-Pril)lary School Society~ 

The moment you make the kindergarten a public institution, you open ~he door 
to the thousands of little ones between the ~es of four and six who help to swell 
the population of the city. The kindergartl'n IS certain to become popular. It will 
not take the fathers and mothers of the city long to find out the advantages of 

·schools by which the mental and moral training of their children can be begun two 
years sooner than at pre,sent ; and if the kindergartens are to do their best and most 
useful work, the Board of Education will have to plant them thickly within easy 
reach of the very large number of poor children who stand most in need of their 
fostering care. This means more school-houses, more teachers, more appliances, a 
larger outlay of money. 

From this day, the kindergartens take on entirely new relations to the public. 
They cease to be a charity ; they cease to be the privilege of any one class ; they be

. ·come the right of every parent who has children of the proper age. The kinder
. ga.rtens, if tliey ate to succeed·, must be thoroughly identified with the public school 
system of the city. · 

The Board of Education had better have nothing to do With them, if it does not 
intend to incorporate them into the general educ;ttional system. You see, there
fore, into how much larger a field of action the public schools will enter ; in how 
many ways their influence will be extended. I do not stop now. to consider the 
benefits.:which will flow from these changes. My object is simply to remind you 

· that the establishment of the kinde~artens as an integral part of the public school 
system is a work of no small magnitude ; that it is fraught with many responsibili
ties; and that it is only by the hearty co-operation of Councils, the Board of Public 
Education and the Local Boards, sustained by an enlightened and liberal public 
sentiinent, that we may hope to lay such foundations and to rear such a super
stmcture as will enable the kindergartens to accomplish the work for which they 
have been instituted:. 

PUBLIC KINDERGARTENS CERTAIN TO RETURN TO THE. PUBLIC ALL THEIR COST. 

I desire to have it clearly understood, however , that I believe the kindergartens 
will be worth all that they cost. They will extend the benefits of public education 
in the direction where it is most needed. The great mass of the children who 
attend ·the public schools spend only about four years within their walls. The 
pressing ne0essities of life requ1re that every member of a poor man's family shall 
contribute something to its support. Before the children have got beyond the 
simple rudiments of a common school esucation, they are withdrawn and sent forth 
into the world to sw~ll the great army of its toilers. Laws prohibiting the employ
ment of children are of no avail as against· this necessity. Vast numbers of men 
and women have never known what childhood means. The hard realities which 
the struggles for mere existence crowds upon them so early, deny t o them the 
opportunity for the growth and nurture of those qualities of mind and heart which 
add so much to the sum of life's enjoyment, and from the loss of which it is so hard 
to recover. 

But we must not undervalue the little that is gained by these few years of school
ing . . It is of enormous benefit alike to those who receive it and to the community 
of which they form a part ; and every addition that can be made to the school 
privileges of the great body of the people goes to enrich the national life-every 
day that their stay in school can be prolonged is so much secured in the interest of 
a higher civilization. The city which can add two years to the school life of the 
mass of its children will confer a boon whose value it would be impossible to over
estimate. 

The chief argument in favor of the kindergarten is that it enlarges the privileges 
of the schools where the greatest number can avail themselves of their benefits. 
It increases by' just so much the possibilities of elementary education for the very 
large numbers of young children who now receive the smallest benefit from the 
schools. It is plain, therefore, that the kindergartens, while not organized ex
clusively in behalf of the poor, will inure chiefly to their benefit. They will pro
vide educational opportunities that are immediately within their reach, and thus , 
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while ministerin~ directly to their good, can not fail to exercise a salutary influence 
-~n the well-bemgof the entire community. · 

· WHAT THE KINDERGARTEN :r.IEANS. 

· l hr..ve ·stated thus broadly the most· obvious advantage of adding the kinder
gar~n to the public school system, but it is by no means the only one of impor
tance. The intrinsic merit of the training which is given to the child is the great 
consideration which should always be put foremost in discussing the claims of the 
kindergarten as a part of any system of education. The kindergarten is a new 
thing ; but this hardly excuses the mistaken views of what it is and what it aims to 
accomplish, which are so prevalent. It is generally regarded as an invention for 
entertaining little children . . Nothing could be farther from the truth. 

It is true.that the kindergarten plants itself firmly upon the spontaneous activ
ities· of childhood, and recognizes the tendency to play as one of the strongest of 
these ; but this is simply the starting-point of the system. From this, as a postulate, 
it goes on to lay down a scheme of training which aims at the harmonious develop
ment of every power and faculty of man's being. Froebyl, the philosopher of child
hood, from whose fertile brain and glowing heart the 'kmdergarten proceeded, wa'l 
not the first to advance this large view of human education. Pestalozzi, following 
in the steps of the great line of educational reformers which begins with CoQlenius, 
.had proclaimed the true doctrine of human culture to consist in developing and 
trainmg the physical, intellectual, and moral elements of man's nature, each in its 
just relations to the others, into power and use. 

But it is the glory of Froebel that he, first of all, taught that this complete and 
symmetrical training must begin with the earliest days of child hood. The secret 
of the kindergarten is that it never loses sight of the fact that it is dealing with the 
undeveloped, untrained powers of a little child. It develops the body; it cultivates 
the senses; it strengthens the receptive, and calls into operation the active facultie.-; 
of the mind; it trains the social feelings and makes e,ach member of the little society 
feel that its happiness depends not upon itself alone, but is bound up with that of all 
its me\llbers. .And all this is done by treating the child, not as a machine to be set 
in motion by ~he teacher, but as a living, spiritual organism which grows by the free 
use of its own powers, which gathers force from every effort that it puts forth, and 
which passes by insensible degrees from the spontaneous play of feelings and desires, 

-to the conscious exercise of faculties that find expression in creating and doing, in 
the production of forms that are alike useful ;wd beautiful, in the performance of 

. acts that are inspired by love and duty. 

KINDE~GARTEN METHODS DESIRABLE FOR HlQHER GRADES-OF SCHOOLS-IN THIS LIES 
ITS SIGNIFICANCE. 

· But the kiTJ.dergarten id even more than this. While furnishing a system of 
educational training perfectly adapted to t he conditions of chi ldhood, its funda
mental principles contain the roots of a philosophy of education more tmly in 
accordance wtthhuman niJ.ture, more complete, more practical, than any system 
which has ever been devised. 

As ah'eady indicated, it is r eally the outcome of the best thought and. experience 
of all the great thinkers and teachers who precetled Froebel. The kmdergarten 
methods which are not involved in the ;special processes appropriate to little 
children are applicable to schools of every grade : and it will be a happy day when 
these methods have found their way into the primary schools, grammar schools, 

· high schools, and normal schools of the country. 
We can not close our eyes to the fact that the people arc becoming more and more 

dissatisfied with the instruction at present given in our schools. There is a1~ urgent 
demand for better results aml it behooves school officers and teachers to gl\'e heed 
to this call. It devolves ~pon them to find the remedy. My conviction is ~ha~ we 
shall look for it in vain until we are willing to accept the 1110t1ves anclt)l'lllCtples 
which constitute the essential spirit of Froebel's philosophy. 

Our education must be made to accord more truly with the dictates of nature, aml 
it. must be brought into more intimate and direct relations with the needs of society. 
The age in which we are living demands a richer culture for the ma.~ses of the peo
ple than the schools, a.~ at present constituted and mana_ged, supply. But we shall 
get none of these things until our teach in~ h~s been r:uhcally. changed. .'.Vhat ~as 
been done here to-clay is, I trust. the begmnmg of better tlungs for Plu.ladclplua. 
Every intelligent and earnest teacher in the C'ity lllust find .encouragement m the fact 
that there has been added to its school sy~tem a feature winch has won the confidence 

,, and supportof every leading educator in Europe a!l(l America. I am sw·e that 
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every depax1;ment of our schools will, by and by, feel the inspiring infiuenct- which 
will flow from the presence of the kindergarten. The methods of instruction and 
discipline now followed can not fail to be largely modified by its principles. No 
thinliing mind, no intelligent instructpr, can .withstand the witness which the 
kindergarten bears against formalism and tradition, and in favor of freedom 
and progress in education. May we not all hope that the kindergarten will prove 
the leaven that is to leaven the whole lump, and help to raise our education to a 
higher plane of power and usefulness l . 

If time permitted; it would be found profitable to notice some of the objections 
which are made to the kindergarten; but I have already trespassed too long upon 
your patience . . ~ere is one objection, hqwever, to which I feel it is to be my duty 
to call your attention for a few moments. In reply to all that I have been saying 
as to the advantages of making provision for the education of young ·children, we 
are told by. many well-meaning persons that little folk of so tender an age shoultl 
not be sent to school ; that the right place for them is their home, and that the 
best teacher is their mother. Far be it from me to say one word which could be 
construed into any distrust of the blessings of a well-conducted home or the loving 
care of a faithful .. mother ; but in the progress which educational science has· been 
making during the last ha1f 'century; may we not find some reason for revising the 
judgments that we have been accustomed to regard as final ? Experience, a 
well as the opinio.ns of the ablest teachers, assure us that the aooner we begin to edu 
cate the child the better. I say educate, because we must make the broad distinc 
tion between the development and training of a human being, as Frol3bel unde!' 
stood it, and the methods of instruction which are still too comn1on in our primary 
schools. 

EDUCATIONAL ERROBS CONCERNING YOUNG CIDLDREN. 

To educate a little child, in the right sense of that term, is a very difficult task. 
The notions commonly entertained on this subject-notions, I fear, altogether too 
wide-spread-are, I be~ to !lay, very erroneous. The skilled, experienced teachers 
are reserved for the hi~her schools, while the untrained novices, the failures in 
grammar schools, and, m many cases, the imperfectly educated class, are·put to 
work in the primary grades. But no greater or more harmful mistake could be 
made. · · 

There should be an unanimous protest against employing poor teachers any
where ; but the discrimination should certainly not be made against the primary 
schools. I give it to you as my sincerest conviction that no community will evPr 
get the best fruits of a system of public education until it emplOY!! women of 
culture and refinement, of training and experience, in the lower grades of instruc
tion. My 90nception of a kindergartner is that of a woman who meets all these 
reqUirements. 

THE YOUNGEST CWLDREN NEED THE BEST' TEACHERS. 

W e are beginning to find this out, and in many portions of the country the same 
requirements are made, and the same compensation is allowed to the teachers of 
the lower as to those of the higher grades. Now, given such teache1"S as I haYe 
described-and they are within the reach of any city that desires their services -

·I have no hesitation in saying that the young child can be better educated in the 
kindergarten and the primary school than by the unaided effor ts of any mother, 
no matter how favorable may be the conditions which ·sw-round her. We forget 
how numerous are the cares and duties of a woman who has the resl?onsibility of 
a household, and how little time she can give to the systematic traming of her 
children. 

THE KINDERGARTNER TO AID, NOT TO SUPERSEDE, THE ~lOTHER. 

The kindergarten steps in, not to supersede the home, not to supplant the mother, 
but to supplement and complete the functions of both, so far as fuller and more 
thorough methods of culture are concerned. The· kindergarten and the home, the 
kindergartner and the mother, become the closest of allies in all tha t relates to the 
physical, mental and moral well-being of the child. But all this is aside from the 
actual problem with which this and every large city has to deal. 

There are thousands of children in Philadelphia who know little or nothing 
of t he influences which go to make up a home; whose only chance of receiving 
any training worthy of the name must come from ·other sources. Not only 
this, but there are multitudes of little ones who spend a large portion of their 
waking hout"S upon the streets, drinking in at every sense, evil infiuences that 
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polSOn. th~ s~i:!ngs of their young life. It is to this class that the kindergarten 
o~ns 1ts mVltmg doors, a'?-d as_ks them to come and receive the skilful trainin~, 
the watchful care, the lovmg kmdness, which may prove the saving grace of their 
lives. To these little ones, the kindergarten b~comes all that home means to your 
children and to mine. It opens >istas of happiness which would otherwise have 
remained forever closed ~ them ; it brightens their daily life with the charms that 
attend the normal exerc1se of body, mind and heart; and it plants deep down iu 
their inmost being seeds that long afterwarcl1:1 may bear fruitage in pure, useful and 
worthy lives. 

HAVE GOOD KINDERGARTENS OR NONE. 

I shall have to omit any reference to sorne practical questions that will come up 
at an early day in connection with the management of the kindergartens. Let me 
simply call your attention to the importance of organizing them upon the highest 
plane of excellence. A poor school of any kintl is one of the most wo1·thless 
agencies in the social economy; but a poor kindergarten is still worse. The kinder
garten is yet so new in this country, its purposes are so little understood, and the 
supply of competent kindergartners is so limited, that there is constant danger of 
its degenerating into meaningless 1·outine and aimless effort. Far better have no 
kindergartens at all, than such as a1·e mere travesties of the name. I must not 
conceal from you that not a few of this kind have managed to spring into existence 
everywhere. · · 

A NORMAL KINDERGARTEN FOR 'tRAINING THE TEACHERS A NECESSITY • 

. Nothing will maintain the kindergarten in its purity but the presence of broadly 
cultured and thoroughly trained kindergartners. Tllis is the only condition on 
which it can live, and this is the practical difficulty w'hich must be encountered 
wherever its establishment upon a large scale is attempted. We must expect 
to meet it here, and I can see no safeguard but in lJroviding a training-school of 
our own-in connection with the Normal School, if that is thought best-fl'om 
which w·e can draw an ample supply of kindergartners fully equipped for the wot·k. 
No doubt the attention of the Board of Educntiou will be called to this necessity at 
an early day, and I am sure that, with the right public sentiment on the subject, 
it can be depended upon to take such action as the exigencies of the case may 
require. 

But we need have no fears for the future. The rapid advancement which public 
education has made in Philadelphia dul'ing the past few years is the strongest 
assurance that this effort to enlarge the scope and increase the efficiency of the 
school system will be carried to a succe~:~ful issue, as is every good cau~e which 
promises to promote the intelligence, tho morality, the prosperity and the happi-
ness of the people." · · 

THE EXPERIMENT NOT FREE FROM DIFFICULTIES. 

The kindergartens hnve now been in existence two ye:trs: but it is still too eal'ly · 
to express any positive opinion as to what has been accomplished by them. This 
much should be said however, tlutt they httve not yet had <t .fair chance to Llemon
stl·ate their real character and value as a pat-t of the school system. 1\Ia.ny of them 
have been conducted in rented rooms wholly disconnected with the public schools. 
Those that have been carried on in school buildings hase in some casl's been poorly 
accommodated. Opportunities have not been afforded for experiruent.ing with 
kindergartens in neighbot·hoods where thev could be put to better tests. The train
ing-school for kindergartens made an un.f(ll'tunate start. and it is only since last 
September that it can be said to have acquired a fixed existence. There have been 
a number of changes in the atlministrat10n of the kimlergartens, some of which 
have not tended to increa!:le theit· stability. These various experienees have not 
bPen favorable t o the cultivation of that sentiment which is essential to give the 
kindergartens the standing which they need to tlo efficient work. and it seems to 
me desirable thnt a more definite policy respecting them should be adopted and 
adhered to. It does not seem desirable, howe\"er, to go into the discussion of these 
matters at this time, but for the purpose of directing attention to them, the follow
ing suggestions are submitted for the careful consideration of the Board :-

RECOMMENDATIONS A-'ID SUGGESTIONS. 

1. It would help to proruote the incorporation of the kindergartens into the school 
system, if they coultl all be tr:tnsferred to school buildings: ~he money now. spent 
for rent could be employed iu increasing the number of kmclergartens, and the 
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. public would be brought irito closer relations with them. If a room could be set 
apart for a kindergarten in new primary buildings" liB they are opened, these ends 
would be gradually secured, and the way would be prepared for that full identifica
tion of the kindergartens with the other departments of the school system which 
should be constantly kept in view. 

2. It is a question whether the plan upon which the trainin~ of kindergartners is 
· now carried on in the Normal School will accomplish the obJeCt intended. There 

can be only one opinion as to the first experiment which WIIB tried. It was doomed 
~rom the first, and accomplished nothing beyond certifying a few kindergartners to 
meet the immediate n eeds of the city. The present alTangement must still be re
garded as an experiment. It pro~ to give the entire Normal Class of over t-.~o 
hundred members such a training m the philosophy and practice of the kimlerl?arten 
as will fit them to take charge of kindergartens at the end of the r,ear. Tlus is to 
be done in connection with all the work that is required to qualify them for the 
regular teacher's certificate. There can be no doubt as to the value of the general 
knowledge of the kindergarten in enlarging tneir views of educational work ancl 
increaBing their resources as teachers, which the claBs will obtain; but it seems to 
me doubtful whether enough instruction and training in the specific work of the 
kindergarten can be given to prepare the pupils for taking upon themselves the 
responsibility of managing all the details of a kindergarten. It would be prema
ture to express a positive OJ?inion on this subject at the present st~e of the experi
ment; but the result is so unpartant to the whole movement that 1t will be waited 
for with no sma).l degree of ·anxiety. . 

3. The change quite recently made in transforming the kindergartens into divis
ions of the primary schools and placing them under the direction of the principals 
seems to me to have been ~ade without that due deliberation which so important 
a step demands. As has been insisted upon above, .this is the goal to be kept in 
view; but there is much to be accomplished before it can be reached. A kinder
~arten is not safe in the hands of any one who has not become indoctrinated with 
1ts aims and methods. It can only flourish in congenial soil. A great work has yet 
to be done in cultivating public sentiment in its favor and creating the conditions 
which will make its influence potent for good. Until this has been accomplished, 
it is jeopardizing its existence to hasten its consolidation with the other depart
ments. That will come in due course, but cer tainly the time is not yet. 

THE EXHIBITION OF INDUSTRIAL WORK; MAY, 1888. 

The Exhibition of Industrial Work held last May: waB so important an incident in 
the history of the public schools of this city that It seems proper that some record 
of it should be made in this report. For a year or two previous. the smali local 
exhibitions which had been held at the close of the terms in a number of schools 
had been largely attended; but the friends of the advanced position taken by this 
city on the question of manual training felt that a larger opportunity should bu 
afforded to mform the people as to the na,ture qf these new features of the publk 
education, and to bring before them in tangible form the methods employed and 
the practical outcome of the training given. Although no formal action was taken 
by the Board, there could be no doubt as to its willingness to favor s uch a scheme. 
The insuperable difficulty which stood in the way was the ver.v considerable amount 
of money that would be needed to defray the expenses of an exl1ibition which 
would present the various features of the manual instruction upon a scale and in a 
manner creditable to the schools of the city. The Boanl had no funds available for 
this purpose, and it did not feel justified in asking for a transfer of any portion of 
the appropriations specifically set apart for the several departments of the school 
system. But the ass1stance needed in this perplexity was soon forthcoming. 

The Public Education Society came forward with a generous offer to beconw 
responsible for the entire expense of the exhibition. The only restriction it unposed 
was that nothing should be left undone which might he necessary to bring the ex
hibition up to the highest expectations of the public. This liberal and public-spirited 
proposition was accepted by the Board, a special committee was appointed, and it1 
due time the exhibition was opened to the public. 

A NOTABLE SUCCESS. 

The scope and purpose of !;he exhibition were fully and explicitly set forth in the 
circular issued at the time. * * * . It affords me very great satisfaction to be 
able to state that every part of this extended program was fully r ealized. The 
great hall in which the exhibition was held was filled to overflowing with work rep
resenting several of the newer features of the instruction and training given in the 
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BChools, and the throngs which came to see the products of the children's intelli
~eilce and skill bore testimony to the growing interest which the public take in the 
unprovement of the public education of the city. 
. * * * * * * * 

At the close of the exhibition a report was made by the special committee to the 
Board, containing a statement of all the details connected with the management of 
the exhibition and a good deal of information which will be of per-manent value. 
A:inong other interesting facts it was stated that not less than 15,000 square feet of 
wall, table and platform space was occupied by the various exhibit6, and that 85,000 
persons visited the exhibition during the four days, that it was in progress. The 
general sentiment entertained concerning the exhibition is no doubt correctly ex-
pressed in the concluding paragraph of the report :- . 

" The Committee cannot too warmly express its approval of the B_Pirit displayed 
by Philadelphia in this great educational movement. The ExhibitiOn is to be re
~arded as one of the most im·portant events in our school history-important in its 
unmediate influence, but vastly more so in its bearing upon the future. The feasi
bility of a general system of co-education of head and hand ha.e been established 
beyond peradventure ; and in presenting with more than usual detail the per
manent features of the Exhibition, the Committee have been actttated solely by 
the desire to place on permanent record the part taken by Philadelphia in the inaug
uration of what must be regarded as the most important educational reform of tlie 
present time." · 

"Respectfully submitted, 
JAMES MAC ALISTER, 

Superintendent Public Schools." 





VII. 

THE REPOR1' BY THE COMMITTEE OF 'l'HE BOARD OF EDUCA
TION OF .THE CITY OF NEW YORK. 

The report on "Manual Training in the Common Schools,"* by the 
New York Committee, having been received, is here quoted; as was 
promised in a foot note on page 146, of this volume. A brief sum
mary of the contents of the report was there given. The report 
proper is now given in full. 

"REPORT. 

In Board of Education. June 29th. 1887. 

To the Board of Education : 
The Committee on Course of Study, to which was referred the subject of the intro

duction of manual training into our Common Schools, respectfully report-
That tht'y have given to the matter the careful, deliberate and extended consid

eration and investigation which its in1portance demands. 
Inquiry into its origin and development in Russia, Germany, France, Eng

land and other foreign countries, shows that its leading purpose in Europe is to 
foster industrial skill, and to produce specialists-a1·tisans-in order to advance 
the interests which these manufacturing nations have in domestic and foreign 
trade. Only incidental reference is bad in most cases to its general educational, 
disciplinary and intellectual relations. 

It also appears that the department of education now generally known ns man
ual training was introduced into this country by certain broad-minded, practical 
educators, to whom its educational possibilities presented themselves as its chief 
claim for adoption. The disciplinary effects of proper instmction in the various 
departments of drawing, independent of its merely utilitarian aspects, were already 

. well understood and appreciated. It was seen that, as drawing, free-hand and 
mechanical, is an inseparable part-indeed, the very basis of the whole system of 
manual training-to reproduce the pictured object in material was only carrying 
out and applying in a much more thorough and complete way the very principle 
and discipline involved in the drawing itself. 

Under the lt'ad and example of the educators referred to, much of the detail of 
the plans and purposes of the Emopean system has been judiciously modified, and 
the subject made more fit to be incorporated into our system of popular instruction. 

MANUAL TRAINING ALREADY ADOPTED BY SEVERAL AJIIERICAN CITIES. 

Bost)n, St. Louis, New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and several other 
cities of less population, but not of less intelligent zeal for education, ha,:e already 
made it a part of their educational facilities, either hy establish?n~ sp~Cia~ Cf?rpo
rate schools, or by adding it to the course pursued at ail'eady ex1stmg mstltnt10ns, 
of which some are corporate and others the hiooher parts of local common school 
systems. Our own College of the City of New York, for example, has adopte~ the 
shop and laboratory as parts of the course of instruction, but with such I!lOdlfica
tions and additions all to bring them into closer acco1·dance with the reqmrement::~ 
of a great commercial as well as manufacturing community. 

* "Manual Training in the Common Schools. Report of the Committee on 
Course of Study and School Books of the Board of Education of the City of New 
York. New York: Hall of the Board of Education, 146 Grand, comer of Elm 
Street, 1887. Pp. G6." 
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It has long been a matter of deep re~et and even of apprehension, that a large pro
portion of our young people are growing up with a positive distaste for manual labor. 
With an ever increasing number almost any other form of occupation is preferred. 

On the other hand, the introduction <>f manual "training in some one or more of 
its various forms into many of the schools and higher educational institutions of 
the country, has already ~unto exert an influence towards bringing about a better 
state of things. It cannot 'be doubted that this result must become more and more 
manifest when this training in suitably modified forms, becomes the common posse.~· 
sion of schools and pupils of every grade. 

As yet these advantages are afforded only to a few : only to the members of 
classes in high schools and colleges, or, in some instances, to the highest grade of 
the Grammar School. Little, therefore, has been done for the great body of our 
young people, of whom not .lllOre than ten per cent. ever reach the advanced grades. 

These pupils need the advantages of such. a training, but are forced by circum
stances to leave school years before their more favored associates. In some cities, 
it is true, much good work is done in the form of voluntary exercises by the chil
dren at home in the construction of miscellaneous objects. Important as this ex
pedient unquestionably is, it cannot be made to take the place or pt·oduce the results 
of regular and graded work in the school room. 

This question of what shall be done for all pupils, boys and girls, is the most im
.}>ortant one involved in the consideration of manual training as a part of common 
school iwitruction. It has received the attention of many of our most eminentedu

. cators, and the practical results of their careful study and experience are substan
tially embodied in tltis report. 

The general features of the plan may be readily understood. Many years ago 
the kindergarten of Froebel was introduced into this country. Like manual train
ing, it is one of those new and fresh conceptionS of true education which must, from 
time to time, continue to arise with the ad vance of our knowledge of those scientific 
principles which underlie all education. It has attained a well deserved popularity, 
and in many of our cities thousands of little children are enjoying its advan
tages. Although of widely different origin anu purpo.>e, its close pedagogical rela
tions to manual training, and the identity of thetr fundamental principles, become 
upon invel!tigation at once apparent. It is now seen that neither the kindergarten 
nor manual training has yet reached i ts full and proper extension aqd development, 
and that the wide gap at present existing between the kindergarten and the high 
school may be readily filled by extending the methods of the one upward through 
the Primary School and the method of the other downward through the several 
grades of "the Grammar School. T!tis will be but a safe and proper application of 
that fundamental principle which should underlie and unify the whole course 
namely, the development of certain faculties and aptitudes by the cultivation of 
the sense perceptions, to insure correct conceptions of form, and to test and man
ifest their accuracy by embodiment in material: 

' 
CONCLUSIONS REACHED. 

From a consideration of all the facts and arguments presented, your Committee 
have come to the following conclusions : 

1st: That· the introduction of what is generally known as manual training would 
be an improvement to our present course of study. We are far from considering 
our schools a failure, and have no sympathy with those who attribute many of the 
evils of society to the existing system· of public education; on the contrary, we are 
so con"'inced of the beneficial results of the system, that we think the greatest care 
should be taken, lest in trying to improve it we really injure it. But healthy life 
is inseparable from growth and cha nge . . 

Our schools of to-day compared, or rather contrasted, with those of forty yearn 
ago, show notable progress in the adoption of more perfect methods. These arc 
less memor izing, a tnore humane discipline, and a cultivation of the aesthetic capa· 
bilities and of self-control. But the fact that great improvement has been made 
points clearly to the possibility of still further imfrovement. 

Instruction in drawing and the introduction o object-teaching have proved of 
the greatest advantage, and these studies lead directly and naturally to those 
subjects and methods now under discussion. In fact , they are but examples of 
these methods, and their success warrants further steps in the same direction. 
Public opinion, too, seems to be sufficiently in favor of such steps to wanant their 
adoption with the expectation of that general consent, without which no great 
change should be made· in. a public school system. It has come to be generally rec
ognized as tt·ue that a certain amount of work, some application of mental power 
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thro~gh .the ¥ily powe~'S,, some production of physical results of thought and in
tention, up.plymg the trammg of the senses, especially through the hand and the 
eye, 'is needed to produce a well-trained mind. 

" MANUAL TRAINING" A GENERAL NOT A SPECIAL TRAINING. 

· 2d. That manual training is admissible into our schools only as a mean~ of gen
eral, and not of special education. The industries of this metropolis are too diverse, 
the sentiment of equality is too strong, the ambition to rise is too general to allow 
of any scheme that would designate certain pupils for particular walks in life. 
Rather must we seek, if we use new methods, to ~et by means of them better l'e
sults of a general nature, better trained and disciplmed minds, and ~reater aptitudes 
and powers for living and doing in whatever may be the pupils future career. 
Such results can be secured only by a well balanced general education. . 

THE TRUE SCOPE AND PROVINCE OF MANUAL TRAINING. 

Sd. That notwithstanding the misdirection of some of the efforts heretofore made 
in manual training, there are certain manual operations which time and experience 
have sufficiently test.ed to demonstrate their usefulness and their availability. These 
operations have the following characteristics : 
. They are such as to lead the pupil to a?q_uire correct conceptions of form through 
the careful and systematic discipline of h1s sense perceptions, and to require, as a 
test of the aecuracy of these conceptions, their correct manual embodiment in ma
terial; and further, to give a practical knowledge of natumllaws and of the quali
ties of materials. 

They a1;e within the scope of the faculties of all children whose minds and bodies 
are in a normal condition. 

Their results are of general if not of universal utility, as personal acquirements 
apart from the educational value of the process. 

They are comparatively inexpensive, and their introduction will require but little 
room. 

They can be readily taught with but moderate addition to our present force of 
teachers. 

Fo1· such instruction the following, which are not included in our present course 
of study, seem eminently suitable, viz : 

Oarpenter work, or the use of wood-working tools, for boys. 
Modeling in clay, for boys and girls. 
Oonstruction work, in paper, pasteboard, and other suitable material, for boys 

and girls. 
Drawing to scale, for boys and girls. 
Sewing, for girls. 
Oooking, for girls. . 
By judicious modification and extension, the well established methods of the 

kinderga!'ten may readily be made available for the Primary and lowest Gra mmar 
School grades, so as to form, with the subjects already suggested, a complete and 
continuous course. 

4th. That training in these branches, if adopted, should ~1ot be for a few sele?ted 
hundreds of school children, but should be made an essential part of the authorized 
course of study for all. 

. 5th. That the regularity and continuity of school work shoulU not b~ ~terrupted. by 
sending out pupils for instruction elsewhere than in the schof?l bUlldmg to wluch 
they belong; that the pt·oposecl new branches should be tauf!ht m the regular Gram
mar and Primary School buildings, and that neither detacnt;d workshops nor any 
new form of schools, technical, art or other, should be orgamzed. 

REARRANGEMENT OF SCHOOL SCHEDULES TO ECONOMISE TIME. 

6th. T!1at the length of the school sessions should not be extended beyond the pres· 
ent limit. . 

Your committee have "'iven careful consideration to the important quest1on, how 
to find the time necessa;.'y for these exercises. From the long experience that. has 
been had of the demands and the working of the present course or study, as given 
in its details in the Teachei'S' Manual it is e,·ident that sutficient time may he ob
tained for the new exet·cises in the Grammar Schools by rejecting certain of the 
present detnils of some of the subjects and by simplifying the methous of instruc
tion pursued in others. 
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The time in the Grammar Schools can be obtained by a careful and detailed re
vision of the present course of study, so as to reduce by at least an equal amount 
the work now required of these classes. The chief excisions will be made from the 
studies of geography, history and arithmetic in all of the grades. It is proposed 
that the study 'of geography be omitted from Grades 1 and 2, and the study of his
tory from Grade 1. It is further proposed that the studies of history and of de8-
criptive geography, in those classes in which these studies shall continue to be a 
part of the course, shall be in the form of reading lessons, and that at least a part 
of the time given to them shall be taken from that now given to other kinds of 
reading. As a yet further improvement, as well as a gain of tim(•, much of the 
merely local geography now taught in some of the grades should be omitted alto
gether._ Of these omissions, the names of commercially unimportant rivers and of 
certain mountain ranges and capes in South America, and more especially in Asia, 
Africa and Oceanica may be taken as types and instances. 

The time required in the Primary Schools can be gained, partly by consolidating 
into one subject several matters now treated separately, and partly by a change in 
the method ·of instruction through the use of the exercises herein proposed. 

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE NEW STUDIES MUST BE GRADUAL. 

7th. That provision must be made for suspending the introduction of some of the 
proposed work in certain schools. The carpenter work and the cooking \villrequire 
the setting apart of a room for each purpose. This, in some schools, it would be 
impossible to do at once. In such cases, therefore, those parts of the full course 
would have to be deferred till additional school accommodation sha1.1 make ;wail
able room required. 

It would probably not be possible in the first year to introduce the kitchen and 
workshop into more than one-third of the Grammar School departments. 

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED. 

Your Committee during their delibera.tions have adopted the following resolu-
~m: . 

ResoWed, That the kind of instruction known as manual training should be intro
duced into the Primary and the Grammar Schools, and that separate schools for 
that purpose should not be established. 

Resolt•ed, That, for the Pl'imary Schools, the instruction in manual training to be 
added, should consist in the construction, by the use of splints, wire, thread, paper, 
pasteboard and clay, of the forms now prescribed in the course for drawing. 

Resolved, That in the Grammar Schools, the drawing should be modified so as to 
include drawing to scale, and corresponding constructive work should be added. 

Resolved, That in the Girls' Grammar Schools, sewing should be taught from the 
Eighth to the Fourth Grades (inclusive). 

Resolved, That in the Girls' Grammar Schools , cooking should be taught in the 
Third and Second Grades. · 

Resolved, That in thA Boys' Grammar Schools, workshop instrnction should be 
given from the Fifth to the First Grades (inclusi-ve). That, while wood turning aml 
some metal work are essential to complete elementary workshop instruction, tht' 
principal benefits of such instruction may be obtained through carpenter work aml 
joinery alone, which, on account of the room required, are all that should be under
taken at present. 

Re.~olved, That imtrnction in cooking and in workshop should be suspended as to 
each school until a suitc'l.ble room is provided through the action of the Tmstees. 

Resolved, That the instruction in workshop, cooking and sewing should be under 
the direction of special teachers, who should be licensed, employed and paid in the 
manner now provided for special t eachers. 

Resolved, That to secure efficient instruction, an additional Assistant Superinten
dent should be appointed, whose special duty should be to supervise, under the City 
Superintendent, all the work in manual training in the Primm·y and Grammar 
Schools. 

INNOVATIONS CONSIDERED. 

It has been discussed during the deliberations of the Committee on Course of 
Studies, etc., whether or not it might be advisable to alter entirel.v the mode of 
teaching in our Grammar Schools, by having· certain teachers desig nated not only 
of manual and industrial training, but of arithmetic, history, etc., that is to say, 
there might be special teachers of kindred subject.<; of study, namely, a special 
teacher of arithmetic and geometry ; a special teacher of reading, spelling and com
position, and a special teacher of history and geography, as well as a special teacher 
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·of ·drawfug ·and manual trainin~; so that instead of having one teacher teach all 
the subjects in one class, the dtfferent classes could pass in tum to the different 

· !!pecial teachers. If this plan were adopted the teacher of manual training would 
in each Grammar School take his or her placE\ on the staff of the school instructors 
and thereby- eventually save the city a considerable sum of money. Of course, i~ 
the beginnmg of the manual training wor);: the tea~hers of that study would be ad
ditions to the present staff, as it is not intended to rE\move any of t he present teachers, 
but as vacancies occw·red, the manual training teachers could be appointed to fill 
such vacancies. It must not be forgotten that this proposed new system would 
cause an entire revolution in the existing system, and while some of the committee 
would favor such a cha~ge, others 3:re ill(;lisposed to adopt such extreme measures, 
and therefore the commtttee has dectded merely to lay these views before the Board 
for its consideration. 
-Appended to this t·eport will be found : 

· A. A detailed statement of the estimated expense of introducing and maintain
ing manual training in all of the Primary and Grammar Schools of the city for the 
first year. 
· B. The estimated expense of the maintenance of manual training in all of the 
. schools in the next succeeding years. 

C. The estimated expense of introducing manual training, except workshop and 
cooking, as recommended, into all of the schools, and those two excepted subjects 
into one-third of the Grammar Schools and the maintenance for the first yE>.ar. 

·D. Estimated expens~ in the next succeeding years of maintaining manual train
ing, except workshop and cooking, in one-thi1·dol the Grammar Schools. 

The detailed reports upon the 1\fanual Training, Art and Trade Schools in the 
City of New York and its vicinity. Also, a clehtiled report upon similar schools in 
other cities. These several reports are also condensed, simplified an<.l w1ified by a 
brief supplemE'ntary summary. 

The Committee on Course of Study submit the following resolution : 
Resolved, That the recommendations of the Committee on Course of Study, as 

presented in the foregoing report and in the resolutions adopted by the committee, 
be adopted as the sense of tJ1is Board, and that the committee be authorized to pre
pare and submit to the Board the details of the plan necessat·y for carrying the 
san1e into effect. 

Respectfully subwitte<l , 
CHAS. L. HOLT, 
DEWITT J. SELIGMAN, 
GRACE H. DODGE, 
WILLIA}I WOOD, 

Committee on Course of Study ancl School Books." 

Three appendices follow; the first, containing estimates of expense, 
quoted from on page 14G of this volume; the seconrl, giving a synap
tical statement of prepared programmes for the different grades; the 
'third, being notes of visits paid to va.rious iustitutions n.ncl s~h<;>ols 
in New York City and vicinity, with brief (lesrriptions c.ll' smula.r 
institutions in other towns a.nd cit ies. As these institutions a.re fully 
described in the present Report, these brief stattn_n~nts a~ he.re 
omittecland only the final pages of the report contmnmg the statis-
tical summary given. • 

SUMMARY. 

· 1·. Cities visited-Philadelphia, Baltiwore, Pittsburgh, Coluwbus, Cincinnati, 
St. Louis, Chicago, Ann Arbor, Toledo, Cle'l'eland, Boston, New York and Mont-
clair. . . 1 bl ' 

2. Cities not visited where manual training is given in connection . w~t 1 pu JC 
education-Milford, Mass.; New Haven; St<tte Normal School, New Bntam, Conn.; 
Omaha; Eau Claire, Wis.; Moline, Peru , Cook County Normal :'khool, Normal 
Park, ·Ill.; Barnesville, 0.; San Francisco, Cal. . . 

8. Higher institutions whE're manual t!·aining 111 ~omr..foni~ ~r_d<:f'l:ee ~~,~ )~art ~-f 
the course of instruction-Numerous Collc>ges and UmYerSJIIes. Stah. Agu-
cultw·al " and " Mechanical." . . 

4. Instruction in manual training. from Kindergarten to High ~chool mcl~stYe
Only in Philadelphia. whNe this is in part true_through _l\Ir. Tadd ~ " Industnal and 
Art School " with it~ 600 Grammar School pul)Jl:; : amlm Montcl:lll·. N.J. 

5. In oth~r places this instruction is ('onfinec to the High School grades. 
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6. Drawing in one or more of its forms, free-hand, mechanical, perspective, 
architectural or engu1eering is universal, bu.t though a. part of and the indispensable 
basis and accompaniment of manual training, is not considered in this report as 
manual training when not combined with some form of shopwork. But " Line
work " is always marle the basis of work in material, such as paper, clay, etc., even 
in Primary and Gro.mmar Schools. 

7. In the High School Grades the agAS run from 14 to 16 years. 
8. In Philadelphia and Chicago, and especially in St. Louis, Kindergartens are 

very prominent. 
!l. In all of the advanced schools the cow·se of instruction consists of drawing, 

wood-work (carpentry, carving and tu,rning), pattern making, foundry work ancl 
bench work in metal (chipping, filing, soldering, brazing), and lathe work in metal, 
usua.lly finishing with some kind of machine. -

10. ·Tools-From the first the pupil is trained and obliged to keep his own tools in 
order, the saws sometimes excepted. 

11. Cost of materials-In tWs matter it was found difficult, frequently impossible, 
to ~et definite statements. In all cases, however, it was stated that the amount is 
qmte light. 

12. The Cost of Plant-TWs has been ve1·y various; is frequently mixed with that 
of the building. A few cases where it was separately procurable are reported. 

13. Teachers-How or whence obtained: Two of the Principals or Directors are 
engineers in the U. S. Navy, several are graduates from the shops of St. Louis, Aim 
Arbor and other similar schools. Their subordinates are mostly skilled mechanics 
from local workshops. 

14. Their Compensation.-Definite answers only in part obtained. Enough to 
form a conect idea will be found under head of the several cities. 

15. Changes in Study found necessary.-The most marked and definite case is that 
of the new High School in PW!adelfhia, and the sinillar school in Baltimore. In 
all other cases the hours of manna training and the study or review hours were 
adjusted to each other. 

16. Effects on Proficiency in other branches.-The concurrent testimony of all 
Superintendent.-;, and of a number of Grammar and High School teachers, is that 
no appreciable difference, either one way or the other, has yet been observed. I 
took great pains to make tlus inquiry wherever practicable. Dr. White, late presi
dent of Purdue University, and now Superintendent of Cincinnati, says that his 
experience at La Fayette convinced him that those who took the manual training 
course were better students in languages, mathematics and physics. 

17. Effects on Character.-It is as yet too early to speak 'vith absolute certainty 
on, this point, but all indications are favorable. . 

18. What for Girls ?- Sewing, only in Boston (other New England towns), Phila
delphia and· Toledo; cooking, at Boston and Toledo; phonography, type-writing, 
telegraphy, nowhere; girls work at carpentry in Toledo; at carving in Philadel
phia and Toledo; at clay modeling in the St. Louis N01·mal Schools, and at draw-
ing everywhere. · 

19. Omitting Kindergartens, drawing and home-made wood-work, etc., the part 
of the average school attendance participating in the workshop department of the 
manual training exercises is as follows : · 

Boston, 200 out of 50,000 average attendance. 
Phikd.elphia, 1,200 out of 100,000 average attendance. 
Baltimore, 180 out of 35,000 average attendance. 
Pittsburgh, 0 out of 20,000 average attendance. 
Columbus, 0 out of 8,000 a verage attendance. 
Cincinnati, 0 (975, all private) out of 29,000 average attendance. 
St. Louis, 0 (223, all private) out of 39,000 average attendance, 
Chicago, 72 (200, all private). 
Ann Arbor, 0 (150, University) out of 1,000 average attendance. 
Toledo, 270 out of 7,000 average attendance. 
Cleveland, 0 (75, private) out of 24,000 average attendance. 
"Ordered, That the report and the appendices be entered in full in the minutes, 

and that five hundred copies be printed as a document of the Board." 

The Board of Education after receiving this report appropriated 
$15,000 to enable the Superintendent to have the experiments begun 
in a few schools; having decided to move with great caution before 
committing the city to the greatly increased expense which must 
follow the introduction of Industrial Education and Manual Training 
in aU the Public Schools. 



VIII. 

CRITICISMS OF THE ACTION OF 'fHE NEW YORK CITY BOARD 
OF EDUCATION RgVIEWED. 

" 
In this connection the following article by Dr. Butler, which 

appeared in the April, 1888, number of The Teacher,-a monthly 
Educational Journal published in. New York City,-in which both 
the stock criticisms and objections a~ainst manual training, and the 
arguments in favor of the new stu<1y, are concisely stated, will be 
found of interest. 

THE ARGUMENT AGAINST MANUAL TRAINING . 

. By NICHOLAS MURRAY B UTLER, Ph. D., 
President of the College for the Train·ing of Teacher·s, N . Y Oity _; 

Lectur·er· on the H istor·y ancl Inst-itutes of E clucat-ion ·in Oolt£muic£ 
College. 

The newspaper comments which have been m ade upon the recent action of the 
New York City Board of Education in relation to manual training, are exceeding!y 
unsatisfactory. It will be t·emembered that the subject of manual training was 
r~ferred by the Board to a committee more than a year ago. After long investiga
tion and careful deliberation, the Committee in June last presented an able and 
comprehensive report favoring on strictly educational gt'Otmds the introduction of 
manual t1·aining in the public school curriculuui. Afk>r considerable discussion, 

;the Board of Educati•m adopted the su~gestion of the report in principle, and pro
vided for their being carried into effect m six schools for boys and in six schools for 
girls. 

CRITICS CRITICISED. 

In view of the amount of time aml study t hat the Committee had de>oted to the 
matter it was disheartening to fiml one of the leading city newspape1·s-aml that 
one the one which of all of them ha:~ the highest reputation for its fair and iuteHi
gent treatment of litemry and educational matters-making this statement: "This 
Lthe action of the Board of Educationl is only an experiment and one of dou~tf~l 
expediency. The importance of training the hand and eye as well as the b1·am 1s 
generally appreciated, but are not t he pupils of the public schools alre~dy work.ed 
close up to the limit of thei1· endurance~ Tmin t he hand and the eye 1f you will, 
but in special art or industrial schools." 

These objections, it will be observed, have, if sustained, general ami not merely 
local application. It is therefore essentia l that they l>e ~xamined somew.hat care
fully. I will devote a few words to each of them. In t he first place, the mtl:oduc
tion of manual training is not an experiment, aml it is not of doubtful exped1eucy. 
From 1868, when Mr. Victor Della Vos, director of the Imperial Techni_cal :':lchool 
of Moscow, worked out practically the educational ideas th:tt had been g~n~n to the 
world by Roufiseau, Pesta.lozzi and F roebel, until about 1880, man.ual tramm.g m~y 

' fa~rly be said to have been an experiment. But several years s1_nce, especml_ly m 
tins country, it passed beyond that stage and became an estabhshed ed~ca~wnal 
fact. In introducin"' it into the city of New York the Boanl of E~uc!'\tJOniS fol
lowing m erely, not i eatling. In some twenty-five states ami tern tones, manual 
training in some form or other is now estal>lishetl, and more than a score. of the 
principal cities of the country arc adopting it as rapitlly as the means at their com-
mand will admit. · 
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MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS SHOULD BE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

It has been usual with us in this country to establish manual training schools 
outside of .the re~ public school course in order to show to the citizens of the 
various commumties just what manual training implies, and just what sort of effect 
it will produce. The projectors of all these institutions, however, re~ard them as 
entering wedges and as destined to lead the way to the introduction of graded 
manual training in the public school course from the lowest primary grade, where 
the children are received from the kindergarten, to the highest class in the .high 
school or academy. Space will not permit me to quote at sufficient length froJU 
the re.Ports of the many manual training schovls of the country to answer in the 
negattve the question as to whether this training is of doubtful expediency. Those 
who are skeptical on this point are referred to the reports issued from Philadelphia, 
Chicago, St. Louis;. Toledo, and other cities, and to the results of the investigations 
made by the school boards of St. Paul, Detroit, Springfield, Albany, and Newburg. 
The readin~ of these documents ought to convince any one that · the expediency of 
manual tratning is no longer doubtful in the minds of those pel'SOns who have seen 
the most of it. 

THE PLEA OF OVER WORK CONSIDERED. 

The second objection is that the pupils of the public schools are already worked up 
to the limit of their endurance, and on that account no addition can be made to the 
course of study. This m~ entirely the point of the argument in favor of manual 
training. That argument holds that the present course of study, while it takes up 
the time of the pupil, does not train all the pupil's faculties ; that it is one-sided, 
narrow, and incomplete. The argument in favor of manual training points to the 
fact that man's mental powers are divisible into the receptive and the expressive. 
It thus points out that the present course of study devotes itself for fully ninety 
per cent of the time to the receptive faculties, and allots but the meagre remainder 
to a not always efficient training of the expressive faculties. Manual training, on 
the contrary, appeals to these expressive faculties, and it therefore claims a place 
in the public school course side by side· with the studies that train and de.velop the 
receptive faculties. 

No idea or fact is fully comprehended by the pupil until it is made 1tis own and 
·until he can use it and express it. It would not be very difficult for a child to mem
orize fifty pages of geometry and obtain an exceedingly high mark for an exami· 
nation in the subject, and yet remain in almost total ignorance of the subject dealt 
with. Such knowledge would be imitation or pan-ot-like. It would be forgotten 
quite as rapidly as it was learned and far more effectually. Had the child, how
ever, been taught to express his geometrical knowledge by drawing the figures or 
objects discussed and by constructing them in some readily handled material, his 
knowledge would have become real and useful. This illustration might be ex· 
tended to other school subjects. 

Observe further that this exercise in representation and construction, besides ihe 
direct effect which I have just pointed out, has also a most powerful and healthful 
influence in training the pupil's observation. An object which is inconectly ob· 
served cannot be correctly represented, and the constant reference which must IJe 
made during the process of constmction to the object itself-not to some one's 
account of it-is the best possible training in observation. . 

Again, suppose that a pupil obtains a mark of 95 in a scale of 100, in a grammar 
lesson. That seems both to the parents and to the pupil, eminently satisfactory, 
although it is not quite perfect. When, on the other hand, the same child comes 
to construct a lap-joint in wood, it is absolutely necessary for him to obtain a 
degree of correctness that is represented by 100. A lap-joint that is only 95 per 
cent of true will not fit. It must be perfect or the work will not be acceptable to 
the pupil or accepted by the teacher. The train of thought which tlus thought 
suggests is apparent. 

FALLACY OF OBJECTION TO INDUSTRIAL TRAINING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

The third criticism advanced is that the hand and eye should be trained in speci[\.l 
art or industrial schools, and not in the regular school course. But why malw 
this distinction between the senses ? On what ground is the sense of hearing to be 
preferred to those of sight and touch ? On what grounds is the most difficult and 
abstract means of expession known, namely that by the use of language, prefen et! 
to the simpler and easier methods of expression by repre~;entation a nd construction ? 
Why shall the pu~lic school continue to teach in the writing class, the child to 
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draw si~s of ~ounds, and not teach him to draw things themselves without any 
intermediary sign? 

The fallacy that the training of the hand and eye is non-mental training is, I will 
admit, a ~eneral and deep-seated one ; but nevertheless it must be refuted before 
any intelligent comprehension of what is meant by manual training is possible. Let 
us suppose the most perfect eye ever known, and grant that in connection with it 
is an optic nerve that is perfectly healthy. Apart from the mind that works 
through them and by them, of what avail are they? What can they see? What 
possible knowledge can they communicate? We must all come to see that no 
oligarchy of the senses is possible or permissible. Certain senses are of more im por
ta.nce to us than others, because they bring us more definite and more varied kinds 
of knowledge. But for all that no one sense is in any way superior in quality to its 
fellows, and there is no sound reason to be fow1d by the study either of psychological 
or educational science, for the exclusion of any of the mental powers from that 
course of training to ·which they all are entitled and which is necessary to t>roduce 
the cultivated and well-grounded man. • 

• 
MANUAL TRAINING URGED FOR lTS EDUCATIONAL VALUE ONLY. 

Another argument frequently advanced by the opponents of mamtal training is 
that it is not the province of the public school to teach t1·ades. I accept this state
ment and will add something to it. It would be eminently improper for any Board 
of Education to spend the public f1mds for the purpose of educating young ap
prentices whether in carpentry, in drawing, or in sewing, in the public schools. 
But manual training is not yreparation for trades. It is purely and sin1ply educa
tionlll, and only because it lS so can it demand recognition in the public schools. 
To be sure, the boy who has had a course in manual training will make a better 
~nter and a better draughtsman than he who has not had such training. But 
let 1t be remembered that he will also make a better lawyer, a better physician , a 
better clergyman, a better teacher, a better merchant, should he prefer any one of 
these callirigs in life; and all for the same reason, namely, thathe1s better educated 
and better trained than the average public school graduate of to-day, because all of 
his mental powers have been called into play by carefully graded instruction. 

The question as to how the necessary time for instruction in manual training 
shall be found, is one for the superintendents and principals to answer. They know 
that time is now wasted because of poor methods of teaching and ill-arranged 
courses of study. General Francis A. Walker's recen.t criticism of the teaching of 
arithmetic now in vogue, is familiar to all readers of THE TEACHER. We all know, 
too, that geo~raphy can be better taught, and that history and spelling can be. 
taught in conJunction with reading and writing respectively, instead of separately 
and wastefully as now. By recasting the present curriculum to accord with t hese 
considerations ample time will be found for manual training. 

COURSE OF THE NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION APPROVED. 

The Board of Education of New York City deserves not the criticism , but the 
approval and support of the citizens of the llfetropolis and educators e•erywhere, 
for its r ecent action. It has decided to introduce manual training in an economical, 
safe, and judicious way. It has not involved it~elf in some vast scheme .which 
would be not only beyond its means, but, at ~Ius. stage 1>f loc~ll_prep~ratlOn, !or 
manual training, beyond its powers of orgamzat10n and adm.nustrattOn. . Ihe 
wisdom of the Board's act.ion, if not fully understood aud appreciated uow, w1ll be 
before many months have passed.". 





IX. 

THE STATUS OF "THE MANUAL TRAINING MOVEMENT" AS 
SHOWN BY RECENT OFFICIAL REPORTS. 1888-1889. 

INTRODUCTION. 

_ The Manual Training phase of education, as distinct from the 
movements for special education in Science, in Technical Training, 
and in Industrial Art Drawing, is of very recent or igin; yet, young 
as it is, it is divided into two distinct eras. In the first, it was a 

-spe?ialty-to be taught to a particular class of pupils in special insti-
tutiOnS. -

Ex-President Runkle, of the Massachusetts School of Technology, 
and Professor W oodward, of the Washington University, St. Louis, 
were the apostles of this uew gospel of " Manual Training." 

Soon the movement for popularizing the new method was taken 
·up by the public school educators, and the distinguished Superin
tendent of Maryland, Professor M. A. Newell, in his inaugural 
address as President of the National Education Association at Louis
ville in 1877, took for his topic " Education and Labor," and first 
spoke the words which, in 1884, resulted in the action by the School 
Board of Baltimore, in opening a Manual Traiuin~ School as one of 
the regular schools of the city. How this example nas been followed 
in other cities and towns, has been told at length in the preceding 
pages of this volume. • 

The early chapters of this volume record, also, the first movements 
in Boston as long ago as 1871, towards some elementary training in 
schools as seen in the Whittling School, and bter. in t he Dwight 
Public School. It seems more than probable, that these movements 
in Boston and in other Mn,ssachusetts towns, were stimulated by the 
interest taken in the coming of W alter Smith in 1 8~'0, and the begin
ning of the teaching of Industrial Art Drawing in schools. 

It is certain, t hat the exhibition of the articles made in the Russian 
schools which were shown at the Centennial, gave the main impulse 
to t.he very general interest in Manual Tnt iniug Schools throughout 
the United States. It will he seen by referonco to the pr esent 
volume, that there has been great activity and development- since 
the i ssue of Part I. of this Report. The fact that the fir:;t two 
hundred pages of this volume were in stereotype plates, nearly three 
years before these words are written, will rea<lily explain some incon
gruities in this volume, which, owing to this delay, is in itself, au 
"object lesson" of the evolutionary development of t his movement. 

Like all similar movements in organized bodies, the new methods 
proposed, have led to general and earnest discussion on the part of 
educators · and this discussion l1as taken on many phases. Under 
the trenchant criticism of cxperiene-e<l educators n.ot easily >yon to 
adopt new and unproved methods, the ad voe-ates oJ: the new mdus-
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:manual training, must be classed Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler Pres
ident of the New York Industrial Association, and of the Ne,~York 
College for the Training of Teachers. Dr. Butler is, also besides 
being a.le~turer in Columbia College, a member of the State Board 

. of Education of New· Jersey, and of the New Jersey" Council of 
Education." In these various capacities and relations, he has·had 
occasion from time to time, as chairman or member of committees 
to whom th~ t?pic.s were ref~rred, to make r~ports on the subjec~ of 
·Manual Trammg m some of .1ts phases. He 1s also a frequent wnter 
on these themes, and a contributor to various educational publica
tions, and, as we have shown elsewhere, a leading participant in the 
conventions and annual meetings of educators. As a _teacher of 
psychology, and the head of the only college of pedagogy in the 
United States, he has given much attention to the new educational 
methods, and is an enthusiastic believer in the manual training 
movement. · 

As formulating the latest position of the most thoughtful advo
.cates of the movement, the following brief statements from recent 
papers and "reports" by Dr. Butler, are quoted. 

The first extracts here given are from a paper presented to the 
"twenty-sixth convocation of the University of t he State of New 
York, in 1888." This was a carefnl presentation of the subject of 
"manual training as an element of public education." In the fol
lowing passage, Dr. Butler, unlike some less thoughtful but equally 
enthusiastic advocates, recognizes the continuity of man's progress 
in the steps of his formal education, as well as in other matters. He 
says: 

It would be n. gross error for those who attach themselves to a new educational 
'movement to denounce preceding systems and conditions as misleading, worth
less, bad. The most beautiful flower depends for its existence upon a clumsy 
and unatt;active root. The flower loses it'> beauty and attractiveness if torn from 
the source of its life and strength. So it is with educational systems. The last 
makes the next possible, and the newest has quite enough to do without undertak
ing the profitless task of pointing out how all earlier systems would have failed had 
they been called upon to do something which in the nature of the case, it was not 
possible for them to be called upon to do. Growth is continuous. Each stage is 
necessary ; and it is worse than useless to attempt to exalt any one at the expense 
of that which laid the basis for it. Each system and each t heory of education may 
have been the best for its own time. It cannot fairly be judf?ed by the standards 
o'f a later period. All of these points must be borne in mind m coming to the con
sideration of the question, shall manual training' be given a place in the school cur
riculum? for that is the concrete form in which the latest development of educa
tional thought presents itself to us. 

He proceeds to speak of the confusion arising from the indiscrim
inate use of the terms "manual training" and " industrial training" 
-and "industrial education" and "technical education "-which 
confusion has been already commented upon in the earlier portion of 
this volume. Dr. Butler would have the term "industrial education" 
signify that which underlies all technical education, but. thi~ks the 
term "industrial " was unfortunately selected, In rev1~wmg ~he 
frequent changes in the aspects and develo~ment of this subJ.ect 
durmg the past few years, one is led to quest10n whether the diffi
culty has not rather arisen from the fact that th~ s_cope of the. move
ment has so rapidly broadened, t hat the word, ongma~ly apphed to a 
very small part of what it is now called upon to sustam, has become 
overburdened? 

ART-VOL 2-77 
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It is very evident that those who set up "the whittling school ;" 
or the few carpenter's benches in the basement of the Dwight School 
Building in Boston; or even the benevolent lady who in 1878 aided 
Superintendent Marvel to have les~ons in carpentry given to a few
boys in the :public schools of Gloucester, Massachusetts, had no such 
comprehensiVe scheme and plan of a complete system of education 
as is now sought to be included in the term manual training. 

Dr. Butler, however, finds high and noble ancestry for this edu
cational bantling, . which he shows is no :earvenu, but a veritable 
scion of an historic and distinguished family, and that novel as are 
its methods, it is but a logical step in the Evolution of Education. 
He say.s: 

The Manual Training Movement as we know it, is new. It was put upon n 
strictly scientific basis, a very short time ago, indeed; but has been "in the air," as 

· the saying is, for a long time. Over two hundred and fifty years-ago, Comenius pre
scribed manual training as part of the true curriculum. The " Didactica Magna" 
contains specific directions conceming it. Locke, Rousseau, and Fichte, all empha
sized manual training though for different reasons. Locke agreed with Comenius 
and regarded it chiefly from the standpoint of its value in practical life. Rousseau 
and Fichte, however, saw that its influence on the growth of the pupil, mental as 
well as physical, was to be desired. Froebel in his kindergarten, reduced theory to 
practice, and in the kindergarten, all manual training as well as all rational and 

· systematic education has its b.asis. But Froebel's work did not include the devel
opment of a scheme of manual training for older pupils. This was furnished many 
years later, and from an unex}lected quarter. M. Victor Della-Vos, director of the 
Imperial Technical School of Moscow, took the i)litiatory step. His report, made at 
the Expositions in Philadelphia in 1876, and in Paris in 1878, contains this passage: 
"In 1868, the school council considered it indispensable, in order to secure the syste
matic teaching of elementary practical work, to separate entirely the school work
shops from the mechanical works, in which , the orders for private individuals are 
executed. By the separation alone of the school workshops from the mechanical 
works, the principal aim was, however, far from being attained. It was found 
necessary to work out such a method of teaching the elementary principles of me
chanical art as, first, should demand the least possible length of time for their acquire
ment; secondly, should increase the facility of the supervision of the graded em
ployment of pupils; thirdly, should impart to the study of practical work, the 
character of a sound systematic acquirement of knowledge; and fourthly, should 
facilitate the demonstration of the progress of every pupil at stated times. 

He gives full credit to Ex-President Runkle and Dr. W oouwarrl, 
· for introducing this method of ele:mentary technical training to 
Americans. He then avers, that the next step was the discovery 
that the kindergarten and the manual training school were the 
Alpha and the Omega of a complete educational scheme, and that the 
problem of how to connect them by the intermediate schools was at 
once r ecognized, and further, that when this need was recognized, 
the whole subject reached, ipso facto, a firm pedagogic basis. 

This may be admitted, but it was a slower process than appears in 
such a statement, and it is hardly to be forgotten, how, step by step, 
the first enthusiasts were forced by sharp criticism, to leave unten
able positions and to seek for some defensible stronghold. There 
is, undoubtedly, a place for all phases of a true educat10nal method; 
and when this is r ecognized, all sound educators can meet on a com-
mon plane. . 

In placing this met.hod on pedagogical grounds, and urging it upon 
these alone, Dr. Butler occupies a strong position; but it was not by 
any such professional arguments, that at first, the new studies were 
urged or popularized. 

The following is Dr. Butler's stateme1~t of the present argument 
for t·lle a.doptiQ:n, of the new methQ<ls : . 
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THE NEW MOVEMENT IN EDUCATION BASED ON PHYSIOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES. 

It is hardly more than half a century since Sir Charles Bell discovered that the 
nerves which carry impulses out from the brain to .the muscles are wholly distinct 
from those which carry stimuli into the brain. 

For twenty-five years, researches have been making in cerebral and nervous 
physiology that have revolutionized mental science. The dependence of mind on 
body, the relation of the various mental powers to each other , and the importance 
of the distinction between the in-taking and the out-going powers of ~the brain are 
now recognized as they never were before. Naturally, we expect to see these 
scientific conclusions reflected in any course of study which is abreast o£ them. It 

_is essential both in the powers of reception and in the powers of expression, that 
the child deal with things and objects, and not alone with what some one has said 
-or written about things. Education from the Rennaisance until Pestalozzi, despite 
the protests of a Ratka or a Comenius, did not recognize this principle. It taught 
words, and words only. Rouseau, Pestalozzi, Froebel and the hundreds of humble 
teachers whom they inspired, burst these verbal bonds and inau~rated that training 
of the receptive powers, now almost universal, by which the pupil sees things, touches 
thing~~, handles things, and is not held at arm's length by the interposition of words. 
This is the philosophy of the object-lesson and it is because of this sound, scientific r ea
son for its existence, that it has become permanently established in the school room. 

TRAINING OF THE EXPRESSIVE FACULTIES HAD BEEN LONG NEGLECTED. 

While this wonderful improvement in the training of the receptive faculties was 
-making, the active or expressive faculties were left to shift for themselves. When 
we examine the ordinary course·or study with reference to this point we find that 
the powers of expression by delineation and construction are entirely overlooked. 
Reading and writing are the only studies in the traditional group that train expres
sion, and they are wholly inadequate ; and until very recently they were taught 
in such a way that they lost most of their disciplinary value. But even when weir 
taught, they are not adequate to the full demands of the mental powers of expres
sion, for they rarely occupy more than ten per cent of the school time, except in the 
very lowest primary grades. Furthermore, they must be supplemented in another 
direction if the active powers are to be trained as they should be. The advocates of 
manual trai~ng come forward and demonstrate that their scheme of instruction 
will adequately and properly train the powers of expression. The powers of expres
sion by-delineation and construction, are trained by the reciprocal instruction in 
drawing and in constructive work. It is proved, that the boy who can draw a cube 
or he who can carve or mould one from wood or clay, knows more that is worth 
knowing about the cube than he who can merely repeat its geometrical definition. 

A REMODELING OF THE PRESENT CURRICULUM IS A NECESSITY. 

Because of this psychological and practical soundness of manual training, the 
argument in its favor, calls for the remodeling of the present curriculum. Manual 
training can not be added as an appendix to any other course of study; it must 
enter on a plane with the rest. It is suggested that much time now wasted could 
be saved by better methods of teaching, that logical puzzles o>er which so much 
time is now spent be eliminated from arithmetic, that spelling be taught in con
junction with writing, and history in conjunction with reading. The time thus saved 
1s to be appropriated in about equal parts to drawing and constructive work, both 
together to occupy from one-quarter to one-third of the pupil's time. Drawing lies 
at the basis of all manual training, and it is to be taught in every grade as a means 
of expression of thought, only incidentally as an art. The constructive work is in 
material adapted to the child's age and powers. It is at first in paper and paste board, 
then in clay, then in wood, and finally-in the academic grades-in metal. These 
means are, so far as our present experience goes, the best ones for the training 
desired. But under experience and <leeper insight may alter or improYe them at 
any time, just as our readers and spellers and our arithmetics haYe been _improved. 

The curriculum which includes manual training. in addition to mectmg the de
mands of our present knowledge of the pupil's mind and its proper training, is bet
!m' suited to prepare the child for li!e than ~hat ?urricu_l~w wh_ich does not includ_e 
1t. The school is to lay the foundatiOn for mtelhgent ctttzenslup, and as the condi
tions of intelligent citizenship change with the advance of civilization, the course of 
1.1tudr must change in <>r<le~ ~o adavt it~eu to th~e n~w <;<;mditiQm;, 
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DIFFERENT ERAS DEMAND D~FERENT METHODS OF EDUCATION. 

No one.who can read the lessons of history will assert that the ideally educated 
man is always the same. Greek education sought beauty, mental and physical; . 
Roman education sought power and eloquence ; Monastic education sougnt ascet
icism and a soul dead to the world ; Rennaisance education sought classicill culture 
and minute acquaintance with the literatures of Greece and Rome ; modern educa
tion broadened this conception of culture until it embraced the modern literatures 
and natural science ; and common school education in the United States in these 
cl~ing years ~f the nineteenth century, is broadening its ideal yet fiD"ther, and is 
now demanding that the pupil be so trained that the great, busy life of which be is 
so soon to form a part, be not altogether strange to him when be enters it. It 
demands practicality. It demands reality. It demands that the observation, the 
judginent and the executive faculty be trained at school as well as the memory and 
the reason. Despite the fact that the three former are the most important faculties 
that the human mind possesses, it is astonishing how completely they are overlooked 
in the ordinary course of study. · · 

From the rapid increase of urban population and the consequent 
lessening of former opportunities for liome training in active, out
door occupations, the mcreasing need for such training as is now 
proposed in schools is set forth: · 

At certain stages of civilization and national development, there is a natural 
trainin~ of the expressive or active powers which though desultory, is by no means 
ineffective. I refer to the.training which is the result of an active out of door life, 
especially in rural districts. The country boy receives this training in the hundred 
and one small occupations about the farm, and the old-time mechanic's son obtained 
it in his father's shop. The conditions which once made this natural training n.vnil
able for a large proportion of the rising generation, are now altered and the altera
tion goes· on year by year with inqreasing rapidity. 

We must bear in mind the growth of large cities and our unprecedented com-
. mercia! and industrial development. The specialization of labor has destroyed one 
of the above-mentioned possibilities and the growth of great cities is rapidly remov
ing the other. When our first national.census was taken in 1790, only one-thirtieth 
of our population lived in cities having more than 8,000 inhabitants and there were . 
only six such cities in the country. Their total population was scarcel;r more than 
that of Albany to-day. At the present time, we have over 320 such cities and their 
inhabitants number almost thirty per cent. of our total population. This fact has 
a most important bearing on practical life, anrl thus on the public school. We 
must remember also, that between 1850 l!Jicl 1880 our manufactured products in
creased in value 550 per cent. and the number of those employed in factories in
creased 325 per cent. This, when interpreted, means that indefinitely more people 
than ever before have to employ their ol>servation, their judgment and their exec
utive faculty, and employ them accurately in the performance of their daily du
ties. For them-and through them for all of us-the conditions of practical life 
have changed and are changing. Has the school responded to the new burdens 
thus laid upon it? The argument for manual training says no, it has not. A more 
comprehensive, a broader, a more practical training is necessary. 

In the final pages of the paper, Dr. Butler thus sums up the suc
cess and progress of the movement in various places, and expresses 
his convictions of its significance and value. 

. Now I have no sympathy with the purely utilitarian conception of the school, 
with what we may call the dollars and cents idea of education. On the contrary, 
I cordially endorse the pungent aphorism of Dr. Munger: "Education is to teach 
us how to live, not how to make a living." But while standing firmly on that plat
form I do say, that if the best and most complete education happens to aid a boy in 
earning his living, that is no reason why it should be supplanted by something less 
thorough and less complete. 

The movement which would place manual training in the school course has com-
. mended itself to the ablest and most thoughtful educators all over the world. I do 
not recall a single name of the first rank that is in opposition. Huxley and Magnus 
in England, Sluys in Belgium, Breal and Salicis in France, Salomon in Sweden, 
Paulsen and Goetze in Germany, Hannak in Austria, Seidel in Switzerland, and 
Gabrielli and Borgna in Italy, are lead.ing the thought of their respective countries 
on this subject. In Sweden, in France, in Germany and in the United States, 
professional schools for teachers, are expounding the philosophy of manual training 
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·and tli.e methods of teaching it, together with their other subjects of instruction. 
More than two score of most progressive cities of this country-several of them 
are in this State-are placing manual training in their public schools as fast as the 
means at their command, will permit. Successful private schools in New York 
City, St. Paul, Louisville and elsewhere are doing the same thing. In twenty-five 
of our States and Territories, manual training of some kind is taught in some man
ner. No one who saw the magnificent exhibit of manual training work at the last 
meeting of the National Educational Association at Chicago, will ever forget it. It 
marked a progress and a thoroughness that were inspiring. 

THE PROFOUND IMPORTANCE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF TIDS MOVEMENT, 

/ 

A movement at once so philosophical and so far reaching as that in favor of pian
ual training, has not come into educational thought since Com en ius burst the oonds 
of_ Medirevalism two and a half centuries ago. It is the educational qu~tion of the 
tihie. Other matters are important as affecting administration, organization, 
.methods of teaching, and other tletails, all having to do with applications of princi
ple; but the manual training movement is a principle itself. As might have been 
predicted, it meets with no little opposition and considerable misrepresentation. 
The forces of conservatism are arrayed against it as something new ; and it is doubt
less well that it is so. For education is alt.ogether too important a ma~r to be 
swayed by any and every crude theory. .Any new movement to establish itself in 
education, must run a gauntlet of opposition and criticism, the safe passage of 
which, is a guarantee of excellence. 1.'his gauntlet of manual training has success
fully run and it is to-day, the newest phase of educational thought. In the firllt place 
it is a deduction from one increasingly complete and exact knowledge of mind, 
and in the second place, it meets the demands for a more practical education made 
by the conditions of contemporary life. It so happens, and happily, that the educa
tion which .our increased sCientific knowledge points us to as the best, is more prac
tical, and in the best sense of that much abused word, than that which it super-

~ sedes. · 

·On December 26, 1888, Dr. Butler, as chairman of a "special com
mittee on manual training," made a report to the Council of Edu
cation of the State of New Jersey. This is an association of school 
superintendents, teachers and of educators. This report fills several 
pages, and is a plea for the broadening of the meanmg given to th~ 
term "Manual Training" summing up as follows: 

That delineation and construction are natw·al, early and simple modes of thought
. expressions cannot be doubted, and needs no demonstration before this Council. 

That these modes of mental activity should be tmined at school, where t he sense
perception, the memory, the reasonin~ power and the verbal expression of thought 

· are trained, a.lso needs no demonstratiOn. The statement must be accepted as true 
as soon as it is made; for the proposition that cert..1in mental powers shall be inten
tionally omitted from the school-training, has not as yet found any conscious defend
ers, though numerous cases might be cited when men have unconsciously arguetl in 
support of it. 

The power,; of thought-expression by delineation and by construction are among 
the activities for which Froebel made so prominent a place in his Kindergarten. 
The principle underlying th~ Kindergarten and the Manual Training School is one 
and the same. It must be recognized anti its application extended to the primary 
and grammar grades. 'fhen we may speak of the Manual Training Movem~nt, and 
mean something definite thereby; and we may stil! SJ?eak of the Manual Tra~n!ng 
School and mean a school which represents the prmCJple of the 1\fanual Trammg 
Movement in the instmction it offers to pupils of high-school age. 

We urge upon the Council the det(>rmination to use the phrase in this sense. It 
is the sense which is warranted by echtC<ltional history, and the only sense that 
views manual training as involving the application o~ a great pe~agogicyrinciple, 
and not as an attempt to improve the ~ethods of Ingh-RchO?l mstru~t10n alone. 
We therefore submit the followmg resolntwn and recorumenc:ltts adoptiOn: 

"Whe1·eas there are sevtlral and conflicting uses of the term Manual Training, 
be it hereby' . . .. 

Resolved, That the New J ersey Conncal of Etlucataon defines Manual Trammg as 
tminiug in thought-t'x\>rcssion by other means than gesture. and verbal lang1_1~e, 
in sut:h a carefully gnu ed course of study ns shall a lso prov1de adequate tratmng 
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. for the judgment and the executive faculty. This training will necessarily include . 
drawing and constructive work, but experience alone can determine by what spe
cial means this instruction may best be given." 

· Respectfully submitted, -
NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER, 

· Chai1-man, 
December 26, 1888. 

On February 7, 1889, the special committee on "Manual Training" 
appointed by the New Jersey State Board of Education made a re
port on manual training, having been appointe<J J?Ursuant to resolu
tion passed M!i.y 23, 1888, for the purpose of makmg "an investiga
tion of the subject of Industrial Education, or Manual Training, 
and to recommend the best method or methods for the incorporation 
of manual training in the school system of the State, and to prepare 
a course of study on the same." 

After emphasizing the necessity of distinguishing between the use 
. of the term "Manual Training" by educators, or by trade teachers, 
·they find that as a branch of common school instruction, it rests upon 

· a sound theoretical basis by reason of the -training offered by it to 
the mental faculties. · 

The fact that it first attracted attention at the Centennial in 1876 
is recorded, and the statement is made that for ten years its progress 
was slow, but that since it has been placed upon a pedagogical basis 
it has rapidly extended. The following passages recite such action 
in regard to it as has been taken by the States, and concisely define 

' the term. 

LEGISLATIVE ACTION IN PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK, AND NEW JERSEY. 

A Commission to investigate manual training, has been appointed bythe Governor 
· of Pennsylvania under the authority of the Legislature of that State, and will soon 
present a report. In Maryland, a similar Commission has been suggested and will 
probably be appointed in the near future. In New York, the Legislature has passed 
one or more acts favorable to manual training. In our own State the subject has 
received favorable consideration from two Legislatures. By an act approved April 
28, 1887, it was provided that, "Whenever, in any school district in this Stare, there 
shall have been raised by special school tax or by subscription, or both, a sum of 
money not less than one thousand dollars for the establishment in such distlict of a 
school or schools for industrial education, or for the purpose of adding industrial 
education to the course of study now pursued in the school or schools of said 
district, there shall be appropriated by the State, out of the income of the school 
fund, an amount equal to that appropriated by the district as foresaid, etc." In 
1888 thil! law was amended and the amount to be raised by the district in order to 
entitle it to an appropriation from the State, was reduced to five hundred dol!al's. 
This amendment has served to make it possil:)le for some of the smaller ancl poorer 
districts to avail them~lves of the benefits of the law. Already a number of school 
districts in t he State have taken advantage of these laws, and others contemplate 
doing so. Montclair, Paterson, Vineland, MoiTistown, Orange, Elizabeth, and 
other places have already complied with the provisions of the law, and have 
received an appropriation from the State Fund in aid of manual training. It is 
now taught in those districts as a part of the public school curriculum. That it iR 
abundantly successful cannot be questioned, for the testimony to its success is 
unanimous on the part of the teachers and school officers who have studied the 
principles on which it is based and watched its results. 

THE TERM MANUAL TRA..INING DEFINED. 

It seems essential,. that some brief description of what Manual Training includes 
be given. As we have already pointed out, it trains the judgment and the execu
tive faculty as well as the powers of thought-expression by delineation or drawing, 
and by construction or making. This is, no doubt, a broad applic:ation of the term 
"Manual Training," but it is in our jndgment the one which should be chosen and 
~hered to. Manual Training is occasionally used as signifying merely exercis2a in 



· .the use of tools employed in working wood and iron, and it is by reference to this 
use, that the Philadelphia, Chicago, and St. Louis Manual Training Schools are so 
called. But Manual Training has given its name to a great educational movement 
one which ~ecognizes the human activities and. expressive P0'':ers and demands that 
they be tramed and developed at school. It mcludes the Kmdergarten, drawing 

· and form study, constructive work in paper, clay, paste-board, wood and metal
. these latter materials being varied to suit the pupil's age and powers, and also 
sewing and cooking. Some cities and some institutions have included a portion of 
these subjects in the school com·se, and some have made place for them all. The 

· ·Jatter is the course which must be pm·sued sooner or later, and which should be 
continually kept in mind. The city schools will natmally be able to progress in 
this matter more rapidly than those in the country, but the latter can make a 
beginning by introducing se,ving for gil'ls, simple tool work for boys, as well as 
drawing and fo1·m study for all the pupils. The expense which this involves will 
be stated in an appendix to this report. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

The report closes as follows : 
It seems to us desirable also, that the State Board of Education should lay down 

certain definite rules by which it will be guided in the future in approving or dis
a,pproving courses of study in manua l training, which come before it in accordance 

· with the provic;ions of Chapter 38, Laws of 1888, Section I. In our opinion, this 
· approval should be withheld whenever drawing and form study is not adequately 

represented in the proposed course of study. It should also be withheld unless 
drawing and form study is supplemented by constructive work of some sort or 
grade. This constructive work miQ;ht be re1)resented by Kindergarten or by clay 
work, wood-working, sewing or cooking. By establishing such a regulation as is 
here recommended, the intent of the law will be most .efficiently carried out and the 
inte;rests of the school be best served. 

We append to this report an outline of a proper course of study in the manual 
training studies. It has been prepared with much labor, but is meant only as a sug
gestion to be adopted and improvecl upon ; it is not a hard and fast rule to be com
plied with. An estimate of the expense necessary in certain cases is a lso appended. 
· .All of which is respectfully submitted. 

NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER, Chairman. 
ANJ'IREW A. SMALLEY, 
CORNELIUS SHEPHERD, 
CHARLES W. FuLLER. 

On tnotion of Judge Randolph, the report was received and unanimously adopted 
as the sense of the Board. 

On motion of Dr. Newell, the State Superintendent was directed to carry out the 
recommendations of the report. 

It will be observed that emphasis is given to the necessity that the 
study of drawing be kept up. The fOllowing suggestions for prac
ti~al use in the various grades of schools, show what Dr. But~e1: an~ 
hts confreres would include under the term "Manual Trammg. 
No provision, it will be noticed, is made for training iu metal work. 

APPENDIX. 

The following llet..,ils of the various subjects of instruction incl~ded under the 
term Manual Training, are given in order to ~uille trustees, supermtendents and 
teachers in outlining and organizing these studies. 

SEWING. 

Sewing in the lower primary grades should be arranged to supplement the various 
kindergarten occupations of sewing, cutting. folding and wea,·ing,_ as well !lS pre· 
pare children between the ages of se,·en and nine for the more dtfficult km_ds of 
sewing. During the earlier parts of the coursP.. the child should be made acqua~nted 
with the materials to be used, hy means of object lessons upon wool, cotton , lmen, 
paper and its manufacture, weaving, steel ami its manufacture, emery, needles and 
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pins and their m.anufacture, etc. The child should also. learn how to wear and use 
the thimble,.the proper )>OSition to sit in while sewing, the measuring of the thread, 
threading· the needle and making a knot. Also the proper use of the scissors. 

Then Will follow the vru·ious operations in sewing, as arranged and developed in 
courses of study already prepared. Sewing may profitably be tau~ht twice a week, 
for thirty or forty minutes each period. It should be taught to girls in all the pri
mary and grammar grades. The approximate cost of the equipment and material 
necessary to give two lessons in sewing a week throughout the school year to a class 
of forty pupils is $10.00. 

COOKING. 

Instruction in cooking may be begun in the lowest grammar grade. Instruction 
in cooking should be connected as much as possible with instruction in other sub
jects. In schools where natural science is taught, a particularly close connection 
can be established. 

The mstruction begins with the making and care of fires and the chemistry of 
combustion; then proceeds ·to the principles and practice of food .preparation, by 
boiling, broiling, stewing, roasting, etc . . The class room work should include talks 
on the chemistry of foods, the relative nutritive power of various foods, and ques· 
tions of food economy, etc. 

The instruction should be given twice a week , in lessons an hour in length, through
out the grammar grade. A room must be set apart and fitted up for tlus instruc
timi. A class of twenty can be easily instructed at one time, and the cost of equiP:' 
ment for such a class is about $80. The materials used will cost on an average $1 
perlesson. · 

DRAWING AND FORM STUDY. 

Drawing is to be taught primarily as a mode for the expression of thought. It 
should always be based upon objects or models and never on copies or tracings. In 
the lower primary classes, the pupils should study the sphere, cube, and cylinder 
as typical forms. These are to be studied first as wholes. These forms should be 
modelled in clay by the pupils as also objects based on these solids. Paste board 
tablets can be used to illustrate the circle, square and oblong. These tablets may 
be arranged in various ways as an exercise in simple design. .A.t this time, the 
pupil must be taught the correct position of the body in drawing and the proper 
method of holding the pencil. The exercises in movement are taught first by m ove
ment in the air, then by drawing on the blackboard and on paper from models and 
tablet arrangements. 
. The work in the higher primary and grammar grades is a development and 
extension of the preliminary work as above outlined. The connection of drawing 
with object lessons and with instruction in other branches is very close, and-should 
be brought out in the teaching. 

A sufficient stock of models, tablets, paper and pencils, to equip an entire school 
of four primary and, four grammar grades for a year's work in drawing, can be 
purchased for about $120.00. The major portion of this expense is for permanent 
equipment, and need not be renewed for many yeru·s. Clay for modelling, usually 
costs two cents per pound, and two hundred pounds will suffice for one school for 
a year; the same clay can be used over and over again. 

Drawing and form study should occupy not less than one forty-minute period 
daily, throughout the school course. 

WOOD WORKING. 

Working in wood with carpenter's tools, is the form of constructive work gener
ally approved and in use, for pupils of twelve years of age and upwards. A separ
ate room must be provided for it. Thirty pupils may be taught at once, and fifteen 
double benches, costing about $15.00 each, are to be provided. The full equip
ment of necessary tools costs about $10.00 per set, or $300.00 fot• the thirty sets. 
$25.00 additional will provide such general tools and fixtures ·n.s are essential. 
These tools will last a number of years if properly cared for. The material used in 
the wood working classes is quite inexpensive and should not cost over $1.00 per 
pupil for the entire school year. Two lessons per week of an hour's dmation each 
are desirable. . . 

KINDERGARTEN. 

This fundamental and a ll important brnnch of school work is very inexpensive. 
$60.00 will equip a Kindergarten for twenty-five children and the subsequent 
annual expense is very light. All chilclren should spend the year before entering 
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the primary sch.ool in the ~inderg~rten, and for !'<>me clilldren, two years are nee
~· · The Kindergarten IS now: mcorporated m the school systems of Philadel

·phia and .Boston, and many of 1ts methods have found application in primary 
instruction in Paterson and other places in this State. 

With this concis~ ~ompi~ation from the latest "reports" by Dr. 
Butler and others, 1t IS beheved that the advanced position of the 
advocates of 'manual training as promulgated in the year 1889 is 
fully and fairly presented; 

Here this paper was, it was thou~ht, definitely ended ; but, as 
these proofs are received from the prmter for the author's revision, 
.the. admirably printed volume of the Report made to the Legislature 
of Pennsylvania, by the Industrial Education Commission, comes to 
hand, through the courtesy of President Geor~e W . Atherton, of 
State College, the Chairman of the Commission. This is the r eport 

. referred to above by Dr. Butler, as soon to appear. It is rece1ved 
too late to permit of extended notice, even if the present volume did 
not already exceed desirable limits. of size. It is, however , so com
prehensive in its scope, and so valuable an addition to the accessible 
literature on this subject, that room is ·found for s:uch extracts as 
will serve to show its origin, purpose, and character. This large 
octavo volume printed on calendered paper, with some sixty pages 
of illustrations, is a notable contribution to the literature of the 
new educational movement, and an unusually handsome example of 
official bookmaking. · 

.An edition of t en thousand copie$ was ordered by the Legislature. 
·. The report proper is comprised in twenty-four pages. It begins 
as follows: 
To the Senate and Hause of Representatives of the Oonmwnwealth of Pennsylvania: 

The Commission appointef} to make inquiry respecting the subject of Industrial 
Education, respectfully submits the following report : 

The Legislature at its last session adopted the following concurrent resolution : 
"Resolved (if the House of Rep1·esentatives conczw), That the Governor is hereby 

authorized and requested to app~int a Commission consisting of not more than five 
persons, citizens of this Commonwealth, to make inquiry and report to the Legisla
ture at its next session, by bill or otherwise, respecting the subject of industrial 
education, including an examination of the extent to which it is already carried on 
fu Pennsylvania and elsewhere ; the best means of promoting and maintaining it 
in its several grades, whether by State Ol ' local action alone, or by both combined ; 
how far it is possible or desirable to incorporate it into the existing system of public 
instruction; the best m ethod of training teachers for such schools or defJartments, 
and what changes, if a ny, are required in the existing system of norma schools to 
enable them to provide such training, or to meet more fully the needs of the system 
of public instl'Uctiou as now organized in this Sta.te, with such other inquiries as 
the Commission may itself institute or be requeste~ by the Governor to undertake. 
The members of the Commission shall serve without compensation, except for nec
essary expenses and clerk hire actually incuned and approved by the Go\·ernor." 

Th1s resolution was approved by his excellency the Governor, May 19, 1~87, and 
the folfowing gentlemen were subsequently " a.ppointed to set·ve on the satd Com
mission": George W. Atherton, LL.D., PresidPnt of The Pennsyh'ania State Col
lege; A. H . Fetterolf, Ph. D. , President of Girard College; Nathan C. Schaeffet·, 
Ph.D., Kutztown, Pa.; George J. Luckey , Esq., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Colonel Theodore 
W . Bean, Norristpwn, Pa. 

PLAN OF WORK ARRANGED. 

The Commission held its first meeting in the Supreme Court chamber, Harr!s
burg, December 9, 1887, and organized by appointing. George W. Atherton, chair
man, and Samuel A. Boyle, c lerk. After a consideratiOn of t he terms of the reso-

* Report of the Commission on I n;iustt·ial Edu~:ati~;~~a.de t~ tl-t~ -L~gi;;'l~t;t;.·~f 
Pennsylvania, with Appemlices. Harrisburg: Edwin K. 1\lyers, State Printer. 
1889. Ill. Pp. 592. 
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· lution, the following specific topics of inquiry were adopted as embodying its essen." 
tial p<>ints : · 

1. To what extent in its several grades, and by what methods, industrial educa
tion is carried on outside of Pennsylvania as a branch of public education. 

2. To what extent and by what methods it is now carried on in the several grades 
of public schools in Pennsylvania, and the practicability of introducing or extend-
ing it in such schools, city and rural. . 

3. (a) To what extent in its several grades, and by what methods it is now car
ried on in private institutions in Pennsylvania, with the relation of such work to 
other forms of education, to public charities and reformatories, to industt:ial devel
opment, and to the general interests of society. 

(b} The best methods of enlarging and extending such work, having in view also 
the question of its more or less direct connection with existing public systems or 
agencies. 

4. (a) The best means and methods of establishing and maintainmg it in 'its 
several grades : Whether by State action,. or by local action, or by both combined. 

(b) How far it can be incorporated into the present school system of Pennsylvania, 
and what (if any) changes of law. are necessary or desirable to that end. 

5. The best methods of training suitable teachers. 
(a) Changes (if any) required for this purpose in the . present system of normal 

schools. · 
(b) Changes (if any) required to enable the normal schools to meet more fully the 

needs of the present public school system. 
6. As to each of the foregoing topics : 
How far the educational element should be incorporated into such training, as 

distinguished from the stl'ictly trade, apprentice, or technical element. 
In order to make the proposed in vest1gation as thorough as possible in the several 

directions thus suggested, It was thought desirable to assign these special lines of 
inquiry to the different members of the Commission, the results in each case to be 
finally reviewed by the Commission as _a whole. . 

THE CHAlRMAN REQUESTED TO VISIT EUROPE. -

Th·e following resolution was aLc;o adopted : 
"Resolved, That the chail'man be and hereby is authorized and requested, on 

behalf of the Commission (and as far as practicable) to visit such places and insti
tutions in Europe as furnish the most systematic and successful instances of indus
trial education, as far as he may deem inquiries in that direction likely to aid the 
Commission in discharging the duties intrusted to it by the Commonwealth." 

The individual members of the Commission hb.ve pursued the several lines of 
inquiry thus indicated, and the Commission, as a body, has met from time to time 
to compare views and to combine the result.'! of investigation, continuing that pro
cedure until shortly before the assembling of the present Legislature. They have 
singly or as a body visited many portions of our own State; have conferred with 
leading representatives of educational and business interests in Philadelphia, Pitts
bur~h, and elsewhere; have visited a few institutions in other States ; and the 
chairman, at the request of the Commission and with the approval of the Governor, 
spent between two and three months in an investigation of the same subject in 
England, France and Belgium. BP-sides this, the members of the Commission hav!3 
sought to make use of all available source.c; of information in the W<1Y of printed 
l'el?orts, discussions, treatises, etc., and, divesting themselves of all preconceived 
opmions which could interfere with the thoroughness aud impartiality of their 
work, have diU gently addresse« themselves to the inquiries marked out for them by 
the resOlution above quoted. · 

ESPECIAL PURPOSE OF THIS INVESTIGATION. 

It should perhaps be said at the outset, that without neglectin~ other branches of 
inquiry, they have considered themselves especially charl/.'ed w1.th the question as 
stated, in the words of the resolution, " How far it is possible or desirable to incor
porate it (industrial education] into the existing system of public instruction, and 
the best method of training teachers for such schools or depa1tments." In order to 
reach definite results, they have endeavored t.o nscertain, 
. F¥-rst. To what extent and with what results such instruction has been actually 
established as a part of public school education in the United States and elsewhere: 

Second. Whether the introduction of such instmction in the public schools of 
this State is desirable; and, · 

Third. Whether, if desirable, it is also practicable. 
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In the appen1l ices to the report will be found a large amount of material, embody

ing the result~ of such inquiry, showing to what extent industrial education has 
been ~uccessfullr establish~ in many places, at h~~e and. abroad, and presenting 
the v1ews of emment men m the vanous walks of hfe as to 1ts general results. This 
material cannot profess to be more than a meagre selection from the great mass within 
reach. The d@culty has been not to find material enough, but to select from the 
pr~f~tsion !1-c~i~le, w:hat see~ed likely to prove the most useful portions. The 
gmdmg pnnc1ple m this select10n has been to present the results of actual experi
ence in different branches of the work; and, in the hope of furnishing practical 
a.'!Sistance to institutions and localities, a few courses and methods now in success
ful operation are given, with some statements of the eA"})ense involved. Theoretical 
views have been .given weight only so far as they have proved the basis of sound 
experience. 

The terms Industrial Education, Technical Education and Man
ual Training, are discussed at some length and defined. 

The fact that Governments have long since established special in
stitutions for the training of the higher and official classes, is noted, 
and the further fact of a recent notable movement towards "the 
diffusion of scientific and technical instruction ~mong the masses of 
the people" in several European countries is recorded. The Royal 
Commission on Technical Instruction appointed by Great Britain in 
1881, and the exhaustive report made by this Commission, are referred 
to; selections from this report being given in Appendix II. 

The movement in the United States is then concisely summarized 
with quotations from various sources. The following suggestive 
and interesting view of the results of various systems of education 
occurs. 

One of the most striking facts in the present industrial condition of nearly every 
Euu,pea.n COWltry, as well as the United States and several cotmtries in South 
America, is the extensive employment of Germans in all positions requiring scien
tific and technical knowledge. It is. in a scientific and industrial sense, a veritable 
··Teutonic invasion," and it is the direct result of the long-continued, intelligent 
and unremitting efforts of the German governments to provide for their people 
the best possible technical instruction. But their general school system is still de
fective on the practical side. The English, the French and the people of the United 
States excel the Germans in mental aptitude and in adaptability to the varying 
•·equirements of circumstances. '!'he educated German works on well considered 
and secure· lines; but he works by routine. The Frenchman, the Englishman ami 
the A,merican follow a less vigorous method, but work with more facility, and 
:Wopt changes more easily. An interesting statement on this point is given in a 
private letter to a member of the Commission, from a gentleman who has resided 
several years in Europe, and has been a close observer of social and economic 
movements: 

BONN, November 18, 18SS. 
Yesterday I went with one of the professors of national economy, with six or 

eight of his students, to visit a large establishment for the manufacture of pottery 
employing seven hundred hands and sending its wares in lar[e quantities to both 
England and the United States. It.~ clays are brought from .t;ugland and a large 
part of its wares are sent back to Enrriaml-a nut for English free trade to crack 
by and by. The foreman or super~tendent who was sent by the proprietor to 
accompany our party, is an Englishman, and he surprised me with the statement 
that the British technical education is better than the German, ami that the Ger
man ~otteries and porcelain manufactories send to England fo~· superintend!'J~ts. I 
told htm of the different opinion prevailing in London last Winter. He 1:ephed he 
knew the British opinion, lmtsaid it is a mist:tke. The German polytechmc sclt<:>ols 
teach science, and their men excel the English in science, uut they get no pr~ctJCe, 
and when they finish their studies at nineteen ot· twenty years .of ngc they w11lnot 
work, and are too old to beo-in at the bottom anti learn the practiCe thoroughly. The 
English student is a workn~an who labors throug-h the day ancl goes to the night 
classes of South Kensington or the City of London College or elscw hen': amlmasl?rs 
the science at the same time he is Jearninrr the m·t. Ro when a ]lrnctJCn.l supenn
tendent is wanted the Englishman is sent"for. Sneh he s;ticl was his own history. 
W~ether it is true in other than pottt•ry lllmmfacturcs he did not my. The thing 
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is worth considering. Per contra, the proprietor told us that the training of the 
boys and girls in drawing,· etc., in the Volks-schule here gave him much cheaper 
decorators, of whom he employs two hundred, than the English get. !\lost of the 
English decorators and 'porcelain painters are artists requiring high wages; in this 
establishment we saw many boys and girls of fom·teen and fifteen at work painting 
or filling out with colors the printed designs. So Germany is still ahead in cheap
ness and undersells England in the English markets. 

It will be seen from the followin~ passages that the proposal to 
introduce Manual Training in public schools meets with the warm 
approval of the Commission. 

The only real question is, wh-ether manual training as introduced in so many 
places, is a sm·e means of obtaining the desired result. On this point opinions will 
naturally differ; but we are compelled to say that, having approached the considera
tion of the subject with the single purpose of ascertaining and stating "the tmth, 
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth," the facts of experience and the testi
mony of thoughtful observers which have come under om· notice points with almost 
abeolute unanimity in one .direction. We are persuaded that manual training in 
the public schools supplies a deeply felt need; that its processes have become well 
enough established to enable any community to enter upon its intelligently and 
successfully; that it involves no great expense or difficulty; that it should be intro
duced as rapidly as possible into every grade, beginning with kindergarten work; 
and that it promises the richest results to the great body of our people,. physically, 
intellectually and morally. . . 

It will not diminish the vigor and efficiency of our public schools as they now 
exist, but will increase both; it will not divert our children away from industrial 
pursuits, but direct them towards them ; it will not result in the teaching of trades 
by the public schools, but will train the body of youth, intelligently prepared to 
enter upon all trades ; it will not interfere with the highest intellectual traming of 
those who are designed for professional pursuits, but will give a body of common 
knowledge and common skill which will be of incalculable value to the students of 
all professions ; it will not lower the standard of instruction, but will elevate it; and, 
apart from its influence on the schools, it will help to give dignity and efficiency to 
every form of useful labor. 

After quoting a passage on the value to manufacturers of educated 
labor, from the "Special Report on Industrial Education in the 
United States," issued by this Bureau, in 1883, the success of the 
experiment of Manual Training is thus stated: 

SUCCESS OF THE SYSTEM. 

We have already said, but we beg leave to repeat, that the views here presented 
by the Commission are such-and such only-as have been sustained by ample 
experience. Wherever an attempt has been made to introduce manual training 
into the public schools-whether in a special school, as in Philadelphia, or in the 
general system as in New York, New Haven, and many other places,- whether it 
has been supported by appropriations, from the municipal treasury, or by private 
contributions of public-spirited citizens, the result has been the same ; t eachers, 
pupils and parents vie with each other in their testimony to its healthful and bene
ficial influence. We believe that no instance can be found where tho ~vork, having 
once been begun by the proper authorities, has been allowed to stop or to diminish ; 
but, on the contrary, in nearly if not quite every case where even a small and tenta
tive beginning has been made, with the least possible ex1)enditure of money, the 
work has been increased with the growing approval and confidence of the entire 
community. Perhaps the most striking instance of the i·apid extension of the system 
in the face of doubt and hesitancy at the beginning, but in obedience to the growing 
demands of public sentiment, is that .of New York city. In accordance with the 
recommendations of a committee, the Board of Education provided for the begin
ning of such training in a few of the grammar and primary schools of the city , in 
February, 1888. The interest of the pupils and of parents in the work increased ~o 
rapidly that it was extended, on the application of the local school trustees into a 
large additional number of schools, until, in November of the same year, nearly 
ten thousand children were receiving that form of instruction. 

The topics of " Manual Training in Rural Schools," "The Need 
of Teachers," "The N orma.l Schools," " Manual Training in Re-
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forma.tories," . " Manual Training for Young Women," and "The 
Kindergarten " are each in turn briefly considered. The report . 
closes as follows : 

We beg leave, finally, to submit the following recommendations: 
(:t) That provision be. made for .the introduction of manual training into each · 

State Normal school, w1th a prescnbed course of wood work for all students, iron 
work for young men, and sewing and cooking for young women, such courses to 
be subject to modification from time .to time under proper authority, and to include 
11.0 amount of wood work not exceedmg what on an average could be accomplished 
in a single course of twelve weeks (or in two courses of si.x: weeks each), if the work 
were so arranged as to give the principal portion of the time to this course of exer
cise; the amount of i.ron work to be left optional with each institution. The work 
should be accompanied at every step, with a progressive course in draw.in.g. 

(2) That an appropriation of fivP- thousand dollars be made to each State Normal 
school for the establishment of the proper plant, including building, tools, equin
ment, etc., and a further sum of two thousand dollars annually for maintenance. · 

(3) That after Aplil, 1890, no certificate or diploma be granted by a normal school 
to any pupil or b'l'aduate, who shall not have completed at least the equivalent of a 
six weel!:s course in wood work, as already mentioned. 

(4) That for-the purpose of providing facilities for pursuing this course of tra.in.ing 
to teachers already employed, and who may wish to acquire it, provision be made 
for the maintenance at present of a short summer course .in. wood work and iron 
work at the State College where such instruction has been maintained for several 

·years: 
(5) That the State make a moderate annual appropriation to be given on a uniform 

basis to such districts as shall undertake the establishment of manual training in, 
or in connection with, their public schools, with specific provision, however, that 
such funds, whether provided by the State o1· the district, shall not be used for the 
teaching of specific trades. . 

(6) That provision be made for the introduction of drawing as a required study 
in every school in the State, at the earliest possible day. · 

. (7) That the law require every district in tts subsequent erection or arrangement 
of buildings for school purposes, to make suitable provision for a room or rooms to 
be ~sed for the J?Urposes of manual training. 

(8) That proVISion be made 01· authorized for the grouping of rural schools, for 
the pur~oses of manual training, in such a way that, either the scholars from 
schools mcluded in each group may go in sections from each school to some one 
conveniently located, there to receive instruction in manual training, or that a 

· special instructor in manual training may be appointed, whose time shall be 
assigned to each school in turn. . 

(9) That for the lmrpose of securing direct encouragement, oversight, guidance 
and inspection of a l such work in the State, a special Deputy Superintendent of 
Public Instruction be appointed in the manner now provided by law, with a suffi
cient salary to secure service of the highest order, who shall be assigned by the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction to special duty as inspector for manual train
ing. 

(10) That provision be made for the immediate int~oduction o~ manual ~ainiJ:tg, 
arranged upon an educational u1ethod and for educatiOnal ends, m connectiOn wtth 
a prescribed course of elementary studies, into the reformatory institutions provided 
by the State for youth of both sexes ; but that iii such cases no at~empt ~ made to 
teach specific trades, except so far as such tmdes may be necess;tnly carrted on for 
the purpose of supplying articles needed for consumption in the institutions them
selves. 

(11) If the Commission may venture to suggest a recommendation upon a subject 
not intrusted to it by the resolution under which it was appointed, we would re
spectfull,r but most earnestly recommend that any change which may be m:tde in 
the prov.lBion for the maintenance of the soldiers' orphan schools, shall req';11re the 
introduction of manual training, at least in wood-work for boys and sewmg and 
cooking for girls, as au essential part of the course of instructiOJ?-· . 

For illustrative material forming a small part of that upon w!Jich the conclust?ns 
of the commission are based, reference is made to the followmg "Accompanywg 
Papers " and appendices. 

Respectfully submitted. GEO. W. ATHERTON. 
A. H. FE'ITEROLF. 
NATHAN C. S CHAEFFER. 
GEORGE J. LUCKEY. 
TBEO. W. BEAN. 
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' 
. The twenty-five following ·_pages are given to "Accomp~ny!ng 
Papers ;" the first two, A and B, are "memoranda by Col. Theo. W. 
Bean." The first treats of the present school law of Pennsylvania 
in relation to Manual Trainin~, _in which he argues that there is · 
nothing to p1·event its introductiOn in the public schools. In B, the 
lGgislation of other States is recorded. That of Massachusetts, and 
of New Jersey, has already been given elsewhere in this Report. 
These four States, namely, Massachusetts, New York, New J ersey 
and Pennsylvania, are all the States in which speciallegisiation in 
regard to this subject is r'3cm·ded. . 

NEW YORK. 

·An act was passed in 1888 entitled: 

An act to authorize the establishment and maintenance of departments for indus
trial tmining andfoJ· teaching and illustrating the indust1·1al manual m·ts in the 
public schools and 1101'mal schools of thiiJ State. 
The people of the State of New York, represented in -Senate and Assembly, do 

enoot.ru;; follows: 
SECTION 1. Boards of education of cities and villages, and of union free schools 

and trustees of public school districts, are het·eby authorized and empowert-tl to 
establish and maintain a department or departments in such schools for industrial 
training and fo1· teaching and illustrating the manual or i.itdustrial arts, and the prin
ciples underlying the same; and for that purpose they are respectively authori7.e•l 
to purchase and use such materials and apparatus, and to establish and maintain 
such shOJ?S, and to employ such instructor or instructors, in addition to the otl1t-r 
teachers m said ~chools as in their judgment shall be deemed necessary or prop~r. 

SECTION 2. Said boards of education and trustees, or other bodies now authort7.ed 
by law to levy and raise· taxes for school purposes, are authorized to levy and raise 
by ta-xation, in addition to any amount or amounts which they are now, rl'llpt'cl
ively, in any city, village or district, authorized by law to raise for school purposes, 
and in the same manner, the necessary funds to establish and maintain such indus
trial departments as aforesaid: Provided, however, That trustees of school districts 
not organi..zed as boards of education shall exercise no greater powers in these 
respects than they now possess by law, except upon a vote of such district. 

SECTION 3. The State normal and tmining schools which are ot· hereaftet· may be 
~stablished in this State, hereby are and shall be requirerl to include in their courses 
of instruction the principles underlying the manual or industrial at·ts, and also the 
practical training in the same, to such an extent as the superintendent of public 
mstruction may prescribe ; and to such further extent as the local boards respect
ively of said normal and training schools may prescribe. 

SECTION 4. This act shall take effect immediately. 

PENNSYLVANIA. 

In this State an act was approved June 25, 1883, entitled : 

An act a1tthorizing central boards of edttcation, in cities of the second class, to 
e.~tablish and maintctin schools f01' instruction in the mechanic m·ts and kind1'ecl 
S1.Lbjects. · 
SECTION 1. Be it enacted, etc., That in every city of the second class the central 

board of education shall have power to P.stablish and maintain one or more schools 
for the instruction of pupils in the useful branches of the mechanic arts and kindred 
subjects, to provide the necessary buildings , machinery, apparatus and materials, 
and to employ t eachers and inRtructors therefor. 

SECTION 2. Such schools shall be subject to such rules and regulations as may, 
from time to time, be prescribed by the said board ; under said rules and regulations, 
they shall be open to the admission of such pupils, as are not emolled, as well as of 
such as are enrolled, in the ordinary public schools of the city, and instruction may 
be given therein in the evening, as well as the day. 

SECTION 3. The cow·se of instruction shall, from time to time, be prescribed by 
.said board and may include chemistry, mathematics, natural philosophy, and other 
braucbes appertaining to the mechanic arte. 
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A pa.p~r on "Manual Training ·in Reformatory Institutions" by 
Dr. A; H. Fetterolf, President of Girard Colle~e, and a brief paper 
on" Normal Schools," by Dr. N. C. Schaeffer !ollow. This portiOn 
of the volume ends with the following report by Superintendent 
George J. Luckey of Pittsburgh. 

INDUSTRU.L EDUCATION L'i THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF PENNSYLVANIA. 

At the firSt meeting of this Commission, held in Harrisburg, December, 1887 I 
, wns requested to inquire into the extent to which manual training had been int;o
duced into the schools of the State, and report the result of my inquiries to the Colll
mission, and to make such suggestions as I thought prudent and wise with reference 
to State aid for the furtherance of this branch of school work in the public schools 
of the Commonwealth. By travel and correspondence I find that no ste1>s have yet 
been taken by the local school authorities looking for the introduction of any b1·anch 
of manual training in a~y of the ungraded country schools of the State ; but in 
quite a number of the populous centers a beginning has been made, and the results 
h:we been very generally commended by the intelligent people of these localities. 
In Philadelphia the movement has assumed a very considerable magnitude, and the 
school authorities have ceased to talk of it as an experiment and arc actively 
ongaged in making provision for its general introduction into all the grades of the 
city schools. Several excellent institutions of a highei· grnde, for the education of 
young men for the arts and industries have long existed in Philadelphia, and the 
excellent work done by thew has create<l a public sentiment in favor of eye and 
hand traininf? which does not exist in most sections of the State, and this sentiment 
hns greatly a1ded the school officials in thPir present cl!orts to lay the foundation 
for this work .in the public schools of the city. If there were no other examples 
presented, the work already dQne in Philadelphia woulcl sufficiently demonstrate 
the utility and feasibility of making llli'l.nual training a part of the comse of study 
in all graded schools . . While other cities and a number of towns in the State haYe 
made satisfactory experiments in this line, none 'have as yet incorporated it permn
nl'ntly into their school system. Pittsburgh, encouraged by the generous offer of Mr. 
Henry Phipps, Jr. , to provide a teacher, opened a school kitchen for the training 
of young fadies in the art of cooking ; this school has already demonstrated the 
wisdom of its projector, and will most likely become part of t~1e school system. A 
number of small towns on the Allegheny river have made experiments in the 
simpler kinds of wood and iron work, and in every locality visited or officially heard 
fl'Om, every effort made to extend the course of study in an industrial direction has 
m et and is meeting the approval of the citizens. 

While my instructions did not contemplate any investigation of this subject 
beyond the limits of the Commonwealth, I have, nevertheless, visited a number of 
cities in other States where extensh·e experiments have been made in this line of 
school work, and while in none of t hem is the work so extensive OI' general as in 
Philadelphia and Boston, yet in Baltimore, w·ashington, Toledo and Cleveland, 
they each have a single plant in which, however, very thorough and practical work 
is done for a certain advanced grade of pupils. In most cities where there is a 
single school, the plant has been established by private enterprise, and althouuh 
under the charge of the public school authorities, it is usually for ac~vanced pupiis, 
and its advantages are not within reach of the great mass of pupils that attend 
the public schools. Often the very class of pupils that would be the most inclined 
to attend these schools and who need most the training here offered, do not, nor 
cannot, remain in school long enough to be admitted. . . 

It will thus be seen that in order to extend the advantages of manual trammg to 
all classes of children the plan of establishing Sl>ecial schools and employing special 
teachers must be aba~doned and our corps of re~ular teachers must be fitted and 
qua:lified to do as successful 'and thorough work in this line as they now do in the 
required school brancheR. 

In presenting this idea to a number of prominent meJ;, I have be!'lu tmi.for!uly 
met by the question "are all our teachers to be educated m carpentem~~. tailormg, 
cookin~ and machine building?" thus showing that the.fund!lmcn~'l.l. Idea of man
ual traming is often misunderstood by nw.ny of ouJ·most mtclhgent citizens. Hen<;e 
it is that I place second in importance t<> the elluc~ttion of our te11;chc>rs for the1r 
work, the pmper education of the people in the obJects to be obta.m.cd by manual 
training. Somehow the iden. hns become 1-(eneral , that manual tntmm~ WCUJ_lS the 
training of children for specific trndes, and that the C'hildren are to be J;tted m t~1e 
sch?ols to be machinists, carpenters, joinc~·s .. d1·c.ssmakcrs and professiOnal cool.s. 
Wbil~ tl).\) tf"f;l idea. that a, hl\.l!C~ ;md ere trallllll/? IS l\ ll~Ce~sary supplement to IUE)Il,· 
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tal training, to round out and complete the education of all the child's powers and 
faculties and properly fit him for all (ndt any one) of life's callings is only under
sto9<1 by the few. Reading, writing, .arithmetic, geography and gramma1· are 88 
much a special training for the professions, and no more, than manual training is 
for the trades. While the idea of trades should be scrupulously avoided in present
ing any plan for the introduction of industrial work in the common schools, I 
desire to call your attention specially to the g reat need of making provision for the 
special education of the inmates of our r eformatories, in some of the common indus
trial callings, so that when they are released from these institutions they may be 
able to find readily some useful and honorable employment and not be driven by 
necessity .to join the already large and growing army of professional tran1ps that 
throng our highways. And, if not foreign to the objects for which our Commis
sion was organized, I would like to sul?gel!t to you the propriety of recommending 
to the Legislature the necessity of takmg some steps towards securing compulsory 
primary education. 

We must not forget that we are a republic, and that 'tlvery citizen is a sovereign, 
and that the perpetuity of our- free institutions depends upon the intelligence, vu·
tue and culture of the people. The rapid growth in population, and the great iilftux 
of an uneducated foreign element that appears to have but little intt>rest in the 
proper rearing of their children, have produced a long list of uneducated voters in 
our Commonwealth, and the law of self preservation demands that some compul
sory measm·e be adopted that will secure to every child in the State the advantages 
of a primary education, thus making him an intelligent, helpful and useful member 
of society. 

Resp.ectfully; 
GEO. J. LUCKEY. 

The first Appendix, whiCh fills 372 pages, is entitled "Technical 
and Industrial Education in the United States." This, as may be 
inferred, includes much more than Manual Training in public schools 
and, in fact, comprises something of the field sought to be covered 
by the "Special Report on Industrial Education in the United 
States," issued by the U. S. Bureau of Education, 1883, and by the 
volumes entitled Parts II. and III. of the present Report. 

The following, from Dr. Atherton's introductory p ages, shows the 
thoroughness of his work, and gives an interesting list of places and 
institutions in which some forms of Industrial and Technical Educa
tion have been introduced. 

In order to ascertain as fully as possible the extent to which manual training and 
industrial education in· general is in lJrogress throughout the United States, the fol
lowing letter of inquiry was addressed to each State and Territorial Superintendent 
of Schools: 

STATE COLLEGE, CENTRE COUNTY. PA., July 23d, 1888. 
DEAR SIR : Will you be kind enough to send me for the use of this Commission 

any copies of your annual report, which contain statements or discussions of the 
subject of industrial education, and especially any other documents that your office 
may have published, treating particularly on this subject. I desire also to ascer
tain how far the subject has been introduced into the schools of your State, either 
public or private; and if you would have the accompanying blan k filled out, so 
that I may ascertain the results of the work in such places, it would be a very im
portant service to our State and to the Commission. 

Very. respectfully yours, 
GEO. W. ATHERTON. 

Replies to this letter were promptly sent by the State Superintendents of Alabama, 
Colorado, Conne.cticut, District of Columbia, Florida , Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, 
Iowa , Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, ~'lissouri , Nebraska, Nevada, New 
Hampshire, New J ersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, 

- South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, West Vir~inia, and Wisconsin. 
They not only named the places where industrial education Is in progres~, but their 
replies were accompanied in many cases with documents, and in some with help
ful suggestions. 
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On receipt of these replies, the following letter was addressed to each mstitution 
or officer mentioned in them: · · 

STATE COLLEGE, PA., September 14, 1888. 
DEAR Snt : It would be a very great service to the Commission and to myself 

personally, if you could send me copies of your rel>Or~ or other documents giving 
full accounts, either of your work in manual trainmg or of any discussion, munic
ipal ordinances, or other le~lation relating to it. I should be especially glad of 
anything Y<?U mi!-Y have indiC!ltingthe res~lts of the work ~hus far, and the attitude 
of the public mmd towards 1t. No details can be too mmute to be of service. I 
shall be glad to reciprocate your courtesy by any means in my power. 

Yours very respectfully, · 
GEORGE W • .ATHERTON. 

The responses to this letter have been most ample and generous, including not 
merely printed documents, but in several instances, full and detailed statements 
specially prepared for the use of the Commission. It-will be found, accordingly, 
that the facts presented in this report embody tP,e results of the most varied and 
most recent experience, and may be accepted as furnishing a trustworthy guide 
for similar undertakings in this Commonwealth, which, in many respects, it will be 
seen is not behind her sister States. · · 

The following list thus obtained, supplemented in part from otber sources, will 
give some idea of the extent to which this work has been entered upon. The list 
includes several which should be classed under the head of technical or scientific 
institutions, devoting themselves principally to the higher branches of said instruction 
and having little or no relation to the public school systems of their respective States; 
but while such institutions are not directly connected with the inquiries in which 
this Commission was primarily interested, it seemed desirable to give them a place in 
the enumeration, in order to indicate the facilities already provided for higher as well 
as for lower technical training. Much care has been used to make the list as nearly 
complete as possible, and it is believed to containeveryplacein which manual train
ing has been undertaken to any important extent; yet the movement in this direction 
is so g~eral that it would not be surprising to find that schools had been estab
lished even while this report \s going through the press. It should be added, to 
avoid misapprehension, that the list does not include the institutions known as 
"industrial schools," which are to be found in very many places throughout the 
country. Such schools are generally, if not always, either charitable or corrective, 
and designed for poor, homeless or otherwise unfortunate children. Manual occu
pations are there followed for the purpose of giving employment and forming 
habits of industry, rather than with an educational aim, and therefore have no 
place in the presen~ work. 

PLACES IN WHICH TECHNICAL OR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IS CARRIED ON. 

In the State of Alabama : 
.Auburn, State .Agricultuml and Mechanical College; :Montgomery,·--; Tuske

g~. Normal School ; H~tnt.wille, - - . 
In the State of Colorado : 

Denver, Denver University (Haish l\:lanual Training Department); F01·t Collins, 
State .Agricultural College. · 

In the District of Columbia: 
Washington, Public Schools. 

In the State of Connecticut : 
Man11tield, Storrs Agricultural College; New Britain, Normal School ; New 
_ Haven, Public Schools. 

In the State of Florida : 
Jacksonville, Colored Graded'School; Lake City, State Agricultural College. 

In the State of Georgia : 
Atlanta, .Atlanta University; School of Technology. 

In .the State of Illinois : 
Beardstoum, Public Schools; Chicago, Chicago Manual ?'ra~ning Scl10~l ; llf_oline, 

Public Schools; Pent, Public Schools; Ul·bana, Ilhn01s State Umverstty. 
In the State of Indiana: 

Indianapolis, Public Schools; Lafayette, Purdue UniYersity; Terre Haute, 
Rose Polytechnic Institute. 

In the State of Iowa : 
Ames, State .Agricultural College, 

.A,ltT-VOX.. ~-78 
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In the State of Maine : 
Orono, The State College of ·.Agriculture and theMechanic Arts. 

In the State of Maryland: 
Baltimore, Public Schools; Kent County, Public Schools.; McDonagh, Mc

Donogh Institute; Talbot County, Public Schools. 
In the State of Massachusetts : 

Boston, Public Schools ; Institute of Technology ; Cambridge, Public Schools 
(Rindge Manual Training School); New Bedford, Public Schools; Salem, 
Girls' Normal School; Springfield, Public Schools; Worcester, Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute. 

In the State of Minnesota : 
Minneapolis, Public Schools; University of Minnesota; St. Paul, Public Schools. 

In the State of Missouri : 
St. Louis, PolytechnicSchool of Washington University. 

In the State of Nebraska: · 
Omaha, Public Schools. 

In the State of Nevada : 
Carson City, Carson High School; State Orphans' Home. 

In the State of New Hampshire: . 
Concord, Public Schools ; Dover, Public Schools; Manchester, Public Schools; 

Nashua,-Public Schools. 
In the State of New Jersey: - . 

Elizabeth, Public Schools ; Hoboken, Public Schools; Stevens Institute of Tech
nolo~; Montclair, Public School; Morristown, Public Schools; Newark, 
Public Schools; Orange, Public Schools; Vineland, Public Schools. 

In the State of New York : ' 
.Albany, High School; Brooklyn, Pratt ·lnstit~te; Itha~a, Cornell University; 

Jamestown, Pubhc Schools; New York Ctty, Pubhc Schools (12); College· 
o~ the City of New York; Hebrew Technical Institute; Workingman's 
School; Industrial Educational Association; Troy, Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute. 

In the State of Ohio: 
Cincinnati, Technical School; Cleveland, Case School of Applied Science ; 

. Manual Ttaining School ; Toledo, Manual Training School .. 
In the State of Pennsylvania: · 

Carlisle, lndi!J,n School ; Haverford, Haverford College ; Philadelphia, ·Manual 
Training School ; Girard College ; Pennsylvania Museum and School of 
Industrial Art ; Spring Garden Institute ; South Bethlehem, Schools of. Civil 
and Mechanical Engineering, Mining and Metallurgy (Lehigh University); 
State College, The Pennsylvania State College (departments of Mechanic 
Arts and Mechanical Engineering); Swarthmore, Swarthmore College ; 
Tf,dioute, Manual Training School. 

In the State of Rhode Island : 
Newport, Girls' Industrial School; Boys' Industrial School; Providence, Friends' 

School; Incidentally in some of the Public Schools. 
In the State of South Carolina : 

Charleston, Porter Academy; Chester, Brainerd Institute (colored); Columbia, 
South Carolina University; Benedict Institute (colored); Orangeburg, Claf· 
1in University (colored). 

In the State of Vir!Pru.a : 
Blacksburg, VIrginia Agricultural and Mechanical College ; Crozet, Miller 

Manual Labor School ; Hampton, Hampton Normal and Agricultural In· 
stitute ; Richmond, Mechanics' Institute. 

In the State of Wisconsin : 
Tomah, Public Schools; Sparta, Public Schools; West Eau Claire, Public 

Schools; Whitewater, State Normal School; Milwaukee, State Normal 
School; Stoughton, Public Schools; Madison, University of Wisconsin. 

The superintendents of schools in the following States and Territories failed to 
reply to the repeated inquiries of the Commission : 

Arizona, Arkansas, California, Dakota, Delaware, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Montana, Michigan, New Mexico, Texas, Utah, 
Washington and Wyoming. 

The following accounts of the organization and work of different institutions is 
arranged in the order of States alphabetically. It would be more useful for some 
purposes to classify the institutions in groups according to their general character 
and aim ; but, aside from the inherent difficulties of such a classification , the present 
arrangement seemed more desirable as showing the extent of the distribution of in· 
dustrial education throughout the co\mtry. Not a.ll institutions mentioned in 
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the preceding list are described i~ the following pages. The design has been to 
include all the most important instances of industrial education not above the 
high school ~rade, in connection with, or in close relation to the public schools, 
with a suffi.c1ently full account of a few typical institutions of higher grade. 

The information given is compiled mostly from documents issued by the insti
tutions themselves, but quotation m~rks are introduced only in cases where passages 
of considerable length are quoted w1thout change of phraseology or arrangement. 

The sixty-four pages of illustrations which are included in Appen
dix I comJ?rise tlie plates showing the carefully arranged courses in 
wood and 1ron working as given in the Pel).nsylvania l;ltate College 
and are t~ken from the annual report of that college. 

The second Appendix, which fills 162 pages, is entitled "Technical 
Education in some Foreign Countries," namely: France, Germany, 
Great Britain, Russia, Sweden, and Switzerland. With three pages 
of references to reports and books consulted and a brief index, this 
handsome volume is brought to an e~d. 





APPENDIX Q. 

PAPERS 
RELATING TO 

DRAWING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
I. Introduction. 

ll." An outline course of . Instruction in Industrial Drawing by Mr. Charles M. 
Carter, "Agent for the promotion of Industrial Drawing" under direction 
of the Massachusetts Board of Education. (1885.) 

ill. A, paper on Industrial Drawing and Manual Training rea.d before the State 
Teachers' Association of Colorado, December 27, 1887, by Mr. Charles M. 
Carter. 

·IV. Address on Drawing in Public Education before the University Convocation 
of the State of New York at Albany, July 9, 1879, by Mr. JohnS. Clark, of 
Boston. 

V. The Industrial Art Teach ers' Association of Mnssachusetts. Papers read be
fore the Association at the annual meetings. (1884-1889.) 

· VI. Induatrial Alt Education as presented before the National Educational 
Association in Chicago, in 1887, and in San Francisco, in 1888. 

Vll. Practical value of Drawing and Clay Modelling in Primary Schools, by Super-
. . intendant H. W. Compton, of Toledo, Ohio. 
VITI. Drawing in the Common Schools of New York in 1888. 

IX. Historic Ornament. Why Drawing Teachers should,teach Historic Ornament, 
·. by Wm. T. Harris, LL. D. 
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I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

As, in ending the · first volume of this Report, the addresses 
of General Walker and of Lord Reay, foreshadowed, as it were, the 

.main contents of this second volume; so, now, at the close of this 
volume, .the main purpose of the whole Report reappears in this 
final Appendix, (more especially in the notable paper by.Professor 
Harris, with which it closes,) as the musician's theme persistently 
recurring, in spite· of frequent variations and far off discursive 
wanderings. Not that the promotion of Industrial Art Drawing in 
Public Schools is the sole purpose of this work ; but, rather, the end 
and object which Industrial Art Drawing seeks to attain; that, it is, 
which pervades, animates, and justifies this Report. 

As Part I of this Report, is almost wholly given to the considera
tion of Industrial Art Drawing in the Public Schools, it was not in
tended, in this volume to dwell at any length on this phase of our 
subje~t, except so far as necessarily results from its relations to 
Indusuial Training. 

·rhe movement for the introduction of Industrial Training in 
schools has progressed rapidly and inevitably tends to modify the 
methods of. teaching, as well as the purposes of this study of draw
ing by diverting it more and more from artistic to mechanical 
industries; that which was but an incident in the original plan, 
having recently become apparently the paramount purpose; this 
has happened, all the more surely, by reason of the departure from 
the country and subsequent death of ·Walter Smith, and by the 
decease of the two leading educators who first brought about his 
coming to our shores. 

This present volume has, in consequence, been lar~ely given to an 
B.Gcount of this later development of drawing in public schools. It, 
however, seems advisable to insert in this Appendix a few papers 
relating directly to drawing, as showing the prevailing tendency 
towards the industrial side, and the modificat ions introduced under 
the influence of this industrial phase; or, which have been brought 
about by practical experience in the school room, by which the need 
of such changes has been suggested. 

The first paper comprises the programme of the courses of study 
for_primary and grammar schools, prepared for use in the schools 
of Massachusetts, by Mr. Charles M. Carter, the agent employed by 
the Massachusetts Board of Education to supervise the study of 

. drawing in the schools of that State. This scheme was issued in 1885. 
The second paper is a recent address read by Mr. Carter before a 

State convention of teachers held in Denver, Colorado. This address, 
as published in the Denver Republican of December 28th, 1887, had 
several illustrations showing the "tools of drawing," the "tools of 
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construction," and of articles made by school children, with otners 
· illustrating the several steps of the construction and adornment of 
these articles ; these are here necessarily omitted. In this address the 
speaker, evidently addressing an audience awake to the movement 
for introducing industrial training iii. the schools, •seeks to show how 
a knowled~e of drawing underlies, and relates directly to, industrial 
work. It lS significant too, that he speaks not of "Industrial Art 
Drawing," as· did Walter Smith, but only of" Industrial" Drawing. 

_-It is however to . be noted that he himself is not wholly unmindful 
of the importance of the cultivation of a perception of the beauty of 
objects, or of the value of free-hand drawing; but, of these he speaks 
rather ·as suggesting them, and with bated breath, than with the 
outspoken confidence of one who knew that they were the essential 
truths on which the whole superstructure was to rest, as did Walter 
Smith when, with the faith and zeal of an apostle, he fired the hearts 
of educators and legislators, and inaugurated a great educational 
movement. 

This incident serves to show how far interest in the school train
ing in industrial work has extended throughout the United States; 

, and also how this -industrial mechanical development, for the 
moment predominates. Drawing is to be recommended as au 

_important aid to industrial training ! . With Mr. Carter's great pre
decessor, it was "Drawing," first and last! Indeed, one can easily 
imagine that he would have been quite ready to paraphrase St. 
Paul's famous saying and to declare Drawing Hto be profitable for 
all things." · 

Mr. Carter would probably urge that this fundamental im;porfance 
of drawing was now so thoroughly understood by the audiences he 
addressed in Massachusetts, that there was no longer occasion to 
dwell upon it. -

It will hardly be denied, however, that the arguments urged by 
the advocates for industrial training in schools are directly addressed 
to the practical side of human nature; with one breath, all training 
in trades is repudiated, while in another, the teaching of the tech
nical skill of carpenter and of blacksmith, are distinctivelv, defi-
nitely urged! ~ 

It was. the awakening of the perception of natural beauty, the 
development of art ideals, and tlie re-creation of art hand-workers~ 
that tlie first originators and promoters of the introduction of indus
trial art drawing in the public schools, proposed. It was to develop 
the ideality of American workers, not merely to stimulate their 
already active mechanical and mercantile instincts and traditions, 

. th~t they sought. They hoped thus, eventually, to. remove the 
reproach cast on Americans by the older nations, of being utterly 
without any knowledge of art, or any native art workers. It is to 

. be feared that the present advocates of industrial training in schools, 
cherish no such purpose, have no such ideals. 

It will be seen that Mr. Carter's address shows very clearly and 
practically how the teaching of industrial drawing is the first step 
towards Manual Training. 

Mr. John S. Clark of Boston, Mass., who, first as J>artner in the 
firm of Osgood & Co., later with L. Prang & Co., and now as head 
of the Prang Educational Co,, has been largely associated as pub
lisher with the drawing movement in its earher phases and who 
is now closely identified with the more recent industrial and con
structive phase of the study, delivered an address before the Univer-
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sity convention in Albany, New York, in 1879. * This address was 
issued in 1880 in pamphlet form, and copiously illustrated, by L. 
Prang & Co. . · 

As this aP.dress, which would othe1"'Wise have been referred to in 
the former volume of this Report, failed to reach the author before 
the publication of Part I, and, as it is of interest as an attempt to 
aid both in the general dissemination of ~nowledge in regard to the 
uses, as well as in the practical introduction of the new study in the 
schools, a·.few extracts are here given; the text and illustrations are 
so closely related · that I am not able to quote from it at length. A 
scheme for a· course of drawing adapted to each grade of the public 
schools .~s given; with a paO'e of illustrations for each grade. 

The htt]e book is thus a~apted to serve the general reader as a 
capital sh-owing of what, in its author's opinion, is meant by draw
ing in the Public Schools, and is also well fitted to show to teachers 
and school officials the definite steps and grades of the new study 
as arranged for use in the schools. It will be seen that Mr. Clark, 
in this address delivered 'ni.ne years ago,. made the industrial con
structive features most prominent. 

It may be of interest to the student to compare the new pro
grammes and words of Mr. Carter and those of Mr. Clark, with 
those of Walter Smith and his fellow workers; as given at length 
in Part I. - · 

In theN ormal Art 'School, and elsewhere, the tendency has natu
rally been, more and more, to the elaboration of pedagogical details, 
while, a8 we have seen, among educators generally, the immediate . 
movement is so largely towards constructive work, that the high 
artistic ideals of Messrs. Smith, Perkins, and Philbrick, are in dan
ger of being forgotten. This seems incident to all movements, the 
master, first utters the awakenin$' inspiring word; the later disciples 
are busied about its grammatical interpretations. · 

At the present moment the disposition to exalt the importance o~ 
"things " over "words " threatens, unconsciously to thetnsel ves, to 
transform the teachers, whose business it is admitted by all is to train 
the intellectual nature of man (for the advocates of the New Educa
tion by no means denr that; they only seek to add the training of 
the ph.ysical and mora natures to that of the intellectual) into mere 
materialists. 

Educators should ever keep in mind that it is not mechanics but 
men, that the public school teacher is set to educate. The Republic 
asks of him good citizens rather than good artisans. The only valid · 
claim for teaching drawing. either artistic or constructive, or for 
gi~n~ any industrial training in public schools, is that such train
ing Wlll tend to make better men, more capable, intelligent, useful 
men and women; and, therefore, better citizens. 

The accounts which follow of the annual meetings in Boston of 
the Industrial Art Teachers' Association, the early meetings of which 
~ere recorded in Part I (see pages 200-1)-serve to sho:wt~at .intere~t 
m the progress and development of the study of drawmg m1ts van
ous relations and applications, is still active and undiminished in 
Massachusetts. 
*" D:a.wing in Public Education: The Features of the Study .which ~hould be 

ta.u~ht In Primary Grammar and Hi"'h Schools. An address delivered before the 
Uruversity convoc~tion of th~ State of New York, at Albany, July !l, 1879, by Jolm 
S. Clark. Boston: L. Prang and Company, 1880. Copyright, 1880, by L. Prang & 
eo. ru. Pp. 16." 
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· The extracts from the official Reports of the Annual Meetings of 
the National Educational .Association held in Chicago in 1887 and in 
San Francisco in 1888 give a view· of the general condition of Indus. 
trial .Art Drawing throughout the United States . . 

The evidence given by Superintendent Compton of Toledo, as to 
the practical-value of draw-ing and clay modelling in the primary 
schools of that city, will be found of interest. The final paper, by 
Prof. Wm. T. Harris, is a forcible.plea for the development of the 
msthetic nature, for the training of the child to a comprehension of 
those ideals of beauty in .Art which have stood the test of the centu. 
ries. 

SUMMARY OF THE STATISTIOS RELATING TO DRAWING IN 1884. 

In the Report of the Committee on Drawing made to the National 
Educational Asso~ciation at Madison in 1884, which is given in Ap· 
pendix " E," Part I, of this Report, 72 cities in. 17 States and the 
District of Columbia, are reported in which drawing is taught in 
the common schools. 

The methods of teaching in each city are thoroughly analyzed and 
show that in most of these cities the system was defective, the main 

. deficiencies being a lack of intelligent supervision and in the supply 
of drawing models and objects. 

ReJ?lies from forty Normal Schools, representi'ng 18 States and the 
Distnct of Columbia, are similarly tabulated. These returns show 
much interest in the subject tn the N ormal.Schools, but in very few 
.of them is the subject sufficiently developed to satisfy the stand
ard set up by this Committee. In the Annual Report of the Com
missioner of Education for 1884-5, 72 cities out of the 276 enrolled 
in Table II, report special teachers in drawing, and the statement is 
also made that this study is given in many other places which employ 
n9 special Teacher; so that it appears that some.knowledge of the 
value of this study is widely disseminated over the United States, 
though the adoption of the best methods of teaching the study is not 
nearly so general as could b~wished. Since the Normal Schools, 
theoretically at least, train the teachers of the common schools, the 

·introduction of the study in so many · of them is an encouraging 
feature. 



II. 

A PRACTICAL ·PROGRAMME FOR A COURSE OF INDUSTRIAL 
DRAWING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. • 

By CHARLES M. CARTER. 

The following schedule of exercises in drawing, as arranged for a 
consecutive course in the public schools, prepared by the Agent of 
the .State Board of Education of Massachusetts, has been tested by 
use in the schools of that State. 

INDUSTRIAL DRA WING.-OUTLINE OF AN EIGHT YEARS' COURSE 
·OF INSTRUCTION FOR PRIMARY AND GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. 

NOTES. 

Industrial Drawing as herein presented is regarded by many educators as the 
fcrundation of indtt.strial tmining. 

It gives skill in the use of hand and eye, good habits of thought, and apprecia-
tion of the beautiful. · 

Drawing and designing are here combined with the construct-ion of objects. 
Where workshop instruction is introduced the drawings and constructed work 

may be of practical examples refening to courses in manual training. This plan 
shows how the natural tendency of children to occupy themselves in making objects 
at home, can be made fmitful by intelligent direction. 

The plan is arranged so that it may be incorporated with courses of study pre
pared by school committees. 

It may be used either with or without text books. Using it as a basis teachers 
can determine whether to omit, or add to the exercises of the book. 

All work may refer to the following or their combinations :-
1. Working Drawings. 
2. Perspective Drawings. 
e. Invention or Design. 
4. Constmcted Objects. 

*industrial Drawing : Outline of an Eight Years' Course of Instmction for Pri
mary and Grammar Schools, used at the Massachusetts Normal Art School, and in 
State work under direction of the Massachusetts Board of Education, by Charles 
M. Carter. Copyright, 1885, by C. l\1. Carter . Revised edition. Pp. 8. 
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GENERAL OUTLINE OF METHOD, 

_088EilVJ.TION1 { ~lL 

r {
Clay. 

Construction, ~=: · 
Metal, etc. 

General DillisWM, W ays. 

Exl>IUI:SSION, 

{ 

' !Freehand. 1 !Same Size. 
worldng Single. Instrumental, Reduction. 
Views { Combined l usin~ G e o-J E!llo.rgemeut. • · f metrtc Prob- Dtct.ation. 

lems. Memory. 
Perspective Views, Freehand. 

Drawing, 

l Language, {Oral. 
Written. 

Principles. 

_ • Unit of Destgo. 

!
Symmetry { Axis of SYTT!metry.) Materials for Suggestions. 

INvENTION; . { Horizontally. !Sticks,Splints,J,'eA"S." 
oR DESIGN, Repetition, ~ vertically. Paper Geometr!c Forms. . 
(Elen~tary AJterlllltiou, 5 Around a Centre. Paper Geometrtc Fot'D\S, yarted. 
or .Applied) over a Surface Plant Fonn,_couventionalized. 

· . · Historic Or1111ment. 

Balance. · J 
OUTLINE OF EACH YEAR. 

ldE'.as-()f form come from Observation, they lead to EXJiressicn, and may be com
bin~d into new forms by Invention or Design • 

. FffiST YEAR. 

[Ten minutes daz'ly, ming slates and blackboard.] 

OBSERVATION of the forms of objects in each year, b-y eye and hand. 

Expression, employing Construction, Drawing, and Language. 
GENERAL FoRM OF OBJECTS.-Sphere, Cube, Cylinder, Square Prism, Triangular 

Prism. Teach objectively as wholes. Constr'!tCt each of clay. Observation and 
expression further developed by moulding simple objects_ based on them ; as an 
oran~e, dice, stick of candy, etc. From the objects first used teach the common 
quahties of form, viz.: SURFACE, plane and curved; LINE, and POINT. 

Commence teaching and representing the details of these qualities from models 
and objects. · 

I. POINTS: Position,:-Centre, Above, Below, Right, Left. 
II. LINES : Direction,--Straight. Curved; Position,- Vertical, Horizontal, Ob

lique; Relation,-Parallel , Perpendicular, Inclined; Color,-Light, Dark. Divid
ing into halves and fourths. 

~II. ANGLES : Right, Acute, Obtuse. 
Objects and figures containing the above should be drawn. 

Invention. 
Optional. If taught, to be similar to that of the second primary year. 

SECOND YEAR. 

[Fifteen ntinutes daily, using slate!, paper, and blackboat·d. J . . 
Review work of the first primary year, including moulding. 

Expression, employing Construction, D1•awing, and Language. 
From the following models : Triangular Prism, Square · Prism, Pyramids, etc., 

teach :- · . 
IV. TRIANGLE : Right-Angled, Isosceles, Equilateral. 
V. SQUARE: Diagonals, Diameters. 

VI. OBLONG. 
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Judging, Measuring, Dividing, and Ruling Distances. 
Draw SINGLE FREEHAND WORKING' VIEWS of models, objects, and ornament 

illustrating the above plane figures. Construct them of clay, paper, wood, etc. 
Substitute paper for the slate during the last half of the year, 

Invention. 

PRINCIPLES.-8ymmetry, Repetition, and Alternation. 
MATERIALS.-8ticks, colored paper Triangles, Squares, etc. 
Teach pupils to arrange the materials so as to express the principles. Subse

quently replace the materials by lines. Tracing around units allowed. 
The materials may also be used to represent various objects, as house, ship, etc. 

Teach the names of colors represented by the sticks and papers, and cultivate a 
taste for beautiful combinations. 

Combine at times, in the same lesson, form, drawing, invention, cplor, arithmetic, 
language,. etc. · 

TWRD YEAR, 

[Thirty minutes three tin~es a week, tt.S\ny paper and blackboard. J 

The first exercises review the work of previous grades, in order that special atten
tion may be given to the proper use of paper and pencil. 

Expression, emplO?Jing Construction, D1·awing, and Language. 

From Models and Objects teach :-
VII. CIRCLE: Semi-circle, Quadrant, Circumference, Diameter, Radius • 

. VIII. ELLIPSE: Long Diameter, Short Diameter, Foci. 
IX. OVAL. 

Draw SiNGLE .FREEHAND WORKING Vmws of models, objects, and ornament illus
trating the above plane figures. Construct them from drawings, using ,\rood, paper, 
etc. CQmpare the beauty of curvature illuStrated by different forms. 

Invention and D~ign. 

PruNCIPLES.-8ymmetry, Repetition, and Alternation. 
MATERIALS . ...:..Colored Paper geometric forms both simple and yaried. When 

pupils create the variations of units the arrangements are called des1gns. 
Ruling allowed. In all grades teachers should be familiar with the principles of 

~ow.tb, contrast, repose, etc. 
FOURTH YEAR. 

[Thirty minutes three tinws a tocck,usiii91XIpcr and blnckboard.J 

Review the Circle, Ellipse, and Oval. 

Expression, employing ConstrlLetion, Drawing, and Langrwge. 

From Models and Objects teach :-
X. CoMPOUND .CURVES, REVERSED CURVES. 
XI. HEXAGON. 

XII. PENTAGON. 
XITI. OCTAGON. 
XIV. SPIRAL. · t 
Draw SINGLE FREEHAND WORKING VIEWS, of models, objects, aml. ornamen 

illustrating the above plane figures. Constr!Lct the plane figures, and obJects based 
on them, of paper, wood, etc. 

Design. 

PRINCIPLES.-Symmetry, Repetition, and Alternation. 
MATERIA.LS-Conventionalized Leaves, Flowers, and Buds. 
Ruling allowed. 
XD lloll WOfk s~ve for beauty of form, 
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FIFTH YEAR. 

[TMrtyntinutes tMee times a week, ming paper and blackboa•·d.] 

Expression, employing Constnwtion, Drawing, and Language. . ..· . 
From Models and Objects teach and draw :- · · · 
FREEHAND WORKING VIEWS, single and combined, illustrating Plans and Ele

vations. Construct the models of paper, first making simple deVelopments. Thes11 
models will be useful in teaching Freehand Perspective. 

PERSPECTIVE VIEWS, .Freehand. The effectS of foreshortening and distance 
explained in connection with drawing SJ?herical objects, circle~~, cones, cylinders 
and objects based on them. Explain that m a Working View the eye is supposed to 
be OPJIOS~te each p~t of the VIew 1:epresented. In Perspe.ctive Drawing the eye 
rel;Iiams m one posttlOn. 

Design . 

. PRINCIPLES.-Symmetry, Repetition, and Alternation. 
Making arrangements on given main lines introduced. · 
MATERIALS.-Conventionalized Plant Form. Use ruler and tracing paper. 
Designs may be applied_ to objects, as pen-.wipers, book-marks, etc., constructed 

by pupils. In this and the following years have pupils take " main lines" from 
good examples and clothe them with ditferent material. Cultivate taste by com
paring examples -of good and bad design. 

SIXTH YEAR. 

[Thirty minutes three times a week, ming paper and blackboard.] 

. Expression, emplmjing Conatruction, Drawing, and Language. 

From Models and Objects teach and draw :- . 
WoRKING VIEWS, Freehand and Instrumental, single and combined. Two views 

given to find a third. Marking dimensions • . Simple sections. Construct-simple 
objects from Working Views, especially models useful in Freehand Perspective. 

GEOMETRIC PROBLEMS, and their applications. 
PERSPECTIVE VIEws, Freehand. The convergence of!arallel lines. D1·awings 

made from the cube, oblong block, etc., _and objects base on them. 

Design. 

PRINCIPLEs.-Symmetry,_Repetition, and Alternation . 
. MATERIALS.- Conventionalized Plant Form. · 
Use Rulers, Compasses, Tracing Paper, and Geometric Problems. Make more 

elaborate bisymmetrical arrangements, with and without outlines. Exercises may 
be planned in which designs are al_>plied to objects constructed by pupils. Historic 
Omament or Naturalistic Views of Plant F.orm occasionally. Use them aa a means 
of cultivating taste. . . 

SEVENTH YEAR. 

[Thirty minutu three times a week, ming paper and blackboard.] 

Expression, employing Construction, · Drawing, and Language. 

From Models and Objects teach and draw :-
WORKING Vmws, Free-hand and Instrumental, Single and combined. Marking 

dimensions. Advanced developments. Simple intersections. From measurement 
make full sized, and scale drawings; also encourage home constructimt from draw
ings of such objects as Lamp-shades, Picture-frames, Foot-stools, etc. 

GEOJ\IETRIO PROBLEMS completed. . 
PERSPECTIVE VIEWS, Freehand. General Review. Prisms, Pyramids, Plinths 

and objects based on them ; Groups, Tinting. 

Design. 

PruNcrPLES.-Symmetry, Repetition, Alternation, and Balance. . 
MAT~&LW>.-Co~v~!l~iqnal~ed, Plllont Form and De~ qf Hir?toric Ornam(;l~~. 
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Use Instruments, Tracing Paper, and Geometric Prob~ms. Desi~ns may be 

applied to objects constructed by children, such as Lamp Mats, Pin Cushions, Match 
Boxes, etc. 

HISTORIC ORNAMENT OR NATURALISTIC VIEWS OF PLANT FORM, occasionally. 
In all exercises cultivate appreciation of the beautiful. 

EIGHTH YEAR. 

[Thirty minutes thl-ee times a week, u8ing 11aper.] 

ExpreSsion, employing C01istruction, Drawing, and Language. 

l<'rom Models and Objects teach and draw :-
WORKING DRAWINGS, Ji'reehand and Instl"'.tmental. Instrumental work to em

ploy the T Square, Scale, Triangles, and Drawing Board. Practical illustrations of 
dr~~owing applied in industrial pUl'SUits, Sections, Intersections, and Developments. 
Continue to encourage h ome constrzwtion from d.I·awings of useful objects, such 
as Boxes, Bird Houses, Tool Boxes, Brackets, Trays, etc. 

PERSPECTIVE Vmws, Ji'reehand. Frames, Crosses, and objects based on them. 
Leaning objects, Groups, Tinting. 

Design, Optional. 

PRINCIPLES previously studied combined with those of Applied Design. 
MATERI.ALS.-Conventionalized Plant Form, Historic Ornament, Nature. 
Design Wall Paper, Inkstand. Paper Weight, Hinge, etc. Occasionally have 

objects designed that may be constructed by needlework, etc. Jltiscellaneous orna-
ment illustrating the highest forms of beauty. . 

Use Drawing fre~ly each year in illustrating other studies. 





Til. 

INDUSTRIAL DRAWING AND MANUAL SCHOOL TRAINING.* 

A paper read before the State Teachers'. Association of Colorado, 
hy Prc>fessor Charles M. Carter, at the thirteenth annual meeting, 
in Denver, Colorado, December 27, Hl87. · 

Ladies nnd Gentlemen-Most of you have something to do with the important 
bnsiness of so educating children as to fit them for the vat·ious requirements of life. 
We cmmot say what their future will be, but we do know that their education 
shouhl he of a general character, meeting the wants of all. Realizin~ the importance 
of this, the public is ever interested in anything which will make mstruction more 
practic~tl. Thus it is that we find at the present day great anu increasing interest 
in mnnnal training and ind.ustrial drawing. Incleed, interest has t.'\keu such a 
divided form that we are compelled to give these matters attention. 

The children come with untrained minds and senses which are to be prepared for 
the battle of life. Hence it is that advanced educators are agreed upon the impor
tance of incorporating with our course of instruction exercises which will particu
larly train hand, eye and mind. Manual training auu industrial drawing present 
themselves as well adapted to secure these ends. Through their agency we present 
exercises which will so cultivate the powers of the pupil that on leaving school not 
only will the brain have been trained to act, but the eye and hand ns well. 

All objects about us, natural or artifical, express the thoughts of their maker. We 
observe further that all artificial objects a re embodiements of thought expressed 
by hanu aud eye; we reflect also that they who have produced these objects must 
have been skillful in the use of their hauds and eyes. Such considerations lead us 
to believe that all pupils must have to do with things, and that a very large pro
portion will be eugagecl in their formation. 'When one considers the thoughts 
pre~nting themselves through objects around us we are surprised and awed by their 
val'lety and extent. Particularly do we notice that largely they are thoughts con
cel'Ding form. In one case they consider straightness, in another roundness, and in 
every instance the miud has been obliged to consider every detail of the forms in 
lo!f!cal order , otherwiso their correct formation would not have been possible. 

The form of things, then, present occnsions fot· logical thinking and skillful use 
of the hand an eye in their realization. 

THE PRODUCTS OF MANUAL TRAINING AND DHAWING. 

Let ua observe the products of the Manual Training School and the study of draw
ing in our public schools. Note that they all have to do with the form of things. 
The drawings represent forms, also the objects. Upon investigation we find that 
gene.mlly products of the Manual Training School are first thought out a~ to every 
defat! and represented on paper before tools are used to produce the artiCle. We 
finrl that drawings in our public schooh; represent the same kind of facts as those 
of the Manual Training School and, furthermore, some of the fOrJ.J?S represented 
haye actually been made by the pupils, employing tools early avmlable, such as 
~ruves and scissors, and for l.llaterin.ls, paper, wood, cloth , etc. :!from such obs!lr.va
ttnns as these one is led to believe that drawing is common both 111 manual trammg 
and industrial drawin<>- and, further, that it is the most important factor in eit~er 
~nd tnay justly be cot~idered the foun:lation of ind~tstrial training. Ma~ua~ trm~
mg·schools recoO.nize its importance by devoting to 1t a large share of thCir tmte, m 
some schools fui'ly one-third. · 

~· From the Denver Republican of December 28, 1887. 
-ART-VOL ~--70 1249 
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OBSERVATION OF FORM. 

Primarily, then, our subjects have to do with the form of things. For noma
terial object exists without form. Manifestly, in either drawing or manual training 
our first duty is to lead pupils to consider the fot·m of objects. This, if we proceed 
rightly, causes us to lead the pupils to know the object of thought by the uSe of their 
eyes, hands and minds. For instance, in presenting a simple form like a sphere, 
throu~h the eye and hand the mind perceives roundness, 'smoothness and other 
qualities-all are vividly impressed· on the tuind. Thus we may lead the pupil by 
ac~al con.tact with things, by regulated perception, to what Sully calls " obser
vatiqn." 

EXPRESSION OF OBSERVATIONS BY DRAWING AND CONSTRUCTION. . . 

The manual tl·aining school generally requires that every object to be made shall 
be expressed first by a drawing-an exercise demanding definite preliminary thought 
r~rding every detail vf the completed work. It determines length, breadth, 
thickness, shape-it considers the possibilities of materials and the process of manu
facture. So that when the student comes to realize the form represented by con
struction he has simply to express by other means thought already once markro 
out by his mind on paper. This secondary expression by construction is the most 
promineut feature of the manual training school. It gives and requires skill in the 
us of tools and necessitates a review of the mental processes involved in the expres
sion by drawing. So by the time the object is completed the student bas twice, 
first by drawing, second by construction, expressed thoughts primarily developed 
by observation .. 

Drawing as now taught in our schools requires the same observation of form and 
tlie same expression by drawing, and in some cities and towns considerable has 
been done in the secondary expression of forms by construction. Under this head 
may be placed the various exercises in modelling, paper-cutting and the making of 
simple articles of wood, cloth, etc. It bas been seen that industrial drawing has 
been so developed· as to occasion precisely the same exercise of the band, eye 
and mind as in the manual training school, the only difference being in extent of 
appliances, special workshop~. instructors, etc. 

TRE TOOLS OF DRAWING. 

Expression by drawing and consh'Uction both necessitate the employment of tools. 
The principal ones employed in drawing are pencils, brushes, rulers, T squares, set 
squares, compasses and dividers. '£he simplest of these tools, the pencil, may be 
used either freehand or mechanically. Its freehand use, in shaping a !!<1Uare, for 
example, necessitates regulated thought in regard to size and shape, after which 
the hand and eye obey the mind in expressing its thoughts. In representing the 
same square mechanically, the T square, the set square, dividers and compasses are 
among the means used to secure accurate expression, but their use does not invoh·e 
a..~ great mental activity as required in producing the figure freehand. The tools 
used in mechanical drawing invariably lead the mind, hand and eye to depend less 
on their own independent po,ver and more on the automatic action of the tool. 
That this is true is shown by the dependence placed on tools by those workmen 
who have never had freehand training of the hand and eye. A carpenter thus 
educated will not rely on his eye alone when dividing a distance, placing the two 
ends of an edge at the same height, or placing an edge in a vertical position or at 
right-angles to another. Each of theseopei'ations, from lack of training, oblige him 
to use tools which ·will produce the result mechanically. 

-· · In this connection it should be noted that a commission appointed in France to 
investigate technical schools declared that freehand drawing was a most important 
element in technical tt·aining and that it should precede the study of mechanical 
drawing, inasmuch as pupils in the latter branch invariably work with greater 
facility and accuracy if they had received preliminary freehand training. 

THE TOOLS OF CONSTRUCTION. 

The elementary tools required in construction a.re : "The seven hand tools-the 
axe, the saw, the plane, the hammer, the square, the chisel and the file. Thesea.re 
the seven universal tools of the arts, and the modern machine-shop is an aggrega
tion of t hem rendered a.utomati<: and driven by steam." 

Knives, scissors, etc .• ha.vP. heen employed somewhat in Rimple exercises con· 
nected with drawing a.s now taught in our public school.;, 
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These inqlliries present themselves : "Are a'l of these tools necessary in develop
ing power of hand, eye and mind?" ·'Are some more important than others?" and 
' 'Are there any which give exactly the same training as others?" These inquiries 
are necessary, for economy in the way of school appliances must be considered. 

THE RELATIVE VALUE OF TOOLS . AS EDUCATORS. 

All exercises requiring the unaided use of the hand demand the greatest activity 
of hand, eye aud mind. All work requiring the use of tpols substitutes more or less 
for the exertion of these powers mechanical or automatic action. The plane, for 
instance, is so constituted as to aid us in producing the straight edge and smooth 
surface. Some skill and thought is needed in its use, but not as much as is 
demanded in producing the same results by the more primitive use of jack-knife 
blade, which in the plane is placed in such a manner as to more rapidly, accurately 
and automatically produce results, and in the planing machine it is placed so as to 
work altogether automatically. The illustration afforded by the plane could be dupli

. cated by reference to the other universal tools, also to the tools employed in mechani
cal drawing. The compasses, for example, being so constructed as to enable the pencil 
to describe circles accurately at the first :.1.ttempt. To produce the same circle free
hand would require much greater exertion of the hand, eye and mind, and so it is 
that one is led to believe that freehand exercises are of the first importance, oblig
ing us as they do to give the greatest attention to the forms studied. 

We find that the painter and sculptor , when expressing the highest forms of art, 
wot·k with the least mechanical tools. 

WORKING DRAWINGS. 

It will be interesting in this connection to notice the similar work required of the 
tools of drawing and t he tools of construction. In representing or making the lines 
of objects for example. The pencil is required to draw them-the saw and plane to 
shape them. If it is req,uired that they be divided, the pencil indicates the J?Oints. 
of division on the drawmg, also on the object, and the saw effects the separatiOn of 
parts required. If it is desired that one edge be at right angles to another the 
pencil shows it not only on the drawing but on the object, the exact position of the 
~ine bei.ug l!Scertained by the set-square, which corresponds to the T sqnar~. Again 
m cous1dermg parts of an object that are to be fitted together, the drawmg must 
show lhe exact size and shape of the connecting parts. In actual construction 
many of these marks must be again placed on t he material, following which one 
mnst t·eview the thoughts expressed by the drawing while using tools in shaping 
the object. 

CLAY ~lODELING. 

The regularly-establishecl manual training school bases most of its exercises on 
the manipulation of wood and iron, while the public schools incorporating manual 
exercises have ·found that paper, card-bom·d, thin wood, cloth, clay, etc., are of a 
character best adapted to their peculiar circumstances. 

Of all materials clay offers the freest use of the hands. The hands t!1emselv~s 
becOlne the tools and most stron~ly and directly express a reflex of the mmd. It lS 
by this means that the sculptor fit·st expresses his most exalted ide~ of the human 
figure, the highest exemplification of form. The after productiOn of mm·ble <;>r 
m~tal is to a large ~xtent merely mechanical. <;!lay. is a lready l~rgel[ employed !n 
prnuat·y schools ; it is confidently expected that 1t Will be found m a! the grades m 
a few year s: 

BEAUTY OF FOml. 

There is one element which we find connected with nearly all form, viz., the ele
Dlent of beauty; through this element it is our hope to refine and de,·elop . a love 
fo~ the beauty of nature and art. Should not, therefore, our study of the form <;>f 
tlungs call particular attention to tlus important element? It has been truly sa1d 
that most people go through the world looking at things, but few people actually 
see them. The ~ss \Vhich these people unwittingly s~ffer can only ~e understood 
by those whose education has included the element discussed. The nnprovement 
of the taste of the individual and consequently of the nation can be brought about 
through considering the element of beauty in things. . . 

Searching for this element in the exercises and J>l'Ouncts of the manual trammg 
school, we find that it receives little if any attention. The objects constructed are 
ml\l'le .Principally as representations of elementary processes underlining tlte con
structLve arts. 
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. Drawing as taught in our. public schools, however, has connected, in its every 
stage, inst111ctioil which calls attention to the beauty of forms. Especially is this 
true in the exercises in invention and design. For instance, the pupils have wade 
the working views of a simple box, the. teacher leads the class to see how forms 
around them have been beautified.- It is discovered that much ornamentation con
sists of simple units of elementary (orms arranged upon what are termed " main 
lines." Taking hints from the fo1·ms observed, " mam lines" are arranged on the 
sides of the box to be ornamented and then clothed with units derived from nature 
or good examples of ornamental art. The interest that children take in an exer
cise of this kirid shows to·· a marked degree their inherent desire to know of the 
element of beauty. This dP.sire to possess that which is most beautiful invariably 
shows- itself when people inspect the goods of a store for the purpose of purchasing, 
and is apparent in many ad vertisemep.ts of goods, railway routes, etc. No one will 
wittin~ly select that which is ugly, but alas, how often lack of knowledge results 
in exhibitions of depraved taste. 

STUDYING LIGHT AND SHADE OF COLOR. 

·I f "'e desire· to study all of the imr.?rtant features connected with form we cer
tainly should not overlook the modifications brought about by color or the effects 
of lil{ht and shade and perspeqtive. These features have been well brought out in 
some high schools, and the teaching of color has been introduced to some extent 
in primary schools ancl is likely to receive importa.nt developments in the higher 
grades in the near future. There is space to but little more than ·hint at the possi
bility and desirability of study of these important featll!es. 

WHO THINKS THE MOST. 

In considering what exercises ~onnected with form require the greatest thought 
activity, we think of the architect, the designer of .machines, etc., as the ones to 
decide ori everything appertaining to eonstruction. 

It is the architect who decides-on the size, shape and position which every piece 
of lumber shall occupy in the completed building. 

It is the machine designer who determines by his drawings the size, shape, posi
tion and action of. the propose4 machine. When these drawings come to the work
man he simply translates the forms which they represent into actual objects. Al
together it is evident that greater exercise of the mind is caused in preparing the 
work than in its execution, from which we may infer that exercises in drawing 
may be so arranged as to cause considerable thought activity. It must be remem
bered that there is danger of leading pupils to blindly draw or construct objects, 
resulting in mere imitations, such as might be performed b,Y a skilled savage. 
Nothing should be drawn or const111cted except as an expressiOn of well-defined 
ideas in the mind of the pupil. . 

DRAWING THE FOUNDATION. 

The short time at my disposal has allowed me simply to suggest certain lines of 
thought connected with both the manual training school and the study of drawing. 
Some of them have not been as exl1austivelv considered as I desire. The object of 
this paper, however, has not been to belittle· the manual training schools nor to dis
courage their establishment, for I am thoroughly convinced that those existiJ1g as 
separate sch0ols are of incalculable value. The extent to which it is desirable to 
connect such work with the existing primary, secondary. and high schools is an 
open question. I have thou~ht it well, therefore, to show you how largely the train
ing given by the manual training school is simila1· to that given by drawing. Edu
cators are agreed that drawing should be taught in our public schools; they are 
agreed that it is the first step toward manual training, and it will of itself largely 
provide occasions for the exercise of the hand, eye, and mind which are reasonable 
and practicable in the public schools. If, in addition to this instruction, we may 
provide supplementary instruction in special workshops, we would gladly wel
oome it. 

At the present time there is so much intet·est in rearranging our course of study, 
and such a manifest tendency . to introduce something of a manual character !nto 
our schools, that I have deeme~ it probable that you would welcome any suggestwns 
of a practica.I character as to the first steps. Herice it is that I most emph~ttically 
-direct your attention to the introduction of drawing into our public schools as the 
first step toward training the hand, eye, and mind tluough manual exercises. 
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DRAWING IN PUBLIC EDUCATION, PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 
' ·FOR COURSES lN PRIMARY, GRAMMAR, AND HIGH SCHOOLS. 

BY JOHNs. CLARK. 

INTRODUCTION . 

. Th~ following extracts, from the address delivered at Albany,* 
by Mr. John S. Clark of Boston, Massachusetts, r eferred to in the 
:introduction to this Appendix, contain schedules of progressive 
cou_rses of lessons in drawing, adapted to t.he primary aml g rammar 
public schools; and may be compared with those g iven hy Mr. Ca.r
_ter, in paper II, of this Appendix. These programmes necessarily 
lose here much in attractiveness, deprived of the admirable illustra-

. tions which are given in the _original pamphlet as issued by L .. Pran-& 
& Co., but the general deta1ls of the courses proposed remam, anct 

· the theory of Mr. Clark, as applied to the whole subject of the intro
·duct!on of the stt1dy of drawing in the public schools, is set forth. 

DRAWING IN PUBLIC EDUCA1'ION. 

· An earnest demand has arisen of lat-e years for the introduction of Draw4J.g 
into public schools as one of the fundamental branches in public education. The 
(:laims made for Drawing as a practical study are by no means light ones, and hence 
:we -frequently see it placed in practical education side by side in importance with 
the three other fundamental studies of reading, wt·iting, and arithmetic. In con· 

. fihnil.tion of this statement, it is only necessary to refer to the lcg i>;JatiYc enactment 
of Massachusetts, requiring the tea.ching of drawing in all pnbl ie sehools ; to the 
-law in this State, less mandatory ped1aps than the law of l\IaKsn.chust'tts, but one 
which recognizes none the less the importance of s ht<ly; tu the resolntiou unani
mo~ly a~opted b;r the National Association of S~hool Supenntendcnts at their last 
meeting m Washmgton, to the effect that dmwmg shoultl form one of the funda
mental branches of study in all grades of schools ; and to the faet that in t lw pub
lic schools of nearly all the leading cities of the country, instrnction in dmwin!? is 
now given with more or less thoroughness. If we were to extend our obserYatiOn 
to Europe, we would see a much greater educational interest in the subject than 
obtains here. We should see in Enghwd, France. Germany, and Austri:t particu
l~rly, pro'!isions of the most munificent aml comprehensh·e natur~ for the pron~o
tion of thiS study, all undertaken for the broadest and mo~t JH't\Ctlcal commcrcml 
and ~dustrial purposes. 

It IS a gt·eat misfortune that so much misconception in regard to the st11<ly of 
drawing exists among oui· people. It is a misconception shat·~·tl hy ,all cla,:s~s; '!nd 
a?long teachers particularly, the want of a propl:'r undt•rstamh~ll; of t he subJeCt JS a 
htndrance most seriously felt. In the popular mind, drawing-mgen~mlly r<>g!lrd~d 
as re,lated principally to artistic work; and when we speak of teachmg tlrawml$' m 
public schools, the popular idea is, that what is taught iu t his ~tutly IS 1.10t pr~ct1cal 

· knowledge but ornamental knowleclge,-something t.hat reqmrcs spccml apt1tudes 

. * D:awing in Public Education: the fl•atures of the f;tml.r whi<:h sl.JOuld be tn~tght 
~ Pnmary, Grammar, null High Schools. An address delivered hef~re the Um>er
Slty convocation of the State of New York, n.t Albany. July !l , Ul'19, by Jol~n S. 
Clark, Boston: L. Prang and Company, 1880. Pp. lG wit h 7 pages of Illnstratlons. 
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· of pupils to learn, and somet~s which at best will be of practical benefit to hut 
'few p_upils. Then, too, we frequently hear advocates of drawing placing its claims 
in education on incidental or wholly inadequate grounds. Such advocates find in 
the mere training of the hand and the eye, and the development of taste, which the 

· study C>f drawing gives, sufficient grounds for its genera introduction into public 
schools. Important as the study is in these respects, I desire to say that we must 
look for deeper and broader considerations for it 'than anr mere' incidental advan
tages, before ~e can justify the claims which are now bemg made for it in pl·acti-
cal education. . . 

GENERAL LIMITS OF PUBLIC EDUCATION. 

· · It is a generally admitted proposition, that what is tau~ht in public schools 
should primarily have relation to the occupations of adult life ; hence the general 
idea underlying our schemes of public instruction is, that what is taught in the 
schools should be, in a great measure, a preparation for such occupations. Flow
ing from this proposition, and in fact forming a part of it, is this educational one, 
that what is taught in public schools must have a tangible basis of fact to rest upon, 
and must also be capable of clear exposition and.logic!U formulation. 

This point must be clearly recognized ; that the public schools are not the places 
for special studies, applicable to but comparatively few pupils, or for studies which 
do not poSSE.'SS elements which can be made clear to all. These are primary condi
tions, which must surround every study which is introduced into the public schools; 
and now that drawing demands recognition as one of the four fundamental and 
vital studies to be pursued in all classes from Primary to High Schools, the perti
~nent question arises, Is it a study of prime importance in daily life, and does it ad
mit of clear and distinct educational arrangement? 

This question can best be answered by showing, first, what the educational char
a.cteristlCs of drawing are, and how. they can be inti·oduced into public schools; and 
next by indicating the practicable application of such instruction. I propose, there
·fore, to point out briefly what its educational features are, and where they find ap
plication in daily life. 

I will begin iny exposition by indicating what should be the general features of 
the instruction and tlieir educational arrangement in Primary, Grammar, and High 
Schools. 

PRIMARY COURSE. 

· * * * On entering the Primary cla.sSes. pupils can be taught lines, direction, 
and simple combinations of lines to form angles, with their earliest lessons. Fol
lowing these exercises should be combinations of lines to form the common figures 
of J?lane geometry, such as triangles, square, circle, ellipse, etc. These plane geom
etrlC forms are the facts , the elementary units of all forms whatsoever ; and pupils 
should learn their names and shapes, and be able to draw them readily, so that 
these forms will be as familiar as the letters of the alphabet. When these forms 
have been learned, or while they are being learned, pupils should have practice in ap
plying thPm as the base forms in objects or ornan1ents ; * * * and they should 
also be used to teach pupils the elementary principles of symmetry and repetition 
in the arrangement of lfues and forms for design. * * * 

These principles of symmetry and repetition are to be observed as characteristics 
of natural forms, and are found in leaves, flowers, etc., and aN also elementary 
principles in all good design for industl:ial purposes. By introducing geometric 
diagrams of simple objects (that is, drawing objects without perspecti~eeifect), and 
by arranging ornamental forms to teach symmetry and 1·epetition, a wide variety 
of practical exercises can be secured for a Primary course of three or four years, 
which will not only give good practice in mere drawing, but at the same time lay 
the foundation for a broad course of instruction in Grammar Schools. 

GRAMMAR COURSE. 

With the geometric facts of form well learned in the Primary Schools, and with 
some practice in tracing their application in objects and ornament, together with 
having been taught the elementary principles of symmetry and repetition in design, 
pupils in the Grammar Schools are prepared to pursue a pretty broad and practical 
course of instruction in drawing a.\1 applied- · 

In designs for flat surfaces; 
In the representation of solid forms or objects ; 
In the construction of industrial objects. 
I will endeavor to illustrate what is meant by each of these features. 
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DRAWING FOR DESIGN. 

First. De8iqn8 for flat ~mrfaces.-Ii we look carefri.Ily at the designs on wall papers, 
carpet!'!, muslms,porcelain, glassware, wood-work, stone-work, iron-,vork,-in short, 
if wa studr. the design whicl1 we find on nearly everv industrial article, 've observe 
thAt it is -e1ther geometric in character,-that is, made of geometric fornis,--or that 
it is a COD;lposition of natural forms, such as leaves, floniers, flgJires, etc., or a com
bination of both geometric forms and conventionalized natural forms. Tl:ie best de
signs are produce\1 by the last arrangement,-a proper conibi.Iiation of geometric 
fol'lns a.nd conventionalized natural forms. 

Such being the practical features in design, drawing in Grammar Schools, so far 
as it·.re~tes to this subject, should embrace instruction in-

Geometry_ as a base for construction and arrangement-
Symmetry, Repetition, Alternation, and Proportion taught as principles in the 

use-of forms-
Leaves, flowers, etc., studied in their natural arrangement of shape and growth, 

and conventionalized for units and motives in design. 
Whe~ these features which relate to the creation of designs by pupils have been 

provide:! for , good examples of historic design, such as are to be found in the Greek, 
Roman, Moorish, a.nd GOthic styles, should also be given to teach good taste in this 
subject. In other words, when pupils have been tau:1;ht the elementary principles 
which govern the construction of designs, they should then have practice in study. 
ing examplE's of good designs, that they may put their knowledge to the best use. 
* * * 

We" begin with this feature in the Grammar school because the first exercises Clln 
lJc made simple_, and can be so arranged as to give goQd practice in mere hand skill 
in drawing. At the same time the general elementary principles in the arrangement 

,of forms_ can be clearly set f01'th and explained. 

OBJECT DRAWING. 

tnatruction in design should be pursued throughout the Grammar course. · 
Seoond. Representation of solid forms or ol>jects.-In a practical course in draw

;ing for Grammar schools, the next step should be to teach the application of drawing 
to the representation of solid forms, and this subject can be propel'iy introduced in 
,the fifth sehool year, or the second year of the Grammar course. In the design 
:subject, it will be observed that the drawing consisted of representing forms in two 
·dintensions only,-length and breadth. In this subject a fresh difficulty is en
couatered: the· representation of forms which have three uimensions,-length, 
breadth, and thickness ; in other words, solidity. In drawing the plane geometric 
forms, we have .facts of the forms to deal with. In drawing solid forms, we have 
these facts modified by their appearance when placed in different positions with 
regard to the eye, * * * 

LOGICAL ARRANGEMENT OF DRAWING COURSES DESIRABLE. 

I cannot dwell too strongly on this point, because it is one of the fatal mistakes 
in nearly all cout'SeS of instruction in drawing that it is not properly presented. I 
do not think it necessary to stop and explain to you that the true logical ord_er of 
instruction here should be to teach the fact first a nd the ap1>earance afterward, 
because the simplest knowledge of educational metholls teaches us that we should 
~lways, in every study, progress from the simple to the more complex features; 
and it requires only the application of a little common ~ense ~o see that .the oru~r 
of growth or of prorrress m teaching the drawing of ObJects IS to acquamt pupils 
first with the facts of the forms themselves, and next with the moditlcatious these 

. facts undergo when they :l.J?pear to the eye. 
Now please observe that m the Primary schools we teacl~ the elementary fac~s of 

these forll?-s in the fig ures of plane geometry. In the de~·~n-~e.ature we c?ntu:ue 
th!l use of these forms as a base in that wol'lc, thus fam•har1zmg the pupils Wit!~ 
th.eJ?-1. .In the object drawing we begin by takinJ; these f~n~iliar fact.~ , and by 
add111g another dimension to them-thickness-we get soltd•t,r. ?~' soh4 ~orn:~s. 
Now, J;here is no position in which you can get a view of an v soh? form, 1-!:L VII").~ It!$ 
lengtij._, breadth, and thickness, and have the facts of these thre!' features perceived 
by the eye, mrmodifled in their appearance. 

HOW "FACTS OF FORMS" l\IAY BE TAUGHT. 

Consequently, abject draw:n!{, which is the repr<>sentation of facts of forms as 
they appear, should be based upon n. knowleuge of facts of forms as they are, 
otherwise such work is were guess-work. 
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So much being granted, we come now.to the arrangement of exercises with which · 
.to teach this subject in Grammai· schOols. As we saw that the forms of plane 
geometry were the basis ot aU surface forms, we_ have l:lut. to a.dd another dunen
sion'-thickness-to those forms to produce a group of solid fo;rms, which will serve 
as an education,a.l basis for nearly aU solid forms whatsoever. 

In the solid forms, therefore, of the cone, sphere. cylinder, cube, rectangular 
block, triangular prisim, pyramids, etc., * it' * comprising about twenty solids 
in all, we have such a. group of forms ; and if, therefore, we can teach pupils the 
facts .of these forms, and the modifications these facts undergo when viewed from 
above, below, from the ri~ht or left, we shall have prepared them to repr('sent in · 
an intelligent way any obJect similar to these forms which they may see. * * * . 

In these elementary exercises, the drawing of the outlines of the forms is sufficient 
to teach the principles which govern the facts and their appearance ; and more
over, the drawing of these outlines in bold lines is the best possible practice for 
developing hand skill in drawing. Instruction in this feature should make use of 
drawing from bOth printed copies and from the objects or solids themselves; but 
draWing f rom printed copies shoul~ precede drawing from the solid forms, as the 
principles involved are more easily explained by the use of copies than by the use 
of solids alone. - · · 

DRAWING FOR CONSTRUCTION. 

· ' Third. Construction of.industrial olljects.-I come now to the third subject of 
drawing in the Grammar course, that subject which relates to the construction of 
objects. The aim should be to teach practical drawing,-that is, industrial draw
ing; drawing as applied in the industrial arts. We have seen that geometry is the 
basis ·of all forms, and we have noted its.applications in industrial designR, and hn.Ye 
also seen that it forms the basis for the intelligent drawing of objects as they 
appear to the eye. But objects before they can be represented, before they can be 
decorated, must be created, must be constructed; and as drawing is the only 
language used in their construction, any course of instruction, to be practical , to IJe 
ind·ustrial, must embody the constructive feature as one of the main elements in it. 

INSTRUMENTAL DRAWING. 

In the arrangement of the instruction for the Grammar com-se there should be 
introduced in the sixth school year, or about the middle of the course, wh:tt is 
called ~eometrical drawing; that is, drawing problems in plane· geometry with the 
use of mstruments. These problen1s find apphcations in the accurate construction 
and subdivision of the geometric figures for design, as well as in all kinds of con
structive work, such as machinery, building construction, masonry, pattern· 
making, etc. As in these applications the greatest possible n.ccuracy is required, 
and as this accuracy can be secured by no other me:tns than by geometric:tl drn.w
ing, its great and pltramount importance will, I trust, be apparent. . Indeed, I will 
go so far as to say that if this subject be left out of a course of instruction, if it be 
not regarded from the first as fundamental, if all the othet· subjects he notanangell 

.as subsiiliary or complementary to it, such a scheme can have no broad claim to 
recognition in public schools. . 

This may seem a strong and perhaps a fanati~al statement; but I shall fail of my 
present purpose if I do not make this point clear before I close, * * * . We 
begin by such simple problelllil as the bisecting of lines; the er ecting of lines J:er· 
pendicular to others; making angles e!J.ual to given angles; on a gh•en base to 
make a pentagon or hexagon, etc.; 'vithm a square to a raw four semi-circles, en.ch 
touching one side of the square, and their diameters forming a square ; and others 
of similar nature. In short, there is no requirement in the construction of :tny 
object, building, or machine which cannot be expressed by a georuetl'ic problem. 
Now, if you will please bear in n1ind that this is accurate work, that by the u~ll 
of instruments the geometric forms or facts (which I have shown are the bas1s 
for the design and representative work) can be accurately constructed, you s!'e thnt 

-from the point where this subject is introduced, work in the other sul:>jects will he 
greatly improved. . 

You will note that these geometric problems are fetcts, but fn.cts in length and 
breadth .only. Objects, however , have thickuess,-solidity or depth. In mn.ldng 
solid objects, such as furniture, machinery, buildings, etc., h ow do we convey the 
idea of the solidity or depth of the thing to be made? By a very simple me:tns : by 
givin~ two geo1netric viewil of the object, -one view of tho object with the eye 
placea directly in front of it, so as to give the facts of its length ancl breath, :tnd 
another view with the eye ph~c:Jd dit·ectl.r above it, so M to give a geolllett-ic view 
of the facts of the thickness or the other dimension. * * * . · 
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THE NECESSARY PRECISION OF DRAWINGS FOR CONSTRUCTION. 

Now I wish to call your atte~tion to this: that constructive drawings are all ex
presswns of facts a~ut th~ obJects to be created, and have nothing to do with the 
app~arcmce of the obJects; furthermore, that they are of the most accurate and precise 
na~m·e; anti that were it ~ot for such drawin~, were it not that there are people 
tramed to make sur.h drawmgs and others tramed to read them, it would not be 
possibb to construct such buildings, such machinery, such furniture, such bridges 
as we now have for our comfort and convenience. 

It CIUlllOt be expected that elaborate constructive drawings will be made in Gram
mar schools. In this grade, only the elementary principles of such work can be pre
sented; enough to enable pupils who leave the schools at this period to understand 
how d rawings for the construction of industrial objects are made, and how to read 
them. 

HOVIr DRAWING IN SCHOOL IS TO HELP FUTURE MECHANICS AND 'ARTISANS. 

As the features of the study which are taught in the Grammar schools are the 
only fe:ttures which the great mass of our futw·e mechanics and artisans now in 
these schools will ever enjoy, permit me to t respass on your patience a moment 
while I turn back and show that these different subjects of Grammar-school 
work are but parts of an industrial, practical whole, and that the outcome of the 
Grammar instruction should be a complete welding of these subjects together, so fa,r 
as t hey ha~e heen pursued. . 

We have seen that instruction in drawing relates, so far as its industrial a pplica
tions go, to giving facts and the appeamnce of the facts, and also of teaching the 
principles of good design. Following this line of exposition, we have seen that it 
leads us to the principles involved in the creation of all objects as fundamental to 
their coJTect representation. But I fancy some of you may say, We see the points 
you make in favor of the constructive and representative subjects, but we fail to 
see the importance of the design subject-at least we fail to see why it should be 
1uade so prominent all through the course. ll'ly reply is that the basis of drawing 
beingse precise, so mechanical, you must leave some opening whereby the taste 
for beauty can come in; for you must remember that the success of industrial 
enterprises, especially in all the higher departments, often depends upon whether 
or no the articles made are attracti,•e in appearance; furthermore, before we can 
have any wide-spread development of industrial taste in ow· industries, we must 
have a public taste to appreciate such creations when made: hence industrial design, 
both Cor producer and consumer , should form a fundamental feature in industrial 
drawing. Important claims might also be made for design on educational grounds. 

So much bemg understood, let us now see what the practical outcome of the in
stmd iun thus far given is. 

THE PURPOSE OF THE GRAM~lAR SCHOOL COURSE OF DRAWING. 

To sum up_ the Grammar course in a word, it should apply the instruction in 
drawing to teaching the elements of industrial construction, to tea~hing tl~e ele
n~ent.-; of representing objects, and t o teaching the elew.ents of g<>?d mdustnal. de
stgn, to the end that puptls may be prepared to engage m the vartotlS occupatwns 
conn~ted. with the industrial employments. . . 

* * * It is not intended or believed that PUl)ils who pursue drawmg through 
the Grammar comse w~ll be prepared for practical designmg ?r be able to ~:nake a 
gre.'l.ter u;e of the knowledge of drawing in industria~ occut~atwns ~h.an puplls '~ho 
gu from such schools into mercantile life make of thetr readmg, wnt~ng, an~ anth
metic. It is not ex\Jected that this instruction will mak,• them ~rt1sts, destgners. 
or constructino- en.,.meers. · But this much is claimed ; that they wtl.l be able to read 
Lhe drawings of l).esigners, enginee1·s, and artists, when made, and II~ a gr.eat meas
ure understand and appreciate them ; and thus be prepared ~or mt~llt~ent _and 
11kiUed labor in those occupations in which the workman recetves Ius di.J:ectwns 
wholly from drawings. 

.HIGH SCHOOL COUnSE. 

Having shown that the course of instruction for Primary and Gra~mar schools 
should develop through the different classes of t hose schools ac?Orum::; to a plan 
which begins very simply in the Primm·_y classes and gradually unfolds throng~ the 
Grammar grades to a definite and practical end,_ I now turn . to. the course f~)l the 
High schools, which is but the continued unfolchng of the pnnc1ples starte.d If!- the 
Grammar course, under more complex conditions and for more complex applicatiOns. 
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In the Grammar course we have been dealing with
( a) Facts of form for creative purposes; 
(b) The modifications the facts undergo when viewed by the eye ; 
(c) Design for enhancing values and for developing public taste. , 

· I propose now to continue the exposition throu~h tlie High-school course, undel' · 
the same general divisions of Design, Representation, and COnstruction ; but I shall 
reverse the order of _presentation, and in this course take up the constructive sub· 
ject fu-st, as .fundamentally more important. · 

DRAWINGS FOR CONSTRUCTION. 

ConstructiOn of Industrial Objects.-In p1·esenting this subject in the Grammar 
course, I characterized it as the fundamental one in the whole scheme. Notwith-· 
standing the many fascinations which we shall .find attaching to the o~her subjects 
as they O.evelop through this course, I trust to make clear to you that this subject 
pi>ssesses attractions for the exercise of every healthy-mind ha1·dly second to those 
of either of the othe1-s. 

In. the lowe1· course .owing to the inlmatwity of pupils' minds and the limita
tions Of time Which SUl·round the study, only very elementary practice in this study 
could be given, just enough to enable puJ?ils to read elementary constructive draw
ings and to start them in the right direction for further study. In this course, 
however, this subject can be developed so as to lead to broad practical knowledge 
in many directions. · · . 

It is not necessary that I should enter into all the details. I will therefore indi
cate its general outlines. Refening to the Grammar course, it will be remembered 
that some simple problems in plane geometry and also a few problems in solid geom
etry were given to indicate how drawings were prepared for constructive purposes, 
and_ how pupils might be taught to read such drawings. In the High-8chool COUl"Se 
the number of problems in both these elements is largely increased. The nature of 
.these problems I presume you understand. They are m.finite in their variety and 
scope. I will only remark, if I may misuse a term, that such is the flexibility of 
plane geometry, that on any given surface there can be drawn accurately any form 
that may be desired. Problenm in plane geome~ therefore, may be regarded as 
parts of speech, so to speak, in the language of construction. The problems in solid 
geometry are not less subtile. They deal with the complete facbl of forms; and 
making use of variotis planes of projection, they enable a draughtsman to represent 
with absolute accuracy, any sold form in any positiQn, and even to pierce it or to 
"intersect it with any other form in any direction desired. A knowledge of plane 
and solid geometry, therefore, enables the ponstructive designer to represent, with 
the utmost accuracy, any fact of form in any position which can be conceived. It. 

· is also the language used to convey ideas of mecha·nical motion, so that it may be 
said that geometry in its plane and solid features is the very life or ~anguage of all 
industrial construction. One step further just here : not only by geometry can we 
describe the facts of form as they are, but we can also get at the actual effect, on 
these forms, of light ·and shadow; for, given the exact form of an object, given 
the eondition under which light falls upon its surface, the shadow can be deter
mined with as mU&h exactness as the facts of the forms themselves. But in indus
trial creations, shadow or shade on surface is no1i-at aJ.l necessary. * * * . 

The value of drawing applied to such constructive purposes I need not dwell upon. 
In the course of study I am now outlinin~ for High Schools, the preparation of 
pupils to do intelligent work in these directions is one of the main objects in view, 
and good results can be easily obtained. • 

OBJECT DRAWING. 

Representation of sol·id forms or objects.-In taking up this subject in the. High
School oou1-se, we proceed to put its elements on a rigidly !JCientific basis. This 
leads us to another stage of ditficulty,-scienti.fio perspective, which is introduced 
into the lower 9lasses of High Schools. 

. THE STUDY OF SCIENTlFIO PERSPECTIVE. 

Perspective.- I nefo)d not dwell upon perspective drawing as a feature ; rou knO\V 
that it is the science of representing any form under any conditions in which it way 
be viewed. 

In constructive drawing we have seen that by the use of geometry we can get at: 
all the facts of form ; by perspective we can get at all the facts of the appearance· 
of these forms with equal exactness. As we increase the complexity of the fact:; of 
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form, we also increase the difficulties in representing such facts. Hence the use of 
perspective drawing is to give the law to the representation of the facts of form · 
mother words, we produce a. picture of the forms themselves, and here we approach 
the domain of art in its highest sense. * * * 

THE STUDY OF LIGHT AND SHADE. 

Light and shade.-Another difficulty is encounterP.d in our progress toward reJ?· 
resenting objects~ they a~pear,-depicting the effect of light and shade on theu 
surface. In our progress m drawing from objects as they appear to the eye, we 
approach here a new stage of difficulty, requiring greater maturity of mind; and 
we have again to call our science to our aid to prevent going astray. If we place 
an object where predominating rays of light fall upon it, we all know that certain 
portions of the surface will show a much greater degree of light than others ; but 
to discriminate between the different degrees of light and shade requires a well
trained eye and well-developed powers of perception, based on a knowfedge of facts 
and their appearance .. 

Without going into details on this point, I will say that the facts of shade and 
shadow are ao well understood, that, given an object, and given the angle of inci
dence of the light falling upon it, the shadow can be projected with mathematical 
certaintv, and the sha.de determined with approximate accuracy. I amaware that 
in drawing fro~ natural forms or objects we do not always have the control of the 
light ; all the more necessary is it, therefore, that the scientific laws of shadows 
should be understood, in order to arrive at sound conclusions in regard to the pre
c.lominating effect. Drawing in light and shade should be practised principally 
from objects, should follow practise in outline drawing and the study of perspective, 
and is the next step to work:ing in color. * * * . 

COLOR AS APPLIED TO INDUSTRIAL DESIGN. 

Tlu!- Study of Oolor.-l will not stop to give details in this feature, further .than 
to remark that even in its elementary stages many new difficulties are encountered ; 
llnd before any study of it can be of practical value in representative drawing, the 
preceding stages of object drawing, such a.s drawing objects in out line, perspective, 
and in light and shade, should be well mastered. I may remark in passing, that 
there are certain scientific principles which govern the proper use of colors, more 
subtile perhaps in their nature than are to be found in any of the other features we 
have been considering, and a knowledge of which is fundamental for the produc
tion of harmony in their use. As it is not intended in public schools to fit pupils to 
become artists, this feature should not be pursued solely aa a preparation for its 
practice 1n fine art, but mainly to prepare pupils for its application in industrial ~e
sign. As there is no line of demarcation between the higher phases of industrial 
art and fine art, the preparation for the former is no detriment to the pursuit of the 
latter. * * * · 

THE FOUR PROGRESSIVE STAGES OF INDUSTRIAL DRAWING. 

Representative drawing for industrial purposes, therefore, may be said to consist 
of four .stages:-

1st. The geometric facts of forms. . . 
2d. Perspective, or the laws which govern the representatiOn of the outlines of 

these forms when viewed by the eye. 
Sd. The appearance of the surface of these forms under the effect of light and 

shade. · 
4th. Their appearance under the effect of light, shade\ and color: *. * * . 
Practical Industrial Design.-Passing now to the subJect o~ de~tgn m the H•gh

School course I will ask vou to observe that we left the subJect m the Grammar 
course developed to the point of making designs in outline for flat sur~aces.. In the 
High-School course, by the introduction of the features o~ perspec.t1ve, hght _and 
shade and color, this subject is materially widene•l so as to mclude nearly all km~s 
of sculptured or relief ornament, a.s well a.s ornament ~or fl.at surf~ces, and ends m 
designs adopted for practical purpose.s in all the lea.d•?g t~dustnes,-for carpets, 
wall pa~ers, porcelains, fumiture, wood and stone carving, tron-work, etc., etc. 

THE HIGH SCHOOL COURSE OF DRAWING TRAINS THE JESTHETIC FACULTIES. 

The charge is frequently made against such a course of inst:uction a:; I am de
scribing, that it is too mechanical in its nature, and does not gtve suff;iment scope 
to the resthetic faculties. I fancy no one will come to such a concluswn after an 
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attentive study of the treatment of this subject of .design, both in its several stages 
Qf development and in its relation to the other subjects of · construction and repre
sentation. ·Observe the elements which enter into its practice in this High-School 
course. Pupils having secured a knowledge of plane geometry to aid them in con-

. structing these forms and arranging their units, have now gi~n them plant forms 
to be studied both in form and color as motives for design ; and then, above all, in
struction is given in historic ornament from choice examples, illustrating the prin
ciples which underlie the great historic styles of decoration of the past,-the Greek, 
Roman, Byzantine, Gothic, Mo01·ish st:y:les, etc. ,-for the purpose of developing 
their taSte for what is refined and beautiful in design. * * * 

This subject of design is essentially the resthetic feature in the scheme ; and 
mingled as it is with the other features of the course of i.nstruction, it does not come 
in as an exceptional element, -but rather as a controlling influence on the whole,
an influence by which skilled labor in construction is consecrated to use and to 
beauty. · 

I regret that I have not the time to enlarge upon this subject and to point out the 
resthetic influences to be found in the study of plant forms and historic ornament 
which the course prescribes. To do justice to e1ther of these features would require 
a paper b;r itself. I must content myself, therefore, by simply calling attention to 
their distinct recognition and to their importance. 

PURPOSES OF THE IDGH SCHOOL COURSE OF DRAWING SUMMARIZED. 

To sum up this High-Sehool course, we have <h.·awing al)plied-
Jilirst, to all industrial construction,-a preparation for mtelligent work in build

ing and machine construction of-all kinds. 
Second, to the representation of objecls as they appear under· the effect of light, 

shade, and color. . 
. Third, to practical industrial design, to enhance the value of industrial con

struction. * * * 

T,HE VALUE OF THE WHOLE PUBLIC SCHOOL COURSE OF DRAWING FROM THE 
PRIMARY TO THE IDGH SCHOOLS. 

Surveying this course of instruction as a whole, noting its beginning with simple 
facts of form in the Primary school, tracing the development of their application in 
the subjects of design, representative and constructive drawing in the Grammar 
schools as a preparation for the practical life of workmen in the workshop, and ob· 
serving the still more comprehensive development in High schools, until the 
instruction reaches results which prepare directly f01.· a · high degree of intelligent 
constl'uctive power in all the building and mechanical employments, and at the 
same time for a practical knowledge of, and a refined taste in, design for nearly all 
industrial purposes : it will be seen that a course of instruction in drawing has been 
arranged of a practical nature, and so comprehensive in its scope and character as 
to remedy in a measure one of the most serious defects in our schemes of public 
-education,-the want of proper educational wage-earning training for our artisan 
and designers,-and at the same time· p1·ovide for the cultivation among out· people 
of a knowledge of science and art in their applications to indut~try. 

One of the most frequent charges brought against our public schools is that they 
do not sufficiently prepare for the needs of our mechanics and artisans, when in 
fact three-quarters of the pupils in the schools are from these classes and will 
ultimately find their employment in the industrial occupations. Dmwing is the 
main language used in industrial desi~n and for the direction of industrial labor. 
There can be no high degree of industrml design or of skilled and tasteful industrial 
labor without a knowledge of drawing as applied in the industrial at•ts; and in the 
course of study which I have outlined before you, I have endeavored to give the 
important features which characterize the instruction in this branch of study now 
being given in the public schools of Massachusetts. Whether or no this be practical 
knowledge, I leave you to decide ; but I venture the opinion, that if you study 
attentively the practical needs of the pupils in your public schools destined for the 
industrial employments, and consider their educational needs in connection with 
theit· future wage-eaming power in such employments, you will find that drawing 
should form one of the fundamental elements in their education, and that too on 
the general plan here given. 

Issues of the most serious import-social, political, and industrial-are dependent 
upon the proper treatment of this subject of industrial Art education in our public 
schools, and I bespeak for it therefore your most attentive consideration. 



v. 

THE -:INDUSTRIAL ART TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION OF MAS· 
SACHUSETTS. 

· INTRODUCTION. 

A brief account of this interesting association of art educators was 
given in Part I of this Report. (See Part I, pages 200, 201. ) 

The _annual meetings have been continued and the precedent set 
at .the first meeting by the r eading of the admirable paper by Miss 
H()yt, subsequently published by the Association, has been faith
fully followed. Valuable papers have been read and discussed at 
each meeting, and several of the papers have been published by the 
Association. 

1 am indebted to the courtesy of Mr. ·George E .. Morris, Secretary 
and. Treasurer of · the Association, for copies of the programmes of 
these meetings and of some of the published papers. The pro
grammes of the proceedings at the annual meetings, which follow, 
show in bdef the trend of thought among those who are actively 
engaged in teaching drawing in the public schools. The programme 
of the first annual convention is given in Part I, pages 200, 201 of this 
Report. 

. . 
PROG;RAMMES OF ANNUAL MEETINGS OF THE INDUSTRIAL ASSO

CIATION OF ll'I,~;lSSACHUSETTS. 

SECOND ANNUAL 1\>!EETING. BOSTON, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1883. 

10 n. m. 

UOp.m. 

[Art Club Rooms, D~rtmonth, corner Newberry street.] 

PROGRAMME. 

·Opening Exercises and Aprointment of Committees. 
The Teachiuo- of Drawing m High Schools. By Miss Clara Webster. 
The Desirability of Teaching Scientific Perspective in Day Schools. By 

Mr. E. C. Colby. 
The Teaching of Design in Day Schools. By l\fr. Henry Hitchings. 
Recess. 
Reports of Committees and Election of Officers. 

TmRD ..i\.NNUAL MEETING. BOSTON, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1884. 

_9.80 a..-m. 
10 a.m. 

PROGRAMME. 

Opening Exercises and Appointment of Committees. 
"Influence of the Stud_y of Drawing in the Development of Character." 

By Miss Adeline V. Pond. 
Discussion. 
Recess. 
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10. a.m. " What will be the PractiCal Outcome of the Present Teaching ot 
Design in our Public· Schools? " By Miss Mercy A. Bailey. 

Piscussion. 
Reports of Committees and Election of Officers. 
"Judgment in Matters of·Taste." By Mr. Charles C. Perkins. 

2 p.m. 

FOURTH .ANNUAL MEETING. BOSTON, TuESDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1885. 

PROGRAMME. 

9.80 a .. m. Opening Exercises and Appointment ot Committees. 
"The Study of Design in Connection with that of Historic Ornament." 

By Mr. Henry T. Bailey. 
Discussion. 
Recess. 
"The Necessity of the Presentation of the Subject of Drawing in Con-

formance with Educational Methods." By Mr. WalterS. Perry. 
Discussion. 

2.00 p.m. Reports of Committees and Election of Officers. 
" Principles of Art." . 

FllrrH ANNUAL MEETING. BOSTON, TuESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1886. 

Morning: 
9.30-10.00. 

10.00-10.10. 

10.10-10.20. 

10.20-11.00. 
11.00-11.15. 
11.15-11.35. 

11.85-11.55. 
11.55-12.15. 

12.15-12.30. 

[Art Club Gallery, Dartmouth, corner Newberry street.] 

PROGRAMME. 

Opening Exercises and Appointment of Committees. 
"Form Study the First. Two Primary Years." Miss A. L. Balch, 

Director of Drawing in Public Schools, Cambridge. 
"The Study of Proportion in Representation." Miss L. E. Fay, 

Director of Drawing in Public Schools, Springfield. 
Discussion. . 
Recess. 
"The Necessitv of Well Trained Teachers of Industrial Drawing." 

Mr. Geo. E. Morris, Director of D1·awing in Public Schools, 
Waltham. 

Discussion. 
"The Use that can be Made of Form Study in General." Miss A. 

M. White, Director of Drawing in Public Schools, Nashua, N.H. 
Discussion. 

Afternoon: 
2.00-2.30. 
2.80-8.00. 

Reports of Committees and Election of Officers. 
Design. Mr. G. H. Bartlett, Principal of Massachusetts Normal Art 

· School. . 
3.00-8.30. Normal School Work. Miss L . .A. Herrick , Salem Normal School; 

Miss L. M. Field, Framingham Normal School. 
3.80-4.00. Discussion. 

At a meeting of the Executive Committee, held October 20th, it was decided that 
the exercises should consist in part of genet·al discussions of topics of interest. 

Those desirous of having any questions discussed should submit the same to the 
President. 

ANSON K . CROSS, Secretm·y. 

SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING. SATURDAY, JANUARY 7; 1888. 

lNormal Art School Building, corner Newbury and Exeter streets, Boston.] 

Morning: 
9.30-10.00. 

10.00-10.30. 

PROGRAMME. 

Openin15 Exercises and Appointment of Committees. 
The Difficulty of ·Teaching Model Drawing and Building Construc

tion in High Schools. By Mr. Walter F. Brackett, Teacher in 
Massachusetts Normal .Art School. 

Discussion. 
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Merning: 
11.15-11.85. Color in the Public Schools. Br Miss L. E. Fay, Director of Draw-

ing in Public Schools, Springfield, Massachusetts. . 
Discussion. 

Afternoon: 
2.00-2.80. Reports of Committees and Election of Officers. 
2.30-8:00. The Use of Clay in the Public Schools. By Hon. J. W. Dickinson, 

Secretary of the State Board of Education. . 
Discussion. · 

8.8~.00. 'Illustrative Drawing-Its Use in Teaching. By Miss 'w. Bertha 
Hintz, Teacher of Drawing, Girls' Normal School, Boston. 

A " question box" will be placed for the convenience of those who wish to have 
questions answered or discussed. 

AU teachers of Industrial Drawing are cordially invited to become members of 
this Association. .· 

G. H. BARTLETT, 
President. 

GEO. E. MORRIS, 
Sec1·etary aud T1'ea8tt~·er, Waltham, .Mass. 

The following report of this meeting appeared in the Boston 
Herald of January 8, 1888: 

DE11!0NSTRATORS OF INDUSTRY.* 

SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE INDUSTRIAL ART TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 

The · Industrial Art Teachers' Association is an organization, formed without 
regard to locality, of the numerous demonstrators of the industrial arts that ma ke 
up its membership, and yet, for the most part , though, they are teachers wi~hin 
the precincts of New England. The annual meetings are always productive of 
grtlat interest, and it is no exaggeration to state that the sixth annual gathering, 
which occurred Saturday last at the new norma l art school buildin&", c01·ner of New
bury and Exeter streets, was by far the most interesting one held m the history of 
t he association. President George H . Bartlett began the exercises with a felicitous 
addres!i, .~er which the records were read and the treasurer's report presented. 
There is a small balance in the treasmy. 

These committees were appointed: On nominations, Miss D .L. Hoyt, Mr. A. K. 
Cross and Miss L. E. Fay; on membership, Mr. W . F . Judkins,·Miss J essie W. Prince 
a nd Miss Clara Balch. Nine new members were elected. Mr. Walter F. Brackett, 
teacher in the Massachusetts normal art school, opened the exercises proper of the 
uay in the reading of an exhaustive J(aper on " The Difficulty of Teaching Model 
Drawing and Building Construction m High Schools." Mr. Brackett's views in an 
abstract form were that some of the difficulties were : Insufficient accommodations 
for the proper study of model drawing; indisposition on the part of school com
nlittees to furnish the proper accommodations. Mr. Brackett favored the utilization 
of instrumental perspective. ·Referring to building construction in high schools, 
Mr. Brackett held that a principal difficulty lies in 

THE LACK OF KNOWLEDGE 

on the part of teachers, advised the use of simple names of !?arts of objects in con
struction, and concluded by recommemlin?, isometric drawmg of joints as being 
va~uable, and as producing better results. The discussion following the readi~~ of 
this paper. wns very general, antl called for views pro and con from Dr. A. A. Mmer. 
chairman of the state board of education; Mrs. H. J. Carter, l\fiss Hurlbut, Mr. George 
E; Woodman, Mrs. Hicks, Miss L. E . Fay, Miss Fanny l\I. Smith, President Bartlett 
and Instructor of Drawing Hitchings of the Boston public schools. . 

Miss L. E. Fay, director of drawing in the public schools at Sprmgfield1 next 
offered a paper on "Color in the Public Schools." Miss Fay took up first pnmary 
colors, and afterwards primary colors in combination giving secondary colors. She 
nel.:t referred to the observation of tints in j uxtaposition with various coiOI'S, and 
concluded her able essay by alluding to the development or. enforc~ment of col<?t1:! 
complementary to each other. Miss Fay illustrated he•· vtews w1th colored dta-

* Sunday Herald, Boston, Mass, Jan. 1:!, 1888. 
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grams. Her paper was discussed by Mrs. Carte:r;, Miss Fanny M. Smith, Miss Hurl
but, Mr. H. T. Bailey, :Miss White, Mrs. Charles H. Ames, Miss Field, Instructor 
Hitchings and Mr. Geopge E. Morris, the sec1·etary-treasurer of the association. It 
was now noontime, and the association adjourned for two hours for dinner. Upon 
reconvt~ning, the association listened to the report of the nominating committee, 
which recommended the election of the old list of officers. 

"The Use of Clay in the the Public Schools" was the next paper's subject, and it 
was offered by Secretary J. W. Dickinson of the state board of education. It was 
his belief that a proper method of t hinking and acting should be instilled and a 
discipline of faculties in-the acquirement of knowledge. Briefly he would recom
mend the teaching·of objects as wholes, proceeding to pa1ts. Secretary Dickinson's 
paper showed that be was strongly in favor of enforcing the value of teaching by 

THE ANALYTICAL SYSTEM. 

He gav~ drawing ·a very exalted position as a means of general education. The 
discussion of Mr. Dickinson's themes was quite lengthy, and these teachers talked 
them over: Mr. Hitchings, Mrs. Hicks, Miss Kate E. Shattuck, MJ.;S. Carter, Miss 
White, Miss Fay and Mr. Woodman. 

The pearl of the afternoon. session was reserved for the last feature of the pro
gramme. Its title was " Illustrative Drawing-Its Use in Teaching." l\Iiss W. 
Bertha Hintz, teacher of drawing in the ~irls' 1 10rmal school, was the demonstrator . 
.A more delightfully instructive presentation of object teaching it would be hard to 
conceive. In an off-hand, deliciously well-rounded "talk," that fairly scintillated 
with mots of the brightest kind, Miss Hintz presented her views, at the same time 
continuin& ' to draw extremely artistic sketches, such as " A walk in the woods," 
exemplifymg the tour of a couple of pupils and their teacher through pretty fields 
of grass; through avenues of stately shade-giving trees; a look at old ocean from 
the bluff of a tall promontory, with ships grown diminutive because so near the 
horizon. .A bewildering variety of objects were sketched hastily by Miss Hintz, 
and with strangely picturesque and tl·uthful effect. Her cleverness was quickly 
recognized by her confreres, who applauded most rapturously at the finish of this 
bright and sparkling exposition. Tlie meeting then adjourned. 

At a meeting of the officers held March 27, 1888, it was 9ecided to 
publish the papers read by Miss Fay and by Mr. Dickinson. Besides 
the paper read at the first meetin~ by Miss Hoyt, the papers read at 
the meeting in 1884 by Miss Aclehne Valentine Pond, on " Influence 
of the Study of Drawing in the Development of Character,•ancl that 
read in 1885 by Dr. Paul Carus on "The Principles of Art from tho 
standpoint of Monism and .M:eliorism," have been published by the 
Association. . 

From the paper by Miss Pond, w-110, it will be seen, seriously appre
ciates the power of the public school teacher as a molder of character, 
a ·shaper of the coming men and women who .make the state, the 
following extracts are taken, which show by delicate, discriminating 
touches, the practical every-day influences exerted by this study, 
and are vital with living illustrations and quaint applications. 

INFLUENCE OF THE STUDY OF DRAWING IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
CHARACTER.* 

BY ADELINE VALENTINE POND. 

It is_ a long word you have there, that word character-a long word and a broad 
one; a word that covers much ground, and by reason of elasticity, may be stl·etched 
to cover much more. You and I, who are nothing if not orthodox, may hold that 
a man's character begins and ends with hi:~ morals; while our neighbors, who are 
nothing if not liberal, may believe that it includes his intellect as well. * * * 

* '' In"fiuflnr,e of the Study of D1·awing in the Development of Character. Paper 
read before the Industrial Art Teachers' .Association. at the Boston Art Club Gal
lery, Saturday, December 27, 1884, by .Adeline Valentine Pond, Teacher of Draw· 
ing in Newton Public Schools. Printed by vote of the Association. Pp. 12." 
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The strongest molding induences of our day lie in the public schools. The teacher, 
far above men of other callings; has an opportunity for shaping many characters 
besides his own. Like the potter at the wheel, his smallest motion is not in vain ; 
his lightest touch must tell. Every study that the teacher opens up to his pupils 
carries the molding steadily ·rorward. 

"This clay. wcll·mixed with marl and sand, 
Follows the motions of my baud, 
For some must follow and some command, 
Though all are made of clay." 

Potent among the educational molding influences stand the three R's ; potent, but 
not omnipotent. Other studies must help : among them drawing. "Reading," 
saith th~ philosopher, maketh a full ma n, conference, a ready man, writing, an 
exact man." In this later day, what can drawing do? Properly studied, it can 
benefit the child physically, mentally, morally. It can help to make a man of him. 
After all, it is a poor study that never saved a soul, and never even helped. 

HOW DRAWING EDUCATES EYE AND HAND. 

I~ ~he first place to speak briefly of physical effects, drawing be~efits the body_ by 
trainmg both eye and hand, the one to see, the other to do." * · .. · ·X' ' ' In ob.)ect 
drawing, a full knowledge of the construction must be supplemented by a full 
lutowledge of the laws of appearances. In such dJ.·awing, therefore, the eye is edu
cated, first, to see things as they are; next, as they seem; and last, to see the dilfer
ence between being and seeming. Again, drawing trains the hand to obey the will. 
An important point truly ; for fancy a republic wherein certain of the members, 
either through ignorance or malice, continually fail to work out the plans of the 
lawfully appointed powers. What else but confusion can possibly result? Similar 
anarchy reigns in the kingdom of the mind, when the bodily members, through 
lack of discipline, fail to obey their natural sovereign. In the untrained hand there 
is often inability to obey, often disinclination: but drawing changes all that; and 
drawing does something else for the hand. There is yet another true service that 
deserves mention. Those who despise not the day of small things, those who have 
faith that cleanliness is akin to godliness, will not smile when, in serious vein, I re
spectfully refer to the study of drawing as a powerful cleansing agent.. It happens 
thus: In schools where such admonition is necessary, the pupils -are mstructed to 
bring their very cleanest hands on drawing days. No stain must mar the pristine 
purity of their drawing books, lest the special teacher behold the same, and wax 
wroth thereat. Children are quick to comprehend incongrnities; they understand 
something of the "eternal fitness of things," and perceive that it is not borne out 
by a combination of clean papct· and grimy fingers. In certain districts wh~re once 
the dirt of the child was the despair of the teacher, I learn that now_clca~1hncss, or 
at least that l)artial cleanliness superinduced by the study of dmwmg, IS fast be
co~ng popular. What a glorious victory is this ! V\re haYe met the enemy, and 
he lS ours for the time being. • 

HOW THE STUDY OF DRAWING DEVELOPES THE INTELLECT. 

· But in considering the influence of dl.·awing in the development of charact~r, the 
mere physical effects of the study arc by no means chief. What can dmwmg do 
for the mind? 

Taught aright it develops the faculty of reason, the arbiter between right and 
wrong. The truths of form should not be forced upon the pupil in so m_nny pellets. 
If a child asks a question do not fire upon him with a formula. ~ad hun to sp_cak 
what he thinks. Thought gives rise to speech, and speech hy lt curtou~ reflex actwn, 
reforms and strenghtens thought, so that the outlines of the m~ntal 1m age become 
clearer and purer. A little boy in the baby class said to me, w1th all th_e ardor ~nd 
com':ll,u~icativeness of five years and kilt skirts, "I've te_sted_ n_1y ,honzontal hne, 
and. 1t s Just as long as the vertical ; but when I test m y vert1?a l1t 1sn t a_s long as the 
honzontal." The very instant that he had finished speakmg, th~ c!uld ~a'': thn,~ 
t~ere w~ a flaw somewhere, and added quickly, •· But I gue~ I du.ln t do It nght. 
Silence IS not always golden ; if speech will lead to thought, gn·e u? speech. 

Better, sometimes, a child who thinks for himself, and so thml•s wrong, than 
one. who thinks by proxy, arid so thinks right. . . " . , 

Mis.takes are not always failures; they are often 111CJdent to tl~c nat';1ral .,r~" th 
of thmgs. A child cannot like the fabled beanstalk, grow up 111 a smglc mght. 
If he could, he would be but a beanstnlk after all, and a monstrosity a mong beau
stalks at that. Let him make his mistakes if he will but grow thereby. 

ART-VOL 2--80 
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A boy of eight listened eagerly to a talk about the circle ; but when I stated 
that a circle may have any number of radii, he rose to object. "Because," said 
he, "you can take a wheel and put in a lot of spokes, and then a lot more, and by 
and by there won't be .any room left." Now the child, though right about the 
wheel, was wrong about the circle ; but what p.e said showed that he had used llis 
reason. " Young man," thought I, "the study of drawing is converting you into 
a highly civilized product; you have evidently either acquired or inherited the noble 
art of mastication." 

DRAWING AIDS CONCENTRATION OF THOUGHT. 

Another excellent mental effect resulting from the study of drawing, is the habit 
of concentration. Human nature is lazy; human children are dreamy. With 
many, lounging is a customary mental attitude. To all appearances yom· dreamers 
are with you in the flesh ; but in the spirit they are anywhere except upon the SlJOt . 
Shall we let these children grow up to join the ignoble army of incurable incompe
tents, people who are reputed to be " no one's enemies but their own," who" never 
intended any harm," who " who didn't know 'twas loaded?" No ; save them from 
such a fate. Teach them that the day is for doing, not dreaming ; for doing the right 
thing, in the ,right way, at the right time, and in the right place. With a certain 
amiable relentlessness, give them as a tonic dictation exercises in drawing. Each 
syllable that you utter has its own unalterable meaning. Precision and accuraoy 
are demanded. When yotll' fiat has gone fo1th that the longest vertical is to be 
trisected, let no one dare understand you to say that the shortest horizontal was to 
be halved. Such exercises help to place a child's faculties within reach of his fingers; 
for the real difficulty with yotll' dreamy, inconsequent children is, not that they 
lack wits, but that they don't know where to find them. 

DRAWING STIMULATES THE JUDGMENT. 

Again, in the study of drawing the judgment is kept constantly at work. From 
the time when tlie child first attempts to find the middle of his slate, and to place 
thereat his first uncouth vertical line, he must analyze, compare, choose, execute. 
He cannot draw the simplest plane geometrical figure without comparing width with 
hight. He must give afterthought as well as forethought Criticism,. the chilu's 
own intelligent criticism, is the better part of drawing. Thus his judgment, 
strengthened by exercise, becomes something more than felicitous guess-work. 

DRAWING AROUSES AND FEEDS THE IMAGINATION. 

Do we believe that the imagination is worth cultivating? Why not? Let us save 
ourselves and our children from the unhappy fate of Peter Bell of primrose fame. 
Drawing stimulates the imaginative faculty. The child's world, that bright and 
evanescent world of his own creating, teems with imagery and symbolism. '£he 
child therefore understands and appreciates the imagery and symbolism of art. He 
enjoys the truths of form, when they are set. about with bright illustrations. If a 
cylinder were but a cylinder , and a pyramid but a pyramid, it were hard lines in
deed. Fortunately, a cylinder is more than a cylinder; it is a huge boiler, a mighty 
locomotive; it is the sewer of Paris, the towe1· of Pisa. Likewise a pyramid is more 
than a pyramid, a thing of faces and edges merely; it is now Egyptian, sunk in thA 
sands of centuries; now Gothic, rising in lofty spires from Cologne Cathredal. The 
prosaic rhombus is immortalized in church windows. A square is more than a 
square, and a circle more than a circle. In the one we behold the symbol of up
rightness, in the other the emblem of eternity. Nor does om· fancy always revel in 
the musty traditions of the middle ages. Our associations range 

H From grave to ga.y, from lively to severe., 

The circle suggests the material as well as the spiritual. H aply to the child-mind 
i~ speaks ?f Thanksgivin{? pies a~d Christmas cakes, with never a possible perspec
tive of mghtmare and ayspepsm. ·* * ·x·. 

DRAWING LEADS TO INVENTION. 

Haud in ham! with the imagination goes her practica.l sister invention. That 
children possess some power of invention, is a fact patent to all who have watched 
them in their work or thei1· play. Listen to them as they try conclusions with each 
other to see who can construct the n10st lllttl'l'e!Ous ta.le, This 11ower of in veution 
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~ay be turned into a proper a?-d profi.table cha~nel by exercises in design or ori
·gmal arrangement .. Here, a~am, the JUdgment IS put at work; for the object is to 
IIi.a.ke ne\v and pleasmg combmations of well-known units, rather than to construct 
abominations of original ugliness. In the design-feature, as in other features of 

. dr!'-wing, not the least all!-ong the good res.ults sc:mg.ht is this : A 'QOw~r of viewing 
thmgs as a whole, a cogmzance of underlymg pnnCiples, a subordmat10n of details. 
It is a great art, that of seeing the framework of affair:;. 'Who nre the best nrtists ? 
They are those who, in drawing the human form, never los~ sight of the human 
skeleton. Who are the greatest statesmen? They are those who look beyond the 
details of a government, and behold the principles. 

THE COMPREHENSIVE INFLUENCE OF THE STUDY OF DR,\ WINO. 

To sum up the leading points of mental training, the study of drawing cultivates 
the reason, the judgment, the }lower of concentration, the imagination, the inven
tion, and a certain breadth of intellectual view. Are not these the faculties that in 
the events of every-day life make a man master of the situation ? Chief among all 
is the power of reason, that power whereby man is renuered unique among all created 
things. Human ingenuity may devise machines to do the work of hands anti feet, 
of eyes and ears ; but it may not devise a thinking apparatus. It may annihilate 
·both Sllace and tima, but it cannot invent a substitute for brain. And the age ue
.mands of the individual other things besides the reasoning power. It calls not only 
for thought, but for a certain celerity of thought, a knack of emerging in case of 
an em~rgency. The inventions of the day are insta ntaneous allll electric in their 
a.pplications ; shall not the w an keep pace with his · machines? 'l'he mental train
ing affot·ded by drawing quickens the power;; in many w~\ys, and is thus of high 
importance in the development of a useful, pmctical, ever.v-day character. 
. Moreover; all this mental training has its moral effect. Far be it from me to &'\y 
that knowledge is virtue. I only assert that the two are akin. Conversely, igno
rance is not vice, but only a ne.ar relation. * * * First, since drawing is a 
.fea~ure of industrial education, and indeed the only feature a.t present fully recog
.nized by our school system, let me in passing say one word about the effect of in
dustrial education on public morals. " J ails and State prisons," said the wise old 
doctor, "are the complements of -school-houses; so many less as you have of the 
latter, s6 many more must you have of the former." Criminal statistics of t he 
present day bear witness to t his truth. * * * 

SHOOL HOUSES ARE 1\!0HE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE ECONOMICAL 'rHAN JAlLS. 

From s ttch testimony as this we gather that school-houses are not only more 
OO!!thetic than prisons, but more economical. Let us by all means save the public 
moneys. The study of drawing will help. One pencil will not batter down a peni
tentiary; but a hundred thousand pencils, with the right power behind them, will 
help to lawfully remove the cause for the penitent iary. And are dollars and cents 
all that we have at stake l Are the public money:; all that neec l to be saved? No, 
the cry goes forth. "Save the child ! " It is echoocl from the ){in-shop and the jail ; 
it is nailed at the corners of t he street. Save tho child! Save him to himself and 
to his country; save him by givincr his vacant mind something to think of ; sa1·e 
him by giving his idle hands sornetlting to do; save him for your own salvation's 
sake. 

"The child's s•>b in the silence curses deeper 
'rhau tho st1·ong snnn iu his wt·a.th ." 

Unless public education comes to the rescue, the vacuum in t he child's mind, 
vacuum always abhorretl by na.tLtre, will be let out to other parties less responsib.le 
than the teachers in the public schools. As in the tbys of . Dr. ~:Vatts, Satan still 
!!lakes his class~>,s sufficiently interesting to draw the otherwise d 1scn.~agotl . So be 
1t. We will beat him on his own ground. vVe w.ill go fart!Ier. Ou.r br:wches shall 
be useful as well as interesting. Drawing, for mstance, 1s :\ paymg mvestment; 
money in pocket an,cl pay in hand. . . . 

But I pretend not here to put in a plea for I!Hlustnal schools. I merely ~ote 111 
~assing th~ effect of industrial education on t ho mon~ls of tl~e puhhc; .antlm par
ticular, the effect of dmwi1w one of the feature;; of mclustnal ct.lucatwn, on the 
morals of t he individual. \V~ bel ieve that Christin,n moral ity is the basis of all 
teaching. We believe that, since, as we are told, IVl' can ~at and drink to the glory 
of .God, we can certainly teach to the same en1l. 'Ve behc,·c that the so~tl has the 
ch1ef claim upon out· sen ·ice. Unless subject to mental :md moral myopm, we see 
clearly all this and more. 
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SERMONS IN DRAWING BOOKS-:-THE GOSPJilL OF NEATNESS UID'PERSEVERA.NCE • . 
You ask how we can preach the gospel through the study of drawing. Look at 

this pile of public school drawing-books . . Every one of them is a book of sermons. 
Every page bristles with texts. Take up the first book that comes to hand. Ac
cording to the legend on the cover, it IS the property and handiwork of Richard 
Smithers. On the first page it is clear that Richard m eans to make his mark. He 
sets to work with a stout heart and alas a heavy hand. His zeal exceeds his discre
tion. If, 0 Richard, I might preach unto you, my text would be this: That llS
Sttredly biceps is a goodly thing, but brains also have thei1· usefulness, their signifi
cance. How is it with the next page? Better, Richard , better. But what is this 
that greets my eye from the spacl:' opposiw? Richard has fallen again. Flushed 
with his easy victory over the previous lesson, he grows reckless of consequences 
and W!!-des through graphite to a single defeat. And, shade of Giotto, he calls this 
tipsy turnip a circle! What have we here? Ah, Hichard is himself again, with 
improvem ents, that last through se,•eral pages. W ell done, Richard, but bP.ware 
of success! "Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall." What is 
this? Fallen indeed, poor Richard, lower than ever ; for ·that long horizontal was 
never made by hands, unless the hands held a ruler of excellent edge. Ah, my boy, 
"be sure your sin will find you out." And have you forgotten what is said of him 
that " loveth and maketh a lie?" But I will not judge thP.e harshly ; it may be a 
moment of sore temptation w ith thee. Who knows but that Satan, ever ready ''to 
make the worse appear the better reason ," took the form of a ruler, and whispered 
insidious words in thine ear. Hide thy ruler until thou be strong to gaze unmoved 
upon i ts charms, and ~o thy ways. Atid what means this mad phantasmagoria of 
k1tes, carrots, and cat a-cradles, whirling wildly about a discouraged-looking cuff
button for a center? Will it explode ~ No, not necessarily; it is an original de
si~. Now I think of it, Richard, thou a r t the very lad who did most stoutly main
tam unto me, in the face of public opinion, that every triangle has a vortex ; cer
tainly the triangle that includes this design has at least one vortex, if not more than 
one; in fact the arrangement impresses the beholder as being composed largely of 
vortex: And here farther on is something else I like not. Why this too evident 
soiling and moiling and rubbing and scrubbing of most inoffensive paper 1 My text 
this time is for teacher as well as scholar : A little instruction is more to be desired 
than much India 1·ubber. Thus we turn over t he pages of Richard's book, finding 
here a victory and there a 'Vaterloo; beholding our hero now at the very pinnacle 
of industry and self-control, and now plunged into the lowest depths of despair. 
And perchance, fearing that the last pages way be haunted by another of those 
phantasn1al combinations that Richard calls designs, we furtively close the book and 
put it far from us. 

WHAT A GIRL'S DRAWING BOOK SUGGESTS. 

The next in order belon"S to his sister Kate. The boy, in this case, has the 
bolder hand, but the girl Ytas the truer eye. Her lines are exquisitely neat and 
light ; in fact, far too light for the good of her eyesight. To me there is something 
pathetic in the patient struggle of such children to respond to the teacher's shib. 
boleth of " light lines." Is there not a stray text lurkmg hero-something about 
the letter that killeth and the spirit that maketh alive? Looking farthe1· on; we 
see that little Kate does uot rise and fall like her more mercurial bl'Other; she 
has indeed her battles royal with model drawing, as certain exhausted pages do 
testify, but the temptations of the straight edge are powerless with her. W e turn 
over othe~; books; some of the pages are neat and clean, others soiled, rubbed, crum
pled, torn, and even blood-stained. This last, I hasten to add, does not necessarily 
indicate assault and battery ; it sim\>ly shows that some unruly urchin has sur
reptitiously sharpened his pencil wit 1 his own jack-knife, and has received a cut 
for his pains. But what lessons of honesty, industry, obedience, patience, and pu
rity these lessons in drawing sul?gest! One can almost see the luckless Richard de
tected in the criminal a.ct of ruhng as aforesaid ; and one waits to hear whether t he 
exposure is to be followed by a stinging denunciation from the teacher, or rather 
by a strong ami not unkindly plea for honesty. 

DRAWING EXE~lPLIFIES THE WOltTH OF HONEST WORK. 

And hunesty may be taught by this study in more ways than one. Drawing of 
itself diffuses an atmosphere of truth. It calls for square dealing and full measure. 
The facts should be understood with exactness, and expressed with a mingling of 
exactness and grace. The honesty that pervades tme art is not the repulsive hon
esty of Diogenes, seeking expression in tub and lantern ; but it is none t he less real 
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·lor being attractive. Unless heredity hinders, those who breathe an atmosphere 
of honesty find it easy to be honest. · 

One of the best of the m?rallessons taught by drawing is an appreciation of the 
·beauty and economy of pnmary accuracy ; not accuracy abtained by groping and 
scrambling, but accw·acy instantaneous. 

* * * * * * * 
VALUE OF KNOWING WHEN TO STOP. 

Another point gained in connection with t he study of drawing is the knowledge 
when to stop. The art of leaving off is a great art; if it were but duly cultivated 
by our pubhQ speakers, how many sighs and yawns and curses, not loud but deep, 
might then be avoided! Something of the machine nature a tta.ches to us; having 
once begun, we seem like the Wandering J ew, impelled by some hidden power to 
continue indefinitely. A child spends fifteen minutes on a sketch . It is well enough, 
but he scorns the mediocrity of letting well enough alone, and, if left to his own 
devices, proceeds to trim, and polish, and add, and subtract, until the drawing 
grows fairly haggard~ Fortunately fot· the pupil as well as for the drawing, the 
teacher interposes, and in the process of time, that child learns for himself when to 
stop. Let us hope that the lesson may abide with him when, in after years, it is 
his turn to rise and say that although he has not come prepared to take any 
active part in the exercises, he nevertheless would like to occupy a little of our 
valuable timfl in making a few remarks. If, und~r these trying circumstances, the 
man stands the test and sits down on time, that teacher of his youth , has not lived 
in vain; he has been an economist for a future generation ; he has spent his time 
that the t ime of poste1·ity might be flli:Ved. 

THE STUDY OF DRAWING ENRICHES THE MIND AND KINDLES THE IMAGINATION. 

In one hi~h and important characteristic the study of drawing vies with history, 
reading, ana music; namely, in the powet· to !ill the mind with images at once 
pleasing and pure. There are more things in a child's fancy than are dreamed of 
m our philosophy. If these things are pure things, they are the child's chief bless
ing; if not, a curse. Since the imagination craves food, give it food of a whole
some sort. 

Art that is worthy of the name of art is pure in inspiration and suggestion. The 
best types of historic art and architecture have been types that were consecrated 
to express the relil?ion of the people. The solemn-thoughted symbolism of the 
Egyptian abides wtth us to-day. The Madonna faces that Raphael and Murillo 
sent down to us have power to charm the wise and the sim})le, the grey-beard and 
the child, the Chri&tiau and the atheist. And what has been the intellectual and 

· moral character of ' the world's great art ists? W'itness Da. Vinci, not only painter, 
but poet, astronomer, ~eologist; behold 1\~ichael Angelo, w<?nder!ul in painting and 
sculpture, a nd great m literatme, arclutecture, and engmeermg. Morally, both 
were above reproa.ch. Art has done great things for these men, even as they have 
done great things for art. When we consider t he rich inheri-tance we ha~e from 
them, we can but think of the song of the poet : 

" 'Tis only hcnxen tbnt is ~i~cn nwa.y, 
And only God can he bad for th~ asking." 

Surely every thoughtful nation should giYe its children at least S? mt~ch o! art 
education as will lea ve them not quite in utter ignorance as to thet.r bu·thnght, 
butjwill rather point them the way to a knowledge of the pure and lastmg pleasures 
of art appreciation. 

~· * * * -if * ·X· 

Yet, as art education is no lon"'er compelled a t e'Tery gate to present its 1·aison 
d'€t1•e for a passport the art edn~ator has no t emptation to laud the study of draw
i!lg beyond its merits, and no wish to present his plans in nny light but the :·d~·y 
hgl1t of the intellect. " He prefers that the stndy shall appear exactly as tt ts , 
neither more nor less. 

* ·x- .v.. * .X• ·X· * 
. Thou~h he ha.'l ta.ught (and l~a.rned) many a lesson of pa.tience, self-control, and 
mtegrity in connection ,,·ith the stud\· of dra\\' ing, he docs not, therefore, rasl.tly 
~e1:t ~hat upon drawing hang all the.la.w ami thn.pmphets. N~rr~l\mcss of spmt 
1S smculal in t he specialist . It is no paradox to sn..: that th~ specmhst should be t)1e 
broadest of men. The ve1·y fact that he has a. tieltl of Ius own shoultl show lum 
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that oth~rs, too, have their huntin~-grounds, pnrhaps more fair than his. Your 
drawing teacher believes in other books besides drawing-books, in l•ther teaching 
besides his own, in other prophets besides himself. He understands the limitations 
of his subjects, as well as its capabilities; he is o.ware that drawing, like honor, can 
not "set to a leg or an arm, or take away the grief of a wound." But he counts it 
n•) shame that drawing is not fu-st and greatest of all educational pow.ers. He finds 
his field sufficiently vast; he sees in it all the work that a life-time n1ay hope for, 
and does desire other worlds to conquer . . 

ADELINE V ALENTlNE POND. 
BOSTON, Dec. 27, 1884." 

The thoughtful paper read before the Association, by Dr. Carus in 
1885, *·is a very erudite and philosophic essay which might reaclily 
have been expanded into a volume, had its author chosen; ns he 
indicates the whole Cosmos of the Arts. The follovring annlytical 

· table of "contents" which prefaces his few pages, will serve to 
suggest t o the reader the wide realm of thougb.t and force, encom
passed by his little pamphlet. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Section 1. Definitions. 
Section 2. Etymologies of. the 'vords Art, Beautiful, etc. 

·. Section 3. Subjectivity of Taste. 

1\IONISM IN ART. 

Section 4. The Rule of Unity. 
Section G. Causality i.J;l_ Art, ~vith reference to the Incidental and the Super

natural. 
Section 6. The Work of Artis a Microcosm. 
Section 7. The Beautiful in Art and in Nature. 

:&IELIORISJII IN ART. 

Section 8. The Human in Art. 
Section 9. The Art.-; of Space and of Time. 
Section 10. The Unity of Action in a Drama. 
Section 11. The Tragedy, a representation of Meliorism. 

CONCLUSION. 

Section 12. The ultimate object of Art. 

Incidentally, in an interesting criticism on the ghostly episodes in 
Hamlet, .and in Macbeth, he sets himself in sucli oppositiOn to the 
Greatest Master of the Drama, as to reveal, at once, his own nation-
alit . · · 

When, however, he elsewhere says that "true art is always sug
gestive;" he g ives the truest test by which works claiming to he 
works of art are to be measured. His paper, at once concise nml 
comprehensive in its suggestiveness, is not easy to quote from; the 
above opening analysis and the following final passages which show 
the serious and ennobling character of the writer's Art I deals, must 

·here suffice. 
- ----- - - ----------------·-·-- ·-- - ·-

~· "The Principles of Art, from the st:indJ1oint of Monism ancl Meliorism. A 
paper read bc.>fore the Industrial Art_ Teachers Association, at t.he Boston Art Cluh 
Gallery, Tuesday, December 29, 188<>, by Dr. Paul Carus. Pnnted by vote of the 
Association. Pp. 19." 
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" CONCLUSION. 

Sect. 12. Art is no .mer~ trifling and pl3:yiug, attmctive and charming as its 
works may be. Its ObJect IS grand and senous, and it has no lesser aim than has 
science. · 

Art and science both reveal the secrete; of nature, but they adopt different methods. 
While science inquires into the various provinces of nature under the guidance of 
induction and deduction, art, intuitively grasping the itlea. of the universe and rep
resenting it in single examples, gives n. clew to the enigma of the world. With 
reJ?Rrd to this, ~he Romans called a poet vates, se.ct· or prophet. The poet is a 
pnest of humamty. And, tntly, of every real arttst and poet one must aver as 
Goethe makes Wilhelm Meister sty about Shakespeare, "It is as though he recalled 
all the secrets of life, and yet one can not define his method of solving the riddle." 

The paJ>ers read at the meeting in 1888, have not been received. 
The following is the list of officers of the Association for 1888 : 

"President, George H. Bartlett; Vice-President, Henry T. Bailey; 
Secretary and Treasurer, George E. Morris ; Executive Committee 
to fill vacancies by reason of expired terms, Miss Clara Balch and 
Mr. George E. Woodman." . 

A letter from Secretary Morris, dated December 24, 1888, encloses 
the following preliminary announcement of the next annual meeting: 

SEVENTH ANNUAL l't!EETIXG. Saturday, January 5, 1889. 

[Norinnl Art School Buildiug, coruc1· Newbul'y nn<l Exeter Streets, Bostou.) 

PROGRA~nlE. 

Morning: 
9.45, Sharp. Opening Exercises and Appointment of Committees. 

Report of the Committee on Re,·ision of the Constitution. 
10.15. The Proper Place of " Form Study" in Education. By Mr. Geo. E. 

Woodman, Teacher in Cambridge En•uing Schools. 
Discussion. 

11.15. Design and Historic Ornament. By :Mr. H. T. Bailey,, Agent of the 
State Board of Education for the Promotion of Imlustnal Dmwmg. 

Discussion. 
Afternoon: 

2.00--2.30. Reports of Committees and E lection of Officers. 
2. 30. ReJ?resentation. By 1\Ir. A. K. Cross, Teacher in Mass. Normal Art 

School. 
Discussion. . 

8.15. Parisian Art Galleries. Bv i\Iiss Adeline V . Pond, Director of Dra.wmg 
in t he Public Schools of-Newton. 

Discussion. 
A "question box " will be placed for the convenience of those who wish to have 

questions answered or discussed. . 
All teachers o~ Industrial Art are cordially invited to l.Jecome members of tlus 

Association. 
G. H. BARTLETT, 

· Presicleut. 
GEo. E. 1\Ionms. 

Sel'l'rtm·y (t1111 Treasw·e1·. ll'altltrllll. .. l!a.~s. • 

As this volume is going through the Jll'l'SS, I ~m. in.clobted to the 
courtesy of Mr. Morris, t he Secretmy of the Assocw,twn, for ~ co~y 
of t he pamphlet containing the four papers reall at the meetmg m 
January, 1889.* . 

These papers are of practi cal interest a1H~ abound .m excellent sug
gestions to those actively en<)'n,o·ed in te:tchmg drawmg. Several of 

~ b b ' ----· · - . . ·- ·------·· · ·---- - - - -- - -· . 

* "Papers read before the Indt~~t;.ial -Art TC':tchcrs' As.<>ociation at their annn~1 
meeting Saturday, Janua.ry 5, 1:;:;!1. Copies o[ this pamphl~t ma~' he hncl on apph; 
cation to Geo. E. Morris, 'Secretary. \Valtha.m .. Mass. Pncf'. (~2' ,,>osta.l note,) 4., 
cents. Boston, Mass. Printed for the As:>octu.tJOn. 1889. Pp. <JG. 
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the papers are illustrated, and the text is so. intimately related to 
these illustrations that they eannot well be separated, so that from 
these only scant quotation can be made. The first paper, however, 
:!lot being illustrated is here given entire. The autlior of this paper 
sees in the present movement for industrial training a danger lest 
the artistic development, which it was the purpose of those who 
introduced Indus.tl'lal Art Drawing into the schools to foster, shall 
be lost sight: of. It is because this warning seems so urgently needed 
at t~is time that this paper is here given in full. 

"THE PROPER PLACE OF "FORM STUDY" IN EDUCATION. 

By GEORGE E. WooDMAN. 

One might suppose from my subject that form study had no particular place in 
education, and that we had come together to discuss its mel'its, and decide on its 
appropriate place. The question has been decided, and it became a statute law, 
that drawing should be taught in our public schools; and by the passage of this act, 
drawing was placed in our public schools, side by side with reading, writing, and 
arithmetic. We must not forget that the committee having this matter in charge, 
were impressed with the importance of their work, and to make their report as com
plete aa·possible, recommended that free evening schools be established in the cities 
and towns throughout the state, that mechanicsand artisans might be instructed in 
mechanical and free hand drawing and design. 
If there is any danger of this branch of education being neglected, or the original 

design of its projectors being perverted, we must come to the rescue, and demand 
that it be restored to its proper place. 

I do not anticipate any danger however, but a careful survey of the premises is 
necessary. Why? Because one of the principal objects to be attained by the pas
sage of this law, enacted by the legislature in 1870, 1S likely to be lost sight of. 

Great stress is being laid. at the present time, on a preparatory course of indus
trial or manual training, which is calculated to fit boys for industrial work. School 
buildings have been fitted up with special care, with modern improvements an<l 
special teachers employed to teach the elementary branches of the mechanic arts; 
in other words, special schools have been instituted for instruction in carpentry, 
forging, pattern making, foundry work, and printing. 

SPECIAL NEED FOR CULTIVATING THE JESTHETIC NATURE OF AMERICAN YOUTH. 

The possibility is that drawing as now taught in our public schools may be 
affected, or wholly directed to meet the needs of those who prefer to take the 
industrial course in the training schools, and that form study in its application to 
an art industrial training may be neglected. Our l'ank as a nation is second to 
none in the development of mechanical industries. Our art industries should re
ceive an equal share of attention from our philantlll'opic citizens, and I might say, 
an equal amount of money should be expended from our school fund, for school 
buildings, with all the necessary appointments; and special teachers should be elll
ployed, to teach form study in all its applications to the art industries. It is neces
sary that art as well as mechanical construction be taught, and with equal advan-
tages to the art student. · 

I very much doubt whether the good citizens of Massachusetts would be pleased 
at the present day, to see repeated in print, language similar to the following, which 
I .take from a report of one of our commissioners to the Vienna Exposition: 
· "A walk through the American department left on the mind an unpleasnnt im
pression of meagreness of production, absence of taste and poverty of imagination. 
The whole 1·esult would have reflected no credit on a Worcester County Fair." 

It is not possible however, to return to this state or condition of things. But we 
do claim that in order to reach that eminence among nations, that the truly ambi
tious American is determined shall be attained, we must cultivate the :esthetic part 
of the natures of our young men and women, as well as encourage a desire for me
chanical construction. We should not be satisfied with a place in the line of t his 
grand procession, but push forward with all possible zeal , until we occupy the head 
of the line. It is possible that the rank I claim for" Form Study" in education mn.y 
be severely criticised. • If I succeed in pointing out its legitimate claim as one of the 
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most important studies taught in our public schools in the development of the men
tal faculties, I shall have accomplished at least a part of my work. 

I do not wish to create an alarm, neither do I wish to be looked upon as a special 
agent, ~king claims for a special study that its importance does not warrant. 1 
am inclined to believe, from what I read in the daily papers on education, that the 
subject is not fully understood, and that educators are not in harmony with each 
other. Hence more or less confusion exists, and as a branch of education it is left 
among the maybe's, as is shown by the following resolution passed at a meeting of 
the B. & S. club of Boston, several weeks ago: 

"Resolved, The members of the B. & S. club here assembled recognize the excel-
lence of the present school system of the city of Boston. · 

And particularly those features of the system which offer advantages to those who 
desire to fit themselves for professional or commercial pursuits, and here express the 
hope that the system may be further extended by which equal advantages may be 
offe1·ed to those who desire to fit themselves for other industrial occupations." 

There is a little encouragement in this resolution; but why draw the line? Are 
not the great mass of our citizens entitled to, and have they not the right to "equal 
ath·antages " .for their children, that wealthy or more fortunate parents have for 
theirs, without the doubtful ''may be" offered to those who" desire to fit them
selves for other industrial occupations ?" 

EQUAL CLAIM OF ART STUDIES. 

If we have a school system in Boston, recognized for its excellence, which in one 
of its branches, as in our Latin school, offers advantages to those who wish to be
come lawyers, doctors and ministers, have we not the right to claim that schools of 
art should be established, as a part of that public school system, where, under the 
direction of qualified teachers, students can pursue form study from nature, and 
the best selected examples of ancient and modern art, in painting, sculpture, archi
tectural dl!sign, and surface decoration? 

PUBLIC INTEREST IN INDUSTRillS, WHILE IGNORING THE ABSENCE OF THE ART ELE
MENT. 

I am aware of the fact that it is difficult to overcome the prejudices of those who 
cannot see clearly the value to our country of an art education, and who look upon 
such as a special study, and as forming no part in general education. It has Jx>en 
remarked, " It is well enough to have industrial training schools for boys, as we 
have no apprenticeship system at the present time. We can purchase works of art 
from foreign countries much cheaper than we can produce them here." How about 
the interior decorations of our public and private buildings? "Oh, we can import 
from abroad, workmen of artistic skill for that. purpose." Yes, we can, and be as 
contented with the result as we were at the findings of the committee on awards 
at the World's fair in England in 1851 when one of our inanufacturing establish
ments received a diploma for artistic furniture, manufactured in Boston from 
native wood. Who made the design? Who llid the work? A Frenchman born a~d 
ed~cated in France, and who is now there living at ease on tl~e money earned m 
tins· city. It may be that my love of country transcend~ my JUdgment, but I do 
belie"t"e in the cultivation of home talent, a.nd home productiOn. If England, France, 
~nd Germany, can afford to give to some of its citizens. the auYaJ?-tages of an art 
mdustrial trainin"' as well at; to fit others for mechamcal pursmts, why should 
America remain i;_' the background, when we boast of men with their millions, and 
a surplus in our national treasury beyond all possible needs? We are not, how
ever, discouraged. 

DANGER OF DIVERTING THE STUDY OF DRAWING FRO~l ART INDUSTRY TO lllERE 
.MECHANIC USES. 

· .Progress has been made, and public opinion is being_mouldecl il~to its pr?per shape. 
One by one our prominent manufacturers arc c.ommg to realize t.he unp<?rtance 
?f the work we have in hamL aiHl in many instances ha>e ~1e~n chantably.dis_posed 
m a substantial way, making gifts of money for the bmldm11; and eqmppmg of 
schools for industrial training. This howewr, mee ts the IJnestwn on~y l_lalf wa,r; 
and, as has been hinted in the earlier part of w y remarks, flll'lll s tudy Ill mdustnal 
drawing, as taught in our public schools, that tends to the 1levclopmentof the tastes 
for art culture, is likely to be lnst sight of, and such forms auopted as are best 
adapted to illustrate mechanical construction. In such a case we would be forced 
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to stand by as unwilling witnesses to the absorP.tion of what we consider a most 
important feature in education. · 

-It is the advancement of so important a branch of education as form study that 
should not be lost sight of. 

WE NEED ARTISTS NO LESS THAN ARTISANS, 

The future prosperity of our countl:y demands the fostering of every branch of 
education that tends to develop the powt:rs and faculties of its people. Our growth 
as a nation has been one of progress from the beginning, and selfishness should 
form no part of our national character. In the distribution of our school fund, nn 
adequate amount of money should be appropriated for the successful maintenance 
of a suitable place for form study, which should be a part of our public school sys
tem, as much so, at least, as manual training. We need sculptors, painters, carv
ers, decorators and desi~ers, as well as carpenters, blacksmiths, machinists and 
printers. In fact, there 1s an increasing demand for objects which are beautiful as 
well as useful. In our homes, artistic furniture, decoration of the ceiling in color, 
and beautiful forms in relief on the walls are much to be desired. The association 
of beautiful things is always pleasing to the cultivated mind. 

''-Ideas of beauty," says Ruskin, ''are among the noblest which can be presented 
to the human mind, invariably exalting and purifying it according to their degree." 
To produce objects of beauty and excellence, the study of correct forms in nature 
and a1t are -necessary as a foundation. 
- There is a constantly increasing demand for those that are skilled in art, as paint

ers, sculptors and interior decorators, that cannot be filled by American artists ; 
and nearly all the heads of art industrial departments in our s_tate, and through the 
United States are foreign artists. The time has arrived when we should think seri-

-ously on this subject. 
Are you willing to say that the American boy or girl is mehtally incapable of 

becoming as well qualified to fill these positions? that the average inlielligence of 
our boys and girls is below that of the boys and girls in England, France and Ger
many ? If so, I am not. From the history of the past quarter of a century, I nm 
warranted in saying that the average American boy or girl, with equal educational 
advantages, is superior to the foreign boy or girl. It has been said that "no im
provement can take place in the art of the present generation until all classes, 

.artists, manufacturers, and the public, are better educated in art, and the exisk·nce 
of general principles more fully recognized.'' 

How can this be accomplished? It can be by the introduction of free schools of 
art. "Form study" can claim an economical value in general education, nnd in 
practical life. It is a strong power in the development of moral and intellectual 
character. It benefits the body by training the eye to see and the hand to do; it 
develops the faculty of 1·eason, and the abilit;r to dist-inguish between right and 
wrong; it strengthens the powers of concentrat10n and imagination, and as a cleans
ing agent, purifies the tlJoughts, giving an inspiration of Deity. 

Can there be a grander or more noble study tbnn this, that has for its basis those 
virtues which are the distinguishing characteristics of a civilized and Christianized 
people, which wake us better men and women, by refining and strengthening our 
moral and intellectual faculties, restraining the passions and purifying the affec
tions, ·and which make us obedient to the laws of nature, truthful in our expres
sions, and faithful to our trusts?" 

The second paper is very practical and full of interesting sugges
tions. This paper is fully illustrated, text and illustrations being 
so interwoven that they cannot well be separated. Yet the subject 
is so important and so admirably presented as to coin pel the insertion 
here of such .passages as can be quoted apart from the illustrations. 

Attention is called to Mr. Bailey's incisive words about "element
ary design." When people talk gravely about the "original <le
signs" made by babies in the kindergarten, and by the younO'est 
primary school children, one wonders what meaning they attach to 
the word " design." 

It will be well for such persons, teachers of drawing or others, to 
ponder for a season on the significant words of Ruskin as quoted by 
Mr. Bailey. Cant, mindless routine, and the parrot-like reiteration 
of pet phrases, are as val.ueless in connection with this study as 
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they are in all the other relations of life. How can babies of four 
or even eight years of age, have stored the "observation and experi~ 
ence" which Ruskin declares the essential pre-requisites of design? 

On the other hand, Mr. Bailey points out how the older children 
can be RO informed as to what. is good design, and tauO'ht in each case 
to distinguish the single predominating motive which underlies the 
historic ornament of the different races and eras, so that thev may 
proceed with intelligent enthusiasm to compose desi~ns for ·them
salves in accordance with the principles by which all good desi~ns 
have been, and must ever continue to be, developed. By hke 
methods the younger children may be trained so far as their briefer 
c; experience," and more limited "observation'' permit. Whether 
mnclt of "stick layings " and " paper cuttings" which prevail are 
not worse than useless, as leading to any desirable development of 
the resthetic faculties, may well he questioned. 

HISTORIC ORNM!ENT AND DESIGN IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

BY HENRY T. BAILEY, Agen t State Board of E cl·ucaUon. 

Mr. President and Fellow Teachers:-
The subject of Industrial Drawing is so comprehensive in its limits and a teach

er's time is so thoroughly occupied, that we are at times discouraged. 
What to teach to secure certain ends, and how to t each to secure those ends with 

the least possible waste of time and force, are important questions. 
We are, I think, almost unanimously of th<! opinion that one of the ends to be 

secured in the teaching of Industrial Dmwin~ is the development of the pupils 
"~Esthetic Nature;" but just how this is to be none is yet but. partially determined. 

Some people tell us, for example, that the pupil must not only be able to repre
sent the facts of a cylindrical form, be able to represent the appearance of the form, 
an1l to develop its surface; but, that in addition to this, he must be able to discover 
in that rough block of wood, the element which shall place it in that scale of beauty 
which ascends from the cube to the Venu.s de llfilo: 

While admitting the value of the study of the rosthetic in the sphere, cube and 
cylinder as preparatory to the systematic study of Constructive Design, we ~hould 
also reme~ber that Decorative Design is of no less im,Portance, and that 111 ~he 
school as 1t now exists, we must depend largely upon ~t as a means of educat1ng 
the pupil's taste and developing originality. . . 

To secure success in teaching any subject, we must be persuaded of 1ts unpor
tance, we must have a definite" phn of attack," an\l we must keep the desired end 
in vie~.from the beginning. . . . 

I believe we all feel the importance of the stlbJect under consl(lerat10n. 'vVe all 
fet>l the importance of the resthetic elelllent in Industrial Drawing. 

Col. Clarke, speaking of this in his valuable History of Education in the Indus
trial and Fine Arts in the United Sta.tes, sn.ys, "Compelling the eye to. close and 
accurate observation it teaches it to see and liehold a new world opens before the 
hitherto heedless child who is thus endo'wed with the perception of natural beauty: 
a gift that will enrich ~nd gladden all his afte1: life. For him thc::re is e\·erywhe.re, 
no.w fi~st aparent, the exceeding and mar.;ello~s wealth of v:med ~auty wh~ch 
ab1des m the fo1·ms of external nature. The curvmg branches of the w1de spreadmg 
elmo~ the drooping willow, the delicate leaves of the upspriuging.flo~ver, the s~ft
ened hues of the sloping hillside, and the grand masses of the maJeStiC moun~'l.ms 
as they lift themselves sublimely towards the heavens, all these have .for lum a 
~ea~ing and a joy never before sugpected. He has become npprehens1 ve of the 
Slgntficance of form, and at once his eyes are openecl on a new hcn.veu ami a new 
earth." 

·After J'eading snch \VOrds as these, we say the ~sthetic,fs i.mpor.tant a~cl we n;tu~t 
te3:ch what we can of it; but when we he:tr Rnskm ttdd, Ltfc. w1t.ho1~t md,ustly ~s 
gu1lt, and industrv without ctrt is brutality,'' we feel almost hke saymg,' 'Voe IS 

me if I teach not ·desi.,.n." · · 
"Being thus fully p~rsuadetl in our own minds of the ,•alue of H1stonc Orna-

ment and Design , let us consider some Pla11. 
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Historic Ornament should be studied in connection with Design. An old Japan
·~se ~roverb says, "To know the ne:w, ·seiuch the old." The plan simply stated then 
I S this: 

HOW TO STUDY HISTORIC ORNAMENT. 

Study Nature for Materials .and Principles. Study ;Historic Ornament for their 
applications. 

There has been a great outcry of late against copying, yet we still copy drawings 
of Historic Ornament. Would it not prove ~o be more educational and of greater 
value to the pupil if instead of thoughtlessly copying these examples, he should be 

·lead to study them,.,-to analyze and compare them? 
In all style3 of ornament we find as main lines, t he horizontal, vertical, and 

oblique lines, radiating curves, balanced curves, the circh and the spiral. All 
other forms whatsoever are. combinations of these seven. The units of design are 
infinite in number, but there are" only four classes. The geometrical, the modified 
geometrical, the -yegetable and the animal. 

Now would it not be both interesting and profitable to compare the manner in 
which one nation combined these elements with the manner in which another com
bined them ?-to see if the Egyptian perceived ina certain form what the Greek saw 
in it,-to compare the Greek ideal of beauty with the Roman,-to ascertain the fa
vorite and most characteristic units of the different nations and to compare them? 

For example,-when your class is studying units, why not call their attention 
tO the importance of certain historic units? Lead them to see that the presence of 
a certain unit decides the character of an ornament. 

The presence of the Lotus stamps a design as Egyptian. The Honeysuckle orna
ment, so called, indicates Greek. The Acanthus leaf, Roman. The Lily , Byzantine. 
There is no mistaking a Saracenic unit or a Gothic unit. Let the class draw one unit 
of each style, and compare them-study their masses and lines, know their history. 

When your class are stu<;lying main lines, why not call their attention to how a 
single main line has been used in the past? Take for example the spiral. 

The Egyptian saw in the spiral only a suggestion of his beloved Nile. The 
Greek saw the perfect beauty of the volutes of the antefix and the Ionic capital. 
The Roman saw in .it the main lines for his luxuriant scroll work. The Byzan
tine and the Saracen saw enough to admire in one or two spires and embodied 
these parts in their exquisitely finished units. The artist of the Renaissance loved 
the spiral in whole and in part. R e used it in cornice and pilaster, in window and 
carpet and hanging. What do we think of the spiral, and how do we use it in our 
day? 

Besides these points of comparison indiC'.ated thet•e are others. What use has 
been made of the circle by different nations? How have their ideas of refinement 
varied ? How have they conventionalized? How do they differ in their manage
ment of stalks anclgJ.·owing points? H ave they used animal forms? A dozen other 
lines for comparative study will suggest themselves to you if you endeavor to make 

. Historic Ornament an educational factor in connection with your Design. 
In the High School why not study Historic Ornament in connection with Archi· 

tectural Drawing and Color ? 
How does climate effect the styles of architecture? What lines of construction were 

u sed by various nations? Did other nations havt'l such variety in style as we now 
have ! It requires but a few lines to suggest Egyptian A1·chitecture or Greek or 
Roman. A pure dome is Byzantine. A swollen or pointed dome is Saracenic. 
And spires and steep roofs or battlements and pointed arches and vertical Jines are 
Gothic. 
· The question is often asked, " How shall we teach harmony of color in the High 
Schools? The pupils th·e of coloring diagrams, and when they are given liberty 
to color a desig n of their own they make such work of it ;-" they have no taste for 
color." · 

Dr. Johnson once said, " Persons can no more improve their taste by reading es
says on taste than they can improve their appetite a nd digestion by studying a 
cooking book." While adq1itting the truth of the doctor's statement, I do not hesi
tate to affirm that t aste for color may be t•efined, if not by re.ading, then by obscn·· 
ing and imitating. Where shall we find better material to place before the pupils 
for their study than in Historic Ornament? Encourage them to study examples of 
historic coloring. What was the Egyptian idea of harmony? How clid it compare 
with the Greek? The Byzantine? 'l'he Saracenic? The Chinese"! The Indians "I 
Do any agt·ee with the sacred harmony of the H ebrews,:_bluf\ and purple and 
scarlet with white and gold? 

I offer these suggestions with the hope that they will lead to thought ; a nd I am 
sure thought will lead to action. 
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WHAT IS " DESIGN "? 

That we may more clearly see just what we have to do in Design, let us consider 
it by itself; keeping always in mind, however, that if for convenience we now 
separate it from Historic Ornament, the two are " one and inseparable " and should 
be so considered in our teaching. 

The root of all past evil in elementary design has been the idea that designs are 
the results of experiments in the arrangement of lines, or, to be more ~cientific, 
" fortuitous combinations" of lines. Fig. 13 . .Plate II, a fac-simile reproduction of 
a " design " marked 100 per cent. by a certam supervisor of drawing of long ex
perience in one of the large cities of this State, illustrates this kind of work. Such 
things are of no value. They are an end in themselves rather than a means for 
the training of taste and for imparting correct ideas of the principles governing good 
design. 

"Design," says Ruskin, "is not the offspring of idle fancy; it is the studied re
sult of accumulative observation and delightful habit." And again, " Without 
observation and experit:nce, no design ; without peace and pleasurableness in occu
pation, no design." 

Notice, he says, it is the result of observation and experience. (Here is where 
Historic Oma ment comes in with something worth observing.) He also says, 
·• Without peace and pleasurableness in occupation, no design." Now I think you 
will admit that as a rule a pupil making an original design under the direction 
of the ordinary teacher feels little "peace and plea.sureableness" in his occupa-
tion." * ·:t * . 

Now if his teacher had first shown him an example of good design and had then 
led him to obtain a few units, had shown him how to arrange them, had then 
proved to him that he could make a good design if he would try, he would not only 
have gone to work with a will when asked to make an original design but he would 
have commenced his work intelligently and enthusiastically with " peace and pleas-
urableness " as Ruskin says. · 

Sowe of us have found by experience that pupils can be led to enjoy their design 
when they u:~e forms instead of lines; and the result has been a flood of paper ~ut
tings anc..l tablet and stick layings. Pupils and teachers are interested, but-;-what 
more do they know about the principles of Design, and how much is the1r taste 
refined? 

What we need is a logical course in design. 
Obviously the simplest kind of design is the mere repetition of cuts or marks, as 

~ound among savage tribes of all countries. Begim;ling with this, then, and follow
lOg the de,·elopment in logical order we have a.s umts : 

I. Lines and angles. 
II. Geometric forms. 

III. 1\fodified geometric forms. 
IV. Units suggested by plant forms. 
V. Plaht forms conventionalized. 

VI. Natural forms, as shells, horns, skulls, birds, etc. 
VII. The human figure. . 
Considering this classification as a basis, a logical course fitted for pubhc school 

work would be : 

FOR PRIMARY AND GRAMMAR SCUOOLS. 

Units : Sticks and splints. 
A1-rangem.ents : Repetition. 

Fi·rst Yew·. 

Second Yem·. 

Units: Straight line geometric forms . 
.-1r1•angements: Repetition and alternation. 

Thi rd Yem·. 

Units: Straight and curved line geometric forms. 
Ana11gements: Repetition, alternation and symmetry 

Fourth Year. 

Un~ts :· Modified geometric forms. 
Prm<."tples: Order and contrast. 
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Fifth Year. 

Units : Modified forrps, combined. 
Principles: Strength, unity and variety. 

Si:cth Year. 

Units: Conventionalized leaves. 
Principles: Growth, distribution. 

Beventh Yea1·. 

Units: Conventionalized plant form. · 
Pl:incipl!!S : The foregoing principles applied in hi-symmetric design. 

Eighth Yem·. 

Units: Conventionalized plant form. . 
Principles: The principles awlied in halanced design. 

Ninth Year. 

Units : Geometl'ic, natural and conventional. 
Principles: ThosP. governing simple applied design-as painted tile, embroidery 

patterns, borders, ptints, etc. 

HIGH SCHOOL COURSE. 

A supplementary course for the High School would be as follows : 
For the first year botanical analysis; review of elementary design and applied 

design·in whieh comparatively little knowledge of construction is necessary; as in 
embroidery, china decorations, simple wood carvings, fret sawing, and other hand 
work. 

For the second year botanical analysis; methods of construction preparatory to 
applied designs for iron work, cast and wrought; printed dress goods, book-coYers, 
borders, etc. 

For the ~bird year study of plant and animal form; methods of construction pre
paratory to applied designs for relief-work for plastic material, wood, metal, etc.; 
wall paper, cretonnes, etc. 

The aim in all this work in Design should be to refine and educate the pupil's tnste 
and to teach correct principles and their apt)lications; not simply to obtain "Original 
Desi~ns." 

Wtth such a logical course as this, good educational work in Design can be done 
in every grade from the lowest Primary to the highest High ; and what is of equal 
importance, everyyupil can do the required work and so be benefitted." 

A series of illustrations show the designs made by pupils after such 
instruction. 

SIXTH YEAR SCHOOL WORK. 

"Fig .• a illustrates the work of the pupils during their sixth year of school life. 
Instead of geomett·ic forms, natural forms are used as the basis for ornamental 
work. The order to be followed in producing designs of this kind is : 

I . Thoroughly understand wh'l.t is required; the shape of the space to be orna
mented, the character of the units to be used , etc.; and select materials. 

II. Make a careful drawing of the natural leaf selected. 
III. Conventionalize it. 
IV. Cut from paper a number of the conventional forms. 
V. Arrange the forms, and dt'Citle upor. the shape and size of a central forw. 

VI. Draw in order, inclosing form, radiating lines, units, centre. 
VII. Line-in, and finish by half tinting the ground, or the units, or by coloring. 
The design may be constmcted of colored paper, or traced upon cloth and ern

broidered, or applied in any suitable way to the object it was intended to decorate. 
* '* * 

In every grade, to insure good results, the teacher must plan each lesson carefully. 
H e must know every step of the way, and be sure that the stairway· to the desired 
" landing" is perfect,--all the " risers" equal and no " treads" missing. 

· A si~ o:rder should ~e pursued iu what is usually called Applied Design. 
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TWO KINDS OF APPLIED DESIGN. 

Judging by the work usually classed under this head, there are two varieties of 
afplied design; the Theoretical and the Practical. The latter variety only is worthy 
o a place in the .vublic school course and consequently we must change the charac
ter of much of our work in this line, or else change its name, for three-fourths of 
the design now labelled ".API?lied" ~ould be applied with success to nothing but 
the waste basket. One thing 1s certam. There must be less studying about con
structed obje~ts, more. studying of. the objects themselves. So l~n~ as teacl~el'Srely 
upon the vanous systems of drawmg books and manuals for theu· mfonuatldncon
cerning practical applied design, there is no hope. These books, with few excep
tions are utterly unreliable. The drawin~s of metal work,-crestings, brackets, 
fences; registers, hinges, silver work and Jewelry; and of wood work,-brackets, 
cabinets, carved and sawed panels, etc., are incorrect or tmintelligible and the 
dt'Sigus execrable. 

We must study examples of good applied design; we must know every possi
bility of our material and every limitation imposed by the process of manufacture. 

For example, before a practical applied design for cast met.al can be produced by 
a pupil he must know something of pattern making, mould making, casting and 
the strength of the material. . 

Each metal has its appropriate treatment, each wood its suitable position. 

LOGICAl, COURSE IN APPLIED DESIGN. 

The sev<en steps in applied design are as follows: 
I. Consider well what is required and in what medium it may be best rendered. 

II; Consider the available material; its strength, texture, etc. 
III. Know the entire process of manufacture. 
IV. Plan the design,-considering size, shape, mainlines, units, etc. 
V. Sketch the main lines. 

VI. Sketch the clothing of the lines. 
V,II. Finish the design. 
But how many such designs ought a pupil to produce in a year if he has to 

know all these things?" somebody asks. 
I answer: The knowledge gained by the pupil, and the training he receives in 

producing one practical applied design, after this fashion, will be worth more to him 
anu to his teacher than ten or ten times ten of the Theo1·ctical variety. 

The practical element must go hand in hand with the resthetic. 
Drawing isn't the " fancy study" thousands of people right hei·e in Massachu~etts 

still suppose it to be. It is the one universal language. A knowledge of one p01tion 
of it raises a mechanic's pay from two dollat'S a day to five; a knowledge of another 
portion enables an artist to take a canvas worth two dollar~ and enhance its value 
to two hundred; while a knowledge of yet another portion insures a handsome 
incom,e to the designer. And yet these are not the only results, ?Wl' are they cuen 
the princilJal?'esltlts. There are others who:se value can1JOt be reckoned in dollars 
and cents. 

Let us endeavor to so teach this subject to our pupils that they will go fotth to 
their life work having eyes that ca.n see ; minds that can think ; hands that can do. 
Let us do ow· part towards so educating them that they shall finu health and wealth 
and happiness in honest toil, and see in the ordinary surround.ings. of life, in the 
crystals of the rocks, in the humble grass and modest flowers; Ill au· and sea. and 
stars, the ineffable aud inexhaustible beauties of God's Historic Ornament and 
Design. 

The paper which follows, by Mr. Cross, treats of the practical 
application of the laws of perspective. . 

REPRESENTATION. 

By ANSON K. CROSS. 

This term includes all drawings, constructive and .de<:orative works b.eing as 
fully representations as pet'Spective views, the geometn c vtews co~veym.g Jdeas of 
facts and actual dimensions, the pictorial of facts and apparent chmeJ.lSIOI!s· We 
will consider simply the r epresentation of appearances and our subJect 1s really 
'Pictorial Drawing.' . . 

The aim of such drawing undoubtedly s.hoJ,llLl be t;o. awaken m ~he mmd of the 
beholder the smue ilupt essions as to form, ~•zc and pos1t10n as the obJects thcmselvc13 
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would create when viewed from the artist's :Position. Drawin~ to be a.Ppreciated 
require certain education or qualities, but pictures and illustrat1ve drawmgs are so 
numerous that this education is unconsciously acquired, and, by the average intel
lect, photographs and pictw·es are readily understood. 

Photographs and drawings such as isometric are often very different from the 
image which would be produced upon the eye by the objects, and yet they are 
accepted without difficulty, the mind having a conception of the form and g1ving 
to the drawing the most reasonable interpretation ; so that a quite conventional or 
incorrect drawing, so far as appearances are concerned, may be almost as readily 
read and acceptP.d as one more nearly agreeing with the appearance. This does not 
affect our dee1sion as to the aim of the artist; it does however, assist him in Ius 
work which otherwise would sometimes be nearly , if not quite impossible. 

A drawing which produces uyon the eye the same image as the object must be 
one whose proportions agree w1th the appearance, the angles between the visual 
rays to the drawing being relatively the same as between the rays to the object. If 
t,he horizontal or vertical angles should be greater to the drawing than to the object, 
the drawing would be correspondingly too wide or t oo high. 

The rest of this ;paper, which fills twelve pages with five additional 
pages of illustratiOns, is technical and dependent in the examples 
given. It is a valuable practical paper for ·teachElrs. 

The very readable, interesting paper, which doses the series, 
with its fitting, sketchy illustrations, gives a graphic picture of the 
wealth of art stored UJ) by the successive Governments of France, 
for the enjoyment and art culture of all the people. It is little 
wonder that, after centuries of such unconscious training, the 
French artists and artisans lead the world. 

IN PARIS GALLERIES. 

By Miss A. V. POND. 

" * * * . One of the merits that the casual unobserver least expects to find 
in French character is thoroughness. Yet in all things of art and art-education, 
French thoroughness,-shall I say it?-puts to the blush our sometimes superficial 
New World culture. A keen artistic conscience keeps these people alive to the truth 
that what is worth doing in art, is worth doing well; the pity of it is, this same gift 
does not help them to determine whether after all, the thing be really worth doing. 
But it is not for me to here discuss the moral of it. Earnestness of 1·esearch can no 
farther go than in the work of the modern Fr. nch school. Masters like Gerome 
and Meissonnier, in painting, and Dubois and Fremiet, in sculpture, unconsciously 
teach a gt·eat moral lesson to the younger men who look to them for counsc.>l,- tho 
lesson of ' the nobility of labor.' The master is a het·o to his student, and the lesson 
is not lost. One student can speak no greater scorn of another's work than to say 
of it, ' I t is not serious.' 

WHAT FRANCE DOES FOR THE ART EDUCATION OF THE PEOPLE. 

In the systematic hospitalities of the State toward art, there is the same serious
ness of purpose. France gives her children a free education in elementary art. and 
combines example with precept by setting up good art in the market·place. She 
searches each Salon for excellent work, whether of struggling genius or of n1aturer 
merit. She opens the doors of het· Ecole des Beaux Arts to over a thousand pupils 
in painting, sculpture, architecture, engraving, and gem-cutting, and at her own 
expense provides four years' study in Rome to those pupils who have attained the 
highest honors in their resJ.lective departments. But it is in het· museums t hat she 
makes her most profitable mvestments ; for here, as long as Paris continues an art 
cenb·e, all the world may share the dividends. 

THE MUSEUMS OF PARIS. 

The name of Paris museums is legion. There is the LouvJ:e, with its treasures of 
ancient, yet living art, and the Luxembourg, with its bright page of modern mas· 
terpieces, whereof some must surely die. Under the shadow of the Sorl>onne is the 
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quaint old Cluny, with ita message for the artisan; in face of the Tower Eiffel is 
the fair new Trocadero, with many- a lesson for the architect; and in the heart of 
the c~ty stands the Ecole des .Beaux Arts, with ?asts and copies that speak alike 
to pamter, sculptm:, and architect. Then there lS the Carnavalet, a Revolutionary 
musew.~ lately described _by Theodore Chi~d in an interesting magazine article. 
There 1s a museum of Artillery at the Invahdes, a museum of Medals at the Biblio
tbeque; a museum of De.corative Arts in the .Palaise l'Industrie. a museum of Nat
ural H1story at the Jardm des Plantes. In thlS host of museums, the three of chief 
charm in an artist's eyes are the Louvre, the Luxembourg, the Cluny, etc. * * * 

Of the whole magnificent outer fabric studded with gems of sculpture of 
different periods, perhaps the most beautiful parts are those of earliest and those 
of latest date. Nineteenth century runs Renaissance hard. If you do not like · 
Ca.rpeaux's Flora Pavilion, you must content yourself with Jean Gougon's FaQade. 
It is impossible with one blow of the eye to form any idea of the extent of the 
pile. Figure to yourselves, you who have top-views at your tongue's ends, figure 
to yourselves the birds-eye view of a Colossus, stretching out his huge arms west
ward along the Seine. That Colossus is the Louvre. Forty-eight acres are in his 
compass. Within his mighty ribs, the most ancient part of his am .. tomy, are 
antiquities of all nations, sculptures of all ages, drawings of many mwers, piled 
story on story; here also is the LaCaze collection of French and Dutch paintings, 
kept, by a clause in the donor's will, separate from the other pictures in the Louvre. 
Along our giant's left arm lies the famous grand galtet·y, a Sabbath day's journey 
in length, and over-flowing with all the light, life, mystery, parable, parade, prayer 
and anecdote brought thitf1er by the Italian, Spanish, German, Flemish and Dutch 
masters. In the left biceps are the French masters, from Poussiu to Rousseau, 
from Claude to Corot. In the shoulder is the galle1·y of Apollo, hung with tapestry 
portraits of celebrities, and rich in all manner of spoil; and here, too, is the won
derful Salon Carre, containing tke most precious jewels of the collection. The rest 
of the huge anatomy i~ given over to government purposes. 

In former days, our Colossus held in his grasp a magnificent toy, the palace of 
Tuileries, built, a.s its name tells, over a tile-kiln. The royal puppets t hat moved 
therein must have skipped rather nervously on divers occasions, when in the 
course of human events Destiny pulled an unexpected wire. In fact, the lower 
orders never loved this palace; and when at last in '71, they expressed themselves 
with petroleum and a match, the Tuileries, which had risen out of clay, fell back 
into ashes; and thus fades the glory of the wol'ld. At this time the giant was 
badly singed a.s to his mem'Qers; and, what is worse, grave internal injuries were 
feared. But fortunately the ups and downs of French history has taught the gov
ernment several useful tricks in the way of filling up windows with sand, and of 
storing works of art in blind cellars; and the Louvre escaped with a loss of 90,000 
volumes from the Imperial Library. * * * Parisian youth begins its gallery 
going ear.ly; children under five and even babies in arms are brought into the 
museums, quite as much, I do hold, for their own infant edification as for the 
furtherance of their nurses' flirtations with the ever-present military. I don't 
know whether there· are good text books on drawing in public schools. I only 
know that in Paris, a child cannot walk two blocks without getting a drawing 
lesson, and when he plays his hardest in the Luxembourg or the Champs Elysees, 
those ~radis~s of statuary and babies, he is more at school than _ever. . 

And m Pans not only the children, but the poor and lowly go mto the gallenes. 
For me,-1 rejoice to hear the wooden shoe on the marble floor; I am glad that the 
pride of princes has been turned to the profit of the people. * * * 

THE CLUNY MUSEUM. 

In Paris, a.s in other places, extremes meet. Near the newest museuni stands 
the oldest monument. A walk of less than fifteen minutes bridges for us more 
than fifteen centuries, and carries us from the Luxembourg, finished yesterday 
to the Cluny, built over the ruins of a Roman palace, one hall of which still stand~. 
The Cluny takes i.ts name from its founders, the abbots of the order of Cluny. It 1s 
late Gothic, early Renaissance, and perhaps a little Gallo-Roman also. Owned by 
ecclesiastics, it was often loaned to kings; here the widow of Louis XII mourned, 
here the daughter of Francis I. was married. For centuries the good abbots kept 
t~eir property, but at last the Revolution transferred it to the State, and the State 
disposed of. it to private inclivi<luals. . . 

In 1831, 1t came into the hands of Du Sommeranl, the learned ant1quana':l· and 
was used as his private museum. It was Du Sommeraru's dream to keep Ius col
lection in his own country; and ·his heirs aJter him, with ·~ magnanimity little 
common, refused the more brilliant offers of English connOisseurs, aml sold to 
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France the · Cluny and the Cluny collections. Very quaint and charming is the 
present personality of the old pile ; neither the touch of time nor the hand of the 
restorer has robbed it of the mellow lights of its Gothic string courses, or the pleas
ing unexpected darks of its carved archways. The garden of Roman conquerors 
and French queens is now studded with fragmentary sculpture; and hither of a 
Sunday come the pale faced children of the quarter, to inspect these monuments, 
and to play exciting games of cache-cache about them. As for the museum, was · 
ever collection so varied as this? As the traveller roves from room to room, noting 
here an array of shoes of all nations, and there a row of wax medallions, glancing 
now at the royal bed of King Francis, now at the Golden Rose of Bdle, he smiles 
in irresistible remembrance of the different topics of conversation proposed by the 
classic walrus: · 

-"The time is come," the walrus said, " to talk of many things," 
Of shoos, and ships, and sealing-wax, of cabbages, and kings," 

Ancl the objects are as valuable as they are varied. Over and above its money 
value, each of the 10,000 articles bas to some thoughtful student the untold value of 
its fitness to his purpose. If he wishes· to paint Palissy in his workshop, or Louis 
XIV. des~ending from his carriage of state, he may find in the Cluny the veritable 
vessels, the veritable equipage. Half the. secret of French thoroughness lies in 
French opportunity . . 

VALUE OF THE CLUNY MUSEUM TO FRENCH ARTISANS, 

To the artisan even more than to the artist the Cluny is an opportunity. All 
handicrafts are here represented, particularly the handicrafts of those Middle Ages 
that saw · 

-"the !lowers of poeSy bloom 
In the forge's dust and cinders, in the tissues of the loom." 

Here are Venetian embroideries and tapestries of Arras ; wood carvings from 
chateaux and sculptured ivory from cathedrals ; instruments of music and of precis
sian, utensils for the toilet and the table, and a multitude of objects in chased cop-
per and hammered silver, wrought iron and beaten gold. . 

The Cluny thus forms a fitting complement to the Louvre and the Luxembourg. 
In aim it differs widely from both ; hence in results no contrasts and no comparisons 
are to be suggested. Not that these museums tell aU that may be told of French 
or even of Parisian museums. Circulation as well as centralization lies in the J?Olicy 
of France's Ministry of Public Instruction and Fine Arts. The great expendttures 
are justified by the great results. France has learned fot· herself that there is a . 
daily usefulness in beauty as well as a daily beauty in usefulness, and thut there 
remains for the alabaster box a higher destiny than the one suggested by the short 
sighted disciples : "It might have been sold for more than three hundred pence." 

The list of the papers read before the annual meetings, as shown 
in the programmes here reprinted, as well as the extracts here given 
from several of these interesting and suggestive papers, sufficiently 
establish the claim of this association to be the legitimate successor 
and heritor of that earlier society whose members, under the wise 
guid.ai1ce of their president, the late lamented Charles C. Perkins, 
prepared and _publ~shed the notable volume of "A~tifex Papers ;" 

. already descnbed m Chapter IV, of Part I, of th1s Report. The 
character and variety of the several papers prepared by the members 
of these two associations of the Industrial Art Drawing Teachers of 
Massachusetts, furnish convincing proof of the liberalizing natme 
of the new study. They are, in t.hemselves, a strong plea for the 
encouragement, development and dissemination, of this kind of 
"Manual Training;" which, unfortuately, in the later movement for 
mere industrial drawing and mechanical work, seems in danger of 
neglect. 



VI. 

INDUSTRIAL ART EDUCATION BEFORE THE NATIONAL EDU
CATIONAL ASSOCIATION 1887 AND 1888. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ART DEPARTMENT OF THE NATIONAL EDU· 

CATIONAL ASSOCIATION DURING THE ANNUAL MEETINGS HELD IN 
CHICAGO, JULY 1887, AND IN SAN FRANCISCO, JULY 1888-PA

PERS ON DRAWING, AND CONCISE REPORTS OF INDUSTRIAL ART 

EXHIBITIONS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The following extracts, showing the general PI'Oceedings of the Art 
Department at the two annual meetings of the National Educational 
Association, are taken from the admirable volumes containing the 
reports in full of these most interesting yearly meetings of Amer
ican educators, which have already been so freely drawn upon in 
Appendix " L " of this volume, for ·the accounts of the Industrial 
Education movement, and of the effor ts to promote the introduction 
of Public Manual Training Schools, as a part of the Public School 
.system of the several States of this Union. . 

These brief extracts will serve to show the direction of the efforts 
of those educators who are seeking to promote the development of the 

. art faculties of the American school children; and who, it is t o be 
~oped, may, by their continued efforts, effect something in restrain
mg the present tendency to eliminate, not only the word, but the idea 
of " art," from the province of Indus trial Education. . 

As the contents of the body of this volume, and as esrecially the 
papers, aud discussions, contained in the several appendices, show 
only too clearly; there is, at the present time, a powerful set of the 
tide among educators, and consequently among the people, drawing 
all educative forces away from the ideals of true art; and towards 
the barren_shores of inartistic industry. 

The triumphs of the American Edison, and the admitted fecundity 
and superiority of American inventors in the line of machinery and 
of contrivances, and engines for the application of the forces of na
ture to the service of industrious man, in connection with the piti
a.bl~ inferiority of the products of artis.tic in~ustry tak~~ as a _whole, 
wh1eh have been displayed by Amencans m compet1t1on with the 
~orld's showing of art products, would seem to suggest that it is not 
m the direction of mechanical invention, or of applied science to 
~ndustries, that the American youth stand 1nost in need of special 
Instruction 1 

The sporadic instances in which American silversmiths and t;~on 
occasional manufacture of artistic articles have won deserved dis
tinction in world competitive exhibitions n.re as gratifying as ~hey 
ltt'e l~nusu~l, The not~ble success of some of the young Amerwan 
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art student~ in Europe is full of encouragement. These individual 
instances are enough to give good grounds of belief that if suitable 
elementary art instruction prevailed throughout the public schools, 
the general average of art knowledge and art production would 
surely in time be raised. 

There has been some apprehension lest the drawing teachers them· 
selves, should be turned aside from their high ideals of art and artis
tic harmonies, to giving undue importance to mere mechanical and 
"constructive" drawing. -

The extracts from the papers and reports which follow will serve 
to indicate their present tendencies. . 

The papers commence naturally with the authorized report of the 
action of the Art Department at the Chicago meeting. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ART DEPARTMEN'r. 

MADISON STREET THEATER, CHICAGO, July 13, 1887: 
The meeting was called to order at S o'clock p. m ., by the president of the depart

·ment, Mr. WalterS. Perry of Massachusetts, who delivered the annual address. 
The Secretary, Mrs. L. F. Pickins, being absent, on motion of L. L. Thompson, 

of Indiana, Mr. Frank Aborn, of Ohio, was chosen secretary pro tem. 
In the absence of Mrs. Elizabeth F. Dimock, of Illinois, a paper pre.J?ared by her 

on" Drawing in Grammar and Primarv Schools," was read by the ass1stant super
intendent, Mrs .. Ella F . Young, of Chicago, Ill. 

An interestin~ exercise was next given in clay modelling by Miss J ennie 1\Iac
Whorter, of Chic~o. 

Miss Sullivan bern~ absent, an illustrative blackboard exercise was given to a class 
of ten children by Miss Holmes, of Chicago. 

Miss A. E. Hill, of Minnesota, and Mr. WalterS. Goodnough, of Ohio, then read 
papers on'' Drawing in Ungraded or Village Schools." 

President Perry appointed the following committee on nominations :-Wm. M. 
Mason, of Pennsylvania, Henry T. Bagley, of Massachusetts, Harriet Magee, of 
Wisconsin .. 

Adjourned. 
FRANK ABORN. 

Sec1·etary pro tem. 

The second.meeting of the Art Department was called to order at S o'clock p. m. , 
by the president. 

In the absence of the secretary, Mr. E. C. Colby, of Rochester, N.Y., was chosen 
secretary pro tem. 

The committee on nominations presented the following report :- . 
President-Gao. H. Bartlett, Principal of the Massachusetts Normal Art School, 

Boston, Mass. 
Vice-President- Miss JoS!lphine C. Locke, of St. Louis public schools. 
Secretary-Prof. Eben, Rose, MechaniC!!' Institute, Rochester, N. Y. 
On motion, the secretary was empowered to cast one ballot for the officers, and 

they were declared elected. 
Mr. Caleb N. Harrison, of Milwaukee, Wis. , read a paper on "Drawing in High 

Schools." 
The President of the Department read a paper on the same subject. 
These papers were then discussed by Wm A. Mason, of Pennsylvania, and W. S. 

Goodnough, of Ohio. 
A paper was read by Mrs M. Louis Field, of the Framingham Normal School, 

Massachusetts, with sheets showing wo1·k in several grades. 
A paper upon the same subject was presented by Miss Harriet C. Magee, of Osh-

kosh, Wis. · 
RESOLUTIONS ON THE DEATH OF WALTER SMITH. 

Mr. Geo. H. Bartlett, of Boston , Mass. ~ offered the following resolutions and 
moved their adoption:- · 

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God to remove by death Prof. Walter Smith, 
to whom is due the honor of being the pioneer in American art education, and of 
giving a lasting impetus in the direction of a rational system of im\~s~ria,l art; and, 
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Whe1·eas, The present is the first m~ting of the National Educational Association 
since his decease, be it 

Resolved, That the Department of Art )':ducation now assembled hereby express 
its appreciative recognition of the great value of Jill; work in this co~try and of ita 
mouluing influence in the American public schools. . ' . 

Resolved, That this Department tender ita sincere and heartfelt sympathy to his 
family in their great loss, and . 

Resolved, That the secretary of this department be instructed to forward a copy 
of these resolutions to the wife and family of the deceased. 

The motion was seconded by Dr. A. A. Miner, of Boston, Prof. L. S. Thompson, 
of Iowa, and Chaa. H. Ames, of Boston. 

The resolutions were unanimously adopted. 
Miss Josephine C. Locke presented a report on" Drawing in Normal Schools." 

RESOLUTION APPROVING "THE REPORT ON ART EDUCATION." 

Mr. Walter S. Goodnough, of Columbus, Ohio, called the attention of the Art 
Department to the recent publication of the Report on Art Education, and to the 
volumes to follow, and offered the following resolution: 

Resolved, 1st, That it is the opinion of the Art Departq~.ent of the National Edu
cational A890Ciation, in session at Chicago, that the Report on" Art and Industry: 
American Education in Fine and Industrial Art," prepared by Col I. Edwards 
Clarke, iBSUed by the Bureau of Education, is a document of the greatest value to 
all interested in this subject, and is one of the most important public documents, 
being an encyclopedia of information on all that had been accomplished up to the 
date of its issue, and containing valuable papers on the econoDllc, resthetic, and 
educational value of the subject. 

2d. That it is the Ul\animous voice of this Department that Volume I , now out, 
which has already received world-wide attention, should receive the widest possible 
circulation, and should be in the hands of every public educator in the land. 

3d. That the volumes to follow should be given to the public at the earliest possi
ble date. 

The resolution was seconded by Mr. W. F. Mason, of Philadelphia, and others, and 
unanimously adopted. 

RESOLUTION REQUESTING SUPERINTENDENT MAC ALISTER TO PREPARE A PAPER ON 
DRAWING. 

The follQwing was also offered by Mr. Goodnough:-
Althou~h drawing is growing in favor, it is not yet held in such esteem as we 

could desl.l'e. Mr. James McAlister, of Philadelphia, is well known for his early 
interest in this study and his intelligent advocacy of it. Therefore, be it 

Resolved, That Mr. James McAlister, of Philadelphia, be requested to prepare for 
general publication a paper on the Study of Drawing in Public Schools, and that a 
committee'be appointed to confer with him and attend to the publication of the 
paper. 

The resolution was adopted, and Miss Josephine C. Locke, of St. Louis, appointed 
such committee. • · 

The Department then adjourned. 
E. C. COLBY, 

See1·eta1·y pro tem. 

PAPERS READ BEFORE THE ART DEPARTMENT AT CHICAGO, 

The papers which are announced in this brief summary of pro
ceedings follow; they fill some fifty ;pages of the volume, ~:r:d are 
well worthy of rublication. Want of space. prevents the g1v~ng of 
extracts from al of them here at length, which would otherwise. be 
most desirable. A very suggestive and practical paper on Drawmg 
in ungraded schools, etc., by Professor W. S. Goodnougl~, of Ooh~m
bus, Ohio, will be found of value to persons intereste~ m securmg 
~he benefits of a training in drawing to country ch1ldren. How 
Important it-is that they should be reached may be seen. from Mr. 
Goodnough's opening statement that "more than two-thuds of the 
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school children of the United States.are in ungraded schools." He 
urges the desirableness of " form study and drawing," from the 
educational, the resthetic, and the•industrial standpoint. 

He recites the peculiar difficulties which retard the introduction 
of the study in tlie country schools arising from general lack of in
formation concerning the new study on the 'part of the people, and 
especi~lly on the part·-of the teachers; the aosence of proper publi
cations for use in ungraded schools, and especially the Wlde range 
in age and in acquirement of the twenty to sixty pupils grouped 
under a single teacher, the age varying from six to twenty years, 
and the acquirements from ignorance of the alphabet to a knowledge 
of Algebra! He concludes that County Institutes afford the princi
pal means of· reaching these two hundred thousand teacliers of 
country schools, and closes his valuable paper with the following 
programme of an Institute Course: 

. . 
- INSTITUTE CoURSE ARRANGED BY PROFESSOR W. S. GoODNOUGH. 

In an institute of five days, .two lessons a day of one hour each, I woUld divide 
my time as follows: 

1. Preliminary remarks on the character and valuA of the study; elementary 
. ideas of forms developed by handling objects and forming them of clay; use, 
preparation, and care of clay. _ _ 

2. Handling of pencil. Practice in vario.us positions for drawing different kinds 
of lines, straight and curved ; sketching, brightening, erasing. 

3. Methods of giving lessons from objects, blackboard; copy, dictation, design
ing; arranging sticks and tablets; cutting, analysis ol form. 

4. Construction: top, front, and end views; sections, dimensions; geometrical 
solids used. Freehana. 

5.· Construction: working drawings to scale; geometrical or common objects used. 
Rule and compass. · 

6. Representation: measuring in space. Drawing objects of two dimensions. 
Elementary pl'i.nciples. The circle, cylinder, cone. 

7. Representation: principles governing straight-lined objects. Cube, rectangu
lar prism, triangular prism, py:amid. 

8. Decoration: elementary 1deas and principles. Simple variations. Abstract 
lines and forms used. 

9. Decoration: conventionalism. Natural foliage as material. Modes of arrange
ment. 

10. Resume: Outline the work for each grade, village, and city school. Charac
ter of resultB; care of material. 
If I expected to return to the institute of a given county two or three years in 

succession, I would not try to cover all of the above ground the first year, but do 
less more thoroughly. I believe it is our duty to look after 'the great mass of 
children in country and village, and lead the authorities in our respective States to 
see that here is a means of reaching them, as effective, perhaps, as any: that can be 
named, if the care is taken to engage the services only of those qualified for this 
special work. 

· A concise paper on ''Drawing in High Schools" was read by Pro
fessor W. S. Perry, of Worcester,_ Massachusetts, the President of 
the Art Department, from which the following brief extracts are 
taken: 

* * * . I would, first of all, emphasize, if possible, what I said in my open· 
ing remarks, Wednesday afternoon. Drawing is becoming more fully recognized 
as a factor in educational work. Not alone for its own individual importance is it 
taught, but that through itB acquisition other studies may be more fully and prac· 
tically taught. Perha~s this last sentence may not be fully understood, but I mean 
just this: When a pupil· produces a piece of work through a great amount of labor, 
which work is simply a copy of some lithographic print or some very poor original, 
and it is done that the pupil may possess a so-called picture when finished, such 
-work, I say, is not educational. It has no place in the public scho6ls or anyeduca· 
tional institution, or if it has a place at present it is sure not to have one in the near 
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future. It _is about time to stop_ deceiving the pup~ into the idea that they are 
really learnmg to draw when dowg such work. It 1s time for honest educational 
work. 

'' What a vast stride has been since the exhibition at Madison ! " has been re
marke4 o.n every hand. The improvement in drawing in general has been great. 
A large part o~ th~ space ~upied by superficial copy work in wretched drawing, 
shown at Madison m 1884, IS to-day covered by far better work. Too much how
ever, rema;ins; but it is certain that the general school teacher and superin~ndent 
are becorwng educated through these exhibitions, and it is only a question of time, 
and that short, I hope, when we may see drawing placed on its proper basis, with 
its course of study clear, educational, and comprehensive in its development. 

I mak;e myi!elf emphatic, perhaps, but I would that I might speak with even more 
emphasis. 

I have rece11tly visited art, public, and varioua industrial schools during an ex
tended tour in a great many of the different States, and there is no question but 
that the school officers are gradually waking up to the realization of the subject, 
and are learning what should be taught. Certain it is that we are not teaching 
drawing, nor are we teaching art, when the pupil is taught to simply make a 
wretched copy without any knowledge of the underlying principles. As much 
sense is there in it as there would be in copying Greek text in order to make perfect 
Greek letters without knowing anything of the translation, or the poetry back of 
the translation. 

There are a few things needed in order to teach drawing in the high school. 
First of all, a drawing-room; second, models. 

* * * * * * * 
There may have come to your mind the thought that too much stress in this paper 

has been laid upon the way of doing the work. But I have otherwise covered the 
subject once, and I know it is often said that all we are to do is to teach the pupils 
to see and never mind the method of gaining the result. But many a pupil is hin
dered from giving exrression to what lle has seen because he has not discovered an 
economical method o expression. He works and works on a drawing, all the time 
malcing it look worse, and realizing it; but, not knowing the reason, he becomes 
dissatisfied and discouraged. 

Last year I had the best work from the first year classes I have ever bad. Every 
morning of drawing the pupils were given a short class exercise of a very few min
utes on the use of materials, how to look at their objects, and how to correct their 
drawings: and for six months scarcely any individual work was done. As I have 
said, the work was tlie best I have ever had, and yet, fully twenty-five to thirty 
pupils were in the room every three-quarters of an hour in the beginners' class 
alone, besides pupils studying mechanical drawing, and light and shade, and color, 
to the number of twenty-five to forty more. 

The time is short, and I make my paper brief, preferring that others to follow 
shall take the greater part of the time, or that it may be given to discussion. 

A very practical paper on Drawing in Normal Schools was read 
by Harriet Cecil Magee, State Normal School, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 

The report by Miss Locke on ''Drawing in Normal Schools" fills 
some five pages, recites the sending a circular letter with questions 
to _principals of Normal Schools and their replies. 

The subject as to Normal Schools is summed up as follows: 

DRA4VING IN NomuL ScHOOLs. 

Looking back to three years ago, when the first circular for similar infor!llati<?n 
was issued by this department your committee can see much growth especially m 
~ys~matic teaching anti a mo~·e general recognition o~ common priJ;ciples .. There 
IS still, however, much aimless work since only a certam amount of mstruct10n c:an 
be covered in a course of three hours per week, for two yeat·.s. A cayefu~ selectiOn 
of work becomes necessary, those fundamentals being retamed which lm~ them
selves to instruction in the other branches, and which also possess a n educa~tve and 
d!sciplinary value. Thus the principles of free-hand pe~-spective are es~entlal to all 
PICtorial and illustrative work, while for developing the JUdgment and nght thought 
concerning appearance in space, t hey are equally usefu~. . . . 

Your committee believe that adherence to pedagog•cal prmCiples shoulU prove 
as true in drawing as in number or geography; " the concrete before t.he abstr~ct;" 
"the simple before the complex;" "wholes before. details," are ~elf-evl{lent ax10ms. 
Because the mind of man is identical with the nnud of the umverse, there should 
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be organic growth in the instruction, the stages of which ought to conform to the 
same gen~r~ 11!-ws as in other stndies, and which are commonly received as 1, nur
ture; 2, d1sc1plme; 3, culture. 
-Nurture-the nourishing of thought and the stimulating to self-activity, belongs 

in the primary grades. · 
Dismpline-leading to self-control and freedom, should be the out-growth of in

struction in the grammar grades. 
Culture-whose end is participation in the thou~ht.c; o£ others, and enjoyment for 

its own sake, must be the final outcome of art traming in college and university. 
The measure of the instruction in normal schools must be determined by the pos- · 

sibilities of the graded school. Continually are children found to RSSimilate instruc
tion and develop ahead of the teacher. Educate the teacher! Educate the teacher! 
is the need of the hour. 

No serious-minded person believes for a minute that the present staius of draw
ing in education is the highest it is to take; rather is it in a pioneer condition, pos
sessing certain permanent features, but burdened with many excrescences which 
the future will assuredly eliminate. Hence normal-school teaching must be of an 
elastic character, self-culture subordinating itself to professional preparation, which, 
in its turn will conform to the growth and progress of the graded school-a by no 
means fixed quantity. 

As the tendency of modern methods is to relate closer the several studies, each 
finding in the other its complement, your committee look for an increase of intelli
gence and an economy in t1me, that shall make it possible to pursue certain direc
tions farther. The human family is in a perpetually shifting condition. Our edu
cation needs to be of a character not only to impart present wisdom but to lift us 
higher than it finds us. Your committee hope to see the term " teaching drawing" 
merged into the larger meaning of "art education," to secure which they would 
recommend the following: 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

1. That students entering the normal school be required to show some previous 
preparation. 

2. That the course of study shall conform to the needs of the district graded 
school. 

3. That this subject shall be recognized both as an end and a meaus. As a means, 
it is to be used in making any information more intelligible through illustration; as 
an end, it is to be studied for the culture and resthetic value to be derived from it. 
· 4. That the time allotted shall extend uniformly through the entire course, and 
be not less than three hours per week. 

5. That long periods of eighty minutes, for the conduct of exercises, be recom-
mended in preference to short ones. of forty minutes each. .. 

6. That this committee endorse most heartily the course of study adopted at Madi-
son, and urge its adoption by all normal schools. · 

7. That schools be encouraged' to the establishment of properly fitted up I'ooms 
and to the collecting of suitable material for teaching." 

The report then proceeds to consider High Schools and says : " The condition of 
drawing in these schools is not satisfactory; in only a few is it receiving a moderate 
degree of recognition, a fact largely due to the slowness of our educators to recognize 
it as an element of a liberal education ; ignorance and Jack of force in teachers 
employed has also much to do with it. ·People still persist in 1·egarding art instruc
tion as a specialty, whose end is in itself, rather than a study whose disciplinary, 
intellectual, and resthetic value bring!l it in the closestounion with all that is human. 
The morals, thought, and art of a people are a unity and not a diversity. 

* * * * * * * 
In view of these considerations your committee would recommend : 
1. That wherever practicable, more time be devoted to this study ; three hours 

per week seems reasonable. · 
2. That exercises be increased in length, by combining two of the present forty

five minute recitations. 
3. That specially fitted up rooms be provided by school boards. 
4. That art instruction be made obligatory upon all students as an element of a 

liberal education. 
5. That the theory and history of art shall not be separated from the practise, 

but that they shall be taught connectedly, the practise preceding the theory. 
6. The union of the constructive eleJDent with the graphic. Knowledge of mate

rial and structure to accompany line li!-nd surface delineation. 
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. 7. That the-regular ~structo~s require from students illustrations in the form of 
sket?hes of work donem the sCiences, mathematics; zoology, physiology the study 
of history, etc. . ' 

8. The employment of only competent and educated instructors 
So shall r!)Cognition of art in high schools have a two-fold vaiue: 1, As supple

mentary_to the general schoo.l work, as a ~eans of clearer realization of knowledge; 
2, L~rmng to create and enJOY the beaut1tul for its own sake. 

(S1gned,j 
. ' JOHN HANCOCK:, 

JOHN :M:. ORDWAY, 
JOSEPHINE C. LoCKE." 

PROCEEDINGS AND ADDRESSES AT THE DEPARTMENT OF ART EDU
CATION AT THE SAN FRANCISCO MEETING. 

DEPARTMENT OF ART EDUCATION. 

SECRETARY'S MINUTES. 

First Session. 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, July 18. 1Be6. 
The Department of Art Education was called to order by the President, G. H. 

Bartlett, of Boston. 
l'he Secretary of the Department oeing absent, on motion of Miss Locke, of St. 

Louis, T. J. Richardson, of Mineapolis, was selected to act as secretar;v during the 
session. The proceedings were opened by the President, who delivered the annual 
address. 

The next event on the programme was a paper by L. S. Thompson, of Lafayette, 
Indiana: "Is the Educational Value of the Construction of Objects in the Public 
Schools Over-estimated?" 

The discussion of the paper was participated in by Miss Locke, who depre
cated the tendency to make the study of objects an independent craze ; by Mr. 
Bailey, who asked whether Mr. Thompson considered modeling in clay of educa
tional value enough to warrant its intt·oduction into all the grades; and by Mr. 
Ames, who would limit making strictly to drawing. 

The following comti1ittees were then appointed by the Chair: 
Committee on Nominations-L. S. Thompson, Lafayette, Ind.; M. H. Bancroft, 

Pennsylvania; and P . A. Garrett, California. 
The President, afte1· a few remarks, appointed as a committee of specialists, to 

report on the merits of each and every exhibit of the art department at the Pavilion, 
Albert H. Munsell and H. T. Bailey, of Massachusetts: Theo. J. Richardson, of Min· 
nesota; and W . G. Raymond, J . J.McQn.y, and Miss H. F. English, of California. 

The next paper was by Henry T. Bailey, of Massachu~etts, on " Historic Orna
ment and Design in Our Public Schools." The paper was illustrated by blackboard 
sketches and prepared charts. 

After a short discussion, in which the paper was generally couuuended, themE>et
ing adjourned until Friday afternoon at half-past two o'clock. 

Second Session. 
JULY 20, 1888. 

At 2.30 the meeting came to ordet·, with President Bartlett in the chair. The 
Secretary's minutes were read and approved. 

The Committee on Nominations reported the following list : 
President-Langdon S. Thompson, Lafayette, Indiana. 
Vice-President-Theodore J. Richanlsou, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Secretary-Miss M. Louise .F.'ield, Boston, Massachusetts. 
The nominees were elected by acclamation. 
The Committee on Art Exhibits then p1·esented its report. . : 
The President, G. H . Bartlett , then ren.tl _a pal?er on " Free Industn~l Eve_mng 

Drawing Schools." An impromptu discussiOn of the paper_ f~llowed, m wl~1ch a 
number participated. Mt·. Thomp~on ~hought " manual trmmng shoul? be t!ltro
duced into the grammar schools." Mr. Richardson mentwned the old-fasluoned J~k
knife ·as something always ready and reliable for a grammar-grade boy. Mr. Bailey 
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,aeeonded the remarks, and in answer to the question, What shall the girls do 1 
cla.imed that the girls could out-whittle-the boys. Mr. Bancroft pleaded for man

. ual training, for the intellectual development it affords. Mr. Entz wanted more 
unity of tastes on these suhjec~. , 

Albert H. Munsell then read a paper on ' 'The Importance of a High Aim in the 
Teaching of Drawing." 

The meeting then aQ.joumed sine die. 
. ' T . J . RICRARDSON, 

Secretary pro tem. 

It will be seen from the titles of p~pers giv~n in the :p,receding 
minutes that one paper was given to " Construction work, ' and one 
to the "Free Industrial Evening Drawing Schools." This last 
pap~r was a very interesting statement of the importance of these 
schools, by Mr. George H. Bartlett, the President of the Depart
ment. · As Director of the Massachusetts· Normal Art School, and as 
having himself been in charge of two large Evening Schools in 
Boston for seventeen years, Mr. Bartlett speaks with authority and 
his testimony to the benefits derived from attendance on these schools 
is of great weight. · 

Scliools of this class were, however, fully considered in Part I, of 
this Re.Port. . . 

The mteresting paper 'Qy Mr. Bailey on " Historic Ornament and 
Design in Grammar and High Schools " was listened to with close 
attention and was generally approved. It was substantially the 
paper subseque.nt~y read before the Massachusett~ In~ustrial A;t 
Teachers AssoCiatwn, and bas already been quoted m tblS Appendtx 
in the account of their annual meeting in Boston, January 1889. 
-(Seepage 1275 et seq.) 

Tlie following paper by Mr. Munsell, with which the session ended, 
treats eloquently and ably a most important phase of Art Education. 

The final pages here taken in full, give concisely a clear statement 
of the various methods adopted by France, to educate her people in 
art knowledge and to develop art production. 

France offers to the rest ofthe world, and esnecially to the United 
States of. America, a most impressive object lesson of the utility of 
definite education in art matters, and of how much a government 
can do directly for the development of Artistic Industries. Not 
only the Government of the United States but that of ·eaph of the 
-several individual States might profitably heed the lesson. 

IMPORTANCE OFA HIGH AIM IN ART EDUCATION. 

ALBERT H. MuNsELL-, BosToN, MASSACHUSETTS. 

Let me ask your sympathetic attention to a plea for breadth of view and nobility 
of purpose in matters of art education. 

* * * * * * * 
Drawing i'l no longer considered an accomplishment ot· special gift, but is become 

a means of education throughout the land. From a mere training of the senses, there 
is every grade of aim possible, up to that which sees in drawing a means of refine
ment, an ennoblement of the character, as it learns to cherish the . true, the good, 
and the beautiful-something which opens the mihd to a study of nature and .a 
growing appreciation of its most m~terly expression in art. By means of tl~ts 
study the teacher discovers latent aptttudes, and can save many a youth from mts· 
take when the time comes to choose an occupation. 

* * * * * * * 
To resume. The public school mm;t be the chief factor in any broad-spread taste 

for art. We should therefore scrutinize its tendencies, striving to 1·emove all nar· 
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rowness and error, and aiming at a large treatment of the subject of art education 
which shall make it a source of inspiration to every mind, in whatever line of effort 
the future may determine. Not as mere skill of hand, nor amusement nor trade· 
but a ~ew medium through which the min~ ~ay receive an_d give i.inpressions: 
apprectate the great works of the past, and atd m the product10n of a great art in 
the futurtl. . . 

HOW THE TEACHER MUST AID THE ART DEVELOPMENT OF THE PEOPLE. 

The teacher must bear a most important part in this development.· It is what we 
are, rather than what we say, which leaves a final impression on the pupil . . We 
must cultivate our own art-nature, cherish true ideals of living and thmking our
selves, before we can impart them to others. As a safeguard against weariness and 
depression, we should surround ourselves with all that is best in art. Those heart
throbs which have crystallized in form, color, and song, possess a magic which 
makes life ever young; and in accepting this vocation as a service to mankind, o\lr 
work lays hold on eternity. 

Thus far we have considered the part of the teacher and the public school in the 
development of art instincts. This is the root of the matter. and sends its vitality 
up int{) all branches of the social system. · 

THE RIGHTFUL PLACE OF THE STUDY OF DRAWING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS AT LAST 
SECURED. 

In matters o.f art education, America need not be ashamed to show the progress 
of the last twenty years. DrMving, after a long struggle with false notions, has 
vindicated its right to a place in the public-school system, and is considered essen
tial to a good education , not for its intrinsic value alone, but as an aid to the clear 
understanding of many another subject. Its !benefit to the mind and the body, to 
our home-life and our industries, are no longer questioned. It sends students 
better prepared for the technical and art schools that are opening up in all our cities. 

AMERICAN STUDENTS IN EUROPE. 

From these, scores of students go annually to Europe, to~ a broader training. 
If they cherish no ideal, if their moral or physical strength lS defective, if an abun
dance of money makes vice a ttractive, then there is danger that they will return 
spent in mind and body ; or worse, ashamed to face those who knew them, they 
may drift about foreign cities, the fair promise of their lives blighted by a mistaken 
courst>. Those who watched over their early years may well ask themselves, where 
lies the blame ? If, on the other hand, they are serious and high-minded, if they 
cultivate vigor of mind a.nd body, theirs is an excellent opportunity to gain distinc
tion. Enlivened by a new existence, free from the claims of society and business, 
in a rich art atmosphere and stimulated by contact with great masters, their prog
ress is remarkable. 

AMERICAN ART STUDENTS IN FRANCE. 

So much have they made themselves felt in the schools, and at the Paris Salon, 
that the question has been lately raised, whether there might not develoP. in the 
near future an American school of art ; whether the novelty of our life, 1ts pecu
liarities of climate and race, might not furnish the germs of a new movement. Sev
era.J. of the French professors, who having had Americans in th~ir classes ~r~ able 
to JUdge of them as students as well as of their art, have lately wntten an opm10n on 
thiS question. They dwell on their earnest, quick, vigorous spirit, but regret that 
they do not longer pursue their· studies before attempting to create. There are 
those who give some faint hope of a national moYement near at hand, but the 
weight of opinion sees in the lack of collections, traditions, and that _Publi~ senti
ment which only several generations of effort c.a.n supply, elements wh1ch will ;'Dake 
it necessary for us to still follow in the footsteps of an older art. Indeed, hlStory 
shows ;plainly that the art epochs of other races h:~.ve com~ as the flower of com
plete ctvilization, almost the warning of decline. The Rena1ssance "'3:5 an awaken

. mg of the entire nature. It required a widespread taste for fine literature and 
music, as well as the arts of des1gn, to create such ve_rsatile a~d mas~~ly men 11;5 
Da Vinci and Michael Angelo. Poet, sculptor, arch1tect, pai?ter, mthtary engt
neer, each field of knowledge enriched the others, and a long life of constant effort 
made them well-nigh perfect in all. 
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NEED OF ART CULTURE IN AMERICA. 

To-day the tendency is quite the reverse. Knowledge is specialized ; versatility 
carries a suspicion of shallowness, and we have a proverb for the jack-of-all-trades. 
There is also a commercial spirit which chills the aesthetic side of our nature, and 

4611 existence so hemmed in by daily cares that it cannot breathe the repose neces
sary to a great art. It is evident to the casual observer that an intelligent love of 
the ~utiful in art and nature 'is not yet dominant, and until it shall have become 
ipherent in the national character, ~o important or individual expression of our life 
can ·appear . . ·Our task, therefore, seems to be the laying of a foundation on which 
coming generations may raise a noble structure ; a foundation so strong, so broad, 
~well proportioned, that it n~ not be repented of in after years. 

HOW FRENCH ART W A..S FOUNDED AND DEVELOPED, 

·. If we accept this as our duty, there is no lack of suggestion to be gained from the 
experience o'f older movements; and we may avoid. their mistakes, adopting only 
such ideas as commend themselves to the new conditions. Since th~ days when 
Francis I. laid the foundations of the Louvre and called Leonardo, Cellini, and 
Andrea del Sarto, to his court, France has steadily developed a national taste for 
the fine arts ; and in spite of repeated revolutions, her schools, museums, and art 
~ufactories have grown, until to-day they constitute her chief wealth. Her 
statesmen well know that the interests of art are so closely interwoven with those of 
ndustry that the decline of one would impoverish the other. It is therefore fostered 
by the government. ~A ministry of the fine arts, allied to that of public instruction, 

· studies every means for its advancement, and is intrusted with the expenditure of 
an annual budget of several million francs. In defining the claims of the fine arts 
upon national protection and aid, one writer says : "Product of the hjghest faculties 
of man, of his most noble sentiments, of his aspirations towards the ideal, they con
stitute in turn a productive force which reacts on all society. A people may live, 
grow, govern even, without the fine arts; but among an artistic people the decline 
of the arts involves with itself a loss of riches and a revolutioQ of morals so profound 
that the ruin of the fine arts would be indeed that of the country. . • . The 
artist of genius bas doubtless only to act, but this genius even can only batch in 
an artistic atmosphere, and it is this vivifying atmosphere whose pressure must be 
preserved at any price." 

REVIVAL OF FRENCH EFFORTS RESULTING FROM THE REVELATIONS OF THE PARIS 
. EXHIBITION OF 1878. . 

This was written at a time when France had suddenly become aware of the sur
prising ad vance made by other nations. Her easy victory in the London Exhibition 
of 1851 had given a false sense of secwity. The Paris Exhibition of 1878 proved 
that nothing but a most vigorous move could insure her continued supremacy in a 
race where those who bad begun as imitators now appeared as rivills. She has 
therefore elaborated a most comprehensive system that touches every kind and 
grade of instruction, from the primary school up to the National School of Fine 
Arts in Paris and the Academy at Rome. To the latter she annually sends a painter, 
a sculptor, an architect, an engraver, and a musician, chosen by severe and repeated 
tests from among the flower of her youth, there to enjoy four years of culture 
under conditions which recall the courts of the Farnese and the Medici. 

WHAT THE MINISTRY OF FINE ARTS IN FRANCE COMPRISES. 

The administration includes six bureaus, of which the first three,-Art Works, 
Instruction, Museums and Exhibitions,- specially interest us. 

I. Under Art Works, come the decoration of public buildings; grants for the 
erection of public monuments and statues ; ot·ders and purchase of paintings, 
sculptures, engravings upon medals, precious stones, copper-plates, etchings, litho
graphs, etc.; their distribution among establishments other than museums (that 
being in the care of section S) ; purchase of French and forei~n marbles ; moulds 
for public edifices, orders and purchase of copies for establishments other than 
museums; journeyings and missions, traveling purses; annual indemnitie; , assist
ance and encouragement to painters, sculptors, engravers, and their fa milies. 
· II. Under Instruction, are the French Academy at Rome; the National School 
of the Fine Arts at Paris; the National Schools of the Decorative Arts in Paris and 
the Departments ; the National School of Design for Young Women at Paris; the 
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National Schools of the 'Fine Arts at· Lyons, Dijon. Bourges and'AJ~ers· the 
Municipal_ Schools o~ the Fine Arts an~ Design in the ·Departments; the ~tion 
and teaching ?f Design ; the Peda.gog1c Museum of Instruction and Design. · 

III. The thrrd bureau (Museums and Exhibitions) is in charge of the National 
Museums (Louvre, Luxembourg, Versailles and St. Germain); purchases for"these 
m:use~ and settlement of expenses ; departmental and muniClpal museums ; dis
tnbutio~ o~ s~te _PUrchases am~ng these m~umA ; subscription to works of art 
and thetr distribution ; preservation of collect10ns in legal trust ; publication of the 
inventory of art riches in France ; annual reunion at the Sorbonne of Fine Art 
Societies from the departments ; publication of returns ; exhibitions of works of art 
at Paris, in the departments and abroad. · 

The remaining three bureaus-Historic Monuments, Theaters and National Man~ 
ufactonu-ha.rdly touch us, for they are closely allied toandmainlytheoutcomeof 
a monarchical government, which patronized ~heaters, built palaces, and established 
royal manufactories for their embellishment. · · · 

The first three, however, are rich in suggestion, showing how the state cares for 
every branch of art. With certain modifications they recommend themselves to 
our needs. 

THE ffiGH COUNCIL OF ART -IN FRANCE. 

The history of the Blair educational bill would not lead us to expect any aid from 
the Government at Washington. It even seems doubtful if such action falls within 
its province. But in each state the boat·d of education, or a council, could be so 
constituted as to include one or more art manufacturers, artists, and art amateurs, 
charged with the care of the art interests and their many relations to education and 
industry. France has such a High Council, composed of fifty-two members, of 
which the first fourteen are ex officio: 

The Minister; Under Secretary of State; Director of the Fine Arts (the last two 
are vice-presidents); prefect of the Seine; perpetual secretary of the Academy of 
Fine Arts ; director of civil buildings ; general inspector of the teachin~ of draw
ing : vice-president of the Commission on Historic Monuments ; admintstrator of 
the National Museums and keeper of the Luxembourg; directors of the School of 
Fine Arts, Conservatory of Mustc, and School of Decorative Art; general commis
sioner of Fine-Art Exhibitions; president of the Society of French Artists. The 
remaining thirty-eight are annu:illy named by the Ministry; twelve artists chosen 
in the Iristitute or outside (six painters, two sculptors, two architects, one en
graver, one musician); a member of the French Academy; a member of the Acad
emy of Inscriptions and Belles-lettres ; two members of the Higher Council of 
Public Instruction; two senators; two deputies ; a state-advocate; one member of 
each of the superior commissions of Sevres and the Gobelins; two representatives 
of the arts applied to industry; one inspector of the fine arts; two chosen for com
petence in art matters ; two secretaries having deliberative voice, chosen from the 
central administration of fine arts. 

THE SEVERAL STATES OF TH1S UNION SHOULD IN LIKE MANNER CARE FOR THE 
ARTISTIC INTERESTS OF THEIR CITIZENS. 

With such a formidable array of experts, selected for their fitness, to watch over 
her art, is it any wonder that Paris should be the center of the modern movement, 
with an annual Salon of over seven thousand works? It is high time that some of 
the older states in this country should make a move in this direction. There will 
naturally be opposition to any very liberal e.-vpenditm·e until the community shall 
have been educated '"P to its compensative power. It nw,y only be possible through 
private endowment. But in the manufacturing states, 1W other line of investment 
ca.n yield so rich a return. 

·The National School of Fine Arts, at Paris, stands as a noble example to any state 
that would foster Art in its broadest relations. A university of painting, sculpture, 
architecture, and engraving, conducted at public expense, entered by means ~fa 
comptltitive examination that excludes about four out of every five~ and holdt!lg 
out as a goal the highest honor which France can offer to a y~ung art1st-tbe P!";X
de-Rome, four years of travel and study, with all expenses patd, and the probability 
of some government commission upon his return. 
If such a school existed in the capit..'l.l or chief city of a state, eac~ town co~d 

establish a scholarship for its most promising student under a certam age; while 
the school its~>lf might choose by annual com petitio!! a student !X> be sent abroad 
for two or three years. In this way, the hope of a hberal education would &,PJ>ell:r 
to every talented and serious youth, be his surroundings never so obscure, while his 
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effor1B and success would so arouse local interest as to educate the conimunity. One 
such scholarship already exists, thanks to private· beneficence. The Rotch Axchi· 
tectural Prize sends a student abroad for two years with an annual purse of $1,000 ; 
each·in turn acting as a senior to advise the newcomer in practical questions of 
trave1 and expense. . 

But this should not stand alone. Scholarships for painters, sc~1~!':::0d engrav
ers are just as necessary, and if they could be related under one · · tration, the 
departure of four picked men, and the return of four to enrich the community with 
the fruit of their studies, would be an event of the art-year. A most important fac
tor in any such competition is the jury. It must consist of members whose age, 
character and attainments will vouch for an impartial and discerning decision, and 
of sufficient number to insure a good quorum under all circumstances. 

Such a sr,stem of encouragen1ent cannot leap at once into perfect working order. 
But the irutiative must be made, and will be a lasting source of pride to the state 
and the individuals who originate it. It will be a highway for the artisan and 
artist, starting from the public school and permitting the talent or genius of each 
individual to determine how far he will push his way, and where he will remain to 
work out his share in art progress. Whether he find congenial exercise in industry, 
in pictorial, plastic, decorative, or architectural art, or as a patron and amateur, 
the road is open, not only for him to travel, but as he travels to go arm-in-arm with 
his fellows and. gain by the interchange of ideas. 

AMERICAN ART MUSEUMS. 

Already, museums and annual exhibitions are educating the public to an intelli· 
gent love for art. Though small as compared with European collectio_ns, they form 
a nucleus around which gifts and purchase will constantly accumulate, and the 
perfection of modern casts and reproductions can atone in some degre_e for the 
absence of original masterpieces. Yet the old marble and canvas glow with a depth 
of color and eloquence which no copy can reproduce. In them we seem to touch 
the very soul of beauty, and it is to be hoped that some of the vast wealth accumu

·lating in America may compete with foreign bids, and ·enshrine among our people 
some such sources of ·inspiration. . 

HOPE FOR AMERICAN ART IF WISELY ENCOURAGED. 

Lastly: There would seem to be in the American temperament, the elements of 
an intelligent art movement: But they need to be judiciously organized and stimu
lated by scholarships and prizes, which shall search out the latent talent and give 
it means for develo:P,ment. Until such aid is given, although the movement has a 
certain dash and brilliancy, it will lack the breadth and depth indispensable to a 
grand art. 

Nature seems to have permitted every healthy child to run the gauntlet of cer
tain ailments, whose energy is in proportion to the robust nature which exhibits 
them. Having been thrown off, they prepare the way for a vigorous aftergrowth. 
If, therefore, there are mistaken tendenmes in our art, if undue stress upon little 
things tempts us to forget greater, or if a complacent superficiality stands in the 
way of more sincere effort, let us believe them due to our youth in art matters, in
cident to rapid growth, and that, being corrected, they will leave the system in a 
wholesome condition for further development. . 

THE EXHIBITIONS OF THE ART DEPARTMENT AT CHICAGO AND SAN 
FRANCISCO. 

At the annual meeting of the National Education Association 
besides the formal reading of papers in the general meetings and in 
the several departments, a comprehensive exhibition of school work 
and apparatus is shown, contributed by each Department. 

The display at Madison in 1884 was thought at the time to be 
almost phenomenal, but it is now claimed that it was surpassed by 
that shown at Chicago. 

That at the San Francisco meeting was also highly commended, 
but there was naturally not so large a showing made by the Eastern 
and Middle States . . 
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The !ollowing re_port of t he E:rhibition at Chicago, by Miss 
J osephme Locke, wjll be found of- mterest. This enthusiastic and 
successful teacher 1s fully competent to pass judgment upon the 
Drawing work of schools. 

REPORT OF THE EXHIBrriON OF THE ART DEPARTMENT. 

GEORGE P. BROWN, Chairman.' 
DEAR Sm :-The exhibit of the Art Department at thP. annual meetin~ of the 

National Educational Association, held in Chicago, July 15-18 1887 was m many 
respects the most valuable one, educationally considered. that has ev~r been made 
There were e~ibits of public school work in drawin~, 'from Chicago; St. Louis; 
Columbus, Ohto; Worcester, Massachusetts; Cincinnati. Cleveland Moline Toledo 
etc .. as well as a full exhibit of representative work from the M~husetts' Normai 
Art School, an institution which has influenced most largely art instruction in public 
schools. . 

<?ne could not help seeing the growth made since the Madison exhibit, in 1884. 
Tins does not mean that there is not still much waste in the instruction, or that there 
were not many vagaries indulged in, and not a few bad drawings exhibited ; but 
enough unanimity as to a rational standard was evinced, sufficient to show that the 
~tudy has been carried to a point which places it beyond the character of an experi-
ment. . 

AN HISTORICAL SUMMARY. 

In order to present an intelligent criticism upon the work exhibited, it will be 
necessary to consider briefly the history of dt·awing, such features of instruction as 
are now recognized as forming the proper basis for teaching, and how they have 
been established. 

It was in 1860, that drawing first appeared on the programme of the Boston public 
schools, and from that time, and place, may be dated the birth of the work. The 
passing of an act by the legislature of Massachusetts, in 1870, making drawing one 
of the studies in the public schools, and also making the establishment of free draw
ing classes for adults obligatory upon all towns and cities, with the calling of ?tfr. 
Walter Smith from Englapd, in 11:!72, and the founding of the Massachusetts Normal 
Art School, in 1873, are milestones marking epochs of growth. 
· In July, 1879, Mr. JohnS. Clark, of Boston, in an address before the University of 

the State of New York, fi rst proposed a classification of drawing into the three sub
jects of construction, representation, and decoration. Previous to this, as in 
En~land even now, the t erm free-hand was applied only to copying from the flat, 
while other work, done just as much with the free-hand, was spoken of as model 
and object drawing ; yet model and object drawing involved a knowledge of per
spective, but no one applied the term perspective to it, but to another class of work, 
which was done with instruments so that to the popular mind, terms and subjects 
were very much confused, and Mr. Clark's classification was a universal relief, 
hence its ready adoption. This classification bases itself on the difference between 
the structure, the appearance, and the ornamentation of form. 

While other cities have also en.,.aged in solving ~he problem, yet ~ the M~sa
chusetts movement is due the intelfectual and educatiOnal thought, wluch has g1ven 
im_petus and vigor to the work, and which has lifted it to its pr~sent position. 

Hon. John D. Philbrick Mr. C. C. Perkins, and Dr. A. A. l\1mer, are too closely 
interwoven with the progr~ss and success of the work to omit mentioning, ~nd their 
names must ever remain dear to the pioneer teachers ancl students of that t1me. In 
the future, when free art instruction has become a realized fact, the unselfishness 
and devotion of the Massachusetts leaders will be recognized as it is not now. Th~re 
have been other art schools excellent in many t·espects, but none that have so m
fluenced public sentiment, dr opened the doors of art instruction to the common 
people, as the Massachusetts Nor mal Art School. 

THE !iTUDY OF DRAWING AFFECTED BY THE MANUAL TRAINING MOVEMENT, 

During the past fifteen year.•, the character of the work in the public sc.h<;~ols has 
been considerably modified; the work in kinder~arten and manual ~au~mg .has 
very much influenced its metho!ls of teaching, and so~1ewhat chat~ged tts d1rect10n. 
Instead of existing as a special study for special ends, 1t has been hf&:>d to a ~roader 
and Jllore pedagogical platform, and is now taught as a 11ecessary element m gen• 
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era.l trainin~, because of its aesthetic and educational values. The study has not 
yet reached 1ts full and proper extension and development, but so much has been 
accomplished that the character of the work to be done, and the best methods of 
instruction to pursue can be predicated. , 

THE REPORT ON DRA.WJNG KI.DE TO THE MADISON :I'IIEETING IN 1€84. 

At the annual meeting of the Educational Association, held at Madison, in July, 
1884, a committee, chosen at the previous meeting of the Association, at Saratoga, 
made an exhaustive report upon the general condition of drawing in the public 
schools of the country. The inquiries of the committee were very thorough ; they 
found such a wide diversity in methods of instruction prevailing, as well as in 
results obtained, that they were induced to recommend a somewhat detailed course 
of instruction for primary, grammar, high, and norm,al schools. 

This course of mstruction was the first course in drawing prepared for public 
schools, entitled to be considered authoritative. The chairman of this committee was 
the Honorable James Mac Alister, superintendent of public schools of Philadelphia. 
Associated with him were Professor Otto Fuchs, of the Maryland School of llidus
trial Design, and formerly principal of the Massachusetts Normal Art School, the 
supervisor of drawing in the public schools of St. Louis and Columbus, as well as 
the instructor of drawing in the Chicago schools. The competency, therefore, of 
this committee to pass upon the question of what should be taught as drawing in 

. public schools, either from an educational or technical point of view, will not be 
questioned. The course of study t·ecommended in this report, was based upon the 
observations of the committee in a number of schools where good work was being 
produced, and its general features were as follows : · 

In primary schools, that perception of form should be the basis of the instruction. 
The course should begin with the study of solid models, and the plane geometric 
forms derived from them ; then should follow the· study of objects based on these 
solids and irregular forms. Pupils to mould the solid forms, the plane forms, and 
common objects; also to make simple arrangements of them, and then to draw the 
solids, the plane forms, the objects, and the arrangements. 

In the grammar course, acquisition of principles should be aimed at; the instruc
tion of the primary course should be developed into the subjects of constructive 
drawing, representative drawing, and decorative drawing. · 

In the high-school course, these three subject divisions should be carried to their 
technical applications in constructive, pictorial and deco~:ative drawing and design-
ing. · 

Models and objects should be used as the basis of instruction throughout the en
tire course. 

The course recommended by the committee, was r eceived with general favor, 
and has been adopted in many of"the best schools of the country. It is a course 
which recognizes the practical value of drawing in the vocations of common life. 
It also recognizes the great value of drawing in education, as a means of aesthetic 
culture. It was not a matter of surprise, therefore, to find in the Chicago exhibi
tion, a number of exhibits of well developed courses of study in drawing, conducted 
according to the plan recommended by the above committee. The exhibit com
prised. 

* * * * * * * 
The list of articles shown are here omitted, as they are avowedly 

the programmes of courses in the various grades of public schools, 
with those of the Massachusetts Normal School course. 

There was also shown a set of drawings from the Mechanics' Insti
tute of Rochester, New York, which included the work in the Mechan
ical, Machine, and Architectural classes, with a twq years' course 
in Freehand, and one year in Design. 

Miss Locke remarks in her comments upon the Exhibition that,-
* * * " It must not be understood that each city or school exhibiting had a 

classification answering to the above. These are the distinguishing features which 
were found scattered here and there. Some schools and cities had their work much 
better classified than others. There were exhibits from schools which seemed to be 
pursuing the study according to individual ideas, and in many cases it was extremely 
difficult to see the particular object or aim of the instruction. They made sudden 
jumps from one kind of work to another, but did not show~ s;yst\'lmil-tized growth. 
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For purpose of intelligent criticism, therefore, J!pon the exhibition as a whole 
the exhibits may be divided into two classes: (a) Those which showed well-graded 
work through th~ several years of the schools, leading to well-defined ends. (b) 
Incomplete and disconnected courses. , 

Among the first class should be placed the exhibits fro~ the special schools, like 
the Mas..'lachusetts Normal Art School, the Pennsylvania Museum of Industrial Art 
the Mechanics' Institute of Rochester; while from public schools there were the ex: 
hibits from the primary and &'l'ammar .schools of Chicago; the primary, grammar, 
and n~rmal schools of St. Lows; the Wmona ~ormal School; the primary, grammar 
and h1gh schools of \Vorcester, Mass.; the primary, grammar, and high schools of 
Columbus, Ohio. · 

THE MASSACHUSETTS NORl\lAL ART SCHOOL. 

Taking thede exhibits in order, we have first the exhibit of the Massachusetts 
Normal Art School. The exhibit from this school was the most striking feature of 
the whole exhibition, as it showed to what broad, practical, and educational ends 
public instruction in drawing in America is tending. No person, famiiiar with the 
work of this school in years past, could have failed to notice the very great broad· 
ening of the instruction in nearly every direction. There was an absence of the labo
rious, :painstaking, detail style, characteristic of previous yE>-ars, the techniq_ue was 
exceptionally good, as was also the artistic freedom and finish; the normal mstruc
tion, too, has completely changed under the influence of the ''wrk in public schools. 
Indeed, the instruction in all the departments seems to be on a very much broader 
educatiqnal basis than in past years. It is not the province of this school to train 
artists or specialists, but rather teachers ; and one could not help feeling, in looking 
at some of the excellent work exhibited, that if such work was being done by teach
ers, by those who were to use their artistic acquirements in public school work, 
public education would be largely enriched and benefited thereby. It is only just 
to say, we are indebted to the Massachusetts Normal Art School for much of the 
good work that is now done in the public schools. Until the establishment of this 
school there was no standard for what should be taught as drawing in public schools ; 
and not until its students had clearly proved the practicability of teaching the sub
ject in public schools, and also showed what should be taught as drawing, was it 
possible to lay out a course in drawing for public schools, which should be logically 
and educationally graded on the basis of the subject matter to be taught. It was 
largely from observations of the public school work done by students from this 
school that the committee were enabled to lay out their course of study in the re
port referred to. 

The whole course of instruction seems to be eminently practical, and to be tend
ing more and more, through its provisions for normal teaching, towards lifting up 
public school work. 

OTHER EXHIBITS. 

The Pennsylvania Museum showed most excellent and very unique work in ap
plied design, the manufactured article in each case accompanying the original draw
ing. The color work and work in light and shade was equally good and showed 
broad artistic treatment. 

The Mechanics' Institute of Rochester, N.Y., although just beginning its career, 
made a most promising exhibit; its work is twofold in character, both scientific 
and artistic. 

Of primary and grammar schools, Toledo, Chicago, Worcester, Columbus, and 
St. Louis show the same classification of work ; they follow the course adopted at 
Madison ; the exhibits from these cities were decidedly the broadest and most con-
nected of" any district school work shown. . . 

Of high schools, Columbus and Worcester agree very muc_h m their methods and 
results. Omitting the feature of pictorial work from flat copies, they eonfurm to the 
classification of high-school work as stated above; all that these schools showed 
was excellent, both in composition and execution; they may be styled the banner 

· high schools of the country in drawing. . 
The Cincinnati exhibit, in its grammar and prnnary grades. as h~s been stat.ed, 

is homogeneous in character, but the instruction begins and ends w1th_ flat ~opie:;. 
This would be less objectionable were the copies thus. drawn SOJ~l<.> beautiful, h1stonc 
forms, which would be worth remembering, and winch would lmp~·ove the taste of 
the pupil; but while nine-tenths of the work done was o~·1mw~nt.alm cl_utra<:ter, the 
forms used as guides we1·e not classic. The ~ystem beg1~1s w1th dm,~·mg squares, 
dividing their sides proportionately, and fillmg them With ~ym_metncal patterns. 
A great deal of half-tint is used. This is a great consumer of tune, and make no 

AR'l'-VOJ., 2--82 
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educational return. Much care, accuracy, and neatness was observable in the repro 
ducti.on of their copies by the pupils. The high school work was· very ambitious 
and contained some happy thoughts. . 

The St. Louis normal school seems to be on a ~lid educational basis ; there was 
a largeness and freedom to its work, very refreshing; in pictorial composition, and 
in lirie work from the cast, it probably excelled all others. It is to.be regretted that 
this school has not as yet done anything with light and shade or color. But a 
logical sequence pervaded all it did do, one step fittin~ directly in the next above. 
It appears to have carried clay modelling fw·ther than most schools of the same 
grade, and to have gotten a good deal out of it, using it to reproduce designs already 
drawn on paper. We should judge this school wasted neither time nor effort ; 
ever~hing seemed done with a purpose for some definite end. 

THE LESSON OF THE EXHIBITION. 

The lesson of the exhibition, as a whole, was not a difficult one to read. The 
results exhibited will unquestionably have a ~eat in.fluence in henceforth shaping 
~truction in drawing in the public schools. It was clearly apparent that the study 
has come into the schools to stay, as one of the fundamental branches. It was also 
apparent from the work exhibited from the schools of Worcester, Columbus, St. 
Louis, and from the primary and grammar schools of Chicago, that a course of 
instruction has been found which will develop harmoniously the educational, indus
trial, and resthetic features of the study. Hence cities and schools desiring to im
prove their work run. no risk, but simply put themselves in line with their own 
highest good by following the course of study adopted at Madison. 

To reoapitulate : First, as to the character of public school instruction. It must 
be in the ~eneral subject of drawing, and not the developing of one side only. 
Thus pract1ce in drawmg ornament, or in plane geometry, may not be taught to 
the exclusion of free-hand perspective, and the study of the facts of form. 

Second, it is not sufficient to practice drawing just because it is of assistance in 
illustrating other branches. The great classics in form, in line and in color, as in 
literature, must be studied for their own sake, because they are the most nutritious 
food for even the youngest minds. 

Experience is that he who has been first trained in the study of regular and 
geometric forms from the object, makes wonderful progress when he comes into 
contact with irregular and complex forms; hence the practice of illustrative draw
in~ ~ust always be the outgrowth of a rational, systematic training in the general 
prmciples of drawing ; as a n authority says, " Those who have acquired a 1·eadiness 
of hand without correctness of study, have but the shadow instead of the sub
stance." To put sleight of hand, or mere dexterity of manipulation first, is to exalt 
the frivolous and render difficult a return to serious artistic or scientific drawing. 
An art development, as the result of beginning with the pictorial and illustrative side 
has yet to be proven ; it would probably result in a ratio comparable to that existing 
between Japanese and Greek art. · 

Third, the.work must be at once progressive and continuous in its growth. The 
hi~h school must be a continuation of the grammar; and the grammar, of the 
pr1ma1-y grades. It is not proper to introduce subjects and depa1tments of work in 
gram!llar schools and high schools, when the same have not been handled in their 
eleme:nts, or under simpler conditions in the primary. Thus, if drawing from the 
object, or working advanced geometric problems belongs to the higher grades, so 
does a knowledge of simpler object drawmg and simpler geometlic forms, be.ong 
in the lower grades. · 

Fourth, instruction should begin with the free-hand, and not with instmments, 
because t he former affords more exercise for the training of the judgment, the per
ception, and the intuitional faculties. 

DRAWING SHOULD BE TAUGHT SYSTEMATICALLY AND IN LOGICAL PROGRESSION. 

Fifth, all drawing must be based on sound pedagogical principles. Work done · 
must be of a character to stand the tests of experience and philosophy. Meaning
less lines and forms, like meaningless stories and trashy rhymes, are a waste of 
precious time and energy. Every drawing made by a pupil must <;lefinitely aim to 
develop either the intellectual or the resthetic side of his nature, must provide 
nourishment for either his thought or his feeling ; hence there must be no such 
thing as aimless copying of pictures 01· diagrams, becnuse nil such work permits a 
tyro to begin where a real or would·be master has left off. No instruction can be 
sound in practice, however pretentious its result:;, that is uot first tnte pedagog
ically. So also. a rationald evelopment muHt not allow its theory to outstrip its 
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practice. The simp!~ befo!e tp.e complex, the concrete before the abstract things 
before words, are axwmatic truths. ' 

While t!Jere is a decided gain in the character of the exhibit, so that there is much 
le~s drawmg f~om th~ ~at ~nd more from the obj~t, yet the general school work is 
s~Jll too much m the 1.m~tat~ve s~g~. True d~awmg should aim at being a transla
tion rat)1er than an 1m1tation, 1t IS a repeatmg of the same story in a different 
languag~. As Hegel says in his" Philosophy of Art:" "Of what use to reproduce 
that ,whi?I~ nature _alr~a4Y offers to our view? This puerile talk, unworthy of 
mans spm~, to w~ch.1t IS addressed of man who produces it, would only end in 
the revelatwn of 1ts Impotency and the vanity of its efforts· for the copy will 
always remain inferior to the original. Besides, the more exa~t the imitation the 
less vi.-id· the pleasure. That which pleases us is not imitation, but creation. 'The 
very least invention surpasses all the masterpieces of imitation." · 
. This _is why no amount of old t~e picture making by tyros, such as copies of 
1mposs1ble landscapes and the drawmg of heads from the flat, can breed intelli
gence, or develop the thought that culminates in artistic feeling. We must begin 
by studying nature, or the object itself, for it is as vain to teach the theory of a 
beauty, which cannot be perceived or felt, as it is to teach the grammatical rules t>f 
a language which ca!lllOt be understood. 

WRY ARTISTIC DRAWING SHOULD BE EARLY DEVELOPED. 

Sixth, the development of the artistic side in drawing must take precedence of 
the scientific, on the ground that the intuitional and resthetic faculties are strongest 
in childhood, and if not given development then, mrely show themselves later. 
Leonardo Da Vinci only late in life became acquainted with the science of drawing, 
after having practiced it long years according to the teachings of intuitional 
thought. So, also, with the Greeks, they were ignorant of the science of perspect
ive, but the art of that period has never been rivaled. Hand work is of value only 
as it is artistic. The instrument and machine can be wade to supply much that 
the hand cannot furnish, but this they cannot do,-they cannot supply the artistic 
element, either in the life or the work of a people. Refinement of perception and 
delicacy of touch are the result. only of insight int-O and contact with the beautiful. 
The art faculty in every child must be given an opportunity to show itself. Says 
Emerson, " Beauty must come back to the useful arts, and the distinction between 
the fine and the useful be forgotten." But a yet stronger plea for the development 
of the artistic and resthetic side of drawing· with children is the fact of the great 
divorce which now exists between the occupations and amusements of the people. 
It is only by the wedding of genius to labor, only by the education of the inward 
eye of the toiler, so that he shall perceive the beautiful in what he does, that we can 
hope to transform his drudgery for him, or add the element of rational enjoyment 
to his existence. The good time coming is that in which the workman shall be 
friends with his work, and shall take pleasure in what he does; when all this over
flowing energy, which now delights itself in the piling up of gold and silver,_ shall 
be led to see that man ca1inot live by bread alone, that ''the most useful man m the 
most useful world so long as only commodity was served, would remain unsatis
fied. When prea~hers and teachers shall have the eyes of their understanding so 
adjusted as to find '' antique sculpture as ethical as Marcus Aurelius, and the beauty 
ever in proportion to the depth of thought." . . 

Excellent as our education is, it still needs a larger human stde ; the mtellcctual 
development of the people is running away with t_h_elll;; everybody knows so much 
more than he can put in practice. To restore eqmhbnum, we need a de-vel<;>pment 
of intuitional thought and feeling. The spirit of the kindergarten points t)ns way, 
so does all true art instruction, whether in the time or space arts, ~cause 1ts tend
ency is to develop the silent, creative thought within, an_d by a sen es of effo~·ts at 
realization on the constmctiYe side lead to the perceptiOn and growth of lngher 
ideals. To think logically is not th'e same as to think p<;>etically; to draw artis
tically is not the same as to draw scientifically ; here feelm& mu~t take the pr~c
dence of knowing : to equally recognize and cultivate both s1des m a human bemg 

.is the duty of an all-round system of public ed';l~ation. . . · 
There are many beauties but the &:une sp1r1t ; to wake the mtell1gence to the 

perceiving of one, is an open sesame to the enjoyment of the other~. The beauty 
of nature of form of sound of color of fitness, and usefulness of actiOn and repose. 
agree in the same' essential~. To u~derstand what simp!i?ity, rh_fthm, harmony, 
or force means in one is to enter into the enjoyment of 1t conscwusly or uncon
Rciously in all the other~. "The light that ne\'er was_on_ land_or sea". ~uns through 
the whole! binding them into a <!il·im~ unit.y- Appr~.m:ttion of_ the a?1h_ty to crea~ 
the beautiful may not be essentml t" mau ~ luuge' 1t-.v. l>nt "ho dme say they are 
not to l1is immortality. 
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IHPORTANCE AND VALUE OF MODELLING. 

Seventh, in all true art instruction, reproduction in the concrete should accom
pany line work. The plastic arts have ever been the product of a necessity-as 
deep as the world. Meaningless lines may exist on paper, they cannot in the object. 
In the study of ornament most of all is this essential. To get rid of superfluous 
lines and unnecessary parts, the pupil should model in clay or cut in paper. One 
such effort at reaJ.i.zation is worth a dozen oral criticisms. It lifts the mind from 
paying.attention to a detail, to considering the object as a whole, and ·any weakness 
or excess of material is easily detected. Susceptibility by touch and feeling assists 
the judgment ; this actual handling of material is something not to be compensated 
for by years of line work, and fits directly into the study of ·applied design. This 
is also the best way to. begin the study of the human face. By modelling each fea
ture separately and finally a mask, an understanding of planes, of proportion of 
parts, and of truth of out~~1is acquired, such as mere line work cannot give. 

In conclusion, your co · 'ttee desires to say that they with gladness recognize 
th.e fact that American art instruction cannot be a copy or repetition of the work 
of any other age or country. Learning all we can from ~he experience of others, 
the very character of our institutions necessitates that we employ our own methods 
of reaching results ; and as with us more than any other people, the child is lord 
of the play-ground it remains that such ways and means of imparting art instruc
tion be followed which shall largest educate his general intelligence, and minist-er 
to the development of creative thought from within. The citizen first, the specialist 
second, mu~t be the motto in this as in all other departs of our education. 

Respectfully submitted. 
JOSEPHINE C. LoCKE. 

THE EXHIBITS OF SCHOOL WORK SHOWN IN SAN FRANCISCO, IN 1888. 

From the general report of the Committee on Exhibition, made 
to Aaron Gove, President of the National Educational Association, 
during the session of the year 1888, held at San Francisco, Cali
fornia, are taken the following extracts, defining the different de
partments of school work repr~sented in the general Exhibition. 
The report opens with an expression qf regret that there had no!; 
been a larger number of sub committees, so that all the departments 
represented, could have been as thoroughly studied and reported as 
were those to which sub committees were assigned. 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON EXHIBITION. 

* * * * * * * 
''As in former exhibitions of school-work, beginning with that at the Centennial 

Exposition in Philadelphia, and even the excellent one at the Cotton Centenuial in 
New Orleans, it is apparent that most of the work that is done in the school is of 
such a character that no exhibit can be made of it in the manner and methods 
devised in an exposition. 

As the true work of the school aims· first to develop in the pupil his power to 
think, and secondly, his power to use instrumentalities, it follows tnat examination
papers and original theses, inventions of designs in the arts and manufactures, 
commercial combinations, agricultural devices and literary works, will best show 
what education accomplishes that is of primary value, while in the secondary rank 
of reproducing from models of works of art and literature, displaying proficiency 
in sciences mastered and in arts practiced, there exist better means for showing 
what is accomplished. But without .the presence of the pupils and their t-eachers, 
and the schools themselves, it is clear that very much is left out that is necessary . 
to an exposition that shall exhibit the work of schools. 

But there are phases of school-work whose function it is to put on papE:r what is 
to be s~>.en at a glance, or prepare material objects by giving them shape and elabora
tion. Such phases can be exhibited with decided effect. It is manifest that our 
educational exhibits are tending toward the display of these phases of school-work 
to the neglect of all others. . 

Penmanship, map-drawing, freehand drawing, line-drawing, painting, em
broidery, modelling in clay, k indergarten "occupations ·• (with theit· plaitin~, 
embroidery, and modelling), fill up more space, and examination papers, compost
tiona and such matters appear in less quantity. * .,. * 
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The full aiHl admirable 9-ispla:y 1micle by the schools of the Pacific 
Coast and the llleagre d1splay made by E a.stem schools due to 
their remoteness are here noted, after which the report proceeds as 
follows: 

Manual trai'!ling and technical schools, and especially the branch of study knoWn 
in our schools as freehand drawing and industrial t raining, did their teachers 
great c redit. It was a great good fortune to those interested in these educational 
movements to see Professor C.l\1. Woodward, of St. Louis, on hand in person, and 
to hear him explain his exhibit in his clear and impressive manner. It was an 
opportunity to see the deservedly famous founder of the wide-spreading sy:stem of 
manual-training schools. Professor John M. Ordway, of Tulane University, New 
Orleans, a distinguished laborer in the field of tecl~nical education, was also present 
at the Exposition and kindly assisted our committee with a report on some of the 
items of his specialty. 

Considering the great importance of the apparatus of instruction,- such matters as 
school furniture, text-books, and means of illustration,-we report with pleasure 
that the exhibit from this source was creditable to those who took part in it, and 
no feature of the Exposition was more instructive to those visitors who came from 
remote districts where the newest and best models had not yet been seen. We 
must express regret, too, that more publishers and manufacturers of furniture and 
apparatus did not exhibit. Such an occasion, moreover, ought to have drawn out 
models and plans of school buildings, heating and ventilating apparatus, and the 
approved methods of lighting school-rooms from the left side and the back of the 
pupils. What our expositions lack in value because they fail to show first-class 
results in developing the thinking power of the pupil, is more than made up in this 
part of the exhibition by a display of apparatus, text;. books, and model buildings. 

The kindergarten, whose work is easily represented, formed a large feature in 
the exposition. San Francisco is one of the foremost cities in the land in the good 
work of extending and perfecting the kindergarten. This high position is due to a 
number of very sli:illful and devoted ladies who have. labored untiringly and har
moniously to make the cause prosper on the Pacific Coast. 

INDUSTRIAL DRAWING. 

The cause of industrial drawing is in the ascendant , and it richly deserves it. In 
American arts and manufactures there is abundant ingenuity and technical skill. 
It is the lack of <esthetic taste which prevents American manufactures from mak
ing their way abroad in competition with the rival commodities of France and 
Great Britain. The old maxim, " de gustibus non est disputandum," is not true as 
an ethical mandate nor a.s a dictate of practical common sense. W orks of art~d 
ornamentthatshall command the markets of the world must pay their respects to 
the standard of the beautiful set up by the Greeks for all the world. Other stand
ards may win a temporary vogue in this or that province, but they will not hold 
their own in different epochs, nor in many provinces of the world-market at any 
one time. The reason for this has been often demonstrated in works on the ph.i
oslophy of art. The Greek nationality alone, among all historic peoples, made a 
religion of the beautiful, and his definition of the beautiful may be expressed in our 
language as the 1·epresentation of freedom in material f orms. 

Inanimate matte1· is caused to assume the form of the living body; it is made to 
conform to some inner puqx>Se or design as though a soul dwelt in it and used this 
body of matkr for the expres.~ion of its designs and the atta.inment of its purposes. 
The aP.peamnce of mathematical reguln.rity and symmetry is the lowest order of the 
beautiful, a beauty that soon becomes tiresome to the spectator. In the teaching 
of drawing tluoughout the country there is evidently too much stress laid upon the 
two lower steps in art, the production of regularity and symmetry. It should pass 
through these steps on the way to the third step, the expression of harmony. Har
mony alone, as sometJ1ing above the laws of regularity and symmetry, is the step 
that exJlresses the Greek standard. It alone expresses freedom. Harmony uses 
regular1ty and symmetr_y and subordinates them to the expression of purpose and 
design. It makes a unity of its ornament by making all its parts show an adapta
tion to the purpose of the soul within the work of art. For the a1·tist endows mat
ter with a soul. Just as the poet personifies and animates nature, so the aliist pel·
aonifies wood and mineral substances and makes them take on t he semblance of 
life and free movement for the accomplish ment of purpose. Around a vessel made 
of potter's clay, or wood, or metal , there coils a vine, choosing its path upward 
toward the light, but stopping at intervals more or less capricious to expand into 
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symmetrical leaves, blossoms; and fruit. Around a vase are represented groups of 
joyful youth in action or in repose- a glimpse of the eternal spring-time of life: 
The vase itself in its contours spurns the simple geometric forms of the cube, the 
cyl,inder, or the globe, and soartl away from these as though moved by a vital im
pUlse from within to produce the oval or primitive life-form, and, not content with 
this, in. the form of repose, it adds oval to oval, antithetically. It plays with lower 
forms in order to express its perfect freedom and spontaneity. It moves outward 
on an ·ovalllile and then inward again as though to close its egg-form, but chang
ing its purpose it expands again in a reserved oval. It· then stops suddenly and 
girds itself as though with some external cincture. But it plays only with this sym
bOl of outward constraint, and manifests its freedom by escaping from its bonds 
and returning to its own chosen symbol, the oval. Thus the work of art expresses 
fre.edom. Man in all his ra.Ces and conditions loves freedom and the expression 
of it. But the civilized races far surpass thE.' savages in their appreciation of the 
highest order of the beautiful. The savage does not get much beyond a taste for 
what is regular, like a string of beads, in mathematical shapes. The next step 
above gets so far as to admire symmetry. Not finding the human body entirely 
symmetrical, he thinks to increase its beauty by tattooing symmetrical figures on 
it. In his im~ges of his gods he makes them symmetrical by adding a face to the 
back side of the head, and placing another pair of arms at the back, etc. With' the 
insight into harmony the nude human body becomes beautiful just as the Greeks 
modeled it. It must express action or the intention to act. Even the seated figures 
of Phidias have all their limbs under control and are apparently just on the point 
of action. Every ~b is thus subordinated to the internal pw·pose, and this 1s the 
beautiful. 

IDEAL ART MUST BE DEVELOPED. 

Industrial art sets out with the laudable purpose to educate its pupils so that they 
· way make our manufactures more salable by tasteful ornament. It is evident that 

more must be done in the direction of educating the ideals of taste, first. The pupils 
must not be kept on lessons in regularity and symmetry, as though any high order 
of the beautiful could be achieved in these. We shall never commend the markets 
of the world by adding such ornament to our goods. The soul of civilized man 
!oaths mere repetition, or mere symmetry. Only the. Chinese taste can endure the 
monotonous music of a tin pan through a whole day. The cultivated races love to 
see gracefulness of shape in their materials for food, clothing, and shelter. and in 
all their implements. Gracefulness is that appearance of freedom which we have 
already discussed. The soul in its depths feels its freedom, and loves to see this 
heaven-born attribute revealed in external shapes and forms. This is the significance 
of the beautiful. Things must seem to be for themselves, and not merely for use
fulness for others. We do not like to see vulgar use stamped on the most useful 
ob~ects even ; but we must feed our eyes with the appearance of self-activity and 
freedom as a sort of reminder that we are immortal souls, and not the slaves of our 
bodies, selling our heavenly birthrights for a mess of pottage, and toiling in thrall-
dom for food, clothing, and shelter. · 

PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE OF ART CULTURE. 

These reasons for the beautiful seem very transcendental and impractical to our 
average educational reformers. They think that children ' ' should be taught to earn 
their livings by acquirin&" skill in carpenter-work and black-smithing." Their mis
take would be ludicrous 1f it were not serious. "Production," said one of our most 
astute economists, Mr. David A. Wells, in 1884, "was never so great in this nation 
in relation to population as it has been in this last year of depression and want. 
The East is glutted with goods and wares ; the West with corn and meat; the Mid
dle States are burdened with coal ana iron ; the South with cotton and grain ; and 
each section has all that the world needs." We are producing to much raw mate
rial and manufacturing too much common goods of a coarser quality. If we could 
put more taste into our manufactures-employ fewel· people in raising the raw 
materials, and fewer in making coarse goods, and more in producing a finer quality 
of ornament-the balances would be restored. As it is, only one-twelfth of our 
laboring population are engaged in the wood-working and metal-working trades. 
In the twenty-five trades that belong to wood-working and in the twenty .. two trades 
that 'l:elong to metal-work, tl1ere were in 1880 1,349,807 laborers. These provide 
more goods than we can sell at home and abroad. We cannot get and hold foreign 
markE.'ts unless we put more real taste into our ornament. 
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TilE WOOD WORK OF SWEDEN LACKING IN ART QUALITIES. 

This is the practical question. We have heard much of the Swedish education 
in wood-work. But when we have se"en specimens of the productions of Swedish 
schools, the impractical character of that education has become obvious. The 
Swedish youth need precisely what our youth need, and what the youth of France 
and Belgium actually receive--€ducation in real industrial art. Such wood-work 
as the Swedes make cannot command the market of the world like the productions 
of France and Belgium. In our great commercial year, H!81 (see report of Treas
m·y Department, Foreign Commerce, 1881), we imported from Sweden only $137 
worth of wooden manufactures, counting cabinet-wares, house furniture, and vari
ous other manufactures of wood. But we imported nearly a thousand times as 
much of this commodity from Belgium. As an amazing fact in contrast to this, 
in that same year we imported from Sweden and Norway nearly $40,000 worth of 
rags! In that year, too, we supplied our home market for wooden manufactures, 
except an important amounting to a million and a half, and exported $18,600,312 
worth. We imported, also, from Sweden, $744,020 worth of iron in bar-iron, pig
iron, and old scrap-iron, buying it merely as raw material. But we P.urchased less 
than one-sixth that amount of manufactured iron and steel in that year from 
Sweden and Norway, not. finding Swedish taste in manufactures to our liking. 
These are facts to be pondered by those among ow· people who pride themselves on 
having discovered the word " practical" as something opposed to the ideals of the 
soul. 

THIS EXHIBITION UNFORTUNATELY SHOWS NO GAIN IN THE ART QUALITY OF DRAW
ING AS TAUGHT IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

We have dwelt ~t much length on this defect in our industrial art education, 
because the exhibits at San Francisco indicated no improvement over former ex
hibits in this respect. 

We append hereto ten special reports on various features of the exposition. 
The aim of your committee was to procure estimates of that part of the work 

which formed the chief feature of the exposition from competent persons in attend
ance from different parts of the country, in order, if possible, to reflect all the 
standards of judgment prevailing. Had we succeeded in secm·ing all the commit
tees .that we desired, we believe that the value of this method would be apparent. 

Respectfully submitted. 
W. T. HARRIS. 
GEORGE T. FAIRCHILD. 
LANGDON S .. THOMPSON." 

As stated in the foregoing report of "the Committee on Exhibi
tion" ten special reports were appended. These comprised: 

1st. The Report of the General Arrangements and Management of 
the Exhibition. Joseph O'Connor, San Francisco, General Director. 

2d. Report on the Exhibits of the Common School Work. George 
T. Fairchild, Manhattan, Kansas. 

3d. Report on the Exhibit of Work in Drawing. Langdon S. 
Thompson, Lafayette, Indiana. . 

4th. Report on the Exhibits of the Industrial Colleges, Evemng 
Drawing Schools, and Normal Art Schools. J ohn M. Ordway, New 
Orleans, Louisiana. 

5th. Report on Manual Training and Technical Exhibits in Gen-
eral. Selim H. P eabody, Champaign, lllinois. . 

6th. Report on Kindergarten Exhibits. Nora A. Sm1th, San Fran-
cisco, California. . · . 

7t.h. Report on Primary, Gram.mar and H1gh-Sel;ool Work m A1·t. 
Em1ly A . Edmunds, South Kensmgton, London, Eugla1Hl. 

8th. Rer>ort on the Exhibits of t he Californ in. Schools. .T. M. 
Greenwood, Kansas City, Missonri, also 011 tlte same, by H. H. Bel
field, Chicago, Illinois. 

9th. Report on the Exhibits of the Easteru and Central Stutes. 
J ean Parker, San Francisco, California. 
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lOth. Report of the Committee of the Department of Art Educa
tion on Art Exhibits. Albert H. Munsell, Boston, Chairman. 

These titles convey some idea of the character and extent of the 
Exposition. The three following reports, given in full or in part, 
relate directly to the topics included in this Appendix and are all for 
which space can here be give:Q.. · 

(3.) REPORT ON THE EXHIBIT OF WORK IN DRAWING. 

LANGDON S. THOMPSON, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. 

The duty of making a report upon the exhibit of the Art Department having been 
assigned to me, I beg leave to make the following record. 

In accordance with your suggestion with regard to assistance, I called to my aid 
in this work the following-named persons: Albert H. Munsell, of Paris; Heury T. 
Bailey, of Ma.sSa.chusetts; F. J. Richardson, of Minneapolis, Minn.; ·w. G. Raymond, 
J.J.McDay, and Mrs. R. F. English, of California. 

I found exhibits in drawing and other art-work from the following schools, which 
seemed to come under the Art Department as assigned to me: Girls' High School, 
Boys' High School, and Linco1n Evening School, of San Francisco, California; Oak
land Public Schools, California; Livermore College, California; Portland Public 
Schools, Oregon; St. Paul Public Schools, Minnesota; St. Louis Public Schools, Mis
souri; Hays Public ScP,ools, Kansas; Muskegon Public Schools, Michigan; Chicago 
Public Schools and Cook County Normal School, Illinois; Clara Conwa~ Institute, 
Melll'phis, Tennessee; Swarthmore College, Pennsylvania; Mechanics Institute, 
Cornell University, and Womau's Institute of Technical Design, New York; Publi< 
Schools and Evening Drawing School, Worcester, Ma.sssachusettts; Medford High 
School, Free Industrial Evening Drawing School, and State Norm.a.l Art School, 
of Massachusetts. 

For the reports of the several exhibits in detail, which occupy 
three pages of the book, the reader is ref.erred to the official volume 
of Reports of the Proceedings of the ~ssociation for 1888. 

PRESENT PHASE OF THE DRAWING QUESTION. 

Judging from the exhibit, from conversation with educators, and from the refer
ences to drawing in the papers presented before the .Association, this subject is secur
ing a foothold in our largest schools. There is a great variety of opinion, however, 
as to the supreme good to be expected from it, and hence as to the method of teach
in.g it. Maily, perhaps the great majority, think that picture-making is the chief end 
and aim; and as the easiest way to produce a picture is to copy the drawing or 
P.ainting of another, we find many self-deceived teachers and pupils who suppose 
1f one can copy well he can draw well. Let it be understood once for all, tluit the 
drawing which is to effect character in. the noblest way, must be a translation, not 
an imitation, of that which is seen, or felt, or desired. In ordinary translation 
from one language to another, one must thorou~hly understand and feel the 
thought to be expressed, and he must also have facility in the use of the language 
in which the thou~ht is to be expressed. In the order of time we have first the 
thought and then 1ts expression, but in fact neither is complete without the other, 
and they must be synthetically joined in a perfect unity. 

Let us, then, so far as we can (we can not do this perfectly until our teachers have 
had more time to study the subject), treat drawing as a means for the expression of 
thought-the pupil's thought, not that of some one else-until he can make it his 
own. Now if this is a true view, it seems to me that the order of procedure is 
plain. The teacher's business is to lead the pupil to think, and to give him in some 
way a motive for expressing his thought, either in three dimensions, by means of 
surfaces, or in two dimensions, by means of Jines, light and shade, and color. 

We are tempted by the study of this exhibit, and the observations we have made 
·at other times, to make another remark. The recognized leaders of the ch·awing 
movement have been studying the subject from fifteen to twenty years, and some 
of them think they have about solved the question as to the best method of teach
ing this subject. These leaders have worked themselves up to a high degree of 
enthusiasm, while the great body of the teachers have been absorbed in teaching 
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the subjec~s reqW:ed of the~. T~1e leaders are so far in advance and so high in 
the resthet1cal reg10n ~hat therr vo1ces are scarcely heard, and they seem to be s_peak· 
ing in ~n un!mown ton'ifae~ Let the leaders come near the teachers and put them
selves m their pla;c~. y 9f these teachers are seeking the right way, and they 
are more than w!llmgto be d1rected by those who have been over this way before 
them: bnt they should be allowed a reasonable time to arrive at the heights now 
occupied by their leaders. 

In other words, the friends of drawing will do well to slightly overlook what 
oug!1t to be, and take up the subject just where the common teachers are t•eady to 
begm. 

(7.) REPORT ON PRIMARY, GRAMMAR, AND HIGH-SCHOOL WORK IN 
. ART. 

EMILY A. EDMUNDS, SOUTH KENSIGTON, LONDON. 

This exhibit is generally of the greatest interest to teachers, evincing immense 
energy and perseverance in the arduous ,work of training the young, and a careful 
review of the salient points in the results shown has been a very fascinating occu
pation to the writer. 

Chicago grammar schools send very perfect designs in paper-cutting, in beautiful 
effects of color, especially where tints representing wood are used; also very good 
" home work" in wood-carving in flower-forms, objects, and geometric designs 
This is the best work of the kind in the whole collection. 

St. Paul's district schools show excellence in models in sepia, and send fine archi
tectural designs and gooJ machine drawing. !'he early-grade studies in harmony 
of color and drawing from objects are of the highest excellence. . 

From Muskegon, Michigan, come l?retty ornamental designs in fifth and sixth 
grades, and good specimens of drawmgs produced in two years under a special 
teacher, also nice artistic needlework in fifth grade. 

Worcester schools show fine early-grade work and very beautiful original deco
rative designs (fifth and sixth grades), and more beautifUl specimens of higher ex
cellence in later grades; also fine architectural drawing (pen-and-ink), and very fair 
shades from models and casts. The studies in water-co1or are very good, being clear 
and pure in tone and evincing true perception of harmony in color. The mechani
cal and architectural drawings of the evening school are thoroughly well executed. 

The Portland schools (Oregon) send a good exhibit from the examination papers 
in l>Cncil-drawing, showing effective third and fourth grade work, and orgina deco
rative designs of a very rich and florid character; also some good shaded work in 
models. The collection of botanical specimens is of crowning excellence, and does 
honor to the t!l.lent and industry alike of teacher aml pupil. These piles of lovely 
flowers were the admiration of appreciating visitors to the exhibition, and it will be 
interesting to others to know the plan of study followed in this enterprising State. 
Nuttal's Botany is the text-book used. Recitations are given four times a week, and 
pupils are carefully instructed in the best mode of preparing the dried specimens 
after they have been collected in the weekly expeditions organized for this purpose. 

The public school.:; of St. Louis send a magnificent display of primary, grammar, 
and high-school work-work that can only be produced by systematic, carefully
graded .instruction of the highest intelligence. And as the entire exhibit is emi
nently successful and most worthy of emulation, it will be valuable to teachers 1:<> . 
state that the books for drawing and models for form-study used by the St. Louts 
schools can be obtained from the Prang Educational Company, Boston. In all grades 
the n;todelling in clay is a prominent feature, con~mencing from simple fr~t and geo
metnc form, and going on to the more comphcated p1eces of decoratlv:e art and 
designs in foliage. The latter specimens of modelling bear the fresh 1mpress of 
nature, and all the refinement of delicate detail. A finely-executed profile Da!lte 
!n high relief was a notable piece of eighth-grade effort. The cou~ses of drawmg 
m construction, representation, and decoration, are more systematiCally developed 
than in any of the other schools, and the original designs from nature, and conven
tional developments of the same, are of the highest order of me!·it. Th~y lead on 
successfully to the studies in still-life, and drawings from <::U:ts m the h1gh~school 
~ra~es, wl.1ich do full justice to the importan~ early-p;rade.trauung, a1_1d _pro=ently 
JUStify the award of merit made by the Natwnal EducatiOnal AssoCiatiOn. 
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R$PQRT OF THE OOM1lliTTEE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ART EDU-
' -TiON ON ART EXHIBITS. 

ALBERT H. MUNSELL, BOSTON, CHAIRMAN. 

The Committee on Exhibits appointed by the Department of .A.t·t Education here-
with presents its report. . 

Siri.ce committees on industrial and manual work exist in those departments, this 
committee has confined itself to such schools as teach drawing as the language of 
form ; judging the completeneBB and educational character of the course, and the 
~elative excellence as shown by the exhibits. . 

Appended will be found a tabulated statement of the note by the committee on 
. each and every exhibit, the aim being to encourage even the smallest beginnings. 
They are classified as public day schools, normal schools, evening schools, acade
mies, and 90lleges. 

Massachusetts sends five exhibits; California, four; New York, Illinois, and 
MiBBouri, two each ; and Pennsylvania, Michigan, Kansas, Oregon, Minnesota, and 
TenneBBee, one each . 
. Where the ,supervision in the high school differs from that of the lower grades, 

each has received a separate report. 

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS • 

. ·work in the public schools shows a marked advance over previous exhibits. The 
most logical and complete courses are from St. Louis, Chicago, St. Paul, Oakland, and 
Worcester. St. Louis excels in clay-work and object-drawing, St; Paul and Wor
cester in color, and Chicago in elementary design. Oakland shows remarkably good 
work in the development and construction of paper models. It is to be regretted 
that· the State does not require freehand representation of the appearance of objects 
in connection with the geometrical work. .A. beginning has been made in Hays 
Cit,}!:, Kansas, which must be encouraged and supplemented by some educational 

- system. The San Francisco public schools make excellent exhibits of map-drawing 
in all grades, and the work of the Broadway Grammar School in drawing directly 
from the living model, even in the lower grades, is unique. The Boys' High School 
is especially commendable for its practical methods of studying ~eometric probletus; 
and the Girls' High School for careful copies from the flat. It 1s regretted that the 

·object-work in this school ia not as fully developed. There is a commendable lack 
of " copy-wor,k " throughout the entire exhibit of the schools of Portland, Oregon. 
The map-drawing is good. The exhibit from Muskegon, Michigan, is quite com
plete, the best work being in copies from the flat. The light and shade work from 
objects in both this exhibit and the last mentioned is evidently carried on under the 
disadvantages of poor illumination. The exhibit of the high school qf Medford, 
MaBBa.Chusetts, shows how well machine-drawing can be.executed in pencil. 

NORMAL SCHOOLS. 

· Preeminent among the exhibits of the Art Department stands that of the MaBBa
chusetts Normal Art School, both for technical excellence and for the scope and 
c:<om.pleteness of its course. Beginning with a year of elementary drawing, there 
are classes in painting, modelling, scientific work, and the figure; while the subject 
of design, both elementary and applied, 1-uns throughout .the course. Students and 
graduates of this school are employed in so many sections of the country that it 
may well be called the mother of public school instruction in industrial drawing. 
For .a systemat.ic and logics} course, for fullness of exhibit, and for high standard 
of excellence, It stands unnvaled. · 

The Cook County exhibit is remarkable for a very unique collection of colored 
relief maps, and for wood-carving. It also shows a new departure in the applica
tion of drawing to other studies. 

The exhibit of the St. Louis Normal School is limited in scope, and hardly ex
plains the normal character of its teaching. 

EVENING SCHOOLS. 

The most complete exhibit is that of South Boston,.Massachusetts, which shows 
excellent work in light and shade, and mechanical drawing. It is the only school 
exhibitin~ models in connection with ship-drafting. Worcester attempts the study 
of the livmg model, and has good architectural work. The Lincoln School, of San 
Francisco, has !?ractical work in machine ~nd architectural design. 
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ACADEMIES AND COLLEGES. 

The exhibit shown by S\varthmore College is worthy of mention from the fact 
that it is entirely devoid of the element called " show work "-everything bein~ of 
a thoroughly practical character. The drawings placed upon the walls show m a 
clear manner the arrangement of the course, one exercise following the other in the 
same order that they were given to the classes. The mechanical drawings were 
made in conneqtion with manual work, which unfortunately is not represented ; 
but all the drawings except the purely scientific have been used in the shop for 
practical working drawings .. In the freehand work the charcoal drawings are un
deniably weak in some respects, but the color-work is well worthy of mention. 
The Mechanics' Institute of Rochester, New York, exhibits commendable work in 
architectural drawing, light and shade, and color. Cornell University, Ithaca, 
New York, alone exhibits sketches from nature, and is excellent in geometrical 
drawing. The Clara Conway Institute, of Memphis, Tennessee, although lacking 
in educational sequence, shows good color-work. Livermore College, of California, 
has very good map-drawing. 

In many of the exhibits, especially those from Normal Schools and Colleges, there 
seems to be a lack of system. This is a serious defect. No institution can do edu
cational work without a. logical course of instruction. 

In connection with the work in light and shade the committee wish to call atten
tion to the poor illumination under which many of the studies have been made. In 
order that the principles involved be clearly understood by the pupil, there must be 
but one direction of light. Otherwise cross-shadows, uncertainty of contour, and 
a lack of solidity will confuse the student. 





vn. 

TESTIMONY AS TO THE . PRACTICAL VALUE OF DRAWING AND 
CLAY MODELLING IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 

BY SUPERINTENDENT H. W. COMPTON. 

INTRODUCTION. 

As, in the City of Toledo, Ohio, one of the most notable experi
ments in the introduction of Manual Training as a J>art of the public 
school system· has been successfully inau~urated (for account of 
the Toledo school see pages 398-429 of this volume); and, as has 
been before suggested in these pages, there has been apparent a dis
position on the J?art of some of those who were eager to promote the 
new phases of mdustrial training, to underestimate the value of 
elementary training in industrial art drawing, as well as by those 
who have never been convinced of the value of drawing to the pupils 
of the common schools, it seems desirable in this Appendix, which is 
wholly given to a showing of the present status of this study, to 
quote the comments and conclusions announced by Superintendent 
Compton, of Toledo, in the latest published annual report of the 
public schools of that city.* 

The Superintendent says: (See pages 49-53, Toledo, 1887, report.) 
DRAWING. 

Some of the patrops of the schools as well as some of the teachers seem to look 
with distrust upon the time devoted to drawing. 

During the past year eighty minutes per week has been the limit. Yet it is 
difficult to set a time limit for this work which all may follow. The skill and 
capacity for rapid work in drawing are much ~reater in the case of some schools 
and teachers than in that of others. Some w1ll accomplish the work in fifteen 
minutes that others require thirty for. So that it is not strange that serious ques
tion and criticism should arise as to the time given to this branch, whose utility, 
under any circumstances, has not been demonstrated to the satisfaction of all. 

Indeed it is not an easy matter to convince the " intensely practical," the men and 
women whose faith in education is based solely upon the three R's, that drawinf? is 
an important educational branch. Many continue to say that their boys and grrls 
must learn to read and write and cipher in order to transact the conm1onest business 
of life. They feel that their children are never to sketch or paint or become art 
critics and hence they agree that the time devoted to drawing is a sacrifice, and 
would better be given to what bear directly upon the earning of daily bread. 

I believe in a useful education. The great majority of mankind have got to de
pend upon their daily labor for what ministers to their daily wapts. That labor 
should be made as productive and independent as possible by equipping the mind 
with useful knowledge and training the hands into practical, mdustrious habi~. 
Genius is too rare a thing to make it necessary that we should construct our pubhc 
schools to accommodate it, and it is usually master of itself when it appears. The 
time is surely coming when·.the things that men and women rnust do every di;\Y to 
preserve life and make it tolerable and pleasant, will be taught far more extensively 
in our schools than now. The useless and the ornamental, if they exist in our 
courses of study, must give place, or at least be supplemented by something better. 

* Annual Report of the Public Schools of the City of Toledo, Ohio, inclu~ing the 
Manual Training Department, for the year ending August 31st, 1887. Pubhs~ed by 
order of the Board of Education, Toledo, Ohio. Montgomery & Vrooman, Prmters. 
1887. Pp. 132. 
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WHY .THE STUDY OF "DRAWING IS SURE TO . BE RETAINED. 

But in this renovation of the curricula, drawing will maintain its place. Thls·is 
true, not only because it is indispensable to the mechanical arts but because it is one 
of the greatest aids to the development of the perceptive power. The clumsy hand 
must be trained to careful, accurate movement, the unskillful eye must be taught 
to see, the judgment, the taste must be cultivated and strengthened. 

All these things are done by drawing more rapidly and surely than by any other 
one branch that is taught in our schools. 

Superintendent Compton also speaks· with approyal of a kindred 
feature of elem,entary training in Industrial Art, ·namely, modelling 
in clay, which, like drawing, is capable of adaptation and use in 
facilitating other branches of the child's education; as, indeed, each 
and all the topics and employments taught in the earlier years of 
child life will, if wisely cliosen and properly treated, blend harmo· 
niously in the one great purpose of drawing out and-developing the 

-mental and physical powers of the child. 
This somewhat novel occupation and training for pupils in the 

. public schools is of quite general application, since it finds place in 
kindergarten work and in object lessons, while it is well adapted for 

-use in connection with free hand drawing from models; it is also a 
most efficient aid in illustrating other studies. 

This new feature in the educational material of elementary schools 
· is thus commended by the Toledo Superintendent: 

CLAY WORK IN THE PRIMARY GRADE. 

The modelling in clay of various simple forms which has been introduced recently 
into the primary grade is looked upon with some distrust and even disfavor in cer
tain quarters. Some well meaning persons who received their early education 
according to the old methods at one time in vogue, the principal one being the teach
ing of reading and spelling by the old "alphabet" method, a process which occupied 
exclusively the first four or five years of school life,-such persons inquire some
times rather skeptically and with a menace of disapproval m the tone, what this 
" playing in mud" in: the primary schools means? . 

To those who have kept pace with the educational progress of the age and who 
know the advantage of mechanical and illustrative work in connection with the 
study of form, language, and definition, ilo explanation or defense is necessary. It 
should, however, be remembered by all that success in primary work does not consis
in k~ping the little children shut up in the school-room for a long session, or in 

· compelling them " to study" long lessons assigned. But success in primary work 
d_oes consist in leading the children to love school, and progress rapidly, by giving a 
variety of interesting exercises. Those of us whQ rested for three or four 

·hours at a stretch, in an uncomfortable seat, in a badly warmed, ill ventilated 
school-room in our first school days, waiting to be called up to' recite the alphabet 
or spell a few words, can well remember how idle and unhappy we were, and can 
now understand that children, little restless boys and girls with tender minds and 
bodies, should not be kept shut up long, but should'be kept busy with a variety of 
profitable a,nd interesting exercises while they are in the school. 

WHAT IS DONE IN CLAY WORK. 

The work in clay furnishes the children a delightful and instructive exercise. In 
connection with the work in drawing, they mold the sphere and divide it into parts 
and name them; they make the cube, the cylinder, the cone and other sim:{lle forms 
and learn from observation and the actual handlin~ and drawinf? of the obJects con· 
ecerning the nature of lines, surfaces, angles and sohda. It is an mvaluable drill too, 
in lan~age and numbel·s and prepares the children in the readiest way for the 
work m g~graphy and arithmetic which are to follow in the higher grades. Both 
teachers and pupils take great delight in the exercise. 

The only drawback to this work is the labor required in moistening and kneading 
the clay to put it in proper condition for the class work. The janitors usually do 
this, but in case they do not the teachers are so impressed with the value of the 
exercise for the children that they do the work of preparing the day themselveR. 
This modeling in clay has become an important and successful featm·e iu the school 
.systerp, of many of our best cities and it is to_ hoped that it may be retained here 
_until its utility is fully demonstt:ated. 



VITI. 

DRAWING IN THE COMMON SCHOOLS OF NEW YORK, IN 1888. 
The "Monograph" relating to our present subject (Vol. II, No. 5,) 

issued unrler the eaitorship of Dr. Butler, President of the New York 
College for the training of Teachers, which comes to hand just in 
time for this acknowledgment, is that for September, 1889. This 
number of the series, well illustrates the value and the freshness of 
the topics treated in these excellent publications. It is given to the 
subject of " Form ~tudy and Drawing " in the common schools, by 
John H. French, Ph. D., late New York State Director of Drawing 
in the Teachers Institutes." Want of space prevents quotation, and 
permits only a brief analysis of contents; with a word of protest con
cerning an erroneous impression which might otherwise be inferred. 

An interesting and touching letter by Hon. Andrew Draper, New 
York State Superintendent of Public Instruction, introduces the 
papers prepared by Dr. French, whose death occurred December 23, 
1888, largely due, the Superintendent fears, to overwork during the 
year in enthusiastic devotion to his duties throughout the State. 

Superintendent Draper announces; that having come to the conclu
sion that it was most desirable to add manual training to common 
school work, as far as possible; and that much use of tools was 
im{;'ossible in elementary schools, he decided " to develop the study 
of forms, and free-hand and industrial drawing, so far as possible 
in. the public schools." 

To effect this, special instruction in the Teachers Institutes through
out the State was given, and this work was wholly in charge of Dr. 
French, whose success in arousing interest was almost phenomenal. 
A conference of teachers, in conjunction with Dr. French and Super
intendent Draper, to agree on a uniform programme for a four years' 
course of study, was called at Buffalo, Oct. 17, 1888. The prepara
tion of a "syllabus and general instructions and suggestions in refer
ence to the work" was entrusted to Dr. French. A paper on " Form 
Study and Drawing as a f undamental branch of study in common 
schools " was prepared by Dr. French. and read before the State con
vention ·of school commissione1•s and ·superintendents; in which the 
educational value of the study, its practical business val';le, the 
facility of its introduction in the schools, and an account of his wor~ 
during t.he past year, in promoting it, are concisely stated. This 
paper precedes the programmes of the four years' course, an~ t~e 
syllabus outline for a course of six institute lessons, which with 1t 
c?mprise the contents of the pamr.hlet. Thes~ are. very cl~ar, con
Cise and suggestive. They are Illustrated w1th snnple dtagrams. 
The "course of study" and " Institute lessons," occupy twenty-five 
pages, and can hardly fail to be of use to teachers. 

In the general statements as to the advance in the ideas in regard 
to drawing that have taken place during the past twenty years, Dr. 
French is undoubtedly correct; yet, by the omission of any reference 
to the movement initiated when Walter Smith was summoned to 
Boston, by the asserti ?n that., it: the e.arly m?vement, _t.he ,~ain ar~u
ment used for tho mtl'Ollnehun · of dra.wmg was 1t.s mdust1 tal 
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val tie" ;-:-(Dr. French himself devotes four out of the eighteen pages 
of his paper to an argument to show the "practical business value " 
of the study)-and by the assertion that, "about 1880,_in the schools 
of Boston, W: orcester," and other cities, " a decided change in instruc
tion took place. The study of form in models and objects was 
introduced," etc. The imp1·ession is conveyed, that " Form Study 
and drawing" is something new-a great advance in . teaching; 
unknown to Walter Smith; undrempt of by Dr. Philbrick ana 
Charles C. Perkins. Well, for" Form Study and drawing," read 
"Free hand drawing from Models and objects," and you have the 
oxact and distinctive features which characterized the teaching of 
elementary drawing as introduced in the Massachusetts schools by 
Walter Smith i~ hs70. Proressor Smith, in l,lis zeal to promote this 
study of forms, himself designed and had made at the Worcester 
Co: Free Institute, the admirable sets of Models for Schools, which 
lie at the basis of the present movement for "Form drawing." 
Latterly the pupils themselves in many cases make these models in 
paper after drawing a "working plan," and then draw a picture of 
them frqm their paper models. This feature of construction drawing 
is excellent, the only danger is lest the attention and time of the pupil 
is absorbed · by it to the exclusion of the development of taste and 

-knowledge of beauty; which is so essential to any general knowledge 
of art, and to any pron.otion of artistic industries. . 

The Walter Smith system, after laying the foundation of Indus
trial Art Drawing in a knowledge of and practice in these geomet
rical elements of drawing, proceeded to instruct in the elements of 
Art, the principles of Design, and the ideals of Beauty, by an appeal 
to the examples of "Historic Ornament." 

The present trend of drawing instruction in the public schools is 
away from Art, and towards Mechanics,- away from the" Ideal" 
and towards the "Practical," and, unless checked, will utterly fail 

.of developing artistic tastes; and, so, lose the practical r esults hoped 
for 

1
. that is, the improvement of American manufactures in Art 

qua ities. 
The present name of the drawing taught in the schools, " Indus

trial Drawing," in contrast with the name of the drawing Walter 
Smith introduced, "Industrial Art Drawing," shows how absolutely 
the Art idea has been dropped, Nevertheless, the teaching of the 
elements of industrial drawing, of construction drawing, which 
seems from this report to have recently received great impulse in 
the State of New York, is, in itself, most desirable; for, with the 
habit of studying forms, the use of the hand in clay, and paper work, 
and with the pencil, once gained, it will be easier to awaken the 
conception of the Art idea, t han if the little fingers and the bright 
eyes of the children ·had had no special training. 

" Industrial Drawing " and its companions are good and by no 
means to be abandoned or discouraged, but it still remains, that 
"Industrial Art Drawing" by its comprehensiveness and its higher 
ideals, is of grander promise. 

Out of the din of present controversy, after the momentary excite
ment over "practical" education, which now possesses many people 
who have never given more than a passing thought to the underly
ing principles of education, and who have evidently forgotten that 
saying of "Him, who spake as nev.er man spake "-" Is not the life 
more than meat, and t he body than raiment"? has ceased; the higher 
n~?.eds of man's nature will r eassert themselves, and the Immortal 
Ideals of Truth, and Beauty, r esume their inviolable thrones. 



IX. 

HISTORIC ORNAMENT- WHY DRAWING TEACHERS SHOULD 
TEACH HISTORIC ORNAMENT. 

BY WM. T. HARRIS, LL.D.* 

INTRODUCTION. 

Th.e following r ecent. paper by P.rofessor Harris, on the proper 
provmce of the lndustr1al Art Drawmg Teacher, comes to hand just 
m se~son to fitly close the final Appendix of this volume. 

Th1s concise paper, which treats of the higher purposes of train
ing in drawing, is full of suggestiveness as to the reasons why the 
standards and ideals of High Art must needs illumine and inspire 
the workers in materials,-the industrial artists; if they are to liope 
for any adequate success as a reward for their la-bors. The univer
sal apJ>reciationof Beauty which underlies the consensus of civilized 
mankind in the worship of Greek Art, and in admiration for the 
marvellous blending of colors in the tissues and stuffs woven in the 
looms of the Orient, indicates an unfailing desire ; au unquenchable 
thirst ! Ideal Beauty, Ideal Excellence,-the "xaJ.ov x'ayaOov" of the 
Greeks,-these are the goals toward which all true.artists turn; to 
attain which their successive generations strive. Just in so far as · 
these are approached, the Arts flourish! 

"' Freedom " and " Harmony."- By the utterance of these two 
words Dr. Harris unveils the secret of the undying charm which 
breathes in every great work of Art. These are the twin born 
thoughts underlying the appellation given to the world's greatest 
artists; for, in any art, the transcendent Genius whose power all 
recogmze, is spontaneously hailed as " The Master; " and a. Master 
knows no superior! He is free of the domain! 

Freedom .and Knowledge, these at once give harmony ; for the 
~ntelligent exercise of power, unhampered and untrammelled,-which 
lS the essence of freedom- cannot fail of harmony. 

The words of Dr. Harris·concerning the use, as omament, of geo
metricpatterus arranged in mere repetition and with the sole purpose 
of producing symmetry, are well worth heeding. The scientists, evolu
tionists and anthropologists, are so carried away with their loudly as
serted success in tracing through the dense obscurity of pre-historic 
ages the puzzling steps of man's progre!lsiou; solving, as they cbim, 
the riddles of the Race; that some of them are, already, aclvancing new 
theories of Art and beo·in to claim that all Art has arisen from the 
rntle basket wo~·k of sa~aO'es-braiding the reeds of the river or the 
grasses of the plain, and staining them with the juice of berries, or 
dyeing them with colors extract.ed from the roots of the forest. 

*From J ournal of Education, Boston and Chieago, June 27, 1889. 
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However that may be, it is not with the origin of .Art, but with 
its highest perfection, that we have to deal; and our makers of 
things for the markets of the world must be able to hold their own 
against patient workers, sprung from generations of art lovers, and 
themselves trained in .the noblest methods, and familiar with t he 
world's grandest triumphs of art ; with races of hereditary artists 
bre~thing ·an atmosphere of ~rt, an~ unconsciously ~ncited by th_eir 
enVIronment, as well as by mborn 1mpulse, to contmuous creat1ve 
production. It follows, then, that he who would most "practically" 
benefit the workers of America, who would most largely increase 
the IJrosperity of her manufactures, is he who will most surelv and 
speeaily develop and train .the art instincts and art knowledge of 
the .American people. . 

Dr. Harris, it will be seen, finds the best promise of effecting such· 
a desirable result in the development of the resthetic feature of 
.drawing as taught in our public schools by the teaqhers of Industrial 
.Art Drawing. H e says: 
' The cause of industrial drawing is in the ascendant, and as the one general branch of 

industrial training it may justly claim its prominent place. In .American arts and 
·manufactures .there is abuAdant ingenuity and technical skill. It is the lack of 
~thetic taste which prevents American manufactures from making their way 
abroad in competition with the rival commodities of France and Great Britain. 
The old maxim, "De gustfbus non est disputandum, '' is not true as an ethical man
date nor as a. dictate of practical common sense. 

GREEK ART A. PERMANENT STANDARD OF THE BEA.UTIJ!'tJi.. 

Works of art and ornament that shall command the markets of the world must 
pay their respects to the standard of the beautiful set up by the Greeks. Other 
standards may win a temporary vo&'lle in.this or that province, but they will not hold 
their own in different epochs nor m many provinces of the world-market at any 
one time. The reason for this has been often .demonstrated in works on the phi
losophy of art. The Greek nationality alone among all historic people made a 

. religion of the beautiful, and their definition of the beautiful may be expressed m our 
language as the representation of freedom in material forms. Inanimate matter is 
caused to assume the form of living body; it is made to conform to some inner 
purpose or design, as though a soul dwelt in it and used this bodv of matter for the 
expression of its desi.gns and the attainment of its purposes. · • 

REPETITION AND SYMMETRY ·THE LOWEST QUALITY OF BEAUTY. 

The appearance of mathematical regularity and symmetry is the lowest order of 
the beautiful, a beauty that soon becomes tiresome to the spectator. In the t&ach
ing of drawing throughout the country there is evidently too much stre83 laid upon 
the two lower steps in art,-the production of regularity and symmetry. It shoul'l 
pass through these steps only on the way to the third step,-the expression of 
harmony. . 

"HARMONY " EXPRESSES THE SPIRIT OF GREEK ART. 

Harmony alone, as something above the laws of regularity and symmetry, is 
the step that expresses the Greek standard. It alone expresses freedom. Har
mony uses regularity and symmetry, and subordinates them to the expression of 
purpose and design. It makes a unity of its ornament by making all its parts 
show an adaptation to the purpose of the soul .within the work of art. For the 
artist endows matter with a soul. Just as the po.et personifies and animates nature, 
so the artist personifies wood and mineral substances, and makes them take on the 
semblance of life and free movement undertaken for the accomplishment of 
purposes. Around a vessel made of potter's clay, or wood, or metal, there coils a 
vine, choosing its path upwards toward the light, but stopping at intervals more or 
less capricious to expand into symmetrical leaves, blossoms, and fruit. 

Around a vase are represented groups of joyful youth in action or in repose,-a. 
glimpse of the _eternal spring time of life. The vase itself in its contours spu1·ns thll 
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simple geometric forms of the. cub.e, the cylinder, _or ~he globe, and soarsawayfrom 
~~ese ~ though moved by a vltallm.J?ulse from w1thm to produce the oval or prim
Itive life-form,-the ~ve that cont.mually breaks away from abstract conformity 
to law or constant measure such as Is found in geometric shapes lik3 the circle or 
ellipse. Not content with this in the form of repose it adds oval to oval antithE:ti
callY:. It plays with lower forms in order to exl?ress its pe~·fect freedom and spon
taneity .. It moves outward on all: oval, and then mward a15am. as though it proposed 
to close. liE curve and complete 1ts egg-form, but changmg 1ts purpose it expands 
again in a rever~ed oval. It t.hen stops sucl.~enly !l'nd girds itself as though with. 
some external cmcture. But 1t only plays with tlus symbol of outward constraint 
(the band· or girdle), and hastens to manifest its freedom by escaping from its bonds 
and returning to its own chosen symbol, the oval. Thus a work of art,-even a vase, 
a mere vessel of capacity,-expresses freedom. 

The human race, in all itE stages and conditions, loves freedom and the expression 
of it. But the civilized races far surpass the savages in their appreciation of the 
highest order of the beautiful. The savage does not get much beyond a taste for 
what is regular, like a fringe, or string of beads in geometrical shapes. The next 
stage of culture gets so far as to admire symmetry. Not finding the human body 
enti1·ely symmetrical he thinks to increase its beauty by tattooing symmetrical 
figW"es on it. In his images of his gods he makes them symmetrical by adding a 
face to the back side of the head and placing another pair of arms to th~ back, etc.; 
so as to correct the one-sidedness of the human body which seems to him so lacking 
in beauty because it does not conform to symmetry. 

With the insight into harmony the nude human body becomes beautiful, just as 
the Greeks modeled it; i. e., the appreciation of its true beauty, as found in grace
fulness, has begun. The statue must express action, or the intention to act. Even 
the seated figures of Pheidias have all their limbs under control and are apparently 
just on the point of action. Every limb is thus subordinated to an internal purpose, 
and this produces what is beautiful. Even the lack of symmetry in the human 
form aids and assists the expression of harmony, which is the adaptation of the 
visible form to express and execute an ideal .or motive,-a spiritual purpose. 

THE PURPOSE OF INDUSTRIAL .-\RT. 

Industrial art sets out with the laudable purpose to educate its pupils so that they 
may make our manufactures more salable by tasteful ornament. It is evident that 
more must be done in the direction of educating the ideals of taste, and perhaps less 
of mere hand-practice. The pupils must not be kept on lessons in regularity and 
symmetry as though any high order of the beautiful could be achieved in these. 
We shall never command the markets of the world by adding such a rudimentary 
style of ornament to our goods. The soul of civilized man loathes mere repetition 
or mere symmetry. Only the Chinese taste can endure the monotonous music of a 
tin pan throu~h a whole day. The cultivated races love to see gracefulness of shape 
in their matenals for food, clothing, and shelter, and in all their implements. 

THE SECRET AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BEAUTIFUL. 
'· 
Gracefu.ne~s is that appearance of freedom which " "e. have already discu.ssed. 

The soul ~ its depths feels its freedom and !ov.es to se~ tl~Is heaven-born attn~mte 
revealed m external sha!?es ~tnd forms. Tins IS the Sigmficanc~ of the beautiful. 
Things must seem to be jo1' themselves, and not merely useful jm· others. 'Y e do 
not like to see vulgar use stamped on objects, even on the .m.ost useft_II of obJects; 
but we must feed our eyes with the appearance of self-ac~tvity and freedom, as a 
sort of reminder of our own ideals, suggesting ~hat ~e are Immortal s?uls, and not 
the slaves of our l?odies, selling our heavenly bnthnght for a mess of pottage and 
toiling in thraldom for mere food, clothing, and shelter. 

A 1\IISTAKE MADE BY SOlliE "EDUCATIONAL REFORMERS." 

These reasons for the beautiful seem very transcendental and impractical to our 
average educational reformers. They think that children " should be taught to earn · 
their living by acquiring skill in carpenter work an_d ':Jl~cksn~ithing." Their 

· mistake seems at first ludicrous. But it is more than tins: It IS senous. " Produc
tion." said one of out most astute economists, Mr. David A. Wells, in ~884, "was 
never so great in this nation in r elation to population as it has been in tins last y~ar 
of depression and want. The East is glutted with. goods and ,~-ares ; the ~~rest w~th 
corn and meat · the l\Iiddle States are burdened with coal andiron ; the South With 
cotton and grahi, and each section has all that the world needs." 
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PROOFS THAT A~ICAN PRODUCERS NEED ART INSTRUCTION. 

We are producing too much raw material and manufacturing too much common 
goods of a coarser quality. If we could put more tlu!te into our manufactures, 
employ fewer people in raising the raw materials, and fewer in making coarse goods, 
and more in producing a finer quality of ornament, the balance would be restored. 
As it is, only one twelfth of our laboring population are engaged in the wood
working trades, In the twenty-five trades that belong to wood-working, and in the 
twenty-two trades that belong to metal work, there were, in 1880, 1,349,l307 laborers. 

'These provide more goods than we can sell at home and abroad. We cannot get 
and hold foreign markets unless we put a more refined, resthetic taste into our 
ornament. 

AN IMPoRTANT ILLUSTRATION OF THE VALUE OF ART INDUSTRIES FURNISHED BY 
SWEDEN. 

This is the practical question . . We,have heard much of the Swedish education in 
wood-work. But when we have·seen specin1ens of the productions of Swedish 
schools, the impractical character of that education has become obvions. The 
Swedish youth need precisely what our youth need and what the youth of France 
and Belgium actually receive; namely, education in real industrial art. Such 
wood-work"a.A the Swedes make cannot command the market of the wodd like the 
productions of France and Bel&J.um. In our great commercial year, 1881 (see Report 
of Treasury Department, Fore1gn Commerce, 1881), we imported from Sweden only 
t173 worth of wooden manufactures, counting cabinet wares, house furniture, and 
various other manufactures of wood. But we imported nearly a thousand times 
as much of this commodity from Belgium. As an amazing fact in contrast to 
this, in that same year we imported from Sweden and Norway nearly $40,000 
worth of rags I In that year, too, we supplied our home market for wooden 
manufactures, except an importation amounting to a million and a half, and ex
ported $18,600,312 worth. We impprted also ·from Sweden $744,020 worth of iron 
m the shape of bar iron, pig iron, and old scrap iron, buying it merely as raw 
material. But we purchased less than one sixth that amount of manufactured iron 
and steel· in that year from Sweden and Norway, not finding· their resthetic taste in 
manufactures to 04r liking. These are far.~ to be pondered by those among our 
people who pride themselves on having discovered the word 'practical ' as some
thing opposed to the ideals of the soul. 
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ft•ature ofthe city Rchool ay•tem, 83. 

SeiJool Committee's R eport on Drawing nod 
M u•ic, 1883, 9. 

Sehoul Committee anp:gest forming an " .Art 
for Schools Aaaooiat.lon, "similar to those In 
England, 10. 

So1~~~lf.itchena of, Report of, for 1885-'86, 

Sewing inLroduoed in Pu blio So'boolaof, ( 1870), 
9'7. 

" Whittling School " in, opened in 1871 , 13. 
Bouon Trade Club, .A paper on Manual 

'l'rainlng Schools rend b:v Superintendent 
Erh~in P. S•aver before tbo ruonthly meet· 
lug of the; February 81·d, 1887, 795- 799. 

Rouraae, B . A ., i'tir. Alfred, Sccret nry Brit· 
ish and }'ordgn Scbool ::>ociety, l'npet· on 
" I nfanta' Sohools under the Code of 1884" 
read during t he Iutern~tiooal Conference 
on Education held in Loudon, England. in 
1881, by, 689-691. 

Jloya> Club, Nc..- York, Report of the, for 
1880 r ef eo red t o, ao5. 

Boys> 'Vorkhl(( Club, formed in Peru, llli· 
not•, iu 18o6, 101. 

na·adford, IKu~rlaud, Technical CollCj:O at, 
l'rufeosor ::-mlth eagerly_ welcomeol to the 
Directo1·abip ot' ti.Je Art Department ot' tloe, 
xl .--xh·i. 

Briant, lUre, ••· B., devisee the Farm Gnr· 
don. 260-201. 

'l'ho Kitchen Garden in 'rented IJy , describe<!, 
981. 

- Drown, Esq., Geor((e p,, of Bloomington , 
lllinoiR. Chn.irn:an G&nurnl Uonuni tteu ou 
E•lncatlonai.Expositlou. Report t·enri ut the 
Cblcnl(n ru .. Htin JC in 1887 by, 830-892. 

Browu, l'tlies ltntc L., ot'Jlo.,oo, .l>fRss., Pn· 
per con "Applicntiou of l<'riiuels principl•a 
to the Prhnor.v Schools," rend nt Ch:cn~to 
.Jul.v 1HH7, by, 702-706. 

Buiaaou, Jtl., tbe cli st.in~nishctl Fo·cnch Eclucn. 
t<>r, pa,·s n strik inj! triburo to Dr. Pbilllrick 
i n tho Murch 15tb, 1886, issuo of tho Re\'uo 
P6dagoglque, xuvii. 

Bark, :ttr, A.dllioibll b:, Secretary of Spring 
Garden I nstitute, l'hlladel!ihia, Extracts 
froiD addreee ob • • Apprentfceehip " by 85-
06. , I 

Barr, Mi•il ciara A;; of Oswego, New York· 
Paper on " 1.' h., value ofKfudergai1en Ttatn: 
lug ln. N orwal Schools" read at Chillllgo· 
.J ttly, 1887 by, 699-702. . ' 

Bio!lbaell; D , D., Bey; it:arace; of ira~ 
ford, Connecticut. A notable Faet Day at!: 
dress ou " Common l;;ohbola" dellverM Iii 
11153 by, 681-587. • 

BaUer, A, M., Ph. D., Nichola• Mbtora)-; 
of~ ew Jersey, Ad.dress by, at meeting to or. 
j:antzo an Iodostnal F.ducation Association 
in Daltimore, 1887, 186. 

announced ns President elect of Now York 
fo~.le:::e for the Trail! lug of Teachers (1887), 

Annual r eport for 1888 by, President of Ne• 
York In<loatrial Education Aesoclatlon and 
of The College for the 'l'rll!ll!ngof1'eachere 
300-305. ' 

diecusses p•per nt Philadelphia meeting 
(1891), cuii. 

Genera·! Discueeion by Superintond6nts of 
p~per r ead by, 847-849. 

Paper by, on posslhlli tlea of Manual Training 
in connection with presente.retem of publlo 
schools, t·ead nt Washing ton meetmg of 
Super intendents iu 1b88, 845-847. 

Paper pr e•ent rd to the 26th Convocation of 
the University o r the State of New York by, 
entitled "Man01•l Training aa an element 
of Public Education, " 12li-1221. 

Reports made Dec. 1888 and }'eb. 1889, to 
Council of Education of the State o f New 
J ersey by, as Chairman· of a special Com· 
mittee on Manon! Tralninp:, 1221-1225. 

reviews publi•h•d rrit\ciorue, of the action 
of tbe New York Board ot Education in re· 
gard to Manual Training, 1211-1213. 

c. 
Cabell, .Joeeph, of Virginia, Early In the Ceo· 

tury, ur~tes the examplo of Peotalozzl, 577. 

Cald~~o~~~=~uFU;~:Jo~Sc~:'J~r~?cS.:,o:!~';T. 
nud, ~lao, or "'l'raioinl! School of Cookery," 
Liverpuol, England; describes auoceso of 
lessons in cook~ry given to country children 
in Wales, 1ll4-11l5. 

Puper by, 1105-ll09. 
Discussion of P~per by, lt09-1110. 

C nmbrid;:c, mtnosncha80U8. 'fbe "Howard 
Inolu•triul School " opened by ldre. A. L. 
Woodbury in, (1865), 319. 

Cnoup, !U r . L. L., Princldai Dwl!:bt Grammar 
::>ohool Now Haven, Connecticut. Letter 
from. (1887), 138. 

reports on result of one year's trio! of :Mnnual 
'.rrnining In t.IJot School, llSS. 

Cardozn, Profeuor, Principal of t be colored 
High Scbcovl of Waahin~tt.on, D. C., secures 
Mauual Traioiol( l~ssons for his pupil•, 111. 

Carl,·le, Thoauaw, Impressive wordP conc•rn· 
iot: th" duty of educating all people apokeu 
bv, 695. 

t:nrnorYoo, Earl, Tribute by, to tbe b•auty 
and tltu~a• of tho g reat school room of Op. 
pln!!bam School, 731. 

Carpentry, iu Bosoon Schools, Progr~>mme of 
l t:SROUS ,:riT'6D in, 119. 

Cnrler, l'llr. Cbarleel'll., A~tent of the Maee. 
acbus•ttH State lJoard of Education, Prac· 
tical programme for nn eight years' course 
of 1utlustrinl Dmwiug in Public Schools by, 
1243-1247. 

A pnr~r on "Industrial Drawing and Man. 
ual School 1'1 ainiug" read by. at r.he tblr· 
tocot b .. uuual me~ting of t ile State Teach· 
ora' A ••ociat ion of Colorado, December 27, 
18ll7, 1249-1252. 

Progmmme of courses of drawing arranged 
by, ref.,rred to, 88. 
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Carter, iJJr • .Joaeph, Superintenden~ of public 
schools in P eru, Illiaoi•. opened " }bon• I 
Trainin.J! 1oom \fith aoconuuodationa fur ~0 
bo,1·• at hie own coat in 1884, 192. 

«Jar••• Dr. Paul, Reforence to paper read by, 
a& annual meetin~ of Mu•acliuoetta Art 
Teachers' .Aaeocintion in 1855, 1270-1271. 

Caa,., Collect.ion of Cla ssio Art., placed in Boo· 
tou Girls' High School, 1871. 3-4.. 

Lioto ol', suitable for achoolo, issued by 
American Social Scien ce Associa t ion, 1ij71, 
i-4. 

Cattell, Sane P ., lfliu, Reporta by, ftrotSec
t·t'tary of N ew York I ndustrial :Education 
Aasociatio&, 26f>.-~85. 

(;elliai, Bt~aYeaulo, A ccount of, 6!1-612. 
Ceateaalal Exhibi&ioa, The, in PhiladeJ. 

phia in 1876, wade M~noaJ Training Schools 
p ossible in the United States, 41. 

Cen&ary 111aaaziac, The, Extracts from 
article in. by Yr. Charles Godfrey Leland, 
on " Hand work in Puulic Schoulo,'' 733-736. 

E xtracts from articlo in September, lASS, 
number, by M r . George R. PRrkin, on Up. 
p ingbam School. 

( !halllberlaiu, IUr • .J. A.., Director of 'Vood· 
wot·k in Waahiu)l;ton Sclleols, xci. 

C baaey, B el'. George L ., President of Boo
ton Industrial School Asoociation, H. 

Introduction to Manna! on Woo.:·working by, 
17-18. 

(;bapmaa, Ron , Edwia 0 ., State Superin· 
tendent New Jersey achoolo. Extracts 
from repot·t for 1885 b.v, 149-151. 

refer& to Montclair Technical School, in his 
report for 1885, 157. 

(;baptera of the pt•eeen& Yolume. Order 
uf arrangen1ent and analysis of topic• of 
the, cxli-exliv. 

(:hie•••• Jlli11oiM, Extracts from report for 
1l!l!j-.l886 011 public &choolo of, by Superin· 
tendent Howlanll, 190- 191. 

President Kraus. President of School Board 
of, stales object-ions to makin,!( Manual 
Trainin~ acllools a put of puulic •dwol 
system, 188-IR9, 

Reference to corning World'• Fair to be held 
i n, cxxxvi. 

Reportofannualmeetina of the National Edn· 
cationaiAosociatioa in 1887 held at, 805-414 t. 

Report on Educational Exposition a~ the 
N. E . .A.., meetio~ in 1887, by George 1'. 
Brown, Chairman, 830-832. 

C bilde, 11Jr. Geor~~:e W . , doriogPbiladelpbia 
meetiug of 1891. :- uperintendents viait 
the office of, euxiv-cxxxv. 

CJhill!ler'l'iee Exatllilla&iona. Leading En· 
glisb Ed11cators and Statesmen protest 
agRioat t.bo contpetiti.-e, 1091-1094. 

Clark. Mr. John !!f., of .Boston, on " DrAwing 
in P ublic Education, " An address b,\', deJiv. i 
ered before the University Convocation of . 
the State of New York (1879), 1253-1260. · 

Remarks by, at the Woodward dinner, 777- 778. 
Iteport of speeches made at t he dinnPr in 

honor of Profeasor L:. M . Woodward, gi.-en 
at. Hotel "V'cndome, Boston, December 17th, 
1885, uy, 777-781. 

(;Iarke, I . Edward•, An occouut of tbe 
Swediab Sliijd Instruction, compiled by, 
863-i93. 

Letter to, from Bon. Geor~e Bancroft, xxviil. 
Letter to, from Bon. Henry Barnard, xxviil. 
Letter to, from Superintendent J ollb E. llrnl\. 

ley, of Minneapolis, enclosing bia r eport in 
favor of putting Manual Training in tbe 
City Bi~Jb School, 1119-202. 

Lett•r to, from Ptincipal L. L. Camp, New 
HRVen (1887), 138. 

Letter to, from Mr. J. F. Ellis, clerk of the 
High School, Ea.n Claire, Wisconsin ; reclt. 
ing auecetts fl)r two years, of M anual Train· 
ing in tbRt school, 204- 206. 

Letter t.o, from Snperiut~ndent H. M.Jameo, 
Omaha., Nebraoka, 429. 

Letter to, from Mr. C!Jarleo Godfrey Lei au d . 
with sul{gestion• as to development of iu· 
dustrlal training in public acboola, 7a7- 738. 

(;Iarke, I . Edwnrd•- Continnrd. 
T.elltr to, fru111 Snperlulendeut Littlefteld, 

Ne .. ·port, R. r. (18R7). 137- 1:18. 
Letter to, from l't•il:d)o&l l 'aul ofWaabington 

High Schnnl (lti87), 102-1 03. 
I.otter '"· l'rum Superintendent Sea.-er of 

llostnn, J I 6. 
Letter to, from Mr. John SpAt·keo Hudtoao· 

ter, Sontb KeMington Art Schools, London, · 
England, xxix. 

L etter to, from Ron. Jobn G. Whittier, xxviii. 
Letter to, from John C. Worcester, .A . M . 

Prindp al of High School, Boyloton, .Mass. 
(1867), 230-2:11 . 

.Mr. Bonham'a criticisms of the common 
achoolo considered b.v. tl\9- 630. 

A plea for the retention of the " .Art Ideal," 
by, 953-954. 

Summary of nddrtsa uy, before the National 
Jn,luatrial .A&!'ociatioo, Waahingtoo, D. C., 
A pnl Jrd, 1888, 322-325. 

( !lay illodellia~~: in Primary lllehooh, 
Snperinten<l•nt <.:ompton of Toledo ap· 
pro,·es ot , l~10. 

t:: IC''I'<'IRad , Ohio, Histury an<l deocriptinn of 
Manual Tt·Aiuin~ Bigl1 School of, 4~9-444. 

:Manual 'l'r~ illi ll l: diocuRsed by Board of F.tlu
~ation of, as report ed in '!'be Plaiu D eal•r, 
445-446. 

Pl<·a for Manual Training in Lower Sch ools of, 
H a-H7. 

Cobb, 111r•. Jtlary E. Superinleudent of th10 
Jndustt·ial ::ichool for J!i t·ls in Milwaukeo, 
Wisconsin, gi,·ea detailed description of 
methods ndnpted in tbatachool, ~48-353. 

Cole, l!lir H eary, Credited with beinjr the orig· 
iuator of tho mo,ement iu Eng"land, Jor 
•~bonis of cooker.v, 1114. 

Coll<'ae fo r lhc Tr10iaina of Teac:hr.r•, 
Newl' ork CJily, Prospectus of the (IIS87.) 
296-~96. 

Statement. by President llntler concerning 
the, n.ade in Balt.imore, No\', !at, 1887, 2U9. 

Colored Race. EduutionRI needs of t-Ile, 249. 
E\'olution of 1he, in the United Statea, 248-249. 
lnuustl'ial 'l'rainin,tt ~daptell to needs of tbe, 

ug. 
C o lion E. M ., ( :harlea A.., Director Ne\\'ark 

'l'ecbnical School. Extracts from "eport for 
1876 by, 151- 156. • 

(;ommon 8 c bool8, The .American system of, 
ct·ttic iae<l an•i condemned uy John M . Uou· 
11om, In " book entitled " Industrial Lib
er~.\'," 604-617. 

Beneficent inlluence of, in a Republic, 584. 
Mr. Bonbaw arraya prison ota~io~ico to justify 

hi• cbarj!:eo against the, 613. 
cbarnclel'i1.ed uy Edward Everett, cxiii. 
defined, 583. 
Increa•e of Idiots and Inoane, alleged aa due 

to, 612. 
lntruduction to paper containing Mr. Bon. 

ham 's inolictwent of the American oystew 
of, 603-604. 

Nee<! of, emphaai~ed b.v Pr&llident Wm. Pres· 
ton Johnaton, of Tula.ne Onil·erslty, xcix
cvli. 

Paper• concerning, See Appendix I , 613-$0. 
a permanent institution iu t he United States, 

583. 
Report nf dior.nssions concerning Jnduotrll\1 

E.ducatiou in our, h~old iu Bo.tou, during 
JanuAry and Februar.r, 18ij7, 783-794. 

Support of, 1\ public duty, ti20-G30. 
'l'rihnt.e to. b.v Geor·u~ William (;art ie, cxxxv. 

(;oatpron, illr. H. W •. ::iup.,rinlend•nt, Tole
do. Ohio. Papot· ou Manuall'Mliuing in 'l'o. 
1~1\o by, read at meeting or 8uperiutendents 
in W R8hingtou, D. C., J887, 398-4.00. 

PrActical .-nlue of drawing and clay modelinl{ 
in prilnRry a<·hoolo olnted by, 1309-1310. 

Con-.uuaption of Mnc.crinl, Education in 
the most etf~ctive Rll<l o•conomkal methods 
of, hRR been hitherto ahnoot entirely ne· 
glectetl in t be United States, xcv. 

Importance of intelligence on tbe part of a.ll 
lU th61 XCV. 
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()onteau, to tbh Volume, Table of, ili-xxil. 

Content•, table of, t.o "Introduction, " xxlll
xxiv~ 

Cookc>ry. Aecount of Firat Kitchen Gar len 
in Clnolnnatl, Ohio, by Mlaa Annie Laws, 
327- 329. 

Account of Firat :Mission School of, in W aab· 
~~21. D. C., by Mrs. Anna L. Woodbury, 

Clt.aaea of, In Philadelphia Schools, Report on, 
by Superintendent Mao Alister (-1888) 111!4-
1UI6. 

Cluaea of, In Elementary Schools of England 
1029. 

lntrodnotion of, in' Glrla' Grammar Schoola of 
Philadelphia, in 1889,lxniii 

Introdnotlon of, In Girls' Normal School, of 
Philadelphia, in 1887, lxnilL 

Liot of Text hooks of, 1111. 
Northern Union of Schools for, in England, 

1109. 
Practical SDO!le&S of teaching in, to country 

children In Wales, described by Mlaa Calder, 
111.._1115. . 

Resnlta that ha-ve come from the opening by 
Mra. W oodbnry, of the Miaaion School of, in 
Wuhington, 1:5. c., 253. 

Schoola of, aa discussed during the Health 
Exhiblt.lon, held !u London, E11gland, in 
I 8>t. See Appendix "0," paper iii, 110:;.. 
1115. . 

Scboola of, Sir Henry Cole, the pioneer in ad. 
vocatlng, lilt. 

Text books of, recommended by Sir Thomas 
Ackland. Bart., M. 1:'., 1112. 

What right teaching of, comprises, 1106, 
c-kia~r, Classes sent from public sohools to 

•chou!;; of, in the North Bennett street In· 
dustrial School, 122. 

diacua.~ed at Chicago, 1887, 828-830. 
Xduoational value of the in~truction in, ~iven 

iu the Boston Schools of Cooking, estab. 
llshtld by Mrs. Hemenway, witnessed to by 
President Francia A. Walker, 810. 

Exhibit of, made by pupils of High School 
in the great exbibftion of Industrial Work, 
made by the eohoola of Washington, D. C., 
In 1888, 242-245. 

Exhibition of work In, by pupils of colored 
High School of Washington, D. C., 248. 

Importance nf n correct l<oowledgo of, xclv. 
x.cv. 

Instruction In, given to girls in public schools 
of Boston, 792. 

Instruction In, promoted as a matter of conrso 
by the Industrial Education Aasocintiooa, 
described in chapter xvil, 2:H- 353. 

Instruction In, bow provhled for j{irls in the 
· public ocbools of l!oaton, 787. 
in schools ot' J amestown, New York, 287. 
Place of, in Philadelphia Schoolt!, a. shown by 

the 1888 exhibition of scholars industrial 
work, 234-235. 

Profe880r De Gnrmo, of Illiooi•, at t heN. E. A. 
Chicago mooting (1887), describes classes of, 
In Normal Schools of England, 821. 

recommended by tho New Jersey Board ol 
. ·Education, 1224. I 
Re ort by Chairman James S. Murphy of 

c~aases in, •upportecl by Mrs. Hemenway, 
in Boston (1886), 120-121. 

Report on, b.v Committee on Manual Training 
In Boston Srbools (1886), llt!)..ll47. 

See place given to. in course of DomeRtic 
Economy for girls in Manual T rainiug 
School, '!'ole<lo, Obio, 4111-420. 

Suggestions concerning, by Superintendent 
Seaver, of Boston, 118. 

Supper given by pupils of West lloJistou 
Htgb School, 1887, in connection with oxbiu:. 
tion of scholars in<luatrial work. 227-231. 

tau&ht in a school of f.ho Lotte· Vereiu, Dor. 
lin, Gerrunny, 110~. 

tan~:ht to graduating claese~ of Mnrylund 
Nor mal School, 185. 

Cookinl( Cla .. e•, Mrs. Homem•ay's Roston, 
taken into the City acbool system, &1. 

CcHiperatioa versu• Cowputitlon, 93. · · 

tJoopc>r, l'Jr, 011car H., Superintendent at 
(;alveatou, Texat~, reaus paper at PhiJa. 
delphia meeting (1891), cx:r:U. 

Vooper, Peter, tlie late, referred to 142. 
Crnwf'ord, IJJr. Robert, Principal Pb!ladel• 

phia Manual l'ralning School. Report for 
1885 by, 434-435. 

Crawford, llir. T. o., of Oakland, California 
"The educatiun•d power and the utility of 
Industrial Education and of Manual Train· 
lng in our Grammr.r Schools," a paper by, 
851h'!62. 

Crombie, ProCe.,.or .J, 8., Principal :Minn&o 
apoliB High School, recommends that Han. 
ual Training be taught In the school and 
eetimateo cost, 202-2~3. 

Curti•, Hoa. Geor•e William, of New 
York, delivers addresa before the annual 
meetio~ of the Department of Superintend· 
ence, In Philadelpbla, February 25, 1891, 
c:<xl and cxx:r.v. 

Tribute to the American Common Schools 
paid by, in addreaa before the Department 
of Superintendence at Philadelphia meetin& 
18U1, cx.:r.xv. 

D , 

DaYeaport•Hill,lt.li•• Ro•ouaoad,Artlcle 
on "Tecbnioal Education in Board Schools" 
in Coo~emporary Review for May, 18811, by, 
10.1-1048. 

DoYideou, Profc .. or Thoma• A., Extracts 
from a paper by, in the Forum of April, 1887, 
on Manual Training in Public Schools, 801-
804. 

Daweou, Col. N. D. B., Com1aiaeioaer 
of Edueatioa oftbe Uailcd llftatu, is 
present atupeningofexhibition of scholars' 
work of Washington schoola (1888), 242. 

referred to, cxiv. 
referred to, x:rx. 

Day, Mr. Alfred, Secretary of U.S. Potters' 
Aesoc!ation, announc&B their dooision to 
open a School of Pottery in PhUadelphia, 
oxix. 

Day, Mr. I •• W., Soporintandont, Account of 
origin of Cle\'eland Manual Training High 
Scbool by, 438-439. 

Depew, Hoa. Chauaeey III., Extracts from 
two addresses by, showing that tho common 
schools are \be hope of Ute R•public, 579-586. 

Statsru•nt made to, when In HPlland, 760. 
Detroit,Miehifna, Report of Superintendent 

J . M. B. Sill tor 188!)..'86, 197-199. 
DickiDeoa, Dr • .J'oha W ., Secretary State 

Board of Education of .Mall8achusetta, Ad· 
tlr·eaa by, on " Industrial Education In our 
Common Schools," 783-787. 

Review of R~port for 1885-1886, by, 57$-577. 
Dietrick, !Ur11. EJiea B., A paper read before 

National I ndustrial Association in Wash· 
lngton, D. C., b.v. ou "Industrial Education 
in Covington, Kentucky," 329-330. 

Diacu•siou, Interesting, at Chica,:ro meeting in 
18S7. by many educators, 817-825. 

Dodge, l1Ii8• Grnce H., Reports by, first cor. 
responding e•cretat·y uf tho Kitchen Garden 
Association, 256-264. 

Dorue11tic Ecoaomy,Departmentof, iu Toledo 
High School, 418-410. 

In Belgium, l'mioing Schools of, Summary 
of studies taught in, 1119. 

Tho whole proYinco of, taught in schools of 
Del~ooium, 1117-1122. 

Domc8tic Economy and l'feedlcwork, 
Programme of inatructooo in, iu Pt·iruary 
Schools of Bolgiuno, 112o-1122. 

Doullberty, !Ur. N.C., Sopel'lntond•nt, of 
l'eorla. Illinois, reads paper llt l'hiladelphia 
meeting, 1891, cxxii. . 

Drawing, as shown In the exhlbotlon of scbol· 
nrs' work made by t.ho public schools ot' 
l'biladelpbia, in 1888, 233-234. 

os taul!ht in the Ne1vark Technical School, 
153-154. 

uasisot'all Industrial Training. See Dr. Bnt· 
ler'a oddress at. Baltimore, 186. 

basis of Industrial Edocatioo, ll38. 
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:bra wi••-Continued. 
The be.1t poaalble form of Industrial Ednca· 

tlon for tbe oommon acboola ia found in the 
atody of, 1121. 

Cloae r~lation of, to acbool indoat.rial work; , 
point.ld out by Snp..rintelldellt W. S. Hack, 1 Moline, IUinole, 223. . 1 

Cowmenta by Walter -Smith on some criti· 
olema concerning Induatrial Art, 959-960. · 1 

DUI'o~reooe in purpose of, between Industrial 
Art advocates and those of Manual Train· 

1 in~r_Sahools,lll. . 
Dt·. M:ac.A.lleter treats of the valne of, in ita , 

broad relatione to Art .Education. cuvili. 
Double relAtion born<~ by, to our modern civ· 

llizatlon, 52. 
Educational value o~ in connection with train· 

ing In l'lliijd, as eet forth by :M. Sluya; 878. 
Edu"ative value of, conLrsatB<l "ith that of 

hand labor, by Robert Seidel, 759-760. 
Eft'orte to introduce Industrial .Art, in schools 

of New Jersey, by State Superintendent . 
Apgar, referrjld to1149. · 

Eveninlt echool for teaching Freehand, urged 
by Superintendent Stone, of l:lpringlleld, 
Hseeachnsetta,l29. 

Faoillty of teaching, in public schools, gen· 
erally conceded, 66. · · 

For progT&mmes of courees of, in all grades of 
pnbllo achoola; see papers of M:eosra. Car
ter\ Clark and Bailey, beginning respect· 
i ve v on pAges 1243-1253 and 1276. . 

tile foundation of ludnatrlal Ednoation, 1252. 
cJven odequate prominence io. the courses of 

the l'hifadelphla Manual Training School, 
lsx. 

Great value of, ae a means of lllilthetic train· 
log generally IJ:Dored by advooa~ of Man· 

· ual Training, 035-936. 
" Higb~et ollice of," A Paper on, read by Hr. 

Frank A.boro, in Philadelphia, 1891, oxxxiv. 
how applieol io tePohing GeograpbyinaPrue

elan echool, S22-523. 
Importance and far-reaching inllaeoce of tho 

movement for the introduction of, in the 
public schools, 41-42. 

Importance of a knowledge of, 745. 
Jmpurtanoo of conetrootioa, 969. 
Im_1>0rtance of teaching elementary, stated by 

Sir Renry Roscoe, H. P .,1030. 
Inolnstrlal Art, characterized; 2. 
Industrial Art, Exhibition of, by public school 

pupils shown at Cuicago in 1887, 61. . 
llldaetrial Art·, Exhibition of, by public school 

pupils, shown at Madison, Wiacousin, in 
18U,S1. 

Iudoatrlal .Art, the basi• of HI! ioolustrini 
training in public schools; 322. 

lnduatrlal~ Four progreeeive ataj!;es of, char· 
ooterlzea, 1250. 

luclu"trial. Programme of au eight yenrs 
course of, for pu!Jiic schoolA. 1243-1247. 

Industrial traiuing a development of tbu 
movement to promote. xx.:. 

·• Inlluence of the study ol, in tbe develop
ment of nhal'ftcter," Exh·actR frow a paper 
on the, read by Moss Adeline Valentme 
Pon~. before !ii:Reeachueette Art ~reachers' 
.Aaeouiation. Deceru!Jer 27tb,l884, 1264-1270. 

"In Hi~th Sehoul•," Extracts from a paper 
entitled, read by Po ofeeeor W. S. Perr,\', o~ 
Worcester, Maaeachueette, as President ot 
Art DepArtment N. E. A., at Chicago, 1887, 
1286-1287. 

In Normal Schools, Conclusions nnd rccom
mondaLione concerning, in report of com· 
mittee made to Chicago meeting ln 1888, 
1287- 1?89. 

In Pbilad~lpbia; Induatt·ial Art Sehoul, Course 
of, 17R. 

In Philadelphia manual training ecbool, 434-
4a6. 

In prlmarr scbools, Snperin!entlent Comp· 
ton, or Toledo, comn:oenola, 1309-1310. 

In Prusslan achoole, as seen by Horace Mann, 
521. 

Drnwi••- Continu..cl. 
. in Public Educat-ion. A. summary of pur. 

poses aod methode of te~tcb in !,! drnwillg iu 
the ae<"et-al j!raolee of the public acbocle, by 
:Mr. John S. Cl• rk. 1253-1260. 

In Pot bile So boola, Introduction of. in 1870, 
made poaaible t he preeeut indoetrial edu· 
cational woTement, 89-40. 

Io Public Schools, Relation of, to present 
movement t:or industrial train in& ip achoola, 
40 . . 

in pablio eohools of Baltimore, 184. 
in public echoole of Chicago, 190. 
In 'l'tiohnlcal School, Newark, NewJereey,150, 

153. Ill&. . 
In the common aohoolaof New York State in 

1888,1311-1312. 
In the 'l'oledo "EvenlDJt Claeaes," 424. 
In the Toledo, Ohio, High School. 417 . .. 
Iua1.rootion In free·h8lld, tends to develop 

wstbetio faculties of the child, 495, 
Instruction. ill) would be of great value to 

.Americana, says Horace Mann, 52Z-S22. 
Intro~lfction to appendix" Q," which is ginn 

to Paper• on, 12ll9-1242. · 
Introduction of indnstrial art., in the pu!Jlio 

ecbooleofWaehington directly doe to effort.' 
· ·.of 'Superintendont J. Ormond Wilson. 101. 
Introduction of inolaotrial art, in the schools 

of Worcester, Maaeachusetta, successfully 
promoted by Superintendent .Marble, 134. 

Introduction of, in lJUhlic ecboole, re~tarded Ly 
Walter Smith na bat 'ho beginmng of the 
movement for the industrial art education of 
tbe peo11le of the United StAtes. 39-40. 

" In ita relation to Manual Sobool Training," 
A. paper by Profesecr v. M:. Cart~r. on, 1249-
1252. ' 

is the basis of technical education, 958. 
Ita introdnction and relation to the yorer.ent 

IUOV6106Dt, 40. 
a knowledge of, an eeaentlal preliminary to 

any thuroup;b Ioaaatrtal Tra1nlng, 610. 
Knowludgo of, moat precede indnsr.rial train

ing, 9118. 
Leeson in regar1l to, shown by tbe exhibits at 
Chion~o in 1887 as stated h.v Mr. George P. 
Brown, chairman of general ccmonitteo, 831. 

The iuaoulll training movement a logical out. 
cooue of iuatructlon ia,lo tb6 public •cboole, 
37-38. 

H echnoical, iuorease1l attention glv<·n to in 
Sohools of New Haven, 1157-1158. 

M:echanioal, taught in.sohoole of Now Haven, 
1156. 

Methode of teaching, criticised by M. Sluys, 
8iP-879. 

Hr. Leland 'a method of inetractlon in, 734-7S5. 
M:re. 8. E. Fuller, Director of, lu schools of 

Waahinltton, D. 0.,111. 
Outline of-an ei.~~:ht.-yeara' course in, by C. H. 

Carter,1243-1247. 
Paperere!Atin~tc. in P ublic Schools comprised 

in Appendix Q, 1237- 1916. 
The pedagogical object of this study of, 41. 
P lace giv"n to, by Superintendent Seaver, of 

Boston, in hie propoand echool,lnii. 
Place o!j In the Daltimot•e .Manual Training 

Schoo coursPa, 392. 
Practical value of, anol of clay modeling in 

primary echoola, by Superintendent a W. 
Compton, of.Tolodo, Ohio, 1309-1310. 

promote• bn bite of exactness, 985. 
11ro'foaed course in. for the manual trainin~t 

o l!lrlo, lOIS. . 
P~tpila in Mont Clair Teolmicnl Scbool, work 

from their own desij!Ds in, 162. 
Record of annnnl meet.lnj!& of tho MasRaclm· 

&fttts Iodustl'ini .A.rt Teachers' Assoeiation, 
1261-1282. 

Relation b•·twoen, nod technical work as set 
f•wth by Dr. Adler, 494. 

Reii\Lh·n vnlue of Instruction in, by Dr. Birch· 
HirRchfuldut·. 897. 

Ri~bt of, tn n. placo in tbe pa!Jiic schools viu· 
ollcaled, 1291. 
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Drtno•in8-Coutlntted. 

See titoes U? the several editiol!3 ot !>art I for 
t-he relation o_!L to. tb1s Report, xni-:r:u:ii. 

ebouhl be tanl!llt In every acbool, eaya Mr. 
.M u uolelll\, 1037. 

ebouhl lie taught primarily aaa mO:<le for ex· 
pre .. ton of thought, 122~. 

Sho,.iu:; of, made by Iowa acboola at tbe 
Madison meeting In 188( and at tho New 
Orltll\na Exposition in 1885, 212-21S. 

Sllolt'D at tho San Francisco mootJUg 1n 1888. 
R~pOl't by Mr. Langdon S. Tborupaon on 
tbe OIXbiblt of, 1304-130S. . 

Tile study of, a obain linking all ~dee of 
acboole, 61. · • 

The a abject of, as Presented bv t be Art De
pll'tll>~nt of the N"tlonal Euucational A.•· 
•:>e.iatlon during tbe annual meetings at 
C.:hioago in 18!17 and at San Francisco in 
1~1111. 1283-1007. . 

A IJUccess iu aclloolsot Sprln~:Ueld, Mnssncbu
eetta, under tbedirectfon of.M:iea L.E. F11y, 
130. 

auoceaatully Introduced in schools of Wash
ington, D. C., 111. 

A auceesa In snboula of WoroeetPr, und~r tba 
dir•·ctlon of Mr. \ValterM. Perry,l34. 

S1~~;~.ary of statistics relating 'to, in 18ll4, 

t au;:bt by correspondence 11. 
T~1~olng in, adds to po~era of expression, 

:8>. 
Training In, enoonrages and develope tho In-

dustril\1 Spirit, U87. 
T:~~ing in, develops percepilon of Beauty, 

Tr;\inlng in, qul~kens the perceptions, 98S. 
Ut188 of, common to both Sciencu ond Art, 2. 
A ..-aluable aitl!n teaching other stndie•, 98S. 
Valuu of Rlstht:tJc, as aet· forth lly Pro feasor 

William. '1'. Harris, 915. 
Value of, as stated by Horare Mann, 521. . 
Value of, Supetintenden t Harrington's esti· 

mateof,l:tl. 
Value of, in Industrial Education, as shown 

by Suporintendcn t A. P. Mal'ble, of Worces
tel·, Maneacbusetts. 919. 

Value of, in Manual'£raiuln~t, nsa~ted byMra. 
L.A. l>'ay, of Sprinl!liuld, 811. 

Valnu of practice in Free-hand, 1187. 
What a knowl01dge of, should comprise, 958-

959. . 
Why Historic Ornament should be taught by 

teaobern of, a paper lly Dr. William '1'. Bar
ria, 1313-1315. 

Why papers on, are ~th·en in this volume eo 
largely devoled to mer" Induatrial'£raining, 
1239. 

Wonderful use ma<lo of, by n t eacher of f!O· 
ogrnpby in Gilr ruany, 522..S23. 

Drawiua iu Seho.,le oCChicago, Illinota, 190. 
Detroit, .M.icbiltnn, 198. 
Hoboken, Now Jersey,162. 
Hoboken, New Jerser,l62-163. 

. New H uven, Connecticut, 139. 
New York City,l·8i,l43. 

DrawintJ nncl Writina in sc!:ools of Prus· 
sia an•l other .Enropo"u conn tries, 5~0. 

Value of instruction in both, simultaneously, 
5~0. 

Dre .. deu, Normal Manual Training School for 
· W6u an<l women in, 673. 

Drexel lu•tituae of Arl, Science nn.t In· 
dn•lry, Concise stutomeut rogardiug tbe. 
See note to pa~es lxxxix- xo. 

Duuou,l!tnmuel T., Superintendent, Extr11cts 
from K· po1·t of, on lnflusU·inl '1'1·aiulng in 
New Hnvuu scboola (18X6), 139-HU. 

. R eports from 1H83 to 188;, inolusivo, on In· 
duKtl'iul Etlucation nod Kiutlorgartons, by, 
1153-1161. 

urges opening of n Contra! Indu•lrial Scbuol 
a• on01 nf tll6 city Hchools,11!•D-1160. 

Dwi~~rht, Rev. Timolh)', PreMideut of 
Ynlt' Univcr!<itf, (.luotntiou from, iu 
reference to tho rnro l(ifL of maguctlsno 
which makes a man a great teacher, xllii. 

1!:. 

Eaton, Ll,, D .,4*en . .Joba, (Jonnbie•loner 
•t:. Educat~oa of t~e 11ailed State•, 
cooperate& With Dr. Philbrick in prep .. ratlon 
for P..ris Exposition In 1878, xxriv. 

roferr'od to, oslv. 
Now Presitl ent of Marietta Colle::e, promoted 

(1882-3,) wblle CommiSBioner of Education' 
tho movement ti>r n National Iudustrlul A a: 
soclatlou In Wuhlngtcn, D. C.:., begun by 
Mrs. A. L. Woodbury, 319-320. 

Teach ers and Pupils of .Baltimore Manual 
Train in~: School visit, May 17th, 1~. 864. 

ll:aa tJlail't"L Wiseoneiu, Mr. J. F. Ellie, 
olerk or High School reports in J •nuary, 
1887, the success of Manual 'l'ralniug In the 
scbool, 20i-20S. 

"Ecolea Eli•a L emounier," Paris, France, 
Acooun t <>f, l v9!1-UOO. 

Ecoaomice. The relation of Industrial Eduea
tiou to, xcii-xovi. 

Edmunds, llli•• Emily A ., of South Ken
O>DI(lOII. En!!land, Report ,b.\', on sehoul art 
work •huwn at the San F rancieoo meeting 
In 1888, 13U5. 

" Education and Lnbor," Inaugural ad
dress ou, by l'resiolout M. A. :New~ll. St.. te 
Supcrint•udent ot' l1arylaotl, at Louisville, 
1877,31-32. 

Educnlion? A " Prnclienl," What constl· 
Tn1t'tt, c\1, 

Educaliou, Elder F. W. Evnna, d escribes re· 
suits of, In tbe Shaker comnlUnity, 40~-405. 

Cor Farwers' Children, R~port on, by Com
mittee of Kansas Stote Grango, 6J-IIi. 

I nduence of contem,Porary movements in, re
furred t<1 ; as aeen 10 the changes enforced by 
tb~ru in t be topics of the prea•nt volume, 
xli::<. 

io the judgmentofHornceMann, gi.-es wealth 
protlucil .. g, aa well M& wealth ~ta~ing power, 
u·> 

or Children, Striking eumple of the danger 
ofnoglectiu~t tile, ns~llown in tbe experience 
of Palsle.y, Scotland, !;30-531. 

.Modern, Title~ of six Lectures on, given by 
Sup.·.rlntcnolent MucAiiRter to the teacbe1'8 
in tllo pnbli~ schools ot P b ilndelphia,luri.:. 

Nawes of a few great leader• or~ l.::r..-!i. 
Need of re:uljustwent of ruuthoas ol; to meet 

modern nooda 52-53. 
Popular, Macaulay on, 593. . 
Preairtent William Preston Johnston ofTulana 

Uuiverdit.r, tr .. at.s ut', ci. 
The Journal of, Memorial number, Fobrunr{ 

18th, 1886, de,·otcd io tributes to Dr. Phi · 
brick, xxxvi-xxxvii. 

Tbo vow, .Movements of, snmmarizod by 
Presid•nt 1\{acAiiater, c:uvi. 

"Tb&sacrifice of. toE.awination." A formal 
protest by E nglish Educators, 1091-IODI. 

'l'he trno Ideal of, 9'29 • 
Unconscioua, c~i-cvii. 
Wbl\t tbe Uuited State., Government baa 

done for, 403. 
Educalionnl Coufcreace in London, Eng· 

lnuct. in l~il4. UittCUR:4ions cturiug, llOS. 
E.tucnlionnl Fad,. rntnlul!ued, 92()..9'.!7. 
".Rdncaaioual F...-edoau." Extracts from 

an elotjuout pnpur rca•l by Or. Wormell, .M. 
A., June 22, 1887, on,1U5\J.-1060. . . 

Educnlioual iUcahod•, '£1m new. crltiCtBed 
by nn oxpe1·iunc~fl colucator, 92:>-9~9. 

" .Educnlional Newe," London, En ~e
land, E.:trnct from an oditOl"hll in, on tll6 
formation o! a .. National Aesodatiml for 
the Promotion or '.reobnicol Education" in 
G r•·nt llrllaiu. 85-86. 

"Edncnlional Value of ltlnnual Train· 
ina·" .Koftweucn to the •·uvort. mad.-, u,· tbo 
Comu• itlf'U on Pec1;~gogics, a t- N~hvitln, on 
th•'. which ruport i:t given iu A.ppem.lix .. L " 
of' tlJi:4 ,-olutuo,liii. 

Educator, Ho'v .Amel'icnn Scboola impresa a 
l"ittitiug, from Au~traliu, cxxxvi. 
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E ducatora, A.nteri~an, are tbemaelvea the 
""\'t• l't•:,t Cl'itir!\ nt' Public Schoo) methods, 
29-34. 

Jo; dllt!nlorll, l"duetriai ,I mport.ant meetinj!of, 
held in Hos1ou , April oth to 11th 1ti91, 
cxxx,·Hi. 

E ldridjCe, Mr, .I oh" jr., Chairman New Bed· 
ford School Coruouittee, state• fail ure of •~· 
perimentof admit tin!! graduates from g ram
mar •choola t o High School witboutentrance 
examination, 107-108. 

EI~IUCitlary EducRtioa in Euglantl. &Ufl in 
tho Unit<•u States. Differene" in tbe sy•· 
terns of, 1041. 

Elementary t!lc:hoola, P ractical Cookery in, 
Extract a frum J>aperou, teat! by Miso Foony 
L. Calder, 11o:;..uoo. 

Eliot, LL.D., Cbarlea William, Pt·esident 
Harvara Uni n~raity, eudorsra manual train
ing in ~uldree3 to ••<.:onfereuce on manual 
training," Boston, April 8th, 1891, cxxxix. 

Eliot, »•·· 8aa•ue l ,pt·eaicles at opeuin;t meet· 
ing of t he tlrlitBoston uconfercnce Oll wnn
nallr&ining, " Al>ril 8th, 1891, c:<l. 

Elliott, !Ur. (;harlea Wyllya, The l ate, r o· 
tt-rrtcl to, xxxiii. 

Eooeraon, R nlph Waldo, Anecdote of New· 
ton IJUOted frow, 46. 

Quotation from, 42. 
Endowed •ehoole, Value of, for testing cdu. 

cuional experiments in methods aod •tudiea, 
I-Ii. 

Eualaud1 Art of, why aurpaeeed by that of 
f.o'nmcP, 654. 

E"alund, Cooking School• Ro tliocusoecl dnring 
the Educatioual ConCert-nee in conuection 
w it.h the Health Exhibition held in 188! in 
London, 1105-1115. 

Lnt·k of Art in, 652. 
F.nali•h ''Art for 8cbool• AR•oc:iation," 

Prn~rramme of, 9-10. 
Ethical Vullnre, the l!loeiery of, in New 

1.-nrl< (;ily, 463. 
Accouu~ ol' the acbools aupportecl by , 463-506. 
l' ruf. l'".,Jix A.tller succretls Re\', 0. B. Froth· 

· iugham in charge of, 463. 
Eut•ope, Condll iou of peasants iu, contrll8tetl 

witb tbatof early settlers i n New En~lantl, 
515. 

European "Art for 8ehool• A•eoeiR· 
tio11a;•" 1881, 9. 

Europ('all nud American tUconee f!OD· 
t~·a•t•u, 552-553. 

EuroJ>euo edncational, pictoria!.,_and grRpbic 
illustratiOhS In Museum of u nited Statu• 
lJureau of Education, Enmp1ea of, 10. 

Syetame nnd m~thodR or, education i as eeen 
b,V Hnn . H orace Mann, 518-528. 

Ttcbnical Scbouls. te"cl' nse of new A.rueri· 
can tools and machinery, 85, 

Tmde !>•·hools, Briefl y referred to and de· 
aeribed, 66. 

Evan•, IUdf'r F. W., on education arnon~ 
1 he Shakers, 404- 405. 

Evcrcu, Edward, Wbat was od d concernin&( 
ClliUIUOn schools uy t he late, w lleu Go\'et' llUl' 
of ~llloSacbUA6l·tll, CXili. 

Eshibition at Chio,.l(o in 1887, '.rhe Art De· 
parto•en!J N. E. A.., Report of, by Miee .Jn. 
•upbioe t;. Locke, 129S-taoo.' 

At San Fra11ci••·o, in 1888, R~port b v tbe 
Committee on the ecbool work of all 'kind~ 
• hown in tbe, N. E. A ., 1300-13Q3. 

of child ren's work IJ,•ltl at Steveas ln•titnte 
nfT•cbnology,.Bobukeu, NewJ .,rsey, April 
l~th, 1886,316-312. 

Chiltlren ·~ hidn etriol , in New York, in 1886. 
Aocoun~ of, 2s:;..291. 

Children's Indnetrial, In N ew Ym·k , Rsport 1 
nf committee on, lo mnnal!er• of Industrial 
Education A.a~ocint iou, 289-291. 

of scbolat·•' work in r.nlorecl er.bool• M WMh· 
inl!ton, J une 15th, 1888, 246-249. 

of acbol:1ro' work, 'fwo nntahle on eo bflld in 
Philad elphia an<! 111 Wnehingtou, D. C. 
(1888), 232-24~. 

of scholar•' wurk in "blto ecbool• o f Waeb· 
ington, D. C. (1888), 286-245. 

F. 

Fairc:hilcl, illr.Genr•n T ., President Depart,. 
ntent ut' l ~odnst l'iai.Bducatiou lor tho IM88 
uwt't.iug iu San F rauciaco. OpeninJ;: addres:t 
liy, 863-857. 

Faron Gaa·clen, Thr., clevisetl hy M iso L.ll. 
llriau t as an outgro\vth of the Kitchen Gar. 
den, 260-261. 

FRy, Mi .. I , E., Director of llrawing io 
schools of SpringHeltl, Maaaachuaetto, 133. 

Ret'.rence to l'aper by, read before Natioual 
Educational Association in Chicago, in '887, 
133. 

Paper on " Kinde of school a and practical 
methods of instruction " fo1· public schnoht 
reatl. by, a t tl,., (.;h icago mceliUl! iu 1887, 
811-.1114. 

F e uer·, l'llr. Gf'or•e w ., Principnl Pbilatlcl· 
phia Girls' NorJUal l;chool, reruarko on the 
Jntroclnction of t:5cwing in the ::3chl10l, 
(1 881 ), 1165-1166. 

Extracts frum t·eport uf, for 1864, 1 il. 
l!emRrks on the Kindet·l'(&l'ten RA a part of a 

public school ~.)'•tum, b.v. 1166-1167. 
Fcuerelt, Dr. A. II ,, President of Girard 

(;ollejle, Pbill\dclphia. Paper on " Manual 
Traiuiug in Reformatory lnstitut.ions " by, 
referretl to, 1231. 

Teotimony to ~ood inlluenceof Mnnual Truin· 
ing on uo~·· Ill Girard Colle~:e.j!i'l'en by. ~~9. 

Finab11ry 'l'ecbnical (;olleae, Londoa, 
En&land, Ai111oof the, lOa:>. 

Dcpal"tme~ots of the. 1061. 
Two Provinces of Edoo•tion occupieu by the, 

1064. 
Fi•ke, Mr, .John, Quotation t'ron1, by P r esi· 

dcut MacAiistur, cXXI \' . 
Fiteh, 111. A., J,L, D ., Profeuor .J, G . , 

Extracts from luau!.!ural ..Adrlre~s \Jy, ou 
the open in~: of a new hRll iu the College of 
Preceptor•. London, l!:o![lan<l, l O:i!-1067. 

CbairmKn of Coufer.·nce on KmtlergKrleD!I', 
belt! in cuunectiou w ith 1·1111 Health Exh1l>i· 
tion ill London. iu 1884, 6i9. 

Fillfw, ltlayor, of Pbilade lphia, in 1~91. 
Vi.'iiliug Supcrmtcmh·ut.-s cR.tl uu, cxxx.i\•. 

F lelc h flr , illi•~ l'llarilcla, of Iowa, cred ited 
by U.S. (;nmrnis•iouer !>&ton, in hi• r•pot·t 
for 1874, wilb iniliatluj! the movement for 
school exb ihilo at 1h11 Ceutenn ial. 21 0 

.,' lorCluee, J t al)'• Sculptor• and .Arti•ts of, 
>\{etli;ev,.l, 645-fl47. 

Ford, Mr • .lobo D ., P. A, E. lJ, 1!1. N ., AJl· 
pointed as Priucijt:ll of Uallitnoro .Muuual 
'rntinin::,: School, J a.muu·y. 1886, Ji~. 

Frane .. .., Artis ts of, de&i!!u tor mnuuJacturrrH, 
~. 

A r tistic school surrom111ings in. Extract from 
Rn article ou, lJ,v Dr. I... R . Klemm iu tho 
American Tencber, Mnrch, 11!8!1, 728. 

Exlhnt of Mauual traiD>UJ' in eehool• of P aris, 
1128. 

In<tn•trial Trniuinj! fnr &(i ris in, by M. S~tli c is, 
[nepecun··G6n~ral ot' Mnuual 'l' rtuuiu;.:, 1127. 

Manoa! T raioiul( in, l!:xtrnch fmm the uc· 
count by thfl latu M. Snliels, rn.pcCIOI'·Gen. 
eral of, 1123.1128. 

Technical Scboolo for girl• In, 1099-1100. 
Wh"t tbe Ministry or J<'iu" Arts .:mupriec• 

in, 1292- 1293. 
Free Kinder((arten a ud \Vorldnamnu'" 

l!lebool, Nt<W ~ork ct~y. An IIIIJoOrtuut 
<":tperimen t in ruur:1l trelmngon trial in I he, 
471. 

Freeman, Prof'euor, proreetR ngainst lito 
eyotem of cumpetitlvo ox a ruinations for ou. 
trance into the Enl!lielt Civil Sorvtco, 1091. 

Free Public: 8 c:booiN, Relation of, to A1111 r i· 
can Liberty, 4.71-472. 

Frcneh, Pb. D ., J o bo II,, New York State, 
Directorot'Drawtng in 'l'cacbers' ln$titute8. 
'' .F'urm Study and Drawing," u MoJJograpb, 
hy lh1> Jato, 1~11-1312. 

French, illr, ,s, B., Prinelpnl of Skinner 
School, N~w Haven, Connecticut, reports 
ru•nl t of one year of Manual 'fralnlug iu 
th11t school, 1158-116Y. 
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••ller, IUu. 8.- E., Director of Drawing in 
oohools of WaahiDgton, D .C., 111. " 

G. 

Gaefoa, Mr. ()•arlea E., Superintendent, 
Yonkers, New York, discull868 papers r ead 
l>.y Dr. M:aoA.llater and Mr. Aborn, at Phil
Aaelpbh•, 1891, cxxxiv. 

Geoarapby, An account of a recitation in, in a 
achool in Germanv, showin~t the wond~rful 
ntiliLy of drawing'!n illustrating and impart. 
inp; facte, ~32-523. 

Gerwni11, V. 3., Dlreclor-Gent'ral of 
Pri111ary Bducalion ja Bell(iuno, 
A det.ailed account of the practical trainiDg 
of Girls in Belklnm, by.-1117- 1122. 

Germany, Technical Schools·for Girls in, 1101-
ll02. 

Gib•on, Ron, Randall Lee,'()', 8. ~enn• 
for &om Louiaiann, ,Speech by, in 
Senate, Decembet· 19, lHOO, oviii-cxii. 

Gilchriel, ltir. ;,, (),, Principal Iowa State 
Normal School crltlcls88 educational ex
biblte, 217. 

Gil nona, A.M., LL D., Daaiel ()oil, Pres
ideal JohuM llopkiaa 'ITahenily, 
Ext1'1r.cta frow address on M.ananl Training, 
b,v, 1~. 

oupported the movement to open a public 
Manual Training School in Baltimore, 357. 

Girnrd College, Pbilatlt'lpbia, . Account 
of adoption of Mauual Traiuing in, 44S-l60. 

l!:xtraota from Annual r.eporta by authorities 
of, from 1881 to 1887, «8-460. 

List of Dll'60tors ao<l Faculty of, 459-(60. 
Purpose oft be founder of, 449. 

Glrnrd, 81ephen, Tbo wlll of, directs t.hn 
!ooodlng of an Inelitution for the better 
~~gr,tloo and support of orpba.o boys, 450-

Girla, Indualrial TrRining for, ns essen· 
tlal as for bo:l'a. 62-63. 

u_glven in "Workingman's School," New 
York City, 1887, 604. 

in some European couutrles, 82&. . 
Girl•, Technical Trainiul( Cor, In some 

li;uropnao couutrlee, 1099-1103. 
G-Ibe, Quotation from, by Dr. Maoalister, 

oxxvll. 
Goodnongh, Profe811or Waller 8 ., of 

Coluwbue, Ohio, offers resolution approv
Ing Part I, xxx-xxxl. 

Projtl1UIIme or Iustitute coureo in drawing, 
arranged by, 1286. 

Grady, Dr. Richard, FlratDirectorofBalti
more Manual Training School (1884), 365. 

:Firat- reJ>ort of the school by, January 1, 
1885, 866-:172. 

ie succeeded by Mr. John D. FoNl, P. A. E., 
U.S. N ., who wae apr.oloted Principal of the 
Baltimore ?.bnunl l'ralning High School, 
January, 1886, 375. 

Grae,by, Mr. \V. Cnttoa, of Adelaide, Aus
tralia, .HcferHnce to work entitled "Teach· 
lng In Three Continent." by, cxxxvi. 

Gray, Tbo10ne, Quotation from tho Elegy by, 
xlvi. 

Gailde of London, Technion! Schools all over 
Eastland supported by the various Trade, 
1063-1064. 

II. 

lla.ar, Ph, D., DRuiel .B., Priacipnl, 
Maasncbueetts Stnte Normal School , at S3· 
lem, gives Manual Training to girls as well 
as boys. 148. 

HRilman, Ph. D., lllr. \V. 11., Superinten
dent of Schools, LaPorte, ludiann. Openiug 
addreee by, beforu :Kindergarten Depart
ment, at nooual mueting of National Edu
oatlonal Association in Chicago, July, 1887, 
098-099. 

Harrinaaon, BeY. lleDry lr ,, Superintend' 
ent of sohoola In New lledford, Maeeachn
aetta, anoonncea failure of experiment of 
ad;mltting gntmmo.r aobool graduates to 
High Solioolwitbont entrance examinlltlon, 
and the r eturn to the former plan, 108-109. 

on vnlul' of drawing In imblio scboola, 12i. 
Prediction by, In refereooo to introduction of 

sewing in sohools, reallzed,l23-124. 
Report of, referred to 98. 
Sudden death of, on September 19,1887, an

nounced, 11 -ta. 
Barrie, LL. D., Proreeeor William T •. 

()ownobeioaerefBducalioa.Uuiled 
81Riee. "Do the Public Schools educate 
children beyon<l tbe position wblcb . they 
most occupy in llfe1" A Paper by, entitled, 
689-596. • 

A paper by, entitled, "Historic Ornament. 
Wby Drawln~ Teachers should teach Bis
t.oric Oroawout ", 1313-1316. 

Pap~r by, entitled "The Psychology of :Man· 
ual Training," read before the meotiop; of 
Superlutcndente, Washington, D. C., March 
6th to 8th, 1889, 90&--916. 

Paper bv, entltle•l "The Intellectual Value 
of Tool Work. ·• read before theN. E. A., at 
meeting In NaebvUle, July 15th, 1889. 

reads paper before D•pa•·tment of Superln· 
tendence, Pbilndelpbia, ~'ebruary 24th, 1891, 
oxxl. 

A reference to, in note to page !iii. 
referred to, cxlv. 
referred to M Superintendent of St. Louie, 30. 
while Superintendrnt. of St. Louis School&, 

adopt• Kindergnrt<Jneluto tbe public school 
system, 49. · 

Harrison, Profeaeor Fredt!ric, protests 
ngniust tho·~ stem of competlti\'e exam ina· 
tion for entrnoceinto the English Civil Sen•
ice, \092--109,, 

llnrl Dyke, 8ir \V,, Addroee b:v, at Pri~o dis· 
tribution, Sb -- llleld Technical School, Jan· 
uary, 1888, 1 0~0. 

Harliuaton, J,ord, Extract from Jilnn~n•ral 
address by , nt meeting in London on ,July 1, 
1887, to promote Tecbnlcnl Education in 
England, 85-86. 

II Rfi(OOd, .B i•hop, Senator Gibson qootoa 
!'rom leltor of, read at the "Mohawk eoo
fet·eocu on tbe Negro Question," in June 
1890, cxii. 

Huync•, B•q., D,W., of Baltimore, Is largely 
to be credi ted with socurinjt action tekeu 
by the Potters' Association towards found
ing a School of Pottery, cxix. 

.llealth Exbibilion, Litora~ure of tho, held 
in Lo01lou. Eu~lau<l, iu 188~, often referrtd 
to in this Rrvurt, 1105 

Healbcotc, lU r . ().G., Remark a of, on mov
ing a vote of t hanl<a. to Mr. Leland for h ie 
admirable address nt the annual prize <lie
trilmtion by the nrigbtoo and Hove School 
of Science nml Art, Jauuary 12th, 1888, 744-
7(6. 

Hebrew JnduNtrinl School, Philadelphia, 
fou nded hl!,Hehr~w E<iucatinn Society, 67. 

Jlcerwara, Friiulcin Eleonore, Paper eo
titled "The Klodergotrten in Relnt.ion to 
the Varion• I oduotrial Products of a Coun
try," re!UI in 1884, bAfore tbu Iotemationnl 
Conference. by, 68~87. 

.IC:ele·8haw, Profes8or, Extracts from Inau
gtu ·al Addrr •• by, 103~-1034. 

H•me11way, lllr~. Augn•1u10, of Boston, 
cont-ributes to New York Kitchen Garden 
A•socintion, 259. 

Cookin!~ <;lnssea In Tioston supported by, 
!20-121. 

Cooking ClRAscs in Boston fonnded by, 
adopt o•l b,l' city school antboritiee, 83. 

rofor'l't ~tl to, il45. 
Jlick,., lllo·s.lll nry Dnna, in cbur~;eof "Nor

wnt Orawiu~: !;losoca for Tea.:bera in Pub
lic School•." opcnc<l by the Prang Educa
tional Company in Boaton,li, 
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Riah f!lehool Gradaatu, Cbarp;ea that tho 
· 81gb Schools train their pupils away from 

in<fuatriea, refuted by recordaof, ke1Jtfor22 
ye~~ra by PrinciJ!al Miaaimer of Eri~. Penn
~ylvania, Hil[h School, 59S-302. 

Hiah 8ehoola, Purpose and vl\lue of public, 
1%-107. 

What becomes of ~ndaatea of, 1135-1138. 
Dobolull•, New .Ieney, Keport by MiMB N. N. 

Lowden, on lntluatriAIEducation In Schools 
ot' (1885- 1887), 18t-165. 

Report of Public Sobooi departm<·nt of (1888), 
lltl- 164. 

Rol•e•, m:r ... E. C., fvrmerly of Glonoeat.er, 
Mau., The credit of inhlaUng the experl· 
ment of ManuAl Training for bo)·a in the 
town of Peru, lllinoia, ia given· by Superin· 
tendent Barton to, 192. 

Bolt, Mr. Charlf'a I •. , estimates coat of 
putting Manual 'l'rain\og in New York City 
achnot., 147. 

Ro••••• Mi,.. Amy Morri8, of Boaton, Pa
per on covking hy, re•d by Dr. Grady at tbe 
meetine;in 8RTtimorP, Nonmber I , 1887, 188. 

•--· Mr • .1. H., Principal Normal School, 
Cortland, N~w York, uiacnesta th& paper 
read by Dr. MacAliAter u the PbiiRtlt lrhla 
m•fltin~~: of Superiotondenta (1891), cxx1r.iil. 

Rora(all, !Ur. T. C., Paper on ·' the uae of 
picturea Rn<l other wot·ke of art iu elem~n
tary achnola," read by, befnre th~ Iotenoa. 
tion .. t Conference on Education in Londuu, 
lo 1811(, 716-722. 

Papurby. <U~n886d hy Mr. Ca'<'e Thoruao an<l 
nthers, 72Z-7t 6. 

Hoaahtoa, BeY. G. C., Preoident of Indnft· 
trial A~Roeiation of NeiV Je....,y. Report 
bv, 308-316. 

ftoyey. Mi .. !Uarian, truatee of eatate of 
Georj!e 0. Hovey, enablea tho acbool com· 
mitt.ee of Glouceater, Ma•aaohnaetta, to in· 
tro.,uce M .. nual Trainiop;, 1170-971. 

Howard . Jaduatrial 8ehool, opened in 
Cambrid~e, Muaachu, etta, in 1865, for chit. 
dren of colored refn,:eea, by Mra. A. L . 
Woodbury. 3111. 

Howland,8aperintendeat,ChloaJto Soboola, 
Extraotsfroru rHport of, for 188lHI8 190-1111. 

Danater, Tbomall w.,_pirectorof Drawln& 
in colored eoboola of waabln~rton, D. C.,ln· 
vents and uaea In drawlnlt cla.se~~ln 1877, 
paper modele of conetrn<.~tlon work, 246. 

IntrOd,aot.lon of paper models In drawing 
claeaea of Colored Hlth School of Waablog· 
ton. D. C., by, in 1877, t"eferred to, 5112. 

See, a lao, referenee to <latoa on p~e 2.0. 
Ranter, .Preaideat, Ne,. York City Not'IDal 

Conege, recommends iutrodnctlon of Indna
tnal Tmlnln~ In the Colle~~:e, US. 

Rau&ia•ton, Jlli•• Emily, deviaea the 
"KltcbAn Garden, " in 1877,256. . 

Bard, Mr. G. B., Account of an exhibition In 
188U, of the Indo atrial work of acbolara of 
New Haven acltoole, llUbllobed in tbe New 
England Journal of Education (JUDe 17, 
lll86), by, 226-227. 

I. 

llliaol•, Moline, Exhibitions of echolara' 
work in, carefully or~rauized 220-225. 

Iadiaa Youth, Tbe encceB&fOi education nf, 
at Hampton and Carliale, ia ani(Jte&tive in 
oonueotloo with tbe propoaed Indnatrlal 
Training in public acboola, 110. 

Iadaatrin, Commoa, A. knowledge of, de
sirable for all boys and glrla, 80. 

Iada•trial a ad Artfatle Traiai••• Draw-
Ing common to both. 2. · 

Iada•trlal aad Teehaienl Bdaeatloa, 
Striking ar~nment In favor of, 557-U2. 

Iadaatrial .&rt Drawi••• In New York 
Cltv Schools, 1'3-144. 

Iad .. trial Art Eduentioa, ne repreaented 
at the aunnal meetings or the National Ed
uoatlonl\l A88oclation in Chtca~o, In 1887, 
and in San Franclscu. in 1888, 1283-1307. 

Bet~ or' (for ·I881h1887) of Philadelphia Com· 
mtttee on, 1186-11811. 

"latlu•rrial Art nnd Jli•la Art Edut:a
tioa 111 the United t!ltnlt:IO," Report 
011, R E.aolut.1ons in npprovalof, Part I. o f 
the, passed by the A rL Department, N. E. 
A. .• in Chicago, 1888, 1285. 

Favorable reception acoorded to " Part I," 
of tbe, xxvii- xxxii. 

SummAry of plan an<l content& of "Part!,'' 
of the, sxvl-xxvii. 

laduurial Art l'lchool, PbilodelpWa, Po·o. 
J!l'&RIOle Of COIIISBS in, 178-178. 

R port fot· 188.~ by Directnr of, 176-180, 
Jadaatrial Art TeReher•' AeaociRtion of 

M•••aclaueett•, Pro;!nlmnte of ~·~erci st'a 
rlurinl( anounl mectin):a of the, 1201-1263. 

R&ports or annual meet in~~ of, fruru 1883 to 
188t, 1261- 1U2. . 

laduatrial Aaaoeiation o( New .Jeroey, 
Movement result.in~ iu the, i nitiateu by 
G en Geor~~:e B . .ldcCiellan. 307. 

Account of. In Hoboken report, 163. 
ladualrial Aa!loeiation, The Natioaal, 

Cona~itution or. 3~'0-321. 
First puhliu medio;r of, A.ddreeaea by Hon. 

A.rtbnr .ldoArt.bur. Col. J . Ell wartla Clarke, 
and Professor R. B. Warder, witb papera by 
Mra. Woodbury. Mi"" .Annie Law~. of Cin
cinnati, Ohio, .Mrs. Dietrick. of Co¥ington, 
K entnck!t ami Profeuor "'· P . 1\fitohell, of 
Howard university, Waahin~tun,lJ. C., 322-
333. 

Li•t of ol8cl'rft and dire~<ord of, a33-334. 
"ladaetriRI Dt•awin• a nd illnuanl 

l!!lehool Trlliuia.:," A. t•aptr on, by l'ro· 
feeaor Ubarlea M. Carter, rent! uefnre Stato 
Teachers' Auoeiatio" iu Denver, Colorado, 
llel'emb~r 27, 11187. 12•9-1262. 

latlu•lrlal EdooeRtioOI, A11count of val'lou11 
experiments in, 251-363. 

A.ddreea OD, by President Walker of .lda881l
ohuo;etta Institute of T•ohnoior.y (aee Ap· 
pendix: "G," Part I . of tbiA Report), 65. 

An attempt to olasalfy inat.itntiooo for, 66. 
" A a part of tbe corumon s chool course." A. 

critical paper by Snperioteodent A. P . .Mar
ble, of Woroeater, .Maaaachnaett.. on, 1117-
921. 

A oomprehe11sive term which lnclndea the 
Joweat elementary nod tbo blgbeat techn!
oal schools in which industrial methods, 
arts. or sciences are taught, 7~. 

Dan~ters Incident to a mere, 693. 
Drawing aa tbe baala of, an addreae by Pro· 

feasor Walter Smith, 1151>-982. 
Earl:r statementofnee<l of a .ldemorialaddre88 

to Legislature of Jdaeaachusotta by .!dies 
Lizzie S .Bachelder; .ld. D., In 1872, "'7-962. 

How, will promote illtereate of the :Republic, 
961. 

In Boston schools, Snooeas of, stated by Sup
erlntftndent Seaver, 116-118. 

Incidental argument for the Kindergarten 
and, by Horace Mann, 520. 

In Pnbl!o Sohoolo. BegionlnJt& of, 117-IIR. 
In Pnbllc Schools, Orlgtn of movement for, 1. 
Intrconced In scbcola of Hoboken in 1885, 1M-

165. 
Introdacuon to acconnt of varioa.a experi· 

mente in, 251-255. . 
Lawa in re~~;ard to, p888ed by Le~~:talatarea of 

New York and Pennsylvania, 12JO. 
.More than merl!l is demanded, aaye Principal 

Mlaalmer, of .r.rie, Peonaylvanla, ti01. 
The National Educational .A.B&ociatlon dla· 

onaa, at tbeir annual meeting in San Fran· 
eiaco, California, In July, 18118, 851~. 

Neceeelty of, if America~~& are to be akllled 
workmen, 87-811. 

Papers llluatratlng the new movement for, 
!riven ID Appendix "L," 98-99 

Plan of chapters relatln'f to, jtiven, 88. 
Plea for the retention o tb& " Art Ideal" in, 

by I . Ed warda Clarke, ll.'i3-IIM. 
RecommetHla\lons made by the Pennsylvania 

Commlaalon concerning, 1229. 
Relauon of, to Economics, xoUi-xovi. 
:Report on, b:v Committee on coaree8 of atuoy 

of New York City Board (aee alao A.p· 
pendlx " P," Paper vii, p. 1205), 146-1•7 
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laohoatrial Eolaealioa-Contlnued . 

Special l,;ommit.teo of New York City Board 
"' report on, 145. · · 

The anperiotondenta discuss, durio.e: their 
meet!Jig in W oahiogton, D. C., in 1888, 8~3-
849, . 

Superintendent Wilson plnonrd introduction 
uf, in public sohool11 of Washlugt.on; 101. 

To oo Rn antbtguous deeignation. Dr. Adler 
tltolarea the t erm, 493. 

l11dliatrial .Bd11ea1ioa A.aaociatioa, Ac· 
cunnt of meeting to &lltabliah tha, io Ba.lti· 
more, Maryland, 181- 185. 

LiMt ut eommlttee 00 or~:aoiz tloo and of ftret 
offio..rs of, fur 1887-18811, 316-318. 

o o·~11nlzed. November lot, 181'7, 18$-186. 
lnd11•triaJ Edae alioa A•aoeiatioa oC 

1\'r.w :lereey, Accoaot of public meeting 
to promote the, Novembel' 18, 1886,312-315. 

Liot of first oflloor a of, for 188e-1887, 31:>-316. . 
Iadlleu·ial Education A .. oeialioa oC 

New York Vhy, Arcooot of origin, nod 
~~~.of the, from 1885, to cloeo of 1888, 

By-lawtt of, 269-273: 283-21U. 
L tat of firs t otHcera of, 2U, 
Publleatlous of the, 30~5. 
Recite! of activities of, during yea.r ending 

.March 31, 1888, S00-3U5. 
eprlugs !'rom tbe Kitchen Garden A.esocia· 

t oon. 265. 
lnohoatrial Edueatiou DJo.,emeat, Tbe , 

:Scop~ of tb · su rum:trized, cxh·li!. 
lndualrfal .Expo•ition• In ecboole, Iowa 

lawo)trovltliug fot·, 209-210. 
lndaalrial lnatrueaioa, Advantage and 

Nlu<~ath·e puwt~r ol', 761-76,, 
lndn•lriol Kuowle dae, Worth of, to a 

Stat.,, 539. 
lndualrinl School lor Gil'le, .Milwaukee, 

Wl•consln, Accnuut of the, :U7-J53. 
luola•trial 8ebool, Pbilntltlljlbia City School 

Board ~o•·g•nize1l Mr. Leland's classes into 
this school as a part of tho city school eys. 
teo, 47. · 

ladaelrial 8 e bool, Tbe North Beane & 
81reet, of lloatco, Massacb ueeU•, Ac· 

. count ol'; eomplled from r eports, 334-<l44. 
Iudaelrial I!Uudie11_ Prncttcal suJZgeatiooe in 

let•er from an ,t;;ngllah t~ducator, telling 
how to gala timo for, 1049-1050. 

I nd netrial '.l'rainhtl(1 for colurod childr en, 90. 
for girle ae e38eotial as for boys, 62-63. 
Growth of movomunt. lor, :uiv. 
Many j>hnees ol', 81: 
Need of attention io glvlo~;, to loatructiou in 

the methode and ecooom1ee of consumption 
not leas than tbose of production, xcv. 

In Public Schools, Tho question of, consid· 
ered, 711-81. 

"Sotne limitations io," The subject of Presi· 
dent Fairchild's admirable address at San 
Frnoclaco was, 858-857. 

Ia Dlemoriam1 'l'ributed to tho men no\v de· 
ceased wbo Dogau iu the United Stntea tho 
"new movement" in education, xxxiil
:s:lviii. 

lalrodnelion, Genl'rnl, to the Appendices to 
tloi• .-olume, 509-510. 

lnlroduetion, to Appendix I, 513-514. 
To urticle l>y Principal Miaeimor, 923-925. 
To tlxtructa from Reports by Horace Mann, 

515-Sl9. 
To Part II, xxlii-c:.tvlii. 
To his report Jor 1886, by President Steel, of 

Philadelphia, 1180....1 182. 
lalrodncliou•, (aeo the aol"eral .A ppentlicea 

o.od tho sepat·ate papers coutnined io them). 
IO\\'a, Adwirablo exhibition of sehoul work 

shown at Yew Ol'leane Exposition by 
aohools of, 213-216. 

Extracts from biennial report by State Su
perioteodent J. \V, .1. kere, in 1~86, trentio:;: 
ofthegen t>ral huportauco of ludustt·i:.lEdn· 
oaoion, 194-197. 

Laws or; r ehotlog t.o Iuduslrial Expositions in 
ooboola, l!OII-210, 

Iowa-Continued. 
ti ew Department of 'Meohaoloal End.neering 

opened in State Agrionlinral CoUilge of, io 
1869, 197. 

lrvia~! H e al"'J', Estimate of New England 
. Co oolsh by, contraated with lthat ex· 

. presse•l by the Rev. Mr. MaeCartby, ~28. 
Errou~ous 111t imate of early colooiete of New 

England expreued by,lo an addl'e84 on 
o11eoiog of t he Shakeapeare !oontaln; tbo 
gtCt of George W. Chlitla io Stratford in 
1887, 525-S26. 

:I. 

Jaeobeoa, Col • .Anpalaa, of Chicago, Illi· 
nois, delivers opooinl( adclrees of Man ual 
Training Depanmeot, of Toledo High 
School. October 7, 1886, 400--404. 

Jamee, H. M., Superintendent of eohools, 
Omaha, N ebraaka. Letter and report on 
ManuRl. Trainio.e: High School, by, 429-430. 

Letter from, to I. Ed ward& Clarke. 4~9. 
.Jameel~wa Public ~ebool•, Ex)lihlt of 

pupds work fruru, 287-288. · . 
JarYia, Dr. Edward, Report by the late, on 

"Tha Valoeof Common School Education to 
Co•omoo Labor.'' ref~rred t.o, 57. 

Jaaper , .. obu, Mr., Superintendent New 
York City School&, Report by, ou Manual ·· 
T J'&iuing, 146. 

.Jea"e reou, Tbomn• , was tbe author of the 
Free ~nivflrsity, tho logical crown of such 
" system of "Free Common Sebools no was 
crented by Horace Maoo, 576. 

Jobnaton, .t.L. D., 'Villinm Preaton, 
Prcaiuent of 'l'ulAne University, New Or
leans, Louisiana, 'l'be necoealty of F ree 
Common Scbools t>loqueotly etated by. 
xcix-cviii. 

quotes from Socrates, cii-cv. 
.Jouee,- n . M. !Ur., Snpetintllodeot, of Erie, 

Pt~ooeylvaoia, lteport made t.o, by H . C. 
hfie&imer, prlnoipnl of the High Sohool, 
597- 602. 

Jnae tion ()ity, Kan• a e, Exhibition of 
scholars' voluntary work shown io,lo 1883, 
217- 220. 

K. 

Kauen a, Juaclion ()ily, Exhibition of 
pupils' volnntery work in schools of (1883), 
~17-220. 

Konaaa !!llate Granse, Report on country 
schools by Committ.,e of,~. 

"Kinde rsa•·ten, in the Educntioa oCtbe 
Blind," Extract& from n paper read on 
the, At Chicago, J uly, 1887, by Miss Eleauor 
Beebe. of tbo Inslitntu for the Blind, Loula· 

. ville, K~ntucky, 707-708. 
K i ndcrgarte u , Liet of papers on I he, read at. 

l:lan b' ranclsco, July,Jij88, 852. 
methods, and their development In relation 

io luduetrial Art Educattoo, 663-677. 
movoment., Account of (oce Appendix "J"), 

63a-70ij. 
Pupers aucl Diecuoaioos couc~rning, read bll

fOre Department of National Ed ucational 
Association at Cbicngo,July,1~87, 697. 

"Place of t he. in tho JlU blic aehoclayatem," 
A. "pap~r by SupermteDII•nt MucA.Iieter, 
rend Jauunry 20, 18~7. wheu tbese eoboola 
were tran•fct·red by the Sub-Primary Soci· 
ety " to tho City .llonr<l of Education,ll97-
1202. 

Preei1lent Steel, of Philadelpbin, ur):'ea open· 
log of public, as part of city achoolsyatem, 
17a-J7,, 

A. prlmnry nrt acbool, 659. 
Relation of the, to pultlk echoole. A reJ?Ort 

runde by Snperinteo<lont Stooo, of Sprtng· 
field, Muss11cbu6etts, tn Scbool (.;ommit.tee, 
October ao, 1!!88, 695-G97. 

Views of oorue Americlln educators concern· 
lug, 693-708. . . . 

Viow• of sowo Foretgn cducat.oraconcernmg, 
679-692, 
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Ki•der~rnrle••• Discaeelona of pRpera read 
oonceruing, before the London International 
Conference in 1884, 887-689. 

Ki•der.nrlenM, Free , Summary of the pro. 

g~~· r:!d~h~o0r:~1lf,.~i~n~lcCo~8f~~-en~ ·~;. 
~barltie• and CorrectiOns by .ConstAnce 
Mackenzie In 1888, 693-895. 

In public scbools, Report in favor of, b¥ 
Superintendent Stone, of Springflel<l, 
M aseacbuaette, 133. 

Prosperone, in varion~ cities referred to, xlix . 
Relation of, to Manual Trainiu~ Schools. 49- 51. 
Remarks on, by President Francis A. Walker, 

of :Maeeachneette Institute of Technology, 
~9. 

Superintendent H~trrio, of St. Lonio, incor
porate& them In city system . of public 
~~ebools, 49. 

Superintendent Seaver, of Boston, on. 49. 
"Ki•derl(arlen Trftlain~r, 'V1due of, Ia 

Normal 8ehool!l,, .A. paper hy :Miss 
Clara .A..Burr,of Oaweso, New York, 699-
702. 

Khebea Gardena, invented and introdn<led 
in New York City by Miss Emily Hunting. 
too in 1877, 266. 

Kilc:be• Gardea Aaaoc:ialio•, Account 
and history of the, begun i:l New York in 
1880, 25f>-285. 

List of first officers of, 257. 
Merged into the Industrial EduCAtion .A.sao· 

elation ofNnr York City in 1885, 285. 
Klemm, Dr. L . R., Extract from an article 

by, on artlstio ecbool aurroundinge in 
France, 728. 

Koa•ulb, I.ouia, Eloquent apr.ech at Bunker 
Hill by, referred to, 541. 

Kraaa, Adolf, President Board of Public 
Education of Cbi<~ago, states lejl'8l And prac· 

tical objections to making MAnual ?raining 
Schools part of pnblioecboolayatem, 1~189. 

Objections to manual t~raining by, consid· 
ered, 181)..190. 

L. 

J .abor traioaa, Attitude of, ronaldered, 59. 
.A.ttl~ude of, towards pupil• of Trade claaaea, 

67- 68. 
1.aw11 Mias Annie, A. paper read before the 

National Industrial Association, Washing. 
ton, D. C., April 5th 1888, on ' ' Tbe first 
K itchen Garden in cincinnati, Ohio," by, 
327~. 

Lc:i.hlon, Sir Frederick, Vice-Pr88ident of 
London '' A.rt for Schools As•ooiation, " 9. 

I .elpaic, Normal ManUAl Training l:lchool for 
:Men Rod Women in, 673. 

Leh•nd,l'flr. ()barlet Godfrer, .A.ddreaa by, 
before tbe Btip:hton and Rove School of 
Science and .A.r~. on tbe occaalon of the an
nual distribution of prizes and certificates 
on January 12th, 1888, Brighton, England, 
7·0-744. 

The City '' lnduetrlal School " in Phlladel· 
pbla, the outcome of Mr. Leland's experi· 
mente, •1. 

E xtnota from an article on Handwork in 
Pobllo 8cbools by, 733-756. 

"Industrial Art in Schools," A. circular by, 
entltled,laaoed by the U.S. Bureau ofEdu· 
oat.lon in 18!!2, referred to, 736. 

Interesting experiments in artistic trainin& 
of young children began by, in. Phllaflel· 
pbla, 84..:)16. 

Lusaon taught him by Cal rene children, 47. 
Letter from, suggesting further development 

o( Industrial training for girla and boys In 
the pobllo aohoola, 737-738. 

}{eferenco to h is letter in Appendix "K," 
200. 

Statement by, 85. 
Stetemente of, as to readinesa with which 

young children acquire knowledge of tho 
minor art&, confirmed by Herr Seidel, 762, 

Li•t of Ofllc:cr,. nnd Teftcbcr• connected 
with the •chool• of the " Society of Ethim l 
Culturr ," of New York City. S•e p:>ge• 
489 •n•l 505-oOG. 

J . iulcfield, l!luperinteud~nl Geor•e "'·• 
ofNe..,.porl, R. I ., Extract• from annual rc· 
porta by, for 18•~ anti 188-l-86, 1149-1151. 

Letter from, (188i ), l :l7. 
J.~ iTt!rpool C ouncil of Educ11.tion, Con

dit ione of tbe scholarahips anoouncecl an•l 
prize• awartJecl to pupils iu elewent:.ry 
schools by , 1027. 

Introduction to acconnt of annual Prize Di•· 
tribution in 1888, by, 102~1026. 

Prize Distribution to elementary scboola by . 
(1888). 1025-1032. 

Loekc, Mio• .J'oac:pbiae (;. Report on tho 
Art E xhibition shown at t he Chicago meet ~ 
iug oftbe National Eductltionai.A.ssociatiou 
in 181!7 b.v. 1295-1300. 

J..,ondon, Eu.land, ( :it)' and f".,:uild• of, 
Inatitnte cla .. M op6uetl by, 1040-1047. 

LoDdo• Bonrd Hc hoolw. (Jookiu g of aiwplu 
foods taught in, lll4. 

l.ondon Mor11in« N«-we, Lta(ler in iasue of, 
Septemher 20th, 1888, r eviewing fa,·o•·ably 
Part I of tbi• lteport, referred to, xxvii. 

I .oadon Tiweo, :t:xtracl.:i from report by the. 
of a conference on ·' Tecbnioalluatruction. ·• 
held by educntor3 nod practical nrtieans in 
No'l'ember, 1887, 1081-1088. 

Leader In ieene of, Septent her 20th, 1888, R~ 
viewing fa\'orably Part 1 of thia Repor~. 
r eferred to, xxvii. 

Reference to utlcle in, 541. 
I.oa iaiftnft. Number a01l cducntiooal pros

pects of the white boys of ecbool age iu, c <. · 
Valne of public schools to children of. c,•i. 

Lowden,IUiHII N . N. Report b)', of two yearN' 
work iotro<luciop: Industrial Edut·ation in 
Hoboken schools, 164-185. 

Lac:ker, 8upcrialc:nde n& G"or~:c .J', , <'f 
P ittahurgh, Peoosyh·aoia. Rep.,rt ou In · 
dustrial Education in Schools of Pconsy\. 
vania by , 1231-1232. 

Ill. 

Mac:Aiiaw.r, 8aperinlf\ndf\lll.J'aonea, lllil· 
wAuke~, \Viaconein , 'l'heclrcumRtnuct)a 
attending the calling of, from Milwnukee to 
Pbllaclelpbia, luvii. 

referred to, 30. 
Dlac:Aiierer, .J'amea, 8upca·ia&c:nde nl of 

School a of, Pblladelphill, Penn•yl nniA, H is· 
torloal statements by, lxxvill-lxxxi>:. 

PAPIIKB, KTC., IIY, 
" The Kiu<lergMten in the public scbuol •Y•· 

tern," 1197-1202. 
"M:Auulll Training in Sobolutic aud Social 

r el,.tioua, " 1172-1178. 
Programme Issued by, for guiuance or Phlla· 

delphia teachers in preparlnp; for lbe exhibi· 
tlon of ~~ebool industrial work (1888), 233-235. 

Titles of a course oflecturea given t o tcJU:bers 
ot Phllndelphla schools, donn~ lRBII, lxx:ocix. 

Firat official report of PbiladeiJ1hla sohool• 
for 1883, by, referred to,l88. (See also Ap· 
pendix: ' ' P," paper vi, pRgesll69-1180.) 

Extractefromreport by, for the year l 888, 1189-
1203. 

Reference to bla former reporte of Philadel
phia acbools, by, !J:xvil. 

Report for 1889 of Phlladelphia schools, lxx'· i
I.Xxxh:. 

P RKBIDI!NT D RBltRI. IIIBTITUTR, in address befuro 
Department of Superintendence, N. E. A., 
during annual meeting in Philadelpbin. 
Maroll 25~ 1801, aommarfzea the movemout• 
oo~U;priaeu in tne new education, c:nvi. 

tolao dtaouases tho im11ortance of developlu~ 
an appreciation of the Beautiful in Natum 
antlln .A.rt, oxxvll. 

DlaeArlb11r, Don. Arthur, giv<~s opening 
address at exhibition in 1888, of Wasblnltton 
aohool work, 242. 

proa1dea and r earla a paper at the first public 
meeting of the National @4a~~rial aasocla· 
~~~n, .A.?rll8~ 188ft, ~. 
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Mac f:artloJ, ReY. E. I!' .lll., of Birmingham, 

Enl(lant1, Add:reaa ' by, on Growth of En· 
~:llab and American Edncational Idtiale," 
188&, 26-28. . 

.JJacaulay, Tlaom .. Baltia~ttoa, Quota
tion from aepeeoh by, urging the education 
of the people, 5118. 

Mcf:lcllaa, Gea, G-rae B.1 when Gover
nor of New J ereey, promote« In many ways 
lnd uett'inl Art Development, 149. 

While Governor of New Jereeyi Initiated 
movem.,nt rea!J}tlng In Indnatrla · Aaaocia
tion of that State, 907. · 

.Mack, W . 8., Superintendent of schools of Mo. 
line, Dlinole, holds annual exhibitions of · 
pupila indnatrlal work done in accordance 
with dellDite plana,220-225. 

PAper on 11 Hand and Eye Training In Pobllc 
Schools," by, 883-987. 

points out tlie close relation of drawing to 
acboollndtletrfal work, 223. 

Inackeazle, !f.li .. CJoaataace, An hietorical 
aurumary of the progreee of founding free 
Kindergarten& in tlie United State• since 
1873 by,6W-695. 

!Wac Nab, lllr. :6, I!'., Director oflrou-work In 
Waohio~:ton Schools, :xol. 

lflaueloeater, .Eaalaacl, 11 Art for Schoole As
sociation" of, 71S-'127. n •••. Horaee, A.. oonclee' enmlllJlry of the 
toploa treated In the 12th and final report 
made b1~ae Secretary State Board of Edu
cation, JIUI&aaohuaetta, Ml.~. 

Ar,amenta of, in hie 12th Report are ao ap
plicable to preaent conditions as to those of 
hia own day, Ml!. 

Contrut ahown between the promises of, and, 
a~ fifty yeara trial, the reeultaofhia eye
t&m of oommon echoola, 61'-417. 

D il'lloultiea overcome by, In hls elforta to oa
tablleh freepnbUooommon schools in Maasa
obnaetta, 623. 

Ex.traota ftom letter by, deacrlptiveofhisearly 
eoboollna, 7G-72. 

Extracts from some of the aeries of rema~k
able reports made annually (1837-1848) by, 
510-673. 

Extraota from wrltlnl(e of, in relation to edu
cation and the community, 91-92. 

Hiatory of the development of the common 
ao4oola of M888a.obneetts created by, as re· 
cited by Secretary Dickinson and referred 
to by Rev. A. D. Mayo, 57~77. · 

Increaee of wenlth and population in onr day 
add emphasis to the arguments for t.be edu
cation of all children advanced by, 527. 

Introduction to extracts from Annual Reports 
by, 61~19. 

Llte-lon~t purpose of, 616. 
llfusaohuaetta State Board of Education an

nounce that the election In 1848 to Coo grees 
of, bas compelled hlareaignatlon aa their Sec
retary,Mll. 

The modern development of public school• in 
the U nited Statea foreshadowed, iodicnted, 
and urged !rom 1837 to Ill« In the reports 
by, 617. 

Pndlcta immense growth of the United 
States, 573. 

reference to, x:x:xiv. 
The reeulta due to a large Immigration of for

elpere In M888aohusetta have eaaeotiaily 
modl6ed the conditione of the -problem be 
undertook to solve. See palles 623 and 627. 

Bhowloghow threateologdaogers arising from 
influx of an allen population may be averted, 
reference to arguruente by, 518. 

shows obanl(fog ratio of Maaaacbusetts In 
eize, wealth, and population,. to the new 
States, 646-548. 

Scolallat sophistries confuted by, 542. 
Statement of the pul'poses and methods of, 

made by Mr. Boob am lu Cbafter X of his 
book on "Induatrinl Liberty.' 607-610. 

flta~ue ofl In front of State House in Boatou, 
Maesaonusetts, 515. 
~ ~ummary of tho ex.tract• from reports by, 

p17-618 . 

.ART-VOL 2-84 

lllaaa, Beraee-Contlnned. 
Tour of ioapeotlon In 1843 of European 8y8 • 

terua of education by 51~28. 
Tribute to, by ReY. Dr. Mayo, 676 . 
Waa the author of the mOdem free common 

achools, juet ae Tbomaa J etrerson waa of the 
free University, 576. · . 

lflaaaiu.-, Mi ... Paper entitled " Wl•atFriibel 
did for young,ehlldreo.t read by, before 
~7~~don International vonfereoce in 181!4, 

"lflaaual Labor $cboola," Reaooo for 
inevitable failure of, 45 • 

lllaaaal Traiainl(, Advantage• of lostruo. 
tion In, recl~d by 6nperlnteodeot Seaver, 
lxvi-lxvll. 

Brief summary of the movement for, down to 
1889, 1216-1218. 

Confe,renoe oo, held bv New EogliUld Confer
ence of Educational 'Workers, Boston, .A.pril-
8 to 11,1891, ouxviii-exli. 

Different meanins:s attached to the term,lil. 
"The educational valoe of," .A. report by 

Committee on Pedagoglce at Nashville, 
July, 1889, on, 931- 936. · 

"The educational value oft the Naahville re
port oo, crldcieed by vr. Woodward and 
Mr. Morrison, JUI-!xV. 

Ex.perimenta in and final adoption of, by au
thoritlee of Girard College, «8-460. 

Extracta from an address concerning, by Prof. 
C. M. Woodw .. rd, of St. Louis, gi..-en by re
quest In Boston, December 16;1885, 772-777. 

Methods of, taught in Workingman's School, 
New York, nuder direction of Professor 
Felix Adler in, 1887, 503 . . 

The moveJllent for Introduction of, in acboole 
the logical result of tbe movement for In· 
dnatt'lal Art Drawing begun In 1870, 37. 

Plea for introduction of, in public schools: by 
. Dr. NloholaaMurrs.y Butler, President New 
Tork Training College for Teaohera,1211-
12!3. 

The Physiology of, a paper by Dr. Blrch
Hirscbfelder, of Lolps1o, 806-901. 

The Psychology of, a paper by Dr. William 
T. Harris, 905-~16. 

Purpose of, deftood by Professor Woodward, 
77~ . 

Re_port In s.pprovnl of, by Superintendent 
J o4n E. Bradley, of Minneapolis, 200-202. 

Ststus of the movement for, a.s abown by offi· 
· cia! reports in 18i!8 and 1889, 1215-1235. 

Maaual Traiaia• Bitrb fiilcloool of ClevB
Jand, Ohio, Opened .February ,1886. Account 
of, 438-447. 

Of Omaha, Nebraska, Acconot of, '1!9-432. 
Of P bliadelpbla, Penosylvnnia, Account of, 

432-437. 
!flaaual TrAinin& Hi&b 8cbool•,opeoed 

aa public •cboolil In several cities, 355. 
lflaaual Traiuinl( ia ()ommon 8 c boolll, 

Report on, by New York committee,1205-
l209. 

Maaaal Traiaina ia France, Extracts 
from tho account of tho begionlni(B and pro
gress of, by M. Snlicis, Inspector-General, 
U23-112a. 

In acboola of Paris, France, 1128. 
Mauunl Traiaholl' iD Public 8cloool• of 

various cities and towns, Summary of sta
t idtics of, collected by committe" of New 
York City Board of Education (1887), 1209-

lflan~2~~- Trainia Public School ia 
Bnleimor<', ~tfaryland, compiled from 
.. ununl report&, A.coount of the, 357-398. 

The committee called for byMr.Joabua l'las
kilt rBport in favor of founding a Manual 
Training School, July 19, 1883,358-359, 

The Baltimore Cltv Council, October, 188:1, O!! 
motion of .John ':B. Wentz, Esq., direct the 
Board of (Jommioslonoro to eolabliah a pub
lic Manual l'raioinl( School, 359. 

Conditions of admission to, aod detaile4 
cour•os of instruction in tho, 390-396. 

Fioaocialstntement of, for 18M-l887 ioclualve, 
397--398. 
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Maaaal TrainiDJr Paltlie l!lcheol ia 
Bal ti .. ere, Marrlaad- Coutinued. 

Grounds urged for opeuin~ the, 7S-79. 
Llat of inetructou in, (18M), 365. 
Liet of teachers and iuRtructors in , for 1888-

1889 3V8. 
Openeo\ Maroh ~. 18~4. 9G2. 
8Chedul8 of et.udiee in Preparatory Depart. 

ment of, a88--~90. 
Schedule of sttuliu of Poat.Grnduate Me· 

c banical Engiueerin:: Class in, 396-397. 
Table ohowmg annual increa•e of attendance 

in, 382. 
Maan111 Traiaiu,:; ~choele, .Absence of t he 

.Art !olea in ruoer, not ed, cxv. 
Dift'<reuce between, and '!'echnical Industrial 

Art Schools dellued, cxvii- cniii. 
D ift'erencea SDI!l:••ted between the pioneer 

po·ivo t.e pn}, and the public free, 83. 
in the Uailctl Statce, mO<Iclletl after Ru .. ian 

Technical Schools, 355, 
Introduction of the pioneer ttchnical, creollteLI 

to President Runkle, of Boston, Massaohu· 
aett•, antl P r·ofceaor Woodward, of St. 
Louis. Missouri, 358. 

Rclatlun nf, to Xinder~tArt cns, 49-50. 
Some pre1iminary cone icl crat.ion~ su~geatetl 

when the opening of public free, are pro· 
poeed in an.Y community, 79. 

T"ule ohowing work antl re.sults 1n alx, rp. 
ported by .Mr. James H.llakor in 1887,8-10-
841 . 

Technical, are not adapted for boya under J( 
yeara of age, 78. . 

The ~wo typical American, are runtlelled :~rtcr 
the t wo Russi.u Technical Sohools iu St. 
Peter-aburg and .Moscow, 78. 

The ty pioal. in the United State. are the two ' 
piooeersohools of St. Louio, Rod Uoston, 78. 

Dr. W'oo<lwaru concieely at-ales tbe ourric· 
uhun of, I viii. 

Dr. Woodward states t.be pu"P.oseo AD<l lion!. 
tations of the typical, llr<- lx•ii. 

ftaauftl Traiuiu•l!lchool, Toledo, Ohio, 
O~niZRtion, metho•lo, and ecbed11le uf ' 
otnolieo tlln~tht io, 413-424. 

l'f111aaal Traiaia• Work, i!:xhibitinll of, 
h~ld in i:it<'lvena Iuetilute of 'l'o·ohnology, ' 
Hoboken, N'ew Jereey, iu laaG, 164. 

l'flarble, Alberc P ., Superintendent, Worces· 
ttlr, .Maaaaobusetl•. Address lly, entitled 
• Presumption of' Brains, " referrod to, 74.. 

.Extraoto frum a critioal paper on ~· Induet.rlal 
Education ae part o! the common rwhool 
eourae" by, 917-921. 

Er<traote from report for 1884 by, lM-138. 
atateo In h is report for 188~ eome objeotioue 

to an indiooriminate de.-eiopment of'iodue· 
trial traiuin,q In puhllc •choole, 138-187. 

IDartla, l'flr. Geor11c H., .Agent Maoloachu · 
eetta School Board, reads paperatPhtladel· 
phia meeting (1891), cx:r.ii. 

Refutation by, of charge tbat High Schools 
e<lncate pnpUo to a dl.staeto for industry, 
1136. 

!flar'fel, L. H., Snperlntendent, deacribeo the 
er<perimeot made In Gloucester, Maesacbo· 
aette, i·• 1878, In Introducing Manual Train· 
ln g in the schools, 967-973. 

Mar.,ia, ltlr • .J e8eph B., of Waahinj!;ton, D. 
C., deduceo· _from the censuA, charge tbat 
the common schools tend to Increase tho 
defective and dolinqueot classes In a coon· 
try. (See note to page 612.) 

IDarwedel, Mi.. Emma, Extracts from 
· recent publicanooa on Kindergarten meth· 

ode by, IIG:J-677. 
Letter from Mise Peahorly Indorsing, ae au 

authority concerning KlndergBrten, 670. 
Paper on· drawing by, 003. . 

Mar7laad, Nameo of persons compoeinll the 
first committees, .. tth a summary of tho 
pnrpoeee oftbe newly oraanized InduRtrlal 
Eoluoatlon .Atlllociatiun ofBAltimo.re,316-~18. 

Marylaad State Normal School Build· 
i"•• Balllmore, .Artlotic nttractivences 
of, when UI~der oharge o!Dr. ~.,4. :Newell, 7. 

!Uaaen, illr. W. F., of Philadelphia, aecnnd• 
rosoln~iona at Chicago, approTin l( " Part I," 
xxxi. 

Mana~hueclle, Extracts from Reports of tho 
State Board of EducAtiou nf, for 1883-1884, 
ll33-I13U. 

Inllueuce of, oo tb& tle'l'elopn•ent of the na· 
lion, •~ reciteol in Loudon Times (1888), 
5'1. 

An Outline for eight yurs' oou•·ae of io•truc· 
tinu in drawing in Primary nnd Grftmwar 
Schoolo uaed in tho public achoole a.nd lo 
the NormAl Art Sehoul of, 12,3- 1147. 

R iches of. tnld h.\· Whittier io poew eotitlrd 
•· Onr State," 54.0 . 

Wllat tit A public achools have done for, 572. 
Mal•r•, Quinlin, " The BlackaDJith of Ant· 

\ferp," referred to, 6H. 
illaro, Rev. A . D,, .Arlicle on th& Normal 

Sehoul in tile Unitod States by, 575-5i7. 
Sen~:tm· Giheon quotes from' circ ular by, cix

C!tl. 
:llecha11ic, How to become a JlOOd, 747-751. 
IUeehnn i~a, Kuo,.ledge csaenti&l to, clasai1led, 

7~8-750. 
"Meclonnic A rio lli&h 8chenl," Tbe naruo 

au){geotcl\ by Sut•erintcndent Seave1·, nf 
&a ton , to he ust!d instead of 1

' Mauna\ 
To·aiuiu&; School" a.< batter dellning the 
cln'l of ~cboolo, l :rv- l"xvi. 

In the oity of Boston. .A plau for a., 111i
lxxvi. 

lJic~hllnicnl 'J ' r11cl.,., How are graduates of 
Manual '! 'rrdninp; Scboolo to enter, while 
present obatar.le• exist I 81- 88. 

l'flillcr, ltl r, I .. \V ., Principal of the School of 
Induatrial .Art, PllilartelJ>hi•, is to have 
cbarl(& of the proposed School of Pottery, 
exix. 

Addreu by, before U.S. Potter's .Aasociatlon, 
JaoiHlry, 1890, r·eferred to, Oli:ix- cxx. 

l'fliltoa, .Joha,Quot&tionfmm "Puadiae Lost" 
h\·, :lU5. 

Milwauke.,, \VI•eon•in, Accouatof the In· 
du•trial ::'chou! for g irl• in, A history of teu 
yeara' e>:perience, 347-363. 

Brief etntenoent by R. <.; . Spencer, E•q .. Preei· 
dent Milwaukee MAnual '!'raining .Asooci· 
atiun, ~0;'>-208. 

Miaer, D. D., Rev. A. A., Cooperate• with 
Supel'iutcudent P~ olbrick B.lld Mr. J'erkine 
In totroducin~ drawing in anboolaof Boston 
and Maaa&ehnaett.., xxdv . 

seconds reaolntluns oft'ered in Chicago in 
. mPruOrl' of tbe late Profell80r Smith; Xl\'iil. 
ltliuneapoHe, Miuae-ta, Letter from Snprr· 

int\lodent John B. Bradl11y, inulosiug _a r e
port in lavor of lntroduelnJI; M•nnal~rniu· 
log In the Hl~~:h School of 189-2tK. 

ltliaeimer~., H • . ();, Principal of llijXh Sobool, 
Erie, J:'ennaylvania, "Educational !deale" 
discussed by, 926'-929. 

Report of occupations pursued · by ~natee 
of hie eohoolaa recorded · by, 611«-.602. 

IDitchell, ltlr. T. ltln•on, Snpl!rlDtentleut of 
Mnuual DepartmAotor Hlrard College, 460. 

Mitchell, W . P ., Proft'aeor, A. 1•aper rea1l 
before National Induatrlal Aeaociatiun, 
April 3, 18S8, on "Jndnatl'lal Education in 
Howard University "b:v. 880-883. 

M:odel!!l in Paper of Conetruction Work, 
made a.t·early as 1877, by Thouoaa W. Hun~· 
tor, director of drBwlnl! in colored ~~<:boola 
of Wuhlngtoo, D. C., 2,6, 

See al•o pn~~:e 2"'. 
M-oliae, llliaoie, Exbibltlone or eobolnrs' 

work In, ehowo annually on definite plan•, 
226-!!211. 

Moatelair. Technical Scll-1, Rrport of, 
by Mr. John V. Shaw, Iuetrnctor (18t!4). 157-
lfj9, 

Morley, Mr • .J oha, Deficiency of Engll•h pro. 
vi•ion fur Toc~nical Education, pointed uut 
by, 1!6-86. 

Morrte, !Ur. Geor~re E., Secrolarl' 811tl Treas· 
ur~r In•luatrit.t .Art Tllllchere' Aaooclution of 
Maeeachueette. .Acknowledgme~t of ~our· 
teaiee rocoived from, 126l. 
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MorriA, Ron, .:Jolla T., l'reaident Board of ' 

0ommi••ionen ofPublio Schools, Baltimore. 
l'i1Rryl3ud, Extract• from addrc•• by, 182. 

]ITQmotea the dcvelupment of tlte .Maoual 
. Training School, 362. 

•·eferred to, 30. 
ttl .. •·ri~oa, Mr. Gilbert B., of Kaosos City 

H igh School, Mio•ouri. Quotation• from " 
eriticiaru of' the '· Na,.h, .. illel~uort ., by, h::v. 

!Jio.,.·ry, JJir. lV. A., l(eport on Exhibits from 
Manual Training Schools and Schouls for 
~~~;:•ctive Claaaco, ~t Chicago, 1887, by , 

IJI iiller, Procc .. or !Jiax, prot eo!• against 
the syatem of compeliti~e examinations for 
entrance intoEngheh Civil ScrviC<', of l<'hich 
forty yeara a~o hfll urJ%ed the ndoptiun, 1091. 

lUuadclla, ltl. P., Ri&lal lion. A. J ., Ad· 
dress by, delinretl at Shedichl, January , 

. 1888, on "Technical Etlncatiou. " 103S-\039. 
Cbiltlreu of the poor ore not over ta.ngbt but 

under fed, saya, 1106. 
ltemnrk• by, in aupvort of E lrmcntnry '.L'ech

nical Inotructiou Bill iu En::lioh Parliament 
(J8.r.). M. 

!rl•n•cll, !Jir. AIIH-rl D., Boston, Chairruan. 
l<eport on Art E•uibils at San 1-'ranciaco, 
in 1888, by, 1306. 

MArplay, Jawee 8., Chairman Committee on 
llanual Trainio~~: School, Boston, Report by, 1 
120-121. 

ltlascum oC U . !!1. Bareau of Eclacation, 
Serie& of European piotot ial lUld graphic 
educational illustrations in, 10. 

N. 

"Nation, " Opposition of tl•e Xew York, to · 
W"altt•r Smitu, :<liY. 

Nalional Eduealional Aeeociatiou, In
au~uroll Rd•lre:-ts on .Eo neat ion And Labor, by 
Pr•••i•ltmt M. A. Newell, at J,ouisville wuet
i og of, in 18i7,.31-32. 

Industrial ..1.1 t Education, aeprc~~euted during 
tbeannual rue~tiugsofthe, held inChicae:oin 
1887, 1uul in S~tn Frllnolaco In 1888,1283-1307. 

Official &·port of tho nuuual meeting of the, 
a t Chic:<:.::o, in 1P87, ruferred to, 805. 

Naliounl luduelrlal Auociatioa, oC 
Wn,.binaaon , D,(),, Accountof, 311!-334. 

Nc,Yark, Nc " ' .JerAey, '''Xecbnical Sebool 11 

iu, 151-157. · 
Li•t uf otlicero nucl iMtructors of" Technical 

Sd10nl " in . 11 8~7-88), 156. 
New B e ciCorcl , IJIRI'•nchu~eus, Experiruent 

in ct.a.n~in )C I'CIJUir~meuts for adruiseiuu to 
H il!h School nt, r ecited by Mr.John El
drid :.::e. jr., ChairmAn of school committee, 
107-108. 

Report for 1882 hy Suporintendent Hnrring· 
ton of, rof~rred to, 98. · 

Superiotendrnt Harrington in report for 1880 
announceR return to forme•· conditions of 
nclmi•oion to High School of, 10S-l09. 

New Echtcaliou, Need of s t-rictly defining tho 
nomendutnru of tho.ll- llil. 

N., ..... u, LL.D., Profe*lor M. A., Stnto I 
Supt•riutentleut of Mnrylnn•l, Address br, 
when President ofNntional Educatioual.A•· 
sociotion, at L ouisville m eeting, 1887, 31-92. , 

Early laboratory inetrnclion by, 44. ' 
Extracts from Pnpor bv, on ".Beginnings of 1 

luduotriRl Education," rend !Joforo Indus
trial D ep&rtmont of National Ecluentionnl 
A•soclatlon, at Philadelphia meeting, in 
18i 9, 32-34. I 

Papet· by, State Superintendent nnd Principal . 
Muyland State Normal School, on IurlnR· : 
tril\l Training methods in that scbc>ol, 184- I 
188. ' 

r..t'errocl to as hav ing tlrst sn10gosto<l ncloption 
of the Manual Training Scn'ool as n Public 
High School )n city •s•t umR, ~r.S:-:1~6. . 

refors to Daltuuoro Manual 1:rn.mmg JltJ!h 
School in .A.nnunl Reports of !h(\ Stato llonr<l 
of Educmtion for 1884, 1885 (see also pa;:e 
366), 314. 

St.ate Superintendent, referred to, 30. 

New F.nll(lnn<l, early oettlero of, Estimates 
of. h y l [ornce Mann, Hrnl'J Ir.-in~. andRe.-. 
Mr. M:u>Cart h.v. 525. 527. 

Tribute to euiy coloniata of, by an Engltoh 
EdneRtor, 26. 

Ne1Y HaYen. Connc-:ct.ieut, E:ctract~ from 
~~~~~~reports uf School ..!. ntboritie• of, 

Extract• t'rnm 1880 report by Snperinteorlent 
Ontton on Indn~trial Training 1n schools of, 
139-140. 

Industrial Training begun in, 138. 
New .:rener, Tho late Governor Geor,re B. Mc

Clellan promoted industrial training in, 149. 
New .:Jer~~cy, laduslrial A .. oclalion oC, 

Account of tile origin of tho,1ti3. 
Further account ofttie, SOS-316. 

New pori, Bbode lelaad1 Iodustrinl Educa
tion considered by eonooi ontborltie• of, 
114.9-1151. 

Newtoa, D. D~, Re't'. B. Heber, Papar by, 
tmtitled "'.fbe l•~~aring of tho Kindergarten 
on tho. prev~ntioo ur crime," r eact a t St. 
Paul1886, reftrrod to, 695. 

New York Cia,-, Art aad louhaelrial A.•
•ociatioa• of, awalr.e to volue or the new 
educational methodo, 142. 

New York (;ity, A great centre of artietic!n
dnstrie~. H2. 

Concieo lt.t ot scboob j!lvin~-t Tochnioal Edu
cation in, from au article in the New York 
Tribune, 765-766. 

Drawin:t in public eohoole of, 143. 
Industrial As•ociation of, Account. of, 265-305. 
Liberal educational undertakings by private 

oitizens of, 142. 
Public Education Society of, 10l7-102u. 
Report of Committ<>& of the Board of Educa

tton of, on the introduction of Manual 
Tralnin:t iu the public ecboole, 1205:-1209. 

Sobool Authorities or, alow to adopt the 
methncls of tbu new edn(lation, U2. 

New ~ork Jadualrial Educalioa As•o
ciation, IH"'. Purpose of, 41. 

New ~ork In•tilulf! Cor Artist Artisnua, 
Professor John \Var<l Stimson, director; re

·forrcd to as a model Teobniotl Industrial 
Art School, cxx. · 

New ]{ orlt !!!late, Drawing in comruon schools 
of, in 1888, 1311-1312. 

Nlcbole, Mr. GeoriJO lVard, Tbe l ate, re
fo•·red to, xxxiii. 

Noraanl A.rl Trniaial( Cor Drawina 
T e nchers, A ecbooi of correepoD<Ienee 
ostahlishe<l in Bostoo t.o ,.:ivo, ti. 

" Normnl Drawin~rf :la88c• for T<'acbers 
in Public !ilclaoola," Accountuftueue\v 
plan uf, li. 

Normal 8ebool, Final type uf, seen in Now 
York anti In the we•tcm StAtes, 576. 

"Girls," Philndelphia. Los-one iu drees
mnking tiJHl in cook in~ jtlveu in, 171. 

Normal Schools, Importance of the opening 
of, in New En~lnnll, 570. . . . 

. Valuo of Kintlor,;arten trnmiDg 1?, p~per 
rend nt Uhicago Jul.'·· 1887, b.\' Mtss Ulara 
A.. Dur•·, of Oswcjto, Now York, 690-702. 

Norlhaotplon, !YiaswnchuNclle, Iotluence 
of thu librarv in the High School of, ~29. 

North Benncll :Streel ladustrial !!lt:lcool, 
of l.lostoo, Maeeacuusetts. Accouut of tho, 
33-i-3U. 

Extraot from report b.r managers of, 122. 
Lish of monagers and O\vncrs of building of 

Li~~~~~~cers for 1887-88. of the, 3H . 
"Norlhern Union oC !!lehooiH of ()ook

t ,rJ'" in Euglanc.l, 1109. 
iu Eul!land, trains competo~t- teMI10rs1 Jill. 

N nrewberg, Artiste one! A rttsnn• of, 643.1 

o. 
Objection• to, undue advocncyofMao~al Train

in!! in public schools, by Suponntendent 
Marble, 13S-137. 
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Omaha, Nebr-k•i A.: Manual TratDing de
partment added to the High School ID, 79. 

Manual Training High School ID, •~32. 
Report of committee on Manual Training in, 

.ao ... a2. 
Ordway, ProC. ;J,IH., oft"era· reaolutlol!• at 

Topeka meetiDg of N. E . .A. In 1886, approv-
Ing Part I oftblll Report, ux. . 

referred to by Dr. Mayo, aa at bead of Indus
. trial Departmentof"Tnlan'e Univeralty, oxi. 

Onre••• New York. Origin of the famous 
N ormal Sc!loolln, 577. 

p , 

P addoek, Sarah Sand•, · .Au hiatorioal r6-
anm6 of the progreaa or Industrial and· 

. . Technolo.glcal Tralublg in Enropo by, 975. 
Paae, Dlr, .Tames A., Maatar of tbe Dwight 

School,' Bo•ton, r eports on wood-working 
)eaaona In that acbool; 18-19. . . 

Paieley, Seotlaad, Striking contnat In peo· 
. }Jie of, ahowing evil eft"ecte of removing the 

children from school, 630-531. 
Value of aohoola, atrikingl:r shown by expert
. ence of, 530-531. 

Pnrfe, lli'raaee1Extent of Manual Trainblg In 
aoboola of, 1 28. . 

School in Rue Tournefort, Methods of ID
atructlon in, ll27- 1128. 

Pilrkia,- JJJr, Geor.eR., Summary of an ar· 
t lclo in the Century Magazine for ·SE'ftem· 
ber, 1886, by, on tbe famoua school o Up· 
plngbam, England, 7211-731. 

PaHf!a, ProCea,.or 8imoa N ., University of 
Pennaylvani&. Striking paper on" Econo
mics from the Standpoint of Consumption," 
read at the 1890 meeting In Washington, D. 
C., by, xctli. . 

Paal, E. A., Letter from the late Mr. Paul, 
l'rlnoipal Waahlogton High :Sohool,lOS-103. 

Peabody, Mi ... Elizabeth P., .An appeal 
by, to .American Workingmen, 637. 

laauea an edition of Cardinal Wiaeman'R leo· 
tnre In connection wtth a plea for .Frobel's 
Kindergarten, 635. 

Letter from, warmly endorain~t Mlaa Emma 
. Marwedel and her work In Kindergarten, 

670. . 
.A plea for Frobel's Klndergarton, by, 658-642. 

Peadletoa, !Yiiio11 Charlotte, Chairman sub· 
committee. Report "On Sewing" made by, to 
PhiladelpblaPnblio Edueatlon Aaaoclation 
(11!80), 991-9~ 

Peaa•ylyauia, Report Oil Iad1:1atrial 
Edacatioll made to the Legislature of, by 
special Commission appointed by the Gov-
eruor In 1887, 1221>-1235. . · · 

Perkina, Eaq,, Charle• Callahaa, Concise 
aummary of the life work and distingnlabed 
public aervices of tlte late, xl xli. 

eo-operatea with Superintendent Philbrlok 
and Dr. Miner iD Introducing drawblg In 
achnola, xxxiv. . · 

In hia devotion to tho public int<>resta, and 
bls promotion of Mnsio and the Floe Arte, 
was an ideal citizen, xll. 

Letter from, acknowledging receipt of "I' art 
1" of t bla Repurt, xxxviif-xx:rlx. 

Liat of oflicea held by and honors conferred 
upon, xl. 

· Mention of the accident which cauaed tho 
death of, X:J<Xix. 

Tile name o~ mnst be ever associated with 
the rlee ot "the New Educatiun" move
m'ent, xxslx. 

The years ~tiven by, to service on the school 
committee of Boat on, xxxix. 

To, In co-operation with Dr. Philbrick, the In· 
' troductlon of t raln:ng in Industrial Art 

Drawing in .American Schoolsialar~~:elyduo, 
xll. · 

Tribnta to the lata, xxxvill-xll. 
was a proWio antbor on .Art Toploa. See 

paaea xl and xli. · 

Per-..,.,Mr. w. 8.1 ~fWoroeaier,Maaiaohnaette; 
Pretlldentoftne~rt Department at meeting 

of N. E . A.. in Chicago, 18117; Extncta 
from paper on "Drawing In High Schools" 
by, l286-1287. : 

Pera, Illiaoia, Progi-amme of ootll'le orindua
trial work for boya and girla In •~boola of, 
1113-IH. 

Superintendent R. L. Barton deaorlbea origin 
and development of Industrial Tralnlng in 
achoola of, 191-le.. 

Phelpa, Boa. William Walter, Extraola 
from tho addreaa at Paterson, New Jersey, 
Jnne 6th 1883, by, 2'-25. 

Speech at Paterson, by, referred to, 20. 
Philadelphia, Peaaayhaaia, .Account of 

.Manual TralniD£ Schoo~ of, opened, 1885, 
43~37 • 

. The reathetlo training Jrlven In the city 'Mao
. ual Tralnblg School iti, no~ by Superin
tendent Seaver, lxx. 

.AunoalmeetlnJ[ of the Department of Super
intendence held ID, In 1881. Proceedblgs of, 
Cxxi-()UJ:V. ' 

.Annual Report for 1889 by Superintendent 
Jamea Mao.Allater of, l:nvi-lru:ix •. 

A new departure In acbool ayatem of116G. 
Calling of Superintendent Jamea MaoAliater 

from Milwaukee, Wiaconaln, to take cbarge 
of achoola of, 16G. 

Comprehensive exhibition In 1838 of eohool in· 
duetrtal work in, 232-236. , 

Indnetrlal .Art School of, Reporta of Commit
tee and of Director of (for 1865), 178-180. 

Induetrlal education In the Cit:r of, Extracts 
· !rom annual reports of City Schoolauthori

ilea ahowlng tho progr6l<a of, 1163-1203. 
Industrial School, of, City School Board re

organized Mr. LelAnd's olaeaea Into tbi• 
sc&oolaaapartofthe City School l)'&tem, 4.7. 

Influence of the Centennial Exhibition upon 
th!l educational movement In·, referred to, 
luvil. 

Introduction ofDrawingin sohoola of, referred 
to, 165. 

Introduction to the statements made by city 
educational autboritiea, as to Indnslrial 
Educat:lou In the public aohoola of the City 
of, 1163-1164. . 

Peculiar organbatlon of Po blio School syatom 
of, pre·rloua to 1833,165 . 

Professor J ames Mao.AIIater resiJ[DB the Su
perintendency of the achoola of, to accept
the Presld~ncy of The Drexel Institute 
(1891) lxnix-xo. 

Public Education .Aaaoolation of, 989-1016. 
Summary of school atatiatlce of, for 1889, 

lxxx.vli. 
What was done towards Industrial EducatiOII 

In, down to 1885, 167. 
Philbrick, LL. D., .J'oha Dudler• Dia

t toguiahed official po&itiona at home nnd 
In Europe, held by fbe late, xx:r.iv. 

HonorJ awarded to, in Europe, xxxv. 
Important educ11tlonal poaltJOD& held by, and 
honor~ conferred upon, xxxvl. 

· Public Memorial Service held In Bos ton. No
. vember 5, 1@86, In honor of the late, Ll•t of 

speakers at the, n:r.vli- xxxvlll. 
Public tributes to the memory of, xxxvi-

xxx.vlil. 
Reference to, by Mr. Whittier, xxviii. 
Referred to, SO. 
Story of h is life as told by Mr. Tucker, :nxv

xxxvl. 
Title of the volume iaaned containing the 

memorial addreaaes in honor of the late, 
xxxvill. 

Tribute to, with concise' anmmnry uf hi• con
tributions to tho progTeBB of Education in 
the United States, xulii-xxxvlil. 

Phia, .J"ohn, .A practical (l;llido for the self 
teaching of Mecbnnics by, 747-751. . 

"Plctarea Cor 8choola," Varicua educational 
uaea of, suggested by Enaliah Corumittee, 
10. . 
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Ph••kilt, Mr • .Toahaa, M ember of tho Board 

of School Comruleaionera of Baltimore, 
mo~e• for a committee to lnv88tij!:ate the 
ouhjcct of publlo Mhool indust-ria\ traioing, 
A prll 24, l !!83, 358. 

Ph•)'falr, 81r ••rca, R~viewa Lord .Arm
otl'ong'a at:tlcle entllltd, "The Vague Cry 
for 'l'eobnioal Education," 1073-1071. 

Poad, Miwa Ad~liue Valeutine, A paper 
by, entitled, "In Pari~ Gallerlea," r~ad at 
the 18811 meeting of the Maeeaobunetts Art 
Teachers' Aeeociation;l28~1282. 

Paper on " In11uence of DraYin~J on Charac. 
ter," read at annual mooting ot Art Teach· 
en' Aeaooiation in 1884 by,12M-1270. 

Potlf'r, Mr. WilliR-.a A., Sooretary New 
York I ndustrial ~ducatlou .AeeooiaUon. 
Reports by, 28&-295. 

Poltf'ra, Tbe' Etrn•can; 838. 
'J'wo famoua, PnU68y and Della Robbia, 6i9. 

Pen.,ry, lkhool of, At the annual rueetlug, 
Janu .. ry, ·1891, the U. S. Potters' Aasocia· 
lion deulde to establish a, cxix. 

Pe•·.,rcy, A needleaa evU, 552. 
Po"· .. n, Wm. B., Superintendent, introduces 

indoet.rlal training In echoola of Washing· 
Wn, D. 0. (18115-11186), 101, 

plun' aud •-ireots the great exhibition of 
aoholal'8' lnduatrlal work shown in Wash. 
lnl!:ton, In 1889, 236. 

" A Tll&ohere' Manual of Manual Training" 
ieelied by, for teacberaln public aohoola of I 
Waahlngton, D. C., xci-xoii. 

t alrea part, with au exhibition of work of 
Waabln~tton public school puplld, in lloatou 
" Conterence on Manual Training," .April, 
18UJ, c:rxxvlll. 

Primary 8ehoola, .Application of Frobel's 
principlu to the, a paper read at Chicago, 
July, 1887, b.y Mile Kate L.llrown, o( lloa· 
ton, Moss., 702-406. 

P roperry. Claims of education In r elation to 
" rights " of, 533-588. 

E•luo~tlou the eource of, 639, see alao 555-550. 
Snm·~ea of, 53,, 

Publie Education. Fundamental Principles 
unllerlying,ll63-964. 

PnltlieEduealiou.A .. oc:iation, in Philo· 
delphia. Introduction to aeries of Ru· 
porte madt~ by Miss Pendleton, Secretary 
of tbe, 989-991. 

Pnblie EdueRtioa 8oeiety of New York 
()ily, (1888),1017-1020. 

P.nblie Free 8choola. Reaaone stated for 
giving Appendix "I" wholly to argu· 
menta In tavor of the claims of, on tho 
"JIUblic, xcix, 

Pnblie Manual Traiaiulf 8ehool •• " 
part of a City Public School e:yatem, tlret 
proposed · by President 1>1. A. Newell, of 
BahlmoJ•e, at Louisville, 1877, 32. 

Publie 8ehool, The evoluliou of the, 
eft'ooted throu~th plivate experiment~ begllll 
by private cltlz~ne, 29-30. 

Pat.lie School Methode. Ge~oet·al <llseatie· 
faotion wit!J, iu 1870, l. 

Pablie 8ehoola 1 Art .Education In, .A paper on, 
by President J ames Mac.Aiister ot Drexel 
Institute, read before PbiladeiJ,lhia meeting 
of Superintendents, (1891) oxxtii. 

Deglnnln~t of demand for luduetrial Training 
in,13-25. 

Beginning& of Ind uetrlnl Education lo, re· 
ferred to, 97-98. 

Charact.er of attendance on, l~rgely affected 
· by local eurroun<l inge, 77. 
Character of recent combined opposition 

to, b16. 
Culleotione of Inexpensive nrllatic object~ 

for illustration in, bow possible, 6. 
An early experiment in giving Manunl E<Ju. 

cation'ln, eleacribed by L. H. ll.turvel, 907-973. 
For pro~e.mruea of courses of drawing 1o be 

given 10 nll grades of, ace papers by Messrs. 
Cart.lr, Clarl<, and Dailey, pages 1243, 1253, 
and 1275. 

Function of, diecoeecd by Professor C. M. 
Wood ward, at ChiCAgo, In 1867, 814-$17. 

Public 8 ehoola-Continoed. 
Hanel work in, An art-icle on, by Hr. ChArlea 

Godfr&J' Leland, 7~736. · 
. how Industrial Education will benefit the, 

1148. 
Indnatrial Tl'8lnlng for, 68-69. 
Induatrial Training In, desirable, ljle &4dr88a 

of William Walter Pbelpa, at Patel'80n, 
New Jersey, 24- 25. 

Ll_ght tbrown on proposed lnduatrlal Train· 
lDg In, by r88ults sooored in training of 
C~~!r: :,~'r.lld Indiana, at Hampton and 

Manual Training In, Extracts from pnper by 
Profoaeor Tbbmaa Davidson on, 801-804. 

May technical education be tenght In, 964. 
Methode of inetrootioo In·, oloeely stud ied and 

crltlcleed by American Educators, 211--34. 
Need ot Art tralninf. in, rooited by President 

MaoAiiater, cxxv . · 
Normal Drawing; Cla&eee for teachers of, ll. 
The new departnre.ln .Educatlon In, 87-42. 
OJtiection to teaching of tradea In, at& ted by 

Dr. E. E. White, UIK-965. · 
Origin of movement for Industrial training 

in, 1. 
The place Manna! Training should occupy in 

a eyatem of, the topio dleouaaed Rt t he Chi· 
cago meeting of the National Educational 
.Asaoo1ation In 1887, 807-$30. 

P~.blliti88 for .A.rt training in, eugg88ted, 

Practical enggoatluna for th,. promotion of art 
training In, by Dr. MacAJ.i8ter, oxxvil. 

Relatione between the Pr88& and the, xxb:
xxx. 

The relation of private organizations to the, 
30~07. 

"The school the symbol of the State," cxxv. 
Special technical aoboola should supplement, 

965-966. 
Studies in each school must -be adapted to 

.character and length of attendance, 77-78. 
SuggMtions as to the inlloence on the tMtea 

and manners of the people made poeeible 
by the training given In tbe, 7Ja-7J5. 

Teaching of hlatorlc ornament and dea!gn 
ln.127l;-1280. 

Theory and limlintious of, 568-671. 
Two new olaseee of, proposed, 411. 
What the. have done for Maseachueette, 572. 

Public "Trade" ond "Techalcal" 
l!lehool•, PoNibUity of both, aoggMted, 84. 

R. 

Raft'o.-lle, deeornto<l walls an·d made design• 
fol' looms, 650-651. 

" HeRd)·, 8omuel, Dome for Girl•" ia 
Bolli10ore, ltiRrylnad, presided uver 
by Mia& Helen J. Jt owo, mentioned aa an 
"Ideal" Orphans' Home, xlix-l 

Report, Extrac~ from a, on the opening of 
free Kin<lerj!:arten~ in the United States; 
mode to the Natlonnl Conference of Char· 
i ties and Corrections at. !St. Paul, In 1868, 
by Couotnnce Mackenzie, 693-695. 

TheNaebville, Det~rribed and considered, tv!. 
Report, Porl I . of rbi•, Correspondence 

concerning, xxvii-xxi%. 
Plan and contents of. summarized x:nl-xxvi!. 
Recopti~n accordeel to, xxvii. 
Resolutions approving, xxx-xxxi. 
Thoaeveral edltioua of, eleecrlbed, xxxl-xxxii. 

Part II. of thie, Changes noted In 
the purpose noel plan of, xcviii-x<!ix. 

neceeMrily rollects cootemporary ruove· 
ments, xxxii. 

Purposes of, summarized, c:dvii. 
Summnry uf ord~r of arrangements of 

the chapters and appendices of, odi
cxlvii. 

R eport•, A.auual, Extracts from, by Bon. 
Hornco Mann when Secretary of tbe Mae .... 
cbusotte State .Board of Education (1837-
1848), 510-573. 

Tbe several claaaea of Government, brlelly 
characterized, xxv. 
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Republic, As the rnlets of n, are cbo•en from 
the people, all the people should be educated, 
567. 

Common Sehoul• are the hope of the, says 
Chauncey M. Depew, 579-580. 

How i,:norauce threatens the, 667. 
In "·all citizens must be educated, 592. 
In a, not only elementary but big her educa. 

tion muat be pro"V"ided. for 592. 
The word, a synonym for a State lfO"V"erned by 

a constitnt1on, which depends for security 
on the intelligence and allegiance of Ft·ee 
citizene, 516. -. 

R e Tue PC!dagoiJiQue, Parie, Tribute to 
Dr. Philbrick 1n issue of March 15th, 1886, 
of the, xxxv!i. 

Rice, David E., Superintending Principal of 
Schools of Ho\)()kon. r epot ts on Drawing 
and Indnotril\l E<lucatioo (1886), 162--16~. 

Riekolf, Hoa. Andrew J.,Ie made Princi
pal of WorkingmBn's School, New York 
City, in 1887, 471. 

Roeeoe, 191, P,, Proccs .. or lilir Deary E., 
Addre•a on "'£echnical Education by, u 
Prize dl•trlbution, Li~erpoor,18~6. 1028-1031. 

Bo•,.iler, lUr., a faruone En~~:liah artist. The 
great schooh·oom at .Uppingham Ia dtiCo· 
rated with 11. aeries of noble. paintings by, 
731. 

Rowe, !'IJi•• Helen J., Principal of the 
"Samuel Rea<ly Homo for Orphan Girls'' 
in Baltimore, .Ma~·land, xlix- 1. 

Bowell, IUr, Frauk, in charge of Boston 
" Whittling Sobool, " 18. 

Bndtl, Mi•• EmiiJP., SnperintendentNorth 
Bennet Street Indnetrilll Sohool, Boston, 
Mll88achusetts, 337. -

R ac Tourne.fora, Pari•, Franee, School 
in, .Mtitbods of Manual Training followed 
In the, 1127-1128. _ 

Rnuhle, Pretoidcna, Refet'AIIceto the sugges
tion of, as to the philoeoph;r underlying all 
educational methOds, 261. 

Jlu11kin, l'Ir • .;John, President of Londou 
" Art for Schools A88oolation," 9. 

Bu .... eu, Governor, of.Maasachua~tts, addreaeee 
the "Conference on Malina! Training" in 
Boeton, April 8th, 1891, cuxix. --- · 

8 . 

8abhl, Henry, State Superintendent of Iowa, 
chosen President of Department of Super
intendence for 1891-1892, cxxii. 

Paper read b;r, nt Philadelphia meeting (1891), 
cxxi!. · 

8alici•, Mon11ieur Guela-re A.dolpbe, In
epector-Genbral of Manna\ Training In 
France, BioJ(raphlcal notice of, by Dr. 
Nicholas Murray :Sutler, 1123--1124. 

School Exbibitioa•, The Centennial Ideal 
of, 207; -

Changes in tbe meaning attached to the word, 
eoneldered, 207-209. 

deecriptlon of those of Schools of New Haven, 
Connecticut., 225--227. 

Difference in purpose of, of scholars' lodns· 
trial work, 220. 

Interesting Industrial, l>y pupils of the High 
School of West Boylston, Ma88aohuaetta, 
227-231. 

In<lustrial work done on definite plana for, 
ehow.n by scholars in .Moline, Illinois (1M86), 
220-225. 

lBdoHtrial volnntary work shown In, by 
echolarli in Junction City, Kanoae, 1883,217-
220. 

The Manual Training Ideal of, 208. 
Of s cholars' work, L imitations of, 231. 
Plans (If the .Moline, given in detail, 220-225. 
The Provincial Jrleal of, 207. · 

8ebool Library, hegun io the Boylston, Maa
eaohuseits, High Sohool by eXhibition of 
aobolara' wor~. 228-230. 

Far reaching influence of ooe, In the High I 
Sohool of Northampton, Ma88Rchnaette, 
oetabliehed before 1840, 2211. • 

8ehoob, American, Ho...-, impreA" a' -.-i.iting 
educator f1·oru Au~tralin, cxx:tvi. 

Art collections for, The Mn11cheater Mn
•ell!D pro,· ideo Jen<linJZ, i19-n2. 

Boala of common, 587-538. 
Comnton, are eft'eotive inRtruments of civlli· 

zation, 551. 
Dangers incident to Sect,arian~ 585. 
"Elementary," U ae of Pictures an<t other 

'Vorka of Art in, A paper entitled, read ami 
d locu -se<l at Int•rnationa\ Couference on 
Eduration , in London, 1884, 716-7llti. 

Enl(ll•h City children In, T~[ourance of natu
ral objects • hown by, 717. 

Importance of the elemontary or lo..-er grade, 
7111. 

The Lenuiug Art CoUrctions proYirle<l by t he 
M.ancbeat.er, Eugland, lrluseutu for, de· 
aori hed, 71~ 720. · · 

Of tho Poop!~. How Europ~au Standio~t Ar
m iea sen·e in 80me m~asuro aa. :\cl"i-xoviil. 

Pictures for, Con•m~nto by Mnucheslcr Guar
dian on t.be exhibition of, w•d~ iu lli87 by 
the 4.rt for Schools Association of Manches
ter, En~:laurl, 726-727. 

Public, Tile influence of, n paper n.ad by Dr. 
William T. Barrio before State Teachers' 
Aoaoniatlon at New Haven, Connecticut, in 
October, 11!111, 589-596. 

-Sectarian, utterl.l' un-Amerkan, 586. 
Value of attendance on, sllikinj!ly ohown 

h~· history of Paisley, ScotlAnd, bofore and 
nft~r the year JROO, 530-531. 

8cbwedlc-r, 1Ui811 FAnny E., First principal 
of the Free Klltdcrgarten, Now York City, 
Repurt. by, 4611---468. 

Science, The new educational ruo..-ement the 
child of.~. 

8con,-Mr.Jc-••P W ,, fonnda the Trolc<lo Uni
versity of A rts and Tr~d"" wblch IRter is 
merged in tho Manna\ Trainin,11 Department 
of the Toledo High Sobool, 400. 

8cou, Sir Walter, Line• in memory of Pitt by, 
quoted, xlii. 

8ea.-er, 8upea-intendea1Edwiu P,,Conelee 
hi•tory of development of Boston Schools 
by, 21-22. -

E:rtraota from Report for 188:1 by, 116--118. 
indorsee Kindergartens,'"'· 
Letter from, 116. 
Paper on .Manual Trainin~t S~hoola rearl be· 

fore the Boston Trade Club by, February S, 
1887, 795--799. 

Pla11 io detail for a ".Mechanic Arts High 
Sohool" given by, lxxi-lxxvi. 

Remarks liy, ir tl1e Boston rliacnseion of "In
dnetrlal Education in our Common ~choole," 
J aanary 20, 1887, 787-788. . 

Remarks on. Indu•trial Eduoatlon In ble.re-
port of 1883, 20-24. • 

Suggestions, repo1-t, and plan concerning a 
proposed . .Mecbnnlo Arts High Sehoul-by, 
Ixv-lxxv1. · 

snlCgeste the addition of a Public Manual 
Training Sohool to the Boston Public 
Rchooln, 23. 4' 

Heidel, Boberl, a Swiss teauber, Extract. from 
"Indu~trlnl Inatrnotlon," a recent book by, 
757-764. 

8eli.:-mau, Joseph, ~•'I•• The late, 1:1\ve 
$10. 000 to the endowerueut fnn<l of "'Che 
United Relluf Works of. the Society for 
Ethical Culture," New York City, 464. 

8cwiaa-, All forms of needlework are taul(ht In 
the Training Sohoole of Belgium, 1120-1122. 

Authorit-y for teaching, in Schoo!K of llalti· 
more ur~:ed by Pr<~&id.ent .Morris, of the 
School Doard, in 1887, 183. 

can be readily taught in all countrr eohooln, 
264. 

Can he taught in sohoole by a aeries of prac
ticalleaeolie, State Superintendent Newell, 
of .Maryland~ in address at Philadelphia, 
1879, aa,ys, 34. 

dlscusderl at Chioagoln 1887, 8211--830. 
Exhibit- of, In 18~6, with ot-her .Mnnual Train

log work shown by pupils of the public 
schools of New Haven, Connecticut, 225--227. 
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8ewi•.--C9ntf.Dued. · 

For early reoent elrnrte to in trod ace, in pa b
lic ochoolo, eee rofeuncea in Index to Part 
I of thl~ Report. 

Huw. iA taa,e;htln :Montolair Induatrlal Sobool 
New .Tereey,188'.l t o> 1886,100-161. ' 

Bow, ia taught in State Normal School of 
Maryland, aa stated br Dr. Newell, 18i-185. 

how taught In· the High Sobool of Peru 
Illinois, 193,11K. ' 

bow taught in Glrle' Normal School, Phila
f~!t~fti7~ repo~ by Principal Fetter, 

in Montclair Indnatrial School in 1887 162 
In l'hilaaelpbla &Gboola, Report on,'bv 'sa. 

p<:rintaudent McAlister (1&!8), ll93-1i9t. 
In Philadelphia Secondary and Grammar 

•choola; liietractlon l!iven in, reported by 
. Pre•ld~nt Steel for 18.<5, 173. · 
w •ohools of .Hoboken, New Jersey (188C), 

163-185. 
in aoboola of Jamestown, New York aa 
~hown In the Children's Industrial Exhibi· 
t-ion, held ln New York city ln 1880,287. 

in oohoola of New Bedford, in t!te years of 
1811.> and 1886, 123-124. 

Inotroction ill, aa givpn in the lower grades 
of girls' grammar schools in Boston, 787. 

Instruction In, promoted as a matter of 
OODf!l& by tho eever&l Industrial Education 
A1180clatlona, accounte of which areJtiven in 
chapter xvii, 251-853. 

introduced In achoole of Phlla~lelpbla, 170. 
Iutl'Oiluotion of, In girls' achoola of Phlla

<.h·lphla early In 1884, lxuiii. 
lutroduction of, In schools of New Haven, 

Connecticut, 1886, 188. 
Introduction of, In schools of Springfield, I 

:Maeaaehoaetta, In 188,, 129-130. 
:Method ot'teaobln,e;, in Roboolaor Springfield, . 

Maaaaohnaette, aa reported by :Mi3s r. A... 
Fay at Chicago In 1881, 812. 

Place of, in aollools of Washington. D. C., Ra 
shown in connection with exhibition or fu. 
due trial work of pupils In 1888; 2&2-245. 

re;:~;_i~a:ed by Superintendent MacAliater, 

t'eOOmmendtld by the New Jersey Board of 
Education, 1223-1224. 

:Reference to, In girls' so boola of Boston. 21. 
Reference to ite lntrodnctioo in girl•' schools 

of Buston, 97. · 
Report of Philadelphia "Sub committee" on, 

to Public Education A..asociotioo (1880), 091-
884. 

B11r:rton two hears' e~oriment of, in so bonis 
~ 

18
ihlladelp ia, by r&Rideot Steel, 1183-

Scholars' work In, aa shown In "Annual 
Hanrt-Craft Exhibits" made by public 
school~ ot' Moline, Illinois, 22()..225. 

S.1holam' work io, Rbown iu exhibition by 
pupils ot tbo H~gh School, West Boyls ton, 
:MN~J~&chnaette, m 1886, 230-231. 

See place g iven to, io co~rse of Domestic 
economy for girls in Mnnunl Training 
School of 'l'ole<lo. Ohio, 410-420. 

See Synopsis of courses ot; for girls from 7 to 
13 years of age in elementary schools of 
France, 1127. 

Superintendent Dutton r ecommends adoption 
or, in echoola of New Haven (1885), 1160. 

Success of tho experoment of introdociog, in 
tho Boston schools toRt-ified to by Pr~sidcnt 
Francis A. Walker, 810. 

T~achers of, how selected for schools of Phil
adelphia, 180. 

Vulue of lo~trnction in, iu public acboola, 
Remarks by Mrs. Rebecca D. RickoU' at 
Chicago in 1887 na t o the, 819. 

Work of pupils ln. as shown in tho Exhibi
tion of P hlladelpbil\ scholars ' work held in 
1888, 232- 236. 

Work of pupils in the colore1l schools in, wM 
shown lu t-he Indnstrinl Exhibitinu held 
June, 1888, in tho Moner School builtliug, 
Washington, D. C., 247. 

A _year'a work iu, l·y pupils of Girl•' Nornonl 
School, Phllad~lphia (1884), 1i1. 

8baw, Mr. Soha·v., Prloolpal of Moiltoiair 
'fs~~boioal School, Report for (ISS.) by, 157-

8bl'llleld{ Eaalaad, Prize distributions to 
pup! s of the 'l:ebnlcal School Januaty 
1888, 1035-104(1. ' ' 

Technical Training In, 104(. 
8beldou, itlr. Edwnrd &. , Opens a Training 

School for Primary Teachers at Osweao 
N.Y., in 1862, 57f. a ' 

8beloloa. Wm. E., President National Edu
cational Association in 1887, lteport to by 
George P. Brown, Edq., Chairman Com:nit
mlttee on Educatioual Exposition. 830-Bll . 

8ill, S . M, B., Snperlntenolent ecboola of De
~g~~i99_Report on drawing in 1885-'86 by, 

8kill, The neetl of certain forma of technical; 
• formerly requisite in band\Vork, now l es-

. sencd by the increase and varlt~ty of inven
tioua, 94. 

Slater Fuad, Industrial Educat ion in all 
schools aided by the, oxlil. 

81iijd, Au account of, compiled by I, Ed warda 
Clarke, 863-893. · 

aa eet fu rtb by the autborltiea of th11 school 
at N iiis, Sweden, with list of tools and 

· modet. used, 889-ll93. 
Comments on, by Dr. Har ris, 908. 
Swetli~b Wood, referred to, 1045. 
the word and tbo muthod tlefineol, 864-U7. 

8mitla Collf':re, Northampton, Mnssachu•etts. 
Art collection of, referre<l to, ( . 

8miab, lUr. G<lorll"• Teacher ot carpeotr'· in 
~~ton acbnols. Programme of lessons by, 

8•ith, L'lnrj~aret K., of tbe State Normr.l 
School, Oswego, New York, touuslatea the 
book oo " Indust-rial Instruction " by 
R·,ber t Seidel, a Swies teacher, 757. 

8aaitb, A.ra M .. ter, Prof'ee•or Walter, 
Account of the IMt· sickness, death, rinol 
burial of the late, by his daughter, referred 
to, :&Iii. 

Address to Maaaachuactts Teachers' Aaaocia. 
tlon, at Worcester by, 055-962. 

Let ters from :Miao Sooitb, gi\•ing an account 
of the sickntl88 and deatli, September ltth, 
1886, of, x lvi. . 

thn memory of this man uf genius is chcr-
laho.d in"America, xlviti. 

Personal charactenatice of, xliv. 
Raro gifts of, as a teoeher, xliil-xllv. 
Resolutions in memory of, pa.~a~ by the Art 

.l.lepartm.,nt, N.E. A., at Chicogo,1888, 1284, 
1285. 

Rcsolutiuos passed at the Bnonal meeting of 
the Natoonnl Educational Association, io 
Chicago, lllinoizl, July, 1887, in commeruora-
tio~ ot, xlviii. · 

returns to England, xlv. 
1.'ribute to tbe late, ~111-xlvli i. 

8ocralea, 1.'he address on, by Dr. Fitch, dis
cu8llcd by Rev. Canon Daniel, Dr. Worm~ll, 
a ud others, 1056-1057. 

Lifo and rul\tbotls of, related by Dr. J. G. 
Fitob, 1051-1057. 

Opinion of, ou the ed ucative Ynlue or mere 
handiwork, 1055. 

President J obnstoo quotes front, cii-cv. 
l!loutb, Expenditu re.• for etlucatioo iu the, cxii. 
8pnrk""• .lllr . Solon, Headmnater South Keo

sinjltou Art Schools. Letter coucoroing 
" J!nrt I " fro m. xxix. 

8pnulcliu1f, iUr. Haudnll, Superin tendent 
.Moutclair, Now Jersoy, Lettor from, ole· 
clo.!"iilJ.,t the experiment ot' Iud1uttriul Train
iujl, oow t ried in Jlloutclnir for five years, 
a s uccess (1887), 162. '""I'"'"'" on futluAtrinl1.'rainiog (1886),159-162. 

8pCIItl<' l', n. c ., E8q., of .Mil waukee, Wiacon· 
11in. Brief •tat..oucnt of pinna of t be Moo
uul 1,miuing A R~ncint.ion br. 205· 206. 

8Joriul(, L'lr. E. A., So:ul/>tor, of Perth Amboy, 
~ew Jcrs1:y, ruforrcc to for his eftorta to 
introduce cloy ruod~lliug in s cboolc;, 1411. 
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!ilpriu.lle ld , !UneutcllltNcll•, A report to 
tlletichool Committee uf, by ::)uperintcn1lent 
A. l'. Stone, on "t h01 Kinoler~:art.cn in rela, 
tion to Public Schools," Octobet· 30th, 1886· 
6115-~07. 

Report b.v Superintendonl Stone of, ou cow
noon sehoul education, 128. 

Report by school committee of, ou industrial 
traininf! in Rchools in 18ftij, 130- 132. 

Repo~rt of •cbool conrittce on sewing in 
• cbool• of, iu 188~, 12 . 

School of carpentr_,. in, 813. 
8tRti • lie•, Ech•cational, .A few austgestil"e, 

59~595. 
81a1ue" of illn11n na•l \Vebalcr, Sigoi8-

c&oce of the ut·eclioo, 1>.1' th01 :State of M as•&· 
ohusett•. of t he. 515. 

lja<'c l , E•lwn•·d T., Preoi<lenl Philaddpbia 
lloard ol E<lucation, Crcolit to. anol to Ilia 
fellow metnbers of the Boar<!, for the hu· 
pro1·erucut in tbe organi7.ation of the PhiJa. 
<lo•lpbia •chool sy•t<~no, lxxl'ii. 

Enolur•e• tl101 1~ork of t-he new "Superintentl- ' 
cnt.'' Rncl r"cites the auceesa of the D8\\~ 
methods iu bis ann uRI report for 1884, 167-
170. 

Euract• from r eport uy, for 1885, 172-175. 
Ropot·t by, fur 1886, 1183- 1185. 
Roport uy, on Intlustrlal Education (1881 ), 

1165. 
Report of, referreol tn, 98. 
su;:-ge~h in hi a report for 1883. the open in:! of 

a t:ity M~tnual Training School in Pbila<lei
J>hln, 1167, 

foltch•on , l'tlr. Charlc10 B ., The lat~. roferref\ 
to, xxx iii. 

liltiouoo11 , l"rofeuor .John \ Va r d., Direct-or 
Art t:lae•e• MetropolitAn Museum of Art, 
New York, refel'red to, 67. 

Di,.ector New York Institute for Artist A.rli· 1 
&1\Wl. t efflt'rP.rl to, oxx. · 

81 one, A. 1" •• Supurintendent of schools in 
Spl'in~:lield , Ma..,..cuuaetto. Exlra.cto from 
r eport.e by, 126-129. 

RetoorL to t l!e school committee by, on '' tile 
Kindergarten in relation to puulic schools," 
6~5-6n7. · 

Repl)rt on Kindergartens by, 133. 
8rorr, lio n . Allnn C., l're&iden t Chicago 

Jionrol of Erlunation, F;xtrr.ch from artolTASe 
of welcorn~ by, to National Etlucatlonal Ae· 
Rocintion iu 1A67. R05-807. 

8troaa~:, K eY • .Joeinb, Quotation from the 
bouk trr. entitled •· Our CoUJttry: Ita poesi· 
ule futu re and itspresentori81s," 629. 

~tudr, Sug.rest.loo~ as to metbod• of, 75tJ-751. 
l!llu•nut"r, Hon. ( :h o rl t-111, Quoted in te;,f~rcnce 

tnu~ttiona l Rid fur t•tlucatiou, 72. 
!olnpt•a·inl<'lld <llll~, St~tte anti lJity School. Ef. ' 

furt a of, to itu prove method!i uf iuatruct.ion , 
ao. 

Rcet'_Ptiou to, uy School Boat·d of, Phila<lel
rt""· F~l>runr.v 26, 1891, oxxt. 

8wnn, Kobrrr, IE•q., Credit gtven to, uy Pt-eo
iolent Walker, for the inl r<><lnotion of sew
in::: io the Bo. ton schools, 792. 

1!\n •itz.,riRncl, Report on lndnatrial Education 
nnd Trade Schaole In, made by Bon. Boyd 
Winchester, tbe U . S. Minister, Feuruary, 
1R87, 758-766. 

T . 

Tadd, .J . J,ibert y, Principal Philadelphia Jn. 
<htsto·iRI Art School. "Report for IH86-1887, 
~~~ - ll ti6-1188. 

'l'ene tiiua of Trnde• in Public 8ehoole, 
Uhjectlona to. 904-965. 

'l'rchodeni.Educnlion in New York City, 
A concise lis t of !lllboole jliviog. 705-766. 

Tcdouicnl Education, Activity of Enro
poan countries in generously promoting·, 
1065-1066. . ' 

Ad•lrnaR concerntng, by Sir H enry E. Roscoe, 
M. p ., 1028-1031. 

ADl ulguity of the term, reco~t~~ized by Miss 
RoliBwond Davenport-Hill, 1041. 

J>rawing, tbe t rue haala of, 968. 

Techuicnl Ed11cation-Con tinued. 
Dt-. J<'itcb diacrimiuates between two kintlo 

of, 1057. 
Jo Boar<l Schoolo. E~tracls from an article 

in tbe .MAy, 1888, number of I be Contempu· 
rary Review, by Miss Rosamond Hill, oa. 
1041-1 0~@. 

:Meaning of the term, :10 used by l ' rofessor 
Roscoe, roft·rretlto, 1026. 

Mr. Mundell:o defines, 1037. 
Need of. felt tbron~hout th e mauufact1tt·iug 

centre• of England, 1040. 
A not aUt& discoa!'ion conecroin.z, heltl iu t ht~ 
, " lHuetPeuth Ceutu1Z " duriuK 1@88, hr Sir 

Lyon PIRyfait· Rod on! Armstrong, ·1069-
1090. 

of service to the Captains of Industry, not 
tv mere lnllorers, 107 1-107~ . 

Profcs•or Bele-Sitaw on the various defini
t-ions of t.Joe t~n1.1, 1033~10a4. 

Profu .. or Ro•coe oleli oea, 1029-1030. 
Remarl<aule too•ement for promoting, in 

England. 8~. 
1.'1Je use of the word "Technical." 'lisc:uB:wd 

hy Dir~etor Coltoo, of Newark 'l'ecboic.:al 
s~hool, 1~6-1 ;7. 

Tue Vague Ct·y for, uy Lord Arrnslronf!, 1069-
1072. 

Tttchnicul JuNtJ••accion, Account of con fur. 
tmr.~ on, lu·lrt iu Loudon by eriucRtorR mul 
lfl',octieal m·tiaauo, Novem~er, 18o7, 1061-
1068. 

Techuicnl School, Newark, New Jer.c1·, 
Li•t of office'" and instructot·s iu (188i- 88), 
J58. 

Tech11ical 8cltoola, Ol'il!ill of, a• :::iveu hy 
Suo•·•·inlt' tllll•nt. d. . P. M:u·hl tt, 135-136. 

Dt!t1r.11tlf\, i47. 
u Tec h ll ieRI T a•n in ina in Am~rit:RD ScliOOl-4, n 

IJy l'reoioent E. B. White, Dell-966. 
l ' ot: ~irl•, I09D~Il03 . 
VarlouA nu lhorilies •1uote1l concernin~. lO.t:s. 

Tf'tllt)"KOII, Alfre d , Quotation• fro111 "ln hl ll· 
moria wn,'' hy, x1\'i- xlvii. 

Text Booi<M of Cool<ery, Liot. of, lli.-•n h_v 
.Mr.. Kuwlauol Willi~tm• . l'reaidentofN ort h
o!rn UniOJu ot' Scuoola o(Cool<ery 1111. 

Tbo•naM, l'tlt•. C nv<:, tli$CURRt!S anf\ ctilici::.-~ 
tho pAper on "t.l1ti nee tJf nr t wor\cM in d~· 
1116nUiry ftOiwola," read u_y Mr. Hor•fall, 
7~~--iU. 

Thompson, Profee,.or l!lilvanu" P ., l'r•••· 
idcnt of tho Flnahur.r, 1.'ecbuical Collo•;::e, 
London. Paper on "The present po•h-inn 
or tile Teohnlcal Instruction question ," 
read before 11. conference of e<htcMtors anri 
Artisan• hy, 1066-1068. 

Paper uy, oli•cll••e<l, 1066-1088. 
ThotnpBon, lll r. Lnnj(dou 8 . , of Lafayette, 

luuiaua, lteport. by, on work lu llrawing 
s hown nt the San Francisco UJeetiugiD 18ll8, 
lliM-1305. 

joins in eeoondiog reaolntiooa offered in Chi
cago, in m emory of the late Professor Smith, 
xlviii. . 

T h rin•, !Ur. E dmun"dl H eadmaster of Up· 
piogbaru School, Enll and. Account of no
ble ortlstto surroundings p rovide<!, and of 
~~£.~a~~ial training introduced by the late, 

'I'oledo, Ohio, Cost of tuition In Mnnnnl 
1.'raining Deport-ment in High School ot: 4~0. 

Doweatic J!:~onowy Department, In H1gl1 
School of, 418-t20. 

Ev<'ning School In, Superintendent Compton 
reportlt on, 426. 

List of officers nod teachet'8 in Mnnuol T rain· 
lug Department of High :School of, 1886-87, 
428-429. 

Manual Department of High Sch ool of, nnd<·r 
joint rontrol of Toledo Bnnr<l of Education 
nntlDircctora of Tuleolo Un1ver•ity, 405. 

Mnnnal 1.'ralnlng Department ol' Bl:::h Scbool 
of, Organizntion of, methode of instruction 
and sohedul11 of atndies tau}lbt In, 413-424. 

Mnnoal '.frahting Sobool , Or1gln and devel· 
opment of tbe, 405-429. 
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Teleolo, Ohio-Continued.. . 
Ori:tio of hbnual Training School of, due to 

Mr. Jesup W. Scott. 'llO. · 
Report by Superintendent H. W. Compton of, 

on the practlc:al value of Drawing and Clay 
Modeling In Primary Schools, 1309-1310 .. 

StRtiatice of attendance In Manual Training 
u~partruent in High School of, for1887-1888, 
(27. 

Tool work, TliA Intellectnal value of, a paper 
r~ncl by Dr. Wm. T. Barrie, at the Na~~hvllle 
rneetinp: In 1889,937-942. 

"Trnde" 8ehoole and "Teebnieal" 
IOjchoole, Possibility of future pro'l'lalon 
for l'o Ill! c. enj!'p:ested, 84. 

Trniuin• Sch-1• for teachers of Cookery, 
£mportance of, 111M. 

Tribune, The New York, List of schools in 
th~ city l!ivlne; technical education, from 
nrticleln . April 3,1887, 76!>-766, 

Tulnu" UniTer•ily, New Orlean•, loOU• 
i•iana, described and characterized, by 
Dr. Ma)·o, cxi . . 

Industrial Drawing and Manual Training 
t:>u~~:ht in, clx. 

Orie;ln of, cviil. 
R.eferen\)e to Free Drawing gla88cs of, clx. 

u. 
I: uhcd 8ta tea, Immense growth of the, foreseen 

lly Horace Mono, 573. 
The makinp: of the, largely credited to first 

~olonieta of New Enp:land by recent writer 
In London Times, Ml. 

1Jppiaabam, Ea.land, School of, Account 
of, 729-791. 

v. 
Va .. nr College, Poaabkeep~ie, New 

York, At·t collection ol; referred to, 4. 
Veebt, Account of, A modern workman who 

adopts Cellini' a methods, 6U-645. 

w. 
Walker, 'Franeie A., President Massncbu· 

setta Institute of Technology, Address by, 
on "Techoicnl Education," given in Appen· 
dlx "G," Part I, of this Report, referred to, 
and commended, 55. 

Paper on "Manual Education in Urban Com
muniti~s." read by, In Chicago, in 1887, 
807-810. 

"A plea for Industrial Educntion in the Pn blic 
:Schools." A reply to Dr. Dickinson by, 
ronde February lOth, 1887, 788-703. 

President New England Conf•rence of Edu- , 
cational Workers io 1891. Sco report of 
Conference on M•nunl Trainio~~:. cxxxviii. 

Remarks by, on the Cbaol!es in Educntionnl 
.Methods, when introducing Professor U. M . i 
Woodwnrd ton Boston audience, 771-772. 

Remarks on Kiridarv;artens lly, 49. 
Talk on teaching nrtthmetic, by, 46-47. 

Walker; 8tt>phen A., President of New York 
City .Board of Educntion, reports on ·Drnw· 
ing and Industrial Education (18~4-;885), 
]43-145. 

Ware, ProCe•aor Willintn R., Report by, 
on tbeprepnratlonofthe Manu~! oo "Wood· 
worklne; tools nod how to nse them," re· 
ferred to, 17. 

Wneblnston, Diatriet oC Columbia, Ac· 
coontof theN ational Inclustrinl As&ociation 
eatabliabed in, April 6, 1883, 318-334. 

Art object<~ ln schoolrooms of .Franklin School 
Building of, 7. 

Colored Hi~b School of, Manual Training in· 
troduced m, 1886-87, 111. 

Conditions ntrectiog Industrial training in 
the schools of, are exceptional, 80-90. 

Exhibition of Industrial work of pupils io 
colored schools of, Juno 15th, 1888, 246-249. 

Exblllltion of industrial work of pupils in 
white aohoola of, May 31st, 1888, 236-245. 

Wa•hinston, Dletrlet oC Columbia-Coo· 
tinned. · 

Exhibition of industrial work of publlo school 
pupils of, shown at Boston "COnference <>n 
Manoa! Training" by Superintendent Pow. 
ell April1891, cuxvili. 

Exhibition of industrial work shown by white 
schools of, opened by Mr. Wm. B. Webb, 
President of the Board of Commissioner~ 
of the lJistrlct of Col om bla 241-242. 

Industrial Training for colored child reo In, 90. 
Manual Training in the schools of, In lP90, 

xc-xcil. 
Mrs. Anna Lowell Woodbury opens mission 

school of cookery in, 11880), .819. 
The National loduot.rial Association of, pre

c;edes, by a year, tbo New York Industrial 
Aaaociotioo, 319. 

Occupations accessible to Inhabitants of, re· 
etrict.ed by peculiar conditions Incident to 
lt.~ being the capital of the country, E9-90. 

Reference to account of the Introduction of 
Industrial Art Drawing in schools of, under 
Superintendent Wilson, 101. 

W a sbial(ton, D. c., Ditih School oC, Ex
periment of introducin~r Manual Training 
in, related by Principal Paul (1887), 102-103. 

High otandard of, 110. 
VIews offacnooslluildinga in balls of, 6-7. 

Waalaingaon, D. C., Public Sclaoola oC, 
Drawing in hi~bcr grades of, a euccestt un. 
der the direction of Mrs. S. E. FU!l6t, 111. 

Induetl'inl Training be:tun in, under direc
tion of Superintendent Wm. B. Powell, 
(1885).,.86, 101. . 

Propo>secl development of industrial training' 
in. under Superintendent Powell, 1887-8M, 
112-113. 

Specimens of ioclustrial work by puJ>il• of, 
shown at Bnston Conf•reoce on Manual 
'!'raining in April, 1891,cxxxvlii. 

Superintendent Wilson, as enrl.v ns 1874, 
plauoed introduction of industrial trair.ing 
m, as the lol!ical development of the In· 
dustrinl Art Drawing which be then iotro· 
duced, 101. 

Wenllb, Education directly produces, 530. See 
also 55!>-550. 

\Vebb, Loui!l R., Superintondont of schoole, 
Junction City, Kansas, Exhibition of echo!· 
ars' work in 1883, uoclerdirection of. 217-220. 

\Vebster, Daniel, Stlttue of, in front of State 
House io Boston, Massachusetts, 515. 

Webster, H. E., President Onion Uoivr.rsity, 
Schenectady, ~ew York, cliseusseil paper 
at Philadelpbia meeting (1891), cxxil. 

Werley, iflis• Emmn, teaches sewing in 
l'aru (lllinni;) High Scbool,19t. 

\Vhitnker, Profeasor, of Massachu•etts In
stitute of Techoolol{y, suggests a Handbook 
of Wood WorkiuJ!, 17. 

\Vhile, E. E ., of Ohio, Superintendent, re
ferred to. 30. 

Quotation from adclre•shy, taken from report 
in "Education,. for December, 1887, 518. 

\Vhiatier, John GreeulcnC, Extract .from.a 
letter from the ve.neralllo poet, shotvmg Ius 
appreciation of Dr. Philbr,iek, xxxv . ... 

LGtter concerning "Part I from, xx.vtn. 
Poem entitled "Onr Stato" by, MO. 

William•, rtlrs. Rowlnnd, President North· 
ern Union of Schools of Cookery, England, 
:tivos li•t of text-hooks used, 1111. 

Williams, 8 . G., Professor of Peda~tO!!Y, C~r· 
nell Uoinr.ity. Ithaca. New York, J?,ts· 
cns•e• paper at l'b!ladelpbla (1891), cxxu. 

Wil8on l'tliuion Industriol Sehool Cor 
Girl8, in New York City, Concise account 

In~~·i;.~~ions which ha'I'O sprung from the, 
since i< wne opcoe<l in !854, 305-306. 

\Vilson, J, Ortnond, Superintendent of 
Wnsldn!!ton Schools, Iotrocluction of In· 
<lustriai Art Drawing by, referred to, 101. 

referrecl to, ao. 
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WJacbeeter, Boa. Boyd, U. S. Minister to 
S"·itzerlanll. Report made i n F cbruuy, 
:887, on •· lnduotrial Etluc~tion •n•l Trade 
School a in Switzerluul," by, 753-755. 

Wiaotlow, B. B., Cbairn1an N ew Bedford 
School committ ee. Report on Sewing in 
Schou! a in 18P5 and 1886 by, 123-1U. 

\l' i..,mnn, Cnrdiaal, In 1852, Address by, on 
"The connection or 'rel:1tion of tbe Arta of 
Production and t he A rts of Deaign," 838-
658. 

\l' oo<lbury, Mra • .&ana Lowell, opens mls· 
aion ocbool of cookery in Washington, D. 
().,in 1880, 31~. 

A paper by, giving the biatory of the firat 
mi .. ion anhool of cookery in Waabington , 
D. C., 325-326. · 

" 'oodmaa, ltlr. G eorae E,, on the "Proper 
p lace of F orm Study inEdncat.ion, " A paper 
by, l'&ad at tbe Art Teachers' annual meet· 
in I[ in Boa ton in 188~. 1272-1274. 

Woo<lward, of 8r. I.ouia, Proftoa!lor C. 
M,, Addreaa by, at tbe Joboa Bopldos Oni· 
v et·aity, in Baltimore,iu1883.referred to, 367. 

Addr~n on Mnnuol Training by, i n Boston, 
December 18th, 1885, 772-777. 

Book by, on " Tbe 11!.11nnal Training School," 
r ecommended by Superintendent Set.ver, 
lx:rv. . 

Conciae atatement by, d escribing tbe cnrricu· 
lnm of a Manna! Trainin~t School, !viii. 

makea no cla.im that tbe Manual Traiuin& 
Scboola give .Ar t Tra.iuing, c><vil. 

Paper on " The Function of the Public 
School," read by, at the dlacuaaion in the 
Cbicaf{o meeting In 1887, 814-81'7. 

Remarks by E:r·Governor Rice, Snperinten· 
dent MacAlioter, of Philadtilpbi.R, Gent. 
Francia A. Walker, and SoperlntendentSea· 
ver, of Boston. at the dinner given to, De· 
cember 17L~, 1886, 780-781. 

0 

Woodward, of 81. Louia, Profraaor C . 
M.-Cuntinuetl. 

R lll'ponae by, to tbe open in~ wol'<lo of welct>me 
a~;~ok~n by Mr. JohnS. Clark at tho •linnor 
J!(lven by him in honor of Dr. Wood,urd, 
77&-780. 

rniewa hiotor.v oft be complications I bat arose 
during 1885 aut\ 1888 iii conneclion witl1 the 
Baltimore Manual Traiuiug High School , 
373-374. 

Staua t be pnrpoaea an<! limitations of t.be 
t,\'pical Manuo.l Train ing School, Jilc-lltii i. 

Title of paruphl~t by, critiCiain:; th& Naah ville 
r~.port. See note, page liv. 

Wood workiall(, Progl'lo.mme of elementar.( 
l•aaon• iu. 1:>-16. 

\Vorceater, .John C., A, 1.'11., Lellt:r from, on 
obje.:t anti reoult of school ex hihitioua in 
Bo~·lstou, Maeaacbuaotto, 280-231. 

Report by, on exhibition of acbolara' work, 
227-?31. 

Worce8ler, !llaaanehuooett.-, Mr. W alterS. 
Per1·y , director of drawiL& in ~cho,Jo of, 
111114, refene<t to. 134. 

Workin~rnaan'• l!lleb-1, NCI\Y York City, 
The, An experiment al at:bool for combin· 
i.ng~£otbeJ,ic with induatrial training opened 
in 1880, 482--606. 

How Phy•IOA are tanl!ht. in (1887), ll(l3. 
A! annal Training Methodd used in, 503. 

World'" Fair, The Hyde Park, f ,oadoa, 
Enaland, 1851. marko th& open inl! ol' Rll 

indu•trtal Ern, 99. 'l'he adopt1nn of Tea b. 
nieal Induatrial Edncat.iou by t he nat.iona 
of the worl<l brnnj!hl nhout by, 3~. 

World'• Fair to loe held i a C hic•••· Im 
porta nee t hat Etlucatoro ohonhl b&j(iu early 
proparatiou for the • Columbian/' OX'll:1 \i. 

Wormell, M.A., Dr., E:rtncta !rom vaper 
read by, befure London College of Preoop. 
ton, J IUie 22d, 1887, 10~1060. 
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